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INTRODUCTION
Purpose of Annex

The purpose of this Hazard Mitigation Plan (HMP) annex is to provide a community-specific
hazard risk assessment, capability analysis, and evaluation and prioritization of hazard mitigation
measures and projects. Background information and the regional effects of pertinent natural
hazards are discussed in the main body of the Western Connecticut Council of Governments
(WestCOG) Multi-Jurisdictional Hazard Mitigation Plan. This annex is designed to supplement the
information presented in the Multi-Jurisdictional HMP with more specific detail for the Town of
Bethel and is not to be considered a standalone document.
The primary goal of this HMP, including this Municipal Annex, is to identify natural hazard risks
and mitigation opportunities in order to reduce the loss of or damage to life, property,
infrastructure, and natural, cultural, and economic resources. This includes the reduction of public
and private damage costs. Limiting losses of and damage to life and property will also reduce the
social, emotional, and economic disruption associated with a natural disaster.
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COMMUNITY PROFILE
2.1.1

Geography
Physical Setting

Incorporated in 1855, the Town of Bethel is located in northern Litchfield County and is home to a
population of 18,584 (2010 U.S. Census). Bethel is bordered by the municipalities of Brookfield to
the north, Newtown to the east, Redding to the south, and Danbury to the west. Refer to Figure
2-1 for a map showing the regional location of Bethel within the WestCOG region.
The topography of the town is characterized by higher elevation hills in the southern region, with
developed plateaus in the northern areas, with several stream valleys running throughout. The
Dibbles Brook, Limekiln Brook, and East Swamp Brook are a few of the numerous brooks coursing
through the town. The varying terrain and land-uses in Bethel makes the town vulnerable to an
array of natural hazards.
The Center for Land Use Education and Research (CLEAR) has developed a land cover dataset
derived from 2016 satellite imagery to depict statewide land cover. The land cover by percent of
total land can be found in Table 2-1.
Table 2-1: Land Cover by Area

Land Cover Class
Developed
Turf & Grass
Other Grasses
Agricultural Field
Deciduous Forest
Coniferous Forest
Water
Non-Forested Wetland
Forested Wetland
Tidal Wetland
Barren Land
Utility Corridor
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Percent of total Land
27.7%
12.2%
0.8%
2.2%
49.85
1.5%
1.0%
0.3%
3.3%
0.4%
0.8%
0.0%
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2.1.2

Land Use

Bethel is a primarily residential community within the larger Danbury metropolitan area, with
some of the densest development settled along the western border which is shared with the City.
In general, the town consists of a mixed-use village center, with rural, wooded, and suburban
residential areas, along with modern technical commercial parks.
According to the 2020 Plan of Conservation and Development (POCD), the Town of Bethel
consists of approximately 10,843 acres, most of which is dedicated to residential use. An estimate
of generalized land uses is shown in Table 2-2.
Table 2-2: Permitted Land Use

Land Use
Residential
Single-Family Development
Two-Family Development
Multi-Family Development
Commercial/Industrial
Mixed-Use
Commercial
Industrial
Institutional
Community Facility
Institutional
Open Space/Agriculture
Open Space
Agriculture
Other
ROW
Utility
Vacant
Total

Parcels
6,620
4,662
480
1,478
391
65
161
165
38
23
15
194
179
15
475
43
34
398
7,718

Total
5,634.4
4,742.1
406.4
485.9
689.1
28.6
162.2
498.3
270.4
224.2
46.2
2,408.9
2,230.2
178.7
1,841.0
759.8
76.2
1,005.0
10,843.8

% of Total
52.0
43.7
3.7
4.5
6.4
0.3
1.5
4.6
2.5
2.1
0.4
22.2
20.6
1.6
17.0
7.0
0.7
9.3
100.0

Source: 2020 Bethel Plan of Conservation and Development, based on 2018 parcel data
The POCD notes that the town has worked to preserve open space over the past few decades,
and has been successful in protecting over 200 acres since 2007. The preservation of this land
plays a vital role in maintaining the town’s natural resources.
Table 2-3 summarizes 2006 land cover data which was derived from satellite imagery. Areas
shown as turf and grass are maintained grasses such as residential and commercial lawns or golf
courses. The southern portion of Bethel is predominantly forested. Consistent with zoning, the
highest density development is in the west-central and northern portion of Bethel, areas closest
to the City of Danbury. According to these figures, about 50% of Bethel is forested and
approximately 27% is developed.
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Land Cover
Deciduous Forest
Developed
Turf & Grass
Coniferous Forest
Water
Barren
Agricultural Field
Forested Wetland
Other Grasses
Non-forested Wetland
Utility (Forest)
Tidal Wetland
Total

Table 2-3: Land Cover by Area
Area within Town (acres)
5,461
2,862
1,383
178
110
63
243
337
74
37
96
0
11,109

Percent of Community
50.4%
26.4%
12.8%
1.6%
1.0%
0.6%
2.2%
3.1%
0.7%
0.3%
0.9%
0.0%
100%

Source: UCONN Center for Land Use Education and Research (CLEAR)

2.1.3

Climate and Climate Change

Over the course of the year, the temperature in Bethel typically varies from 19°F to 82°F and is
rarely below 3°F or above 89°F. The warm season lasts from May 30 to September 14, with an
average daily high temperature above 72°F. The hottest day of the year is July 20, with an average
high of 82°F and low of 63°F. The cold season lasts from December 2 to March 11, with an
average daily high temperature below 44°F. The coldest day of the year is January 29, with an
average low of 19°F and high of 35°F.
Precipitation falls throughout the year in Bethel. The wetter season lasts from April 1 to August
20, with a greater than 29% chance of a given day being a wet day. The chance of a wet day peaks
at 36% on August 2. The smallest chance of a wet day is 22% on January 29.
The most rain falls during the 31 days centered around June 3, with an average total accumulation
of 3.9 inches. The least rain falls around January 29, with an average total accumulation of 1.7
inches.
The snowy period of the year lasts from November 2 to April 12, with a sliding 31-day liquidequivalent snowfall of at least 0.1 inches. The most snow falls during the 31 days centered around
January 26, with an average total liquid-equivalent accumulation of 1.1 inches.
Climate data was sourced from Weather Spark based on analysis of the years 1980 to 2016.

Climate Change

Climate change projections for Connecticut were sourced from the 2019 Connecticut Physical
Climate Science Assessment Report, which was developed by the University of Connecticut
(UConn) Atmospheric Sciences Group, commissioned by the Connecticut Institute for Resilience
and Climate Adaptation (CIRCA) with funding from the Department of Energy and Environmental
Protection (DEEP). All projections are based on the IPCC high CO2 emission scenario (RCP8.5).
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Temperature
Annual temperatures have been increasing throughout Connecticut and is projected to continue
to do so in the future. By mid-century, average annual temperature is projected to increase by
5°F. Seasonal average temperatures are also expected to rise, with the greatest increase (6°F)
experienced in summer (June to August). The number of nights over which temperature remains
above 68°F will quadruple from 10 days per year to more than 40 days, and the number of
extremely hot days will increase from above 4 a year to 48 per year.
Precipitation
Rainfall data in "Technical Paper No. 40" by the U.S.
Weather Bureau (now the National Weather Service)
(Hershfield, 1961) dates from the years 1938 through
1958. According to these data, the 24-hour rainfall
amount for a 50% annual-chance storm in Fairfield
County is 3.3 inches.

The continued increase in precipitation
only heightens the need for hazard
mitigation planning as the occurrence of
floods may change in accordance with
the greater precipitation.

The Northeast Regional Climate Center (NRCC) has partnered with the Natural Resources
Conservation Service (NRCS) to provide a consistent, current regional analysis of rainfall extremes
(http://precip.eas.cornell.edu/). In 2020 this dataset listed the 24-hour rainfall amount for a 50%
annual-chance storm in Bethel as 3.42 inches.
The NOAA Atlas 14, released on September 30, 2015 puts the 24-hour rainfall amount for a 50%
annual-chance storm in Bethel at 3.56 inches.
These precipitation amounts, and more details, are summarized in Table 2-4, below.
Table 2-4: 24-Hour Rainfall Amounts by Annual-Chance Occurrence
Source
Technical Paper No. 40
NRCC
NOAA Atlas 14

24-Hour Rainfall Amount (inches) by Annual-Chance Occurrence
50%
4%
1%
3.3
5.7
7.2
3.42
6.42
9.09
3.56
6.84
8.78

Annual precipitation has been increasing statewide and is projected to continue to increase. By
mid-century, annual precipitation is projected to increase by 8.5%, with the greatest increase
(13.4%) occurring in the winter months. Extreme precipitation events are projected to increase in
both frequency and magnitude. Based on this increase and the precipitation figures above, by
2050 Bethel can expect the 24-hour rainfall amount for a 50% annual-chance storm to be around
3.7 to 3.8 inches or greater.
Despite overall increases in precipitation, drought risk is projected to increase, especially during
summer, due to changing precipitation patterns and projected increases in potential
evapotranspiration (plants taking up more water in hotter temperatures and longer growing
seasons).
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2.1.4

Drainage Basins and Hydrology

Bethel is settled between the Housatonic River Valley and the Saugatuck River Valley. In general,
the topography of the town slopes northward into major tributaries of the Still River or
Housatonic River. This highest elevation in town, which exceeds 850 feet, can be found in the
southern areas of town, with elevations decreasing northward to lows of about 300 feet above sea
level.
The Town of Bethel is divided among eight sub-regional watersheds. The associated watercourses
are summarized below and described in the following sections. All of the water that passes
through Bethel eventually empties into Long Island Sound.
 Sympaug Brook, East Swamp Brook, and Limekiln Brook all drain to the Still River, a tributary
of the Housatonic River. Flooding along the Still River often affects areas in Danbury,
Brookfield, and New Milford, and backwater conditions on the Still River result in flooding on
tributary streams in Bethel.
 Pond Brook drains through Newtown to the Housatonic River.
 The Aspetuck River and Little River drain to the Saugatuck River. Flooding along these
streams can impact areas in Newtown and Redding.

Aspetuck River

Part of the headwaters of the Aspetuck River lie within Huntington State Park in southeastern
Bethel, with the watershed covering a total of 0.67 square miles of area. The Aspetuck River flows
generally south through Newtown and Redding, and Easton before reaching its confluence with
the Saugatuck River in Weston. The total area of the Aspetuck River watershed is approximately
23 square miles.

East Swamp Brook

The East Swamp Brook watershed is the third-largest watershed in Bethel, covering a total area of
4.75 square miles. The brook has its headwaters in southeastern Bethel just southwest of Codfish
Hill. The brook flows generally northwest and is conveyed beneath Codfish Hill Road and Route
302 prior to reaching the confluence with Wolf Pit Brook.
Wolf Pit Brook is a major tributary of East Swamp Brook and has its headwaters just south of
Bethel in northeastern Redding on Sunset Hill. This headwater area drains into Wolf Pit Brook
downstream of Huntington State Park. Wolf Pit Brook flows generally northwest and is conveyed
beneath several minor roads and Route 302 prior to reaching the confluence with East Swamp
Brook.

Limekiln Brook

The Limekiln Brook watershed is the largest watershed in Bethel, covering a total area of 5.07
square miles. The brook has its headwaters in western Newtown just south of the Dodgingtown
area. The brook flows generally northwest into Bethel and is conveyed beneath Route 302 and
Rockwell Road prior to reaching the confluence with Dibbles Brook just upstream of Plumtrees
Road.
Dibbles Brook is a major tributary of Limekiln Brook and has its headwaters just south of Bethel in
northeastern Bethel just west of Old Hawleyville Road. This headwater area drains south beneath
WestCOG Hazard Mitigation Plan
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Route 6 and is conveyed generally south beneath Walnut Hill Road, Plumtrees Road, and Rockwell
Road prior to reaching the confluence with Limekiln Brook.
The combined stream continues to flow generally west and northwest and it is conveyed beneath
Plumtrees Road and Walnut Hill Road before reaching its confluence with East Swamp Brook
downstream of Meckauer Park and Shelter Rock Road near the Danbury boundary. Limekiln Brook
continues to flow north into Danbury where it drains into the Still River. In total, Limekiln Brook
drains a total area of 8.77 square miles in Bethel, Brookfield, Danbury, and Newtown.

Pond Brook

Pond Brook has its headwaters near Whisconier Road in southern Brookfield. The brook flows
generally southeast into Hawleyville where it turns to flow generally northeast to its confluence
with the Housatonic River at Lake Lillinonah. A small area (0.38 square miles) of northeastern
Bethel to the east of Old Hawleyville Road drains into unnamed tributaries to Pond Brook. The
total area of the Pond Brook watershed is approximately 13.9 square miles in Bethel, Brookfield,
and Newtown.

Saugatuck River

The Saugatuck River has its headwaters southern Danbury in Wooster Mountain State Park. The
river flows generally southeast through West Redding to the Saugatuck Reservoir, where it turns
to flow generally south through Weston and Westport to its confluence with Long Island Sound. A
small area (0.44 square miles) of southwestern Bethel to the east of Route 53 drains into Ryder
Brook, a minor tributary of the river that drains generally south into Redding. The total area of the
Saugatuck River watershed is approximately 89 square miles within Bethel, Danbury, Easton,
Fairfield, Newtown, Norwalk, Redding, Ridgefield, Weston, Westport, and Wilton.

Still River

The Still River has its headwaters western Danbury near Mill Plain where it forms from the outflow
from Sanfords Pond. The river flows generally southeast through Danbury to Mill Plain Swamp
before turning generally northeast through the city center and then into Brookfield. The Still River
then flows generally northward through Brookfield and New Milford to its confluence with the
Housatonic River just upstream of Lake Lillinonah. A small area (0.21 square miles) of northern
Bethel (primarily to the east of Vail Road) drains north into Brookfield to its confluence with the
river. The total area of the Still River watershed is approximately 71 square miles within Putnam
County, New York and Bethel, Brookfield, Danbury, New Fairfield, Newtown, Redding, and
Ridgefield, Connecticut.

Sympaug Brook

The Sympaug Brook watershed is the second-largest watershed in Bethel, covering a total area of
4.90 square miles. The brook has its headwaters in southwestern Bethel as the outflow from
Sympaug Pond. The brook flows generally north through Bethel and is conveyed beneath Route
53, Metro North, South Street, Beach Street, Route 302, Diamond Avenue, and Metro North again
before entering Danbury. The primary tributary to Sympaug Brook is Bethel Reservoir Brook (a.k.a.
Terehaute Brook).
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Bethel Reservoir Brook has its headwaters as the outflow from Eureka Lake in southeastern
Danbury just west of Long Ridge Road. This stream flows generally north from the lake and is
conveyed beneath Long Ridge Road and Reservoir Street in Danbury before entering Bethel,
where it turns generally northeast and is conveyed beneath Pleasant View Terrace, Lindbergh
Street, Fleetwood Avenue, and Route 53 prior to reaching the confluence with Sympaug Brook.
The combined stream continues to flow generally north into Danbury before reaching its
confluence with the Still River. In total, Sympaug Brook drains a total area of 7.25 square miles in
Bethel, Danbury, and Redding.

2.2.1

Society, Culture and Government
Population and Demographic Setting

According to the 2010 U.S. Census, Bethel had a population of 18,584 with 1,095 persons per
square mile. The Connecticut State Department of Public Health estimates the 2019 population of
Bethel to be 19,800. The American Community Survey (ACS) project a decline in population, with
estimates showing a population of only 16,376 for the year 2030.
According to the 2020 Plan of Conservation and Development population in Bethel has grown
5.6% since 2010, which shifts in age distribution. The median age in Bethel is 42.7 in 2016, which
is an increase from 37.1 in 2000.
One important aspect of natural hazard mitigation planning is to identify a community’s
demographic trends in relation to natural hazards. The Center for Disease Control and Prevention
(CDC) Social Vulnerability Index (SVI) is used to identify vulnerable populations in Bethel. The SVI
uses census data to identify populations within the town that may be more vulnerable to natural
hazards. As a result of this analysis, the town is identified to have a certain level of overall social
vulnerability with a rank of 0 to 1; 1 being the most vulnerable and 0 being the least.
To determine social
vulnerability, the CDC
incorporates 15 factors into the
overall SVI calculation under
four categories, or themes:
socioeconomic status,
household composition and
disability, minority status and
language, and housing type
and transportation. Figure 2-2
represents the breakdown of
the SVI process. These themes
and their ranking are based on
census statistics. By evaluating
these factors and determining a
level of social vulnerability, a
community can identify specific
needs for before, during, and
after an event. Such needs may
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include sheltering capacity, evacuation routes, or to decide how many emergency personnel may
be required to respond after an event.
The Town of Bethel is considered to have a low to moderate level of vulnerability, with their most
vulnerable population being minorities and those who speak English “less than well”. These
vulnerable populations are located within the western most tract of Bethel, which is the shared
border between the City of Danbury. In addition, the town has vulnerable populations based on
socioeconomic status, and housing type and transportation; socioeconomic status appears to be
evenly distributed throughout the town, while populations vulnerable due to housing type and
transportation are greater in the two western tracts. Appendix B explores the SVI for Bethel in
more depth.
2.2.2

Development Trends

Over the past few decades Bethel’s population has grown significantly, becoming a bedroom
community for the neighboring City of Danbury. While development has begun to slow since the
rapid rise seen in the 1980’s, the town is still experiencing growth. The town remains an affordable
town within Fairfield County with diverse housing stock. The town is primarily single-home
dwellings, with lots typically ranging from a quarter acre in the downtown area, to 2 or more acres
in the suburban areas. Between 2010 and 2017, the town experienced an increase of over 450
housing units, the 6th highest growth rate in the state. Many of these recent developments include
single-family homes as well as apartments and condominiums. Bethel has potential for transitoriented development (TOD) around the passenger rail station. This could include some limited
multi-family and mixed-use development.
Development in Bethel tends to be outside of flood zones and other areas of natural hazard risk.
Therefore, community vulnerabilities have not been increasing as development continues.

2.2.3

Governmental Structure

The Town of Bethel is governed by a Selectman-Town Meeting form of government in which
legislative responsibilities are shared by the Board of Selectmen and the Town Meeting. The First
Selectman serves as the chief executive.
In addition to Board of Selectmen and the Town Meeting, there are boards, commissions and
committees providing input and direction to Town administrators. Also, Town departments
provide municipal services and day-to-day administration. Many of these commissions and
departments play a role in hazard mitigation, including the Land Use Department, Public Works,
and the Inland Wetland Commission.
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2.2.4

Historic and Cultural Resources

Historic and cultural resources include sites, structures,
and objects that are significant in history, architecture,
archaeology, engineering, and culture. Protection of
these resources grows economies and enhances
community character, and following a natural disaster
they can help to reinforce neighborhood connections
and reestablish a sense of community and normalcy.
Consideration of these resources in this HMP is critical.

Historic preservation planning helps
protect historic properties and cultural
resources from demolition or alteration.
Hazard mitigation planning helps
protect life and property from damage
caused by natural and manmade hazards.
Integrating these two planning
processes helps create safe and
sustainable historic communities.
- Paraphrased from FEMA Report 386-6

Historic resources in Bethel are concentrated within the Greenwood Avenue Historic District,
which includes 29 contributing buildings, the town green (P. T. Barnum Square), the Bethel Public
Library, a former railroad station converted into a brewery, and a World War I Doughboy bronze
statue. Bethel’s historic resources also include properties on Milwaukee Avenue and Plumtrees
Road. See Figure 2-3 for a map of historic resources in Bethel.
Analysis of the State Historic Preservation Office (SHPO) database of historic resources shows that
some of these resources are exposed to natural hazards, as shown in Table 2-5.
Table 2-5: Number of Historic Assets Exposed to Different Hazards in Bethel
Hazard
Dam Failure
Earthquake
Flooding
1% Annual
0.2% Annual
Hurricane/Tropical Storm
Thunderstorm
Tornado
Winter Storm
Wildfire

Count
2
38
0
0
38
38
38
38
1

Historic buildings and structures may be particularly susceptible to natural hazards because they
were built prior to the establishment of more recent construction standards. Additionally, some
of the structural integrity of these resources may have been degraded over the decades or
centuries since their original construction. Structural retrofits and hazard mitigation methods may
be challenging or restricted in cases where alteration of a resource will also diminish its cultural or
historical aesthetic and value. Finally, miscommunications or lack of knowledge may lead to
historic resources being damaged during the disaster recovery process.
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Steps to incorporate historical and cultural preservation into hazard mitigation planning include:
 Inventory and survey historic and cultural resources
 Implement appropriate mitigation measures for those resources
 Take steps to move portable resources, such as artwork or documents, to safe locations prior
to the occurrence of a hazard, if possible
 Consider these resources in emergency operations plans to prevent accidental damages
during recovery efforts
Specific actions to mitigate natural hazard risks to historic resources are listed at the end of this
Annex.

2.3.1

Infrastructure
Transportation

Route 6 and Interstate 84 run parallel, east to west, through the northern most area of town. The
other primary routes in town include route 302, which runs east to west and bisects the town,
route 53, which runs south from Danbury, and Route 58 which also runs south from 302. There
are other main arteries in Town connecting the routes as well such as Chestnut Ridge Road and
Old Hawleyville Road.
In addition to roadways, there is a train station in town located at 13 Durant Avenue. This rail line
runs from Danbury, through Bethel, and south into Redding. This is a Metro-North Railroad that
originates in Danbury and joins the main New Haven line in South Norwalk.

2.3.2

Utilities

The Town of Bethel has public water supply provided by the Bethel Water Department, the
Aquarion Water Company, and a number of Transient Non-Community Public Water Systems. The
Bethel Water Department operates a system which serves the village center and surrounding area.
The Maple Avenue Wells supply 70% of the Town's drinking water and the remaining 30% is
pulled from the Chestnut Ridge Reservoir. The Water Department is responsible for the
maintenance of the Municipal Drinking Water systems. All system components are critical
facilities. The Town of Bethel has backup generators available for these facilities such as the two
pumping stations and source facilities. The Aquarion Water Company systems serve the northern
portion of the Town.
The Sewer Department maintains the Municipal sewer mains located within the Town to ensure
compliance with both state and federal regulations. The Town of Bethel does not operate its own
sewage treatment plant and is currently operating under an Interlocal Agreement with the City of
Danbury to send its municipal sewage to their treatment facility. The daily capacity allowance as
per the Interlocal agreement is 2,000,000 gallons per day.
Eversource is the primary provider in Town for both electricity and natural gas. For those
residents that do not utilize natural gas, alternatives for energy include oil and propane.
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According to geoISP (geoISP.com), access to Broadband Internet is available to most residents in
Bethel. There are 3 DSL Providers (AT&T, MegaPath, and Connecticut Education Network), 1
Cable Internet providers (Xfinity), and 2 Fiber Internet providers (Fibertech Networks, LLC, and
Connecticut Education Network). There are also 4 Mobile Broadband (cellular) providers with
service available in Bethel.

2.4.1

Planning and Regulatory Capabilities
Review of Existing Local Plans

2.4.2

Review of Regulatory Structures

The Town of Bethel has a number of plans that are relevant to hazard mitigation. These are noted
here:
 Plan of Conservation and Development (POCD): Bethel’s most recent POCD was adopted
in 2020. It addresses natural hazard concerns within the community, and includes strategies
that will mitigate risks from those hazards as the community continues to develop.
 Stormwater Management: Bethel maintains a Stormwater Management Plan. This
document has been updated to comply with the requirements of the US EPA 2017 updated
General Permit for the Discharge of Stormwater from Small Municipal Separate Storm Sewer
Systems (MS4 General Permit).
 Capital Improvement Plan (CIP): Bethel maintains a CIP that is updated annually and lays
out capital investments for a five-year period. The CIP often includes road, drainage, and
other infrastructure improvement projects relevant to hazard mitigation.
 Economic Development Plan: Bethel is included within the Western Connecticut Economic
Development Plan of 2017, developed by WestCOG. The plan aligns with the COG’s other
efforts to promote climate sustainability and resiliency in the region.
 Emergency Operations Plan (EOP): Bethel’s EOP is reviewed annually and updated as
needed. Dam failure Emergency Action Plans (EAPs) for dams with failure inundation zones
that may impact Bethel, and for which EAPs are available, are on file locally.
 Watershed Management Plan: Watershed Management Plans have been developed for the
Saugatuck-Aspetuck River Watershed and the Still River Watershed. The Saugatuck River
Watershed Based Plan was developed by the former South Western Regional Planning
Agency (SWRPA) in 2012, while the Still River Watershed Management Plan was developed by
the Housatonic valley Association with support from the Still River Partners in 2019. These
plans are focused on water quality, but can help the community mitigate inland flood risks by
incorporating watershed management best practices into its planning efforts.
 Open Space: Bethel does not maintain a stand-alone Open Space Plan; instead, open space
planning is incorporated into the community’s POCD. The Town’s open space preservation
capabilities are robust, and include detailed goals within the POCD, the active Bethel Land
Trust, and municipal acquisition capabilities.
Bethel regulates development through a number of regulations, codes, and ordinances. These
are summarized below. More detailed information about how these regulations relate to specific
natural hazards are described in Section 3.
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Building Code: Bethel enforces the Connecticut State Building Code locally.
Zoning Regulations: Most recently updated in November 2012.
Inland Wetlands and Watercourses Regulations: Most recently updated in October 2016.
Subdivision Regulations: Most recently updated in October 2016. Include provisions
promoting control of stormwater runoff, installation of firefighting water sources,
construction of adequate emergency access and egress, burial of utilities, and use of Low
Impact Development techniques and Green Infrastructure.

Emergency Services, Critical Facilities, Sheltering, and Evacuation

Bethel has identified several critical facilities throughout the town. Table 2-6 and Figure 2-4
identify those critical facilities in Bethel. The Town considers its police, fire, governmental, and
major transportation arteries to be its most important critical facilities since these are needed to
ensure that emergencies are addressed while day-to-day management of Bethel continues.
2.5.1

Sheltering Capabilities

Emergency shelters are an important subset of critical facilities as they are needed in many
emergency situations. There are three identified shelters in the town that are also considered
critical facilities. The Municipal Building is the primary shelter for the town, has full back-up
power, and can hold approximately 100 people. The town is continuously working to procure
funding to install a generator for the high school, and have been doing so for several years. It is
anticipated that between 10 to 20% of the population would relocate as a result of a sustained
power outage, although not all of those relocating would necessarily utilize a municipal shelter
facility.

Comment

Police Department
Stony Hill Fire Department
Bethel Fire Department
Municipal Center
Public Works Garage
Radio Tower
R.M.T. Johnson School
Anna H. Rockwell School
Saint Mary School
Frank A. Berry School
Middle School
Bethel High School
Bethel Healthcare
Augustana Congregate
Reynolds Ridge
Maplewood of Bethel
Simeon Village

12 Judd Avenue
59 Stony Hill Road
36-38 South Street
1 School Street
1 Sympaug Park Road
38 Spring Hill Lane
500 Whittlesey Drive
400 Whittlesey Drive
24 Dodgingtown Road
200 Whittlesey Drive
600 Whittlesey Drive
300 Whittlesey Drive
13 Park Lawn Drive
101 Simeon Road
14 Reynolds Ridge
46 Stony Hill Rd
1-42 Simeon Road

Public Safety/EOC
Public Safety
Public Safety
Seat of Govt
DPW
Communications
Elementary
Elementary
Private
Elementary
School
School
Convalescent Home
Elderly Housing
Elderly Housing
Assisted Living
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Partial
Partial


Partial






In 1% Chance
Floodplain

Address or Location

Shelter

Facility

Emergency
Power

Table 2-6: Critical Facilities

Eureka Water Plant
Chestnut Ridge Plant
Maple Avenue Wells
Chimney Heights Well
Water & Sewer Pump Stations

Long Ridge Rd, Danbury
07U Webb Road
17U Ballfield Road
Pondview Drive
Various

Public Water
Public Water
Public Water
Public Water (Aquarion)







In 1% Chance
Floodplain

Comment

Shelter

Address or Location

Emergency
Power

Facility




Emergency Response Capabilities

The Emergency Management Director (EMD) coordinates and oversees all emergency response
capabilities in the town. The town also has an Emergency Operations Plan (EOP) which is updated
annually. Evacuation routes have not been developed for the town, but instead these would be
implemented depending upon the situation with coordination from the State and regional
entities. The Police Department, previously located within a SFHA, was relocated to a new building
outside of the SFHA in 2018; this building serves as the EOC during an emergency. The Town also
installed a microwave link for the Police Department at the Town’s communication tower,
improving the department’s emergency communication capabilities.
The Town recently acquired a generator for the High School, which allows the facility to be used
as a primary shelter, as well as other necessary supplies. The town also has two 5k portable
generators in storage if these needed to be utilized during a storm or other emergency event.

Communications

In Connecticut, the Department of Emergency Services and Public Protection (DESPP) has a
regional focus. DESPP has divided Connecticut into five emergency planning regions and as part
of this new view, the DEMHS subsection of DESPP has been partnering with HVCEO and other
regional planning organizations to strengthen emergency response. Bethel is located in Region 5,
consisting of 43 towns in western Connecticut.
The Town maintains a tower for emergency communications, and also installed a microwave link
at the new Police Department in 2018. This link allows for more reliable communication during an
emergency, and less reliance on the use of phone lines and cellular service.
Bethel utilizes the State’s emergency notification system, “CT Alert", to direct geographically
specific emergency notification telephone calls into affected areas. In addition to the State
system, the town utilizes a local alert system as well. This system provides the Town more
flexibility with their alerts, allowing for more localized messages to be sent out during an event.
Social media and the town website are also utilized to distribute information. The Bethel Office of
Emergency Management (OEM) is active on Twitter and Facebook; both of which ae linked
through the Town website. Informational flyers and brochures developed by FEMA are available in
the municipal buildings, with links to this same information also available on the Town website.
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HAZARD ASSESSMENT
3.1.1

FLOODING (COASTAL, INLAND, AND ICE JAMS)
Setting

The majority of major flood risk areas in Bethel are located along established SFHAs. The areas
impacted by overflow of river systems are generally limited to river corridors and floodplains.
Flooding that occurs outside floodplains, and localized nuisance flooding along smaller
tributaries, are also potential problems in the town. This type of flooding occurs particularly
along roadways as a result of inadequate drainage and other factors. The frequency of flooding
in Bethel is considered likely for any given year.
Bethel has experienced various degrees of flooding throughout its history. Melting snow
combined with early spring rains has caused spring flooding. Flood events have also occurred in
late summer to early autumn resulting from storms of tropical origin moving northeast along the
Atlantic coast. Winter floods result from the occasional thaw, particularly during years of heavy
snow or periods of rainfall on frozen ground. Other flood events have been caused by excessive
rainfalls upon saturated soils, yielding greater than normal runoff.
A regulatory floodplain with AE designation has been mapped along the Sympaug Brook,
Limekiln Brook, Dibbles Brook, Wolf Pit Brook, and East Swamp Brook. Areas identified as
providing flood storage are identified with A Zone designations, meaning they are regulated as
floodplain, but flood elevations have not been established. Refer to Figure 2-4 for the areas of
Bethel susceptible to flooding based on FEMA flood zones.

3.1.2

Capabilities
Floodplain Management, NFIP and CRS

The Town has consistently participated in the NFIP since April 23, 1984 and intends to continue
participation in the NFIP. SFHAs in Bethel are delineated on a Flood Insurance Rate Map (FIRM)
and Flood Insurance Study (FIS). The FIRM delineates areas within Bethel that are vulnerable to
flooding. The original FIS and FIRMs for flooding sources in the town were published in February
15, 1984; the current FIRMs are effective as of June 18, 2010.
The Planning and Zoning Official is the NFIP administrator for Bethel and oversees enforcement
of NFIP regulations. The degree of flood protection established by the variety of regulations in
Bethel meets the minimum reasonable for regulatory purposes under the NFIP. The Town of
Bethel plans to remain compliant with the NFIP and will continue to participate in the NFIP. Given
the relatively low number of structures impacted by flooding, the Town of Bethel is not currently
considering enrollment in the Community Rating System program.
The current regulations are believed to be generally effective at preventing flood damage to new
development and substantial improvements, and the majority of flooding issues within the town
of Bethel are related to infrastructure or existing properties. In particular, the current regulations
go beyond the minimum standards required under the NFIP by requiring compensatory storage
in the floodplain. Freeboard is not currently required by Bethel regulations.
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Ordinances, Regulations, and Plans

Regulations, codes, and ordinances that apply to flood hazard mitigation in conjunction with and
in addition to NFIP regulations include:


Zoning Regulations: The Town of Bethel Zoning Regulations were updated and effective as
of October 15, 2016. The regulations have been enacted to “protect the public health, safety,
and welfare; maintain and enhance community character, and; improve the economic value of
property and general welfare of residents.” Section 2.2 defines “buildable land” as “The
acreage of a tract of land not including any portion of the property classified as inland
wetland, watercourse, 100-year floodplain”
Section 5.1 identifies the floodplain overlay zone and floodplain management regulations
(effective as of 6/18/2010). The Floodplain Overlay Zone, as shown on the official Zoning
Map, is intended to provide reasonable notice to persons regarding property that may be
subject to the effects of flooding. It is the purpose of the floodplain management regulations
to promote the public health, safety and general welfare and to minimize public and private
losses due to flood conditions in specific areas by provisions designed to:
1. Protect human life and health.
2. Minimize expenditure of public money for costly flood-control projects.
3. Minimize the need for rescue and relief efforts associated with flooding and generally
undertaken at the expense of the general public.
4. Minimize prolonged business interruptions.
5. Minimize damage to public facilities and utilities such as water and gas mains, electric,
telephone and sewer lines and streets and bridges located in areas of special flood
hazard.
6. Help maintain a stable tax base by providing for the sound use and development of
areas of special flood hazard so as to minimize future flood blight areas.
7. Ensure that potential buyers are notified that property is in an area of special flood
hazard.
8. Ensure that those who occupy the areas of special flood hazard assume responsibility
for their actions.
o

o

o

Subsection E defines the Substantial Improvement threshold as being cumulative over a
three-year period.
Subsection (F)(2) specifically identifies the June 18, 2010 FIS and accompanying FIRM as
adopted by reference into the Zoning Regulations. SFHAs are identified as those areas
mapped as Zone A, Zone AE, or Floodway on the FIRM. Subsection (F)(3) requires that “no
structure or land shall hereafter be constructed, located, extended, converted or altered
without full compliance of the terms of this section and other applicable regulations.”
Subsection (G)(1) requires that a zoning permit be obtained before construction or
development begins within an SFHA. Subsection (G)(2) designates the Planning and
Zoning Official as the Floodplain Manager responsible for administering and
implementing the Floodplain Management Regulations, and by reference, the
enforcement of the NFIP regulations. This person is required to obtain, verify, and record
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the actual elevation of the lowest floor, including basement, of all new or substantially
structures. Subsection H(4)(c) states that “no variance may be issued within a regulatory
floodway that will result in any increase in the 100-year (1% annual chance) flood level”
except for functionally-dependent uses.
o

o

o

Subsection I provides the general standards for anchoring, construction materials and
methods, location of utilities, additional information required for subdivision proposals
(including that base flood elevation is required for proposals which contains at least 50
lots or five acres, whichever is less), equal conveyance, compensatory storage, storage
tanks, and requirements for structures partially located in a flood zone or partially built
over water.
Subsection J indicates that new construction and substantial improvement of any
residential structure shall have the lowest floor, including basement, elevated to or above
the base flood elevation. New construction and substantial improvement of
nonresidential structures shall have the lowest floor, including basement, elevated to the
level of the base flood elevation or be floodproofed below the base flood level. Living or
working space below the base flood level is not allowed and such space must be
designed with wet floodproofing techniques. Utilities are not allowed in this space;
placement of utilities therein will result in increased flood insurance rates. Recreational
vehicles and manufactured homes placed on a site for 180 or more consecutive days
must be elevated to that the lowest floor is above the base flood elevation.
Subsection K regulates encroachments and development within floodways. Any
encroachments may not result in any increase in flood levels during the 1% annual
chance flood.



Subdivision Regulations: Effective October 15, 2016, echo the Zoning Regulations relative to
flood mitigation requirements. The regulations define both buildable and unbuildable land,
requires subdivisions be designed to preserve floodplains, and comply with flood
management ordinances and regulations adopted by the Town.
o Section 3.03, Flood Protection, outlines the requirements of subdivision proposals in
order to minimize flood damage if the proposed area is floodprone.



Wetlands and Watercourse Regulations: The Bethel Inland Wetland and Watercourse
Regulations, which were adopted October 26, 1973 and amended and effective October 16,
2016, are parallel to zoning and subdivision regulations in that minimizing flooding by way of
natural resource conservation or proper design is a critical part of the development process.
In addition, the regulations require a permit for certain regulated activities within 100 feet of a
wetland or watercourse.



Plan of Conservation and Development: This 2012 document is the Town's vision
statement for future development. It is updated every 10 years. The plan identifies flood
related objectives, such as infrastructural projects to reduce flooding, a feasibility study for
the future use of the old Police Station site, and recommends building capacity to respond to
events in the future.
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Overall, the intent of these plans and regulations is to promote the public health, safety, and
general welfare and to minimize public and private losses due to flood conditions in specific areas
of the Town of Bethel.
Drainage and Street Flooding
The town of Bethel has several areas that are subject to flooding away from defined watercourses.
Many of these areas flood due to clogged or undersized drainage systems, or flooding is due to
the complete lack of a drainage system. Such minor flood events can damage roads and cause
ponding of nearby yards, basement flooding, and other damages. These events can usually be
repaired by the Department of Public Works through cleaning, curb repair, and asphalt patching.
More extreme events can require complete infrastructure replacement.
As a result of climate change, the frequency of damaging events is expected to increase in the
future as the intensity and magnitude of rainfall continues to increase. Town staff identified
several areas that are prone to flooding due to undersized drainage systems, including
Brookwood Drive, Cindy Lane, and Judd Avenue (from Reynolds Ridge). The Town of Bethel
should continue evaluating drainage systems in order to prioritize and perform projects to reduce
the impacts and frequency of nuisance flooding.

Communications

The National Weather Service issues a flood watch or a
flash flood watch for an area when conditions in or near
the area are favorable for a flood or flash flood,
respectively. A flash flood watch or flood watch does
not necessarily mean that flooding will occur. The
National Weather Service issues a flood warning or a
flash flood warning for an area when parts of the area
are either currently flooding, highly likely to flood, or
when flooding is imminent.

The Departments of Fire and Emergency
Services are responsible for monitoring
local flood warnings. The Town can
access the National Weather Service
website at http://www.weather.gov/ to
obtain the latest flood watches and
warnings before and during precipitation
events.

Bethel subscribes to the State’s CT Alert emergency notification system. The Town receives regular
weather updates through Division of Emergency Management and Homeland Security (DEMHS)
Region 5 email alerts as well as watches and warnings through the National Weather Service.

Actions Completed and New Capabilities

The Town of Bethel successfully constructed a new Police Station outside the SFHA in 2018. In
addition, the building serves as the EOC and animal shelter. The town is considering designating
the old station property as open space or a recreational area to reduce risk to future
development.
Bethel has improved its GIS mapping capabilities, including development of an online GIS viewer
that can display FEMA Special Flood Hazard Areas (SFHA). This tool will help property owners and
other residents better understand flood risks on their properties and throughout town.
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3.1.3

Vulnerabilities and Risk Assessment

Flooding can impact a variety of river corridors and cause severe damages in the Town of Bethel.
Flooding due to poor drainage and streambank erosion are other hazards in the town and can
cause minor infrastructure damage and create nuisance flooding of yards and basements.

Vulnerability Analysis of Repetitive Loss Properties

There are four repetitive loss properties (RLP)s) in the Town of Bethel, one of those being severe.
An RL property is any insurable building that has had two or more claims or more than $1,000
paid by the NFIP. A severe repetitive loss property (SRLP) is defined by FEMA as a single or multifamily residential building that has had four or more claims each exceeding $5,000, or has had at
least two separate claim payments where the cumulative amount exceeds the market value of the
home.
All four of these properties are residential, with three of the four located in the 1% annual chance
flood zone. The only property not located in the 1% annual flood zone I located along the
tributary to Dibbles Brook. The sources of flood for each property include:





Bethel Reservoir Brook (a.k.a. Terehaute Brook)
Tributary to Dibbles Brook
Tributary to Bethel Reservoir Brook
Chestnut Brook (Tributary to Sympaug Brook)

Vulnerability Analysis of Critical Facilities

The list of critical facilities provided by the Town (Section 2.5.1) was used with the parcel data to
accurately locate each critical facility throughout the town. None of the critical facilities were
found to lie within the 1% annual chance floodplain.
There are currently no facilities located in the 1% annual chance floodplain, however flooding may
still impact response capabilities. The Municipal Building is susceptible to flooding as the
basement sometimes floods. While the EOC is no longer located in this building, flooding to some
degree may have its impacts.
While the Town’s public water supply wellfield is in the SFHA, flooding is not an issue at the
facility, nor at the privately-owned wellfield in the northern area of town. It is important to note
however that the town does maintain an emergency contingency plan which details response
procedures in the event the wellfield does flood.
Also, the Bethel Reservoir Brook has historically flooded Grassy Plain Street (Route 53) on a
regular basis at a greater frequency than that suggested by the Flood Profile in the FIS. This
flooding can potentially isolate the highway garage or increase response times due to the flooded
roadway.

Vulnerability Analysis of Areas Along Watercourses

Most flooding occurs in the village center area of Bethel with few flooding concerns in the
southern and eastern areas of town, and the northern part generally unaffected by flooding. The
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flooding that does occur in town typically damages infrastructure and does not affect buildings.
However, basement flooding can occur in the downtown area.
While the Still River does not run through Bethel, flood stages along this river are a significant
concern for Bethel staff. Backwater conditions may extend upstream and along some of the low
lying reaches of Limekiln Brook, East Swamp Brook, and Sympaug Brook. Some of the concern
regarding these flooding issues is that many of these shallow, narrow tributary streams can
occasionally have erosion control issues. When sediment load reaches these flat tributaries, the
lack of velocity causes sediment to settle further reducing the channel capacity. Because of this,
Town staff understand the need of Still River and tributary maintenance.
In addition to tributary concerns, many of the areas adjacent to these streams have undersized
drainage infrastructure, and components are consistently backing up or becoming clogged. The
town maintains a list of detention storage areas, primary basins, etc., that are in need of increased
capacity.
The flooding that occurs in the downtown area is mainly the result of the undersized culvert
system which conveys portions of the chestnut Brook underground form the vicinity of Chestnut
Street to Keeler Street. The culvert system downstream of this one is also undersized and
overflows which contributes to basement flooding.
Other areas of concern include the undersized conveyance at the Maple Avenue Extension at the
tributary to East Swamp Brook, Benson Road near Bethel Reservoir Brook, Reservoir Street at
Terehaute Brook, Saxon Road near a tributary to Bethel Reservoir Brook (where a home at
repeatedly flooded), Fleetwood Avenue at Bethel Reservoir Brook, and Plumtrees Road at East
Swamp Brook. A combination of increasing culvert sizes and improving drainage systems will
mitigate flooding in these areas.

Vulnerability of Other Areas

The other areas of flood concern in Bethel are away from defined watercourse and are due to
clogged or undersized drainage systems, or the lack of a system entirely. Such minor flood events
can damage roads and cause ponding of nearby yards, basement flooding, and other damages.
These events can usually be repaired by the Department of Public Works through cleaning, curb
repair, and asphalt patching. More extreme events can require complete infrastructure
replacement.

Changes and Improvements

Bethel has removed its Police Station from the SFHA, mitigating that flood risk.
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3.2.1

DAM FAILURE
Setting

Dam failures can be triggered suddenly, with little or no warning, and often from other natural
disasters such as floods and earthquakes. Dam failures often occur during flooding when the
dam breaks under the additional force of floodwaters. In addition, a dam failure can cause a
chain reaction where the sudden release of floodwaters causes the next dam downstream to fail.
While flooding from a dam failure generally has a moderate geographic extent, the effects are
potentially catastrophic. Fortunately, a major dam failure is considered only a possible hazard
event in any given year.
The Connecticut DEEP administers the statewide Dam Safety Program and designates a
classification to each state-inventoried dam based on its potential hazard.






Class AA: negligible hazard potential
Class A: low hazard potential
Class BB: moderate hazard potential
Class B: significant hazard potential
Class C: high potential hazard

DEEP inventory documents 23 dams within Town limits. Additionally, high hazard dams located in
surrounding municipalities have the potential to affect the Town of Bethel in a failure event.
3.2.2

Capabilities

The Dam Safety Section of the Connecticut DEEP
Inland Water Resources Division is charged with the
responsibility for administration and enforcement of
Connecticut's dam safety laws. The existing statutes
require that permits be obtained to construct, repair,
or alter dams and that existing dams be inventoried
and periodically inspected to assure that their
continued operation does not constitute a hazard to
life, health, or property.

Dams regulated by the Connecticut DEEP
must be designed to pass the 1% annual
chance rainfall event with one foot of
freeboard, a factor of safety against
overtopping.
Significant and high hazard dams are
required to meet a design standard
greater than the 1% annual chance
rainfall event.

The dam safety requirements are codified in Sections 22a-401 through 22a-411 inclusive of the
Connecticut General Statutes. Sections 22a-409-1 and 22a-409-2 of the Regulations of
Connecticut State Agencies have been enacted and set requirements for the registration,
classification, and inspection of dams. Dams must be inventoried by the owner with the
Connecticut DEEP according to Connecticut Public Act 83-38.
Effective October 1, 2013, the owner of any high or significant hazard dam (Class B and C) must
develop and implement an EAP after the Commissioner of DEEP adopts regulations. The EAP
shall be updated every two years, and copies shall be filed with DEEP and the chief executive
officer of any municipality that would potentially be affected in the event of an emergency. New
regulations shall establish the requirements for such EAPs, including but not limited to (1) criteria
and standards for inundation studies and inundation zone mapping; (2) procedures for
monitoring the dam or structure during periods of heavy rainfall and runoff, including personnel
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assignments and features of the dam to be inspected at given intervals during such periods; and
(3) a formal notification system to alert appropriate local officials who are responsible for the
warning and evacuation of residents in the inundation zone in the event of an emergency.
The CT DEEP also administers the Flood and Erosion Control Board program, which can provide
noncompetitive state funding for repair of municipality-owned dams. Funding is limited by the
State Bond Commission. State statute Section 25-84 allows municipalities to form Flood and
Erosion Control Boards, but municipalities must take action to create the board within the context
of the local government such as by revising the municipal charter. The Town's Planning and
Zoning Commission is responsible for reviewing all development activities that occur within flood
hazard or flood-prone areas.
The Town uses the CT Alert system for emergency notification. The dam failure inundation
mapping discussed in the next section can be used to help streamline the geographic contact
areas if the failure of a major dam is imminent.

Actions Completed and New Capabilities

Bethel continues to maintain its capabilities for mitigating and responding to dam failure risks.
The Town has prepared inundation mapping and Emergency Action Plans (EAP) for the two Townowned high-hazard dams.
3.2.3

Vulnerabilities and Risk Assessment

As of 2013, there were 23 DEEP-inventoried dams within the Town of Bethel. The primary dam
failure concern relates to upstream dams located in adjacent municipalities. Failure of these
structures would have an impact on Bethel. Dams and dam failure areas, where available, are
shown in Figure 2-4.
This section primarily discusses the possible effects of failure of high hazard (Class B and C) dams.
Failure of a Class C dam has a high potential for loss of life and extensive property and
infrastructure damage.

Class B and C Dams

There is one Class C dam in the Town of Bethel, and four Class C dams located in Danbury that if
one were to fail could inundate areas of Bethel. These dams and their owners are detailed in Table
3-1.
Number
903
3411
3402
3405
3414

Table 3-1: High Hazard Dams that may Impact Bethel

Name
Chestnut Ridge Dam
Eureka Lake Dam
Margerie Lake Reservoir Dam
East Lake Reservoir Dam
West Lake Reservoir Dam

Location
Unnamed Watercourse, Bethel
Bethel Reservoir Brook, Danbury
Margerie Reservoir Brook, Danbury
East Lake Brook, Danbury
Boggs Pond Brook, Danbury

Chestnut Ridge Dam
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Class
C
C
C
C
C

Owner
Town of Bethel
Town of Bethel
City of Danbury
City of Danbury

The Chestnut Ridge Dam (aka Chestnut Hill Reservoir Dam) is a Class C dam located at the
northern end of Chestnut Ridge Lake (aka Chestnut Ridge Reservoir) and impounds a storage
volume of 290 acre-feet from a contributing watershed of 0.38 square miles. The earthen dam
was constructed in 1910 and is 30 feet in height and 250 feet in length. There is no emergency
spillway, and no intake structures or outlet structures. It is owned by the Town of Bethel and used
to impound a reservoir for water supply. According to the Town this dam is in good condition.
The reservoir discharges to an unnamed watercourse that flows northward to Sympaug Brook
under Long Meadow Lane, Nashville Road and State Route 53. Although a formal dam failure
analysis has not yet been prepared for this dam, it is anticipated that failure of this structure
would cause significant flooding downstream along its outlet stream and Sympaug Brook, with
the potential for homes to be affected in the vicinity of Nashville Road.
East Lake Dam
The East Lake Reservoir Dam is a Class C dam located in Danbury. The dam is owned by the City
of Danbury, and used to impound a 75-acre reservoir for public water supply. The watershed to
the dam is 1.49 square miles and the structure provides a maximum storage capacity of 1,400
acre-feet. The earthen dam is 36 feet high and 550 feet long. The most recent CT DEEP inspection
identified the structure as being in "fair" condition. A 2009 Emergency Operation Plan is on file at
the CT DEEP for the East Lake Dam and the Padanaram Reservoir Dam located just downstream.
The Plan identifies the Danbury Water Department as the responsible party for maintaining a
routine inspection program of the structures. The "Superintendent of Public Utilities" is
responsible for notifying emergency operations personnel in the event of heavy rainfall in excess
of six inches in 24 hours, when reservoirs are at spillway level, or hazardous conditions develop at
the dam. The Town of Bethel Fire Department, Police Department, and First Selectman will be
notified in the event of dam emergency.
The 2009 EOP also includes a dam breach analysis and Limits of Potential Flooding for failure of
the East Lake Dam with the water level at Probable Maximum Flood (PMF). Failure of the dam
would cause the water levels along East Lake Brook to increase from 11 to 16 feet above normal
high-water surface elevations, with a failure discharge of 59,800 cfs. Floodwaters would cross the
Still River and cause backwater conditions upstream to inundate portions of or all of multiple
roadways in Bethel as indicated in Table 3-2.
Table 3-2: Streets Potentially Impacted in Bethel from Failure of the East Lake Dam
Almar Drive
Beech Street
Benson Road
Bethpage Drive
Blackman Avenue
Cherry Lane
Diamond Avenue
Division Street
Durant Avenue
Fairchild Drive
Farnum Hill
Fleetwood Avenue
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Grandview Terrace
Grassy Plain Terrace
Greenwood Avenue
Griswold Street
Herney Street
High Street
Hudson Street
Juniper Road
Keeler Avenue
Laura Lane
Library Place
Lindberg Street
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Oven Rock Road
Paul Street
Plain Street
Reservoir Street
Saxon Road
School Street
Sharon Court
Simeon Road
South Street
Taylor Avenue
Tremont Avenue
Willow Street

Fleetwood Park Road
Grace Court
Grand Street

Mansfield Street
Maple Lane
Oakland Heights

Wooster Street

Eureka Lake Dam
The Town Engineer noted that Phase II Dam Inspection Report was completed by Lenard and Dilaj
Engineering in 1980 for the Eureka Lake Dam. This report outlined four houses in Danbury and
four houses in Bethel that would be inundated if the dam were to fail. The most likely area to be
impacted by the failure of this dam in Bethel would be Reservoir Street, although additional
flooding is likely downstream along Bethel Reservoir Brook (Terehaute Brook) and Sympaug
Brook. The Bethel Town Engineer noted that evacuation plans are not in the current Town
Emergency Operations Plan and that no Emergency Operations Plan or Dam Failure Analysis is
currently available for the Eureka Lake Dam. According to the Town, this dam is in good
condition.
Margerie Lake Reservoir Dam and Dike
Margerie Lake Reservoir Dam is a compacted earthfill embankment about 760 feet long with a
maximum height of 28 feet. It is located at the south end of the reservoir in the city of Danbury.
The spillway is reportedly capable of passing the PMF with the water level 1.4 feet below the top
of the dam. A compacted earthfill embankment dike is located at the northern end of the
reservoir in New Fairfield. The dike is about 1,110 feet long with a maximum height of 16 feet.
There is no spillway or low-level outlets at the dike. Both structures were reportedly originally
built in the 1930s. The dam and dike are believed to be in good condition. Similar to the East Lake
scenario, failure of this dam during the PMF would cause widespread death, property damage,
and infrastructure damage in Danbury and Bethel. A complete failure during the PMF would cause
relatively minor inundation in the Sympaug Brook corridor upstream into Bethel. Under the worstcase PMF and dam failure scenario, 46 roads in Bethel would be affected including those in Table
3-2.
West Lake Reservoir Dam
A Dam Failure Analysis for the West Lake Reservoir Dam was prepared in 1992 by Roald Haestad,
Inc. for the City of Danbury. According to the analysis, West Lake Reservoir Dam consists of a
compacted earthfill embankment originally constructed in 1907. The dam is about 850 feet long
with a maximum height of about 45 feet above the streambed. The spillway of the dam is capable
of safely discharging the PMF with four feet of freeboard. The dam is believed to be in good
condition. The PMF itself would cause widespread death, property damage, and infrastructure
damage in Danbury. Under the worst-case PMF and dam failure scenario, water levels would
overtop all downstream roads with depths ranging from 12 to 25 feet and inundate many houses.
Downtown Danbury would experience flood depths ranging from one to 21 feet. Some of the
floodwaters would bypass the Still River corridor and cause up over 20 feet of flooding in the
Sympaug Brook corridor as well. Over 100 streets and 28 critical facilities would be affected in
Danbury and Bethel.
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Other Dams

There are several other low hazards dams in Town that are privately owned. These dams are
considered a low hazard, and failure would result in minimal damage. Some dams are used to
impound water for recreational reason, with others are for agricultural purposes.
Beaver Dams
The Town of Bethel has expressed concern with the impacts of beaver dams in town. Specifically,
they have presented challenges around Turkey Pain Road (Route 53) near Sympaug Brook, along
the Metro-North railroad line, and northeast of Wooster Street.
This is a typical concern in many Connecticut communities; beaver dam failures have been known
to cause damage in the state.

Changes and Improvements

The Town has prepared inundation mapping and EAPs for town-owned high hazard dams, and
copies of these have been filed. Also, properties that may be impacted by a dam breech has been
incorporated into the emergency alert system, this allows both emergency notification dispersal
and outreach.
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3.3.1

HURRICANES AND TROPICAL STORMS
Setting

3.3.2

Capabilities

Several types of hazards may be associated with tropical storms and hurricanes including heavy or
tornado winds, heavy rains, and flooding. While only some of the areas of Bethel are susceptible
to flooding damage caused by hurricanes, wind damage can occur anywhere in the town.
Hurricanes, therefore, have the potential to affect any area within the Town of Bethel. A hurricane
striking Bethel is considered a possible event each year and could cause critical damage to the
town and its infrastructure.
Wind loading requirements are addressed through the state building code. The State Building
Code has been amended several times in the past two decades. The 2005 Code was amended in
2009, 2011, and 2013. The code was then updated and amended in 2016, with the current code
having been updated and effective as of October 1, 2018. The code specifies the design wind
speed for construction in all the Connecticut municipalities. Effective October 1, 2018 the design
wind speed or the Town of Bethel is 110 mph for a Category 1 event, 120 mph for a category 2,
and 125 mph for a Category 3, 4 or 5 hurricane event.
Connecticut is located in FEMA Zone II regarding maximum expected wind speed. The maximum
expected wind speed for a three-second gust is 160 mph. This wind speed could occur as a result
of either a hurricane or a tornado in western Connecticut and southeastern New York. The
American Society of Civil Engineers recommends that new buildings be designed to withstand this
peak three-second gust.
Parts of tall and older trees may fall during heavy wind events, potentially damaging structures,
utility lines, and vehicles. The Town has worked to maintain a good relationship with Eversource
Energy, the local electric utility, especially in regard to tree maintenance concerns. Eversource
provides tree trimming and removal services along rights-of-way. The Bethel Public Works
Department appointed tree warden works with residents to encourage trimming and
maintenance on their properties, and also works to identify areas that require trimming. In the
past, the tree trimming and maintenance work is contracted out from an annual budget of
upwards of $70,000.
The Town requires that new development must include underground utilities in certain zones
including the Planned Residential Development zone and the Educational Park Zone. These
regulations are effective t reducing vulnerability for new developments. Town staff also encourage
new utility installations in other types of developments be placed underground.

Actions Completed and New Capabilities

Bethel continues to maintain its capabilities for mitigating and responding to hurricane and
tropical storm risks.
The Town has upgraded backup power at the High School, and acquired two portable generators,
increasing power outage resilience. Bethel has also established an Energy Conservation
Commission tasked with exploring opportunities to implement energy efficiency improvements
and conservation measures at municipal and educational buildings.
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3.3.3

Vulnerabilities and Risk Assessment

The Town of Bethel is vulnerable to hurricane damage from wind and flooding and from any
tornadoes accompanying the storm. In fact, most of the damage to the town from historical
tropical cyclones has been due to the effects of wind.
In general, as the residents and businesses of the state of Connecticut become more dependent
on the internet and mobile communications, the impact of hurricanes on commerce will continue
to increase. A major hurricane has the potential of causing complete disruption of power and
communications for up to several weeks, rendering electronic devices and those that rely on
utility towers and lines inoperative.
Debris such as signs, roofing material, and small items left outside become flying missiles in
hurricanes. Extensive damage to trees, towers, aboveground and underground utility lines (from
uprooted trees or failed infrastructure), and fallen poles cause considerable disruption for
residents. Streets may be flooded or blocked by fallen branches, poles, or trees, preventing
egress. Downed power lines from heavy winds can also start fires during hurricanes with limited
rainfall. While moving all utilities underground would prevent wind damage to this infrastructure,
this activity is too cost-prohibitive for the community.
Town of Bethel staff are uncertain whether any Town-owned critical facilities have wind-mitigation
measures installed to specifically reduce the effects of wind. Thus, it is believed that nearly all of
the critical facilities in the town are as likely to be damaged by hurricane-force winds as any other.
Many of the Town's older structures, including Town Hall, may not meet current building codes
with respect to wind and therefore may be more susceptible to wind damage, and structures with
older roofs may also be more susceptible to wind damage. Newer critical facilities are more likely
to meet more stringent building code requirements and are therefore considered to be the most
resistant to wind damage even if they are not specifically wind resistant.
The town of Bethel's housing stock consists of historic buildings greater than 50 and sometimes
100 years old, relatively younger buildings built before 1990 when the building code changed to
address wind damage, and relatively recent buildings that utilize the new code changes. Since
most of the existing housing stock in the town predates the recent code changes, many structures
are highly susceptible to roof and window damage from high winds. Hurricane-force winds can
easily destroy poorly constructed buildings and mobile homes. There are currently no mobile
home parks in Bethel.
As the town of Bethel is not affected by storm surge, hurricane sheltering needs have not been
calculated by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers for the town. The Town determines sheltering
need based upon areas damaged or needing to be evacuated within the town. Under limited
emergency conditions, a high percentage of evacuees will seek shelter with friends or relatives
rather than go to established shelters. In the case of a major (Category Three or above) hurricane,
it is likely that the Town will depend on state and federal aid to assist sheltering displaced
populations until normalcy is restored.
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SUMMER STORMS AND TORNADOES
3.4.1

Setting

Heavy wind (including tornadoes and downbursts), lightning, heavy rain, hail, and flash floods are
the primary hazards associated with summer storms. Like hurricanes and winter storms, summer
storms and tornadoes have the potential to affect any area within the Town of Bethel.
Furthermore, because these types of storms and the hazards that result (flash flooding, wind, hail,
and lightning) might have limited geographic extent, it is possible for a summer storm to harm
one area within the town without harming another. The entire Town of Bethel is therefore
susceptible to summer storms (including heavy rain, flash flooding, wind, hail, and lightning) and
tornadoes.
Based on the historic record, it is considered highly likely that a summer storm that includes
lightning will impact the Town of Bethel each year although lightning strikes have a limited effect.
Strong winds and hail are considered likely to occur during such storms but also generally have
limited effects. A tornado is considered a possible event in Litchfield County each year that could
cause significant damage to a small area.

3.4.2

Capabilities

Warning is the primary method of existing mitigation for tornadoes and thunderstorm-related
hazards. The NOAA National Weather Service (NWS) issues watches and warnings when severe
weather is likely to develop or has developed. Emergency management personnel have specific
actions they take under different NWS watches and warnings to prepare for summer storms and
tornado impacts.
Municipal responsibilities relative to summer storm and tornado mitigation and preparedness
include:
 Developing and disseminating emergency public information and instructions concerning
tornado, thunderstorm wind, lightning, and hail safety, especially guidance regarding in-home
protection and evacuation procedures and locations of public shelters;
 Designating appropriate shelter space in the community that could potentially withstand
lightning and tornado impact;
 Periodically testing and exercising tornado response plans; and
 Putting emergency personnel on standby at tornado "watch" stage.
 Utilizing the Everbridge emergency notification system to send warnings into potentially
affected areas.
These protocols are considered effective for mitigating wind and summer storm-related damage
in the town of Bethel. While additional funding could be utilized to strengthen the current level of
mitigation, such funding is not currently considered cost-effective for the current level of
vulnerability.

Actions Completed and New Capabilities

Bethel continues to maintain its capabilities for mitigating and responding to summer storm and
tornado risks.
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3.4.3

Vulnerabilities and Risk Assessment

The entire Town of Bethel is at relatively equal risk for experiencing damage from summer storms
and tornadoes.
According to the 2019 State Natural Hazard Mitigation Plan Update, Fairfield County has a high
risk of tornado activity based on historical occurrences. Therefore, by virtue of its location in
Litchfield County, the Town of Bethel has moderate to high potential to experience tornado
damage. In general, thunderstorms and hailstorms in Connecticut are more frequent in the
western and northern parts of the state and less frequent in the southern and eastern parts.
Thunderstorms are expected to impact Bethel around 20 days each year. The majority of these
events do not cause any measurable damage. Although lightning is usually associated with
thunderstorms, it can occur on almost any day. The likelihood of lightning strikes in the Bethel
area is very high during any given thunderstorm although no one area of the town is at higher
risk of lightning strikes. The risk of at least one hailstorm occurring in Bethel is considered
moderate in any given year.
Most thunderstorm damage is caused by straight-line winds exceeding 100 mph. Straight-line
winds occur as the first gust of a thunderstorm or from a downburst from a thunderstorm and
have no associated rotation. The risk of downbursts occurring during such storms and damaging
the Town of Bethel is believed to be low for any given year. All areas of the town are susceptible
to damage from high winds although more building damage is expected in the town center while
more tree damage is expected in the less densely populated areas.
Secondary damage from falling branches and trees is more common than direct wind damage to
structures. Heavy winds can take down trees near power lines, leading to the start and spread of
fires.
NOAA states that climate change has the potential to increase the frequency and intensity of
tornadoes, so it is possible that the pattern of occurrence in Connecticut could change in the
future.
August 2020 the State experienced several severe storms and tornado events. On August 2, 2020
four tornadoes touched down in Litchfield county. Then, on August 27 severe storms traveled
across the state resulting in extensive tree damage and tornadic activity in the Greater New Haven
area. Power was out as a result of both events and there was widespread damage with some areas
more impacted than others.

Changes and Improvements

There have been no significant changes to Bethel’s Summer Storm and Tornado vulnerability and
risk profile.
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WINTER STORMS AND NOR’EASTERS
3.5.1

Setting

Winter events and the hazards that result (wind, snow, and ice) have widespread geographic
extents, and have the potential to affect any area of the Town of Bethel. Due to its variable
elevation, the Town can have higher amounts of snow in the outskirts of the town than in the
town center. In general, winter storms are considered highly likely to occur each year (although
major storms are less frequent), and the hazards that result (nor'easter winds, snow, and blizzard
conditions) can potentially have a significant effect over a large area of the town.
Most winter weather events occur between December and March. Winter weather may include
snow, sleet, freezing rain, and cold temperatures. Most deaths from winter storms are indirectly
related to the storm, such as from traffic accidents on icy roads and hypothermia from prolonged
exposure to cold. Damage to trees and tree limbs and the resultant downing of utility cables are
a common effect of these types of events. Secondary effects include loss of power and heat, and
flooding as a result of snowmelt.

3.5.2

Capabilities

Programs that are specific to winter storms are generally those related to preparing plows and
sand and salt trucks, tree trimming to protect power lines, and other associated snow removal
and response preparations. Other programs are aimed at warning residents about potential
winter hazards.
The amended Connecticut Building Code specifies that a pressure of 30 pounds per square foot
(psf) be used as the base “ground snow load” for computing snow loading for different types of
roofs. The International Building code specifies the same pressure for habitable attics and
sleeping areas, and specifies a minimum pressure of 35 psf for all other areas.
In Bethel, Public Works has an annual budget allotment for plowing town roads. In addition, an
allocation is made to hire contractors to plow school parking lots. The Building Official and the
Public Works Department are available to assist town departments with snow removal and
structural assessments of buildings, as occurred after the heavy snowfalls in January 2011.
Prior to a winter weather event, Town staff ensure that all warning/notification and
communications systems are ready and ensure that appropriate equipment and supplies,
especially snow removal equipment, are in place and in good working order. In some known
problem areas, pre-storm treatment is applied to roadways to reduce the accumulation of snow.
The Town also prepares for the possible evacuation and sheltering of some populations that
could be impacted by the upcoming storm (especially the elderly and special needs persons).
During emergencies, a plow vehicle can be temporarily rerouted to clear the route ahead of an
emergency vehicle.
Overall, these programs are considered effective at mitigating the effects of winter storms. While
additional budget could support these programs, the amount of experience that local personnel
have in managing winter storm events makes it unlikely that a significant additional benefit could
be achieved with additional funding.
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Actions Completed and New Capabilities

Bethel continues to maintain its capabilities for mitigating and responding to winter storm risks.
3.5.3

Vulnerabilities and Risk Assessment

The entire Town of Bethel is at relatively equal risk for experiencing damage from winter storms
although some areas (such as icing trouble spots and neighborhoods with a high concentration of
flat roofs) are more susceptible. Many damages are relatively site specific and occur to private
property, while repairs for power outages are often widespread.
Based on the historic record, Connecticut experiences at least one major nor'easter every four
years, along with a variety of minor and moderate snow and ice storms that occur nearly every
winter. According to the 2019 Connecticut Natural Hazard Mitigation Plan Update, Connecticut
residents can expect at least two or more severe winter weather events per season, including
heavy snowstorms, potential blizzards, nor'easters, and potential ice storms.
After a storm, snow piled on the sides of roadways can inhibit sight lines and reflect a blinding
amount of sunlight. When coupled with slippery road conditions, poor sightlines and heavy glare
create dangerous driving conditions. Stranded motorists, especially senior and/or handicapped
citizens, are at particularly high risk of injury or death from exposure during a blizzard. The
elderly population in Bethel, in particular, is susceptible to the impacts created by winter storms
due to resource needs (heat, electricity loss, safe access to food, etc.).
The structures and utilities in the town of Bethel are vulnerable to a variety of winter storm
damage. Tree limbs and some building structures may not be suited to withstand high wind and
snow loads. Ice can damage or collapse power lines, render steep gradients impassable for
motorists, undermine foundations, and cause "flood" damage from freezing water pipes in
basements. Drifting snow can occur after large storms, but the effects are generally mitigated
through municipal plowing efforts. For example, the vicinity of Bluejay Orchards on Plumtrees
Road has been known to develop snow drifts as it is a topographical high point with little tree
cover on either side of the road. Town staff indicate that the snow drifts are managed through
additional plowing.
Icing causes difficult driving conditions throughout the hillier sections of the town, such as the
very steep Hickok Avenue. The Town's protocol of pretreating roads has been helpful in
controlling ice in these problem areas. In addition, many of the historical icing problems in Bethel
have been eliminated through drainage system improvements.
Similar to the discussion for hurricanes and summer storms in the previous sections, no critical
facilities are believed to be more susceptible to winter storm damage than any other. Some
critical facilities are more susceptible than others to flooding damage due to winter storms.
According to the 2019 Connecticut Natural Hazard Mitigation Plan Update, recent climate change
studies predict a less frequent, but potentially more intense snowstorms with heavier, denser
snow. Also, it is predicted that the number of snowstorms experienced may decrease, with an
increase in ice storms; so ultimately a shift in precipitation type.
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3.6.1

WILDFIRES AND DROUGHT
Setting

The ensuing discussion about wildfires is generally focused on the undeveloped wooded and
shrubby areas of Bethel, along with low-density suburban/rural type development found at the
margins of these areas known as the wildland interface. Structural fires in higher-density areas of
the community are not considered.

The town of Bethel is generally considered a low-risk area for wildfires. Wildfires are of particular
concern in outlying areas without public water service and other areas with poor access for firefighting equipment. Such areas in Bethel are limited as presented on Figure 3-2. Hazards
associated with wildfires include property damage and loss of habitat. Wildfires are considered a
likely event each year but when one occurs it is generally contained to a small range with limited
damage to non-forested areas
In addition, Bethel, and Fairfield County overall, has experienced drought challenges over recent
years. The U.S. Drought Monitor (USDM), which has been monitoring nationwide drought
conditions since 2000, estimates that over the past two decades Connecticut experienced its
longest drought of 46 weeks beginning June 21, 2016 and lasting until May 2, 2017. It was also
estimated that the most intense period of this extended drought occurred the week of November
15, 2016, where approximately 44.5% of Connecticut lands were impacted. Figure 3-1 depicts the
various drought conditions in Fairfield County since 2000, where the warmer colors represent
more advanced drought stages.

Figure 3-1: USDM Drought Time Series for Fairfield County
The 2019 Connecticut Natural Hazard Mitigation Plan assumes that the State of Connecticut has a
medium probably of future drought events. This assumption is based on climate change
projections anticipating hotter and wetter conditions in the near future. Climate forecasts often
suggest that while precipitation may increase, the overall pattern will generally be higher intensity
storms, with longer than average dry periods between events. The State Plan also identifies that
Fairfield County accounts for roughly 7.34% of the state’s total number of farms, with a market
value of over $34 million in product sold from these farms.
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3.6.2

Capabilities

Regulations regarding fire protection are outlined in the Subdivision Regulations. Section I (2)
requires subdivisions that are connected to public water supply to have fire hydrants installed.
Section 5.5 and Section 5.7 of the Zoning Regulations also require Planned Residential
Development Zone and Educational Park Zone developments to be served by a public water
supply capable of handling fire demands either through fire hydrants or water storage tanks. The
Fire Marshall reviews new developments for fire protection requirements and provides
recommendations to the Planning and Zoning Commission. Public water service is provided
throughout much of the town, so only a dozen 10,000-gallon cisterns (in developments of three
or more homes) and two dry hydrants have been installed in developments located in outlying
areas where public water service is unavailable.
Unlike the west coast of the United States where the fires are allowed to burn toward
development and then stopped, the Bethel Fire Department goes to the fires whenever possible.
This proactive approach is believed to be effective for controlling wildfires. The Fire Department
has some water storage capability in its tanker trucks, but primarily relies on the municipal water
system to fight fires throughout the community whenever possible.
The Town of Bethel has an all-terrain vehicle to assist with fighting fires in outlying areas. The
Town also has mutual aid agreements with all its neighbors, and works with the Connecticut DEEP
regarding fire protection on state-owned lands. Fire protection needs and potential problem
areas are reviewed at least annually. Finally, the DEEP Forestry Division uses rainfall data from a
variety of sources to compile forest fire probability forecasts. This allows the DEEP and the Town
to monitor the drier areas of the state to be prepared for forest fire conditions. Overall, the level
of preparedness in Bethel is considered suitable for the level of wildfire risk in the community.

Actions Completed and New Capabilities

Huntington State Park access has increased with the development of the trail system. While Bald
Rock Pak remains undeveloped, there are mutual aid agreements in place with surrounding fire
departments and CT DEEP wildland firefighting personnel. These agreements will be able to
provide ATVs and additional support and capacity.
3.6.3

Vulnerabilities and Risk Assessment

According to the Connecticut DEEP, the actual forest fire risk in Connecticut is low due to several
factors. First, the overall incidence of forest fires is very low. According to the 2019 State Hazard
Mitigation Plan, an average of 109 fires per year occurred in Connecticut from 2013 to 2017,
which is less than one per municipality per year. Secondly, as the wildfire/forest fire prone areas
become fragmented due to development, the local fire departments have increased access to
those neighborhoods for firefighting equipment. Third, the problematic interface areas such as
driveways too narrow to permit emergency vehicles are site specific. Finally, trained firefighters at
the local and state level are readily available to fight fires in the state, and inter-municipal
cooperation on such instances is common.
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As suggested by the historic record presented in, most wildfires in Connecticut are relatively
small. In the drought year of 1999, the average wildfire burned five acres in comparison to the
two most extreme wildfires recorded since 1986 that burned 300 acres each. Given the availability
of firefighting water in the town – including the use of nearby water bodies – and the historic
record, it is believed that the average size of a wildfire in a drought year would be less than one
acre, although the extreme value of five acres is likely applicable to the town.
The town had identified weaknesses in fire-fighting capacity, which some aspects have been
addressed. Both the Bald Rock area and Huntington State Park were a concern as there was no
viable access. While access has improved, and mutual aid agreements are in place, these are still
forested areas at risk of wildfire.
Wildfires are more common in rural areas than in developed areas as most fires in populated
areas are quickly noticed and contained. The likelihood of a severe wildfire developing is lessened
by the vast network of water features in the state, which create natural breaks likely to stop the
spread of a fire. During long periods of drought, these natural features may dry up, increasing the
vulnerability of the state to wildfires.
The most common causes of wildfires are arson, lightning strikes, and fires started from downed
trees hitting electrical lines. Thus, wildfires have the potential to occur anywhere and at any time
in both undeveloped and lightly developed areas. The extensive forests and fields covering the
state are prime locations for a wildfire. In many areas, structures and subdivisions are built
abutting forest borders, creating areas of particular vulnerability.

Changes and Improvements

Access to Huntington State Park has been improved, allowing for easier firefighting access, and
mutual aid agreements have been developed to provide additional equipment and capacity
during a fire.
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EARTHQUAKES AND LANDSLIDES
3.7.1

3.7.2

Setting

The entire Town of Bethel is susceptible to earthquake damage. However, even though
earthquake damage has the potential to occur anywhere both in the town and in the northeastern
United States, the effects may be felt differently in some areas based on the type of geology. In
general, earthquakes are considered a hazard that may possibly occur but that may cause
significant effects to a large area of the town.

Capabilities

The Connecticut Building Codes include design criteria for buildings specific to each municipality
as adopted by the Building Officials and Code Administrators (BOCA). These include the seismic
coefficients for building design in the Town of Bethel. The Town has adopted these codes for
new construction, and they are enforced by the Building Official. Due to the infrequent nature of
damaging earthquakes, land use policies in the Town do not directly address earthquake hazards.
However, various documents do indirectly discuss areas susceptible to earthquake damage and
regulations that help to minimize potential earthquake damage.
 Zoning Regulations: Section 5.06 outlines soil erosion and sediment control regulations.
Section 7.02.03 outlines application requirements and states that applicants shall provide the
location of natural features including but not limited to, rock outcroppings, slopes in excess of
15%, soil types, and forested areas on the lot.
 Subdivision Regulations. Section 2.2.9 requires that soil erosion and sediment control plans
be developed for proposed projects.
 Plan of Conservation and Development. The 2012 plan recommends reviewing the definition
of steep slopes and limiting residential development on steep slopes.

Actions Completed and New Capabilities

Bethel prevents development in areas at risk from landslides, such as at the bottoms or tops of
steep slopes, through its site plan review process.
3.7.3

Vulnerabilities and Risk Assessment

Some areas in Bethel are underlain by sand and gravel; structures in these areas are at increased
risk from earthquakes due to amplification of seismic energy and/or collapse. The best mitigation
for future development in areas of sandy material may be application of the most stringent
building codes or possibly the prohibition of new construction. However, many of these areas
occur in floodplains associated with the various streams and rivers in Bethel, so they are already
regulated. The areas that are not at increased risk during an earthquake due to unstable soils are
the areas underlain by glacial till, which includes most of the town.
Areas of steep slopes can collapse during an earthquake, creating landslides. Seismic activity can
also break utility lines such as water mains, electric and telephone lines, and stormwater
management systems. Damage to utility lines can lead to fires, especially in electric and gas
mains. Dam failure can also pose a significant threat to developed areas during an earthquake.
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MITIGATION STRATEGIES AND ACTIONS
Goals and Objectives

Municipal goals and objectives have been made consistent regionally and are presented in the
Multi-Jurisdictional Plan document.

Status of Mitigation Strategies and Actions from Previous HMP

The table below lists the mitigation actions developed in the previous HMP and the status of
each. Actions to be carried forward are noted as such. Actions that have been institutionalized as
capabilities are not carried forward.
Responsible
Party

Status

Notes

1

Incorporate the identified strategies of
this HMP into local planning activities

FS, LC

Complet
e

2

Obtain appropriate supplies and
equipment including a generator to outfit
the high school as the primary shelter

Hazard Mitigation was incorporated
into the most recent POCD update.
Generally, this integration is a
capability.

EMD, FS

Complete

Action was completed in September
2019.

Obtain emergency generators that may
be used to provide standby power to
other critical facilities per the Town's list

EMD, FS

Complete

All facilities in need of backup
generators are appropriately
equipped. The Town has also
acquired two 5k portable generators.
Town has determined that additional
backup power is not needed.

EMD, FS

Complet
e

Installed in October of 2018

PZC

Carry
Forward

#

Description

3

4

5

Install microwave link for the Police
Department at the Town's
communication tower to reduce reliance
on phone lines and cellular service
Require a minimum freeboard of one
foot for all new development or
substantial improvements in SFHAs

6

Adopt regulations to mitigate or reduce
peak flows leaving a development site

PZC

Carry
Forward

7

Establish a Conservation Commission to
oversee stream buffers in accordance
with the POCD

BOS

Carry
Forward

8

Provide outreach to owners of RLPs
regarding the potential availability of
grant funding to mitigate future flooding
damage
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Carry
Forward
with
Revisions

Floodplain regulations have not yet
been updated due to funding and
staffing limitations. Carry forward.
This strategy has been incorporated
into the Town’s Stormwater
Management Plan and POCD, but
has not yet been completed.
Carry forward
This strategy has been incorporated
into the Town’s POCD, but has not
yet been completed.
Carry forward
Action has not yet been completed
due to funding and staff limitations.
A new action related to educating
RLP owners is carried forward.

Responsible
Party

Status

LU

Capabilit
y

10

Identify properties within SFHAs and
encourage those property owners to
purchase flood insurance and complete
elevation certificates

LU

Carry
Forward
with
Revisions

11

Require the use of the FEMA Elevation
Certificate to formally record elevations
for compliance with the Zoning
Regulations

PZC

Capabilit
y

12

Construct a new Police Station facility
outside of the SFHA and relocate EOC
and animal shelter to this facility

BOS

Complet
e

13

Convert the existing Police Station
property to open space such as a park or
recreational area

BOS, LU

Carry
Forward
with
Revisions

14

Pursue open space connections along
Sympaug Brook and East Swamp Brook in
accordance with the POCD

LU, BOS

Capabilit
y

15

Encourage Connecticut DOT to mitigate
flooding along Bethel Reservoir Brook
(a.k.a. Terehaute Brook) at Route 53

FS

Drop

LU

Carry
Forward

Action has not yet been completed
due to funding limitations. Carry
forward.

BOS, PW

Carry
Forward

Town has not yet succeeded in
securing funding. Action is carried
forward.

#

Description

9

Pursue grants to mitigate RLPs with
permission of property owners

16

17

Perform a formal study to identify areas
of concern requiring stream maintenance
and to prioritize stream improvement
projects
Pursue funding to mitigate poor drainage
flooding and improve conveyance in the
downtown area along Chestnut Brook
and its tributary drainage systems
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Notes
Town has the ability to pursue grants
as appropriate. This is a capability.
A new action related to RLP
properties is carried forward.
Bethel has developed an online GIS
viewer that includes SFHAs.
Information about flood insurance is
typically provided through banks
and real-estate agents. Town will
replace this action with one to
identify RLPs and other properties
within SFHAs, and send an annual
mailer reminding them of risks and
available resources.
This is a capability
A new police station was constructed
in October 2018. The EOC and
animal shelter have been relocated
to this facility.
This action is under consideration. It
will be carried forward and revised to
fit a phased approach, with the first
step being completion of a feasibility
study for conversion of the old
Police Station to open recreational
space.
Bethel has robust local capabilities
with regard to open space
preservation, including detailed
goals within the POCD, the active
Bethel Land Trust, and municipal
acquisition capabilities.
Town collaborates with CT DOT on
road and drainage improvements,
but does not believe this type of
action is appropriate for its
municipal HMP.

#

Description

18

Study and enact potential mitigation
solutions to poor drainage flooding and
overbank flooding along East Swamp
Brook and Bethel Reservoir Brook

Responsible
Party

Status

Notes

BOS, PW

Carry
Forward

Action has not yet been completed
due to funding limitations. Carry
forward.
Town does not believe this action is
the best approach to improving
capacities; instead, more recent
rainfall return period data will be
reviewed for construction of new or
upgraded drainage structures.
Town does not believe this action is
the best approach to improving
capacities; instead, more recent
rainfall return period data will be
reviewed for construction of new or
upgraded drainage structures (see
previous action).
Town has concluded that current
regulations (underground utilities
required only in zones EP and PRD)
are sufficient.
Wind mitigation standards are
included in the State Building Code,
enforced locally.
Structural mitigation standards for
critical facilities are included in the
State Building Code, enforced locally.
The new Police Department was
constructed using these techniques.
Town has established an Energy
Commission. This action is revised
to call for the Energy Commission to
develop a set of recommendations
for improving energy resiliency at
critical facilities and areas in town.
Town has not yet succeeded in
securing funding. Action will be
carried forward but revised to call for
coordination with Eversource on
identifying the best approach to
improving resiliency of the power
lines along Wolf Pits Road.

19

Recheck the conveyance capacity of all
drainage structures using more recent
rainfall return periods

PW

Carry
Forward
with
Revisions

20

Utilize updated conveyance data to
prioritize and implement projects to
mitigate poor drainage flooding

PW

Drop

21

Update the Zoning Regulations to require
underground utilities for all new
buildings regardless of zone

PZC

Drop

22

Encourage the use of structural
techniques related to wind damage
mitigation in new structures

LU

Capabilit
y

23

Require the use of structural mitigation
techniques to harden new municipal
critical facilities

PZC

Capabilit
y

24

Consider locations where a micro-grid
could be installed

LU

Carry
Forward
with
Revisions

25

Pursue funding to place utilities
underground along Wolf Pits Road

BOS, PW

Carry
Forward
with
Revisions

EMD, BD

Drop

Town no longer believes this action
is necessary.

BD, PW

Drop

Town believes its snow clearing
capabilities are sufficient.

26

27

Conduct outreach to residents in the Far
Horizons Drive and Apple Tree Road area
regarding lightning safety and proper
grounding of structures
Evaluate critical facilities for acceptable
snow loading and develop a response
plan to clear roofs when necessary
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#

Description

28

Enact regulations preventing new
residential development in areas prone to
collapse such as at the bottom of steep
slopes

Responsible
Party

Status

Notes

PZC

Complete

This action is completed through site
plan reviews.
Town has identified ability to
operate remotely, in the event
facilities are inoperable or
unreachable, as a priority over
developing backup facilities. Action
is revised to call for developing
automated IT system backups to the
cloud and enabling remote access
and operations.

29

Ensure that municipal departments have
adequate backup facilities in case
earthquake damage occurs to municipal
buildings

EMD

Carry
Forward
with
Revisions

30

Prepare inundation mapping and EAPs
for Town-owned high hazard dams

PW

Complete

Action has been completed.

31

File copies of EAPs/EOPs for dams whose
failure may potentially affect areas of
Bethel in a central location for reference

EMD

Complete

Action has been completed.

32

33

34

Utilize inundation mapping to identify
properties that may be affected and
conduct outreach to ensure contact
information is in Everbridge system
Enact a Flood and Erosion Control Board
in order to be eligible for funding to
repair municipally-owned dams

Identify and implement projects to
increase fire-fighting access to the Bald
Rock area and Huntington State Park

EMD, LU

Complete

BOS

Carry
Forward

EMD, FS

Complete

Town has performed outreach to all
residents regarding Everbridge
system, including those in dam
failure areas.
Town has not yet completed this
action due to funding and staff
limitations.
Huntington State Park access has
been improved with trails.
Bald Rock access is still limited, but
mutual aid agreements have been
made with surrounding Fire
Departments and with CT DEEP
wildland firefighting personnel.
Action is considered complete.

Prioritization of Strategies and Actions

The STAPLEE method, described in the Multi-Jurisdictional document, was used to score
mitigation activities. The STAPLEE matrix in Appendix A provides the total scores. Actions have
been further prioritized based on implementation cost, project urgency, and municipal and public
input. The strategies below are presented in priority order, with qualitative priority levels listed
for each.

Mitigation Strategies and Actions Implementation Table

The Town proposed to initiate several new mitigation actions for the upcoming five years.
Additionally, a number of actions from the previous planning period are being carried forward or
replaced with revised actions. These are listed below.
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Action BTL-01

Provide information on the Town website about CT DEEP training and information around small business
chemical management for hazard resilience.
Lead

EM, BOS

Cost

$0 - $25,000

Funding

Operating Budget, CT DEEP

Timeframe

2021

Priority

High
Action BTL-02

Use the CT Toxics Users and Climate Resilience Map to identify toxic users located in hazard zones within
your community. Contact those users to inform them about the CT DEEP small business chemical
management initiative.
Lead

EM, BOS

Cost

$0 - $25,000

Funding

Operating Budget, CT DEEP

Timeframe

2021

Priority

High
Action BTL-03

Host a CT DEEP presentation for municipal staff and local businesses about business chemical management
for hazard resilience.
Lead

EM, BOS

Cost

$0 - $25,000

Funding

Operating Budget, CT DEEP

Timeframe

2021

Priority

High
Action BTL-04

Register as a Sustainable CT community and make progress with the hazard mitigation goals associated
with registration.
Lead

BOS

Cost

$0 - $25,000

Funding

Operating Budget

Timeframe

2021

Priority

High
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Action BTL-05
Collaborate with CIRCA on the "Resilient Connecticut" project
Lead

BOS

Cost

$0 - $25,000

Funding

Operating Budget

Timeframe

2022

Priority

Med
Action BTL-06

Enact a Flood and Erosion Control Board in order to be eligible for funding to repair municipally-owned
dams
Lead

BOS

Cost

$0 - $25,000

Funding

Operating Budget

Timeframe

2022

Priority

Med
Action BTL-07

Establish a Conservation Commission to oversee stream buffers in accordance with the POCD
Lead

BOS

Cost

$0 - $25,000

Funding

Operating Budget, FEMA Grant

Timeframe

2022

Priority

Med
Action BTL-08

Coordinate with Eversource on identifying the best approach to improving resiliency of the power lines
along Wolf Pits Road.
Lead

BOS, PW

Cost

$0 - $25,000

Funding

Operating Budget

Timeframe

2023

Priority

Low
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Action BTL-09

Revise floodplain zoning regulations to reflect the new State Building Code requirements for one foot of
freeboard for construction in the 1% annual-chance flood zone.
Lead

PZC

Cost

$0 - $25,000

Funding

Operating Budget

Timeframe

2023

Priority

Low
Action BTL-10

Compare local floodplain regulations with Revised State Model Flood Regulations to identify any remaining
opportunities for improvement
Lead

Planning

Cost

$0 - $25,000

Funding

Operating Budget

Timeframe

2023

Priority

Low
Action BTL-11

Require consideration of the most recent Northeast Regional Climate Center rainfall statistics
(precip.eas.cornell.edu) when developing alternatives for culvert and bridge replacement designs and sizes.
Lead

PW

Cost

$0 - $25,000

Funding

Operating Budget

Timeframe

2023

Priority

Low
Action BTL-12

Contact the owners of Repetitive Loss Properties and nearby properties at risk to inquire about mitigation
undertaken and suggest options for mitigating flooding in those areas. This should be accomplished with a
letter directly mailed to each property owner.
Lead

EM, BOS

Cost

$0 - $25,000

Funding

Operating Budget, FEMA Grant

Timeframe

2023

Priority

Low
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Action BTL-13

Adopt regulations to mitigate or reduce peak flows leaving a development site (as discussed in the
Stormwater Management Plan and POCD)
Lead

PZC

Cost

$0 - $25,000

Funding

Operating Budget, FEMA Grant

Timeframe

2023

Priority

Low
Action BTL-14

Develop a comprehensive plan and funding budget to enable an aggressive tree cutting operation by the
Town of Bethel DPW (including through local contracts with tree cutting companies) for those trees
identified as being in need of removal by the Tree Warden based on age, size, and condition.
Lead

DPW

Cost

$25,000 - $50,000

Funding

Operating Budget, FEMA Grant, CT DEMHS, CT DEEP, Other Grant

Timeframe

2023

Priority

High
Action BTL-15

Coordinate with CT SHPO to conduct historic resource surveys, focusing on areas within natural hazard risk
zones (flood zones, wildfire hazard zones, steep slopes) to identify historic resources at risk and support the
preparation of resiliency plans across the state.
Lead

Planning

Cost

$25,000 - $50,000

Funding

CT SHPO

Timeframe

2024

Priority

Med
Action BTL-16

Develop automated IT system backups to the cloud and enable remote access and operations.
Lead

EMD

Cost

$25,000 - $50,000

Funding

Operating Budget

Timeframe

2024

Priority

Med
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Action BTL-17
Complete a feasibility study for conversion of the old Police Station to open recreational space.
Lead

BOS, LU

Cost

$25,000 - $50,000

Funding

Capital Improvement Plan, FEMA Grant

Timeframe

2024

Priority

Med
Action BTL-18

Instruct the Town’s Energy Conservation Commission to develop a set of recommendations for improving
energy resiliency at critical facilities and areas in town.
Lead

LU

Cost

$25,000 - $50,000

Funding

Operating Budget

Timeframe

2024

Priority

Low
Action BTL-19

Identify and create a database of owners of all properties located within SFHA and all repetitive loss
properties. Work with CT DEEP to validate and/or correct the RL list and update the mitigation status of
each listed property.
Lead

LU

Cost

$25,000 - $50,000

Funding

FEMA Grant

Timeframe

2024

Priority

Low
Action BTL-20

Annually conduct an emergency operations exercise for a local terrorism, sabotage, or mass casualty event.
Lead

EMD

Cost

$25,000 - $50,000

Funding

Operating Budget

Timeframe

2024

Priority

Low
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Action BTL-21

Perform a formal study to identify areas of concern requiring stream maintenance and to prioritize stream
improvement projects
Lead

LU

Cost

$50,000 - $100,000

Funding

Operating Budget, Grant

Timeframe

2025

Priority

Low
Action BTL-22

Pursue funding to mitigate poor drainage flooding and improve conveyance in the downtown area along
Chestnut Brook and its tributary drainage systems
Lead

BOS, PW

Cost

$100,000 - $500,000

Funding

Capital Improvement Plan, FEMA Grant, Other Grant

Timeframe

2026

Priority

Med
Action BTL-23

Study and determine potential mitigation solutions to poor drainage flooding and overbank flooding along
East Swamp Brook and Bethel Reservoir Brook
Lead

BOS, PW

Cost

$100,000 - $500,000

Funding

Capital Improvement Plan, FEMA Grant, Other Grant

Timeframe

2026

Priority

Med
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APPENDIX A

Appendix A: STAPLEE Matrix

WestCOG Hazard Mitigation
Plan Bethel Municipal Annex
August 2021

Town of Bethel DPW (including through local contracts with tree cutting companies) for those trees

DPW

Collaborate with CIRCA on the "Resilient Connecticut" project

BTL-08
BTL-09

risk zones (flood zones, wildfire hazard zones, steep slopes) to identify historic resources at risk and

ResilientCT

BOS

SHPO

Planning

support the preparation of resiliency plans across the state.
Enact a Flood and Erosion Control Board in order to be eligible for funding to repair municipally-owned

Municipal

dams

Capacities

Establish a Conservation Commission to oversee stream buffers in accordance with the POCD

BTL-10

Develop automated IT system backups to the cloud and enable remote access and operations.

BTL-11

Complete a feasibility study for conversion of the old Police Station to open recreational space.

Total STAPLEE Score

Administrative

T

A

P

L

E

E2

S3 T4 A5 P6

L7

E8

E9 Score

2021

1

1

1

0

1

1

1

0

0

0

0

0
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8

2021
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1

1
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1

1

1
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0

0

0

0

8

2021

1

1

1

0

1

1

1

0

0

0
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0

0

0

8

2021

1

1

1

1

0

1

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

8

2023

1

1

1

1

1

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

8

2022

1

1

1

0

0

1

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

7

2024

1

1

1

1

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

7

2022

0

0

1

1

1

1

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

6

2022

1

1

0

0

1

1

1

0

0
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0

0

0

0

6

2024

0

1

1

0

1

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0
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1

1

0

1

1

0

1
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0
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0

0
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2026

1

1

0

1

1

1

1
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0

0
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0

6
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1

1

0

1

1

1

1
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0

0
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0

6

2023

1

1

1

1

1

1

0

0
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-1

0

0

0

0
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2023

0

1

1

0

1

1

0

0

0

0
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0

0

0

5

2023

0

1

1

0

1

1

0

0

0

0

-1

0

0

0

5

Technical (x2)

S

Budget, CT
DEEP
Operating
Budget, CT
DEEP
Operating
Budget, CT
DEEP
Operating
Budget
Operating

$25,000 -

Grant, CT

$50,000

DEMHS, CT
DEEP, Other

Coordinate with CT SHPO to conduct historic resource surveys, focusing on areas within natural hazard
BTL-07

Time

Operating

Budget, FEMA

identified as being in need of removal by the Tree Warden based on age, size, and condition.

BTL-06

Environmental

Tree Management

Develop a comprehensive plan and funding budget to enable an aggressive tree cutting operation by the
BTL-05

$0 $25,000

Economic (x2)

BOS

Legal

Sustainable CT

Political

with registration.

$0 $25,000

Social

Register as a Sustainable CT community and make progress with the hazard mitigation goals associated

EM, BOS

Environmental

Business Chem

Economic (x2)

CT DEEP Small

management for hazard resilience.

$0 $25,000

Legal

Host a CT DEEP presentation for municipal staff and local businesses about business chemical

EM, BOS

Political

BTL-04

CT DEEP Small
Business Chem

$0 $25,000

Administrative

your community. Contact those users to inform them about the CT DEEP small business chemical

EM, BOS

Technical (x2)

Business Chem

Funding

Completion

CT DEEP Small

chemical management for hazard resilience.

management initiative.
BTL-03

Cost

Provide information on the Town website about CT DEEP training and information around small business
Use the CT Toxics Users and Climate Resilience Map to identify toxic users located in hazard zones within

BTL-02

Lead

Costs

Social

BTL-01

Theme

Timeframe for

Action

Sources

#

Theme

Regional

Potential Funding

Action Description

Cost Estimate

#

Lead Department

Weighted STAPLEE Criteria
Benefits

Municipal
Capacities
Municipal
Capacities
Open Space

BOS
BOS
EMD

BOS, LU

$0 -

Grant
Operating

$25,000

Budget

$25,000 $50,000

CT SHPO

$0 -

Operating

$25,000

Budget
Operating

$0 $25,000
$25,000 $50,000

Budget, FEMA
Grant
Operating
Budget
Capital

$25,000 - Improvement
$50,000

Plan, FEMA
Grant
Capital

BTL-12

Pursue funding to mitigate poor drainage flooding and improve conveyance in the downtown area along
Chestnut Brook and its tributary drainage systems

Drainage

BOS, PW

$100,000 $500,000

Improvement
Plan, FEMA
Grant, Other
Grant
Capital

BTL-13

BTL-14
BTL-15

BTL-16

Study and determine potential mitigation solutions to poor drainage flooding and overbank flooding
along East Swamp Brook and Bethel Reservoir Brook

Drainage

Coordinate with Eversource on identifying the best approach to improving resiliency of the power lines

Energy Resiliency

along Wolf Pits Road.

& Backup Power
Floodplain

Revise floodplain zoning regulations to reflect the new State Building Code requirements for one foot of
freeboard for construction in the 1% annual-chance flood zone.
Compare local floodplain regulations with Revised State Model Flood Regulations to identify any
remaining opportunities for improvement

Management

BOS, PW

BOS, PW
PZC

Regulations
Floodplain
Management
Regulations

Planning

$100,000 $500,000

Improvement
Plan, FEMA
Grant, Other

$0 -

Grant
Operating

$25,000

Budget

$0 -

Operating

$25,000

Budget

$0 -

Operating

$25,000

Budget

event.
Perform a formal study to identify areas of concern requiring stream maintenance and to prioritize stream
improvement projects

Terrorism & Mass
Casualty
Flood Study

LU
EMD
LU

0

1

0

0

0

1
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0

0
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0

0

0
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Total STAPLEE Score

each listed property.
Annually conduct an emergency operations exercise for a local terrorism, sabotage, or mass casualty

RLPs

Environmental

properties. Work with CT DEEP to validate and/or correct the RL list and update the mitigation status of
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& Backup Power
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Energy Resiliency

energy resiliency at critical facilities and areas in town.
Identify and create a database of owners of all properties located within SFHA and all repetitive loss
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Contact the owners of Repetitive Loss Properties and nearby properties at risk to inquire about mitigation
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PW

Social

(precip.eas.cornell.edu) when developing alternatives for culvert and bridge replacement designs and

Timeframe for

NRCC

Require consideration of the most recent Northeast Regional Climate Center rainfall statistics
BTL-17

Sources
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Potential Funding

Action Description

Regional

Cost Estimate

#

Lead Department

Weighted STAPLEE Criteria
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FEMA Grant

$25,000 -

Operating
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Town of Bethel
Climate Vulnerability Assessment
A Component of Sustainable CT Action 5.4
The Town of Bethel, for this Climate Vulnerability Assessment (CVA) is considered a suburban inland
town, resulting in various climate change vulnerabilities. Inland flooding, extreme heat, and winter
storms may impact the community the most as many issues have been identified.

Hazards
Inland Flooding
With FEMA flood zones in town along several streams, such as along the Sympaug Brook and the East
Swamp Brook, there is continuously concern for riverine flooding. The numerous streams in town pose a
flood risk to adjacent properties, whether it is a larger storm event or a short intense rainstorm. With
precipitation expected to increase due to climate change, flooding events may occur more frequently.
Overall, flooding may continue, or become a larger issue with future shifts in precipitation.
Winter Storms
Bethel is largely residential with commercial properties along the western routes in town. Suburban
communities are often impacted by strong winter storms in several ways; power outages from downed
trees, accessibility issues, and icing concerns. Anticipated shifts in winter precipitation may bring more
freezing rain events, which can result in an increase of downed trees during a winter storm event.
Downed trees can result in power outage, and lack of emergency access and egress.
Drought and Extreme Temperatures
Much of the town relies on private wells for drinking water, with the exception of a larger system in the
western half of town, and a smaller system in the northern area of town. Therefore, impacts to water
supply may be an issue to the town as temperatures rise in the future, resulting in isolated issues with
water scarcity. With increased temperatures, and high pumping levels, private wells may be impacted
during times of drought.
In addition to private wells, many Suburban communities have high levels of agricultural activity,
whether it be crop production or livestock, these operations are heavily water dependent for healthy
growing and revenue generation.
When considering these impacts from climate change, the primary vulnerabilities for the town of
Greenwich include:
•
•
•

Private well owners
Emergency access
Agricultural operations

Secondary impacts
Economic Impacts

With areas vulnerable to flooding and winter storm events, the town faces an economic challenge of
addressing the flooding concerns and increasing snow and debris removal capacity. There is also a
potential economic impact to local businesses during flooding events, and heavy winter storms.
Businesses may incur expenses related to flood mitigation or clean-up efforts, or experience loss of
income if there is no site access during a storm.
Winter storm snow removal or icing also presents financial responsibility to the town by way of roadway
treatment. As precipitation events may increase during winter months, the town may seek to increase
sand or salt stockpiles to account for increased icing events.
Private property owners who rely on private drinking water wells may also be impacted economically
during droughts or periods of extreme heat. With increasing heat, typically comes increased water
demand. This demand would be placed upon local aquifers, potentially resulting in the need for new
well construction, or deepening of an existing well.
The many impacts of climate change can result in economic impacts to many citizens, business owners,
and municipal budgets as the impacts can be felt on a town level, down to building level.
Social Impacts
To identify social impacts to the town, the Center for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) Social
Vulnerability Index (SVI) was used to identify any vulnerable populations within the town. This index was
developed to supplement a community’s natural hazard preparation actions. To evaluate social
vulnerability, the CDC incorporates 15 factors (Fig. 1) into the overall calculation under the categories, or
themes, of: socioeconomic status, household composition and disability, minority status and language,
and housing type and transportation. These themes and their ranking are based on census statistics. By
evaluating these factors and determining a level of social vulnerability, a community can identify specific
needs for before, during, and after
an event. Such needs may include
sheltering capacity, evacuation
routes, or to decide how many
emergency personnel may be
required to respond after an event.
Each municipalities’ census tracts
were ranked for overall
vulnerability, and theme
vulnerability, in comparison to
other Connecticut municipalities.
This rank, 0 to 1, is based on the
percentile rank among all tracts
within the State of Connecticut. A
value closer to 0 indicates a lower
Figure 1: The CDC SVI Index Factors. Graphic: svi.cdc.com
vulnerability, while a value closer to
1 indicates a higher vulnerability. Table 1 presents the overall vulnerability and theme rankings for
Bethel.

Table 1: Bethel SVI Factor Rankings
Overall SVI
Socioeconomic

BETHEL

.27

.32

Household
Composition &
Disability

Minority
Status &
Language

Housing Type
&
Transportation

.24

.39

.28

The Town of Bethel is considered to have a low to moderate level of vulnerability, with their most
vulnerable population being minorities and those who speak English “less than well”. These vulnerable
populations are located within the western most tract of Bethel, which is the shared border between
the City of Danbury. In addition, the town has vulnerable populations based on socioeconomic status,
and housing type and transportation; socioeconomic status appears to be evenly distributed throughout
the town, while populations vulnerable due to housing type and transportation are greater in the two
western tracts.
These populations may be vulnerable to impacts from drought, flooding and storm events based on the
geographic concentrations.
Public Health Considerations
Of the primary vulnerabilities identified, drought and flooding can potentially have public health
repercussions. During hot summer months, or drought, if private wells were to be impacted, certain
populations may find themselves without adequate drinking water supply, resulting in health problems.
Also, when considering the environmental shifts occurring during drought periods, drinking water
contamination may become an issue as aquifers become stressed due to excessive pumping.
Food scarcity is another consideration when discussing the impacts of drought and extreme
temperatures. Agricultural operations that are impacted by water shortages may find that crop or
livestock yields are below average, ultimately resulting in food scarcity concerns. Depending on the size
of an operation, the impacts can be on a small or large scale.
Flooding also presents the concern of pollution into nearby water bodies as commercialized and
impervious areas drain, they collect pollutants and excess sediment. Depending upon the drainage
areas, this runoff can have environmental impacts in associated ecosystems, or public health impacts if
water bodies are used for recreational activities.

Vulnerable Populations
The SVI identified the presence of certain populations within the town that may be more vulnerable to
climate change hazards. Communities, including Bethel, should pay special attention to elderly or
disabled populations, linguistically challenged populations, and those that may need evacuation
assistance due to lack of transportation. In addition to the SVI populations identified, the Connecticut
Department of Public Health (DPH) 1 has identified at least two assisted living facilities and one
convalescent home in Bethel.

1

https://www.elicense.ct.gov/Lookup/LicenseLookup.aspx

Some populations often need additional time for hazard response, so evacuation or preparation, and
may find it more challenging to recover due to financial constraints or health concerns. These
populations should be considered more vulnerable for the reasons that emergency response and
preparation may be more challenging, health issues may be of higher concern, and language barriers
may exist when working to communicate with the community on risks, response, and recovery efforts.
In addition to the populations, it is important to identify the facilities that can provide different types of
assistance to the populations, and others, during or after an event. These facilities, and their proximity
to flood zones, can be found in Figure 2-4.
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INTRODUCTION
Purpose of Annex

The purpose of this Hazard Mitigation Plan (HMP) annex is to provide a community-specific
hazard risk assessment, capability analysis, and evaluation and prioritization of hazard mitigation
measures and projects. Background information and the regional effects of pertinent natural
hazards are discussed in the main body of the Western Connecticut Council of Governments
(WestCOG) Multi-Jurisdictional Hazard Mitigation Plan. This annex is designed to supplement the
information presented in the Multi-Jurisdictional HMP with more specific detail for the Town of
Bridgewater and is not to be considered a standalone document.
The primary goal of this HMP, including this Municipal Annex, is to identify natural hazard risks
and mitigation opportunities in order to reduce the loss of or damage to life, property,
infrastructure, and natural, cultural, and economic resources. This includes the reduction of public
and private damage costs. Limiting losses of and damage to life and property will also reduce the
social, emotional, and economic disruption associated with a natural disaster.
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COMMUNITY PROFILE
2.1.1

Geography
Physical Setting

Incorporated in 1856, the Town of Bridgewater is located in southern Litchfield County and is
home to a population of 1,727 (2010 U.S. Census). Bridgewater is bordered by the municipalities
of New Milford to the north, Roxbury and Southbury to the east, Newtown to the south and
Brookfield to the south-southwest. Refer to Figure 2-1 for a map showing the location of
Bridgewater.
The topography of the town is characterized by a generally rolling terrain with high plateaus,
steep slopes and river and stream valleys. The Housatonic River, Shepaug River, Clapboard Oak
Brook, Wewaka Brook, Hop Brook and numerous other small rivers and streams course through
the town. The varying terrain of Bridgewater makes the town vulnerable to an array of natural
hazards.
The Center for Land Use Education and Research (CLEAR) has developed a land cover dataset
derived from 2016 satellite imagery to depict statewide land cover. The land cover by percent of
total land can be found in Table 2-1.
Table 2-1: Land Cover by Area

Land Cover Class
Developed
Turf & Grass
Other Grasses
Agricultural Field
Deciduous Forest
Coniferous Forest
Water
Non-Forested Wetland
Forested Wetland
Tidal Wetland
Barren Land
Utility Corridor

WestCOG Hazard Mitigation Plan
Bridgewater Municipal Annex
August 2021

Percent of Total Land
8.0%
3.5%
0.9%
18.3%
52.8%
9.6%
5.7%
0.03%
0.9%
0.04%
0.2%
0.0%
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2.1.2

Land Use

Bridgewater is a rural municipality characterized by low density population and limited rural
commercial uses. In general, land use in Bridgewater consists predominantly of residential and
open space areas. Commercial uses are limited and are concentrated in the center of the Town.
Much of Bridgewater consists of steep slopes, rock outcroppings and wetlands which severely
impact development potential.
According to the 2012 Plan of Conservation and Development (POCD), the Town of Bridgewater
consists of approximately 11,109 acres, most of which is dedicated to residential use. An estimate
of permitted land uses is shown in Table 2-2.
Table 2-2: Permitted Land Use

Permitted Land Use
Commercial/Industrial Zone
Town Green Zone
RR2 (2-acre zone)
RR3 (3-acre zone)
RR4 (4-acre zone)
Total Residential Zones

Acres
65.64
294.77
772.40
5,978.99
3,024.34
9,775.73

Source: 2012 Bridgewater Plan of Conservation and Development
According to the POCD, “from the total residentially zoned lands, an estimated 448 acres are
unprotected and 4,581 PA490 properties are temporarily protected, for a total of 5,029 acres that
are potentially available for development. This land area constitutes approximately one-half of
the Town and must be the focus of all future development considerations and preservation
efforts.”
The POCD also notes that open spaces, which cover over 2,200 acres, are managed by four
conservancies: the Bridgewater Land Trust, The Nature Conservancy Sunny Valley Preserve,
Weantinoge, and the Audubon Society. According to the town land records, approximately 2,246
acres of open space are owned by exempt organizations as shown in Table 2-3.
Table 2-3: Total Land Owned by Exempt Organizations
Organizations
Audubon Society
Bridgewater Land Trust
Connecticut Light & Power
First Light Hydro Generation
Nature Conservancy
Roxbury Land Trust
Weantinogue Heritage
Total

Number of Acres
83
187
265
71
1,442
2
196
2,246

Source: 2012 Bridgewater Plan of Conservation and Development
Table 2-4 summarizes 2006 land cover data which was derived from satellite imagery. Areas
shown as turf and grass are maintained grasses such as residential and commercial lawns or golf
courses. Development is generally spread throughout the community and not particularly
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concentrated in any one area. According to this data, approximately 64% of Bridgewater is
forested and approximately 7.8% is developed.
Land Cover
Deciduous Forest
Developed
Turf & Grass
Coniferous Forest
Water
Barren
Agricultural Field
Forested Wetland
Other Grasses
Non-forested Wetland
Utility (Forest)
Tidal Wetland
Total

Table 2-4: Land Cover by Area
Area within Town (acres)
5,886
865
401
1092
639
10
1987
102
106
4
17
0
11,109

Percent of Community
53.0%
7.8%
3.6%
9.8%
5.8%
0.1%
17.9%
0.9%
1.0%
0.0%
0.2%
0.0%
100%

Source: UCONN Center for Land Use Education and Research (CLEAR)

2.1.3

Climate and Climate Change

Over the course of the year, the temperature in Bridgewater typically varies from 18°F to 82°F and
is rarely below 3°F or above 89°F. The warm season lasts from May 29 to September 15, with an
average daily high temperature above 72°F. The hottest day of the year is July 20, with an average
high of 82°F and low of 63°F. The cold season lasts from December 1 to March 10, with an
average daily high temperature below 44°F. The coldest day of the year is January 29, with an
average low of 18°F and high of 34°F.
Precipitation falls throughout the year in Bridgewater. The wetter season lasts from April 9 to
August 20, with a greater than 30% chance of a given day being a wet day. The chance of a wet
day peaks at 37% on May 29. The smallest chance of a wet day is 22% on January 29.
The most rain falls during the 31 days centered around June 4, with an average total accumulation
of 4.0 inches. The least rain falls around January 24, with an average total accumulation of 1.6
inches.
The snowy period of the year lasts from October 30 to April 14, with a sliding 31-day liquidequivalent snowfall of at least 0.1 inches. The most snow falls during the 31 days centered around
January 25, with an average total liquid-equivalent accumulation of 1.1 inches.
Climate data was sourced from Weather Spark based on analysis of the years 1980 to 2016.

Climate Change

Climate change projections for Connecticut were sourced from the 2019 Connecticut Physical
Climate Science Assessment Report, which was developed by the University of Connecticut
(UConn) Atmospheric Sciences Group, commissioned by the Connecticut Institute for Resilience
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and Climate Adaptation (CIRCA) with funding from the Department of Energy and Environmental
Protection (DEEP). All projections are based on the IPCC high CO2 emission scenario (RCP8.5).
Temperature
Annual temperatures have been increasing throughout Connecticut and is projected to continue
to do so in the future. By mid-century, average annual temperature is projected to increase by
5°F. Seasonal average temperatures are also expected to rise, with the greatest increase (6°F)
experienced in summer (June to August). The number of nights over which temperature remains
above 68°F will quadruple from 10 days per year to more than 40 days, and the number of
extremely hot days will increase from above 4 a year to 48 per year.
Precipitation
Rainfall data in "Technical Paper No. 40" by the U.S.
Weather Bureau (now the National Weather Service)
(Hershfield, 1961) dates from the years 1938 through
1958. According to these data, the 24-hour rainfall
amount for a 50% annual-chance storm in Litchfield
County is 3.2 inches.

The continued increase in precipitation
only heightens the need for hazard
mitigation planning as the occurrence of
floods may change in accordance with
the greater precipitation.

The Northeast Regional Climate Center (NRCC) has partnered with the Natural Resources
Conservation Service (NRCS) to provide a consistent, current regional analysis of rainfall extremes
(http://precip.eas.cornell.edu/). In 2020 this dataset listed the 24-hour rainfall amount for a 50%
annual-chance storm in Bridgewater as 3.34 inches.
The NOAA Atlas 14, released on September 30, 2015 puts the 24-hour rainfall amount for a 50%
annual-chance annual storm in Bridgewater at 3.46 inches.
These precipitation amounts, and more details, are summarized in Table 2-5, below.
Table 2-5: 24-Hour Rainfall Amounts by Annual-Chance Occurrence
Source
Technical Paper No. 40
NRCC
NOAA Atlas 14

24-Hour Rainfall Amount (inches) by Annual-Chance Occurrence
50%
4%
1%
3.2
5.5
7.0
3.34
6.21
8.76
3.46
6.74
8.68

Annual precipitation has been increasing statewide and is projected to continue to increase. By
mid-century, annual precipitation is projected to increase by 8.5%, with the greatest increase
(13.4%) occurring in the winter months. Extreme precipitation events are projected to increase in
both frequency and magnitude. Based on this increase and the precipitation figures above, by
2050 Bridgewater can expect the 24-hour rainfall amount for a 50% annual-chance storm to be
around 3.5 to 3.7 inches or greater.
Despite overall increases in precipitation, drought risk is projected to increase, especially during
summer, due to changing precipitation patterns and projected increases in potential
evapotranspiration (plants taking up more water in hotter temperatures and longer growing
seasons).
WestCOG Hazard Mitigation Plan
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2.1.4

Drainage Basins and Hydrology

Bridgewater is divided in two sub-regional drainage basins: Housatonic River and Shepaug River.

Housatonic River

The Housatonic River drains an area of 1,948 square miles from Pittsfield, Massachusetts to
Milford, Connecticut where it empties into Long Island Sound. The river flows a total of 134 miles
from its upper reach to the sound. Once into the lower Housatonic Valley region, the river breaks
to the southeast flowing through New Milford and cutting between Bridgewater, Southbury, and
Newtown. The main channel of the Housatonic is lined with 1% annual chance storm floodplains
that extend on either side of the river with areas that further extend making up the 0.2% annual
chance floodplains. The entirety of the section of the Housatonic River that borders Bridgewater is
impounded by the Shepaug Dam to form the western branch of Lake Lillinonah. Significant
tributaries to the Housatonic in Bridgewater include Clapboard Oak Brook and Wewaka Brook.

Shepaug River

Originating at the Shepaug Reservoir, the Shepaug River flows directly south creating the lower
eastern boarder of Bridgewater. The Shepaug Reservoir is held back by the Shepaug River Dam,
which is classified as a high hazard dam, such that the entirety of the section of the Shepaug River
that borders Bridgewater is impounded. The Shepaug River continues to meander south through
Washington and Roxbury with input from many streams and rivers including Bantam River, Bee
Brook, Mallory Brook and other tributaries. Significant tributaries to the Shepaug in Bridgewater
include Hop Brook and Second Hill Brook. The River flows through the eastern portion of
Bridgewater before entering the Housatonic River. The entire river from start to finish is bordered
by 100-year floodplains generally widening as the channel gets closer to the mouth.

2.2.1

Society, Culture, and Government
Population and Demographic Setting

According to the 2010 U.S. Census, Bridgewater had a population of 1,727 with 109 persons per
square mile. The Census American Community Survey (ACS) 2018 5-year summary estimated the
Bridgewater population to be 1,706 between 2014 and 2018. The Connecticut State Data Center
predicts that population in Bridgewater will continue to decrease in the future, with the
population in 2040 projected to be 937.
According to the 2012 Plan of Conservation and Development population in Bridgewater has
declined 5.3% since the 2000 census and “this recent population decline reflects the recession,
decreased in-migration due to limited employment opportunities in surrounding areas and rising
costs for land and housing. It also indicates some out-migration as residents moved and the
inevitably higher death rate among older residents.”
One important aspect of natural hazard mitigation planning is to identify a community’s
demographic trends in relation to natural hazards. The Center for Disease Control and Prevention
(CDC) Social Vulnerability Index (SVI) is used to identify vulnerable populations in Bridgewater The
SVI uses census data to identify populations within the town that may be more vulnerable to
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natural hazards. As a result of this analysis, the town is identified to have a certain level of overall
social vulnerability with a rank of 0 to 1; 1 being the most vulnerable and 0 being the least.
To determine social vulnerability, the CDC incorporates 15 factors into the overall SVI calculation
under four categories, or themes: socioeconomic status, household composition and disability,
minority status and language,
and housing type and
transportation. Figure 2-2
represents the breakdown of the
SVI process. These themes and
their ranking are based on
census statistics. By evaluating
these factors and determining a
level of social vulnerability, a
community can identify specific
needs for before, during, and
after an event. Such needs may
include sheltering capacity,
evacuation routes, or to decide
how many emergency personnel
may be required to respond
after an event.
Figure 2-2: The CDC SVI Index Factors. Graphic:

svi.cdc.com
The Town of Bridgewater is
considered to have a low level of vulnerability, with their most vulnerable social aspect being the
housing type and transportation, which is only ranked marginally more vulnerable than the least
vulnerable population with socioeconomic vulnerabilities. Appendix B explores the SVI for
Bridgewater in more depth, including maps showing overall vulnerability, and theme vulnerability.
2.2.2

Development Trends

In the 1980s, Bridgewater saw a rise in the number of single-family homes constructed. However,
around 2007 -2008 new construction mostly came to a standstill. Town personnel indicate that
development is limited primarily to small-scale single-family home construction, and property
redevelopment. There are currently no pending large development proposals.
The town encourages development of homes outside the floodplain, although recreational areas
of lots may be within floodplains. Therefore, development tends to be outside of flood zones and
other areas of natural hazard risk, and community vulnerabilities have not been increasing.

2.2.3

Governmental Structure

The Town of Bridgewater is governed by a Selectman-Town Meeting form of government in
which legislative responsibilities are shared by the Board of Selectmen and the Town Meeting.
The First Selectman serves as the chief executive.
In addition to Board of Selectmen and the Town Meeting, there are boards, commissions and
committees providing input and direction to Town administrators. Also, Town departments
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provide municipal services and day-to-day administration. Many of these commissions and
departments play a role in hazard mitigation, including the Planning and Zoning Commission,
Conservation & Inland Wetland Commission, the Building Official, the Land Use Office, the Fire
Department, Emergency Management, and the Public Works Department.
2.2.4

Historic and Cultural Resources

Historic and cultural resources include sites, structures,
and objects that are significant in history, architecture,
archaeology, engineering, and culture. Protection of
these resources grows economies and enhances
community character, and following a natural disaster
they can help to reinforce neighborhood connections
and reestablish a sense of community and normalcy.
Consideration of these resources in this HMP is critical.

Historic preservation planning helps
protect historic properties and cultural
resources from demolition or alteration.
Hazard mitigation planning helps
protect life and property from damage
caused by natural and manmade hazards.
Integrating these two planning
processes helps create safe and
sustainable historic communities.
- Paraphrased from FEMA Report 386-6

Historic resources in Bridgewater are concentrated within the Bridgewater Center Historic District.
There are more than 60 historic buildings in the district, including the 1807 Congregation Church,
St. Mark's Episcopal Church, the present and former town halls, a distinctive Queen Anne
commercial block on the west side of South Main Street, and the 1929 Burnham School.
Bridgewater historic resources also include the Peck House and the childhood home of William
Burnham. See Figure 2-3 for a map of historic resources in Bethel.
Analysis of the State Historic Preservation Office (SHPO) database of historic resources shows that
some of these resources are exposed to natural hazards, as shown in Table 2-6.
Table 2-6: Number of Historic Assets Exposed to Different Hazards in Bridgewater
Hazard
Dam Failure
Earthquake
Flooding
1% Annual
0.2% Annual
Hurricane/Tropical Storm
Thunderstorm
Tornado
Winter Storm
Wildfire

Count
0
9
0
0
9
9
9
9
8

Historic buildings and structures may be particularly susceptible to natural hazards because they
were built prior to the establishment of more recent construction standards. Additionally, some
of the structural integrity of these resources may have been degraded over the decades or
centuries since their original construction. Structural retrofits and hazard mitigation methods may
be challenging or restricted in cases where alteration of a resource will also diminish its cultural or
historical aesthetic and value. Finally, miscommunications or lack of knowledge may lead to
historic resources being damaged during the disaster recovery process.
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Steps to incorporate historical and cultural preservation into hazard mitigation planning include:
 Inventory and survey historic and cultural resources
 Implement appropriate mitigation measures for those resources
 Take steps to move portable resources, such as artwork or documents, to safe locations
prior to the occurrence of a hazard, if possible
 Consider these resources in emergency operations plans to prevent accidental damages
during recovery efforts
Specific actions to mitigate natural hazard risks to historic resources are listed at the end of this
Annex.

2.3.1

Infrastructure
Transportation

The Town of Bridgewater has two state routes running through the community. Route 133 runs
north to south, almost bisecting the town entirely, and route 67 runs east to west in the northern
area of town. There are several smaller routes that are used as main throughways also.
The nearest highway to Bridgewater is Interstate 84 which is south of the town running through
New Town, and Route 202 which runs north to south to the west of Bridgewater through New
Milford.

2.3.2

Utilities

Bridgewater residents rely primarily on private wells for water supply, except for one small
condominium complex in the northern area of town. There are presently no major public water
suppliers with distribution lines in town
Eversource Energy is the primary electrical utility in town, and there are no natural gas providers
in towns. Residents rely on electric, propane, or wood for fuel in Bridgewater.

2.4.1

Planning and Regulatory Capabilities
Review of Existing Local Plans

Bridgewater has a number of plans that are relevant to hazard mitigation. These are noted here:
 Plan of Conservation and Development (POCD): Bridgewater’s most recent POCD was
adopted in 2001. It does not explicitly address natural hazard concerns within the
community, or include strategies that will mitigate risks from those hazards as the community
continues to develop. This is an action to pursue during development of the next POCD
Update.
 Capital Improvement Plan (CIP): Bridgewater maintains a CIP that is updated annually and
lays out capital investments for a five-year period. The CIP often includes road, drainage, and
other infrastructure improvement projects relevant to hazard mitigation.
 Economic Development Plan: Bridgewater is included within the Western Connecticut
Economic Development Plan of 2017, developed by WestCOG. The plan aligns with the COG’s
other efforts to promote climate sustainability and resiliency in the region.
 Emergency Operations Plan (EOP): Bridgewater’s EOP is reviewed annually and updated as
needed. Dam failure Emergency Action Plans (EAPs) for dams with failure inundation zones
that may impact Bridgewater, and for which EAPs are available, are on file locally.
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2.4.2

Open Space: Bridgewater does not maintain a stand-alone Open Space Plan; instead, open
space planning is incorporated into the community’s POCD.

Review of Regulatory Structures

Bridgewater regulates development through a number of regulations, codes, and ordinances.
These are summarized below. More detailed information about how these regulations relate to
specific natural hazards are described in Section 3.





Building Code: Bridgewater enforces the Connecticut State Building Code locally.
Zoning Regulations: Most recently updated in March 2018.
Inland Wetlands and Watercourses Regulations: Most recently updated in October 2011.
Subdivision Regulations: Most recently updated in April of 1997. Include provisions
promoting control of stormwater runoff, installation of firefighting water sources,
construction of adequate emergency access and egress, and burial of utilities.

Emergency Services, Critical Facilities, Sheltering, and Evacuation

Bridgewater has identified several critical facilities throughout the town. Table 2-7 and Figure 2-4
identify those critical facilities in Bridgewater. The Town considers its police, fire, governmental,
and major transportation arteries to be its most important critical facilities since these are needed
to ensure that emergencies are addressed while day-to-day management of Bridgewater
continues.

Facility

Address or Location

Comment

Emergency Power

Shelter

In 1% Chance
Floodplain

Table 2-7: Critical Facilities

Senior Center

132 Hut Hill Road





No

Bridgewater Volunteer Fire
Department
Bridgewater Public Works
Highway Garage

100 Main Street
South

Emergency Operations Center (EOC)
and the Primary Shelter
Emergency Response





No

324 Hut Hill Road

Emergency Assistance



No

27 Main Street South

Emergency Supplies and back-up
shelter



No

The Village Store
Bridgewater Police
Department
Bridgewater Town Hall
Burnham Elementary
School

152 Hut Hill Road

Emergency Response

44 Main Street South

Secondary Shelter and Back-up EOC

80 Main Street South

School

No

Mobil Gas Station

11 New Milford Road

Provides fuel for Emergency
Response

No
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2.5.1

Sheltering Capabilities
Emergency shelters are an important subset of critical facilities as they are needed in many
emergency situations. There are three identified shelters in the town that are also considered
critical facilities. The Senior Center on Hut Hill Road is the primary shelter for the town. The Fire
Department on Main Street is considered the backup shelter. The Village Store on Main Street is
considered a temporary warming shelter which provides wireless internet, phone service, and
food. All three facilities have backup generators.
In case of a sustained power outage, it is anticipated that 10 to 20% of the population would
relocate, although not all of those relocating would necessarily utilize the shelter facilities.
Bridgewater is part of the Region Twelve School District. Burnham Elementary School on Main
Street is considered a critical facility. The elementary school needs a generator and once acquired
it may serve as a shelter.

Emergency Response Facilities

The Emergency Management Director coordinates emergency preparedness in the Town of
Bridgewater. The Town's Emergency Operations Center (EOC) is located in the Bridgewater Senior
Center. The EOC’s goal is to provide citizens with the highest level of emergency preparedness
before, during, and after disasters or emergencies. The backup EOC is the Town Hall. The Town
coordinates with all departments internally to develop plans, protocols, and procedures that
assure the safety of Bridgewater's citizens. It also provides technical assistance to state and local
emergency response agencies and public officials. The Town’s EOP guides its response to
emergencies arising from both natural and anthropogenic hazards.
Although the town has an EOC and backup EOC, the town administration is interested in
construction of a new Police Station that would house a technologically-updated EOC. This is
considered to be a long-range goal and is not included as an action in this plan.
The Town is interested in obtaining grants to acquire generators capable of providing power to
the local Mobil gas station and other important or critical facilities. Although the town recognizes
that the gas station is a privately owned, it is vital to residents in need of gas during severe storm
events. For emergency personnel, the Public Works Highway Garage has 500 gallons of reserve
gas stored at its location in time of emergencies. Acquisition of portable generators would
greatly assist the town in providing emergency power when needed.
The town is also interested in pursuing funding to purchase new equipment to enhance
emergency response capabilities through the Assistance to Firefighters grant program.
The Town's Public Works Department performs tree and shrub removal and trimming on Townowned lands and rights-of-way. During emergencies and following storms, the Public Works
Department responds to calls related to downed trees.
Road closures are a major concern to town officials. Main Street (Route 133) has occasionally
been closed due to snow, ice, or fallen trees. In the past, municipal staff have reported that CT
DOT and the electric utility do not address this area in an expeditious manner and road closures
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can result in delayed response times for emergency personnel. Bridgewater staff notifies CT DOT
when accumulation is building, and local Public Works staff will clear Route 133 during
emergencies when absolutely necessary. CT DOT has performed maintenance and safety
improvements to Route 133 in recent years, which are expected to reduce road closures due to
drainage and debris issues.

Emergency Communication Capabilities

In Connecticut, the Department of Emergency Services and Public Protection (DESPP) has a
regional focus. DESPP has divided Connecticut into five emergency planning regions and as part
of this new view, the DEMHS subsection of DESPP has been partnering with HVCEO and other
regional planning organizations to strengthen emergency response. Bridgewater is located in
Region 5, consisting of 43 towns in western Connecticut.
The Town utilizes a program known as “CT Alert" to direct geographically specific emergency
notification telephone calls into affected areas. The local radio station, WLAD is also utilized for
notifications purposes. The town can send emails with emergency notifications, and the school
system maintains a separate email notification system that can also be used.
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HAZARD ASSESSMENT
3.1.1

FLOODING (COASTAL, INLAND, AND ICE JAMS)
Setting

The potential for flooding is widespread in Bridgewater with the majority of major flood risk along
established SFHAs. The areas impacted by overflow of river systems are generally limited to river
corridors and floodplains. Indirect flooding that occurs outside floodplains and localized nuisance
flooding along tributaries are also potential problems in the town. This type of flooding occurs
particularly along roadways as a result of inadequate drainage and other factors. The frequency
of flooding in Bridgewater is considered likely for any given year.
Bridgewater has experienced various degrees of flooding throughout its history. Melting snow
combined with early spring rains has caused spring flooding. Flood events have also occurred in
late summer to early autumn resulting from storms of tropical origin moving northeast along the
Atlantic coast. Winter floods result from the occasional thaw, particularly during years of heavy
snow or periods of rainfall on frozen ground. Other flood events have been caused by excessive
rainfalls upon saturated soils, yielding greater than normal runoff.
A regulatory floodplain with AE designation has been mapped along the Housatonic River,
Shepaug River, Wewaka Brook, Clapboard Brook and Hop Brook. Areas identified as providing
flood storage are identified with A Zone designations, meaning they are regulated as floodplain,
but flood elevations have not been established. Refer to Figure 2-4 for the areas of Bridgewater
susceptible to flooding based on FEMA flood zones.

3.1.2

Capabilities
Floodplain Management, NFIP and CRS

The Town has consistently participated in the NFIP since November 1, 1979 and intends to
continue participation in the NFIP. SFHAs in Bridgewater are delineated on a Flood Insurance
Rate Map (FIRM) and Flood Insurance Study (FIS). The FIRM delineates areas within Bridgewater
that are vulnerable to flooding. The original FIS and FIRMs for flooding sources in the town were
published in November 1, 1979; FEMA has not updated the local FIS or FIRM since that date.
The Town First Selectman is currently the NFIP administrator for the Town and oversees the
enforcement of NFIP regulations. CT DEEP’s model regulations were used to update flood
damage prevention regulations as necessary. The degree of flood protection established by the
variety of regulations in the Town exceeds the minimum reasonable for regulatory purposes
under the NFIP because the town requires freeboard of one foot. The Town discourages new
construction and substantial reconstruction within the 1% annual chance floodplain by raising
concerns during the floodplain permit process. New development is strictly managed through
the Town's land use process. The Town is not enrolled in the Community Rating System (CRS)
program, as CRS is not considered to be a cost-effective program due to the small number of
flood insurance policies in the town.
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Ordinances, Regulations, and Plans

Regulations, codes, and ordinances that apply to flood hazard mitigation in conjunction with and
in addition to NFIP regulations include:
 Zoning Regulations: The Town of Bridgewater Zoning Regulations were most recently
revised on March 15, 2018. The regulations have been enacted to “protect and promote the
public health, safety, welfare, convenience, and property values; to lessen congestion in the
streets; to secure safety from fire, panic, flood, environmental damage, and other dangers; to
provide adequate light, air, and water, to prevent overcrowding of land; to avoid undue
concentration of population; to facilitate adequate provisions for transportation, water,
sewerage, schools, parks, and other public requirements; to preserve and protect the unique
character of the Town of Bridgewater; to protect site and features of historic and
archaeological significance; to conserve and protect existing and potential surface-water and
groundwater drinking supplies, inland wetlands and watercourses, and other valuable natural
resources; to prevent unnecessary soil erosion and sedimentation; and to provide adequate
housing opportunities' for all citizens of Bridgewater consistent with soil types, terrain,
infrastructure capacity, and the rural character of the Town.” Section 5.09 states that all uses
in floodprone areas shall conform to the terms of the Bridgewater Flood damage Prevention
Ordinance, as amended.
 Chapter 155 Flood Damage Prevention Ordinance: The 1993 Ordinance is essentially the
local version of the NFIP regulations and was enacted “to promote the public health, safety
and general welfare and to minimize public and private losses due to flood conditions in
specific areas by provisions designed to (1) restrict or prohibit uses which are dangerous to
health, safety and property due to water or erosion hazards, or which result in damaging
increases in erosion or in flood heights or velocities (2) require that uses vulnerable to floods,
including facilities which serve those uses, be protected against flood damage at the time of
initial construction (3) Control the alteration of natural floodplains, stream channels and
natural protective barriers which are involved in the accommodation of flood waters (4)
Control filling, grading, dredging and other development which may increase erosion or flood
damage; and (5) Prevent or regulate the construction of flood barriers which will unnaturally
divert flood waters or which may increase flood hazards to other lands.
o

Section 155.02 defines substantial improvement as “any combination repairs,
reconstruction, alteration or improvements to a structure, taking place over a one-year
period, in which the cumulative cost equals or exceeds 50% of the market value of the
structure.

o

Section 155.05(1) states that residential, non-residential and substantial improvements
located in Zones A1-30, AE and AH shall have the lowest floor, including basement,
elevated at least to one foot above the base flood elevation.

o

Section 155.05(7)(a) prohibits encroachments within floodways unless certification by a
registered professional engineer is provided demonstrating that encroachments shall not
result in any (0.00) increase in flood levels during occurrence of the base flood discharge.
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o

Section 155.06 outlines the standards for subdivision proposals. Specifically, the
following requirements shall apply in all special flood hazard areas (a) all subdivision
proposals shall be consistent with the need to minimize flood damage; (b) all subdivision
proposals shall have public utilities and facilities such as sewer, gas, electrical and
water systems located and constructed to minimize flood damage; (c) all subdivision
proposals shall have adequate drainage provided to reduce exposure to flood hazards
and (d) in Zone A base flood elevation data shall be provided for subdivision proposals
and other proposed developments (including manufactured home parks and
subdivisions) which are five acres or 50 lots, whichever occurs first.

 Wetlands and Watercourse Regulations. The Bridgewater Inland Wetland and Watercourse
Regulations were adopted in July 1998 and were most recently updated in October 2011. The
purpose of the Regulations is to protect the quality of the inland wetlands and watercourses
within the Town of Bridgewater by making provisions for the protection, preservation,
maintenance, and use of inland wetlands and watercourses, including deterring and inhibiting
the danger of flood and pollution.
o

Section 2.1defines "Regulated Activity" as (a) any operation within or use of a wetland or
watercourse involving removal or deposition of material, or any obstruction, construction,
alteration or pollution, of such wetlands or watercourses; (b) any activity in a wetland,
watercourse or buffer that involves excavating, mining, grading, filling, placing or
removing earth materials (including pond spoils); constructing, installing or repairing
buildings, septic systems or other man-made structures; clear cutting or grubbing land;
storing petroleum based product in a storage container that is affixed to the ground or
placed below the surface of the ground; disposing, treating, storing or managing
hazardous wastes; Any activity located outside of a wetland, watercourse, or buffer area if
the Commission determines that such activity is causing or is likely to cause the
obstruction, alteration or pollution of a wetland or watercourse, provided that the
Commission may make such determination only after providing an opportunity for a
hearing, as well as at least ten days prior written notice of the hearing, to the owner of
the land on which the activity is being conducted or is proposed to be conducted.

o

Section 6 states that no person may conduct or maintain a regulated activity without
obtaining a permit. Section 7 outlines the permit application requirements.

 Subdivision Regulations. The Town's Subdivision Regulations, effective May 1997, establish
minimum acceptable standards of street construction, regulate the layout and development
of lots and streets, and outline measures to prevent degradation of potable water sources,
control erosion and siltation, preserve adequate and convenient open spaces, and retain the
natural features of the land.
o

Section 5.1 states that subdivisions shall be designed in a manner that avoids
development within SFHAs, inland wetlands and watercourses, streambelt land areas, and
public water supply watershed associated with the Shepaug River.
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o

Section 5.6 requires applicants to demonstrate compliance with the Town Flood Damage
Prevention Ordinance.

o

Section 5.7 requires up to 15% on land within a proposed subdivision to be preserved for
open space, park or playground use.

o

Section 7.1 outlines design standards and states that drainage systems shall provide for
the prevention of flooding and soil erosion and protection of wetlands and watercourses.

 Plan of Conservation and Development. This 2012 document is the Town's vision
statement for future development. It is updated every 10 years. The plan “strongly affirms
the goals of preserving the rural character of the Town, protecting its natural resources,
preserving farm and open land, and promoting community facilities and services.” Specific
recommendations regarding conservation and natural resources include but are not limited to
the following:
o
o
o
o
o
o

protection of surface and ground water
protection of flood plains, wetlands, streambelts and waterways
use of scenic easements and open space acquisition to protect environmental features as
ridges and scenic vistas
discouragement of development in fragile environmental areas
use of environmental impact studies for major development or land use activity
encouragement of conservation and preservation efforts

The plan also outlines the following implementation measures:
o
o
o
o

increasing open space requirements,
developing buffer zone requirements for land adjacent to water
developing an open space acquisition program
inspecting septic systems near the lake and river

Overall, the intent of these plans and regulations is to promote the public health, safety, and
general welfare and to minimize public and private losses due to flood conditions in specific areas
of the Town of Bridgewater by the establishment of standards designed to:
Protect human life and public health
Minimize expenditure of money for costly flood control projects
Minimize the need for rescue and relief efforts associated with flooding
Minimize prolonged business interruptions
Minimize damage to public facilities and utilities such as water and gas mains; electric,
telephone, and sewer lines; and streets and bridges located in floodplains
 Maintain a stable tax base by providing for the sound use and development of floodprone areas
in such a manner as to minimize flood blight areas
 Ensure that purchasers of property are notified of special flood hazards
 Ensure the continued eligibility of owners of property in Bridgewater for participation in the
NFIP
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Drainage and Street Flooding
Drainage and flooding complaints are typically routed to the Fire Department; however, the
number of complaints received is reportedly minimal. The Town Department of Public Works
(DPW) is in charge of the maintenance of the town's drainage systems and performs clearing of
bridges and culverts and other maintenance as needed. The Town uses these reports to identify
potential problems and plan for maintenance and upgrades.
Culverts with known drainage issues are addressed on a case-by-case basis through system
maintenance and/or upgrades as necessary. Minor repairs and replacements with larger pipe
diameters have been completed; however, many culverts fall under the jurisdiction of CT DOT.

Communications

The National Weather Service issues a flood watch or a
flash flood watch for an area when conditions in or near
the area are favorable for a flood or flash flood,
respectively. A flash flood watch or flood watch does
not necessarily mean that flooding will occur. The
National Weather Service issues a flood warning or a
flash flood warning for an area when parts of the area
are either currently flooding, highly likely to flood, or
when flooding is imminent.

The Departments of Fire and Emergency
Services are responsible for monitoring
local flood warnings. The Town can
access the National Weather Service
website at http://www.weather.gov/ to
obtain the latest flood watches and
warnings before and during precipitation
events.

The Town also receives regular weather updates through Division of Emergency Management and
Homeland Security (DEMHS) Region 5 email alerts as well as watches and warnings through the
National Weather Service.
Bridgewater subscribes to the State’s CT Alert emergency notification system. A link to sign up for
emergency notifications through the CT Alert system is posted on the Town website.

Actions Completed and New Capabilities

Bridgewater continues to maintain and improve its flood mitigation capabilities. CT DOT has
performed maintenance and safety improvements to Route 133 in recent years, which are
expected to reduce road closures due to drainage issues.
3.1.3

Vulnerabilities and Risk Assessment

Flooding can impact a variety of river corridors and cause severe damages in the Town of
Bridgewater but most often occurs in the Housatonic River watershed. Flooding due to poor
drainage and streambank erosion are other hazards in the town and can cause minor
infrastructure damage and create nuisance flooding of yards and basements.

Vulnerability Analysis of Repetitive Loss Properties

Based on correspondence with the State of Connecticut NFIP Coordinator at the Connecticut
DEEP, no repetitive loss properties (RLPs) are located in Bridgewater.
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Vulnerability Analysis of Critical Facilities

The list of critical facilities provided by the Town was used with the parcel data to accurately
locate each critical facility throughout the town. None of the critical facilities were found to lie
within the 1% annual chance floodplain.

Vulnerability Analysis of Areas Along Watercourses

According to town officials, significant damaging floods in Bridgewater are not common. The
main sources of flood risk are Clapboard Oak Brook, Wewaka Brook, Hop Brook, Housatonic River
and Shepaug River. Periodic flooding does occur along Clapboard Oak Brook, Wewaka Brook and
Hop Brook. Known problem areas include:
 Wewaka Brook
o Portions of roadways are at risk of flooding during extreme events.
o A single-family home and mill adjacent to Route 133 has occasional flooding
o Flooding problems have occurred at its confluence with the Housatonic River.
o Flooding problems have occurred downstream of its confluence with Wewaka
Brook Tributary and the Wewaka Road crossing.
 Clapboard Oak Brook – This brook has suffered severe erosion and scouring along its bank.
DOT has reportedly contributed to heavy runoff with more impervious area and improvements
being installed along Route 133 that did not take stormwater detention into account. The areas
west of Route 133 have the potential for landslides due to the steep topography and erosion
from runoff. The Brook has also experienced previous flooding problems at its confluence with
the Housatonic River.
 Scouring and washouts around undersized culverts have occasionally occurred. For example,
Town staff have noted that the Hemlock Road culverts may be undersized.

Vulnerability of Other Areas

There are other areas around the town that suffer from street flooding due to undersized culverts.
Scouring and washouts around undersized culverts have occasionally occurred.
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3.2.1

DAM FAILURE
Setting

Dam failures can be triggered suddenly, with little or no warning, and often from other natural
disasters such as floods and earthquakes. Dam failures often occur during flooding when the
dam breaks under the additional force of floodwaters. In addition, a dam failure can cause a
chain reaction where the sudden release of floodwaters causes the next dam downstream to fail.
While flooding from a dam failure generally has a moderate geographic extent, the effects are
potentially catastrophic. Fortunately, a major dam failure is considered only a possible hazard
event in any given year.
The Connecticut DEEP administers the statewide Dam Safety Program and designates a
classification to each state-inventoried dam based on its potential hazard.






Class AA: negligible hazard potential
Class A: low hazard potential
Class BB: moderate hazard potential
Class B: significant hazard potential
Class C: high potential hazard

DEEP inventory documents 18 dams within Town limits. Additionally, high hazard dams located in
surrounding municipalities have the potential to affect the Town of Bridgewater in a failure event.
3.2.2

Capabilities

The Dam Safety Section of the Connecticut DEEP
Inland Water Resources Division is charged with the
responsibility for administration and enforcement of
Connecticut's dam safety laws. The existing statutes
require that permits be obtained to construct, repair,
or alter dams and that existing dams be inventoried
and periodically inspected to assure that their
continued operation does not constitute a hazard to
life, health, or property.

Dams regulated by the Connecticut DEEP
must be designed to pass the 1% annual
chance rainfall event with one foot of
freeboard, a factor of safety against
overtopping.
Significant and high hazard dams are
required to meet a design standard
greater than the 1% annual chance
rainfall event.

The dam safety requirements are codified in Sections 22a-401 through 22a-411 inclusive of the
Connecticut General Statutes. Sections 22a-409-1 and 22a-409-2 of the Regulations of
Connecticut State Agencies have been enacted and set requirements for the registration,
classification, and inspection of dams. Dams must be inventoried by the owner with the
Connecticut DEEP according to Connecticut Public Act 83-38.
Effective October 1, 2013, the owner of any high or significant hazard dam (Class B and C) must
develop and implement an EAP after the Commissioner of DEEP adopts regulations. The EAP
shall be updated every two years, and copies shall be filed with DEEP and the chief executive
officer of any municipality that would potentially be affected in the event of an emergency. New
regulations shall establish the requirements for such EAPs, including but not limited to (1) criteria
and standards for inundation studies and inundation zone mapping; (2) procedures for
monitoring the dam or structure during periods of heavy rainfall and runoff, including personnel
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assignments and features of the dam to be inspected at given intervals during such periods; and
(3) a formal notification system to alert appropriate local officials who are responsible for the
warning and evacuation of residents in the inundation zone in the event of an emergency.
The CT DEEP also administers the Flood and Erosion Control Board program, which can provide
noncompetitive state funding for repair of municipality-owned dams. Funding is limited by the
State Bond Commission. State statute Section 25-84 allows municipalities to form Flood and
Erosion Control Boards, but municipalities must take action to create the board within the context
of the local government such as by revising the municipal charter. The Town's Planning and
Zoning Commission is responsible for reviewing all development activities that occur within flood
hazard or flood-prone areas.
The Town uses the CT Alert system for emergency notification. The dam failure inundation
mapping discussed in the next section can be used to help streamline the geographic contact
areas if the failure of a major dam is imminent.

Actions Completed and New Capabilities

Bridgewater’s dam failure mitigation capabilities continue to be sufficient for the community.
The Paparazzo dam, a low hazard dam located on Clapboard Oak Brook, had repairs reportedly
accomplished about eight years ago, and is inspected by the State’s Dam Safety Division. It is no
longer considered a significant risk to downstream areas.
3.2.3

Vulnerabilities and Risk Assessment

As of 2013, there were 18 DEEP-inventoried dams within the Town of Bridgewater. These dams
are summarized in Table 3-1. Dams and dam failure areas, where available, are shown in Figure
2-4.
Table 3-1: Dams Registered with the DEEP in the Town of Bridgewater
Number
1601
1602
1603
1604
1605
1606
1607
1608
1609
1610
1611
1612
1613
1614
1615
1616
1617
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SKYLINE RIDGE ROAD POND DAM
WEWAKA BROOK DAM
ORE POND DAM
SARA POND DAM
SHURICK DAM
ISABELL DAM
NUTMEG FARM DAM
MARSH POND DAM
YOUNG POND DAM
SECOND HILL DAM
KINSTLER POND DAM
JOHNSONS POND DAM
PAPARAZZO DAM
KIVIAT POND DAM
ADESMAN POND DAM
SEGA POND DAM
SHOOK POND DAM
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Class
BB
A
Unclassified
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
BB
A
A
AA
Unclassified
AA

Number
1618

Name
WEATHERLEY BROOK POND DAM

Class
AA

The primary dam failure concern relates to high hazard (Class B and C) dams located in adjacent
municipalities upstream of Bridgewater. Failure of these structures would have an impact on
Bridgewater. This section primarily discusses the possible effects of failure of such dams. Failure
of a Class C dam has a high potential for loss of life and extensive property and infrastructure
damage.

Class B and C Dams

The western and southwest borders of Bridgewater are formed by watercourses. The Housatonic
River forms the boundary between New Milford and Brookfield, and the Shepaug River forms the
border with Southbury. Both of these watercourses have been modified by the construction of
high hazard dams, and as such, failure of upstream structures has the potential to affect portions
of Bridgewater.
The Rocky River Development consists of a series of dams used to impound water for
hydroelectric power generation. It is a seasonal pumped storage facility located along the
Housatonic River in New Milford. The powerhouse is located seven miles downstream of the Bulls
Bridge Dam in New Milford. The structures are owned by First Light Power.
The main dam (Candlewood Lake Dam #9602) crosses the Rocky River approximately one mile
upstream of its confluence with the Housatonic River and impounds Candlewood Lake. This is the
upper reservoir of the development and has a surface area of 5,610 acres at normal maximum
water levels with a contributing watershed of 40.4 square miles. Candlewood Lake has a
maximum storage volume of 577,000 acre-feet. It is an earth-filled structure with a 952-foot-long
core wall and a maximum height of 107 feet. The Canal Dike is an earthen embankment about
2500 feet in length, and 72 feet height, forming the north bank of the power canal to the intake
structure. Three Lanesville Dikes were constructed at low points along the middle of the eastern
shoreline of Candlewood Lake:
An EAP for the Candlewood Lake Dam was prepared in 2004 by Northeast Utilities Service
Company for First Light Power. The plan addresses the requirements of FERC Project No. 2576
and includes Candlewood Lake Dam, Lake Candlewood Dike #2, North Lanesville Dike and Middle
Lanesville Dike on Candlewood Lake. The EAP contains a Dam Breach Analysis for the main dam
and dikes, and Inundation Maps for a "sunny day" failure and failure under 100-year flood
conditions.
The EAP describes the thorough maintenance and monitoring schedule for all structures. This
includes continuous staffing at the Rocky River Station; weekly inspections of the dikes; monthly
weir and piezometer readings; and annual inspections by FERC representatives. Water levels in
Candlewood Lake are monitored continuously by a signal transmitted via an underground cable.
Tailrace levels in the Housatonic River are also monitored continuously via a mounted staff gage.
Monitors have also been installed at weirs downstream of the Danbury Dike, Middle Lanesville
Dike, the Main Dam, and the Canal Dike.
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Inundation mapping developed in conjunction with the dam breach analysis indicates the limits of
dam failure impacts extending downstream through Bridgewater along its entire western
boundary. The flooding impacts also extend upstream along the Shepaug River on the town's
southeast border with Southbury. Inundation areas include the length of Lake Lillinonah
(Housatonic River), Lillinonah Lake Road North, the western end of Tappen Road, the State Route
133 crossing of the Housatonic River, and approximately 1,800 feet of Main Street north of the
Housatonic River. The EAP specifies that representatives of the Rocky River Project are
responsible for notifying Bridgewater government officials in the event of an emergency.

Other Dams


The Johnsons Pond Dam, located on a northern branch of the Clapboard Oak Brook, is
one of only two dams considered to have moderate hazard.

Beaver Dams
Finally, the Town of Bridgewater has expressed concern with the potential failure of beaver dams.
Specifically, the 300-acre, Three Rivers Farm (where the Housatonic, Shepaug, and Pook rivers
converge) called Promisek, in the southern tip of Bridgewater has a few beaver dams that could
present minor problems should the dam breach.
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3.3.1

HURRICANES AND TROPICAL STORMS
Setting

Several types of hazards may be associated with tropical storms and hurricanes including heavy or
tornado winds, heavy rains, and flooding. While only some of the areas of Bridgewater are
susceptible to flooding damage caused by hurricanes, wind damage can occur anywhere in the
town. Hurricanes, therefore, have the potential to affect any area within the Town of Bridgewater.
A hurricane striking Bridgewater is considered a possible event each year and could cause critical
damage to the town and its infrastructure.
Connecticut is located in FEMA Zone II regarding maximum expected wind speed. The maximum
expected wind speed for a three-second gust is 160 mph. This wind speed could occur as a result
of either a hurricane or a tornado in western Connecticut and southeastern New York.
Parts of tall and older trees may fall during heavy wind events, potentially damaging structures,
utility lines, and vehicles.

3.3.2

Capabilities

Wind loading requirements are addressed through the state building code. The State Building
Code has been amended several times in the past two decades. The 2005 Code was amended in
2009, 2011, and 2013. The code was then updated and amended in 2016, with the current code
having been updated and effective as of October 1, 2018. The code specifies the design wind
speed for construction in all the Connecticut municipalities. Effective October 1, 2018 the
ultimate design wind speed or the Town of Bridgewater is 110 mph for a Category 1 event, 120
mph for a category 2, and 125 mph for a Category 3, 4 or 5 hurricane event.
Bridgewater maintains an aggressive tree and tree limb trimming program. The town Tree
Warden is Bud Wright and the tree trimming budget is $30,000 a year to subcontract trimming.
The Tree Warden is aware of approximately ten to twelve dead trees in Bridgewater that must be
addressed.
Eversource, the local electric utility, provides tree maintenance near its power lines. The utility has
reportedly done an adequate job trimming trees.
During emergencies, the Town currently has three designated emergency shelters available for
residents as discussed previously. During Tropical Storm Irene, the Town used the CT Alert
system to notify all residents in the SFHA that they may evacuate and use one of the shelters. The
Board of Education used its notification system to notify people on its list of emergency
procedures. Prior to severe storm events, the Town ensures that warning/notification systems
and communication equipment are working properly and prepares for the possible evacuation of
impacted areas.

Actions Completed and New Capabilities

Bridgewater continues to maintain and improve its capabilities for severe wind mitigation. Local
implementation of the State Building Code is one of its primary tools in this effort.
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3.3.3

Vulnerabilities and Risk Assessment

The Town of Bridgewater is vulnerable to hurricane damage from wind and flooding and from any
tornadoes accompanying the storm. In fact, most of the damage to the town from historical
tropical cyclones has been due to the effects of flooding. Bridgewater town officials report that
the large southerly and westerly exposures in the town create significant wind vulnerabilities.
Some critical facilities are more susceptible than others to flooding damage associated with
hurricane rainfall. Such facilities susceptible to flooding were discussed in Section 3.5.
Bridgewater's housing stock consists of historic buildings greater than 50 and sometimes 100
years old, relatively younger buildings built before 1990 when the building code changed to
address wind damage, and relatively recent buildings that utilize the new code changes. Since
most of the existing housing stock in the town predates the recent code changes, many structures
are highly susceptible to roof and window damage from high winds.
As the Town of Bridgewater is not affected by storm surge, hurricane sheltering needs have not
been calculated by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers for the town. The Town determines
sheltering need based upon areas damaged or needing to be evacuated within the town. During
extended power outages, it is believed that only 10% to 20% of the affected population of the
town will relocate while most will stay in their homes until power is restored. In the case of a
major (Category Three or above) hurricane, it is likely that the Town will depend on state and
federal aid to assist sheltering displaced populations until normalcy is restored.
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3.4.1

SUMMER STORMS AND TORNADOES
Setting

Heavy wind (including tornadoes and downbursts), lightning, heavy rain, hail, and flash floods are
the primary hazards associated with summer storms. Like hurricanes and winter storms, summer
storms and tornadoes have the potential to affect any area within the Town of Bridgewater.
Because these types of storms and the hazards that result (flash flooding, wind, hail, and
lightning) might have limited geographic extent, it is possible for a summer storm to harm one
area within the town without harming another. The entire Town of Bridgewater is therefore
susceptible to summer storms (including heavy rain, flash flooding, wind, hail, and lightning) and
tornadoes.
Based on the historic record, it is considered highly likely that a summer storm that includes
lightning will impact the Town of Bridgewater each year although lightning strikes have a limited
effect. Strong winds and hail are considered likely to occur during such storms but also generally
have limited effects. A tornado is considered a possible event in Litchfield County each year that
could cause significant damage to a small area.

3.4.2

Capabilities

Warning is the primary method of existing mitigation for tornadoes and thunderstorm-related
hazards. The NOAA National Weather Service (NWS) issues watches and warnings when severe
weather is likely to develop or has developed, respectively. Emergency management personnel
have specific actions they take under different NWS watches and warnings to prepare for summer
storms and tornado impacts.
Aside from warnings, several other methods of mitigation for wind damage are employed in
Bridgewater as explained in Section 0. In addition, the Connecticut State Building Code includes
guidelines for the proper grounding of buildings and electrical boxes.
Eversource trims trees along powers lines. The town tree warden can remove dead and diseased
trees in rights-of-way or Town land, working through the Public Works Department. Town-owned
equipment is used except for complex situations, which would call for the use of a contractor.
Municipal responsibilities relative to summer storm and tornado mitigation and preparedness
include:
 Developing and disseminating emergency public information and instructions concerning
tornado, thunderstorm wind, lightning, and hail safety, especially guidance regarding inhome protection and evacuation procedures and locations of public shelters;
 Designating appropriate shelter space in the community that could potentially withstand
lightning and tornado impact;
 Periodically testing and exercising tornado response plans; and
 Putting emergency personnel on standby at tornado "watch" stage.
For municipal property, the Town budget is generally adequate to handle summer storm damage.
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Actions Completed and New Capabilities

Bridgewater continues to maintain and improve its capabilities for summer storm and tornado
mitigation. Public alerts, tree trimming, and coordination with Eversource are its primary
mitigation strategies.
3.4.3

Vulnerabilities and Risk Assessment

The entire Town of Bridgewater is at relatively equal risk for experiencing damage from summer
storms and tornadoes.
By virtue of its location in Litchfield County, the Town of Bridgewater has moderate to high
potential to experience tornado damage. In general, thunderstorms and hailstorms in
Connecticut are more frequent in the western and northern parts of the state and less frequent in
the southern and eastern parts. Thunderstorms are expected to impact Bridgewater 20 to 30 days
each year. The majority of these events do not cause any measurable damage. Although
lightning is usually associated with thunderstorms, it can occur on almost any day. The likelihood
of lightning strikes in the Bridgewater area is very high during any given thunderstorm although
no one area of the town is at higher risk of lightning strikes. The risk of at least one hailstorm
occurring in Bridgewater is considered moderate in any given year.
Most thunderstorm damage is caused by straight-line winds exceeding 100 mph. Straight-line
winds occur as the first gust of a thunderstorm or from a downburst from a thunderstorm and
have no associated rotation. The risk of downbursts occurring during such storms and damaging
the Town of Bridgewater is believed to be low for any given year. All areas of the town are
susceptible to damage from high winds although more building damage is expected in the town
center while more tree damage is expected in the less densely populated areas.
Secondary damage from falling branches and trees is more common than direct wind damage to
structures. Heavy winds can take down trees near power lines, leading to the start and spread of
fires.
Brookfield has experienced damage from severe summer storms in the past. On June 9, 2012,
intense winds accompanied with thunderstorms battered the town, causing power outages
throughout town and many downed trees. On May 27, 2014, a severe thunderstorm with winds
up to 100 mph caused down trees and flooded roads across Bridgewater and surrounding towns;
approximately 98% of CL&P customers in Bridgewater were without power. On May 16 in 2018, a
microburst hit the southern area of Bridgewater, causing serious damage to properties, taking out
power, and blocking roads with tree debris.
NOAA states that climate change has the potential to increase the frequency and intensity of
tornadoes, so it is possible that the pattern of occurrence in Connecticut could change in the
future.
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WINTER STORMS AND NOR’EASTERS
3.5.1

Setting

Winter events and the hazards that result (wind, snow, and ice) have widespread geographic
extents, and have the potential to affect any area of the Town of Bridgewater. Due to its variable
elevation, the Town can have higher amounts of snow in the outskirts of the town than in the
town center. In general, winter storms are considered highly likely to occur each year (although
major storms are less frequent), and the hazards that result (nor'easter winds, snow, and blizzard
conditions) can potentially have a significant effect over a large area of the town.
Most winter weather events occur between December and March. Winter weather may include
snow, sleet, freezing rain, and cold temperatures. Most deaths from winter storms are indirectly
related to the storm, such as from traffic accidents on icy roads and hypothermia from prolonged
exposure to cold. Damage to trees and tree limbs and the resultant downing of utility cables are
a common effect of these types of events. Secondary effects include loss of power and heat, and
flooding as a result of snowmelt.

3.5.2

Capabilities

Programs that are specific to winter storms are generally those related to preparing plows and
sand and salt trucks, tree trimming to protect power lines, and other associated snow removal
and response preparations. The Town budget is generally adequate to handle winter storm
damage although the plowing budget is often depleted. The heavy snowfalls associated with the
winter of 2010-2011 drained the Town's plowing budget and raised a high level of awareness of
the danger that heavy snow poses to roofs.
The 2018 Connecticut Building Code specifies that a pressure of 35 pounds per square foot (psf)
be used in Bridgewater as the base “ground snow load” for computing snow loading for different
types of roofs.
The town owns five trucks for plowing and is responsible for 36 miles of town roads. The
standard salt mixture is used for deicing. Priority is given to plowing egresses to critical facilities.
Homeowners, private associations, and businesses are responsible for plowing their own
driveways and roads.
Prior to a winter weather event, the Town ensures that all warning/notification and
communications systems are ready and ensures that appropriate equipment and supplies,
especially snow removal equipment, are in place and in good working order. In some known
problem areas, prestorm treatment is applied to roadways to reduce the accumulation of snow.
The Town also prepares for the possible evacuation and sheltering of some populations that
could be impacted by the upcoming storm (especially the elderly and special needs persons).

Actions Completed and New Capabilities

Bridgewater continues to maintain and improve its capabilities for winter storm mitigation. Public
alerts, tree trimming, and road plowing are its primary mitigation strategies.
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3.5.3

Vulnerabilities and Risk Assessment

The entire Town of Bridgewater is at relatively equal risk for experiencing damage from winter
storms although some areas (such as icing trouble spots and neighborhoods with a high
concentration of flat roofs) are more susceptible. Many damages are relatively site specific and
occur to private property, while repairs for power outages are often widespread.
Based on the historic record, Connecticut experiences at least one major nor'easter every four
years, along with a variety of minor and moderate snow and ice storms that occur nearly every
winter. Connecticut residents can expect at least two or more severe winter weather events per
season, including heavy snowstorms, potential blizzards, nor'easters, and potential ice storms.
After a storm, snow piled on the sides of roadways can inhibit sight lines and reflect a blinding
amount of sunlight. When coupled with slippery road conditions, poor sightlines and heavy glare
create dangerous driving conditions. Stranded motorists, especially senior and/or handicapped
citizens, are at particularly high risk of injury or death from exposure during a blizzard. The
elderly population in Bridgewater, in particular, is susceptible to the impacts created by winter
storms due to resource needs (heat, electricity loss, safe access to food, etc.).
The structures and utilities in the Town of Bridgewater are vulnerable to a variety of winter storm
damage. Two barns collapsed in Bridgewater in January and February 2014. Tree limbs and some
building structures may not be suited to withstand high wind and snow loads. Ice can damage or
collapse power lines, render steep gradients impassable for motorists, undermine foundations,
and cause "flood" damage from freezing water pipes in basements.
Town officials have indicated that the most vulnerable areas to snow drift are located along Town
Line Road, Keeler Road, Curtis Road, Second Hill Road, Northrup Street, Rocky Hill Road and Hut
Hill Road. In other areas, the effects are generally mitigated through municipal plowing efforts.
Drifting snow is often a problem after a lot is cleared for a new home or new landscaping.
Icing causes difficult driving conditions on Route 133 since there is not a lot of sun exposure. The
Town's standard of presalting has been helpful in controlling ice in these problem areas. During
the public meeting for this plan development, it was noted that icing is also a concern on Second
Hill Road as water seeps from the road bank and freezes as it crosses the road. This could
potentially be addressed by installing new drainage along 200 feet of the roadway.
Recent climate change studies predict a shorter winter season for Connecticut (as much as two
weeks) and less snow-covered days with a decreased overall snowpack. These models also
predict that fewer, more intense precipitation events will occur with more precipitation falling as
rain rather than snow. This trend suggests that future snowfalls will consist of heavier (denser)
snow, and the potential for ice storms will increase. Such changes will have a large impact on
how the state and its communities manage future winter storms and will affect the impact such
storms have on the residents, roads, and utilities in the state.
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3.6.1

WILDFIRES AND DROUGHT
Setting

The ensuing discussion about wildfires is generally focused on the undeveloped wooded and
shrubby areas of Bridgewater, along with low-density suburban type development found at the
margins of these areas known as the wildland interface.
The Town of Bridgewater is generally considered a moderate risk area for small wildfires but a low
risk area for large wildfires. Wildfires are of particular concern in outlying areas with poor access
for fire-fighting equipment. Hazards associated with wildfires include property damage and loss
of habitat. Wildfires of any type are considered a likely event each year but, when one occurs, it is
generally contained to a small range with limited damage to non-forested areas.

In addition, Bridgewater, and Litchfield County overall, has experienced drought challenges over
recent years. The U.S. Drought Monitor (USDM), which has been monitoring nationwide drought
conditions since 2000, estimates that over the past two decades Connecticut experienced its
longest drought of 46 weeks beginning June 21, 2016 and lasting until May 2, 2017. It was also
estimated that the most intense period of this extended drought occurred the week of November
15, 2016, where approximately 44.5% of Connecticut lands were impacted. Figure 3-1 depicts the
percent of Litchfield County experiencing drought conditions over time since 2000, where the
warmer colors represent more advanced drought stages.

Figure 3-1: USDM Drought Time Series for Litchfield County
The 2019 Connecticut Natural Hazard Mitigation Plan assumes that the State of Connecticut has a
medium probably of future drought events. This assumption is based on climate change
projections anticipating hotter and wetter conditions in the near future. Climate forecasts often
suggest that while precipitation may increase, the overall pattern will generally be higher intensity
storms, with longer than average dry periods between events. The State Plan also identifies that
Litchfield County accounts for roughly 20.19% of the state’s total number of farms, with a market
value of over $46 million in product sold from these farms.
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3.6.2

Capabilities

According to town officials there are a few dry hydrants and a few ponds in town that are utilized
for fire suppression. The Town has one all-terrain brush truck for fighting off-road fires and
utilizes mutual aid agreements with all of its neighbors. Unlike the west coast of the United States
where the fires are allowed to burn toward development and then stopped, the Bridgewater Fire
Department goes to the fires whenever possible. This proactive approach is believed to be
effective for controlling wildfires. Finally, the DEEP Forestry Division uses rainfall data from a
variety of sources to compile forest fire probability forecasts. This allows the DEEP and the Town
to monitor the drier areas of the state to be prepared for forest fire conditions.
Regulations regarding fire protection are outlined in the Subdivision Regulations. Specifically,
Section 5.5 of the Subdivision Regulations states that “the Commission may, in its sole discretion,
require, for fire protection, the construction of ponds, including dry hydrants, in any subdivision.”
However, local regulations do not require fire protection in buildings. This is a concern if an
affordable housing proposal is again presented to the town’s land use commissions. The town is
interested in adding fire protection requirements to the Zoning Regulations.

Actions Completed and New Capabilities

Bridgewater’s wildfire and drought mitigation capabilities continue to be sufficient, although
there has not been a significant change in these capabilities since the previous HMP was adopted.
Mitigation consists primarily of drought and wildfire condition monitoring, development of
mutual aid agreements, and installation and maintenance of wildfire-fighting sources.
3.6.3

Vulnerabilities and Risk Assessment

Minor brush fires have occurred in Bridgewater over the years. In March 2017, fire departments
from Bridgewater, Brookfield, New Milford, and Roxbury responded to a brush fire near Main
Street South that burned around 20 acres.
The most common causes of wildfires are arson, lightning strikes, and fires started from downed
trees hitting electrical lines. Thus, wildfires have the potential to occur anywhere and at any time
in both undeveloped and lightly developed areas. The extensive forests and fields covering the
state are prime locations for a wildfire. In many areas, structures and subdivisions are built
abutting forest borders, creating areas of particular vulnerability.
Wildfires are more common in rural areas than in developed areas as most fires in populated
areas are quickly noticed and contained. The likelihood of a severe wildfire developing is
lessened by the vast network of water features in the state, which create natural breaks likely to
stop the spread of a fire. During long periods of drought, these natural features may dry up,
increasing the vulnerability of the state to wildfires.
According to the Connecticut DEEP, the overall forest fire risk in Connecticut is low due to several
factors. First, the overall incidence of forest fires is very low (an average of 215 fires per year
occurred in Connecticut from 2002 to 2010, which is a rate slightly higher than one per
municipality per year). Secondly, as the wildfire/forest fire prone areas become fragmented due
to development, the local fire departments have increased access to those neighborhoods for
firefighting equipment. Third, the problematic interface areas such as driveways too narrow to
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permit emergency vehicles are site specific. Finally, trained firefighters at the local and state level
are readily available to fight fires in the state, and inter-municipal cooperation on such instances
is common.
However, local risk is not necessarily the same as the overall statewide risk. Bridgewater town
officials believe that the fuels are present in the forested parts of the town, and thus believe that
the risk is present.
Most wildfires in Connecticut are relatively small. In the drought year of 1999, the average
wildfire burned five acres in comparison to the two most extreme wildfires recorded since 1986
that burned 300 acres each. Given the availability of firefighting water in the town, including the
use of nearby water bodies, it is believed that this average value for a drought year and the
extreme value are applicable to the town as well.
Town officials have noted that the Zoning Regulations do not include fire protection elements or
any specifications that require underground tanks or on-site standards for water storage. The
town has also indicated that there are a number of “dry fuel” areas throughout town that are
considered vulnerable to wildfires.
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EARTHQUAKES AND LANDSLIDES
3.7.1

Setting

3.7.2

Capabilities

The entire Town of Bridgewater is susceptible to earthquake damage. However, even though
earthquake damage has the potential to occur anywhere both in the town and in the northeastern
United States, the effects may be felt differently in some areas based on the type of geology. In
general, earthquakes are considered a hazard that may possibly occur but that may cause
significant effects to a large area of the town.
The Connecticut Building Codes include design criteria for buildings specific to each municipality
as adopted by the Building Officials and Code Administrators (BOCA). These include the seismic
coefficients for building design in the Town of Bridgewater. The Town has adopted these codes
for new construction, and they are enforced by the Building Official. Due to the infrequent nature
of damaging earthquakes, land use policies in the Town do not directly address earthquake
hazards. However, various documents do indirectly discuss areas susceptible to earthquake
damage and regulations that help to minimize potential earthquake damage.
 Zoning Regulations: Section 5.06 outlines soil erosion and sediment control regulations.
Section 7.02.03 outlines application requirements and states that applicants shall provide the
location of natural features including but not limited to, rock outcroppings, slopes in excess of
15%, soil types, and forested areas on the lot.
 Subdivision Regulations. Section 2.2.9 requires that soil erosion and sediment control plans
be developed for proposed projects.
 Plan of Conservation and Development. The 2012 plan recommends reviewing the definition
of steep slopes and limiting residential development on steep slopes.

Actions Completed and New Capabilities

Earthquake mitigation capabilities have not significantly changed in Bridgewater in recent years,
and are deemed to be sufficient given the low risk of a hazardous event.
3.7.3

Vulnerabilities and Risk Assessment

Some areas in Bridgewater are underlain by sand and gravel. Structures in these areas are at
increased risk from earthquakes due to amplification of seismic energy and/or collapse. The best
mitigation for future development in areas of sandy material may be application of the most
stringent building codes or possibly the prohibition of new construction. However, many of these
areas occur in floodplains associated with the various streams and rivers in Bridgewater, so they
are already regulated. The areas that are not at increased risk during an earthquake due to
unstable soils are those underlain by glacial till, which includes most of the town.
Areas of steep slopes can collapse during an earthquake, creating landslides. Seismic activity can
also break utility lines such as water mains, electric and telephone lines, and stormwater
management systems. Damage to utility lines can lead to fires, especially in electric and gas
mains. Dam failure can also pose a significant threat to developed areas during an earthquake.
For this Plan, dam failure has been addressed separately.
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MITIGATION STRATEGIES AND ACTIONS
Goals and Objectives

Municipal goals and objectives have been made consistent regionally and are presented in the
Multi-Jurisdictional Plan document.

Status of Mitigation Strategies and Actions from Previous HMP

The table below lists the mitigation actions developed in the previous HMP and the status of
each. Actions to be carried forward are noted as such. Actions that have been institutionalized as
capabilities are not carried forward.
#
1

2

3

4

Description
Pursue funding to acquire portable
generators and acquire transfer
switches to facilitate the use of
portable generators when needed
Pursue the steps needed to construct a
combined Police Department/EOC with
the capabilities of the nearby Danbury
and new Fairfield EOCs including
internet and communications
capabilities.
Work with CT DOT to ensure that safety
improvements to Route 133 are
consistent with the goals of this hazard
mitigation plan.
Utilize the CT Alert emergency
notification system to its fullest
capabilities

Responsible
Party

Status

Notes

EMD

Carry
Forward

Town has not yet succeeded in
securing a grant for portable
generators. Carry Forward.

EMD

Drop

This action is considered to be a lowpriority, long-term goal for the Town
to pursue through its capital
improvement plan. It is not necessary
for the HMP.

EMD

Completed

Safety improvements have been
completed

EMD

Capability

5

Encourage residents to purchase and
use NOAA weather radios with alarm
features

EMD

Completed

6

Add pages to the town website
dedicated to citizen education,
evacuation routes and preparation for
hazard events.

EMD

Completed

7

Consider updating the Town floodplain
ordinances in order to put additional
restrictions on floodplain development.

P&Z

Carry
Forward
with
Revisions
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The Town encourages residents to
participate in this program through
links on its website.
Town has links to State and Federal
Emergency Preparedness pages on its
website; these pages identify
individual actions for disaster
preparedness.
Town has information about hazard
preparedness, including sheltering
information and links to State and
Federal sites, on the Emergency
Management page of its website.
Adding restrictions above NFIP and
State requirements is not necessary
for Bridgewater; however, ordinances
should be updated to be consistent
with the most recent Connecticut
Building Code and DEEP model
regulations.

#

Description

8

Require developers to demonstrate
whether detention or retention of
stormwater is the best option for
reducing peak flows downstream of a
project and provide a design for the
appropriate alternative.

Responsible
Party

P&Z

Status

Notes

Capability

Planning and Zoning Department
require licensed engineers to
determine appropriate methodology.
There are currently no pending large
development proposals.

9

Consider conducting a Wewaka Brook
flood mitigation study to identify
appropriate methods of reducing flood
risk along the stream corridor.

PW

Carry
Forward

10

Evaluate the small number of
floodprone properties along Wewaka
Brook to determine potential flood
damage reduction methods for these
properties.

This has been identified as a low
priority by town officials, as the Brook
has not flooded in recent years, and
only a small number of properties are
at risk in this area; therefore, the
project has not yet been pursued.
Carry forward.

PW

Drop

Town does not have the capacity to
perform or finance such evaluations
for private properties.

11

Provide technical assistance regarding
floodproofing measures to interested
residents. Pursue funding for home
elevations should any residents
become interested.

BD

Drop

Town does not have the capacity to
provide technical assistance or
proactively pursue such funding for
private properties. Town can direct
property owners to State and Federal
resources if approached.

P&Z

Drop

Town does not believe this action is
necessary given the slow rate of
development and its existing permit
review process.

FS

Completed

P&Z

Completed

PW

Carry
Forward

PW

Completed

12

13
14

15

16

Compile a checklist that crossreferences the bylaws, regulations, and
codes related to flood damage
prevention that may be applicable to a
proposed project and make this list
available to potential applicants.
Develop an open space acquisition
program as recommended in the
POCD.
Develop buffer zone requirements for
land adjacent to water as
recommended in the POCD.
Identify locations for stormwater
detention/retention in the town center
area and along Route 133 to reduce
peak flows that cause flashy conditions
and streambank erosion along
Clapboard Oak Brook.
Pursue streambank stabilization
improvements along Clapboard Oak
Brook.
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Town has an Open Space Fund to
assist with purchases on a case-bycase basis.
This action is covered by the Town’s
Inland Wetlands and Watercourses
regulations, amended in 2011.
Action has not yet been completed
due to limited funding and staff
capabilities. Town will carry forward,
and may explore possible locations
for detention/retention that can occur
on private property.
Town has made recommendations to
private property owners, and many
have pursued stabilization
improvements.

Responsible
Party

Status

PW

Drop

Develop a plan to address dead trees
throughout the town in an effort to
minimize damage from falling trees.

PW

Capability

Work with CL&P to determine the
feasibility of placing non-conducting
steel cable above the power lines

PW

Drop

BD, EMD

Drop

Town applies CT State Building Code
Locally; this is considered sufficient.

EMD

Capability

Town surveys snow loads and ice
dams, and removes as necessary.

PW

Capability

Town requires some private
properties to install snow fencing to
prevent drifting, as necessary.

P&Z

Completed

This is done as needed following
reviews and site-walks.

Completed

Town has completed drainage
improvements for some locations,
and uses sand and salt to reduce icing
as needed

#

Description

17

Review culvert conveyances based on
existing hydrology and Northeast
Regional Climate Center guidance and
develop a priority list of culverts for
replacement.

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

Encourage the use of structural
techniques related to mitigation of
wind damage in new residential and
commercial structures to protect new
buildings to a standard greater than
the minimum building code
requirements. Require such
improvements for new municipal
critical facilities.
Develop a plan to prioritize snow
removal from the roof of critical
facilities and other municipal buildings
each winter. Ensure adequate funding
is available in the Town budget for this
purpose.
Work in rights of way to provide wind
breaks and reduce drifting along town
roads.
When permits are issued for clearing of
properties, require mitigation by
landowners to prevent snow drifts from
affecting adjacent roads. Snow fencing
and certain vegetation buffers may be
effective to reduce drifts.
Install drainage improvements along
Second Hill Road to reduce the
potential for icing.
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Notes
Town does not have capacity to
perform a comprehensive review of
culverts, and believes its current
conveyance review and culvert
upgrade protocols are sufficient.
Town has a Tree Warden who is
responsible for tree removal and
maintenance within Town rights-ofway. Tree Warden is also working
with private property owners to
address trees on private property.
CL&P has been acquired by
Eversource.
Town coordinates with Eversource on
powerline maintenance. Eversource
implements mitigation measures as
needed.

#

Description

25

Work with the owners of the Paparazzo
dam on Clapboard Oak Brook to
develop an EAP for this dam despite its
relatively low hazard classification, as
the town is concerned with its
condition and potential for failure.

26

File EOP's/EAP's with town
departments and emergency personnel

27

28
29

30

31

32

33
34

35

Consider updating the Zoning
Regulations to require the installation
of fire protection sources in new
developments.
Revise and enhance the town's website
concerning the local regulatory
requirements concerning Open Burning
Pursue acquisition of additional
municipal open space in SHFAs and set
it aside for greenways, parks, etc.
When replacing or upgrading culverts,
work with CT DOT to incorporate
findings of the climate change pilot
study and work with HVA to
incorporate findings of the stream
crossing assessment training.
Consider preventing new residential
development in areas prone to
collapse. In particular the 2012 POCD
recommends reviewing the definition
of steep slopes and limiting residential
development on steep slopes.
Consider bracing vulnerable systems
and assets inside critical facilities. This
could help protect IT systems,
important records and files.
Include dam failure inundation areas in
the CT Alert emergency contact
database.
Consider the use of beaver deterrent
devices such as beaver stops or beaver
bafflers.
The town should develop a list of “at
risk” wildfire areas and consider a
combination of all available methods of
risk reduction, and then increase the
availability of water sources in the
town’s high-risk areas.
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Responsible
Party

Status

Notes

FS

Drop

Town staff report that there is
negligible risk downstream of this
dam; State Dam Safety Division
requires owners to complete
inspections regularly.

EMD

Completed

This is completed as necessary.

P&Z

Completed

Fire protection sources are required in
new developments based on
recommendation of Fire Marshall

FD

Completed

Information is available on the Town
website.

FS

Drop

Town has a high percentage of open
space – acquisition of additional open
space is not currently necessary.

PW

Capability

Public Works Department works with
licensed engineers when needed, and
upsizes pipes and culverts as needed.

P&Z

Drop

This action is not considered a high
priority, as development near steep
slopes prone to collapse is not
identified as a problem at this time.

EMD, PW

Carry
Forward
with
Revisions

Action is replaced with an action to
back up IT systems on the cloud and
enable remote access of systems in
case the physical systems are
damaged or inaccessible during a
natural disaster.

EMD

Capability

CT Alert database includes dam
failure areas.

PW

Capability

Town utilizes a variety of beaver
management strategies as needed.

FD

Capability

Fire Department is aware of at-risk
areas, and is continually improving
firefighting water sources.
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Prioritization of Strategies and Actions

The STAPLEE method, described in the Multi-Jurisdictional document, was used to score
mitigation activities. The STAPLEE matrix in Appendix A provides the total scores. Actions have
been further prioritized based on implementation cost, project urgency, and municipal and public
input. The strategies below are presented in priority order, with qualitative priority levels listed
for each.

Mitigation Strategies and Actions Implementation Table

The Town proposed to initiate several new mitigation actions for the upcoming five years.
Additionally, a number of actions from the previous planning period are being carried forward or
replaced with revised actions. These are listed below.
Action BWR-01

Update Town Floodplain Ordinances to be consistent with the most recent Connecticut Building Code and
DEEP model regulations.
Lead

P&Z

Cost

$0 - $25,000

Funding

Operating Budget

Timeframe

2023

Priority

Low
Action BWR-02

Increase Substantial Damage and Substantial Improvement lookback periods to two or more years.
Lead

Planning

Cost

$0 - $25,000

Funding

Operating Budget

Timeframe

2023

Priority

Low
Action BWR-03

Back up IT systems on the cloud and enable remote access of systems in case the physical systems are
damaged or inaccessible during a natural disaster.
Lead

EMD, PW

Cost

$25,000 - $50,000

Funding

Operating Budget

Timeframe

2024

Priority

Med
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Action BWR-04

Identify locations for stormwater detention/retention in the town center area and along Route 133 to
reduce peak flows that cause flashy conditions and streambank erosion along Clapboard Oak Brook.
Lead

PW

Cost

$25,000 - $50,000

Funding

Capital Improvement Plan, FEMA Grant

Timeframe

2024

Priority

Med
Action BWR-05

Coordinate with CT SHPO to conduct historic resource surveys, focusing on areas within natural hazard risk
zones (flood zones, wildfire hazard zones, steep slopes) to identify historic resources at risk and support the
preparation of resiliency plans across the state.
Lead

Planning

Cost

$25,000 - $50,000

Funding

CT SHPO

Timeframe

2024

Priority

Low
Action BWR-06

Annually conduct an emergency operations exercise for a local terrorism, sabotage, or mass casualty event.
Lead

EMD

Cost

$25,000 - $50,000

Funding

Operating Budget

Timeframe

2024

Priority

Low
Action BWR-07

Conduct a Wewaka Brook flood mitigation study to identify appropriate methods of reducing flood risk
along the stream corridor.
Lead

PW

Cost

$50,000 - $100,000

Funding

Operating Budget, Grant

Timeframe

2025

Priority

Med
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Action BWR-08

Pursue funding to acquire portable generators and acquire transfer switches to facilitate the use of
portable generators when needed
Lead

EMD

Cost

$100,000 - $500,000

Funding

Capital Improvement Plan, FEMA Grant, Other Grant

Timeframe

2026

Priority

Low
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Appendix A: STAPLEE Matrix
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SHPO

support the preparation of resiliency plans across the state.
Annually conduct an emergency operations exercise for a local terrorism, sabotage, or mass casualty

Terrorism & Mass
Casualty

Pursue funding to acquire portable generators and acquire transfer switches to facilitate the use of

Energy Resiliency

portable generators when needed

& Backup Power

Planning
EMD

EMD

Operating

$50,000

Budget
Capital

$25,000 - Improvement
$50,000

Plan, FEMA

$50,000 -

Grant
Operating

$100,000 Budget, Grant
$0 -

Operating

$25,000

Budget

$0 -

Operating

$25,000

Budget

$50,000

CT SHPO

$25,000 -

Operating

$50,000

Budget
Capital

$100,000 $500,000

2024

0

1

1

0

1

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

6

2024

0

1

1

0

1

1

1

0

0

0

0

-1

0

0

6

2025

1

1

1

1

1

1

0

0

-1

0

0

0

0

0

6

2023

0

1

1

0

1

1

0

0

0

0

-1

0

0

0

5

2023

0

1

1

0

1

1

0

0

0

0

-1

0

0

0

5

2024

1

0

1

1

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

5

2024

1

1

1

1

1

0

0

0

0

-1

0

0

0

0

5

2026

1

0

1

0

1

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

5

Timeframe for

Sources

Potential Funding

$25,000 -

$25,000 -

Total STAPLEE Score

Regulations

risk zones (flood zones, wildfire hazard zones, steep slopes) to identify historic resources at risk and

event.

Planning

Environmental

BWR-08

Management

Economic (x2)

BWR-07

P&Z

Regulations
Floodplain

Legal

Coordinate with CT SHPO to conduct historic resource surveys, focusing on areas within natural hazard
BWR-06

Management

Political

Increase Substantial Damage and Substantial Improvement lookback periods to two or more years.

Floodplain

Administrative

DEEP model regulations.

PW

Technical (x2)

Update Town Floodplain Ordinances to be consistent with the most recent Connecticut Building Code and

Flood Study

Social

along the stream corridor.

PW

Environmental

Conduct a Wewaka Brook flood mitigation study to identify appropriate methods of reducing flood risk

Drainage

Economic (x2)

reduce peak flows that cause flashy conditions and streambank erosion along Clapboard Oak Brook.

Legal

Identify locations for stormwater detention/retention in the town center area and along Route 133 to

EMD,PW

Political

BWR-05

Capacities

Administrative

BWR-04

Municipal

damaged or inaccessible during a natural disaster.

Technical (x2)

BWR-03

Back up IT systems on the cloud and enable remote access of systems in case the physical systems are

Completion

BWR-02

Theme

Social

BWR-01

Action Description

Cost Estimate

#

Regional

Lead Department

Weighted STAPLEE Criteria
Benefits

Costs

Improvement
Plan, FEMA
Grant, Other
Grant
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Town of Bridgewater
Climate Vulnerability Assessment
A Component of Sustainable CT Action 5.4
The Town of Bridgewater, for this Climate Vulnerability Assessment (CVA) is considered a suburban
inland town, resulting in various climate change vulnerabilities. Inland flooding, extreme heat, and
winter storms may impact the community the most as many issues have been identified.

Hazards
Inland Flooding
With FEMA flood zones in town, such as along the Housatonic River and the Shepaug River, there is
continuously concern for riverine flooding. The large rivers, along with the smaller streams in town, pose
a flood risk to adjacent properties whether it is a larger storm event, or a short intense rainstorm. With
precipitation expected to increase due to climate change, flooding events may occur more frequently.
Overall, flooding may continue, or become a larger issue with future shifts in precipitation.
Winter Storms
Bridgewater is largely residential, with suburban development throughout the community. Suburban
communities are often impacted by strong winter storms in several ways; power outage from downed
trees, accessibility issues, and icing concerns. Anticipated shifts in winter precipitation may bring more
freezing rain events, which can result in an increase of downed trees during a winter storm event.
Downed trees can result in power outage, and lack of emergency access and egress.
Drought and Extreme Temperatures
Most of the town relies on private wells for drinking water, with only two very small public water
systems providing water in town. Therefore, impacts to water supply may be an issue to the town as
temperatures rise in the near future, resulting in isolated issues with water scarcity. With increased
temperatures, and high pumping levels, private wells may be impacted during times of drought.
In addition to private wells, many suburban communities have high levels of agricultural activity,
whether it be crop production or livestock, these operations are heavily water dependent for healthy
growing and revenue generation.
When considering these impacts from climate change, the primary vulnerabilities for the town of
Greenwich include:
•
•
•

Private well owners
Emergency access
Agricultural operations

Secondary impacts
Economic Impacts

With areas vulnerable to isolation during flooding and winter storm events, the town faces an economic
challenge of addressing the flooding concerns and increasing snow and debris removal capacity. There is
also a potential economic impact to local businesses during flooding events, and heavy winter storms.
Businesses may also incur expenses related to flood mitigation or clean-up efforts, or experience loss of
income if there is no site access during a storm.
Winter storm snow removal or icing also presents financial responsibility to the town by way of roadway
treatment. As precipitation events may increase during winter months, the town may seek to increase
sand or salt stockpiles to account for increased icing events.
Private property owners who rely on private drinking water wells may also be impacted economically
during droughts or periods of extreme heat. With increasing heat, typically comes increased water
demand. This demand would be placed upon local aquifers, potentially resulting in the need for new
well construction, or deepening of an existing well.
The many impacts of climate change can result in economic impacts to many citizens, business owners,
and municipal budgets as the impacts can be felt on a town level, down to building level.
Social Impacts
To identify social impacts to the town, the Center for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) Social
Vulnerability Index (SVI) was used to identify any vulnerable populations within the town. This index was
developed to supplement a community’s natural hazard preparation actions. To evaluate social
vulnerability, the CDC incorporates 15 factors (Fig. 1) into the overall calculation under the categories, or
themes, of: socioeconomic status, household composition and disability, minority status and language,
and housing type and transportation. These themes and their ranking are based on census statistics. By
evaluating these factors and determining a level of social vulnerability, a community can identify specific
needs for before, during, and after
an event. Such needs may include
sheltering capacity, evacuation
routes, or to decide how many
emergency personnel may be
required to respond after an event.
Each municipalities’ census tracts
were ranked for overall
vulnerability, and theme
vulnerability, in comparison to
other Connecticut municipalities.
This rank, 0 to 1, is based on the
percentile rank among all tracts
within the State of Connecticut. A
value closer to 0 indicates a lower
Figure 1: The CDC SVI Index Factors. Graphic: svi.cdc.com
vulnerability, while a value closer to
1 indicates a higher vulnerability. Table 1 presents the overall vulnerability and theme rankings for
Bridgewater.

Table 1: Bridgewater SVI Factor Rankings
Overall SVI
Socioeconomic

BRIDGEWATER

.06

.11

Household
Composition &
Disability

Minority
Status &
Language

Housing Type
&
Transportation

.15

.14

.16

The Town of Bridgewater is considered to have a low level of vulnerability, with their most vulnerable
social aspect being the housing type and transportation, which is only ranked marginally more
vulnerable than the least vulnerable population with socioeconomic vulnerabilities.
These populations may be vulnerable to impacts from drought, flooding and storm events based on the
geographic concentrations.
Public Health Considerations
Of the primary vulnerabilities identified, drought and flooding can potentially have public health
repercussions. During hot summer months, or drought, if private wells were to be impacted, certain
populations may find themselves without adequate drinking water supply, resulting in health problems.
Also, when considering the environmental shifts occurring during drought periods, drinking water
contamination may become an issue as aquifers become stressed due to excessive pumping.
Food scarcity is another consideration when discussing the impacts of drought and extreme
temperatures. Agricultural operations that are impacted by water shortages may find that crop or
livestock yields are below average, ultimately resulting in food scarcity concerns. Depending on the size
of an operation, the impacts can be on a small or large scale.
Flooding also presents the concern of pollution into nearby water bodies as commercialized and
impervious areas drain, they collect pollutants and excess sediment. Depending upon the drainage
areas, this runoff can have environmental impacts in associated ecosystems, or public health impacts if
water bodies are used for recreational activities.

Vulnerable Populations
The SVI identified the presence of certain populations within the town that may be more vulnerable to
climate change hazards. Communities, including Bridgewater, should pay special attention to elderly or
disabled populations, linguistically challenged population, and those that may need evacuation
assistance due to lack of transportation.
Some populations often need additional time for hazard response, so evacuation or preparation, and
may find it more challenging to recover due to financial constraints or health concerns. These
populations should be considered more vulnerable because emergency response and preparation may
be more challenging, health issues may be of higher concern, and language barriers may exist when
working to communicate with the community on risks, response, and recovery efforts.
In addition to the populations, it is important to identify the facilities that can provide different types of
assistance to the populations, and others, during or after an event. These facilities, and their proximity
to flood zones, can be found in Figure 2-4.
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INTRODUCTION
Purpose of Annex

The purpose of this Hazard Mitigation Plan (HMP) annex is to provide a community-specific
hazard risk assessment, capability analysis, and evaluation and prioritization of hazard mitigation
measures and projects. Background information and the regional effects of pertinent natural
hazards are discussed in the main body of the Western Connecticut Council of Governments
(WestCOG) Multi-Jurisdictional Hazard Mitigation Plan. This annex is designed to supplement the
information presented in the Multi-Jurisdictional HMP with more specific detail for the Town of
Brookfield and is not to be considered a standalone document.
The primary goal of this HMP, including this Municipal Annex, is to identify natural hazard risks
and mitigation opportunities in order to reduce the loss of or damage to life, property,
infrastructure, and natural, cultural, and economic resources. This includes the reduction of public
and private damage costs. Limiting losses of and damage to life and property will also reduce the
social, emotional, and economic disruption associated with a natural disaster.
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COMMUNITY PROFILE
2.1.1

Geography
Physical Setting

Incorporated in 1778, the Town of Brookfield is located in northern Fairfield County and home to
a population of 16,452 (2010 U.S. Census). Brookfield is bordered by the municipalities of New
Milford and Bridgewater to the north, Newtown to the east, Danbury and Bethel to the south, and
to the west New Fairfield. Refer to Figure 2-1 for a map showing the regional location of
Brookfield within the WestCOG region.
Brookfield is located in the southern foothills of the Berkshire Mountains. The broad central Still
River Valley is a defining feature of the town’s topography. The town is characterized by higher
elevations away from the town center which drain into the Still River corridor. The Still River flows
north cutting through the center of town into southern New Milford before it eventually joins the
Housatonic River. The two largest lakes in Connecticut border the Town of Brookfield.
Candlewood Lake to the west was formed by a hydroelectric dam south of the Rocky River and
Lake Lillinonah to the east, was formed by Shepaug Dam on the Housatonic River. The highest
elevation in Brookfield is about 730 feet in the east central part of town, east of Route 25. The
low point is just under 200 feet along the easternmost point of Lake Lillinonah. The varying
terrain of Brookfield makes the town vulnerable to an array of natural hazards.
The Center for Land Use Education and Research (CLEAR) has developed a land cover dataset
derived from 2016 satellite imagery to depict statewide land cover. The land cover by percent of
total land can be found in Table 2-1.
Table 2-1: Land Cover by Area

Land Cover Class
Developed
Turf & Grass
Other Grasses
Agricultural Field
Deciduous Forest
Coniferous Forest
Water
Non-Forested Wetland
Forested Wetland
Tidal Wetland
Barren Land
Utility Corridor
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Percent of Total Land
27.6%
13.8%
1.5%
1.9%
42.5%
5.7%
3.9%
0.3%
1.7%
0.0%
1.0%
0.2%
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2.1.2

Land Use

Brookfield is a suburban town that contains a busy commercial corridor along Federal Road (U.S.
Route 202) and residential neighborhoods throughout the town.
According to the town's 2015 Plan of Conservation and Development (POCD) 6,590 acres or
53.7% of Brookfield’s Total land area is currently occupied by residential development (from 5,865
acres or 45% in 2002). Historically, low-density single-family residential uses have been scattered
throughout a variety of neighborhoods in the town. Multi-family units are moderate-density
developments in small scale projects located in the core of the town adjacent to commercial and
civic uses. Table 2-2 present 2015 land use data as provided in the 2015 POCD.
Table 2-2: 2015 Land Use by Area
Use

Acres

Number of
Parcels
5061
5012
49
251
144
32
75
59
19
40
168
121
75
12
34
47
17
14
16
22
18
1
3
488
414
25
33
16

Percent of
Developed Land
53.7%
5.3%
2.7%
26.9%
19.3%

Residential
6,590.74
Single Family
6,494.55
Multi-Family
96.19
Business
649.95
Retail/Service/Office
361.80
Mixed Use
38.14
Industrial
250.01
Public & Institutional Uses
326.01
Public
222.72
Private
103.29
Public Land and Open Space
3,299.28
Dedicated Open Space
2,374.65
TOB Open Space
1,875.33
Land Trust Open Space
322.23
Conserved Land/Private Open Space
177.09
Managed Open Space
924.63
7.5%
State of CT Lands
683.77
Managed Land
99.84
PL490 Lands
141.02
Other
1,414.18
11.5%
Utility Land
536.32
Transportation
73
Water
804.86
Vacant
1,217.54
Residential Land
852.51
Commercial Zones - total
147.44
Industrial Zones - total
184.75
Unbuildable land
32.84
Developed/Committed
12,280.16
100%
Vacant/Undeveloped
1,217.51
Total Land Area
13,497.70
Source: UCONN Center for Land Use Education and Research (CLEAR)
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Percent of
Total Land
48.8%
4.8%
2.4%
24.4%
17.6%

6.9%

10.5%

91%
9%

For many years a small parcel of land that was part of New Fairfield was separated from the rest
of New Fairfield by Candlewood Lake. In 1961, this land was annexed from New Fairfield to
Brookfield and it is now called Candlewood Shores and Arrowhead Point. This area is one of the
most densely developed portions of Brookfield.
Many of the remaining historic structures in the town have been preserved. In 1991 the
Brookfield Center was inducted into the National Register of Historic Places. The district
represents the original settlement of the Town of Brookfield and contains a total of 67 structures,
residential, religious, and municipal, over a 43-acre area.
2.1.3

Climate and Climate Change
Current Climate Conditions

Over the course of the year, the temperature in Brookfield typically varies from 18°F to 82°F and is
rarely below 3°F or above 89°F. The warm season lasts from May 29 to September 15, with an
average daily high temperature above 72°F. The hottest day of the year is July 20, with an average
high of 82°F and low of 63°F. The cold season lasts from December 1 to March 10, with an
average daily high temperature below 44°F. The coldest day of the year is January 29, with an
average low of 18°F and high of 34°F.
Precipitation falls throughout the year in Brookfield. The wetter season lasts from April 9 to
August 20, with a greater than 30% chance of a given day being a wet day. The chance of a wet
day peaks at 37% on May 29. The smallest chance of a wet day is 22% on January 29.
The most rain falls during the 31 days centered around June 4, with an average total accumulation
of 4.0 inches. The least rain falls around January 24, with an average total accumulation of 1.6
inches.
The snowy period of the year lasts from October 30 to April 14, with a sliding 31-day liquidequivalent snowfall of at least 0.1 inches. The most snow falls during the 31 days centered around
January 25, with an average total liquid-equivalent accumulation of 1.1 inches.
Climate data was sourced from Weather Spark based on analysis of the years 1980 to 2016.

Climate Change

Climate change projections for Connecticut were sourced from the 2019 Connecticut Physical
Climate Science Assessment Report, which was developed by the University of Connecticut
(UConn) Atmospheric Sciences Group, commissioned by the Connecticut Institute for Resilience
and Climate Adaptation (CIRCA) with funding from the Department of Energy and Environmental
Protection (DEEP). All projections are based on the IPCC high CO2 emission scenario (RCP8.5).
Temperature
Annual temperatures have been increasing throughout Connecticut and is projected to continue
to do so in the future. By mid-century, average annual temperature is projected to increase by
5°F. Seasonal average temperatures are also expected to rise, with the greatest increase (6°F)
experienced in summer (June to August). The number of nights over which temperature remains
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above 68°F will quadruple from 10 days per year to more than 40 days, and the number of
extremely hot days will increase from above 4 a year to 48 per year.
Precipitation
Rainfall data in "Technical Paper No. 40" by the U.S.
Weather Bureau (now the National Weather Service)
(Hershfield, 1961) dates from the years 1938 through
1958. According to these data, the 24-hour rainfall
amount for a 50% annual-chance storm in Fairfield
County is 3.3 inches.

The continued increase in precipitation
only heightens the need for hazard
mitigation planning as the occurrence of
floods may change in accordance with
the greater precipitation.

The Northeast Regional Climate Center (NRCC) has partnered with the Natural Resources
Conservation Service (NRCS) to provide a consistent, current regional analysis of rainfall extremes
(http://precip.eas.cornell.edu/). In 2020 this dataset listed the 24-hour rainfall amount for a 50%
annual-chance storm in Brookfield as 3.36 inches.
The NOAA Atlas 14, released on September 30, 2015 puts the 24-hour rainfall amount for a 50%
annual-chance annual storm in Brookfield at 3.51 inches.
These precipitation amounts, and more details, are summarized in Table 2-3, below.
Table 2-3: 24-Hour Rainfall Amounts by Annual-Chance Occurrence
Source
Technical Paper No. 40
NRCC
NOAA Atlas 14

24-Hour Rainfall Amount (inches) by Annual-Chance Occurrence
50%
4%
1%
3.3
5.7
7.2
3.36
6.29
8.90
3.51
6.78
8.71

Annual precipitation has been increasing statewide and is projected to continue to increase. By
mid-century, annual precipitation is projected to increase by 8.5%, with the greatest increase
(13.4%) occurring in the winter months. Extreme precipitation events are projected to increase in
both frequency and magnitude. Based on this increase and the precipitation figures above, by
2050 Brookfield can expect the 24-hour rainfall amount for a 50% annual-chance storm to be
around 3.6 to 3.8 inches or greater.
Impervious surfaces and infrastructure in town have increased over time as well, leading to
increasing runoff and peak discharge values.
Despite overall increases in precipitation, drought risk is projected to increase, especially during
summer, due to changing precipitation patterns and projected increases in potential
evapotranspiration (plants taking up more water in hotter temperatures and longer growing
seasons).
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2.1.4

Drainage Basins and Hydrology

Brookfield is divided among five sub-regional watersheds as shown in Table 2-4. The majority of
the sub-regional basins drain into the Still River and then to the Housatonic River. All of the water
that passes through Brookfield eventually empties into Long Island Sound.
Table 2-4: Sub-Regional Drainage Basins

Overall Sub-regional Area
Area within Town
Area within
Percent of Town
(sq. mi)
(sq. mi)
Town (acres)
Still River
63.44
8.17
5,230.94
40.12%
Housatonic River
623.53
6.70
4,291.40
32.91%
Pond Brook
13.90
3.58
2,293.19
17.59%
Candlewood Lake
27.68
1.87
1,200.08
9.20%
Limekiln Brook
8.76
0.03
21.08
0.16%
Total
n/a
20.37
13,036
100.0%
Source: Connecticut Department of Energy & Environmental Protection GIS Data
Drainage Basin

Still River

The Still River is a 25.4-mile tributary to the Housatonic River. Its headwaters originate from
Farringtons Pond at the New York border with Danbury. It enters a concrete aqueduct near
downtown Danbury, then turns north and becomes a more conventional river as it cuts through
Brookfield and southern New Milford before joining the Housatonic river. The Still River subregional basin drains about one third of Brookfield.

Housatonic River

The Housatonic River flows 134 miles from Pittsfield, Massachusetts to Long Island Sound,
draining 1,948 square miles. The river flows down the east side of Brookfield, forming the border
with Bridgewater. The Housatonic River sub-regional drainage basin covers 33% of the town. The
main channel of the Housatonic is lined on both sides with 1% annual chance storm floodplains
and 0.2% annual chance floodplains.

Pond Brook

With an area of around 14 square miles, the Pond Brook drainage basin includes several
tributaries flowing south-southeast from Brookfield. Approximately, 17.5% of Brookfield are
within the Pond Brook sub-regional drainage basin.

Candlewood Lake

At 5,400 acres, Candlewood Lake is the largest lake in Connecticut. The reservoir was constructed
to support power generation at the Rocky River power station in New Milford. The Candlewood
Lake watershed comprises 9.2% of the town’s land area. The lake is impounded in Danbury by
the Lake Candlewood Dam, a Class C dam near Danbury-Candlewood Park located off Hayestown
Road, and is impounded by several dams lying in other municipalities as well. There is a
delineated 1% annual chance floodplain surrounding the lake without elevations defined (FEMA
zone A).
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Limekiln Brook

The Limekiln Brook’s sub-regional drainage basin covers 21 acres of southern Brookfield and has
a total drainage area of just under nine square miles. This sub-regional drainage basin meets the
Still River in Newtown just after it flows under Route 84. This sub-regional drainage basin should
not be confused with the similarly named stream associated with the Meadowbrook Manor
neighborhood located in the Still River sub-regional drainage basin, Lime Kiln Brook

2.2.1

Society, Culture, and Government
Population and Demographic Setting

According to the 2010 U.S. Census, Brookfield had a population of 16,452, with 810 persons per
square mile. According to the 2018 American Community Survey five-year estimates, Brookfield’s
population between 2013 and 2018 was approximately 17,013. The Connecticut State Data Center
predicts that population in Brookfield will decrease in the future, with the population in 2040
projected to be 14,513.
One important aspect of natural hazard mitigation planning is to identify a community’s
demographic trends in relation to natural hazards. The Center for Disease Control and Prevention
(CDC) Social Vulnerability Index (SVI) is used to identify vulnerable populations in Brookfield. The
SVI uses census data to identify populations within the town that may be more vulnerable to
natural hazards. As a result of this analysis, the town is identified to have a certain level of overall
social vulnerability with a rank of 0 to 1; 1 being the most vulnerable and 0 being the least.
To determine social vulnerability, the CDC incorporates 15 factors into the overall SVI calculation
under four categories, or
themes: socioeconomic status,
household composition and
disability, minority status and
language, and housing type
and transportation. Figure 2-2
represents the breakdown of
the SVI process. These themes
and their ranking are based on
census statistics. By evaluating
these factors and determining a
level of social vulnerability, a
community can identify specific
needs for before, during, and
after an event. Such needs may
include sheltering capacity,
evacuation routes, or to decide
how many emergency
Figure 2-2: The CDC SVI Index Factors. Graphic:
personnel may be required to
svi.cdc.com
respond after an event.
The Town of Brookfield is considered to have a low to moderate level of vulnerability, with their
most vulnerable social aspect being household composition and disability, followed by minority
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and linguistically challenged populations. Vulnerable age groups and disabled populations are
identified in the western tract of the town, while minority populations and those that speak
English “less than well”, are concentrated in the northwestern tract of Brookfield. Appendix B
explores the SVI for Brookfield in more depth, including maps showing overall vulnerability, and
theme vulnerability.
2.2.2

Development Trends

In the 1700s Brookfield was an area of farmland, forests and streams. As early as 1732, there was
industry along the Still River, and the area became known as the Iron Works District. Still standing
today is the grist mill, now the Brookfield Craft Center, and the remains of the Iron Works
Aqueduct Company. The Connecticut Light and Power Company built the first hydroelectric plant
in America at Rocky River, just north of New Milford. By 1928, the plant was finished, and
Candlewood Lake was formed on land from Danbury, New Fairfield, Brookfield, and Sherman.
Brookfield has been transforming from a colonial New England town to a local shopping and
consumer goods destination with low-to-moderate commercial uses since the 1980s. The area
surrounding Candlewood Lake has seen increase in residential growth and volume of summer
traffic. Today commercial and residential development is growing in Brookfield, as compared to
other communities in Connecticut. The Federal Road (U.S. Route 202) corridor is the economic
engine of Brookfield since it is the location of most existing commercial uses and the primary area
for accommodating intensive development in the future. The proximity of Brookfield to the Route
7 corridor and Interstate 84 has helped promote economic development.
The Town Center District (referred to as the TCD district in the Town’s zoning regulations),
formerly called “Four Corners,” is a community landmark at the historic junction of State Routes 7
and 25. Since an extension to highway Route 7 opened in 2010, traffic through the TCD has
dropped dramatically. The Town has seized this change as an opportunity, and has begun
focusing development efforts in this area. This development is guided by the “Four Corners Plan.”
Moving forward, the TCD is expected to continue developing with commercial and residential
land uses. Recent developments in this area include Brookfield Village and Laurel Hill Apartments.
Brookfield has potential for transit-oriented development (TOD) if the Danbury commuter line is
extended northward through the town. This could include some limited multi-family and mixeduse development. Depending on the location of a new passenger rail station, the TOD could
overlap with the TCD.
Most of the outlying parts of the town will remain at lower residential densities, and subdivisions
are typically small. According to town officials, there have not been many recent open space
acquisitions, although some conservation easements have been secured in recent years, which
included steep slopes.
Overall, development in Brookfield tends to be outside of flood zones and other areas of natural
hazard risk. Therefore, community vulnerabilities have not been increasing as development
continues. Care will be taken to ensure that TCD and TOD-related projects remain outside flood
zones.
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2.2.3

Governmental Structure

2.2.4

Historic and Cultural Resources

The Town of Brookfield has a Selectman-Town Meeting form of government in which legislative
responsibilities are shared by the Board of Selectmen and the Town Meeting. The First Selectman
serves as the chief executive. In addition to Board of Selectmen and the Town Meeting, there are
boards, commissions and committees providing input and direction to Town administrators.
Town departments provide municipal services and day-to-day administration. Many commissions
and departments play a role in hazard mitigation, including the Planning Commission, Zoning
Commission, Conservation Commission, Inland Wetlands Commission, the Building Official, the
Land Use Department, the Fire Department, Emergency Management, and the Public Works
Department.
Historic and cultural resources include sites, structures,
and objects that are significant in history, architecture,
archaeology, engineering, and culture. Protection of
these resources grows economies and enhances
community character, and following a natural disaster
they can help to reinforce neighborhood connections
and reestablish a sense of community and normalcy.
Consideration of these resources in this HMP is critical.

Historic preservation planning helps
protect historic properties and cultural
resources from demolition or alteration.
Hazard mitigation planning helps
protect life and property from damage
caused by natural and manmade hazards.
Integrating these two planning
processes helps create safe and
sustainable historic communities.
- Paraphrased from FEMA Report 386-6

Historic resources in Brookfield are concentrated within the Brookfield Center Historic District.
The district contains 67 sites including the old town hall, the Congregational Church of Brookfield,
Saint Joseph Church & Elementary School, Center Elementary School, the former general store, St.
Paul's Episcopal Church, and the 1907 gymnasium building of the Curtis School for Boys.
Brookfield historic resources also include the Martin Kellogg House, Laurel Hill Cemetery, Merwin
Brook Cemetery, the Brookfield Craft Center, an historic Iron Furnaces site, a highway tunnel, and
the Railroad Station. Analysis of the State Historic Preservation Office (SHPO) database of historic
resources shows that some of these resources are exposed to natural hazards, as shown in Table
2-5. See Figure 2-3 for a map of historic resources in Brookfield.
Table 2-5: Number of Historic Assets Exposed to Different Hazards in Brookfield
Hazard
Dam Failure
Earthquake
Flooding
1% Annual
0.2% Annual
Hurricane/Tropical Storm
Thunderstorm
Tornado
Winter Storm
Wildfire
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The following historic resources in Brookfield have been specifically identified as being potentially
at risk from natural hazards:
 Merwin Brook Cemetery – located at the southern end of the Gurski Farm Open Space
property, near Merwin Brook and Obtuse Hill Road. The state has established an
easement on the site. The Town is not aware of any recent flooding impacting the site.
 Brookfield Craft Center, Inc. – located at 286 Whisconier Road, the historic building is
adjacent to the Still River (it is a historic mill building).
Historic buildings and structures may be particularly susceptible to natural hazards because they
were built prior to the establishment of more recent construction standards. Additionally, some
of the structural integrity of these resources may have been degraded over the decades or
centuries since their original construction. Structural retrofits and hazard mitigation methods may
be challenging or restricted in cases where alteration of a resource will also diminish its cultural or
historical aesthetic and value. Finally, miscommunications or lack of knowledge may lead to
historic resources being damaged during the disaster recovery process.
Steps to incorporate historical and cultural preservation into hazard mitigation planning include:
 Inventory and survey historic and cultural resources
 Implement appropriate mitigation measures for those resources
 Take steps to move portable resources, such as artwork or documents, to safe locations
prior to the occurrence of a hazard, if possible
 Consider these resources in emergency operations plans to prevent accidental damages
during recovery efforts
Specific actions to mitigate natural hazard risks to historic resources are listed at the end of this
Annex.

2.3.1

Infrastructure
Transportation

Major transportation routes in Brookfield are Route 7 and Route 202. These two routes merge in
the southwestern part of town, about a mile before their junction with Interstate 84, which passes
through the southern tip of Brookfield, but does not have any exits within Town. Another
significant transportation route is Route 25; like Route 7 and Route 202, this route travels
predominantly north-south through Brookfield. Route 133 is the main east-west route through
town.
Brookfield does not have any public transportation services in town, but is close to the Danbury
Railroad Station and bus station.

2.3.2

Utilities

Aquarion Water Company owns and operates eight public water systems in Town; the largest
being the Brookfield Main System serving the central corridor along Federal Road from New
Milford to Danbury, Silvermine Road, and north of Silvermine Road on Route 25. The remaining
water systems are to the east and west of Federal Road and serve primarily residential areas.
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Residents and businesses use oil, propane, or natural gas for heat. Natural gas is available via a
pipeline along Federal Road from Eversource. Sewer service is provided by the Brookfield WPCA.
Sewer system capacity has more than doubled since 2008.

2.4.1

2.4.2

Planning and Regulatory Capabilities
Review of Existing Local Plans

The Town of Brookfield has a number of plans that are relevant to hazard mitigation. These are
noted here:
 Plan of Conservation and Development (POCD): Brookfield’s most recent POCD was
adopted in 2015. It does not explicitly address natural hazard concerns within the
community, or include strategies that will mitigate risks from those hazards as the community
continues to develop. This will be an action to pursue during development of the next POCD
Update.
 Stormwater Management: Brookfield maintains a Stormwater Management Plan. This
document has been updated to comply with the requirements of the US EPA 2017 updated
General Permit for the Discharge of Stormwater from Small Municipal Separate Storm Sewer
Systems (MS4 General Permit). The Town also maintains a Water Pollution Control Plan, last
updated in 2014.
 Capital Improvement Plan (CIP): Brookfield maintains a CIP that is updated annually and
lays out capital investments for a five-year period. The CIP often includes road, drainage, and
other infrastructure improvement projects relevant to hazard mitigation.
 Economic Development Plan: Brookfield is included within the Western Connecticut
Economic Development Plan of 2017, developed by WestCOG. The plan aligns with the COG’s
other efforts to promote climate sustainability and resiliency in the region.
 Emergency Operations Plan (EOP): Brookfield’s EOP is reviewed annually and updated as
needed. Dam failure Emergency Action Plans (EAPs) for dams with failure inundation zones
that may impact Brookfield, and for which EAPs are available, are on file locally.
 Watershed Management Plan: Watershed Management Plans have been developed for the
Saugatuck-Aspetuck River Watershed and the Still River Watershed. The Saugatuck River
Watershed Based Plan was developed by the former South Western Regional Planning
Agency (SWRPA) in 2012, while the Still River Watershed Management Plan was developed by
the Housatonic valley Association with support from the Still River Partners in 2019. These
plans are focused on water quality, but can help the community mitigate inland flood risks by
incorporating watershed management best practices into its planning efforts.
 Open Space: Brookfield does not maintain a stand-alone Open Space Plan; instead, open
space planning is incorporated into the community’s POCD.

Review of Regulatory Structures

Brookfield regulates development through a number of regulations, codes, and ordinances.
These are summarized below. More detailed information about how these regulations relate to
specific natural hazards are described in Section 3.
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Building Code: Brookfield enforces the Connecticut State Building Code locally.
Zoning Regulations: Most recently updated in December 2018.
Inland Wetlands and Watercourses Regulations: Most recently updated in December 2012.
Subdivision Regulations: Most recently updated in November 2007. Include provisions
promoting control of stormwater runoff, installation of firefighting water sources,
construction of adequate emergency access and egress, and burial of utilities.

Emergency Services, Critical Facilities, Sheltering, and Evacuation

The Town considers its police, fire, and governmental facilities to be critical since these are
needed to ensure that emergencies are addressed while day-to-day management of Brookfield
continues. The Town also considers various infrastructure and facilities (such as water and sewer
pump stations) to be critical facilities, as well as facilities housing higher-risk individuals (such as
elderly individuals or children) and large populations. Table 2-6, Table 2-7, and Figure 2-4
identify all of these critical facilities.

Type

Brookfield Volunteer Fire Co.
Brookfield Volunteer Fire Department,
Candlewood Co.
Brookfield Ambulance Facility
Brookfield Town Hall &
Brookfield Senior Center
Brookfield Police Department
Brookfield High School
Huckleberry Hill Elementary School
Brookfield YMCA
Brookfield Public Works Garage
Sewer Pump Stations
Water Pump Stations
Water Tank
Department of Parks and Recreation
Brookfield Library
Whisconier Middle School
Center Elementary School
Algonquin Gas Facility
Brooks Quarry
Assisted Living
Assisted Living & Memory Care Facility
Brookfield School Age Program
Christian Life Academy
Country Kid’s Club
Country Kids Play Farm

92 Pocono Road

Emergency Response



18 Bay View Drive

Emergency Response



4 Obtuse Hill Rd / Rt 133

Emergency Response
Emergency Response
Community Building
EOC
Primary Shelter
Proposed Secondary Shelter
Emergency Assist. (Showers)
Emergency Support
Critical Facility
Critical Facility
Critical Facility
Emergency Support
Community Building
School
School
HazMat
Elderly Housing
Assisted Living
Assisted Living
Day Care
Day Care
Day Care
Day Care
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100 Pocono Road
63 Silvermine Road
45 Longmeadow Hill Rd
100 Candlewood Lake Rd
2 Huckleberry Hill Rd
81 Gray’s Bridge Road
Various Locations
Various Locations
Not Mapped
162 Whisconier Road
182 Whisconier Road
17 West Whisconier Road
8 Obtuse Hill Road
78 High Meadow Lane
3 Brooks Quarry Road
246 Federal Road
291 Federal Road
100 Candlewood Lake Rd
133 Junction Road
94 Old State Road
107 Old State Road
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In 1% Floodplain

Address or Location

Shelter

Facility

Emergency Power

Table 2-6: Critical Facilities





Greenknoll Children’s Center
The Goddard School
Kid’s Castle Learning Center
Montessori Community Center
Prince of Peace

2 Huckleberry Hill Road
1 Production Drive
777 Federal Road
21 West Whisconier
179 Junction Road

Day Care
Day Care
Day Care
Day Care
Day Care

In 1% Floodplain

Type

Shelter

Address or Location

Emergency Power

Facility

 A Huckleberry Hill Elementary School reconstruction project is expected to take place by 2022. As
part of this project, the school will become secondary shelter with backup power.
Table 2-7: High Population Centers

Facility
Brookfield Hills Condominium
Cedarbrook Condominium
High Meadows Condominium
Lake Lillinonah Shores
Ledgewood Condominium
Mill River Condominium
Newbury Crossing
Newbury Village
Oak Meadows
Orchard Place Apts
Riverview Condominium
Rollingwood Condominium
Sandy Lane Village
Silvermine Manor
Stony Hill Village
Town Brooke Commons
Whisconier Village
Woodcreek Village

Location
Vail Road
Whisconier Road
Route 133
Hearthstone Drive
Route 133
Federal Road
Silvermine Road
Federal Road
Federal Road
Orchard Street
Federal Road
Federal Road
Sandy lane
Silvermine Road
Stony Hill Road
Nabby Road
Whisconier Road
Prange Road

The primary identified emergency shelter in Brookfield is the Brookfield High School on Long
Meadow Hill Road. This facility has a backup generator. The Brookfield YMCA is used as a
comfort station and provides showers; the town would like to obtain standby power for this
facility. The Town plans to renovate the Huckleberry Hill School, and to include elements (such as
standby power) that will allow it to serve as a secondary shelter on the west side of town.

Critical Utilities

Sewer pumping stations throughout Brookfield are considered to be critical facilities. The station
that collects all sanitary wastewater and pumps it to Danbury is the most essential. Some of these
have access to standby power, and the sewer commission has a few portable generators. The
town would like to obtain additional standby power for these facilities. Water pumping stations
and the water tank are also considered critical facilities.
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FIG. 2-4

Emergency Response Facilities

The Police Department and Emergency Services coordinates emergency preparedness in the
Town of Brookfield. The Town's Emergency Operations Center (EOC), including its Emergency
Communications Center, is located the Brookfield Police Department. Brookfield is located in the
Connecticut Department of Emergency Services and Public Protection (DESPP) Region 5,
consisting of 43 towns in western Connecticut.
The Town's Public Works Department performs tree and shrub removal and trimming on Townowned lands and rights-of-way. During emergencies and following storms, the Public Works
Department, in conjunction with the Parks Department, responds to calls related to downed trees.
The Town also prepares for the possible evacuation and sheltering of some populations that
could be impacted by the upcoming storm (especially the elderly and special needs persons).

Emergency Communication Capabilities

The Brookfield Police Department uses an Emergency Reverse 911 system to send out emergency
communications to town residents. The Town also participates in the state’s “CT Alert"
notification system, through which the state is able to direct geographically specific emergency
notification telephone calls into affected areas.
Brookfield has additionally newly established the CodeRED system. This is an opt-in system,
allowing residents to sign up to receive a broad range of urgent or emergency communications.
The CodeRED system is able to send communications by voice call, text, and email.
The local radio station, WLAD is also utilized for notifications purposes and the town utilizes the
services of Charter Communications to post emergency information on cable channel 21. During
disasters, the Town’s operating procedure is to send out a daily email to residents providing
updates on the disaster, and information on sheltering or evacuations. The Town uses its
Facebook page to inform the public during disaster events as well. Finally, the Board of Education
maintains an email blast system for notifications that may include natural hazards.
Information about natural hazards and hazard preparedness are posted on the Town Website
through the Fire Marshal and Health Department pages.

Hazardous Materials

Three natural gas companies have facilities and pipelines in Brookfield: Algonquin Gas
Transmission, LLC; Iroquois Gas Transmission System, and Eversource. The companies regularly
host liaison meetings with emergency responders to keep everyone up to date on procedures and
facilities.
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Changes to Emergency Services since the Previous HMP

The following changes and improvement to Brookfield’s emergency service capabilities have been
made since adoption of the previous HMP:
 A new generator was installed at the Brookfield High School in 2019
 A new assisted living and memory care facility at 291 Federal Road was under
construction in 2020 at the time of plan development
 The Brookfield Department of Parks and Recreation at 162 Whisconier Road was added to
the critical facilities list. This department assists with disaster response in some cases by
cutting trees and clearing roads and trails. The department assisted with cleanup
following the 2018 macroburst.
 The Brookfield Library at 182 Whisconier Road was added to the critical facilities list
 The Algonquin Gas Transmission Company facility at 78 High Meadow Lane was added to
the critical facilities list.
 The Town acquired a CodeRED Emergency Alert System subscription and has been
encouraging residents to sign up.
 At the Public Works Garage, the Town removed underground fuel tanks, and installed
new tanks above ground on a concrete bed, so that the tanks are above the 1% annual
chance flood elevation.
 The Public Works and Police Departments have acquired additional barricades to enable
them to block flooded streets during flood events.
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HAZARD ASSESSMENT
3.1.1

FLOODING (COASTAL, INLAND, AND ICE JAMS)
Setting

The potential for flooding exists across Brookfield, with the majority of major flooding occurring
along established SFHAs. The areas impacted by overflow of river systems are generally limited to
river corridors and floodplains. Indirect flooding that occurs outside floodplains and localized
nuisance flooding along tributaries are also common problems in the town. This type of flooding
occurs particularly along roadways as a result of inadequate drainage and other factors. The
frequency of flooding in Brookfield is considered likely for any given year, with flood damage
potentially having significant effects during extreme events.
A regulatory floodplain with AE designation has been mapped along the Still River and the
Housatonic River. Areas identified as providing flood storage are identified with A Zone
designations, meaning they are regulated as floodplain, but flood elevations have not been
established. Portions of the Housatonic River and its tributaries distribute these traits. Floodplain
and floodway designations have also been established along the Still River. Refer to Figure 2-4
for the areas of Brookfield susceptible to flooding based on FEMA flood zones.
In general, potential flooding problems in Brookfield are concentrated along the Still River. The
highest risk areas along the Still River include Lower Federal Road, Dean Road and Sand Cut Road.
Town officials have noted that washouts of railroad tracks have occurred at Vail Road, near Sunset
Hill Road. Minor flooding problems are widespread throughout Brookfield. However, periodic
extreme events along defined floodplains often result in damage to insured structures.
The most common damage is to infrastructure and occurs due to flash flooding. Significant
precipitation during thunderstorms will occasionally produce localized flooding for brief time
periods (about 15 minutes or so) on Brookfield roads, but beyond being a temporary
inconvenience the Town has not found this to be a significant problem.

3.1.2

Capabilities

The Town primarily attempts to mitigate future flood damage and flood hazards by restricting
building activities in floodprone areas. This process is carried out through both the Planning and
Zoning and the Inland Wetlands Commissions. All watercourses are to be encroached minimally
or not at all to maintain the existing flood-carrying capacity. These regulations rely primarily on
the FEMA-defined 1% annual chance flood elevations to determine flood areas.

Floodplain Management, NFIP and CRS

The Town has consistently participated in the NFIP since September 30, 1982 and intends to
continue participation in the NFIP. SFHAs in Brookfield are delineated on a Flood Insurance Rate
Map (FIRM) and Flood Insurance Study (FIS). The FIS and FIRMs for the town were most recently
revised in 2010.
The NFIP administrator for the Town oversees the enforcement of NFIP regulations. The degree
of flood protection established by the variety of regulations in the Town meets the minimum
reasonable for regulatory purposes under the NFIP. The Town is not enrolled in the Community
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Rating System (CRS) program. Freeboard is not required for residential structures by Brookfield
zoning regulations, but is required by the State Building Code.
The Town's Planning and Zoning Commission uses the 1% annual chance flood lines from the
FIRM delineated by FEMA to determine floodplain areas. Site plan standards require that all
proposals be consistent with the need to minimize flood damage, that public facilities and utilities
be located and constructed to minimize flood damage, and that adequate drainage is provided.

Ordinances, Regulations, and Plans

Regulations, codes, and ordinances that apply to flood hazard mitigation in conjunction with and
in addition to NFIP regulations are listed below, with examples of sections and content with
specific relevance to flood mitigation.


Code of the Town of Brookfield: includes a floodplain management chapter with the
goals of minimizing losses due to flood conditions in the floodway and flood-fringe areas.



Zoning Regulations:
o Section 242-503: regulations for Floodplain Districts: codifies NFIP regulations
o Section 242-503(B)(1): permit must be obtained before construction or
development in a special flood hazard area
o Sections 242-503 (c) and (d): permitted uses in floodways and floodplains
o Section 242-503(h): outlines provisions for flood hazard reduction, provides
standards for special flood hazards areas
o Section 242-503(h)(a)(1): elevate lowest floor, including basement, to or above
the base flood elevation new construction and substantial improvements
o Section 242-503(h)(a)(2): elevate or dry- or wet-floodproof lowest floor,
including basement, to a level one foot (1’) above the base flood elevation for
new construction and substantial improvements of nonresidential structures



Wetlands and Watercourse Regulations:
o Section 220-3 Definitions: Regulations apply to any area within two hundred feet
of the mean waterline of Candlewood Lake, the Still River, or Lake Lillinonah,
within one hundred feet of such waterline of any other watercourse or within
seventy-five feet of any wetlands. Clearing, grubbing, filling, grading, paving,
excavating, construction, depositing or removal of material and discharging of
storm water in those areas is a regulated activity:
o Section 220-5 Permitted Uses as of Right and Non-Regulated Uses: no residential
homes shall be permitted "as of right" in wetlands and watercourses



Subdivision Regulations:
o Subdivision proposals must be consistent with the need to minimize flood
damage.
o Proposals must have public utilities and facilities such as sewer, gas, electrical and
water systems located and constructed to minimize flood damage.
o Proposals must provide adequate drainage to reduce exposure to flood hazards
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o


Base flood elevation data shall be provided for all subdivision proposals greater
than five acres or fifty lots in Zone A

Plan of Conservation and Development:
o Support the Conservation Commission in their role as coordinating conservation
and preservation of natural resources in Brookfield.
o Continue to protect watercourses, waterbodies, wetlands, floodplains, vernal
pools, groundwater, and other important water resources.
o Continue to protect water quality and water resources in Brookfield by:
 regularly reviewing aquifer protection zone regulations
 requiring replacement of underground residential fuel storage tanks that
are more than 20 years old before sale of a property
 maintaining upland review areas adjacent to wetlands and watercourses
 consider ways to limit development impacts in sensitive watershed areas
 continue efforts to reduce pollution from septic systems, salt storage
areas, storm drainage systems, soil erosion, and other non-point sources,
including examining the amount of impervious surface allowed
 Require periodic cleaning of storm basins that drain to Candlewood Lake,
Lake Lillinonah, wetlands, watercourses, and other areas

Drainage and Street Flooding

The Town Department of Public Works (DPW) is in charge of the maintenance of the town's
drainage systems and performs clearing of bridges and culverts and other maintenance as
needed. Brookfield maintains a paving program with catch basin and drainage replacements, but
up-sizing is not automatically done. The town has a catch basin cleanout program; every basin in
Town is inspected on a yearly basis, and cleaned as needed. The Town owns its own equipment
to run this program, and recently purchased a vacuum truck to aid in this process.
There are areas of street flooding throughout the town, and these are addressed by the Public
Works Department as necessary. Drainage complaints are routed to the DPW through an online
work-order system. The Town uses these reports to identify potential problems and plan for
maintenance and upgrades. The DPW reported that complaints are usually isolated to one or two
properties, rather than widespread flooding.

Public Information

The Town receives regular weather updates through Division of Emergency Management and
Homeland Security (DEMHS) Region 5 email alerts as well as watches and warnings through the
National Weather Service. A flood gauge on the Still River in Brookfield helps town officials watch
for flooding conditions and respond accordingly.
The Departments of Fire and Emergency Services are responsible for monitoring local flood
warnings.

Actions Completed and New Capabilities

The Town has created a constructed-wetlands retrofit along the Still River and the Still River
Greenway, which is designed to collect stormwater from the Brookfield Town Hall and Police
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Station properties and filter it through the wetlands before it reaches the river. This project was
completed with a grant through NWCD and CT DEEP. The project is also used as an educational
tool for future development along the river.
Brookfield has completed an evaluation of floodprone properties along the Still River Corridor,
and developed a list of priority mitigation measures and locations. The top-priority location
identified through that evaluation was Meadowbrook manor. In 2016, the town successfully
implemented a conveyance and drainage improvement project at Meadowbrook Manor. The
project used $1.3 million in FEMA funding, as well as a local match, to install a new stormwater
drainage system with increased capacity to reduce flooding from Lime Kiln Brook.
The Town has developed a town-wide catch basin cleanout program, and purchased a vacuum
truck to enable this program.
The Town plans to service or replace three culverts (the Town notes that these are effectively
small bridges) in the near future. The culverts will be evaluated and replaced in-kind unless there
is evidence to indicate upsizing is necessary. These culverts are located on:
 W. Whisconier Road
 Hop Brook Road
 Hidden Brook Drive
Town staff are also interested in exploring opportunities to receive training around flood
mitigation. Actions they are considering include:
 Attending conferences and trainings offered by the Connecticut Association of Flood
Managers (https://ctfloods.org/)
 Participating in any flood mitigation trainings offered by CT DEEP
 Enrolling in trainings and courses offered through the FEMA Emergency Management
Institute (https://training.fema.gov/emi.aspx)
3.1.3

Vulnerabilities and Risk Assessment
Repetitive Loss Properties

Three repetitive loss properties (RLPs) are located in the Town of Brookfield; two are residential
and one is commercial. Each property is located along the Still River.
Table 3-1: Repetitive Loss Properties

Type
Commercial
Residential (1)
Residential (2)

Flooding Source
Still River
Still River
Still River

Critical Facilities

Mapped Floodplain
1% Annual Chance
1% Annual Chance
1% Annual Chance

The Public Works Garage is located on Gray’s Bridge Road, within the 1% annual chance
floodplain. While this building is not known to have experienced serious flooding damage in
recent years, it is at risk to flooding and the town is interested in pursuing mitigation measures for
the site. The Town has elevated fuel tanks on the site above the floodplain, and is currently
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working with the Housatonic Valley Association on a grant application through the Long Island
Sound Futures Fund to create a buffer and mitigation area along the Still River, between the river
and the Public Works facility.
Over the long term, the Town is interested in relocation of the Public Works Garage.

At-Risk Areas

Brookfield has reported flooding to be a concern at the following locations:
 In the Still River Corridor
 At the Candlewood Plaza Shopping Center
 At properties on Hollow Oak Lane
 On Merwin Brook Road
Still River
Three areas of the Still River corridor experience the worst flooding: Lower Federal Road, Sand Cut
Road, and Dean Road. The Dean Road area includes commercial and residential buildings that
are subject to flooding. Federal Road at the Town Center is the area of most concern. Tree debris
blocking culverts and bridges are believed to be a problem along the corridor; trees have fallen
into the river near the Greenway bridge in the past, creating concern about flooding from backedup water. Because the Still River cuts through the center of town, flooding could impair east-west
accessibility. The town does have a few north-south routes, but these are minor arterial roads
that do not have a large carrying capacity.
West Brook and East Brook
The Candlewood Plaza off of Federal Road suffers repeated flooding due to its proximity to West
Brook and East Brook. Flooding has also historically occurred along Hollow Oak Lane from a
tributary of West Brook. Brookfield is interested in mitigating flooding in this area.
Lime Kiln Brook
Meadowbrook Manor has historically been a key area of flood concern in Brookfield. In 2016, the
town successfully implemented a conveyance and drainage improvement project using FEMA
funding to increase capacities and reduce flooding.

Changes and Improvements

The Meadowbrook Manor drainage improvement project has successfully mitigated some of the
flood risk in that neighborhood
The fuel tanks at the Public Works Garage have been elevated above the floodplain.
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3.2.1

DAM FAILURE
Setting

3.2.2

Capabilities

Dam failures can be triggered suddenly, with little or no warning, and often from other natural
disasters such as floods and earthquakes. Dam failures often occur during flooding when the
dam breaks under the additional force of floodwaters. In addition, a dam failure can cause a
chain reaction where the sudden release of floodwaters causes the next dam downstream to fail.
While flooding from a dam failure generally has a moderate geographic extent, the effects are
potentially catastrophic. Fortunately, a major dam failure is considered very unlikely in any given
year.
Dam failure inundation areas are included in the CT Alert emergency notification system contact
database. First Light has developed inundation maps in case of failure of the Rocky River
Development – these maps have been digitized and incorporated into CTAlert. The Town has the
EAP for the Rocky River Development available at the Police Department and with the Emergency
Management Director; the EAP is also incorporated into the Town’s EOP.
An EAP for the Candlewood Lake Dam was prepared in 2004 by Northeast Utilities Service
Company for First Light Power. The plan addresses the requirements of FERC Project No. 2576
and includes Candlewood Lake Dam, Lake Candlewood Dike #2, North Lanesville Dike and Middle
Lanesville Dike on Candlewood Lake. The EAP contains a Dam Breach Analysis for the main dam
and dikes, and Inundation Maps for a "sunny day" failure and failure under 100-year flood
conditions.
The EAP describes the thorough maintenance and monitoring schedule for all structures. This
includes continuous staffing at the Rocky River Station; weekly inspections of the dikes; monthly
weir and piezometer readings; and annual inspections by FERC representatives. Water levels in
Candlewood Lake are monitored continuously by a signal transmitted via an underground cable.
Tailrace levels in the Housatonic River are also monitored continuously via a mounted staff gage.
Monitors have also been installed at weirs downstream of the Danbury Dike, Middle Lanesville
Dike, the Main Dam, and the Canal Dike.
The EAP specifies that representatives of the Rocky River Project are responsible for notifying
Brookfield government officials in the event of an emergency.

Actions Completed and New Capabilities

Brookfield’s dam failure mitigation capabilities have improved since adoption of the previous plan
through increased dam monitoring and dam safety enforcement capabilities at the state level, as
well as the digitization and inclusion of dam failure inundation areas into the CTAlert system.
3.2.3

Vulnerabilities and Risk Assessment

As of 2020, there were 17 DEEP-inventoried dams within the Town of Brookfield; this is one less
than in 2013, as CT Dam #1814 (No Name) has been removed from the list. These dams are
shown in Figure 2-4. None of these dams are considered high or significant hazard (Class B or C).
As shown in Table 3-2, the high hazard dams located on Candlewood Lake in New Milford and
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Danbury present the highest potential for damage in Brookfield should failure occur because
portions of Brookfield are downstream of these dams.
Table 3-2: High Hazard Dams with Potential to Affect the Town of Brookfield
#

Name

Location

Class

Owner

3404

Candlewood Lake South Dam

C

First Light Power Resources

9602

Candlewood Lake Dam #2

B

First Light Power Resources

9639
9640

North Lanesville Dike
Middle Lanesville Dike

Candlewood Lake, Danbury
Candlewood Lake, Rocky River,
New Milford
Candlewood Lake, New Milford
Candlewood Lake, New Milford

C
C

First Light Power Resources
First Light Power Resources

Failure of the high hazard dams on Candlewood Lake in New Milford and Danbury could affect
Brookfield. The Rocky River Development consists of a series of dams used to impound water for
hydroelectric power generation. It is a seasonal pumped storage facility located along the
Housatonic River in New Milford. The powerhouse is located seven miles downstream of the Bulls
Bridge Dam in New Milford. The structures are owned by First Light Power.
The main dam (Candlewood Lake Dam #9602) crosses the Rocky River approximately one mile
upstream of its confluence with the Housatonic River and impounds Candlewood Lake. It is an
earth-filled structure with a 952-foot-long core wall and a maximum height of 107 feet. This is
the upper reservoir of the development and has a surface area of 5,610 acres at normal
maximum water levels with a contributing watershed of 40.4 square miles. Candlewood Lake has
a maximum storage volume of 577,000 acre-feet. The Canal Dike is an earthen embankment
about 2500 feet in length, and 72 feet height, forming the north bank of the power canal to the
intake structure. Three Lanesville Dikes were constructed at low points along the middle of the
eastern shoreline of Candlewood Lake.
The 2004 EAP for the Candlewood Lake Dam, prepared by Northeast Utilities Service Company for
First Light Power, contains a Dam Breach Analysis for the main dam and dikes, and Inundation
Maps for a "sunny day" failure and failure under 100-year flood conditions. Failure of the New
Milford dams and dikes would result in a flood wave that would enter Brookfield from the north.
Floodwaters would increase water surface elevations in Lake Lillinonah and the Housatonic River.
The primary affected roadways would be the Route 133 crossing of the Housatonic River.
Failure of the Danbury dam would result in a flood wave that would enter Brookfield from the
southwest. Floodwaters would cause Still River to jump its banks and inundate portions of
roadways that are adjacent to the water course. These roadways include Route 7, White Turkey
Road, Candlewood Lake Road, Route 202, Gray's Bridge Road and Old Gray's Bridge Road,
Commerce Drive, Del Mar Drive, Route 133, Silvermine Road, Dean Road, Pocono Road, and
Station Road.

Changes and Improvements

Brookfield continues to be at low risk from dam failure. One dam has been removed from the CT
DEEP list, presumably because it has been removed or determined to not be present.
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3.3.1

HURRICANES AND TROPICAL STORMS
Setting

A hurricane striking Brookfield is considered a possible event each year and could cause critical
damage to the town and its infrastructure. Wind damage from a hurricane can occur anywhere in
the town, and heavy rainfall may cause riverine and urban flooding.
Connecticut is located in FEMA Zone II regarding maximum expected wind speed. The maximum
expected wind speed for a three-second gust is 160 mph. The American Society of Civil Engineers
recommends that new buildings be designed to withstand this peak three-second gust.
Tropical Storm Isaias in August of 2020 caused widespread wind damage across the State. In
Brookfield, several roads were closed by downed trees and power lines, including Route 25, Stony
hill Road, and North Mountain Road. Many residents and businesses lost power.

3.3.2

Capabilities

Wind loading requirements are addressed through the state building code. The State Building
Code has been amended several times in the past two decades. The 2005 Code was amended in
2009, 2011, and 2013. The code was then updated and amended in 2016, with the current code
having been updated and effective as of October 1, 2018. The code specifies the design wind
speed for construction in all the Connecticut municipalities. Effective October 1, 2018 the
ultimate design wind speed or the Town of Brookfield is 110 mph for a Category 1 event, 120
mph for a category 2, and 125 mph for a Category 3, 4 or 5 hurricane event. The Town website
provides links to the State Building Inspector and State Building Codes so that developers are
able to find design standards for wind.
The Town has a robust tree maintenance program, with a sufficiently large annual budget for it to
maintain right-of-way trees. The tree warden focuses on identifying dead and dying trees and
hazardous branches, and those hazards are then removed. The Town also works very closely with
Eversource, which maintains trees along power lines.
Utilities must be placed underground in new developments; this capability is considered proactive
to prevent damage from wind and falling trees.

Actions Completed and New Capabilities

Coordination with the Town’s electric utility, Eversource, has improved since the previous HMP
(Connecticut Lights & Power was the utility at the time). The State of Connecticut has updated its
State Building Code; new construction that adheres to this new code is expected to be more
resilient to hurricane winds.
3.3.3

Vulnerabilities and Risk Assessment

Most of the damage to the town from historical tropical cyclones has been due to the effects of
flooding. Areas of known and potential flooding problems are discussed in Section 3.1.
Most of the housing stock in town predates recent building code changes, and so may be
susceptible to roof and window damage from high winds. The primary risk associated with
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tropical storm winds is the downing of trees and limbs, leading to power outages and blocked
roads.
The Town determines sheltering need based upon areas damaged or needing to be evacuated
within the town. Under limited emergency conditions, a high percentage of evacuees will seek
shelter with friends or relatives rather than go to established shelters. During extended power
outages, it is believed that only 10% to 20% of the affected population of the town will relocate
while most will stay in their homes until power is restored. In the case of a major (Category Three
or above) hurricane, it is likely that the Town will depend on state and federal aid to assist
sheltering displaced populations until normalcy is restored.

Changes and Improvements

Brookfield has improved its tree maintenance capabilities, reducing the vulnerability of the town’s
electric grid and roads system to high wind events.
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3.4.1

SUMMER STORMS AND TORNADOES
Setting

Summer storms and tornadoes have the potential to affect any area within the Town of
Brookfield. Because these types of storms and the hazards that result (flash flooding, wind, hail,
and lightning) might have limited geographic extent, it is possible for a summer storm to harm
one area within the town without harming another.
Based on the historic record, it is considered highly likely that a summer storm that includes
lightning will impact the Town of Brookfield each year, although lightning strikes have a limited
effect. Strong winds and hail are considered likely to occur during such storms but also generally
have limited effects. A tornado is considered a possible event in Fairfield County each year that
could cause significant damage to a small area.
The most significant recent natural disaster to impact Brookfield was a macroburst that struck on
May 15, 2018. A description from CT DEMHS of the event’s impact in Brookfield is presented
below:
A macroburst powering winds of an estimated 110 miles per hour tore into Brookfield at
approximately 5 pm on May 15, knocking out power to more than 90% of the town’s 17,000
residents, businesses, schools, and other public buildings. Most of the town’s streets and
parks were instantly impassable because of downed trees and power lines. Virtually every
road in town had trees and power lines down. We estimate 7,000 trees fell and another
1,000 were seriously damaged, with hanging limbs threatening to fall. The town’s
preliminary damage assessment is $3,783,000 (not including personal property).

3.4.2

Capabilities

The Town’s capabilities regarding mitigation of high wind events are described in Section 3.3.2.
Warning is the primary method of existing mitigation for tornadoes and thunderstorm-related
hazards. The NOAA National Weather Service issues watches and warnings when severe weather
is likely to develop or has developed, respectively. Brookfield’s emergency communication
capabilities are described in Section 2.5.

Actions Completed and New Capabilities

Brookfield’s tree trimming and maintenance capabilities, its coordination with the local electric
utility, and its emergency communication capabilities, have all been improved since adoption of
the previous HMP.
3.4.3

Vulnerabilities and Risk Assessment

The entire Town of Brookfield is at relatively equal risk for experiencing damage from summer
storms and tornadoes. Based on the historic record, a few summer storms and tornadoes have
resulted in costly damages to the town. Most damages are relatively site specific and occur to
private property (and therefore are paid for by private insurance). For municipal property, the
Town budget for tree removal and minor repairs is generally adequate to handle summer storm
damage.
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A number of major wind events striking Brookfield in recent years have raised awareness
regarding the damage that such storms can cause. These include a strong windstorm in May
2011 and the macroburst of May 2018.
Brookfield has moderate to high potential to experience tornado damage. In addition, NOAA
states that climate change has the potential to increase the frequency and intensity of tornadoes,
so it is possible that the pattern of occurrence in Connecticut could change in the future.
Thunderstorms are expected to impact Brookfield 20 to 30 days each year. The majority of these
events do not cause any measurable damage. Although lightning is usually associated with
thunderstorms, it can occur on almost any day. The likelihood of lightning strikes in the
Brookfield area is very high during any given thunderstorm although no one area of the town is at
higher risk of lightning strikes. The risk of at least one hailstorm occurring in Brookfield is
considered moderate in any given year.
The risk of downbursts occurring during such storms and damaging the Town of Brookfield is
believed to be low for any given year, although the Town has been struck by straight-line winds
spawned by summer storms twice in the last decade. All areas of the town are susceptible to
damage from high winds although more building damage is expected in the town center while
more tree damage is expected in the less densely populated areas.
Secondary damage from falling branches and trees is more common than direct wind damage to
structures. Heavy winds can take down trees near power lines, leading to the start and spread of
fires. Town personnel note that strong thunderstorms will cause power lines to fall all over the
town. Most downed power lines in Brookfield are detected quickly, and any associated fires are
quickly extinguished. Such fires can be extremely dangerous during the summer months during
dry and drought conditions. It is important to have adequate water supply for fire protection to
ensure the necessary level of safety is maintained.
Wind risks are higher along Long Meadow Hill Road and Mist Hill Drive, because the elevations
are higher. Wind shear can be a problem in these areas.
The Town of Brookfield reports that the typical cost for the town to respond to downed branches
and wires from a localized severe thunderstorm can approach $100,000. This is based on labor
costs of approximately $30,000, equipment costs of $30,000 to $35,000, debris management
(chipping, log removal) of $25,000, and police costs of $10,000 or more.

Changes and Improvements

Brookfield has improved its tree maintenance capabilities, reducing the vulnerability of the town’s
electric grid and roads system to high wind events.
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3.5.1

WINTER STORMS AND NOR’EASTERS
Setting

3.5.2

Capabilities

The entire Town of Brookfield is susceptible to winter storms and, due to its variable elevation,
can have higher amounts of snow in the outskirts of the town than in the town center. In general,
winter storms are considered highly likely to occur each year (although major storms are less
frequent), and the hazards that result (nor'easter winds, snow, and blizzard conditions) can
potentially have a significant effect over a large area of the town.
Prior to a winter weather event, the Town ensures that all warning/notification and
communications systems are ready and ensures that appropriate equipment and supplies,
especially snow removal equipment, are in place and in good working order. In some known
problem areas, prestorm treatment is applied to roadways to reduce the accumulation of snow.
The Town also prepares for the possible evacuation and sheltering of some populations that
could be impacted by the upcoming storm (especially the elderly and special needs persons).
The Town has robust road-clearing capabilities with regard to snow events. The Town uses
treated salt to treat the roads, has 14 trucks (standard plows and salters), and has sufficient staff
to clear its 100 miles of local roads without needing outside assistance. There are no specific
problem areas in Town. CTDOT plows all State roads and Interstates. Town plowing is typically
ahead of CT DOT plowing. Priority is given to plowing egresses to critical facilities. Homeowners,
private associations, and businesses are responsible for plowing their own driveways and roads.
Following a significant snow event, Town procedure is for the building inspector to visit each
critical facility to evaluate the soundness of the roof, and to determine whether snow clearing is
needed. When necessary, the Town hires contractors to help with snow removal. The Board of
Education is responsible for school roofs.
The Town website provides links to the State Building Inspector and State Building Codes so that
developers are able to find design standards for mitigating icing, insulating pipes, and retrofits for
flat-roofed buildings.
Town has determined that there are no specific areas that are difficult to access during winter
storm events.

Actions Completed and New Capabilities

In 2017 and 2018 the Town worked with WestCOG on developing a local snow action plan, which
included an update of road clearing routes and the salt distribution plan. This was part of the
regional winter maintenance practices initiative led by WestCOG. Reports produced as part of
that initiative are:
 Winter Maintenance Practices Baseline Assessment Report, November 2017. Prepared for
WestCOG by Axiomatic, LLC
 Winter Maintenance Practices Guide, September 2018. Prepared for WestCOG by
Axiomatic, LLC
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3.5.3

Vulnerabilities and Risk Assessment

The entire Town of Brookfield is at relatively equal risk for experiencing damage from winter
storms although some areas (such as icing trouble spots and neighborhoods with a high
concentration of flat roofs) are more susceptible. The public assistance reimbursement from
Winter Storm Alfred was $1.2 million, proving that winter storms can be very costly. However,
many damages are relatively site specific and occur to private property (and therefore are paid for
by private insurance) while repairs for power outages are often widespread and difficult to
quantify to any one municipality.
For municipal property, the Town budget for tree removal and minor repairs is generally adequate
to handle winter storm damage although the plowing budget is often depleted. In particular, the
heavy snowfalls associated with the winter of 2010-2011 drained the Town's plowing budget and
raised a high level of awareness of the danger that heavy snow poses to roofs.
The structures and utilities in Brookfield are vulnerable to a variety of winter storm damage. Tree
limbs and some building structures may not be suited to withstand high wind and snow loads.
Ice can damage or collapse power lines, render steep gradients impassable for motorists,
undermine foundations, and cause "flood" damage from freezing water pipes in basements.
Drifting snow can occur after large storms, but the effects are generally mitigated through
municipal plowing efforts.
The elderly population in Brookfield is particularly susceptible to the impacts created by winter
storms due to resource needs (heat, electricity loss, safe access to food, etc.).
Elbow Hill Road and North Mountain Road are steep and have many turns. Snow accident risks
are greater on these roads. North Obtuse and Obtuse Road have similar risks. Icing also causes
difficult driving conditions throughout the hillier sections of the town. However, the Town's
standard of presalting has been helpful in controlling ice in these problem areas.

Changes and Improvements

Brookfield has improved its tree maintenance capabilities, reducing the vulnerability of the town’s
electric grid and roads system to severe snow events. Its recently-developed local snow action
plan also reduces the vulnerability of its roads system.
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3.6.1

WILDFIRES AND DROUGHT
Setting

The Town of Brookfield is generally considered a high-risk area for small wildfires but a low risk
area for large wildfires. Wildfires are of particular concern in outlying areas without public water
service and other areas with poor access for fire-fighting equipment. Such areas in Brookfield are
limited to the east and west sides of town. Hazards associated with wildfires include property
damage and loss of habitat.
In addition, Brookfield, and Fairfield County overall, has experienced drought challenges over
recent years. The U.S. Drought Monitor (USDM), which has been monitoring nationwide drought
conditions since 2000, estimates that over the past two decades Connecticut experienced its
longest drought of 46 weeks beginning June 21, 2016 and lasting until May 2, 2017. It was also
estimated that the most intense period of this extended drought occurred the week of November
15, 2016, where approximately 44.5% of Connecticut lands were impacted. Figure 3-1 depicts the
various drought conditions in Fairfield County since 2000, where the warmer colors represent
more advanced drought stages.

Figure 3-1: USDM Drought Time Series for Fairfield County
The 2019 Connecticut Natural Hazard Mitigation Plan assumes that the State of Connecticut has a
medium probably of future drought events. This assumption is based on climate change
projections anticipating hotter and wetter conditions in the near future. Climate forecasts often
suggest that while precipitation may increase, the overall pattern will generally be higher intensity
storms, with longer than average dry periods between events. The State Plan also identifies that
Fairfield County accounts for roughly 7.34% of the state’s total number of farms, with a market
value of over $34 million in product sold from these farms.
3.6.2

Capabilities

Regulations regarding fire protection in Brookfield are outlined in the Subdivision Regulations:
 Section 234-01: subdivision plans must be submitted to the Fire Department Water
Source Committee for review of fire tanks and emergency access.
 Section 234-402(2): provides language that must be included in fire tank easements and
deeds.
 Section 234-402(9): all multi-family dwellings shall be protected by pressurized fire
hydrants, as approved by the Water Source Committee of the Brookfield Fire Department.
Whenever possible, for all single-family housing subdivisions of four lots, to ten lots will
be required that the property owner/subdivider shall install a 30,000 gallon in ground,
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nonmetallic fire suppression tank. For subdivisions of eleven lots or more, one additional
30,000-gallon tank shall be required for every ten lots, or part thereof.
Section 234-505(b): dead end streets with cul-de-sacs shall not exceed 1,500 feet in
length, unless an alternate means of access for emergency vehicles is provided which is
acceptable to the Planning Commission and the Water Source Committee.
Section 234-601: requires the installation of fire tanks before a building permit is issued.

The town’s Fire Department has mutual aid agreements and two vehicles that can fight fires offroad. They also have a pumper boat on Candlewood Lake and other watercraft-based equipment
for additional support.
Expansion of public water service is an ongoing effort supported by the Town. Thousands of feet
of water main have been installed over the last ten years, and the Aquarion Water Company has
taken over smaller systems, improving reliability and efficiency. The Fire Department coordinates
with this expansion. The public water system along Federal Road has been completed and the
corridor now has improved fire protection. Outlying areas are served by almost 50 dry hydrants,
some with fire ponds.
Any new development is reviewed for availability of firefighting water. The Town requires the
installation of fire protection water in new developments where municipal water service is
unavailable, and sprinkler systems where access is limited for fire apparatus.
The Town implements the state Open Burning Program locally. Information on open burning is
available on the Town website. Police take note of open burning on patrols.

Actions Completed and New Capabilities

The Town expects that upcoming water main extension projects will take place on Candlewood
Lake Road from Nabby Road to the Huckleberry Hill Elementary School, and on Vale Road.
Information on Open Burning has been added to the Town website.
3.6.3

Vulnerabilities and Risk Assessment

Brookfield experiences minor brush fires on a seasonal basis (summer), but the fire department is
able to handle such events, and none have caused notable damage in recent years. Wildfire Risk
Areas are mapped in Figure 3-2.
In the drought year of 1999, the average wildfire in Connecticut burned five acres in comparison
to the two most extreme wildfires recorded since 1986 that burned 300 acres each. Given the
availability of firefighting water in Brookfield, including the use of nearby water bodies, it is
believed that this average value for a drought year and the extreme value are applicable to the
town as well.
Brookfield officials have indicated that the two high pressure natural gas lines in town are a
concern, due to the potential for fires if the pipe is damaged. The Iroquois line includes a
compression station and a meter station. The Algonquin line includes a meter station. Both lines
include 50-inch pipes.
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According to the Town of Brookfield, the total cost to fight wildfires in any given year is $10,000
to $15,000 (equipment and labor) depending on the size and scope of the event.

Changes and Improvements

The town’s vulnerability to wildfires continues to be low.
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3.7.1

EARTHQUAKES AND LANDSLIDES
Setting

3.7.2

Capabilities

The entire Town of Brookfield is susceptible to earthquake damage. However, even though
earthquake damage has the potential to occur anywhere both in the town and in the northeastern
United States, the effects may be felt differently in some areas based on the type of geology. In
general, earthquakes are considered a hazard that may possibly occur but that may cause
significant effects to a large area of the town.
The Town has adopted the state building codes for new construction, and they are enforced by
the Building Official. Due to the infrequent nature of damaging earthquakes, land use policies in
the Town do not directly address earthquake hazards. However, various documents do indirectly
discuss areas susceptible to earthquake damage and regulations that help to minimize potential
earthquake damage.


Subdivision Regulations:
o Encourage the conservation of existing undeveloped land by preserving water
bodies, wetlands, watercourses, major stands of trees, steep slopes, ridge lines,
significant geological features and other areas of environmental value.
o Require that soil erosion and sediment control plans be developed for proposed
projects.



Plan of Conservation and Development:
o Recommends the protection of resources by continuing to discourage building
and road development on steep slopes.
Zoning
o The town has a height restriction of 42 feet, which may help reduce earthquake
damage risks.



Actions Completed and New Capabilities

Brookfield continues to have appropriate capabilities for mitigating earthquake events.
3.7.3

Vulnerabilities and Risk Assessment

Some areas in Brookfield are underlain by sand and gravel, particularly within the Still River and
Housatonic River sub-regional basins, and in the vicinity of Lime Kiln Brook. Structures in these
areas are at increased risk from earthquakes due to amplification of seismic energy and/or
collapse. Most of the Town is underlain by glacial till, and is therefore not at increased risk during
an earthquake due to unstable soils.
A series of earthquake probability maps was generated using the 2009 interactive web-based
mapping tools hosted by the USGS. These maps were used to determine the probability of an
earthquake of greater than magnitude 5.0 or greater than magnitude 6.0 damaging the Town of
Brookfield. Results are presented in Table 3-3 below.
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Table 3-3: Probability of a Damaging Earthquake in the Vicinity of Brookfield
Time Frame
(Years)
50
100
250
350

Probability of the Occurrence
of an Earthquake Event >
Magnitude 5.0
2% to 3%
4% to 6%
10% to 12%
12% to 15%

Changes and Improvements

Probability of the Occurrence
of an Earthquake Event >
Magnitude 6.0
< 1%
1% to 2%
2% to 3%
3% to 4%

The town’s vulnerability to earthquakes continues to be low.
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MITIGATION STRATEGIES AND ACTIONS
Goals and Objectives

Municipal goals and objectives have been made consistent regionally and are presented in the
Multi-Jurisdictional Plan document.

Status of Mitigation Strategies and Actions from Previous HMP

The table below lists the mitigation actions developed in the previous HMP and the status of
each. Actions to be carried forward are noted as such. Actions that have been institutionalized as
capabilities are not carried forward.
#

Description

Status

1

Pursue funding to acquire
backup generators for the
YMCA, Huckleberry Hill School
and sewer pumping stations

Carry
Forward
with
Revisions

2

3

Pursue funding to increase the
capacity of the generator at the
high school
Develop a plan to designate a
shelter on the west side of
town. Determine the feasibility
of renovating the Huckleberry
Hill School for this use

Complete

Complete

4

Utilize the CT Alert emergency
notification system to its fullest
capabilities

Capability

5

Encourage residents to
purchase and use NOAA
weather radios with alarm
features

Drop

6

Disseminate informational
pamphlets regarding natural
hazards to public locations

Drop

7

Review potential evacuation
routes to ensure timely
migration of people seeking
shelter in all areas of town.

Complete
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Notes
YMCA: action not yet completed
Reconstruction of Huckleberry Hill School planned; school will
be made a secondary shelter, backup power installed.
Action will be split into three separate actions & carried
forward to completion
Brand new generator installed in 2019.
Renovation of Huckleberry Hill School has been determined to
be feasible, and will take place in the next couple of years. This
action (developing a plan to designate a shelter) is considered
complete, and a separate action to actually complete the
renovation is carried forward.
Brookfield participates in the state’s CT Alert notification
system. It also uses an Emergency Reverse 911 system and the
opt-in CodeRED system. During disaster events the Town
updates residents by email and social media posts daily. If
necessary, the Town can access email lists from the public
schools.
Brookfield urges residents to sign up for CT Alert and CodeRED
through links on the website and other communications. The
Emergency Preparedness page on the Town Website
encourages acquisition of a battery powered radio. Because the
public has so many communication platforms, the Town does
not think it necessary to encourage the purchase of NOAA
weather radios, specifically.
The Town has information about emergency preparedness on
the Town website, through the Fire Marshal page. Storm and
flood preparedness information is available through the Health
Department page.
The town does not believe that dissemination of informational
pamphlets about natural hazards is necessary.
The Town is confident in its evacuation routes. Evacuation
routes are not labeled, but the Town is able to use cones and
signs to direct traffic as needed. Roads are inspected on an
annual basis for safety, helping ensure evacuation routes
remain in good condition.
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#
8

9

10

11

Description
Ensure that emergency
information is available
through several different
media, such as newspaper,
radio, internet and phone.
Add pages to the town website
dedicated to citizen education
and preparation for hazard
events
Consider requiring new
buildings constructed in
floodprone areas to be
protected to the highest
recorded flood level regardless
of being within a defined SFHA.
Develop a town-wide catch
basin cleanout program to
reduce flood impacts due to
drainage issues.

12

Require developers to
demonstrate whether
detention or retention of
stormwater is the best option
for reducing peak flows
downstream of a project and
provide a design for the
appropriate alternative.

13

Evaluate floodprone properties
along the Still River Corridor,
specifically in the vicinity of
Dean Road, Federal Road and
Sand Cut Road to determine
potential flood damage
reduction methods.

14

Consider flood mitigation
methods at the Public Works
Garage, such as berm
construction and/or
floodproofing to reduce flood
risk.
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Status

Notes

Capability

Emergency information is available by email, on the Town
website, through social media outlets, through CT Alert, and by
voice message, text, and email using CodeRED.

Complete

Drop

Complete

Capability

Partially
Complete
Carry
Forward
with
Revisions

Carry
Forward
with
Revisions

The Town has information about emergency preparedness on
the Town website, through the Fire Marshal page. Storm and
flood preparedness information is available through the Health
Department page.
The Town requires 3rd-party-engineer review of new permits in
flood zones, usually through wetlands and occasionally through
zoning. Town requires wetland development be limited to uses
that will not increase flood risk, such as parking lots, and
requires inclusion of runoff retention systems.
This specific action is not deemed necessary.
Town has developed a town-wide catch basin cleanout
program; every basin in Town is inspected on a yearly basis,
and cleaned as needed. The Town purchased a vacuum truck
to aid in this process.
The Town requires this, and works with developers to ensure
appropriate detention or retention is constructed. The Town
has worked with the Northwest Conservation District on several
larger projects, and continues to do so.
The Town has created a constructed wetland retrofit along the
Still River and the Still River Greenway, which is designed to
collect stormwater from the Brookfield Town Hall and Police
Station properties and filter it through the wetlands before it
reaches the river. This project was completed with a grant
through NWCD and CT DEEP. The project is also used as an
educational tool for future development along the river.
Evaluation has been completed, and a list of priority mitigation
measures and locations identified.
Meadowbrook Manor was the top priority of that evaluation;
the neighborhood mitigation project that was performed came
out of that evaluation.
Other mitigation measures identified in the evaluation have
not yet been pursued. Action is completed, and new actions
will be added to this plan to address specific measures
identified in the evaluation.
The Town removed underground fuel tanks, and installed new
tanks above ground on a concrete bed, so that the tanks are
above the 1% annual chance flood elevation.
The Town is also working with the Housatonic Valley
Association on a grant application through the Long Island
Sound Futures Fund to create a buffer and mitigation area
along the Still River, between the river and the Public Works
facility.
The Town is interested in pursuing additional mitigation
measures for this site.
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#

Description

Status

15

Consider relocating the Public
Works Garage to eliminate
flood risk.

Carry
Forward
with
Revisions

16

Encourage property owners to
purchase flood insurance under
the NFIP.

Drop

17

Provide technical assistance to
the Candlewood Plaza
occupants to pursue
floodproofing that will make
them more resilient.

Drop

18

Consider enrolling in the
Community Rating System

Carry
Forward

19

Compile a checklist that crossreferences the bylaws,
regulations, and codes related
to flood damage prevention
that may be applicable to a
proposed project and make
this list available to potential
applicants.

Drop

20

Provide outreach regarding
home elevation and relocation,
flood barriers, dry
floodproofing, wet
floodproofing, and other home
improvement techniques
(Section 3.6.2) to private
homeowners and businesses
with flooding problems.

Drop

The Town enforces the State Building Code, which has some
requirements with regard to flood mitigation. Outreach is
occurring through the local administration of the State Building
Code, and additional outreach is not needed.

21

Ensure that the appropriate
municipal personnel are trained
in flood damage prevention
methods.

Carry
Forward
with
Revisions

The DPW Director keeps up to date with regard to training,
specifically with regards to stormwater management. The
Wetlands Enforcement Officer stays up to date with regard to
wetlands trainings.
This action is revised to be more specific and is carried forward.
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Notes
Town has considered this action, but has not been able to
identify a location with adequate space for the facility.
Pursuing this action would require purchase of a significant
piece private land.
Relocation of the PW Garage continues to be listed on the
Town 10-year Capital Improvement Plan. The Town will
continue to monitor opportunities. This action is carried
forward, but will be revised to identify smaller steps that are
achievable in the next five years.
Town does not have any specific initiatives to encourage
purchase of flood insurance, but assists property owners as
needed. More proactive measures are not considered
necessary.
The Town worked with occupants of Candlewood Plaza to
remove a beaver dam on the Westbrook River located behind
the Plaza. The Plaza recently renovated its stormwater
detention system. Additionally, the Plaza is in the process of
constructing a new bank building, which will have its own
stormwater detention system.
The Town does not believe it is necessary to proactively provide
technical assistance to each occupant, though it will offer
assistance if approached.
Town has not yet enrolled in the CRS but continues to be
interested.
Applications for new construction first goes through the Inland
Wetlands Commission, and then to Land Use for approval. If
any bylaws, regulations, or codes related to flood damage
prevention are not met or appropriately addressed, they are
able to inform the applicant.
The Town has a list of activities that are not permitted within
the Brookfield Aquifer Protection Zone, which covers a much
larger area than the CT DEEP Aquifer Protection Zone and runs
along most of Federal Road and the Still River (including the
Town Center District, where development is focused).
The Town does not believe a checklist is necessary.
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#
22

23

24

Description
Selectively pursue conservation
recommendations listed in the
Plan of Conservation and
Development and other studies
and documents.
Continue to regulate
development in protected and
sensitive areas, including steep
slopes, wetlands, and
floodplains.
Pursue acquisition of additional
municipal open space in SHFAs
and set it aside for greenways,
parks, etc.

Status
Capability

Capability

This is a capability

Capability

Acquisition is part of POCD; this is a capability.

25

Develop a plan to selectively
remove debris from the Still
River to prevent obstructions of
bridges and culverts.

Carry
Forward
with
Revisions

26

Conduct drainage
improvements within the
Meadow Brook Manor
neighborhood.

Complete

27

28

29

30

Review culvert conveyances
based on existing hydrology
and Northeast Regional
Climate Center guidance.
Ensure adequate barricades are
available to block flooded
streets in floodprone areas
Provide town wide tree limb
inspection and maintenance
programs to ensure that the
potential for downed power
lines is diminished.
Continue requiring the location
of utilities underground in new
developments or during
redevelopment whenever
possible.
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Notes
Conservation Commission oversees pursuit of conservation
recommendations.
One example is the acquisition of the Eriksen Farm Open Space
parcel in 2009. Another example is the acquisition and
conservation of open space as part of the Still River Greenway.

The Land Use Department has partnered with a volunteer
group to clean out debris in the past. Since the 2018
macroburst, debris has accumulated again. There is particular
concern near the Greenway bridge: trees fell from a CT DOT
property into the river, creating concern about flooding from
backed-up water.
Carry Forward with Revision
Project has been completed.
Town installed 40- to 60-inch pipes below the neighborhood to
convey a waterway and mitigate the potential flooding from a
100-year precipitation event. Project was completed with
support from a FEMA grant.

Drop

The Town does not believe it is necessary to apply this action to
all culverts, and believes it appropriately addresses culvert
conveyances on a case-by-case basis.

Complete

Police department and Public Works have a good supply.

Capability

This is a capability. The tree warden and assistant tree warden
regularly inspect tree and limb risks along Town rights-of-way.
The Town has sufficiently budgeted for tree maintenance, and
has a crew ready to respond to specific needs.

Capability

This is required.
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#

31

32

33

34

35

36

37

38

Description
Encourage the use of structural
techniques related to
mitigation of wind damage in
new residential and commercial
structures to protect new
buildings to a standard greater
than the minimum building
code requirements. Require
such improvements for new
municipal critical facilities.
Work with the Eversource
liaison to ensure a more proactive approach to tree
trimming in Brookfield
Work with Eversource to
determine the feasibility of
placing non-conducting steel
cables above power lines to
protect them from falling
branches and trees.
The Building Department
should provide literature
regarding appropriate design
standards for wind.
Develop a plan to prioritize
snow removal from the roof of
critical facilities and other
municipal buildings each
winter. Ensure adequate
funding is available in the Town
budget for this purpose.
Consider posting the snow
plowing routes in Town
buildings each winter to
increase public awareness.
Emergency personnel should
continue to identify areas that
are difficult to access during
winter storm events and devise
contingency plans to access
such areas during emergencies.
Develop a plan to reduce
accident risks along steep
roads such as Elbow Hill Road,
North Mountain Road, North
Obtuse Road and Obtuse Road.
Consider the use of snow
fencing or vegetative buffers.
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Status

Notes

Drop

The Town enforces state code. They do not believe it is
necessary to enforce to a higher code.

Capability

Town communicates with Eversource on a regular basis, and
has a strong, ongoing relationship. Eversource has been very
aggressive with tree trimming in response to the damage from
the macroburst in 2018.

Capability

Eversource has been doing this.

Capability

Links to the State Building Inspector and State Building Codes
are available on the Town website. This is considered to be
sufficient.

Capability

Town procedure is for building inspector to visit each critical
facility after each storm to evaluate. When needed the Town
hires contractors to help with snow removal. Board of
Education is responsible for school roofs.

Drop

In 2017 and 2018 the Town worked with WestCOG on
developing a local snow action plan, which included an update
of road clearing routes and the salt distribution plan.
Town does not believe that posting plowing routes is necessary
or helpful.
Action is dropped.

Capability

Town has determined that there are no specific areas that are
difficult to access during winter storm events.

Carry
Forward
with
Revisions

Action has not yet been taken on this strategy. Town would
like to carry this action forward to explore possible solutions,
such as installation of guardrails, or public education
campaigns.
The Town notes that vegetation presents a visibility problem in
some of these locations, and does not wish to pursue planting
vegetative buffers.
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#

39

40

Description
The Building Department
should provide literature
regarding appropriate design
standards for mitigating icing,
insulating pipes, and retrofits
for flat-roofed buildings such
as heating coils.
Consider preventing new
residential development in
areas prone to collapse.

Status

Notes

Capability

Links to the State Building Inspector and State Building Codes
are available on the Town website. This is considered to be
sufficient.

Drop

Town regulates development on slopes, and believes that is
sufficient.

41

Ensure that municipal
departments have adequate
backup facilities in case
earthquake damage occurs to
municipal buildings.

Carry
Forward
with
Revisions

42

The town may consider bracing
systems and assets inside
critical facilities. This could
help protect IT systems,
important records and files.

Drop

43

44

45

Include dam failure inundation
areas in the CT Alert
emergency notification system
contact database
Provide technical assistance to
private dam owners regarding
effective maintenance
strategies
File EOP's/EAP's with town
departments and emergency
personnel

Capability

First Light has developed inundation maps for the Rocky River
Development in case of dam failure – digitized and noted in CT
Alert.

Drop

Town does not believe this action is necessary, as the State has
been addressing this

Complete

46

Support the expansion of
public water service (provided
by Aquarion Water Company)
in Brookfield.

Complete
and
Capability

47

The Town should continue to
require the installation of fire
protection water in new
developments where municipal
water service is unavailable,
and sprinkler systems where
access is limited for fire
apparatus.

Capability
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Brookfield is currently improving its capabilities with regards to
remote operations because the COVID-19 pandemic has
resulted in a loss of access to municipal buildings. The Town
has been in the process of providing workspaces at homes and
allowing remote access to computer files.
Action is revised to focus on remote work and remote file
access capabilities.
Town has completed a full backup of all systems on the cloud.
Town clerk records have been digitized back to 1972, before
that still paper. Land Use files– hard copies in vault, everything
else also in viewpoint.
Town replaced the Town Hall roof in 2017. The repair included
replacement of rotting rafters as well as the roof.

Town has the EAP for the Rocky River Development at the
Police Department and with the Emergency Management
Director. The EAP is incorporated into the Town’s EOP.
Expansion of public water service is an ongoing effort
supported by the Town. Thousands of feet of water main have
been installed over the last ten years, and the Aquarion Water
Company has taken over smaller systems, improving reliability
and efficiency.
The Town expects that upcoming water main extension projects
will take place on Candlewood Lake Road from Nabby Road to
the Huckleberry Hill Elementary School, and on Vale Road.

Latest subdivision was required to have inground storage tanks

46

#

48

49

50

51

52

Description
The Fire Departments should
coordinate with the Water
Company to identify areas
where fire-fighting capacity
may be limited due to lack of
water pressure or storage.
Deficiencies should be
addressed as they are
identified, and funding allows.
Coordinate with the local
natural gas company to ensure
that procedures are in place to
address fires associated with
potential pipeline failures.
Provide outreach programs on
how to properly manage
burning and campfires on
private property.
Revise and enhance the town's
website concerning local
regulatory requirements
concerning Open Burning.
Patrol Town-owned open space
and parks to prevent
unauthorized campfires.

Status

Notes

Capability

Expansion of public water service is an ongoing effort
supported by the Town, and the Fire Department has been
coordinating with this expansion (see action 46). Any new
development is reviewed for availability of firefighting water.

Capability

The three local natural gas companies are Algonquin, Iroquois,
and Eversource.
The companies regularly host liaison meetings with emergency
responders so everyone is up to date on procedures and
facilities.

Capability

This action is addressed by state statute regarding open
burning policies. Information is available on the Town website.

Complete

Information on open burning is available on the Town website.

Capability

Police take note of open burning on patrols.

Prioritization of Strategies and Actions

The STAPLEE method, described in the Multi-Jurisdictional document, was used to score
mitigation activities. The STAPLEE matrix in Appendix A provides the total scores. Actions have
been further prioritized based on implementation cost, project urgency, and municipal and public
input. The strategies below are presented in priority order, with qualitative priority levels listed
for each.

Mitigation Strategies and Actions Implementation Table

The Town proposed to initiate several new mitigation actions for the upcoming five years.
Additionally, a number of actions from the previous planning period are being carried forward or
replaced with revised actions. These are listed below.
Action BKD-01

Provide information on the Town website about CT DEEP training and information around small business
chemical management for hazard resilience.
Lead

EM, BOS

Cost

$0 - $25,000

Funding

Operating Budget, CT DEEP

Timeframe

2021

Priority

High
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Action BKD-02

Use the CT Toxics Users and Climate Resilience Map to identify toxic users located in hazard zones within
your community. Contact those users to inform them about the CT DEEP small business chemical
management initiative.
Lead

EM, BOS

Cost

$0 - $25,000

Funding

Operating Budget, CT DEEP

Timeframe

2021

Priority

High
Action BKD-03

Host a CT DEEP presentation for municipal staff and local businesses about business chemical management
for hazard resilience.
Lead

EM, BOS

Cost

$0 - $25,000

Funding

Operating Budget, CT DEEP

Timeframe

2021

Priority

High
Action BKD-04

Take one of the following actions that will mitigate natural hazard risks while also meeting Sustainable CT
objectives:
- Disseminate a toolkit for pre-disaster business preparedness.
- Revise regulations to promote Low Impact Development.
- Include the goals of this Hazard Mitigation Plan, and at least three other sustainability concepts, in your
next POCD update.
Lead

BOS

Cost

$0 - $25,000

Funding

Operating Budget, Sustainable CT Community Match Fund

Timeframe

2021

Priority

High
Action BKD-05

Install an additional generator at the Police Department that will be capable of powering the entire
building, with the capacity for future expansion.
Lead

EM, DPW, PD

Cost

$50,000 - $100,000

Funding

Capital Improvement Plan, FEMA Grant

Timeframe

2022

Priority

High
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Action BKD-06

Coordinate with CT SHPO to conduct outreach to owners of historic properties to educate them on
methods of retrofitting historic properties to be more hazard-resilient while maintaining historic character.
Lead

Planning

Cost

$0 - $25,000

Funding

Operating Budget

Timeframe

2022

Priority

Med
Action BKD-07

Coordinate with CT SHPO to conduct historic resource surveys, focusing on areas within natural hazard risk
zones (flood zones, wildfire hazard zones, steep slopes) to identify historic resources at risk and support the
preparation of resiliency plans across the state.
Lead

Planning

Cost

$25,000 - $50,000

Funding

CT SHPO

Timeframe

2024

Priority

Med
Action BKD-08

Create a buffer and mitigation area along the Still River between the river and the Public Works facility.
Lead

DPW

Cost

$50,000 - $100,000

Funding

Capital Improvement Plan, FEMA Grant

Timeframe

2025

Priority

Med
Action BKD-09
Acquire an emergency generator for the YMCA Building

Lead

EMS

Cost

$100,000 - $500,000

Funding

Capital Improvement Plan, FEMA Grant, Other Grant

Timeframe

2025

Priority

Med
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Action BKD-10
Acquire an emergency generator for the Town’s Sewer Pumping Stations
Lead

EMS, WPCA

Cost

$100,000 - $500,000

Funding

Capital Improvement Plan, FEMA Grant, Other Grant

Timeframe

2025

Priority

Med
Action BKD-11

Conduct feasibility study and pursue flood mitigation options for homes along Hollow Oak Lane
Lead

DPW

Cost

$25,000 - $50,000

Funding

Capital Improvement Plan, FEMA Grant, Other Grant

Timeframe

2025

Priority

Med
Action BKD-12

Ensure that the appropriate municipal personnel are trained in flood damage prevention methods by
becoming a Connecticut Association of Flood Managers member, and/or by attending DEEP, FEMAdeployed, or CAFM trainings.
Lead

BOS, P&Z

Cost

$0 - $25,000

Funding

Operating Budget

Timeframe

2022

Priority

Low
Action BKD-13

Improve capabilities for remote work and off-site municipal operations in case municipal facilities are
inaccessible.
Lead

BOS

Cost

$25,000 - $50,000

Funding

Operating Budget

Timeframe

2024

Priority

Low
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Action BKD-14

Develop a plan to reduce accident risks along steep roads such as Elbow Hill Road, North Mountain Road,
North Obtuse Road and Obtuse Road. Consider the use of guardrails or public education campaigns.
Lead

DPW, EMS

Cost

$25,000 - $50,000

Funding

Operating Budget, Grant

Timeframe

2024

Priority

Low
Action BKD-15
Enroll in the Community Rating System

Lead

BOS

Cost

$50,000 - $100,000

Funding

Capital Improvement Plan, FEMA Grant

Timeframe

2025

Priority

Low
Action BKD-16

Evaluate floodprone properties along the Still River Corridor in the vicinity of Dean Road, Federal Road,
and Sand Cut Road to determine potential flood damage reduction methods.
Lead

BOS, EMS

Cost

$50,000 - $100,000

Funding

Operating Budget, Grant

Timeframe

2025

Priority

Low
Action BKD-17

Complete at least one priority mitigation measure along the Still River Corridor as identified in the Still
River Corridor Flood Mitigation Evaluation
Lead

DPW

Cost

$100,000 - $500,000

Funding

Capital Improvement Plan, FEMA Grant, Other Grant

Timeframe

2026

Priority

Low
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Action BKD-18

Develop secondary emergency shelter at the Huckleberry Hill School during reconstruction, including
installation of a backup generator.
Lead

EMS, BOE

Cost

More than $500,000

Funding

Capital Improvement Plan, FEMA Grant, Other Grant

Timeframe

2026

Priority

Low
Action BKD-19

Work with CTDOT to develop debris management protocols along the Still River near the Greenway Bridge
on CT DOT property.
Lead

DPW, BOS

Cost

$0 - $25,000

Funding

Operating Budget

Timeframe

2023

Priority

Low
Action BKD-20

Compare local floodplain regulations with Revised State Model Flood Regulations to identify any remaining
opportunities for improvement
Lead

Planning

Cost

$0 - $25,000

Funding

Operating Budget

Timeframe

2023

Priority

Low
Action BKD-21

Contact the owners of Repetitive Loss Properties and nearby properties at risk to inquire about mitigation
undertaken and suggest options for mitigating flooding in those areas. This should be accomplished with a
letter directly mailed to each property owner.
Lead

EM, BOS

Cost

$0 - $25,000

Funding

Operating Budget, FEMA Grant

Timeframe

2023

Priority

Low
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Action BKD-22
Identify feasible locations for relocation of the Public Works Garage.
Lead

DPW

Cost

$0 - $25,000

Funding

Operating Budget, Grant

Timeframe

2023

Priority

Low
Action BKD-23

Work with CT DEEP to validate and/or correct the RL list and update the mitigation status of each listed
property.
Lead

Planning

Cost

$25,000 - $50,000

Funding

FEMA Grant

Timeframe

2024

Priority

Low
Action BKD-24

Annually conduct an emergency operations exercise for a local terrorism, sabotage, or mass casualty event.
Lead

EMD

Cost

$25,000 - $50,000

Funding

Operating Budget

Timeframe

2024

Priority

Low
Action BKD-25

Complete water main extension projects on Candlewood Lake Road from Nabby Road to the Huckleberry
Hill Elementary School, and on Vale Road.
Lead

BOS

Cost

$100,000 - $500,000

Funding

Capital Improvement Plan, Other Grant

Timeframe

2026

Priority

Low
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Appendix A: STAPLEE Matrix
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Timeframe for

Sources

Potential Funding

Environmental

BKD-05

- Revise regulations to promote Low Impact Development.

Economic (x2)

BKD-04

2021

Costs

Operating
Budget, CT
DEEP
Operating
Budget, CT
DEEP
Operating
Budget, CT
DEEP
Operating
Budget,

objectives:
- Disseminate a toolkit for pre-disaster business preparedness.

Legal

Take one of the following actions that will mitigate natural hazard risks while also meeting Sustainable CT

Political

$0 $25,000

Administrative

EM, BOS

Technical (x2)

Business Chem

Social

CT DEEP Small

management for hazard resilience.

Environmental

Host a CT DEEP presentation for municipal staff and local businesses about business chemical

$0 $25,000

Economic (x2)

BKD-03

EM, BOS

Legal

management initiative.

CT DEEP Small
Business Chem

$0 $25,000

Political

your community. Contact those users to inform them about the CT DEEP small business chemical

EM, BOS

Administrative

Business Chem

Technical (x2)

CT DEEP Small

chemical management for hazard resilience.

Completion

Provide information on the Town website about CT DEEP training and information around small business
Use the CT Toxics Users and Climate Resilience Map to identify toxic users located in hazard zones within

BKD-02

Theme

Social

BKD-01

Action Description

Cost Estimate

#

Regional

Lead Department

Weighted STAPLEE Criteria
Benefits

Sustainable CT

BOS

$0 -

Sustainable

$25,000

CT

- Include the goals of this Hazard Mitigation Plan, and at least three other sustainability concepts, in your

Community

next POCD update.

Match Fund
Capital

Install an additional generator at the Police Department that will be capable of powering the entire

Energy Resiliency

EM, DPW,

building, with the capacity for future expansion.

& Backup Power

PD

$50,000 - Improvement
$100,000

Plan, FEMA
Grant

BKD-06

Coordinate with CT SHPO to conduct outreach to owners of historic properties to educate them on
methods of retrofitting historic properties to be more hazard-resilient while maintaining historic character.

SHPO

Planning

SHPO

Planning

Coordinate with CT SHPO to conduct historic resource surveys, focusing on areas within natural hazard
BKD-07

risk zones (flood zones, wildfire hazard zones, steep slopes) to identify historic resources at risk and
support the preparation of resiliency plans across the state.

BKD-08

Create a buffer and mitigation area along the Still River between the river and the Public Works facility.

$0 -

Operating

$25,000

Budget

$25,000 $50,000

CT SHPO
Capital

Open Space

DPW

$50,000 - Improvement
$100,000

Plan, FEMA
Grant
Capital

BKD-09

Acquire an emergency generator for the YMCA Building

Energy Resiliency
& Backup Power

EMS

$100,000 $500,000

Improvement
Plan, FEMA
Grant, Other
Grant
Capital

BKD-10

Acquire an emergency generator for the Town’s Sewer Pumping Stations

Energy Resiliency

EMS,

$100,000 -

& Backup Power

WPCA

$500,000

Improvement
Plan, FEMA
Grant, Other
Grant
Capital

BKD-11

Conduct feasibility study and pursue flood mitigation options for homes along Hollow Oak Lane

Ensure that the appropriate municipal personnel are trained in flood damage prevention methods by
BKD-12
BKD-13
BKD-14

becoming a Connecticut Association of Flood Managers member, and/or by attending DEEP, FEMAdeployed, or CAFM trainings.
Improve capabilities for remote work and off-site municipal operations in case municipal facilities are
inaccessible.
Develop a plan to reduce accident risks along steep roads such as Elbow Hill Road, North Mountain Road,
North Obtuse Road and Obtuse Road. Consider the use of guardrails or public education campaigns.

Flood Study

DPW

$25,000 $50,000

Improvement
Plan, FEMA
Grant, Other
Grant

Municipal
Capacities
Municipal
Capacities
Roadways

BOS, P&Z
BOS
DPW, EMS

$0 -

Operating

$25,000

Budget

$25,000 -

Operating

$50,000

Budget

$25,000 -

Operating

$50,000

Budget, Grant

Completion

Social

Technical (x2)

Administrative

Political

Legal

Economic (x2)

Environmental

Social
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Administrative

Political
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Economic (x2)

Environmental
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Timeframe for

Sources

Theme

Potential Funding

Action Description

Cost Estimate

#

Regional

Lead Department

Weighted STAPLEE Criteria
Benefits

Costs

Capital
BKD-15

BKD-16

BKD-17

Enroll in the Community Rating System
Evaluate floodprone properties along the Still River Corridor in the vicinity of Dean Road, Federal Road,
and Sand Cut Road to determine potential flood damage reduction methods.
Complete at least one priority mitigation measure along the Still River Corridor as identified in the Still
River Corridor Flood Mitigation Evaluation

CRS
Floodproofing &
Elevation

Flood Study

BOS

BOS, EMS

DPW

$50,000 - Improvement
$100,000

Plan, FEMA

$50,000 -

Grant
Operating

$100,000 Budget, Grant
Capital
$100,000 $500,000

Improvement
Plan, FEMA
Grant, Other
Grant
Capital

BKD-18

BKD-19
BKD-20

Develop secondary emergency shelter at the Huckleberry Hill School during reconstruction, including
installation of a backup generator.
Work with CTDOT to develop debris management protocols along the Still River near the Greenway
Bridge on CT DOT property.
Compare local floodplain regulations with Revised State Model Flood Regulations to identify any
remaining opportunities for improvement
Contact the owners of Repetitive Loss Properties and nearby properties at risk to inquire about mitigation

BKD-21

undertaken and suggest options for mitigating flooding in those areas. This should be accomplished with
a letter directly mailed to each property owner.

BKD-22
BKD-23
BKD-24

BKD-25

Identify feasible locations for relocation of the Public Works Garage.
Work with CT DEEP to validate and/or correct the RL list and update the mitigation status of each listed
property.
Annually conduct an emergency operations exercise for a local terrorism, sabotage, or mass casualty
event.
Complete water main extension projects on Candlewood Lake Road from Nabby Road to the Huckleberry
Hill Elementary School, and on Vale Road.

Emergency
Response

Drainage

EMS, BOE

DPW, BOS

Floodplain
Management

Planning

Regulations
RLPs
Critical Facility
Mitigation
RLPs
Terrorism & Mass
Casualty
Wildfire Fighting
Capacity

EM, BOS
DPW
Planning
EMD

BOS

More than
$500,000

Improvement
Plan, FEMA
Grant, Other

$0 -

Grant
Operating

$25,000

Budget

$0 -

Operating

$25,000

Budget

$0 $25,000
$0 -

Operating
Budget, FEMA
Grant
Operating

$25,000 Budget, Grant
$25,000 FEMA Grant
$50,000
$25,000 Operating
$50,000

Budget
Capital

$100,000 - Improvement
$500,000

Plan, Other
Grant
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Town of Brookfield
Climate Vulnerability Assessment
A Component of Sustainable CT Action 5.4
The Town of Brookfield, for this Climate Vulnerability Assessment (CVA) is considered a suburban inland
town, resulting in various climate change vulnerabilities. Inland flooding, extreme heat, and winter
storms may impact the community the most as many issues have been identified.

Hazards
Inland Flooding
With FEMA flood zones in town, such as along the Housatonic River and the Still River, there is
continuously concern for riverine flooding. The larger rivers, along with the smaller streams in town,
pose a flood risk to adjacent properties whether it is a larger storm event, or a short intense rainstorm.
At times, these intense rainstorms result in localized flooding throughout the town. In addition, other
areas of flooding concern include the Still River corridor, Candlewood Plaza shopping center, Hollow Oak
Lane and Merwin Brook Road. With precipitation expected to increase due to climate change, flooding
events may occur more frequently. Overall, flooding may continue, or become a larger issue with future
shifts in precipitation.
Winter Storms
Brookfield is largely residential, with commercial corridors along Route 7 and 202, and residential
development throughout the remainder of the community. Suburban communities are often impacted
by strong winter storms in several ways; power outage from downed trees, accessibility issues, and icing
concerns. Anticipated shifts in winter precipitation may bring more freezing rain events, which can result
in an increase of downed trees during a winter storm event. Downed trees can result in power outages,
and lack of emergency access and egress.
Drought and Extreme Temperatures
Much of the town relies on private wells for drinking water, with the exception of a few condominium
complex and homeowner’s association systems, and two other small public systems. Therefore, impacts
to water supply may be an issue to the town as temperatures rise in the near future, resulting in isolated
issues with water scarcity. With increased temperatures, and high pumping levels, private wells may be
impacted during times of drought.
In addition to private wells, many suburban communities have high levels of agricultural activity,
whether it be crop production or livestock, these operations are heavily water dependent for healthy
growing and revenue generation.
When considering these impacts from climate change, the primary vulnerabilities for the town of
Greenwich include:
•
•

Private well owners
Emergency access

•

Agricultural operations

Secondary Impacts
Economic Impacts
With areas vulnerable to flooding and winter storm events, the town faces an economic challenge of
addressing the flooding concerns and increasing snow and debris removal capacity. There is also a
potential economic impact to local businesses during flooding events, and heavy winter storms.
Businesses may incur expenses related to flood mitigation or clean-up efforts, or experience loss of
income if there is no site access during a storm.
Winter storm snow removal or icing also presents financial responsibility to the town by way of roadway
treatment. As precipitation events may increase during winter months, the town may seek to increase
sand or salt stockpiles to account for increased icing events.
Private property owners who rely on private drinking water wells may also be impacted economically
during droughts or periods of extreme heat. With increasing heat, typically comes increased water
demand. This demand would be placed upon local aquifers, potentially resulting in the need for new
well construction, or deepening of an existing well.
The many impacts of climate change can result in economic impacts to many citizens, business owners,
and municipal budgets as the impacts can be felt on a town level, down to building level.
Social Impacts
To identify social impacts to the town, the Center for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) Social
Vulnerability Index (SVI) was used to identify any vulnerable populations within the town. This index was
developed to supplement a community’s natural hazard preparation actions. To evaluate social
vulnerability, the CDC incorporates 15 factors (Fig. 1) into the overall calculation under the categories, or
themes, of: socioeconomic status,
household composition and
disability, minority status and
language, and housing type and
transportation. These themes and
their ranking are based on census
statistics. By evaluating these
factors and determining a level of
social vulnerability, a community
can identify specific needs for
before, during, and after an event.
Such needs may include sheltering
capacity, evacuation routes, or to
decide how many emergency
personnel may be required to
respond after an event.
Figure 1: The CDC SVI Index Factors. Graphic: svi.cdc.com

Each municipalities’ census tracts were ranked for overall vulnerability, and theme vulnerability, in
comparison to other Connecticut municipalities. This rank, 0 to 1, is based on the percentile rank among
all tracts within the State of Connecticut. A value closer to 0 indicates a lower vulnerability, while a value
closer to 1 indicates a higher vulnerability. Table 1 presents the overall vulnerability and theme rankings
for Brookfield.
Table 1: Brookfield SVI Factor Rankings
Overall SVI
Socioeconomic

BROOKFIELD

.26

.27

Household
Composition &
Disability

Minority
Status &
Language

Housing Type
&
Transportation

.50

.37

.22

The Town of Bridgewater is considered to have a low to moderate level of vulnerability, with their most
vulnerable social aspect being household composition and disability, followed by minority and
linguistically challenged populations. Vulnerable age groups and disabled populations are identified in
the western tract of the town, while minority populations and those that speak English “less than well”,
are concentrated in the northwestern tract of Brookfield.
These populations may be vulnerable to impacts from drought, flooding and storm events based on the
geographic concentrations.
Public Health Considerations
Of the primary vulnerabilities identified, drought and flooding can potentially have public health
repercussions. During hot summer months, or drought, if private wells were to be impacted, certain
populations may find themselves without adequate drinking water supply, resulting in health problems.
Also, when considering the environmental shifts occurring during drought periods, drinking water
contamination may become an issue as aquifers become stressed due to excessive pumping.
Food scarcity is another consideration when discussing the impacts of drought and extreme
temperatures. Agricultural operations that are impacted by water shortages may find that crop or
livestock yields are below average, ultimately resulting in food scarcity concerns. Depending on the size
of an operation, the impacts can be on a small or large scale.
Flooding also presents the concern of pollution into nearby water bodies as commercialized and
impervious areas drain, they collect pollutants and excess sediment. Depending upon the drainage
areas, this runoff can have environmental impacts in associated ecosystems, or public health impacts if
water bodies are used for recreational activities.

Vulnerable Populations
The SVI identified the presence of certain populations within the town that may be more vulnerable to
climate change hazards. Communities, including Bridgewater, should pay special attention to elderly or
disabled populations, linguistically challenged population, and those that may need evacuation

assistance due to lack of transportation. In addition to the SVI populations identified, the Connecticut
Department of Public Health (DPH) 1 has identified at least one assisted living facility in Brookfield.
Some populations often need additional time for hazard response, so evacuation or preparation, and
may find it more challenging to recover due to financial constraints or health concerns. These
populations should be considered more vulnerable for the reasons that emergency response and
preparation may be more challenging, health issues may be of higher concern, and language barriers
may exist when working to communicate with the community on risks, response, and recovery efforts.
In addition to the populations, it is important to identify the facilities that can provide different types of
assistance to the populations, and others, during or after an event. These facilities, and their proximity
to flood zones, can be found in Figure 2-4.

1

https://www.elicense.ct.gov/Lookup/LicenseLookup.aspx
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INTRODUCTION
Purpose of Annex

The purpose of this Hazard Mitigation Plan (HMP) annex is to provide a community-specific
hazard risk assessment, capability analysis, and evaluation and prioritization of hazard mitigation
measures and projects. Background information and the regional effects of pertinent natural
hazards are discussed in the main body of the Western Connecticut Council of Governments
(WestCOG) Multi-Jurisdictional Hazard Mitigation Plan. This annex is designed to supplement the
information presented in the Multi-Jurisdictional HMP with more specific detail for the City of
Danbury and is not to be considered a standalone document.
The primary goal of this HMP, including this Municipal Annex, is to identify natural hazard risks
and mitigation opportunities in order to reduce the loss of or damage to life, property,
infrastructure, and natural, cultural, and economic resources. This includes the reduction of public
and private damage costs. Limiting losses of and damage to life and property will also reduce the
social, emotional, and economic disruption associated with a natural disaster.
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COMMUNITY PROFILE
2.1.1

Geography
Physical Setting

The City of Danbury is located in northern Fairfield County along the New York state border.
Danbury is bordered (clockwise) by the Connecticut municipalities of New Fairfield to the north,
Brookfield and Bethel to the east, and to the south by Redding and Ridgefield. It is bordered to
the west by the municipality of Southeast in Putnam County, New York. Refer to Figure 2-1 for a
map showing the regional location of Danbury.
Danbury is located in the Western Highlands of Connecticut. The topography of the City is
characterized by higher elevations away from the lower-elevation City center. These highelevation areas drain into the Still River corridor, which flows generally west to east across
Danbury. Peaks in the western part of the City reach elevations nearing over 1,000 feet above sea
level while the majority of the urban core lies at elevations between 300 and 500 feet above sea
level. In addition to the many ponds, lakes, and reservoirs throughout the City, an arm of Lake
Candlewood extends from the New Fairfield border approximately 2.5 miles into Danbury. The
varying terrain of Danbury makes the City vulnerable to an array of natural hazards.
The Center for Land Use Education and Research (CLEAR) has developed a land cover dataset
derived from 2016 satellite imagery to depict statewide land cover. The land cover by percent of
total land can be found in Table 2-1. According to this data, about 45 percent of the City is
forested, and one-third of the City's approximate 43.93 square miles is developed.
Table 2-1: Land Cover by Area
Land Cover
Area (acres)
Percent of City
9,482.1
33.72%
Deciduous Forest
3,339.7
11.88%
Developed
506.4
1.80%
Turf & Grass
281.2
1.00%
Water
10,374.4
36.90%
Coniferous Forest
1,210.7
4.31%
Forested Wetland
1,682.5
5.98%
Other Grasses
104.5
0.37%
Agricultural Field
930.7
3.31%
Barren
0.0
0.00%
Non-Forested Wetland
149.5
0.53%
Utility (Forest)
56.2
0.20%
Tidal Wetland
Total
28,118
100%
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2.1.2

Land Use

Danbury is an urban municipality characterized by high population density, limited agricultural
uses, significant industrial areas, and extensive commercial development. The majority of the
higher density development is along the Interstate 84 and Still River corridor, which runs west to
east across the City.
In general, lower-density residential uses are located in the hills away from the urban core, which
consists of the central business district and higher-density residential areas. Light industry is
scattered throughout the City primarily near the Interstate 84 and Route 7 corridors. The highest
density industry is zoned in the eastern section of the City near northern Bethel. The southern
and northwestern portions of Danbury are predominantly forested. Consistent with City zoning,
the highest density development is along the Interstate 84 corridor running east to west across
the City center.

2.1.3

Climate and Climate Change
Current Climate Conditions

Over the course of the year, the temperature in Danbury typically varies from 18°F to 82°F and is
rarely below 2°F or above 89°F. The warm season lasts from May to September, with an average
daily high temperature above 72°F. The hottest day of the year is July 20, with an average high of
82°F and low of 63°F. The cold season lasts from December to March, with an average daily high
temperature below 44°F. The coldest day of the year is January 29, with an average low of 18°F
and high of 35°F.
Rain falls throughout the year in Danbury. The most rain falls during the 31 days centered around
June 4, with an average total accumulation of 3.9 inches. The least rain falls around January 29,
with an average total accumulation of 1.7 inches.
The snowy period of the year lasts for 5.4 months, from October 31 to April 13, with a sliding 31day liquid-equivalent snowfall of at least 0.1 inches. The most snow falls during the 31 days
centered around January 26, with an average total liquid-equivalent accumulation of 1.1 inches.
Climate data was sourced from Weather Spark based on analysis of the years 1980 to 2016.

Climate Change

Climate change projections for Connecticut were sourced from the 2019 Connecticut Physical
Climate Science Assessment Report, which was developed by the University of Connecticut
(UConn) Atmospheric Sciences Group, commissioned by the Connecticut Institute for Resilience
and Climate Adaptation (CIRCA) with funding from the Department of Energy and Environmental
Protection (DEEP). All projections are based on the IPCC high CO2 emission scenario (RCP8.5).
Temperature
Annual temperatures have been increasing throughout Connecticut and is projected to continue
to do so in the future. By mid-century, average annual temperature is projected to increase by
5°F. Seasonal average temperatures are also expected to rise, with the greatest increase (6°F)
experienced in summer (June to August). The number of nights over which temperature remains
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above 68°F will quadruple from 10 days per year to more than 40 days, and the number of
extremely hot days will increase from above 4 a year to 48 per year.
Precipitation
Rainfall data in "Technical Paper No. 40" by the U.S.
Weather Bureau (now the National Weather Service)
(Hershfield, 1961) dates from the years 1938 through
1958. According to these data, the 24-hour rainfall
amount for a 50% annual-chance storm in Fairfield
County is 3.3 inches.

The continued increase in
precipitation only heightens the need
for hazard mitigation planning as the
occurrence of floods may change in
accordance with the greater
precipitation.

The NOAA Atlas 14, released on September 30, 2015 puts the 24-hour rainfall amount for a 50%
annual-chance annual storm in Danbury at 3.55 inches.
The Northeast Regional Climate Center (NRCC) has partnered with the Natural Resources
Conservation Service (NRCS) to provide a consistent, current regional analysis of rainfall extremes
(http://precip.eas.cornell.edu/). In 2020 this dataset listed the 24-hour rainfall amount for a 50%
annual-chance storm in Danbury as 3.40 inches.
These precipitation amounts, and more details, are summarized in Table 2-2, below.
Table 2-2: 24-Hour Rainfall Amounts by Annual-Chance Occurrence
24-Hour Rainfall Amount (inches) by Annual-Chance Occurrence
Source
50%
4%
1%
Technical Paper No. 40
3.3
5.7
7.2
NOAA Atlas 14
3.55
6.77
8.68
NRCC
3.40
6.39
9.06
Annual precipitation has been increasing statewide and is projected to continue to increase. By
mid-century, annual precipitation is projected to increase by 8.5%, with the greatest increase
(13.4%) occurring in the winter months. Extreme precipitation events are projected to increase in
both frequency and magnitude. Based on this increase and the precipitation figures above, by
2050 Danbury can expect the 24-hour rainfall amount for a 50% annual-chance storm to be
around 3.7 to 3.8 inches or greater.
Impervious surfaces and infrastructure in the City have increased over time as well, leading to
increasing runoff and peak discharge values.
Despite overall increases in precipitation, drought risk is projected to increase, especially during
summer, due to changing precipitation patterns and projected increases in potential
evapotranspiration (plants taking up more water in hotter temperatures and longer growing
seasons).
2.1.4

Drainage Basins and Hydrology

Danbury is divided among 12 subregional watersheds as shown in Table 2-3. The majority of the
drainage basins drain into the Still River and then to the Housatonic River, but certain areas drain
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into New York state, Lake Candlewood (and then eventually to the Housatonic River), or to the
Saugatuck River. All of the water that passes through Danbury eventually empties into Long
Island Sound.
The majority of these drainage basins have FEMA-defined Special Flood Hazard Areas (SFHA)
along the primary watercourses. Such areas consist of 1-percent-annual-chance floodplains
without elevations, 1-percent-annual-chance floodplains with elevations, and 0.2-percent-annualchance floodplains. Refer to Section 3.1 for more detail regarding SFHAs.
Table 2-3: Subregional Drainage Basins
Overall
Area of City
Drainage Basin
Subregional Area
Percent of City
(square miles)
(square miles)
Still River
31.36
16.57
37.7%
Kohanza Brook
6.54
6.53
14.9%
(Boggs Pond Brook)
Padanaram Brook
7.27
5.78
13.2%
Saugatuck River
48.55
4.46
10.2%
Lake Candlewood
27.69
3.63
8.2%
Sympaug Brook
7.25
2.34
5.3%
Miry Brook
5.03
1.62
3.7%
Limekiln Brook
8.77
1.04
2.4%
East Branch Croton River
75.13
0.95
2.2%
Corner Pond Brook
4.92
0.60
1.4%
Ball Pond Brook
7.58
0.21
0.4%
East Swamp Brook
5.11
0.20
0.4%
Total
N/A
43.93
100.0%
Source: Connecticut Department of Environmental Protection GIS Data

Still River

The Still River originates near the New York state boundary in western Danbury, flows eastward
beneath Interstate 84 into Lake Kenosia, then past the Danbury Fair Mall. From the Danbury Fair
Mall, it flows northeast to downtown Danbury where it enters the Army Corps of Engineers Flood
Protection Project (FPP), which protects the City center. The river flows east within the FPP
through downtown Danbury until it reaches the end of the FPP. The river then continues generally
north through a well-developed commercial and industrial area before joining Limekiln Brook,
flowing back under Interstate 84 and Route 7, into Brookfield, and eventually to the Housatonic
River.
Overall, the Still River directly drains 16.57 square miles of the City of Danbury (37.5 percent of the
City's land area) and drains 34.08 square miles in Danbury overall (78 percent of the City's land
area) when the river's upstream subregional watersheds are included.
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Miry Brook

Miry Brook originates in northern Ridgefield and enters Danbury near Miry Brook Road. The
brook turns northeast, flowing past Wooster School into a diversion area on the boundary of the
Danbury Municipal Airport. Part of the flow continues north along the original streambed to join
the Still River at Danbury Fair Mall. The remainder is directed along the airport boundary into
flood storage retention ponds adjacent to the Danbury Fair Mall. This water eventually rejoins
Miry Brook just south of its confluence with the Still River.
Overall, Miry Brook directly drains 1.62 square miles of the City of Danbury (3.7 percent of the
City's land area) and drains 5.03 square miles overall.

Padanaram Brook

Padanaram Brook originates in a swamp north of Ball Pond Road (Route 39) in northern Danbury.
The brook flows southeast along Padanaram Road (at one point impounded by the Padanaram
Reservoir) until it enters a 700-foot-long FPP before passing beneath Padanaram Road, after
which it enters a 740-foot culvert beneath a shopping plaza. After exiting the culvert, the brook
flows south, beneath Interstate 84 and past Wooster Cemetery, after which it is joined by Kohanza
Brook, turns south into downtown Danbury, and joins the Still River.
Padanaram Brook directly drains 5.78 square miles of the City of Danbury (9.2 percent of the
City's land area) and drains 7.27 square miles overall. Including upstream subregional areas and
Kohanza Brook (described below), Padanaram Brook drains a total of 13.81 square miles.

Kohanza Brook (Boggs Pond Brook)

Kohanza Brook originates at Upper Kohanza Reservoir, flowing south into Lower Kohanza
Reservoir, then the Ridgewood Country Club. Boggs Pond Brook originates in Boggs Pond in
northwestern Danbury and flows east into West Lake Reservoir, Rogers Pond, and Mercers Pond
(passing Turtle Pond) until it joins Kohanza Brook in the Ridgewood Country Club. Kohanza
Brook continues east, crossing Interstate 84 through a 960-foot culvert before turning southeast
to join Padanaram Brook. Overall, Kohanza Brook directly drains 6.53 square miles of the City of
Danbury (14.9 percent of the City's land area) and drains 6.54 square miles overall.

Sympaug Brook

Sympaug Brook originates at Sympaug Lake in southwestern Bethel and flows north to enter
Danbury near South Street (Route 53). It continues north through a commercial and industrial
area and beneath Great Pasture Road and Shelter Rock Road before reaching the Still River. The
brook drains 7.25 square miles overall, 2.34 within Danbury (5.3% of the land area).

Limekiln Brook

Limekiln Brook originates in Newtown, Connecticut, and flows northwest, joining East Swamp
Brook at the Danbury boundary, just east of the former City landfill. Limekiln Brook receives inflow
from the City's sewage treatment plant. The brook continues north to its confluence with the Still
River. Newtown Road is the only crossing that Limekiln Brook passes in Danbury. The brook
drains 1.04 square miles of Danbury (2.4% of the land area) and drains 13.88 square miles overall.
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East Swamp Brook

East Swamp Brook originates in southeastern Bethel, flows northwest, and enters Danbury at
Shelter Rock Road. The brook continues north and joins Limekiln Brook just southeast of the
former City landfill. The brook drains 0.20 square miles of the City (0.4% of the land area) and
5.11 square miles overall.

Lake Candlewood

Lake Candlewood is the country's first pump-storage reservoir and, at 5,400 acres, is the largest
lake in Connecticut. The reservoir was constructed to support power generation at the Rocky
River power station in New Milford. Since 1926, water has been diverted from the Housatonic
River and pumped uphill into the lake. During low-flow conditions on the Housatonic River, water
is released from Lake Candlewood to run the generation turbines, and hence, this water is
returned to the Housatonic River.
The Lake Candlewood watershed comprises 8.2 percent of Danbury’s land area. Kellners Pond,
Doyles Pond, and several intermittent streams outlet into the lake. The lake is impounded in
Danbury by the Lake Candlewood Dam near the Danbury Candlewood Park, and is impounded by
several dams lying in other municipalities as well.

Ball Pond Brook

Ball Pond Brook flows southeast through New Fairfield, joined by an intermittent stream that may
be locally known as Deep Hollow Brook on the way to its confluence with Lake Candlewood.
Deep Hollow Brook drains the small part of the watershed that lies within the City of Danbury.
The Ball Pond Brook watershed drains 0.21 square miles (0.4 percent) of Danbury's land area and
7.58 square miles overall.

East Branch Croton River/Corner Pond Brook

1.55 square miles (2.6%) of Danbury drain west into the East Branch Croton River, including the
area of Corner Pond Brook. The East Branch Croton River drains to reservoirs that contribute to
New York City's water supply.

Saugatuck River

The Saugatuck River originates in a large swamp in southern Danbury between Route 7 and Starrs
Plain Road. The River flows southeast toward Redding. After leaving Danbury, it continues south
to its confluence with Long Island Sound. The Saugatuck River drains a total of 48.55 square
miles of southwestern Connecticut and drains 4.46 square miles (10.2 percent) of Danbury,
primarily in the southern hills of the City.

Society, Culture, and Governments
2.2.1

Population and Demographic Setting
Danbury had a population of 80,893 in 2010 according to the U.S. Census, with an overall
population density exceeding 1,800 persons per square mile. According to the 2018 American
Community Survey five-year estimates, Danbury’s population between 2013 and 2018 was
approximately 84,573. The Connecticut State Data Center predicts that population in Danbury will
continue to increase in the future, with the population in 2040 projected to be 94,602.
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Most residents of Danbury live near the urban core,
particularly in the vicinity of Main Street, West Street, White
Street, and Franklin Street. Danbury has significant
populations of people who are linguistically isolated, elderly,
and/or disabled and therefore have special needs during
emergencies. In addition to the residents with special needs
spread throughout the City, there are facilities with higher
concentrations of such residents. These include Danbury
Hospital, several health care and convalescent centers, and a
variety of assisted living facilities. These facilities are
included in the City's list of critical facilities (Section 0).

Elderly, linguistically isolated,
and disabled populations have
numerous implications for
hazard mitigation as they may
require special assistance or
different means of notification
before and during natural
hazards.

One important aspect of natural hazard mitigation planning is to identify a community’s
demographic trends in relation to natural hazards. The Center for Disease Control and Prevention
(CDC) Social Vulnerability Index (SVI) is used to identify vulnerable populations in Danbury. The
SVI uses census data to identify populations within the City that may be more vulnerable to
natural hazards. As a result of this analysis, the City is identified to have a certain level of overall
social vulnerability with a rank of 0 to 1; 1 being the most vulnerable and 0 being the least.
To determine social
vulnerability, the CDC
incorporates 15 factors into
the overall SVI calculation
under four categories, or
themes: socioeconomic status,
household composition and
disability, minority status and
language, and housing type
and transportation. Figure 2-2
represents the breakdown of
the SVI process. These themes
and their ranking are based on
census statistics. By evaluating
these factors and determining
a level of social vulnerability, a
community can identify
Figure 2-2: The CDC SVI Index Factors. Graphic:
specific needs for before,
svi.cdc.com
during, and after an event.
Such needs may include sheltering capacity, evacuation routes, or to decide how many
emergency personnel may be required to respond after an event.
The City of Danbury is considered to have a moderate to high level of vulnerability, and in relation
to the SVI ranking, is the most vulnerable community in the WestCOG region. The most
vulnerable social aspect in the City being minority populations and those that do not speak
English well. In addition, there are socioeconomic concerns, as well as high density housing
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populations and transportation disparities. These vulnerable populations are concentrated in the
central, more urbanized tracts, with rankings slightly lowering throughout the surrounding,
suburban tracts. It is important to note that four of the fifteen tracts in the City are considered
highly vulnerable, with one tract ranking 0.94 on the SVI scale. Appendix D explores the SVI for
Danbury in more depth, including maps showing overall vulnerability, and theme vulnerability.
2.2.2

Development Trends

In 1800, Danbury had a population of 3,180. By 1900, the City's population had increased almost
six-fold to 19,474. Continued expansion led to a 1950 population of 30,337. While in 1950
Danbury was a compact, aging single-industry small town, by 1990 Danbury was a cosmopolitan
small City with a diverse and highly sophisticated economy. Suburban development had spread
across large areas of the City with the exception of the southern and western fringes. The
population of Danbury reached 74,848 in 2000, an increase of 14 percent over the 1990
population. Danbury had the largest estimated population increase in the state for the years 2000
through 2009, and the results of the year 2010 census confirmed the strong growth. The official
count for 2010 was 80,893, representing an 8.1 percent increase over the 2000 population. The
Connecticut State Data Center's 2017 projections (www.ctdata.org/demographics) predicted
continued population growth in Danbury over the next 30 years and estimated that the City
would grow to 94,602 people by 2040.
Major employers in Danbury are listed in Table 2-4. Danbury continues to have a diversified
economy as shown by the top five employers in the City.
Rank
1
2
3
4
5

Table 2-4: Major Employers in Danbury
Employer
Service
Danbury Hospital
Comprehensive medical services
Boehringer Ingelheim
Pharmaceuticals
Western Connecticut State University
Educational institution
IQVIA Holdings
Health information technology
Collins Aerospace
Aerospace and defense
Source: CERC (2014)

Only 28 percent of the remaining developable land in Danbury was undeveloped in 2008. The
Candlewood Valley Regional Land Trust (which has taken over the Land Trust of Danbury)
currently protects over 270 acres (primarily in the southern part of the City), and an additional
1,381 acres of land have been designated by the City for parks and other recreational use. Other
lands are protected by the City as part of water supply watersheds.
Residential growth has remained strong overall, and the City continues to be among the fastestgrowing municipalities in the state. According to the Connecticut Department of Economic and
Community Development, 3,073 housing units were added to the community's housing stock
between 2000 and 2009. The City had the greatest number of new building permits per year in
Fairfield County for the years 2002 through 2006 inclusive and had the greatest net gain in the
number of housing units in Fairfield County for the years 2002, 2004, 2005, and 2006. From 1996
to 2005, 3,652 new homes were permitted in Danbury (365 per year) while from 2006 to 2015,
2,761 homes (276 per year) were permitted. In 2017, 155 new homes were permitted (CERC). This
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is a clear drop in the rate of home development yet still reflects strong continued growth in the
City.
As in the past, there remains new or potential development on the western side ("West Side") of
the City. Recently completed, ongoing, or proposed developments in this area of Danbury
includes, but is not limited, to the following as noted below.












"The Reserve," "Crown Point," and “Abbey Woods” developments on former Union Carbide
land on the western edge of the City that will combine to have more than 2,000 units when
fully built out. The Crown Point and Abbey Woods developments have been completed, but
construction within The Reserve is still in process. Within The Reserve, more than 100 new
residential units have been completed or are under construction since the last HMP including
Rivington Mews, Rivington Ridge, the Enclave, the Village, and the Woodlands developments.
Two buildings containing non-residential space for neighborhood retail and service uses, as
noted in The Reserve Master Plan, have also been approved although these buildings are not
yet under construction.
The former Matrix Corporate Center, now known as “The Summit at Danbury,” recently
obtained a rezoning to the Planned Neighborhood Development designation and Master
Plan approval and is in process of obtaining final site plan approvals. Approvals will represent
an ambitious top-to-bottom renovation of the approximately 1.2 million square foot existing
office building and site into a multi-use property combining office, residential, and industrial
uses. This project is underway.
Since the last HPM, Western Connecticut State University built a $97 million fine arts building
on its "West Side" campus.
Dynamix Energy recently received site plan approval for construction of two 125-megawatt
natural gas generation facilities with 62,264 SF in two separate buildings located on land at
the Danbury-Ridgefield municipal boundary line.
Conversion of the former Novo Labs building on Turner Road to a manufacturing facility for
Belimo Aircontrols Inc.
Construction of 70 townhouse residential units in 2014 at the corner of Turner Road and Saw
Mill Road, known as Mayfair Square.
Redevelopment of an outdated office building at 40 Old Ridgebury Road to medical offices
and a parking garage.
Two new free-standing restaurants were approved on the Danbury Fair Mall site in the
parking area between the mall’s internal ring road and Backus Avenue.

Other notable development heading east into Danbury include:




Phase II of Brookview Commons located at 333 Main Street, the former News Times site,
approved for 149 one- to two-bedroom multi-family units with ground level commercial
space. This development includes a new vehicular bridge over the Padanaram Brook, near the
convergence with the Still River, to join its Phase 1 site located on Crosby Street. A detailed
flood analysis was performed as part of the project.
Redevelopment of the former Mallory Hat Factory site on Rose Hill Avenue for transitional
housing, as defined in the Danbury Zoning Regulations. This City-owned brownfield property
adjacent to the Still River was cleaned up pursuant to a grant issued by the State’s Brownfield
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Remediation Program. A detailed flood analysis was performed prior to issuance of any
floodplain permits. Clean-up has been completed and the site has been transferred to a nonprofit organization.
The Kennedy Avenue Bridge Plate reconstruction project is slated to begin in 2021. This
project will replace the bridge plate over the culvert of the Still River within the Kennedy
Avenue right-of-way and on adjacent City property. It is funded, in part, through the State
bridge program.
The Connecticut Institute for Communities constructed a medical office building at 120 Main
Street which was Phase 1 of a multi-phase project that also includes 79 one- and twobedroom units, 24 of which are designated elderly housing. The housing portion of the
development has not yet been constructed.
Keystone at Wooster Heights, an assisted-living facility, is nearing completion on Wooster
Heights Road just east of Route 7.
A freestanding restaurant was approved on Newtown Road on land previously occupied by a
restaurant.
Amazon retrofitted an existing warehouse structure on Old Sherman Turnpike into a state-ofthe-art distribution center.

Numerous other, smaller developments are underway around the City.
As noted below in section 2.4.1, Danbury has completed study of transit-oriented development
(TOD) opportunities centered around the passenger rail station and overlapping with the
downtown area. Much of the above listed development is within the TOD study area and
supports transit.
With so much development and redevelopment underway, the City of Danbury regulates
development carefully to avoid increasing risks in areas of natural hazard risks. In fact,
redevelopment pressures have provided the City with opportunities to directly address risks, as
mentioned above in the bullets for Phase II of Brookview Commons and the former Mallory Hat
Factory. Over time, Danbury anticipates that its vulnerabilities will decrease, even with the
proximity of the Still River and its tributaries to many downtown redevelopment projects.
2.2.3

Governmental Structure

The City is governed by a Mayor-City Council form of government. Legislative responsibilities are
the responsibility of the City Council whereas the Mayor serves as the chief executive and is the
presiding officer of the City Council. The City Council consists of 21 members, two from each of
the City's seven wards and seven at-large. The council enacts ordinances and resolutions by a
simple majority vote. If the Mayor does not approve the ordinance within 5 days (similar to a
veto), the City Council may revote on it; if it passes with two-thirds majority, then the resolution
becomes effective without the Mayor's approval.
In addition to the Mayor and City Council, there are boards, commissions, and committees
providing input and direction to City administrators while City departments provide municipal
services and day-to-day administration. Many of these commissions and departments play a role
in hazard mitigation, including the Office of Emergency Management, the Engineering Division,
the Fire Department, the Planning and Zoning Department, the Health Department, the Planning
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Commission, the Environmental Impact Commission, the Building Official, and the Police
Department.
The Fire Department is the primary responder to emergency situations caused by natural hazards
while the Police Department and Public Works Department provide traffic control, investigation
assistance, cleanup, and repair support. Complaints related to City maintenance issues are routed
to the Public Works Department and are investigated and remediated as necessary.
2.2.4

Historic and Cultural Resources

Historic and cultural resources include districts, sites,
buildings, structures, and objects that are significant in
history, architecture, archaeology, engineering, and culture
(National Trust for Historic Preservation). In its 2014-2017
Strategic Plan, the Connecticut Trust for Historic Preservation
explains that protection of these resources grows economies,
enhances community character, and highlights our cultural
heritage. FEMA report 386-6, Integrating Historic Property
and Cultural Resource Considerations Into Hazard Mitigation
Planning, published in 2005, states that the loss of
irreplaceable historic and cultural resources, including
buildings, artwork, monuments, heirlooms, and documents,
can be particularly painful because "residents rely on their
presence after a disaster to reinforce connections with
neighbors and the larger community, and to seek comfort in
the aftermath of a disaster." Consideration of these resources
in this HMP is critical.

Historic preservation planning
allows for the protection of
historic properties and cultural
resources before they are
threatened with demolition or
alteration.
Hazard mitigation planning
allows for the protection of life
and property from damage
caused by natural and manmade
hazards. Integrating these two
planning processes will help to
ensure the future growth of safe
and sustainable historic
communities.
- FEMA Report 386-6, May 2005

The importance of historic resources to Danbury is written into the City's 2013 Plan of
Conservation and Development. In the Plan, the Danbury Museum and Historical Society point to
the following buildings that are listed on the National Historic Register:













Ball and Roller Bearing Company
Hearthstone Castle
Charles Ives House
Locust Avenue School
Main Street Historic District
Meeker's Hardware
New Haven RR, Danbury Turntable
Octagon House
Rider House (at Danbury Museum)
Robinson Fur Cutting Company
Tarrywile
Union Station

- 20-22 Maple Avenue
- 18 Brushy Hill Road
- 7 Mountainville Avenue
- Locust Avenue
- Boughton, Elm, Ives, Keeler, Main, West, and White St.
- 86-90 White Street
- 120 White Street
- 21 Spring Street
- 43 Main Street
- Oil Mill Road
- Southern Boulevard and Mountain Road
- White Street and Patriot Drive

Other historic and cultural resources in Danbury may be listed on state or local registers. See
Figure 2-3 for a map of historic resources in the community.
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Analysis of the State Historic Preservation Office (SHPO) database of historic resources shows that
some of these resources are exposed to natural hazards, as shown in Error! Not a valid
bookmark self-reference..
Table 2-5: Number of Historic Assets Exposed to Different Hazards in Danbury
Hazard
Count
2
Dam Failure
126
Earthquake
Flooding
1% Annual
0
2
0.2% Annual
126
Hurricane/Tropical Storm
126
Thunderstorm
126
Tornado
126
Winter Storm
92
Wildfire
Historic buildings and structures may be particularly susceptible to natural hazards because they
were built prior to the establishment of more recent construction standards. Additionally, some
of the structural integrity of these resources may have been degraded over the decades or
centuries since their original construction. Structural retrofits and hazard mitigation methods may
be challenging or restricted in cases where alteration of a resource will also diminish its cultural or
historical aesthetic and value. Finally, miscommunications or lack of knowledge may lead to
historic resources being damaged during the disaster recovery process.
It will be important for Danbury to take steps to incorporate historical and cultural preservation
into its future planning processes. Steps to take will include the following:





2.3.1

Inventory and survey historic and cultural resources
Implement appropriate mitigation measures for those resources
Take steps to move portable resources, such as artwork or documents, to safe locations prior
to the occurrence of a hazard, if possible
Consider these resources in emergency operations plans to prevent accidental damages
during recovery efforts

Infrastructure
Transportation

State and federal roads are the major transportation arteries into and out of the City and include
Interstate 84, Route 6, Route 7, Route 37, Route 39, Route 53, and Route 202.
Public transportation is available to move residents and visitors. The Metro North Railroad to
Norwalk has a stop in Danbury, and HART buses serve the City.

2.3.2

Utilities

Electricity and natural gas services in Danbury are provided by Eversource.
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According to geoISP (geoISP.com), access to Broadband Internet is available to most residents in
Danbury. There are 2 DSL Providers (AT&T and MegaPath), 2 Cable Internet providers (Xfinity and
CSC Holdings), and 3 Fiber Internet providers (Fibertech Networks, LLC, Level(3) Communications,
and Connecticut Education Network). There are also 4 Mobile Broadband (cellular) providers with
service available in Danbury.
The Danbury Public Utilities Division of the Public Works Department operates and maintains the
majority of City’s water utility infrastructure, including water supply impoundments. A number of
other community water system service areas and exclusive service areas are scattered throughout
the City, including the Lake Waubeeka Association system and a handful of small Aquarion
systems. Transient Non-Community Public Water Systems are also located throughout the City.
The Danbury Public Utilities Division also operates and maintains the City’s sanitary sewer
infrastructure, including overseeing the contract operation of the City’s Water Pollution Control
Plant (WPCP) in accordance with the Wastewater Treatment Facility Service Agreement between
the City of Danbury and Veolia Water North America. The WPCP, (also known as the John Oliver
Memorial Sewer Plant), provides wastewater and septage treatment for Danbury, Bethel,
Brookfield, Ridgefield, and Newtown, and also accepts septage from New Fairfield, Redding, and
Bridgewater, and some out-of-region towns.

2.4.1

Planning and Regulatory Capabilities
Review of Existing Local Plans

The City maintains several planning documents that guide development. In addition to planning
and zoning, subdivision, and wetlands regulations, the City has a Plan of Conservation and
Development and Aquifer Protection Area regulations. All of these regulations were reviewed in
the development of this Plan. WestCOG published a "Western Connecticut Comprehensive
Economic Development Strategy (CEDS)" in 2013 and updated in 2017 that was reviewed for this
Plan. In addition to providing guidance and regulations for development, the local and regional
development plans also discuss potential infrastructure improvements that would support City
and regional growth. These improvements include expansion of water service, expansion of
sewer service, and transportation improvements.
Regulations, codes, and ordinances that apply to hazard mitigation include the following:


Regulations of the Environmental Impact Commission. The purpose of the 1992 inland
wetlands and watercourses regulations is to protect the citizens of the City of Danbury by
making provisions for the protection, preservation, maintenance, and use of inland wetlands
and watercourses, including deterring and inhibiting the danger of flood and pollution. City
policy gives the Danbury Environmental Impact Commission (EIC) authority to enforce these
regulations and all provisions of the Inland Wetlands and Watercourses act, and to issue or
deny permits for all regulated activities within wetlands and watercourses.



Plan of Conservation and Development. This document, amended in 2013, is the City's
vision statement for future development. It is updated every 10 years. The Danbury Planning
and Zoning Department enacts programs to execute each of these actions.
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Stormwater Management: Danbury maintains a Stormwater Management Plan, last updated
in 2017. This document has been updated to comply with the requirements of the US EPA
2017 updated General Permit for the Discharge of Stormwater from Small Municipal Separate
Storm Sewer Systems (MS4 General Permit).



Economic Development Plan: Danbury is included within the Western Connecticut Economic
Development Plan of 2017, developed by WestCOG. The plan aligns with the COG’s other
efforts to promote climate sustainability and resiliency in the region. Danbury also completed
the Downtown Danbury Transit-Oriented Development Study in January 2019. This document
lays out a strategy to capitalize on the City’s downtown spaces and multi-modal transit
connections to focus development in the City’s urban core.



Emergency Operations Plan (EOP): Danbury’s EOP is reviewed annually and updated as
needed. Dam failure Emergency Action Plans (EAPs) for dams with failure inundation zones
that may impact Brookfield, and for which EAPs are available, are on file locally.



Watershed Management Plan: Watershed Management Plans have been developed for the
Saugatuck-Aspetuck River Watershed and the Still River Watershed. The Saugatuck River
Watershed Based Plan was developed by the former South Western Regional Planning
Agency (SWRPA) in 2012, while the Still River Watershed Management Plan was developed by
the Housatonic valley Association with support from the Still River Partners in 2019. These
plans are focused on water quality, but can help the community mitigate inland flood risks by
incorporating watershed management best practices into its planning efforts.



Zoning Regulations. The 1994 City of Danbury Zoning Regulations, as amended through
2020, have been "enacted to protect the health, safety, general welfare, convenience, and
property values in the City; lessen congestion in the streets; secure safety from fire, panic,
flood, and other dangers; provide adequate light and air; prevent the overcrowding of land;
avoid undue concentrations of population; and facilitate adequate provision for
transportation, water, sewerage, schools, parks, and other public requirements



Subdivision Regulations. Effective in 1958 and last amended in 2019, this document
establishes the provisions required for the minimum acceptable standards of street
construction, to regulate the layout and development of lots and streets, to prevent
degradation of potable water sources, to control erosion and siltation, to preserve adequate
and convenient open spaces, and to retain the natural features of the land.



Building Code: Danbury enforces the Connecticut State Building Code locally.



Inland Wetlands and Watercourses Regulations: Most recently updated in January 2019.

 Capital Improvement Plan. The Danbury Department of Planning and Zoning prepares the

City’s Capital Improvements Plan annually, and always includes many capital projects that are
pertinent to hazard mitigation.
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Emergency Services, Critical Facilities, Sheltering, and Evacuation

The City considers its police, fire, governmental, and major transportation arteries to be its most
important critical facilities since these are needed to ensure that emergencies are addressed while
day-to-day management of Danbury continues. In terms of natural hazard planning, educational
institutions and churches are also included as critical facilities as these can be used as shelters or
neighborhood supply distribution centers. Health care facilities are also considered critical
facilities, as these often house populations that would require special assistance during an
emergency. The City also considers various infrastructure and facilities (such as electrical
substations and the airport) to be critical facilities as well as companies and businesses storing
hazardous materials.
The Fire Department maintains a list of essential facilities by type within the City. This list
includes:








Educational Facilities: 29 private and public institutions, including administrative facilities
Fire Department: A Fire Headquarters, 16 engine companies, and a training facility
Hazardous Materials Reporters: 33 facilities
Health Care Facilities: Nine facilities, including Danbury Hospital
Infrastructure: 14 facilities, including the airport, Danbury Fair Mall, Public Works, Police
Department, electrical substations, Housatonic Area Regional Transit (HART) buses, and City
Hall
Worship: 41 religious facilities of various denominations

Type

Danbury Health and Housing Department
Danbury Fire Department - Headquarters
Padanarum Hose Company 3 Incorporated
Independent Volunteer Hose Company 4
Wooster Volunteer Hose Company 5
Citizens Volunteer Hose Company 6
Water Witch Volunteer Hose Company 7
Phoenix Volunteer Hose Company 8
Beckerley Volunteer Hose Company 9
Germantown Volunteer Hose Company 10
Mill Plain Volunteer Fire Company 12
Miry Brook Volunteer Fire Company 13
Danbury Fire Department Engine 23
Danbury Fire Department Engine 24

155 Deer Hill Ave
19 New Street
17 North Street
37 Hoyt Street
7 Coalpit Hill Road
65 Jefferson Avenue
37 Locust Avenue
14 Well Avenue
69 Liberty Street
36 Germantown Rd
54 Mill Plain Road
51 Miry Brook Road
210 Osborne Street
36 Eagle Road

EOC
Backup EOC
Fire
Fire
Fire
Fire
Fire
Fire
Fire
Fire
Fire
Fire
Fire
Fire
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x
x
x

x

x
x

In 1% Floodplain

Address or Location

Shelter

Facility

Emergency Power

A selection of critical facilities pertinent to natural hazard mitigation planning are presented in the
table below and discussed in more detail in the following subsections.

x
x

Danbury Fire Department Engine 25
Volunteer Engine Company 14
Danbury Fire Department Engine 26
Beaver Brook Volunteer Fire Company Incorporated
Danbury Fire Training Facility
Danbury Public Works Complex, Wastewater
Treatment Plant (WWTP), and Landfill
Danbury Hospital (Danbury Health Care Affiliates Inc)
Pope John Paul Health Care
Danbury Assisted Living, LLC.
Maplewood At Danbury Alsa, LLC
Saint John Paul Ii Center
Hancock Hall
Glen Hill Center
Filosa, For Nursing And Rehabilitation
Western Rehabilitation Care Center
Western Connecticut State College Police
Danbury Police Department
Danbury Ambulance Service Incorporated
All Star Energy LLC
Federal Correctional Institution - Danbury
Danbury High School
Danbury War Memorial

171 South King St

Fire

x

75 Kenosia Avenue
57 Beaver Brook Rd
23 Plumtrees Road

Fire
Fire
Fire

x

53 Newtown Rd

Public Works

x

24 Hospital Avenue
33 Lincoln Avenue
8 Glen Hill Rd
22 Hospital Ave
33 Lincoln Ave
31 Staples St
1 Glen Hill Rd
13 Hakim St
107 Osborne St
181 White Street
375 Main Street
14 Walnut Street
133 Padanaram Rd
33 Pembroke Road
43 Clapboard Ridge Rd
1 Memorial Dr

Hospital
Care Facility
Care Facility
Care Facility
Care Facility
Care Facility
Care Facility
Care Facility
Care Facility
Police
Police / PSAP
Emergency
Utility
Prison
Shelter
Shelter

x

Critical Facilities are mapped in Figure 2-4.
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x
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Type
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2.5.1

Shelters

Emergency shelters are an important subset of critical facilities as they are needed in many
emergency situations. The City has designated one American Red Cross emergency shelter, the
War Memorial (see inset photo on next page) located at 140 South Street. This multiple-purpose
facility includes monuments and plaques honoring those who served in America's wars, hosts
community events, and is operated as a fitness center. The facility has a generator and can
shelter approximately 400 people.
This building has been designated as a
public shelter facility by meeting
specific American Red Cross guidelines.
The War Memorial Staff, the Police and
Fire Department, and volunteers staff
the shelter. Amenities and operating
costs of the designated shelters
including expenses for food, cooking
equipment, emergency power services,
bedding, etc., are the responsibilities of
the community and generally are not paid for by the American Red Cross.
Other potential shelters are included on the Fire Department’s list of critical facilities. The first
option for the City is to utilize its public educational institutions for additional sheltering space. If
necessary, the City will contact private educational facilities and places of worship.
In case of a sustained power outage, it is anticipated that 10 percent to 20 percent of the
population (8,000 to 16,000 people) would relocate although not all of those relocating would
necessarily utilize the shelter facilities. The City utilizes its facilities on a temporary basis to
provide shelter until hazards such as hurricanes diminish. Regionally located mass care facilities
operated and paid for by the American Red Cross may also be available during recovery
operations when additional sheltering services are necessary.

2.5.2

Emergency Response Facilities
Emergency Operations

The Office of Emergency Management coordinates emergency preparedness activities in the City
of Danbury. The office develops plans, protocols, and procedures that assure the safety of
Danbury's citizens. In 2020, the City engaged Western Connecticut Health Network Affiliates in a
multi-year performance based contractual service to provide specific mutually agreed upon
deliverables to enhance all hazard emergency management activities. It also provides training for
emergency response personnel, supports state and local emergency response exercises, and
provides technical assistance to state and local emergency response agencies and public officials.
Its goal is to provide citizens with the highest level of emergency preparedness before, during,
and after disasters or emergencies.
The City's EOC is currently located in the basement of City Hall. This facility has video
conferencing ability with 10 municipalities within the region plus many other towns and hospitals
within Region 5 of Connecticut's DEMHS emergency service regions. It includes a Ham
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Operations room that has the ability to communicate worldwide, a full kitchen, locker room with
decontamination showers, and a backup well water system. City Hall has a generator that can
power the entire building. The City utilizes a program known as "Connect CTY" to direct
geographically specific emergency notification telephone calls into affected areas. A
comprehensive analysis of the current space and technology supporting the EOC was underway at
the time this HMP was being developed.
The City has an Emergency Operations Plan (EOP) that guides its response to emergencies arising
from both natural and anthropogenic hazards. A full review of the EOP was underway at the time
this HMP was being developed, including reformatting the plan to be consistent with the best
practice of Emergency Support Functions (ESFs) organizational structure. An annex to this plan is
a "Commodities Distribution Plan" through which during emergencies such as the aftermath of a
major hurricane the City would utilize the Danbury Fair Mall parking lot as a local or regional
supply distribution center. This facility would open once any floodwaters associated with the Still
River receded to the point where vehicles could freely access the mall parking lot. If operated as
a regional distribution center, the municipalities of Danbury, Brookfield, Redding, Ridgefield, New
Fairfield, and Bethel could be served.

Emergency Dispatch Center

The City's Public Safety Answering Point (PSAP) 9-1-1 Emergency Dispatch Center operates out of
the Danbury Police Department Headquarters at 373 Main Street. In 2013, the PSAP answered
over 44,000 calls, which resulted in 3,938 fire and service responses and an additional 4,771 "first
responder" responses. In 2014, the City converted to a new Computer Aided Dispatch system
called Nexgen, which improved emergency response capabilities significantly.
Of note is the large increase in the percentage of 9-1-1 calls made from cell phones rather than
land lines. According to a consumer guide posted by the Federal Communications Commission
(FCC) (https://www.fcc.gov/consumers/guides/911-wireless-services), "Since wireless phones are
mobile, they are not associated with one fixed location or address. While the location of the cell
site closest to the 911 caller may provide a general indication of the caller's location, that
information is not always specific enough for rescue personnel to deliver assistance to the caller
quickly."

Fire Response

The Danbury Fire Department is the City's allhazard emergency response agency. Its
headquarters is located at 19 New Street (inset
photo), which is located within the SFHA of
Blind Brook. Emergency calls can include fires,
hazardous materials leaks, medical calls, major
water main breaks, flooding, noxious odors,
alarms, fallen trees, airport crashes, motor
vehicle accidents, and to people trapped on
roofs or in confined spaces. In total, the Fire
Department boasts 120 career fire fighters
spread between five fire stations with five engine companies, two vehicle rescue companies, an
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aerial truck company, and a command vehicle. The department also includes 136 volunteers at 12
volunteer companies. The department is a keystone in the state's Regional Response Plan; a
number of the state's resources are housed in Danbury, and Danbury firefighters respond with
those resources to regional or state emergencies. The department also provides staffing to
operate and support a hazardous material response vehicle, foam trailer, a mass decontamination
trailer, and a mass casualty trailer.
The Fire Headquarters is located within the 1-percent-annual-chance floodplain of Blind Brook.
Since the adoption of the original HMP, the driveway of the firehouse has been regraded to direct
water away from the building, but other flood protection actions have not been taken.
Most of Danbury’s firefighting facilities have emergency generators, many of which have been
updated or installed new in the last five years. Engine 26 on Kenosia Avenue has a relatively new
generator, though it is more than five years old. Volunteer Engine Company 14 (attached to the
Engine 25 building on South King Street) had a new generator installed in 2019.
The Padanarum Hose Company 3, located on North Street, is currently undergoing relocation. As
it is currently located within a SFHA, relocation may reduce its exposure to flood risk.

Police Response

The Danbury Police Department operates out of 373 Main Street. The City's 9-1-1 call center is
also housed in this building. In addition, the Candlewood Lake Authority has a small seasonal
police force that is overseen by the DEEP, but it provides security more than emergency services.
With the Public Works Department, the Police Department also responds to natural hazard
emergencies to provide traffic control, investigation, and cleanup and repair.

Emergency Medical Services Response

The City's Emergency Medical Services are provided through partnerships between Danbury
Emergency Medical Services, the City of Danbury Fire Department, Danbury Hospital, and Western
Connecticut Health Network. The program is operated as a single tiered advanced life support
system that mobilizes a paramedic for each and every emergency medical service request in the
City.
2.5.3

Health Care

The central health care facility in the City is Danbury Hospital, located at the intersection of Locust
Avenue (Route 202) and Hospital Avenue. The facility is a 371-bed regional medical center and
university teaching hospital associated with Yale University, the University of Connecticut, and the
University of Vermont. Danbury Hospital has a relatively new Emergency Department with
increased capacity, a helipad, and a 6400-MW cogeneration plant for power and heat.
One of three Connecticut State Field Hospitals, set up during state emergencies, is located at
Lions Club Park between Danbury Hospital and Broadview Middle School. The Field Hospital is
run by the State of Connecticut's Department of Health. The State Field Hospital has been used
as a backup in the past when Danbury Hospital had capacity limitations or service interruptions.
A generator and gas mains are available to support the Field Hospital site.
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2.5.4

Evacuation and Emergency Access

Interstate 84, Route 6, Route 7, Route 37, Route 39, Route 53, and Route 202 are the major
evacuation routes.
Public transportation is available to move residents into and out of the City. The Metro North
Railroad to Norwalk could be utilized to transport people and supplies during emergencies, and
supplies could be shipped along the Housatonic Railroad Company tracks as well. HART buses
are also available to transport people; they have been used in this manner to bring residents to
the War Memorial shelter during a serious heat advisory. In addition, City school buses and vans
may be available for transportation during emergency situations.
Some of the former lakefront communities around Lake Candlewood have poor access for
emergency vehicles. Many of the dead-end roads are long, narrow, and private, with some steep
grades and turns that can impede access for emergency equipment. The private roads in Marjorie
Manor are also difficult to access. The City utilizes a variety of smaller equipment to provide
emergency services to these areas. New public and private roads are regulated by the City
through the subdivision process such that emergency access is not an issue for new
developments.
Emergency services can also be cut off by fallen trees or washed out culverts during certain
emergencies. The City's Forestry Division (part of the Public Works Department) performs tree
and shrub removal and trimming on City-owned lands and rights-of-way. During emergencies
and following storms, the Forestry Division responds to calls related to downed trees.
WestCOG does not have a regional/emergency evacuation plan and instead relies on the
emergency operations plans of its member towns as well as the complementary regional
emergency plan developed by DEMHS Region 5. Danbury's Office of Emergency Management,
Public Works Director, City Engineer, and Traffic Engineers participated in the Region 5 Interstate84 Traffic Diversion Study. This plan, titled "Traffic Diversion Plan for I-84 and Routes 7 and 8"
(developed by the consulting firm Wilbur Smith Associates) was completed in 2011. It addresses
how best to handle traffic if Interstate-84 is shut down due to an accident of other related issues.
This will be an important document for guiding emergency situations since the interstate could be
damaged during a severe natural hazard event.
The member communities of the HVCEO ratified a Regional Mutual Aid Agreement for emergency
response activities within the Housatonic Valley region on June 10, 2010. This agreement remains
effective despite the incorporation of HVCEO into WestCOG and provides a more formalized
approach to providing mutual aid during a major regional emergency. The member communities
of HVCEO had previously ratified a Regional Public Health Mutual Aid Agreement for response to
bioterrorism and other forms of public health emergencies in 2006.

2.5.5

Summary of Policies and Programs

Danbury’s existing capabilities include: the coordination and development of emergency plans
and protocols by the Office of Emergency Management (OEM); the training and technical
assistance programs of the OEM; the City’s application of the Connect CTY emergency notification
system; its preparation of an Emergency-Operations and commodities-distribution plan; the
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development of a traffic diversion plan; the establishment of a regional mutual aid agreement; the
tree-maintenance program carried out by its DPW Forestry Division; and its established policies
designating the Fire Department as the primary responder to natural hazards, the Police and
Public Works Departments as the providers of traffic control, investigation assistance, cleanup,
and repair support, and the DPW as the department responsible for responding to City
maintenance complaints. Other City authorities, policies, programs, and resources will be
discussed in the following sections of the Plan.
2.5.6

Improvements to General Municipal Capabilities

Danbury is consistently working to improve its emergency communication capabilities.
Establishment of a new communication and dispatch center in Danbury has contributed to this
effort.
Danbury has been working to improve the resilience of its IT systems, creating network backups
and fireproof data storage systems. The City is working to enable some services to be completed
through cloud-based programs, allowing for operations to occur even if City Hall is inaccessible
due to a disaster.
The City recently completed a $53.5 million Danbury High School Addition and Renovations with
Safety Improvements project.
The City has completed installation of new replacement emergency generators at the Harvest Hill
and Frandon Drive Wastewater Pump Stations. The City has also updated emergency power
capabilities at numerous fire department facilities.
The City of Danbury purchased a service boat to add marine response capabilities for all
emergency services. The new City of Danbury Service Boat is a 32-foot Silver Ships Explorer series
landing craft style boat. It was designed with the three City of Danbury emergency services
divisions in mind. Those needs would include rescue of victims on the lake in all weather
conditions with ample room on the foredeck to care for the most seriously injured. Fire
suppression for marina’s, marine craft and had to reach residential properties with a 1,000 GPM
pump and monitor. Along with dive support capabilities and evidence recovery capabilities. The
boat was designed to serve the community for the next 30 years.
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HAZARD ASSESSMENT
3.1.1

FLOODING (COASTAL, INLAND, AND ICE JAMS)
Setting

In general, the potential for flooding is widespread across Danbury, with the majority of major
flooding occurring along established SFHAs. The areas impacted by overflow of river systems are
generally limited to river corridors and floodplains. Indirect flooding that occurs outside
floodplains and localized nuisance flooding along tributaries are also common problems in the
City. This type of flooding occurs particularly along roadways as a result of inadequate drainage
and other factors. The frequency of flooding in Danbury is considered likely for any given year,
with flood damage potentially having significant effects during extreme events.
The majority of the watercourses and water bodies in Danbury are mapped as Zone A while most
of the Still River, Blind Brook, the lower reach of Kohanza Brook, Padanaram Brook, Sympaug
Brook, and Limekiln Brook are mapped as Zone AE. Refer to Figure 2-4 for the areas of Danbury
susceptible to flooding based on FEMA flood zones.

3.1.2

Capabilities

The City of Danbury has in place a number of measures to prevent flood damage. These include
vulnerability and hazard monitoring programs; structural flood control channel improvements;
and regulations, codes, and ordinances preventing encroachment and development near
floodways.

Participation in the NFIP

The City has consistently participated in the NFIP since May 2, 1977. SFHAs in Danbury are
delineated on a Flood Insurance Rate Map (FIRM) and Flood Insurance Study (FIS). The original
FIS and FIRMs for flooding sources in the City are based on work completed in March 1976 and
originally published in May 1977, with revisions in April 1982. Both the FIRM and the FIS were
updated as part of the Fairfield County FIS during the countywide Map Mod program. The
updates were published on June 18, 2010. The most recent FIRM and FIS updates for Fairfield
County were published on October 16, 2013, but the panels relevant to Danbury were not
included in that update. The City intends to continue participating in the NFIP.
The NFIP administrator for the City oversees the enforcement of NFIP regulations. The City
Zoning Regulations were most recently revised to account for the recent updates to the FIS and
FIRMs for Fairfield County published in June 2010. The degree of flood protection established by
the variety of regulations in the City meets the minimum reasonable for regulatory purposes
under the NFIP. One foot of freeboard is required for new construction and substantial
improvement within the 1% annual-chance flood zone.
The City's Planning Commission and Zoning Commission policies are to use the 1-percentannual-chance flood boundaries from the FIRM delineated by FEMA to determine floodplain
areas. Site plan standards require that all proposals be consistent with the need to minimize
flood damage, that public facilities and utilities be located and constructed to minimize flood
damage, and that adequate drainage is provided. The placement of fill within a floodplain
requires compensation through removal of an equal volume of material within that floodplain.
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The Environmental Impact Commission reviews new developments and existing land uses on and
near wetlands and watercourses.
A USACE study in 2012 developed base flood elevations for certain parts of Danbury, and City
policy is that those elevations are used for planning purposes. Many of the flood zones in
Danbury are A zones, which have floodplain borders but no elevation information.

Bridge Inspection and Maintenance Program

Since 2010, it has been City policy to have the Department of Public Works or the Office of
Emergency Management inspect the following scour-critical bridges during storm events to field
check potential scour damages:




The West Street bridge at the Still River (critical river flow is caused by a 10-year frequency
storm event – 1.8 inches in 1 hour or 5.0 inches of rainfall in 24 hours)
The Crosby Street bridge over Padanaram Brook (critical river flow is caused by a 25-year
frequency storm event – 2.1 inches in 1 hour or 5.7 inches of rainfall in 24 hours)
The Eagle Road bridge over the Still River (critical river flow is caused by a 10-year frequency
storm event)

Annual Budget

The following flood-hazard-mitigation objectives have been highlighted in the 2019-2020
adopted budget as being of high importance to the City:







Rehabilitation or reconstruction of the Triangle Street Bridge
Rehabilitation or reconstruction of the Crosby Street Connector Bridge over the Still River
Rehabilitation or reconstruction of the Kennedy Avenue Bridge
Rehabilitation or reconstruction of the Middle River Road Bridge over an unnamed brook
Initiation of Waste Water Treatment Plan Improvements
Repair and installation of stormwater drainage systems to correct known icing and flooding
conditions, as well as to replace aging infrastructure

Other capital improvement projects expected in the coming years include:
 Rehabilitation or reconstruction of the Kenosia Avenue Bridge over Mill Plain Swamp
 Old East Ditch Drainage Improvements Phase II
 Blind Brook Channel Improvements Phase II
 Chestnut Street and Wildman Street Drainage Improvements

Still River Flood Control System

Three major structural flood control channel improvements have been completed since the floods
of 1955. Descriptions of these projects follow based on the 2010 Fairfield County FIS. No new
projects were reported in the 2013 countywide FIS update.
1.

The USACE constructed an improved concrete-walled channel and improved trapezoidal
channel as part of the Central Flood Urban Renewal Project. This project covers the Still River
from the vicinity of Rose Street downstream to the railroad yard and confines the 1-percent-
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annual-chance flood flow. The 0.2-percent-annual-chance flood will overflow the conduits
and flood the parking lots bordered by Crosby and Elm Streets.
2.

The USACE constructed a local protection project consisting of approximately 3,625 feet of
concrete conduit and 2,695 feet of enlarged and realigned Still River riprapped trapezoidal
channel from the vicinity of the railroad yards to a point downstream of Triangle Street. The
project required rebuilding four railroad bridges, constructing two highway bridges, and
removing a privately owned bridge.

3.

The State of Connecticut constructed a riprapped trapezoidal channel along the Still River
from downstream of Triangle Street to Cross Street. This project lowers flood elevations and
reduces the potential damages along the Still River and its tributary Sympaug Brook. A
design discharge of 2,800 cubic feet per second (cfs) was used for the section between
Padanaram Brook and Sympaug Brook while a design discharge of 3,300 cfs was used
between the Cross Street bridge and Sympaug Brook.

Danbury Airport Flood Control System

Danbury Airport has had a history of flooding problems since its founding in 1928. The majority
of the airport is built on top of fill material. A drainage study of the Danbury Airport was
performed by Edwards and Kelsey, Inc. in 1987. The study noted that the major drainage
channels traversing generally north across the airport property, namely Miry Brook in the west
and Kissen Brook in the east, were flat and subject to heavy siltation. The study found that the
majority of the channel on Kissen Brook and most of the channel along Miry Brook flooded
during the 5-year flood event. Refer to Figure 3-1 for an overview of Danbury Airport.

Kissen Brook

Miry Brook

Figure 3-1: Danbury Municipal Airport 2010 USGS Aerial.
from http://Bing.com/maps/
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The 1987 study presented recommendations for channel improvements that would convey the 5year, 2-hour rainfall event without flooding. Twin 30-inch reinforced concrete pipes now run
beneath the runway. The various channel improvements and culvert replacements necessary to
accomplish this goal were estimated to cost approximately $1.6 million (1987 USD). The
improvements were constructed in 1991. An additional $3.4 million in drainage improvements
were performed later, including isolating storm sewer and sanitary sewer lines, reducing the
length of one runway, and replacing the north-south runway with pervious material to restore
some flood storage capacity at the site. While the airport still floods during heavy rainfall events
(and severe events such as Tropical Storm Floyd), the improvements have reduced the overall
frequency of flooding at the airport.

Regulations, Codes, and Ordinances

Regulations, codes, and ordinances that apply to flood hazard mitigation in conjunction with and
in addition to NFIP regulations include the following:
 Regulations of the Environmental Impact Commission
o Section 2 defines "Regulated Activities" covered by the regulations, which among other
activities includes any construction or other development activity that causes the
discharge of stormwater to increase the downstream peak flow of the receiving
watercourse using the 25-year storm as a reference standard.
o Section 4.1 (b) states that no residential homes will be permitted "as of right" in wetlands
and watercourses after 1987.
o Section 6.1 states that no person may conduct or maintain a regulated activity without
obtaining a permit. Section 7 outlines the permit application requirements.
 Plan of Conservation and Development.
o Section 1-A-3 (page IV.13) recommends that "to protect environmentally sensitive areas,
[the City should] restrict development in [State] Conservation areas to primarily very low
and rural density single family homes and traditional neighborhood and rural uses."
o Section 1-C-6 (page IV.14) states that the Zoning Regulations should "retain or enact
environmental regulations and programs to protect environmentally sensitive areas,
including public water supply watersheds, wetlands, floodplains, aquifers, steep hillsides,
and extensive woodlands.
o Section 2-B-2 (page IV.19) states that the City should "acquire abandoned residential
properties [in the Urban Core District], as feasible, for subsequent resale and
rehabilitation." This recommendation could be applied to floodprone properties.
o Section 2-B-4 (page IV.20) states that the City should "continue to assist in the
development and implementation of neighborhood plans for the Elm/Beaver, Rowan
Street, and Blind Brook neighborhoods."
o Section 2-D-4 (page IV.20) states that the City should "undertake drainage improvements
to prevent periodic flooding by Blind Brook and [within] the East Ditch [drainage
system]." These are important structural projects that are in the capital budget for the
years 2019-2020 (for Blind Brook) and already begun (for East Ditch).
o Section 3-B-3 (page IV.23) states that the City should "construct stormwater management
structures to provide water quality enhancement of runoff discharged into Lake Kenosia,
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o
o
o
o
o

particularly from the Mill Plain Road sub-watershed." Such structures could be designed
in coordination with a system to attenuate peak flows.
Section 3-D-2 (page IV.24) states that the City should "extend sanitary sewer service to
the Jensen Trailer Park." Such service would reduce septic system damage and failures in
the area during flooding events.
Section 5-B-3 (page IV.30) states that the City should determine "the percentage of land
for each new development that should be devoted to stormwater renovation and
consider adoption into the appropriate land use regulation."
Section 5-B-6 (page IV.30) states that the City should "expand the Blind Brook flood
control and drainage study to other floodprone areas of the City."
Section 5-B-8 (page IV.30) states that the City should "maintain the Still River Greenway."
Section 8-B-3 (page IV.39) states that the City should "consider acquisition of land along
Padanaram Brook."

 Zoning Regulations
o Danbury’s floodplain regulations were last updated in 2010.
o Section 7.A discusses floodplain zones and allowed activities in such zones in the City of
Danbury.
o Section 7.A.1 states that "a permit shall be required for all proposed construction and
other development, including the placement of mobile manufactured homes, which
occurs in all floodplain zones."
o Section 7.A.2 specifically defines the 1-percent-annual-chance SFHAs set forth in the June
2010 Fairfield County FIS and FIRM as the regulatory floodplain.
o Section 7.A.4 notes that the requirements of Section 7.A take precedence over all other
local ordinances, regulations, or codes.
o Section 7.A.8 defines floodways and notes that "encroachments, including fill, new
construction, substantial improvements, and other developments, shall be prohibited
unless certification (with supporting technical data) by a registered professional engineer
licensed in the State of Connecticut is provided demonstrating, through hydrologic and
hydraulic analyses performed in accordance with accepted engineering practice, that
encroachments shall not result in any (0.00 feet) increase in flood levels during
occurrence of the base flood discharge."
o Section 10.A.2 designates the Zoning Enforcement Officer as the authority to enforce the
Zoning Regulations.
 Subdivision Regulations
o Chapter 2-B-4 (page 2) requires a Stormwater Management Plan for any application
proposing one or more acres of impervious coverage. Chapter 4-E-3 (page 14) states
that such plan should "adequately control the runoff generated for a 25-year storm" for
the entire upstream drainage area, whether inside or outside the subdivision. It also
notes that "stormwater retention or detention systems may be required when it is found
that such systems would alleviate downstream flooding as a result of such subdivision.
Chapter 5-B outlines drainage specifications.
o Chapter 3-B-2 (page 3) requires any subdivision application containing land regulated as
an inland wetland or watercourse as defined by the Regulations of the Environmental
Impact Commission to review the application.
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Chapter 4-A-2.1 (page 7) outlines lands "of such character requiring additional
precautions for development," including SFHAs; land containing slopes of 20 percent or
greater; wetlands, watercourses, marshes, bogs, and swamps as defined by the
Environmental Impact Commission; natural or man-made drainage ways; and land
containing areas of soil types with severe or very severe limitations for on-site septic
systems. Such lands "require appropriate safeguards to protect the health and safety of
future occupants within the subdivision and existing residents of the community."
Chapter 4-A-2.2 (page 7) outlines regulations for development in SFHAs, including the
following:
1. That proposals need to be consistent with the need to minimize flood damage within
the floodprone area
2. All public utilities and facilities must be elevated or constructed to minimize
infiltration of floodwaters and discharges from the sewer systems into floodwaters.
3. Adequate drainage is provided so as to reduce exposure to flood hazards.
4. Full floodplain data including base flood elevation data is provided.
5. The subdivision of land within the boundaries of the SFHA preserves the floodway for
a 1-percent-annual-chance flood.
Chapter 4-F (page 14) specifically summarizes the flood protection measures presented
previously and notes that subdivision proposals and other proposed development,
including manufactured home parks or subdivisions, must meet all requirements for flood
protection.

Danbury has programs in place to execute each of these regulations. The intent of these
regulations is to promote the public health, safety, and general welfare and to minimize public
and private losses due to flood conditions in specific areas of the City of Danbury by the
establishment of standards designed to do the following:









Protect human life and public health.
Minimize expenditure of money for costly flood control projects.
Minimize the need for rescue and relief efforts associated with flooding.
Minimize prolonged business interruptions.
Minimize damage to public facilities; utilities such as water and gas mains, electric, telephone,
and sewer lines; and streets and bridges located in floodplains.
Maintain a stable tax base by providing for the sound use and development of floodprone
areas in such a manner as to minimize flood blight areas.
Ensure that purchasers of property are notified of special flood hazards.
Ensure the continued eligibility of owners of property in Danbury for participation in the NFIP.

Operational Capabilities

The City Department of Public Works (DPW) is in charge of the maintenance of the City's drainage
systems and performs clearing of bridges and culverts and other maintenance as needed.
Drainage complaints are routed to the DPW and recorded via the "Q-Alert" system. The City uses
these reports to identify potential problems and plan for maintenance and upgrades. The City
receives regular weather updates through DEMHS Region 5 email alerts as well as watches and
warnings through the National Weather Service.
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The National Weather Service issues a flood watch or a
flash flood watch for an area when conditions in or
near the area are favorable for a flood or flash flood,
respectively. A flash flood watch or flood watch does
not necessarily mean that flooding will occur. The
National Weather Service issues a flood warning or a
flash flood warning for an area when parts of the area
are either currently flooding, highly likely to flood, or
when flooding is imminent.

The Office of Emergency Management
and the Fire Department are responsible
for monitoring local flood warnings. The
City of Danbury can access the National
Weather Service website at
http://www.weather.gov/ to obtain the
latest flood watches and warnings before
and during precipitation events.

Summary

In summary, the City primarily attempts to mitigate flood damage and flood hazards by restricting
building activities in areas of flood risk. This policy is carried out through both the Planning and
Zoning (P&Z) and the Environmental Impact Commissions (EIC). All watercourses are to be
encroached minimally or not at all to maintain the existing flood-carrying capacity. These
regulations rely primarily on the FEMA-defined 1-percent-annual-chance flood elevations or
USACE-determined base flood elevations.
Other City policies relevant to flood mitigation include: requiring developers to secure a permit
from the EIC; requiring a number of flood mitigation design features to be included in site plans,
requiring an equal volume of earth to be removed from a site to compensate for fill placed on a
site within a flood zone.
The City also has a variety of programs and structural projects in place or earmarked that are
pertinent for hazard mitigation purposes. These were discussed above and include: the multi-year
capital improvement program that includes drainage and stream crossing upgrades; DPW bridge
inspection and maintenance; DPW bridge and culvert debris monitoring and clearing; the Q-Alert
drainage complaint recording and review program to identify and prioritize problem locations;
and the variety of programs instituted to execute POCD recommendations and City regulations.
The City also consistently performs upgrades to flood mitigation infrastructure and seeks grants
for further structural projects.

Actions Completed and New Capabilities

Danbury has completed many capital-improvement projects in the last five years that contribute
to flood hazard mitigation efforts, including:
 Rehabilitation of the Crosby Street Bridge over Padanaram Brook
 Removal of Vegetation, Dredging, and Wall Repair in the Still River
 Rehabilitation of the Reservoir Street Bridge
 Rehabilitation of the Franklin Street Extension Bridge over Mercers Pond Brook
 Rehabilitation of the Mountainville Avenue Bridge
 West Street Drainage Improvements at Railroad Crossing
 Rehabilitation of the Jefferson Avenue Bridge over Blind Brook
 Rogers Park Area Storm Drainage Improvements
 Rehabilitation of the Shelter Rock Road Bridge over Sympaug Brook
 Rehabilitation of the Miry Brook Road Bridge near Harwood Drive
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Tree clearing and dredging is performed along 3,000 feet of designed channel within the Still
River flood control system as need, as encouraged by the USACE.
The Waterworks, Inc. office on Backus Avenue completed a minor expansion within the Miry
Brook floodplain, near a wetland, and used permeable pavers for the project. This is an example
of City staff encouraging the use of low-impact development techniques in the floodplain.
3.1.3

Vulnerabilities and Risk Assessment

This section summarizes areas at risk of flooding within the City. A more detailed discussion of
flood risks, including maps depicting specific locations of concern, in included in Appendix C. A
map of flood zones in Danbury is included as Figure 2-4.
Flooding can impact a variety of river corridors and cause severe damages in the City. Flooding
due to poor drainage and other factors is also a persistent hazard in the City and can cause minor
infrastructure damage, expedite maintenance, and create nuisance flooding of yards and
basements.
Danbury staff report that there have been no major flood events in Danbury since adoption of the
previous HMP in 2016.

Vulnerability Analysis of Private Property

According to the 2010 FEMA FIRM, a total of 3,653 acres of land in Danbury are located within the
1-percent-annual-chance flood boundary, and a total of 3,964 acres of land are located within the
0.2-percent-annual-chance flood boundary (which includes areas within the 1-percent-annualchance flood boundary). A total of 28 Letters of Map Change have been issued since the
adoption of the 2010 flood map. Based on correspondence with the State of Connecticut NFIP
Coordinator at the Connecticut DEEP, a total of 29 repetitive loss properties (RLPs), two of which
are severe repetitive loss (SRL), are located in the City. Of this total, 22 of the properties are
residential.
The RL properties are located along Blind Brook, Kohanza Brook, Padanaram Brook, the
Saugatuck River, and the Still River. Sixteen of the structures are located within the 1-percentannual-chance floodplain, four are mapped in the 0.2-percent-annual-chance floodplain, and nine
are located in areas marked as "C" or "X" - zones of minimal flood hazard.
Many structures in Danbury are located within the 0.2-percent-annual-chance floodplain, the 1percent-annual-chance floodplain, and the 1-percent-annual-chance floodway delineated by
FEMA. The software platform ArcGIS was utilized to determine the number and value of
properties located within the various floodplains within the City as discussed below.
The City provided GIS data to MMI in order to analyze potential hazards to the City. This data
included parcel boundaries with address information, an associated assessment database, and
structure boundaries. This data allowed specific parcels susceptible to flooding to be positively
identified throughout the City.
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There are over 1,530 parcels in Danbury with at least a portion of the property located within a
mapped floodplain. The ArcGIS software was used to determine the number of structures within
the various floodplains, with the following caveats:










If a parcel did not have a structure in the floodplain, it was excluded from further analysis.
Therefore, parcels with obvious structures within the floodplain were included. Small
outbuildings (tool sheds, garages) were not included unless they were approximately similar
in size to the main building. Larger outbuildings were included since these are often
associated with commercial properties in the City and store significant inventories.
2004 leaf-off aerial photography from the Connecticut DEEP and 2008-2009 leaf-on aerial
photography from Microsoft Virtual Earth were utilized to confirm structure boundaries.
The analysis uses valuation data from 2007, which are likely inflated over 2016 market values.
There was no way to easily separate land value from structure value in the database. Based
on a limited survey of properties within the Vision Appraisal Database for Danbury, land
assessments range from approximately 34 percent to 75 percent of the overall property value,
with a mean around 50 percent.
Condominium values are the sum of individual unit appraisals. If only part of a complex could
be affected, then the overall value is conservatively high.
The analysis does not include streets that are the only access to an area where a flood would
isolate residents.
Water utility buildings constructed in floodplains were excluded as these buildings are
floodproofed.
No accounting was made for local flood protection projects not already in Digital Flood
Insurance Rate Map (DFIRM) mapping.

The result of the analysis is relatively straightforward and provides useful numbers for planning
purposes. Out of the more than 1,530 parcels located within defined floodplains in the City of
Danbury:






538 parcels have structures located within 0.2-percent-annual-chance floodplains. These
parcels are appraised at $1,357,501,000. Assuming that the land value is 50 percent of the
parcel valuation, these buildings appraise at approximately $678,750,500. This value includes
structures in the 1-percent-annual-chance floodplains and floodways.
373 parcels have structures located within 1-percent-annual-chance floodplains. These
parcels are appraised at $1,121,984,000. Assuming that the land value is 50 percent of the
parcel valuation, these buildings appraise at approximately $560,992,000. This value includes
structures within floodways.
36 parcels have structures located within floodways. These parcels are appraised at
$125,308,400. Assuming that the land value is 50 percent of the parcel valuation, these
buildings appraise at approximately $62,654,200.

Thus, if a 1-percent-annual-chance flood occurred that caused an average of 10 percent damage
to structures in the mapped 1-percent-annual-chance floodplain and floodway, a conservative
damage estimate could total approximately $56 million to private property. This value is likely
slightly elevated due to the 2007 appraisals that occurred prior to the recent economic downturn,
the inclusion of full condominium data when only a portion of the development is at risk of
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flooding, and the fact that the delineated floodplain may not be correlated precisely to local
topography (thus including more areas than actually at risk).

Vulnerability Analysis of Critical Facilities

The list of critical facilities provided by the City was used with the parcel data to accurately locate
each critical facility throughout the City. A total of 17 critical facilities were found to lie within the
1-percent-annual-chance floodplains of a variety of watercourses in the City. Table 3-1 lists these
critical facilities with the exception of hazardous materials reporters (six) and religious buildings
(two). The facilities are described in more detail below.
Table 3-1: Critical Facilities Located Within the 1-Percent-Annual-Chance Floodplain1
Name or Type
Address
Flooding Source
Fire Engine Company 6
65 Jefferson Avenue
Blind Brook
Pope John Paul Health Care
33 Lincoln Avenue
Blind Brook
Fire Headquarters
19 New Street
Blind Brook
Fire Engine Company 3
17 North Street
Kohanza Brook
Danbury Fire Training Facility
23 Plumtrees Road
Limekiln Brook
Danbury Municipal Airport
Wibling Road
Miry Brook and Kissen Brook
Fire Engine Company 26
75 Kenosia Avenue
Miry Brook
Danbury Fair Mall
7 Backus Avenue
Miry Brook and Still River
Fire Engine Company 24
36 Eagle Road
Still River
A total of 17 critical facilities have part of their structures within the mapped 1% annualchance floodplain. This table does not include hazardous materials reporters (six) or
religious buildings (two).

1

Fire Engine Company 6 is a Volunteer Fire
Department station located on Jefferson
Avenue. As shown in the inset photo (right),
the property is completely within the 1percent-annual-chance floodplain (without
elevations defined) of Blind Brook. The
mapped 1-percent-annual-chance
floodplain is the area in teal. While this
building is not known to have experienced
serious flooding damage, the potential
exists that this facility could be flooded by a
severe flood event.

Fire Engine Company 6 on Jefferson Avenue.
2008 Aerial Photo from Microsoft.
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The southeast wing of the Pope John Paul Healthcare Center is located within the 1-percentannual-chance floodplain of Blind Brook (without elevations defined). This floodplain is due to
backwater flooding caused by the constriction in flow at the West Wooster Street culvert. This
facility has reportedly experienced minor flooding in the past. A photo of this area is shown at
right.
The Fire Department Headquarters is partially
located within the 1-percent-annual-chance
floodplain of Blind Brook (see inset photo on
next page). The mapped 1-percent-annualchance floodplain is the blue area. The brook is
culverted beneath New Street and daylights
near the southeast corner of the property. The
culvert is reportedly in poor condition. When
the flow in the brook is excessive, it overtops
New Street and can flood the building. This
occurred during Tropical Storm Floyd in 1999
when 5 inches of water was flowing through the
main hallway of the building. The 9-1-1 call
center in this building is being relocated in the
near future to the new Police Station on Main
Street (this new building does not lay within the
1-percent-annual-chance floodplain).
Fire Engine Company 3 is a Danbury Volunteer
Fire Department building located on North
Street. As shown in the inset photo at right, the
property is completely within the 1-percentannual-chance floodplain (with elevations
defined) of Kohanza Brook. While this building
is known to have only experienced minor
flooding damage, the potential exists that this
facility could be damaged by a severe flood
event.

Fire Department Headquarters on New Street.
2008 Aerial Photo from Microsoft.

Fire Engine Company 3 on North Street.
2008 Aerial Photo from Microsoft.
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The Danbury Fire Training Facility is located on
Plumtrees Road near the former City landfill.
Portions of the area are within 1-percentannual-chance floodplains associated with
Limekiln Brook. However, no significant
infrastructure at this location is believed to be
affected by flooding. If the Fire Department
chooses to expand this facility to take on a more
regional nature in the future (as suggested by
various planning documents), careful
consideration should be given to nearby
floodplains.
The Danbury Municipal Airport and its fire
station, Fire Engine Company 26, were
constructed in the 1-percent-annual-chance
floodplain of Miry Brook. The airport is
expected to partially flood during minor events
(greater than 5-year return frequency) and
completely flood during serious flood events.
Various improvements have been performed at
the airport to reduce the vulnerability of the
facility to flooding.

Pope John Paul Healthcare Center on Lincoln
Avenue. 2008 Aerial Photo from Microsoft.

While the Danbury Fair Mall is located within the
1-percent-annual-chance floodplain of the Still River and Miry Brook, the mall structure was
designed such that the doors are above the 1-percent-annual-chance flood elevation. As such,
the parking lot and a portion of the lowest level of the parking garage will be flooded, but the
interior of the mall will not be flooded during a 1-percent-annual-chance flood event. The mall
parking lot will be inaccessible from Backus Road due to the flooding, thus requiring a mall
closure similar to that which occurred during Tropical Storm Floyd in 1999. The mall is considered
a critical facility because after natural disasters it is utilized as an important regional commodity
distribution site.
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Finally, Fire Engine Company 24 is a
Danbury Fire Department building located
on Eagle Road. As shown by the inset
photo at right, the property is completely
within the 0.2-percent-annual-chance
floodplain of the Still River (purple area),
with portions of the building within the
mapped 1-percent-annual-chance
floodplain (with elevations defined) and
the floodway (green area) of the Still River.
While this building has not experienced
flooding damage in the past, the potential
exists that this facility would be flooded by
a severe flood event in the future.

Fire Engine Company 24 on Eagle Road.
2008 Aerial Photo from Microsoft.

While each of these facilities is susceptible
to the 1-percent-annual-chance flood,
they may also be susceptible to floods of lesser magnitude.

In addition to these facilities, the City's transportation network is at risk of flooding. As shown in
the historic record, the Metro North railroad running from Norwalk to Danbury has been
damaged by flooding (or simply flooded) during several storm events, forcing service shutdowns.
Severe storms such as Tropical Storm Floyd have the potential to close many City roads, resulting
in Interstate 84 being the only means to cross the City. This is particularly a concern given that
Danbury's emergency personnel are regional responders, and flooding can make it difficult for
ambulances to access Danbury Hospital due to a variety of detours from road closures.

Vulnerability Analysis of Areas Along Watercourses

The primary waterway in the City is the Still River. The remaining waterways in Danbury are
mostly small streams and brooks significant for water supply and conservation purposes but
which are not significant recreational resources. Lake Candlewood and a variety of smaller lakes
and ponds are significant recreational resources. Floodplains with and without elevations are
delineated for the majority of the floodprone brooks in the City, and the majority of the brooks in
the City have issues with flooding. Specific areas susceptible to flooding are identifiable by the
FEMA defined SFHAs, and additional areas susceptible to flooding were identified by City
personnel and observed by MMI staff during past field inspections.
There are many roads, and in particular dead-end roads, in Danbury that pass over a watercourse,
such as access roads to condominiums or other private properties. It is believed that the majority
of the culverts under these roads were designed using rainfall data published in "Technical Paper
No. 40", and may therefore be undersized given increasing precipitation magnitudes observed in
recent years (see Section 2.1.3).
City personnel are concerned about the effects that development in neighboring municipalities
has had and will continue to have on flooding conditions within Danbury. Specifically, there is
concern that new floodplain development downstream in Brookfield and New Milford is causing
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increased runoff and exacerbating flood stages along the entire Still River corridor, including
Danbury.
The following subsections highlight flooding potential along the various watercourses in Danbury,
beginning with the Still River. The Still River is divided into three sections in Danbury – the Upper
Still River above Segar Street, the Middle Still River from Segar Street to Cross Street, and the
Lower Still River to the Brookfield municipal boundary.
Upper Still River Area
Jensen's Mobile Home Park on Lake Kenosia continues to be a repeated flooding area. The
mobile homes nearest the lake are only 1 to 2 feet above the normal water elevation of the lake.
This park is historically flooded several times each year, with larger events resulting in necessary
evacuations although few significant storms or flood events have occurred since adoption of the
initial HMP. Past utility improvements at the park have included electrical facilities being raised to
mitigate flooding damage. There is an effort underway to tie the park into the municipal sewage
system, which will remove the problem of septic overflow due to high groundwater. As an agerestricted (55+) park, this area also has a high concentration of elderly persons who need
additional assistance during an emergency.
According to City personnel, Mill Plain swamp floods often although limited damages result due
to the undeveloped nature of the area. Restrictions in the Still River channel near Segar Street
cause it to back up through Mill Plain Swamp behind the Danbury Fair Mall and then into Lake
Kenosia. The problems are exacerbated by inflow from Miry Brook and Kissen Brook and by the
small, antiquated bridge on Kenosia Avenue that overtops during the 10-year flood event. When
enough rainfall backs up, Jensen's Mobile Home Park floods, with floodwaters closing down
Kenosia Avenue.
Residents at Kenosia Commons Mobile Home Park at 46 Kenosia Avenue now have a need for
flood insurance because of the recent FIRM update. More than half of the park is mapped within
the 1-percent-annual-chance floodplain.
Miry Brook and Airport Area
One of the most frequently flooded areas in the City is in the vicinity of the airport. Miry Brook,
an unnamed stream, and Kissen Brook all drain through the airport to their eventual confluences
with the Still River. The airport and the on-site Fire Department (Engine Company 26) are in the
combined 1-percent-annual-chance floodplain of Miry Brook and Kissen Brook along with a large
commercial area that includes restaurants, stores, and the parking lot of the Danbury Fair Mall.
During Tropical Storm Floyd, the majority of the airport and its runways were inundated as was
the entire mall parking lot and many of the surrounding stores.
As noted previously, the airport is built primarily on fill material, which has reduced overall
floodplain storage capacity, and in the past, improvements have been performed to allow the
drainage system to pass the 5-year, 2-hour rainfall event without overtopping. These
improvements also serve to retain some water at the site in order to reduce peak flows
downstream (particularly at West Street). As noted in Section 2.4, the TP-40 rainfall values have
been superseded with more recent rainfall data that suggest that storm sizes are increasing.
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Thus, even with the improvements in the early 1990s, it is likely that the airport and the
surrounding area will be flooded more frequently in the future than they were in the past.
Additional improvements have been constructed at the mall to provide additional flood storage
capacity. A series of retention ponds line the access roads leading into the mall adjacent to both
Miry Brook and Kissen Brook. Flap gates allow each pond to fill with water but close to prevent
drainage during a flood event. These improvements buffer the natural capacity of Mill Plain
Swamp to store floodwaters.
Exacerbating the problem at the airport and the mall is the fact that outflow from Lake Waubeeka
in southern Danbury was diverted north into the City after the floods of 1955. This diversion was
performed because Lake Waubeeka is used for contact recreation, and the upper Saugatuck River
drains to reservoirs used for public water supply; in-water recreation is contrary to the Public
Health Code. As such, more water is directed into the airport now than when it was first built in
the late 1920s. The outflow from Lake Waubeeka manifests along Route 7 as Kissen Brook and
drains the eastern side of the airport through a system of open channels and closed culverts.
Middle Still River Area
Downstream of Segar Street, a sand and gravel processing site and a few houses on Belmont Lane
are the only buildings in the 1-percent-annual-chance floodplain until the vicinity of Oil Mill Road.
The River Woods Condominium complex has units within the 1-percent-annual-chance
floodplain; however, the access bridge over the Still River is designed to pass the 1-percentannual-chance flood event with 2 feet of freeboard. As such, this complex should not get isolated
from the rest of the City during a 1-percent-annual-chance flood although parts of the complex
may flood. Beyond this bridge, the Still River channel is incised and does not have a delineated
floodplain until it nears West Street.
The intersection of West Street and Benedict Avenue is where the railroad bridge passes over
West Street. A combination of factors at this location results in frequent flooding. First, West
Street drops in elevation to pass under the railroad bridge, creating a road surface that is near the
water elevation of the Still River and a depression that collects rainwater. When the Still River is
high, the storm drains beneath the railroad bridge cannot discharge water to the river, and a pool
forms. The sharp "S-curve" in the Still River provides tangential velocity to aid the river in running
overbank. The City sets up barricades in this area to close the road several times per year during
heavy rain events.
Flooding in the railroad underpass area is exacerbated by sedimentation, which is caused by the
pooling described above. Danbury has performed dredging at this site in the past.
Downstream of West Street, a pair of factories (with multiple employers) is located within the 1percent-annual-chance floodplain. The Still River then proceeds to enter the three major flood
control projects erected after the floods of 1955. The 1-percent-annual-chance flood is
completely contained within these protection projects although the 0.2-percent-annual-chance
flood will inundate a significant area near the railroad yard. These culvert systems continue to
need attention and maintenance.
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Municipal staff have identified the area of Lower Main Street, New Street behind the Fire
Department, and Blind Brook as continuing to be frequently flooded.
Few other areas within the middle section of the Still River are vulnerable to overbank flooding
except the confluence with Sympaug Brook, which is discussed in that section.
Blind Brook Area
Flood damage is generally limited immediately downstream of Tarrywile Lake although significant
flood damage occurred during Tropical Storm Floyd. City employees point to Blind Brook Park,
between East Pearl Street and West Wooster Street, as a location that experiences frequent
flooding. Upstream of West Wooster Street, Fire Engine Company 6 and the Pope John Paul
Health Center are located in the 1-percent-annual-chance floodplain associated with Blind Brook.
Repeated flood damages occur downstream of West Wooster Street. According to City
personnel, flooding occurs within this part of the Blind Brook corridor three or four times per year.
One of the most common areas for flooding is the East Pearl Street and William Street
neighborhood. Flooding in this area is due primarily to channel encroachments reducing flow
capacity.
Downstream of George Street, Blind Brook is directed into an underground culvert that extends
north past New Street to daylight at the Fire Headquarters. This underground culvert reportedly
passes beneath several houses and commercial structures. City personnel have noted in the past
that the entire culvert system needs repairs and have described the section of culvert beneath
New Street as "failing."
The culvert continues to be channelized by an open-topped concrete culvert down to the access
road leading to the City homeless shelter. This section of channel continually narrows, which has
caused damage to the adjacent concrete. The Pentecostal Church in this area has reportedly
experienced flooding damage. The brook then enters a short underground culvert that empties
into the underground channel of the upstream Still River protection project.
Several studies of the corridor have occurred to attempt to quantify the frequency and magnitude
of flooding. The USACE (2000) has studied the stream and determined that its rate of flow is too
low to qualify for federal funding through USACE grants. The USACE noted that outflow from the
two upstream dams on Tarrywile Lake and Parks Pond peaks well after the lower watershed has its
peak flows. As such, water from these ponds is not a major contributor to peak flows in the lower
section of the brook, and the USACE recommended further study on a detention basin upstream
of Jefferson Avenue and culvert improvements downstream of West Wooster Street.
A study was performed by Roald Haestad, Inc. for the City of Danbury in 2003 to investigate the
improvements recommended by the USACE. The report noted that the current culverts within the
Blind Brook study reach have the capacity to discharge a 2-year to 5-year return frequency flood
while the Elm Street culvert can discharge an approximate 10-year flood. The report noted that
the proposed detention above Jefferson Avenue would result in significant discharge reductions
for all flood frequencies (1-percent-annual-chance was lowest frequency studied) at Jefferson
Avenue and West Wooster Street but that discharge reductions were less noticeable at West
Street (only for 25-year flood and above) and at Elm Street (only for 50-year storm and above).
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Thus, the upstream detention improvements would have limited impact on higher frequency
floods but would mitigate peak flows for the lower frequency, higher discharge events.
Boggs Pond Brook and Kohanza Brook Area
Infrequent flooding occurs in the upper reaches of Boggs Pond Brook above the West Lake
Reservoir. This area does not have any floodplains defined; these are first delineated on Kohanza
Brook upstream of Kohanza Street at Ridgewood Country Club. The golf course does not have
any structures (other than cart path bridges) that are in the floodplain. Downstream of Kohanza
Street, the 1-percent-annual-chance floodplain is confined to the channel of the brook such that
there are few flooding problems until after Kohanza Brook passes into a culvert beneath Interstate
84.
When Kohanza Brook is high, the drainage systems on Main Street can back up and cause
pooling near Interstate 84. During severe storms, this can essentially close one lane of traffic as
observed during Tropical Storm Nicole in 2010. Downstream of Main Street, the brook daylights
in a commercial area between Thorpe Street Extension and Patch Street that experienced severe
flooding damage during Tropical Storm Floyd. This area has occasional flooding problems, with
two RLPs and Fire Engine Company #3 located within the 1-percent-annual-chance floodplain.
Due to the nearby confluence of Kohanza Brook with Padanaram Brook, this area can be affected
by flooding from either source.
Padanaram Brook Area
The upper basin of Padanaram Brook is impounded by various reservoirs, which provide a
measure of flood mitigation except during extreme events when the reservoirs are full. The major
flooding issues along the corridor begin at the beginning of the mapped floodplain.
The stream corridor is narrow and steep through the reach, culminating in a culvert beneath the
Danbury Shopping Center. Flooding in this area is exacerbated by the influx of water from Penny
& Ericson Brook into the underground culvert. Just southeast of this area, floodwaters back up
near the terminus of Walnut Street due to the constriction in flow caused by the Interstate 84
culvert.
Flooding damages are usually relatively minor along Rowan Street although there are several
apartment complexes and homes within the 1-percent-annual-chance floodplain in this area. As
previously noted, the confluence of Kohanza Brook (in the vicinity of North Street, Barnum Court,
and Patch Street) is a repeated flooding area. Flooding during Tropical Storm Floyd was so severe
that evacuations were necessary.
Padanaram Brook continues southeast toward its confluence with the Still River. A new Police
Department building was completed in 2009 near East Franklin Street; the rear parking lot of this
building is located within the 1-percent-annual-chance floodplain of the brook. This building
currently contains the civilian-operated dispatch center for Police, Fire, and Emergency Medical
Services, previously located in the Fire Engine Company 6 building within the 1-percent-annualchance floodplain of Blind Brook. This represents a removal of that critical facility from a
hazardous area although the parking lot of the current location is within the 1-percent-annualchance floodplain of Padanaram Brook as noted above.
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Sympaug Brook Area
While the Sympaug Brook Area has a defined floodway and 1-percent-annual-chance floodplain,
there are relatively few areas prone to flood damage in this part of the City. A factory on Great
Pasture Road and six industrial properties on Shelter Rock Road are the only structures within the
1-percent-annual-chance floodplain. Similar to Limekiln Brook, much of the flooding in this area
occurs due to high flows on the Still River creating backwater conditions.
Lower Still River Area
Downstream of Cross Street, the Still River enters a major industrial and commercial area of the
City. Many properties in this area have experienced flood damage. When flooding occurs, it is
exacerbated by the many meanders of the Still River in the area, particularly near the confluence
of Limekiln Brook and Federal Road. Historically, floodwaters in this area have been deep and
widespread; during Tropical Storm Floyd, several feet of flooding was reported in many buildings,
and floods up to 3 feet deep have occurred several times on Finance Drive.
The Still River Alliance believes that most of the flooding along the Still River will continue to be
concentrated in the area near the confluence with Limekiln Brook as it acts as a floodplain
bottleneck. Flooded properties are mainly commercial and industrial in this area although roads
are flooded as well. The Eagle Road area used to be a farm prior to its development, and the
Finance Drive area is constructed on fill. Both of these factors suggest that an overall loss in
floodplain storage has occurred in this area.
City personnel say they have observed increasing flooding in this area in past years. Increasing
development within and around the floodplain downstream in the town of Brookfield may be
contributing to the problem by increasing runoff and backwatering. Danbury may attempt to get
more information about downstream projects to determine what effect they are having on
upstream flooding.
Limekiln Brook Area
Limekiln Brook enters Danbury just east of the former City landfill and receives inflow from the
City's WPCF. While the Danbury WPCF performs tertiary treatment, it does rely on Limekiln Brook
and the Still River for waste assimilation.
The most common area for flooding along Limekiln Brook in Danbury is at Newtown Road (Route
6). According to the Still River Alliance, during severe rain events a minor constriction at the
Interstate 84 culvert creates backwater flooding conditions along the Still River and along the
lower section of Limekiln Brook.
Saugatuck River Area
Route 7 South near the Redding town line experiences occasional flooding issues from the
Saugatuck River.
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Vulnerability of Other Areas

The City has a variety of areas that are subject to flooding away from defined watercourses. Many
of these areas flood due to clogged or undersized drainage systems or the complete lack of a
drainage system. City personnel described flash flood events, some occurring in areas with no
history of flooding, lasting around an hour following brief heavy rainstorms. In particular, 1 inch
of rain falling on West Street over 20 minutes requires flood rescues on West Street, Tamarack
Avenue, and other areas. Generally, such minor flood events can cause stranded residents to
require rescue as well as causing damage to roads and ponding of nearby yards, basement
flooding, and other damages. These events can usually be repaired by the DPW through
cleaning, curb repair, and asphalt patching. More extreme events can require complete
infrastructure replacement. As noted in Section 2.1.3, these damage events are expected to
become more frequent in the future as the intensity and magnitude of rainfall events continues to
increase.
Several areas were mentioned by City personnel as having repeated flooding of this type. Main
Street, Tamarack Avenue, Stevens Street, the North Street Shopping Center, and Osborne Street
were specifically highlighted during the Plan update meeting. Other locations were noted during
development of the initial Plan, including West Redding Road and Old Lantern Road (affected by
flooding of adjacent swamps) and private roads near Lake Candlewood (Cornell Road, Old
Neversink Road, and Forty Acre Mountain Road). These roads lack or have insufficient drainage
systems. Similar to the other flooding areas, it is likely that these areas will experience more
frequent and intensive flooding events in the future. The City recognizes a need to respond to
very short duration (lasting less than 1 hour) emergencies during summer storms.
East Ditch
The East Ditch is an antiquated drainage system that was designed in the late 19th century to
route sewage, horse manure, and stormwater to the Still River. The general route is from the
intersection of Elmwood Place and Main Street to Park Place, then to Liberty Street, and finally
beneath the railroad tracks to the Still River.
The main issue is that the entire culvert system is undersized. One specific problem with the
system is that several 18-inch-diameter pipes and a 24-inch-diameter pipe flow into one 18-inch
pipe, which leads to backups during heavy rain events. The intersection of Wooster Street, Main
Street, and Park Place regularly floods during storm events (approximately five times per year)
requiring barricades to protect traffic. Nearby houses have their entire basements fill with water.
Neighbors have kept records and pictures of the flooding since the 1980s. As described in
newspaper articles, neighbors feel that the 1999 Harrison Square Development (52 Main Street)
and the 1982 Danbury Commons Development (51 Main Street) exacerbated the frequency and
magnitude of flooding in the area. The 1982 development reportedly was built in a wooded area
locally known as "the old swamp" that retained water during heavy rain events. City records note
that both developments were approved with detention systems to mitigate downstream flooding.
According to the City Engineering Division, these detention systems may not have been properly
maintained and therefore may not be functioning as designed.
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Various studies have been conducted with the goal of increasing system capacity. Improvements
to the system were designed by Roald Haestad, Inc. in 2002 that included upgrading the existing
trunk line to piping ranging in size from 36 inches near Main Street to 54 inches downstream of
State Street and installing a 5-foot by 10-foot box culvert from downstream of State Street to
Liberty Street, along Liberty Street, and beneath the railroad tracks to the Still River. The cost
estimate for this work is several million dollars, and much time has been spent securing the
necessary property easements to perform the work.
Phase I of the project was completed prior to development of the City's initial HMP. The City
installed approximately 370 feet of 5-foot-high by 10-foot-wide box culvert from the Still River to
a point just north of Pahquioque Avenue. A section of 54-inch reinforced concrete pipe (RCP) was
also installed. Funding for Phase II was listed in the 2011/2012 adopted budget for
implementation in fiscal year 2012/2013. In the 2012/2013 adopted budget, it was expected to
be completed over 3 years from 2013/2014 through 2015/2016. The project was not mentioned
at all in the budget for 2012/2013 and was listed as an unfunded capital project in the budgets of
2013/2014 and 2014/2015. It was included in the adopted budget of 2015/2016 as "deferred"
past 2021. This phase of the project will install an additional 355 linear feet of 5-foot-high by 10foot-wide box culvert along Liberty Street. Additional phases are planned to complete the work
upstream of Liberty Street but have yet to be designed. City personnel say that the City has been
unable to secure the funds necessary for the project.

Vulnerability Due to Projected Sea Level Change

In accordance with Public Act 13-179, Section 6 (effective 10/1/2013), the sea level change
scenarios published in the NOAA Technical Report OAR CPO-1 were considered in development
of this Plan. According to that report, the worst-case scenario for sea level rise by 2100 is a global
average increase of 6.6 feet above the 1992 mean sea level. In the coastal Connecticut area, sea
level has risen between 0 and 2 feet per century since 1854. The entire City of Danbury is above
6.6 feet of elevation and does not include any tidally influenced watercourses. Therefore, this
community is unlikely to be affected by sea level rise through 2100.
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3.2.1

DAM FAILURE
Setting

3.2.2

Capabilities

Dam failures can be triggered suddenly, with little or no warning, and often from other natural
disasters such as floods and earthquakes. Dam failures often occur during flooding when the
dam breaks under the additional force of floodwaters. In addition, a dam failure can cause a
chain reaction where the sudden release of floodwaters causes the next dam downstream to fail.
While flooding from a dam failure generally has a moderate geographic extent, the effects are
potentially catastrophic. Fortunately, a major dam failure is considered very unlikely in any given
year.
The Dam Safety Section of the DEEP Inland Water
All dams regulated by DEEP must be
Resources Division is charged with the responsibility
designed to pass the 1%-annualfor administration and enforcement of Connecticut's
chance rainfall event with 1 foot of
dam safety laws. The dam safety statutes are codified
freeboard, a factor of safety against
in Section 22a-401 through 22a-411 inclusive of the
overtopping. Significant and high
Connecticut General Statutes. Dams must be
hazard dams are required to meet an
inventoried by the owner with the DEEP according to
even greater design standard.
Connecticut Public Act 83-38. Dam Inspection
Regulations require that nearly 700 dams in Connecticut be inspected annually. The DEEP
currently prioritizes inspections of those dams that pose the greatest potential threat to
downstream persons and properties. Dams found to be unsafe under the inspection program
must be repaired by the owner.
Section 5.1 (a) of Danbury's Inland Wetlands and Watercourses Regulations notes that the state
regulates the construction or modification of any dam. Connecticut Public Act No. 13-197, An Act
Concerning the Dam Safety Program and Mosquito Control, requires the owner of any high or
significant hazard dam (Classes B and C) to develop and implement an emergency action plan
(EAP). The EAP shall be updated every 2 years, and copies shall be filed with DEEP and the chief
executive officer of any municipality that would potentially be affected in the event of an
emergency
The City of Danbury maintains EAPs for each of its Class C dams. EAPs include threshold
elevations which, when reached by impoundment waters, initiate response activities (such as
alerting the state or the public). Monitoring is performed by the Public Works Department.
FirstLight, the owner of the Lake Candlewood Dams, has prepared an "Emergency Action Plan" for
each of its dams and dikes. Mercer's Pond Dam is privately owned, and it is unknown if the owner
maintains such a plan. Eureka Lake Dam is owned by the Town of Bethel. Based on
correspondence between the City Engineering Department and the Bethel Town Engineer, the
Town of Bethel does not believe it has an EOP for Eureka Lake Dam.
The City of Danbury has established a Flood and Erosion Control Board as noted in the Code of
Ordinances section 2-184; the board consists of the City Council.
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More information regarding the Flood and Erosion Control Board program can be found at
http://www.ct.gov/dep/lib/dep/water_inland/flood_mgmt/fecb_program.pdf.
The City-owned water supply dams are inspected every two years in compliance with state
requirements. These include Margerie Lake Dam and Dike, East Lake Dam, Padanaram Dam,
Upper and Lower Kohanza Dams, West Lake Dam, and Boggs Pond Dam. The City has routinely
retained private contractors to perform the inspections and prepare a summary report. The last
summary report immediately available for review was for the October 2009 inspections. All dams
were reported to be in good condition, and only minor repairs were necessary. These dams have
all been inspected within the last 2 years.
According to its Emergency Operations Plan, Tarrywile Lake Dam is to be checked weekly and
inspected quarterly by Danbury public works staff as well as receive a formal annual inspection.
The Emergency Operations Plan was most recently updated in June 2011. The inspection schedule
for Parks Pond Dam was not immediately available, but it is assumed it is inspected annually as
repairs were recently completed to the structure, and a new Emergency Operations Plan was
finished in 2011.
The City of Danbury uses Connect CTY for emergency notification. The current emergency
notification system is under review to determine, among other things, its overall effectiveness in
reaching the citizens of Danbury. The dam failure inundation mapping discussed in the next
section can be used to help streamline the geographic contact areas if the failure of a major dam
is imminent.

Actions Completed and New Capabilities

Danbury has recently completed repairs to the Tarrywile Parks Pond Dam.
Overall, Danbury’s capability to mitigate for dam failure and prevent loss of life and property has
improved in recent years as the result of the recent statewide legislative actions described above.
Over the next few years, it is anticipated that dam safety programs will continue to strengthen in
Connecticut.

Summary

Programs enacted in Danbury to mitigation dam failure include participation in the Statewide
Dam Safety Program, staying up to date on the evolution of any EAPs and Dam Failure Analyses
for high hazard dams in the City, making copies of those documents available at City Hall for
public viewing, and including dam failure areas into the Connect CTY emergency notification
system.
Danbury's capabilities to mitigate for dam failure and prevent loss of life and property have
increased since the previous HMP was adopted, mainly as a result of recent rehabilitation work on
dam structures.
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3.2.3

Vulnerabilities and Risk Assessment

This section summarizes dam failure hazards within the City. A more detailed discussion of flood
risks, including maps depicting specific dam failure inundation areas, in included in Appendix C.
Dams and dam failure inundation areas in Danbury are shown on Figure 2-4.
The Connecticut DEEP administers the statewide Dam Safety Program and designates a
classification to each state-inventoried dam based on its potential hazard.






Class AA: negligible hazard potential
Class A: low hazard potential
Class BB: moderate hazard potential
Class B: significant hazard potential
Class C: high potential hazard

As of 1996, there were 36 Connecticut DEEP-inventoried dams within the City. The list of Class B
and C dams was updated by the DEEP in 2007, and DEEP provided an updated list of all
inventoried dams in the City to the Engineering Department in March 2010. Research in the DEEP
files by MMI revealed two additional dams, for a total of 47 dams inventoried in the City. The
most recent data on dam classifications from the DEEP is from 2020. Dam classifications include
four Class AA, 16 Class A, 13 Class BB, three Class B, eight Class C, and three that are unclassified.
DEEP-inventoried dams in Danbury are listed in Table 3-2.

#
3401
3402
3403
3404
3405
3406
3407
3408
3409
3410
3411
3412
3413
3414
3415
3416
3417
3418
3419
3420
3421
3422
3423
3424

Table 3-2: Dams Inventoried by the DEEP in the City of Danbury

Name
Upper Kohanza Lake Dam
Margerie Lake Reservoir Dam
Lower Kohanza Lake Dam
Lake Candlewood Dam / Rocky River Danbury Dike
East Lake Reservoir Dam
Padanaram Reservoir Dam
Rose Hill Avenue Pond Dam
Mercers Pond Dam
Waubeeka Lake Dam
Lake Wackawana Dam
Eureka Lake Dam
Mountain Pond Dam
Rogers Pond Dam
West Lake Reservoir Dam
Tarrywile Lake Dam
Lees Pond Dam #1
Saugatuck River Dam
Old Oil Mill Pond Dam
Small Pond Dam
Farringtons Pond Dam
Sterns Pond Dam
Boggs Pond Reservoir Dam
Dickens Pond Dam
Turtle Pond Dam
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Location
Saddle Rock Road
Peck Road
Kohanza Street
Hayestown Road
East Lake Road
Padanaram Road
Rose Hill Rd/Beaver St
Franklin Street Extension
Lake Waubeeka
Lakeside Road
Long Ridge Road
Long Ridge Road
Franklin Street Extension
Middle River Road
Tarrywile Lake Road
Wooster Heights Road
Route 7 South
Lake Avenue
Driftway Road
Joes Hill Avenue
King Street
Timbercrest Drive
Boyce Rd/Middle River Rd
Franklin Street Extension

Class
C4
C
C
C
C
C
BB
C
BB
BB
C
BB
BB
C
B
BB
BB
Breached
A
BB
A
BB
A
A

Owner
Danbury
Danbury
Danbury
Business
Danbury
Danbury
Private
Business
Association
Business
Bethel
Bethel
Private
Danbury
Danbury
Business
Business
Business
WCSU
Business
Private
Danbury
Private
Private

#
3425
3426
3427
3428
3429
3430
3431
3432
3433
3434
3435
3436
3437
3438
3439
3440
3441
3442
3443
3444
3445
3446
3447
3448
3449
34501
34511
34521
34531
34541
34551
34561

Name
Clapboard Ridge Pond Dam #1
Clapboard Ridge Pond Dam #2
Borderline Pond Dam
Kellners Pond Dam
Doyles Pond Dam
Lees Pond Dam #2
Robinson Pond Dam
[unnamed dam]
Starrs Plain Road Pond Dam
Natural Pond (No dam)
Natural Pond (No dam)
Sanford Pond Dam (No dam)
Lake Kenosia (No dam)
Parks Pond Dam #2
Ridgewood Country Club Dam
Nabby Road Detention Pond #1
Nabby Road Detention Pond #2
Kovacs Pond Dam
Brancato Dam
Lees Pond Detention Basin Dam
King Street Diversion Dam
Ross Dam
Woodland Hills Detention Pond
[unknown]
Reserve Detention Basin L Dam
Detention Basin C Dam
Detention Basin E Dam
Sugar Hollow & Miry Brook Roads Dam
Willow Lake Dam
Detention Basin B Dam
Reserve Detention Basin Dam (Warrington Round)
Still River Fdr Levee
1
Added to DEEP files since 2016
2
Identified as class A in 2016
3
No class assigned in 2016
4
Class upgraded since 2016 from Class B to Class C

Location
Clapboard Ridge Road
Clapboard Ridge Road
Clapboard Ridge Road
Apple Blossom Lane
East Hayestown Road
Wooster Heights Road
Wooster Heights Road
Tarrywile Lake Road
Route 7 South
[not mapped]
[not mapped]
Mill Plain Road
Kenosia Avenue
Terre Haute Road
Franklin Street Extension
Nabby Road
Nabby Road
[not mapped]
Chambers Road
[not mapped]
Clapboard Ridge Road
[not mapped]
[not mapped]
N/A
[not mapped]
[not mapped]
[not mapped]
[not mapped]
Willow Lake Road
[not mapped]
Off Warrington Round
[not mapped]

Class
A
A
A
A
BB2
A
A
A
A
Delisted
Delisted
Delisted
B
BB
Delisted
Delisted
Delisted
AA3
BB
Delisted
Delisted
Delisted
BB
A
A
AA
A
AA
A
AA

Owner
Private
Private
Danbury
Private
Danbury
Business
Business
Private
Private
[not listed]
[not listed]
[not listed]
[not listed]
Danbury
Business
[not listed]
[not listed]
Business
Private
CT DOT
Danbury
Business
Association
N/A
Business
Private
Private
[not listed]
[not listed]
Private
[not listed]
[not listed]

The City of Danbury also owns the Margerie Lake North Dam (CT DEEP number 9119) located in
New Fairfield. Failure of this class C dam would impact the town of New Fairfield and is the
responsibility of the City of Danbury but does not directly affect public safety in Danbury.
Therefore, it is not discussed in this Plan.
This section primarily discusses the possible effects of failure of high hazard (Class C) dams.
Failure of a Class C dam has a high potential for loss of life and extensive property and
infrastructure damage. As shown above, the City of Danbury owns a total of 12 dams. There are
eight Class C dams in the City, with five of them owned by Danbury. There is also one Class C
dam upstream of Danbury in (and owned by) the Town of Bethel, known as the Chestnut Ridge
Reservoir Dam, that drains to Sympaug Brook.
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According to City personnel, the City-owned dams throughout are generally in good condition.
The condition of the many minor, privately owned dams throughout the City is not known. The
following section primarily discusses known vulnerable areas located downstream of Class C
dams.
Dam failure analyses have been prepared for many of the dams owned by the City. In addition,
FirstLight has prepared a failure analysis for the Danbury Dikes on Lake Candlewood, whose
failure could impact the City. The inundation limits portrayed on each of these dam failure
analysis maps represent a highly unlikely, worst-case scenario (1,000-year) flood event and should
be used for emergency action planning only. As such, they are appropriate for use in the Connect
CTY emergency call database. These analyses should not be interpreted to imply that the dams
evaluated are not stable, that the routine operation of the dams presents a safety concern to the
public, or that any particular structure downstream of the dam is at imminent risk of being
affected by a dam failure.

Lake Candlewood – Danbury Dike (FirstLight)

The Danbury Dike forms the closure for the southern end of Lake Candlewood. The dike consists
of two earth-fill sections (the Main Dike and the Wing Dike) divided by a rock outcrop. The
overall length of the dike is about 1,000 feet with a crest elevation of 440 feet National Geodetic
Vertical Datum (NGVD). Electronic monitors have been installed in the weirs downstream of the
Main Dike and the Wing Dike (and at other FirstLight dams and dikes on the lake) that trigger
audio and visual alarms in the event of a leak at either dike. This information is continually
relayed to the Rocky River Plant in New Milford, which is staffed 24 hours a day, 7 days a week.
Thus, FirstLight has the capability to immediately become aware of any potential problems at its
dams and dikes on Lake Candlewood.
The Danbury Dike is inspected weekly by FirstLight personnel, annually by the Federal Energy
Regulatory Commission (FERC), and every 5 years by a FERC-approved independent consultant.
The Danbury Dike is believed to be in good to excellent condition.
A Dam Breach Analysis was prepared for the Danbury Dike in 1999. A breach model was
prepared using the National Weather Service's DAMBREAK program, with the model extending
from the Danbury dike downstream to the Shepaug Dam on the Housatonic River. Two analyses
were performed, one under "sunny day" low flow conditions and another during the 1-percentannual-chance flood on the Still River and the Housatonic River. It was assumed that the breach
would form within 30 minutes, and models found that outflow from the breach would continue
for several days under both scenarios. Inundation would reach the Shepaug Dam in 4 hours
under the 1-percent-annual-chance flood scenario and 5 hours under the "sunny day" scenario.
The City estimates that there are several hundred buildings within the dam failure inundation area
of the Danbury Dike. Three critical facilities (Great Plain School and two hazardous materials
reporters) would also be affected.
Outflow from the worst-case scenario breach would cause peak flood depths relatively quickly in
Danbury. Peak flood depths would be over 20 feet and overtop (and possibly wash out) Interstate
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84. The closing of Route 7 and Interstate 84 at Exit 7 in Danbury would be necessary, and
regional coordination would be necessary to reroute traffic and provide emergency services to
affected areas. Fortunately, given the continuous monitoring of the dike by FirstLight staff, it is
unlikely that a dam breach would take the City completely by surprise.

Chestnut Hill Reservoir Dam (Town of Bethel)

The Chestnut Hill (Ridge) Reservoir Dam is an earth fill dam with a separate dike originally
constructed in 1910. It is owned by the Town of Bethel and used to impound a reservoir for water
supply. It is believed that the dam is in good condition.
No dam failure analysis was immediately available at the Connecticut DEEP regarding this dam. It
is unknown if one had ever been developed. Should the dam fail, it is likely that a significant
portion of the Sympaug Brook corridor would be flooded in Bethel and Danbury.

East Lake and Padanaram Reservoir Dams (City of Danbury)

An Emergency Operations Plan for the East Lake and Padanaram Reservoir Dams was prepared in
1996 by Roald Haestad, Inc. for the City. According to the plan, East Lake Dam is an earth fill
embankment about 500 feet long with a maximum height of about 36 feet. The spillway at East
Lake Dam is capable of safely discharging the probable maximum flood (PMF), which has a return
period of once in 1,000 years.
Padanaram Reservoir Dam is an earth embankment with a stone masonry faced downstream
slope that is approximately 325 feet long and 25 feet high. The spillway at Padanaram Reservoir
Dam is capable of safely discharging one-half the PMF without overtopping the earth
embankment. This flood has a return frequency of 0.2 percent annual chances.
The Emergency Operations Plan contains information relative to the peak discharges and
maximum water surface elevations from a failure of the two dams with water levels at the PMF
elevation. Thus, the analysis is based on a worst-case scenario, a once in 1,000 years event.
The PMF itself would cause widespread death, property damage, and infrastructure damage in
Danbury and Bethel. A complete failure during the PMF would cause significant inundation along
the Padanaram Brook corridor, moderate additional inundation in the City center south to Rogers
Park, and relatively minor additional inundation in the Sympaug Brook corridor upstream into
Bethel. Under the worst-case PMF and dam failure scenario, water levels would reach more than
30 feet above the streambed in some areas. Over 125 roads in Danbury and 46 roads in Bethel
would be affected as well as 33 critical facilities.
The areas most susceptible to flooding from dam failure alone are those in the Padanaram Brook
corridor. Three feet to 14 feet of flooding is expected along the corridor from failure of the dams
alone while areas downstream along the Still River and along the Sympaug Brook corridor would
only experience relatively minor flooding.

Eureka Lake Dam (Town of Bethel)

The City of Danbury Engineering Department contacted the Town of Bethel in September 2010
regarding the Eureka Lake Dam. The Bethel Town Engineer noted that evacuation plans are not in
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the current Town EOP and that no EOP or Dam Failure Analysis appeared to be available for the
Eureka Lake Dam. The Town Engineer noted that a Phase II Dam Inspection Report was
completed by Lenard and Dilaj Engineering in 1980 for the Eureka Lake Dam, which outlined four
houses in Danbury and four houses in Bethel that would be inundated if the dam were to fail. The
most likely areas to be impacted by the failure of this dam in Danbury would be Reservoir Road,
Martino Road, Long Ridge Road, Mountainville Road, the Rogers Park area, and the Sympaug
Brook corridor.

Margerie Lake Reservoir Dam and Dike (City of Danbury)

Margerie Lake Reservoir Dam is a compacted earth fill embankment about 760 feet long with a
maximum height of 28 feet. It is located at the south end of the reservoir in the City. The spillway
is reportedly capable of passing the PMF with the water level 1.4 feet below the top of the dam.
A compacted earth fill embankment dike is located at the northern end of the reservoir in New
Fairfield. The dike is about 1,110 feet long with a maximum height of 16 feet. There is no spillway
or low-level outlets at the dike. Both structures were reportedly originally built in the 1930s.
A Dam Failure Analysis was prepared for the Margerie Lake Reservoir Dam and Dike in 1996 by
Roald Haestad, Inc. The analysis was prepared using the National Weather Service's DAMBREAK
program. This document contains information relative to the peak discharges and maximum
water surface elevations from a failure of the dam or dike with water levels at the PMF elevation.
Thus, the analysis is based on a worst-case scenario event.
Similar to the East Lake scenario, the PMF would cause widespread death, property damage, and
infrastructure damage in Danbury and Bethel. A complete failure during the PMF would cause
significant inundation along the Padanaram Brook corridor, moderate additional inundation in the
City center south to Rogers Park, and relatively minor additional inundation in the Sympaug
Brook corridor upstream into Bethel. Under the worst-case PMF and dam failure scenario, water
levels would reach more than 30 feet above the streambed in some areas. Over 125 roads in
Danbury and 46 roads in Bethel would be affected as well as 33 critical facilities.
The areas most susceptible to flooding from dam failure alone are those in the Padanaram Brook
corridor. Four feet to 14 feet of flooding is expected along the corridor from failure of the dams
alone while areas downstream along the Still River and along the Sympaug Brook corridor would
only experience relatively minor flooding.
Recall that Margerie Reservoir is impounded by a dike at its northern end in the town of New
Fairfield. According to the Dam Failure Analysis, failure of the Margerie Lake Dike would cause
relatively minor flooding (up to 1 foot) along Ball Pond Brook near the town center of New
Fairfield. Damages from the dam failure would be practically indistinguishable from those caused
by the PMF. For this reason and the fact that a failure of the dike would not cause a natural
hazard within the City, a detailed analysis of the dike failure is not presented herein.

Mercers Pond Dam (Private)

Mercers Pond Dam is an earth embankment approximately 400 feet long and 17 feet high, with
250 linear feet of granite blocks lining the downstream face. The privately owned dam is located
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along Boggs Pond Brook upstream of Ridgewood Country Club. The condition of the dam is
unknown.
No dam failure analysis was immediately available at the Connecticut DEEP regarding this dam. It
is unknown if one had ever been developed. Should the dam fail, it is likely that a significant
portion of lower Boggs Pond Brook, lower Kohanza Brook, lower Padanaram Brook, and the Still
River corridor would be flooded in Danbury.

Tarrywile Lake Dam (City of Danbury)

An Emergency Operations Plan for the Tarrywile Lake Dam was prepared in 2011 by Roald
Haestad, Inc. for the City. According to the plan, Tarrywile Lake Dam consists of an upstream
concrete wall with downstream earthen embankments. The dam is about 197 feet long with a
maximum height of about 14 feet. The spillway of the dam is capable of safely discharging onehalf the PMF (1,170 cfs) with 1 foot of freeboard.
The Emergency Operations Plan contains information relative to the peak discharges and
maximum water surface elevations from a failure of the two dams with water levels at the PMF
elevation. Thus, the analysis is based on a worst-case scenario event.
The PMF itself would cause significant death, property damage, and infrastructure damage in the
Blind Brook corridor of Danbury. A complete failure during the PMF would cause significant
inundation upstream of Jefferson Avenue and relatively minor additional inundation downstream
of Jefferson Avenue to the Still River.
Under the worst-case PMF and dam failure scenario, water levels would reach up to 16 feet above
the streambed in some areas. Approximately 30 roads and 10 critical facilities would be affected.
The effects of the PMF along Blind Brook are not expected to significantly impact flows in the Still
River.
The areas most susceptible to flooding from dam failure alone are those in the Blind Brook
corridor above Jefferson Avenue. Two to 6 feet of flooding is expected along the corridor from
failure of the dams alone while areas downstream would only experience relatively minor flooding
from dam failure.

Upper and Lower Kohanza Lakes Reservoir Dams (City of Danbury)

A Dam Failure Analysis for the Upper and Lower Kohanza Lakes Dams was prepared in 1992 by
Roald Haestad, Inc. for the City. According to the analysis, Upper Kohanza Lake Dam is a compact
earth fill embankment about 600 feet long with a maximum height of 33 feet above the
streambed that was originally constructed in 1865. It was immediately rebuilt following the 1869
failure. The spillway at the Upper Kohanza Lake Dam is capable of safely discharging one-half the
PMF without utilizing the emergency spillway and can pass the PMF utilizing the emergency
spillway.
Lower Kohanza Lake Dam is a 450-foot-long earth embankment with a maximum height of 28
feet above the streambed. The dam was originally constructed in 1866 and breached in 1869 as a
result of the failure of the upper dam. The Lower Kohanza Lake Dam was immediately
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reconstructed following the breach. The spillway is capable of safely discharging the PMF with
the water level at the top of the dam.
The Dam Failure Analysis contains information relative to the peak discharges and maximum
water surface elevations from a failure of the two dams with water levels at the PMF elevation.
Thus, the analysis is based on a worst-case scenario event.
The PMF itself would cause widespread death, property damage, and infrastructure damage in
Danbury. A complete dam failure during the PMF would cause significant inundation along the
Kohanza Brook and lower Padanaram Brook corridors. Under the worst-case PMF and dam failure
scenario, water levels would be approximately 4 feet above grade downtown, 6 feet above grade
at the Ridgewood Country Club, and approximately 13 feet above normal pool levels at Lower
Kohanza Lake and at Zinn Road (downstream of Cross Section 5). Approximately 30 streets and
10 critical facilities would be affected
The areas most susceptible to flooding from dam failure alone are those in the Kohanza Brook
corridor. Five to 11 feet of flooding is expected along the corridor from failure of the dams alone
while areas downstream of Ridgewood Country Club along Kohanza Brook will have
approximately 6 feet of rise due to dam failure. The lower sections of Kohanza Brook and
Padanaram Brook are expected to only experience 2 to 3 feet of rise due to dam failure although
backwater conditions along Padanaram Brook will cause impacts upstream past Interstate 84.

West Lake Reservoir Dam (City of Danbury)

A Dam Failure Analysis for the West Lake Reservoir Dam was prepared in 1992 by Roald Haestad,
Inc. for the City. According to the analysis, West Lake Reservoir Dam consists of a compacted
earth fill embankment originally constructed in 1907. The dam is about 850 feet long with a
maximum height of about 45 feet above the streambed. The spillway of the dam is capable of
safely discharging the PMF with 4 feet of freeboard.
The Dam Failure Analysis contains information relative to the peak discharges and maximum
water surface elevations from a failure of the dam with water levels at the top of dam, which is 4
feet higher than the PMF elevation. Thus, the analysis is based on a worst-case scenario event. A
breach model was prepared using the National Weather Service's DAMBREAK program
The PMF itself would cause widespread death, property damage, and infrastructure damage in
Danbury. A complete failure during the PMF would cause significant inundation along the Boggs
Pond Brook, lower Kohanza Brook, and lower Padanaram Brook corridors.
Under the worst-case PMF and dam failure scenario, water levels would overtop all downstream
roads with depths ranging from 12 to 25 feet and inundate many houses. Downtown Danbury
would experience flood depths ranging from 1 to 21 feet. Some of the floodwaters would bypass
the Still River corridor and cause over 20 feet of flooding in the Sympaug Brook corridor as well.
Over 100 streets and 28 critical facilities would be affected.
The areas most susceptible to flooding from dam failure alone are those in the Boggs Pond Brook
and lower Kohanza Brook corridor. Five to 19 feet of flooding is expected along the corridor from
failure of the dams alone while areas along the lower Padanaram Brook corridor are expected to
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experience 4 to 5 feet of flooding from dam failure, with backwater conditions on the brook
extending past Interstate 84 upstream.
The Still River corridor is expected to have flood heights ranging from 2 to 4 feet from dam failure
alone. Similar flood heights are expected upstream along the Sympaug Brook corridor. The
lower Still River is expected to be able to contain the increased flows due to dam failure
downstream of Newtown Road.
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3.3.1

HURRICANES AND TROPICAL STORMS
Setting

Several types of hazards may be associated with tropical storms and hurricanes including heavy or
tornado winds, heavy rains, and flooding. While only some of the areas of Danbury are
susceptible to flooding damage caused by hurricanes, wind damage can occur anywhere in the
City. A hurricane striking Danbury is considered a possible event each year and could cause
critical damage to the City and its infrastructure.
Inland Connecticut is vulnerable to hurricanes despite moderate hurricane occurrences when
compared with other areas within the Atlantic Tropical Cyclone basin. Since hurricanes tend to
weaken within 12 hours of landfall, inland areas are relatively less susceptible to hurricane wind
damages than coastal areas in Connecticut; however, the heaviest rainfall often occurs inland.
Therefore, inland areas are vulnerable to riverine and urban flooding during a hurricane.

3.3.2

Capabilities

Existing mitigation measures appropriate for flooding are discussed in Section 3.1.2. These
include the ordinances, codes, and regulations that have been enacted to minimize flood damage.
In addition, various structures exist to protect certain areas, including dams, local flood protection
projects, and riprap.
Wind loading requirements are addressed through the State Building Code. The current code was
updated and effective as of October 1, 2018. The code specifies the design wind speed for
construction in all the Connecticut municipalities. Effective October 1, 2018 the ultimate design
wind speed or the City of Danbury is 110 mph for a Category 1 event, 120 mph for a category 2,
and 125 mph for a Category 3, 4 or 5 hurricane event. Danbury has adopted the Connecticut
Building Code as its building code.
Eversource Energy, the local electric utility, provides tree maintenance near its power lines. City
personnel indicate that Eversource's utility maintenance and outage recovery has been adequate
since it took over from CL&P although they cited an incident of delayed power recovery following
a March 2016 event that downed trees and power lines.
The City has a tree warden (in the Forestry Division of the DPW) who encourages residents to cut
trees that can be dangerous to power lines. The Forestry Division is also responsible for
maintenance along City roads and advises private associations regarding potentially hazardous
trees on private roads. Thus, landowners and community associations are primarily responsible
for conducting tree maintenance on private property. In addition, all utilities in new subdivisions
must be located underground whenever possible in order to mitigate storm-related damages.
During emergencies, the City currently has a designated emergency shelter available at the War
Memorial. The City has additional facilities available that could be converted to shelter space if
the need arose. As hurricanes generally pass an area within a day's time, additional shelters can
be set up after the storm as needed for long-term evacuees. The War Memorial is specifically
designed to resist the effects of wind.
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One approach the City takes to prepare for potential power outages is to make sure emergency
generators are staged in locations where they may be needed.
The City relies on radio, television, area newspapers, and the internet to spread information on
the location and availability of shelters. It is understood that several of these information sources
can be cut off due to power failure, so emergency personnel can also pass this information on
manually. Prior to severe storm events, the City ensures that warning/notification systems and
communication equipment are working properly and prepares for the possible evacuation of
impacted areas.

Actions Completed and New Capabilities

Danbury has improved roofs at Mill Ridge Primary School and the Old Quarry Nature Center,
mitigating risks from wind events, as well as snow events. The Forestry Department has an
aggressive program to remove dangerous trees and limbs in City rights-of-way.

Summary

Municipal policies related to tropical storm mitigation in Danbury include the following: the most
up-to-date Connecticut State Building Code is implemented in the City; landowners are
responsible for maintaining trees on their properties; utilities must be placed underground in new
developments. Relevant programs include: Eversource’s tree maintenance program near power
lines; Danbury’s Tree Warden program; and ensuring that emergency communication systems are
operational prior to forecasted storm events. The tree warden program includes designating a
City Tree Warden within the DPW Forestry division, noting and encouraging residents to cut
dangerous trees on their properties, and cutting dangerous trees on public roads and rights-ofway.
Danbury primarily mitigates tropical storm hazards by warning residents prior to storm events
and managing trees and limbs to limit power outages. Communication and tree management
capabilities are strong in Danbury and have not increased significantly since the initial HMP.
3.3.3

Vulnerabilities and Risk Assessment

Connecticut is located in FEMA Zone II regarding maximum expected wind speed. The maximum
expected wind speed for a 3-second gust is 160 mph. This wind speed could occur as a result of
either a hurricane or a tornado in western Connecticut and southeastern New York. The American
Society of Civil Engineers recommends that new buildings be designed to withstand this peak 3second gust.
Debris such as signs, roofing material, and small items left outside become flying missiles in
hurricanes. Extensive damage to trees, towers, aboveground and underground utility lines (from
uprooted trees or failed infrastructure), and fallen poles cause considerable disruption for
residents. Streets may be flooded or blocked by fallen branches, poles, or trees, preventing
egress. Downed power lines from heavy winds can also start fires during hurricanes with limited
rainfall. In general, as the residents and businesses of the State of Connecticut become more
dependent on the internet and mobile communications, the impact of hurricanes on commerce
will continue to increase. A major hurricane has the potential of causing complete disruption of
power and communications for up to several weeks, rendering electronic devices and those that
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rely on utility towers and lines inoperative. According to the Connecticut DEEP, this is a significant
risk that cannot be quantitatively estimated.
Danbury staff have noted that many vulnerable residents, including those reliant on electricitydependent medical equipment, are home during storms; such individuals are particularly
vulnerable to power outages.
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3.4.1

SUMMER STORMS AND TORNADOES
Setting

Heavy wind (including tornadoes and downbursts), lightning, heavy rain, hail, and flash floods are
the primary hazards associated with summer storms. Flooding caused by heavy rainfall was
covered in Section 3.1 of this plan and will not be discussed in detail here.
Summer storms and tornadoes have the potential to affect any area within the City of Danbury.
These types of storms and the hazards that result (flash flooding, wind, hail, and lightning) tend to
have limited geographic extent, so it is possible for a summer storm to harm one area within the
City without harming another.
Based on the historical record, it is considered highly likely that a summer storm that includes
lightning will impact the City of Danbury each year, although lightning strikes tend to have a
limited effect. Strong winds and hail are considered likely to occur during such storms but also
generally have limited effects. A tornado is considered a possible event in Fairfield County each
year that could cause significant damage to a small area.

3.4.2

Capabilities

Warning is the primary method of existing mitigation for tornadoes and thunderstorm-related
hazards. The NOAA National Weather Service issues watches and warnings when severe weather
is likely to develop or has developed, respectively.
Although tornadoes pose a threat to all areas of the state, their occurrence is not considered
frequent enough to justify the construction of tornado shelters. Instead, the state has provided
NOAA weather radios to all public schools as well as many local governments for use in public
buildings. The general public continues to rely on mass media for knowledge of weather
warnings. Warning time for tornadoes is very short due to the nature of these types of events, so
predisaster response time can be limited. However, the NOAA weather radios provide immediate
notification of all types of weather warnings in addition to tornadoes, making them very popular
with communities.
Aside from warnings, several other methods of mitigation for wind damage are employed in
Danbury as explained in Section 3.3.2. In addition, the Connecticut State Building Code includes
guidelines for the proper grounding of buildings and electrical boxes.
Municipal responsibilities relative to summer storm and tornado mitigation and preparedness
include the following:






Developing and disseminating emergency public information and instructions concerning
tornado, thunderstorm wind, lightning, and hail safety, especially guidance regarding in-home
protection and evacuation procedures and locations of public shelters.
Designating appropriate shelter space in the community that could potentially withstand
lightning and tornado impact.
Periodically test and exercise tornado response plans.
Putting emergency personnel on standby at tornado "watch" stage.
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Actions Completed and New Capabilities

Danbury's capabilities to mitigate for summer storms and tornadoes have not changed
significantly since the previous HMP was adopted. Its wind mitigation capabilities are considered
to be sufficient at this time.

Summary

Capabilities center around communication, firefighting, and restoration of power after power lines
are downed. Programs and policies include: ensuring communication systems are operational
prior to forecast storms; broadcasting storm warning information; disseminating tornado safety
information and evacuation procedures; designating tornado-resistant public shelters; periodic
testing of tornado response plans; putting emergency personnel on standby at tornado “watch”
stage; a strong tree maintenance program; and requiring that buildings meet the Connecticut
State Building Code. All of these are strong in Danbury. The City will continue to evaluate
whether capabilities need to be strengthened in the future.
3.4.3

Vulnerabilities and Risk Assessment

Tornadoes are most likely to occur in Connecticut in June, July, and August of each year.
The City of Danbury is at a moderate to low risk for tornadoes. Climate change is expected to
increase the frequency and intensity of thunderstorms, in turn increasing the risk and occurrence
of associated tornadoes.
The central and southern portions of the United States are at higher risk for lightning and
thunderstorms than is the northeast. However, FEMA reports that more deaths from lightning
occur on the East Coast than elsewhere. Lightning-related fatalities have declined in recent years
due to increased education and awareness.
In general, thunderstorms and hailstorms in Connecticut are more frequent in the western and
northern parts of the state and less frequent in the southern and eastern parts. Fairfield County
experiences an average of 7.5 severe, damaging thunderstorms per year. Although lightning is
usually associated with thunderstorms, it can occur on almost any day. The likelihood of lightning
strikes in the Danbury area is very high during any given thunderstorm although no one area of
the City is at higher risk of lightning strikes. The risk of at least one hailstorm occurring in
Danbury is considered moderate in any given year.
Most thunderstorm damage is caused by straight-line winds exceeding 100 mph. Straight-line
winds occur as the first gust of a thunderstorm or from a downburst from a thunderstorm and
have no associated rotation. The risk of downbursts occurring during such storms and damaging
the City is believed to be low for any given year. All areas of the City are particularly susceptible
to damage from high winds although more building damage is expected in the City center while
more tree damage is expected in the less densely populated areas in the southern and western
parts of the City.
Secondary damage from falling branches and trees is more common than direct wind damage to
structures. Heavy winds can take down trees near power lines, leading to the start and spread of
fires. City personnel note that strong thunderstorms will cause power lines to fall all over the City
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and noted that a thunderstorm in summer 2010 downed 35 trees in 42 minutes. Most downed
power lines in Danbury are detected quickly, and any associated fires are quickly extinguished.
Such fires can be extremely dangerous during the summer months during dry and drought
conditions. However, it is important to have adequate water supply for fire protection to ensure
this level of safety is maintained.
There are no critical facilities believed to be more susceptible to summer storm damage than any
other, with the exception of the War Memorial. Some critical facilities are more susceptible than
others to flooding damage due to summer storms. Facilities susceptible to flooding damage were
discussed in Section 3.1.3.

Summary

In summary, the entire City of Danbury is at relatively equal risk for experiencing damage from
summer storms and tornadoes. Based on the historic record, very few summer storms or
tornadoes have resulted in costly damages to the City. Most damages are relatively site specific
and occur to private property (and therefore are paid for by private insurance). For municipal
property, the City budget for tree removal and minor repairs is generally adequate to handle
summer storm damage. Given the limited historic record for damaging tornado events, the City
believed an estimate of 7 million dollars to be reasonable in 2011 for an EF1 tornado striking the
City center, with less damage for a tornado striking the outskirts of the City, with a greater
damage amount to be expected should an EF2 or stronger tornado strike.
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3.5.1

WINTER STORMS AND NOR’EASTERS
Setting

Winter events and the hazards that result (wind, snow, and ice) have a widespread geographic
extent and have the potential to affect any area of the City of Danbury. Due to its variable
elevation, Danbury can have higher amounts of snow in the outskirts of the City than in the City
center. In general, winter storms are considered highly likely to occur each year (although major
storms are less frequent), and the hazards that result (winds, snow, and blizzard conditions) can
potentially have a significant effect over a large area of the City. Most winter weather events
occur between December and March.
The NCDC receives data from the Danbury Weather Station regarding snowfall. Mean annual
snowfall is 43.6 inches per year, with a minimum of 11.6 inches and a maximum of 82.1 inches
recorded over 29 complete years of data. The maximum 1-day, 2-day, and 3-day snowfall events
recorded at this station each total 24.0 inches over 63 years of data.

3.5.2

Capabilities

Existing programs applicable to winter storms are those related to preparing plows, sand, and salt
trucks; tree trimming to protect power lines; and other associated snow removal and response
preparations.
The City uses the average snow removal cost of the last seven winters for its annual snow removal
budget. In extreme years, such as the winter of 2010-2011, this budget can be quickly eclipsed
and must be supplemented from other budget sources.
The City primarily uses City staff for plowing operations. The City has 30 defined plow routes and
utilizes plow trucks to clear and treat all City-owned roadways, properties, and sidewalks. Priority
is given to plowing egresses to critical facilities. The Connecticut DOT plows all state roads and
Interstate 84. Homeowners, private associations, and businesses are responsible for plowing their
own driveways and roads. In some places, Danbury has been plowing private roads (for various
reasons), an act which causes confusion with nearby residents who believe that the City should
also pay for or perform additional roadway maintenance.
Before a winter weather event, the City ensures that all warning/notification and communications
systems are ready and ensures that appropriate equipment and supplies, especially snow removal
equipment, are in place and in good working order. The City also prepares for the possible
evacuation and sheltering of some populations that could be impacted by the upcoming storm
(especially the elderly and special needs persons). During emergencies, a plow vehicle can be
dispatched ahead of an emergency vehicle. In addition, if critical employees (such as certain
hospital staff) cannot get to or home from work, an emergency vehicle can be dispatched to
deliver those personnel.

Actions Completed and New Capabilities

The Park Maintenance department clears snow and ice from public schools and public buildings
as needed.
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In 2019 the Town performed a GPS study of roads in order to prioritize plowing routes, increase
efficiency and efficacy of plowing efforts, and help plan evacuation routes.

Summary

In summary, policies relevant to winter storm mitigation include: assigning a snow removal
budget based on the average cost of the previous 7 years; primarily using Town staff for plowing
operations; clearing of state, Town, and private roads are the responsibility of the state, Town, and
private communities respectively. Relevant programs include: ensuring communication systems,
equipment and supplies, evacuation routes and shelters are all prepared prior to forecast storm
events; dispatching plows ahead of emergency vehicles or to transport critical employees.
Danbury's capabilities to mitigate for winter storms have not changed significantly since the initial
HMP was adopted. Capabilities center on education, snow removal planning, communication,
and restoration of power after power lines are downed. All of these are strong in Danbury. The
City will continue to evaluate whether capabilities need to be strengthened in the future. Such
strengthening will likely focus on plow-route prioritization.
3.5.3

Vulnerabilities and Risk Assessment

According to the 2019 Connecticut Natural Hazard Mitigation Plan Update, Connecticut residents
can expect at least two or more severe winter weather events per season, including heavy
snowstorms, potential blizzards, nor'easters, and potential ice storms. Recent climate change
studies predict a shorter winter season for Connecticut (as much as 2 weeks) and less snowcovered days with a decreased overall snowpack. These models also predict that fewer more
intense precipitation events will occur with more precipitation falling as rain rather than snow.
This trend suggests that future snowfalls will consist of heavier (denser) snow, and the potential
for ice storms will increase. Such changes will have a large impact on how the state and its
communities manage future winter storms and the impact such storms have on the residents,
roads, and utilities in the state.
The amount of snowfall and freezing precipitation in Danbury is elevation-dependent during
storms. As the population of Danbury increases and more areas (particularly in the higher
elevations such as the northwestern corner of the City) are developed, the vulnerability of
Danbury residents to the effects of winter storms will increase.
The structures and utilities in the City are vulnerable to a variety of winter storm damage. Tree
limbs and some building structures may not be suited to withstand high wind and snow loads.
Ice can damage or collapse power lines, render steep gradients impassable for motorists,
undermine foundations, and cause "flood" damage from freezing water pipes in basements.
Drifting snow can occur after large storms, but the effects are generally mitigated through
municipal plowing efforts.
Heavy winter precipitation can also lead to roof collapse. Between January 12, 2011 and February
17, 2011, 76 locations in Connecticut experienced roof or building collapses and damage due to
buildup of frozen precipitation. A garage on West Street in Danbury was one of the structures
damaged that winter.
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Icing causes difficult driving conditions throughout the hillier sections of the City, but City
personnel note that there are few unusual areas or particular "trouble spots" for icing. Such areas
include the Shelter Rock area, the Wooster Heights area, South King Street near the King Street
Intermediate School, West Redding Road, Brushy Hill Road, Middle River Road, Franklin Street
Extension, and Boyce Road. The Q-Alert system reported icing occurring along Birch Road during
winter 2007 due to the lack of a drainage system and reported icing along Farm Street in 2008.
Ice jams are not typically a problem along the rivers in Danbury. According to the 2010
Connecticut Natural Hazard Mitigation Plan Update, Limekiln Brook in the town of Bethel was the
ninth most susceptible river to ice jams in Connecticut. It is possible that a severe ice jam along
this brook could cause flooding downstream in the City of Danbury. However, City personnel
cannot recall any flooding occurring along Limekiln Brook due to an upstream ice jam.
The elderly population in Danbury, in particular, is susceptible to the impacts created by winter
storms due to resource needs (heat, electricity loss, safe access to food, etc.). It is possible that a
few thousand of the population impacted by a severe winter storm could consist of the elderly, a
few thousand could consist of linguistically isolated households, and several thousand could be
disabled. While the elderly population is spread throughout the City, the majority of the
linguistically isolated and disabled populations are in the census blocks near the City's urban core.
It is important for Danbury's emergency personnel to continue to be prepared to assist these
special populations during emergencies such as winter storms.
No critical facilities are believed to be more susceptible to winter storm damage than any other,
with the exception of the War Memorial. Some critical facilities are more susceptible than others
to flooding damage due to winter storms. Such facilities susceptible to flooding damage were
discussed in Section 3.1.3.

Summary

The entire City is at relatively equal risk for experiencing damage from winter storms although
some areas (such as icing trouble spots and neighborhoods with a high concentration of flat
roofs) are more susceptible. Based on the historic record, it is difficult to determine if any winter
storms have resulted in costly damages to the City as damage estimates for severe storms are
generally spread over an entire county. Many damages are relatively site specific and occur to
private property (and therefore are paid for by private insurance) while repairs for power outages
are often widespread and difficult to quantify to any one municipality. For municipal property,
the City budget for tree removal and minor repairs is generally adequate to handle winter storm
damage although the plowing budget is often depleted. In particular, the heavy snowfalls
associated with the winter of 2010-2011 drained the City's plowing budget and raised a high level
of awareness of the danger that heavy snow poses to roofs.
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3.6.1

WILDFIRES AND DROUGHT
Setting

The ensuing discussion about wildfires is focused on the undeveloped wooded and shrubby areas
of Danbury along with low-density suburban-type development found at the margins of these
areas known as the wildland interface. Structural fires in higher density areas of the City are not
considered.
Today, most of Connecticut's forested areas are secondary growth forests. According to the
Connecticut DEEP, forest has reclaimed over 500,000 acres of land that was used for agriculture in
1914. However, that new forest has been fragmented in the past few decades by residential
development. The urban/wildland interface is increasing each year as sprawl extends further out
from Connecticut's cities.
It is at this interface that the most damage to buildings and infrastructure occurs. An isolated
wildland fire may not be a threat, but the combined effect of having residences, businesses, and
lifelines near a wildland area causes increased risk to life and property. Thus, a fire that might
have been allowed to burn itself out with a minimum of firefighting or containment in the past is
now fought to prevent fire damage to surrounding homes and commercial areas as well as smoke
threats to health and safety in these areas.
The most common causes of wildfires are arson, lightning strikes, and fires started from downed
trees hitting electrical lines. Thus, wildfires have the potential to occur anywhere and at any time
in both undeveloped and lightly developed areas. Wildfires are more common in rural areas than
in developed areas as most fires in populated areas are quickly noticed and contained. The
likelihood of a severe wildfire developing is lessened by the vast network of water features in the
state, which create natural breaks likely to stop the spread of a fire. During long periods of
drought, these natural features may dry up, increasing the vulnerability of the state to wildfires.
According to the Connecticut DEEP, the actual forest fire risk in Connecticut is low due to several
factors. First, the overall incidence of forest fires is very low (an average of 215 fires per year
occurred in Connecticut from 2002 to 2010, which is a rate slightly higher than one per
municipality per year). Secondly, as the wildfire/forest fire prone areas become fragmented due
to development, the local fire departments have increased access to those neighborhoods for
firefighting equipment. Third, the problematic interface areas such as driveways too narrow to
permit emergency vehicles are site specific. Finally, trained firefighters at the local and state level
are readily available to fight fires in the state, and intermunicipal cooperation in such instances is
common.
Traditionally, the highest forest fire danger in Connecticut occurs in the spring from mid-March to
mid-May. The Fire Department reports that wildfires are rare in Danbury, occurring once or twice
every 4 to 5 years. Hazards associated with wildfires include property damage and loss of habitat.
Wildfires are considered a likely event each year, but when one occurs, it is generally contained to
a small range with limited damage to nonforested areas.
In the drought year of 1999, the average wildfire burned 5 acres in comparison to the two most
extreme wildfires recorded since 1986 that burned 300 acres each. Given the availability of
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firefighting water in the City including the use of nearby water bodies and longstanding mutual
aid assurances the Danbury Fire Department has with neighboring communities, it is believed that
this average value for a drought year and the extreme value are applicable to the City as well.
Indeed, City personnel report that wildfires occur in Danbury only once or twice every 4 to 5 years
and typically only burn approximately 1 to 10 acres at a time.
In addition, Danbury, and Fairfield County overall, has experienced drought challenges over
recent years. The U.S. Drought Monitor (USDM), which has been monitoring nationwide drought
conditions since 2000, estimates that over the past two decades Connecticut experienced its
longest drought of 46 weeks beginning June 21, 2016 and lasting until May 2, 2017. It was also
estimated that the most intense period of this extended drought occurred the week of November
15, 2016, where approximately 44.5% of Connecticut lands were impacted. Figure 3-2: USDM
Drought Time Series for Fairfield County depicts the various drought conditions in Fairfield
County since 2000, where the warmer colors represent more advanced drought stages.

Figure 3-2: USDM Drought Time Series for Fairfield County
The 2019 Connecticut Natural Hazard Mitigation Plan assumes that the State of Connecticut has a
medium probably of future drought events. This assumption is based on climate change
projections anticipating hotter and wetter conditions in the near future. Climate forecasts often
suggest that while precipitation may increase, the overall pattern will generally be higher intensity
storms, with longer than average dry periods between events. The State Plan also identifies that
Fairfield County accounts for roughly 7.34% of the state’s total number of farms, with a market
value of over $34 million in product sold from these farms.
3.6.2

Capabilities

Existing mitigation for wildland fire control is typically focused on Fire Department training and
maintaining an adequate supply of equipment. Firefighters in Danbury are focused on training
for structural fires and maintain a secondary focus on wildland fires.
Regulations regarding fire protection are outlined in the Zoning Regulations and the Subdivision
Regulations, and recommendations are outlined in the Plan of Conservation and Development:
 Code of Ordinances, Section 8-30 (Ordinance 616, 6-2-04) covers regulations
governing outdoor fires. It includes provisions requiring permission to light outdoor fires,
establishing time periods when outdoor fires are permitted and requiring that fires may
not be left unattended.
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 Zoning Regulations, Section 10.D.10, page 10-14 states that "All projects for which a
site plan is required shall provide for adequate fire protection, including provisions for
accessibility to and through the site and to structures thereon for fire and emergency
vehicles. If the site is to be served by the municipal water system, a professional
engineer, licensed and registered in the State of Connecticut, or a fire suppression
technician shall submit written certification or verification that adequate fire flow pressure
and quantity can be delivered to the site. If the site is not to be served by the municipal
water system, alternate plans for fire suppression shall be submitted for review and
approval. All site plans and related supplemental fire protection information shall be
referred to the Fire Chief or his/her designee for review and approval."
 Subdivision Regulations, Chapter 4, Section A-2, pages 6 and 7 state that "All land to
be subdivided shall be of such character that it can be used for building purposes without
danger to health and safety, especially with respect to water supply, sewage disposal,
flood and erosion control hazards, traffic and pedestrian safety and accessibility to
emergency services. Every lot within the subdivision shall contain sufficient area of
suitable terrain to accommodate essential service and emergency vehicles, septic systems
and reserve areas including required setbacks and separation among buildings for the
purposes of fire safety."
 Subdivision Regulations, Chapter 4, Section B-1, page 9 states "Streets shall be
arranged to provide for continuation between adjacent properties where such
continuation is necessary for the convenient movement of traffic, effective fire and police
protection, efficient provision of utilities, or where such continuation is in accordance with
the Danbury Plan of Conservation and Development."
o Subsection 4-B-1.1 also discourages the use of privately owned roads in
individual lot subdivisions.
o Section 4-B-6 notes that cul-de-sac and loop streets with only one point of
ingress and egress from a public street are permitted whenever a through street
is impossible because of adjacent property or because a through street would do
significant damage to environmentally sensitive areas.
 Plan of Conservation and Development. This 2013 document notes the following:
o Section 4-G-2 (page 28) recommends that the City "extend sewer and water service
to areas of the City identified for future urban development." This would enhance fire
protection in these areas.
o Section 9-A (page 41) states that the City should "expand the Fire Training Center
into a regional facility,"
o Section 9-C are recommendations for a variety of municipal water system upgrades,
including replacement of water mains, lines, and interconnections, the construction
"of storage tanks at Bear Mountain" and "upgrading water pumps as needed." All
these activities will enhance fire protection in outlying areas of the City.
In accordance with the above regulations, developments are reviewed for emergency access and
fire response during the planning stages, so such issues are addressed. A variety of measures can
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be introduced to ensure that adequate levels of emergency services can be provided, such as the
inclusion of sprinkler systems (including in residential buildings) or aboveground storage tanks.
The City does not have an ordinance specifically requiring a source of fire protection water, such
as cisterns or dry wells, when municipal water service is not available for residential or commercial
building developments. The Fire Department would like the City to adopt an ordinance that
would address this gap for new developments.
The City of Danbury has an Insurance Services Office (ISO) rating of 4-9 relative to its fire
protection, water main and hydrant, and 9-1-1 communication services. The lower the ISO rating
on a scale of 1 to 10, the lower the insurance rates typically are for an area. The "4" rating is for
areas served by the municipal water system while the "9" rating is for outlying areas (these areas
have limited or no water supplies such that the Fire Department is typically limited to using tanker
truck water). Unlike wildfires on the west coast of the United States where the fires are allowed to
burn toward development and then stopped, the Danbury Fire Department goes to the fires
whenever possible. This proactive approach is believed to be effective for controlling wildfires.
The Fire Department has some water storage capability in its tanker trucks and storage tanks but
primarily relies on the use of the municipal water system to fight fires throughout the City
whenever possible. The Danbury Fire Department has been proactive in reducing the number of
areas with poor access to firefighting water by recommending main extensions to the municipal
water system and encouraging the installation of water storage tanks throughout the City by the
Public Utilities Department. Since adoption of the initial HMP, Danbury has significantly
expanded its municipal water system. The Fire Department and Public Utilities Department agree
that the number of areas without access to municipal firefighting water has been adequately
reduced, and pursuit of additional water sources (such as dry hydrants) where adequate supplies
do not exist does not need to be a priority.
As a regional responder, the Danbury Fire Department has a variety of equipment for accessing
remote locations with firefighting water. The City also has mutual aid agreements with all of its
neighbors. Finally, the DEEP Forestry Division uses rainfall data from a variety of sources to
compile forest fire probability forecasts. This allows the DEEP and the City of Danbury to monitor
the drier areas of the state to be prepared for forest fire conditions.

Actions Completed and New Capabilities

The Danbury Fire Department has refurbished two Fire Pumpers, and is has begun the second
phase of a radio infrastructure buildout, which will improve emergency communication
capabilities.

Summary

In summary, Danbury programs that mitigate wildfire hazards include: continual expansion of the
municipal water system to provide firefighting water supplies to areas currently underserved;
intermunicipal firefighting coordination; public outreach and education about fire safety and
outdoor burning; patrolling public spaces to monitor campfires; participation in the Connecticut
Open Burning program; and execution of relevant recommendations in the Plan of Conservation
and Development.
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Policies include requiring fire ponds with dry hydrants and water tanks to be installed at new
subdivisions, requiring sprinklers be installed in new buildings, requiring that roads are
constructed to allow firefighting vehicles access at new subdivisions, and proactively going to fires
when possible rather than letting them burn. Additional policies are outlined in the municipal
code of ordinances, zoning regulations, and subdivision regulations, as described in the previous
section.
3.6.3

Vulnerabilities and Risk Assessment

The City of Danbury is generally considered a low-risk area for damaging or extensive wildfires
but at a high risk for small brush fires. Wildfires are of particular concern in outlying areas
without public water service and other areas with poor access for fire-fighting equipment. Figure
3-3 presents the wildfire risk areas for the City of Danbury.
The City of Danbury understands that there are weaknesses in its firefighting capability,
particularly in outlying areas away from the municipal water system. There are many areas of the
City where roads are narrow and one way, particularly near Lake Candlewood. This hinders
emergency access to fight fires. The Fire Chief noted that a house fire in this area completely
engulfed the home before the Fire Department could get a tanker truck to the home. Fire trucks
often need to drive into such areas in line, with the last truck in being the first one to back out as
there is no place to turn around. In other places, fire trucks simply can't get to the houses that
are up narrow dirt roads and driveways.
There are limited public camping areas in the City, so there are few fires caused by out-of-control
campfires. The only state park in town is the Wooster State Forest along Route 7 in southern
Danbury. City personnel report that the larger private tracts of forest do not tend to attract
children or have repeated problems with arson.
Areas noted by City personnel as being the most susceptible to wildfires include the Bear
Mountain area and the Federal Correctional Institution area just west of Lake Candlewood, the
land trust lands in the southern part of the City near Long Ridge Road, and the northwest hills
where there is no public water service or dry hydrants. The Fire Department noted that the
hydrants near the correctional facility are marginal for fire protection purposes. In the remaining
areas, the City relies on its tanker trucks for water supply.
It is possible that over a thousand of the population impacted by a wildfire could consist of the
elderly, several hundred could consist of linguistically isolated households, and over a thousand
with disabilities could reside near wildfire impact areas. Thus, it is important for the Danbury Fire
Department to continue to be prepared to assist these special populations during emergencies,
including wildfire.
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3.7.1

EARTHQUAKES AND LANDSLIDES
Setting

The entire City of Danbury is susceptible to earthquake damage. However, even though
earthquake damage has the potential to occur anywhere both in the City and in the northeastern
United States, the effects may be felt differently in some areas based on the type of geology. In
general, earthquakes are considered a hazard that may possibly occur but that may cause
significant effects to a large area of the City.
Surficial earth materials behave differently in response to seismic activity. Unconsolidated
materials such as sand and artificial fill can amplify the shaking associated with an earthquake. In
addition, artificial fill material has the potential for liquefaction. When liquefaction occurs, the
strength of the soil decreases, and the ability of soil to support building foundations and bridges
is reduced. Increased shaking and liquefaction can cause greater damage to buildings and
structures and a greater loss of life.
Areas of steep slopes can collapse during an earthquake, creating landslides. Seismic activity can
also break utility lines such as water mains, electric and telephone lines, and stormwater
management systems. Damage to utility lines can lead to fires, especially in electric and gas
mains. Dam failure can also pose a significant threat to developed areas during an earthquake.
For this Plan, dam failure has been addressed separately in Section 0.

3.7.2

Capabilities

The Connecticut Building Codes include design criteria for buildings specific to each municipality
as adopted by the Building Officials and Code Administrators (BOCA). These include the seismic
coefficients for building design in the City of Danbury. The City has adopted these codes for new
construction, and they are enforced by the Building Official.
Due to the infrequent nature of damaging earthquakes, land use policies in the City of Danbury
do not directly address earthquake hazards. However, various documents do indirectly discuss
areas susceptible to earthquake damage and regulations that help to minimize potential
earthquake damage:
 Plan of Conservation and Development. The 2013 plan states the following:
o Section I-A-3 (page IV.11) recommends that "to protect environmentally sensitive areas,
[the City should] restrict development in [State] Conservation areas to primarily very low
and rural density single family homes and traditional neighborhood and rural uses."
o Section I-C-6 (page IV.12) states that the Zoning Regulations should "retain or enact
environmental regulations and programs to protect environmentally sensitive areas,
including public water supply watersheds, wetlands, floodplains, aquifers, steep hillsides,
and extensive woodlands."
o Section 5-B-4 (page IV.30) recommends that the City "require stabilization and revegetation after grading and enact other regulations governing steep slopes to prevent
increases of silt and chemicals into surface water reservoirs."
o Sections 5-C-1 to 5-C-3 (page IV.30) states that the City should "review the zoning of land
on steep slopes to determine if development should be limited to protect hillsides,"
"require an overlay zoning district to protect hillsides and ridgelines," and "require an
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erosion and sedimentation control permit for single family lots that are not part of an
approved subdivision plan where such lots are located on steep slopes or ridgelines."
 Subdivision Regulations. The 2008 regulations state the following:
o Section 2.1 states that land that contains slopes of 20% or greater warrants special
attention and evaluation in the review process, and requires appropriate safeguards to
protect the health and safety of the community.
o Section 6.2 states that development on steep slopes should be avoided to the greatest
extent possible, and that the City reserves the right to impose more stringent regulations
on a site to maintain the stability of the banks and ensure safety under the proposed
conditions.
 Zoning Regulations. The Zoning Regulations, last amended in 2020 state the following:
o Section 8A is a thorough discussion of the erosion and sedimentation controls required
for various projects, including excavation.

Actions Completed and New Capabilities

Earthquake mitigation capabilities have not significantly changed in Danbury since the initial HMP
and are deemed to be sufficient given the low risk of a hazardous event.

Summary

City policy continues to require adherence to Connecticut Building Codes. The City will continue
to evaluate whether capabilities need to be strengthened in the future.
3.7.3

Vulnerabilities and Risk Assessment

Several areas in Danbury are underlain by sand and gravel, particularly within the Still River
corridor, the Saugatuck River basin, and in the vicinity of Limekiln Brook. Structures in these areas
are at increased risk from earthquakes due to amplification of seismic energy and/or collapse.
The best mitigation for future development in areas of sandy material may be application of the
most stringent building codes or possibly the prohibition of new construction. However, many of
these areas occur in floodplains associated with the various streams and rivers in Danbury, so they
are already regulated. The areas that are not at increased risk during an earthquake due to
unstable soils are the areas underlain by glacial till.
A series of earthquake probability maps were generated using the 2009 interactive web-based
mapping tools hosted by the USGS. These maps were used to determine the probability of an
earthquake of greater than magnitude 5.0 or greater than magnitude 6.0 damaging the City of
Danbury. Results are presented in Table 3-3 below.
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Table 3-3: Probability of a Damaging Earthquake in the Vicinity of Danbury
Probability of the Occurrence of an
Probability of the Occurrence of an
Time Frame (Years)
Earthquake Event > Magnitude 5.0
Earthquake Event > Magnitude 6.0
50
2% to 3%
< 1%
100
4% to 6%
1% to 2%
250
10% to 12%
2% to 3%
350
12% to 15%
3% to 4%
Based on the historic record and the probability maps generated from the USGS database, it is
likely that Danbury will continue to experience minor earthquakes (magnitude less than 3.0) in the
future. While the risk of an earthquake affecting Danbury is relatively low over the short term,
long-term probabilities suggest that a damaging earthquake (magnitude greater than 5.0) could
occur within the vicinity of Danbury.
Despite the low probability of occurrence, earthquake damage presents a potentially significant
hazard to the City. Infrastructure such as water treatment plants, sewer pumping stations, and
water storage tanks, could be affected by an earthquake. Should a damaging earthquake occur in
Connecticut, it is possible that some Danbury medical personnel will be needed in other parts of
the state that are harder hit by the earthquake and that Danbury Hospital will receive patients
from other areas.
Landslides are also a concern in Danbury, primarily in areas with steeper slopes, especially those
undercut by roads or other infrastructure.
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MITIGATION STRATEGIES AND ACTIONS
Goals and Objectives

Municipal goals and objectives have been made consistent regionally and are presented in the
Multi-Jurisdictional Plan document.

Status of Mitigation Strategies and Actions from Previous HMP

The table below lists the mitigation actions developed in the previous HMP and the status of
each. Actions to be carried forward are noted as such. Actions that have been institutionalized as
capabilities are not carried forward.
#

Action

1

Add pages to City
website dedicated to
citizen education and
preparation for natural
hazard events

2

Upgrade emergency
communications as
necessary to better
facilitate emergency
response and
coordination with
neighboring towns

3

Assess the interim
POCD update for
appropriate changes
to egress regulations.
If inadequate, prepare
to make changes to
next POCD update.
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Responsible
Party

Status

Notes

OEM

Carry
Forward

This action has not yet been completed.
Carry forward

OEM, Fire
Dept.

PC, DPZ

This action has been completed. City has
ongoing work to increase transmission and
reception abilities around the City. They
have also improved their communication
system with surrounding towns through
Completed
mutual aid agreements, which work very
well. A new communication and dispatch
center has been established in City, further
improving both its emergency response
capabilities and its ability to coordinate with
neighboring communities.

Drop
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POCD has not been changed since
adoption of the previous HMP; the next
scheduled update is 2023.
City looks at site egress as part of the site
plan review process for permitting. This
action is not considered necessary.

#

Action

4

Ensure that both
specific actions and
general
recommendations
presented in this Plan
Update are considered
during the POCD
update process, which
will be completed after
the end of this
document’s planning
horizon.

Responsible
Party

PZC

Status

Notes

Carry
Forward

POCD has not been changed since
adoption of the previous HMP; the next
scheduled update is 2023
This action is carried forward.

5

Pursue funding to
place utilities
underground in
existing developments

OEM

Carry
Forward
(with
Revisions)

6

Require floodplain
permits to be reviewed
by both the Fire
Department and OEM
for potential problems
and any comments
addressed before
permit issuance

PC, DPZ

Capability

7

Expand definition of
"substantial
improvement" in the
floodplain zoning
ordinance to include
work performed of
two or three years,
instead of just one

PC, DPZ

Drop

8

Add a freeboard
requirement to the
floodplain zoning
ordinance

PC

Completed
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Subdivision regulations require that new
utilities be buried underground, but the City
has not succeeded in securing funding for
burial of existing utilities. The City
continues to be interested in placing
existing utilities underground. This action is
carried forward
Through the site plan review process, all
applications are reviewed by the
appropriate city departments, including the
Department of Planning and Zoning.
Outside technical experts are hired for more
complicated projects as necessary to ensure
compliance with regulations. The Planning
Commission ultimately issues floodplain
permits.
Floodplain regulations were updated in
2010, and the City decided to keep the
definition of substantial improvement to be
cumulative over a single year. The City
does not observe a consistent problem with
properties completing major improvements
in a manner to avoid having to be brought
into code; this action is not considered
necessary.
City requires one foot of freeboard.

#

9

10

11

12

13

14

Action
Perform flood studies
to determine base
flood elevations for
unnumbered A zones
Select a City employee
to participate in events
sponsored by the CT
Association of Flood
Managers throughout
the year.
Pursue property
acquisitions of
floodprone properties
in the floodplain of
Blind Brook. Utilize
the land acquired
along Blind Brook to
expand Blind Brook
Park or to provide
additional floodplain
storage.
Perform floodplain
elevation studies in the
vicinity of repetitive
loss properties
mapped in the 500year floodplain
Perform a study of the
lower Kohanza Brook /
Padanaram Brook area
to make
recommendations
regarding resizing area
bridges
Complete the
dredging project for
the Still River West
Street Railroad
Underpass
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Responsible
Party

Status

Notes

PC, DPZ

Carry
Forward

City has not succeeded in completing this
action. One specific area of concern is the
Starrs Plain and West Redding Road area, as
well as areas of the Upper still River
(Kenosia Avenue, Mill Plain Swamp, area
around the Danbury Fair Mall).
Carry Forward.

Capability

The DPZ has a designated floodplain
manager who participates in trainings and
educational programs.

Mayor

Carry
Forward

Blind Brook continues to be a problem area
with localized flooding. The area has many
multi-family houses, with no vacant land
and flooding occurring in backyards and
basements. There are repetitive loss
properties in that area.
City has not succeeded in pursuing
acquisitions in this area.
Carry Forward.

DPW

Capability

The DPW regularly evaluates RLP flood
risks. This is a capability.

DPW

Carry
Forward

Project has not yet been completed due to
limited funding. Carry Forward.

DPW

Carry
Forward

Project has not yet been completed due to
limited funding. Carry Forward.

OEM
DPZ
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#

Action

15

Pursue property
acquisitions along the
Still River near Eagle
Road and Newtown
Road: specifically
target structure within
floodway.

16

Pursue a replacement
building for Fire
Engine Company 3 on
North Street outside of
the 100-year
floodplain and
relocate the
department

17

18

Pursue funding for
floodproofing
measures at Fire
Engine Company 3
Perform a study to
determine if the 100year floodplain is
properly mapped in
the vicinity of Fire
Engine Company 24
on Eagle Road.

Responsible
Party

Mayor

Mayor / Fire
Dept.

Status

City has not succeeded in pursuing
acquisitions in this area. It is possible that
Carry
planned improvements to I-84 will increase
Forward
bridge sizes and help convey water
with
downstream more quickly, reducing flood
Revisions
peaks in this area.
Carry Forward with Revisions.
This project is approaching completion as
part of a general volunteer fire department
consolidation project. The department has
already moved out of the building but the
relocation process is not yet complete and
negotiations are ongoing. Existing building is
Completed
located right on Kohanza Brook just
upstream of the confluence with Padanaram
Brook, and will most likely be demolished
after relocation is completed. The building is
currently being used during the COVID-19
pandemic for the career Fire Department to
accommodate social distancing needs.

Mayor

Drop

This building will be demolished after
relocation is completed; floodproofing will
therefore not be necessary.

DPW

Drop

Town believes FEMA-mapping is sufficient.

City worked with WestCOG to explore CRS
participation, but found the administrative
requirements to be beyond the capabilities of
the City. Danbury is interested in
participating if it can get assistance with
administration, perhaps by WestCOG.
Carry forward with revisions.
Bridge replacement has been completed.
Bridge was appropriately sized.

19

Evaluate cost of
enrolling in the
Community Rating
System and calculate
the benefit to
residents

Mayor / PZC

Carry
Forward
with
Revisions

20

Ensure that the new
bridges at Crosby
Street is sized based
on NRCC rainfall
return periods

DPW

Drop
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#

21

22

23

24

25

26

Action
Complete the
scheduled removal of
vegetation, dredging,
and river wall repair
along the Still River
protection projects to
ensure proper
protection levels
Construct the Chestnut
Street and Wildman
Street drainage
improvements
Construct the
proposed Phase II East
Ditch drainage
improvements
Construct the
proposed Blind Brook
channel improvements
(channel widening and
detention basin)
Incorporate NRCC
rainfall return periods
into ongoing bridge
studies
Develop a hydrologic
and hydraulic model
of the Still River
watershed using NRCC
rainfall data as a way
for the City to
prioritize mitigation
activities, determine
the potential impacts
of developments, and
prioritize culvert and
bridge upgrades and
installation of
retention and
detention basins
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Responsible
Party

Status

Notes

DPW

Capability

This is an ongoing capability.

DPW

Carry
Forward

Project has not yet been completed due to
limited funding. Carry Forward.

DPW

Carry
Forward

Project has not yet been completed due to
limited funding. Carry Forward.

DPW

Carry
Forward

Project has not yet been completed due to
limited funding. Carry Forward.

DPW

Carry
Forward

Project has not yet been completed due to
limited funding. Carry Forward.

DPW

Carry
Forward

Project has not yet been completed due to
limited funding. Carry Forward.
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#

27

28

29

30

31

32

Action
Implement options to
reduce flooding from
adjacent swamps on
West Redding Road
and Old Lantern Road
Encourage the use of
wind-mitigation
structural techniques
in new structures to
protect new buildings
to a greater level than
the required standard
Require windmitigation structural
techniques in new
municipal critical
facilities
Collaborate with the
Stormwise project,
participate in
education,
management, and
research efforts, and
implement the
Stormwise framework
on forests adjacent to
key roads.
Determine whether
development of a
microgrid is feasible
within the City to
maintain power at
certain facilities or
areas during regional
outages.
Post the snow plowing
routes in municipal
buildings each winter
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Responsible
Party

Status

Notes

DPW

Carry
Forward

Project has not yet been completed due to
limited funding. Carry Forward.

DPZ / ZEO

Drop

This action is not considered necessary;
wind-load requirements are built into new
state building code.

ZC

Drop

This action is not considered necessary;
wind-load requirements are built into new
state building code.

DPW

Drop

Town has increased its tree maintenance
capabilities. This specific action is no longer
necessary.

DPW

Drop

Town does not believe a microgrid is
feasible or necessary at this time.

OEM
DPW

Drop

City does not believe this action will provide
benefits that reduce losses from winter
storms.
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#

33

34

35

36

37

Action
Perform a GPS study
of roads in order to
prioritize plowing
routes, increase
efficiency and efficacy
of plowing efforts, and
help plan evacuation
routes
Ensure that municipal
departments and
critical facilities (e.g.
WWTF) have adequate
backup equipment
(e.g. generators) in
case damage occurs
Include dam failure
areas in the Connect
CTY emergency
contact database
Develop an ordinance
standardizing fire
protection
requirements for new
developments
Perform prescribed
burning on municipal
land when and where
appropriate

Responsible
Party

Status

Notes

DPW

Completed

Action was completed in 2019.

Completed

The City has significantly improved its
emergency generator capabilities over
recent years. This action is considered
complete.

DPW

OEM

Drop

ZC / Fire
Dept.

Drop

Fire Dept.

Drop

City uses its 3-1-1 system to send out calls
about weather and other hazards to
residents. It has EAPs on file for all dams,
and public alerts are part of the emergency
procedures. Residents in dam failure areas
are notified as part of the broader alerts.
City has regulations and a review process
for new development which includes fire
protection requirements and fire
department review. Ordinance is not
believed to be necessary.
City does not believe prescribed burning is
necessary.

Prioritization of Strategies and Actions

The STAPLEE method, described in the Multi-Jurisdictional document, was used to score
mitigation activities. The STAPLEE matrix in Appendix A provides the total scores. Actions have
been further prioritized based on implementation cost, project urgency, and municipal and public
input. The strategies below are presented in priority order, with qualitative priority levels listed
for each.

Mitigation Strategies and Actions Implementation Table

The City proposed to initiate several new mitigation actions for the upcoming five years.
Additionally, a number of actions from the previous planning period are being carried forward or
replaced with revised actions. These are listed below.
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New mitigation strategies and actions include:
 Complete installation of replacement generators at Backus Avenue, Fourth Street, Delay
Street and Southfield Sewer Pump Stations.
 Install an early warning lightning detection system encompassing all major park venues. The
system will ensure advance warning of impending severe weather and notify officials when it
is safe to resume play
 Continue radio infrastructure build out including microwave transmitter/receivers
The full suite of hazard mitigation actions to be carried forward in this plan are presented below.
Action DBY-01

Ensure that both specific actions and general recommendations presented in this Plan Update are directly
included in the POCD update, which will be completed by 2023.
Lead

PC

Cost

$0 - $25,000

Funding

Operating Budget

Timeframe

2021

Priority

High
Action DBY-02

Provide information on the City website about CT DEEP training and information around small business
chemical management for hazard resilience.
Lead

EM, City Council

Cost

$0 - $25,000

Funding

Operating Budget, CT DEEP

Timeframe

2021

Priority

High
Action DBY-03

Use the CT Toxics Users and Climate Resilience Map to identify toxic users located in hazard zones within
your community. Contact those users to inform them about the CT DEEP small business chemical
management initiative.
Lead

EM, City Council

Cost

$0 - $25,000

Funding

Operating Budget, CT DEEP

Timeframe

2021

Priority

High
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Action DBY-04

Host a CT DEEP presentation for municipal staff and local businesses about business chemical management
for hazard resilience.
Lead

EM, City Council

Cost

$0 - $25,000

Funding

Operating Budget, CT DEEP

Timeframe

2021

Priority

High
Action DBY-05

Register as a Sustainable CT community and make progress with the hazard mitigation goals associated
with registration.
Lead

City Council

Cost

$0 - $25,000

Funding

Operating Budget

Timeframe

2021

Priority

High
Action DBY-06
Collaborate with CIRCA on the "Resilient Connecticut" project

Lead

City Council

Cost

$0 - $25,000

Funding

Operating Budget

Timeframe

2022

Priority

Med
Action DBY-07

Coordinate with CT SHPO to conduct outreach to owners of historic properties to educate them on
methods of retrofitting historic properties to be more hazard-resilient while maintaining historic character.
Lead

DPZ

Cost

$0 - $25,000

Funding

Operating Budget

Timeframe

2022

Priority

Med
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Action DBY-08

Coordinate with CT SHPO to seek funding to conduct historic resource surveys, focusing on areas within
natural hazard risk zones (flood zones, wildfire hazard zones, steep slopes) to identify historic resources at
risk and support the preparation of resiliency plans across the state.
Lead

DPZ

Cost

$25,000 - $50,000

Funding

CT SHPO

Timeframe

2024

Priority

Med
Action DBY-09

Develop a hydrologic and hydraulic model of the Still River watershed using NRCC rainfall data as a way for
the City to prioritize mitigation activities, determine the potential impacts of developments, and prioritize
culvert and bridge upgrades and installation of retention and detention basins
Lead

DPW

Cost

$50,000 - $100,000

Funding

Capital Improvement Plan, CT DEEP, Other Grant

Timeframe

2024

Priority

Med
Action DBY-10

Secure permanent on-call contracts with contractors (who are compliant with FEMA criteria for storm
recovery and accounting, to enable later reimbursements) to assist with recovery following storms (in
particular related to power restoration and debris clearing).
Lead

OEM, DPW

Cost

$50,000 - $100,000

Funding

Operating Budget

Timeframe

2024

Priority

Med
Action DBY-11

Construct the proposed Blind Brook channel improvements (channel widening and detention basin)
Lead

DPW

Cost

More than $1 million

Funding

Capital Improvement Plan, FEMA Grant, Other Grant

Timeframe

2025

Priority

Med
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Action DBY-12
Implement options to reduce flooding from adjacent swamps on West Redding Road and Old Lantern Road
Lead

DPW

Cost

$100,000 - $500,000

Funding

Capital Improvement Plan, FEMA Grant, Other Grant

Timeframe

2025

Priority

Med
Action DBY-13

Add pages to City website dedicated to citizen education and preparation for natural hazard events.
Lead

OEM

Cost

$0 - $25,000

Funding

Operating Budget

Timeframe

2022

Priority

Low
Action DBY-14
Work with WestCOG to pursue enrolling in the Community Rating System

Lead

Mayor

Cost

$50,000 - $100,000

Funding

Capital Improvement Plan, FEMA Grant

Timeframe

2025

Priority

Low
Action DBY-15

Seek funding to perform flood studies in the Sugar Hollow area, along West Redding Road, to determine
base flood elevations for unnumbered A zones
Lead

DPW

Cost

$50,000 - $100,000

Funding

Grant

Timeframe

2025

Priority

Low
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Action DBY-16
Conduct a study of improvements and alternatives for reducing flooding in the Blind Brook corridor
Lead

DPW

Cost

$50,000 - $100,000

Funding

Operating Budget, Grant

Timeframe

2025

Priority

Low
Action DBY-17

Monitor the State's I-84 improvement project to identify impacts and opportunities related to flood risk.
Lead

DPW

Cost

$50,000 - $100,000

Funding

Operating Budget, Grant

Timeframe

2025

Priority

Low
Action DBY-18

Install an early warning lightning detection system encompassing all major park venues. The system will
ensure advance warning of impending severe weather and notify officials when it is safe to resume play
Lead

OEM / Recreation

Cost

$100,000 - $500,000

Funding

Capital Improvement Plan, Other Grant

Timeframe

2026

Priority

Low
Action DBY-19
Construct the Chestnut Street and Wildman Street drainage improvements

Lead

DPW

Cost

More than $500,000

Funding

Capital Improvement Plan, FEMA Grant, Other Grant

Timeframe

2026

Priority

Low
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Action DBY-20
Construct the proposed Phase II East Ditch drainage improvements
Lead

DPW

Cost

More than $1 million

Funding

Capital Improvement Plan, FEMA Grant, Other Grant

Timeframe

2026

Priority

Low
Action DBY-21

Contact the owners of Repetitive Loss Properties and nearby properties at risk to inquire about mitigation
undertaken and suggest options for mitigating flooding in those areas. This should be accomplished with a
letter directly mailed to each property owner.
Lead

EM, City Council

Cost

$0 - $25,000

Funding

Operating Budget, FEMA Grant

Timeframe

2023

Priority

Low
Action DBY-22

Perform a study of the lower Kohanza Brook / Padanaram Brook area to make recommendations regarding
resizing area bridges
Lead

DPW

Cost

$25,000 - $50,000

Funding

FEMA Grant, Other Grant

Timeframe

2023

Priority

Low
Action DBY-23
Incorporate NRCC rainfall return periods into ongoing bridge studies

Lead

DPW

Cost

$0 - $25,000

Funding

Operating Budget

Timeframe

2023

Priority

Low
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Action DBY-24

Work with CT DEEP to validate and/or correct the RL list and update the mitigation status of each listed
property.
Lead

DPZ

Cost

$25,000 - $50,000

Funding

FEMA Grant

Timeframe

2024

Priority

Low
Action DBY-25

Annually conduct an emergency operations exercise for a local terrorism, sabotage, or mass casualty event.
Lead

EMD

Cost

$25,000 - $50,000

Funding

Operating Budget

Timeframe

2024

Priority

Low
Action DBY-26

Pursue funding to place utilities underground in existing developments; target at least two for the 5-year
lifespan of this plan update.
Lead

OEM / PZC

Cost

More than $1 million

Funding

Capital Improvement Plan, Other Grant

Timeframe

2026

Priority

Low
Action DBY-27
Complete the dredging project for the Still River West Street Railroad Underpass

Lead

DPW

Cost

$100,000 - $500,000

Funding

Capital Improvement Plan, FEMA Grant, Other Grant

Timeframe

2026

Priority

Low
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Action DBY-28
Continue radio infrastructure build out including microwave transmitter/receivers
Lead

OEM

Cost

$100,000 - $500,000

Funding

Capital Improvement Plan, Other Grant

Timeframe

2026

Priority

Low
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APPENDIX A

Appendix A: STAPLEE Matrix
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CT DEEP Small

EM, City

$0 -

management for hazard resilience.

Business Chem

Council

$25,000

DBY-07

Register as a Sustainable CT community and make progress with the hazard mitigation goals associated
with registration.
Collaborate with CIRCA on the "Resilient Connecticut" project
Coordinate with CT SHPO to conduct outreach to owners of historic properties to educate them on
methods of retrofitting historic properties to be more hazard-resilient while maintaining historic character.

Sustainable CT
ResilientCT

natural hazard risk zones (flood zones, wildfire hazard zones, steep slopes) to identify historic resources at

$25,000

Budget

$0 -

Operating

$25,000

Budget

DPZ

NRCC

DPW

Construct the proposed Blind Brook channel improvements (channel widening and detention basin)

$50,000

1

1

1

1

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

9

2021

1

1

1

0

1

1

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

8

2021

1

1

1

0

1

1

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

8

2021

1

1

1

0

1

1

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

8

2021

1

1

1

1

0

1

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

8

2022

1

1

1

0

0

1

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

7

2022

1

1

1

1

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

7

CT SHPO

2024

1

1

1

1

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

7

$50,000 - Improvement
$100,000 Plan, CT DEEP,

2024

0

1

1

0

1

1

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

7

2024

0

1

1

1

1

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

7

2025

0

1

1

0

1

1

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

7

2025

0

1

1

0

1

1

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

7

2022

1

0

1

1

0

1

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

6

2025

1

1

0

1

1

1

0

0

0

-1

0

0

0

0

6

2025

1

1

1

1

1

1

0

0

-1

0

0

0

0

0

6

2025

1

1

1

1

1

1

0

0

-1

0

0

0

0

0

6

2025

1

1

1

1

1

1

0

0

-1

0

0

0

0

0

6

Timeframe for

Other Grant
Tree Management OEM, DPW

particular related to power restoration and debris clearing).

DBY-11

$25,000 -

1

Capital

Secure permanent on-call contracts with contractors (who are compliant with FEMA criteria for storm
recovery and accounting, to enable later reimbursements) to assist with recovery following storms (in

Sources

Council

prioritize culvert and bridge upgrades and installation of retention and detention basins

DBY-10

Potential Funding

Budget
Operating

Develop a hydrologic and hydraulic model of the Still River watershed using NRCC rainfall data as a way
for the City to prioritize mitigation activities, determine the potential impacts of developments, and

Budget, CT

$0 -

SHPO

1

DEEP
Operating

$25,000
$0 -

risk and support the preparation of resiliency plans across the state.

DBY-09

Budget, CT

City

DPZ

2021

Costs

DEEP
Operating

Council
City

Coordinate with CT SHPO to seek funding to conduct historic resource surveys, focusing on areas within
DBY-08

Budget, CT

DEEP
Operating

SHPO

Total STAPLEE Score

Host a CT DEEP presentation for municipal staff and local businesses about business chemical

Environmental

$25,000

Economic (x2)

$0 -

Council

Legal

EM, City

Political

CT DEEP Small
Business Chem

your community. Contact those users to inform them about the CT DEEP small business chemical

Administrative

$25,000

Technical (x2)

$0 -

Council

Social

EM, City

Environmental

CT DEEP Small

Economic (x2)

DBY-06

Budget
Operating

Business Chem

Legal

DBY-05

Operating

chemical management for hazard resilience.

management initiative.
DBY-04

$0 $25,000

Provide information on the City website about CT DEEP training and information around small business
Use the CT Toxics Users and Climate Resilience Map to identify toxic users located in hazard zones within

DBY-03

PC

Political

other Planning

Administrative

Integrate with

included in the POCD update, which will be completed by 2023.

Technical (x2)

Ensure that both specific actions and general recommendations presented in this Plan Update are directly

Completion

DBY-02

Theme

Social

DBY-01

Action Description

Cost Estimate

#

Regional

Lead Department

Weighted STAPLEE Criteria
Benefits

$50,000 -

Operating

$100,000

Budget
Capital

Drainage

DPW

More than
$1 million

Improvement
Plan, FEMA
Grant, Other
Grant
Capital

DBY-12

Implement options to reduce flooding from adjacent swamps on West Redding Road and Old Lantern
Road

DBY-13

Add pages to City website dedicated to citizen education and preparation for natural hazard events.

DBY-14

Work with WestCOG to pursue enrolling in the Community Rating System

DBY-15

Seek funding to perform flood studies in the Sugar Hollow area, along West Redding Road, to determine
base flood elevations for unnumbered A zones

Drainage

Outreach and
Education

DPW

OEM

CRS

Mayor

Flood Study

DPW

DBY-16

Conduct a study of improvements and alternatives for reducing flooding in the Blind Brook corridor

Flood Study

DPW

DBY-17

Monitor the State's I-84 improvement project to identify impacts and opportunities related to flood risk.

Flood Study

DPW

$100,000 $500,000
$0 $25,000

Improvement
Plan, FEMA
Grant, Other
Grant
Operating
Budget
Capital

$50,000 - Improvement
$100,000
$50,000 $100,000
$50,000 -

Plan, FEMA
Grant
Grant
Operating

$100,000 Budget, Grant
$50,000 Operating
$100,000 Budget, Grant

Completion

Technical (x2)

Administrative

Political

Legal

Economic (x2)

Environmental

Social

Technical (x2)

Administrative

Political

Legal

Economic (x2)

Environmental

Total STAPLEE Score

Response

Social

ensure advance warning of impending severe weather and notify officials when it is safe to resume play

2026

1

1

1

0

1

1

0

0

0

-1

0

0

0

0

6

2026

0

1

1

0

1

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

6

2026

0

1

1

0

1

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

6

2023

0

1

1

0

1

1

0

0

0

-1

0

0

0

0

5

2023

0

0

1

0

1

1

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

5

2023

0

0

1

0

1

1

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

5

2024

0

0

1

0

1

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

4

2024

1

1

1

1

1

0

0

0

0

-1

0

0

0

0

5

2026

1

1

1

1

1

1

0

0

-1

-1

0

0

0

0

5

2026

0

1

1

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

-1

4

2026

0

1

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

3

Timeframe for

OEM /

Sources

Emergency

Action Description

Potential Funding

Install an early warning lightning detection system encompassing all major park venues. The system will

#

Regional

Cost Estimate

Theme

Lead Department

Weighted STAPLEE Criteria
Benefits

Costs

Capital
DBY-18

$100,000 - Improvement

Recreation $500,000

Plan, Other
Grant
Capital

DBY-19

Construct the Chestnut Street and Wildman Street drainage improvements

Drainage

DPW

More than
$500,000

Improvement
Plan, FEMA
Grant, Other
Grant
Capital

DBY-20

Construct the proposed Phase II East Ditch drainage improvements

Drainage

Contact the owners of Repetitive Loss Properties and nearby properties at risk to inquire about mitigation
DBY-21
DBY-22
DBY-23
DBY-24
DBY-25

DBY-26

undertaken and suggest options for mitigating flooding in those areas. This should be accomplished with
a letter directly mailed to each property owner.
Perform a study of the lower Kohanza Brook / Padanaram Brook area to make recommendations
regarding resizing area bridges
Incorporate NRCC rainfall return periods into ongoing bridge studies
Work with CT DEEP to validate and/or correct the RL list and update the mitigation status of each listed
property.
Annually conduct an emergency operations exercise for a local terrorism, sabotage, or mass casualty
event.

RLPs

DPW

$0 -

Council

$25,000

DPW

Drainage

DPW

RLPs

DPZ

Casualty

Pursue funding to place utilities underground in existing developments; target at least two for the 5-year

Energy Resiliency

lifespan of this plan update.

& Backup Power

$1 million

EM, City

Flood Study

Terrorism & Mass

More than

EMD

OEM / PZC

Improvement
Plan, FEMA
Grant, Other
Grant
Operating
Budget, FEMA

$25,000 -

Grant
FEMA Grant,

$50,000
$0 -

Other Grant
Operating

$25,000
$25,000 -

Budget

$50,000
$25,000 $50,000

FEMA Grant
Operating
Budget
Capital

More than Improvement
$1 million

Plan, Other
Grant
Capital

DBY-27

Complete the dredging project for the Still River West Street Railroad Underpass

Drainage

DPW

$100,000 $500,000

Improvement
Plan, FEMA
Grant, Other
Grant
Capital

DBY-28

Continue radio infrastructure build out including microwave transmitter/receivers

Emergency
Response

OEM

$100,000 - Improvement
$500,000

Plan, Other
Grant

APPENDIX B

Appendix B: Detailed Soil and Geological Setting
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In terms of soil types, approximately 51 percent of Danbury contains Hollis-Chatfield-Rock
outcrop complex; Paxton and Montauk fine sandy loams; Udorthents-Urban land complex;
Charlton Chatfield complex (very rocky); and Ridgebury, Leicester, and Whitman soils (Table 1).
Approximately 15 percent of the remaining soils are influenced by urban land uses with the
remaining soils consisting of various sandy loams, silt loams, wetland soils, and rock outcrops.
The following soil descriptions are taken in part from the official series descriptions from the
United States Department of Agriculture (USDA) website.
TABLE 1: Soil Classifications
Soil Type
Area (acres)
Percentage of City
Hollis-Chatfield-Rock outcrop complex
4,188
14.9%
Paxton and Montauk fine sandy loams
3,836
13.6%
Udorthents-Urban land complex
2,607
9.3%
Charlton-Chatfield complex, very rocky
2,146
7.6%
Ridgebury, Leicester, and Whitman soils
1,680
6.0%
Paxton-Urban land complex
1,663
5.9%
Canton and Charlton soils
1,628
5.8%
Water
1,574
5.6%
Various Soil-Urban land complexes
1,479
5.3%
Urban land
1,208
4.3%
Various sandy loams
1,204
4.3%
Woodbridge fine sandy loam
1,202
4.2%
Various other loams
1,137
4.0%
Other soils
1,031
3.7%
Urban land-various soil complexes
636
2.3%
Other urban soils
467
1.7%
Other soil complexes
432
1.5%
Total
28,118
100%
Source: 2007 Soil Survey Geographic (SSURGO) database for the State of Connecticut




Hollis-Chatfield-Rock outcrop complex soils are characterized as being 35 percent Hollis
soils, 30 percent Chatfield soils, 15 percent rock outcrop, and 20 percent minor components.
o

Hollis soils are well drained or somewhat excessively drained, gently sloping to steep
soils that are very shallow or shallow over crystalline bedrock, including schist or gneiss.
Their permeability is moderate or moderately rapid.

o

Chatfield soils are moderately deep, well drained, and somewhat excessively drained
soils formed in till. They are nearly level through very steep and occur on convex
bedrock-controlled glaciated upland landscapes.

o

Rock outcrops are mapped in areas where exposed bedrock occupies more than 50
percent of the surface. Most of the exposed rock is schist, gneiss, and granite. Slopes are
gentle to hilly or steep.

The Paxton and Montauk fine sandy loams consist of the following:
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o

The Paxton series is characterized by well-drained loamy soils formed in lodgement till.
The soils are very deep to bedrock and moderately deep to a densic contact. They are
nearly level to steep soils occurring on till plains, hills, and drumlins. Slope ranges from
0 to 45 percent. Saturated hydraulic conductivity is moderately high or high in the
surface layer and low to moderately high in the substratum.

o

The Montauk series is characterized by well-drained soils formed in lodgement of flow
till derived primarily from granitic materials. The soils are very deep to bedrock and
moderately deep to a densic contact. The soils are typically on upland till plans and
moraines. Slope ranges from 0 to 35 percent. Saturated hydraulic conductivity is
moderately high to high in the mineral soil and lower in the substratum.

The Udorthents-Urban land complex consists of the following:
o

Udorthents is a soil type characterized by the original soil having been disturbed by
human activity, most commonly development. These soils are characterized by cut or
borrow areas, filled areas, or some combination of both. Soil permeability varies
depending on source, compaction, and use.

o

Urban land soils are those that have been disturbed and paved or built upon. These soils
are typically no longer capable of supporting woodlands.



The Charlton-Chatfield complex consists of moderately deep to deep, well-drained, and
somewhat excessively drained soils formed in glacial till. They are very nearly level to very
steep soils on glaciated plains, hills, and ridges. The soil is often stony or very stony. Slope
ranges from 3 to 45 percent. Crystalline bedrock is at depths of 20 to 40 inches. Saturated
hydraulic conductivity is moderately high to high in the mineral soil.



Ridgebury, Leicester, and Whitman Soils are generally poorly drained and derived from
granite, gneiss, and schist although formation varies among the three series:



o
o
o

The Ridgebury series consists of very deep, somewhat poorly and poorly drained soils
formed in till derived mainly from granite, gneiss, and schist. They are nearly level to
gently sloping soils in low areas in uplands.
The Leicester series consists of very deep, poorly drained loamy soils formed in friable
till. They are nearly level or gently sloping soils in drainageways and low-lying positions
on hills.
The Whitman series consists of very deep, very poorly drained soils formed in lodgement
till derived mainly from granite, gneiss, and schist. These soils are nearly level or gently
sloping soils in depressions and drainageways on uplands.
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APPENDIX C

Detailed Drainage Basin, Hydrology, and Flood Assessment
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DETAILED DRAINAGE BASIN AND HYDROLOGY ASSESSMENT
Danbury is divided among 12 subregional watersheds as shown in Table 1. The majority of the
drainage basins drain into the Still River and then to the Housatonic River, but certain areas drain
into New York state, Lake Candlewood (and then eventually to the Housatonic River), or to the
Saugatuck River. All of the water that passes through Danbury eventually empties into Long
Island Sound.
The majority of these drainage basins have FEMA-defined Special Flood Hazard Areas (SFHA)
along the primary watercourses. Such areas consist of 1-percent-annual-chance floodplains
without elevations, 1-percent-annual-chance floodplains with elevations, and 0.2-percent-annualchance floodplains. Refer to Section 3 for more detail regarding SFHAs.

Drainage Basin

Table 1: Subregional Drainage Basins
Overall
Area of City
Subregional Area
(square miles)
(square miles)
31.36
16.57

Percent of City

Still River
37.7%
Kohanza Brook (Boggs
6.54
6.53
14.9%
Pond Brook)
Padanaram Brook
7.27
5.78
13.2%
Saugatuck River
48.55
4.46
10.2%
Lake Candlewood
27.69
3.63
8.2%
Sympaug Brook
7.25
2.34
5.3%
Miry Brook
5.03
1.62
3.7%
Limekiln Brook
8.77
1.04
2.4%
East Branch Croton River
75.13
0.95
2.2%
Corner Pond Brook
4.92
0.60
1.4%
Ball Pond Brook
7.58
0.21
0.4%
East Swamp Brook
5.11
0.20
0.4%
Total
N/A
43.93
100.0%
Source: Connecticut Department of Environmental Protection GIS Data

Still River

The Still River originates at the outlet of Sanfords Pond south of Joes Hill Road near the New York
state boundary in western Danbury. Sanfords Pond is fed by the confluence of the outlet of
Farringtons Pond (off Joes Hill Road) and the Sawmill River (off Sawmill Road). The river flows
east through an undefined channel north of the Housatonic Railroad Company tracks, forming a
channel as it passes under Old Mill Plain Road. The Still River then flows southeast beneath Mill
Plain Road and Interstate 84 into Lake Kenosia and then continues through Mill Plain Swamp to
the Danbury Fair Mall where it is joined by major stream Miry Brook and the minor streams of
Kissen Brook and Lees Pond Brook. One-percent-annual-chance floodplains without elevations
have been defined by FEMA up to this point along the Still River as well as for Miry Brook and
Kissen Brook.
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The Still River flows east from the Danbury Fair Mall beneath Route 7 and then turns northeast
toward the city center. FEMA has defined a floodway, a 1-percent-annual-chance floodplain with
elevations, and a 0.2-percent-annual-chance floodplain for the Still River downstream of Route 7.
The river is impounded off Beaver Street by the Rose Hill Avenue Pond Dam, a Class B dam. The
river then flows north beneath the Housatonic Railroad Company tracks and immediately into a
600-foot-long culvert beneath a factory, Rose Hill Avenue, and a vacant lot. After the culvert
daylights, the river turns sharply to the southeast just south of Franklin Street and then turns
northeast to enter a short (175-foot-long) culvert running parallel to the railroad tracks. After the
culvert, the river turns southeast to pass beneath the railroad tracks and Rose Street and enter
downtown Danbury.
Just upstream of Kennedy Avenue, the Still River enters a culvert beneath Kennedy Avenue and
Main Street (a conveyance of approximately 260 feet). The Still River is joined by flow from the
minor stream Parks Pond Brook (which is locally known as Blind Brook and designated as such in
this plan) within the culvert and is joined by the confluence of the major stream Padanaram Brook
approximately 400 feet downstream of the culvert. This section of the Still River is the upstream
limit of the Army Corps of Engineers Flood Protection Project (FPP), which was constructed
following the 1955 floods and protects the city center to the 1-percent-annual-chance flood level.
After the confluence of Padanaram Brook, the Still River flows generally east within the FPP
through an industrial area of Danbury. The FPP protects to a greater than 0.2-percent-annualchance flood level beginning near Chestnut Street. The Still River turns south to pass below
Chestnut Street and a section of railroad tracks and reaches the end of the FPP approximately 650
feet downstream of the culvert.
The Still River turns southeast to flow beneath Casper Street and turns east to flow beneath
Triangle Street. It then passes beneath a set of railroad tracks and turns sharply northeast near
Cross Street where it is joined by the major stream Sympaug Brook. The river then continues
generally north through a well-developed commercial and industrial area before turning
southeast near Corporate Drive to its confluence with the major stream Limekiln Brook. The Still
River then flows generally north and receives flow from the minor stream Beaver Brook before
passing beneath Route 7, into Brookfield, and eventually to the Housatonic River.
Overall, the Still River directly drains 16.57 square miles of the city of Danbury (37.5 percent of the
city's land area) and drains 34.08 square miles in Danbury overall (78 percent of the city's land
area) when the river's upstream subregional watersheds are included.

Miry Brook

Miry Brook originates at the outlet of a swamp south of Shadow Lake Road near the Ridgebury
section of northern Ridgefield. The brook generally flows east through Ridgefield and is joined by
three unnamed tributaries before entering Danbury near Pine Mountain Road. After passing
beneath Pine Mountain Road, the brook turns generally north to flow beneath Miry Brook Road
and then northeast near Wooster School. The brook has the upper limit of its 1-percent-annualchance floodplain defined (without elevations) at Wooster School.
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Miry Brook continues northeast near Wooster School, passes
Drainage and
beneath a one-way private access to the school, and then turns
streamflow at the
east to flow beneath Backus Avenue into a small impoundment.
airport
have been
The outlet from this impoundment drains east into the Danbury
significantly
Municipal Airport. Miry Brook is joined by an unnamed tributary
altered to mitigate
from the south as it flows northeast along the boundary of the
flooding/
airport and then reaches a diversion area. Part of the flow
continues along the original streambed to the north toward
Backus Avenue while the remainder of the flow is directed northeast along the airport boundary
toward Kenosia Avenue Extension. The flow in the original streambed flows north beneath Backus
Avenue and then northeast beneath Kenosia Avenue and into the vicinity of the Danbury Fair
Mall.
The flow that is diverted along the boundary of the airport flows under Kenosia Avenue Extension
and then turns north near the north end of runway #17 to pass under Backus Avenue. After
passing under Backus Avenue, the flow enters a channelized section near the west entrance of the
mall that allows water to pass into the adjacent retention ponds for flood storage. The flap gates
allow water to enter but prevent the water from leaving the ponds through the same inlet, thus
providing retention of stormwater and floodwater. The remaining discharge intersects the normal
channel of Miry Brook at the northwest end of the channelized section, and the reunited brook
flows northeast to its confluence with the Still River on the north side of the mall.
Overall, Miry Brook directly drains 1.62 square miles of the city of Danbury (3.7 percent of the
city's land area) and drains 5.03 square miles overall.

Padanaram Brook

Padanaram Brook originates at the outlet of a swamp northeast of the intersection of Ball Pond
Road (Route 39) and Padanaram Road in northern Danbury. The swamp is formed after the
confluence of two unnamed tributaries just upstream of Route 39. The brook flows southeast
along Padanaram Road into the Padanaram Reservoir where it is joined by the outflow from East
Lake Brook from New Fairfield and the East Lake Reservoir. Padanaram Reservoir is impounded
by a Class C dam.
After exiting Padanaram Reservoir, Padanaram Brook continues to flow southeast along
Padanaram Road. It is joined by the outflow from Margerie Lake Reservoir (also impounded by a
Class C Dam) and is joined by an unnamed tributary before reaching the upper limit of its defined
floodplain near the intersection of Padanaram Road (Route 37) and the west end of Jeanette Road
. The flood delineation includes a floodway, a 1-percent-annual-chance floodplain with defined
elevations, and a 0.2-percent-annual-chance floodplain. The brook continues to the southeast
along Padanaram Road and enters a private, 700-foot-long FPP from 30 to 18 Padanaram Road.
After passing east beneath Padanaram Road, the brook enters a 740-foot culvert beneath the Rite
Aid plaza at the intersection of Padanaram Road and Hayestown Road. The brook is joined within
the culvert by the minor stream Penny & Ericson Brook.
After exiting the culvert, the brook flows generally southward and beneath Interstate 84 where it
is joined by the outflow of a pond in Wooster Cemetery. The brook then flows south and
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southwest, eventually passing beneath Balmforth Avenue and Maple Avenue where it is joined by
the major stream Kohanza Brook. Padanaram Brook then turns south into downtown Danbury
where it reaches its confluence with the Still River.
Padanaram Brook directly drains 5.78 square miles of the city of Danbury (9.2 percent of the city's
land area) and drains 7.27 square miles overall. Including upstream subregional areas and
Kohanza Brook (described below), Padanaram Brook drains a total of 13.81 square miles.

Kohanza Brook (Boggs Pond Brook) 1

Kohanza Brook originates as the outflow from Upper Kohanza Reservoir, which is impounded by a
Class B dam. The brook flows generally southeast beneath Zinn Road to enter Lower Kohanza
Reservoir, which is impounded by a Class C dam. Outflow from the reservoir continues southeast
into Ridgewood Country Club and eventually into the Ridgewood Country Club Pond.
Boggs Pond Brook originates in Boggs Pond, an impoundment located south of Round Mountain
in northwestern Danbury. Boggs Pond is impounded by Boggs Pond Dam, a Class BB dam. The
brook flows east from Boggs Pond into West Lake Reservoir, which is impounded by a Class C
dam. Both impoundments have a 1-percent-annual-chance floodplain without elevations
delineated. Water that passes out of West Lake Reservoir winds generally east through Danbury
to Rogers Pond where it is joined by an unnamed tributary from the north. Rogers Pond is
impounded by a privately owned Class BB dam. The outflow from Rogers Pond is joined by the
outflow from Turtle Pond Dam (a privately owned Class A dam) before passing into Mercers Pond.
Mercers Pond is impounded by a privately owned Class C dam and has a 1-percent-annualchance floodplain without elevations defined.
The outflow from Mercers Pond flows east into Ridgewood Country Club where it is impounded
by the Ridgewood Country Club Pond Dam (a privately owned Class BB dam). The confluence of
Boggs Pond Brook with Kohanza Brook also occurs in this pond.
Downstream of the pond, the brook passes beneath the entrance road to the Ridgewood Country
Club and is joined by an unnamed stream from the south. The brook also enters the upper limits
of its FEMA floodplain delineation (1-percent-annual-chance floodplain with elevations and 0.2percent-annual-chance floodplain). Kohanza Brook continues northeast beneath Kohanza Street
and turns sharply to the south, entering a steeply banked area where no floodplains are defined.
As Kohanza Brook continues northeast along Interstate 84, it enters a 960-foot-long culvert
beneath the Exit 5 interchange that daylights downstream of the Interstate 84 east on ramp north
of Tooley Lane. The 1-percent-annual-chance floodplain and a floodway are again defined
downstream of Interstate 84, and the brook appears fairly channelized as it flows southeast to its
intersection with Padanaram Brook. Overall, Kohanza Brook directly drains 6.53 square miles of
the city of Danbury (14.9 percent of the city's land area) and drains 6.54 square miles overall.

1

The Connecticut DEEP recognizes the subregional drainage basin as being Boggs Pond Brook, but this name does
not appear on the USGS topographic maps. FEMA recognizes the lower reach of the brook as being Kohanza
Brook, so the subregional drainage basin may be more appropriately named as Kohanza Brook. Both streams are
described herein.
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Sympaug Brook

Sympaug Brook originates at the outlet of Sympaug Lake in southwestern Bethel. The brook
flows north toward Danbury, receiving inflow from the minor streams Signor Pond Brook,
Chestnut Brook, Bethel Reservoir Brook, and two unnamed tributaries before entering the city of
Danbury near South Street (Route 53). Bethel Reservoir Brook is formed at the outlet of Eureka
Lake in Danbury and flows northeast into Bethel, where it is fed by the minor stream Braunies
Brook and two unnamed tributaries. One of the unnamed tributaries flows from the Rogers Park
area of Danbury. Some of these areas have associated floodplains such as Rogers Park Pond and
Jerome Park Reservoir, Eureka Lake (locally known as Eureka Reservoir), Mountain Pond (1percent-annual-chance floodplain), and Bethel Reservoir Brook (floodway and 1-percent-annualchance floodplain with elevations).
Once the brook enters Danbury, it flows generally north through a commercial and industrial area
and beneath Great Pasture Road and Shelter Rock Road before reaching its confluence with the
Still River. These are the only two crossings of the main channel of the brook in the city.
Sympaug Brook has a floodway, 1-percent-annual-chance floodplain with elevations, and a 0.2percent-annual-chance floodplain defined in this area. The brook directly drains 2.34 square
miles of the city of Danbury (5.3 percent of the city's land area) and drains 7.25 square miles
overall.

Limekiln Brook

Limekiln Brook originates on a hillside east of Poverty Hollow Road in Newtown, Connecticut. The
brook flows generally northwest toward Danbury, receiving inflow from several unnamed
tributaries and minor streams including East Fork Brook and Dibbles Brook before being joined by
the major stream East Swamp Brook at the Danbury corporate boundary. Limekiln Brook enters
Danbury just east of the former City landfill and receives inflow from the City's sewage treatment
plant. As it flows to the north, it receives inflow from the minor stream Stony Hill Brook before
passing beneath Newtown Road and reaching its confluence with the Still River. Newtown Road
is the only crossing that Limekiln Brook passes in Danbury.
The brook has a floodway, 1-percent-annual-chance floodplain with elevations, and a 0.2percent-annual-chance floodplain defined throughout its reach in Danbury. The brook directly
drains 1.04 square miles of the city of Danbury (2.4 percent of the city's land area) and drains
13.88 square miles overall including the subregional area of East Swamp Brook (5.11 square
miles).

East Swamp Brook

East Swamp Brook originates on a hillside south of Katrina Circle in southeastern Bethel. The
brook flows generally northwest toward Danbury, receiving inflow from several unnamed
tributaries and the minor stream Wolf Pit Brook before entering Danbury at Shelter Rock Road.
The brook continues to flow north into Danbury and joins Limekiln Brook just southeast of the
former City landfill. Thus, Shelter Rock Road is the only crossing of the brook in the city of
Danbury.
The brook has a floodway, 1-percent-annual-chance floodplain with elevations, and a 0.2percent-annual-chance floodplain defined throughout its reach in Danbury. The brook directly
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drains 0.20 square miles of the city of Danbury (0.4 percent of the city's land area) and drains 5.11
square miles overall.

Lake Candlewood
Lake Candlewood is the country's first pump-storage reservoir and, at 5,400 acres, is the largest
lake in Connecticut. The reservoir was constructed to support power generation at the Rocky
River power station in New Milford. Since 1926, water has been diverted from the Housatonic
River and pumped uphill into the lake. During low-flow conditions on the Housatonic River, water
is released from Lake Candlewood to run the generation turbines, and hence, this water is
returned to the Housatonic River.
The Lake Candlewood watershed comprises 8.2 percent of the city's land area. In Danbury,
Kellners Pond, Doyles Pond, and several intermittent streams outlet into the lake. Larger
tributaries to the lake include Sawmill Brook and Glen Brook in Sherman and Ball Pond Brook in
New Fairfield. The lake is impounded in Danbury by the Lake Candlewood Dam, a Class C dam
near the Danbury Candlewood Park off Hayestown Road, and is impounded by several dams lying
in other municipalities as well. There is a delineated 1-percent-annual-chance floodplain
surrounding the lake without elevations defined.

Ball Pond Brook

Ball Pond Brook originates at Ball Pond in southwestern New Fairfield and flows southeast
through New Fairfield. The brook is joined by the minor streams Short Woods Brook, Bates
Brook, and an intermittent stream that may be locally known as Deep Hollow Brook on the way to
its confluence with Lake Candlewood. Deep Hollow Brook drains the small part of the watershed
that lies within the city of Danbury. The Ball Pond Brook watershed drains 0.21 square miles (0.4
percent) of Danbury's land area and 7.58 square miles overall.

East Branch Croton River/Corner Pond Brook

The East Branch Croton River is a major river in New York State that drains to the Croton River, a
major water body that drains to reservoirs that supply 10 percent of New York City's water supply.
The subregional watershed is very large (75.13 square miles) with only a small fraction (2.2
percent) lying within the city of Danbury. In total, 1.55 square miles (2.6 percent) of the city of
Danbury drain west into the East Branch Croton River, including the area of Corner Pond Brook.
While the Connecticut DEEP considers Corner Pond Brook to be a subregional drainage area,
most of the area within the basin actually drains through Putnam Lake. The Corner Pond Brook
drainage area has its headwaters in Corner Pond in the northwest corner of the city. The pond
has a 1-percent-annual-chance floodplain without elevations defined. The brook drains through
swamplands generally west into New Fairfield and then continues into New York State and
eventually into the East Branch Croton River. Neither stream has any road crossings within
Danbury.

Saugatuck River

According to the USGS 1997 topographic map (Bethel Quadrangle), the Saugatuck River
originates as the outflow from Sugar Hollow Pond (Jackson Lake) just east of Sugar Hollow Road
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(Route 7) and Wooster Mountain State Park in southern Danbury. The Connecticut DEEP GIS data
suggests that the Saugatuck River instead originates as the outflow from Wataba Lake in
Ridgefield. The two streams in question combine in a large swamp in southern Danbury that is
located between Sugar Hollow Road (Route 7) and Starrs Plain Road.
The Saugatuck River next flows southeast toward Redding generally parallel to West Redding
Road and has a 1-percent-annual-chance floodplain defined without elevations. After leaving
Danbury, the river continues generally south to its confluence with Long Island Sound. Overall,
the Saugatuck River drains a total of 48.55 square miles of southwestern Connecticut and drains
4.46 square miles (10.2 percent) of Danbury, primarily in the southern hills of the city.
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HISTORIC RECORD OF FLOODING IN DANBURY
The City has experienced various degrees of flooding in every season of the year throughout its
recorded history. Melting snow combined with early spring rains have caused frequent spring
flooding. Numerous flood events have occurred in late summer to early autumn resulting from
storms of tropical origin moving northeast along the Atlantic coast. Winter floods result from the
occasional thaw, particularly during years of heavy snow or periods of rainfall on frozen ground.
Other flood events have been caused by excessive rainfalls upon saturated soils, yielding greater
than normal runoff.
According to the 2010 FEMA FIS, at least 26 major storms occurred in the Housatonic River basin
since 1693. The notable historical floods in the early 20th century occurred in March 1936,
September 1938, January 1949, August 1955, October 1955, and September 1960. In terms of
damage to the city, the most severe of these was damage associated with the flood of October
1955, which had a return period of 80 years. This flood was the result of high intensity rainfall
falling on saturated ground.
The year 1955 was a devastating year for flooding in Connecticut. Connie was a declining tropical
storm when it hit Connecticut in August 1955, producing heavy rainfall of 4 to 6 inches across the
state. The saturated soil conditions exacerbated the flooding caused by Tropical Storm Diane 5
days later, the wettest tropical cyclone on record for the northeast. The storm produced 14
inches of rain in a 30-hour period, causing destructive flooding conditions along nearly every
major river system in the state. The Mad and Still Rivers in Winsted and the Naugatuck,
Farmington, and Quinebaug Rivers in northeastern Connecticut caused the most damage.
When heavy rains caused the floods of October 1955, damage was generally lower since there
was limited time to rebuild following the August storms. Serious flooding was reported along the
Still River in downtown Danbury, leading to the creation of three separate flood protection
projects along the Still River (Section 3.5). The August and October floodwaters resulted in over
100 deaths, left 86,000 unemployed, and caused an estimated $500 million in damages (1955
United States Dollars, or USD) in Connecticut. To put this damage value in perspective, consider
that the total property taxes levied by all Connecticut municipalities in 1954 amounted to $194.1
million.
In general, minor flooding problems are widespread throughout Danbury. Extreme events along
defined floodplains often result in damage to insured structures. The most common damage is to
infrastructure and occurs due to flash flooding. The most extreme damage occurs to homes and
businesses along the Still River corridor resulting from extreme rainfall events. Appendix C
contains a compilation of photos collected by the City for various flooding events since 1999.
According to the NCDC Storm Events Database, since 1993 there have been 52 flooding events
and 30 flash flood episodes in Litchfield County (the county north of Fairfield county), 20 flooding
and 60 flash flooding episodes in Fairfield County, and 25 flooding and 21 flash flooding events in
Dutchess County, New York (the county on the west side of Fairfield county). The following are
descriptions of more recent examples of floods in and around the city as described in the NCDC
Storm Events Database and based on correspondence with municipal officials. Note that flooding
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was not necessarily limited to the described areas, and also note that flooding related to Tropical
Storm Floyd in 1999 is provided its own subsection of this Plan (Section 3.3.1) and is not
discussed immediately below. Information on disaster declarations was taken from articles within
FEMA's Connecticut Disaster History database.
 June 12, 1994: Torrential thunderstorms caused 4.15 inches of rainfall, which led to severe
flooding along Blind Brook on West Wooster Street, Spruce Street, William Street, and East
Pearl Street. Approximately 40 people (approximately nine families) were evacuated by
rowboat and sheltered for the night. Over 1 foot of water was reported on the first floor of a
duplex at the corner of Spruce and William Streets while the remaining houses mainly
suffered basement flooding. The remnants of a concrete garage floor had fallen into the
streambed on William Street, clogging the channel. Six inches of flooding was also reported
throughout Jensen's Mobile Home Park.
 October 21, 1996: A rainstorm brought 5.35 inches of rain to Danbury. Blind Brook
overtopped the East Pearl Street culvert and flooded that road and William Street. Debris
caught in the culvert caused the flooding, and damage to the culvert was reported.
 September 16, 2002: A rainstorm caused flooding on Main Street and Park Place in the East
Ditch area. Appendix C contains photos of the flooding.
 September 8, 2004: The remnants of Hurricane Frances produced torrential rainfall across
western Connecticut, with total rainfall amounts ranging from 1 to 6 inches. The rainfall
produced flash flooding of many roads in Fairfield County.
 March 28 - April 2, 2005: Spring rainstorms produced heavy rain and urban flooding across
the region, with the second storm also producing heavy winds that downed trees rooted in
saturated ground. A total of 5.3 inches of rainfall was recorded in New Fairfield from the two
events. A total of 22 feet of riverbank behind Wallin's Cap City at 115 Federal Road eroded
during the storms, wiping out a bank stabilization project previously funded and performed
by the NRCS.
 July 18, 2005: Flash flooding in Danbury trapped several motorists in their cars as the water
quickly rose. Metro North service was stopped due to high floodwaters.
 October 2005: Although the consistent rainfall of October 7-15, 2005 caused flooding and
dam failures in most of Connecticut (most severely in northern Connecticut), the precipitation
intensity and duration was such that only moderate flooding occurred in Danbury. A total of
7.15 inches of rain was reported in neighboring New Fairfield from October 8 to October 9,
with an additional 7.50 inches reported from October 11 to October 14. Urban flooding of
low-lying and poor drainage areas occurred throughout the region.
 April 15-27, 2007: A combination of storms caused widespread flooding across New York and
Connecticut. The Metro North railroad line from Danbury to Norwalk suffered track washouts
in three locations and was out of service for a day. Jensen's Mobile Home Park was
evacuated due to severe flooding. Flooding along the Still River in Danbury was estimated as
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being between the 10-year and 50-year recurrence interval. The City estimated the total
flood damage at $7 million. Fairfield County was declared a disaster area, and statewide
there were 1,450 registrations for aid totaling $1,489,916 for housing assistance and $62,874
for other needs assistance. According to the "Q-Alert" system, flooding was reported at the
intersection of Old Brookfield Road and Federal Road on April 16, 2007, preventing the
residents of the Lexington Mews, Lexington Court, and Good Shepard Hill Summit View
condominiums from leaving or entering. Many parts of Route 7 were reported closed from
Danbury to New Milford. On the morning of April 17, Route 7 was reported open for
Danbury area residents.
 June 14, 2008: Thunderstorms resulted in several people being stranded in their cars due to
flash flooding in Danbury. The intersection of White Street and Meadow Street as well as
West Street under the railroad overpass were under water. The intersection of Hospital
Avenue and Osborne Street was under about 3 feet of water.
 September 6, 2008: The remnants of Tropical Storm Hanna produced rainfall amounts of 5 to
6 inches in Danbury. The storm caused approximately $32,000 in damages in Fairfield
County, and flash flooding caused one death. Many roads in Danbury were beneath 1 to 3
feet of water, including the roads near Western Connecticut State University on White Street.
 August 21, 2009: Thunderstorms caused a flash flood resulting in 3 feet of standing water on
White Street at the intersection of Meadow Street. Six to 8 inches of standing water also
accumulated on roads near the Bethel town line.
 March 13, 2010: A nor'easter dropped 3 inches of rain and brought high winds to
Connecticut. Areas of Jensen's Mobile Home Park in Danbury had 2 feet of flooding, and two
people were killed by falling trees in southern Fairfield County. The Danbury to Norwalk
Metro-North line had scattered service interruptions.
 March 30, 2010: A 2-day storm ending March 30, 2010 produced 4.5 inches of rain resulting
in a disaster declaration for Fairfield County. FEMA estimated the overall damage to the city
of Danbury to be approximately 7 million dollars. This storm was the fourth time that
sections of Jensen's Mobile Home Park flooded in March 2010 alone. Saturated grounds
caused a 70-foot-tall tree to fall on a house on Great Plains Road in Danbury, West Street was
closed due to flooding for several days, and the entire gazebo behind the Marriott hotel was
under water on Eagle Road. Statewide, there were 3,681 registrations for aid, totaling
$4,383,365 for housing assistance and $244,276 for other needs assistance as well as 3,438
Small Business Administration loan applications with $2,659,200 in assistance approved.
Repeated severe spring storms occurred through May 17, 2010.
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 July 13, 2010: A flash flood occurred in Danbury following heavy rain and thunderstorms.
Two inches of rain fell within a half-hour, with daily totals recording higher than 3 inches.
Vehicles became stuck in high water on Main Street near Elmwood Park, and Beaver Brook
Road and Commerce Drive
were under a few feet of
water.
 March 7, 2011: Heavy spring
rains produced up to 4.6
inches of rain throughout the
Danbury area, well above the
monthly average of 4.12
inches as reported by the
Connecticut Weather Center
in Danbury. The Fire
Department received 95 calls
related to water flooding
basements, flowing through
houses, and closing streets.
March 7, 2011 flooding of Blind Brook on Williams Street.
Metro North service was
Picture taken looking south toward East Pearl Street and Blind
suspended until March 21 due
Brook Park.
to floodwaters eroding the
berm beneath a 150-foot section of track in Bethel. The Still River flooded Newtown Road
near Walmart and Commerce Park up to 3 feet in some areas, and the section of Federal Road
near Stew Leonards was also reported as flooded. Kenosia Avenue was overtopped deep
enough to stall cars. The City's Water Pollution Control Facility (WPCF) went into bypass
mode as it was unable to treat all the stormwater. Main Street near Elmwood Park,
Mountainville Road, Reservoir Street, West Wooster Street, Williams Street, and Beaver Brook
Road were still closed on March 8. The West Street and Backus Avenue bridges, as well as
parts of Rogers Park, were also closed. Pictures associated with this flooding are included in
Appendix C.
 August 28. 2011: Tropical Storm Irene moved northward over western Connecticut and
eastern New York. Rainfall amounts averaged 5 to 10 inches in Litchfield County
concentrated in a 12-hour period. Numerous roads were closed due to flooding. This event
will be discussed more in the Tropical Cyclone section.
 September 2, 2013: Scattered thunderstorms dropped between 2 and 2½ inches of rain in a
short period, causing flash flooding in Fairfield County. Damages were seen in the town of
West Redding.
 January 9, 2014: A coastal storm passing to the southeast of the region caused strong winds
and heavy rain. Isolated flooding occurred around Southern Connecticut, including an
episode in neighboring Bethel that forced closure of an intersection.
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In addition to the above events, the City's "Q-Alert" complaint database was reviewed for
potential damages related to natural hazards. Complaints are addressed by the City when the
cause of the problem is within the City's jurisdiction. Many of the complaints received were due
to heavy rainfall causing potholes or deteriorating the road surface or for drainage clogs that
caused flooding of nearby yards. A selection of complaints that were received by the City from
2006 through 2010 are listed here:
 Heavy rains in early summer 2006 deteriorated the road surface of Spruce Trail and Pine Trail
in the upper section of Margerie Manor, and Pleasant Drive. These are private roads, with
Pleasant Drive being a mix of public and private.
 Dirt, rocks, and debris reportedly slide into Driftway Road from Hall Passway after moderate
to heavy rainstorms, causing a hazardous condition for both motor vehicles and pedestrians.
 Heavy rains in early August 2006 caused a manhole to collapse on Sheridan Street. This area
was patched and later repaired.
 The April 2007 storms caused several minor problems throughout the city as follows:
o The 24-inch concrete pipe running under Old Lantern Road was reported as
practically full (80 percent) of sand and debris. As a result, the storm resulted in yard
flooding of nearby properties. The pipe was reported as being "cleaned out several
years ago" but refilled. The pipe clogged again in March 2008 and December 2009.
o Potholes and flooding were reported on Bragdon Avenue.
o The culvert at Hawthorne Cove was reported as collapsed.
o A drainage easement on Birch Road filled with sand and debris, causing nearby yard
flooding.
o Curbing and the side of the road were washed away on Aunt Hack Road near
Canterbury Court.
o A variety of drainage issues were reported on Padanaram Road.
 In late July 2007, the entrance to Pembroke Road off Route 37 needed to be repaved as a
result of severe flood/water damage.
 Collection of debris in a storm sewer caused a pothole on Ford Lane in late August 2007.
 Heavy rain in March 2008 caused gullying and erosion on private property on Old Stadley
Road. The curbing behind the house was too low to handle the water flow that came down
the hill.
 A log was reported jammed in a catch basin where a small brook passed beneath Parkwood
Terrace in May 2008.
 The September 6, 2008 heavy rainstorm damaged the sidewalk in front of #9, #11, and #13
East Pearl Street.
 Heavy roadway flooding of Caye Road occurred due to a drainage clog and buildup of debris
downstream. The problem occurred during winter 2007-2008 and again in October and
December 2008.
 In April 2009, roadway flooding and yard flooding were reported on Hamilton Drive. The
problems were due to a recently installed private drainage system.
 Lakeview Drive has no drainage system, and the heavy rains in March 2010 caused a washout
of the road and severe erosion of a private access to nine houses.

Tropical Storm Floyd
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On September 16, 1999, torrential record rainfall preceding the remnants of Tropical Storm Floyd
caused widespread urban, small stream, and river flooding in Connecticut. Fairfield, Litchfield, and
Hartford Counties were declared disaster areas (FEMA-1302-DR-CT). Initial cost estimates for
damages to the public sector alone were estimated by the Connecticut Office of Emergency
Management to be $1.3 million for Fairfield County, $204,254 for Hartford County, and $53,000
for Litchfield County. Serious widespread flooding of low-lying and poor drainage areas resulted
in the closure of many roads and basement flooding across Fairfield, New Haven, and Middlesex
Counties.
As with many inland towns in Connecticut, flooding associated with Tropical Storm Floyd
represents the storm of record in Danbury. Total rainfall amounts measured nearly 11 inches in
nearby New Fairfield as reported by the NCDC and were reported by the Connecticut DEEP as
being 11.13 inches in Danbury, well above the 1-percent-annual-chance rainfall return frequencies
presented in the National Weather Service's "Technical Paper No. 40." Flood elevation analysis
indicated that the flooding along a large portion of the Still River was greater than the 1-percentannual-chance flood level, and a 2001 study by the United States Army Corps of Engineers
(USACE) noted that the upper Still River basin received a 300-year flood event.
The Danbury News-Times and the Danbury Engineering Department have archived much
information regarding Floyd. The storm generated more than 300 calls for help from flooded
homes, closed hundreds of businesses (including the entire Danbury Fair Mall), submerged
dozens of cars, washed away sections of city roads, and turned the vicinity of the airport into a
large pond. Over 300 homes, two car dealerships, an elderly apartment complex, Jensen's
Lakeview Mobile Home Park (an age-restricted [55+] living community), several roads, and a
bridge were damaged in the city. A total of 16 mobile homes in Jensen's Mobile Home Park were
destroyed. The total of Public Assistance damages from the storm was $2.2 million dollars.
Several city streets were reported as being inundated with as much as 4 feet of water. During the
storm, the majority of the secondary roads in Danbury were flooded or impassable such that only
Interstate 84 remained open to effectively connect both ends of the city. Blind Brook flooded the
City's Fire Headquarters on New Street with 5 inches of water, forcing officials to reroute 9-1-1
emergency calls. Fortunately, most areas of the city did not lose electrical service. The War
Memorial was activated as the emergency shelter for evacuees, with approximately 110 people
spending at least one night.
The following is a list of areas affected by flooding during Floyd, organized by stream:
Beaver Brook
Roadway washouts were reported on Hawley Road. Upstream, the bridge was damaged on
Tamanny Trail, and washouts were reported on Purchase Street and Tabor Street. The upstream
damages required a major repair project.
Bethel Reservoir Brook (Tributary)
The outlet stream from Rogers Park Pond flowing south to Bethel Reservoir Brook caused a
washout of the bridge at the south end of Memorial Drive.
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Blind Brook
Blind Brook experienced flooding throughout its entire reach in Danbury. The outflow from
Tarrywile Lake overtopped the western section of Tarrywile Lake Road and caused 1 to 4 feet of
flooding down Southern Boulevard to the eastern section of Tarrywile Lake Road. Downstream,
Jefferson Avenue was overtopped by 6 inches, and Lincoln Avenue was overtopped by 1 foot.
The pond upstream of West Wooster Street overtopped the road by 3.5 feet, causing major
damage to the culvert beneath the street.
As Blind Brook proceeded into its culverted section, the flooding damage intensified. A wide area
in the vicinity of Spruce Street, East Pearl Street, and William Street was flooded with as much as 4
feet of water. The culvert carrying Blind Brook beneath East Pearl Street was completely damaged
and replaced following the storm. Up to 1.5 feet of flooding was reported at George Street, the
intersection of William Street, and West Street; Montgomery Street had 1 to 2 feet of flooding;
and up to 2.5 feet of water overtopped New Street with 5 inches of water flowing through the Fire
Headquarters. Downstream, the homeless shelter had 1.5 feet of flooding, and Elm Street
reportedly suffered minor damages.
Boggs Pond Brook and Kohanza Brook
While damages upstream of Ridgewood Country Club were minor, damages intensified as
Kohanza Brook approached its confluence with Padanaram Brook. High-velocity flow caused
erosion of the stream bottom at a bend in the stream off Parker Street, exposing a sewer line.
The area was repaired with riprap. Downstream of Interstate 84, the bridge over the brook on
Thorpe Street Extension was damaged and required major repairs. Deep floodwaters described
as having "rapids"-like velocity stranded residents and stalled cars at the height of the storm. City
officials evacuated the entire street. Barnum Court was also evacuated as it flooded to a depth
just over 5 feet, causing damage to the street and private property.
East Ditch Flooding
Relatively shallow (less than 2 feet) flooding was widespread throughout East Ditch. Wooster
Street, Main Street, Park Place, State Street, Center Street, Keeler Street, and Liberty Street were all
reported as having various degrees of roadway and basement flooding.
East Lake Brook
East Lake Road had over 1,000 linear feet of damage due to flow in East Lake Brook and an
overwhelmed drainage system.
Miry Brook and Kissen Brook
Flooding in the Miry Brook corridor was widespread. The private road leading through Wooster
School between Miry Brook Road and Ye Olde Road experienced several washouts. Drainage
clogs were reported on Kissen Brook near Old Sugar Hollow Road, which caused Miry Brook Road
to be overtopped and exacerbated airport flooding. The majority of the airport was flooded, and
Runway 17 at the airport was closed due to flooding and experienced minor damage.
A large section of Backus Avenue stretching west from Route 7 almost to Miry Brook Road was
closed with a variety of washouts and other street damage reported. Flooding along Kissen Brook
at the east end caused the intersection of Backus Avenue and Sugar Hollow Road to be closed.
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The section of road from Kenosia Avenue to the mall entrance was closed due to flooding on Miry
Brook. A drainage clog backed up Miry Brook near the United States Post Office (23 Backus
Avenue) west of Kenosia Avenue. Water from Mill Plain Swamp (the large swamp at the
confluence of Miry Brook and the Still River) flooded the mall parking lot and the first level of the
parking garage.
Padanaram Brook
Three main areas were affected by flooding along Padanaram Brook. Near the reservoirs, over
2,000 linear feet of roadway damage was reported on Padanaram Road. Silt washed into
Padanaram Reservoir and had to be removed. Margerie Reservoir Brook, a short tributary to
Padanaram Brook, caused washouts on Capitola Road and undermined the culvert carrying it
under Padanaram Road before its confluence with Padanaram Brook. Downstream near Interstate
84, volunteer firefighters had to use a rowboat to rescue nine people trapped in flooded houses
on Oakland Avenue Extension. The rescue effort was impeded by strong currents. Concurrently
with flooding damages along the lowest reach of Kohanza Brook, the lower section of Padanaram
Brook was affected by flooding. City officials evacuated Patch Street due to flooding, with the
roadway and bridge experiencing damage.
Saugatuck River
Washouts were reported on West Redding Road due to flooding in the Saugatuck River and its
tributaries.
Still River
Flood damages were widespread throughout the Still River corridor. Near the upstream end of
the river, a variety of roadway washouts and damages were reported on small tributary streams
passing beneath Joes Hill Road. Jensen's Mobile Home Park was particularly affected. A large
portion of the trailer park was flooded by Lake Kenosia in the upper Still River watershed, with
strong currents flowing through the park and water entering the first floor of many trailers. A
total of 18 trailers were completely destroyed. Homes from 46 to 82 Greenlawn Avenue
experienced the most serious flooding. Forty people were evacuated by rowboat, and the
majority of the remainder of the park was evacuated.
Downstream of Lake Kenosia, Kenosia Avenue was overtopped by the river for several days,
closing the road between Mill Plain Road and Boulevard Drive during this time. The flood
damage caused several areas of the road to wash out. Firefighters rescued a city man by rowboat
after his car went off the road into nearby floodwaters. Flooding was also reported on Precision
Road because of pooling of water in Mill Plain Swamp due to the bridge constriction at Segar
Street, and an unnamed tributary to the Still River caused flooding on Lake Avenue west of Route
7.
Flooding was reported on Oil Mill Road, where it impacted the River Woods condominium
complex and a house. To the north, West Street was closed at the railroad bridge for several
days. The velocity of the floodwaters slowed along Beaver Street, causing deep floodwaters on
Rose Hill Avenue and Rose Street at the Mallory Hat Factory. The elevated flood stages on the
Still River combined with the influx of floodwaters on Blind Brook to back water up through the
catch basins to flood Elm Street.
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The local protection projects protected the city center area from flooding associated with the Still
River. Downstream of the protection projects, the unprotected commercial and industrial areas
experienced deep flooding and extensive damages. Widespread flooding occurred on Newtown
Road, with floodwaters rising more than 9 feet in some areas. Scores of nearby businesses were
flooded, including the Holiday Inn and many stores in the Berkshire Shopping Center. The
Holiday Inn evacuated all 140 guests. Other flooded businesses included several restaurants, a
movie theatre, Commerce Park, and a bank.
The flooding caused washouts on Beaver Brook Road and roadway damage on Broad Street near
Old Newtown Road. The floodwaters overtopped the Old Newtown Road bridge, damaging an
ongoing bridge reconstruction project. Businesses on August Drive were decimated by more
than 6 feet of water. One business reported that $750,000 in inventory was lost.
Further downstream, the Still River caused widespread damage at its bend near Federal Road.
Low-lying areas were completely submerged and parts of the road closed. Two hundred used
cars in the parking lot of Greentree Toyota had water above the tires, with 4 million dollars in
damages reported on the lot. Bob Sharp Motors next door had 4 feet of water in its building.
Flooded buildings included many businesses, an assisted living facility, and the Still River
Corporate Park. Water reached the bottom of the loading dock at Stew Leonards. The
intersection with Nabby Road was closed. Several motorists had to be rescued from stalled cars
in waist-deep water.
Sympaug Brook
Roadway damage was reported along Shelter Rock Road at various stream crossings, particularly
at Sympaug Brook and the unnamed tributary to Limekiln Brook.
In addition to the above areas, the City compiled a list of miscellaneous drainage problems and
damages caused by Tropical Storm Floyd that were not associated with major river or stream
corridors. These include drainage clogs or failures, and flooding due to ponding or insufficient
drainage. The areas that required repair are listed in Table 2.
The City Engineering Department compiled a list of private homes reported as being flooded on
September 19, 1999 due to the storm. These homes are listed in Table 3 although additional
houses were added later to the final count.
A few positive outcomes were noted as a result of the flood. The heavy rain completely refilled
the city's reservoirs, which were down to 60 percent capacity during the 1999 summer dry season.
Also, the city's flood control system along the Still River worked as designed, moving large
quantities of water away from the center of the city with minimal flooding.
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TABLE 2:
List of Miscellaneous Drainage Problems and Damages Caused by Tropical Storm Floyd
(as reported to the City by September 19, 1999)
Location of Drainage Clog
Aunt Hack at Autumn Drive
Birch Road #13 (lost retaining wall)
Moran Avenue at #4-6
Oakland Avenue Extension
Mountainville Road at Reservoir Road inlet
Blind Brook (several locations)
Starrs Plain Road at Route 7 end
Starrs Plain Road at Redding end crossing
Hillandale Road at #19, #63, #65, and #78
King Street (drainage clog)
Cherokee Drive (failure caused hole in
road)
Beaver Brook Road (off) at Route 7 cross
culvert
Rockwood Lane (catch basin)
Beaver Brook Road at Board of Education
cross culvert
Beaver Brook Road at railroad cross
culvert
Patch Street (debris in stream)
Meadow Street/White Street (railroad
culvert)
Middle River Road (double cross culvert)
Ta'Agan Point Road
Middle River Road at #201
Bergh Street at #7
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Location of Ponding/Poor Drainage Flooding
Amity Lane (washouts)
Brushy Hill Road (washouts)
East Pembroke Road (washouts in several
locations)
Franklin Street Extension (driveway washout)
Lake Avenue near Westville Avenue and Morris
Street (washouts)
Nabby Road (basement flooding from hillside)
Old Ball Pond Road (private road, washouts)
Park Avenue School
Pleasant Drive (washouts, private road)
Reynolds Road (washouts)
Rockwood Lane (washouts)
South King Street (washouts)
Stacey Road (washouts)
Ventura Drive (washouts)
Ward Drive South (washout at #30)
Westwood Drive (washouts on lower 300 linear
feet)
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Wilkes Road (washouts)

TABLE 3
Summary of Homes Flooded by Tropical Storm Floyd
(as reported to the City by September 19, 1999)
Count
Flooding Source
47
Nonriverine
~ 10
East Ditch
8
Padanaram Brook
5
Still River
4
Kohanza Brook
2
Kissen and Miry Brooks
1
Blind Brook
77
Total
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DEVELOPMENTAL HISTORY OF DANBURY
Early Settlement
Danbury was first settled in 1685 by colonists from the area of what is now Norwalk and
Stamford. Early settlers were attracted to the mild terrain and the fertile, well-watered
soils of the upper Still River valley. The settlers originally called the town "Swampfield"
but the name was changed to Danbury in 1687 based on the origin point of many of its
settlers (Danbury, Essex in England). The original settlement took place on one street
just south of and near the Still River, flanked to the east and west by the two low ridges
of Town Hill and Deer Hill.
As additional settlers arrived, the decreasing availability of land in the older settlements
led to the settlement of upland areas. Rough paths and trails soon led outward in
several directions from the central town street. By 1710, Danbury was no longer an
isolated frontier community for Connecticut had granted additional charters for
settlements in New Milford, Newtown, and Ridgefield. A mill had been erected on the
Still River, and the original village expanded northward to include houses, a meeting
house, shops, and taverns.

Portion of "A map of
Connecticut and Rhode Island,
with Long Island Sound" by
Thompson (1776)
Available

The town's population grew rapidly as large
families were common. By 1756, there were
1,527 people living in Danbury, and this number
increased to 2,526 by 1774. Virtually the entire
population was engaged in some form of
agriculture for every family had a farm for basic
sustenance. However, numerous trades and
individual person enterprises sprang into
existence to serve local needs.

Danbury lay at the intersection of an east-west
route connecting central Connecticut with the
Westchester County-Hudson Valley area (inset
photo at left) and a north-south route from Litchfield County to Long Island Sound.
When the American Revolution began in 1775, these routes became strategically
important because of the British occupation of New York City and control of Long Island
Sound commerce. Thus, Danbury became an important military supply depot for the
revolutionary forces. In April 1777, the British burned and looted the city and destroyed
the supplies. The central motto on the seal of the City is Latin for "We have restored," a
reference to the destruction caused by the Loyalist troops.
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Industrial Boom of the 19th Century
Despite the casualties and economic losses of war, Danbury's population increased to
2,747 in 1782. Danbury's wartime experience in producing and shipping large quantities
of merchandise energized its entrepreneurs and led to a postwar boom in commerce
and manufacturing. In 1780, the first hat factory in Danbury was established, employing
three workers and making 18 hats per week. By 1800, Danbury led the country in fur hat
production, and its factories were exporting 20,000 hats per year.
Danbury had 24 hat shops in operation in 1836 in addition to approximately 100
dwellings and numerous other buildings, nine mercantile stores, a printing office, two
churches, a courthouse, and an academy. Hat-making surpassed total employment in all
other manufacturing trades. The small shops and factories were largely concentrated
along the banks of the Still River at the northern end of the central village. The
concentration of homes and
businesses along Main Street and
the surrounding neighborhoods
resulted in a community with
interests distinct from the
surrounding rural town, and
borough privileges were granted
by the state in 1822. The Borough
of Danbury was able to tax for and
provide various facilities including
improved streets, sidewalks, fire
protection, and water supply.
Image of 1911 postcard entitled "Hat Factory in
Danbury, Conn." Building reads "Hayes, Von Gal Co.
Inc. Hat Manufacturers Agencies Everywhere". Public
domain image hosted in Wikimedia Commons.

As Danbury is not situated on a
major navigable waterway,
transportation improvements were
necessary to maintain levels of
commerce. Several turnpike roads were built with Danbury at the hub. Annual
passenger trips from Danbury to New York City are estimated at 10,000 in 1835, and
7,000 tons of freight were hauled from the region. In 1852, the Danbury and Norwalk
railroad was completed, effectively linking Danbury to the outside world.
In 1850, the population of Danbury reached 5,964, a large majority of which were
concentrated in the borough, and Danbury was growing much faster than surrounding
towns. The southeastern section of Danbury seceded to form the Town of Bethel in
1855, but despite the loss of approximately 1,500 persons, the population of Danbury
increased to 7,234 by 1860.
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The 1850s marked a time of significant industrial changes in the borough. The
introduction of a hat-making machine in 1849 revolutionized the hat industry in
Danbury, which formerly consisted only of highly skilled hand laborers. The railway
facilitated access to raw materials and made coal available to power the new industrial
machinery. Larger shops and factories replaced smaller operations, which had numbered
approximately 120 in 1850. The new factories were concentrated along the banks of the
Still River from West Street to East Liberty Street.
The growing national market for
hats supported a booming hat
industry throughout the latter half
of the 19th century. The borough
expanded rapidly during this time,
with town population increasing to
11,666 by 1880 and 19,473 in 1890.
In 1889, the borough was
reincorporated as the City of
Danbury. Over a thousand
buildings were constructed in the
1880s as factory capacity increased,
Image of 1912 postcard entitled "The National Hat
new businesses were developed to
Factory, Danbury, Conn." Public domain image
support the industry, and dozens of
hosted in Wikimedia Commons.
new residential streets were built.
City improvements included fine Victorian homes; several hotels, banks, and churches; a
horse-car street railway; water supply reservoirs on Padanaram Brook and at East Lake;
Main Street paved with stone blocks; a fire alarm system; centralization of Danbury
Hospital; the first electric lines; and a telephone exchange. In addition, the New York and
New England Railroad was completed as an east-west rail line through the town in 1881,
connecting Waterbury and central Connecticut with Poughkeepsie and central New York
State. Hat making (inset photos) reached its peak in the 1890s and early 20th century. In
1904, for example, 24 percent of the hats purchased in the entire United States were
made in Danbury.
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Population remained static from 1890
to 1900. The industrial area of the
city continued to be concentrated
along the Still River although now the
river was used primarily as a conduit
for waste. Hat factories discharged
acids, dyes, mercury, and fur waste
into the Still River, creating a polluted
stream. In addition, the City installed
sewers to deliver waste to the Still
River. A settling pond for sewage
Image of 1907 postcard entitled "Main Street, East
treatment was installed in the early
from White Street, Danbury, Conn." Public domain
1890s on Triangle Street, but it was
image hosted in Wikimedia Commons.
destroyed in the flood of 1894. In
1895, the City purchased 200 acres
along Beaver Brook and constructed a sewage filtration plant, a pioneering effort
considered at that time to be a model for a small city.
Early 20th Century
At the turn of the 20th century, the city remained a compactly developed community
centered about the commercial and public buildings of Main, West, and White Streets
(inset photos) and the factories along the Still River. Fully developed residential
neighborhoods extended out to include North Street, Locust Avenue, White Street, South
Street, Pleasant Street, and Highland Avenue. Prior to World War I, virtually all growth
was confined to the central area of the town while the surrounding area remained rural
and agricultural. With the arrival of railroads, subsistence farming declined and was
replaced by market-oriented agriculture producing dairy products, poultry, fruit, and
produce. Marginal farmland was abandoned, and larger farms prospered.
Other growth prior to World War I included several neighborhood public schools. A high
school, parochial school, and the Danbury Normal School (precursor to Western
Connecticut State University) were constructed from 1890 to 1910. In addition, the first
permanent Danbury Hospital structure was built in 1890 on Locust Avenue, and
additional water supply reservoirs were constructed on Kohanza Brook and at West Lake.
However, the hat industry began its slow decline during this period due to labor strife,
competition from other areas, and a general economic slowdown. The industry revived
briefly with government orders during World War I and with strong civilian demand in
the 1920s but entered its final period of decline during the Great Depression of the
1930s.
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Danbury's role as the center of
commerce and industry in the
region led to prioritization for
improvement of its surrounding
highways (namely U.S. Routes 6, 7,
and 202, see inset photo) in the
years 1916 to 1930. Various state
routes were also installed during
this era, radiating outward from
central Danbury and strengthening
its position as a regional trading
Image of 1907 postcard entitled "Main Street, East
center; these roads included
from White Street, Danbury, Conn." Public domain
image hosted in Wikimedia Commons.
present-day Routes 37, 39, 53, 58,
and 133. Population, which had
declined slightly during the years just prior to World War I, resumed an increase as
Danbury maintained jobs and became more of a regional trading center. The year 1929
saw the City's adoption of a zoning code, the first in the region.
The central business district
developed a regional clientele
during this period, and workers
were able to commute from
outside Danbury reliably for the
first time. Various new
businesses such as movie
theatres, specialty stores, and
automobile dealers opened in
the central area. Traffic
congestion became a problem
where the main routes
converged. While some
institutional and other new
buildings, notably a new
Danbury High School in 1927,
were erected, overall there was
relatively little change in the
city's core between the two
World Wars.

Image of major roads in Danbury prior to the interstate
highway era. Image courtesy of HVCEO.

With the paving of local roads and streets and a rapid escalation in automobile
ownership during the 1920s, growth began for the first time outside of the city core.
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New residential streets were added at the western and northern peripheries of the city,
with some areas just beyond city boundaries being accessible to water and sewer. By
1920, electric and telephone lines extended throughout both the city and the town.
Rural neighborhood schools closed, farming declined, and city people established
country homes. Wooster School, a private preparatory school, was established in 1926
on a 150-acre farm in the Miry Brook section, and other farms became the country
estates of wealthy persons.
Roadsides along the principal highways attracted small traffic-oriented commercial
ventures, especially along Route 6 and Route 7. Gasoline filling stations, tourist cabins,
refreshment stands, repair garages, antique shops, souvenir and produce stands, and
billboards were erected. In 1928, a group of local aviation enthusiasts purchased a 60acre tract known as "Tucker's Field" and leased the property to the Town of Danbury for
an airport. With the advent of World War II, federal funds were available, and the Town
bought out the corporation of private owners, forming the Municipal Airport.
The most far-reaching development of the 1920s was the creation of Lake Candlewood.
By 1928, the Connecticut Light & Power Company had acquired, by purchase and
condemnation, approximately 5,500 acres in Danbury, New Milford, Brookfield, New
Fairfield, and Sherman for a pumped storage hydroelectric reservoir to serve a
generating plant in New Milford. The reservoir was filled with water by late 1929, and
Connecticut's largest lake came into existence.
Speculators and land developers rushed to buy lakefront properties, and a number of
summer cottage communities began to be built almost immediately. Building lots were
small, and cottages were seasonal, with several hundred units being built by 1940.
Above the western shore of the lake, a 350-acre tract of former hilltop farmland became
the site of a new federal prison constructed from 1938 to 1940. The Danbury Federal
Correctional Institution was designed to accommodate 600 inmates but has housed
nearly 1,000 at various times.
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Building construction in
Danbury slowed in the
1930s with the exception of
the seasonal cottages.
Population increased only
slightly, and unemployment
was an issue. Even though
development was
beginning to occur outside
the city core, it remained
concentrated along the
principal highways.
Agriculture continued to
play a major role in outer
Danbury, with 259
agricultural businesses
occupying 56 percent of
the combined city and
Intersection of Main and White Streets, downtown Danbury,
town area in 1935. As
1948. Image hosted by Connecticut History Online
World War II approached,
(http://www.cthistoryonline.org).
idle factories began to
receive government orders for defense materials, and new firms launched in abandoned
mill buildings to make parts for the booming war economy. By the end of the war,
industrial diversification was well advanced, with the number of workers employed in
industry other than hat making exceeding hat makers for the first time in over a century
in 1949.
Post World War II Population Boom
In 1950, the densely built-up area of Danbury was still largely limited to the city and its
immediate environs. A major housing boom occurred following World War II, and
extensive subdivision of land began in many areas of rural Danbury. Population reached
30,337 in 1950 and increased 67 percent over the next 2 decades to 50,781 in 1970. The
flood of October 1955 led to a major flood control project along the Still River and
redevelopment along Main and White Streets. Downtown traffic congestion reached its
peak before I-84 was constructed north of downtown in 1959. The construction of the
interstate highway greatly expedited access to other urban centers and to Danbury's
industrial areas; however, the I-84 section through Danbury also carried Routes 7 and
202, creating lengthy traffic bottlenecks. The state turned this area into a six-lane
highway by the late 1980s to alleviate traffic congestion. Growth also spurred public
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policy changes as Danbury's two governments were consolidated under the current
Mayor-Council system on January 1, 1965.
The population of Danbury more than doubled between 1950 and 1990 when the census
count indicated 65,585 inhabitants. Most of this residential growth consisted of singlefamily dwellings outside of the area served by water and sewer at the end of World War
II. More gradual growth occurred in portions of the central area as new low-rise
apartments were constructed and old single-family houses were converted to two- or
three-family use. Several medium density condominium and apartment projects were
also built in outlying areas such as Mill Plain and Nabby Road. In addition, extensive
conversions of seasonal lakefront cottages to year-round residences took place, and new
permanent homes were built on small lots originally intended for seasonal cottages.
The rapid increase in Danbury's population led to a major school reconstruction
program. Three new elementary schools and a new high school were completed in 1965.
Two additional elementary schools and a second junior high school were built by 1972.
In addition, Western Connecticut State University was formed in the late 1970s and since
that time (into the present day) has been developing a 300-acre tract between Mill Plain
Road and West Lake Reservoir. The more recent developments have been for a
performing arts center, business school, dormitory, and sports complex. Other new
public buildings were necessary to provide City services: A new City Hall, police station, a
new library, and several fire stations were built along with a new state courthouse in the
1970s and 1980s.
The boom in residential growth reflected not only the outward expansion of the New
York metropolitan area and the accessibility of Danbury along major highways but also a
significant change in Danbury's economy. The diversification of the city's industrial base
during World War II allowed the city to survive the final decline of the hatting industry
from 1945 to 1970. While the hatting industry declined from 5,500 to 500 jobs during
this period, the economy grew by 10,000 nonhatting jobs. More than 60 new industries
located in Danbury during this time including major firms such as Preferred Utilities,
Consolidated Controls, Republic Foil, Sperry Products, Connor Engineering, Viking Wire,
Heli-Coil, Davis & Geck, Eagle Pencil, Branson Sonic Power, and National SemiConductor. Products included precision ball bearings, surgical instruments, gun sight
equipment, cosmetic containers, oil burners, and clothing.
Growth also led to public policy changes. As planning and zoning modernized,
consideration of limiting natural features became more formalized in local land use
regulations. Zoning regulations were adopted in the Town of Danbury in 1960, and the
1929 City Zoning Regulations were updated in 1963. The comprehensive set of zoning
regulations in use today was enacted in 1971. In 1973, Connecticut's wetlands
protection law was passed, which defined 12 percent of land in Danbury as wetlands.
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This significantly reduced development potential in the city although development
continued on available land. In addition, sewer studies in this period led to significant
expansion of the sewer system in the city.
The boom in light industrial development occurred in the 1970s, with an additional 40
new companies taking up residence in Danbury by 1974. The majority of the new jobs in
the 1970s and later were in the high-technology and administrative categories. By 1980,
the majority of the people working in the 10 largest firms were "white collar" employees.
Corporate offices, high technology industry, and research firms dominated economic
development through 1990. New firms included Perkin-Elmer (known for its work in
developing the Hubble Space Telescope) and which later became Hughes Optical;
Unimation; Atomic Energy Research Corporation; Duracell Products; BoehringerIngelheim Pharmaceuticals; Barden Corporation; and the corporate headquarters of
Ethan Allen, Grolier, and Union Carbide. Hat making ceased entirely in the 1980s, and
the principal products in 1990 now included specialized machines, heat and power units,
helicopters, flight refueling apparatus, screw thread inserts, leather goods, electronic
robots, air conditioning equipment, and computers.
The new industries were located in low-density industrial and corporate office parks in
the previously undeveloped sections of Shelter Rock, Beaver Brook-Eagle Road, Old
Sherman Turnpike, Sugar Hollow-Miry Brook, and Mill Plain-Old Ridgebury sections of
the city. While industry took up 200 acres of land in 1950, industrial and corporate office
use had grown over fourfold to 941 acres in 1990.
Commercial growth occurred concurrently with residential, office, and industrial growth.
The scattered roadside commercial development that began in the 1920s outside of the
central business district became more aggressive in new, large shopping centers along
major routes leaving the city center, and many smaller commercial enterprises were
locating along arterial streets as well. By 1980, retail, service, offices, automotive,
wholesale, and general businesses lined the frontages of Mill Plain Road to Old
Ridgebury Road, Newtown Road to the Bethel town boundary, and Federal Road to the
Brookfield town boundary.
The largest commercial development in Danbury's history occurred in the 1980s with the
construction of the Danbury Fair Mall. The 70-acre enclosed shopping mall is located on
the 142-acre former fairgrounds site and includes three major department stores, a
multitude of smaller retail outlets, and parking for thousands of vehicles. An interchange
with the Route 7 expressway was constructed directly to the mall's parking lot.
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APPENDIX D

Appendix D: Danbury Social Vulnerability Index
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APPENDICES

City of Danbury
Climate Vulnerability Assessment
A Component of Sustainable CT Action 5.4
The City of Danbury, for this Climate Vulnerability Assessment (CVA) is considered an urban inland
community, resulting in various climate change vulnerabilities. Inland flooding, extreme heat and winter
storms may impact the community the most as many issues have been identified.

Hazards
Inland Flooding
With FEMA flood zones along a few streams in Danbury, such as the Still River and Kohanza Brook, there
is continuously concern for riverine flooding. Danbury has several streams running through the City,
presenting the possibility for small or larger scale flooding during heavy rain events, posing a flood risk
to adjacent properties. With precipitation expected to increase due to climate change, in addition to
highly impervious areas, flooding events may occur more frequently.
Winter Storms
Danbury is comprised of urban and suburban areas that can be impacted by winter storms in various
ways. Suburban communities are often impacted by strong winter storms by way of power outages from
downed trees, accessibility issues, and icing concerns. While the urban areas can also be impacted by
these results, urban areas are also often prone to localized flooding from poor drainage and impervious
surfaces, along with snow removal challenges during heavy snow events. Anticipated shifts in winter
precipitation may bring more freezing rain events, which can result in an increase of downed trees and
iced roads during a winter storm event, or increased flooding in poorly drained or impervious areas.
Downed trees can result in power outages across the city and cause a lack of emergency access and
egress.
Drought and Extreme Temperatures
About half of the City is serviced by public water supply which is concentrated around the central areas
of the city along Interstate 84 and Route 7, the more developed areas in Danbury. The more suburban
areas surrounding the developed area is likely serviced by a private well. Therefore, impacts to water
supply may be an issue to the City as temperatures rise in the near future, resulting in isolated issues
with water scarcity for private well owners. Also, with historic impacts to public water supply availability
during droughts, and temperatures expected to rise, the challenge of maintaining adequate supply
during these times may also increase for public systems.
In addition to water scarcity, increased temperatures can also increase the urban heat island effect
throughout the urban, highly impervious areas. This increase in heat island can have impacts on both
water quality and human health.
When considering these impacts from climate change, the primary vulnerabilities for the City of
Stamford include:

•
•
•

Municipal infrastructure and neighborhoods
Riverine flooding
Water scarcity & urban heat island effect

Secondary Impacts
Economic Impacts
With vulnerable homes and infrastructure, the City faces an economic challenge of mitigating or
relocating city-owned facilities and assisting residents with mitigation efforts. There is also a potential
economic impact to local businesses during inland and coastal flooding events.
Private property owners who rely on private drinking water wells may also be impacted economically
during droughts or periods of extreme heat. With increasing heat, typically comes increased water
demand. This demand would be placed upon local aquifers, potentially resulting in the need for new
well construction, or deepening of an existing well.
The many impacts of climate change can result in economic impacts to many citizens, business owners,
and municipal budgets as the impacts can be felt on a City level, down to building level.
Social Impacts
To identify social impacts to the City, the Center for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) Social
Vulnerability Index (SVI) was used to identify any vulnerable populations within the City. This index was
developed to supplement a community’s natural hazard preparation actions. To evaluate social
vulnerability, the CDC incorporates 15 factors (Fig. 1) into the overall calculation under the categories, or
themes, of: socioeconomic status, household composition and disability, minority status and language,
and housing type and transportation. These themes and their ranking are based on census statistics. By
evaluating these factors and determining a level of social vulnerability, a community can identify specific
needs for before, during, and after
an event. Such needs may include
sheltering capacity, evacuation
routes, or to decide how many
emergency personnel may be
required to respond after an event.
Each municipalities’ census tracts
were ranked for overall
vulnerability, and theme
vulnerability, in comparison to
other Connecticut municipalities.
This rank, 0 to 1, is based on the
percentile rank among all tracts
within the State of Connecticut. A
value closer to 0 indicates a lower
vulnerability, while a value closer to

Figure 1: The CDC SVI Index Factors. Graphic: svi.cdc.com

1 indicates a higher vulnerability. Table 1 presents the overall vulnerability and theme rankings for
Danbury.
Table 1: Danbury SVI Factor Rankings
Overall SVI
Socioeconomic

DANBURY

.62

.62

Household
Composition &
Disability

Minority
Status &
Language

Housing Type
&
Transportation

.32

.75

.62

The City of Danbury is considered to have a moderate to high level of vulnerability, and in relation to the
SVI ranking, is the most vulnerable community in the WestCOG region. The most vulnerable social
aspect in the City being minority populations and those that do not speak English well. In addition, there
are socioeconomic concerns, as well as high density housing populations and transportation disparities.
These vulnerable populations are concentrated in the central, more urbanized tracts, with rankings
slightly lowering throughout the surrounding, suburban tracts. It is important to note that four of the
fifteen tracts in the city are considered highly vulnerable, with one tract ranking 0.94 on the SVI scale.
These populations may be vulnerable to impacts from drought and extreme heat, and inland or coastal
flooding events based on the geographic concentrations.
Public Health Considerations
Of the primary vulnerabilities identified, drought and flooding can potentially have public health
repercussions. During hot summer months, or drought, if private wells were to be impacted, certain
populations may find themselves without adequate drinking water supply, resulting in health problems.
Also, when considering the environmental shifts occurring during drought periods, drinking water
contamination may become an issue as aquifers become stressed due to excessive pumping.
Urban heat islands can also impact human health and water quality. Increased precipitation, in
conjunction with high imperviousness, can move pollutants found on these surfaces into nearby water
bodies. These water bodies may ultimately flow into drinking water supply or be used for recreation.
Also, increased temperatures coincide with reduced air quality. Poor air quality can result in respiratory
health concerns for those living in these effected areas.
Inland flooding, or poor drainage flooding, also presents the concern of pollution into nearby water
bodies as these commercialized and impervious areas drain, they collect pollutants and excess
sediment. Depending upon the drainage areas, this runoff can have environmental impacts in associated
ecosystems, or public health impacts if water bodies are used for recreational activities.

Vulnerable Populations
The SVI identified the presence of certain populations within the City that may be more vulnerable to
climate change hazards. In addition to the SVI, the Connecticut Department of Public Health (DPH) 1 has
identified at least three assisted living facilities and eight convalescent homes in Danbury.

1

https://www.elicense.ct.gov/Lookup/LicenseLookup.aspx
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INTRODUCTION
Purpose of Annex

The purpose of this Hazard Mitigation Plan (HMP) annex is to provide a community-specific
hazard risk assessment, capability analysis, and evaluation and prioritization of hazard mitigation
measures and projects. Background information and the regional effects of pertinent natural
hazards are discussed in the main body of the Western Connecticut Council of Governments
(WestCOG) Multi-Jurisdictional Hazard Mitigation Plan. This annex is designed to supplement the
information presented in the Multi-Jurisdictional HMP with more specific detail for the Town of
Darien and is not to be considered a standalone document.
The primary goal of this HMP, including this Municipal Annex, is to identify natural hazard risks
and mitigation opportunities in order to reduce the loss of or damage to life, property,
infrastructure, and natural, cultural, and economic resources. This includes the reduction of public
and private damage costs. Limiting losses of and damage to life and property will also reduce the
social, emotional, and economic disruption associated with a natural disaster.
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COMMUNITY PROFILE
2.1.1

Geography
Physical Setting

Incorporated in 1820, the Town of Darien is located in Southern Fairfield county and home to a
population of 20,732 (2010 U.S. Census). Darien is bordered by the municipalities of Stamford to
the west, Norwalk to the east, New Canaan to the north, and the southern border of the town is
coastline along Long Island Sound. Refer to Figure 2-1 for a map showing the regional location of
Darien.
Darien is a coastal community, with several rivers and streams flowing throughout. The Town is
characterized by residentially developed, lower elevations adjacent the shoreline just south, with
suburban development sprawling northward away for the urban areas. Interstate 95 bisects the
town running east to west; most commercial development in town is centralized along this
corridor. The Noroton River flows south along the town’s western border, emptying into the
Sound via Holly Pond. The Five Mile river also flows into the Sound along the southern half of the
town’s eastern border. There are several other streams in town including the Goodwives River and
Stony Brook. The highest elevation in Darien is about 270 feet in the central northern areas in
town, with the southern coastline of Darien being at, or close to sea level. The varying terrain of
Darien makes the town vulnerable to an array of natural hazards.
The Center for Land Use Education and Research (CLEAR) has developed a land cover dataset
derived from 2016 satellite imagery to depict statewide land cover. The land cover by percent of
total land can be found in Table 2-1.
Table 2-1: Land Cover by Area

Land Cover Class
Developed
Turf & Grass
Other Grasses
Agricultural Field
Deciduous Forest
Coniferous Forest
Water
Non-Forested Wetland
Forested Wetland
Tidal Wetland
Barren Land
Utility Corridor
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Percent of Total Land
28.1%
16.7%
0.3%
0.2%
13.0%
1.8%
0.7%
0.1%
0.2%
0.2%
0.5%
0.03%
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2.1.2

Land Use

Darien is a small town with some commercial activity along the interstate corridor, and suburban
development throughout a majority of the town. Higher density residential development is
primarily located in the western areas of town both north of 95 and south in the Noroton
neighborhood, as well as along the northwestern border. Commercial activity is primarily
concentrated along the Interstate 95 corridor. South of 95 in the Tokeneke area is 1-acre
residential development, with larger 2-acre lot zoning in the most northern areas of Darien.
According to the town’s 2016 Plan of Conservation and Development (POCD), the 2014 Darien
Assessor records identified 65% of Darien’s total land area to be residential development.
Historically, low to moderate density single-family residential uses have been situated throughout
the northern and southern areas in town, with higher density one family and multi-family zoning
in closer proximity to the commercialized areas along Interstate 95. Table 2-2 summarizes 2014
land use data identified in the POCD.
Table 2-2: 2014 Land Use by Area

Use
Percent of Total Land
Residential
65%
Business
2
Town Facility & Institutional Uses
5%
Dedicated Open Space
10%
Road/Rail/Parking/Water
15%
Vacant
3%
Developed/Committed
97%
Vacant/Undeveloped
3%
Total Land Area
100%
Source: Darien 2014 Assessor Database

2.1.3

Climate and Climate Change
Current Conditions

Over the course of the year, the temperature in Darien typically varies from 23°F to 83°F and is
rarely below 9°F or above 90°F. The warm season lasts from June 1 to September 15, with an
average daily high temperature above 74°F. The hottest day of the year is July 20, with an average
high of 83°F and low of 68°F. The cold season lasts from December 3 to March 12, with an
average daily high temperature below 46°F. The coldest day of the year is January 29, with an
average low of 23°F and high of 37°F.
Precipitation falls throughout the year in Darien. The wetter season lasts from March 31 to
December 10, with a greater than 29% chance of a given day being a wet day. The chance of a
wet day peaks at 35% on May 29. The smallest chance of a wet day is 22% on January 28.
The most rain falls during the 31 days centered around June 3, with an average total accumulation
of 3.8 inches. The least rain falls around February 6, with an average total accumulation of 2.0
inches.
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The snowy period of the year lasts from November 19 to April 5, with a sliding 31-day liquidequivalent snowfall of at least 0.1 inches. The most snow falls during the 31 days centered around
January 26, with an average total liquid-equivalent accumulation of 0.8 inches.
Climate data was sourced from Weather Spark based on analysis of the years 1980 to 2016.

Climate Change

Climate change projections for Connecticut were sourced from the 2019 Connecticut Physical
Climate Science Assessment Report, which was developed by the University of Connecticut
(UConn) Atmospheric Sciences Group, commissioned by the Connecticut Institute for Resilience
and Climate Adaptation (CIRCA) with funding from the Department of Energy and Environmental
Protection (DEEP). All projections are based on the IPCC high CO2 emission scenario (RCP8.5).
Temperature
Annual temperatures have been increasing throughout Connecticut and is projected to continue
to do so in the future. By mid-century, average annual temperature is projected to increase by
5°F. Seasonal average temperatures are also expected to rise, with the greatest increase (6°F)
experienced in summer (June to August). The number of nights over which temperature remains
above 68°F will quadruple from 10 days per year to more than 40 days, and the number of
extremely hot days will increase from above 4 a year to 48 per year.
Precipitation
Rainfall data in "Technical Paper No. 40" by the U.S.
Weather Bureau (now the National Weather Service)
(Hershfield, 1961) dates from the years 1938 through
1958. According to these data, the 24-hour rainfall
amount for a 50% annual-chance storm in Fairfield
County is 3.3 inches.

The continued increase in precipitation
only heightens the need for hazard
mitigation planning as the occurrence of
floods may change in accordance with
the greater precipitation.

The Northeast Regional Climate Center (NRCC) has partnered with the Natural Resources
Conservation Service (NRCS) to provide a consistent, current regional analysis of rainfall extremes
(http://precip.eas.cornell.edu/). In 2020 this dataset listed the 24-hour rainfall amount for a 50%
annual-chance storm in Darien as 3.45 inches.
The NOAA Atlas 14, released on September 30, 2015 puts the 24-hour rainfall amount for a 50%
annual-chance annual storm in Darien at 3.46 inches.
These precipitation amounts, and more details, are summarized in Table 2-3, below.
Table 2-3: 24-Hour Rainfall Amounts by Annual-Chance Occurrence
Source
Technical Paper No. 40
NRCC
NOAA Atlas 14
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24-Hour Rainfall Amount (inches) by Annual-Chance Occurrence
50%
4%
1%
3.3
5.7
7.2
3.45
6.38
8.95
3.54
6.55
8.33
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Annual precipitation has been increasing statewide and is projected to continue to increase. By
mid-century, annual precipitation is projected to increase by 8.5%, with the greatest increase
(13.4%) occurring in the winter months. Extreme precipitation events are projected to increase in
both frequency and magnitude. Based on this increase and the precipitation figures above, by
2050 Darien can expect the 24-hour rainfall amount for a 50% annual-chance storm to be around
3.7 to 3.8 inches or greater.
Despite overall increases in precipitation, drought risk is projected to increase, especially during
summer, due to changing precipitation patterns and projected increases in potential
evapotranspiration (plants taking up more water in hotter temperatures and longer growing
seasons).
2.1.4

Drainage Basins and Hydrology

Darien is divided among four sub-regional watersheds as shown in Table 2-4. All four basins flow
directly into Long Island Sound. All of the water that passes through Darien ultimately empties
into the Sound.
Table 2-4: Sub-Regional Drainage Basins

Drainage Basin
Darien River
Noroton River
Southwest
Shoreline
Five Mile River
Total

Overall Sub-regional Area
(sq. mi)
6.21
11.03

Area within Town
(sq. mi)
5.52
2.72

Area within
Town (acres)
3,532.88
1,737.65

41.41

3.60

2,307.68

12.49
0.86
551.00
n/a
12.7
8,129.21
Source: Connecticut Department of Energy & Environmental Protection GIS Data

Percent of Town
43.46%
21.42%
28.35%
6.77%
100%

Darien is entirely encompassed within the Southwest Coast drainage basin, which drains directly
into Long Island Sound. Of the four subregional drainage basins and their respective streams, the
Five Mile River is the largest basin, and the Darien basin is the smallest.
The Noroton River is approximately 10 miles long and originates in New Canaan. The river flows
into the Sound through Holly Pond.

2.2.1

Society, Culture, and Government
Population and Demographic Setting

According to the 2010 U.S. Census, Darien had a population of 20,732, with 1,632 persons per
square mile. According to the 2018 American Community Survey five-year estimates, Darien’s
population between 2013 and 2018 was approximately 21,759. The Connecticut State Data
Center predicts that population in Darien will increase in the future, with the population in 2040
projected to be 22,250.
One important aspect of natural hazard mitigation planning is to identify a community’s
demographic trends in relation to natural hazards. The Center for Disease Control and Prevention
(CDC) Social Vulnerability Index (SVI) is used to identify vulnerable populations. In Darien, The SVI
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uses census data to identify populations within the town that may be more vulnerable to natural
hazards. As a result of this analysis, the town is identified to have a certain level of overall social
vulnerability with a rank of 0 to 1; 1 being the most vulnerable and 0 being the least.
To determine social vulnerability, the CDC incorporates 15 factors into the overall SVI calculation
under four categories, or
themes: socioeconomic status,
household composition and
disability, minority status and
language, and housing type
and transportation. Figure 2-2
represents the breakdown of
the SVI process. These themes
and their ranking are based on
census statistics. By evaluating
these factors and determining a
level of social vulnerability, a
community can identify specific
needs for before, during, and
after an event. Such needs may
include sheltering capacity,
evacuation routes, or to decide
Figure 2-2: The CDC SVI Index Factors. Graphic:
how many emergency
svi.cdc.com
personnel may be required to
respond after an event.
The Town of Darien is considered to have a low level of overall vulnerability, with their most
vulnerable social aspect being minority populations, and populations that speak English “less than
well”, along with populations with vulnerable household composition. These vulnerable
populations are concentrated in the northern and western tracts. Appendix B explores the SVI for
Darien in more depth, including maps showing overall vulnerability, and theme vulnerability.
2.2.2

Development Trends

While the neighboring City of Stamford rapidly settled in the early 18th century, farmers and
settlers began expanding into the now region of Darien. Seeking less developed areas, the
population of the town slowly grew and maintained a rural character.
The advancement of transportation, such as the railway and automobile slowly contributed to an
increasing population, including many New York residents who built vacation homes along the
coast. Overall, the town maintained a rural characteristic into the 19th century, as more
suburbanized communities began to appear outside of the built-up corridor along the railway
and interstate.
Development continues at a moderate pace in Darien, focused in the western areas of Town and
along the Route 95 corridor. Darien supports limited transit-oriented development in the areas
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around its Noroton Heights and downtown passenger rail stations. The Town recognizes some
limitations in each, given the proximity to flood zones.
Recent developments include three new mixed-use developments currently underway and
expected to be complete within two to four years. These new developments are complying with
Town regulations and including updates to the local drainage infrastructure. One such
development involves the previous Pear Tree Point School property, which is being converted to
multiple lots of single-family homes. Parts of this property are located in close proximity to 1%
annual-chance flood zones, but no structures will be built within a flood zone. This is typical of all
new developments in Darien. They are either located in areas with lowest risk, or developed in a
way that reduces risk. Overall, community vulnerabilities are not increasing.
2.2.3

Governmental Structure

2.2.4

Historic and Cultural Resources

The Town of Darien has an elected Board of Selectman including the Chief Elected Official, the
First Selectman, and four other board members. In addition to the Board of Selectman, that are
several boards, commissions, and committees that provide input and direction to town
administrators. Town departments provide municipal services and day-to-day administration.
Several commissions and committees play a role in hazard mitigation including Planning and
Zoning, Environmental Protection, Advisory Commission on Coastal Waters, and the Advisory
Committee on Sustainability. Town departments such as Public Works, Emergency Management,
and the Fire Department also play a role.
Historic and cultural resources include sites, structures,
and objects that are significant in history, architecture,
archaeology, engineering, and culture. Protection of
these resources grows economies and enhances
community character, and following a natural disaster
they can help to reinforce neighborhood connections
and reestablish a sense of community and normalcy.
Consideration of these resources in this HMP is critical.

Historic preservation planning helps
protect historic properties and cultural
resources from demolition or alteration.
Hazard mitigation planning helps
protect life and property from damage
caused by natural and manmade hazards.
Integrating these two planning
processes helps create safe and
sustainable historic communities.
- Paraphrased from FEMA Report 386-6

Historic resources in Darien are concentrated within the Boston Post Road Historic District. The
district has 23 contributing buildings, including the First Congregational Church, the old town hall
building, a row of 12 nineteenth-century houses, and the Bates-Scofield House. Darien historic
resources also include the Stephen Tying Mather House, the Meadowlands, the Pond-Weed
House, and other sites around Town. See Figure 2-3 for a map of historic resources in the
community.
Analysis of the State Historic Preservation Office (SHPO) database of historic resources shows that
some of these resources are exposed to natural hazards, as shown in Table 2-5.
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Table 2-5: Number of Historic Assets Exposed to Different Hazards in Darien
Hazard
Dam Failure
Earthquake
Flooding
1% Annual
0.2% Annual
Storm Surge
Hurricane/Tropical Storm
Sea Level Rise
Thunderstorm
Tornado
Winter Storm
Wildfire

Count
0
42
0
2
0
42
0
42
42
42
1

There are several historic resources in close proximity to the Goodwives River and another
unnamed stream, putting these sites at an increased risk of flooding during an event. These, and
other resources throughout town, may also be at risk of damages from wind or heavy snow
depending on the age and ability of the structure to withstand severe weather.
Historic buildings and structures may be particularly susceptible to natural hazards because they
were built prior to the establishment of more recent construction standards. Additionally, some
of the structural integrity of these resources may have been degraded over the decades or
centuries since their original construction. Structural retrofits and hazard mitigation methods may
be challenging or restricted in cases where alteration of a resource will also diminish its cultural or
historical aesthetic and value. Finally, miscommunications or lack of knowledge may lead to
historic resources being damaged during the disaster recovery process.
Steps to incorporate historical and cultural preservation into hazard mitigation planning include:
 Inventory and survey historic and cultural resources
 Implement appropriate mitigation measures for those resources
 Take steps to move portable resources, such as artwork or documents, to safe locations
prior to the occurrence of a hazard, if possible
 Consider these resources in emergency operations plans to prevent accidental damages
during recovery efforts
Specific actions to mitigate natural hazard risks to historic resources are listed at the end of this
Annex.

2.3.1

Infrastructure
Transportation

Major transportation routes in Darien include Interstate 95 and the Route 1. Both routes bisect
the town running from the southwest northeast to the Norwalk border. Routes 124 runs from the
northern border south terminating at Route 1; route 136 also terminates at a similar location on
route 1 but runs north from the Norwalk border. The terminus of these roads is adjacent is a
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major intersection of Route 1, Interstate 95, and the Metro-North railway, with the Darien train
station in proximity.
In addition, the Metro North/Amtrak rail lines also run through the town relatively parallel to
Interstate 95. There are two stations in town. The Darien station is located in downtown Darien,
and the Noroton Heights station is located farther west in the southern part of the Noroton
Heights neighborhood. The CTtransit bus system is also active in the town with several stops
throughout the community.
2.3.2

Utilities

Aquarion Water Company owns and operates one public water system in Darien; this is the
utility’s largest main system. This system provides water for a majority of the town; there are no
other public water systems in Town. There are properties in the northern areas of town that rely
on a private well for drinking water due to the lack of service mains identified in these areas.
Residents and businesses use oil, propane, or natural gas for heat. Natural gas is available intown
via distribution lines from Eversource. Eversource is also the electric provider for Town. The Darien
Public Works Department maintains the sewer systems in town along with an active Sewer
Commission.
According to geoISP (geoISP.com), access to Broadband Internet is available to most residents in
Darien. There are 2 DSL Providers (AT&T and MegaPath), 1 Cable Internet providers (CSC
Holdings), and 4 Fiber Internet providers (CSC Holdings, Fibertech Networks, LLC, Level(3)
Communications, and Connecticut Education Network). There are also 4 Mobile Broadband
(cellular) providers with service available in Darien.

Planning and Regulatory Capabilities

Darien has in place a number of community planning mechanisms, regulations, and policies that
serve to mitigate natural hazards by limiting development in hazardous areas, requiring buildings
be constructed to certain standards, or otherwise directing development and construction toward
increased resilience. These are summarized below.
2.4.1

Review of Existing Local Plans

Darien has a number of plans that are relevant to hazard mitigation. These are noted here:
 Plan of Conservation and Development (POCD): Darien’s most recent POCD was adopted
in 2016. It addresses natural hazard concerns within the community, and includes strategies
that will mitigate risks from those hazards as the community continues to develop.
 Stormwater Management: Darien maintains a Stormwater Management Plan. This plan
complies with the requirements of the US EPA 2017 updated General Permit for the Discharge
of Stormwater from Small Municipal Separate Storm Sewer Systems (MS4 General Permit).
 Capital Improvement Plan (CIP): Darien maintains a CIP that is updated annually and lays
out capital investments for a five-year period. The CIP often includes road, drainage, and
other infrastructure improvement projects relevant to hazard mitigation.
 Economic Development Plan: Darien is included within the Western Connecticut Economic
Development Plan of 2017, developed by WestCOG. The plan aligns with the COG’s other
efforts to promote climate sustainability and resiliency in the region.
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2.4.2

Emergency Operations Plan (EOP): Darien’s EOP is reviewed annually and updated as
needed.
Watershed Management Plan: A Watershed Management Plan has been developed for the
Five Mile River Watershed. The Five Mile River Watershed Based Plan was developed for the
South Western Regional Planning Agency (SWRPA) by AKRF, Inc. in 2012. This plan is focused
on water quality, but can help the community mitigate inland flood risks by incorporating
watershed management best practices into its planning efforts.
Open Space: Darien incorporates Open Space planning into the community’s POCD.
Additionally, the Town developed the Darien Parks & Recreation Master Plan in January 2018;
this document highlights the public-health benefits of open space, summarizes existing open
space assets, and calls for continued acquisition of open space areas.

Review of Regulatory Structures

Darien regulates development through a number of regulations, codes, and ordinances. These
are summarized below. More detailed information about how these regulations relate to specific
natural hazards are described in Section 3.





Building Code: Darien enforces the Connecticut State Building Code locally.
Zoning Regulations: Most recently updated in August 2020.
Inland Wetlands and Watercourses Regulations: Most recently updated in April 2016.
Subdivision Regulations: Most recently updated in June 2009. Include provisions promoting
control of stormwater runoff, installation of firefighting water sources, construction of
sufficient access and egress for emergency response, and burial of utilities.

Emergency Services, Critical Facilities, Sheltering, and Evacuation

The Town considers its police, fire, and governmental facilities to be critical since these are
needed to ensure that emergencies are addressed while day-to-day management of Darien
continues. Table 2-6 identifies these critical facilities.

Type

Town Hall
Darien High School
Middlesex Middle School
Tokeneke Elementary School
Mather Community Center
Darien Emergency Medical Service
Paramedics Station
Darien Police Department
Darien Volunteer Fire Department
Noroton Fire Department

2 Renshaw Rd
80 High School Ln
204 Hollow Tree Ridge
7 Old Farm Rd
2 Renshaw Rd
0 Ledge Rd
701 Boston Post Road
25 Hecker Ave
848 Post Rd
1873 Post Rd

Municipal
School / Shelter
School / Shelter
School / Shelter
Community Center
Emergency Response
Emergency Response
Police/EOC
Emergency Response
Emergency Response
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*

In 1% Floodplain

Address or Location

Shelter

Facility

Emergency Power

Table 2-6: Critical Facilities

 **
 **

 ***
*

***

In 1% Floodplain

Type

Shelter

Address or Location

Emergency Power

Facility

Noroton Heights Fire Department
209 Noroton Ave
Emergency Response
Darien DPW
126 Ledge Rd
Public Works
Hindley Elementary School
10 Nearwater Ln
School
Holmes Elementary School
18 Hoyt St
School
Ox Ridge Elementary School
395 Mansfield Ave
School
Royle Elementary School
133 Mansfield Ave
School
Tokeneke Elementary School
7 Old Farm Rd
School
Atria of Darien
50 Ledge Rd
Care Facility
Maplewood Of Darien
599 Post Rd
Care Facility
The Residence at Sellecks Woods
1 Parklands Drive
Care Facility
** These facilities are located partially within, or within close proximity to, 1% annual-chance flood zones
*** Located within 0.2% annual-chance flood zones

There are several shelters for residents throughout the town, including schools and the
community center. The Senior Center is the Town’s primary emergency shelter.
Critical facilities are mapped in Figure 2-4.

Emergency Response

The town’s Emergency Operations Center (EOC), is located in the Police Department. Darien is
located in the Connecticut Department of Emergency Services and Public Protection (DESPP)
Region 1, consisting of 14 municipalities in southwestern Connecticut.
The town has an active tree maintenance program, which includes a pruning list to track progress
and need throughout the town.
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Emergency Communication Capabilities

The Town of Darien utilizes the CodeRED notification system to alert residents of emergency
situations. This system allows the town to alert residents of situations with emergency notification
telephone calls. Various media outlets are also used to relay information to the public. These
resources are identified in Table 2-7.
Table 2-7: Public Media Outlets in Darien
Outlet
Media Type
WNLK-1350
AM Radio
WSTC-1400
AM Radio
WEFX-95.9
FM Radio
WKHL 96.7
FM Radio
WTNH Channel 8
Television
WFSB Channel 3
Television
News 12
Cable TV
Darien Channel 79
Cable TV
211 Infoline
Phone Hotline
NOAA NWS Weather Alert Radio
Radio
Information about natural hazards and hazard preparedness are posted on the town Website
through the Public Safety Health & Welfare Department.

Changes to Emergency Services since the Previous HMP

The Town upgraded the backup generator at the Town Hall at the end of 2020. This new
equipment also serves the adjacent Senior Center, and allows that facility to serve as the Town’s
primary shelter.
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HAZARD ASSESSMENT
3.1.1

FLOODING (COASTAL, INLAND, AND ICE JAMS)
Setting

The potential for flooding exists across Darien, with the majority of major flooding occurring
along established riverine and coastal SFHAs. The areas impacted by overflow of river systems are
generally limited to river corridors and floodplains. Indirect flooding that occurs outside
floodplains and localized nuisance flooding along tributaries can also be a concern. This type of
flooding occurs particularly along roadways as a result of inadequate drainage and other factors.
Coastal flooding can occur during a severe storm event by way of storm surge, and can also occur
as nuisance flooding, which is experienced during extremely high tide events. The frequency of
flooding in Darien is considered likely for any given year, with flood damage potentially having
significant effects during extreme events.
A regulatory floodplain with AE designation has been mapped along the Noroton River, Stony
Brook, Goodwives River, Tokeneke Brook, and the Five Mile River. There are also regulatory
floodplain areas with a VE or an AE designation along the Long Island Sound shoreline. The Areas
identified as providing flood storage are identified with A Zone designations, meaning they are
regulated as floodplain, but flood elevations have not been established. Floodplain and floodway
designations have also been established along the rivers with AE designations. Refer to Figure
2-4 for the areas of Darien susceptible to flooding based on FEMA flood zones.
In general, potential flooding problems in Darien are concentrated along the multiple rivers, and
the coastline. Town officials have noted that nuisance flooding has become an increasing concern,
especially along Pear Tree Beach. Other areas at risk of coastal flooding including Holly Pond,
Contentment Island Road, and sections of Tokeneke.
Coastal flood events, especially storm surge during hurricanes and tropical storms, can cause
some of the most severe damage with high economic impacts to the town and residential
properties. Figure 3-1 depicts hurricane storm surge inundation zones.

3.1.2

Capabilities

The town primarily attempts to mitigate future flood damage and flood hazards by restricting
building activities in floodprone areas. This process is carried out through both the Planning and
Zoning process. All watercourses are to be encroached minimally or not at all to maintain the
existing flood-carrying capacity. These regulations rely primarily on the FEMA-defined 1% annual
chance flood elevations to determine flood areas.

Floodplain Management, NFIP and CRS

The Town has consistently participated in the NFIP since January 2, 1981 and intends to continue
participation in the NFIP. SFHAs in Darien are delineated on a Flood Insurance Rate Map (FIRM)
and Flood Insurance Study (FIS). The FIS and FIRMs for the town were most recently revised in
2013.
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The NFIP administrator for the Town oversees the enforcement of NFIP regulations. The degree of
flood protection established by the variety of regulations in the Town meets the minimum
reasonable for regulatory purposes under the NFIP. The City has a minimum elevation standard to
include one foot of freeboard.
The Town's Planning and Zoning Commission uses the 1% annual chance flood lines from the
FIRM delineated by FEMA to determine floodplain areas. Site plan standards require that all
proposals be consistent with the need to minimize flood damage, that public facilities and utilities
be located and constructed to minimize flood damage, and that adequate drainage is provided.
The town does not participate in the FEMA Community Rating System (CRS) program.

Ordinances, Regulations, and Plans

Regulations, codes, and ordinances that apply to flood hazard mitigation in conjunction with and
in addition to NFIP regulations are listed below, with examples of sections and content with
specific relevance to flood mitigation.


Zoning Regulations:
o Section 820: Flood Damage protection
o Section 825(d)(6) & (7): New and substantially improved residential and
nonresidential buildings require 1 foot of freeboard.
o Section 825(f)(7): There shall be no alteration of sand dunes that would increase
potential flood damage.



Inland Wetland and Watercourse Regulations:
o “Significant Impact”: any activity, including, but not limited to, the following
activities which have a major effect: any activity which substantially diminished
the natural capacity of an inland wetland or watercourse to: support aquatic,
plant or animal life and habitats; prevent flooding; supply water; assimilate water’
facilitate drainage; provide recreation or open space; or perform other functions.



Subdivision Regulations:
o Generally requires that land of certain geophysical nature that may aggravate or
create a flood hazard cannot be used unless appropriates measures are taken.
o In areas contiguous to brooks, rivers, or other bodies of water subject to flooding,
including tidal areas, proper provision shall be made for flood protection,
including effects on neighboring properties and downstream areas, or properties.
o Reiterates 1 foot of freeboard for new and substantially improved residential
construction.

Drainage and Street Flooding

The Town Department of Public Works (DPW) is in charge of the maintenance of the town's
drainage systems and performs clearing of bridges and culverts and other maintenance as
needed.
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Flooding associated with poor drainages frequently occurs in various areas of town. The
intersection of Route 1 and Hecker Avenue often experiences flooding related problems, as well
as Leroy Avenue and Raymond street at railroad underpasses. Certain stretches of Route 1 flood
often enough that businesses are pursuing mitigation strategies to prevent future disruptions and
future damages.
The town tracks flooding complaints as they are filed with planning and zoning, public works and
the First Selectman’s office.

Warning and Alerts

The town receives regular weather updates through Division of Emergency Management and
Homeland Security (DEMHS) Region 1 email alerts as well as watches and warnings through the
National Weather Service. A tidal gauge in Bridgeport helps town officials watch for flooding
conditions and respond accordingly.

Public Information

Darien hosts links to all of the most recent FIRMs for the community on its website. Additionally,
the Town maintains an interactive online flood mapper that allows members of the public and
decision-makers to explore a detailed digital FIRM for the entire Town. The online mapper
includes information about the NFIP and map updates, as well as links to Darien Flood Damage
Prevention Regulations and the Connecticut Institute for Resilience & Climate Adaptation (CIRCA)
sea level rise projections.

Actions Completed and New Capabilities

The town is currently addressing infrastructural needs and upgrades in certain flood prone areas,
especially in regard to coastal infrastructure at risk of inundation. The town is also continuously
exploring ways to preserve open space to minimize the risk of flooding. Development of the
interactive Darien Flood Hazard Mapper has increased the Town’s capability to communicate
important flood hazard information to the public.
3.1.3

Vulnerabilities and Risk Assessment
Repetitive Loss Properties

There are 55 repetitive loss properties (RLPs) located in the Town of Darien; 45 are residential and
10 are commercial. There are 30 properties located along the shoreline that are likely repetitive
due to coastal flooding, 7 along Stony Brook, 2 properties along the Goodwives River, 7 along the
Noroton River, and the remaining properties are not located in a FEMA designated flood zone.
Count
30
7
2
7
9
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Flooding Source
Coastal Flooding
Stony Brook
Goodwives River
Noroton River
Other
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Mapped Floodplain
1% Annual Chance
1% Annual Chance
1% Annual Chance
1% Annual Chance
X: Minimal Risk of Flooding

Critical Facilities

There are no critical facilities located entirely in a FEMA flood zone, however, there are two
facilities that are either partially located in a zone (the Town Hall) or in close proximity of a flood
zone (the Darien High School). These are listed below. There are also two facilities located in the
0.2% annual chance flood zone: Darien Volunteer Fire Department on Boston Post Road and areas
of the Tokeneke Elementary School property, but not the building itself.
The at-risk facilities include:
 Darien Town Hall
 Darien High School
Darien staff has also observed that there are several sewer pumping stations in Town that are
vulnerable to flooding. The Town is interested in pursuing floodproofing and other upgrades.

At-Risk Areas

Figure 2-4 depicts FEMA flood zones in Darien. Figure 3-1 shows hurricane storm surge
inundation zones.
Darien has reported flooding to be a concern at the following locations:
 Neighborhood adjacent to Town Hall
 Boston Post Road and Hecker Avenue
 Leroy Avenue, and Raymond Street at train underpasses
 Various locations along Boston Post Road
 Pear Tree Beach
 Weed Beach
 Coastal flooding at Holly Pond, Contentment Island Road, and through Tokeneke
Flooding at the intersection of state and town roads results in major traffic diversions and
impedes emergency response capabilities, as the reroutes for emergency vehicles are very
indirect. Boston Post Road and Leroy Avenue, which lie on either side of the Darien Train Station,
flood during heavy rains; Town staff observe that drainage issues appear to be related to tides.
The Town has begun to permanently station barricades along these roadways for deployment
because flooding has become so frequent. Boston Post Road is the Town’s primary emergency
route. Mitigation of flooding in this area should be a focus for the Town moving forward; such
mitigation would also align with the goals of the Resilient CT initiative, which supports the
creation of resilient corridors centered around transportation hubs, such as train stations.
Two areas of flooding concern include the location of a new mixed-use development, and a
residential neighborhood adjacent to town hall. It is anticipated that the drainage upgrades
associated with the mixed-use projects will help alleviate these concerns.
Flooding in front of the Jaguar Dealership along Boston Post Road, just south of the I-95
interchange, is also problematic. The dealership has begun to address flooding on the property
with pursuing the installation of a floodwall, however, the roadway still floods.
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There are sections of the Noroton River that have relatively wide floodplains in town, increasing
the flood risk to development in these areas. In addition, there is also a large floodway
surrounding Gorhams Pond, which is located at the confluence of Stony Brook and the
Goodwives River. While other streams in town also have flood zones, these may be the higher risk
areas.
Town staff have also noted a concern with regard to privately-owned and maintained roads; the
associations responsible for these roads sometimes do not perform the maintenance or upgrades
necessary to ensure adequate drainage and flood control. This can result in blocked or washedout roads, and a need for municipal intervention to perform emergency stabilization or resident
rescues.
Long Island Sound Coastline
The shoreline of Darien is primarily residential. The entire coastline, specifically the southern areas
of Norton and the eastern neighborhoods of Tokeneke are identified to have low lying, coastal
stretches which may be at risk of both nuisance and storm surge flooding.

Changes and Improvements

The town has begun evaluating the best course of action to upgrade Town-owned facilities along
Pear Tree Beach and Weed Beach.
A new mixed-use development is currently being constructed in an area that has experienced
poor drainage flooding in the past. The town has worked closely with developers to ensure
drainage designs will control this flooding concern in the future.
Town staff report that several repetitive loss properties have been elevated, though this is not
reflected on the official RLP list.
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3.2.1

DAM FAILURE
Setting

3.2.2

Capabilities

Dam failures can be triggered suddenly, with little or no warning, and often from other natural
disasters such as floods and earthquakes. Dam failures often occur during flooding when the
dam breaks under the additional force of floodwaters. In addition, a dam failure can cause a
chain reaction where the sudden release of floodwaters causes the next dam downstream to fail.
While flooding from a dam failure generally has a moderate geographic extent, the effects are
potentially catastrophic. Fortunately, a major dam failure is considered very unlikely in any given
year.
Dam failure inundation areas are included in the CT Alert emergency notification system contact
database. The Town works with dam owners to ensure compliance with Connecticut DEEP Dam
Safety Regulatory Program, which oversees dam maintenance and reporting. There are few dams
of concern in or upstream of Darien.

Actions Completed and New Capabilities

Darien’s dam failure mitigation capabilities have improved since adoption of the previous plan
through increased dam monitoring and dam safety enforcement capabilities at the state level, as
well as the digitization and inclusion of dam failure inundation areas into the CTAlert system.
3.2.3

Vulnerabilities and Risk Assessment

As of 2013, there were 46 DEEP-inventoried dams within the Town of Darien. These dams are
shown in Figure 2-4. There are no Class C high hazard dams located in the Town of Darien; there
is however a Class C dam located on Five Mile River in Norwalk along the town border. There is
only one dam in town that is a Class B, significant Hazard. As shown in Table 3-1, the high hazard
dams pose the greatest risk in the event of a breach

#
10312
3501

Table 3-1: High Hazard Dams with Potential to Affect the Town of Darien
Name
Chasmars Pond Dam
Streets Pond Dam

Location
Five Mile River, Norwalk
Tokeneke Brook

Class
C
B

Owner
Private & CT DOT
Private

Failure of a high hazard dam can affect properties downstream of the impoundment, with
potential large inundation zones traveling along each respective waterway. The Chasmars Pond
Dam, as delineated by Connecticut DEEP, does not have a large inundation zone in relation to
other Class C dams in the State. The failure of this dam could potentially impact residential
properties along the Five Mile River, and quickly disperse into the sound as the dam is located
close to the mouth of the river.

Changes and Improvements

Darien continues to be at low risk from dam failure.
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3.3.1

HURRICANES AND TROPICAL STORMS
Setting

A hurricane striking Darien is considered a possible event each year and could cause critical
damage to the town and its infrastructure. Wind damage from a hurricane can occur anywhere in
the town, and heavy rainfall may cause riverine and urban flooding, and storm surge can occur
anywhere along the coastline.
Connecticut is located in FEMA Zone II regarding maximum expected wind speed. The maximum
expected wind speed for a three-second gust is 160 mph. The American Society of Civil Engineers
recommends that new buildings be designed to withstand this peak three-second gust.

3.3.2

Capabilities

Wind loading requirements are addressed through the state building code. The current code was
updated and effective as of October 1, 2018. The code specifies the design wind speed for
construction in all the Connecticut municipalities. Effective 2018, the ultimate design wind speed
for Darien is 110 miles per hour for a Category 1, 120 miles per hour for a Category 2 and 130 for
Category 3 or greater. Darien has adopted the Connecticut Building Code as its building code.
The town website provides links to the State Building Codes so that developers are able to find
design standards for wind.
The Town has a tree maintenance program, with an active pruning list; tree maintenance is critical
to reducing outages.
Utilities must be placed underground in new developments; this capability is considered proactive
to prevent damage from wind and falling trees.

Actions Completed and New Capabilities

Several public facilities have been recently upgrade to either meet or exceed wind codes.
3.3.3

Vulnerabilities and Risk Assessment

Most of the damage to the town from historical tropical cyclones has been due to the effects of
flooding and wind. Areas of known and potential flooding problems are discussed in Section 3.1
Most of the housing stock in town predates recent building code changes, and so may be
susceptible to roof and window damage from high winds. The primary risk associated with
tropical storm winds is the downing of trees and limbs, leading to power outages and blocked
roads.
No specific areas of concern regarding windstorms have been noted by town staff. The
Department of Public Health has great concern over loss of power as it directly impacts food
safety, water potability/availability, and the municipal sewage system during a crisis.
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3.4.1

SUMMER STORMS AND TORNADOES
Setting

Summer storms and tornadoes have the potential to affect any area within the Town of Darien.
Because these types of storms and the hazards that result (flash flooding, wind, hail, and
lightning) might have limited geographic extent, it is possible for a summer storm to harm one
area within the town without harming another.
Based on the historic record, it is considered highly likely that a summer storm that includes
lightning will impact Darien each year, although lightning strikes have a limited effect. Strong
winds and hail are considered likely to occur during such storms but also generally have limited
effects. A tornado is considered a possible event in Fairfield County each year that could cause
significant damage to a small area.

3.4.2

Capabilities

The Town’s capabilities regarding mitigation of high wind events are described in Section 3.3.2.
Warning is the primary method of existing mitigation for tornadoes and thunderstorm-related
hazards. The NOAA National Weather Service issues watches and warnings when severe weather
is likely to develop or has developed, respectively. Darien’s emergency communication
capabilities are described in Section 2.5.

Actions Completed and New Capabilities

Darien has upgraded facilities to withstand severe winds storms. The town also continuously
maintains trees throughout town to minimize downed power lines and outages.
3.4.3

Vulnerabilities and Risk Assessment

The entire Town of Darien is at relatively equal risk for experiencing damage from summer storms
and tornadoes. Based on the historic record, a few summer storms have resulted in costly
damages to the town. Most damages are relatively site specific and occur to private property
(and therefore are paid for by private insurance). For municipal property, the town budget for
tree removal and minor repairs is generally adequate to handle summer storm damage.
Darien has moderate to high potential to experience tornado damage. In addition, NOAA states
that climate change has the potential to increase the frequency and intensity of tornadoes, so it is
possible that the pattern of occurrence in Connecticut could change in the future.
Thunderstorms are expected to impact Darien about 20 days each year. The majority of these
events do not cause any measurable damage. Although lightning is usually associated with
thunderstorms, it can occur on almost any day. The likelihood of lightning strikes in the Darien
area is high during any given thunderstorm although no one area of the town is at higher risk of
lightning strikes. There is also risk of a hailstorm occurring at least once per year in Darien.
The risk of downbursts occurring during such storms and resulting in damage is believed to be
low for any given year. All areas of the town are susceptible to damage from high winds although
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more building damage is expected in more densely developed and surrounding areas, while more
tree damage is expected in the less densely populated areas in the northern areas of town.
Secondary damage from falling branches and trees is more common than direct wind damage to
structures. Heavy winds can take down trees near power lines, leading to the start and spread of
fires. Most downed power lines in Darien are detected quickly, and any associated fires are
quickly extinguished. Such fires can be extremely dangerous during the summer months during
dry and drought conditions. It is important to have adequate water supply for fire protection to
ensure the necessary level of safety is maintained.
In May 2018, a series of intense thunderstorms, including downbursts, struck the region. This
event did not impact Darien to the same extent as it impacted some nearby communities, but
high winds did result in downed electrical wires and power outages.

Changes and Improvements

Darien maintains a strong tree trimming program, reducing risks throughout town.
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3.5.1

WINTER STORMS AND NOR’EASTERS
Setting

3.5.2

Capabilities

The entire Town of Darien is susceptible to winter storms and, due to its variable elevation, can
have higher amounts of snow in the northern neighborhoods. In general, winter storms are
considered highly likely to occur each year (although major storms are less frequent), and the
hazards that result (nor'easter winds, snow, and blizzard conditions) can potentially have a
significant effect over a large area of the town.
Prior to a winter weather event, the town ensures that all warning/notification and
communications systems are ready and ensures that appropriate equipment and supplies,
especially snow removal equipment, are in place and in good working order. In some known
problem areas, prestorm treatment is applied to roadways to reduce the accumulation of snow.
The town also prepares for the possible evacuation and sheltering of some populations that could
be impacted by the upcoming storm (especially the elderly and special needs persons).
The town has robust road-clearing capabilities with regard to snow events. Priority is given to
plowing egresses to critical facilities. CT DOT plows all State roads and Interstates. Homeowners,
private associations, and businesses are responsible for plowing their own driveways and roads.
For municipal property, the town budget for tree removal and minor repairs is generally adequate
to handle winter storm damage although the plowing budget is often depleted.
Town has determined that there are no specific areas that are difficult to access during winter
storm events.

Actions Completed and New Capabilities

Darien’s winter storm mitigation capabilities continue to be significant, although there has not
been a significant change in these capabilities since the previous HMP was adopted.
3.5.3

Vulnerabilities and Risk Assessment

The entire Town of Darien is at relatively equal risk for experiencing damage from winter storms
although some areas (such as icing trouble spots and neighborhoods with a high concentration of
flat roofs) are more susceptible. Since 2003, the town has received over $350,000 in public
assistance reimbursements for winter storms, proving these events can be very costly. However,
many damages are relatively site specific and occur to private property (and therefore are paid for
by private insurance) while repairs for power outages are often widespread and difficult to
quantify to any one municipality.
Icing is often a concern for the entire community. While there is no one area of concern, the
degree of impacts to certain areas is variable with each storm.
The structures and utilities in town are vulnerable to a variety of winter storm damage. Tree limbs
and some building structures may not be suited to withstand high wind and snow loads. Ice can
damage or collapse power lines, render steep gradients impassable for motorists, undermine
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foundations, and cause "flood" damage from freezing water pipes in basements. Drifting snow
can occur after large storms, but the effects are generally mitigated through municipal plowing
efforts. Icing is typically a concern for the entire community, with impacts to certain areas varying
with each storm.
The elderly population in Darien is particularly susceptible to the impacts created by winter
storms due to resource needs (heat, electricity loss, safe access to food, etc.).
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3.6.1

WILDFIRES AND DROUGHT
Setting

The Town of Darien is generally considered a moderate risk area for small wildfires but a low risk
area for large wildfires. Wildfires are of particular concern in outlying areas without public water
service and other areas with poor access for fire-fighting equipment. Such areas in Darien are
limited to the northern stretches of town where public water is likely unavailable. Hazards
associated with wildfires include property damage and loss of habitat.
In addition, Darien, and Fairfield County overall, has experienced drought challenges over recent
years. The U.S. Drought Monitor (USDM), which has been monitoring nationwide drought
conditions since 2000, estimates that over the past two decades Connecticut experienced its
longest drought of 46 weeks beginning June 21, 2016 and lasting until May 2, 2017. It was also
estimated that the most intense period of this extended drought occurred the week of November
15, 2016, where approximately 44.5% of Connecticut lands were impacted. Figure 3-2 depicts the
various drought conditions in Fairfield County since 2000, where the warmer colors represent
more advanced drought stages.

Figure 3-2: USDM Drought Time Series for Fairfield County
The 2019 Connecticut Natural Hazard Mitigation Plan assumes that the State of Connecticut has a
medium probably of future drought events. This assumption is based on climate change
projections anticipating hotter and wetter conditions in the near future. Climate forecasts often
suggest that while precipitation may increase, the overall pattern will generally be higher intensity
storms, with longer than average dry periods between events. The State Plan also identifies that
Fairfield County accounts for roughly 7.34% of the state’s total number of farms, with a market
value of over $34 million in product sold from these farms.
3.6.2

Capabilities

Regulations regarding fire protection in Darien are outlined in the town Code of Ordinances:
 Section 26-31: (a) No person, within the limits of the town and without a written permit
issued by the fire marshal, shall burn any leaves, brush or other combustible material in
the open air except:
o (1) In a covered metal container constructed for such purpose;
o (2) In a fireplace constructed of incombustible material and having a flue screen;
or
o (3) In a grill designed for cooking of foods.
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Section 26-32: When the fire marshal deems that the public safety of the town may be
jeopardized by fires in the open air, he may deny any application for a fire permit for such
period of time as he believes advisable or he may limit the duration of the permit. No
permit shall be issued for a period in excess of 30 days.

The town’s fire department is volunteer, with three stations located throughout the community.
 Darien Volunteer Fire Department – 848 Post Road
 Noroton Volunteer Fire Department – 1873 Boston Post Road
 Noroton Heights Volunteer Fire Department – 209 Noroton Avenue
Any new development is reviewed for availability of firefighting water. The Town requires the
installation of fire protection water in new developments where municipal water service is
unavailable, and sprinkler systems where access is limited for fire apparatus.
The Town implements the state Open Burning Program locally. Information on open burning is
available on the Town website.

Actions Completed and New Capabilities

The Town continues to mitigate wildfires adequately.
3.6.3

Vulnerabilities and Risk Assessment

In the drought year of 1999, the average wildfire in Connecticut burned five acres in comparison
to the two most extreme wildfires recorded since 1986 that burned 300 acres each. Given the
availability of firefighting water in Darien, including the use of nearby water bodies, it is believed
that this average value for a drought year and the extreme value are applicable to the town as
well.
Wildfires are more common in rural areas than in developed areas as most fires in populated
areas are quickly noticed and contained. In many areas, structures and subdivisions are built
abutting forest borders, creating areas of particular vulnerability. The Wildland-Urban Interface
(WUI) index is used to identify areas that may be at greater risk of wildfires based on the density
of development in comparison to the amount of wildfire prone vegetation. There are few areas in
Darien that pose a risk of wildfire or brushfire; these include the areas near Woodland Park,
Littlebrook Road and Dunlap Lake, and the Wee Burn Country Club.
Wildfire Risk Areas are mapped in Figure 3-3

Changes and Improvements

The town’s vulnerability to wildfires continues to be low.
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3.7.1

EARTHQUAKES AND LANDSLIDES
Setting

3.7.2

Capabilities

The entire Town of Darien is susceptible to earthquake damage. However, even though
earthquake damage has the potential to occur anywhere both in the town and in the northeastern
United States, the effects may be felt differently in some areas based on the type of geology. In
general, earthquakes are considered a hazard that may possibly occur but that may cause
significant effects to a large area of the town.
The town has adopted the state building codes for new construction, and they are enforced by
the Building Official. Due to the infrequent nature of damaging earthquakes, land use policies in
the Town do not directly address earthquake hazards. However, various documents do indirectly
discuss areas susceptible to earthquake damage and regulations that help to minimize potential
earthquake damage.






Subdivision Regulations:
o Land of such geophysical nature that, in its present state, cannot be used for
building purposes because of danger to health, or the public safety, because of
peril from fire or flood, or other conditions, such as difficult drainage,
configuration, inaccessibility, temporary flooding, erosion, steep sloping
topography, wetlands, swamps, large rock outcrops, or high ground-water level,
shall not be planned for residential use, nor for other such uses as may increase
danger to health, life or property, or aggravate or create a flood hazard, unless
appropriate measures have been taken by the subdivider to correct such hazard
in accordance with the specifications declared a part of these Regulations, or the
specific requirements established by the Planning and Zoning Commission,
pursuant to these Regulations.
Plan of Conservation and Development:
o Recommends the continued protection of natural resources such as steep slopes,
sensitive habitats and other natural diversity areas.
Zoning
o The town has a height restriction of 30 feet, which applies to most residential and
municipal buildings; this may help reduce earthquake damage risks.

Actions Completed and New Capabilities

Darien continues to have appropriate capabilities for mitigating earthquake events.
3.7.3

Vulnerabilities and Risk Assessment

Some areas in Darien, specifically along the coastline, are underlain by artificial fill. Structures in
these areas are at an increased risk from earthquakes due to amplification of seismic energy
and/or collapse. Most of the remaining area is underlain by glacial till and is therefore not at
increased risk during an earthquake due to unstable soils.
A series of earthquake probability maps was generated using the 2009 interactive web-based
mapping tools hosted by the USGS. These maps were used to determine the probability of an
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earthquake of greater than magnitude 5.0 or greater than magnitude 6.0 damaging the Town of
Darien. Results are presented in Table 3-2 below.
Table 3-2: Probability of a Damaging Earthquake in the Vicinity of Darien
Time Frame
(Years)
50
100
250
350

Probability of the Occurrence
of an Earthquake Event >
Magnitude 5.0
2% to 3%
4% to 6%
10% to 12%
12% to 15%

Probability of the Occurrence
of an Earthquake Event >
Magnitude 6.0
< 1%
1% to 2%
2% to 3%
3% to 4%

Changes and Improvements

The town’s vulnerability to earthquakes continues to be low.

3.8.1

SEA LEVEL RISE AND SHORELINE CHANGE
Setting

The coastal areas of Darien are susceptible sea level rise and shoreline change. With most of the
shoreline being residential, and very little commercial and water dependent, residential properties
are at a greater risk of future inundation. Sea level rise may not be considered a high hazard risk
in and of itself, however, rising seas in conjunction with extreme weather may result in inundation
farther inland that seen during past events. In addition to extreme weather, nuisance flooding
may also become a more frequent issue during extreme high tides.
The State of Connecticut has adopted the recent sea level rise projections developed by the
University of Connecticut, Connecticut Institute for Resilience and Climate Adaptation (CIRCA) as
the latest planning threshold for coastal municipalities. This projection anticipates a rise of 50 cm
by the year 2050.

3.8.2

Capabilities

The town has begun to see an increase in nuisance flooding, and has experience the impacts of
extreme storm surge; leaving officials aware of the potential impacts of an extreme storm with
elevated sea levels.
Town staff have begun to identify the areas that are at risk of increased nuisance flooding and
solutions and mitigation strategies are being recognized. In an effort to protect municipal
infrastructure, projects are also being developed and funded, such as the Greenwich Avenue
pump station which is at risk of inundation.

Actions Completed and New Capabilities

The town has begun to upgrade infrastructure at risk of inundation, and private properties have
begun elevating homes.
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3.8.3

Vulnerabilities and Risk Assessment

The most at-risk areas are those immediately along the shoreline, with risk slightly declining
moving inland. The southern areas of Noroton, and eastern properties in the Tokeneke
neighborhood are particularly at risk of increased nuisance flooding under future sea levels. In
addition, a 100-year storm event with one foot of sea level rise has the potential to inundate
many of the coastal areas including Noroton Neck, Tokeneke Park, Hay Island, Butlers Island, and
Colyer Point (at the western end of Contentment Island).
Pear Tree Beach regularly floods during high tides. This flooding has introduced a new challenge
as the town begins to explore upgrades to the public facilities located on this beach.
Many of the coastal, low-lying areas that experienced flooding during Sandy have elevated
homes, or in the process of elevating.
Other areas of concern for coastal flooding include Holly Pond, Contentment Island, and
Tokeneke.
Flooding is also a concern for one of the primary sewer pumping stations near Weed Beach. The
station was close to inundation during Sandy, and the town is concerned that with sea levels
rising inundation may occur soon, ultimately disrupting the sewer service.
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MITIGATION STRATEGIES AND ACTIONS
Goals and Objectives

Municipal goals and objectives have been made consistent regionally and are presented in the
Multi-Jurisdictional Plan document.

Status of Mitigation Strategies and Actions from Previous HMP

The table below lists the mitigation actions developed in the previous HMP and the status of
each. Actions to be carried forward are noted as such. Actions that have been institutionalized as
capabilities are not carried forward.
#

1

2

3

Description
Targeted outreach and education to vulnerable
communities and neighborhood associations to
inform them of natural hazards that may impact
them. Includes preparedness techniques such as
understanding why voluntary evacuations should
be taken seriously, the potential for emergency
responders to not access parts of the community
during severe events, and other concerns.
Develop a series of additional brochures or
website information promoting ‘best
management practices’ for natural resources
targeted to homeowners. Brochure examples
include: sound landscaping practices and
stormwater management.
Review and continually update Darien’s GIS
system with information on Natural Disasters and
other map layers that can be accessed for
emergency as well as planning.

Status

Notes

Carry
Forward
with
Revisions

The town often sees pushback with this
type of outreach and would like to see this
incorporated into generic outreach
activities.

Completed

Town is actively developing outreach
materials. The Environmental Protection
Committee also developed a wetlands
brochure.

Capability

Capability. The town is continuously
incorporating new data, including updated
FEMA maps, into the GIS system.

4

Conduct drainage and watershed evaluations for
the Tokeneke watershed.

Drop

5

Bridges, roadways and culverts, including those
over navigable waterways should be maintained,
inventoried, operated, repaired, and built to avoid
or reduce potential for any significant adverse
impacts on navigation, safety, environmental
quality. Focus on several remaining bridges and
culverts.

Town sees this action as no longer
pertinent. The risk does justify an
evaluation.

Carry
Forward
with
Revisions

Revise this action to specifically identify the
intersections and underpasses discussed.

6

Conduct an engineering study to assess the flood
impacts and associated mitigation measures
along Route 1 at the Metro-North rail overpass

7

Conduct outreach and education to volunteer
Fire Department staff regarding emergency
shelter operations, including associated protocols
and best management practices.

Carry
Forward
with
Revisions
Carry
Forward
with
Revisions

The town would like to pursue this action,
however, the financial burden should not
full completely upon Darien. A revised
action will provide more specificity.
Would like this action geared toward
volunteer sheltering staff and not fire
department staff as they are not typically
involved in sheltering procedures.
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#

Description

Status

8

Support and encourage the development of Long
Range Water Supply Plans, to meet the future
water supply needs. These include the State
Drought Plan, the State Water Plan, and the
Western CT Coordinated Water System Plan.

Capability

9

10

11

12

13

Support regulatory changes recommended in the
PoCD regarding Zoning, Subdivision, Inland
Wetlands and Watercourses regulations; and
Harbors Ordinances.
Explore ways to protect and preserve open space,
particularly coastal lands, wetlands and land
within the flood plain. Acquire or protect land in
the flood zone to minimize the risk of flooding.
Continue to provide capital budget funds for
drainage projects and investigation of drainage
problems. Specifically, focus on remaining
projects in capital improvement plan.
Continue to encourage best management
practices, including innovative Low-Impact
Development (LID) practices, for managing
stormwater runoff.
Support local, regional and state efforts to
provide protection and preservation of
groundwater aquifers. These include the State
Drought Plan, the State Water Plan, and the
Western CT Coordinated Water System Plan.

Capability

Notes
These plans are all complete as of 20182019, and the responsible agencies are
working on implementation. This is an
ongoing capability and the town remains
active in supporting water supply planning
implementation.
The town is continuously supporting
changes, and also relies on guidance from
FEMA and changes necessary changes to
regulatory standards.

Capability

This is an ongoing activity and capability of
the town.

Capability

This is an ongoing, continuous action. The
town wants to focus on the previous issues
discussed.

Capability

Capability. The town already promotes
these activities.

Capability

Municipal staff is active in water supply
planning, aquifer protection, and maintains
a good relationship with Aquarion. The
Plans mentioned are complete, and the
responsible agencies are working on
implementation.

Prioritization of Strategies and Actions

The STAPLEE method, described in the Multi-Jurisdictional document, was used to score
mitigation activities. The STAPLEE matrix in Appendix A provides the total scores. Actions have
been further prioritized based on implementation cost, project urgency, and municipal and public
input. The strategies below are presented in priority order, with qualitative priority levels listed
for each.

Mitigation Strategies and Actions Implementation Table

The Town proposed to initiate several new mitigation actions for the upcoming five years. These
include the following:





The town is looking to designate a new primary shelter.
The intersections of concern are impacting access and the town would like to seek
solutions for these issues.
The pumping station at Weed Beach is vulnerable to inundation and mitigation actions
may be necessary to protect this infrastructure.
Regular flooding of Peach Tree Beach is impacting the necessary upgrades of public
facilities and needs to be addressed. Darien is working with CT DEEP on a project to
elevate the parking lot at Pear Tree Beach to help mitigate flooding.
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Additionally, a number of actions from the previous planning period are being carried forward or
replaced with revised actions.
The full suite of new actions to be pursued in this planning period are listed below.
Action DRN-01

Provide information on the Town website about CT DEEP training and information around small business
chemical management for hazard resilience.
Lead

EM, BOS

Cost

$0 - $25,000

Funding

Operating Budget, CT DEEP

Timeframe

2021

Priority

High
Action DRN-02

Use the CT Toxics Users and Climate Resilience Map to identify toxic users located in hazard zones within
your community. Contact those users to inform them about the CT DEEP small business chemical
management initiative.
Lead

EM, BOS

Cost

$0 - $25,000

Funding

Operating Budget, CT DEEP

Timeframe

2021

Priority

High
Action DRN-03

Host a CT DEEP presentation for municipal staff and local businesses about business chemical management
for hazard resilience.
Lead

EM, BOS

Cost

$0 - $25,000

Funding

Operating Budget, CT DEEP

Timeframe

2021

Priority

High
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Action DRN-04

Take one of the following actions that will mitigate natural hazard risks while also meeting Sustainable CT
objectives:
- Disseminate a toolkit for pre-disaster business preparedness.
- Revise regulations to promote Low Impact Development.
- Include the goals of this Hazard Mitigation Plan, and at least three other sustainability concepts, in your
next POCD update.
Lead

BOS

Cost

$0 - $25,000

Funding

Operating Budget, Sustainable CT Community Match Fund

Timeframe

2021

Priority

High
Action DRN-05
Mitigate flooding at the Weed Beach pumping station

Lead

DPW

Cost

More than $500,000

Funding

Capital Improvement Plan, FEMA Grant, Other Grant

Timeframe

2025

Priority

High
Action DRN-06

Conduct outreach and education to volunteer Emergency Shelter staff regarding emergency shelter
operations, including associated protocols and best management practices.
Lead

EM

Cost

$0 - $25,000

Funding

Operating Budget

Timeframe

2022

Priority

Med
Action DRN-07

Collaborate with CIRCA on the "Resilient Connecticut" project; in particular, by pursuing mitigation of
flooding along Boston Post Road and Leroy Avenue near the Darien Train Station, which aligns with
Resilient Connecticut program goals.
Lead

BOS

Cost

$25,000 - $50,000

Funding

Operating Budget

Timeframe

2022

Priority

Med
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Action DRN-08

Coordinate with CT SHPO to conduct outreach to owners of historic properties to educate them on
methods of retrofitting historic properties to be more hazard-resilient while maintaining historic character.
Lead

Planning

Cost

$0 - $25,000

Funding

Operating Budget

Timeframe

2022

Priority

Med
Action DRN-09

Work with CT DEEP to elevate the parking lot at Pear Tree Beach to help mitigate flooding in this area.
Lead

DPW

Cost

More than $1 million

Funding

Capital Improvement Plan, CT DEEP

Timeframe

2023

Priority

Med
Action DRN-10

Coordinate with CT SHPO to conduct historic resource surveys, focusing on areas within natural hazard risk
zones (flood zones, wildfire hazard zones, steep slopes) to identify historic resources at risk and support the
preparation of resiliency plans across the state.
Lead

Planning

Cost

$25,000 - $50,000

Funding

CT SHPO

Timeframe

2024

Priority

Med
Action DRN-11

Develop a town-wide natural hazard outreach and education program to be implemented over the next
five years to inform residents and business of natural hazard risks, mitigation measures, and preparedness
techniques.
Lead

EM

Cost

$25,000 - $50,000

Funding

Operating Budget

Timeframe

2024

Priority

Low
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Action DRN-12

Compare local floodplain regulations with Revised State Model Flood Regulations to identify any remaining
opportunities for improvement
Lead

Planning

Cost

$0 - $25,000

Funding

Operating Budget

Timeframe

2023

Priority

Low
Action DRN-13

Contact the owners of Repetitive Loss Properties and nearby properties at risk to inquire about mitigation
undertaken and suggest options for mitigating flooding in those areas. This should be accomplished with a
letter directly mailed to each property owner.
Lead

EM, BOS

Cost

$0 - $25,000

Funding

Operating Budget, FEMA Grant

Timeframe

2023

Priority

Low
Action DRN-14

Work with CT DEEP to validate and/or correct the RL list and update the mitigation status of each listed
property.
Lead

Planning

Cost

$25,000 - $50,000

Funding

FEMA Grant

Timeframe

2024

Priority

Low
Action DRN-15

Annually conduct an emergency operations exercise for a local terrorism, sabotage, or mass casualty event.
Lead

EMD

Cost

$25,000 - $50,000

Funding

Operating Budget

Timeframe

2024

Priority

Low
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Action DRN-16

Identify specific bridges and culverts known to be having adverse impacts on drainage, flooding,
navigation, safety, and environmental quality. Upgrade identified bridges and culverts.
Lead

DPW

Cost

More than $1 million

Funding

Capital Improvement Plan, FEMA Grant, Other Grant

Timeframe

2026

Priority

Low
Action DRN-17

Work with CTDOT to conduct an engineering study to assess the flood impacts and appropriate mitigation
measures along Route 1 at the Metro-North rail overpass.
Lead

DPW

Cost

$50,000 - $100,000

Funding

Operating Budget, Grant

Timeframe

2026

Priority

Low
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APPENDIX A

Appendix A: STAPLEE Matrix
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DRN-07

Sustainable CT

BOS

flooding along Boston Post Road and Leroy Avenue near the Darien Train Station, which aligns with

DRN-09

Coordinate with CT SHPO to conduct outreach to owners of historic properties to educate them on
methods of retrofitting historic properties to be more hazard-resilient while maintaining historic character.
Work with CT DEEP to elevate the parking lot at Pear Tree Beach to help mitigate flooding in this area.

Critical Facility
Mitigation
Emergency
Response

DPW

EM

ResilientCT

BOS

SHPO

Planning

Structural
Protection

DPW

Coordinate with CT SHPO to conduct historic resource surveys, focusing on areas within natural hazard
DRN-10

risk zones (flood zones, wildfire hazard zones, steep slopes) to identify historic resources at risk and
support the preparation of resiliency plans across the state.
Develop a town-wide natural hazard outreach and education program to be implemented over the next

DRN-11

five years to inform residents and business of natural hazard risks, mitigation measures, and preparedness
techniques.

DRN-12

Compare local floodplain regulations with Revised State Model Flood Regulations to identify any
remaining opportunities for improvement
Contact the owners of Repetitive Loss Properties and nearby properties at risk to inquire about mitigation

DRN-13

undertaken and suggest options for mitigating flooding in those areas. This should be accomplished with
a letter directly mailed to each property owner.
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6

2023

0
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0

-1

0

0

0

5

2023

0

1

1

0

1

1

0

0

0

-1

0

0

0

0

5

Timeframe for

Sources

Potential Funding

1

DEEP
Operating
Budget, CT
DEEP
Operating

$0 -

Sustainable

$25,000

CT
Community

Resilient Connecticut program goals.
DRN-08

Budget, CT

Match Fund
Capital

operations, including associated protocols and best management practices.
Collaborate with CIRCA on the "Resilient Connecticut" project; in particular, by pursuing mitigation of

1

DEEP
Operating

next POCD update.

Conduct outreach and education to volunteer Emergency Shelter staff regarding emergency shelter

1

Operating
Budget, CT

- Include the goals of this Hazard Mitigation Plan, and at least three other sustainability concepts, in your

Mitigate flooding at the Weed Beach pumping station

Total STAPLEE Score

DRN-06

- Revise regulations to promote Low Impact Development.

Environmental

DRN-05

- Disseminate a toolkit for pre-disaster business preparedness.

2021

Costs

Budget,

objectives:
DRN-04

Economic (x2)

Take one of the following actions that will mitigate natural hazard risks while also meeting Sustainable CT

Legal

$0 $25,000

Political

EM, BOS

Administrative

Business Chem

Technical (x2)

CT DEEP Small

management for hazard resilience.

$0 $25,000

Social

Host a CT DEEP presentation for municipal staff and local businesses about business chemical

EM, BOS

Environmental

DRN-03

CT DEEP Small
Business Chem

Economic (x2)

management initiative.

Legal

your community. Contact those users to inform them about the CT DEEP small business chemical

$25,000

Political

Business Chem

$0 -

Administrative

chemical management for hazard resilience.

EM, BOS

Technical (x2)

CT DEEP Small

Completion

Provide information on the Town website about CT DEEP training and information around small business
Use the CT Toxics Users and Climate Resilience Map to identify toxic users located in hazard zones within

DRN-02

Theme

Social

DRN-01

Action Description

Cost Estimate

#

Regional

Lead Department

Weighted STAPLEE Criteria
Benefits

SHPO
Outreach and
Education

Planning

EM

Floodplain
Management

Planning

Regulations
RLPs

EM, BOS

More than
$500,000

Improvement
Plan, FEMA
Grant, Other

$0 -

Grant
Operating

$25,000

Budget

$25,000 -

Operating

$50,000

Budget

$0 -

Operating

$25,000

Budget

More than
$1 million
$25,000 $50,000

Capital
Improvement
Plan, CT DEEP
CT SHPO

$25,000 -

Operating

$50,000

Budget

$0 -

Operating

$25,000

Budget

$0 $25,000

Operating
Budget, FEMA
Grant

Legal

Economic (x2)

Environmental

Total STAPLEE Score

FEMA Grant

2024

0

0

1

0

1

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

4

Operating
Budget
Capital

2024

1

1

1

1

1

0

0

0

0

-1

0

0

0

0

5

2026

0

1

0

1

1

1

1

0

0

0

0

0

-1

0

5

2026

1

1

0

1

1

1

0

0

-1

-1

0

0

0

0

4

Timeframe for

Sources

Potential Funding

Political

$50,000 -

Administrative

$1 million

Technical (x2)

DPW

More than

Social

Flood Study

DPW

$50,000

Environmental

mitigation measures along Route 1 at the Metro-North rail overpass.

Bridge & Culvert

EMD

Economic (x2)

Work with CTDOT to conduct an engineering study to assess the flood impacts and appropriate

Casualty

$50,000
$25,000 -

Legal

navigation, safety, and environmental quality. Upgrade identified bridges and culverts.

Terrorism & Mass

$25,000 -

Political

Identify specific bridges and culverts known to be having adverse impacts on drainage, flooding,

Planning

Administrative

DRN-17

event.

RLPs

Technical (x2)

DRN-16

property.
Annually conduct an emergency operations exercise for a local terrorism, sabotage, or mass casualty

Completion

DRN-15

Work with CT DEEP to validate and/or correct the RL list and update the mitigation status of each listed

Theme

Social

DRN-14

Action Description

Regional

Cost Estimate

#

Lead Department

Weighted STAPLEE Criteria
Benefits

Costs

Improvement
Plan, FEMA
Grant, Other
Grant
Operating

$100,000 Budget, Grant

APPENDIX B

Appendix B: SVI Summary
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Town of Darien
Climate Vulnerability Assessment
A Component of Sustainable CT Action 5.4
The Town of Darien, for this Climate Vulnerability Assessment (CVA) is considered a suburban coastal
town, resulting in various climate change vulnerabilities. Sea level rise, inland flooding, and winter
storms may impact the community the most as many issues have been identified.

Hazards
Sea Level Rise
Rising seas have raised concerns in communities throughout the state for various reasons. The Town of
Darien is currently experiencing increased occurrences of coastal flooding, both nuisance and storm
related, with impacts to neighborhoods and critical infrastructure. While many homes have begun to
elevate there is still concern regarding the low lying coastal areas that may become isolate during an
event. There is also concern regarding sewer pumping stations. With sea levels rising, and storm
intensity increasing, this infrastructure is vulnerable to inundation. Public facilities located at public
beaches may also be impacted by nuisance flooding or storm surge.
Inland Flooding
With FEMA flood zones along a few rivers in town, such as the Noroton River and the Goodwives River,
the town is also concerned with drainage related flooding. There are several locations along the Post
Road that are prone to flooding because of poor drainage. These areas are situated in commercialized
zones and often affect traffic patterns and emergency access to adjacent neighborhoods. With
precipitation expected to increase due to climate change, flooding events may occur more frequently.
Winter Storms
Darien is largely residential, with many neighborhoods lacking multiple inlets and outlets. During winter
storms, icing has proven to be of concern throughout many areas of the town. In conjunction with poor
drainage in certain areas, and winter precipitation patterns expected to shift from snow to freezing rain
and rain, icing may continue to be of concern to the town.
Drought and Extreme Temperatures
Most of the town is serviced by public water supply, with a small area of northern parcels likely serviced
by private wells. Therefore, impacts to water supply may be an issue to the town as temperatures rise in
the near future, resulting in isolated issues with water scarcity.
When considering these impacts from climate change, the primary vulnerabilities for the town of Darien
include:
•
•
•
•

Coastal municipal infrastructure and neighborhoods
Private well owners
Poor drainage areas
Emergency access

Secondary Impacts
Economic Impacts
With vulnerable critical infrastructure, the town faces an economic challenge of mitigating or relocating
these facilities. There is also a potential economic impact to local businesses during inland flooding
events. Poor drainage may reduce site access resulting in loss of business, or businesses may incur
expenses related to flood mitigation or clean-up efforts.
Winter storm icing also presents financial responsibility to the town by way of roadway treatment. As
precipitation events may increase during winter months, the town may seek to increase sand or salt
stockpiles to account for increased icing events.
Private property owners who rely on private drinking water wells may also be impacted economically
during droughts or periods of extreme heat. With increasing heat, typically comes increased water
demand. This demand would be placed upon local aquifers, potentially resulting in the need for new
well construction, or deepening of an existing well.
The many impacts of climate change can result in economic impacts to many citizens, business owners,
and municipal budgets as the impacts can be felt on a town level, down to building level.
Social Impacts
To identify social impacts to the town, the Center for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) Social
Vulnerability Index (SVI) was used to identify any vulnerable populations within the town. This index was
developed to supplement a community’s natural hazard preparation actions. To evaluate social
vulnerability, the CDC incorporates 15 factors (Fig. 1) into the overall calculation under the categories, or
themes, of: socioeconomic status, household composition and disability, minority status and language,
and housing type and transportation. These themes and their ranking are based on census statistics. By
evaluating these factors and determining a level of social vulnerability, a community can identify specific
needs for before, during, and after
an event. Such needs may include
sheltering capacity, evacuation
routes, or to decide how many
emergency personnel may be
required to respond after an event.
Each municipalities’ census tracts
were ranked for overall
vulnerability, and theme
vulnerability, in comparison to
other Connecticut municipalities.
This rank, 0 to 1, is based on the
percentile rank among all tracts
within the State of Connecticut. A
value closer to 0 indicates a lower
vulnerability, while a value closer to

Figure 1: The CDC SVI Index Factors. Graphic: svi.cdc.com

1 indicates a higher vulnerability. Table 1 presents the overall vulnerability and theme rankings for
Darien.
Table 1: Darien SVI Factor Rankings
Overall SVI
Socioeconomic

DARIEN

.08

.11

Household
Composition &
Disability

Minority
Status &
Language

Housing Type
&
Transportation

.18

.23

.11

The Town of Darien is considered to have a low level of overall vulnerability, with their most vulnerable
social aspect being minority populations, and populations that speak English “less than well”, along with
populations with vulnerable household composition. These vulnerable populations are concentrated in
the northern and western tracts.
These populations may be vulnerable to impacts from drought, inland flood and icing events based on
the geographic concentrations.
Public Health Considerations
Of the primary vulnerabilities identified, drought and flooding can potentially have public health
repercussions. During hot summer months, or drought, if private wells were to be impacted, certain
populations may find themselves without adequate drinking water supply, resulting in health problems.
Also, when considering the environmental shifts occurring during drought periods, drinking water
contamination may become an issue as aquifers become stressed due to excessive pumping.
Poor drainage flooding presents the concern of pollution into nearby water bodies as these
commercialized and impervious areas drain, they collect pollutants and excess sediment. Depending
upon the drainage areas, this runoff can have environmental impacts in associated ecosystems, or public
health impacts if water bodies are used for recreational activities.

Vulnerable Populations
The SVI identified the presence of certain populations within the town that may be more vulnerable to
climate change hazards. In addition to the SVI, the Connecticut Department of Public Health (DPH) 1 has
identified at least two facilities in Darien that are assisted living, and one convalescent home.
These populations often need additional time for hazard response, so evacuation or preparation, and
may find it more challenging to recover due to financial constraints or health concerns. These
populations, in addition to those identified in the SVI, should be considered more vulnerable for the
reasons that emergency response and preparation may be more challenging, health issues may be of
higher concern, and language barriers may exist when working to communicate with the community on
risks, response, and recovery efforts.

1

https://www.elicense.ct.gov/Lookup/LicenseLookup.aspx

In addition to the populations, it is important to identify the facilities that can provide different types of
assistance to the populations, and others, during or after an event. These facilities, and their proximity
to flood zones, can be found in Figure 2-4.
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INTRODUCTION
Purpose of Annex

The purpose of this Hazard Mitigation Plan (HMP) annex is to provide a community-specific
hazard risk assessment, capability analysis, and evaluation and prioritization of hazard mitigation
measures and projects. Background information and the regional effects of pertinent natural
hazards are discussed in the main body of the Western Connecticut Council of Governments
(WestCOG) Multi-Jurisdictional Hazard Mitigation Plan. This annex is designed to supplement the
information presented in the Multi-Jurisdictional HMP with more specific detail for the Town of
Greenwich and is not to be considered a standalone document.
The primary goal of this HMP, including this Municipal Annex, is to identify natural hazard risks
and mitigation opportunities in order to reduce the loss of or damage to life, property,
infrastructure, and natural, cultural, and economic resources. This includes the reduction of public
and private damage costs. Limiting losses of and damage to life and property will also reduce the
social, emotional, and economic disruption associated with a natural disaster.
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COMMUNITY PROFILE
2.1.1

Geography
Physical Setting

Declared a township in 1665, the Town of Greenwich is located in southern Fairfield County and
home to a population of 61,171 (2010 U.S. Census). Greenwich is bordered by the municipalities
of Stamford to the east, New York State to the west and north, and Long Island Sound to the
south. Refer to Figure 2-1 for a map showing the regional location of Greenwich.
Greenwich is a coastal community, with several rivers and streams flowing throughout the
community. The town is characterized by developed areas on lower elevations adjacent the
shoreline, with suburban development sprawling northward. The Byram River flows south along
the western side of town before it eventually meeting the Long Island Sound. Two large
waterbodies are also located in Greenwich; Putnam lake and Rockwood Lake. The highest
elevation in Greenwich is Round Hill Summit - about 564 feet in Glenville. With the southern area
of Greenwich being at, or close to sea level. The varying terrain of Greenwich makes the town
vulnerable to an array of natural hazards.
The Center for Land Use Education and Research (CLEAR) has developed a land cover dataset
derived from 2016 satellite imagery to depict statewide land cover. The land cover by percent of
total land for Greenwich can be found in Table 2-1.
Table 2-1: Land Cover by Area

Land Cover
Developed
Turf & Grass
Other Grasses
Agricultural Field
Deciduous Forest
Coniferous Forest
Water
Non-Forested Wetland
Forested Wetland
Tidal Wetland
Barren Land
Utility Corridor
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Percent Total Land Area
31.2%
25.9%
1.5%
0.74%
26.1%
8.5%
2.7%
0.07%
2.5%
0.15%
0.05%
0.0%
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2.1.2

Land Use

Greenwich is a large town with both highly developed areas, and suburban development. Most
higher density development and commercial activity lies south of the Route 1, with the highest
concentration of commercial activity focused around the Greenwich Train Station. The areas to
the north are primarily larger lot residential neighborhoods.
According to the city’s 2019 Master Plan, Greenwich is over 48 square miles (50 miles including
islands). The Town defines 95% of its land use as “residential” (including housing, open space,
municipal uses, places of worship, nurseries, and schools) and 5% as “commercial” (including
multi-family development and office, retail, and service uses). The Town has over 21,000 taxable
real-estate parcels. The Town has over 25,500 housing units, 70% of which are single-family
homes and 30% of which are multi-family buildings.

2.1.3

Climate and Climate Change
Current Conditions

Over the course of the year, the temperature in Greenwich typically varies 24°F to 84°F and is
rarely below 10°F or above 91°F. June 1 to September 15, with an average daily high temperature
above 74°F. The hottest day of the year is July 20, with an average high of 84°F and low of 68°F.
The cold season lasts from December 2 to March 11, with an average daily high temperature
below 47°F. The coldest day of the year is January 29, with an average low of 24°F and high of
37°F.
Precipitation falls throughout the year in Greenwich. The wetter season lasts from March 31 to
August 21, with a greater than 29% chance of a given day being a wet day. The chance of a wet
day peaks at 36% on May 29. The smallest chance of a wet day is 22% on January 29.
The most rain falls during the 31 days centered around June 3, with an average total accumulation
of 3.8 inches. The least rain falls around February 6, with an average total accumulation of 2.0
inches.
The snowy period of the year lasts from November 19 to April 5, with a sliding 31-day liquidequivalent snowfall of at least 0.1 inches. The most snow falls during the 31 days centered around
January 26, with an average total liquid-equivalent accumulation of 0.8 inches.
Climate data was sourced from Weather Spark based on analysis of the years 1980 to 2016.

Climate Change

Climate change projections for Connecticut were sourced from the 2019 Connecticut Physical
Climate Science Assessment Report, which was developed by the University of Connecticut
(UConn) Atmospheric Sciences Group, commissioned by the Connecticut Institute for Resilience
and Climate Adaptation (CIRCA) with funding from the Department of Energy and Environmental
Protection (DEEP). All projections are based on the IPCC high CO2 emission scenario (RCP8.5).
Temperature
Annual temperatures have been increasing throughout Connecticut and is projected to continue
to do so in the future. By mid-century, average annual temperature is projected to increase by
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5°F. Seasonal average temperatures are also expected to rise, with the greatest increase (6°F)
experienced in summer (June to August). The number of nights over which temperature remains
above 68°F will quadruple from 10 days per year to more than 40 days, and the number of
extremely hot days will increase from above 4 a year to 48 per year.
Precipitation
Rainfall data in "Technical Paper No. 40" by the U.S.
Weather Bureau (now the National Weather Service)
(Hershfield, 1961) dates from the years 1938 through
1958. According to these data, the 24-hour rainfall
amount for a 50% annual-chance storm in Fairfield
County is 3.3 inches.

The continued increase in precipitation
only heightens the need for hazard
mitigation planning as the occurrence of
floods may change in accordance with
the greater precipitation.

The Northeast Regional Climate Center (NRCC) has partnered with the Natural Resources
Conservation Service (NRCS) to provide a consistent, current regional analysis of rainfall extremes
(http://precip.eas.cornell.edu/). In 2020 this dataset listed the 24-hour rainfall amount for a 50%
annual-chance storm in Greenwich as 3.45 inches.
The NOAA Atlas 14, released on September 30, 2015 puts the 24-hour rainfall amount for a 50%
annual-chance annual storm in Greenwich at 3.58 inches.
These precipitation amounts, and more details, are summarized in Table 2-2, below.
Table 2-2: 24-Hour Rainfall Amounts by Annual-Chance Occurrence
Source
Technical Paper No. 40
NRCC
NOAA Atlas 14

24-Hour Rainfall Amount (inches) by Annual-Chance Occurrence
50%
4%
1%
3.3
5.7
7.2
3.45
6.41
9.02
3.58
6.57
8.34

Annual precipitation has been increasing statewide and is projected to continue to increase. By
mid-century, annual precipitation is projected to increase by 8.5%, with the greatest increase
(13.4%) occurring in the winter months. Extreme precipitation events are projected to increase in
both frequency and magnitude. Based on this increase and the precipitation figures above, by
2050 Greenwich can expect the 24-hour rainfall amount for a 50% annual-chance storm to be
around 3.7 to 3.9 inches or greater.
Impervious surfaces and infrastructure in town have increased over time as well, leading to
increasing runoff and peak discharge values.
Despite overall increases in precipitation, drought risk is projected to increase, especially during
summer, due to changing precipitation patterns and projected increases in potential
evapotranspiration (plants taking up more water in hotter temperatures and longer growing
seasons).
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2.1.4

Drainage Basins and Hydrology

Greenwich is divided among seven sub-regional watersheds as shown in Table 2-3. The majority
of the sub-regional basins drain into Long Island Sound. All of the water that passes through
Greenwich eventually empties into Long Island Sound.
Table 2-3: Sub-Regional Drainage Basins

Drainage Basin

Overall Sub-regional Area
(sq. mi)
11.45
18.67

Area within Town
(sq. mi)
0.48
8.37

Area within
Town (acres)
305.22
5,356.33

Blind Brook
Byram River
East Branch Byram
11.29
10.07
6,445.57
River
Greenwich Creek
8.89
8.89
5689.47
Horseneck Brook
6.52
6.52
4173.27
Mianus River
28.64
6.21
3975.29
Southwest
8.83
6.93
4433.38
Shoreline
Total
n/a
47.47
30378.53
Source: Connecticut Department of Energy & Environmental Protection GIS Data

Percent of Town
1%
18%
21%
19%
14%
13%
15%

The majority of Greenwich is encompassed within the Southwest Coast drainage basin. The
Southwest Shoreline is considered its own basin which also drains into the Sound. Of the seven
subregional drainage basins and their respective streams, the East Branch of the Byram River
running is the largest, followed by Greenwich Creek in the southeastern part of town.
The East Branch of the Byram River is approximately 17 miles, and originates at Lake Mead in
northwest Greenwich and runs south until it eventually joins the Byram River.
Greenwich Creek is approximately 20 miles long, and originates between the Merritt Parkway and
Londonderry Road. The basin drains 28.64 square miles directly into Long Island sound in
Greenwich, Connecticut.

2.2.1

Society, Culture, and Government
Population and Demographic Setting

According to the 2010 U.S. Census, Greenwich had a population of 61,171, with 1,259 persons per
square mile. According to the 2018 American Community Survey five-year estimates, Greenwich’s
population between 2013 and 2018 was approximately 62,574.
One important aspect of natural hazard mitigation planning is to identify a community’s
demographic trends in relation to natural hazards. The Center for Disease Control and Prevention
(CDC) Social Vulnerability Index (SVI) is used to identify vulnerable populations in Greenwich. The
SVI uses census data to identify populations within the town that may be more vulnerable to
natural hazards. As a result of this analysis, the town is identified to have a certain level of overall
social vulnerability with a rank of 0 to 1; 1 being the most vulnerable and 0 being the least.
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To determine social vulnerability, the CDC incorporates 15 factors into the overall SVI calculation
under four categories, or
themes: socioeconomic status,
household composition and
disability, minority status and
language, and housing type and
transportation. Figure 2-2
represents the breakdown of the
SVI process. These themes and
their ranking are based on
census statistics. By evaluating
these factors and determining a
level of social vulnerability, a
community can identify specific
needs for before, during, and
after an event. Such needs may
include sheltering capacity,
evacuation routes, or to decide
how many emergency personnel
Figure 2-2: The CDC SVI Index Factors. Graphic:
may be required to respond
svi.cdc.com
after an event.
The Town of Greenwich is considered to have a low to moderate overall vulnerability, with their
most vulnerable social aspect being minority populations, and populations that speak English
“less than well”, along with populations with vulnerable household composition. The more
vulnerable populations are concentrated in the southwestern tracts. Appendix B explores the SVI
for Greenwich in more depth, including maps showing overall vulnerability, and theme
vulnerability.
2.2.2

Development Trends

During the 18th century Greenwich was predominantly agriculture. The town grew after the
construction of the New York and New Haven Railroad in 1848, linking it to New York City and
eventually New Haven and beyond. In the late 19th century and early 20th century, the town had
a resort industry with more than a dozen inns.
In 1938, the Merritt Parkway cut through the northern section of Greenwich, followed by I-95 to
the south in 1957. New arrivals swelled the population of the town. The newcomers were typically
employees of corporations leaving New York City for congenial suburban headquarters. While the
beginning of the century saw the creation of great land estates, the post-World War II period
witnessed their dissolution into smaller building lots to accommodate the new residents.
Economic activity continues to drive growth within the region, and the communities abutting
Greenwich have grown rapidly in recent years. Population in Greenwich has remained relatively
stable at around 60,000 for the last 50 years, though future growth is expected. There were 101
new residential permits issued in the 2017-2018 fiscal year.
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The Greenwich POCD (2019) did not specifically reference locations within town for development
or redevelopment, but it promotes the establishment of Village Districts for Banksville, Byram, Cos
Cob, Chickahominy, Glenville, Old Greenwich, North Mianus, Pemberwick, and Riverside to foster
individualized senses of place within a cohesive town-wide framework. The POCD encourages
development of housing for seniors and affordable housing, preferably around transit. While
transit-oriented development has not been specifically promoted, some potential exists. Town
staff report that some development does take place in low-lying areas that may be at risk from
flooding; however, all new development within mapped FEMA flood zones meets or exceeds
current FEMA standards. Overall, given the measured pace of development and redevelopment in
Greenwich, community vulnerabilities are not increasing.
2.2.3

Governmental Structure

The First Selectman of Greenwich serves as the Chief Executive and Chief Administrative Officer of
the Town. Along with presiding over Board of Selectmen meetings, the First Selectman serves as
an ex-officio member of all Town Boards, Commissions and Committees. The First Selectman acts
as a link between Weston and State, regional, and federal agencies.
The Board of Selectmen Office is the focal point of Greenwich town government. Along with its
many responsibilities and duties, constituent contact with the public is an extremely important
function of the day-to-day business of the Office. Every effort is made to keep open all lines of
communications between government and the people it serves.
The Selectmen’s Office also supports and assists a variety of community interests, activities, and
organizations through proclamations, statements, appearances as well as active participation. This
continues a long-established tradition of proactive involvement by the First Selectman and
Selectmen in all aspects of town life.
Town departments provide municipal services and day-to-day administration. Many
commissions and departments play a role in hazard mitigation, including the Planning and
Zoning, Environmental Protection Board, the Building Official, the Land Use Bureau, the Fire
Department, Emergency Management, and the Public Works Department.

2.2.4

Historic and Cultural Resources

Historic and cultural resources include sites, structures,
and objects that are significant in history, architecture,
archaeology, engineering, and culture. Protection of
these resources grows economies and enhances
community character, and following a natural disaster
they can help to reinforce neighborhood connections
and reestablish a sense of community and normalcy.
Consideration of these resources in this HMP is critical.
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Historic preservation planning helps
protect historic properties and cultural
resources from demolition or alteration.
Hazard mitigation planning helps
protect life and property from damage
caused by natural and manmade hazards.
Integrating these two planning
processes helps create safe and
sustainable historic communities.
- Paraphrased from FEMA Report 386-6
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Historic resources in Greenwich are concentrated within the John Street-Round Hill, Stanwich,
Strickland Road, Stonybrook, Greenwich Municipal Center, Greenwich Avenue, Glenville, Nathaniel
Witherell, Putnam Hill, River Road-Mead Avenue, and Fourth Ward Historic Districts. Greenwich
historic resources also include the Indian Harbor Yacht Clubs, Mead Farm and French Farm, the
Cos Cob Fire House, Ferris Farm Cemetery, Rosemary Hall, Montgomery Pinetum Greenhouse, the
Cos Cob Power Station, and the Great Captain Island Lighthouse. Overall, there are over 600
historic sites, structures, and objects in Greenwich. See Figure 2-3 for a map of historic resources
in the community.
Analysis of the State Historic Preservation Office (SHPO) database of historic resources shows that
some of these resources are exposed to natural hazards, as shown in Error! Not a valid
bookmark self-reference..
Table 2-4: Number of Historic Assets Exposed to Different Hazards in Greenwich
Hazard
Dam Failure
Earthquake
Flooding
1% Annual
0.2% Annual
Storm Surge
Category 1
Category 2
Category 3
Category 4
Hurricane/Tropical Storm
Sea Level Rise
Thunderstorm
Tornado
Winter Storm
Wildfire

Count
0
626
0
2
14
27
39
16
626
2
626
626
626
44

Historic buildings and structures may be particularly susceptible to natural hazards because they
were built prior to the establishment of more recent construction standards. Additionally, some
of the structural integrity of these resources may have been degraded over the decades or
centuries since their original construction. Structural retrofits and hazard mitigation methods may
be challenging or restricted in cases where alteration of a resource will also diminish its cultural or
historical aesthetic and value. Finally, miscommunications or lack of knowledge may lead to
historic resources being damaged during the disaster recovery process.
Steps to incorporate historical and cultural preservation into hazard mitigation planning include:
 Inventory and survey historic and cultural resources
 Implement appropriate mitigation measures for those resources
 Take steps to move portable resources, such as artwork or documents, to safe locations
prior to the occurrence of a hazard, if possible
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Consider these resources in emergency operations plans to prevent accidental damages
during recovery efforts

Specific actions to mitigate natural hazard risks to historic resources are listed at the end of this
Annex.

2.3.1

Infrastructure
Transportation

Major transportation routes in Greenwich include Interstate 95 and the Merritt Parkway (Route
15), which run north to south through the town. The Parkway runs through the central part of the
town, while I-95 runs through the southern region of Greenwich.
In addition, the Metro North/Amtrak rail lines also run through the town, along Interstate 95.
There are three stations, one in the downtown, Cos Cob, and Riverside. The CTtransit bus system
is also active in town with several stops throughout the community.

2.3.2

Utilities

Aquarion Water Company owns and operates public water systems in Greenwich. This system
provides water for the southern half of the city, with some northeastern service lines along Route
137 and west along Mill Road. The Brunswick Middle School in the northwest part of the Town is
served by its own community water system, and a number of transient non-community public
water systems exist throughout the northern part of Town. The remaining properties rely on a
private well for drinking water.
Residents and businesses use oil, propane, or natural gas for heat. Natural gas is provided to the
southern region of town by Eversource.
The Wastewater Division Manager, under direction of the Commissioner of Public Works, has
charge of the construction, maintenance and repair of all sewers and sewerage systems, including
the Grass Island Waste Water Treatment Plant and 28 pumping stations.
According to geoISP (geoISP.com), access to Broadband Internet is available to most residents in
Greenwich. There are 4 DSL Providers (MegaPath, Verizon, Broadview Networks, XO
Communications), 1 Cable Internet providers (CSC Holdings), and 5 Fiber Internet providers (CSC
Holdings, Verizon, Fibertech Networks LLC, Level(3) Communications, and Connecticut Education
Network). There are also 4 Mobile Broadband (cellular) providers with service available in
Greenwich.

Planning and Regulatory Capabilities

Greenwich has in place a number of community planning mechanisms, regulations, and policies
that serve to mitigate natural hazards by limiting development in hazardous areas, requiring
buildings be constructed to certain standards, or otherwise directing development and
construction toward increased resilience. These are summarized below.
2.4.1

Review of Existing Local Plans

Greenwich has a number of plans that are relevant to hazard mitigation. These are noted here:
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2.4.2

Plan of Conservation and Development (POCD): Greenwich’s most recent POCD was
adopted in 2019. It addresses natural hazard concerns within the community, and includes
strategies that will mitigate risks from those hazards as the community continues to develop.
Stormwater Management: Greenwich maintains a Stormwater Management Plan. This plan
complies with the requirements of the US EPA 2017 updated General Permit for the Discharge
of Stormwater from Small Municipal Separate Storm Sewer Systems (MS4 General Permit). The
Town also utilizes the Town of Greenwich Drainage Manual: Low Impact Development and
Stormwater Management, developed in 2012 to guide stormwater planning.
Capital Improvement Plan (CIP): Greenwich maintains a CIP that is updated annually and
lays out capital investments for a five-year period. The CIP often includes road, drainage, and
other infrastructure improvement projects relevant to hazard mitigation.
Economic Development Plan: Greenwich is included within the Western Connecticut
Economic Development Plan of 2017, developed by WestCOG. The plan aligns with the COG’s
other efforts to promote climate sustainability and resiliency in the region. The Town also has
a local economic development plan called the Think Greenwich Campaign.
Emergency Operations Plan (EOP): Greenwich’s EOP is reviewed annually and updated as
needed. Dam failure Emergency Action Plans (EAPs) for dams with failure inundation zones
that may impact Greenwich, and for which EAPs are available, are on file locally.
Watershed Management Plan: Watershed Management Plans have been developed for the
Mianus River Watershed and the Byram River Watershed. The Mianus River Watershed Based
Plan was developed for the South Western Regional Planning Agency (SWRPA) by AKRF, Inc.
in 2012, while the Byram River Watershed Management Plan was developed for the
Southwest Conservation District in 2011 by Steven Danzer Ph.D. & Associates, LLC, with
support from the Town of Greenwich and the Byram Watershed Coalition. These plans are
focused on water quality, but can help the community mitigate inland flood risks by
incorporating watershed management best practices into its planning efforts.
Open Space: Greenwich’s most recent Open Space Plan was developed in 2015, and has been
incorporated into the community’s POCD as an addendum.

Review of Regulatory Structures

Greenwich regulates development through a number of regulations, codes, and ordinances.
These are summarized below. More detailed information about how these regulations relate to
specific natural hazards are described in Section 3.





Building Code: Greenwich enforces the Connecticut State Building Code locally.
Zoning Regulations: Most recently updated in August 2019.
Inland Wetlands and Watercourses Regulations: Most recently updated in October 2015.
Subdivision Regulations: Most recently updated in May 2005. Include provisions promoting
control of stormwater runoff, installation of firefighting water sources, and burial of utilities.

Emergency Services, Critical Facilities, Sheltering, and Evacuation

The town considers its police, fire, and governmental facilities to be critical since these are needed
to ensure that emergencies are addressed while day-to-day management of Greenwich continues.
The city also considers various facilities housing higher-risk individuals (such as elderly individuals
or children) and large populations to be critical facilities. Table 2-5 and Figure 2-4 identifies all of
these critical facilities.
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Town Hall
101 Field Point Rd
Western Greenwich Civic Center
449 Pemberwick Rd
Eastern Middle School
51 Hendrie Ave
Binney Park Shed
0 Sound Beach Ave
Bldg Maint/Construction
1 Newman St
Byram Hwy Shed
[not mapped]
Byram Park Dockmaster
0 Byram Shore Rd
Cos Cob Dockmaster
0 Strickland Rd
Indian Field Highway Shed and Fleet Maintenance
(also known as Cos Cob / Boro Highway Shed)
100 Indian Field Rd
Grass Island Waste Treatment Plant
0 Shore Rd
Greenwich Point - Dockmaster
0 Tods Driftway
Havemeyer (Shed)
381 North St
North Field Maintenance, Tree Crews; Animal Shelter
393 North St
Old Greenwich Hwy Shed
[not mapped]
Holly Hill Transfer Station
101 Field Point Rd
Greenwich Police Department
11 Bruce Place
Greenwich Police Marine Division
100 Arch St
Greenwich Hospital
5 Perryridge Rd
Central Fire Station (Station 1 – Headquarters)
15 Havemeyer Place
Cos Cob Fire Station (Station 2)
200 East Putnam Ave
Byram Fire Station (Station 3)
264 Delavan Ave
Glenville Fire Station (Station 4)
266 Glenville Rd
Sound Beach Fire Station (Station 5)
207 Sound Beach Ave
Round Hill Fire Station (Station 6)
166 West Old Mill Rd
North Street Fire Station (Station 8)
669 North St
Horseneck Fire Station
1 Horseneck Lane
Pemberwick Center
131 Pemberwick Rd
Senior Center
299 Greenwich Ave
Fairview Healthcare Center of Greenwich
1188 King St
Family Centers, Inc.
20 Bridge St
The Greens At Greenwich
1155 King St
Greenwich Laurelton Nursing & Conv Home
1188 King St
Greenwich Woods Health Care Center
1165 King St
Greenwich Woods Rehabilitation
1165 King St
Greenwich Youth Options
55 Old Field Point Rd
Merry Go Round Alsa
1/2 Bolling Place
Nathaniel Witherell
70 Parsonage Rd
Parsonage Cottage Senior Residence
88 Parsonage Rd
Pathways, Inc
175 Milbank Ave
Greenfield EMS Medic 4
143 Lower Cross Rd
* Generator will be installed upon completion of ongoing renovations
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Type

Town Hall
Shelter
Shelter
Public Works
Public Works
Public Works
Public Works
Public Works





Public Works
Public Works
Public Works
Public Works
Public Works
Public Works
Public Works
Police / EOC
Police
Hospital
Fire
Fire
Fire
Fire
Fire
Fire
Fire
Fire
Community Center
Community Center
Care Facility
Care Facility
Care Facility
Care Facility
Care Facility
Care Facility
Care Facility
Care Facility
Care Facility
Care Facility
Care Facility
Emergency



In 1% Floodplain

Address or Location

Shelter

Facility

Emergency Power

Table 2-5: Critical Facilities
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FIG. 2-4

The Greenwich Town Hall does not have full backup power, but certain systems within the facility
are tied-in to an emergency generator. The Health Department, within the Town Hall, has its own
backup power source to maintain refrigeration for medicines.

Emergency Shelters

The Western Greenwich Civic Center and Eastern Middle School are the Town’s emergency
shelters. The Town Hall can also serve as a backup shelter, though its capacity is limited in part by
its incomplete backup power capabilities.
The North Field Maintenance facility on North Street serves as an emergency shelter for pets.

Emergency Response

The Greenwich Police Department on Bruce Place serves as the Town’s Emergency Operations
Center. Greenwich is also served by eight fire stations, two police stations, and a number of
Ambulance centers (not included on the critical facilities list). Byram Fire Station (Station 3) was
closed and undergoing renovations at the time of plan development; when the renovations are
completed, the facility will have backup power.

Emergency Communication Capabilities

Greenwich has improved its internal emergency communication systems in recent years,
minimizing the risk of disruption and delays during an emergency. The Town maintains a public
emergency notification system, reviews its capabilities regularly, and makes upgrades as
necessary. The Town participates in the statewide CTAlert system.

Schools

Greenwich has a large number of public and private schools. Eastern Middle School serves as a
public emergency shelter; the other schools are not listed as critical facilities, but are still
considered by the Town to be important community sites worth special care and attention. Public
schools are managed somewhat independently by the Board of Education.
School

Eastern Middle School

Brunswick School
Central Middle School
Connecticut Institute of Art
Convent of The Sacred Heart
Cos Cob School
Glenville School
Greenwich Academy
Greenwich Catholic School
Greenwich Country Day School
Greenwich High School
Greenwich Kokusai Gakuen
Hamilton Avenue School
International School at Dundee
Julian Curtiss School
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Address

51 Hendrie Avenue

100 Maher Avenue
9 Indian Rock Ln.
581 West Putnam Avenue
1177 King Street
300 East Putnam Ave.
33 Riversville Rd.
200 North Maple Ave
471 North Street
401 Old Church Rd
10 Hillside Rd.
521 E Putnam Ave
184 Hamilton Ave.
55 Florence Rd.
180 East Elm St.

School
New Lebanon School
North Mianus School
North Street School
Old Greenwich School
Parkway School
Riverside School
The Greenwich Japanese School
The Stanwich School
Westchester Fairfield Hebrew Aca.
Western Middle School
Whitby School
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Address
25 Mead Ave.
309 Palmer Hill Rd.
381 North St.
825 Sound Beach Ave.
141 Lower Cross Rd.
90 Hendrie Ave.
15 Ridgeway
257 Stanwich Rd
300 East Putnam Ave
1 Western Junior Hwy.
969 Lake Avenue

HAZARD ASSESSMENT
3.1.1

FLOODING (COASTAL, INLAND, AND ICE JAMS)
Setting

The potential for flooding exists across Greenwich, with the majority of major flooding occurring
along established riverine and coastal SFHAs. The areas impacted by overflow of river systems are
generally limited to river corridors and floodplains. Indirect flooding that occurs outside
floodplains and localized nuisance flooding along tributaries can also be a concern. This type of
flooding occurs particularly along roadways as a result of inadequate drainage and other factors.
Coastal flooding can occur during a severe storm event by way of storm surge, and can also occur
as nuisance flooding, which is experience during extremely high tide events. The frequency of
flooding in Greenwich is considered likely for any given year, with flood damage potentially
having significant effects during extreme events.
A regulatory floodplain with AE designation has been mapped along Horseneck Brook. There are
also regulatory floodplain areas with a VE or an AE designation along the Long Island Sound
shoreline. The Areas identified as providing flood storage are identified with A Zone
designations, meaning they are regulated as floodplain, but flood elevations have not been
established. Rockwood Lake, Converse Lake and Converse Pond Brook, and the Byram River
distribute these traits. Floodplain and floodway designations have also been established along
the rivers with AE designations. Refer to Figure 2-4 for the areas of Greenwich susceptible to
flooding based on FEMA flood zones.
In general, potential flooding problems in Greenwich are concentrated along the multiple rivers,
and the coastline.
Coastal flood events, especially storm surge during hurricanes and tropical storms, can cause
some of the most severe damage with high economic impacts to the town and residential
properties. Figure 3-1 depicts storm surge inundation zones from hurricanes and tropical storms.

3.1.2

Capabilities

The Town primarily attempts to mitigate future flood damage and flood hazards by restricting
building activities in floodprone areas. This process is carried out through both the Planning and
Zoning process. All watercourses are to be encroached minimally or not at all to maintain the
existing flood-carrying capacity. These regulations rely primarily on the FEMA-defined 1% annual
chance flood elevations to determine flood areas.

Floodplain Management and NFIP

The town has consistently participated in the NFIP since October 18, 1974 and intends to continue
participation in the NFIP. SFHAs in Greenwich are delineated on a Flood Insurance Rate Map
(FIRM) and Flood Insurance Study (FIS). The FIS and FIRMs for the town were most recently
revised in 2013.
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Greenwich has updated its zoning regulations over time to increase flood zone requirements.
Changes have included:
 Stricter regulations encourage people to elevate homes
 Substantial Improvement definition calculates improvement cumulatively since property
became out-of-compliance with regulation updates (as far back as 1986)
Greenwich’s floodplain management efforts far exceed those of other communities with regards
to bringing homes into compliance.

Ordinances, Regulations, and Plans

Regulations, codes, and ordinances that apply to flood hazard mitigation in conjunction with and
in addition to NFIP regulations are listed below, with examples of sections and content with
specific relevance to flood mitigation.


Zoning Regulations:
o Section 6-139: Flood Hazard Overlay - intended to add additional safeguards to
those areas of Greenwich subject to riverine and coastal flooding as shown on
the Flood Insurance Rate Maps.



Inland Wetland and Watercourse Regulations:
o Section 4: To carry out the purposes of this section, any person proposing to
carry out a permitted or non-regulated operation and use of a wetland or
watercourse that may disturb the natural and indigenous character of the
wetland or watercourse shall, prior to commencement of such operation and use,
notify the Agency on a form provided by it, and provide the Agency with
sufficient information to enable it to properly determine that the proposed
operation and use is a permitted or non-regulated use of the wetland or
watercourse. The Agency shall rule that the proposed operation and use, or a
portion of it, is a permitted or a non-regulated operation and use, or that a
permit is required. Such ruling shall be in writing, shall state the factual bases for
the ruling, and shall be made no later than the next regularly scheduled meeting
of the Agency following the meeting at which the request was received. The
Agency encourages the use of best management practices by those who conduct
permitted and non-regulated operations and uses in order to minimize adverse
impacts on wetlands and watercourses.



Subdivision Regulations:
o Subdivision proposals must be consistent with the need to minimize flood
damage.
o Proposals must have public utilities and facilities such as sewer, gas, electrical and
water systems located and constructed to minimize flood damage.
o Proposals must provide adequate drainage to reduce exposure to flood hazards
o Base flood elevation data shall be provided for all subdivision proposals greater
than five acres or fifty lots in Zone A
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Drainage and Street Flooding

Residents can submit flooding and drainage complaints by phone, email, or a form on the town
webpage. Complaints are sent or forwarded to the Engineering Department. The department
compiles a list of complaint locations and tracks locations of concern over time. Complaints are
often minor, requiring only minor maintenance or cleanings to address. The Town has, however,
been receiving a larger volume of more significant complaints over time.

Actions Completed and New Capabilities

Greenwich has performed many drainage-improvement projects over the last five years. These
include:
 Replacing a 12-inch pipe with a 42-inch pipe under one roadway
 Completing drainage network rehabilitation on Route 1 near Mason Street (including a
distance down Mason Street). This project helps protect a critical telecommunication
facility on Sherwood Avenue.
 Completing a major drainage improvement project in Old Greenwich, along Park Avenue,
Highview Avenue, Sound Beach Avenue, and Arcadia Road.
The Town has elevated three sewer pump stations in the coastal area:
 Ballwood Pump Station
 Heusted Pump Station
 Meadow Pump Station
Greenwich has initiated a study to determine how to best protect and floodproof the Grass Island
Waste Treatment Plant. This study will be completed within the next year, and should inform
mitigation actions moving forward.
The Town has also elevated a public restroom and a new pool in a public park.
Other actions Greenwich has taken to mitigate flood risks in recent years include:
 In 2019 Greenwich explored participation in FEMA’s Community Rating System (CRS)
program, after WestCOG encouraged them to do so. Ultimately the Town decided not to
pursue participation.
 Greenwich had over 20 homes elevated as part of an HMGP grant associated with
Superstorm Sandy. Additionally, many more properties were elevated without HMGP
assistance, making the total number of homes elevated in recent years significantly
higher.
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3.1.3

Vulnerabilities and Risk Assessment
Repetitive Loss Properties

There are 117 repetitive loss properties (RLPs) located in the Town of Greenwich; 109 are
residential and 8 are non-residential. Most are along the coast of the Long Island Sound.

Critical Facilities

There are nine facilities located within the 1% annual chance flood zones. Of these facilities, the
Sound Beach Fire Station is critical to emergency response during a hazard event and has been
identified as an emergency shelter also critical during a natural hazard event.
The at-risk facilities include:
 Sound Beach Fire Department, Station 5
 Greenwich Police Marine Division
 Cos Cob School
 Building Maintenance/ Construction on Putnam Ave
 Grass Island Maintenance Shed
 Byram Highway Shed
 Old Greenwich Highway Shed
 Cos Cob Dick Master
 Green Point Dock Master

At-Risk Areas

Figure 2-4 depicts FEMA flood zones in Greenwich. Figure 3-1 shows hurricane storm surge
inundation zones.
Flooding is a concern at the following locations:
 Sound Beach Avenue in Old Greenwich
o Town staff have observed road flooding more frequently in recent years. Coastal
flooding and poor drainage flooding both impact the area.
o Flooding impacts emergency access. Town has explored alternative routes for
emergency access, but flooding also floods those alternative routes.
 Shore Road, near Greenwich Point
o Town reports “nuisance” flooding
 Byram River between Route 1 and Comly Avenue
o Flooding is a problem in the Pemberwick Neighborhood
o Town has been working on a study with CT DOT since 2012 for this area. A draft
Feasibility Study for proposed improvements to the area is nearing completion.
The study addresses replacing bridges on Route 1 at the state line, so New York
DOT is also involved.
 Greenwich Creek at East Putnam Avenue and Hillside Road, near Greenwich High School
o Flooding has been a problem here in the past.
o CT DOT will be redoing the bridge at East Putnam Avenue and Hillside Rd in
2020.
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Town staff has also noted a concern with regard to privately-owned and maintained roads; the
associations responsible for these roads sometimes do not perform the maintenance or upgrades
necessary to ensure adequate drainage and flood control. This can result in blocked or washedout roads, and a need for municipal intervention to perform emergency stabilization or resident
rescues.
Brothers Brook & Mianus River Pond
Southern reaches of theses waterbodies have large delineated floodplains, and therefore may be
considered to be the most at-risk areas along the river. Within this southern half there are 18
RLPs, indicating past flood challenges. There are road and rail crossings over this area, which may
present challenges in regard to infrastructural capacity during a heavy event.
Long Island Sound Coastline
The shoreline of Greenwich is primarily residential, with pockets of commercial activity. The entire
coastline, specifically Old Greenwich Point Park, Old Greenwich, and Cos Cob, are all identified to
have low lying, coastal stretched which may be at risk of both nuisance and storm surge flooding.
Other Challenges
Town staff noted that many property owners don’t have flood insurance, or don’t file claims
following damage, so information is missing about damages and risk. Data on damages and
costs of flooding reflects less damage and lower costs than what is actually happening.
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3.2.1

DAM FAILURE
Setting

3.2.2

Capabilities

Dam failures can be triggered suddenly, with little or no warning, and often from other natural
disasters such as floods and earthquakes. Dam failures often occur during flooding when the
dam breaks under the additional force of floodwaters. In addition, a dam failure can cause a
chain reaction where the sudden release of floodwaters causes the next dam downstream to fail.
While flooding from a dam failure generally has a moderate geographic extent, the effects are
potentially catastrophic. Fortunately, a major dam failure is considered very unlikely in any given
year.
Dam failure inundation areas are included in the CT Alert emergency notification system contact
database. The Town has the Emergency Action Plan (EAP) for the Aquarion owned dams on file in
the event of a potential failure. The high hazard dams include the Rockwood Lake Dam, the
Pemberwick Dam, and the American Can Company Dam.
Most dams in Town are privately owned, and state efforts to ensure dam maintenance address
the needs of those structures.

Actions Completed and New Capabilities

The Town is currently performing significant improvements to the Cos Cob dam. Aquarion
recently performed significant work on the Rockwood Lake Dam off North Street. The Town also
recently performed vegetation maintenance at the dam near the Greenwich High School.
Greenwich’s dam failure mitigation capabilities have improved since adoption of the previous
plan through increased dam monitoring and dam safety enforcement capabilities at the state
level, as well as the digitization and inclusion of dam failure inundation areas into the CTAlert
system.
3.2.3

Vulnerabilities and Risk Assessment

As of 2013, there were 99 DEEP-inventoried dams within the Town of Greenwich. These dams are
shown in Figure 2-4. Six of these dams are a Class C, or high hazard dam, and four others are a
Class B, or significant hazard dam. As shown in Table 3-1, the high hazard dams located in the
town pose a risk to Greenwich.
Table 3-1: High Hazard Dams with Potential to Affect the Town of Greenwich

#

Name

Location

Class

5753

Mianus Filter Plant Dam

Mianus Mill Pond

C

5701

Putnam Reservoir Dam

Putnam Lake

C

5703

Pemberwick Dam

Pemberwick Pond

C
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Owner

Aquarion Water Company
of CT
Aquarion Water Company
of CT
Fairfield Associates
Conservation;
Greenwich Hills
Association, Inc.

#

Name

Location

Class

5704

American Felt Dam

American Felt Pond

C

5726

Rockwood Lake Dam

Rockwood Lake Reservoir

C

Owner

1881 Limited Liability
Company
Aquarion Water Company
of CT

North Lake

C

Bush & Greenwich Inc.

5705
5706

American Can Company
Dam
Wilcox Pond Dam
Ville Pond Dam

Byram River
Otter Pond

BB
BB

5708

Angulus Pond Dm

Byram River

BB

5709
5701

Brothers Brook Tributary
Wooley Pond

BB
BB

Seabury

BB

5712
5713

Dublin Hill Dam
Wooley Pond Dam
East Pond Dam
Greenwich Creek
Valley Pond Dam
Lake Mead Dam

Converse Pond Brook Tributary
Converse Pond Brook Tributary

BB
BB

5714

Cross Pond Dam

East Branch Byram River

BB

5715
5716
5717
5718
5720
5722

Street Pond Dam
East Pond Dam
Ridgeview Pond Dam
Dingletown Road Dam
Coat Pond Dam
Carringtons Pond Dam

Horseneck Brook
East Pond
Converse Pond Brook
Greenwich Creek
Coat Pond
Carringtons Pond

BB
BB
BB
BB
BB
BB

5723

Indian Spring Pond Dam

Indian Spring Pond

BB

5725
5727
5745
5747
5751
5754
5762
5763
5786
5798
5710
0
5707
5719
5724

Babcock Pond Dam
F W Perry Dam
Wilshire Pond Dam
Topping Road Dam
Alder Pond Dam
Blind Pond Dam
Spahn Pond Dam
West Fork Pond Dam
Upper Pond Dam
Hall Pond Dam

Horseneck Brook
Perry Dam
Wilshire Pond
Topping Pond
Alden Pond
Blind Pond
Spahn Pond
West Fork Pond
Greenwich Creek
Greenwich Creek

BB
BB
BB
BB
BB
BB
BB
BB
BB
BB

Private
Private
Upper Cross Road Private
Park
Private
Town of Greenwich
The Orchards Property
Owners Association
Private
National Audubon Society
Upper Cross Road Private
Park
Private
Town of Greenwich
Private
Private
Private
Private
Indian Spring Land
Company
Private
Private
Private
Private
Private
Unknown
Private
Private
Private
Private

BB

Brunswick School

B
B
B

Converse Lake Association
Frye Lake Association
Town of Greenwich

5728

5711

Brunswick School Dam
Converse Lake Dam
Frye Lake Dam
Mianus River Dam
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Failure of a high hazard dam can affect properties downstream of the impoundment both in and
outside of town, with potential large inundation zones traveling along each respective waterway.
The Mianus Filter Dam is 130 feet in length, with a maximum height of 28 feet. It is a masonry
structure and impounds roughly 118 acres at normal water levels with a contributing watershed of
0.80 square miles. The primary purpose of the dam is for public water supply containment.
The Putnam Reservoir Dam, also owned by Aquarion Water Company, is a 640-foot-long and 35foot-high earth and concrete dam. This dam impounds roughly 1,775 acres, with a contributing
watershed of 2.1 square miles.
The Pemberwick Dam is 115 feet in length, with a maximum height of 44 feet. It is a concrete
structure and impounds roughly 25 acres at normal water levels with a contributing watershed of
25.80 square miles.
The American Felt Dam is a 208-foot-long and 33.3-foot-high masonry dam. This dam impounds
roughly 36 acres, with a contributing watershed of 25.4 square miles.
The Rockwood Lake Dam, also owned by Aquarion Water Company, is 1,200 feet in length, with a
maximum height of 36 feet. It is an earth and concrete structure that impounds roughly 1,534
acres at normal water levels with a contributing watershed of 25.80 square miles. The primary
purpose of the dam is for public water supply containment.
The American Can Company Dam is a 543-foot-long and 53-foot-high masonry dam. This dam
impounds roughly 18 acres, with a contributing watershed of 0.02 square miles. The primary
purpose of the dam is fire protection.

3.3.1

HURRICANES AND TROPICAL STORMS
Setting

3.3.2

Capabilities

A hurricane striking Greenwich is considered a possible event each year and could cause critical
damage to the town and its infrastructure. Wind damage from a hurricane can occur anywhere in
town, and heavy rainfall may cause riverine and urban flooding, and storm surge can occur
anywhere along the coastline.
Wind loading requirements are addressed through the state building code. The 2018 Connecticut
State Building Code was amended in 2009 and adopted with an effective date of October 1, 2018.
The code specifies the design wind speed for construction in all the Connecticut municipalities.
Effective 2018, the design wind speed for Greenwich is 115 miles per hour for a Category 1, 125
miles per hour for a Category 2 and 135 for Category 3 or greater. Greenwich has adopted the
Connecticut Building Code as its building code.
The Parks and Recreation department is responsible for tree maintenance. Additionally,
Eversource has been performing a significant amount of tree maintenance along power lines, and
CT DOT maintains trees along state roads. The town ran an “at-risk trees program” that was
funded for a number of years, and which addressed a number of at-risk trees throughout the
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Town’s right-of way. During the nor’easter in March of 2018 many trees came down, and so there
are fewer problem trees left standing. In all, Greenwich considers its tree maintenance capabilities
to be robust.

Actions Completed and New Capabilities

Coordination with the Town’s electric utility, Eversource, has improved since the previous HMP
(Connecticut Lights & Power was the utility at the time). The State of Connecticut has updated its
State Building Code; new construction that adheres to this new code is expected to be more
resilient to hurricane winds.
3.3.3

Vulnerabilities and Risk Assessment

Most of the damage to the town from historical tropical cyclones has been due to the effects of
flooding and wind. Areas of known and potential flooding problems are discussed in Section 3.1
Most of the housing stock in town predates recent building code changes, and so may be
susceptible to roof and window damage from high winds. The primary risk associated with
tropical storm winds is the downing of trees and limbs, leading to power outages and blocked
roads.
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3.4.1

SUMMER STORMS AND TORNADOES
Setting

Summer storms and tornadoes have the potential to affect any area within the Town of
Greenwich. Because these types of storms and the hazards that result (flash flooding, wind, hail,
and lightning) might have limited geographic extent, it is possible for a summer storm to harm
one area within the town without harming another.
Based on the historic record, it is considered highly likely that a summer storm that includes
lightning will impact Greenwich each year, although lightning strikes have a limited effect. Strong
winds and hail are considered likely to occur during such storms but also generally have limited
effects. A tornado is considered a possible event in Fairfield County each year that could cause
significant damage to a small area.

3.4.2

Capabilities

The town’s capabilities regarding mitigation of high wind events are described in Section 3.3.2.
Warning is the primary method of existing mitigation for tornadoes and thunderstorm-related
hazards. The NOAA National Weather Service issues watches and warnings when severe weather
is likely to develop or has developed, respectively. Greenwich’s emergency communication
capabilities are described in Section 2.5.

Actions Completed and New Capabilities

Greenwich’s tree trimming and maintenance capabilities, its coordination with the local electric
utility, and its emergency communication capabilities, have all been improved since adoption of
the previous HMP.
3.4.3

Vulnerabilities and Risk Assessment

The entire Town of Greenwich is at relatively equal risk for experiencing damage from summer
storms and tornadoes. Based on the historic record, a few summer storms have resulted in costly
damages to town. Most damages are relatively site specific and occur to private property (and
therefore are paid for by private insurance). For municipal property, the city budget for tree
removal and minor repairs is generally adequate to handle summer storm damage.
Greenwich experiences many high-intensity, low-duration storms; for example, two or three
inches of rain will fall in less than an hour, overwhelming drainage systems and causing flooding
of roadways, yards, etc. Town staff observe that the frequency of such events seems to have
increased in the last five years.

Changes and Improvements

Brookfield has improved its tree maintenance capabilities, reducing the vulnerability of the town’s
electric grid and roads system to high wind events.
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3.5.1

WINTER STORMS AND NOR’EASTERS
Setting

3.5.2

Capabilities

The entire Town of Greenwich is susceptible to winter storms and, due to its variable elevation,
can have higher amounts of snow in the northern neighborhoods of the town than in the
downtown area. In general, winter storms are considered highly likely to occur each year
(although major storms are less frequent), and the hazards that result (nor'easter winds, snow,
and blizzard conditions) can potentially have a significant effect over a large area of town.
Prior to a winter weather event, the Town ensures that all warning/notification and
communications systems are ready and ensures that appropriate equipment and supplies,
especially snow removal equipment, are in place and in good working order. In some known
problem areas, prestorm treatment is applied to roadways to reduce the accumulation of snow.
The Town also prepares for the possible evacuation and sheltering of some populations that
could be impacted by the upcoming storm (especially the elderly and special needs persons).
The Town has sufficient staff and equipment for snow clearing. CTDOT plows all State roads and
Interstates.

Actions Completed and New Capabilities

Greenwich continues to have sufficient capabilities to manage winter storm events.
3.5.3

Vulnerabilities and Risk Assessment

The entire Town of Greenwich is at relatively equal risk for experiencing damage from winter
storms although some areas (such as icing trouble spots and neighborhoods with a high
concentration of flat roofs) are more susceptible. The public assistance reimbursement from
Winter Storm Alfred was $122,326, proving that winter storms can be very costly. However, many
damages are relatively site specific and occur to private property (and therefore are paid for by
private insurance) while repairs for power outages are often widespread and difficult to quantify
to any one municipality.
The structures and utilities in Greenwich are vulnerable to a variety of winter storm damage. Tree
limbs and some building structures may not be suited to withstand high wind and snow loads.
Ice can damage or collapse power lines, render steep gradients impassable for motorists,
undermine foundations, and cause "flood" damage from freezing water pipes in basements.
Drifting snow can occur after large storms, but the effects are generally mitigated through
municipal plowing efforts.
Snow loads on roofs have not generally been a problem in Greenwich; however, in the winter of
2015 a private garage at the Putnam Park Apartments complex collapsed due to snow; nobody
was injured, but cars were damaged.
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In general, snow hazards are not a significant concern for the Town. Nevertheless, Town was hit
relatively hard by a nor’easter on March 2, 2018. Precipitation saturated the soil, and high winds
then downed many trees. According to a Patch article on the event:





Power was out for over 6,600 customers
The town set up temporary storm shelters (warming/charging centers at Greenwich Public
Safety Complex, Western Greenwich Civic Center, Greenwich Library)
Several hundred trees were downed
Downed trees closed the Merritt Parkway, Sound View Drive near Field Point Road, Lake
Avenue near Greenwich Hospital

Property damage was not substantial during that event.
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3.6.1

WILDFIRES AND DROUGHT
Setting

The Town of Greenwich is generally considered a moderate risk area for small wildfires but a low
risk area for large wildfires. Wildfires are of particular concern in outlying areas without public
water service and other areas with poor access for fire-fighting equipment. Hazards associated
with wildfires include property damage and loss of habitat.
In addition, Greenwich, and Fairfield County overall, has experienced drought challenges over
recent years. The U.S. Drought Monitor (USDM), which has been monitoring nationwide drought
conditions since 2000, estimates that over the past two decades Connecticut experienced its
longest drought of 46 weeks beginning June 21, 2016 and lasting until May 2, 2017. It was also
estimated that the most intense period of this extended drought occurred the week of November
15, 2016, where approximately 44.5% of Connecticut lands were impacted. Figure 3-2: USDM
Drought Time Series for Fairfield County depicts the various drought conditions in Fairfield
County since 2000, where the warmer colors represent more advanced drought stages.

Figure 3-2: USDM Drought Time Series for Fairfield County
The 2019 Connecticut Natural Hazard Mitigation Plan assumes that the State of Connecticut has a
medium probably of future drought events. This assumption is based on climate change
projections anticipating hotter and wetter conditions in the near future. Climate forecasts often
suggest that while precipitation may increase, the overall pattern will generally be higher intensity
storms, with longer than average dry periods between events. The State Plan also identifies that
Fairfield County accounts for roughly 7.34% of the state’s total number of farms, with a market
value of over $34 million in product sold from these farms.
3.6.2

Capabilities

The town’s Fire Department is a dual level service, with both volunteer and career firefighters
staffing the firehouses throughout the community. The GFD is a combination fire department that
consists of 106 uniformed career and approximately 85 volunteer firefighters who work together.
Fire apparatus consists of 13 Engines, 3 Ladder Trucks, and a Heavy Rescue. The Greenwich Fire
Department operates this equipment out of eight fire houses within Greenwich (and Banksville,
New York).
Any new development is reviewed for availability of firefighting water. The Town requires the
installation of fire protection water in new developments where municipal water service is
unavailable, and sprinkler systems where access is limited for fire apparatus.
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The Town implements the state Open Burning Program locally. Information on open burning is
available on the Town website.

Actions Completed and New Capabilities

Greenwich continues to have sufficient capabilities for mitigating wildfire risks.
The Town is working with NRCS to update the Town’s most recent groundwater study conducted
around 10 years ago, in order to better inform drought preparations.
3.6.3

Vulnerabilities and Risk Assessment

In the drought year of 1999, the average wildfire in Connecticut burned five acres in comparison
to the two most extreme wildfires recorded since 1986 that burned 300 acres each. Given the
availability of firefighting water in Greenwich, including the use of nearby water bodies, it is
believed that this average value for a drought year and the extreme value are applicable to the
town as well.
Wildfire Risk Areas are mapped in Figure 3-3.
A significant drought impacted Greenwich between 2015 and 2017. The drought had the
following impacts:
 Aquarion enacted watering restrictions, which are still in force: irrigation has been limited
to two days a week for private wells, indefinitely
 The Wastewater Division cut back on sewer cleanings during drought peak so save water
 Town put restrictions on private well withdrawals
 Reservoir levels were low; this affects fire protection abilities
Consideration of the impact of droughts is important to the Town
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3.7.1

EARTHQUAKES AND LANDSLIDES
Setting

3.7.2

Capabilities

The entire Town of Greenwich is susceptible to earthquake damage. However, even though
earthquake damage has the potential to occur anywhere both in the town and in the northeastern
United States, the effects may be felt differently in some areas based on the type of geology. In
general, earthquakes are considered a hazard that may possibly occur but that may cause
significant effects to a large area of the town.
The Town has adopted the state building codes for new construction, and they are enforced by
the Building Official. Due to the infrequent nature of damaging earthquakes, land use policies in
the city do not directly address earthquake hazards. However, various documents do indirectly
discuss areas susceptible to earthquake damage and regulations that help to minimize potential
earthquake damage.

Actions Completed and New Capabilities

Greenwich continues to have appropriate capabilities for mitigating earthquake events.
3.7.3

Vulnerabilities and Risk Assessment

Some areas in Greenwich are underlain by sand and gravel and artificial fill. Structures in these
areas are at increased risk from earthquakes due to amplification of seismic energy and/or
collapse. Most of the remaining area is underlain by glacial till and is therefore not at increased
risk during an earthquake due to unstable soils.

Changes and Improvements

The town’s vulnerability to earthquakes continues to be low.
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3.8.1

SEA LEVEL RISE AND SHORELINE CHANGE
Setting

The coastal areas of Greenwich are susceptible sea level rise and shoreline change. With most of
the shoreline being residential, with commercial and water dependent activity in pockets throughout, residential properties are at a greater risk of future inundation. Sea level rise may not be
considered a high hazard risk in and of itself, however, rising seas in conjunction with extreme
weather may result in inundation farther inland that seen during past events. In addition to
extreme weather, nuisance flooding may also become a more frequent issue during extreme high
tides.
The State of Connecticut has adopted the recent sea level rise projections developed by the
University of Connecticut, Connecticut Institute for Resilience and Climate Adaptation (CIRCA) as
the latest planning threshold for coastal municipalities. This projection anticipates a rise of 50 cm
by the year 2050.

3.8.2

Capabilities

The town has begun to see an increase in nuisance flooding, and has experience the impacts of
extreme storm surge; leaving city officials aware of the potential impacts of an extreme storm with
elevated sea levels.
Town staff have begun to identify the areas that are at risk of increased nuisance flooding and
solutions and mitigation strategies are being recognized. In an effort to protect municipal
infrastructure, projects are also being developed and funded, such as the Greenwich Avenue
pump station which is at risk of inundation.

Actions Completed and New Capabilities

Climate Change Risks – Town has a climate change study underway to evaluate the impacts of sea
level rise and storm surge. The study explores impacts along the coast and along four townowned, tidally influenced ponds: Eagle Pond, Mill Pond, Binney Pond, and Bruce Pond. This study
is scheduled to be completed in the fall of 2020.
3.8.3

Vulnerabilities and Risk Assessment

The most at-risk areas are those immediately along the shoreline, with risk slightly declining
moving inland. Greenwich Point is particularly at risk of increased nuisance flooding under future
sea levels. In addition, a 100-year storm event with one foot of sea level rise has the potential to
inundate many of the coastal areas including portions of Cos Cob, Indian Harbor, and Greenwich
Cove. With much of the infrastructure areas at risk of flooding during a 100-year event with
elevated sea levels, there is a large economic factor at risk.
Coastal flooding has been reported to be a concern in the following areas:
 Sound Beach Avenue in Old Greenwich
 Shore Road, near Greenwich Point
The Town has expressed concern about the expected challenge of maintaining roadways in lowlying areas as the properties they serve become elevated; although the properties will be
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protected, the roads may continue to experience nuisance flooding. The Town will need to
consider its responsibilities is capabilities in this regard as sea levels continue to rise, and private
properties continue to adapt.

Changes and Improvements

Town staff have observed that high tides have been getting higher due to sea level rise, and this
is causing more nuisance flooding, and increased impacts from high tides. This is especially true
during King Tides or Spring Tides.
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MITIGATION STRATEGIES AND ACTIONS
Goals and Objectives

Municipal goals and objectives have been made consistent regionally and are presented in the
Multi-Jurisdictional Plan document.

Status of Mitigation Strategies and Actions from Previous HMP

The table below lists the mitigation actions developed in the previous HMP and the status of
each. Actions to be carried forward are noted as such. Actions that have been institutionalized as
capabilities are not carried forward.
#

Description

Status

1

Focus on implementing public
safety projects identified in the
town drainage studies.

Completed
/Capability

2

Conducting drainage and
watershed evaluations for all
waterbodies in the town. (Looking
at water quality)

Completed

3

Work with the Army Corps of
Engineers to address the Byram
river areas, such as the Route 1
bridge, Byram and Pemberwick.
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Notes

Town has made significant process on this, and
will continue to in the future.
Strickland Brook drainage improvements were one
of the projects identified in these studies that has
been completed.
Drainage and watershed evaluations have been
completed for most waterbodies in Town, from a
flooding standpoint. Most of this work has been
with a riverine perspective. Moving forward, the
Town will be exploring coastal flooding and the
impacts of sea level rise (as part of the climate
change study currently underway).
The Town recently completed a Binney Pond
sediment study that modeled sediment sources.
Following the study, the pond was dredged, which
may have benefited water quality.
The Town does not believe a focus on water
quality is necessary at this time. Action is
considered complete, and new actions addressing
next steps will be added to plan.
A feasibility study is scheduled to be completed in
2020. A number of alternatives will be presented
in this study. Implementation of projects will
depend on funding from federal and state sources
as well as the local budget.

#

Description

Status

4

Work with the state to inventory
condition of town owned culverts,
bridges and dams and repair and
place as needed.

Capability

5

Evaluate Binney Park storage shed
to determine appropriate flood
proofing method, such as raising
its elevation.

Partially
Completed
/ Carry
Forward

6

7

8

9

10

Implement improvements
described in the Old Greenwich
Business District and Surrounding
Streets- Drainage Study.
Request that FEMA and Army
Corps of Engineers reevaluate the
Flood Insurance Rate studies for
riverine sections.
Conduct education and outreach
regarding Best Management
Practices (BMPs) for maintaining
and restoring tidal wetlands.
Maintain the NFIP. Also promote
mitigation of properties in the
flood zone, including first floor
elevations to account for Sea Level
Rise
Evaluate and implement a strategy
for a living shoreline (ex. To
protect Greenwich Point and
surrounding area).
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Notes

Greenwich evaluates all bridges and culverts on a
5-year schedule, with some structures evaluated
more frequently. This is a capability.
Most dams in Town are privately owned, and state
efforts to ensure dam maintenance address the
needs of those structures.
Town is currently performing significant
improvements to the Cos Cob dam. Aquarion
recently performed significant work on the
Rockwood Lake Dam off North Street. The Town
also recently performed vegetation maintenance
at the dam near the Greenwich High School.
Town has sufficient capabilities with regard to
culvert, bridge, and dam maintenance. Working
with the state on a condition inventory is not
believed necessary at this time.
Renovation of the Binney Park Storage Shed is
expected in the next several years, and flood
proofing will take place at that time. The Town
follows floodplain regulations during construction
of municipal structures.
This action has been completed.

Drop

Town is satisfied with FEMA and USACE activities.

Carry
forward
with
Revisions

The Town work with a conservation nonprofit to
provide some outreach about tidal wetlands.
A more specific action will be carried forward.

Capability

This is an ongoing capability

Carry
Forward
with
Revisions

The Nature Conservancy is currently conducting a
study exploring living shoreline potential along
the Greenwich coast.
A new action to implement recommendations
identified in this study will be carried forward.
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#

11

12
13

14

15

16

17

18

19

Description

Vulnerability Assessment of town
owned infrastructure

Manage roadside forests to reduce
storm impacts.
Conduct a town wide tree
management program
Review and update memorandums
of understanding as needed with
Red Cross and transportation
providers to make sure they meet
the needs of the Town in the event
of a flood event.

Mitigate flooding in Cos Cob
region and Cos Cob Firehouse.

Improve resiliency of the Waste
Water Treatment Plant (e.g.
Develop Berm, Raise the plant,
Relocation)
As needed procure equipment to
sustain critical facilities in the event
of a disaster (i.e. obtain additional
generators) to enhance EOC
capabilities.
Explore improvements to
telecommunications systems to
minimize disruption and delays
during an emergency. Continue to
maintain emergency notification
system and upgrade as needed.
Evaluate municipalities' sheltering
and evacuation needs for a variety
of storm scenarios.
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Status

Notes

Completed

Town has compiled basic information about the
first-floor elevations and base flood elevations for
all Town facilities.
Additionally, a Waste Treatment Plant vulnerability
assessment has been completed, and is informing
the Capital Improvement Plan moving forward.
This action is considered to be completed.

Capability

This is an ongoing capability

Capability

This is an ongoing capability

Capability

This is a capability

Carry
Forward
with
Revisions

The Town conducted a flood study of Strickland
Brook. Some of the actions identified in that study
are expected to help mitigate flooding at the
Firehouse.
Additional mitigation actions will be identified
through the Climate Change Study (The Firehouse
is coastal, located across road from Mill Pond,
which is being evaluated as part of the Climate
Change Study).
Carry forward, informed by those other studies
A vulnerability and mitigation study has been
completed, and is informing projects included in
the Capital Improvement Plan.
Carry forward, informed by the vulnerability study.

Capability

This is a capability

Capability

This is a capability

Complete

This action has been completed.

Carry
Forward
with
Revisions
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#

Description

Status

20

Improve and enlarge storage of
fuel tanks

21

Develop communication &
education strategy for at risk
populations & disaster
preparedness.

22

Provide targeted education and
outreach for households in
isolated locations (Isolated during
hazards).

Drop

Improve Communication channel
for residents

Capability

23

24

25

26
27
28
29
30
31

Coordination and cooperation with
utilities.
Implement and maintain
interactive GIS software which
coordinates with all town
departments. (Monitors closed
roads, downed trees, truck
resources location.) Improved IT
for live updates
Improve Power Grid Resiliency
Upgrade and maintain storm drain
system.
Work with Aquarion Water
Company to encourage
appropriate water line extensions
to meet fire protection needs.
Plan for Fire house in North West
Greenwich
Improve communications between
the town, state and Aquarion prior
to and during drought conditions.
Work with State to update the
Drought Management Plan.
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Drop
Carry
Forward
with
Revisions

Capability

Notes

Town has sufficient access to fuel.
Incorporate action below into this action: Develop
communication & education strategy for at risk
populations & disaster preparedness; include
targeted efforts toward households at risk of
isolation during hazard events.
Merge with action above
Town has numerous emergency alert capabilities,
including:
“Report a Problem” link on town website.
“Alert Center” on town website
- Including RSS feed link, “Notify Me” link
Greenwich Community TV
Town of Greenwich, Greenwich Police FB groups,
other social media
Town has a positive relationship with local utility
providers. This is a capability

Capability

This is a capability.

Completed

Eversource has been effective at improving power
grid resiliency, and is consistently working to make
further improvements.

Capability

This is an ongoing capability

Capability

This is an ongoing capability

Drop
Completed
Completed
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Town has determined that the cost-benefit ratio of
this action does not warrant its implementation.
This action has been completed, and
communication with Aquarion is now considered a
capability.
This action has been completed

#

32

33

34

35
36

Description

Review USGS groundwater study
and make recommendations for
regulations to protect groundwater
quality and quantity.
Work with Aquarion Water Co. on
infrastructure improvements, both
in town and inter-town.
Identify which dry hydrants work in
drought conditions and which do
not. Evaluate which hydrants may
need to be deeper and areas
where more hydrants need to be
installed. Explore the need for
underground storage tanks for fire
protection should be required for
new development
Continue outreach programs
encouraging water conservation.
Maintain Emergency Operation
Plan and specific information
needed to respond to drought
conditions.

Status

Carry
Forward
with
Revisions

Notes

Town is exploring development of an updated
groundwater study.

Completed

This is a capability.

Capability

This is a capability

Capability

This is a capability

Capability

This is a capability through the statewide drought
plan.

Prioritization of Strategies and Actions

The STAPLEE method, described in the Multi-Jurisdictional document, was used to score
mitigation activities. The STAPLEE matrix in Appendix A provides the total scores. Actions have
been further prioritized based on implementation cost, project urgency, and municipal and public
input. The strategies below are presented in priority order, with qualitative priority levels listed
for each.

Mitigation Strategies and Actions Implementation Table

The Town proposed to initiate several new mitigation actions for the upcoming five years. The
following new actions were identified in meetings with municipal staff:






Town is working with NRCS to update the Town’s most recent groundwater study
conducted around 10 years ago
Completion of Grass Island Waste Treatment Plant mitigation projects
Completion of Byram River flood mitigation feasibility study, and implementation of
recommended projects
Completion of climate change study, and implementation of recommended projects
Town may wish to implement a new drought-related action

Additionally, a number of actions from the previous planning period are being carried forward or
replaced with revised actions.
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The complete suite of actions to be pursued in the next five years are presented below:
Action GCH-01

Provide information on the Town website about CT DEEP training and information around small business
chemical management for hazard resilience.
Lead

EM, BOS

Cost

$0 - $25,000

Funding

Operating Budget, CT DEEP

Timeframe

2021

Priority

High
Action GCH-02

Use the CT Toxics Users and Climate Resilience Map to identify toxic users located in hazard zones within
your community. Contact those users to inform them about the CT DEEP small business chemical
management initiative.
Lead

EM, BOS

Cost

$0 - $25,000

Funding

Operating Budget, CT DEEP

Timeframe

2021

Priority

High
Action GCH-03

Host a CT DEEP presentation for municipal staff and local businesses about business chemical management
for hazard resilience.
Lead

EM, BOS

Cost

$0 - $25,000

Funding

Operating Budget, CT DEEP

Timeframe

2021

Priority

High
Action GCH-04

Take one of the following actions that will mitigate natural hazard risks while also meeting Sustainable CT
objectives:
- Disseminate a toolkit for pre-disaster business preparedness.
- Revise regulations to promote Low Impact Development.
- Include the goals of this Hazard Mitigation Plan, and at least three other sustainability concepts, in your
next POCD update.
Lead

BOS

Cost

$0 - $25,000

Funding

Operating Budget, Sustainable CT Community Match Fund

Timeframe

2021

Priority

High
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Action GCH-05
Collaborate with CIRCA on the "Resilient Connecticut" project
Lead

BOS

Cost

$0 - $25,000

Funding

Operating Budget

Timeframe

2022

Priority

Med
Action GCH-06

Coordinate with CT SHPO to conduct outreach to owners of historic properties to educate them on
methods of retrofitting historic properties to be more hazard-resilient while maintaining historic character.
Lead

Planning

Cost

$0 - $25,000

Funding

Operating Budget

Timeframe

2022

Priority

Med
Action GCH-07

Develop communication & education strategy for at risk populations & disaster preparedness; include
targeted efforts toward households at risk of isolation during hazard events.
Lead

EOM

Cost

$0 - $25,000

Funding

Operating Budget

Timeframe

2022

Priority

Low
Action GCH-08

Compare local floodplain regulations with Revised State Model Flood Regulations to identify any remaining
opportunities for improvement
Lead

Planning

Cost

$0 - $25,000

Funding

Operating Budget

Timeframe

2023

Priority

Low
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Action GCH-09

Contact the owners of Repetitive Loss Properties and nearby properties at risk to inquire about mitigation
undertaken and suggest options for mitigating flooding in those areas. This should be accomplished with a
letter directly mailed to each property owner.
Lead

EM, BOS

Cost

$0 - $25,000

Funding

Operating Budget, FEMA Grant

Timeframe

2023

Priority

Low
Action GCH-10

Distribute the CT DEEP Tidal Wetlands Guidance packet (or a similar pamphlet) to all property-owners
abutting tidal wetlands in Greenwich.
portal.ct.gov/DEEP/Coastal-Resources/Tidal-Wetlands/Tidal-Wetlands
Lead

P&Z, CC

Cost

$0 - $25,000

Funding

Operating Budget

Timeframe

2023

Priority

Low
Action GCH-11

Coordinate with CT SHPO to conduct historic resource surveys, focusing on areas within natural hazard risk
zones (flood zones, wildfire hazard zones, steep slopes) to identify historic resources at risk and support the
preparation of resiliency plans across the state.
Lead

Planning

Cost

$25,000 - $50,000

Funding

CT SHPO

Timeframe

2024

Priority

Med
Action GCH-12

Perform a groundwater study and make recommendations for regulations to protect groundwater quality
and quantity in order to improve the reliability of groundwater resources during drought conditions.
Lead

CC, Health, P&Z

Cost

$25,000 - $50,000

Funding

Operating Budget, Grant

Timeframe

2024

Priority

Low
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Action GCH-13

Work with CT DEEP to validate and/or correct the RL list and update the mitigation status of each listed
property.
Lead

Planning

Cost

$25,000 - $50,000

Funding

FEMA Grant

Timeframe

2024

Priority

Low
Action GCH-14

Annually conduct an emergency operations exercise for a local terrorism, sabotage, or mass casualty event.
Lead

EMD

Cost

$25,000 - $50,000

Funding

Operating Budget

Timeframe

2024

Priority

Low
Action GCH-15

Complete the Greenwich Coastal Resiliency Assessment and Plan and integrate with other municipal
planning documents.
Lead

P&Z

Cost

$50,000 - $100,000

Funding

Operating Budget, Grant

Timeframe

2025

Priority

Low
Action GCH-16

Mitigate flooding in the Cos Cob area and at the Cos Cob Firehouse, informed by the Strickland Brook
study and the planned Greenwich Coastal Resiliency Assessment and Plan.
Lead

DPW, Fire, Engineering

Cost

$100,000 - $500,000

Funding

Capital Improvement Plan, FEMA Grant, Other Grant

Timeframe

2025

Priority

Med
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Action GCH-17

Pursue actions identified in the Byram River Feasibility Study, completed in cooperation with the US Army
Corps of Engineers in 2020.
Lead

DPW

Cost

$100,000 - $500,000

Funding

Capital Improvement Plan, FEMA Grant, Other Grant

Timeframe

2026

Priority

Low
Action GCH-18

Implement strategies identified in the Nature Conservancy living shoreline study in Greenwich.
Lead

CC, P&Z, P&R

Cost

$100,000 - $500,000

Funding

Capital Improvement Plan, FEMA Grant, Other Grant

Timeframe

2026

Priority

Low
Action GCH-19

Incorporate floodproofing techniques into the renovation of the Binney Park Storage Shed.
Lead

P&R

Cost

$100,000 - $500,000

Funding

Capital Improvement Plan, FEMA Grant, Other Grant

Timeframe

2026

Priority

Low
Action GCH-20

Improve resiliency of the Waste Water Treatment Plant, based on the findings of the Waste Water
Treatment Plant vulnerability and mitigation study
Lead

DPW

Cost

More than $1 million

Funding

Capital Improvement Plan, FEMA Grant, Other Grant

Timeframe

2026

Priority

High
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GCH-07

Sustainable CT

BOS

Critical Facility

DPW

Treatment Plant vulnerability and mitigation study

Mitigation

Collaborate with CIRCA on the "Resilient Connecticut" project

ResilientCT

BOS

SHPO

Planning

SHPO

Planning

risk zones (flood zones, wildfire hazard zones, steep slopes) to identify historic resources at risk and
support the preparation of resiliency plans across the state.

GCH-09

GCH-10
GCH-11
GCH-12

GCH-13

Mitigate flooding in the Cos Cob area and at the Cos Cob Firehouse, informed by the Strickland Brook
study and the planned Greenwich Coastal Resiliency Assessment and Plan.
Develop communication & education strategy for at risk populations & disaster preparedness; include
targeted efforts toward households at risk of isolation during hazard events.
Perform a groundwater study and make recommendations for regulations to protect groundwater quality
and quantity in order to improve the reliability of groundwater resources during drought conditions.
Complete the Greenwich Coastal Resiliency Assessment and Plan and integrate with other municipal
planning documents.
Pursue actions identified in the Byram River Feasibility Study, completed in cooperation with the US Army
Corps of Engineers in 2020.
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0
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Timeframe for

Sources

Potential Funding

1

DEEP
Operating
Budget, CT
DEEP
Operating

$0 -

Sustainable

$25,000

CT
Community

Coordinate with CT SHPO to conduct historic resource surveys, focusing on areas within natural hazard
GCH-08

Budget, CT

Match Fund
Capital

methods of retrofitting historic properties to be more hazard-resilient while maintaining historic character.

1

DEEP
Operating

next POCD update.

Coordinate with CT SHPO to conduct outreach to owners of historic properties to educate them on

1

Operating
Budget, CT

- Include the goals of this Hazard Mitigation Plan, and at least three other sustainability concepts, in your

Improve resiliency of the Waste Water Treatment Plant, based on the findings of the Waste Water

Total STAPLEE Score

GCH-06

- Revise regulations to promote Low Impact Development.

Environmental

GCH-05

- Disseminate a toolkit for pre-disaster business preparedness.

2021

Costs

Budget,

objectives:
GCH-04

Economic (x2)

Take one of the following actions that will mitigate natural hazard risks while also meeting Sustainable CT

Legal

$0 $25,000

Political

EM, BOS

Administrative

Business Chem

Technical (x2)

CT DEEP Small

management for hazard resilience.

$0 $25,000

Social

Host a CT DEEP presentation for municipal staff and local businesses about business chemical

EM, BOS

Environmental

GCH-03

CT DEEP Small
Business Chem

Economic (x2)

management initiative.

Legal

your community. Contact those users to inform them about the CT DEEP small business chemical

$25,000

Political

Business Chem

$0 -

Administrative

chemical management for hazard resilience.

EM, BOS

Technical (x2)

CT DEEP Small

Completion

Provide information on the Town website about CT DEEP training and information around small business
Use the CT Toxics Users and Climate Resilience Map to identify toxic users located in hazard zones within

GCH-02

Theme

Social

GCH-01

Action Description

Cost Estimate

#

Regional

Lead Department

Weighted STAPLEE Criteria
Benefits

More than
$1 million

Improvement
Plan, FEMA
Grant, Other

$0 -

Grant
Operating

$25,000

Budget

$0 -

Operating

$25,000

Budget

$25,000 $50,000

CT SHPO
Capital

Critical Facility
Mitigation
Outreach and
Education
Drought

DPW, Fire,
Engineerin
g
EOM

$100,000 $500,000

P&Z

Flood Study

P&Z

Flood Study

DPW

Plan, FEMA
Grant, Other

$0 -

Grant
Operating

$25,000

Budget

CC, Health, $25,000 -

Mitigation

Improvement

Operating

$50,000

Budget, Grant

$50,000 -

Operating

$100,000 Budget, Grant
Capital
$100,000 $500,000

Improvement
Plan, FEMA
Grant, Other
Grant
Capital

GCH-14

Implement strategies identified in the Nature Conservancy living shoreline study in Greenwich.

Flood Study

CC, P&Z,

$100,000 -

P&R

$500,000

Improvement
Plan, FEMA
Grant, Other
Grant

Completion

Social

Technical (x2)

Administrative

Political

Legal

Economic (x2)

Environmental

Social

Technical (x2)

Administrative

Political

Legal

Economic (x2)

Environmental

Total STAPLEE Score

2026

1

1

0

1

1

1

1

0

0

0

0

0

-1

0

6

2023

0

1

1

0

1

1

0

0

0

0

-1

0

0

0

5

2023

0

1

1

0

1

1

0

0

0

-1

0

0

0

0

5

2024

0

0

1

0

1

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

4

2024

1

1

1

1

1

0

0

0

0

-1

0

0

0

0

5

2023

1

0

0

1

1

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

4

Timeframe for

Sources

Theme

Potential Funding

Action Description

Cost Estimate

#

Regional

Lead Department

Weighted STAPLEE Criteria
Benefits

Capital
GCH-15

GCH-16

Incorporate floodproofing techniques into the renovation of the Binney Park Storage Shed.

Compare local floodplain regulations with Revised State Model Flood Regulations to identify any
remaining opportunities for improvement
Contact the owners of Repetitive Loss Properties and nearby properties at risk to inquire about mitigation

GCH-17
GCH-18
GCH-19
GCH-20

undertaken and suggest options for mitigating flooding in those areas. This should be accomplished with
a letter directly mailed to each property owner.
Work with CT DEEP to validate and/or correct the RL list and update the mitigation status of each listed
property.
Annually conduct an emergency operations exercise for a local terrorism, sabotage, or mass casualty
event.
Distribute the CT DEEP Tidal Wetlands Guidance packet (or a similar pamphlet) to all property-owners
abutting tidal wetlands in Greenwich.
portal.ct.gov/DEEP/Coastal-Resources/Tidal-Wetlands/Tidal-Wetlands

Floodproofing &
Elevation

P&R

Planning

Regulations
RLPs
RLPs
Terrorism & Mass
Casualty
Outreach and
Education

$500,000

Improvement
Plan, FEMA
Grant, Other
Grant

Floodplain
Management

$100,000 -

Costs

EM, BOS
Planning
EMD
P&Z, CC

$0 -

Operating

$25,000

Budget

$0 $25,000
$25,000 $50,000
$25,000 -

Operating
Budget, FEMA
Grant
FEMA Grant
Operating

$50,000

Budget

$0 -

Operating

$25,000

Budget
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Town of Greenwich
Climate Vulnerability Assessment
A Component of Sustainable CT Action 5.4
The Town of Greenwich, for this Climate Vulnerability Assessment (CVA) is considered a suburban
coastal town, resulting in various climate change vulnerabilities. Sea level rise, inland flooding, and
winter storms may impact the community the most as many issues have been identified.

Hazards
Sea Level Rise
Rising seas have raised concerns in communities throughout the state for various reasons. The Town of
Greenwich is currently experiencing increased occurrences of coastal flooding, both nuisance and storm
related, with impacts to neighborhoods and critical infrastructure. While many homes have begun to
elevate there is still concern regarding the low lying coastal areas that may become isolate during an
event. Certain areas are experiencing an increase in flooding, such as Greenwich Point, and are seeing
nuisance flooding on a more regular basis than in the past. With sea levels rising, and storm intensity
increasing, infrastructure and homes are vulnerable to inundation.
Inland Flooding
With FEMA flood zones along a few rivers in town, such as the Byram River, the town is continuously
concern about riverine flooding. There are several areas in town that have had issues in the past, such as
the area near Greenwich High School and in the Pemberwick Neighborhood along the Byram River. With
precipitation expected to increase due to climate change, flooding events may occur more frequently.
Winter Storms
Greenwich is largely residential, with development relatively evenly distributed throughout town. While
snow removal and winter storms have not historically been a primary concern for the town, climate
impacts may shift precipitation patterns which can cause issues in the future. It is projected that snow
levels will decrease during winter months, however, overall precipitation will increase during winter in
the form of rain and freezing rain. This shift may challenge certain municipal capacities such as road
salting. Any current drainage concerns may also become exacerbated during a mixed precipitation
winter event.
Drought and Extreme Temperatures
The southern half of town is serviced by public water supply, with northern parcels likely serviced by
private wells. Therefore, impacts to water supply may be an issue to the town as temperatures rise in
the near future, resulting in isolated issues with water scarcity. With increased temperatures, and high
pumping levels, private wells may be impacted during times of drought.
When considering these impacts from climate change, the primary vulnerabilities for the town of
Greenwich include:
•

Coastal municipal infrastructure and neighborhoods

•
•

Private well owners
Emergency access

Secondary impacts
Economic Impacts
With vulnerable critical infrastructure, the town faces an economic challenge of mitigating or relocating
these facilities. There is also a potential economic impact to local businesses during inland flooding
events. Poor drainage may reduce site access resulting in loss of business, or businesses may incur
expenses related to flood mitigation or clean-up efforts.
Winter storm icing also presents financial responsibility to the town by way of roadway treatment. As
precipitation events may increase during winter months, the town may seek to increase sand or salt
stockpiles to account for increased icing events.
Private property owners who rely on private drinking water wells may also be impacted economically
during droughts or periods of extreme heat. With increasing heat, typically comes increased water
demand. This demand would be placed upon local aquifers, potentially resulting in the need for new
well construction, or deepening of an existing well.
The many impacts of climate change can result in economic impacts to many citizens, business owners,
and municipal budgets as the impacts can be felt on a town level, down to building level.
Social Impacts
To identify social impacts to the town, the Center for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) Social
Vulnerability Index (SVI) was used to identify any vulnerable populations within the town. This index was
developed to supplement a community’s natural hazard preparation actions. To evaluate social
vulnerability, the CDC incorporates 15 factors (Fig. 1) into the overall calculation under the categories, or
themes, of: socioeconomic status,
household composition and
disability, minority status and
language, and housing type and
transportation. These themes and
their ranking are based on census
statistics. By evaluating these
factors and determining a level of
social vulnerability, a community
can identify specific needs for
before, during, and after an event.
Such needs may include sheltering
capacity, evacuation routes, or to
decide how many emergency
personnel may be required to
respond after an event.
Figure 1: The CDC SVI Index Factors. Graphic: svi.cdc.com

Each municipalities’ census tracts were ranked for overall vulnerability, and theme vulnerability, in
comparison to other Connecticut municipalities. This rank, 0 to 1, is based on the percentile rank among
all tracts within the State of Connecticut. A value closer to 0 indicates a lower vulnerability, while a value
closer to 1 indicates a higher vulnerability. Table 1 presents the overall vulnerability and theme rankings
for Greenwich.
Table 1: Greenwich SVI Factor Rankings
Overall SVI
Socioeconomic

GREENWICH

.36

.30

Household
Composition &
Disability

Minority
Status &
Language

Housing Type
&
Transportation

.41

.53

.37

The Town of Greenwich is considered to have a low to moderate overall vulnerability, with their most
vulnerable social aspect being minority populations, and populations that speak English “less than well”,
along with populations with vulnerable household composition. The more vulnerable populations are
concentrated in the southwestern tracts.
These populations may be vulnerable to impacts from drought, inland flood and icing events based on
the geographic concentrations.
Public Health Considerations
Of the primary vulnerabilities identified, drought and flooding can potentially have public health
repercussions. During hot summer months, or drought, if private wells were to be impacted, certain
populations may find themselves without adequate drinking water supply, resulting in health problems.
Also, when considering the environmental shifts occurring during drought periods, drinking water
contamination may become an issue as aquifers become stressed due to excessive pumping.
Flooding, especially poor drainage flooding, presents the concern of pollution into nearby water bodies
as these impervious areas drain, they collect pollutants and excess sediment. Depending upon the
drainage areas, this runoff can have environmental impacts in associated ecosystems, or public health
impacts if water bodies are used for recreational activities.

Vulnerable Populations
The SVI identified the presence of certain populations within the town that may be more vulnerable to
climate change hazards. In addition to the SVI, the Connecticut Department of Public Health (DPH) 1 has
identified at least five facilities in Greenwich that are a convalescent home.
These populations often need additional time for hazard response, so evacuation or preparation, and
may find it more challenging to recover due to financial constraints or health concerns. These
populations, in addition to those identified in the SVI, should be considered more vulnerable for the
reasons that emergency response and preparation may be more challenging, health issues may be of

1

https://www.elicense.ct.gov/Lookup/LicenseLookup.aspx

higher concern, and language barriers may exist when working to communicate with the community on
risks, response, and recovery efforts.
In addition to the populations, it is important to identify the facilities that can provide different types of
assistance to the populations, and others, during or after an event. These facilities, and their proximity
to flood zones, can be found in Figure 2-4.
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INTRODUCTION
Purpose of Annex

The purpose of this Hazard Mitigation Plan (HMP) annex is to provide a community-specific
hazard risk assessment, capability analysis, and evaluation and prioritization of hazard mitigation
measures and projects. Background information and the regional effects of pertinent natural
hazards are discussed in the main body of the Western Connecticut Council of Governments
(WestCOG) Multi-Jurisdictional Hazard Mitigation Plan. This annex is designed to supplement the
information presented in the Multi-Jurisdictional HMP with more specific detail for the Town of
New Canaan and is not to be considered a standalone document.
The primary goal of this HMP, including this Municipal Annex, is to identify natural hazard risks
and mitigation opportunities in order to reduce the loss of or damage to life, property,
infrastructure, and natural, cultural, and economic resources. This includes the reduction of public
and private damage costs. Limiting losses of and damage to life and property will also reduce the
social, emotional, and economic disruption associated with a natural disaster.
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COMMUNITY PROFILE
2.1.1

Geography
Physical Setting

The Town of New Canaan was incorporated in 1801 and is located in southern Fairfield County
and home to a population of 19,738 (2010 U.S. Census). New Canaan is bordered by the
municipalities of Darien to the south, Wilton and Norwalk to the east, Stamford to the west, and
New York State to the north. Refer to Figure 2-1 for maps showing the regional location of New
Canaan within the WestCOG region.
New Canaan is a suburban community, with several rivers and streams flowing throughout. The
Fivemile River flows from north to south through the center of town. The Silvermine River runs
from north to south on the eastern border. The Noroton River originates in the northwestern
central part of town and flows south. The highest elevation in New Canaan is about 500 feet in
the eastern most areas bordering Wilton. With the south western area of New Canaan being at, or
close to 150 feet. The varying terrain of New Canaan makes the town vulnerable to an array of
natural hazards.
The Center for Land Use Education and Research (CLEAR) has developed a land cover dataset
derived from 2016 satellite imagery to depict statewide land cover. The land cover by percent of
total land can be found in Table 2-1.
Table 2-1: Land Cover by Area

Land Cover Class
Developed
Turf & Grass
Other Grasses
Agricultural Field
Deciduous Forest
Coniferous Forest
Water
Non-Forested Wetland
Forested Wetland
Tidal Wetland
Barren Land
Utility Corridor

2.1.2

Percent of Total Land
32.3
23.7
0.9
0.4
36.2
2.3
2.0
0.04
1.8
0.3
0.0
0.0

Land Use

According to New Canaan’s 2016 POCD, 97% of the town developed or committed to different
land uses. Most of the town is designated for residential use, with the majority of that residential
being single family lots.
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2.1.3

Climate and Climate Change
Current Conditions

Over the course of the year, the temperature in New Canaan typically varies from 22°F to 82°F and
is rarely below 8°F or above 89°F. The warm season lasts from June 1 to September 15, with an
average daily high temperature above 73°F. The hottest day of the year is July 20, with an average
high of 82°F and low of 66°F. The cold season lasts from December 3 to March 12, with an
average daily high temperature below 45°F. The coldest day of the year is January 29, with an
average low of 22°F and high of 36°F.
Precipitation falls throughout the year in New Canaan. The wetter season lasts from April 1 to
August 19, with a greater than 29% chance of a given day being a wet day. The chance of a wet
day peaks at 36% on August 2. The smallest chance of a wet day is 22% on January 29.
The most rain falls during the 31 days centered around June 3, with an average total accumulation
of 3.8 inches. The least rain falls around February 5, with an average total accumulation of 1.9
inches.
The snowy period of the year lasts from November 15 to April 7, with a sliding 31-day liquidequivalent snowfall of at least 0.1 inches. The most snow falls during the 31 days centered around
January 26, with an average total liquid-equivalent accumulation of 0.9 inches.
Climate data was sourced from Weather Spark based on analysis of the years 1980 to 2016.

Climate Change

Climate change projections for Connecticut were sourced from the 2019 Connecticut Physical
Climate Science Assessment Report, which was developed by the University of Connecticut
(UConn) Atmospheric Sciences Group, commissioned by the Connecticut Institute for Resilience
and Climate Adaptation (CIRCA) with funding from the Department of Energy and Environmental
Protection (DEEP). All projections are based on the IPCC high CO2 emission scenario (RCP8.5).
Temperature
Annual temperatures have been increasing throughout Connecticut and is projected to continue
to do so in the future. By mid-century, average annual temperature is projected to increase by
5°F. Seasonal average temperatures are also expected to rise, with the greatest increase (6°F)
experienced in summer (June to August). The number of nights over which temperature remains
above 68°F will quadruple from 10 days per year to more than 40 days, and the number of
extremely hot days will increase from above 4 a year to 48 per year.
Precipitation
Rainfall data in "Technical Paper No. 40" by the U.S.
Weather Bureau (now the National Weather Service)
(Hershfield, 1961) dates from the years 1938 through
1958. According to these data, the 24-hour rainfall
amount for a 50% annual-chance storm in Fairfield
County is 3.3 inches.
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The continued increase in precipitation
only heightens the need for hazard
mitigation planning as the occurrence of
floods may change in accordance with
the greater precipitation.

The Northeast Regional Climate Center (NRCC) has partnered with the Natural Resources
Conservation Service (NRCS) to provide a consistent, current regional analysis of rainfall extremes
(http://precip.eas.cornell.edu/). In 2020 this dataset listed the 24-hour rainfall amount for a 50%
annual-chance storm in Greenwich as 3.46 inches.
The NOAA Atlas 14, released on September 30, 2015 puts the 24-hour rainfall amount for a 50%
annual-chance annual storm in Greenwich at 3.62 inches.
These precipitation amounts, and more details, are summarized in Table 2-2, below.
Table 2-2: 24-Hour Rainfall Amounts by Annual-Chance Occurrence
Source
Technical Paper No. 40
NRCC
NOAA Atlas 14

24-Hour Rainfall Amount (inches) by Annual-Chance Occurrence
50%
4%
1%
3.3
5.7
7.2
3.46
6.41
9.02
3.62
6.64
8.43

Annual precipitation has been increasing statewide and is projected to continue to increase. By
mid-century, annual precipitation is projected to increase by 8.5%, with the greatest increase
(13.4%) occurring in the winter months. Extreme precipitation events are projected to increase in
both frequency and magnitude. Based on this increase and the precipitation figures above, by
2050 Greenwich can expect the 24-hour rainfall amount for a 50% annual-chance storm to be
around 3.7 to 3.9 inches or greater.
Impervious surfaces and infrastructure in town have increased over time as well, leading to
increasing runoff and peak discharge values.
Despite overall increases in precipitation, drought risk is projected to increase, especially during
summer, due to changing precipitation patterns and projected increases in potential
evapotranspiration (plants taking up more water in hotter temperatures and longer growing
seasons).
2.1.4

Drainage Basins and Hydrology

New Canaan is divided among six sub-regional watersheds as described in Table 2-3. All of the
water that passes through New Canaan eventually empties into Long Island Sound.
Table 2-3: Sub-Regional Drainage Basins

Overall Sub-regional Area
Area within Town
Area within
Percent of Town
(sq. mi)
(sq. mi)
Town (acres)
Darien River
6.21
1.15
734.95
5%
Fivemile River
12.40
5.99
3,835.02
27%
Mill River
13.51
2.90
1,857.05
13%
Noroton River
11.03
6.53
4,181.49
29%
Rippowam River
23.53
5.31
3,399.73
24%
Silvermine River
22.52
0.65
416.10
3%
Total
n/a
22.53
14424.34
Source: Connecticut Department of Energy & Environmental Protection GIS Data
Drainage Basin
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New Canaan is nearly entirely encompassed within the Southwest Coast drainage basin, which
drains directly into Long Island Sound. The eastern edge around Silvermine River is in the Norwalk
drainage basin, which also drains into Long Island Sound. Of the six sub-regional drainage basins
and their respective streams, the Noroton River is the largest, followed by the Fivemile River.
The Noroton River is approximately 9.4 miles, and originates near downtown New Canaan.

2.2.1

Society, Culture, and Government
Population and Demographic Setting

According to the 2010 U.S. Census, New Canaan had a population of 19,738, with 900 persons per
square mile. According to the 2018 American Community Survey five-year estimates, New
Canaan’s population between 2013 and 2018 was approximately 20,273.
One important aspect of natural hazard mitigation planning is to identify a community’s
demographic trends in relation to natural hazards. The Center for Disease Control and Prevention
(CDC) Social Vulnerability Index (SVI) is used to identify vulnerable populations in New Canaan.
The SVI uses census data to identify populations within the town that may be more vulnerable to
natural hazards. As a result of this analysis, the town is identified to have a certain level of overall
social vulnerability with a rank of 0 to 1; 1 being the most vulnerable and 0 being the least.
To determine social vulnerability, the CDC incorporates 15 factors into the overall SVI calculation
under four categories, or themes: socioeconomic status, household composition and disability,
minority status and
language, and housing type
and transportation. Figure
2-2 represents the
breakdown of the SVI
process. These themes and
their ranking are based on
census statistics. By
evaluating these factors and
determining a level of social
vulnerability, a community
can identify specific needs
for before, during, and after
an event. Such needs may
include sheltering capacity,
evacuation routes, or to
decide how many emergency
Figure 2-2: The CDC SVI Index Factors. Graphic:
personnel may be required
svi.cdc.com
to respond after an event.
The Town of New Canaan is considered to have a low level of vulnerability, with their most
vulnerable population based on household composition and disability. In addition, there are
vulnerable minority and linguistically challenged populations along with those based on housing
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type and lack of transportation. The most concentrated areas of the most vulnerable population
are identified in the central tract in town. The central and southwestern tracts are also ranked
higher for minority and populations that speak English “less than well”. Appendix B explores the
SVI for New Canaan in more depth, including maps showing overall vulnerability, and theme
vulnerability.
2.2.2

Development Trends

Until the Revolutionary War, New Canaan was primarily an agricultural community; after the war,
its major industry was shoemaking. As New Canaan's shoe business gathered momentum early in
the 19th century, instead of a central village, regional settlements of clustered houses, mills, and
schools developed into distinct district centers. Some of the districts were centered on Ponus
Ridge, West Road, Oenoke Ridge, Smith Ridge, Talmadge Hill, and Silvermine, a pattern that the
village gradually outgrew.
With the 1868 advent of the railroad to New Canaan, many of New York City's wealthy residents
discovered the area and built summer homes. Eventually, many of the summer visitors settled
year-round, commuting to their jobs in New York City and creating the community that continues
today. In recent years, development has been slow, and limited primarily to small residential
developments. The Town has not participated in transit-oriented development planning as other
communities have. The POCD amendment (2016) notes that “much of what New Canaan already
has and seeks to enhance is often referred to in other areas as ‘transit oriented development.’
Our vision is not specifically for development that supports transit or is oriented toward transit.”
Overall, given the very low development pressures in New Canaan, vulnerabilities to natural
hazards are not increasing.

2.2.3

Governmental Structure

The First Selectman, as the Chief Executive, is responsible for the procurement and administration
of all functions and services required by the Town Charter. The Board of Selectmen, collectively,
initiates all budget requests and appropriations, acts as purchasing agent for the Town, and
approves all non-elected appointments to Boards, Commissions and Committees.
The Administrative Officer assists the First Selectman with these duties and provides
administrative assistance to the other two Selectmen and all Boards and Commissions as may be
required. The Administrative Officer also acts as Secretary to the Board of Selectmen and is
responsible for meeting schedules, notices, agendas, minutes, and the publication of meeting
actions for the Board of Selectmen and the Board of Finance. He also serves as the Risk Manager.
Town departments provide municipal services and day-to-day administration. Many commissions
and departments play a role in hazard mitigation, including the Planning and Zoning, Building,
Fire, and Public Works.
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2.2.4

Historic and Cultural Resources

Historic and cultural resources include sites, structures,
and objects that are significant in history, architecture,
archaeology, engineering, and culture. Protection of
these resources grows economies and enhances
community character, and following a natural disaster
they can help to reinforce neighborhood connections
and reestablish a sense of community and normalcy.
Consideration of these resources in this HMP is critical.

Historic preservation planning helps
protect historic properties and cultural
resources from demolition or alteration.
Hazard mitigation planning helps
protect life and property from damage
caused by natural and manmade hazards.
Integrating these two planning
processes helps create safe and
sustainable historic communities.
- Paraphrased from FEMA Report 386-6

Historic resources in New Canaan are concentrated
within the Church Hill, and New Canaan Historic
Districts. New Canaan historic resources also include the Merritt Parkway, the New Canaan Town
Hall, a number of properties on Ponus Ridge Road, and sites and structures throughout the rest of
Town. See Figure 2-3 for a map of historic resources in the community.
Analysis of the State Historic Preservation Office (SHPO) database of historic resources shows that
some of these resources are exposed to natural hazards, as shown in Table 2-4.
Table 2-4: Number of Historic Assets Exposed to Different Hazards in New Canaan
Hazard
Dam Failure
Earthquake
Flooding
1% Annual
0.2% Annual
Hurricane/Tropical Storm
Sea Level Rise
Thunderstorm
Tornado
Winter Storm
Wildfire

Count
0
199
0
0
199
0
199
199
199
49

Historic buildings and structures may be particularly susceptible to natural hazards because they
were built prior to the establishment of more recent construction standards. Additionally, some
of the structural integrity of these resources may have been degraded over the decades or
centuries since their original construction. Structural retrofits and hazard mitigation methods may
be challenging or restricted in cases where alteration of a resource will also diminish its cultural or
historical aesthetic and value. Finally, miscommunications or lack of knowledge may lead to
historic resources being damaged during the disaster recovery process.
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Steps to incorporate historical and cultural preservation into hazard mitigation planning include:
 Inventory and survey historic and cultural resources
 Implement appropriate mitigation measures for those resources
 Take steps to move portable resources, such as artwork or documents, to safe locations
prior to the occurrence of a hazard, if possible
 Consider these resources in emergency operations plans to prevent accidental damages
during recovery efforts
Specific actions to mitigate natural hazard risks to historic resources are listed at the end of this
Annex.

2.3.1

2.3.2

Infrastructure
Transportation

Major transportation routes in New Canaan include the Merritt Parkway (Route 15), which runs
east to west through the southern edge of town. In addition, a spur of the Metro North/Amtrak
rail line also runs up to the center of town, connecting to the main New Haven line. There are two
trains station, one in the center of town and one in Talmage Hill.

Utilities

Water service is provided by Aquarion and the Norwalk 2nd Taxing District. Service is available
along the entirety of the Danbury Road corridor as well as the Westport Road area and in the
Silvermine neighborhood. Much of the rest of New Canaan depends on private wells.
Residents and businesses use oil, propane, or natural gas for heat. Natural gas service is provided
by Eversource to a small area of southwest New Canaan near Ponus Ridge Road and Running
Brook Lane; Eversource is actively expanding its New Canaan natural gas service area. Eversource
also provides electricity to New Canaan.
The New Canaan Waste Water Treatment division of the Public Works Department treats
wastewater and septic tank waste at the New Canaan Waste Water Treatment Plant, and also
maintains three pumping stations and 25 miles of sanitary sewers.

Planning and Regulatory Capabilities

New Canaan has in place a number of community planning mechanisms, regulations, and policies
that serve to mitigate natural hazards by limiting development in hazardous areas, requiring
buildings be constructed to certain standards, or otherwise directing development and
construction toward increased resilience. These are summarized below. More specific
information about how each of these capabilities is relevant to each specific natural hazard type
covered in this document is presented in each hazard chapter.
2.4.1

Review of Existing Local Plans

The Town of New Canaan has a number of plans that are relevant to hazard mitigation. These are
noted here:
 Plan of Conservation and Development (POCD): New Canaan’s most recent POCD was
adopted in 2014. It addresses natural hazard concerns within the community, and includes
strategies that will mitigate risks from those hazards as the community continues to develop.
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2.4.1

Stormwater Management: New Canaan maintains a Stormwater Management Plan. This
document has been updated to comply with the requirements of the US EPA 2017 updated
General Permit for the Discharge of Stormwater from Small Municipal Separate Storm Sewer
Systems (MS4 General Permit).
Capital Improvement Plan (CIP): New Canaan maintains a CIP that is updated annually and
lays out capital investments for a five-year period. The CIP often includes road, drainage, and
other infrastructure improvement projects relevant to hazard mitigation.
Economic Development Plan: New Canaan is included within the Western Connecticut
Economic Development Plan of 2017, developed by WestCOG. The plan aligns with the COG’s
other efforts to promote climate sustainability and resiliency in the region.
Emergency Operations Plan (EOP): New Canaan’s EOP is reviewed annually and updated as
needed. Dam failure Emergency Action Plans (EAPs) for dams with failure inundation zones
that may impact New Canaan, and for which EAPs are available, are on file locally.
Watershed Management Plan: A Watershed Management Plan has been developed for the
Norwalk River Watershed. The Norwalk River Watershed Action Plan was prepared by the
Norwalk River Watershed Initiative Committee, HDR/HydroQual, and the former South
Western Regional Planning Agency (SWRPA) in 1998 and updated in 2011. This plan is
focused on water quality, but can help the community mitigate inland flood risks by
incorporating watershed management best practices into its planning efforts.
Open Space: New Canaan does not maintain a stand-alone Open Space Plan; instead, open
space planning is incorporated into the community’s POCD.

Review of Regulatory Structures

New Canaan regulates development through a number of regulations, codes, and ordinances.
These are summarized below. More detailed information about how these regulations relate to
specific natural hazards are described in Section 3.





Building Code: New Canaan enforces the Connecticut State Building Code locally.
Zoning Regulations: Most recently updated in August 2019.
Inland Wetlands and Watercourses Regulations: Most recently updated in January 2013.
Subdivision Regulations: Most recently updated in December 2008. Include provisions
promoting control of stormwater runoff, installation of firefighting water sources,
construction of adequate emergency access and egress, and burial of utilities.

Emergency Services, Critical Facilities, Sheltering, and Evacuation

The Town considers its police, fire, and governmental facilities to be critical since these are
needed to ensure that emergencies are addressed while day-to-day management of New Canaan
continues. The town also considers various facilities housing higher-risk individuals (such as
elderly individuals or children) and large populations to be critical facilities. Table 2-5 identifies all
of these critical facilities.
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Type

Town Hall
Department of Public Works

77 Main St.
77 Main St.

Town Hall / Backup EOC
Public Works



Human Services

77 Main St.

Police / EOC



New Canaan Health Department

New Canaan Police Dept.
New Canaan YMCA
Waveny House

Lapham Community Center
New Canaan High School
Saxe Middle School
East School

West School

South School

Silver Hill Hospital

New Canaan Fire Company 1
Waveny Care Center, Inc.

New Canaan Volunteer Ambulance Incorporated
Highway Department
WWTF

77 Main St.

174 South Ave
564 South Ave
Waveny Park
Waveny Park
11 Farm Rd.

468 South Ave

54 Little Brook Rd
769 Ponus Ridge
8 Farm Rd

208 Valley Rd
60 Main St
3 Farm Rd

Community Health Programs
Administration

Shelter



Shelter



Shelter
School
School








School
School
School

Hospital
Fire

Care Facility

182 South Ave

Ambulance Service

394 Main St

Municipal Services

394 Main St

In 1% Floodplain

Address or
Location

Facility

Shelter

Emergency Power

Table 2-5: Critical Facilities

Municipal Services







There are multiple shelters for residents throughout the town, including the YMCA, Waveny
House, and the Community Center.

Emergency Response

The Town’s Emergency Operations Center (EOC), including its Emergency Communications
Center, is located on Route 1 near the commercial center. New Canaan is located in the
Connecticut Department of Emergency Services and Public Protection (DESPP) Region 1,
consisting of 14 municipalities in southwestern Connecticut.
New Canaan’s Tree Warden is responsible for the care and control of all trees and shrubs in whole
or in part within the limits of any Town road or grounds, those that extend or overhang the limits
of any public roads or grounds. The Tree Warden has exclusive control over trees within highways
even though trees themselves stand on private grounds. The Warden determines the condition of
trees, particularly with respect to safety.
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Emergency Communication Capabilities

The Office of Emergency Management prepares for emergencies and disseminates emergency
notifications through three methods:

o
o
o

Blackboard Connect (the Town is reviewing this service, and potential alternatives)
Smart911: residents can sign up for this service
Town-wide email list

The Town of New Canaan also utilizes the CT Alert notification system to alert residents of
emergency situations. This system allows the state to direct geographically specific emergency
notification telephone calls into affected areas.

Changes to Emergency Services since the Previous HMP

The town has improved support services for seniors in light of the recent COVID-19 pandemic. As
a result, the town is confident these services will continue to progress and be available for natural
hazards as well. The town has also hardened their emergency radio system by installing additional
emergency generators.
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HAZARD ASSESSMENT
3.1.1

FLOODING (COASTAL, INLAND, AND ICE JAMS)
Setting

The potential for flooding exists across New Canaan, with the majority of major flooding
occurring along established riverine SFHAs. The areas impacted by overflow of river systems are
generally limited to river corridors and floodplains. Indirect flooding that occurs outside
floodplains and localized nuisance flooding along tributaries can also be a concern. This type of
flooding occurs particularly along roadways as a result of inadequate drainage and other factors.
The frequency of flooding in New Canaan is considered likely for any given year, with flood
damage potentially having significant effects during extreme events.
A regulatory floodplain with AE designation has been mapped along the Rippowam and
Silvermine Rivers. The areas identified as providing flood storage are identified with A Zone
designations, meaning they are regulated as floodplain, but flood elevations have not been
established. The New Canaan Reservoir and John D Milne Pond have these traits. Floodplain and
floodway designations have also been established along the rivers with AE designations. Refer to
Figure 2-4 for the areas of New Canaan susceptible to flooding based on FEMA flood zones.
In general, potential flooding problems in New Canaan are concentrated along the multiple rivers.

3.1.2

Capabilities
New Canaan has rigorous land use regulations designed to protect natural resources and restrict
development in flood zones and other hazard-prone areas. These regulations help prevent the
loss of life and property by preventing inappropriate development in flood zones and reducing
the amount of stormwater discharge that may exacerbate flooding.
Floodplain Management, NFIP and CRS

The town has consistently participated in the NFIP since July 19, 1974 and intends to continue
participation in the NFIP. SFHAs in New Canaan are delineated on a Flood Insurance Rate Map
(FIRM) and Flood Insurance Study (FIS). The FIS and FIRMs for the town were most recently
revised in 2010.
The NFIP administrator for the Town and oversees the enforcement of NFIP regulations. The
degree of flood protection established by the variety of regulations in the Town meets the
minimum reasonable for regulatory purposes under the NFIP. The town has a minimum elevation
standard to include two feet of freeboard.
The Town's Planning and Zoning Commission uses the 1% annual chance flood lines from the
FIRM delineated by FEMA to determine floodplain areas. Site plan standards require that all
proposals be consistent with the need to minimize flood damage, that public facilities and utilities
be located and constructed to minimize flood damage, and that adequate drainage is provided.
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Ordinances, Regulations, and Plans

Regulations, codes, and ordinances that apply to flood hazard mitigation in conjunction with and
in addition to NFIP regulations are listed below, with examples of sections and content with
specific relevance to flood mitigation.


Zoning Regulations:
o 5.5: Floodplain Overlay Zone. The Floodplain Overlay Zone is intended to provide
reasonable notice regarding property that may be subject to the effects of
flooding.



Inland Wetland and Watercourse Regulations:
o Chapter 193 - Inland Wetlands and Watercourses.
o Chapter 300 - Floodplain Management Regulations.
o Chapter 310 - Inland Wetlands Regulations.



Subdivision Regulations:
o Subdivision proposals must be consistent with the need to minimize flood
damage.
o Proposals must have public utilities and facilities such as sewer, gas, electrical and
water systems located and constructed to minimize flood damage.
o Proposals must provide adequate drainage to reduce exposure to flood hazards
o Base flood elevation data shall be provided for all subdivision proposals greater
than five acres or fifty lots in Zone A

Drainage and Street Flooding

The Town Engineering Department is in charge of the maintenance of the town's drainage
systems and performs clearing of bridges and culverts and other maintenance as needed. The
department maintains a list of drainage concern areas.

Public Information

The town receives regular weather updates through Division of Emergency Management and
Homeland Security (DEMHS) Region 1 email alerts as well as watches and warnings through the
National Weather Service. Stream gages near New Canaan, such as along the Fivemile River, allow
municipal officials to monitor for flood conditions.

Actions Completed and New Capabilities

The town routinely inspects culverts and catch basins for necessary repairs, replacement, and
cleaning. An asset management system is currently in place for tracking infrastructure. The town
has about 70% of storm drains mapped in GIS. This system allows for easy tracking of damages
and necessary repairs throughout town.
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3.1.3

Vulnerabilities and Risk Assessment
Repetitive Loss Properties

There are 6 repetitive loss properties (RLPs) located in New Canaan; all are residential. The
majority are on the Five Mile River. Town staff have reported that there is a Repetitive Loss
Property (RLP) that the Town has considered for acquisition and removal in the past; however
other mitigation steps have been taken.

Critical Facilities

There are no facilities located within the 100-year flood zones.

At-Risk Areas

There are delineated floodplains throughout the town which are at increased risk of flooding; the
primary area of risk related to delineated floodplains is the area long the Five Mile River. The town
has also reported there are issues with poor drainage areas. Drainage issues have been noted on
Southwood Drive, Old Stamford Road, and in Waveny Park.

Changes and Improvements

New Canaan continues to maintain and improve its flood mitigation capabilities. The town
performs maintenance dredging of both Mill and Mead ponds on an annual basis. The town has
also assisted a property owner to address flooding issues that frequently occur; the Town has
helped some property-owners complete Letters of Map Amendment (LOMAs) to submit to FEMA.
New Canaan completed a drainage and flood mitigation study of Five Mile River, and uses the
results of this study as an element for review during the permitting process.
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3.2.1

DAM FAILURE
Setting

Dam failures can be triggered suddenly, with little or no warning, and often from other natural
disasters such as floods and earthquakes. Dam failures often occur during flooding when the
dam breaks under the additional force of floodwaters. In addition, a dam failure can cause a
chain reaction where the sudden release of floodwaters causes the next dam downstream to fail.
While flooding from a dam failure generally has a moderate geographic extent, the effects are
potentially catastrophic. Fortunately, a major dam failure is considered only a possible hazard
event in any given year.
The Connecticut DEEP administers the statewide Dam Safety Program and designates a
classification to each state-inventoried dam based on its potential hazard.






3.2.2

Class AA: negligible hazard potential
Class A: low hazard potential
Class BB: moderate hazard potential
Class B: significant hazard potential
Class C: high potential hazard

Capabilities

Dam failure inundation areas are included in the CT Alert emergency notification system contact
database. The Town has the Emergency Action Plan (EAP) for the South Norwalk Electric and
Water (SNEW) and City of Norwalk owned dams on file in the event of a potential failure. There
are three high hazard dams in town.
The Dam Safety Section of the Connecticut DEEP Inland
Water Resources Division is charged with the responsibility
for administration and enforcement of Connecticut's dam
safety laws. The existing statutes require that permits be
obtained to construct, repair, or alter dams and that
existing dams be inventoried and periodically inspected to
assure that their continued operation does not constitute a
hazard to life, health, or property.

Dams regulated by the Connecticut
DEEP must be designed to pass the
1% annual chance rainfall event with
one foot of freeboard, a factor of
safety against overtopping.

Significant and high hazard dams
are required to meet a design
standard greater than the 1% annual
chance rainfall event.

The dam safety requirements are codified in Sections 22a-401 through 22a-411 inclusive of the
Connecticut General Statutes. Sections 22a-409-1 and 22a-409-2 of the Regulations of
Connecticut State Agencies have been enacted and set requirements for the registration,
classification, and inspection of dams. Dams must be inventoried by the owner with the
Connecticut DEEP according to Connecticut Public Act 83-38.
Effective October 1, 2013, the owner of any high or significant hazard dam (Class B and C) must
develop and implement an EAP after the Commissioner of DEEP adopts regulations. The EAP
shall be updated every two years, and copies shall be filed with DEEP and the chief executive
officer of any municipality that would potentially be affected in the event of an emergency. New
regulations shall establish the requirements for such EAPs, including but not limited to (1) criteria
and standards for inundation studies and inundation zone mapping; (2) procedures for
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monitoring the dam or structure during periods of heavy rainfall and runoff, including personnel
assignments and features of the dam to be inspected at given intervals during such periods; and
(3) a formal notification system to alert appropriate local officials who are responsible for the
warning and evacuation of residents in the inundation zone in the event of an emergency.
The CT DEEP also administers the Flood and Erosion Control Board program, which can provide
noncompetitive state funding for repair of municipality-owned dams. Funding is limited by the
State Bond Commission. State statute Section 25-84 allows municipalities to form Flood and
Erosion Control Boards, but municipalities must take action to create the board within the context
of the local government such as by revising the municipal charter. The Town's Planning and
Zoning Commission is responsible for reviewing all development activities that occur within flood
hazard or flood-prone areas.
The Town uses the CT Alert system for emergency notification. The dam failure inundation
mapping discussed in the next section can be used to help streamline the geographic contact
areas if the failure of a major dam is imminent.

Actions Completed and New Capabilities

New Canaan continues to mitigate dam failure where appropriate.
3.2.3

Vulnerabilities and Risk Assessment

As of 2013, there were 49 DEEP-inventoried dams within the Town of New Canaan. The higher
hazard dams are shown in Figure 2-4. Three of these dams are Class C, or high hazard dam, and
seven others are a Class B, or significant hazard dam. As shown in Table 3-1, the higher hazard
dams located in the town pose a risk to New Canaan.
Table 3-1: High Hazard Dams with Potential to Affect the Town of New Canaan

#

Name

Location

Class

Owner

9001
9002
9003
9004
9005
9006
9007
9008
9010
9011
9012
9013

New Canaan Reservoir Dam
John D. Milne Lake Dam
Grupes Reservoir Dam
Silvermine Dam
Hickok Pond
Jeliliff Mill Pond Dam
Siscowit Reservoir Dam
Lockwood Pond Dam
Above Pond Dam
Collins Pond Dam
Greenly Pond Dam
Two Acre Pond Dam

New Canaan Reservoir
John D. Milne Lake
Grupes Reservoir
Silvermine
Hickok Pond
Jeliliff Mill Pond
Siscowit Reservoir
Lockwood Pond
Above Pond
Collins Pond
Greenley Pond
Two Acres Pond

C
C
C
BB
BB
BB
BB
BB
BB
BB
BB
BB

South Norwalk Electric and Water
City of Norwalk
City of Norwalk
Private
Private
Private
Town of New Canaan
Private
Private
Private
Private
Private

Failure of a high hazard dam can affect properties downstream of the impoundment both in and
outside of the town, with potential large inundation zones traveling along each respective
waterway.
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The New Canaan Reservoir Dam is 445 feet in length, with a maximum height of 37 feet. It is an
earthen and concrete structure, and impounds roughly 320 acres at normal water levels with a
contributing watershed of 0.84 square miles.
The Grupes Reservoir Dam is a 940-foot-long and 70-foot-high concrete dam. This dam
impounds roughly 1,870 acres, with a contributing watershed of 9.5 square miles.
The Silvermine Dam is 235 feet in length, with a maximum height of 24 feet. It is a masonry
structure, and impounds roughly 171 acres at normal water levels with a contributing watershed
of 10.2 square miles.

Changes and Improvements

New Canaan continues to be at low risk from dam failure.
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3.3.1

HURRICANES AND TROPICAL STORMS
Setting

Several types of hazards may be associated with tropical storms and hurricanes including heavy or
tornado winds, heavy rains, and flooding. While only some of the areas of New Canaan are
susceptible to flooding damage caused by hurricanes, wind damage can occur anywhere in the
town. Hurricanes, therefore, have the potential to affect any area within the Town of New Canaan.
A hurricane striking New Canaan is considered a possible event each year and could cause critical
damage to the town and its infrastructure. Wind damage from a hurricane can occur anywhere in
the town, and heavy rainfall may cause riverine and urban flooding.
Connecticut is located in FEMA Zone II regarding maximum expected wind speed. The maximum
expected wind speed for a three-second gust is 160 mph. The American Society of Civil Engineers
recommends that new buildings be designed to withstand this peak three-second gust.

3.3.2

Capabilities

Wind loading requirements are addressed through the state building code. The 2005 Connecticut
State Building Code was amended in 2011, and again in 2018, with an effective date of October 1,
2018. The code specifies the design wind speed for construction in all the Connecticut
municipalities. Effective 2018, the design wind speed for New Canaan is 110 miles per hour for a
Category 1, 120 miles per hour for a Category 2 and 130 for Category 3 or greater. New Canaan
has adopted the Connecticut Building Code as its building code. The town website provides links
to the State Building Codes so that developers are able to find design standards for wind.

New Canaan DPW has a robust tree maintenance budget.
The Town of New Canaan has worked to ensure that citizens have the information needed to
properly plan and prepare for natural disasters. The Office of Emergency Management prepares
for emergencies and disseminates emergency notifications. Residents can choose to receive
phone, email or text alerts about severe weather events, power outages, police bulletins and
other vital emergency information.
Utilities must be placed underground in new developments; this capability is considered proactive
to prevent damage from wind and falling trees.

Actions Completed and New Capabilities

Coordination with the Town’s electric utility, Eversource, has improved since the previous HMP
(Connecticut Lights & Power was the utility at the time). The State of Connecticut has updated its
State Building Code; new construction that adheres to this new code is expected to be more
resilient to hurricane winds.
The Town has also hardened its emergency radio system by installing additional emergency
generators, and has acquired a trailer for transportation of a portable generator. The Town has a
strong solarization initiative, with solar panels having been added to many municipal buildings
and plans for expanding solarization in the works. The Town Pool and Nature Center solar
systems are able to operate off the grid.
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3.3.3

Vulnerabilities and Risk Assessment

Blocked roads or loss of power due to falling trees is a primary concern for the town; the Public
Works Department aggressively funds tree maintenance and considers its capabilities to be
adequate.
Most of the housing stock in town predates recent building code changes, and so may be
susceptible to roof and window damage from high winds. The primary risk associated with
tropical storm winds is the downing of trees and limbs, leading to power outages and blocked
roads.

Changes and Improvements

New Canaan continues to mitigate the impacts of hurricanes and tropical storms by way of
flooding mitigation and aggressive tree maintenance.
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3.4.1

SUMMER STORMS AND TORNADOES
Setting

Heavy wind (including tornadoes and downbursts), lightning, heavy rain, hail, and flash floods are
the primary hazards associated with summer storms. Like hurricanes and winter storms, summer
storms and tornadoes have the potential to affect any area within the Town of New Canaan.
Furthermore, because these types of storms and the hazards that result (flash flooding, wind, hail,
and lightning) might have limited geographic extent, it is possible for a summer storm to harm
one area within the town without harming another. The entire Town of New Canaan is therefore
susceptible to summer storms (including heavy rain, flash flooding, wind, hail, and lightning) and
tornadoes.
Based on the historic record, it is considered highly likely that a summer storm that includes
lightning will impact the Town of New Canaan each year although lightning strikes have a limited
effect. Strong winds and hail are considered likely to occur during such storms but also generally
have limited effects. A tornado is considered a possible event in Litchfield County each year that
could cause significant damage to a small area.

3.4.2

Capabilities

Warning is the primary method of existing mitigation for tornadoes and thunderstorm-related
hazards. The NOAA National Weather Service issues watches and warnings when severe weather
is likely to develop or has developed, respectively. New Canaan’s emergency communication
capabilities are described in Section 2.5.
The town also has contracts with private contractors to assist with debris removal after an event.

Actions Completed and New Capabilities

The town is continuously pursuing upgrades to backup power systems for municipal facilities and
had also installed solar power capabilities in several municipal buildings.
3.4.3

Vulnerabilities and Risk Assessment

The entire Town of New Canaan is at relatively equal risk for experiencing damage from summer
storms and tornadoes. Based on the historic record, a few summer storms have resulted in costly
damages to the Town. Most damages are relatively site specific and occur to private property
(and therefore are paid for by private insurance). For municipal property, the town budget for
tree removal and minor repairs is generally adequate to handle summer storm damage.
The Town of New Canaan has moderate to high potential to experience tornado damage. In
general, thunderstorms and hailstorms in Connecticut are more frequent in the western and
northern parts of the state and less frequent in the southern and eastern parts. The majority of
these events do not cause any measurable damage. Although lightning is usually associated with
thunderstorms, it can occur on almost any day. The likelihood of lightning strikes in the New
Canaan area is very high during any given thunderstorm although no one area of the town is at
higher risk of lightning strikes. The risk of at least one hailstorm occurring in New Canaan is
considered moderate in any given year.
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The risk of downbursts occurring during such storms and damaging the Town of New Canaan is
believed to be low for any given year. All areas of the town are susceptible to damage from high
winds although more building damage is expected in central, more developed area of town, while
more tree damage is expected in the less densely populated areas of town.
Secondary damage from falling branches and trees is more common than direct wind damage to
structures. Heavy winds can take down trees near power lines, leading to the start and spread of
fires. Most downed power lines in New Canaan are detected quickly, and any associated fires are
quickly extinguished. Such fires can be extremely dangerous during the summer months during
dry and drought conditions. It is important to have adequate water supply for fire protection to
ensure the necessary level of safety is maintained.

A tornado hit New Canaan in 2018. According to the NCEI, the tornado occurred on October 2,
2018 and was rated an EF1. Wind speeds were around 100 miles per hour. The path was nearly
4 miles long and about 300 feet wide. Damage to cars was reported; total property damage was
estimated at $50,000. Impacts of the storm included downed trees and power lines, and
temporary road closures. The tornado began near Weed Street and Marshall Ridge Road and
traveled southeast through Waveny Park to Conrad Road. The Tornado “hopped over” the High
School and Middle School without causing any damage
Changes and Improvements

New Canaan continues to mitigate summer storm and tornado impact.
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3.5.1

WINTER STORMS AND NOR’EASTERS
Setting

The entire Town of New Canaan is susceptible to winter storms. In general, winter storms are
considered highly likely to occur each year (although major storms are less frequent), and the
hazards that result (nor'easter winds, snow, and blizzard conditions) can potentially have a
significant effect over a large area of the town.
Connecticut can expect to experience at least two or more major snow events each year, with an
average of 14 winter events in a season. It is estimated that New Canaan’s average annual
snowfall is about 2.5 to 4 feet.

3.5.2

Capabilities

Prior to a winter weather event, the town ensures that all warning/notification and
communications systems are ready and ensures that appropriate equipment and supplies,
especially snow removal equipment, are in place and in good working order. In some known
problem areas, prestorm treatment is applied to roadways to reduce the accumulation of snow.
The town also prepares for the possible evacuation and sheltering of some populations that could
be impacted by the upcoming storm (especially the elderly and special needs persons).
The New Canaan highway department plows and deices 125 miles of public roads in town. The
DPW deicing and plowing policy is posted on the town website and outlines the procedures for
winter storm response responsibilities.

Actions Completed and New Capabilities

New Canaan’s winter storm mitigation capabilities continue to be significant, although there has
not been a significant change in these capabilities since the previous HMP was adopted.
3.5.3

Vulnerabilities and Risk Assessment

The entire Town of New Canaan is at relatively equal risk for experiencing damage from winter
storms although some areas (such as icing trouble spots and neighborhoods with a high
concentration of flat roofs) are more susceptible. The public assistance reimbursement from
Winter Storm Alfred was $435,347, proving that winter storms can be costly. However, many
damages are relatively site specific and occur to private property (and therefore are paid for by
private insurance) while repairs for power outages are often widespread and difficult to quantify
to any one municipality.
The structures and utilities in New Canaan are vulnerable to a variety of winter storm damage.
Tree limbs and some building structures may not be suited to withstand high wind and snow
loads. Ice can damage or collapse power lines, render steep gradients impassable for motorists,
undermine foundations, and cause "flood" damage from freezing water pipes in basements.
Drifting snow can occur after large storms, but the effects are generally mitigated through
municipal plowing efforts.
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Changes and Improvements

New Canaan continues to maintain tree maintenance capabilities, reducing the vulnerability of the
town’s electric grid and roads system to severe snow events.
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3.6.1

WILDFIRES AND DROUGHT
Setting

New Canaan is generally considered a moderate risk area for small wildfires but a low risk area for
large wildfires. Wildfires are of particular concern in outlying areas without public water service
and other areas with poor access for fire-fighting equipment. Small pockets of such areas in New
Canaan are located outside of the more built up parts of town. Hazards associated with wildfires
include property damage and loss of habitat.
In addition, New Canaan, and Fairfield County overall, has experienced drought challenges over
recent years. The U.S. Drought Monitor (USDM), which has been monitoring nationwide drought
conditions since 2000, estimates that over the past two decades Connecticut experienced its
longest drought of 46 weeks beginning June 21, 2016 and lasting until May 2, 2017. It was also
estimated that the most intense period of this extended drought occurred the week of November
15, 2016, where approximately 44.5% of Connecticut lands were impacted. Figure 3-1 depicts the
various drought conditions in Fairfield County since 2000, where the warmer colors represent
more advanced drought stages.

Figure 3-1: USDM Drought Time Series for Fairfield County
The 2019 Connecticut Natural Hazard Mitigation Plan assumes that the State of Connecticut has a
medium probably of future drought events. This assumption is based on climate change
projections anticipating hotter and wetter conditions in the near future. Climate forecasts often
suggest that while precipitation may increase, the overall pattern will generally be higher intensity
storms, with longer than average dry periods between events. The State Plan also identifies that
Fairfield County accounts for roughly 7.34% of the state’s total number of farms, with a market
value of over $34 million in product sold from these farms.
3.6.2

Capabilities

Regulations regarding fire protection in New Canaan are outlined in the Code of Ordinances:
 Chapter 22 – Fire Department
 Chapter 23 - Fire Zones
o A designated, unobstructed passageway sufficient in size to permit free passage
of fire and other emergency equipment from a public sheet to all necessary areas
or portions of any public or private property open to the public.
The New Canaan Fire Department consists of both career firefighters and volunteers. The
Department has a full complement of twenty-five made up of 16 career firefighters, 4 career
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lieutenants, 4 career captains and a career Chief, supplemented by a well-trained group of
volunteers. The Department relies heavily on volunteers, and it is vital that there is a sufficient
pool of volunteers available to respond to the various calls for help. Applications for being a
volunteer firefighter are accepted throughout the year.

Actions Completed and New Capabilities

Information on Open Burning has been added to the Town website.
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3.6.3

Vulnerabilities and Risk Assessment

In the drought year of 1999, the average wildfire in Connecticut burned five acres in comparison
to the two most extreme wildfires recorded since 1986 that burned 300 acres each. Given the
availability of firefighting water in New Canaan, including the use of nearby water bodies, it is
believed that this average value for a drought year and the extreme value are applicable to the
town as well.
Wildfire Risk Areas are mapped in Figure 3-2.

Changes and Improvements

The town’s vulnerability to wildfires continues to be low.
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3.7.1

EARTHQUAKES AND LANDSLIDES
Setting

The entire Town of New Canaan is susceptible to earthquake damage. However, even though
earthquake damage has the potential to occur anywhere both in town and in the northeastern
United States, the effects may be felt differently in some areas based on the type of geology. In
general, earthquakes are considered a hazard that may possibly occur but that may cause
significant effects to a large area.

According to the 2019 Connecticut Natural Hazard Mitigation Plan Update, Connecticut is at a low
to moderate risk for experiencing an earthquake of a magnitude greater than 3.5 and at a
moderate risk of experiencing an earthquake of a magnitude less than 3.0 in the future. No
earthquake with a magnitude greater than 3.5 has occurred in Connecticut within the last 30
years, and the USGS currently ranks Connecticut 43rd out of the 50 states for overall earthquake
activity.
3.7.2

Capabilities

The town has adopted the state building codes for new construction, and they are enforced by
the Building Official. Due to the infrequent nature of damaging earthquakes, land use policies in
town do not directly address earthquake hazards. However, various documents do indirectly
discuss areas susceptible to earthquake damage and regulations that help to minimize potential
earthquake damage.


Subdivision Regulations:
o Encourages the wise use of natural features throughout the community, which
might include sloping areas and prone soil types.



Plan of Conservation and Development:
o Promotes conservation of natural resources in town, and promotes low impact
development (LID). Conservation and LID techniques may reduce erosion
therefore mitigating earthquake and landslide damages.



Zoning
o Prohibits development on slopes greater than 25%.
o The town has a height restriction of 45 feet for residential structures, and 30 feet
for retail or commercial, which may help reduce earthquake damage risks.

Actions Completed and New Capabilities

New Canaan continues to have appropriate capabilities for mitigating earthquake events.
3.7.3

Vulnerabilities and Risk Assessment

Some areas in New Canaan are underlain by sand and gravel, particularly along the Noroton
River, Fivemile river and Silvermine River. Structures in these areas are at increased risk from
earthquakes due to amplification of seismic energy and/or collapse. Most of the remaining area
is underlain by glacial till and is therefore not at increased risk during an earthquake due to
unstable soils.
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A series of earthquake probability maps was generated using the 2009 interactive web-based
mapping tools hosted by the USGS. These maps were used to determine the probability of an
earthquake of greater than magnitude 5.0 or greater than magnitude 6.0 damaging the Town of
New Canaan. Results are presented in Table 3-1 below.
Table 3-1: Probability of a Damaging Earthquake in the Vicinity of New Canaan
Time Frame
(Years)
50
100
250
350

Probability of the Occurrence
of an Earthquake Event >
Magnitude 5.0
2% to 3%
4% to 6%
10% to 12%
12% to 15%

Changes and Improvements

Probability of the Occurrence
of an Earthquake Event >
Magnitude 6.0
< 1%
1% to 2%
2% to 3%
3% to 4%

The town’s vulnerability to earthquakes continues to be low.
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MITIGATION STRATEGIES AND ACTIONS
Goals and Objectives

Municipal goals and objectives have been made consistent regionally and are presented in the
Multi-Jurisdictional Plan document.

Status of Mitigation Strategies and Actions from Previous HMP

The table below lists the mitigation actions developed in the previous HMP and the status of
each. Actions to be carried forward are noted as such. Actions that have been institutionalized as
capabilities are not carried forward.

#

Description

Status

Notes

1

Maintenance dredging of Mill
and Mead Ponds, including
other areas as necessary

Capability

Town performs maintenance dredging annually as part of
normal operations.

2

Reconstruct Nursery Road
Bridge to widen waterway
opening and mitigate
flooding issues.

Carry
Forward

3

Purchase properties known to
have flooding problems and
that reside within the 100year floodplain.

Drop
(Mitigated)

4

Budget appropriate money
necessary to maintain and
remove dead, dying,
dangerous or diseased trees.

Capability

5

Maintain a reverse 911 or
similar system to alert
residents of natural
phenomena and if necessary,
evacuation procedures.

Capability

6

Enhance services to at-risk
populations

Capability
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Reconstruction of the bridge has been included in the Town’s
5-year Capital Improvement Plan. The bridge is structurally
sound, but its narrowness has in the past caused upstream
ponding that has affected nearby properties. The Town has
not experienced any flooding related to this bridge in the last
5 years.
At the time of the adoption of the previous HMP the Town
had identified one property with known flood risks for which
this action was considered. Since then, the Town and the
property owner collaborated to take flood mitigation steps,
successfully addressing most flood concerns. There has not
been any flooding at this property since then. The Town has
not identified any other properties for which this action would
be appropriate.
The Town reports that its tree maintenance budget is
adequate.
Town has 3 methods for alerting residents of hazards:
Blackboard Connect
Smart911
Town wide email system
The Town is not satisfied with Blackboard Connect and is
currently exploring alternatives.
As part of its COVID-19 response, Human Services has been
providing additional support services for seniors, including
grocery shopping for them and performing more frequent
check-ins. This has improved the Town’s capabilities in this
regard and is considered to be progress toward completion of
this action.
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#

Description

Status

7

Develop a strategy and
obtain the necessary
equipment (including
generators) to provide
adequate heat at emergency
shelters.

Completed

8

Improve access along the
transportation network
during emergencies.

Capability

9

Enhance the resiliency of the
power grid. Explore options
to install a micro-grid (gaspowered) for downtown and
emergency services

Completed/
Carry
Forward
with
Revisions

10

Review plans that fulfill DEEP
Storm Water Management,
Phase II requirements and
identify projects that may be
eligible for FEMA natural
hazard mitigation grants.

Carry
Forward
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Notes
Town has pursued, and continues to pursue, acquisition of
portable generators and supporting equipment, as well as
installation of Combined Heat and Power (CHP) systems, at
critical facilities, including shelters.
The Town has acquired a trailer to transport a portable
generator to provide backup power to shelters, and is looking
into acquiring a second, larger trailer.
The Town is currently developing engineering plans for
installation of a CHP system at the Middle School, and has
proposed funding for the coming fiscal year to install a CHP
at the High School.
The Town is exploring installation of a CHP at the YMCA.
Town staff report that treefall and debris are the primary
impacts affecting the transportation network during hazard
emergencies. New Canaan budgets adequately for tree
maintenance. The Town has a strong coordination system
with Eversource. The tree warden works closely with the state
arborist on state roads.
Town has pursued, and continues to pursue, acquisition of
portable generators and supporting equipment, as well as
installation of Combined Heat and Power (CHP) systems, at
critical facilities, including shelters. Town will be installing a
CHP at the Highway Garage and WWTF. They are putting
together engineering plans to install a CHP at the middle
school, and have proposed including money for a CHP at the
High School in next year’s budget. The Town is exploring
installing a CHP at the YMCA.
The Town has solarized 4 municipal buildings, and one school
(South School). The Town is currently in the process of
solarizing East School. They have plans to solarize parts of
the Middle School, High School, and WWTF. A partnership has
been formed between the YMCA and Waveny Care Network
to solarize their properties. There is also solar at the Town
Pool and Nature Center; those two are able to operate off the
grid. Increasing local power generation enhances local power
resiliency in the long term, despite the fact that currently
these solar systems are connected to the grid and cannot be
operated if the grid goes down.
The Town has a strong tree maintenance budget, and works
closely with Eversource to ensure powerlines are protected
from dangerous trees.
The Town continues to identify projects to meet MS4
requirements; at this point it has not identified any that would
be eligible for FEMA grants.
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#

Description

11

Review completed drainage
study of Five Mile River with
an eye to adopting and
instituting additional
mitigation measures.

Status

Notes

Completed

This drainage study has been completed, and is used as
another element for review during permitting processes.
Five Mile River has a TMDL plan, and the drainage study was
completed in adherence with that plan.

Prioritization of Strategies and Actions

The STAPLEE method, described in the Multi-Jurisdictional document, was used to score
mitigation activities. The STAPLEE matrix in Appendix A provides the total scores. Actions have
been further prioritized based on implementation cost, project urgency, and municipal and public
input. The strategies below are presented in priority order, with qualitative priority levels listed
for each.

Mitigation Strategies and Actions Implementation Table

The Town proposed to initiate several new mitigation actions for the upcoming five years.
 Perform maintenance of drainage ditches and waterways on Southwood Drive
 Complete the Bristow Bird Sanctuary rehabilitation project, incorporating floodplain
restoration and other flood mitigation actions. The project will include wetland
restoration and dredging, and should improve floodplain storage capacity. Project is
scheduled to be completed over the next 3 years.
 Working with the state on addressing drainage issues on Old Stamford Road / Route 106.
 Develop a drainage improvement plan for Waveny Park
Additionally, a number of actions from the previous planning period are being carried forward or
replaced with revised actions.
The comprehensive list of actions to be pursued in the next five years are presented below.
Action NCN-01

Provide information on the Town website about CT DEEP training and information around small business
chemical management for hazard resilience.
Lead

EM, BOS

Cost

$0 - $25,000

Funding

Operating Budget, CT DEEP

Timeframe

2021

Priority

High
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Action NCN-02

Use the CT Toxics Users and Climate Resilience Map to identify toxic users located in hazard zones within
your community. Contact those users to inform them about the CT DEEP small business chemical
management initiative.
Lead

EM, BOS

Cost

$0 - $25,000

Funding

Operating Budget, CT DEEP

Timeframe

2021

Priority

High
Action NCN-03

Host a CT DEEP presentation for municipal staff and local businesses about business chemical management
for hazard resilience.
Lead

EM, BOS

Cost

$0 - $25,000

Funding

Operating Budget, CT DEEP

Timeframe

2021

Priority

High
Action NCN-04

Register as a Sustainable CT community and make progress with the hazard mitigation goals associated
with registration.
Lead

BOS

Cost

$0 - $25,000

Funding

Operating Budget

Timeframe

2021

Priority

High
Action NCN-05
Collaborate with CIRCA on the "Resilient Connecticut" project

Lead

BOS

Cost

$0 - $25,000

Funding

Operating Budget

Timeframe

2022

Priority

High
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Action NCN-06
Increase Substantial Damage and Substantial Improvement lookback periods to two or more years.
Lead

Planning

Cost

$0 - $25,000

Funding

Operating Budget

Timeframe

2023

Priority

Low
Action NCN-07

Compare local floodplain regulations with Revised State Model Flood Regulations to identify any remaining
opportunities for improvement
Lead

Planning

Cost

$0 - $25,000

Funding

Operating Budget

Timeframe

2023

Priority

Low
Action NCN-08

Contact the owners of Repetitive Loss Properties and nearby properties at risk to inquire about mitigation
undertaken and suggest options for mitigating flooding in those areas. This should be accomplished with a
letter directly mailed to each property owner.
Lead

EM, BOS

Cost

$0 - $25,000

Funding

Operating Budget, FEMA Grant

Timeframe

2023

Priority

Low
Action NCN-09

Coordinate with CT SHPO to conduct historic resource surveys, focusing on areas within natural hazard risk
zones (flood zones, wildfire hazard zones, steep slopes) to identify historic resources at risk and support the
preparation of resiliency plans across the state.
Lead

Planning

Cost

$25,000 - $50,000

Funding

CT SHPO

Timeframe

2024

Priority

High
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Action NCN-10

Review plans that fulfill DEEP Storm Water Management, Phase II requirements and identify projects that
may be eligible for FEMA natural hazard mitigation grants.
Lead

IWW

Cost

$0 - $25,000

Funding

Operating Budget, FEMA Grant

Timeframe

2024

Priority

Low
Action NCN-11
Perform maintenance of drainage ditches and waterways on Southwood Drive

Lead

DPW

Cost

$25,000 - $50,000

Funding

Capital Improvement Plan, FEMA Grant

Timeframe

2024

Priority

Med
Action NCN-12

Work with the state on addressing drainage issues on Old Stamford Road / Route 106.
Lead

DPW

Cost

$25,000 - $50,000

Funding

Capital Improvement Plan, FEMA Grant

Timeframe

2024

Priority

Low
Action NCN-13

Conduct feasibility study to install a microgrid for downtown and emergency services.
Lead

BOS, EM, BOE

Cost

$25,000 - $50,000

Funding

Operating Budget

Timeframe

2024

Priority

Low
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Action NCN-14

Work with CT DEEP to validate and/or correct the RL list and update the mitigation status of each listed
property.
Lead

Planning

Cost

$25,000 - $50,000

Funding

FEMA Grant

Timeframe

2024

Priority

Low
Action NCN-15

Annually conduct an emergency operations exercise for a local terrorism, sabotage, or mass casualty event.
Lead

EMD

Cost

$25,000 - $50,000

Funding

Operating Budget

Timeframe

2024

Priority

Low
Action NCN-16

Identify and adopt a public alert system with improved capabilities relative to the current Blackboard
Connect system utilized by the Town
Lead

EM

Cost

$50,000 - $100,000

Funding

Operating Budget, CT DEMHS

Timeframe

2025

Priority

Med
Action NCN-17

Complete the Bristow Bird Sanctuary rehabilitation project, incorporating floodplain restoration and other
flood mitigation actions. The project will include wetland restoration and dredging, and should improve
floodplain storage capacity. Project is scheduled to be completed over the next 3 years.
Lead

DPW

Cost

$100,000 - $500,000

Funding

Capital Improvement Plan, FEMA Grant, Other Grant

Timeframe

2025

Priority

High
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Action NCN-18
Install a Combined Heat and Power system at the YMCA, which is an emergency shelter.
Lead

EM

Cost

$100,000 - $500,000

Funding

Capital Improvement Plan, FEMA Grant, Other Grant

Timeframe

2026

Priority

Med
Action NCN-19
Develop a drainage improvement plan for Waveny Park

Lead

DPW

Cost

$100,000 - $500,000

Funding

Capital Improvement Plan, FEMA Grant, Other Grant

Timeframe

2026

Priority

Med
Action NCN-20

Install a Combined Heat and Power system at the Middle School (a critical facility), and pursue
development of this site into a backup emergency shelter or backup municipal facility in case the primary
shelters or facilities are unusable.
Lead

BOE; EM

Cost

$100,000 - $500,000

Funding

Capital Improvement Plan, FEMA Grant, Other Grant

Timeframe

2026

Priority

Low
Action NCN-21

Install a Combined Heat and Power system at the High School (a critical facility), and pursue development
of this site into a backup emergency shelter or backup municipal facility in case the primary shelters or
facilities are unusable.
Lead

BOE; EM

Cost

$100,000 - $500,000

Funding

Capital Improvement Plan, FEMA Grant, Other Grant

Timeframe

2026

Priority

Low
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Action NCN-22
Install a Combined Heat and Power system at the WWTF.
Lead

DPW

Cost

$100,000 - $500,000

Funding

Capital Improvement Plan, FEMA Grant, Other Grant

Timeframe

2026

Priority

Low
Action NCN-23

Reconstruct Nursery Road Bridge to widen waterway opening and mitigate flooding issues.
Lead

DPW

Cost

More than $1 million

Funding

Capital Improvement Plan, FEMA Grant, Other Grant

Timeframe

2026

Priority

Low
Action NCN-24
Install a Combined Heat and Power system at the Highway Garage.

Lead

DPW

Cost

$100,000 - $500,000

Funding

Capital Improvement Plan, FEMA Grant, Other Grant

Timeframe

2026

Priority

Low
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Appendix A: STAPLEE Matrix
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BOS

SHPO

Planning

Coordinate with CT SHPO to conduct historic resource surveys, focusing on areas within natural hazard
NCN-06

risk zones (flood zones, wildfire hazard zones, steep slopes) to identify historic resources at risk and
support the preparation of resiliency plans across the state.

flood mitigation actions. The project will include wetland restoration and dredging, and should improve
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Timeframe for

Sources

Potential Funding

1

Budget, CT
DEEP
Operating
Budget, CT

$0 -

Budget
Operating

$25,000

Budget
CT SHPO
Capital

Complete the Bristow Bird Sanctuary rehabilitation project, incorporating floodplain restoration and other
NCN-07

1

DEEP
Operating

$25,000
$0 -

$50,000

2021

Costs

Operating
Budget, CT

DEEP
Operating

$25,000 -

Total STAPLEE Score

ResilientCT

Environmental

BOS

Economic (x2)

Collaborate with CIRCA on the "Resilient Connecticut" project

Sustainable CT

Legal

with registration.

$0 $25,000

Political

Register as a Sustainable CT community and make progress with the hazard mitigation goals associated

EM, BOS

Administrative

Business Chem

Technical (x2)

NCN-05

CT DEEP Small

management for hazard resilience.

$0 $25,000

Social

NCN-04

Host a CT DEEP presentation for municipal staff and local businesses about business chemical

EM, BOS

Environmental

NCN-03

CT DEEP Small
Business Chem

Economic (x2)

management initiative.

Legal

your community. Contact those users to inform them about the CT DEEP small business chemical

$25,000

Political

Business Chem

$0 -

Administrative

chemical management for hazard resilience.

EM, BOS

Technical (x2)

CT DEEP Small

Completion

Provide information on the Town website about CT DEEP training and information around small business
Use the CT Toxics Users and Climate Resilience Map to identify toxic users located in hazard zones within

NCN-02

Theme

Social

NCN-01

Action Description

Cost Estimate

#

Regional

Lead Department

Weighted STAPLEE Criteria
Benefits

Open Space

DPW

floodplain storage capacity. Project is scheduled to be completed over the next 3 years.

$100,000 $500,000

Improvement
Plan, FEMA
Grant, Other
Grant
Capital

NCN-08

NCN-09

NCN-10

Perform maintenance of drainage ditches and waterways on Southwood Drive

Identify and adopt a public alert system with improved capabilities relative to the current Blackboard
Connect system utilized by the Town

Install a Combined Heat and Power system at the YMCA, which is an emergency shelter.

Drainage

Emergency
Response

Energy Resiliency
& Backup Power

DPW

EM

EM

$25,000 - Improvement
$50,000
$50,000 $100,000

$100,000 $500,000

Plan, FEMA
Grant
Operating
Budget, CT
DEMHS
Capital
Improvement
Plan, FEMA
Grant, Other
Grant
Capital

NCN-11

Develop a drainage improvement plan for Waveny Park

Drainage

DPW

NCN-13

Increase Substantial Damage and Substantial Improvement lookback periods to two or more years.
Compare local floodplain regulations with Revised State Model Flood Regulations to identify any
remaining opportunities for improvement
Contact the owners of Repetitive Loss Properties and nearby properties at risk to inquire about mitigation

NCN-14

undertaken and suggest options for mitigating flooding in those areas. This should be accomplished with

Management

Planning

Regulations
Floodplain
Management

Planning

Regulations
RLPs

EM, BOS

a letter directly mailed to each property owner.
NCN-15

Work with the state on addressing drainage issues on Old Stamford Road / Route 106.

NCN-16

Conduct feasibility study to install a microgrid for downtown and emergency services.

$500,000

Plan, FEMA
Grant, Other
Grant

Floodplain
NCN-12

$100,000 -

Improvement

Drainage

DPW

Energy Resiliency
& Backup Power

$0 -

Operating

$25,000

Budget

$0 -

Operating

$25,000

Budget

$0 $25,000

Operating
Budget, FEMA
Grant
Capital

$25,000 - Improvement
$50,000

Plan, FEMA

BOS, EM,

$25,000 -

Grant
Operating

BOE

$50,000

Budget

Political

Legal

Economic (x2)

Environmental

Total STAPLEE Score

FEMA Grant
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0

0
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0

0

3

2026

0

1

1

0

1

1

0

0

-1

-1

0

0

0

0

3

Timeframe for

Sources

Potential Funding

Administrative

$500,000

Technical (x2)

$100,000 -

Social

& Backup Power

BOE; EM

$50,000

Environmental

Energy Resiliency

EMD

Economic (x2)

shelters or facilities are unusable.

Casualty

$50,000
$25,000 -

Legal

development of this site into a backup emergency shelter or backup municipal facility in case the primary

Terrorism & Mass

$25,000 -

Political

Install a Combined Heat and Power system at the Middle School (a critical facility), and pursue
NCN-19

Planning

Administrative

event.

RLPs

Technical (x2)

property.
Annually conduct an emergency operations exercise for a local terrorism, sabotage, or mass casualty

Completion

NCN-18

Work with CT DEEP to validate and/or correct the RL list and update the mitigation status of each listed

Theme

Social

NCN-17

Action Description

Regional

Cost Estimate

#

Lead Department

Weighted STAPLEE Criteria
Benefits

Costs

Improvement
Plan, FEMA
Grant, Other
Grant
Capital

Install a Combined Heat and Power system at the High School (a critical facility), and pursue development
NCN-20

of this site into a backup emergency shelter or backup municipal facility in case the primary shelters or
facilities are unusable.

Energy Resiliency
& Backup Power

BOE; EM

$100,000 $500,000

Improvement
Plan, FEMA
Grant, Other
Grant
Capital

NCN-21

Install a Combined Heat and Power system at the WWTF.

Energy Resiliency
& Backup Power

DPW

$100,000 $500,000

Improvement
Plan, FEMA
Grant, Other
Grant
Capital

NCN-22

NCN-23

NCN-24

Reconstruct Nursery Road Bridge to widen waterway opening and mitigate flooding issues.

Review plans that fulfill DEEP Storm Water Management, Phase II requirements and identify projects that
may be eligible for FEMA natural hazard mitigation grants.

Install a Combined Heat and Power system at the Highway Garage.

Bridge & Culvert

Drainage

Energy Resiliency
& Backup Power

DPW

IWW

DPW

More than
$1 million

$0 $25,000

$100,000 $500,000

Improvement
Plan, FEMA
Grant, Other
Grant
Operating
Budget, FEMA
Grant
Capital
Improvement
Plan, FEMA
Grant, Other
Grant
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Town of New Canaan
Climate Vulnerability Assessment
A Component of Sustainable CT Action 5.4
The Town of New Canaan, for this Climate Vulnerability Assessment (CVA) is considered a suburban
inland town, resulting in various climate change vulnerabilities. Inland flooding, extreme heat, and
winter storms may impact the community the most as many issues have been identified.

Hazards
Inland Flooding
With FEMA flood zones in town along several streams and rivers, such as along the Fivemile River and
Noroton River, there is continuously concern for riverine flooding. The numerous streams in town pose a
flood risk to adjacent properties, whether it is a larger storm event or a short intense rainstorm. With
precipitation expected to increase due to climate change, flooding events may occur more frequently.
Overall, flooding may continue, or become a larger issue with future shifts in precipitation.
Winter Storms
New Canaan is largely residential with a densely populated, commercialized area in the southcentral
area of town. Suburban communities are often impacted by strong winter storms in several ways; power
outages from downed trees, accessibility issues, and icing concerns. Anticipated shifts in winter
precipitation may bring more freezing rain events, which can result in an increase of downed trees and
iced roads during a winter storm event. Downed trees can result in power outage, and lack of
emergency access and egress.
Drought and Extreme Temperatures
Approximately half of the town relies on private wells for drinking water, with public water systems
providing water for much of the southern half of town. Therefore, impacts to water supply may be an
issue to the town as temperatures rise in the future, resulting in isolated issues with water scarcity. With
increased temperatures, and high pumping levels, private wells may be impacted during times of
drought.
In addition to private wells, many suburban communities have high levels of agricultural activity,
whether it be crop production or livestock, these operations are heavily water dependent for healthy
growing and revenue generation.
When considering these impacts from climate change, the primary vulnerabilities for the town of New
Canaan include:
•
•
•

Private well owners
Emergency access
Agricultural operations

Secondary Impacts

Economic Impacts
With areas vulnerable to flooding and winter storm events, the town faces an economic challenge of
addressing the flooding concerns and increasing snow and debris removal capacity. There is also a
potential economic impact to local businesses during flooding events, and heavy winter storms.
Businesses may incur expenses related to flood mitigation or clean-up efforts, or experience loss of
income if there is no site access during a storm.
Winter storm snow removal or icing also presents financial responsibility to the town by way of roadway
treatment. As precipitation events may increase during winter months, the town may seek to increase
sand or salt stockpiles to account for increased icing events.
Private property owners who rely on private drinking water wells may also be impacted economically
during droughts or periods of extreme heat. With increasing heat, typically comes increased water
demand. This demand would be placed upon local aquifers, potentially resulting in the need for new
well construction, or deepening of an existing well.
The many impacts of climate change can result in economic impacts to many citizens, business owners,
and municipal budgets as the impacts can be felt on a town level, down to building level.
Social Impacts
To identify social impacts to the town, the Center for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) Social
Vulnerability Index (SVI) was used to identify any vulnerable populations within the town. This index was
developed to supplement a community’s natural hazard preparation actions. To evaluate social
vulnerability, the CDC incorporates 15 factors (Fig. 1) into the overall calculation under the categories, or
themes, of: socioeconomic status, household composition and disability, minority status and language,
and housing type and transportation. These themes and their ranking are based on census statistics. By
evaluating these factors and determining a level of social vulnerability, a community can identify specific
needs for before, during, and after
an event. Such needs may include
sheltering capacity, evacuation
routes, or to decide how many
emergency personnel may be
required to respond after an event.
Each municipalities’ census tracts
were ranked for overall
vulnerability, and theme
vulnerability, in comparison to
other Connecticut municipalities.
This rank, 0 to 1, is based on the
percentile rank among all tracts
within the State of Connecticut. A
value closer to 0 indicates a lower
vulnerability, while a value closer to

Figure 1: The CDC SVI Index Factors. Graphic: svi.cdc.com

1 indicates a higher vulnerability. Table 1 presents the overall vulnerability and theme rankings for New
Canaan.
Table 1: New Canaan SVI Factor Rankings
Overall SVI
Socioeconomic

NEW CANAAN

.15

.08

Household
Composition &
Disability

Minority
Status &
Language

Housing Type
&
Transportation

.37

.23

.20

The Town of New Canaan is considered to have a low level of vulnerability, with their most vulnerable
population based on household composition and disability. In addition, there are vulnerable minority
and linguistically challenged populations along with those based on housing type and lack of
transportation. The most concentrated areas of the most vulnerable population are identified in the
central tract in town. The central and southwestern tracts are also ranked higher for minority and
populations that speak English “less than well”.
These populations may be vulnerable to impacts from drought, flooding and storm events based on the
geographic concentrations.
Public Health Considerations
Of the primary vulnerabilities identified, drought and flooding can potentially have public health
repercussions. During hot summer months, or drought, if private wells were to be impacted, certain
populations may find themselves without adequate drinking water supply, resulting in health problems.
Also, when considering the environmental shifts occurring during drought periods, drinking water
contamination may become an issue as aquifers become stressed due to excessive pumping.
Food scarcity is another consideration when discussing the impacts of drought and extreme
temperatures. Agricultural operations that are impacted by water shortages may find that crop or
livestock yields are below average, ultimately resulting in food scarcity concerns. Depending on the size
of an operation, the impacts can be on a small or large scale.
Flooding also presents the concern of pollution into nearby water bodies as commercialized and
impervious areas drain, they collect pollutants and excess sediment. Depending upon the drainage
areas, this runoff can have environmental impacts in associated ecosystems, or public health impacts if
water bodies are used for recreational activities.

Vulnerable Populations
The SVI identified the presence of certain populations within the town that may be more vulnerable to
climate change hazards. Communities, including New Canaan, should pay special attention to elderly or
disabled populations, linguistically challenged population, and those that may need evacuation
assistance due to lack of transportation. In addition to the SVI, the Connecticut Department of Public

Health (DPH) 1 has identified at least one assisted living facility and one convalescent home in the Town
of New Canaan.
Some populations often need additional time for hazard response, so evacuation or preparation, and
may find it more challenging to recover due to financial constraints or health concerns. These
populations should be considered more vulnerable for the reasons that emergency response and
preparation may be more challenging, health issues may be of higher concern, and language barriers
may exist when working to communicate with the community on risks, response, and recovery efforts.
In addition to the populations, it is important to identify the facilities that can provide different types of
assistance to the populations, and others, during or after an event. These facilities, and their proximity
to flood zones, can be found in Figure 2-4.

1

https://www.elicense.ct.gov/Lookup/LicenseLookup.aspx
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INTRODUCTION
Purpose of Annex

The purpose of this Hazard Mitigation Plan (HMP) annex is to provide a community-specific
hazard risk assessment, capability analysis, and evaluation and prioritization of hazard mitigation
measures and projects. Background information and the regional effects of pertinent natural
hazards are discussed in the main body of the Western Connecticut Council of Governments
(WestCOG) Multi-Jurisdictional Hazard Mitigation Plan. This annex is designed to supplement the
information presented in the Multi-Jurisdictional HMP with more specific detail for the Town of
New Fairfield and is not to be considered a standalone document.
The primary goal of this HMP, including this Municipal Annex, is to identify natural hazard risks
and mitigation opportunities in order to reduce the loss of or damage to life, property,
infrastructure, and natural, cultural, and economic resources. This includes the reduction of public
and private damage costs. Limiting losses of and damage to life and property will also reduce the
social, emotional, and economic disruption associated with a natural disaster.
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COMMUNITY PROFILE
2.1.1

Geography
Physical Setting

New Fairfield is located in northern Fairfield County along the New York state border. The Town
is bordered by the Connecticut municipalities of Sherman to the north, New Milford and
Brookfield to the east (from north to south), and to the south by the city of Danbury. It is
bordered to the west (from north to south) by the municipalities of Patterson and Southeast, New
York. Figure 2-1 illustrates the Town's regional location.
New Fairfield is located in the Western Highlands of Connecticut. The topography is
characterized as semimountainous terrain with upland ridges intermingled with lower mountains,
especially in the southwest section. In addition, peaks in central and northern New Fairfield reach
elevations over 1,000 feet above mean sea level (msl) including Beaver Bog Mountain at 1,178
feet above msl and Pond Mountain at 1,200 feet above msl. The eastern third of the Town is
dominated by Lake Candlewood, Connecticut's largest lake. Over 40 miles of the lake's shoreline
are located in the Town, dividing that section into bays, coves, peninsulas, and small islands. The
varying terrain of New Fairfield makes the Town vulnerable to an array of natural hazards. The
Town does not include any coastline or tidally influenced watercourses, removing hazards from
storm surges or predicted sea level rise.
The Center for Land Use Education and Research (CLEAR) has developed a land cover dataset
derived from 2016 satellite imagery to depict statewide land cover. The land cover by percent of
total land for New Fairfield can be found in Table 2-1.
Table 2-1: Land Cover by Area

Land Cover Class
Developed
Turf & Grass
Other Grasses
Agricultural Field
Deciduous Forest
Coniferous Forest
Water
Non-Forested Wetland
Forested Wetland
Tidal Wetland
Barren Land
Utility Corridor
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Percent of Total Land

15.2%
7.7%
0.5%
0.6%
50.7%
3.4%
19.7%
0.03%
2.0%
0.0%
0.1%
0.0%
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2.1.2

Land Use

New Fairfield is a suburban town characterized by medium population density and limited
commercial development. The lack of sanitary sewer service and presence of only small public
water systems limit density throughout the community. In general, medium-density residential
uses are located around Candlewood Lake and Ball Pond and along the major transportation
corridors through New Fairfield, State Routes 37 and 39. A small Town hub with commercial,
municipal, and institutional land uses is located at the junction of Routes 37 and 39 in the center
of New Fairfield.
According to the New Fairfield 2014 POCD, New Fairfield has over 3,700 acres of open space land.

2.1.3

Climate and Climate Change
Current Conditions

Over the course of the year, the temperature in New Fairfield typically varies from 17°F to 81°F
and is rarely below 2°F or above 89°F. The warm season lasts from May 29 to September 14, with
an average daily high temperature above 72°F. The hottest day of the year is July 20, with an
average high of 81°F and low of 62°F. The cold season lasts from December 1 to March 10, with
an average daily high temperature below 43°F. The coldest day of the year is January 29, with an
average low of 17°F and high of 34°F.
Precipitation falls throughout the year in New Fairfield. The wetter season lasts from May 3 to
August 20, with a greater than 30% chance of a given day being a wet day. The chance of a wet
day peaks at 37% on August 2. The smallest chance of a wet day is 22% on January 29.
The most rain falls during the 31 days centered around June 4, with an average total accumulation
of 3.9 inches. The least rain falls around January 24, with an average total accumulation of 1.5
inches.
The snowy period of the year lasts from October 27 to April 16, with a sliding 31-day liquidequivalent snowfall of at least 0.1 inches. The most snow falls during the 31 days centered around
January 25, with an average total liquid-equivalent accumulation of 1.2 inches.
Climate data was sourced from Weather Spark based on analysis of the years 1980 to 2016.

Climate Change

Climate change projections for Connecticut were sourced from the 2019 Connecticut Physical
Climate Science Assessment Report, which was developed by the University of Connecticut
(UConn) Atmospheric Sciences Group, commissioned by the Connecticut Institute for Resilience
and Climate Adaptation (CIRCA) with funding from the Department of Energy and Environmental
Protection (DEEP). All projections are based on the IPCC high CO2 emission scenario (RCP8.5).
Temperature
Annual temperatures have been increasing throughout Connecticut and is projected to continue
to do so in the future. By mid-century, average annual temperature is projected to increase by
5°F. Seasonal average temperatures are also expected to rise, with the greatest increase (6°F)
experienced in summer (June to August). The number of nights over which temperature remains
WestCOG Hazard Mitigation Plan
New Fairfield Municipal Annex
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above 68°F will quadruple from 10 days per year to more than 40 days, and the number of
extremely hot days will increase from above 4 a year to 48 per year.
Precipitation
Rainfall data in "Technical Paper No. 40" by the U.S.
Weather Bureau (now the National Weather Service)
(Hershfield, 1961) dates from the years 1938 through
1958. According to these data, the 24-hour rainfall
amount for a 50% annual-chance storm in Fairfield
County is 3.3 inches.

The continued increase in
precipitation only heightens the
need for hazard mitigation planning
as the occurrence of floods may
change in accordance with the
greater precipitation.

The Northeast Regional Climate Center (NRCC) has
partnered with the Natural Resources Conservation Service (NRCS) to provide a consistent,
current regional analysis of rainfall extremes (http://precip.eas.cornell.edu/). In 2020 this dataset
listed the 24-hour rainfall amount for a 50% annual-chance storm in New Fairfield as 3.35 inches.
The NOAA Atlas 14, released on September 30, 2015 puts the 24-hour rainfall amount for a 50%
annual-chance annual storm in New Fairfield at 3.52 inches.
These precipitation amounts, and more details, are summarized in Table 2-2, below.
Table 2-2: 24-Hour Rainfall Amounts by Annual-Chance Occurrence
24-Hour Rainfall Amount (inches) by Annual-Chance Occurrence
Source
50%
4%
1%
Technical Paper No. 40
3.3
5.7
7.2
NRCC
3.35
6.30
8.92
NOAA Atlas 14
3.52
6.72
8.62
Annual precipitation has been increasing statewide and is projected to continue to increase. By
mid-century, annual precipitation is projected to increase by 8.5%, with the greatest increase
(13.4%) occurring in the winter months. Extreme precipitation events are projected to increase in
both frequency and magnitude. Based on this increase and the precipitation figures above, by
2050 New Fairfield can expect the 24-hour rainfall amount for a 50% annual-chance storm to be
around 3.6 to 3.8 inches or greater.
Impervious surfaces and infrastructure in town have increased over time as well, leading to
increasing runoff and peak discharge values.
Despite overall increases in precipitation, drought risk is projected to increase, especially during
summer, due to changing precipitation patterns and projected increases in potential
evapotranspiration (plants taking up more water in hotter temperatures and longer growing
seasons).
2.1.4

Drainage Basins and Hydrology

New Fairfield is divided among six subregional watersheds, including Lake Candlewood, as shown
on in Table 2-3. Subregional watersheds on the west side of New Fairfield, Corner Brook, East
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Branch Croton River, and Quaker Brook drain to the Hudson River Basin in New York State. The
remaining subregional basins drain to the Housatonic River. The largest subregional basin in New
Fairfield (aside from Candlewood Lake) belongs to Ball Pond Brook, which drains toward the
Housatonic River via Candlewood Lake.
Table 2-3: New Fairfield Subregional Drainage Basins
SUBREGION
Area (acres)
% of Town
Lake Candlewood
6,633
41
Ball Pond Brook
4,714
29
East Branch Croton River
1,472
9
Corner Pond Brook
1,332
8
Quaker Brook
998
6
Padanaram Brook
954
6
Total
16,102
100
Source: Connecticut Department of Environmental Protection GIS Data

Candlewood Lake

The Candlewood Lake watershed comprises 40 percent of the Town's land area. Candlewood
Lake is the country's first pump-storage reservoir and, at 5,400 acres, is the largest lake in
Connecticut. The reservoir was constructed to support power generation at the Rocky River
power station in New Milford. Beginning in 1926, water has been diverted from the Housatonic
River as needed and pumped uphill into the lake. During low-flow conditions on the Housatonic
River, water is released from Candlewood Lake to run the generation turbines, and hence, this
water is returned to the Housatonic River.

Housatonic River

The Housatonic River originates in western Massachusetts with its main stem forming at the
confluence of the west and southwest branches in Pittsfield. From there, the river flows 132 miles
through western Massachusetts and Connecticut to its mouth at Long Island Sound at Milford
Point in Connecticut. The Housatonic River watershed covers 1,948 square miles in three states
(Connecticut, Massachusetts, and New York). The Housatonic River has several hydroelectric
power dams and diversions within the state of Connecticut. The watershed for the Housatonic
River and its tributaries covers 76 percent of the land area of New Fairfield.

Ball Pond Brook

Ball Pond Brook originates at Ball Pond located in southwestern New Fairfield and flows southeast
through New Fairfield, is joined by Short Woods Brook (confluence Route 37 at Mill Road), and
ends at Candlewood Lake. The Ball Pond Brook watershed covers 7.58 square miles (29 percent
of New Fairfield land area) and is contained entirely in New Fairfield. The watershed is
approximately 30 percent developed and 64 percent forested.

Padanaram Brook

Padanaram Brook originates in Danbury at the Padanaram Reservoir. The Padanaram Brook
watershed is 7.27 square miles of which approximately 50 percent is developed, and 40 percent is
forested. The portion of the Padanaram Brook watershed in New Fairfield (about 20 percent)
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includes Margerie Reservoir (a City-of-Danbury water supply reservoir), covers 6 percent of New
Fairfield, and drains from the southeastern section of the Town into the Padanaram Reservoir.

Hudson River

The Hudson River originates at Lake Tear of the Clouds on Mount Marcy in the Adirondack
Mountains in northern New York State. From its headwaters, the Hudson River flows 315 miles
south to its mouth at Upper New York Bay (New York Harbor). The Hudson River watershed
covers 13,400 square miles, with 93 percent of the watershed within New York State. Small parts
of the watershed are also located in Vermont, Massachusetts, New Jersey, and Connecticut.
The Hudson River is managed for commercial traffic from Hudson Falls to Albany, and the lower
half of the river is a tidal estuary, with tidal water influence as far north as Troy, New York. Several
reservoirs within the Hudson River basin (including the Croton River discussed below) contribute
to the New York City water supply system, supplying water for approximately eight million
people. The watershed for the Hudson River and its tributaries, including the East Branch Croton
River, Quaker Brook, and Corner Pond Brook watersheds, cover 23 percent of the land area of
New Fairfield.

East Branch Croton River

The East Branch Croton River originates in the Great Swamp, a 6,000-acre wetland area of high
conservation value in Dutchess and Patterson Counties in New York State. The watershed covers
8.45 square miles, of which 27 percent is in the western half of New Fairfield bordering New York
(covering 9 percent of New Fairfield land area, with unnamed tributaries in New Fairfield). The
East Branch Croton River is a tributary of the Croton River, which feeds the Croton Reservoir, a
component of the New York City water supply watersheds to the east of the Hudson River.

Corner Pond Brook

Corner Pond Brook is a tributary to the Croton River, which is included in the Hudson River Basin.
Similar to Padanaram Brook and East Branch Croton River, Corner Pond brook does not flow
through New Fairfield but has contributing watershed area in the southwest corner of the Town.
The Corner Pond Brook watershed is 4.89 square miles, with 43 percent in New Fairfield (covering
8 percent of New Fairfield land area).

Quaker Brook

Quaker Brook flows southwest through New Fairfield, Connecticut and then west into Patterson,
New York. It eventually joins the East Branch of the Croton River and the Croton Reservoir, which
serves as a public water supply source for New York. Approximately 6 percent of the land area in
New Fairfield drains to this brook in the northwestern portion of Town.

2.2.1

Society, Culture, and Government
Population and Demographic Setting

New Fairfield had a population of 13,881 people, or 552 persons per square mile, in 2010
according to the U.S. Census Bureau. According to the 2018 American Community Survey fiveyear estimates, New Fairfield’s population between 2013 and 2018 was approximately 13,992.
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The Connecticut State Data Center's (CTSDC) 2015 projection predicted a decrease in population,
with an estimated 12,912 people living in the Town in 2025. Population projections developed by
the CT DOT, on the other hand, show population increasing to 15,434 people in New Fairfield in
2030. Future changes in New Fairfield population will likely be relatively minor and gradual, are
not expected to lead to significant development in hazardous areas, and are not expected to
change the hazard profile for the Town.
One important aspect of natural hazard mitigation planning is to identify a community’s
demographic trends in relation to natural hazards. The Center for Disease Control and Prevention
(CDC) Social Vulnerability Index (SVI) is used to identify vulnerable populations in New Fairfield.
The SVI uses census data to identify populations within the town that may be more vulnerable to
natural hazards. As a result of this analysis, the town is identified to have a certain level of overall
social vulnerability with a rank of 0 to 1; 1 being the most vulnerable and 0 being the least.
To determine social vulnerability, the CDC incorporates 15 factors into the overall SVI calculation
under four categories, or
themes: socioeconomic status,
household composition and
disability, minority status and
language, and housing type and
transportation. Figure 2-2
represents the breakdown of the
SVI process. These themes and
their ranking are based on
census statistics. By evaluating
these factors and determining a
level of social vulnerability, a
community can identify specific
needs for before, during, and
after an event. Such needs may
include sheltering capacity,
evacuation routes, or to decide
how many emergency personnel
Figure 2-2: The CDC SVI Index Factors. Graphic:
may be required to respond
svi.cdc.com
after an event.
The Town of New Fairfield is considered to have a low level of vulnerability, with their most
vulnerable social aspect being household composition and disability, followed by minority and
linguistically challenged populations, and socioeconomic status populations. Vulnerable age
groups and disabled are identified in all three tracts in town, with socioeconomic concerns
identified in the two western tracts, and minority and linguistically challenged populations
distributed throughout the community. Appendix B explores the SVI for New Fairfield in more
depth, including maps showing overall vulnerability, and theme vulnerability.
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2.2.2

Development Trends

The Town had fewer than 10 new construction permits per year between 2000 and 2012. Since
the adoption of the initial HMP in 2011, development has continued to be minor. The only
significant ongoing development is of Barn Brook Estates off State Route 37. When completed
there will be 23 single-family homes within the subdivision. Other development in Town focuses
on tearing down and rebuilding structures.
Because the pace of development is minimal in New Fairfield, and because this minimal
development will not increase any specific risks to hazards, there was no need to revise this plan
due to development trends or patterns. Vulnerabilities to natural hazards are not increasing due
to development. Instead, revisions in this update are mainly focused on explaining enhanced
capabilities.
Given the patterns of development associated with Ball Pond as well as other areas within New
Fairfield as described above, numerous homeowner and residential associations exist within the
Town. Many of these associations are charged with paying for projects such as road maintenance
within their boundaries. As this Plan will discuss in subsequent sections, the presence of so many
small associations presents a unique set of challenges relative to natural hazard mitigation.

2.2.3

Governmental Structure

The Town is governed by a Selectmen-Town Meeting form of government in which legislative
responsibilities are shared by the Board of Selectmen and the Town Meeting. The First Selectman
serves as the chief executive.
In addition to Board of Selectmen and the Town Meeting, there are boards, commissions, and
committees providing input and direction to Town administrators while Town departments
provide municipal services and day-to-day administration. Many of these commissions and
departments play a role in hazard mitigation, including the Planning Commission, the Zoning
Commission, the Zoning Board of Appeals, the Conservation Inlands/Wetlands Commission, the
Parks and Recreation Department, the New Fairfield Volunteer Fire Department, the Public Works
Department, the Office of Emergency Department, and the New Fairfield Resident Trooper Office.
The Public Works Department is the principal municipal department that responds to problems
caused by natural hazards. Town policy is to route complaints related to Town maintenance
issues to the Public Works Department, which investigates and remediates them as necessary.
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2.2.4

Historic and Cultural Resources

Historic and cultural resources include sites, structures,
and objects that are significant in history, architecture,
archaeology, engineering, and culture. Protection of
these resources grows economies and enhances
community character, and following a natural disaster
they can help to reinforce neighborhood connections
and reestablish a sense of community and normalcy.
Consideration of these resources in this HMP is critical.

Historic preservation planning
helps protect historic properties and
cultural resources from demolition or
alteration.
Hazard mitigation planning helps
protect life and property from
damage caused by natural and
manmade hazards. Integrating
these two planning processes helps
create safe and sustainable historic
communities.
- Paraphrased from FEMA Report
386-6

New Fairfield historic resources include the CosierMurphy House, the Williams House, the Hubbell
House, and the Austin House. Analysis of the State
Historic Preservation Office (SHPO) database of
historic resources shows that some of these resources are exposed to natural hazards, as shown in
Table 2-4.
Table 2-4: Number of Historic Assets Exposed to Different Hazards in New Fairfield
Hazard
Count
Dam Failure
1
Earthquake
9
Flooding
1% Annual
0
0.2% Annual
0
Storm Surge
Category 1
0
Category 2
0
Category 3
0
Category 4
0
Hurricane/Tropical Storm
9
Sea Level Rise
0
Thunderstorm
9
Tornado
9
Winter Storm
9
Wildfire
8
Historic buildings and structures may be particularly susceptible to natural hazards because they
were built prior to the establishment of more recent construction standards. Additionally, some
of the structural integrity of these resources may have been degraded over the decades or
centuries since their original construction. Structural retrofits and hazard mitigation methods may
be challenging or restricted in cases where alteration of a resource will also diminish its cultural or
historical aesthetic and value. Finally, miscommunications or lack of knowledge may lead to
historic resources being damaged during the disaster recovery process.
Steps to incorporate historical and cultural preservation into hazard mitigation planning include:
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Inventory and survey historic and cultural resources
Implement appropriate mitigation measures for those resources
Take steps to move portable resources, such as artwork or documents, to safe locations
prior to the occurrence of a hazard, if possible
Consider these resources in emergency operations plans to prevent accidental damages
during recovery efforts

Specific actions to mitigate natural hazard risks to historic resources are listed at the end of this
Annex.

2.3.1

Infrastructure
Transportation

Routes 37 and 39 are the two major transportation arteries out of Town, with both routes
connecting New Fairfield with New Milford to the east and Danbury to the south. Route 55 also
provides access to Dover, New York to the west in the northern part of Town. New Fairfield
residents must use Route 37 to access Interstate 84 in Danbury.
New Fairfield has many dead-end roads, and many are relatively long and/or private, with some
of these owned and maintained by homeowner associations. Emergency services can be cut off
by fallen trees or washed out culverts during emergencies. The Office of Emergency Management
has provided education to the private communities about road and tree maintenance to help
ensure adequate access while the Town tree warden maintains trees along public roads.
The most difficult emergency response problem in New Fairfield is poor access to the private lake
communities and homeowner associations. These roads are narrow, often one lane, and have
steep grades that impede access by modern firefighting and rescue equipment. New public and
private roads are regulated by the Town through the subdivision process such that emergency
access is not an issue moving forward.

2.3.2

Utilities

New Fairfield receives electricity through Eversource. The Town is not served by any natural gas
infrastructure, and residents rely on oil, propane, wood, or other fuels for heating.
Drinking water is delivered to residents and businesses by a number of Aquarion Water Company
community water systems, and numerous non-community public water systems, as well as private
wells.
New Fairfield does not have a public wastewater treatment system.

2.4.1

Planning and Regulatory Capabilities
Review of Existing Local Plans

The Town of New Fairfield has a number of plans that are relevant to hazard mitigation. These
are noted here:
 Plan of Conservation and Development (POCD): New Fairfield’s most recent POCD was
adopted in 2014. It addresses natural hazard concerns within the community, and includes
strategies that will mitigate risks from those hazards as the community continues to develop.
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2.4.2

Stormwater Management: New Fairfield maintains a Stormwater Management Plan. This
document has been updated to comply with the requirements of the US EPA 2017 updated
General Permit for the Discharge of Stormwater from Small Municipal Separate Storm Sewer
Systems (MS4 General Permit).
Capital Improvement Plan (CIP): New Fairfield maintains a CIP that is updated annually and
lays out capital investments for a five-year period. The CIP often includes road, drainage, and
other infrastructure improvement projects relevant to hazard mitigation.
Economic Development Plan: New Fairfield is included within the Western Connecticut
Economic Development Plan of 2017, developed by WestCOG. The plan aligns with the COG’s
other efforts to promote climate sustainability and resiliency in the region.
Emergency Operations Plan (EOP): New Fairfield’s EOP is reviewed annually and updated as
needed. Dam failure Emergency Action Plans (EAPs) for dams with failure inundation zones
that may impact New Fairfield, and for which EAPs are available, are on file locally.
Watershed Management Plan: Watershed Management Plans have been developed for the
Saugatuck-Aspetuck River Watershed and the Still River Watershed. The Saugatuck River
Watershed Based Plan was developed by the former South Western Regional Planning
Agency (SWRPA) in 2012, while the Still River Watershed Management Plan was developed by
the Housatonic valley Association with support from the Still River Partners in 2019. These
plans are focused on water quality, but can help the community mitigate inland flood risks by
incorporating watershed management best practices into its planning efforts.

Review of Regulatory Structures

New Fairfield regulates development through a number of regulations, codes, and ordinances.
These are summarized below. More detailed information about how these regulations relate to
specific natural hazards are described in Section 3.





Building Code: New Fairfield enforces the Connecticut State Building Code locally.
Zoning Regulations: Most recently updated in April 2016.
Inland Wetlands and Watercourses Regulations: Most recently updated in August 2000.
Subdivision Regulations: Most recently updated in July 2014. Include provisions promoting
control of stormwater runoff and burial of utilities.

Emergency Services, Critical Facilities, Sheltering, and Evacuation

New Fairfield’s existing capabilities include the training and technical assistance programs of its
Office of Emergency Management (OEM), its participation in the Resident State Trooper program,
its application of the Blackboard Connect emergency notification system, the tree maintenance
program carried out by its DPW, and its established policy of routing Town maintenance
complaints to the DPW.
The Town considers its police, fire, and other governmental facilities to be its most important
critical facilities, for these are needed to ensure that emergencies are addressed while day-to-day
management of New Fairfield continues. Some educational institutions and churches are also
included as critical facilities as these can be used as shelters or supply distribution centers.
Because the hilly nature of the Town can make cell phone and radio reception spotty, and
because of the importance of communication to emergency response and recovery, the Town
also lists key cellular towers as critical facilities.
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FIG. 2-3

Elderly housing facilities or assisted facilities are not present in the town. Populations of
individuals that would require special assistance during an emergency are scattered throughout
the Town.
A map of the critical facilities in New Fairfield is shown in Figure 2-3, and a list of the critical
facilities is provided in Table 2-5. Each critical facility and the Town's emergency response
capabilities are described in more detail below along with a summary of the potential for these
facilities to be impacted by natural hazards.

Name

Address

Type

Located in
SFHA

Emergency
Generator

Table 2-5: Critical Facilities in New Fairfield

New Fairfield High School and Middle
School

54 Gillotti Road

School/Shelter

No

Yes

Shelter

No

Yes

Government

No

Yes

302 Ball Pond
Road

Police/Fire

No

Yes

7 Fairfield Drive

Fire

No

No

255 Route 39

Fire

No

No

188 Route 37

Government

No

2 Brush Hill
Road
302 Ball Pond
Road
212 Tower Hill
Road, Paterson,
NY
16 Titicus
Mountain Road
29 Bogus Hill
Road

Community
Center

No
(adjacent)
No

No

Communications

No

unknown

Communications

No

unknown

Communications

No

unknown

Communications

No

unknown

New Fairfield Senior Center
Town Hall and Annex
Public Safety Complex (Police Department,
Fire Station, and Emergency Operation
Center)
Ball Pond Volunteer Fire Department
Squantz Engine Company Volunteer Fire
Department
Department of Public Works
New Fairfield Library
Ball Pond Road Cell Phone Tower
(owned by Town)
Tower Hill Cell Phone Tower
(owned by Town)
Titicus Cell Phone Tower
(owned by American Tower)
Bogus Hill Cell Phone Tower
(Leased by Girl Scout Camp to SBA Tower)
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Shelters

Emergency shelters are
an important subset of
New Fairfield High School and Middle School Campus.
critical facilities as they
are needed in most
large-scale emergency
situations. The Town has
designated two
American Red Cross
emergency shelters with
additional facilities that
can be used as needed.
The New Fairfield High
School and Middle
School campus is
currently the primary
shelter facility. It has a 200-person capacity, a feeding capacity for 1,500 persons, and handicap
access to lavatory facilities. It is equipped with a 125-kilowatt diesel generator and two portable
generators that can be brought to other facilities during an emergency.
The New Fairfield Senior Center is the second emergency shelter; it is handicap enabled (including
a single handicap-accessible shower) and also has a 200-person capacity with a 150-person
feeding capacity. A portable generator is available for use at the Senior Center
These buildings have been designated as public shelter facilities by meeting specific American
Red Cross guidelines. The New Fairfield Police Department and the New Fairfield Volunteer Fire
Department staff the shelters according to protocols established by the EOP. Amenities and
operating costs of the designated shelters including expenses for food, cooking equipment,
emergency power services, bedding, etc. are the responsibilities of the community and generally
are not paid for by the American Red Cross.
The Town's other critical facilities include the New Life Community Church, the Town Hall and
Annex, the Public Safety Complex, the Ball Pond Volunteer Fire Department, and the Squantz
Engine Company Volunteer Fire Department. The Public Safety Complex is the current Emergency
Operations Center and is equipped with a new anchored generator purchased in 2014. An
emergency generator has been installed at the Town Hall.

Emergency Response Capabilities

The Office of Emergency Management coordinates emergency preparedness in the Town. The
office provides training for emergency response personnel, supports state and local emergency
response exercises, and provides technical assistance to state and local emergency response
agencies and public officials. Its goal is to provide citizens with the highest level of emergency
preparedness before, during, and after disasters or emergencies.
New Fairfield participates in the Resident State Trooper program and supplements this program
with additional officers dedicated to service in only New Fairfield. Resident State Trooper
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program benefits include access to all services provided within the Connecticut State Police
Department. According to the Town website, at least two troopers or officers are on duty at all
times. The New Fairfield police force provides a large variety of services including criminal
investigations, accident investigations, safety programs, building tours, and informational talks.
They have a full-time dedicated sergeant from the State Police in Town as well as six additional
resident troopers dedicated to Town 24 hours a day 7 days a week. The Town also employs six
full-time New Fairfield officers.
The Town currently uses the AlertNow emergency communication system to notify its residents
quickly for such things as a utility outage, evacuation notice, chemical or gas spill, major road
closure, public health emergency, or shelter information. When a notification occurs, enrolled
citizens receive a recorded message or email with all of the pertinent information for the situation
that is occurring. Residents have the option of being notified via home phone, cellular phone,
and email (or all three). The Town will be transitioning to the Everbridge emergency alert
communication system because of its greater capabilities, and in particular it’s capabilities to help
residents with special needs.
The New Fairfield Volunteer Fire
New Fairfield Volunteer Fire Department:
Department provides firefighting and
Squantz Engine Company Facility
ambulance services for the residents
of New Fairfield. Fire Department
equipment includes two ambulances,
14 fire trucks (including six fire
engines, two tanker trucks, and a
brush truck), and 10 private cars
equipped with radios for emergency
response communication. The Fire
Department also has two rescue boats
available at the Squantz Engine
Company station. Access to a rescue
boat is important because during
some emergencies it is easier and
faster to access some lakeside communities by water than by land.
After Tropical Storm Irene in 2011, the Town found that delivery of emergency supplies from the
CT DEMHS to the Town was hindered by a lack of transportation vehicles and personnel. The
Town then purchased a new tractor trailer, which will aid future distribution of supplies.
After Winter Storm Alfred in 2011 and the subsequent power outage, many businesses and
homeowners purchased small-scale private generators, potentially decreasing the Town's overall
vulnerability to power failure.
The Town does not have any hospitals or medical centers. Instead, residents use the nearby
facilities in New Milford or Danbury. As a means of accessing these facilities, New Fairfield
residents travel along Route 37 and Route 7 in New Milford or south along Route 37 into
Danbury.
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Evacuation

Routes 37, 39, and 55 are the key evacuation routes in Town. New Fairfield residents must use
Route 37 to access Interstate 84 in Danbury. There is no regional emergency/evacuation plan.

Potential Impacts from Natural Hazards

Critical facilities are rarely impacted by flooding in the Town as none are located within
floodplains. None of the critical facilities in New Fairfield are any more susceptible to wind,
summer storms, winter storms, or earthquakes than structures in the rest of the Town. The only
critical facility that is within a potential dam failure inundation area is the New Fairfield Town Hall,
downstream of the Margerie Lake North Dam. The hazard class of this dam was undefined at the
time the initial HMP was adopted and has since been defined as a class C hazard dam by the CT
DEEP. This vulnerability and potential mitigation actions and strategies are discussed further in
Section 8.
The following sections will discuss each natural hazard in detail and include descriptions of
vulnerable populations and areas as well as mitigation capabilities and strategies.
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HAZARD ASSESSMENT
3.1.1

FLOODING (COASTAL, INLAND, AND ICE JAMS)
Setting

According to FEMA, most municipalities in the United States have at least one clearly recognizable
floodprone area around a river, stream, or large body of water. These areas are outlined as
Special Flood Hazard Areas (SFHA) and delineated as part of the National Flood Insurance
Program (NFIP). Floodprone areas are addressed through a combination of floodplain
management criteria, ordinances, and community assistance programs sponsored by the NFIP
and individual municipalities.
Many communities also have localized flooding areas outside the SFHA. These floods tend to be
shallower and chronically reoccur in the same area due to a combination of factors. Such factors
can include ponding, poor drainage, inadequate storm sewers, clogged culverts or catch basins,
sheet flow, obstructed drainageways, sewer backup, or overbank flooding from small streams.

3.1.2

Capabilities

The Town has in place a number of measures to prevent flood damage. These include
regulations, codes, and ordinances preventing encroachment and development near floodways.

Regulatory Capabilities

The New Fairfield Zoning Department has a stated purpose of guiding the “development of the
Town of New Fairfield so as to promote beneficial and convenient relationships among… areas
within the town, considering the suitability of each area for such uses” (from the Town website).
The department relies on commissions to implement and administer the various regulations and
programs necessary for accomplishing its policy of “considering the suitability of each area.”
Regulations, codes, and ordinances that apply to flood hazard mitigation in conjunction with and
in addition to NFIP regulations include the following:


Inland Wetlands and Watercourses Regulations. This document defines in detail the
Town's regulations regarding development near wetlands, watercourses, and water
bodies that are sometimes coincident with floodplains.
o Section 2 defines "Regulated Activities" covered by the Regulations.
o Section 6 states that no person may conduct or maintain a regulated activity
without obtaining a permit.
o Section 7 outlines the application requirements.



Subdivision Regulations. The Town Subdivision Regulations (Appendix B of the New
Fairfield Code of Ordinances) address floodplain protection and flooding mitigation in
many sections.
o Section 1.3(a) states that “land subject to flooding… shall not be subdivided for
residential purposes.”
o Section 1.3(e) requires that reserved open spaces be graded to dispose of surface
water.
o Section 1.3(g) and (h) of the regulations outlines the responsibility of any
subdivision to protect important features including prevention of pollution of
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wetlands, watercourses, and waterbodies; protection of quality and quantity of
water supplies; and minimization of flood damage.
Section 3.03 specifically addresses SFHAs specifying protective flood control
measures for floodprone areas.
Section 1.5(e)2 specifically addresses storm drainage design requirements for
new subdivisions. These regulations require that any drainage infrastructure or
culverts within the subdivision must have capacity for a 50-year storm.
Section 1.5(e)3 gives the Board of Selectmen and the Town Engineer both the
authority and the responsibility to mandate stormwater runoff management
methods in subdivisions "where it is anticipated that the additional runoff
incident to the development of the subdivision will overload an existing
downstream drainage facility during a fifty-year storm.”

Zoning Regulations. Section 5.1 of the New Fairfield Zoning Regulations details the use
requirements of the Floodplain Overlay District as established by FEMA in 1983. This
includes definitions, permitted uses, special permit uses in the floodplain (open space
preserves, water supply systems, sanitary sewage systems, bridges, etc.), and special
permit uses in the flood fringe (basement elevation requirements above base flood
elevation, etc.).

New Fairfield has programs in place to execute each of these regulations.
The Town of New Fairfield Zoning Enforcement Officer serves as the NFIP administrator and
oversees the enforcement of NFIP regulations. The degree of flood protection established by this
ordinance meets the minimum reasonable for regulatory purposes under the NFIP. New Fairfield
currently has no plans to enroll in the Community Rating System program, which would require
surpassing NFIP minimum flood protection requirements.
SFHAs in New Fairfield are delineated on a Flood Insurance Rate Map (FIRM) and in a Flood
Insurance Study (FIS). The FIRM delineates areas within New Fairfield that are vulnerable to
flooding. The initial Flood Hazard Boundary Map (FHBM) is dated January 31, 1975, and the initial
FIRM is dated February 15, 1984. The Town of New Fairfield FIS was originally published on
August 15, 1983. Updates to both the FIRM and the FIS were published most recently on October
16, 2013 as part of the Fairfield County FIS update. The Town intends to continue participating in
the NFIP.
The Town of New Fairfield Planning Commission and the Town of New Fairfield Zoning
Commission use the 1-percent-annual-chance flood lines from the FIRM delineated by FEMA to
determine floodplain areas. Site plan standards require that all proposals be consistent with the
need to minimize flood damage, public facilities and utilities be located and constructed to
minimize flood damage, and adequate drainage is provided. The New Fairfield Inland Wetlands
Agency also reviews new developments and existing land uses on and near wetlands and
watercourses.
Additionally, New Fairfield protects against flood damage through the following regulatory
measures:
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Requiring that new buildings are designed and graded to direct drainage away from the
building
encouraging developers to consider detention or retention of stormwater when it is the
best option for reducing peak flows downstream of a project
providing a checklist of individual municipal departments engaged in flood mitigation to
be contacted by applicants proposing development projects.

Flood Control and Drainage Projects

The New Fairfield Department of Public Works (DPW) is in charge of the maintenance of the
Town's drainage systems and performs clearing of bridges and culverts and other maintenance as
needed. Drainage complaints are routed to the DPW and recorded. The Town uses these
documents to identify potential problems and plan for maintenance and upgrades. The Town can
also access the Automated Flood Warning System to monitor precipitation totals. The CT DEEP
installed the Automated Flood Warning System in 1982 to monitor rainfall totals as a mitigation
effort for flooding throughout the state.
The East Lake Flood Study and Candlewood Corners Flood Study commissioned in 2009
addressed flooding concerns and proposed improvements to these chronic flood locations, and
those suggestions were included in the initial HMP as potential mitigation actions. Since
adoption of that Plan, drainage projects have begun or been completed at those sites and have
been reclassified as capabilities.
The Candlewood Corners project addressed regular flooding from a tributary to Ball Pond Brook.
Replacement of the drainage system took place in 2016. This project will reduce flooding in
nearby neighborhoods and is described in more detail in Sections 3.6.6 and 3.7.
Another project is taking place at Bigelow Corners, where Ball Pond Brook has been known to
flood Route 39. This project is being overseen by the state. More details are provided in Sections
3.6.6 and 3.7.

Emergency Services

The National Weather Service issues a flood watch or a flash flood watch for an area when
conditions in or near the area are favorable for a flood or flash flood, respectively. A flash flood
watch or flood watch does not necessarily mean that flooding will occur. The National Weather
Service issues a flood warning or a flash flood warning for an area when parts of the area are
either currently flooding, are highly likely to flood, or when flooding is imminent. Additionally,
the Town can access the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) Automated
Flood Warning System to monitor precipitation totals.

Summary

In summary, many of New Fairfield's capabilities to mitigate for flooding and prevent loss of life
and property have improved since the initial HMP was adopted. Its policies and programs include
the following: current participation and a policy of continued future participation in the NFIP;
requiring that developers submit site plans to the relevant municipal commissions prior to new
construction; requiring that all new buildings direct drainage away from the building; encouraging
developers to consider the downstream impacts of detention versus retention of stormwater on
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new subdivisions; providing a list of municipal departments involved in flood mitigation to
developers; monitoring and clearing of drainage systems, culverts, and bridges by the DPW; and
reviewing drainage complaints to identify problem locations (performed by the DPW).
The Town continues to restrict building activities inside floodprone areas and control construction
of bridges, culverts, and drainage systems. These processes are carried out by the Planning,
Zoning, and Inland Wetlands Commissions. All watercourses are to be encroached minimally or
not at all to maintain the existing flood-carrying capacity. These regulations rely primarily on the
FEMA-defined 100-year flood elevations to determine flood areas.
Additionally, the Town has completed an important drainage improvement project at
Candlewood Corners that will decrease flood risk from Ball Pond Brook.
3.1.3

Vulnerabilities and Risk Assessment

In general, flooding affects a few small areas of New Fairfield with moderate to frequent
regularity. The areas impacted by overflow of river systems are generally limited to river corridors
and floodplains. Indirect flooding that occurs outside floodplains and localized nuisance flooding
along tributaries are more common problems in the Town. This type of flooding occurs
particularly along roadways as a result of inadequate drainage and other factors. The frequency
of flooding in New Fairfield is considered likely for any given year, with flooding damage
potentially having significant effects during extreme events.
The majority of the watercourses in New Fairfield are mapped as Zone A while Ball Pond Brook
has some area mapped as 0.2-percent annual-chance floodplain. Refer to Figure 2-3 for the areas
of New Fairfield susceptible to flooding based on FEMA flood zones.

Vulnerability Analysis of Repetitive and Severe Repetitive Loss Properties

Based on correspondence with the State of Connecticut NFIP Coordinator, repetitive loss
properties (RLP) are not located in the Town.

Vulnerability Analysis of Areas along Watercourses

The primary waterways in the Town are Ball Pond Brook and its tributary, Short Woods Brook.
The remaining waterways in New Fairfield are mostly small streams. Candlewood Lake and Ball
Pond are significant recreational resources. Floodplains with elevations are delineated for Ball
Pond Brook while the majority of the smaller brooks and streams, including the major water
bodies, have floodplains delineated by approximate methods. All of these delineated floodplains
are generally limited to the areas adjacent to the streams.
The 2010 Fairfield County Digital Flood Insurance Rate Map (DFIRM) was utilized with the 2004
leaf-off aerial photography mosaic available from the CT DEEP to determine the number of
structures within SFHAs. Results are shown in Table 3-1 below.
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SFHA
100-year Zone A
100-year Zone AE
100-year Floodway in
Zone AE
500-year Zone X

Table 3-1: Structures within SFHAs
Brook
Number of Structures in SFHA
Ball Pond Brook and
9
tributary
Candlewood Lake
531
Quaker Brook and tributary
3
Short Woods Brook
3
Ball Pond Brook
212
Ball Pond Brook

83

Ball Pond Brook

44

Two buildings appear to be large association clubhouses.
Three buildings appear to be nonresidential.
3
One building appears to be nonresidential.
4
One building appears to be commercial.
1
2

Based on the information in Table 3-1, there are 97 structures within the 100-year floodplain in
New Fairfield, with 92 of the structures being residential homes. According to AOL Real Estate,
the average market value for a home in New Fairfield, CT for July 2010 was $355,322. Thus, the
estimated value of the homes within the 100-year floodplain is $32,689,624.
Assessment data from Vision Appraisal was utilized to determine the value of the remaining
properties in the 100-year floodplain. Assessments were completed in 2009. The appraised value
of each property is summarized below:
 55 Lake Drive North: Clubhouse was appraised at $1,372,600 (Zone A).
 180 Route 39: Town Park was appraised at $744,500 (Zone A).
 126 Route 37: Commercial building was appraised at $315,300 (Zone AE Floodway).
 25 Route 39: Stop & Shop (previously Shaw's Supermarket; a commercial building) was
appraised at $10,342,400 (Zone AE).
 5 Route 39: Office building (commercial) was appraised at $2,059,200 (Zone AE).
 8 Dunham Drive: Industrial building was appraised at $388,200 (Zone AE).
 100 Route 37 – Commercial building was appraised at $2,647,000 (Zone X – 500-year
floodplain).
Thus, the total estimated value of properties within the 100-year floodplain in the Town is
$47,911,824.

Review of Reported Flooding Occurrences

Due to the steep topography surrounding the major watercourses and Candlewood Lake, widescale flooding does not occur frequently in New Fairfield. On the other hand, specific areas
susceptible to flooding were identified by Town personnel and observed by MMI staff during field
inspections as described in Section 1.5. Most flooding occurs due to large amounts of rainfall.
Chronic flooding areas are limited in extent and described below:


East Lake Brook Crossings: East Lake Brook is not associated with a SFHA. The brook has
five road crossings in New Fairfield: Gillotti Road, Indian Hill Road, Williams Road, Old
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Farms Road, and Smoke Hill Drive. Results of the flood frequency model run for the East
Lake Brook Flood Study show that all of these crossings except Gillotti Road are
overtopped for flows between the 2-year and 25-year floods. The only dwelling affected
by this flooding is the Zackeo residence at 14 Williams Road, where a 10-year storm event
floods the lower level of the house. Significant damages have occurred to this structure
in the past. In addition, the routine road closures and poststorm cleanup that are
necessary are significant issues of concern to the Town.
The replacement of the culverts at the five road crossings with upgraded culverts that
have greater flow capacities will decrease flooding at this site. See Sections 3.4, 3.6.6, and
3.7.


Candlewood Corners: Historic flooding here was due to undersized culverts draining the
watershed above Route 39 at the intersection with Sawmill Road. The watercourse is not
associated with a SFHA. Flooding at this intersection has caused damage to several
commercial properties and the roads despite the lack of a mapped floodplain.
The construction of a larger replacement culvert in 2016 is expected to have decreased
flood risk at this site.



Beaver Bog Road: Flooding (and icing) at Beaver Bog Road is due to an undersized
culvert for conveyance of Short Woods Brook (a tributary of Ball Pond Brook) on a steep
slope.



Sawmill Road: Ball Pond Brook floods a residential pond at the intersection with Sawmill
Road due to an undersized culvert. The area of flooding is within the SFHA.



Bigelow Corners: Ball Pond Brook
floods Route 37 at the intersection
with Bigelow Road via a
divergence upstream of Route 37,
pictured to the right. This flooding
has caused damage to Route 37.
The area of flooding is within the
SFHA.
Improvement of the drainage
system at this site through a
construction project being
overseen by the State of
Connecticut should decrease flood
risk here.



Galloping Hill Road: A section of Galloping Hill Road is flooded by a concentrated
drainage flow due to an undersized culvert.
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New Fairfield has many dead-end roads, and many of these roads cross a watercourse near the
intersection end. These areas could potentially be cut off from emergency services during a
severe flooding event. Bridge scour and overtopping from spring floods are also recurring
problems on some of these roads, particularly when culverts become blocked by debris. New
Fairfield does not currently regulate the number of homes located on dead-end streets.

Critical Facilities and Emergency Services

Critical facilities are not regularly impacted by flooding in the Town. Routes 37 and 39, the main
thoroughfares through and out of New Fairfield, have sections within FEMA mapped flood zones
and at risk of being impassable during flooding from Ball Pond Brook, Candlewood Lake, and
other waterways during severe storms.
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3.2.1

DAM FAILURE
Setting

3.2.2

Capabilities

Dam failures can be triggered suddenly with little or no warning and often from other natural
disasters such as floods and earthquakes. Dam failures often occur during flooding when the
dam breaks under the additional force of floodwaters. In addition, a dam failure can cause a
chain reaction where the sudden release of floodwaters causes the next dam downstream to fail.
With 18 registered dams and potentially several other minor dams in the Town, dam failure can
occur almost anywhere in New Fairfield. While flooding from a dam failure generally has a
medium geographic extent, the effects are potentially catastrophic. Fortunately, a major dam
failure is not considered a definite natural hazard event in any given year.
The dam safety statutes are codified in Sections 22a-401 through 22a-411, inclusive, of the
Connecticut General Statutes. Dam Inspection Regulations require that nearly 700 dams in
Connecticut be inspected annually. The DEEP currently prioritizes inspections of those dams that
pose the greatest potential threat to downstream persons and properties. Public Act No. 13-197,
(passed June 2013) generally shifts regularly scheduled inspection and reporting requirements
from the DEEP to the owners of dams. The Act also makes owners generally responsible for
supervising and inspecting construction work and establishes new reporting requirements for
owners when the work is completed.
The owner of any high or significant hazard dam (Class B and C) must develop and implement an
Emergency Action Plan (EAP). The EAP must be updated every 2 years, and copies filed with DEEP
and the chief executive officer of any municipality that would potentially be affected in the event
of an emergency. EAPs include (1) standards for inundation studies and mapping; (2) procedures
for monitoring the dam during periods of heavy rainfall; and (3) a formal notification system to
alert local officials responsible for warning and evacuation of residents.
The City of Danbury, the owner of the Class C Margerie North Pond Dam, has prepared an EAP for
that dam.
The Connecticut DEEP also administers the Flood and Erosion Control Board program, which can
provide noncompetitive state funding for repair of municipality-owned dams. State statute
Section 25-84 allows municipalities to form Flood and Erosion Control Boards. The Town has a
Flood and Erosion Control Board that is focused specifically on flood and erosion hazards
associated with the Margerie Reservoir.

Summary

Programs enacted in New Fairfield to mitigation dam failure include participation in the Statewide
Dam Safety Program, staying up to date on the evolution of any EAPs and Dam Failure Analyses
for high hazard dams in Town, making copies of those documents available at the Town Hall for
public viewing, and including dam failure areas into the AlertNOW emergency notification system.
The Town's capabilities to mitigate for dam failure and prevent loss of life and property have
increased since the initial HMP was adopted, mainly as a result of recent statewide legislative
actions described above.
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Other improvements to dam-failure mitigation capabilities arise from improvement in flood
mitigation, described in section 3. The establishment of a Flood and Erosion Control Board and
participation in that DEEP program is an important aspect of this capability.

Actions Completed and New Capabilities

New Fairfield continues to maintain its strong dam failure mitigation capabilities.
3.2.3

Vulnerabilities and Risk Assessment

The Connecticut DEEP administers the statewide Dam Safety Program and designates a
classification to each state-registered dam based on its potential hazard.






Class AA – negligible hazard potential: failure would result in negligible damage and
economic loss.
Class A –low hazard potential: failure would result in minimal damage and economic loss.
Class BB – moderate hazard potential: failure would result in minor damage and
moderate economic loss.
Class B – significant hazard potential: failure would result in possible loss of life, moderate
damage to structures, and significant economic loss.
Class C – high potential hazard dams: failure would result in loss of life, major damage to
structures, and great economic loss.

As of 1996, there were 18 DEEP-registered dams within the Town, of which nine were Class A, two
were Class BB, one was Class B, and six were undefined. The list of statewide Class B and C dams
was updated by the DEEP in 2007 and again in 2013. Dams in New Fairfield are listed in Table
3-2, and dam locations are illustrated in Figure 2-3.
Table 3-2: Dams Registered with the DEEP in the Town of New Fairfield
Number
Name
Class
9101
Forest Lake Dam
BB1
9102
O’Neill/Merten's Mill-Pond Dam
BB
9103
Rodgers Pond Dam
BB
9104
Feldman Pond Dam
A
9105
Weiner Pond Dam
--9106
Squantz Pond Dam
--9107
Ball Pond Dam
A
9108
Gillotti Pond Dam
A
9109
Manlapaz Pond Dam
A
9110
Disbrow Pond Dam
A
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Number
Name
Class
9111
Fox Pond Dam
--9112
Saw Mill Road Pond Dam
A
9113
Narrow Pond Dam
A
9114
Hermansen Dam
A
9115
Gerow Brook Pond Dam
A
9116
Green Mill Pond Dam
--9117
Quaker Pond Dam
--9119
Margerie Lake North Dam
C2
1
Listed as a Class B dam in 1996, not included in the 2007 DEEP
updated list, assigned Class BB in the 2013 update.
2
Undefined in 1996, Class C in 2013 updated list.


Forest Lake Dam – This wetland pond dam is owned by Bruce Oberfest of Chappaqua,
New York and located east of Short Woods Road in eastern New Fairfield. It was listed as
a Hazard Class B dam in 1996 and in DEEP correspondence in 2004, was not included in
the 2007 DEEP list of Class B and C dams, but was listed as Class BB in the 2013 high
hazard dam list compiled by the DEEP. DEEP correspondence from 2004 expresses
concern about seepage between the original dam and a modified cap placed over the
dam after construction. The dam controls flow from Pierce Lake. It is currently not
considered to be a significant hazard.
Margerie Reservoir North Pond Dam is the only Class C dam in the Town. This dam is
one of two containing Margerie Reservoir and is located immediately upstream of the
New Fairfield Town center. This dam was not assigned a hazard class until 2013. The
dam was last inspected in 2012. It is not known whether a dam failure analysis has been
performed. A failure of the Margerie Reservoir North Pond Dam would cause flooding of
the New Fairfield Town center, potentially damaging the Town Hall (one of the Town's
critical facilities) and rendering the busy intersection of Routes 37 and 39 completely
impassable. The flood wave would follow Ball Pond Brook to Candlewood Lake. The
classification of the Margerie North Pond Dam as Class C reflects a significant hazard that
must be addressed moving forward.
Margerie Reservoir is the main storage reservoir within the City of Danbury's Padanaram
Brook Watershed public water supply. The watershed occupies much of western and
northwestern Danbury and extends into the Town of New Fairfield. Margerie Reservoir
was developed in 1935 and became operational in 1937. The reservoir has a dam at its
southern end and a dike at its northern end. According to the National Program for
Inspection of Non-Federal Dams, the dike is an earthfill embankment about 1,104 feet
long with a maximum height of about 16 feet. The dike appeared to be in good
condition at the time of the National Program inspection in 1978, and a toe drain at the
dike appeared to be functioning as intended. The reservoir spillway is located at the main
dam. A spillway is not present at the dike.
When the dam and dike for Margerie Reservoir were reconstructed several years ago,
provisions were made to allow for the eventual raising of Margerie Reservoir by 3 feet to
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provide additional storage for diversions from adjacent watersheds. Specifically, the
Margerie Reservoir dam and dike were constructed sufficiently wide to allow raising but
were not constructed to the full height.
The Town has recently established a Flood and Erosion Control Board that is specifically
focused on hazards from Margerie Reservoir. This Board may be able to assist with
mitigation of potential dam failure.
Most of the eastern border of New Fairfield is formed by Candlewood Lake, which is impounded
by a series of Class C dams and dikes in New Milford and Danbury. While the failure of any of the
Candlewood Lake dams and dikes (including the Squantz Pond Dam) would not have a direct
impact on the Town, residents bordering the lake and those who have boats moored at the lake
would be indirectly affected. Any failure would cause the lake level to lower, and a complete
failure could cause the entire lake to drain. A rapid drawdown could cause damage to boats as
they come to rest on the bed of the lake, and if the dams were not restored, the failure would
negatively impact individual property values. Failure of the Squantz Pond causeway would isolate
the Bogus Hill neighborhood, restricting access to these residences to Route 33 from Sherman to
the north.
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3.3.1

HURRICANES AND TROPICAL STORMS
Setting

3.3.2

Capabilities

Hazards associated with tropical storms and hurricanes include winds, heavy rains, and inland
flooding. While only some of the areas of New Fairfield are susceptible to flooding damage
caused by hurricanes, wind damage can occur anywhere in the Town. Hurricanes therefore have
the potential to affect any area within the Town. A hurricane striking New Fairfield is considered a
possible event each year and could cause critical damage to the Town, its critical facilities, and its
infrastructure.
Wind loading requirements are addressed through the state building code. The 2005 Connecticut
State Building Code was adopted on December 31, 2005. Amendments were made in 2007, 2009,
2011, and 2013. The code specifies the design wind speed for construction in all Connecticut
municipalities. Effective as of the 2016 code update, the design wind speed for New Fairfield is 90
mph. New Fairfield has adopted the Connecticut Building Code as its building code and remains
up-to-date on changes.
Eversource Energy, the local electric utility, provides tree maintenance near its power lines.
Eversource has provided a liaison to the Town to assist with communication and coordination,
which Town officials have indicated to be a positive effort. Nonetheless, officials have indicated
that the response time for outages has increased since Eversource took over. Despite the liaison,
officials feel that Eversource has not been forthcoming with information that would help pinpoint
outage hotspots during emergencies. Officials also note that New Fairfield is at the end of the
transmission system, so power often takes an especially long time to be restored.
The Town has a tree warden who encourages residents to cut trees that can be dangerous to
power lines. The tree warden is also responsible for maintenance along Town roads and advises
private associations and the Public Works Department regarding potentially hazardous trees on
private roads. Thus, landowners and community associations are primarily responsible for
conducting tree maintenance on private property. In addition, all utilities in new subdivisions
must be located underground whenever possible in order to mitigate storm-related damages.
Town officials cite their tree-maintenance program as successful and estimate that the annual
cost for the program is around $15 thousand, reflecting a decrease in costs over time.
During emergencies, the Town currently has two designated emergency shelters available as well
as the New Life Community Church as a backup shelter facility (Section 2.9). As hurricanes
generally pass an area within a day's time, additional shelters can be set up after the storm as
needed for long-term evacuees.
The Town relies on radio, television, area newspapers, and the internet to spread information on
the location and availability of shelters. It is understood that several of these information sources
can be cut off due to power failure, so emergency personnel can also pass this information on
manually. The local newspaper is printed too infrequently to reliably publish shelter information
prior to most hazard events, although it can be used for those hazards with a long lead time such
as hurricanes. Prior to severe storm events, the Town ensures that warning/notification systems
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and communication equipment are working properly and prepares for the possible evacuation of
impacted areas.

Summary

New Fairfield's hurricane-mitigation capabilities are centered on a strong tree-limb maintenance
program designed to prevent damage to utilities, roads, and residents. This program includes
designating a Town Tree Warden, noting and encouraging residents to cut dangerous trees on
their properties, and cutting dangerous trees on public roads and rights-of-way. Active
coordination with the regional power company has improved since Connecticut Light and Power
was taken over by Eversource and the Eversource liaison program was initiated. Post-event road
closures due to fallen trees or power lines are addressed in person by the Town First Selectman.
An additional capability that has improved since the initial HMP is the number and distribution of
both municipal and privately-owned power generators.
Other municipal policies related to tropical storm mitigation include the following: the most upto-date Connecticut State Building Code is implemented in Town; landowners are responsible for
maintaining trees on their properties; utilities must be placed underground in new developments.
Finally, the Town has a program for ensuring that emergency communication systems are
operational prior to forecasted storm events.
3.3.3

Vulnerabilities and Risk Assessment

Connecticut is located in FEMA Zone II in regard to maximum expected wind speed. The
maximum expected wind speed for a 3-second gust is 160 mph. This wind speed could occur as a
result of either a hurricane or a tornado. The American Society of Civil Engineers recommends
that new buildings be designed to withstand this peak 3-second gust.
The Town is vulnerable to hurricane damage from wind and flooding and from any tornadoes
accompanying the storm. In fact, most of the damage to the Town from historical tropical
cyclones has been due to the effects of flooding. Areas of known and potential flooding
problems are discussed in Section 3, and tornadoes will be discussed in Section 5.
New Fairfield's housing stock consists of historic buildings greater than 50 and sometimes 100
years old, relatively younger buildings built before 1990 when the building code changed to
mitigate for wind damage, and relatively recent buildings that utilize the new code changes.
Since most of the existing housing stock in the Town predates the recent code changes, many
structures are highly susceptible to roof and window damage from high winds.
Debris such as signs, roofing material, and small items left outside become flying missiles in
hurricanes. Extensive damage to trees, towers, aboveground and underground utility lines (from
uprooted trees), and fallen poles causes considerable disruption for residents. Streets may be
flooded or blocked by fallen branches, poles, or trees, preventing egress. Downed power lines
from heavy winds can also start fires, so adequate fire protection is important.
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As the residents and businesses of the state of Connecticut become more dependent on the
internet and mobile communications, the impact of hurricanes on commerce will continue to
increase. A major hurricane has the potential of causing complete disruption of power and
communications for up to several weeks, rendering electronic devices and those that rely on
utility towers and lines inoperative.
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3.4.1

SUMMER STORMS AND TORNADOES
Setting

Summer storms and tornadoes have the potential to affect any area within the Town. Because
these types of storms and the hazards that result (flash flooding, wind, hail, and lightning) might
have limited geographic extent, it is possible for a summer storm to harm one area within the
Town without harming another. Based on the historic record, it is considered highly likely that a
summer storm that includes lightning will impact the Town each year, although lightning strikes
have a limited effect. Strong winds and hail are considered likely to occur during such storms but
also generally have limited effects. A tornado is considered a possible event in Fairfield County
each year that could cause significant damage to a small area.
Tornadoes are most likely to occur in Connecticut in June, July, and August of each year.
According to the NOAA Storm Event Database, the highest relative risk for tornadoes in
Connecticut is Litchfield (22 events between January 1, 1950 and July 31, 2015) and Hartford
Counties (17 events), followed by New Haven (15 events), Fairfield (13 events), Tolland (11 events),
Middlesex (7 events), Windham (3 events), and finally New London (2 events) Counties. The same
source shows the adjacent Dutchess County (11 events) in New York as tied with four other New
York counties as having the fifth-highest occurrence of tornado activity since 1950. By virtue of
its location in Fairfield County (moderate risk) but adjacent to Litchfield County (high risk) and
Dutchess County (moderate risk), the Town is therefore at a relatively moderate to high risk for
tornadoes. The pattern of occurrence in Connecticut is expected to remain unchanged according
to the 2019 Connecticut Natural Hazards Mitigation Plan although that document points out that
climate change is expected to increase the frequency and intensity of thunderstorms, in turn
increasing the risk and occurrence of associated tornadoes.

3.4.2

Capabilities

Warning is the primary method of existing mitigation for tornadoes and thunderstorm-related
hazards. The NOAA National Weather Service issues watches and warnings when severe weather
is likely to develop or has developed, respectively.
Aside from warnings, several other methods of mitigation for wind damage are employed in New
Fairfield. Continued location of utilities underground is an important method of reducing wind
damage to utilities and the resulting loss of services. The Connecticut Building Codes include
guidelines for wind load criteria that are specific to each municipality, as explained in Section 4.0.
In addition, specific mitigation measures address debris removal and tree trimming.
In the Town of New Fairfield, the local utilities are responsible for tree branch removal and
maintenance above and near their lines. The Town also performs tree branch trimming along
Town roads and on Town property. In addition, all new developments in New Fairfield must place
utilities underground wherever possible. The tree warden also approaches residents on a caseby-case basis when trees and branches on their property look hazardous though ultimately tree
removal on private property is up to the property owner. More information on tree maintenance
was provided in Section 4.0.
Municipal responsibilities relative to tornado mitigation and preparedness include the following:
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Developing and disseminating emergency public information and instructions concerning
tornado safety, especially guidance regarding in-home protection and evacuation
procedures and locations of public shelters
Designate appropriate shelter space in the community that could potentially withstand
tornado impact
Periodically test and exercise tornado response plans
Put emergency personnel on standby at tornado "watch" stage

Summary

New Fairfield's capabilities to mitigate and respond to summer storm and tornado hazards all
relate to wind-protection measures. Programs and policies include: ensuring communication
systems are operational prior to forecast storms; broadcasting storm warning information;
disseminating tornado safety information and evacuation procedures; designating tornadoresistant public shelters; periodic testing of tornado response plans; putting emergency personnel
on standby at tornado “watch” stage; a strong tree maintenance program; a post-storm debris
removal program; requiring buildings meet the Connecticut State Building Code; an increase in
the number and distribution of power generators; and improved coordination with Eversource.
3.4.3

Vulnerabilities and Risk Assessment

According to the Connecticut 2014 Natural Hazard Mitigation Plan Update, Fairfield County has a
moderate to high risk of tornado activity based on historical occurrences. By virtue of its location
in Fairfield County, New Fairfield has a medium to low potential to experience tornado damage.
In addition, NOAA states that climate change has the potential to increase the frequency and
intensity of tornadoes, so it is possible that the pattern of occurrence in Connecticut could change
in the future.
Fairfield County experiences an average of 7.5 severe, damaging thunderstorms per year
according to the Connecticut 2014 Natural Hazard Mitigation Plan Update. Although lightning is
usually associated with thunderstorms, it can occur on almost any day. The likelihood of lightning
strikes in the New Fairfield area is very high during any given thunderstorm although no one area
of the Town is at higher risk of lightning strikes. The risk of at least one hailstorm occurring in
New Fairfield is considered moderate in any given year.
New Fairfield is particularly susceptible to damage from high winds due to its high elevation and
heavily treed landscape.
Heavy winds can take down trees near power lines, leading to the start and spread of fires. Such
fires can be extremely dangerous during the summer months during dry and drought conditions.
Most downed power lines in New Fairfield are detected quickly, and any associated fires are
quickly extinguished.

Summary

According to Town personnel, no single area of Town is more susceptible to wind damage than
any other. Secondary damage from falling branches and trees is more common than direct wind
damage to structures.
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3.5.1

WINTER STORMS AND NOR’EASTERS
Setting

The entire Town of New Fairfield is susceptible to winter storms, and due to its high elevation can
have higher amounts of snow than surrounding communities. The hazards that result from winter
storms (nor'easter winds, snow, and blizzard conditions) can potentially have a significant effect
over a large area of the Town.
Most deaths from winter storms are indirectly related to the storm such as from traffic accidents
on icy roads and hypothermia from prolonged exposure to cold. Damage to trees and tree limbs
and the resultant downing of utility cables are a common effect of these types of events.
Secondary effects include loss of power and heat.
Most winter weather events occur between December and March. Connecticut experiences at
least one major nor'easter approximately every 4 years although a variety of minor and moderate
snow and ice storms occur nearly every winter. According to the 2019 Connecticut Natural
Hazards Mitigation Plan Update, Connecticut residents can expect at least two or more severe
winter weather events per season, including heavy snowstorms, potential blizzards, nor'easters,
and potential ice storms.
According to the 2019 Connecticut Natural Hazards Mitigation Plan Update, recent climate
change studies predict a shorter winter season for Connecticut (as much as 2 weeks) and less
snow-covered days with a decreased overall snowpack. These models also predict that fewer,
more intense precipitation events will occur with more precipitation falling as rain rather than
snow. This trend suggests that future snowfalls will consist of heavier (denser) snow, and the
potential for ice storms will increase. Such changes will have a large impact on how the state and
its communities manage future winter storms and the impact such storms have on the residents,
roads, and utilities in the state.

3.5.2

Capabilities

Capabilities specific to winter storms are generally those related to preparing plows and sand and
salt trucks; tree trimming to protect power lines; and other associated snow removal and response
preparations.
The Town ensures that all warning/notification and communications systems are ready before a
storm and ensures that appropriate equipment and supplies, especially snow removal equipment,
are in place and in good working order. The Town also prepares for the possible evacuation and
sheltering of some populations that could be impacted by the upcoming storm (especially the
elderly and special needs persons).
The amount of snowfall in New Fairfield is elevation-dependent during storms. The Town
primarily uses Town staff for plowing operations. The Town utilizes plow trucks to clear and treat
all Town-owned roadways, properties, and sidewalks. The Connecticut Department of
Transportation plows Routes 37 and 39 and Shortwoods Drive leading to Pootatuck State Park.
Private communities are responsible for plowing their own roads. Town roads are not prioritized
for plowing. During emergencies, a plow vehicle can be dispatched ahead of an emergency
vehicle.
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Summary

In summary, policies relevant to winter storm mitigation include: primarily using Town staff for
plowing operations; clearing of state, Town, and private roads are the responsibility of the state,
Town, and private communities respectively. Relevant programs include: ensuring
communication systems, equipment and supplies, evacuation routes and shelters are all prepared
prior to forecast storm events; dispatching plows ahead of emergency vehicles. For municipal
property, the budget for plowing and minor repairs is generally adequate to handle winter storm
damage although the plowing budget is often depleted in severe winters.
3.5.3

Vulnerabilities and Risk Assessment

The heavily treed landscape in close proximity to populated residential areas in New Fairfield
poses problems in relation to blizzard condition damage. Tree limbs and some building
structures may not be suited to withstand high wind and snow loads. Ice can damage or collapse
power lines, render steep gradients impassable for motorists, undermine foundations, and cause
"flood" damage from freezing water pipes in basements. Heavy winter precipitation can also lead
to roof collapse; the Marina on Candlewood Lake in New Fairfield was damaged by snow in 2011.
Winter storms present problems for motorists and emergency responders all over the state. Icing
causes difficult driving conditions throughout the hillier sections of New Fairfield. Town officials
noted that there is an icing problem on Shortwoods Road near Pootatuck State Park. The largest
problems occur on narrow, steeply sloped private roads. Drifting snow is not as large a problem
in New Fairfield as in other communities, but it still occurs. This problem is mitigated through
municipal plowing efforts. Ice jams are not a problem along the rivers in New Fairfield.

Summary

The entire community is at relatively equal risk for experiencing damage from winter storms
although some areas may be more susceptible. Many damages are relatively site specific and
occur to private property (and therefore are paid for by private insurance) while repairs for power
outages are often widespread and difficult to quantify to any one municipality.
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3.6.1

WILDFIRES AND DROUGHT
Setting

Wildfires are any nonstructure fire, other than a prescribed burn, that occurs in undeveloped
areas. They are considered to be highly destructive, uncontrollable fires. Although the term
brings to mind images of tall trees engulfed in flames, wildfires can occur as brush and shrub fires,
especially under dry conditions. Wildfires are also known as "wildland fires."
The most common causes of wildfires are arson, lightning strikes, and fires started from downed
trees hitting electrical lines. Thus, wildfires have the potential to occur anywhere and at any time
in both undeveloped and lightly developed areas. In many areas, structures and subdivisions are
built abutting forest borders, creating areas of particular vulnerability. This "wildland/urban
interface" is where many such fires are fought. An isolated wildland fire may not be a threat, but
the combined effect of having residences, businesses, and lifelines near a wildland area causes
increased risk to life and property.
The likelihood of a severe wildfire developing is lessened by the vast network of water features in
the state, which creates natural breaks likely to stop the spread of a fire. During long periods of
drought, these natural features may dry up, increasing the vulnerability of the state to wildfires.
Traditionally, the highest forest fire danger in Connecticut occurs in the spring from mid-March to
mid-May.

In addition, New Fairfield, and Fairfield County overall, has experienced drought challenges over
recent years. The U.S. Drought Monitor (USDM), which has been monitoring nationwide drought
conditions since 2000, estimates that over the past two decades Connecticut experienced its
longest drought of 46 weeks beginning June 21, 2016 and lasting until May 2, 2017. It was also
estimated that the most intense period of this extended drought occurred the week of November
15, 2016, where approximately 44.5% of Connecticut lands were impacted. Figure 3-1 depicts the
various drought conditions in Fairfield County since 2000, where the warmer colors represent
more advanced drought stages.

Figure 3-1: USDM Drought Time Series for Fairfield County
The 2019 Connecticut Natural Hazard Mitigation Plan assumes that the State of Connecticut has a
medium probably of future drought events. This assumption is based on climate change
projections anticipating hotter and wetter conditions in the near future. Climate forecasts often
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suggest that while precipitation may increase, the overall pattern will generally be higher intensity
storms, with longer than average dry periods between events. The State Plan also identifies that
Fairfield County accounts for roughly 7.34% of the state’s total number of farms, with a market
value of over $34 million in product sold from these farms.
3.6.2

Capabilities

Existing mitigation for wildland fire control is typically focused on Fire Department training and
maintaining an adequate supply of equipment. The Town of New Fairfield Subdivision Regulation
and the New Fairfield Water Supply Ordinance require provision of supplemental water supply
systems for fire protection and stipulate that the Fire Department review and approve the
location, size, design, construction specifications, and installation of these water supply systems.
In addition, new roads, subdivisions, and fire ponds are required to allow for fire truck access.
New Fairfield promotes intermunicipal cooperation in firefighting efforts.
Unlike wildfires on the west coast of the United States where the fires are allowed to burn toward
development and then stopped, the New Fairfield Volunteer Fire Department goes to the fires
whenever possible. This proactive approach is believed to be effective for controlling wildfires.
The Fire Department has some water storage capability but primarily relies on the use of the 68
fire ponds, dry hydrants, and water tanks to fight fires located along major roads throughout
Town. Exact locations of each water source are available on the New Fairfield Volunteer Fire
Department website at http://www.nfvfd.org/6586/.
New Fairfield has an Open Burning Official who has taken an online training course and exam to
become certified, and is responsible for permitting open burning activities.

Summary

In summary, New Fairfield programs that mitigate wildfire hazards include adding firefighting
water supplies to areas currently underserved, intermunicipal firefighting coordination, public
outreach and education about fire safety and outdoor burning, patrolling public spaces to
monitor campfires, and participation in the Connecticut Open Burning program. Policies include
requiring fire ponds with dry hydrants and water tanks to be installed at new subdivisions,
requiring that roads are constructed to allow firefighting vehicles access to new subdivisions, and
proactively going to fires when possible rather than letting them burn.
3.6.3

Vulnerabilities and Risk Assessment

Based on the historic record, most wildfires in Connecticut are relatively small. In the drought
year of 1999, the average wildfire burned 5 acres in comparison to the two most extreme wildfires
recorded since 1986 that burned 300 acres each. Given the availability of firefighting water in
New Fairfield, including the use of nearby water bodies, and the long-standing mutual aid
assurances the Town Fire Department has with neighboring communities, it is believed that these
figures are applicable to this Town. Indeed, Town personnel report that in a typical year the
largest fires only burn a couple of acres before being contained despite the rural nature of the
Town.
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Wildfires are of particular concern in the many wooded areas and other areas with poor access for
firefighting equipment throughout New Fairfield. However, the geographic extent of these areas
is small, and the preparedness and responsiveness of the New Fairfield Volunteer Fire Department
is very strong. As a result, the overall vulnerability of New Fairfield to wildfire hazards is low.
Figure 9-1 presents the wildfire risk areas for the Town. Hazards associated with wildfires include
property damage and loss of forest. Wildfires are considered a likely event each year, but when
one occurs, it is generally contained to a small range with limited damage to nonforested areas.
In addition, there are many areas of Town where roads are narrow and one way. This hinders
emergency access to fight fires. This is a particular problem within many of the private
community associations. Fire trucks often need to drive into such areas in line with the last one in
being the first one to back out as there is no place to turn around. In other places, fire trucks
simply can't get to the houses that are up narrow dirt roads and driveways. The Fire Department
should continue public education in these areas and encourage homeowners and private
communities to widen the access for emergency vehicles wherever possible.
There are limited public camping areas in Town, so there are few fires caused by out-of-control
campfires. The only forested state park in town is the Pootatuck State Forest, which borders
Squantz Pond in northern New Fairfield.
The wildfire risk areas in New Fairfield presented in Figure 3-2 were defined as being contiguous
wooded areas with limited access. These areas are generally associated with large tracts of
privately and publicly owned forests and other Town-owned open space. The limited access
conservation properties are considered to be at the highest risk for fires. As each area borders
residential sections of the Town, residents on the outskirts of these risk areas are the most
vulnerable to fire, heat, and smoke effects of wildfires. Despite having a large amount of
forest/suburban interface, the overall risk from wildfires occurring in the Town is considered to be
low. Such fires fail to spread far due to the speed of detection and strong fire response.
In summary, areas adjacent to open space are considered most at risk from wildfires. In addition,
there is concern about fires in the wooded northern sections of Town where there is limited
firefighting water available. While fires are infrequent in these areas, they can often be difficult to
access and fight.
New Fairfield experienced a significant wildfire in September 2015. Thirty-five fire departments
responded to help fight the fire. Twenty-eight acres of state forestland were burned. The plume
was 3,000 feet high. The blaze was first discovered on a Saturday covering 10 acres, was fought,
and was thought to be controlled. On Sunday, it had spread more. No losses to structures or
vehicles were experienced, with a minor amount of lost gear and supplies.
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3.7.1

EARTHQUAKES AND LANDSLIDES
Setting

3.7.2

Capabilities

The entire Town is susceptible to earthquakes. However, even though earthquakes have the
potential to occur anywhere both in the Town and in the northeastern United States, the effects
may be felt differently in some areas based on the type of geology. In general, earthquakes are
considered a hazard that may possibly occur but that may cause significant effects to a large area
of the Town.
The Connecticut Building Codes include design criteria for buildings specific to each municipality
as adopted by the Building Officials and Code Administrators (BOCA). These include the seismic
coefficients for building design in the Town. The Town has adopted these codes for new
construction, and they are enforced by the Town Building Official.
Due to the infrequent nature of damaging earthquakes, land use policies in New Fairfield do not
directly address earthquake hazards. However, the Subdivision Regulations of the Town (Section
3.02) prohibit development on slopes greater than 25 percent. The Town reserves the right to
impose more stringent regulations on a site to maintain the stability of the bank under the
proposed conditions.

Summary

In summary, New Fairfield's capabilities to mitigate for hazards have remained strong since
adoption of the initial HMP. Town policy continues to require adherence to Connecticut Building
Codes and to prohibit development on especially steep slopes.
3.7.3

Vulnerabilities and Risk Assessment

Surficial earth materials behave differently in response to seismic activity. Unconsolidated
materials such as sand and artificial fill can amplify the shaking associated with an earthquake.
Artificial fill material has the potential for liquefaction. When liquefaction occurs, the strength of
the soil decreases, and the ability of soil to support building foundations and bridges is reduced.
Increased shaking and liquefaction can cause greater damage to buildings and structures and a
greater loss of life.
As explained in Section 2.3, several areas in the Town
Liquefaction is a phenomenon in
are underlain by sand and gravel, including the
which the strength and stiffness of a
commercial Town center. Figure 2-4 depicts surficial
soil are reduced by earthquake
materials in the Town. Structures in these areas are
shaking or other rapid loading. It
at increased risk from earthquakes due to
occurs in soils at or near saturation
amplification of seismic energy and/or collapse. The
and especially in finer textured soils.
best mitigation for future development in areas of
sandy material may be application of the most stringent building codes or possibly the
prohibition of new construction. However, many of these areas occur in floodplains associated
with the various streams and rivers in New Fairfield, so they are already regulated. The areas that
are not at increased risk during an earthquake due to unstable soils are the areas in Figure 2-4
underlain by glacial till.
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Areas of steep slopes can collapse during an earthquake, creating landslides. Seismic activity can
also break utility lines such as water mains, electric and telephone lines, and stormwater
management systems. Damage to utility lines can lead to fires, especially in electric and gas
mains. Dam failure can also pose a significant threat to developed areas during an earthquake.
For this Plan, dam failure has been addressed separately in Section 9.0.
A series of earthquake probability maps were generated using the 2009 interactive web-based
mapping tools hosted by the USGS. These maps were used to determine the probability of an
earthquake of greater than magnitude 5.0 or greater than magnitude 6.0 damaging the Town.
Results are presented in Table 3-3 below.
Table 3-3: Probability of a Damaging Earthquake in the Vicinity of New Fairfield
Probability of the Occurrence of Probability of the Occurrence of
Time Frame
an Earthquake Event >
an Earthquake Event >
(Years)
Magnitude 5.0
Magnitude 6.0
50
2% to 3%
< 1%
100
4% to 6%
< 1%
250
10% to 12%
2% to 3%
350
12% to 15%
3% to 4%
While the risk of an earthquake affecting New Fairfield is relatively low over the short term, longterm probabilities suggest that a damaging earthquake (magnitude greater than 5.0) could occur
within the vicinity of New Fairfield.
Because a damaging earthquake would likely affect a large area beyond New Fairfield, it is likely
that the community may not be able to receive regional aid for a few days. It is important for
municipal facilities and departments to have adequate backup plans and backup supplies to
ensure that restoration activities may begin and continue until outside assistance can be
provided.
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MITIGATION STRATEGIES AND ACTIONS
Goals and Objectives

Municipal goals and objectives have been made consistent regionally and are presented in the
Multi-Jurisdictional Plan document.

Status of Mitigation Strategies and Actions from Previous HMP

The table below lists the mitigation actions developed in the previous HMP and the status of
each. Actions to be carried forward are noted as such. Actions that have been institutionalized as
capabilities are not carried forward.
#

Description

1

Acquire up to three additional
portable generators to be stored
at the Town Hall, the Drop-Off
Center, and the Library.

2

Upgrade emergency notification
system to a company that has
more capabilities for assisting
residents with special needs.

3

4

Review and update potential
evacuation routes while allowing
flexibility in case of downed trees
or power lines blocking the road.
Create a public road-closure
reporting system so residents can
inform the town of the locations
of downed tree limbs and power
lines, or flooded roads.
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Responsible
Party

Status

DPW

InProgress
Carry
Forward
with
Revisions

OEM

Carry
Forward
with
Revision

OEM

Capability

DPW

Complete
d
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Notes
A permanent generator has been
installed at the Town Hall and
Annex. A hookup for a portable
generator has been installed at
the Senior Center, and a portable
generator acquired.
Significant progress has been
made on this action. This action is
carried forward to call for
acquisition of portable generators
to be stored at the Drop-Off
Center and the Library only.
Town has been exploring options
for updating its emergency
notification system. It currently
uses the AlertNow system, but has
identified the Everbridge system
as the system to which it will
transition.
This action is performed regularly
and as part of standard
operations during and following
hazard events.
Residents are instructed to call the
New Fairfield Communications
Center (by dialing 9-1-1). The
Communications Center relays
information to the DPW.

#

Description

Responsible
Party

Status

Notes
Town does not believe this action
will necessarily increase hazard
mitigation capabilities. Town
works with utility companies to
support grid resiliency efforts.
Action is dropped.
Stormwater retention/detention is
covered in the 2007 Zoning
Regulations Section 6.5:
Residential & Commercial Post
Development. New Fairfield
Planning Commission approves
subdivision and redevelopment
applications

5

Pursue funding to place utilities
underground in existing
developed areas.

DPW

Drop

6

Require developers to determine
whether detention or retention of
stormwater is the best option for
reducing peak flows downstream
of a project, rather than having
the responsibility be on Town
officials.

ZC

Capability

PC, ZC

Capability

This is a capability

Drop

This is a State Road, and the Town
is not involved in decisionmaking. CTDOT maintains and
improves State Roads as needed.

DPW

Drop

Town DPW maintains trees using
best known practices. This
specific action is not necessary.

10

Develop a microgrid within the
Town using both private and
Town-owned generators.

DPW

Carry
Forward
with
Revisions

11

Evaluate the cost-effectiveness of
installing solar panels on Town
buildings to provide an
additional source of local
electricity in the event of a
regional power outage.

Action has not yet been pursued
due to limited funding and
municipal resources.
Carry forward, revised to refer
specifically to critical facilities.

Selectman's
Office

Carry
Forward

Action has not yet been pursued
due to limited funding and
municipal resources.
Carry Forward.

7

8

9

In conjunction with the land
trusts in town, pursue the
acquisition of additional
municipal open space inside
SFHAs and set it aside as
greenways, parks, or other
nonresidential, noncommercial,
or nonindustrial use.
Coordinate with the CTDOT and
pursue/allocate funding to
upgrade the Ball Pond Brook
road crossing at Bigelow Corners
Collaborate with the Stormwise
project, participate in education,
management, and research
efforts, and implement the
Stormwise framework.
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#

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

Description
Evaluate the cost-effectiveness of
performing a GPS study of roads
in order to prioritize plowing
routes, increase efficiency and
efficacy of plowing efforts, and
help plan evacuation routes.
Regulate development on and
near slopes to prohibit
construction on slopes greater
than 25%
Make copies of EOP/EAP
documents available at the Town
Hall for reference and public
viewing.
Include potential dam failure
areas into the AlertNow
emergency notification system.
Actively coordinate with the
Town of Danbury to ensure that
New Fairfield receives a copy of
the Dam Failure Analysis and EAP
for the Margerie North Pond
Dam.
Encourage property owners to
widen access roads such that fire
trucks and other emergency
vehicles can access remote
locations.
Provide outreach programs on
how to properly manage burning
and campfires on private
property
Coordinate with the State of
Connecticut to ensure there is
adequate monitoring of fires on
State Forest land.
Coordinate with the State of
Connecticut to ensure there is
adequate accessibility for
emergency vehicles to respond
to fires on State Forest land.
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Responsible
Party

Status

Notes

DPW

Drop

DPW believes existing plow routes
are acceptable.

ZC

Capability

Regulated through Zoning
Commission Regulations

OEM

OEM

Carry
Forward
with
Revisions
Carry
Forward
with
Revisions

Action is redundant with Action
#16, below.
Action will be completed during
transition to Everbridge System.

Selectman's
Office

Carry
Forward
with
Revision

Town has requested document
from Danbury and is awaiting a
response.

Fire
Department

Capability

Planning & Zoning requires this
and enforces during review of
new proposals.

Fire
Department

Carry
Forward
with
Revisions

Action has not yet been pursued
due to limited staff resources.
Action is carried forward, revised
to be the responsibility of the
Emergency Manager.

Selectman's
Office

Capability

This is performed by the Fire
Department.

Selectman's
Office

Capability

Conservation Officers and State
Forest are responsible for
implementing these practices.
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#

Description

21

Perform prescribed burning on
municipal land when and where
appropriate.

Responsible
Party

Status

Notes

Fire
Department

Capability

Fire Department coordinates with
the Town, and perform burning
under appropriate conditions.

Prioritization of Strategies and Actions

The STAPLEE method, described in the Multi-Jurisdictional document, was used to score
mitigation activities. The STAPLEE matrix in Appendix A provides the total scores. Actions have
been further prioritized based on implementation cost, project urgency, and municipal and public
input. The strategies below are presented in priority order, with qualitative priority levels listed
for each.

Mitigation Strategies and Actions Implementation Table

The Town proposed to initiate several new mitigation actions for the upcoming five years.
Additionally, a number of actions from the previous planning period are being carried forward or
replaced with revised actions.
The comprehensive list of actions to be pursued in the next five years are presented below.
Action NFF-01
Provide outreach programs on how to properly manage burning and campfires on private property
Lead

EM

Cost

$0 - $25,000

Funding

Operating Budget, FEMA Assistance to Firefighters Grant

Timeframe

2022

Priority

Med
Action NFF-02

Actively coordinate with the Town of Danbury to ensure that New Fairfield receives a copy of the Dam
Failure Analysis and EAP for the Margerie North Pond Dam; make copies of EAP documents available at the
Town Hall for reference and public viewing.
Lead

Selectman's Office

Cost

$0 - $25,000

Funding

Operating Budget

Timeframe

2023

Priority

Low
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Action NFF-03
Increase Substantial Damage and Substantial Improvement lookback periods to two or more years.
Lead

Planning

Cost

$0 - $25,000

Funding

Operating Budget

Timeframe

2023

Priority

Low
Action NFF-04

Coordinate with CT SHPO to conduct historic resource surveys, focusing on areas within natural hazard risk
zones (flood zones, wildfire hazard zones, steep slopes) to identify historic resources at risk and support the
preparation of resiliency plans across the state.
Lead

Planning

Cost

$25,000 - $50,000

Funding

CT SHPO

Timeframe

2024

Priority

High
Action NFF-05

Include potential dam failure areas in the Everbridge emergency notification system.
Lead

OEM

Cost

$25,000 - $50,000

Funding

Operating Budget, CT DEMHS

Timeframe

2024

Priority

Med
Action NFF-06

Evaluate the cost-effectiveness of installing solar panels on Town buildings to provide an additional source
of local electricity in the event of a regional power outage.
Lead

Selectman's Office

Cost

$25,000 - $50,000

Funding

Capital Improvement Plan, FEMA Grant

Timeframe

2024

Priority

Low
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Action NFF-07

Complete a feasibility study to develop a microgrid supporting municipal critical facilities (such as the
Town Hall, Library, and Senior Center, or the High School and Middle School campus), and possibly
essential private businesses (such as groceries and gas stations).
Lead

DPW

Cost

$25,000 - $50,000

Funding

Operating Budget

Timeframe

2024

Priority

Low
Action NFF-08

Annually conduct an emergency operations exercise for a local terrorism, sabotage, or mass casualty event.
Lead

EMD

Cost

$25,000 - $50,000

Funding

Operating Budget

Timeframe

2024

Priority

Low
Action NFF-09

Upgrade emergency notification system to Everbridge instead of AlertNow because of the superior
capabilities of Everbridge, including for assisting residents with special needs.
Lead

OEM

Cost

$50,000 - $100,000

Funding

Operating Budget, CT DEMHS

Timeframe

2025

Priority

Med
Action NFF-10

Acquire up portable generators to be stored at the Drop-Off Center and the Library.
Lead

DPW

Cost

$100,000 - $500,000

Funding

Capital Improvement Plan, FEMA Grant, Other Grant

Timeframe

2025

Priority

High
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APPENDIX A

Appendix A: STAPLEE Matrix
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Political

Legal

Economic (x2)

Environmental

Social

Technical (x2)

Administrative

Political

Legal

Economic (x2)

Environmental

Total STAPLEE Score

Acquire up portable generators to be stored at the Drop-Off Center and the Library.

Administrative

NFF-02

$50,000

Technical (x2)

support the preparation of resiliency plans across the state.

$25,000 -

Completion

Planning

Social

risk zones (flood zones, wildfire hazard zones, steep slopes) to identify historic resources at risk and

CT SHPO

2024

1

1

1

1

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

7

2025

1

1

1

0

1

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

7

2022

1

0

1

1

0

1

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

6

2024

1

1

1

0

1

1

0

0

0

-1

0

0

0

0

6

2025

1

1

1

0

1

1

0

0

0

-1

0

0

0

0

6

2023

1

0

1

0

1

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

5

2023

0

1

1

0

1

1

0

0

0

0

-1

0

0

0

5

2024

1

1

1

0

1

1

1

0

-1

-1

0

0

0

0

5

2024

1

1

1

1

1

1

0

0

-1

-1

0

0

0

0

5

2024

1

1

1

1

1

0

0

0

0

-1

0

0

0

0

5

Timeframe for

SHPO

Coordinate with CT SHPO to conduct historic resource surveys, focusing on areas within natural hazard
NFF-01

Sources

Theme

Potential Funding

Action Description

Regional

Cost Estimate

#

Lead Department

Weighted STAPLEE Criteria
Benefits

Costs

Capital
Energy Resiliency
& Backup Power

DPW

$100,000 $500,000

Improvement
Plan, FEMA
Grant, Other
Grant
Operating

NFF-03

NFF-04

NFF-05

Provide outreach programs on how to properly manage burning and campfires on private property

Include potential dam failure areas in the Everbridge emergency notification system.
Upgrade emergency notification system to Everbridge instead of AlertNow because of the superior
capabilities of Everbridge, including for assisting residents with special needs.

Outreach and
Education

Emergency
Response
Emergency
Response

Actively coordinate with the Town of Danbury to ensure that New Fairfield receives a copy of the Dam
NFF-06

Failure Analysis and EAP for the Margerie North Pond Dam; make copies of EAP documents available at
the Town Hall for reference and public viewing.

NFF-07

Increase Substantial Damage and Substantial Improvement lookback periods to two or more years.

Dam Safety

EM

OEM

OEM

NFF-10

$50,000 $100,000

Firefighters
Grant
Operating
Budget, CT
DEMHS
Operating
Budget, CT
DEMHS

$0 -

Operating

$25,000

Budget

$0 -

Operating

$25,000

Budget

Planning

Capital

Evaluate the cost-effectiveness of installing solar panels on Town buildings to provide an additional

Energy Resiliency Selectman' $25,000 - Improvement

source of local electricity in the event of a regional power outage.

& Backup Power

Complete a feasibility study to develop a microgrid supporting municipal critical facilities (such as the
NFF-09

$50,000

Assistance to

s Office

Regulations
NFF-08

$25,000 -

Budget, FEMA

Selectman'

Floodplain
Management

$0 $25,000

Town Hall, Library, and Senior Center, or the High School and Middle School campus), and possibly
essential private businesses (such as groceries and gas stations).
Annually conduct an emergency operations exercise for a local terrorism, sabotage, or mass casualty
event.

s Office

$50,000

Plan, FEMA

$25,000 -

Operating

$50,000

Budget

$25,000 -

Operating

$50,000

Budget

Grant
Energy Resiliency
& Backup Power
Terrorism & Mass
Casualty

DPW
EMD
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Appendix B: SVI Summary
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Town of New Fairfield
Climate Vulnerability Assessment
A Component of Sustainable CT Action 5.4
The Town of New Fairfield, for this Climate Vulnerability Assessment (CVA) is considered a suburban
inland town, resulting in various climate change vulnerabilities. Inland flooding, extreme heat, and
winter storms may impact the community the most as many issues have been identified.

Hazards
Inland Flooding
With FEMA flood zones primarily around the lakes and ponds in town, along with Quaker Brook and Ball
Pond Brook, there is a flood risk to adjacent properties whether it is a larger storm event, or a short
intense rainstorm. With precipitation expected to increase due to climate change, flooding events may
occur more frequently. Overall, flooding may continue, or become a larger issue with future shifts in
precipitation.
Winter Storms
New Fairfield is largely residential, with large swaths of open land, and a commercialized area at the
intersection of Route 37 and 39. Suburban communities are often impacted by strong winter storms in
several ways; power outage from downed trees, accessibility issues, and icing concerns. Anticipated
shifts in winter precipitation may bring more freezing rain events, which can result in an increase of
downed trees during a winter storm event. Downed trees can result in power outages, and lack of
emergency access and egress.
Drought and Extreme Temperatures
Most of the town relies on private wells for drinking water, with the exception of a few small public
water systems. Therefore, impacts to water supply may be an issue to the town as temperatures rise in
the near future, resulting in isolated issues with water scarcity. With increased temperatures, and high
pumping levels, private wells may be impacted during times of drought.
In addition to private wells, many suburban communities have high levels of agricultural activity,
whether it be crop production or livestock, these operations are heavily water dependent for healthy
growing and revenue generation.
When considering these impacts from climate change, the primary vulnerabilities for the town of New
Fairfield include:
•
•
•

Private well owners
Emergency access
Agricultural operations

Secondary Impacts

Economic Impacts
With areas vulnerable to flooding and winter storm events, the town faces an economic challenge of
addressing the flooding concerns and increasing snow and debris removal capacity. There is also a
potential economic impact to local businesses during flooding events, and heavy winter storms.
Businesses may incur expenses related to flood mitigation or clean-up efforts, or experience loss of
income if there is no site access during a storm.
Winter storm snow removal or icing also presents financial responsibility to the town by way of roadway
treatment. As precipitation events may increase during winter months, the town may seek to increase
sand or salt stockpiles to account for increased icing events.
Private property owners who rely on private drinking water wells may also be impacted economically
during droughts or periods of extreme heat. With increasing heat, typically comes increased water
demand. This demand would be placed upon local aquifers, potentially resulting in the need for new
well construction, or deepening of an existing well.
The many impacts of climate change can result in economic impacts to many citizens, business owners,
and municipal budgets as the impacts can be felt on a town level, down to building level.
Social Impacts
To identify social impacts to the town, the Center for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) Social
Vulnerability Index (SVI) was used to identify any vulnerable populations within the town. This index was
developed to supplement a community’s natural hazard preparation actions. To evaluate social
vulnerability, the CDC incorporates 15 factors (Fig. 1) into the overall calculation under the categories, or
themes, of: socioeconomic status, household composition and disability, minority status and language,
and housing type and transportation. These themes and their ranking are based on census statistics. By
evaluating these factors and determining a level of social vulnerability, a community can identify specific
needs for before, during, and after
an event. Such needs may include
sheltering capacity, evacuation
routes, or to decide how many
emergency personnel may be
required to respond after an event.
Each municipalities’ census tracts
were ranked for overall
vulnerability, and theme
vulnerability, in comparison to
other Connecticut municipalities.
This rank, 0 to 1, is based on the
percentile rank among all tracts
within the State of Connecticut. A
value closer to 0 indicates a lower
vulnerability, while a value closer to

Figure 1: The CDC SVI Index Factors. Graphic: svi.cdc.com

1 indicates a higher vulnerability. Table 1 presents the overall vulnerability and theme rankings for New
Fairfield.
Table 1: New Fairfield SVI Factor Rankings
Overall SVI
Socioeconomic

NEW FAIRFIELD

.13

.21

Household
Composition &
Disability

Minority
Status &
Language

Housing Type
&
Transportation

.29

.21

.14

The Town of New Fairfield is considered to have a low level of vulnerability, with their most vulnerable
social aspect being household composition and disability, followed by minority and linguistically
challenged populations, and socioeconomic status populations. Vulnerable age groups and disabled are
identified in all three tracts in town, with socioeconomic concerns identified in the two western tracts,
and minority and linguistically challenged populations distributed throughout the community.
These populations may be vulnerable to impacts from drought, flooding and storm events based on the
geographic concentrations.
Public Health Considerations
Of the primary vulnerabilities identified, drought and flooding can potentially have public health
repercussions. During hot summer months, or drought, if private wells were to be impacted, certain
populations may find themselves without adequate drinking water supply, resulting in health problems.
Also, when considering the environmental shifts occurring during drought periods, drinking water
contamination may become an issue as aquifers become stressed due to excessive pumping.
Food scarcity is another consideration when discussing the impacts of drought and extreme
temperatures. Agricultural operations that are impacted by water shortages may find that crop or
livestock yields are below average, ultimately resulting in food scarcity concerns. Depending on the size
of an operation, the impacts can be on a small or large scale.
Flooding also presents the concern of pollution into nearby water bodies as commercialized and
impervious areas drain, they collect pollutants and excess sediment. Depending upon the drainage
areas, this runoff can have environmental impacts in associated ecosystems, or public health impacts if
water bodies are used for recreational activities.

Vulnerable Populations
The SVI identified the presence of certain populations within the town that may be more vulnerable to
climate change hazards. Communities, including New Fairfield, should pay special attention to elderly or
disabled populations, linguistically challenged population, and those that may need evacuation
assistance due to lack of transportation.
Some populations often need additional time for hazard response, evacuation or preparation, and may
find it more challenging to recover due to financial constraints or health concerns. These populations
should be considered more vulnerable for the reasons that emergency response and preparation may

be more challenging, health issues may be of higher concern, and language barriers may exist when
working to communicate with the community on risks, response, and recovery efforts.
In addition to the populations, it is important to identify the facilities that can provide different types of
assistance to the populations, and others, during or after an event. These facilities, and their proximity
to flood zones, can be found in Figure 2-4.
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INTRODUCTION
Purpose of Annex

The purpose of this Hazard Mitigation Plan (HMP) annex is to provide a community-specific
hazard risk assessment, capability analysis, and evaluation and prioritization of hazard mitigation
measures and projects. Background information and the regional effects of pertinent natural
hazards are discussed in the main body of the Western Connecticut Council of Governments
(WestCOG) Multi-Jurisdictional Hazard Mitigation Plan. This annex is designed to supplement the
information presented in the Multi-Jurisdictional HMP with more specific detail for the Town of
New Milford and is not to be considered a standalone document.
The primary goal of this HMP, including this Municipal Annex, is to identify natural hazard risks
and mitigation opportunities in order to reduce the loss of or damage to life, property,
infrastructure, and natural, cultural, and economic resources. This includes the reduction of public
and private damage costs. Limiting losses of and damage to life and property will also reduce the
social, emotional, and economic disruption associated with a natural disaster.
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COMMUNITY PROFILE
2.1.1

Geography
Physical Setting

Settled in 1707 and incorporated in 1712, the Town of New Milford is located in southwestern
Litchfield County. New Milford is bordered by the municipalities of Kent to the north, Washington
and Roxbury to the east, Bridgewater and Brookfield to the south, and New Fairfield and Sherman
to the west. The town is the northernmost community in the WestCOG region. Refer to
Figure 2-1 for a map showing the location of New Milford within the current planning region. The
varying terrain and land-uses in New Milford makes the town vulnerable to an array of natural
hazards.
The Center for Land Use Education and Research (CLEAR) has developed a land cover dataset
derived from 2016 satellite imagery to depict statewide land cover. The land cover by percent of
total land can be found in Table 2-1.
Table 2-1: Land Cover by Area

Land Cover Class
Developed
Turf & Grass
Other Grasses
Agricultural Field
Deciduous Forest
Coniferous Forest
Water
Non-Forested Wetland
Forested Wetland
Tidal Wetland
Barren Land
Utility Corridor
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Percent of Total Land
15.0%
9.2%
2.8%
9.4%
48.4%
7.8%
4.3%
0.3%
1.6%
0.0%
0.6%
0.6%
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2.1.2

Land Use

The area of New Milford is approximately 63.9 square miles, making New Milford the largest
municipality in the state in terms of area. New Milford is considered a suburb of the City of
Danbury, with significant residential zoning and a significant commercial and industrial corridor
along Route 7 and Route 202. The most concentrated development is near the Downtown area in
the vicinity of the intersection of Route 202 and Route 67. Outlying areas contain a mix of single
family residential, protected and unprotected open space, and vacant (developable) lands. Access
to major highways is provided via Route 7 / Route 202 south into Brookfield, where the limitedaccess “Super 7” provides a connection to Interstate 84 in Danbury. State parks in New Milford
include the Lovers Leap State Park and Scenic Reserve at the upstream end of Lake Lillinonah.
Other protected lands in New Milford include the many Town parks and the Mine Hill Preserve on
the eastern end of town owned by the Roxbury Land Trust.
According to the 2010 New Milford Plan of Conservation and Development (POCD), approximately
60% of the land in New Milford is either developed for a specific use (residential, commercial,
industrial, municipal, or institutional) or committed to a specific use such as recreation, roads, or
open space. The remaining 40% of the land in New Milford is considered to be vacant, meaning
that it may be developed. Approximately 9,800 acres
From the 2010 New Milford POCD:
are committed to residential use (24% of the total land
The vast majority (85%) of New
area). Open space, including state forest lands,
Milford’s
land is zoned residential.
municipal recreation areas, and land trust lands,
The seven business zones
occupy approximately 24% of the town’s land area.
(commercial
and industrial) comprise
Table 2-2 provides land use by area percentages for
a
total
of
8% of the town. The
New Milford.
remaining areas are either specialty
zones or not zoned.
The vast majority of the town is zoned as residential,
with the highest density zones including a combination of residential, commercial, and industrial zoning and land uses near the Downtown area.
New Milford has 12 residential zones, seven commercial and industrial zones, and four specialty
zones (airport, village center, junkyard, and landmark).

Residential

Land Use

Table 2-2 Land Use 2008
Area (acres)
9,757
9,033
724
1,355
515
478
362
9,797
6,344
3,453
757
434
312

Single Family Residential
Multi-Family Residential
Commercial & Industrial
Commercial
Industrial
Extraction
Open Space
Protected Open Space
Unprotected Open Space
Institutional & Community Facility
Community Facility
Institutional
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Percent of Total Land Area
24%

3%

24%

2%

Land Use

Area (acres)
2,358
1,959
426
23,856
6,902
40,953

Other
Right of Way, Transportation, Utility
Water Features
Total Developed & Committed Land
Vacant
Total

2.1.3

Percent of Total Land Area
6%

58%
41%
100%

Climate and Climate Change
Current Conditions

Over the course of the year, the temperature in New Milford typically varies from 18°F to 82°F and
is rarely below 3°F or above 89°F. The warm season lasts from May 29 to September 15, with an
average daily high temperature above 72°F. The hottest day of the year is July 20, with an average
high of 82°F and low of 63°F. The cold season lasts from December 1 to March 10, with an
average daily high temperature below 44°F. The coldest day of the year is January 29, with an
average low of 18°F and high of 34°F.
Precipitation falls throughout the year in New Milford. The wetter season lasts from April 9 to
August 20, with a greater than 30% chance of a given day being a wet day. The chance of a wet
day peaks at 37% on May 29. The smallest chance of a wet day is 22% on January 29.
The most rain falls during the 31 days centered around June 4, with an average total accumulation
of 4.0 inches. The least rain falls around January 24, with an average total accumulation of 1.6
inches.
The snowy period of the year lasts from October 30 to April 14, with a sliding 31-day liquidequivalent snowfall of at least 0.1 inches. The most snow falls during the 31 days centered around
January 25, with an average total liquid-equivalent accumulation of 1.1 inches.
Climate data was sourced from Weather Spark based on analysis of the years 1980 to 2016.

Climate Change

Climate change projections for Connecticut were sourced from the 2019 Connecticut Physical
Climate Science Assessment Report, which was developed by the University of Connecticut
(UConn) Atmospheric Sciences Group, commissioned by the Connecticut Institute for Resilience
and Climate Adaptation (CIRCA) with funding from the Department of Energy and Environmental
Protection (DEEP). All projections are based on the IPCC high CO2 emission scenario (RCP8.5).
Temperature
Annual temperatures have been increasing throughout Connecticut and is projected to continue
to do so in the future. By mid-century, average annual temperature is projected to increase by
5°F. Seasonal average temperatures are also expected to rise, with the greatest increase (6°F)
experienced in summer (June to August). The number of nights over which temperature remains
above 68°F will quadruple from 10 days per year to more than 40 days, and the number of
extremely hot days will increase from above 4 a year to 48 per year.
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Precipitation
Rainfall data in "Technical Paper No. 40" by the U.S.
Weather Bureau (now the National Weather Service)
(Hershfield, 1961) dates from the years 1938 through
1958. According to these data, the 24-hour rainfall
amount for a 50% annual-chance storm in Litchfield
County is 3.2 inches.

The continued increase in precipitation
only heightens the need for hazard
mitigation planning as the occurrence of
floods may change in accordance with
the greater precipitation.

The Northeast Regional Climate Center (NRCC) has partnered with the Natural Resources
Conservation Service (NRCS) to provide a consistent, current regional analysis of rainfall extremes
(http://precip.eas.cornell.edu/). In 2020 this dataset listed the 24-hour rainfall amount for a 50%
annual-chance storm in New Milford as 3.30 inches.
The NOAA Atlas 14, released on September 30, 2015 puts the 24-hour rainfall amount for a 50%
annual-chance annual storm in New Milford at 3.46 inches.
These precipitation amounts, and more details, are summarized in Table 2-2, below.
Table 2-2: 24-Hour Rainfall Amounts by Annual-Chance Occurrence
Source
Technical Paper No. 40
NRCC
NOAA Atlas 14

24-Hour Rainfall Amount (inches) by Annual-Chance Occurrence
50%
4%
1%
3.2
5.5
7.0
3.30
6.15
8.68
3.43
6.70
8.64

Annual precipitation has been increasing statewide and is projected to continue to increase. By
mid-century, annual precipitation is projected to increase by 8.5%, with the greatest increase
(13.4%) occurring in the winter months. Extreme precipitation events are projected to increase in
both frequency and magnitude. Based on this increase and the precipitation figures above, by
2050 New Milford can expect the 24-hour rainfall amount for a 50% annual-chance storm to be
around 3.6 to 3.7 inches or greater.
Impervious surfaces and infrastructure in town have increased over time as well, leading to
increasing runoff and peak discharge values.
Despite overall increases in precipitation, drought risk is projected to increase, especially during
summer, due to changing precipitation patterns and projected increases in potential
evapotranspiration (plants taking up more water in hotter temperatures and longer growing
seasons).
2.1.4

Drainage Basins and Hydrology

New Milford is located in the central portion of the Housatonic River valley. The topography of
New Milford is characterized by higher elevations that gently to steeply slope into tributaries of
the Housatonic River. Peaks in the northern and eastern sections of New Milford rise well above
1,000 feet above sea level, while peaks in the southern section of New Milford rise to 700 to 800
feet. Much of the Downtown area is located below 400 feet in elevation.
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New Milford is divided among nine sub-regional watersheds. The associated watercourses are
summarized below and described in the following sections. All of the water that passes through
New Milford eventually drains to the Housatonic River and empties into Long Island Sound.


The lower reaches of Womenshenuk Brook, Morrissey Brook, Candlewood Lake, the West
Aspetuck River, and the Still River each lie within New Milford and empty into the
Housatonic River. The Housatonic River is impounded at Lake Lillinonah. Conditions on
these tributary streams typically only exacerbate flooding in New Milford, although
backwater conditions on the Still River can exacerbate flooding upstream in Brookfield,
Danbury, and Bethel.



The lower reaches of Merryall Brook and the East Aspetuck River drain into the lower
reach of the West Aspetuck River just north of Downtown.



The headwaters of small tributary streams to the Shepaug River drain east from New
Milford into Washington and Roxbury. As such, conditions on these tributary streams can
potentially impact downstream communities.

Candlewood Lake

The Candlewood Lake watershed covers a total area of 4.04 square miles in New Milford.
Candlewood Lake is the country's first pump-storage reservoir and at 5,400 acres is the largest
lake in Connecticut. The reservoir was constructed to support power generation at the Rocky
River power station on Route 7 in New Milford. Since 1926, water has been diverted from the
Housatonic River and pumped uphill into the Lake. During low-flow conditions on the
Housatonic River, water is released from Lake Candlewood to run the generation turbines and
discharged back to the Housatonic River.
The Lake Candlewood watershed comprises 6.3% of the town’s land area. There is a delineated
1% annual chance floodplain surrounding the lake without elevations defined. Larger tributaries
to the lake include Sawmill Brook and Glen Brook in Sherman and Ball Pond Brook in New
Fairfield. The lake is impounded once in Danbury and in four separate areas in New Milford:





By Candlewood Lake Dam #2 (Class B) off Candlewood Lake Road South on the eastern
side of the lake
By the Middle Lanesville Dam (Class C) upstream of Sullivan Farm
By the North Lanesville Dam (Class C) upstream of Sherry Lane
By the Candlewood Lake North Dam upstream of Route 7. This dam includes
infrastructure to provide flow to the Rocky River power station.

In total, Candlewood Lake drains a total area of 42.19 square miles in Brookfield, Danbury, New
Fairfield, New Milford, Sherman, and portions of New York State.

East Aspetuck River

The East Aspetuck River watershed is the third-largest watershed in New Milford, covering a total
area of 7.05 square miles. The river has its headwaters in the New Preston area of northwestern
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Washington as the outflow from Lake Waramaug. The river flows generally southwest into New
Milford parallel to Route 202 and is conveyed beneath several minor roads, Route 202, Paper Mill
Road, and Wellsville Avenue prior to reaching the confluence with the West Aspetuck River
downstream of Wells Road. The East Aspetuck River drains a total area of 25.26 square miles in
Kent, New Milford, Warren, and Washington.

Housatonic River

The Housatonic River drains an area of 1,948 square miles from Pittsfield, Massachusetts to
Milford, Connecticut where it flows into Long Island Sound. The river flows a total of 134 miles
from its upper reach to the sound with 1,234 square miles of the total drainage area existing in
Connecticut. All of the land in New Milford eventually drains to the Housatonic River.
Land draining directly to the Housatonic River represents the largest sub-regional watershed in
New Milford, covering a total area of 22.57 square miles. The river flows generally southeast
across the town, with major crossings being located on Route 7 just north of Route 55, at
Boardman Road just south of the intersection of Route 7 and Route 37, the Route 67 crossing in
the Downtown area, the railroad bridge crossing west of Grove Street, and at Pumpkin Hill Road
near Lovers Leap State Park. The river is impounded in New Milford by the Bleachery Dam, a lowhazard dam off the southern terminus of West Street, and by the Shepaug Dam in Southbury
which creates Lake Lillinonah, an impounded area of the river that stretches upstream to Lovers
Leap State Park.

Merryall Brook

The Merryall Brook watershed covers a total area of 4.49 square miles in New Milford. The brook
has its headwaters in a small pond in southern Kent upstream of Treasure Hill Road. The brook
flows generally southwest through the Iron Mountain Preserve in southern Kent into New Milford
where it is conveyed beneath West Meetinghouse Road. The brook turns south to generally
parallel West Meeting House Road and is conveyed beneath several minor roads and Aspetuck
Ridge Road prior to reaching the confluence with the West Aspetuck River downstream of
Chinmoy Lane. The East Aspetuck River drains a total area of 5.88 square miles in Kent and New
Milford.

Morrissey Brook

The Morrissey Brook watershed covers a total area of 1.85 square miles in New Milford. The
brook has its headwaters in a small pond in Quaker Hill, New York upstream of Route 66. The
brook flows generally southeast into Sherman before turning north to flow into New Milford. The
brook flows generally parallel to Gaylord Road and is conveyed beneath that road twice and is
also conveyed beneath Cedar Hill Road prior to reaching the confluence with the Housatonic
River downstream of Route 7. Morrissey Brook drains a total area of 7.26 square miles in New
York State, New Milford, and Sherman.

Shepaug River

The Shepaug River watershed covers a total area of 5.56 square miles in New Milford. The river
flows through Warren, Washington, Roxbury, and Bridgewater prior to reaching its confluence
with the Housatonic River in Lake Lillinonah, and drains a total area of 155.44 square miles. The
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land within the watershed in New Milford drains to minor tributaries to this river, such as Walker
Brook, Second Hill Brook, and several unnamed tributaries.

Still River

The Still River has its headwaters western Danbury near Mill Plain where it forms from the outflow
from Sanfords Pond. The river flows generally southeast through Danbury to Mill Plain Swamp
before turning generally northeast through the city center and then into Brookfield. The Still
River then flows generally northward through Brookfield into New Milford.
The Still River watershed covers a total area of 5.54 square miles in New Milford. The river flow
generally north parallel to Route 202. The channel is very flat, resulting in numerous meanders
from the town line to the Candlewood Valley Country Club. The river then turns generally
northeast and is conveyed beneath Still River Drive prior to its confluence with the Housatonic
River just downstream of the railroad crossing. The total area of the Still River watershed is
approximately 71 square miles within Putnam County, New York and Bethel, Brookfield, Danbury,
New Fairfield, Newtown, Redding, and Ridgefield, Connecticut.

West Aspetuck River

The West Aspetuck River watershed is the second-largest watershed in New Milford, covering a
total area of 10.32 square miles. The river has its headwaters in the South Kent area of eastern
Kent as the outflow from North Spectacle Lake. The river flows generally south into New Milford
and is conveyed beneath Cherniske Road, Squire Hill Road, and Merryall Road (twice), prior to
reaching the confluence with Merryall Brook.
The river continues to flow south beneath several minor roads and Aspetuck Ridge Road (twice)
prior to reaching the confluence with the East Aspetuck River downstream of Aspetuck Ridge
Road. After this confluence, the river continues south and is conveyed beneath the railroad tracks
and Housatonic Avenue prior to its confluence with the Housatonic River. In total, the West
Aspetuck River drains a total area of 19.60 square miles in Kent, New Milford, Warren, and
Washington. The total drainage area at the Housatonic River, including the sub-regional basins of
Merryall Brook and the East Aspetuck River, is 41.46 square miles.

Womenshenuk Brook

The Womenshenuk Brook watershed covers a total area of 2.57 square miles in New Milford. The
brook has its headwaters in a small pond in southern Kent as the outflow from Leonard Pond.
The brook flows generally south into New Milford where it generally parallels South Kent Road.
The brook is conveyed beneath Browns Forge Road and Waller Road prior to reaching the
confluence with the Housatonic River downstream of Riverview Road. In total, Womenshenuk
Brook drains a total area of 9.36 square miles in Kent and New Milford.

2.2.1

Society, Culture, and Government
Population and Demographic Setting

According to the 2000 U.S. Census, the town of New Milford had a population of 27,121. New
Milford had a population of 28,142 in 2010 according to the U.S. Census, an increase of 3.7%. The
overall population density of New Milford is 446 persons per square mile. The Connecticut State
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Data Center projections from 2012 predict that the population of New Milford would hold
generally steady through 2020 and slightly decrease to 27,703 by 2025.
The town of New Milford has significant populations of people who are linguistically isolated,
elderly, and/or disabled. According to data collected by the U.S. Census Bureau for the period
around 2010-2012, 11.8% of the population is aged 65 or over, 6.7% speak English “less than very
well”, and 7.0% have a disability.
One important aspect of natural hazard mitigation planning is to identify a community’s
demographic trends in relation to natural hazards. The Center for Disease Control and Prevention
(CDC) Social Vulnerability Index (SVI) is used to identify vulnerable populations in New Milford.
The SVI uses census data to identify populations within the town that may be more vulnerable to
natural hazards. As a result of this analysis, the town is identified to have a certain level of overall
social vulnerability with a rank of 0 to 1; 1 being the most vulnerable and 0 being the least.
To determine social vulnerability, the CDC incorporates 15 factors into the overall SVI calculation
under four categories, or
themes: socioeconomic status,
household composition and
disability, minority status and
language, and housing type and
transportation. Figure 2-2
represents the breakdown of the
SVI process. These themes and
their ranking are based on
census statistics. By evaluating
these factors and determining a
level of social vulnerability, a
community can identify specific
needs for before, during, and
after an event. Such needs may
include sheltering capacity,
evacuation routes, or to decide
how many emergency personnel
Figure 2-2: The CDC SVI Index Factors.
may be required to respond
Graphic: svi.cdc.com
after an event.
The Town of New Milford is considered to have a low to moderate level of vulnerability, with their
most vulnerable social aspect being the socioeconomic status of certain populations, along with
high density housing and lack of transportation. There are also minority populations in town,
along with those that speak English “less than well”. These populations are primarily located in the
southeastern half of town, with the most vulnerable populations settled along Route 7 from
Rooster Tail Hollow south to the Route 7 and Lanesville Road intersection. Appendix B explores
the SVI for New Milford in more depth, including maps showing overall vulnerability, and theme
vulnerability.
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2.2.2

Development Trends

According to the 2010 POCD, development in New Milford has been historically centered on the
Downtown area near the confluence of the West Aspetuck River and the Housatonic River, and in
Gaylordsville in the northwestern corner of town.
Today, New Milford is significantly more developed than its neighbors. Residents of surrounding
communities utilize commercial zones in New Milford for hospital services, dining, retail, and
other needs. Most development in New Milford has occurred along the major arterial roadways
of Route 7, Route 44, Route 202, Route 37, Route 55, Route 109, and Route 67, as well as along
their associated collector roads. The completion of “Super 7” – the limited-access highway portion
of Route 7 into northern Brookfield – has made commercial development more attractive in New
Milford as residents from surrounding communities commute through.
The vast majority of homes in New Milford are detached single-family homes (accounting for
approximately 74% of all residential structures). The majority of homes in New Milford (58%)
were built between 1950 and 1990, with 19% built before 1950 and 23% built after 1990. Newer
buildings are constructed to more recent building codes and are considered to be less vulnerable
to natural hazards than older buildings.
New Milford had 10,710 total housing units in 2000 which increased to 11,731 in 2010. Housing
permits averaged approximately 40 per year from 1990 to 2000, and peaked at over 80 per year in
2001. The number of housing permits being issued declined from 2004 through 2007, but began
recovering in 2008. The number of new housing permits issued for the years 2011 through 2013
were 11, 18, and 18 (all for single family homes). Four homes were constructed in 2013, and ten
permits for single family homes were issued in just January of 2014.
Compared to surrounding communities, New Milford has a higher concentration of
manufacturing and retail jobs. However, the types of jobs in New Milford are varied.
Approximately 18% of jobs in New Milford are in the manufacturing sector, with 18% being in
educational, health, and social services; 13% in retail trades; 10% in professional, scientific,
management, administrative, or waste management services; 8% in construction; and 8% finance,
real estate, rental, and leasing. The remaining job categories include the arts, entertainment,
recreation, accommodation and food services (6%); other services (except public administration)
(5%); transportation, warehousing, and utilities (4%), information (4%), wholesale trade (3%),
public administration (2%), and agriculture, forestry, fishing, hunting, and mining (1%).
In general, the Town of New Milford encourages future residential and non-residential
development that can be supported by existing infrastructure and that is consistent with the
Town’s POCD. The first POCD was enacted in 1959 such that this type of planning has long been
a fixture in New Milford. The 2010 POCD calls for future development to be consistent with and
enhance the existing character of the town while avoiding adverse impacts to the environment
(particularly in sensitive areas). The POCD encourages the extension of sewer in economic
development areas, but discourages expansion of sewer service outside of the sewer area unless
there are public health concerns that must be addressed.
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Should new or expanded infrastructure be required to serve a new development, such expansion
is to be paid by the developer whenever possible. The Subdivision Regulations require that all
new utilities must be located underground, and the Zoning Regulations require that all utilities
must be placed underground in new developments in Planned Residential Development zones
and in Cluster Conservation Subdivision Districts.
Land zoned as commercial and industrial has primarily been built out although some land is still
available for development. The presence of public water and sewer services in New Milford
located in areas zoned for commercial and industrial use enhances the potential for development
and redevelopment. No significant commercial or industrial developments are currently planned.
Route 202 has had recent commercial development, and a substantial retail development was
recently proposed along Route 202 but was not in conformance with the Zoning Regulations.
The Bleachery, a renovated historic mill on Lake Lillinonah, has over 100 commercial units and is
considered one of the most successful and active developments located within the floodplain. A
major residential project has been approved at the Bleachery property (previously, only
commercial use had been located on the property). The parking garage is located on the first
floor, with residential space elevated above. As part of the development of residential units on
the site, a new emergency crossing was built across the railroad to allow access and egress if
flooding blocks West Street.
Generally, residential developments in Town are either single family homes or on small
subdivisions. The Town of New Milford indicates that most new building permits issued over the
past five years have been for single family homes. A few residential properties have been
developed in Gaylordsville, along Route 7. Similar to commercial and industrial development,
Town staff indicate that there is significant potential for residential redevelopment. Transitoriented developments could also be proposed over the next two decades if the Metro North
expansion into New Milford is realized.
There has been no new development within FEMA-designated Special Flood Hazard Areas (SFHA)
since adoption of the previous HMP. Most development is built outside the floodplain;
construction within the floodplain is built with appropriate mitigation measures in place (for
example, the first floor is uninhabited).
A build-out analysis in the 2010 POCD estimates a maximum town population of 43,281 based on
zoning at the time and accounting for undevelopable areas. Approximately 5,500 potential new
housing units could be developed. This new housing would be scattered around the Town in
areas that are currently characterized by lower densities, as well as around Candlewood Lake.
Town planners do not anticipate this level of development occurring for several decades. There is
very little developable land near the town’s core developed areas, namely Downtown and along
the southern Route 7 corridor. Any new residential development is expected to increase the
overall vulnerability of the community to natural hazards, although these projects are expected to
be generally free from flooding.
The 2010 POCD did not identify development potential in commercial and industrial zones. While
New Milford has traditionally attracted water-dependent industry along the Housatonic River,
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those industries are generally in decline. The 2010 POCD suggests performing a market analysis
and consider rezoning some business and industrial zones for Corporate Office Parks. Most
commercially and industrially zoned areas in New Milford are located in areas with public water
and sewer service such that this infrastructure will support future commercial and industrial
development and redevelopment activities. In addition, much of the Route 7 corridor that is
zoned commercial or industrial is coincident with the 1% annual chance floodplain; these
properties would be developed in accordance with the Zoning Regulations.
In summary, new commercial or industrial development is expected to increase the overall
exposure of the community to natural hazards. However, adherence to regulations and the State
Building Code will reduce risks to new development and redevelopment.
2.2.3

Governmental Structure

The Town of New Milford is governed by a Mayor-Council form of government in which
legislative responsibilities are performed by the Town Council. The Mayor serves as the chief
executive.
In addition to the Town Council, there are boards, commissions and committees providing input
and direction to Town administrators while Town departments provide municipal services and
day-to-day administration. Many of these commissions and departments play a role in hazard
mitigation, including the following (in alphabetical order):












The Building Department reviews plans to ensure conformance with all applicable codes
and inspects work for final approval.
The Emergency Management Director coordinates emergency response activities and
planning.
The volunteer Fire Department is the primary responder to emergency situations caused
by natural hazards.
The Fire Marshal reviews zoning applications for fire protection safety concerns, and
enforces the Connecticut Fire Safety Code for all applicable residences and facilities within
the community. The Fire Marshall investigates all fires that occur in the town and inspects
open burn areas prior to issuing open burning permits.
The Inland Wetlands Commission is New Milford’s Inland Wetlands Agency and reviews
applications with wetland impacts.
The Planning Commission reviews and approves subdivision applications and drafts
regulation changes for approval.
The Land Use Department staff is responsible for the administration and enforcement of
the zoning, subdivision, and wetland regulations, and provides technical support to
related commissions.
The Police Department provides traffic control during emergencies and provides
assistance staffing shelters.
The Public Works Department provides response, rescue, recovery, and investigation
assistance; cleanup and repair support following disasters; and is relied upon to barricade
and/or provide access to areas during storm events. They also maintain and construct
culverts, bridges, and roads on public land, and oversee all engineering aspects of new
construction within the community.
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The Tree Warden identifies dangerous trees and hires contractors to perform trimming
and removal.
The Zoning Commission reviews and approves zoning applications and drafts regulation
changes for approval.
The Zoning Board of Appeals reviews requests for variances and handles appeals for
rejected applications.

Complaints related to natural hazards are typically received by multiple departments. These
complaints are usually received via phone, electronic or snail mail, or via personal communication.
The complaints are distributed to the most applicable department and investigated and
remediated as necessary or as the budget allows. For example, drainage complaints are directed
to public works, while complaints about burning are directed to the Fire Marshall’s office.
2.2.4

Historic and Cultural Resources

Historic and cultural resources include sites, structures,
and objects that are significant in history, architecture,
archaeology, engineering, and culture. Protection of
these resources grows economies and enhances
community character, and following a natural disaster
they can help to reinforce neighborhood connections
and reestablish a sense of community and normalcy.
Consideration of these resources in this HMP is critical.

Historic preservation planning helps
protect historic properties and cultural
resources from demolition or alteration.
Hazard mitigation planning helps
protect life and property from damage
caused by natural and manmade hazards.
Integrating these two planning
processes helps create safe and
sustainable historic communities.
- Paraphrased from FEMA Report 386-6

Historic resources in New Milford include the Sherman Town Hall, Boardman’s Bridge and Lover’s
Leap Bridge, Hine-Buckingham Farms, the Housatonic Railroad Station, and sites within the New
Milford Center Historic District. Analysis of the State Historic Preservation Office (SHPO) database
of historic resources shows that some of these resources are exposed to natural hazards, as
shown in Table 2-3.
Table 2-3: Number of Historic Assets Exposed to Different Hazards in New Milford
Hazard
Dam Failure
Earthquake
Flooding
1% Annual
0.2% Annual
Storm Surge
Category 1
Category 2
Category 3
Category 4
Hurricane/Tropical Storm
Sea Level Rise
Thunderstorm
Tornado
Winter Storm
Wildfire
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Count
0
11
0
0
0
0
0
0
11

11
11
11
3

Historic buildings and structures may be particularly susceptible to natural hazards because they
were built prior to the establishment of more recent construction standards. Additionally, some
of the structural integrity of these resources may have been degraded over the decades or
centuries since their original construction. Structural retrofits and hazard mitigation methods may
be challenging or restricted in cases where alteration of a resource will also diminish its cultural or
historical aesthetic and value. Finally, miscommunications or lack of knowledge may lead to
historic resources being damaged during the disaster recovery process.
Steps to incorporate historical and cultural preservation into hazard mitigation planning include:
 Inventory and survey historic and cultural resources
 Implement appropriate mitigation measures for those resources
 Take steps to move portable resources, such as artwork or documents, to safe locations
prior to the occurrence of a hazard, if possible
 Consider these resources in emergency operations plans to prevent accidental damages
during recovery efforts
Specific actions to mitigate natural hazard risks to historic resources are listed at the end of this
Annex.

2.3.1

Infrastructure
Transportation

New Milford is primarily accessible from the principal arterial Route 7 (Danbury Road / Kent Road)
which runs generally parallel to the Housatonic River from Brookfield to Kent. Route 7 provides
access to Interstate 84 in Danbury, and access to Route 44 far to the north in Canaan. Route 202
provides access from the Downtown area northeast to Torrington (and Route 8) via Washington
and Litchfield. Other state roads include Route 37 and Route 55 which lead from western New
Milford into Sherman, Route 109 which leads east into Washington, and Route 67 which leads
southeast through Bridgewater, Roxbury, and Southbury to Interstate 84.
Similar to Route 7, a railroad line parallels the Housatonic River through New Milford. The
Housatonic Railroad Company currently operates the railroad. The existing track structure can
only accommodate freight service. Investigations are currently ongoing related to a proposal to
electrify and extend the Danbury Branch of the Metro-North Railroad from Danbury to New
Milford. This would allow the railroad to carry commuters to destinations in southern Fairfield
County or New York City.

2.3.2

Utilities

New Milford receives electric and natural gas service from Eversource.
Public water supply is provided by the Aquarion Water Company along Route 7 and in the
Downtown area to approximately 8,000 residents and approximately 700 commercial and
industrial customers. Smaller community water systems also provide public water services to
small developments.
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Sewage is directed to the New Milford Water Pollution Control Facility for treatment, with treated
effluent released to the Housatonic River.
According to geoISP (geoISP.com), access to Broadband Internet is available to most residents in
New Milford. There are 2 DSL Providers (AT&T and Connecticut Education Network), 1 Cable
Internet providers (Charter Spectrum), and 2 Fiber Internet providers (Fibertech Networks LLC and
Connecticut Education Network). There are also 4 Mobile Broadband (cellular) providers with
service available in New Milford.

2.4.1

Planning and Regulatory Capabilities
Review of Existing Local Plans

2.4.1

Review of Regulatory Structures

The Town of New Milford has a number of plans that are relevant to hazard mitigation. These are
noted here:
 Plan of Conservation and Development (POCD): New Milford’s most recent POCD was
adopted in 2010; the Town was in the midst of developing its 2020 update as this Hazard
Mitigation Plan was being developed. While the existing POCD does not address natural
hazard concerns within the community, or includes strategies that will mitigate risks from
those hazards as the community continues to develop, the Town is incorporating these
features into the POCD update.
 Stormwater Management: New Milford maintains a Stormwater Management Plan, most
recently updated in 2017. This document has been updated to comply with the requirements
of the US EPA 2017 updated General Permit for the Discharge of Stormwater from Small
Municipal Separate Storm Sewer Systems (MS4 General Permit).
 Capital Improvement Plan (CIP): New Milford maintains a CIP that is updated annually and
lays out capital investments for a five-year period. The CIP often includes road, drainage, and
other infrastructure improvement projects relevant to hazard mitigation.
 Economic Development Plan: New Milford is included within the Western Connecticut
Economic Development Plan of 2017, developed by WestCOG. The plan aligns with the COG’s
other efforts to promote climate sustainability and resiliency in the region.
 Emergency Operations Plan (EOP): New Milford’s EOP is reviewed annually and updated as
needed. Dam failure Emergency Action Plans (EAPs) for dams with failure inundation zones
that may impact New Milford, and for which EAPs are available, are on file locally.
 Watershed Management Plan: Watershed Management Plans have been developed for the
Saugatuck-Aspetuck River Watershed and the Still River Watershed. The Saugatuck River
Watershed Based Plan was developed by the former South Western Regional Planning
Agency (SWRPA) in 2012, while the Still River Watershed Management Plan was developed by
the Housatonic valley Association with support from the Still River Partners in 2019. These
plans are focused on water quality, but can help the community mitigate inland flood risks by
incorporating watershed management best practices into its planning efforts.
 Open Space: New Milford does not maintain a stand-alone Open Space Plan; instead, open
space planning is incorporated into the community’s POCD.
New Milford regulates development through a number of regulations, codes, and ordinances.
These are summarized below. More detailed information about how these regulations relate to
specific natural hazards are described in Section 3.
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Building Code: New Milford enforces the Connecticut State Building Code locally.
Zoning Regulations: Most recently updated in June 2018.
Inland Wetlands and Watercourses Regulations: Most recently updated in March 2010.
Subdivision Regulations: Most recently updated in June 2001. Include provisions promoting
control of stormwater runoff, installation of firefighting water sources, and burial of utilities.

Emergency Services, Critical Facilities, Sheltering, and Evacuation

The Town of New Milford has identified many critical facilities as listed below in Table 2-4 and
Figure 2-3. Many critical facilities, such as police, fire, and governmental buildings as well as
utilities are required to ensure that day-to-day management of the town continues. Other
facilities such as nursing homes, schools, and emergency supply storage areas are also considered
critical facilities since these contain populations that are more susceptible in an emergency or
house important supplies. Not all municipal buildings are critical facilities.
Critical facilities that are particularly vulnerable to one or more natural hazards will be discussed
as appropriate in this document. For example, the Public Works Garage is located in the 1%
annual chance floodplain, and the access road to the Ambulance Facility (which houses the
Emergency Operations Center, or EOC) can be cut off by flooding. As such, the Town of New
Milford would like to relocate both the public works garage and the EOC to locations outside of
the floodplain. One option for the EOC is to obtain a generator for the Town Hall and move the
EOC into that facility.

New Milford Community Ambulance
Corporation
Police Department
Water Witch Hose Co. No. 1
Water Witch Hose Co. No. 2
Northville Fire Department
Gaylordsville Fire Department
Town Hall
Public Works Garage
Water Pollution Control Facility
Richmond Citizen Center
“The Maxx” New Milford Youth
Agency
Sarah Noble School

Type

1 Scovill Street

EOC



49 Poplar Street
16 Lanesville Road
8 Prospect Hill road
355 Litchfield Road
700 Kent Road
10 Main Street
6 Youngs Field Road
123 West Street
40 Main Street

Emergency Response
Emergency Response
Emergency Response
Emergency Response
Emergency Response
Municipal
Municipal
Essential Service
Senior Center



**





94 Railroad Street

Teen Center





25 Sunny Valley Road

Intermediate School





SFHA

Address or Location

Shelter

Facility

Emergency
Power

Table 2-4: Critical Facilities

*







* Access to the New Milford Community Ambulance Corporation requires traveling through a flood
zone, creating a risk of isolation; the facility itself is not in a SFHA.
** Highway garage has generator, but a generator is needed for the mechanic shed.
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Shelter Capacity

The Sarah Noble School, the Teen Center, and the Senior Center are utilized as shelters. Each of
these facilities has a generator (the emergency generator fuel tank at the Sarah Noble School was
replaced in 2020). In case of a sustained power outage, it is anticipated that 10 to 20% of the
population (2,800 to 5,600 people) would relocate, although not all of those relocating would
necessarily utilize the shelter facilities. If overflow sheltering space is needed, other schools in
town would be utilized although these are not equipped as shelters.
A new addition has been constructed for the Richmond Citizen Center (the Senior Center, and a
shelter), expanding sheltering capacity. This addition has backup power along with the rest of the
building.
The 2010 POCD indicates that all of the shelter facilities are located in the Downtown area, and
not in outlying areas. If a larger Fire Station is built in Gaylordsville, the POCD suggests that this
facility include shelter space.

Public Water Supply

The town of New Milford has public water supply provided by the Aquarion Water Company. The
service area includes southern Route 7 and the vicinity of the Downtown area. Potable water is
provided by a series of groundwater wells. Aquarion Water Company is in the process of raising
well heads to be above the 1% annual chance floodplain and installing backup generators for its
wellfields.

Emergency Response

Emergency response capabilities are overseen by the Emergency Management Director. The
Town has an Emergency Operations Plan (EOP) that is updated annually. Evacuation routes are
not defined for New Milford and instead would be activated based on the situation with
coordination with State and regional entities. The Town does have typical detour routes that it
utilizes during flooding and emergency conditions.
New Milford has police and fire facilities capable of assisting with hazard response and recovery.
All of these facilities have emergency power. The Police Department emergency generator fuel
tank was replaced in 2019.
The Town maintains communications towers for emergency communications. These facilities
have backup generators. According to the 2010 POCD, emergency communications within the
town could be improved, as there were many “dead” zones due to topography. The Town worked
toward upgrading its emergency communications capabilities in 2012-2013 and this capability
was improved.
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The Town of New Milford utilizes the State of
Connecticut “CT Alert” Emergency Notification System
to provide emergency notifications to residents of
New Milford. Emergency notification systems are
extremely useful for natural hazard mitigation, as a
community warning system that relies on radios and
television is less effective at warning residents during
the night when the majority of the community is
asleep.

The CT Alert system is defaulted to
listings of landline phone numbers.
Residents are encouraged to sign up
at http://www.ctalert.gov/ to
personalize how they receive
emergency notifications (to cellular
phones, via text message, electronic
mail, etc.).

The Town of New Milford distributes public information regarding natural hazards and
preparedness to residents via FEMA flyers being available in the municipal buildings and through
information available on the Town website. Evaluation of emergency services, shelters,
equipment, and supplies is performed at least annually (concurrent with the EOP review) or more
often if necessary. Similarly, emergency training is conducted as appropriate and the Town of
New Milford purchases new equipment when funding is available.
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HAZARD ASSESSMENT
3.1.1

FLOODING (COASTAL, INLAND, AND ICE JAMS)
Setting

The potential for flooding is widespread across New Milford, with the majority of major flooding
caused by the overflow of river systems into river corridors and floodplains. This flooding is
generally limited to established Special Flood Hazard Areas (SFHA); FEMA delineates areas that
have a 1% chance of flooding each year (1% annual-chance flood) as SFHA for the purposes of
the National Flood Insurance Program (NFIP).
Flooding that occurs outside floodplains, and localized nuisance flooding along tributaries, are
also common problems in the town. This type of flooding occurs particularly along roadways as a
result of inadequate or obstructed drainageways and other factors.
The frequency of flooding in New Milford is considered likely for any given year, with flood
damage potentially having significant effects during extreme events. The town of New Milford
has experienced various degrees of flooding in every season of the year throughout its recorded
history. Melting snow combined with early spring rains has caused frequent spring flooding.
Numerous flood events have occurred in late summer to early autumn resulting from storms of
tropical origin moving northeast along the Atlantic coast. Winter floods result from the
occasional thaw, particularly during years of heavy snow or periods of rainfall on frozen ground.
Other flood events have been caused by excessive rainfalls upon saturated soils, yielding greater
than normal runoff.
Floodprone areas are addressed through a combination of floodplain management criteria,
ordinances, and community assistance programs sponsored by the NFIP and individual
municipalities.

3.1.2

Capabilities

The Town of New Milford has in place a number of measures to mitigate flood damage. These
are categorized below.

Prevention

The Town of New Milford has consistently participated in the NFIP since April 15, 1980 and
intends to continue participation in the NFIP. The FIRM (originally prepared April 15, 1980 and
revised June 4, 1987) delineates areas within New Milford that are vulnerable to flooding. The
hydrologic and hydraulic analyses from the FIS report dated 1980 were performed by HarrisToups Associates for FEMA under Contract No. H-3987. That work, which was completed in July
1978, covered the significant flooding sources affecting New Milford. The hydrologic and
hydraulic analysis were updated for portions of the Housatonic River, Town Farm Brook, and the
West Aspetuck River for the June 4, 1987 FIS by Flaherty Giavara Associates for FEMA under
Contract No. EMW-84-C-1594. That work was completed in August 1985. To date, areas along
the Housatonic River, Town Farm Brook, the Still River, Great Brook, the East Aspetuck River, and
the West Aspetuck River have been mapped as Zone AE, with the upper reaches of several of
these watercourses and other smaller watercourses and water bodies mapped as Zone A.
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Regulations that apply to flood hazard mitigation in conjunction with and in addition to NFIP
regulations include:
Zoning Regulations
Adopted December 1971 and last amended June 20, 2018, the Town of New Milford Zoning
Regulations have been enacted promote beneficial and convenient relationships among
residential, commercial, industrial, and public areas within the town. Several sections are
applicable to flood mitigation, including:



Chapter 15, Definitions, defines “lot area” as not including any portion of the property
classified as inland wetland, watercourse, natural slopes in excess of 25%, portions of the
lot that are less than 25 feet wide, and the private right-of-way leading to a rear lot.



Chapter 95, Housatonic River District, has been designed for the purpose of protecting
with appropriate standards a carefully identified area of land along the Housatonic River.
This district lies upstream of the Boardman bridge. Allowed uses include open space,
game management, fishing, hunting, other recreational activities, farming, and golf
courses that do not significantly alter the natural character of the corridor. Anyone
proposing a different use must apply for a special permit, and special permits will not be
issued if the proposal will increase erosion or sedimentation, create danger of flood
damage, obstruct flood flow, among other restrictions.



Chapter 104, Candlewood Lake Watershed District, has been designed to minimize the
negative impact of stormwater runoff affecting Candlewood Lake. Proposals for new
building construction, or any addition, alteration, or enlargement that results in an
increase in impervious surfaces on a lot where the total impervious surface is 20% or
greater must submit a Stormwater Management Plan for the project describing any risk
or threat to Candlewood Lake or the water resources in its watershed, best management
practices to be implemented by the applicant to reduce any such risk or threat, and
supporting documentation to illustrate compliance with state stormwater management
design guidelines.



Chapter 107, Cluster Conservation Subdivision District, has been designed to provide
an opportunity for greater flexibility in the design of subdivisions to allow greater tracts
of undeveloped, dedicated, contiguous conservation open space. Open space associated
with these subdivisions is to be maintained to conserve soils, wetlands, and marshes;
protect natural drainage systems and ensure safety from flooding; and to protect other
types of features.



Chapter 117, Major Planned Residential Development District No. 1, provides an
opportunity for flexible development of large parcels of land greater than 150 acres in
size in western New Milford. No less than 60% of the total area shall be preserved as
open space to protect soils, wetlands, marshes, and natural drainage systems and to
ensure safety from flooding, among other requirements.
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Chapter 119, Housatonic Riverfront Zone, has been designed to encourage
redevelopment and adaptive reuse of properties along the banks of the Housatonic River.
A special permit is required. The regulations require a detailed stormwater management
plan be provided to allow maximum protection of the water quality in the Housatonic
River. Each application must include an emergency evacuation plan providing details
regarding the flood zone classification, the proposed evacuation route and locations of
directional signage, and the proposed method of notification of pending flood
conditions.



Chapter 120, Floodplain Management Regulations, are the local version of the NFIP
regulations. The purpose and objective of these regulations is to promote the health,
safety, and general welfare and to minimize public and private losses due to flood
conditions in specific areas by provisions designed to:
o Restrict or prohibit uses which are dangerous to health, safety, and property due
to water or erosion hazards, or which result in damaging increases in flood
heights or velocities;
o Require that uses vulnerable to floods, including facilities which service such uses,
be protected against flood damage at the time of initial construction;
o Control the alteration of natural floodplains, stream channels, and natural
protective barriers which are involved in the accommodation of floodwaters;
o Control filling, grading, dredging, and other development which may increase
erosion or flood damage;
o Prevent or regulate the construction of flood barriers which will unnaturally divert
floodwaters, or which may increase flood hazards to other lands;
o Protect human life and public health;
o Minimize expenditure of money for costly flood control projects;
o Minimize the need for rescue and relief efforts associated with flooding that are
generally undertaken at the expense of the general public;
o Minimize damage to public facilities and utilities such as water and gas mains;
electric, telephone, and sewer lines; and streets and bridges located in SFHAs;
o Maintain a stable tax base by providing for the sound use and development of
SFHAs in such a manner as to minimize future flood blight areas; and
o Ensure that potential buyers are notified that a property is in a SFHA.
Subsection 020: General Provisions specifically identifies the June 4, 1987 FIS and
accompanying FIRM as adopted by reference into the Zoning Regulations. The
Zoning Enforcement Officer is responsible for administering and implementing the
provisions of the regulations and, by extension, the NFIP regulations. No structure
may be constructed or substantially improved within SFHAs until a plan of the
proposed construction has been approved by the Zoning Commission.
Subsection 030: Definitions defines the SFHA as the regulatory floodplain.
Subsection 040: Application Procedures presents the NFIP standards for new
construction and substantial improvements including locating utilities to prevent
flooding damage, use of anchoring to prevent floatation, and the requirement to
maintain flood capacity when watercourses are altered. New construction or
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substantial improvement (both residential and non-residential) must have the lowest
floor, including basement, elevated to or above the base flood elevation.
Recreational vehicles placed on a site within the SFHA shall be allowed for no more
than 180 consecutive days and must be fully ready for highway use. New and
replacement water supply, sewage, and waste disposal systems must be located to
minimize or eliminate infiltration of floodwaters into the systems. No encroachments,
including fill, new construction, substantial improvements, or other developments are
permitted in the floodway unless a certification is provided by a registered
professional engineer that the encroachments will not result in an increase in flood
levels during the base flood discharge.
Subsection 060: Enforcement Provisions provides the Zoning Enforcement Officer
with enforcement powers, including obtaining and recording as-built elevations of
the lowest floor, including basement, or all new or substantially improved structure;
obtain and record the as-built elevation of any floodproofing measures; and assure
that maintenance is provided when watercourses are altered or relocated such that
the flood carrying capacity of the watercourse is not diminished.


Chapter 125, Erosion and Sediment Control Regulations, provides the standards and
procedures for erosion and sediment control when the disturbance is not for a singlefamily dwelling and the total disturbed area is cumulatively more than one-half acre. A
sediment and erosion control plan must be submitted, approved, and adhered to by the
applicant.



Chapter 160, Nonconforming Lots, Uses, Buildings, and/or Structures, is designed to
bring nonconforming uses, lots, buildings, and structures into conformity. Any building
or structure containing a nonconforming use, which has been destroyed by fire,
explosion, flood, or any act of God or public enemy may be restored to the same
dimensions, floor area, and cubic volume lawfully existing immediate prior to such
damage or destruction, provided the restoration is commenced within two years of the
such damage or destruction. Failure to commence construction within such time frame is
construed as an intention by the owner to abandon the nonconforming use.



Chapter 175, Site Plan Application, includes provisions related to drainage. Stormwater
management systems are required to be consistent with the 2004 Connecticut
Stormwater Quality Manual, and proposed conditions cannot increase peak flows leaving
a site. Stormwater management systems must be designed to pass the 25-year storm
event, and adequately handle the 50-year and 100-year storm events such that flows
from the site will not adversely affect downstream properties. Drainage pipes must be
adequately sized to accommodate a 10-year storm event.

The Town requires Low Impact Development (LID) approaches in the Candlewood Lake
Watershed District, and encourages them in the Housatonic Riverfront Zone, though the term
“Low Impact Development” is not explicitly noted. Elsewhere, stormwater drainage systems are
required to align with the 2004 Connecticut Stormwater Quality Manual, which includes but does
not require LID options.
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Subdivision Regulations
Effective June 2, 2001 and last amended March 7, 2002, the Town of New Milford Subdivision
Regulations provide specific uniform controls for certain types of development. Section 1.2(2)
indicates that the policy of the Planning Commission is that:

“…land to be subdivided shall be of such character that it can be used for building purposes without
danger to health or the public safety, that proper provision shall be made for water, sewerage, and
drainage, including the upgrading of any downstream ditch, culvert, or other drainage structure
which, through the introduction of additional drainage due to such subdivision, becomes undersized
and creates the potential for flooding on a state highway, and, in areas contiguous to brooks, rivers
or other bodies of water subject to flooding, that proper provision shall be made for protective flood
control measures…”
The regulations utilize the SFHA delineated by FEMA to determine floodprone areas. Section 2.2
indicates that any lot which cannot provide the necessary area for occupancy due to water or
flooding conditions may be eliminated. Section 2.4 indicates that the discharge of all stormwater
shall be into suitable streams or rivers or into Town drains with adequate capacity to carry the
additional water. If Town drainage facilities are insufficient, the developer must upgrade them as
part of the project. No land may be subdivided if the effect is to increase the likelihood of flood
hazard or flood damage in a SFHA. Section 2.7 requires that electric power, telephone, and other
cable systems shall be placed underground in all subdivisions except when the utility company
decides that it is not feasible. Section 2.9 requires the creation of open space in subdivisions in
part to avoid the potential for flooding, and that not less than 15% of the total area of the
subdivision shall be so reserved.
Wetlands and Watercourse Regulations
Adopted October 13, 1988 and last amended March 6, 2010, the Inland Wetlands and
Watercourses Regulations in New Milford require a permit for certain regulated activities which
take place within 100 feet of a wetland or the ordinary high water line of a watercourse; within
200 feet of the ordinary high water line of Candlewood Lake, the east or west branch of the
Aspetuck River, the Still River, the Housatonic River, or any watercourses within the West Aspetuck
River watershed; or that may impact a wetland or watercourse. These regulations build on the
preventative flood mitigation provided by the Zoning Regulations and Subdivision Regulations by
preventing fill and sedimentation that could lead to increased flood stages.

As indicated above, the Zoning Enforcement Officer is the NFIP administrator for New Milford and
oversees enforcement of NFIP regulations. The degree of flood protection established by the
variety of regulations in New Milford meets the minimum reasonable for regulatory purposes
under the NFIP. The Town of New Milford plans to remain compliant with the NFIP and will
continue to participate in the NFIP. Given the relatively low number of structures impacted by
flooding (see Section 3.3 and Section 3.5), the Town of New Milford is not currently considering
enrollment in the Community Rating System program.
An additional level of preventative oversight is in effect over the northern portion of the
Housatonic River upstream of Gaylordsville. Applicants who apply for a zoning or subdivision
application along the Housatonic River must also submit an application to the Housatonic River
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Commission. This commission is comprised of representatives from several towns upstream of
New Milford and coordinates the local management and protection of the Housatonic River
Valley in northwestern Connecticut. The Commission reviews and comments on developments
within the river corridor.
The current regulations are believed to be generally effective at preventing flood damage to new
development and substantial improvements. Town staff indicated that they strongly encourage
one foot of freeboard, although this is not directly identified in the regulations. Most of the
flooding issues in the community occur to buildings that pre-date New Milford joining the NFIP.
In addition, in many areas entire parcels lie within the floodplain, so land use restrictions such as
removing SFHAs from the buildable area of the lot are not feasible. As such, there is currently
little political will to revise the floodplain regulations to further restrict development.
The New Milford 2010 Plan of Conservation and Development is not scheduled for a
comprehensive update until after 2020. Several of the goals of this plan are pertinent to hazard
mitigation, including conservation goals such as protecting natural resources, addressing
drainage issues, and preserving open space and greenways; and infrastructure goals such as
addressing community facility and utility needs. The POCD identifies watercourses, wetlands,
steep slopes greater than 25%, and the SFHA as resources to preserve and avoid to the extent
possible. The 0.2% annual chance floodplain is identified as a resource for conservation. The goal
in the POCD is for the Town to encourage future development away from sensitive natural
resources and minimize potential impacts.
The 2010 POCD identifies drainage as a particular concern for New Milford. Review of drainage
design and enforcement are fragmented, and the topography of the town exacerbates drainage
issues. Suggestions from the POCD are listed below.
a) Adopt a standardized drainage policy to ensure consistency between developments.
Currently drainage requirements and standards are found in the Town Road Ordinance,
the Subdivision Regulations, and in the Zoning Regulations;
b) Consider adopting low-impact development standards into the zoning and subdivision
regulations;
c) Encourage town practices to employ measures to reduce stormwater flow; and
d) Educate residents and property owners on ways that they can reduce stormwater runoff,
and possibly adopt regulatory incentives over the long term.

Property Protection

Several property protection measures may be useful to prevent damage to individual properties
from inland and nuisance flooding. Local officials are prepared to provide outreach and
education in these areas where appropriate. These intermittent outreach efforts are considered to
be generally effective, although additional staff and funding would be necessary to make them a
regular, formalized occurrence.
Many property protection measures are costly and may require acquisition of grant funding to
successfully complete. The Town of New Milford has experience in preparing grant applications
such that this effort can be performed when applicable.
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The source of flooding at the 15 repetitive loss properties (RLPs) located in New Milford is wellunderstood by Town of New Milford staff. Town staff indicated that the Town is not currently
interested in contributing funding to perform acquisitions or elevations of RLPs or other
floodprone properties within SFHAs. Many of the floodprone properties are commercial and it
may not be feasible to relocate or elevate the buildings. The Town may be interested in assisting
residential property owners with acquiring grant funding to assist with self-funded elevations, but
there has not been any serious interest in the topic to date.
The Town enforces the Connecticut State Building code, which includes flood mitigation
standards for new construction and substantial improvements; these include freeboard
requirements.

Emergency Services

The Town of New Milford implements many emergency services mitigation measures such as
maintaining an EOP. The Town of New Milford also utilizes the CT Alerts statewide emergency
notification system to provide emergency notification to residents.
The Emergency Management Director is responsible for monitoring local flood warnings.
The Town can access the National Weather Service website at http://www.weather.gov/ to
obtain the latest flood watches and warnings before and during precipitation events.
The Town receives regular weather updates through Division of Emergency Management and
Homeland Security (DEMHS) Region 5 email alerts as well as watches and warnings through the
National Weather Service. The National Weather Service issues a flood watch or a flash flood
watch for an area when conditions in or near the area are favorable for a flood or flash flood,
respectively. A flash flood watch or flood watch does not necessarily mean that flooding will
occur. The National Weather Service issues a flood warning or a flash flood warning for an area
when parts of the area are either currently flooding, highly likely to flood, or when flooding is
imminent.
Flooding complaints from members of the public are directed to the Wetlands Enforcement
Officer, or to Public Works if it is a roadway issue. The Wetlands Enforcement Officer has record
information about many properties that have flooding problems.
Although the Aquarion Water Company operates wellfields that are in and adjacent to mapped
floodplains, infrastructure related to water supply sources reportedly have not experienced
significant flood damage. Wellheads are being elevated above the level of the 1% annual chance
flood per state regulations. The utility performs regular maintenance around their wells to
prevent exacerbation of potential flooding conditions near their infrastructure.
First Light Power Resources operates several dams along the Housatonic River and the
Candlewood Lake Dams. First Light constantly monitors water levels in the Housatonic River and
provides forewarning to the Town when flooding is predicted or imminent. First Light often
lowers water levels behind its downstream dams in advance of a flood event. This helps to
alleviate some of the flooding along the Housatonic River in New Milford.
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Public Education and Awareness

The Town of New Milford makes a variety of information available for the public at its municipal
buildings regarding mitigating flood hazards, including FEMA pamphlets on preparedness. The
Emergency Management Director, Town Engineer, and the Zoning Enforcement Officer are local
resources for guidance on preparedness and mitigation activities. The availability of these
materials and resources is considered sufficient for the amount of flooding that occurs in the
community.
The Town of New Milford is committed to working with its neighbors to resolve flooding concerns
to a mutually acceptable level. The City of Danbury and the Town of Brookfield are the most
suited to work with the Town of New Milford toward flood hazard mitigation because all three
communities are affected by flooding along the Still River. The Town also works with the Town of
Kent and other upstream communities regarding the Housatonic River (such as through the
Housatonic River Commission). New Milford also regularly coordinates with Sherman, New
Fairfield, Bridgewater, and Brookfield through regular WCCOG meetings.

Natural Resource Protection

Open space preservation is required for all subdivision projects as well for many other
development projects within certain zones. Areas set aside for open space preservation must
include a significant amount of land that would be considered “useable” and often contains
floodplain areas. The set-aside requirement has been effective at informally maintaining stream
buffers in the community.
The 2010 POCD encourages the Town to create an open space plan that develops Open Space
System criteria that will prioritize future open space acquisition, move forward with planned trails
and greenways, and continue to seek funding sources for open space. The POCD also identifies
that the Parks and Recreation Department would like to provide more walking trails and
additional playing fields. Such recreational uses are appropriate in SFHAs and should be
encouraged.

Structural Projects

Major flood control projects do not exist within or upstream of New Milford. The USACE studied
the potential for installing a flood protection project at Lovers Leap Gorge in southern New
Milford on the Housatonic River. The Water Resources Commission also studied a local flood
protection project to protect certain areas from flooding of the Housatonic River. According to
the 1987 FIS, neither of these projects proceeded to construction due to unfavorable benefit-cost
ratios.
Structural projects related to flood mitigation are instead aimed at drainage system installation
and maintenance and increasing conveyance at culverts and bridges. The Connecticut
Department of Transportation (DOT) is responsible for maintenance along state roadways, and
the Town coordinates with the state when issues need to be addressed.
The Department of Public Works (DPW) is in charge of the maintenance of the town's drainage
systems for all 184 miles of paved roads and 26 miles of gravel roads in New Milford, performs
clearing of the 60 bridges, 4,600 catch basins, and 120 miles of drainage system piping, performs
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beaver dam removal and management, and performs other maintenance as needed. As indicated
in the 2010 POCD, DPW has developed a management system to track maintenance needs for
town drainage infrastructure. This system is helping DPW target needed repairs and upgrades in
a more efficient manner.
The Town of New Milford currently has an “as needed” schedule of drainage system maintenance,
with regular inspections of drainage systems supplemented by problem areas and complaints
received by the Town and routed to the DPW. Maintenance includes programs to clean out
blockages caused by growth and debris. The current frequency of these inspection and
maintenance programs is considered sufficient to meet the needs of the town of New Milford in
most areas. Increasing the budget for these preventative activities would slightly improve the
effectiveness of local drainage systems. The Town DPW also routinely performs minor culvert
repair, replacement, and stabilization projects.

Actions Completed and New Capabilities

Several drainage projects have been recently completed New Milford. The Town replaced a
bridge on Riverview Road, and has rehabilitated bridges on Aspetuck Ridge Road (2 bridges
rehabilitated), Wellsville Road, and Mill Street. Portions of this work includes installing wingwalls
and/or riprap protection to minimize scour. DPW has also replaced a bridge on Merryall Road.
Culverts under Paper Mill Road were replaced with larger-diameters pipes to more appropriately
control drainage.
The Town has numerous bridge reconstruction permits currently under review, or at other stages
of the permitting and planning process:
 Mud Pond Road over Bull Mountain Brook
 A bridge in Gaylordsville
 Merryall Road over the West Aspetuck River
 Upland Road over the Aspetuck River
 Tamarack Drive
Tamarack Drive is undergoing a larger reconstruction project; reconstruction of the bridge, as well
as other drainage upgrades, will be a part of that project.
Connecticut DOT completed a “Climate Change and Extreme Weather Pilot Project” in 2014 that
included vulnerability assessments of culverts and bridges in Litchfield County. The assessment
evaluated the existing storm event design standards, the recent 10-year historic actual rainfall
intensity and frequency, and the hydraulic capacity of these structures using projected increases
in rainfall. While no structures were evaluated in New Milford as part of the pilot study, the
results of the study can be used to inform future analysis of appropriate sizing for culverts and
bridges in the region.
The Housatonic Valley Association conducted Stream Habitat Continuity Surveys in 2014 and
2015, focused on improving areas where roads cross over streams. There is the potential to tie
the results of these surveys into hazard mitigation planning activities.
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New Milford is implementing new Connecticut MS4 General Permit stormwater requirements
locally, reflecting increased efforts to minimize stormwater runoff.
The Town has established a local “New Milford Water Smart” group, which conducts public
outreach and education about stormwater mitigation.
3.1.3

Vulnerabilities and Risk Assessment

SFHAs in New Milford are delineated on a Flood Insurance Rate Map (FIRM) and Flood Insurance
Study (FIS). Major watercourses in New Milford generally have SFHAs mapped as Zone AE, while
smaller tributary streams are mapped as Zone A. Other small streams are mapped as Zone X500
representing the 0.2% annual chance floodplain. Refer to Figure 2-3 for the areas of New Milford
susceptible to flooding based on FEMA SFHAs.
FEMA FIRMs have not been updated for Litchfield County since 1987, and no digital FIRM (DFIRM)
is available for New Milford. Staff report that this situation (having older maps and no DFIRMs)
makes enforcement of FEMA requirements more difficult locally than they expect it would be if
they had updated, digital maps with flood elevations presented using the NAVD88 datum (such
as in Fairfield county). There appears to be a perception among some members of the
community that FEMA regulations are different in an area without up-to-date mapping.
Flooding due to poor drainage and other factors is also a persistent hazard in the town and can
cause minor infrastructure damage, expedite maintenance, and create nuisance flooding of yards
and basements.
Town staff report the following areas as being primary areas of concern with regards to flood risk:
 The Bleachery
 West Street: The road floods and becomes impassible. The Bleachery is located at the
end of the street.
 Public Works Garage
 EOC: The facility itself is located outside a floodplain, but after a significant storm event,
flooding cuts off all 3 roads to the site.
 Water Pollution Control Facility
 Route 7 from Bridge to Sunny Valley: This is the Town’s commercial corridor. It lies
mostly within a SFHA.

Vulnerability Analysis of Private Property

According to the 1987 FEMA FIRM, approximately 3,726 acres of land is mapped within the 1%
annual chance floodplain in New Milford, with an additional 2,093 acres of land mapped within
the 0.2% annual chance floodplain. Town staff report that there are approximately 250 buildings
located within a 1% annual chance floodplain in Town.
Based on correspondence with the State of Connecticut NFIP Coordinator at the Connecticut
DEEP, a total of 15 repetitive loss properties (RLPs) are located in the town of New Milford.
General details are summarized on Table 3-1.
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Table 3-1: Repetitive Loss Properties

Type
Residential
Residential
Commercial
Commercial
Commercial
Commercial
Commercial
Commercial
Commercial
Commercial
Commercial
Residential
Residential
Residential
Residential

Flooding Source
East Aspetuck River
Great Brook
Housatonic River
Housatonic River
Housatonic River
Housatonic River
Housatonic River
Housatonic River
Housatonic River
Housatonic River
Housatonic River
Housatonic River
Housatonic River
Housatonic River
West Aspetuck River

Mapped Floodplain
1% Annual Chance
0.2% Annual Chance
1% Annual Chance
1% Annual Chance
1% Annual Chance
1% Annual Chance
1% Annual Chance
1% Annual Chance
1% Annual Chance
1% Annual Chance
1% Annual Chance
1% Annual Chance
1% Annual Chance
1% Annual Chance
1% Annual Chance

The Town reports that some of the RLPs in Town are rental properties; landlords have applied for
permits to add additional residential rental units on the first floors of some of these properties,
but the Town has not granted them.
The Zoning Enforcement Officer is required by local regulation to record the elevation of new or
improved structures within the SFHA, as well as to record the elevation of floodproofing
measures. The FEMA Elevation Certificate is used to formally record elevations for
compliance with Zoning Regulations. Elevation certificates help to identify the relative
magnitude of a flood event and provide information that is often necessary for federal grant
applications. The 2012 Biggert-Waters Reform Act has restructured the NFIP such that insurance
rates for pre-FIRM homes will no longer be subsidized. As such, elevation certificates will be
critical to ensure that a property receives a proper insurance rating.
One of the best methods of property protection is for the homeowner to purchase flood
insurance through the NFIP. While insurance does not prevent flooding, insurance payouts assist
homeowners in restoring their properties more quickly than could be performed with savings
alone. Residents within the 1% annual chance floodplain are encouraged to purchase flood
insurance through the NFIP and complete elevation certificates for their structures.
The Town of New Milford Zoning Regulations require new developments or substantial
improvements to be constructed such that the first floor is at or above the base flood elevation.
A specific value of freeboard is not specified. Freeboard requirements provide an additional level
of protection to floodprone properties by requiring new development or substantial improvement
to be elevated to the base flood elevation plus an additional amount.
One particular area of concern for private property is the Bleachery, a renovated historic mill on
the Housatonic River. This building is located in the 1% annual chance floodplain and has over
100 commercial units. The only mode of egress to this facility is via West Street, which is also
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located in the 1% annual chance floodplain. Portions of West Street flood during 10- to 15-year
storm events.
Another area of flooding concern for Town officials is the Pratt Nature Center, a 201-acre wildlife
preserve and environmental education center, located on Paper Mill Road adjacent to the East
Aspetuck River. One of the structures and a portion of the facility may be floodprone. This is a
concern for emergency officials because a summer camp operates at this facility.

Vulnerability Analysis of Critical Facilities

The list of critical facilities provided by the Town of New Milford was used in combination with
aerial photographs to accurately locate each critical facility. Several critical facilities lie within or
near the SFHA, including the Public Works Garage, EOC, and Water Pollution Control Facility.
Town staff indicate that these facilities become inaccessible during 10- to 15-year storm events.
The Public Works Garage lies within the SFHA of the Housatonic River, and access to the facility
(Youngs Field Road) is also floodprone. Floodproofing is the initial preventative strategy, but
relocation is the long-term goal for the Public Works Garage. According to the 2010 POCD,
the DPW has been considering locations on Pickett District Road. Progress has not yet been
made on the relocation of this facility.
The EOC is currently located in the Ambulance Facility on Scovill Street. While the building is
located in the 0.2% annual chance floodplain, Scovill Street, Aspetuck Ridge Road, and
Housatonic Avenue are all located in the 1% annual chance floodplain such that this facility may
become inaccessible during severe flood events. As discussed in Section 2.9, the Town wishes to
obtain a generator for the Town Hall and relocate the EOC to this facility, as the Town Hall is not
susceptible to flooding. Progress has not yet been made on relocation of the EOC.
The Water Pollution Control Facility is located in the floodplain, but this is a water dependent use
and the facility was designed with floodplain conditions in mind. However, West Street is within
the 1% annual chance floodplain such that the facility may become inaccessible during flood
events. Town staff are considering elevating the level of one or more roads to the
Ambulance facility and the Water Pollution Control Facility such that at least one mode of
egress will be maintained during severe flood events.
Although the Aquarion Water Company public water supply wellfield is in the SFHA, flooding is
not a significant issue at this facility. Aquarion Water Company maintains an emergency
contingency plan that details response procedures in case of flooding at the wellfield.
Flooding along the Housatonic River closes Route 7 between Bridge Street and Sunny Valley Road
approximately seven to ten days per year. This closure impacts emergency vehicles, school
transportation, and the general public. Police typically must remove people from flooded areas
and flooded cars in this vicinity on six to seven days per year. Detours are set up via Fort Hill
Road, but the road is narrow and not suited to carry the traffic load. Any solution to flooding in
this area would be extremely complex and would need coordination with Connecticut DOT. One
option the Town may consider is to widen portions of the detour route to better
accommodate the extra traffic.
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There are three bridge crossings of the Housatonic River in New Milford. The three bridges
include the Boardman Road bridge, the Veterans Bridge that carries Route 67/Route 202 (Bridge
Street), and the Marsh Bridge on Lower Grove Street near Lovers Leap State Park. Each of these
bridges provide critical access between the east and west sides of town. There is concern that a
severe flood event could damage or destroy these bridges, eliminating access to Route 7 from the
east. Of the three, Bridge Street is considered to be most susceptible to flooding. The Town is
considering elevating one of these bridges above the 0.2% annual chance floodplain to
ensure that access is maintained during a severe flood event. Any project at Bridge Street
would need to be implemented by Connecticut DOT as it is a state road.
Scouring and washouts have occurred along the railroad line that traverses New Milford. There is
concern among Town staff about possible derailment of trains from settling tracks if the erosion is
left unchecked. This could become an even bigger issue if passenger service to New Milford
along Metro North is introduced in the next few years. New Milford staff will continue to
encourage the railroad owner to repair erosion damage as it occurs along the railroad line.
The Iroquois gas pipeline and station is also a concern for Town staff. The meter station is located
in the 1% annual chance floodplain, and gas pipelines also traverse through mapped floodplain
areas. New Milford staff will continue to encourage the utility to utilize sound floodplain
management principles to ensure this facility remains online during flooding.
The Town also has concerns about the types of materials and containment areas that are located
in industrial portions of the SFHA. Town staff will continue to encourage these industries to
exercise sound floodplain management principles to ensure that the materials in the floodplain
are not compromised by flooding.

Vulnerability Analysis of Areas along Watercourses

The majority of overbank flooding issues in New Milford occur along the Housatonic River, the
East and West Aspetuck Rivers, and the Still River. Other smaller brooks and streams are also
floodprone, but flooding along these watercourses does not typically impact structures or
infrastructure. Ice jams occur frequently at Lovers Leap Gorge on the Housatonic River, but only
occasionally result in flooding. The majority of the flooding problems in New Milford are caused
by heavy spring rains combined with normal spring thaws.
Housatonic River
The Housatonic River flows from the northwestern corner of town near Gaylordsville generally
southeast across New Milford to the southeastern corner of town at Lake Lillinonah. Flooding
typically occurs in stages along the Housatonic River in New Milford based on a variety of factors.
The Bleachery Dam (see Section 8.0) is typically the water level control for the Housatonic River up
to 10% annual chance flood elevation. This provides a relatively consistent gradient throughout
New Milford under most conditions. When water levels exceed the 10% annual chance flood
event, the Lovers Leap Gorge becomes the water level control. This constriction can create a
backwater effect which travels upstream to the central and northern portions of the community as
well as backwater conditions on the Still River. The backwater conditions exacerbate the impact
of the peak flood wave as it moves downstream through the community.
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Although the water level control provided by the Bleachery Dam may exacerbate flooding levels
along the river, the dam is important for other reasons. First, the backwater condition provided
by this dam helps to maintain water levels in the river that facilitate pumping of water up into
Candlewood Lake. This water is used for recreation and to generate electricity. Second, the
backwater condition helps to slow velocities along the Housatonic River, mitigating erosion of the
riverbed that could cause the release of contaminated soil that is buried in the riverbed.
The USACE has had discussions with the town about replacing part or all of the spillway at the
dam with inflatable flashboards. The flashboards would allow the Town to raise water levels in
the summertime when flows are
low, but lower the water levels in
the winter and spring with flows are
higher. The flashboards could also
be lowered in advance of a major
predicted flood event. The Town
should continue to evaluate this
potential mitigation measure. A
hydraulic model could be utilized to
determine the flood mitigation
value of this project, which could
make this project eligible for federal
funding.
Emergency officials “chase” the peak
flood wave along the Housatonic
Figure 3-1: Floodprone Area near Bridge Street / Route
River during flood events. Road
7 Intersection
closures typically first occur near
(Aerial from Microsoft)
Bridge Street, which is a major
intersection between Route 67 and Route 202 at Route 7 with many commercial properties in the
area (Figure 3-1). Additional roads are closed and subsequently reopened as the flood wave
moves downstream. The Police Department experiences many challenges redirecting traffic
during these periods. One particular issue is that when the Housatonic River begins to flood,
floodwaters back-water into drainage systems on Route 7, exacerbating flooding conditions along
the roadway in areas that may not otherwise be under-water.
Town officials have been considering a variety of additional mitigation options to mitigate
flooding along the Housatonic River. The Town would like to perform a drainage study along
the Housatonic River to identify drainage systems that should be outfitted with check
valves / flap gates to prevent water coming back up through storm drains on Route 7. The
installation of strategically-placed flood barriers is another option to mitigate the overbank effects
of the river.
Still River
The Still River flows north from Brookfield to its confluence with the Housatonic River just
upstream of Lake Lillinonah. When flows begin to rise along the Housatonic River upstream of
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Lovers Leap Gorge, backwater conditions typically begin to occur along the very flat lower reach
of the Still River in New Milford. While some commercial and industrial properties in New Milford
along Route 7 can be affected by flooding in the Still River, the backwater condition also
exacerbates flooding conditions at properties and along tributary streams in upstream Brookfield,
Danbury, and Bethel. The Town of New Milford endeavors to keep the channel clear as much as
possible to minimize exacerbating the backwater condition, but its jurisdiction for direct efforts is
limited by the fact that much of the river lies on private property. The Town will continue to
conduct outreach to private property owners when impediments to streamflow are identified.
East and West Aspetuck Rivers
Although the land abutting these rivers has been historically floodprone, the impacts of flooding
along these watercourses is less significant than the issues with the Housatonic River and the Still
River. Some structures and properties are directly affected by overbank flooding, but most of the
problematic flooding is caused by trees falling into the rivers. In many areas the banks are steep
and the soils become unstable when wet, eventually causing trees to fall into the river channels.
Route 202 is primarily affected by this issue, and clearing has had to be performed approximately
four or five times over the past 15 years. Similar to the Still River, much of the river channel lies
on private property such that the Town’s jurisdiction is limited. The Town will continue to conduct
outreach to private property owners when slope stability appears compromised, and will continue
to perform tree removals as permitted.
Other Overbank Flooding
While beaver dams are not widespread in New Milford, there are areas that experience recurring
minor flooding issues due to beaver dam activity. Such beaver dams are often located adjacent
to Mud Pond Road at Mud Pond, off Tamarac Road near Denman Brook, off Fort Hill Road near
Ferris Pond, and on Larson Road near an unnamed tributary to the Housatonic River. The greatest
short-term concern is that the beaver activity is ruining the drainage infrastructure on Tamarac
Road. In some areas, beaver activity can also exacerbate flooding along Route 7. Town DPW staff
breach the dams when necessary.

Vulnerability of Other Areas

The town of New Milford has several areas that are subject to flooding away from defined
watercourses. Many of these areas flood due to clogged or undersized drainage systems, or
flooding is due to the complete lack of a drainage system. Such minor flood events can damage
roads and cause ponding of nearby yards, basement flooding, and other damages. These events
can usually be repaired by the Department of Public Works through cleaning, curb repair, and
asphalt patching. More extreme events can require complete infrastructure replacement. As
noted in Section 2.4, the frequency of damaging events is expected to increase in the future as
the intensity and magnitude of rainfall continues to increase.
Given that rainfall intensity and magnitude has been increasing over the past few decades
since the time that many local bridges and culverts were designed, the conveyance of each
structure should be checked utilizing more recent rainfall data, and the structure
redesigned if necessary. This could be done on a case-by-case basis, or as part of a larger
watershed modeling and mitigation effort.
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Several areas of New Milford are also prone to mudslides. The Town indicated that several areas
along Route 7 are likely to experience such a slide in the near future. The slides in these areas will
likely be caused by heavy rainfall falling on steep slopes comprised of poorly-draining soils.
The Grove Street area has long been a concern for mudslides (Figure 3-2). Grove Street is a major
connector road between Route 67 and Route 7 that is located on the east side of the Housatonic
River, and is the primary access to one of the three bridges that crosses the Housatonic River in
New Milford. Heavy rain events routinely result in mudslides flowing over Grove Street south of
Fordyce Road immediately downstream of a very steep slope. An engineering study was
conducted in the early 1980’s that resulted in a USACE stabilization project in 1983.
In recent years, increases in the
magnitude and intensity of rainfall have
coupled with land use changes upstream
of the slope to result in more frequent
mud slides. An engineering study of the
area was conducted in 2012 concluded
that land use changes (the most
significant of which was legally
conducted without Town oversight as
certain types of land clearing is not
regulated by local ordinances) have
resulted in runoff increases of 35% for
some areas of the upgradient watershed.
The study recommended that the Town
establish a regular maintenance
schedule for maintaining the USACEinstalled drop inlets, underdrain, and
catch basins managing storm water on
this embankment, redoubling outreach
efforts with upstream landowners, and
potentially pursuing an HMA grant to
fund slope stabilization at the site.
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Figure 3-2: Grove Street Mudslide Area and 1983
USACE Repair (Aerial from CT DEEP)

3.2.1

DAM FAILURE
Setting

3.2.2

Capabilities

Dam failures can be triggered suddenly, with little or no warning, and often from other natural
disasters such as floods and earthquakes. Dam failures often occur during flooding when the
dam breaks under the additional force of floodwaters. In addition, a dam failure can cause a
chain reaction where the sudden release of floodwaters causes the next dam downstream to fail.
With numerous inventoried dams and potentially several other minor dams in the community, in
addition to several significant dams located upstream in Kent, the effects of a dam failure could
occur along almost any stream system in New Milford. While flooding from a dam failure
generally has a moderate geographic extent, the effects are potentially catastrophic. A major
dam failure is considered only a possible hazard event in New Milford in any given year.
The dam safety statutes are codified in Sections 22a-401 through 22a-411, inclusive, of the
Connecticut General Statutes. Dam Inspection Regulations require that nearly 700 dams in
Connecticut be inspected annually. The DEEP currently prioritizes inspections of those dams that
pose the greatest potential threat to downstream persons and properties. Public Act No. 13-197,
(passed June 2013) generally shifts regularly scheduled inspection and reporting requirements
from the DEEP to the owners of dams. The Act also makes owners generally responsible for
supervising and inspecting construction work and establishes new reporting requirements for
owners when the work is completed.
The owner of any high or significant hazard dam (Class B and C) must develop and implement an
Emergency Action Plan (EAP). The EAP must be updated every 2 years, and copies filed with DEEP
and the chief executive officer of any municipality that would potentially be affected in the event
of an emergency. EAPs include (1) standards for inundation studies and mapping; (2) procedures
for monitoring the dam during periods of heavy rainfall; and (3) a formal notification system to
alert local officials responsible for warning and evacuation of residents.
First Light Power Resources owns each of the dams that impound Candlewood Lake. The utility
regularly monitors water levels at several locations in Candlewood Lake as well as on the
Housatonic River. First Light Power Resources conducts a formal regulatory inspection of its high
hazard dams a minimum of every two years in compliance with the Act, and also performs
quarterly inspections at a minimum as required. The Town of New Milford and the Town of
Washington perform formal regulatory inspections of their Class B dams every five years, and also
perform quarterly inspections as required.
The Town of New Milford has drafted an EAP for the United New Milford Reservoir #4. First Light
Power Resources maintains EAPs for its Candlewood Lake Dams. The Town of Washington
maintains an EOP for the Lake Waramaug Dam.
The CT DEEP also administers the Flood and Erosion Control Board program, which can provide
noncompetitive state funding for repair of municipality-owned dams. Funding is limited by the
State Bond Commission. State statute Section 25-84 allows municipalities to form Flood and
Erosion Control Boards, but municipalities must take action to create the board within the context
of the local government such as by revising the municipal charter.
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Dams permitted by the Connecticut DEEP must be designed to pass the 1% annual chance rainfall
event with one foot of freeboard, a factor of safety against overtopping. Significant and high
hazard dams are required to meet a design standard greater than the 1% annual chance rainfall
event.
The Town of New Milford subscribes to the CT Alert emergency notification system to provide
warnings to Town residents. Residents must sign up for notification through the CT Alert website.
The dam failure inundation mapping discussed in the next section can be used to ensure that
contact information is available in potentially affected areas if the failure of a major dam is
imminent. The Town of New Milford also regularly conducts emergency drills related to dam
failure in cooperation with First Light Power Resources. Most recently, an exercise was held
simulating the failure of Candlewood Lake South Dam in Danbury.

Actions Completed and New Capabilities

Overall, the Town of New Milford’s capability to mitigate for dam failure and prevent loss of life
and property has improved in recent years as the result of the recent statewide legislative actions
described above. Over the next few years, it is anticipated that dam safety programs will continue
to strengthen in Connecticut.
3.2.3

Vulnerabilities and Risk Assessment

The Connecticut DEEP administers the statewide Dam Safety Program and designates a
classification to each state-registered dam based on its potential hazard.






Class AA – negligible hazard potential: failure would result in negligible damage and
economic loss.
Class A –low hazard potential: failure would result in minimal damage and economic loss.
Class BB – moderate hazard potential: failure would result in minor damage and
moderate economic loss.
Class B – significant hazard potential: failure would result in possible loss of life, moderate
damage to structures, and significant economic loss.
Class C – high potential hazard dams: failure would result in loss of life, major damage to
structures, and great economic loss.

As of October 1, 2013, there were 50 DEEP-inventoried dams within the town of New Milford.
Three of these dams are Class C, and three are Class B. Two additional significant hazard dams
that could affect New Milford are located upstream in Washington, and one high hazard dam that
could affect New Milford is located upstream in Danbury. These dams could cause flooding
conditions in New Milford if a failure occurred. Dams in New Milford are listed in Table 3-2 and
shown on Figure 2-3.
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Table 3-2: High and Significant Hazard Dams with Potential to Affect New Milford
Number
3404
9602
9604

Name

Location

Candlewood Lake
South Dam
Candlewood Lake
North Dam
United New Milford
Reservoir #4 Dam

Candlewood Lake,
Danbury
Candlewood Lake, New
Milford
Town Farm Brook, New
Milford
Housatonic River, New
Milford
Candlewood Lake, New
Milford
Candlewood Lake, New
Milford
Candlewood Lake, New
Milford
Lake Waramaug,
Washington

9609

Cedar Hill Dam

9634

Candlewood Lake Dam
#2

9639

North Lanesville Dam

9640

Middle Lanesville Dam

15008

Lake Waramaug Dam

Class

Owner

C

First Light Power Resources

C

First Light Power Resources

B

Town of New Milford

B

First Light Power Resources

B

First Light Power Resources

C

First Light Power Resources

C

First Light Power Resources

B

Town of Washington

In addition to the high and significant hazard dams with the potential to impact the town of New
Milford identified in Table 3-2, the following dams were identified by the Town of New Milford of
being of concern to the community. These dams are also discussed in this chapter:




The United Water New Milford Reservoir #3 Dam in New Milford;
The Bulls Bridge Dam in Kent; and
The Bleachery Dam in New Milford.

The Town of New Milford believes that the town is vulnerable to dam failure with the potential for
a large amount of damage particularly if one of the dams along Candlewood Lake were to fail.
Fortunately, the dams maintained by First Light Power Resources are in good condition. In
general, the Town believes that most of the dam failure concern lies with smaller public and
private dams that may be poorly maintained.
Dam failure analyses have been prepared for many of the high hazard dams, and these are
included in the EAPs. The inundation limits portrayed in the dam failure analysis maps represent
a highly unlikely, worst-case scenario (1,000-year) flood event and should be used for emergency
action planning only. As such, they are appropriate to identify properties from which contact
information should be included in the Town’s emergency notification database. These analyses
should not be interpreted to imply that the dams evaluated are not stable, that the routine
operation of the dams presents a safety concern to the public, or that any particular structure
downstream of the dam is at imminent risk of being affected by a dam failure.

Candlewood Lake Dams

Five high and significant hazard dams are owned by First Light Power Resources on Candlewood
Lake. Candlewood Lake is a seasonally pumped storage facility used to impound water for
hydropower. Candlewood Lake has a maximum storage volume of 577,000 acre-feet and has a
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surface area of 5,610 acres at normal maximum water levels. The powerhouse is located seven
miles downstream of the Bulls Bridge Dam near the confluence of the Rocky River in New Milford.
Electronic monitors have been installed in the weirs downstream of all dams and dikes
impounding Candlewood Lake which trigger audio and visual alarms in the event of a leak at any
location. This information is continually relayed to the Rocky River Plant in New Milford, which is
staffed 24 hours a day, 7-days a week. Thus, First Light Power Resources has the capability to
immediately become aware of any potential problems at its dams and dikes on Lake Candlewood.
Candlewood Lake North Dam
The main dam (Candlewood Lake North Dam) impounds the lake upstream of the Rocky
River approximately one mile upstream of the confluence of the Rocky River with the
Housatonic River and impounds Candlewood Lake. This is the upper reservoir of the
development with a contributing watershed of 40.4 square miles. The Candlewood Lake
North Dam is an earth-filled structure with a 952-foot-long core wall. It has a maximum
height of 107 feet.

A Dam Breach Analysis was prepared for the Danbury Dike in 1990. A breach model was
prepared using the National Weather Service's DAMBREAK program, with the model
extending downstream on the Housatonic River. A breach under "sunny day" non-flood
conditions was performed. It was assumed that the breach would form within 60
minutes, and the simulation found that outflow from the breach would continue for
several days. Inundation would reach the Shepaug Dam in approximately 72 minutes
under either scenario.
Failure of the Main Dam would cause extensive flooding downstream in New Milford in
areas adjacent to the Housatonic River and along the Still River. Water levels would begin
to rise in the Housatonic River 18 minutes after failure occurred. All low-lying areas along
the Housatonic River and the Still River would need to be evacuated, as water levels could
rise nearly 28 feet near the Rocky River power station and nearly 17 feet near Lovers Leap
Gorge. Fortunately, given the continuous monitoring of the dam by First Light staff, it is
unlikely that a dam breach would take the town completely by surprise.
The Town of New Milford has concerns about the penstock that transfers water between
Candlewood Lake and the Rocky River power station. Failure of the penstock could result
in downstream flooding that could affect the downtown area in as few as 11 minutes.
The wooden portion of the penstock reportedly has leaks in several places. First Light
Power Resources has begun replacing sections of the penstock, so this problem should
be alleviated within the next few years.
Middle Lanesville Dam
Three dikes were constructed in Lanesville at low points along the middle of the eastern
shoreline of Candlewood Lake. The North Lanesville Dam (Class C) is a concrete structure
185 feet in length. The Candlewood Lake Dam #2 (Class B) is the southernmost structure
and is a concrete gravity structure 520 feet in length. The Middle Lanesville Dam (Class C)
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lies between the other two structures and is an earth fill structure 260 feet in length. The
crest elevation of these structures is each approximately 437 to 438 feet NGVD.
A Dam Breach Analysis was prepared for the Middle Lanesville Dam in 1999. A breach
model was prepared using the National Weather Service's DAMBREAK program, with the
model extending downstream to the Shepaug Dam on the Housatonic River. Two
analyses were performed, one under "sunny day" low flow conditions and another during
the 1% annual chance flood on the Still River and the Housatonic River. It was assumed
that the breach would form within 30 minutes, and models found that outflow from the
breach would continue for several days under both scenarios. Inundation would reach
the Shepaug Dam in approximately one hour under either scenario.
Failure of the Middle Lanesville Dam would cause extensive flooding downstream in New
Milford. Portions of Skyview Drive, Sullivan Road, Larson Road, Route 7, Lanesville Road,
Still River Drive, and Pumpkin Hill Road would likely be flooded with evacuations
necessary, as some areas could experience an increase in water level of ten to 31 feet.
Fortunately, given the continuous monitoring of the dam by First Light staff, it is unlikely
that a dam breach would take the town completely by surprise. Based on the simulation,
the breach wave will take less than 30 minutes to reach populated areas in New Milford.
Candlewood Lake South Dam
The Candlewood Lake South Dam (Class C) impounds the southern end of Candlewood
Lake in Danbury upstream of Beaver Brook, a tributary to the Still River. The dam consists
of two earth-fill sections (the Main Dike and the Wing Dike) divided by a rock outcrop.
The overall length of the dike is about 1,000 feet with a crest elevation of 440 feet NGVD.

A Dam Breach Analysis was prepared for the Danbury Dike in 1999. A breach model was
prepared using the National Weather Service's DAMBREAK program, with the model
extending from the Danbury dike downstream to the Shepaug Dam on the Housatonic
River. Two analyses were performed, one under "sunny day" low flow conditions and
another during the 100-year flood on the Still River and the Housatonic River. It was
assumed that the breach would form within 30 minutes, and models found that outflow
from the breach would continue for several days under both scenarios. Inundation would
reach the Shepaug Dam in four hours under the 1% annual chance flood scenario, and in
five hours under the "sunny day" scenario.
Failure of the Candlewood Lake South Dam would cause extensive flooding along the Still
River Corridor in New Milford. Portions of Route 7, Aldrich Road, Cross Road, Erickson
Road, Lanesville Road, Still River Drive, Pickett District Road, and Pumpkin Hill Road
would likely be flooded with evacuations necessary, as some areas could experience an
increase in water level of six to 22 feet. Fortunately, given the continuous monitoring of
the dam by First Light staff, it is unlikely that a dam breach would take the town
completely by surprise. Based on the simulation, the breach wave will take approximately
four hours to reach New Milford.
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United New Milford Reservoir #4

The United New Milford Reservoir #4 Dam is a Class B dam is located at the western end of the
reservoir and impounds a storage volume of 54 acre-feet from a contributing watershed of 0.78
square miles. It is owned by the Town of New Milford and used for recreation. The earthen dam
was constructed in 1900 and is 17 feet in height and 325 feet in length. The dam discharges to
Town Farm Brook, which flows in a westerly direction through a predominantly forested and
undeveloped region. The brook is conveyed beneath McMahon Road and Halpine Road.
Floodwaters resulting from dam failure could potentially affect these roadway crossings and two
residences on the east side of McMahon Road. A draft EAP has been prepared for this dam.

Cedar Hill Dam

The Cedar Hill Dam (Class B) is located at the western end of the seven-acre Cedar Hill Pond and
impounds a storage volume of 445 acre-feet from a contributing watershed of 993 square miles.
It is owned by First Light Power Resources and used to impound a reservoir for hydropower. The
earthen dam is 24 feet in height and 800 feet in length. Water is diverted at the Bulls Bridge Dam
upstream on the Housatonic River into watercourse that flows nearly parallel to the Housatonic
River on the east side of Kent Road that flows into the pond. The dam discharges to the
Housatonic River through 400-foot long pipes that cross under Route 7 and through the power
generating facility. Floodwaters from a structure failure would most likely inundate and damage a
portion of Route 7. Floodwaters from a failure of the mountainside spillway would also likely
inundate and damage a portion of Route 7.

Lake Waramaug Dam

The Lake Waramaug Dam (Class B) is located at the southern end of Lake Waramaug and
impounds a 642-acre reservoir (the lake) from a contributing watershed of 14.4 square miles. It is
owned by the Town of Washington and used for recreation. The masonry dam is three feet in
height and 50 feet in length, and includes a spillway constructed of large cut stone blocks with
stone training walls and gate house. The walls tie into West Shore Road embankments. Water
passes under West Shore Road and travels 50 feet to the spillway crest, discharging to the East
Aspetuck River. While buildings downstream of the dam in Washington along East Shore Road
and its connectors are most likely to be impacted by flooding from failure of this dam, flooding
conditions could also persist downstream along the East Aspetuck River into New Milford. Lowlying homes and roads are the most likely areas to be affected by flooding.

United New Milford Reservoir #3 Dam

The United New Milford Reservoir #3 Dam (Class BB) is located immediately upstream of Upper
Reservoir Road and impounds an 8-acre pond from a contributing watershed of 0.59 square
miles. It is owned privately owned and used for recreation. The earthen dam is 21 feet in height
and 585 feet in length. Both the DEEP and Town personnel indicate that the dam is in poor
condition, with the spillway butting up against the road. Failure of the dam would likely cause
flooding of Upper Reservoir Road and Heacock-Crossbrook Road.

Bulls Bridge Dam

The Bulls Bridge Dam (Class BB) impounds the Housatonic River in the Bulls Bridge section of
Kent. A portion of the impounded water is diverted downstream to produce hydropower at
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Cedar Hill Dam. The dam is owned and operated by First Light Power Resources. The concrete
dam is 24 feet high above bedrock and 225 feet in length, with a spillway width of 195 feet. The
drainage area upstream of the dam is approximately 784 square miles. Failure of the Bulls Bridge
Dam would likely cause flooding downstream along the Housatonic River into Gaylordsville, with
areas along Route 7 most likely to be affected by flooding.

Bleachery Dam

The Bleachery Dam (Class A) impounds the Housatonic River near the southern terminus of West
Street. The dam is a run-of-the-river dam that is owned by the Town of New Milford. While its
original purpose was likely industrial, the dam is now classified as being used for recreation. The
dam is 19 feet high (primarily underwater) and 800 feet in length. The drainage area upstream of
the dam is approximately 993 square miles. As a low hazard dam, failure of the Bleachery Dam is
unlikely to have a significant downstream flooding effect.
According to Town staff, the dam was scoured by the 1955 floods and was never repaired by the
previous owner. As a result, the downstream face of the dam is now too steep. Since acquiring
the dam, the Town has tried unsuccessfully many times over the years to secure funding to repair
the dam.
The Town’s primary concern regarding the dam is that the failure of the dam would lower water
levels along the Housatonic River throughout most of Town to unacceptable levels during the
summer. The low water levels could potentially allow for contaminants in the riverbed to be
scoured. A proposal for repairing and modifying the dam to that will mitigate flooding is
presented in Section 3.5.
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3.3.1

HURRICANES AND TROPICAL STORMS
Setting

Several types of hazards may be associated with tropical storms and hurricanes including high
winds, tornado winds, heavy rains, and flooding. While only some of the areas of New Milford are
susceptible to flooding damage caused by hurricanes, wind damage can occur anywhere in the
town. Hurricanes therefore have the potential to affect any area within the town of New Milford.
A hurricane striking New Milford is considered a possible event each year and could cause critical
damage to the town and its infrastructure.
Inland Connecticut is vulnerable to hurricanes despite moderate hurricane occurrences when
compared with other areas within the Atlantic tropical cyclone basin. Since hurricanes tend to
weaken within 12 hours of landfall, inland areas are relatively less susceptible to hurricane wind
damages than coastal areas in Connecticut; however, the heaviest rainfall often occurs inland as
was seen in Tropical Storm Irene in 2011. Therefore, inland areas are vulnerable to riverine and
urban flooding during a hurricane.

3.3.2

Capabilities

Wind loading requirements are addressed through the state building code. The State Building
Code has been amended several times in the past two decades. The 2005 Code was amended in
2009, 2011, and 2013. The code was then updated and amended in 2016, with the current code
having been updated and effective as of October 1, 2018. The code specifies the design wind
speed for construction in all the Connecticut municipalities. Effective October 1, 2018 the
ultimate design wind speed or the Town of New Milford is 105 mph for a Category 1 event, 115
mph for a category 2, and 125 mph for a Category 3, 4 or 5 hurricane event. New Milford has
adopted the Connecticut Building Code as its building code, and literature is available regarding
design standards in the Building Department office.
Eversource Energy, the local electric utility, provides tree maintenance near its power lines. Town
staff have indicated that they have a good relationship with the utility and that they have been
more aggressive in its maintenance in recent years. The Town will continue working with the
utility on preparedness measures, although staff are concerned that now that the Eversource
Energy facility in town has been relocated out of New Milford that response times will be
lengthened.
The Public Works Department has two certified tree wardens who encourage residents to cut
trees that may be dangerous to power lines, and identify trees on town property and along rights
of way that require trimming. New Milford focuses tree work on areas that have been hardest hit
by previous events, under the assumption that these areas will be at the highest risk in the next
event. Tree trimming and maintenance is performed by DPW, which has its own bucket truck.
The DPW also has a contractor service that is regularly removing trees. The Town’s annual budget
for tree maintenance is around $100,000. The proactive and aggressive approach to tree
trimming has helped to considerably reduce the amount of power outages that have occurred
along Route 7 in recent years.
All new utilities must be located underground in new subdivisions in order to mitigate stormrelated damages. These regulations have been effective at reducing vulnerability for new
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developments. Town staff also encourage new utility installations to be placed underground in
other types of developments. The Town also implements projects to bury utility lines when it is
appropriate to protect the infrastructure. For example, the Town buried utilities along Bank Street
and Railroad Street to protect them from future storm damage.
During emergencies, the Town currently has three designated emergency shelters available for
residents as discussed in Section 2.9. None of the facilities used as shelters are known to be
specifically designed to resist the effects of wind.
The Town of New Milford utilizes radio, television, area newspapers, the internet, and the local
and statewide CT Alert emergency notification systems to notify residents of oncoming storm
danger and to announce the availability of shelters. Prior to severe storm events, the Town
ensures that warning/notification systems and communication equipment are working properly
and prepares for the possible evacuation of impacted areas. These protocols are considered
effective preparation for storm events.
3.3.3

Vulnerabilities and Risk Assessment

NOAA estimates that the return period for a Category Two or Category Three storm to strike
Fairfield County to be 39 years and 68 years, respectively. Tropical Storm Irene in 2011 and
Superstorm Sandy in 2012 were the most severe tropical cyclone events to impact New Milford in
recent years.
While most climate simulations agree that greenhouse warming enhances the frequency and
intensity of tropical storms, models of the climate system are still limited by resolution and
computational ability. Given the past history of major storms and the possibility of increased
frequency and intensity of tropical storms due to climate change, it is prudent to expect that there
will be hurricanes impacting Connecticut in the near future that may be of greater frequency and
intensity than in the past.
Connecticut is located in FEMA Zone II regarding maximum expected wind speed. The maximum
expected wind speed for a three-second gust is 160 mph. This wind speed could occur as a result
of either a hurricane or a tornado in western Connecticut and southeastern New York. The
American Society of Civil Engineers recommends that new buildings be designed to withstand this
peak three-second gust.

Tropical Cyclone Vulnerability

The town of New Milford is vulnerable to hurricane damage from wind and flooding and from any
tornadoes accompanying the storm. Fortunately, the town of New Milford is less vulnerable to
hurricane damage than coastal towns in Connecticut because it does not need to deal with the
effects of storm surge. Factors that influence vulnerability to tropical cyclones in the town include
building codes currently in place, local zoning and development patterns, and the age and
number of structures located in highly vulnerable areas of the community.
In general, as the residents and businesses of the state of Connecticut become more dependent
on the internet and mobile communications, the impact of hurricanes on commerce will continue
to increase. A major hurricane has the potential of causing complete disruption of power and
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communications for up to several weeks, rendering electronic devices and those that rely on
utility towers and lines inoperative.
Debris such as signs, roofing material, and small items left outside become flying missiles in
hurricanes. Extensive damage to trees, towers, aboveground and underground utility lines (from
uprooted trees or failed infrastructure), and fallen poles cause considerable disruption for
residents. The vast majority of existing utilities are located above ground. Streets may be flooded
or blocked by fallen branches, poles, or trees, preventing egress. Downed power lines from heavy
winds can also start fires during hurricanes with limited rainfall.
Downed trees and limbs are a problem throughout Town. There are only a couple major state
roads to travel through and out of Town, and both can be impacted by debris. The Town has
more than 220 miles of road, mostly tree-lined, making management a challenge. Exacerbating
this is the large number of dead Ash trees in Town. Town staff indicate that minor to moderate
tree damage can occur during virtually all but the most minor storms.
Wind damage from hurricanes and tropical storms has the ability to affect all areas of New
Milford while areas susceptible to flooding are even more vulnerable.
Town of New Milford staff are uncertain whether any
Town-owned critical facilities have wind-mitigation
Some critical facilities are more
susceptible than others to flooding
measures installed to specifically reduce the effects of
damage associated with hurricane
wind. Thus, it is believed that nearly all of the critical
rainfall.
facilities in the town are as likely to be damaged by
hurricane-force winds as any other. Many of the
Town's older structures may not meet current building codes with respect to wind and therefore
may be more susceptible to wind damage, and structures with older roofs may also be more
susceptible to wind damage. Newer critical facilities are more likely to meet more stringent
building code requirements and are therefore considered to be the most resistant to wind
damage even if they are not specifically wind-resistant.
The town of New Milford's housing stock consists of historic buildings greater than 50 and
sometimes 100 years old, relatively younger buildings built before 1990 when the building code
changed to address wind damage, and relatively recent buildings that utilize the new code
changes. Since most of the existing housing stock in the town predates the recent code changes,
many structures are highly susceptible to roof and window damage from high winds. Hurricaneforce winds can easily destroy poorly constructed buildings and mobile homes. There are a few
mobile home parks and manufactured homes in the community that are susceptible to high
winds.
As the town of New Milford is not affected by storm surge, hurricane sheltering needs have not
been calculated by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers for the town. The Town determines
sheltering need based upon areas damaged or needing to be evacuated within the town. Under
limited emergency conditions, a high percentage of evacuees will seek shelter with friends or
relatives rather than go to established shelters. In the case of a major (Category Three or above)
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hurricane, it is likely that the Town will depend on state and federal aid to assist sheltering
displaced populations until normalcy is restored.
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SUMMER STORMS AND TORNADOES
3.4.1

Setting

Summer storms and tornadoes have the potential to affect any area within the town of New
Milford. Because these types of storms and the hazards that result (flash flooding, wind, hail, and
lightning) might have limited geographic extent, it is possible for a summer storm to harm one
area within the town without harming another.
It is considered highly likely that a summer storm that includes lightning will impact the town of
New Milford each year, although lightning strikes have a limited effect. Strong winds and hail are
considered likely to occur during such storms but also generally have limited effects. A tornado is
considered a possible event in Litchfield County each year that could cause significant damage to
a small area.

3.4.2

Capabilities

Warning is the primary method of existing mitigation for tornadoes and thunderstorm-related
hazards. The NOAA National Weather Service issues watches and warnings when severe weather
is likely to develop or has developed, respectively. The state has provided NOAA weather radios
to all public schools as well as many local governments for use in public buildings. The general
public continues to rely on mass media for knowledge of weather warnings, as supplemented by
emergency notification system broadcasts.
The Connecticut State Building Code includes guidelines for the proper grounding of buildings
and electrical boxes.
Municipal responsibilities relative to summer storm and tornado mitigation and preparedness
include:







Developing and disseminating emergency public information and instructions concerning
tornado, thunderstorm wind, lightning, and hail safety, especially guidance regarding inhome protection and evacuation procedures and locations of public shelters;
Designating appropriate shelter space in the community that could potentially withstand
lightning and tornado impact;
Periodically testing and exercising tornado response plans;
Putting emergency personnel on standby at tornado "watch" stage; and
Utilizing the Everbridge emergency notification system to send warnings into potentially
affected areas.

These protocols are considered effective for mitigating wind and summer storm-related damage
in the town of New Milford. While additional funding could be utilized to strengthen the current
level of mitigation, such funding is not currently considered cost-effective for the current level of
vulnerability.

Actions Completed and New Capabilities

New Milford continues to maintain and improve its capabilities for severe wind mitigation. Local
implementation of the State Building Code is one of its primary tools in this effort.
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3.4.3

Vulnerabilities and Risk Assessment

The town of New Milford has at least a moderate potential to experience tornado damage.
NOAA states that climate change has the potential to increase the frequency and intensity of
tornadoes, so it is possible that the pattern of occurrence in Connecticut could change in the
future.
Thunderstorms are expected to impact New Milford at least 20 days each year. The majority of
these events do not cause any measurable damage. The likelihood of lightning strikes in the New
Milford area is very high during any given thunderstorm although no one area of the town is at
higher risk of lightning strikes. The risk of at least one hailstorm occurring in New Milford is
considered moderate in any given year.
Town personnel indicate that downbursts are the most common
Most thunderstorm
type of wind event that causes significant tree damage in New
damage is caused by
Milford. The risk of downbursts occurring during such storms and
downbursts, or straight-line
damaging the town of New Milford is believed to be likely for any
winds exceeding 100 mph.
given year. A severe downburst event struck New Milford and
nearby Bridgewater on May 27, 2014. A 2018 microburst caused major damage throughout the
southern end of New Milford. The High School roof was badly damaged and positive pressure
blew out a wall of an industrial building, causing a collapse. Power was down for a week and a
half in southern New Milford, and access was blocked to Pump Hill, the Candlewood Lake area,
and between New Milford and Brookfield. The Town was not eligible for disaster funding because
Litchfield County did not receive a disaster declaration (though adjacent Fairfield County did, as
did New Haven County).
Town of New Milford personnel indicate that there is a wind corridor between several hills that
often experiences straight line winds, with the most vulnerable areas being along Candlewood
Lake Road North, Pumpkin Hill Road, Carmen Hill Road, and Ridge Road.
All areas of the town are susceptible to damage from high winds although more building damage
is expected in the more densely populated Downtown area. More tree damage is expected in the
less densely populated areas in the northern and eastern portions of the town, with the most
vulnerable areas being the many ridges and hills located throughout New Milford.
Secondary damage from falling branches and trees is more common than direct wind damage to
structures. Heavy winds can take down trees near power lines, leading to the start and spread of
fires. Strong thunderstorms will cause power lines to fall anywhere in the town. Most downed
power lines in New Milford are detected quickly, and any associated fires are quickly extinguished.
Such fires can be extremely dangerous during the summer months during dry and drought
conditions.

Summary

Most of the town of New Milford is at relatively equal risk for experiencing damage from summer
storms and tornadoes. Areas of higher risk include those hilltops, ridges, and wind corridor areas
that are considered more vulnerable to straight line winds. Based on the historic record, very few
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summer storms or tornadoes have resulted in costly damages to the town. Most damages are
relatively site-specific and occur to private property (and therefore are paid for by private
insurance). For municipal property and roads, the Town budget for tree removal and minor
repairs is generally adequate to handle the effects of summer storm damage.
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WINTER STORMS AND NOR’EASTERS
3.5.1

Setting

Winter events and the hazards that result (nor'easter winds, snow, blizzard conditions, and ice)
have a widespread geographic extent. The entire town of New Milford is susceptible to winter
storms and, due to its variable elevation, can have higher amounts of snow in the outskirts of the
town than in the Downtown area. In general, winter storms are considered highly likely to occur
each year (although major storms are less frequent), and the hazards that result can potentially
have a significant effect over a large area of the town.
Most winter weather events occur between December and March.

3.5.2

Capabilities

Programs specific to winter storms generally relate to preparing plows and sand and salt trucks,
tree trimming to protect power lines, and other associated snow removal and response
preparations. Other programs are aimed at warning residents about potential winter hazards,
such as making educational pamphlets available at municipal buildings.
The New Milford Public Works Department has an annual budget allotment for plowing town
roads. The Town reports having a fully-staffed department that is effective at snow removal
activities. The facilities department is responsible for removing snow from the roofs of municipal
buildings. In the past they have used snow blowers on large flat roofs. The largest flat roofs are
those of the schools, and the school system is responsible for snow removal from its own roofs
(also using snowblowers). The Kimberly Clark building also has a large flat roof; the company
cleans its own roof. The Building Official and the Public Works Department are available to assist
with snow removal and structural assessments of buildings as needed.
The Town also has an ice management program, through which municipal staff identify roads
with icing problems, and implement drainage projects to address those problems. On state
roads, problems are communicated to the state.
Connecticut DOT plows all state roads, while staff from the Public Works Department plows all
210 miles of town roads. The Public Works Department has 30 plow trucks with sanders that are
either permanently attached or can be seasonally installed onto fleet vehicles. Plowing is
performed along 23 established plowing routes, although priority is given to plowing egresses to
critical facilities. During emergencies, a plow vehicle can be temporarily rerouted to clear the
route ahead of an emergency vehicle.
Homeowners, private associations, and businesses are responsible for plowing their own
driveways, private roads, and sidewalks. The Public Works Department maintains a sand and salt
pile that residents may use to sand their driveways and sidewalks during the winter.
Prior to a winter weather event, Town staff ensure that all warning/notification and
communications systems are ready and ensure that appropriate equipment and supplies,
especially snow removal equipment, are in place and in good working order. Pre-storm treatment
is typically applied to roadways to reduce the accumulation of snow. The Town also prepares for
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the possible evacuation and sheltering of some populations that could be impacted by the
upcoming storm (especially the elderly and special needs persons). The Public Works Director can
also declare a “Snow Emergency and Parking Ban” which bans parking on certain designated
streets in order to allow plowing to occur when snow is expected to accumulate. The ban is
issued to the media via press release.

Actions Completed and New Capabilities

New Milford continues to maintain and improve its capabilities for winter storm mitigation.
Public alerts, tree trimming, and road plowing are its primary mitigation strategies.

Summary

Overall, these programs are considered effective at mitigating the effects of winter storms. For
municipal property, the Town budget for tree removal and minor repairs is generally adequate to
handle winter storm damage although the plowing budget is often depleted. In particular, the
heavy snowfalls associated with the winters of 2010-2011 and 2014-2015 drained the Town's
plowing budgets and raised a high level of awareness of the danger that heavy snow poses to
roofs.
3.5.3

Vulnerabilities and Risk Assessment

The NCDC receives data from the Danbury Weather Station regarding snowfall. Mean annual
snowfall is 38 inches per year, with a maximum of 85.6 inches recorded over 77 years of data.
Connecticut experiences at least one major nor'easter every four years, although a variety of
minor and moderate snow and ice storms occur nearly every winter. According to the 2019
Connecticut Natural Hazards Mitigation Plan, Connecticut residents can expect at least two or
more severe winter weather events per season, including heavy snowstorms, potential blizzards,
nor'easters, and potential ice storms. Winter Storm Alfred in October of 2011 was the most severe
winter storm to strike New Milford in recent years.
According to the 2019 Connecticut Natural Hazards Mitigation Plan, recent climate change studies
predict a shorter winter season for Connecticut (by as much as two weeks) and less snow-covered
days with a decreased overall snowpack. These models also predict that fewer, more intense
precipitation events will occur with more precipitation falling as rain rather than snow. This trend
suggests that future snowfalls will consist of heavier (denser) snow, and the potential for ice
storms will increase. Such changes will have a large impact on how the state and its communities
manage future winter storms and will affect the impact such storms have on the residents, roads,
and utilities in the state.
The amount of snowfall and freezing precipitation in the town of New Milford can be elevationdependent during winter storms. As the higher elevations in the southern portion of town are
developed, the vulnerability of New Milford residents to the effects of winter storms will increase.
There is a high probability for traffic accidents and traffic jams during heavy snow and light icing
events. Roads may become impassable, inhibiting the ability of emergency equipment to reach
trouble spots and the accessibility of medical and shelter facilities.
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After a storm, snow piled on the sides of roadways can inhibit sight lines and reflect a blinding
amount of sunlight. When coupled with slippery road conditions, poor sightlines and heavy glare
create dangerous driving conditions. Stranded motorists, especially senior and/or handicapped
citizens, are at particularly high risk of injury or death from exposure during a blizzard. The
elderly population in New Milford, in particular, are susceptible to the impacts created by winter
storms due to resource needs (heat, electricity loss, safe access to food, etc.).
The structures and utilities in the town of New Milford are vulnerable to a variety of winter storm
damage. Tree limbs and some building structures may not be suited to withstand high wind and
snow loads. Ice can damage or collapse power lines, render steep gradients impassable for
motorists, undermine foundations, and cause "flood" damage from freezing water pipes in
basements. Drifting snow can occur after large storms, but the effects are generally mitigated
through municipal plowing efforts. For example, the northern section of the town has
traditionally experienced snow drift accumulation, especially along Merryall Road, Geiger Road,
and Ridge Road. A few roads are narrow and require bucket loaders to plow effectively.
The Kimberly Clark building is a very large, economically critical manufacturing building (paper
manufacturing). The building has a large flat roof, potentially susceptible to collapse in an
extreme snowfall scenario. The company cleans its own roof of snow using snow blowers.
Icing causes difficult driving conditions throughout the hillier sections of the town. The Town's
protocol of pretreating roads has been helpful in controlling ice in these problem areas. In
addition, many of the historical icing problems in New Milford have been eliminated through
drainage system improvements. However, icing remains an issue along Route 7 in the southern
portion of town due to drainage issues.
Winter weather can also lead to ice jams, or temporary dams created by ice at constrictions in
rivers. These dams impound water upstream, leading to flooding, and can cause severe impacts
downstream if breached suddenly. New Milford has had ice-dam issues in the past, and it is a
hazard of concern.
 At the Bleachery Dam, ice jamming results in large chunks of ice being tilted upward as
high as two-stories. Directly below the dam is a railway bridge, which is potentially at risk
from these ice chinks.
 Lovers Leap Gorge is a significant constriction on the flow of the Housatonic River, which
can result in ice jam issues at the site. Water can be backed up all the way into town.
 Ice jams are a problem upstream in Kent. They have never experienced a full breach of an
ice dam upstream, which could cause significant flooding in New Milford.

Summary

The entire town of New Milford is at relatively equal risk for experiencing damage from winter
storms although some areas (such as icing trouble spots and neighborhoods with a high
concentration of flat roofs) are more susceptible. Based on the historic record, it is difficult to
determine if any winter storms have resulted in costly damages to the town as damage estimates
for severe storms are generally spread over an entire county. Many damages are relatively site
specific and occur to private property (and therefore are paid for by private insurance) while
repairs for power outages are often widespread and difficult to quantify to any one municipality.
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3.6.1

WILDFIRES AND DROUGHT
Setting

The town of New Milford is generally considered a low-risk area for wildfires. Wildfires are of
particular concern in outlying areas without public water service and other areas with poor access
for fire-fighting equipment. Hazards associated with wildfires include property damage and loss
of habitat. Wildfires are considered a likely event each year but are generally contained to a small
range with limited damage to non-forested areas.
Wildfires are any non-structure fire, other than a prescribed burn, that occurs in undeveloped
areas. They are considered to be highly destructive, uncontrollable fires. Although the term
brings to mind images of tall trees engulfed in flames, wildfires can occur as brush and shrub fires,
especially under dry conditions. Wildfires are also known as "wildland fires."
In addition, New Milford, and Litchfield County overall, has experienced drought challenges over
recent years. The U.S. Drought Monitor (USDM), which has been monitoring nationwide drought
conditions since 2000, estimates that over the past two decades Connecticut experienced its
longest drought of 46 weeks beginning June 21, 2016 and lasting until May 2, 2017. It was also
estimated that the most intense period of this extended drought occurred the week of November
15, 2016, where approximately 44.5% of Connecticut lands were impacted. Figure 3-3 depicts the
percent of Litchfield County experiencing drought conditions over time since 2000, where the
warmer colors represent more advanced drought stages.

Figure 3-3: USDM Drought Time Series for Litchfield County
The 2019 Connecticut Natural Hazard Mitigation Plan assumes that the State of Connecticut has a
medium probably of future drought events. This assumption is based on climate change
projections anticipating hotter and wetter conditions in the near future. Climate forecasts often
suggest that while precipitation may increase, the overall pattern will generally be higher intensity
storms, with longer than average dry periods between events. The State Plan also identifies that
Litchfield County accounts for roughly 20.19% of the state’s total number of farms, with a market
value of over $46 million in product sold from these farms.
3.6.2

Capabilities

Existing mitigation for wildland fire control is typically focused on Fire Department training and
maintaining an adequate supply of equipment. Firefighters are typically focused on training for
either structural fires or wildland fires and maintain a secondary focus on the opposite category.
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The Connecticut DEEP requires each municipality to designate an Open Burning Official who takes
an online training course and exam to become certified, and manages open burning permitting.
According to Town staff, the burning permit requirement has reportedly helped to reduce
uncontrolled fires in New Milford.
Regulations regarding fire protection are outlined in the Zoning Regulations and the Subdivision
Regulations as presented below. As noted in the 2010 POCD, access for fire fighting vehicles is
believed important and therefore is prioritized in the regulations.
Zoning Regulations
 Section 025-040(2) and Section 165-030(2) require that residential rear lots be
connected via a separate, unobstructed right of way that is at least 20 feet in width and
connecting to a street that is adequate to accommodate fire apparatus or other
emergency equipment.
 Section 040-030(5) presents a similar requirement for commercial rear lots in the B-1
business zone except that the right of way must be at least 30 feet in width.
 Section 070-020(1)(g) bans outside burning of motor vehicle parts or bodies in the
motor vehicle junkyard district.
 Section 080-030(5)(g) authorizes the Zoning Commission to consider problems of fire
protection in considering applications for approval in the Village Center District.
 Section 105-040(1) requires that water supply systems in Planned Residential Districts be
designed as to provide adequate fire protection with hydrants or fire ponds.
 Section 117-040(12) requires fire hydrants or other fire suppression devices be installed
in locations approved by the Fire Marshall in Major Planned Residential Development
Districts.

Subdivision Regulations




Section 2.2.1b(6) requires common driveways that serve two lots to install a
hammerhead-type turnaround that is adequate to accommodate fire apparatus and other
emergency equipment.
Section 2.5.3 requires the installation of fire suppression systems or hydrants within
subdivisions to provide adequate fire protection.

The 2010 POCD notes that continued cooperation between land use boards and the Fire Marshall
is important. The Fire Marshall reviews new developments for fire protection requirements and
provides recommendations to the Planning Commission and Zoning Commission. The Fire
Marshall and Fire Departments also regularly conduct public outreach and education on fire
safety and safe practices throughout the community.
Public water service is provided throughout much of the southern and central portions of town,
but alternative water sources are needed in outlying areas. A dry hydrant program has been
implemented, but maintenance of the hydrants has proven difficult particularly for those hydrants
installed in tanks.
Unlike the west coast of the United States where the fires are allowed to burn toward
development and then stopped, the New Milford Fire Department goes to the fires whenever
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possible. This proactive approach is believed to be effective for controlling wildfires. As noted in
the 2010 POCD, the Northville and Gaylordsville Fire Departments prefer to fight fires in outlying
areas by using those hydrants installed in ponds, or utilizing a direct connection to a pond as
public water is not available in their areas of coverage. The Town first utilizes its pumpers and
tanker trucks to fight fires before drawing water from surface water sources, although the water
carrying capacity of the pumpers is limited.
The Town of New Milford has an all-terrain vehicle to assist with fighting fires in outlying areas.
The Town also has mutual aid agreements with all its neighbors, and works with the Connecticut
DEEP regarding fire protection on state-owned lands. In particular, DEMHS Region 5 has a tanker
brigade that can assist New Milford fire personnel in fighting wildfires. Fire protection needs and
potential problem areas are reviewed at least annually. Finally, the DEEP Forestry Division uses
rainfall data from a variety of sources to compile forest fire probability forecasts. This allows the
DEEP and the Town to monitor the drier areas of the state to be prepared for forest fire
conditions.

Actions Completed and New Capabilities

Overall, the level of preparedness in New Milford is considered suitable for the most common
wildfire and brush fire risks in the community; however, the Town will pursue opportunities to
increase its capabilities to fight wildfires in more remote parts of Town (see Section 3.6.3).
3.6.3

Vulnerabilities and Risk Assessment

Areas within New Milford vulnerable to wildfire are shown in Figure 3-4. Such areas in New
Milford generally lie in the northern section of town.
New Milford has a particular vulnerability to fire hazards where urban development and wildland
areas are in close proximity. The "wildland/urban interface" is where many such fires are fought.
Wildland areas are subject to fires because of weather conditions and fuel supply. An isolated
wildland fire may not be a threat, but the combined effect of having residences, businesses, and
lifelines near a wildland area causes increased risk to life and property. Thus, a fire that might
have been allowed to burn itself out with a minimum of firefighting or containment in the past is
now fought to prevent fire damage to surrounding homes and commercial areas as well as smoke
threats to health and safety in these areas.
Traditionally, the highest forest fire danger in Connecticut occurs in the spring from mid-March to
mid-May. Most wildfires in Connecticut are relatively small. In the drought year of 1999, the
average wildfire burned five acres in comparison to the large 570-acre wildfire in Kent in 2001.
In 2016, a wildfire occurred in Lovers Leap State Park. The fire began on Friday, July 22, 2016 and
burned through Sunday, July 24, 2016. The Water Witch Hose Company #2 from New Milford,
fire crews from Gaylordsville and Northville, and 12 DEEP firefighters, teamed to extinguish the
fire. In total the fire burned about 10 acres. Another significant fire occurred off North Kent Road
on the New Milford/Kent border in March 2011. This uncontrolled grass fire burned five acres
before it could be contained and spread so quickly that it consumed one of fire trucks owned by
the Town of Kent.
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Given the availability of firefighting water in the town – including the use of nearby water bodies –
and the historic record, it is believed that the average size of a wildfire in a drought year would be
between one and five acres, with the larger values occurring in outlying areas of the community.
Town staff have identified weaknesses in their fire-fighting capability. First, the 2010 POCD
indicates that improved communication equipment is necessary for the Fire Departments to
properly coordinate among themselves and other emergency officials during emergencies.
Second, accessibility in parts of the northern, western, and eastern sections of town is limited in
many areas and particularly difficult for larger fire apparatus to access. These areas are in outlying
areas away from the public water system where access may be limited and fire protection water is
not immediately available. New Milford staff are concerned that if a strong fire were to occur in a
very remote area, such as on Candlewood Mountain, the Town would not have sufficient
capabilities to control it.
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3.7.1

EARTHQUAKES AND LANDSLIDES
Setting

3.7.2

Capabilities

The entire town of New Milford is susceptible to earthquake damage. However, even though
earthquake damage has the potential to occur anywhere both in the town as well as in the
northeastern United States, the effects may be felt differently in some areas based on the type of
geology. In general, earthquakes are considered a hazard that may possibly occur and that may
cause significant effects to a large area of the town.
The Connecticut Building Codes include design criteria for buildings specific to each municipality
as adopted by the Building Officials and Code Administrators (BOCA). These include the seismic
coefficients for building design in the town of New Milford. The Town has adopted these codes
for new construction, and they are enforced by the Building Official. Due to the infrequent nature
of damaging earthquakes, land use policies in the Town do not directly address earthquake
hazards. However, various regulations do indirectly discuss areas susceptible to earthquake
damage such as steep slopes.
In the event that a damaging earthquake occurs, the Town of New Milford will activate its EOP
and initiate emergency response procedures as necessary.

3.7.3

Actions Completed and New Capabilities
Vulnerabilities and Risk Assessment

Surficial earth materials behave differently in response to seismic activity. Unconsolidated
materials such as sand and artificial fill can amplify the shaking associated with an earthquake. In
addition, artificial fill material has the potential for liquefaction. When liquefaction occurs, the
strength of the soil decreases, and the ability of soil to support building foundations and bridges
is reduced. Increased shaking and liquefaction can cause greater damage to buildings and
structures and a greater loss of life.
Several areas in the town of New Milford are underlain by sand and gravel, particularly within the
valleys associated with the major streams. Structures in these areas are at increased risk from
earthquakes due to amplification of seismic energy and/or collapse. The best mitigation for
future development in areas of sandy material may be application of the most stringent building
codes or possibly the prohibition of new construction. However, many of these areas occur in
floodplains associated with the various streams in New Milford, so they are already regulated.
The areas that are at the least risk during an earthquake due to unstable soils are the areas
underlain by glacial till, which includes most of the town.
Areas of steep slopes can collapse during an earthquake, creating landslides. Seismic activity can
also break utility lines such as water mains, electric and telephone lines, and stormwater
management systems. Damage to utility lines can lead to fires, especially in electric and gas
mains. Dam failure can also pose a significant threat to developed areas during an earthquake.
For this HMP, dam failure has been addressed separately.
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A series of earthquake probability maps was generated using the 2009 interactive web-based
mapping tools hosted by the USGS. These maps were used to determine the probability of an
earthquake of greater than magnitude 5.0 or greater than magnitude 6.0 damaging the town of
New Milford. Results are presented in Table 3-3 below.
Table 3-3: Probability of a Damaging Earthquake in the Vicinity of New Milford
Time Frame
(Years)
50
100
250
350

Probability of the Occurrence
of an Earthquake Event >
Magnitude 5.0
1% to 2%
3% to 4%
8% to 10%
10% to 15%

Probability of the Occurrence
of an Earthquake Event >
Magnitude 6.0
< 1%
< 1%
1% to 3%
2% to 4%

While the risk of an earthquake affecting New Milford is relatively low over the short term, longterm probabilities suggest that a damaging earthquake (magnitude greater than 5.0) could occur
within the vicinity of New Milford.
As a damaging earthquake would likely affect a large area beyond the town of New Milford, it is
likely that the community may not be able to receive significant regional aid for a few days. It is
important for municipal facilities and departments to have adequate contingency plans and
supplies to ensure that restoration activities may proceed until outside assistance may be
provided.
The built environment in Connecticut includes old non-reinforced masonry that is not seismically
designed. Those who live or work in non-reinforced masonry buildings, especially those built on
filled land or unstable soils, are at the highest risk for injury due to the occurrence of an
earthquake.
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MITIGATION STRATEGIES AND ACTIONS
Goals and Objectives

Municipal goals and objectives have been made consistent regionally and are presented in the
Multi-Jurisdictional Plan document.

Status of Mitigation Strategies and Actions from Previous HMP

The table on the following pages lists the mitigation actions developed in the previous HMP and
the status of each. Actions to be carried forward are noted as such. Actions that have been
institutionalized as capabilities are not carried forward.
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#
1

2

3

Description
Incorporate the identified strategies
of this HMP into local planning
activities
Acquire a generator for the Town
Hall and then relocate the
Emergency Operations Center to the
Town Hall
Adopt a standardized drainage
policy to ensure consistency
between developments

Responsible
Party

Status

Notes

MA, LC

Capability

More specific recommendations will be carried forward.

EMD

Carry
Forward
with
Revisions

Action has not yet been completed due to funding constraints; however,
finding a new EOC location – either at Town Hall or a nearby facility – is
a top priority.

PC, ZC

Capability

Town has consistent drainage policies for both municipal and private
development.
Town requires LID approaches in the Candlewood Lake Watershed
District, and encourages them in the Housatonic Riverfront Zone, though
the term Low Impact Development is not explicitly noted. Elsewhere,
stormwater drainage systems are required to align with the 2004
Connecticut Stormwater Quality Manual, which includes but does not
require LID options.
This action is carried forward to specifically call for incorporation of a
requirement for documentation showing consideration of LID standards
into Section 175-020:1.h: Site Plan Application Requirements Supporting
Documentation – Stormwater Management.

4

Adopt low-impact development
standards into the Zoning
Regulations and Subdivision
Regulations

PC, ZC

Carry
Forward
with
Revisions

5

Adopt a freeboard requirement of
one foot for all new development or
substantial improvement within the
SFHA

PC, ZC

Capability

Town enforces State building code, which has freeboard requirement.

6

Require the use of the FEMA
Elevation Certificate to formally
record elevations for compliance
with the Zoning Regulations

ZC

Carry
Forward

7

Encourage town practices to employ
measures to reduce stormwater flow

Town requires Elevation Certificates on a case-by-case basis, but often
obtains the same information in other manners more aligned with the
building permit process. Building permits are reviewed by Building
Department.
The Town is interested in carrying this action forward.

MA, PZ

Completed

Town is implementing new MS-4 requirements locally.
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#

8

9

10

11

12
13

14

Description
Educate residents and property
owners on ways that they can
reduce stormwater runoff, and
possibly adopt regulatory incentives
over the long term
Create an Open Space Plan to
prioritize future open space
acquisition that encourages the
creation of recreational open space
within SFHAs
Assist residential property owners
interested in obtaining grant
funding to elevate properties within
SFHAs
Encourage property owners within
the SFHA to purchase flood
insurance through the NFIP and
complete FEMA elevation certificates
for their structures
Relocate the Public Works Garage
out of the SFHA
Elevate one or more roads leading
to the Ambulance facility to ensure
that egress is available during the
1% annual chance flood
Elevate portions of West Street to
ensure that egress is maintained to
the Water Pollution Control Facility
during floods
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Responsible
Party

Status

Notes

PZ, PW

Capability

Education about runoff reduction is performed by the local done by
“Watersmart” group, as well as regionally by WestCOG. MS-4
requirements call for public education as well.

PC, PZ

Completed

Town is currently updating its Open Space Plan through its POCD update
(under its final editing stage at the time of this meeting).

MA

Carry
Forward
with
Revisions

The Town hired a new grant writer in 2018, and will explore having this
kind of assistance falling under their purview. The town notes that many
properties located in floodplains are significantly older structures, and
elevation may be difficult.

PZ

Drop

Town encourages property owners to get flood insurance on a case by
case basis. Most banks require purchase of flood insurance as well, so this
action may not be necessary.

PW
PW

PW

66

Carry
Forward
Carry
Forward
with
Revisions
Completed

Progress has been impeded due to lack of funding and available space.
Some planning has occurred.
This action is not feasible.
Might be more cost-effective to relocate facility. A new action will be
developed.
There is a separate emergency crossing across the railroad tracks to
provide access to the WPCF during floods. Elevating West Street is not
necessary, nor feasible.

Responsible
Party

Status

PW

Complete

PW

Carry
Forward
with
Revisions

17

Elevate one of the three bridges
over the Housatonic River to be
unaffected by the 0.2% annual
chance flood event

PW, MA

Carry
Forward
with
Revisions

18

Evaluate the potential flood
mitigation effects of installing
inflatable flashboards at the
Bleachery Dam

PW, MA

Completed

19

Perform a drainage study along the
Housatonic River to identify
drainage systems that should be
outfitted to prevent floodwater from
flooding Route 7

PW

Carry
Forward

#

Description

15

Elevate portions of West Street or
develop an emergency mode of
egress to the Bleachery commercial
development

16

Widen portions of the side roads
that are used to detour traffic when
flooding occurs along Route 7
between Bridge Street and Sunny
Valley Road
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Notes
The Bleachery property owner constructed an emergency access route to
Anderson Road across the railroad tracks, to provide access and egress
during flood events.
Elevating West Street is not necessary, nor feasible. The parking lot and
first floor of the building are about 10 feet below the 1% annual chance
flood stage.
The Town has considered this action, and believes it is feasible to widen
the road from 22 feet to 30 feet, and that this would address the
challenge in question.
At the same time, MS-4 requirements are calling to reduce the amount of
paving in communities. The benefits of widening the road may not be
worth the increased runoff from the increased impervious surface.
The Town will explore this question further.
The Town does not think it is feasible to elevate one of the three existing
bridges. They would like to pursue constructing a new, fourth bridge, at a
higher elevation than the existing bridges.
This action is replaced with an action to conduct a feasibility study and
cost estimate for construction of a fourth bridge.
Town has completed an evaluation. Installation of these flashboards has
the potential to drop river levels by 2 or 3 feet before a flood, protecting
the center of town.
Town applied for a grant in the past, from funding associated with
pollution from the Pittsfield Plant, but did not receive the award.
This action is completed, and is superseded by a new action to install
inflatable flashboards.
This action has not been completed, and is carried forward.
The Town has explored installing clapper valves on drainage in this area,
but found that this would make it more difficult to get water off the roads.

#

Description

Responsible
Party

Status

Notes
Town does not have the ability to perform a complete inventory. Bridges
and culverts are assessed as needed, and replaced or upgraded during
road reconstruction.
This action is replaced with a new action directing the town to use
Northeast Regional Climate Center rainfall statistics when sizing culvert
and bridge replacements
Town hired a consultant to perform a slope stability assessment in 2011.
The slope in question is all located on private land, and the owner is
aware of possible issues. The Town is careful to maintain drainage
infrastructure in the area to mitigate factors that may contribute to slope
failure. The Town has not yet felt it to be necessary to compel the private
landowner to either perform slope stabilization work, or to allow the
Town to perform such work.
The slope continues to be a concern, and so this action is carried forward.
Town staff do not think that the benefits of a widespread requirement for
burial of utilities outweighs the costs of such construction, and the
impacts it would have on development. Town staff note that the electric
company requires most new buildings to connect to the grid through
underground wires.

20

Check the conveyance of all bridges
and culverts based on more recent
rainfall data statistics

PW

Carry
Forward
with
Revision

21

Construct a slope stabilization
project to prevent mudslides along
Grove Street

PW

Carry
forward

ZC

Drop

PZ

Completed

The Town enforces the State Building Code, which includes wind-load
requirements.

ZC

Drop

The Town does not feel believe this action is necessary relative to the risks
posed by wind hazards. The State Building Code will be applied.

Capability

A microgrid has been installed at the High School, allowing it to operate
in island-mode during a widespread power outage. Town staff note that
small microgrids have been installed at other locations as well.
Additionally, the Town’s 2020 POCD update recommends that the Town’s
energy service company evaluate electrical infrastructure in municipal
buildings; one sub-task of this recommendation is that the company
explore opportunities for installation of microgrids.
A new action directing the Town to pursue any recommendations of the
energy service company evaluation will be included in this HMP.

22

23
24

25

Update the Zoning Regulations to
require underground utilities for all
new buildings regardless of zone
unless such installation is deemed
infeasible
Encourage the use of structural
techniques related to wind damage
mitigation in new structures
Require the use of structural
mitigation techniques to harden new
municipal critical facilities

Consider locations where a microgrid could be installed
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#
26

27

28

29

30

31

32

Description
Evaluate critical facilities for
acceptable snow loading and
develop a response plan to clear
roofs when necessary
Enact regulations preventing new
residential development in areas
prone to collapse such as at the
bottom of steep slopes
Ensure that municipal departments
have adequate backup facilities in
case earthquake damage occurs to
municipal buildings
Prepare inundation mapping and
EAPs for Town-owned significant
hazard dams
Utilize inundation mapping to
identify properties that may be
affected and conduct outreach to
ensure contact information is in
Everbridge system
Enact a Flood and Erosion Control
Board in order to be eligible for
funding to repair municipally-owned
dams

Identify and implement projects to
increase fire-fighting access to areas
at increased risk for wildfire
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Responsible
Party

Status

Notes

BD, PW

Capability

Town has sufficient capabilities and protocols in place for snow removal
from roofs.

PC, ZC

Drop

Town does not feel this action is necessary given development patterns
and existing regulations.

EMD

Capability

Town has reviewed critical facility needs. The Town has the ability to
relocate critical functions between different facilities if a given facility is
compromised.

PW

Completed

Town owns one dam (United New Milford Reservoir #4 Dam, Class B).
EAPs are completed for the Bleachery dam, Reservoir #4, all dams
associated with Candlewood Lake, and the Bulls Bridge Powerhouse.

EMD, PZ

Completed

The Town has been completing this action and was almost finished at the
time of the planning meeting.

MA

Drop

There is only one municipally owned dam in New Milford. Town does not
believe this action is necessary given the limited needs.

Carry
Forward
with
Revision

Town has considered this action and is concerned that increasing
accessibility to remote areas for firefighting purpose will also increase
access for ATV-riders and other recreational purposes, which may result
in an increased risk of wildfires being initiated in these locations.
Additionally, most forested areas in Town are located on private land,
making establishment of access routes more difficult.
This action is dropped and replaced with a new action to address the risk
of remote wildfires.
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Prioritization of Strategies and Actions

The STAPLEE method, described in the Multi-Jurisdictional document, was used to score
mitigation activities. The STAPLEE matrix in Appendix A provides the total scores. Actions have
been further prioritized based on implementation cost, project urgency, and municipal and public
input. The strategies below are presented in priority order, with qualitative priority levels listed
for each.

Mitigation Strategies and Actions Implementation Table

The Town proposed to initiate several new mitigation actions for the upcoming five years.
Additionally, a number of actions from the previous planning period are being carried forward or
replaced with revised actions. These are listed below.
Action NMD-01
Explicitly Consider Natural Hazard Risks (Especially Flood Risks) in Development of the POCD Update
Lead

PC

Cost

$0 - $25,000

Funding

Operating Budget

Timeframe

2021

Priority

High
Action NMD-02

Incorporate specific actions listed in the Hazard Mitigation Plan as Strategies in the POCD Update
Lead

PC

Cost

$0 - $25,000

Funding

Operating Budget

Timeframe

2021

Priority

High
Action NMD-03

Provide information on the Town website about CT DEEP training and information around small business
chemical management for hazard resilience.
Lead

EM, BOS

Cost

$0 - $25,000

Funding

Operating Budget, CT DEEP

Timeframe

2021

Priority

High
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Action NMD-04

Use the CT Toxics Users and Climate Resilience Map to identify toxic users located in hazard zones within
your community. Contact those users to inform them about the CT DEEP small business chemical
management initiative.
Lead

EM, BOS

Cost

$0 - $25,000

Funding

Operating Budget, CT DEEP

Timeframe

2021

Priority

High
Action NMD-05

Host a CT DEEP presentation for municipal staff and local businesses about business chemical management
for hazard resilience.
Lead

EM, BOS

Cost

$0 - $25,000

Funding

Operating Budget, CT DEEP

Timeframe

2021

Priority

High
Action NMD-06

Take one of the following actions that will mitigate natural hazard risks while also meeting Sustainable CT
objectives:
- Disseminate a toolkit for pre-disaster business preparedness.
- Revise regulations to promote Low Impact Development.
- Include the goals of this Hazard Mitigation Plan, and at least three other sustainability concepts, in your
next POCD update.
Lead

BOS

Cost

$0 - $25,000

Funding

Operating Budget, Sustainable CT Community Match Fund

Timeframe

2021

Priority

High
Action NMD-07

Coordinate with CT SHPO to conduct historic resource surveys, focusing on areas within natural hazard risk
zones (flood zones, wildfire hazard zones, steep slopes) to identify historic resources at risk and support the
preparation of resiliency plans across the state.
Lead

Planning

Cost

$25,000 - $50,000

Funding

CT SHPO

Timeframe

2024

Priority

Med
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Action NMD-08

Identify possible new locations for the Ambulance Facility that would that egress is available during the 1%
annual chance flood; perform a feasibility analysis to determine cost-effectiveness of relocation
Lead

EMD

Cost

$50,000 - $100,000

Funding

Capital Improvement Plan, FEMA Grant

Timeframe

2025

Priority

Med
Action NMD-09

Implement remote wildfire detection technologies (such as cameras or drones) to improve the speed with
which the Fire Department is able to detect and respond to such fires.
Lead

EMD, FD

Cost

$50,000 - $100,000

Funding

Operating Budget

Timeframe

2025

Priority

Med
Action NMD-10
Acquire a generator for the Town Hall

Lead

EMD

Cost

$100,000 - $500,000

Funding

Capital Improvement Plan, FEMA Grant, Other Grant

Timeframe

2025

Priority

Med
Action NMD-11

Identify an appropriate location for a new EOC (outside the SFHA; such as the Town Hall) and pursue its
development
Lead

EMD

Cost

More than $1 million

Funding

Capital Improvement Plan, FEMA Grant, Other Grant

Timeframe

2026

Priority

Med
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Action NMD-12
Relocate the Public Works Garage out of the SFHA
Lead

PW

Cost

More than $1 million

Funding

Capital Improvement Plan, FEMA Grant, Other Grant

Timeframe

2026

Priority

Med
Action NMD-13

Require the Town's Grant Writer to identify grant opportunities for elevating buildings within SFHAs, and
perform outreach to property owners within SFHAs to inform them of such opportunities.
Lead

Grant Writer

Cost

$0 - $25,000

Funding

Operating Budget

Timeframe

2022

Priority

Med
Action NMD-14

Require the use of the FEMA Elevation Certificate to formally record elevations of new and substantially
improved buildings, for compliance with the Zoning Regulations
Lead

ZC

Cost

$0 - $25,000

Funding

Operating Budget

Timeframe

2022

Priority

Med
Action NMD-15

Require Building Department Staff to complete virtual trainings in the completion and use of FEMA
Elevation Certificates
Lead

PC, BD

Cost

$0 - $25,000

Funding

Operating Budget

Timeframe

2022

Priority

Med
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Action NMD-16

Revise floodplain zoning regulations to reflect the new State Building Code requirements for one foot of
freeboard for construction in the 1% annual-chance flood zone.
Lead

Planning

Cost

$0 - $25,000

Funding

Operating Budget

Timeframe

2023

Priority

Low
Action NMD-17

Compare local floodplain regulations with Revised State Model Flood Regulations to identify any remaining
opportunities for improvement
Lead

Planning

Cost

$0 - $25,000

Funding

Operating Budget

Timeframe

2023

Priority

Low
Action NMD-18

Require consideration of the most recent Northeast Regional Climate Center rainfall statistics
(precip.eas.cornell.edu) when developing alternatives for culvert and bridge replacement designs and sizes.
Lead

PW

Cost

$0 - $25,000

Funding

Operating Budget

Timeframe

2023

Priority

Low
Action NMD-19

Contact the owners of Repetitive Loss Properties and nearby properties at risk to inquire about mitigation
undertaken and suggest options for mitigating flooding in those areas. This should be accomplished with a
letter directly mailed to each property owner.
Lead

EM, BOS

Cost

$0 - $25,000

Funding

Operating Budget, FEMA Grant

Timeframe

2023

Priority

Low
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Action NMD-20

Explicitly incorporate a requirement for documentation showing consideration of Low Impact Development
standards into Section 175-020:1.h: Site Plan Application Requirements Supporting Documentation –
Stormwater Management.
Lead

PC, ZC

Cost

$0 - $25,000

Funding

Operating Budget, FEMA Grant

Timeframe

2023

Priority

Low
Action NMD-21

Perform a drainage study along the Housatonic River to identify drainage systems that should be outfitted
to prevent floodwater from flooding Route 7
Lead

PW

Cost

$25,000 - $50,000

Funding

Capital Improvement Plan, FEMA Grant

Timeframe

2024

Priority

Low
Action NMD-22

Work with CT DEEP to validate and/or correct the RL list and update the mitigation status of each listed
property.
Lead

Planning

Cost

$25,000 - $50,000

Funding

FEMA Grant

Timeframe

2024

Priority

Low
Action NMD-23

Conduct a feasibility study and cost estimate for widening (from 22 feet to 30 feet) portions of the side
roads (Sunny Valley Rd & Fort Hill Rd), that are used to detour traffic when flooding occurs along Route 7
between Bridge Street and Sunny Valley Road; MS4 best practices would be implemented during
reconstruction.
Lead

PW

Cost

$25,000 - $50,000

Funding

Operating Budget, Grant

Timeframe

2024

Priority

Low
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Action NMD-24

Conduct a feasibility study and cost estimate for construction of a fourth bridge over the Housatonic River
that would not be affected by the 0.2% annual chance flood event, to protect travel across the river under
such conditions.
Lead

PW, MA

Cost

$25,000 - $50,000

Funding

Operating Budget, Grant

Timeframe

2024

Priority

Low
Action NMD-25

Complete a Wildfire Risk Assessment to identify vulnerabilities and mitigation options for wildfires in New
Fairfield.
Lead

EMD, FD

Cost

$25,000 - $50,000

Funding

Operating Budget, Grant

Timeframe

2024

Priority

Low
Action NMD-26

Annually conduct an emergency operations exercise for a local terrorism, sabotage, or mass casualty event.
Lead

EMD

Cost

$25,000 - $50,000

Funding

Operating Budget

Timeframe

2024

Priority

Low
Action NMD-27
Construct a slope stabilization project to prevent landslides along Grove Street

Lead

PW

Cost

$100,000 - $500,000

Funding

Capital Improvement Plan, Other Grant

Timeframe

2026

Priority

Low
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APPENDIX A

Appendix A: STAPLEE Matrix
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NMD-09

Budget, CT

Budget, CT

which the Fire Department is able to detect and respond to such fires.

NMD-10 Acquire a generator for the Town Hall

1

1

1

1

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

9

2021

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

9

2021

1

1

1

0

1

1

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

8

2021

1

1

1

0

1

1

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

8

2021

1

1

1

0

1

1

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

8

2021

1

1

1

1

0

1

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

8

2024

1

1

1

1

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

7

2025

0

1

1

1

1

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

7

2025

0

1

1

1

0

1

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

7

2025

1

1

1

0

1

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

7

2026

0

1

1

1

1

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

7

2026

0

1

1

1

1

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

7

2022

1

1

1

1

0

1

0

-1

0

0

0

0

0

0

6

2022

1

1

1

0

1

1

1

-1

0

0

-1

0

0

0

6

2022

0

1

1

1

1

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

6

2023

0

1

1

0

1

1

0

0

0

0

-1

0

0

0

5

Timeframe for

DEEP
Operating

BOS

$0 -

Sustainable

$25,000

CT
Community

Implement remote wildfire detection technologies (such as cameras or drones) to improve the speed with

1

DEEP
Operating

Match Fund

1% annual chance flood; perform a feasibility analysis to determine cost-effectiveness of relocation

1

DEEP
Operating

next POCD update.
Coordinate with CT SHPO to conduct historic resource surveys, focusing on areas within natural hazard

Identify possible new locations for the Ambulance Facility that would that egress is available during the

Total STAPLEE Score

Sustainable CT

SHPO

Planning

support the preparation of resiliency plans across the state.
NMD-08

Budget, CT

- Include the goals of this Hazard Mitigation Plan, and at least three other sustainability concepts, in your

NMD-07 risk zones (flood zones, wildfire hazard zones, steep slopes) to identify historic resources at risk and

Environmental

- Revise regulations to promote Low Impact Development.

2021

Costs

Budget,

objectives:
- Disseminate a toolkit for pre-disaster business preparedness.

Economic (x2)

$0 -

Take one of the following actions that will mitigate natural hazard risks while also meeting Sustainable CT
NMD-06

Sources

Budget
Operating

$25,000

Legal

EM, BOS

Political

Business Chem

$25,000

$0 -

Administrative

CT DEEP Small

management for hazard resilience.

Budget
Operating

$25,000

Technical (x2)

Host a CT DEEP presentation for municipal staff and local businesses about business chemical

EM, BOS

Social

NMD-05

CT DEEP Small
Business Chem

Operating

$0 -

Environmental

management initiative.

$0 $25,000
$0 -

$25,000

Economic (x2)

Use the CT Toxics Users and Climate Resilience Map to identify toxic users located in hazard zones within
NMD-04 your community. Contact those users to inform them about the CT DEEP small business chemical

EM, BOS

Legal

Business Chem

Political

CT DEEP Small

chemical management for hazard resilience.

Administrative

Provide information on the Town website about CT DEEP training and information around small business

PC

Technical (x2)

NMD-03

other Planning

PC

Completion

NMD-02 Incorporate specific actions listed in the Hazard Mitigation Plan as Strategies in the POCD Update

Integrate with
other Planning
Integrate with

Social

NMD-01 Explicitly Consider Natural Hazard Risks (Especially Flood Risks) in Development of the POCD Update

Theme

Potential Funding

Action Description

Cost Estimate

#

Regional

Lead Department

Weighted STAPLEE Criteria
Benefits

$25,000 $50,000

CT SHPO
Capital

Critical Facility
Mitigation
Wildfire Fighting
Capacity
Energy Resiliency
& Backup Power

EMD

EMD, FD

EMD

$50,000 - Improvement
$100,000

Plan, FEMA

$50,000 -

Grant
Operating

$100,000
$100,000 $500,000

Budget
Capital
Improvement
Plan, FEMA
Grant, Other
Grant
Capital

NMD-11

Identify an appropriate location for a new EOC (outside the SFHA; such as the Town Hall) and pursue its
development

Critical Facility
Mitigation

EMD

More than
$1 million

Improvement
Plan, FEMA
Grant, Other
Grant
Capital

NMD-12 Relocate the Public Works Garage out of the SFHA

NMD-13
NMD-14
NMD-15
NMD-16

Require the Town's Grant Writer to identify grant opportunities for elevating buildings within SFHAs, and
perform outreach to property owners within SFHAs to inform them of such opportunities.
Require the use of the FEMA Elevation Certificate to formally record elevations of new and substantially
improved buildings, for compliance with the Zoning Regulations
Require Building Department Staff to complete virtual trainings in the completion and use of FEMA
Elevation Certificates
Revise floodplain zoning regulations to reflect the new State Building Code requirements for one foot of
freeboard for construction in the 1% annual-chance flood zone.

Critical Facility
Mitigation

PW

More than
$1 million

Improvement
Plan, FEMA
Grant, Other

Outreach and

Grant

$0 -

Grant
Operating

Education
Floodplain

Writer

$25,000

Budget

Management

ZC

Regulations
Municipal
Capacities
Floodplain
Management
Regulations

PC, BD
Planning

$0 -

Operating

$25,000

Budget

$0 -

Operating

$25,000

Budget

$0 -

Operating

$25,000

Budget

NMD-22

NMD-23

Perform a drainage study along the Housatonic River to identify drainage systems that should be outfitted
to prevent floodwater from flooding Route 7
Work with CT DEEP to validate and/or correct the RL list and update the mitigation status of each listed
property.
Conduct a feasibility study and cost estimate for widening (from 22 feet to 30 feet) portions of the side
roads (Sunny Valley Rd & Fort Hill Rd), that are used to detour traffic when flooding occurs along Route 7
between Bridge Street and Sunny Valley Road; MS4 best practices would be implemented during
reconstruction.
Conduct a feasibility study and cost estimate for construction of a fourth bridge over the Housatonic River

NMD-24 that would not be affected by the 0.2% annual chance flood event, to protect travel across the river under
NMD-25
NMD-26

Drainage

RLPs
Emergency
Response
Emergency
Response

such conditions.
Complete a Wildfire Risk Assessment to identify vulnerabilities and mitigation options for wildfires in New

Wildfire Fighting

Fairfield.
Annually conduct an emergency operations exercise for a local terrorism, sabotage, or mass casualty

Capacity
Terrorism & Mass

event.

NMD-27 Construct a slope stabilization project to prevent landslides along Grove Street

Casualty
Structural
Protection

PW

Planning

PW

PW, MA
EMD, FD
EMD

PW

Budget

$50,000

Budget, FEMA

1

0

1

1

0

0

0

0

-1

0

0

0

5

2023

0

1

0

0

0

1

1

0

0

-1

0

0

0

0

4

2023

0

1

1

0

1

1

0

0

0

-1

0

0

0

0

5

2023

0

1

1

1

1

1

1

0

0

0

-1

0

-1

0

5

2024

0

1

0

1

1

1

1

0

0

0

0

0

-1

0

5

2024

0

0

1

0

1

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

4

2024

0

1

1

1

1

1

0

0

-1

0

0

0

0

0

5

2024

0

1

1

1

1

1

0

0

-1

0

0

0

0

0

5

2024

0

1

1

1

1

1

0

0

-1

0

0

0

0

0

5

2024

1

1

1

1

1

0

0

0

0

-1

0

0

0

0

5

2026

0

1

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

3

Grant
Capital
Plan, FEMA
Grant
FEMA Grant
Operating

$50,000

Budget, Grant

$25,000 -

Operating

$50,000

Budget, Grant

$25,000 -

Operating

$50,000 Budget, Grant
$25,000 Operating
Budget
Capital

$100,000 - Improvement
$500,000

1

Grant
Operating

$25,000 -

$50,000

0

Costs

Operating
Budget, FEMA

$25,000 - Improvement

$25,000 -

2023

Timeframe for

Sources

Potential Funding

Operating

$50,000

Total STAPLEE Score

NMD-21

$0 $25,000

$0 -

Environmental

Documentation – Stormwater Management.

Budget

$25,000

Economic (x2)

PC, ZC

Legal

Drainage

Political

NMD-20 Development standards into Section 175-020:1.h: Site Plan Application Requirements Supporting

Operating

$25,000

Administrative

a letter directly mailed to each property owner.
Explicitly incorporate a requirement for documentation showing consideration of Low Impact

$0 $25,000

$0 -

Technical (x2)

EM, BOS

Social

RLPs

Environmental

NMD-19 undertaken and suggest options for mitigating flooding in those areas. This should be accomplished with

Economic (x2)

PW

Legal

NRCC

sizes.
Contact the owners of Repetitive Loss Properties and nearby properties at risk to inquire about mitigation

Political

Regulations

Administrative

Require consideration of the most recent Northeast Regional Climate Center rainfall statistics
NMD-18 (precip.eas.cornell.edu) when developing alternatives for culvert and bridge replacement designs and

Planning

Technical (x2)

remaining opportunities for improvement

Floodplain
Management

Completion

Compare local floodplain regulations with Revised State Model Flood Regulations to identify any

Theme

Social

NMD-17

Action Description

Cost Estimate

#

Regional

Lead Department

Weighted STAPLEE Criteria
Benefits

Plan, Other
Grant
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Town of New Milford
Climate Vulnerability Assessment
A Component of Sustainable CT Action 5.4
The Town of New Milford, for this Climate Vulnerability Assessment (CVA) is considered a rural inland
town, resulting in various climate change vulnerabilities. Inland flooding, extreme heat, and winter
storms may impact the community the most as many issues have been identified.

Hazards
Inland Flooding
With FEMA flood zones in town, such as along the Housatonic River and the East Aspetuck River, there is
continuously concern for riverine flooding. Also, Candlewood lake is in the southwestern part of town
and can also be a source of flooding. Several areas in town are at risk of flooding, such as the Public
Works Garage site, while the Emergency Operations Center is at risk of becoming inaccessible during
small rain events. Other roadways also experience flooding often, including Route 7, which is a main
commercial corridor in town. With precipitation expected to increase due to climate change, flooding
events may occur more frequently. Overall, flooding has been an issue in several areas in the past and
may continue to be an issue with future shifts in precipitation.
Winter Storms
New Milford is largely residential, with higher densities of development along Route 202, with the
remaining developed areas being relatively rural. Winter storms have resulted in disruptions and
damages in the past and can potentially do so in the future. Anticipated shifts in winter precipitation
may bring more freezing rain events, which can result in an increase of downed trees during a winter
storm event. Downed trees can result in power outage, and lack of emergency access and egress.
Drought and Extreme Temperatures
A majority of the town relies on private wells for drinking water, with public water service being
concentrated along the Route 202 corridor. Therefore, impacts to water supply may be an issue to the
town as temperatures rise in the near future, resulting in isolated issues with water scarcity. With
increased temperatures, and high pumping levels, private wells may be impacted during times of
drought.
In addition to private wells, many rural communities have high levels of agricultural activity, whether it
be crop production or livestock, these operations are heavily water dependent for healthy growing and
revenue generation.
When considering these impacts from climate change, the primary vulnerabilities for the town of New
Milford include:
•
•
•

Private well owners
Emergency access
Agricultural operations

Secondary Impacts
Economic Impacts
With areas vulnerable to isolation during flooding and winter storm events, the town faces an economic
challenge of addressing the flooding concerns and increasing snow and debris removal capacity. There is
also a potential economic impact to local businesses during flooding events, and heavy winter storms.
Businesses may also incur expenses related to flood mitigation or clean-up efforts, or experience loss of
income if there is no site access during a storm.
Winter storm snow removal or icing also presents financial responsibility to the town by way of roadway
treatment. As precipitation events may increase during winter months, the town may seek to increase
sand or salt stockpiles to account for increased icing events.
Private property owners who rely on private drinking water wells may also be impacted economically
during droughts or periods of extreme heat. With increasing heat, typically comes increased water
demand. This demand would be placed upon local aquifers, potentially resulting in the need for new
well construction, or deepening of an existing well.
The many impacts of climate change can result in economic impacts to many citizens, business owners,
and municipal budgets as the impacts can be felt on a town level, down to building level.
Social Impacts
To identify social impacts to the town, the Center for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) Social
Vulnerability Index (SVI) was used to identify any vulnerable populations within the town. This index was
developed to supplement a community’s natural hazard preparation actions. To evaluate social
vulnerability, the CDC incorporates 15 factors (Fig. 1) into the overall calculation under the categories, or
themes, of: socioeconomic status, household composition and disability, minority status and language,
and housing type and transportation. These themes and their ranking are based on census statistics. By
evaluating these factors and
determining a level of social
vulnerability, a community can
identify specific needs for before,
during, and after an event. Such
needs may include sheltering
capacity, evacuation routes, or to
decide how many emergency
personnel may be required to
respond after an event.
Each municipalities’ census tracts
were ranked for overall
vulnerability, and theme
vulnerability, in comparison to
other Connecticut municipalities.

Figure 1: The CDC SVI Index Factors. Graphic: svi.cdc.com

This rank, 0 to 1, is based on the percentile rank among all tracts within the State of Connecticut. A value
closer to 0 indicates a lower vulnerability, while a value closer to 1 indicates a higher vulnerability. Table
1 presents the overall vulnerability and theme rankings for New Milford.
Table 1: New Milford SVI Factor Rankings
Overall SVI
Socioeconomic

NEW MILFORD

.33

.42

Household
Composition &
Disability

Minority
Status &
Language

Housing Type
&
Transportation

.20

.35

.41

The Town of New Milford is considered to have a low to moderate level of vulnerability, with their most
vulnerable social aspect being the socioeconomic status of certain populations, along with high density
housing and lack of transportation. There are also minority populations in town, along with those that
speak English “less than well”. These populations are primarily located in the southeastern half of town,
with the most vulnerable populations settled along Route 7 from Rooster Tail Hollow south to the Route
7 and Lanesville Road intersection.
These populations may be vulnerable to impacts from drought, flooding and storm events based on the
geographic concentrations.
Public Health Considerations
Of the primary vulnerabilities identified, drought and flooding can potentially have public health
repercussions. During hot summer months, or drought, if private wells were to be impacted, certain
populations may find themselves without adequate drinking water supply, resulting in health problems.
Also, when considering the environmental shifts occurring during drought periods, drinking water
contamination may become an issue as aquifers become stressed due to excessive pumping.
Food scarcity is another consideration when discussing the impacts of drought and extreme
temperatures. Agricultural operations that are impacted by water shortages may find that crop or
livestock yields are below average, ultimately resulting in food scarcity concerns. Depending on the size
of an operation, the impacts can be on a small or large scale.
Flooding also presents the concern of pollution into nearby water bodies as commercialized and
impervious areas drain, they collect pollutants and excess sediment. Depending upon the drainage
areas, this runoff can have environmental impacts in associated ecosystems, or public health impacts if
water bodies are used for recreational activities.

Vulnerable Populations
The SVI identified the presence of certain populations within the town that may be more vulnerable to
climate change hazards. In addition to the SVI, the Connecticut Department of Public Health (DPH) 1 has
identified at least three convalescent home facilities in New Milford.

1

https://www.elicense.ct.gov/Lookup/LicenseLookup.aspx

These populations often need additional time for hazard response, so evacuation or preparation, and
may find it more challenging to recover due to financial constraints or health concerns. These
populations should be considered more vulnerable for the reasons that emergency response and
preparation may be more challenging, health issues may be of higher concern, and language barriers
may exist when working to communicate with the community on risks, response, and recovery efforts.
In addition to the populations, it is important to identify the facilities that can provide different types of
assistance to the populations, and others, during or after an event. These facilities, and their proximity
to flood zones, can be found in Figure 2-4.
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INTRODUCTION
Purpose of Annex

The purpose of this Hazard Mitigation Plan (HMP) annex is to provide a community-specific
hazard risk assessment, capability analysis, and evaluation and prioritization of hazard mitigation
measures and projects. Background information and the regional effects of pertinent natural
hazards are discussed in the main body of the Western Connecticut Council of Governments
(WestCOG) Multi-Jurisdictional Hazard Mitigation Plan. This annex is designed to supplement the
information presented in the Multi-Jurisdictional HMP with more specific detail for the Town of
Newtown and is not to be considered a standalone document.
The primary goal of this HMP, including this Municipal Annex, is to identify natural hazard risks
and mitigation opportunities in order to reduce the loss of or damage to life, property,
infrastructure, and natural, cultural, and economic resources. This includes the reduction of public
and private damage costs. Limiting losses of and damage to life and property will also reduce the
social, emotional, and economic disruption associated with a natural disaster.
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COMMUNITY PROFILE
2.1.1

Geography
Physical Setting

Incorporated in 1711, the Town of Newtown is located in southern Litchfield County and is home
to a population of 27,560 (2010 U.S. Census). Newtown is bordered by the municipalities of
Southbury and Bridgewater to the north, Oxford to the east, Monroe to the southeast, Easton and
Redding to the south, and to the west by Bethel and Brookfield. Refer to Figure 2-1 for a map
showing the regional location of Newtown.
Newtown is settled at the foothills of the Berkshire Mountains, and is also bordered by the
Housatonic River to the northeast. There are numerous other streams flowing in town including
the Pootatuck River, Pond Brook, and Limekiln Brook.
Several main routes traverse the town including Interstate 84, U.S. Routes 6 and 302, and
Connecticut routes 25 and 34. With the town covering 38,644 acres, or 60.38 square miles,
Newtown is the fifth largest town by area in the state. The town includes the Borough, Sandy
Hook, Hawleyville, Botsford, and Dodgingtown “neighborhoods”.
The Center for Land Use Education and Research (CLEAR) has developed a land cover dataset
derived from 2016 satellite imagery to depict statewide land cover. The land cover by percent of
total land for Newtown can be found in Table 2-1.
Table 2-1: Land Cover by Area

Land Cover Type
Developed
Turf & Grass
Other Grasses
Agricultural Field
Deciduous Forest
Coniferous Forest
Water
Non-Forested Wetland
Forested Wetland
Tidal Wetland
Barren Land
Utility Corridor

Percent Total Land Area
18.06%
8.86%
1.06%
4.98%
54.83%
4.75%
2.93%
0.18%
3.55%
0.20%
0.56%
0%

Areas shown as turf and grass are maintained grasses such as residential and commercial lawns or
golf courses. Development is generally spread throughout the community and not particularly
concentrated in any one area. According to this data, about 63% of Newtown is forested and
approximately 18% is developed.
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2.1.2

Land Use

According to the 2014 Plan of Conservation and Development (POCD), “the Town of Newtown
has total land area of approximately 58 square miles (37,110 acres). The Town includes a diversity
of land use types including agricultural, commercial, government, industrial, institutional, open
space, residential, transportation, and vacant areas.”
The POCD identifies that “the predominant land use in Newtown is for residential housing
representing 48% of the land area. Agricultural is the second largest land use at 16%. Federal,
State, and Town government lands comprise 10% of the land area in Newtown. Transportation,
which includes Interstate 84 and state and local roads and their respective rights-of-way, makes
up 6% of Newtown’s land area.” About 9% of Newtown’s lands is considered vacant.
The Town of Newtown has a diverse inventory of land use types including agricultural,
commercial, government, industrial, institutional, open space, residential, transportation, and
vacant areas. Table 2-2 summarizes the percent of each land use type in 2010 according to the
2014 Newtown POCD.
Table 2-2: 2010 Land Use
Land Use
Residential
Agriculture
Government
Vacant
Open Space
Transportation
Commercial
Industrial
Institutional
Total

Percent of Community
48%
16%
10%
9%
8%
6%
2%
1%
1%
101%

Source: 2014 Newtown Plan of Conservation and Development
2.1.3

Climate and Climate Change
Current Conditions

Over the course of the year, the temperature in Newtown typically varies from 20°F to 82°F and is
rarely below 5°F or above 89°F. The warm season lasts from May 31 to September 15, with an
average daily high temperature above 72°F. The hottest day of the year is July 20, with an average
high of 82°F and low of 64°F. The cold season lasts from December 2 to March 11, with an
average daily high temperature below 44°F. The coldest day of the year is January 29, with an
average low of 20°F and high of 35°F.
Precipitation falls throughout the year in Newtown. The wetter season lasts from May 3 to
August 18, with a greater than 29% chance of a given day being a wet day. The chance of a wet
day peaks at 36% on May 29. The smallest chance of a wet day is 22% on January 29.
The most rain falls during the 31 days centered around June 3, with an average total accumulation
of 3.9 inches. The least rain falls around January 29, with an average total accumulation of 1.7
inches.
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The snowy period of the year lasts from November 5 to April 12, with a sliding 31-day liquidequivalent snowfall of at least 0.1 inches. The most snow falls during the 31 days centered around
January 26, with an average total liquid-equivalent accumulation of 1.1 inches.
Climate data was sourced from Weather Spark based on analysis of the years 1980 to 2016.

Climate Change

Climate change projections for Connecticut were sourced from the 2019 Connecticut Physical
Climate Science Assessment Report, which was developed by the University of Connecticut
(UConn) Atmospheric Sciences Group, commissioned by the Connecticut Institute for Resilience
and Climate Adaptation (CIRCA) with funding from the Department of Energy and Environmental
Protection (DEEP). All projections are based on the IPCC high CO2 emission scenario (RCP8.5).
Temperature
Annual temperatures have been increasing throughout Connecticut and is projected to continue
to do so in the future. By mid-century, average annual temperature is projected to increase by
5°F. Seasonal average temperatures are also expected to rise, with the greatest increase (6°F)
experienced in summer (June to August). The number of nights over which temperature remains
above 68°F will quadruple from 10 days per year to more than 40 days, and the number of
extremely hot days will increase from above 4 a year to 48 per year.
Precipitation
Rainfall data in "Technical Paper No. 40" by the U.S.
Weather Bureau (now the National Weather Service)
(Hershfield, 1961) dates from the years 1938 through
1958. According to these data, the 24-hour rainfall
amount for a 50% annual-chance storm in Fairfield
County is 3.3 inches.

The continued increase in precipitation
only heightens the need for hazard
mitigation planning as the occurrence of
floods may change in accordance with
the greater precipitation.

The Northeast Regional Climate Center (NRCC) has partnered with the Natural Resources
Conservation Service (NRCS) to provide a consistent, current regional analysis of rainfall extremes
(http://precip.eas.cornell.edu/). In 2020 this dataset listed the 24-hour rainfall amount for a 50%
annual-chance storm in Newtown as 3.42 inches.
The NOAA Atlas 14, released on September 30, 2015 puts the 24-hour rainfall amount for a 50%
annual-chance annual storm in Newtown at 3.57 inches.
These precipitation amounts, and more details, are summarized in Table 2-3, below.
Table 2-3: 24-Hour Rainfall Amounts by Annual-Chance Occurrence
Source
Technical Paper No. 40
NRCC
NOAA Atlas 14
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50%
4%
1%
3.3
5.7
7.2
3.42
6.36
8.97
3.57
6.85
8.80
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Annual precipitation has been increasing statewide and is projected to continue to increase. By
mid-century, annual precipitation is projected to increase by 8.5%, with the greatest increase
(13.4%) occurring in the winter months. Extreme precipitation events are projected to increase in
both frequency and magnitude. Based on this increase and the precipitation figures above, by
2050 Newtown can expect the 24-hour rainfall amount for a 50% annual-chance storm to be
around 3.7 to 3.9 inches or greater.
Impervious surfaces and infrastructure in town have increased over time as well, leading to
increasing runoff and peak discharge values.
Despite overall increases in precipitation, drought risk is projected to increase, especially during
summer, due to changing precipitation patterns and projected increases in potential
evapotranspiration (plants taking up more water in hotter temperatures and longer growing
seasons).
2.1.4

Drainage Basins and Hydrology

Newtown is divided among eight subregional drainage basins including: Aspetuck River, Deep
Brook, Halfway River, Housatonic River, Limekiln Brook, Pequonnock River, Pond Brook, and
Pootatuck River.
Most of these basins have a FEMA-defined Special Flood Hazard Aa along the primary
watercourse. Such areas consist of 1% annual chance storm floodplains without elevations, 1%
annual chance storm floodplains with elevations, and 0.2% annual chance floodplains. Refer to
section 3 for more detail regarding SFHAs.

Aspetuck River

Part of the headwaters of the Aspetuck River lie within Huntington State Park in southeastern
Bethel, with the watershed covering a total of 0.67 square miles of area. The Aspetuck River flows
generally south through Newtown and Redding, and Easton before reaching its confluence with
the Saugatuck River in Weston. The total area of the Aspetuck River watershed is approximately
23 square miles.

Deep Brook

The Deep Brook basin covers an area of 5.35 square miles and completely encompassed by
Newtown’s borders. The headwaters of Deep Brook are at Castle Hill Road, traversing through
Dickson Town Park, and under a railroad line and Wasserman’s Way. Roughly 3/4 of the eastern
stretch of the stream is lined with 1% annual chance floodplains, as well as floodway along the
eastern half of the brook until its confluence with the Pootatuck River.

Halfway River

The Halfway River drainage basin covers approximately 10.68 square miles and is split between
Newtown and the Town of Monroe to the south. The River is a tributary of the Housatonic River
and flows through the Stevenson part of Newtown. There are narrow stretches of 1% annual
chance floodplain along the eastern part of the river, with floodway developing as the Halfway
joins the Housatonic.
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Housatonic River

The Housatonic River drains an area of 1,948 square miles from Pittsfield, Massachusetts to
Milford, Connecticut where it empties into Long Island Sound. The river flows a total of 134 miles
from its upper reach to the sound with 1,234 square mile of the total drainage area existing in
Connecticut. After crossing into Connecticut, the river creates the border for several towns as it
flows south through the northwestern part of the state. Once into the lower Housatonic Valley
region, the river breaks to the southeast flowing through New Milford and cutting between
Bridgewater, Southbury, Newtown and into Long Island Sound. Many of the sub-regional
drainages in these towns flow into the Housatonic River along with small tributaries that flow
directly into the river, which make up the Housatonic sub-regional drainage basin. The main
channel of the Housatonic is lined with 1% annual chance storm floodplains that extend on either
side of the river with areas that further extend making up the 0.2% annual chance floodplains.

Limekiln Brook

The Limekiln Brook watershed covers a total of 8.77 square miles. The brook has its headwaters in
western Newtown just south of the Dodgingtown area. The brook flows generally northwest into
Bethel and is conveyed beneath Route 302 and Rockwell Road prior to reaching the confluence
with Dibbles Brook just upstream of Plumtrees Road.
Dibbles Brook is a major tributary of Limekiln Brook and has its headwaters in northeastern
Newtown just west of Old Hawleyville Road. This headwater area drains south beneath Route 6
and is conveyed generally south beneath Walnut Hill Road, Plumtrees Road, and Rockwell Road
prior to reaching the confluence with Limekiln Brook.
The combined stream continues to flow generally west and northwest and it is conveyed beneath
Plumtrees Road and Walnut Hill Road before reaching its confluence with East Swamp Brook
downstream of Meckauer Park and Shelter Rock Road near the Danbury boundary. Limekiln Brook
continues to flow north into Danbury where it drains into the Still River. In total, Limekiln Brook
drains a total area of 8.77 square miles in Bethel, Brookfield, Danbury, and Newtown.

Pequonnock River

The Pequonnock River begins just south of Newtown in Neighboring Monroe. The river flows in a
southerly direction through Trumbull and Bridgeport before flowing into the Long Island Sound.
Only a very small portion of this basin is located in southern Newtown.

Pond Brook

Pond Brook has its headwaters near Whisconier Road in southern Brookfield. The brook flows
generally southeast into Hawleyville where it turns to flow generally northeast to its confluence
with the Housatonic River at Lake Lillinonah. A small area (0.38 square miles) of northeastern
Bethel to the east of Old Hawleyville Road drains into unnamed tributaries to Pond Brook. The
total area of the Pond Brook watershed is approximately 13.9 square miles in Bethel, Brookfield,
and Newtown.
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Pootatuck River

The Pootatuck River basin covers an area of 20.78 square miles, with a majority of the basin lying
within the Newtown boundaries. The Pootatuck is a large tributary of the Housatonic and flows
from southwest Newtown to the northeast confluence with the Housatonic. Almost the entire
river has a floodway designation with the exception of small headwater areas which are located in
the Town of Monroe.

2.2.1

Society, Culture, and Government
Population and Demographic Setting

According to the 2010 U.S. Census, Newtown had a population of 27,560 with approximately 475
persons per square mile. The Census American Community Survey (ACS) 5-year summary
estimated the 2014-2018 population to be 27,853.
One important aspect of natural hazard mitigation planning is to identify a community’s
demographic trends in relation to natural hazards. The Center for Disease Control and Prevention
(CDC) Social Vulnerability Index (SVI) is used to identify vulnerable populations in Newtown. The
SVI uses census data to identify populations within the town that may be more vulnerable to
natural hazards. As a result of this analysis, the town is identified to have a certain level of overall
social vulnerability with a rank of 0 to 1; 1 being the most vulnerable and 0 being the least.
To determine social
vulnerability, the CDC
incorporates 15 factors into the
overall SVI calculation under
four categories, or themes:
socioeconomic status,
household composition and
disability, minority status and
language, and housing type
and transportation. Figure 2-2
represents the breakdown of
the SVI process. These themes
and their ranking are based on
census statistics. By evaluating
these factors and determining a
level of social vulnerability, a
community can identify specific
Figure 2-2: The CDC SVI Index Factors. Graphic:
needs for before, during, and
svi.cdc.com
after an event. Such needs may
include sheltering capacity, evacuation routes, or to decide how many emergency personnel may
be required to respond after an event.
The Town of Newtown is considered to have a low level of vulnerability, with their most
vulnerable social aspect being household composition and disability, followed by minority and
linguistically challenged populations, and housing type and transportation. Vulnerable age groups
and disabled populations are identified in the northwestern tracts of the town, while minority
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populations and those that speak English “less than well”, along with populations concerned with
housing type and transportation are concentrated in the southeastern tract of Newtown.
Appendix B explores the SVI for Newtown in more depth, including maps showing overall
vulnerability, and theme vulnerability.
2.2.2

Development Trends

The 2014 Newtown POCD notes that residential development trends in town are typically cyclical
and are related to surrounding trends and economic fluctuations. Since 2007, the town has seen
one of the busiest single-family construction years in 2019. In addition to this large rise of singlefamily homes, the town has also seen a rise in condominium/townhouse style housing with
approximately 100 units constructed in 2019 and another estimated 400 to be developed within
the next five to ten years.
Despite the moderate residential development, sufficient space exists for most of this
development to occur outside areas of risk to natural hazards. Coupled with the substantial
freeboard requirements for flood zones (discussed in section 3.1.2) and other community
capabilities, vulnerabilities are not increasing over time.

2.2.3

Governmental Structure

Newtown operates under a Charter adopted in 1961 and most recently revised in 2008. The
Charter retains a limited Town Meeting form of government with an elected Board of Selectmen
(three selectmen) supervising the administration of Town affairs. The First Selectman acts as the
town’s Chief Executive and Administrative Officer and a twelve-member Legislative Council acts as
the legislative body. Financial matters are supervised by a Board of Finance and an appointed
Finance Director.
In addition to Board of Selectmen and the Town Meeting, there are boards, commissions and
committees providing input and direction to Town administrators. Also, Town departments
provide municipal services and day-to-day administration. Many of these commissions and
departments play a role in hazard mitigation, including the Planning and Zoning Commission,
Conservation Commission, Inland Wetlands Commission, the Building Department, the Land Use
Office, the Fire Department, Emergency Management Services, and the Highway Department.
Drainage complaints are typically routed through the Land Use Department. These complaints
are usually received via phone, fax, mail, or email and are recorded in a logbook. The complaints
are investigated as necessary until remediation surrounding the individual complaint is concluded.
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2.2.4

Historic and Cultural Resources

Historic and cultural resources include sites, structures,
and objects that are significant in history, architecture,
archaeology, engineering, and culture. Protection of
these resources grows economies and enhances
community character, and following a natural disaster
they can help to reinforce neighborhood connections
and reestablish a sense of community and normalcy.
Consideration of these resources in this HMP is critical.

Historic preservation planning helps
protect historic properties and cultural
resources from demolition or alteration.
Hazard mitigation planning helps
protect life and property from damage
caused by natural and manmade hazards.
Integrating these two planning
processes helps create safe and
sustainable historic communities.
- Paraphrased from FEMA Report 386-6

Historic resources in Newtown are concentrated within the Borough of Newtown Historic District
and the Hattertown Historic District. Resources also include sites associated with Rochambeau’s
Army encampments, the John Glover House, Fairfield Hills Hospital, and other sites around Town.
See Figure 2-3 for a map of historic resources in the community.
Analysis of the State Historic Preservation Office (SHPO) database of historic resources shows that
some of these resources are exposed to natural hazards, as shown in Table 2-4.
Table 2-4: Number of Historic Assets Exposed to Different Hazards in Newtown
Hazard
Dam Failure
Earthquake
Flooding
1% Annual
0.2% Annual
Hurricane/Tropical Storm
Sea Level Rise
Thunderstorm
Tornado
Winter Storm
Wildfire

Count
0
325
0
4
325
0
325
325
325
67

Historic buildings and structures may be particularly susceptible to natural hazards because they
were built prior to the establishment of more recent construction standards. Additionally, some
of the structural integrity of these resources may have been degraded over the decades or
centuries since their original construction. Structural retrofits and hazard mitigation methods may
be challenging or restricted in cases where alteration of a resource will also diminish its cultural or
historical aesthetic and value. Finally, miscommunications or lack of knowledge may lead to
historic resources being damaged during the disaster recovery process.
Steps to incorporate historical and cultural preservation into hazard mitigation planning include:
 Inventory and survey historic and cultural resources
 Implement appropriate mitigation measures for those resources
 Take steps to move portable resources, such as artwork or documents, to safe locations
prior to the occurrence of a hazard, if possible
 Consider these resources in emergency operations plans to prevent accidental damages
during recovery efforts
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FIG. 2-3

Specific actions to mitigate natural hazard risks to historic resources are listed at the end of this
Annex.

2.3.1

Infrastructure
Transportation

Major transportation routes through Newtown are Interstate 84 and Route 6 running east-west,
Route 302 running southwest to northeast, Route 25 running west to east, then turning south at
Newtown center, and Route 34 running northwest to southeast.
There is no public transportation available in Newtown.

2.3.2

Utilities

Newtown is served by Aquarion Water Company, a number of other community water systems,
and numerous non-community public water systems. Most residents and businesses outside of
the Route 25 corridor and the town center rely on private wells.
Newtown sends its wastewater to the City of Danbury’s Water Pollution Control Plant.
Eversource Energy is the primary electrical and natural gas utility in town.

2.4.1

Planning and Regulatory Capabilities
Review of Existing Local Plans

The Town of Newtown has a number of plans that are relevant to hazard mitigation. These are
noted here:
 Plan of Conservation and Development (POCD): Newtown’s most recent POCD was
adopted in 2013. It does not explicitly address natural hazard concerns within the
community, or include strategies that will mitigate risks from those hazards as the community
continues to develop. This will be pursued during development of the next POCD update.
 Stormwater Management: Newtown maintains a Stormwater Management Plan. This
document has been updated to comply with the requirements of the US EPA 2017 updated
General Permit for the Discharge of Stormwater from Small Municipal Separate Storm Sewer
Systems (MS4 General Permit).
 Capital Improvement Plan (CIP): Newtown maintains a CIP that is updated annually and lays
out capital investments for a five-year period. The CIP often includes road, drainage, and
other infrastructure improvement projects relevant to hazard mitigation.
 Economic Development Plan: Newtown is included within the Western Connecticut
Economic Development Plan of 2017, developed by WestCOG. The plan aligns with the COG’s
other efforts to promote climate sustainability and resiliency in the region. The Town also
developed the Newtown Strategic Plan for Economic Development in 2011, although this
document’s five-year planning period has expired.
 Emergency Operations Plan (EOP): Newtown’s EOP is reviewed annually and updated as
needed. Dam failure Emergency Action Plans (EAPs) for dams with failure inundation zones
that may impact Newtown, and for which EAPs are available, are on file locally.
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2.4.1

Watershed Management Plan: Watershed Management Plans have been developed for the
Saugatuck-Aspetuck River Watershed and the Still River Watershed. The Saugatuck River
Watershed Based Plan was developed by the former South Western Regional Planning
Agency (SWRPA) in 2012, while the Still River Watershed Management Plan was developed by
the Housatonic valley Association with support from the Still River Partners in 2019. These
plans are focused on water quality, but can help the community mitigate inland flood risks by
incorporating watershed management best practices into its planning efforts.
Open Space: Newtown does not maintain a stand-alone Open Space Plan; instead, open
space planning is incorporated into the community’s POCD.

Review of Regulatory Structures

Newtown regulates development through a number of regulations, codes, and ordinances. These
are summarized below. More detailed information about how these regulations relate to specific
natural hazards are described in Section 3.





Building Code: Newtown enforces the Connecticut State Building Code locally.
Zoning Regulations: Adopted in 2008, amended through 2020.
Inland Wetlands and Watercourses Regulations: Most recently updated in November 2012.
Subdivision Regulations: Most recently updated in July 2013. Include provisions promoting
control of stormwater runoff, installation of firefighting water sources, burial of utilities, and
use of Low Impact Development techniques and Green Infrastructure.

Emergency Services, Critical Facilities, Sheltering, and Evacuation

The Town considers its police, fire, governmental, schools, and major transportation arteries to be
its most important critical facilities since these are needed to ensure that emergencies are
addressed while day-to-day management of Newtown continues. The Town also considers
various infrastructure and facilities (such as water and sewer pump stations) to be critical facilities
Critical facilities are listed in Table 2-5 and are depicted on Figure 2-4.

Sheltering Capabilities

Emergency shelters are an important subset of critical facilities, as they are needed in many
emergency situations. There are three designated shelters in the town that are also considered
critical facilities: The Emergency Operations Center on Primrose Street, the Newtown Middle
School on Queen Street and the Newtown High School on Berkshire Road. The High School is the
primary shelter for the town. Each of these facilities have back-up power.
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Newtown Municipal Center

3 Primrose St

Police Department
New Ambulance Facility
Newtown Middle School
Reed Intermediate School
Fraser Woods Montessori School
St. Rose School
Housatonic Valley Waldorf School
Hawley School
Head O’Meadow School
Middle Gate School
Sandy Hook School
Newtown High School
Wastewater Treatment Plant
Electrical substations
Sandy Hook Volunteer Fire and
Rescue Company
Hawleyville Fire Company
Botsford Fire Rescue
Newtown Hook and Ladder
Dodgingtown Fire Company
All wellheads located in town
Aquarion Public Water System
Community Center

3 Main St
Primrose St
11 Queen St
3 Trades Ln
173 S Main St
40 Church Hill Rd
40 Dodgingtown Rd
29 Church Hill Rd
94 Boggs Hill Rd
7 Cold Spring Rd
375 Fan Hill Rd
12 Berkshire Rd
Commerce Rd
Various Locations
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18-20 Riverside Rd
34 Hawleyville Rd
315 South Main St
45 Main St
55 Dodgingtown Rd
Various Locations
Various Locations
8 Simpson St
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Comment

Multiple Municipal Buildings
Emergency Operations Center
Shelter
Emergency Response
Emergency Response
School and Shelter
School
School
School
School
School
School
School
School
School and Shelter
Critical Infrastructure
Critical Infrastructure
Emergency Response
Backup EOC
Emergency Response
Emergency Response
Emergency Response
Emergency Response
Critical Infrastructure
Critical infrastructure
Emergency Response

In 1% Chance
Floodplain

Address or
Location

Shelter

Facility

Emergency Power

Table 2-5: Critical Facilities





No











No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
-



No
No

Yes
Partial
No
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Emergency Response Capabilities

The Police Department and Emergency Management Services coordinates emergency
preparedness in the Town of Newtown. The Town's Emergency Operations Center (EOC) is a
stand-alone facility. The EOC’s goal is to provide citizens with the highest level of emergency
preparedness before, during, and after disasters or emergencies. Emergency management
coordinates with all departments internally to develop plans, protocols, and procedures that
assure the safety of Newtown’s citizens. It also provides technical assistance to state and local
emergency response agencies and public officials. A backup EOC is located at the Sandy Hook
Firehouse.
In Connecticut, the Department of Emergency Services and Public Protection (DESPP) added a
regional focus. DESPP has divided Connecticut into five emergency planning regions and as part
of this new view, the DEMHS subsection (Division of Emergency Management and Homeland
Security) of DESPP has been partnering with HVCEO and other regional planning organizations to
strengthen emergency response. Newtown is located in Region 5, consisting of forty-three towns
in western Connecticut.
The Town’s EOP guides its response to emergencies arising from both natural and anthropogenic
hazards. The Town utilizes a program known as “CodeRED" to direct geographically specific
emergency notification telephone calls into affected areas. The local radio station is also utilized
for notifications purposes.
The Town's Highway Department performs tree and shrub removal and trimming on Town-owned
lands and rights-of-way. During emergencies and following storms, the Public Works
Department, in conjunction with the Parks Department, responds to calls related to downed trees.
Public transportation is also available to move residents into and out of the town. HARTransit
operates regular bus service in the town that may be available for use to move people and
supplies. In addition, Town school buses and vans may be available for transportation during
emergency situations.

Communications

In Connecticut, the Department of Emergency Services and Public Protection (DESPP) has a
regional focus. DESPP has divided Connecticut into five emergency planning regions and as part
of this new view, the DEMHS subsection of DESPP has been partnering with HVCEO and other
regional planning organizations to strengthen emergency response. Newtown is located in
Region 5, consisting of 43 towns in western Connecticut.
The Town utilizes a CodeRED and Smart911 to direct geographically specific emergency
notification telephone calls into affected areas.
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HAZARD ASSESSMENT
3.1.1

FLOODING (COASTAL, INLAND, AND ICE JAMS)
Setting

According to FEMA, most municipalities in the United States have at least one clearly recognizable
floodprone area around a river, stream, or large body of water. These areas are outlined as SFHAs
and delineated as part of the NFIP. Floodprone areas are addressed through a combination of
floodplain management criteria, ordinances, and community assistance programs sponsored by
the NFIP and individual municipalities.
Many communities also have localized flooding areas outside the SFHA. These floods tend to be
shallower and chronically reoccur in the same area due to a combination of factors. Such factors
can include ponding, poor drainage, inadequate storm sewers, clogged culverts or catch basins,
sheet flow, obstructed drainageways, sewer backup, or overbank flooding from minor streams.
In general, the potential for flooding is widespread across Newtown, with the majority of major
flooding occurring along established SFHAs. The areas impacted by overflow of river systems are
generally limited to river corridors and floodplains. Indirect flooding that occurs outside
floodplains and localized nuisance flooding along tributaries are also common problems in the
town. This type of flooding occurs particularly along roadways as a result of inadequate drainage
and other factors. The frequency of flooding in Newtown is considered likely for any given year,
with flood damage potentially having significant effects during extreme events.

3.1.2

Capabilities
Floodplain Management, NFIP and CRS

The NFIP administrator for the Town oversees the enforcement of NFIP regulations. The degree
of flood protection established by the variety of regulations in the Town exceeds the minimum
reasonable for regulatory purposes under the NFIP with four feet of freeboard for residential
properties and ten feet for non-residential properties.
The Town is currently enrolled in the Community Rating System (CRS) program and has been
since October 1, 1991. The CRS program is a voluntary program for National Flood Insurance
Program (NFIP) participating communities. The goals of the CRS are to reduce flood damages to
insurable property, strengthen and support the insurance aspects of the NFIP, and encourage a
comprehensive approach to floodplain management. The CRS has been developed to provide
incentives in the form of premium discounts for communities to go beyond the minimum
floodplain management requirements to develop extra measures to provide protection from
flooding.

Ordinances, Regulations, and Plans

Regulations, codes, and ordinances that apply to flood hazard mitigation in conjunction with and
in addition to NFIP regulations include:
 Zoning Regulations: The Town of Newtown Zoning Regulations were most recently updated
in 2020 and have been enacted to accomplish the following purposes: “to lessen congestion
in the streets; to secure safety from fire, panic, flood and other dangers; to promote health
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and the general welfare; to provide adequate light and air; to prevent the overcrowding of
land; to avoid undue concentration of population; to facilitate adequate provision for
transportation, water, sewage, schools, parks and other public requirements; to conserve the
value of the buildings and land; to encourage the most appropriate use of land throughout
the Town of Newtown consistent with soil types, terrain and infrastructure capacity and to
further such other purposes as may be authorized by statutes.”
 Chapter 136 of the Town Code – Flood Damage Ordinance: Amended in 2010, the Town’s
Flood Damage Prevention Ordinance is essentially the local articulation of the NFIP
requirements. The purpose of this Ordinance is to promote the public health, safety and
general welfare and to minimize public and private losses due to flood conditions in specific
areas by provisions designed to; a) restrict or prohibit uses which are dangerous to health
safety and property due to water or erosion hazards, or which result in damaging increases in
erosion or in flood heights or velocities; b) require that uses vulnerable to floods, including
facilities which serve such uses, be protected against flood damage at the time of initial
construction; c) Control the alteration of natural floodplains, stream channels, and natural
protective barriers which are involved in the accommodation of floodwaters; d) Control filling,
grading, dredging and other development which may increase erosion or flood damage; and
e) Prevent or regulate the construction of flood barriers which will unnaturally divert
floodwaters or which may increase flood hazards to other lands.
o Section 136.8 states that a flood hazard development permit shall be required in
conformance with the provisions of this chapter prior to the commencement of any
development activities.
o Section 136-14 outlines permit requirements.
o Section 136-18 outlines specific standards and requires the following in SFHA’s A and AE:
1) residential construction, new construction or substantial improvement of any
residential structure shall have the lowest floor, including basement, elevated at least to
four feet above the base flood elevation; 2) New construction or substantial improvement
of any commercial, industrial, or nonresidential structure located in Zone A or AE shall
have the lowest floor, including basement, elevated at least to 10 feet above the level of
the base flood elevation.
o Section 136-18 also discusses floodways and states that Since the floodway is an
extremely hazardous area due to the velocity of floodwaters which carry debris, potential
projectiles and has erosion potential, the following provisions shall apply: prohibit
encroachments, including fill, new construction, substantial improvements and other
developments, unless certification (with supporting technical data) by a registered
professional engineer is provided demonstrating, through hydrologic and hydraulic
analyses performed in accordance with standard engineering practice, that
encroachments shall not result in any increase in flood levels during occurrence of the
base flood discharge.
 Inland Wetlands and Watercourse Regulations: The purpose of the 2012 inland wetlands
and watercourses regulations is to protect the quality of the inland wetlands and
watercourses within the Town of Newtown by making provisions for the protection,
preservation, maintenance, and use of inland wetlands and watercourses, including deterring
and inhibiting the danger of flood and pollution.
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o

o
o

Section 2.1 defines "Regulated Activity" as any operation within or use of a wetland or
watercourse involving removal or deposition of material, or any obstruction, construction,
alteration or pollution, of said wetland or watercourses, but shall not include the specified
activities in Section 22a-40 of the Connecticut General Statutes. Furthermore, any
clearing, grubbing, filling, grading, paving, excavating, construction, depositing or
removal of material and discharging of stormwater in the following areas is a regulated
activity:
 Within two hundred feet measured horizontally from the ordinary high-water
mark of Taunton Pond, Lake Zoar, or Lake Lillinonah.
 On the land within one hundred feet measured horizontally from the boundary of
any wetland or watercourse.
Section 4.1 states that no residential homes will be permitted "as of right" in wetlands
and watercourses after July 1, 1987.
Section 4.4 states that no person may conduct or maintain a regulated activity without
obtaining a permit. Section 7 outlines the permit application requirements.

 Plan of Conservation and Development: Updated in 2014, this document is the Town
vision statement for future development.
o

Section VI (page 161) identifies certain natural resource issues, goals and strategies such
as:
 The need to develop and maintain effective stormwater management systems for
the protection of streams, watercourses and wildlife.
 Prevent flooding and degradation of water quality through regulations and
stormwater improvements.
Conservation and protection of natural systems.
 Open space initiatives and public awareness.
 Subdivision Regulations: Amended in 2013, the Town’s Subdivision Regulations establish
minimum acceptable standards of street construction; regulate the layout and development
of lots and streets; and outline measures to prevent degradation of potable water sources,
control erosion and siltation, preserve adequate and convenient open spaces, and retain the
natural features of the land.
o

o

Section 20.3 states: The land to be subdivided shall be of such character that it can be
used for building purpose without danger to public health, safety or welfare. The land
shall not be subdivided if the subdivision will endanger historical, archeological, natural or
scenic resources. Land subject to periodic flooding, poor drainage, steep slopes or other
hazardous conditions shall not be subdivided.
Section 3.01.113 states that Any subdivision of land five acres or more in area which has
areas of special flood hazard shall provide the base flood elevation data and engineering
analysis necessary for compliance with the Flood Damage Prevention Ordinance of the
Town of Newtown. Any such application shall include the opinion of the designated
Town staff and/or agency responsible for administration of the Flood Damage Prevention
Ordinance that the proposal is in compliance with the ordinance.
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o

Section 3.09.110 indicates that No subdivision plan shall be approved unless each lot, and
roadway shown thereon complies with the Newtown Subdivision Regulations, the Zoning
Regulations of the Town or Borough as applicable, the Newtown Road Ordinance and the
Newtown Flood Damage Ordinance.

Overall, the intent of these plans and regulations is to promote the public health, safety, and
general welfare and to minimize public and private losses due to flood conditions in specific areas
of the Town of Newtown by the establishment of standards designed to:
Protect human life and public health
Minimize expenditure of money for costly flood control projects
Minimize the need for rescue and relief efforts associated with flooding
Minimize prolonged business interruptions
Minimize damage to public facilities and utilities such as water and gas mains; electric,
telephone, and sewer lines; and streets and bridges located in floodplains
 Maintain a stable tax base by providing for the sound use and development of floodprone
areas in such a manner as to minimize flood blight areas
 Ensure that purchasers of property are notified of special flood hazards
 Ensure the continued eligibility of owners of property in Newtown for participation in the
NFIP






Drainage and Street Flooding
There are areas of street flooding throughout the town, and these are addressed by the Highway
Department as necessary. The Town Highway Department oversees the maintenance of the
town's drainage systems and performs clearing of bridges and culverts and other maintenance as
needed. Drainage complaints are routed to the Town Highway Department. The Town uses these
reports to identify potential problems and plan for maintenance and upgrades. The town is
currently developing a system to monitor the capacity and capability of the present drainage
system.

Communications

The National Weather Service issues a flood watch or a
flash flood watch for an area when conditions in or near
the area are favorable for a flood or flash flood,
respectively. A flash flood watch or flood watch does
not necessarily mean that flooding will occur. The
National Weather Service issues a flood warning or a
flash flood warning for an area when parts of the area
are either currently flooding, highly likely to flood, or
when flooding is imminent.

The Departments of Fire and Emergency
Services are responsible for monitoring
local flood warnings. The Town can
access the National Weather Service
website at http://www.weather.gov/ to
obtain the latest flood watches and
warnings before and during precipitation
events.

The Town receives regular weather updates through Division of Emergency Management and
Homeland Security (DEMHS) Region 5 email alerts as well as watches and warnings through the
National Weather Service.
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Actions Completed and New Capabilities

In summary, the Town primarily attempts to mitigate future flood damage and flood hazards by
restricting building activities in floodprone areas. This process is carried out through both the
Planning and Zoning and the Conservation Commission. All watercourses are to be encroached
The town recently updated evacuation routs, which may be utilized during a flood event.
The town has upgraded three bridges in town along Turkey hill Road, walnut Tree Hill Road, and
Toddy Hill Road, and also conducted drainage evaluations along Turkey Hill Road and Nearbrook
Drive. An evaluation is currently underway at Meadow Brook Road. Several drainage related
projects along these roadways have been complete as a result of the evaluations.
3.1.3

Vulnerabilities and Risk Assessment

Flooding can impact a variety of river corridors and cause severe damages in the Town of
Newtown. There are several river corridors in town that may flood and cause severe damages in
town. In addition, flooding due to poor drainage and streambank erosion are other hazards in the
town and can cause minor infrastructure damage and create nuisance flooding of yards and
basements.
Flood zones are depicted on Figure 2-4.

Vulnerability Analysis of Repetitive Loss Properties

Based on correspondence with the State of Connecticut NFIP Coordinator at the Connecticut
DEEP, there are three Repetitive Loss Properties (RLPs) in Newtown. All of these properties are
residential, and it is thought that none are currently mitigated. It should be noted that two of
these properties are located adjacent to the Housatonic River so riverine flooding could be a
concern, as well as drainage related flooding.

Vulnerability Analysis of Critical Facilities

The list of critical facilities provided by the Town (Section 2.5) was used with the parcel data to
accurately locate each critical facility throughout the town. None of the critical facilities were
found to lie within the 1% annual chance floodplains with the exception of water-related facilities
such as the wastewater treatment plant and wellheads.

Vulnerability Analysis of Areas Along Watercourses

The primary waterways in the town are the Pootatuck River and the Housatonic River. The
remaining waterways in Newtown are mostly smaller streams and brooks. Lake Lillinonah and a
variety of smaller lakes and ponds are significant recreational resources. Recall from Section 2.5
that floodplains with and without elevations are delineated for the majority of the floodprone
brooks in the town. The majority of the brooks in the town are prone to flooding. Specific areas
susceptible to flooding are identifiable by the FEMA defined special flood hazard areas.
The most frequently flooded areas in town are adjacent to the Pootatuck River. Town officials
indicated that flooding occasionally requires the town to close portions of Turkey Hill Road and
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Nearbrook Drive, as both roads become impassable during flood events. Flooding also occurs
along Meadow Brook Road.
Flooding also occurs along the Housatonic River and Cutis Pond Brook. Halfway River
experiences flooding but it does not affect any development. Pond Brook experiences scour
damage and the bank is failing. Pond Brook Road and Edge Lake Road are at risk due to the
failing banks.
Town officials indicated that development is highly restricted in SFHAs. The town requires four
feet of freeboard for single-family residential and ten feet for commercial uses.

Vulnerability of Other Areas

There are other areas around the town that suffer from street flooding due to undersized culverts.
These are addressed on a case-by-case basis through system maintenance and/or upgrades as
necessary. Scouring and washouts around undersized culverts have occasionally occurred. Minor
repairs and replacements with larger pipe diameters have been completed; however, Newtown
could encourage the CT DOT to apply for funding to remediate these areas, since State agencies
may apply for grants.
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3.2.1

DAM FAILURE
Setting

Dam failures can be triggered suddenly, with little or no warning, and often from other natural
disasters such as floods and earthquakes. Dam failures often occur during flooding when the
dam breaks under the additional force of floodwaters. In addition, a dam failure can cause a
chain reaction where the sudden release of floodwaters causes the next dam downstream to fail.
While flooding from a dam failure generally has a moderate geographic extent, the effects are
potentially catastrophic. Fortunately, a major dam failure is considered only a possible hazard
event in any given year.
The Connecticut DEEP administers the statewide Dam Safety Program and designates a
classification to each state-inventoried dam based on its potential hazard.






Class AA: negligible hazard potential
Class A: low hazard potential
Class BB: moderate hazard potential
Class B: significant hazard potential
Class C: high potential hazard

DEEP inventory (2013) documents 69 dams within Town limits. Additionally, high hazard dams
located in surrounding municipalities have the potential to affect the Town of Newtown in a
failure event. Table 3-1 shows the high hazard dams that can potentially impact the town during
an event.
Table 3-1: High Hazard Dams with Potential to Affect the Town of Newtown
Dam
Number

Name

Location

Class

Owner

9701
9703

Rocky Glen Dam
Curtis Pond Dam

Pootatuck River, Newtown
Curtis Pond Brook, Newtown

C
B

9715

Carp Road Dam

Unnamed Watercourse, Newtown

B

13001

Shepaug Dam

Housatonic River, Southbury

C

Sandy Hook Hydro, LLC
Town of Newtown
Cullens Youth
Association
First Light Power
Resources

3.2.2

Capabilities

The Dam Safety Section of the Connecticut DEEP Inland Water Resources Division is charged with
the responsibility for administration and enforcement of Connecticut's dam safety laws. The
existing statutes require that permits be obtained to construct, repair, or alter dams and that
existing dams be inventoried and periodically inspected to assure that their continued operation
does not constitute a hazard to life, health, or property.
The dam safety requirements are codified in Sections 22a-401 through 22a-411 inclusive of the
Connecticut General Statutes. Sections 22a-409-1 and 22a-409-2 of the Regulations of
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Connecticut State Agencies have been enacted and set requirements for the registration,
classification, and inspection of dams. Dams must be inventoried by the owner with the
Connecticut DEEP according to Connecticut Public Act 83-38.
Effective October 1, 2013, the owner of any high or
Dams regulated by the Connecticut DEEP
significant hazard dam (Class B and C) must develop
must be designed to pass the 1% annual
and implement an EAP after the Commissioner of
chance rainfall event with one foot of
DEEP adopts regulations. The EAP shall be updated
freeboard, a factor of safety against
overtopping.
every two years, and copies shall be filed with DEEP
and the chief executive officer of any municipality that
Significant and high hazard dams are
would potentially be affected in the event of an
required to meet a design standard
emergency. New regulations shall establish the
greater than the 1% annual chance
requirements for such EAPs, including but not limited
rainfall event.
to (1) criteria and standards for inundation studies and
inundation zone mapping; (2) procedures for monitoring the dam or structure during periods of
heavy rainfall and runoff, including personnel assignments and features of the dam to be
inspected at given intervals during such periods; and (3) a formal notification system to alert
appropriate local officials who are responsible for the warning and evacuation of residents in the
inundation zone in the event of an emergency.
The CT DEEP also administers the Flood and Erosion Control Board program, which can provide
noncompetitive state funding for repair of municipality-owned dams. Funding is limited by the
State Bond Commission. State statute Section 25-84 allows municipalities to form Flood and
Erosion Control Boards, but municipalities must take action to create the board within the context
of the local government such as by revising the municipal charter. The Town's Planning and
Zoning Commission is responsible for reviewing all development activities that occur within flood
hazard or flood-prone areas.
The Town uses the CT Alert system for emergency notification. The dam failure inundation
mapping discussed in the next section can be used to help streamline the geographic contact
areas if the failure of a major dam is imminent.

Actions Completed and New Capabilities

Newtown continues to maintain and improve it dam failure mitigation capabilities.
3.2.3

Vulnerabilities and Risk Assessment

As of 2013, there were 69 DEEP-inventoried dams within the Town of Newtown. The primary dam
failure concern relates to upstream dams located in adjacent municipalities. Failure of these
structures would have an impact on Newtown. Dams and dam failure zones, where available, are
depicted on Figure 2-4.
This section primarily discusses the possible effects of failure of high hazard (Class B and C) dams.
Failure of a Class C dam has a high potential for loss of life and extensive property and
infrastructure damage.
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Class B and C Dams

Dam failure analyses have been prepared for many of the high hazard dams, and these are
included in the EAPs. The inundation limits portrayed in the dam failure analysis maps represent
a highly unlikely, worst-case scenario (1,000-year) flood event and should be used for emergency
action planning only. As such, they are appropriate for use in the CodeRED emergency
notification database. These analyses should not be interpreted to imply that the dams evaluated
are not stable, that the routine operation of the dams presents a safety concern to the public, or
that any particular structure downstream of the dam is at imminent risk of being affected by a
dam failure.
Rocky Glen Dam (Dam No. 9701) - Pootatuck River, Newtown
The Rocky Glen Dam is a run-of-the river dam on the Pootatuck River and impounds a storage
volume of 70 acre-feet from a contributing watershed of 25.5 square miles. The concrete dam
was constructed in 1870 and is 38 feet in height and 130 feet in length. It is owned by Sandy
Hook Hydro, LLC and used to impound a reservoir for hydropower. Flow is monitored with a
transducer sensor in the canal tied to the computer that controls flow control.
The 1980 USACE Phase I inspection report noted that the dam was unsafe, it was reconstructed in
1989. An EAP for the Rocky Glen Dam was prepared by Milone & MacBroom, Inc. in June 1987
addressing actions to be taken during an emergency. In 1993, a CT DEEP inspection requested
that the owner remove trees, fix deteriorated concrete at right spillway training wall/low level
outlet pipe/downstream spillway face.
Failure of the structure and impacts from floodwaters are discussed in the 1987 EAP. The report
notes that six houses are in the possible downstream impact area. Early warning procedures
include contacting the Police and Fire Departments to alert residents in designated areas of the
need for evacuation.
Curtis Pond Dam (Dam No. 9703) - Curtis Pond Brook, Newtown
The Curtis Pond Dam is located at the northern end of Curtis Pond and impounds a storage
volume of 80 acre-feet from a contributing watershed of 1.73 square miles. It is owned by the
Town of Newtown and used to impound a reservoir for recreation. The structure is an earthen
dam with concrete weir spillway, and was constructed in 1856. It is 15 feet in height and 240 feet
in length.
The Town received an order from the CT DEEP in 1998 to repair the structure. It was renovated in
2004, and included raising the embankment by two feet (total height of 15'), rebuilt low level
outlet and control, install toe drains, drained/backfilled raceway and replaced with 18" RCP with
concrete headwall and sluice gate.
The dam was inspected by the CT DEEP on April 11, 2013 and the inspection report noted that the
structure was in need of maintenance including: reseeding the crest and mowing, addressing
erosion gulleys on the left downstream embankment, reconstituting the left upstream
embankment at the training wall, filling in eroded areas behind the right upstream wall,
monitoring horizontal cracks on training walls, clearing woody debris, and submitting the
required EAP.
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An EAP is currently on file at the DEEP for the Curtis Pond Dam, and it addresses actions to be
taken during an emergency. The dam discharges to Curtis Pond Brook, which is impounded again
by the Curtis Pond Brook Dam located approximately 800 feet downstream. The brook flows
alongside Route 34 and under Toddy Hill Road before joining the Pootatuck River. Floodwaters
from a dam failure have the potential to affect five houses and a large commercial building. Town
officials noted that this dam was recently replaced.
Carp Road Dam (Dam No. 9715) - Newtown (unnamed watercourse)
The Carp Road Dam is located at the northern end of Carp Pond. The earthen dam is 3 feet in
height and 175 feet in length. It is owned by Cullens Youth and used to impound a reservoir for
recreation. The dam discharges through an unnamed watercourse that flows northward under
Taunton Lake Road, and into Taunton Pond located approximately 960 feet downstream. A
number of residences located along the edge of Taunton Pond, and one house located directly
downstream of the dam could potentially be affected by failure floodwaters.
Shepaug Dam (Dam No. 13001) - Housatonic River, Southbury
The Shepaug Dam is located at the southern end of Lake Lillinonah and impounds a storage
volume of 156,145 acre-feet from a contributing watershed of 1,392 square miles. The dam is a
concrete gravity structure anchored into bedrock, with a length of 1,412 feet. It is owned by First
Light Power Resources and used to impound a reservoir for hydropower. The Shepaug
Hydroelectric Station has a hydraulic capacity of 6,200 cfs.
The inundation area for the failure of the Shepaug Dam extends into Newtown. An EAP for the
Shepaug Dam was prepared in 2012 addressing actions to be taken during an emergency.
Notifications include Newtown local police and the First Selectman.
Overall, the Rocky Glen Dam and the Lower Rocky Glen Dam, along the Pootatuck are the two
dams that the town has the most concern with respect to maintenance. Town officials have also
indicated that they would like to remove the 27 Glen Road dam in order to reduce the amount of
water and material behind it.
In addition, as noted in as noted in Section 1.7, the Stevenson Dam is also of concern for the
Town of Newtown. Newtown should pursue improved communications with the Town of Oxford
and First Light regarding emergency response along Lake Zoar.

Other Dams




The Paparazzo dam, a low hazard dam located on Clapboard Oak Brook, had repairs
reportedly accomplished about three years ago yet is still considered a concern of
maintenance and observation because any failure could have significant results.
The Johnsons Pond Dam, located on a northern branch of the Clapboard Oak Brook, is
one of only two dams considered to have moderate hazard.

Changes and Improvements

Newtown continues to be at low risk of dam failure.
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3.3.1

HURRICANES AND TROPICAL STORMS
Setting

3.3.2

Capabilities

Several types of hazards may be associated with tropical storms and hurricanes including heavy or
tornado winds, heavy rains, and flooding. While only some of the areas of Newtown are
susceptible to flooding damage caused by hurricanes, wind damage can occur anywhere in the
town. Hurricanes, therefore, have the potential to affect any area within the Town of Newtown. A
hurricane striking Newtown is considered a possible event each year and could cause critical
damage to the town and its infrastructure.
Wind loading requirements are addressed through the state building code. The 2005 Connecticut
State Building Code was amended in 2011, and again in 2018, with an effective date of October 1,
2018. The code specifies the design wind speed for construction in all the Connecticut
municipalities. The design wind speed for Newtown has been identified in the State code to be
110 mph for a Category 1 event, 120 for a Category 2, and 130 for a Categories 3 to 5.
Connecticut is located in FEMA Zone II regarding maximum expected wind speed. The maximum
expected wind speed for a three-second gust is 160 mph. This wind speed could occur as a result
of either a hurricane or a tornado in western Connecticut and southeastern New York. The
American Society of Civil Engineers recommends that new buildings be designed to withstand this
peak three-second gust.
The town has a proactive approach to tree trimming and has two tree wardens – one for the
borough and one for the town. Over the years the town has increased its trimming efforts. The
tree trimming budget is estimated around $200,000 with an emergency budget of $75,000. The
town plans around Eversource’s trimming but the town desires better communication with
Eversource about when and where they are planning to trim.
During emergencies, the Town currently has three designated emergency shelters available for
residents as discussed in Section 2.5. During past events, the Town used the emergency
notification system CodeRED to notify all residents in the SFHA that they may evacuate and use
one of the shelters. The Board of Education also used its notification system to notify people on
its list of emergency procedures. Since 2010 there have been seven emergency declarations
covering town, with the most challenging aspect of those events having been downs trees and
associated power loss.
Prior to severe storm events, the Town ensures that warning/notification systems and
communication equipment are working properly and prepares for the possible evacuation of
impacted areas.

Actions Completed and New Capabilities

The town regularly tracks events and information on Crisis Track, the damage assessment
software. Also, the town continues to maintain a good relationship with Eversource which plays an
important role in tree trimming activities.
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3.3.3

Vulnerabilities and Risk Assessment

The Town of Newtown is vulnerable to hurricane damage from wind and flooding and from any
tornadoes accompanying the storm. In fact, most of the damage to the town from historical
tropical cyclones has been due to the effects of flooding.
The Town of Newtown is vulnerable to hurricane damage from wind and flooding and from any
tornadoes accompanying the storm. In fact, most of the damage to the town from historical
tropical cyclones has been due to the effects of flooding. Fortunately, Newtown is less vulnerable
to hurricane damage than coastal towns in Connecticut because it does not need to deal with the
effects of storm surge. Factors that influence vulnerability to tropical cyclones in the town include
building codes currently in place, local zoning and development patterns, and the age and
number of structures located in highly vulnerable areas of the community.
Newtown’s housing stock consists of historic buildings greater than 50 and sometimes 100 years
old, relatively younger buildings built before 1990 when the building code changed to address
wind damage, and relatively recent buildings that utilize the new code changes. Since most of the
existing housing stock in the town predates the recent code changes, many structures are highly
susceptible to roof and window damage from high winds. Homes located within SFHAs are also
at risk from flooding as a result of the heavy rainfall that typically occurs during tropical storms
and hurricanes.

Changes and Improvements

The Town is using the Code RED emergency notification to the fullest extent for event notification
distribution.
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3.4.1

SUMMER STORMS AND TORNADOES
Setting

Heavy wind (including tornadoes and downbursts), lightning, heavy rain, hail, and flash floods are
the primary hazards associated with summer storms. Like hurricanes and winter storms, summer
storms and tornadoes have the potential to affect any area within the Town of Newtown.
Furthermore, because these types of storms and the hazards that result (flash flooding, wind, hail,
and lightning) might have limited geographic extent, it is possible for a summer storm to harm
one area within the town without harming another. The entire Town of Newtown is therefore
susceptible to summer storms (including heavy rain, flash flooding, wind, hail, and lightning) and
tornadoes.
Based on the historic record, it is considered highly likely that a summer storm that includes
lightning will impact the Town of Newtown each year although lightning strikes have a limited
effect. Strong winds and hail are considered likely to occur during such storms but also generally
have limited effects. A tornado is considered a possible event in Litchfield County each year that
could cause significant damage to a small area.

3.4.2

Capabilities

Warning is the primary method of existing mitigation for tornadoes and thunderstorm-related
hazards. The NOAA National Weather Service (NWS) issues watches and warnings when severe
weather is likely to develop or has developed, respectively. Emergency management personnel
have specific actions they take under different NWS watches and warnings to prepare for summer
storms and tornado impacts.
Aside from warnings, several other methods of mitigation for wind damage are employed in
Newtown as explained in Section 3.3. In addition, the Connecticut State Building Code includes
guidelines for the proper grounding of buildings and electrical boxes.
Eversource trims trees along powers lines. The town tree warden can remove dead and diseased
trees in rights-of-way or Town land, working through the Public Works Department. Town-owned
equipment is used except for complex situations, which would call for the use of a contractor.
Municipal responsibilities relative to summer storm and tornado mitigation and preparedness
include:
 Developing and disseminating emergency public information and instructions concerning
tornado, thunderstorm wind, lightning, and hail safety, especially guidance regarding inhome protection and evacuation procedures and locations of public shelters;
 Designating appropriate shelter space in the community that could potentially withstand
lightning and tornado impact;
 Periodically testing and exercising tornado response plans; and
 Putting emergency personnel on standby at tornado "watch" stage.
For municipal property, the Town budget is generally adequate to handle summer storm damage.
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Actions Completed and New Capabilities

The Town is using the Code RED emergency notification to the fullest extent for event notification
distribution.
3.4.3

Vulnerabilities and Risk Assessment

The entire Town of Newtown is at relatively equal risk for experiencing damage from summer
storms and tornadoes.
According to the 2019 State Natural Hazard Mitigation Plan Update, Fairfield County has a
moderate to high risk of tornado activity based on historical occurrences. Therefore, by virtue of
its location in Fairfield County, the Town of Newtown has moderate to high potential to
experience tornado damage. In general, thunderstorms and hailstorms in Connecticut are more
frequent in the western and northern parts of the state and less frequent in the southern and
eastern parts. The majority of these events do not cause any measurable damage. Although
lightning is usually associated with thunderstorms, it can occur on almost any day. The likelihood
of lightning strikes in the Newtown area is very high during any given thunderstorm although no
one area of the town is at higher risk of lightning strikes. The risk of at least one hailstorm
occurring in Newtown is considered moderate in any given year.
Most thunderstorm damage is caused by straight-line winds exceeding 100 mph. Straight-line
winds occur as the first gust of a thunderstorm or from a downburst from a thunderstorm and
have no associated rotation. The risk of downbursts occurring during such storms and damaging
the Town of Newtown is believed to be low for any given year. All areas of the town are
susceptible to damage from high winds although more building damage is expected in the town
center while more tree damage is expected in the less densely populated areas.
Secondary damage from falling branches and trees is more common than direct wind damage to
structures. Heavy winds can take down trees near power lines, leading to the start and spread of
fires.
NOAA states that climate change has the potential to increase the frequency and intensity of
tornadoes, so it is possible that the pattern of occurrence in Connecticut could change in the
future.
Town officials indicate while all areas of town are at risk of power outages, some areas seem to
experience outages more often and for longer periods of time due to a lack of redundancy in the
system.

Changes and Improvements

Newtown continues to maintain its capabilities for mitigating and responding to summer storms
and tornadoes, including tree limb inspection and maintenance.
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3.5.1

WINTER STORMS AND NOR’EASTERS
Setting

Winter events and the hazards that result (wind, snow, and ice) have widespread geographic
extents, and have the potential to affect any area of the Town of Newtown. Due to its variable
elevation, the Town can have higher amounts of snow in the outskirts of the town than in the
town center. In general, winter storms are considered highly likely to occur each year (although
major storms are less frequent), and the hazards that result (nor'easter winds, snow, and blizzard
conditions) can potentially have a significant effect over a large area of the town.
Most winter weather events occur between December and March. Winter weather may include
snow, sleet, freezing rain, and cold temperatures. Most deaths from winter storms are indirectly
related to the storm, such as from traffic accidents on icy roads and hypothermia from prolonged
exposure to cold. Damage to trees and tree limbs and the resultant downing of utility cables are
a common effect of these types of events. Secondary effects include loss of power and heat, and
flooding as a result of snowmelt.

3.5.2

Capabilities

Programs that are specific to winter storms are generally those related to preparing plows and
sand and salt trucks, tree trimming to protect power lines, and other associated snow removal
and response preparations. The Town budget is generally adequate to handle winter storm
damage although the plowing budget is often depleted. The heavy snowfalls associated with the
winter of 2010-2011 drained the Town's plowing budget and raised a high level of awareness of
the danger that heavy snow poses to roofs.
The amended Connecticut Building Code specifies that a pressure of 30 pounds per square foot
(psf) be used as the base “ground snow load” for computing snow loading for different types of
roofs. The International Building code specifies the same pressure for habitable attics and
sleeping areas, and specifies a minimum pressure of 35 psf for all other areas.
The town owns eleven trucks for plowing which cover four plowing districts and six routes per
district. Newtown has over 260 miles of local roads that are plowed and many private roads that
are plowed as well due to Town Ordinance.
Prior to a winter weather event, the Town ensures that all warning/notification and
communications systems are ready and ensures that appropriate equipment and supplies,
especially snow removal equipment, are in place and in good working order. In some known
problem areas, pre-storm treatment is applied to roadways to reduce the accumulation of snow.
The Town also prepares for the possible evacuation and sheltering of some populations that
could be impacted by the upcoming storm (especially the elderly and special needs persons).

Actions Completed and New Capabilities

The town has posted snow plowing routes in municipal buildings to increase public awareness. In
addition, town staff and emergency personnel have identified areas that may be difficult to access
during a winter event and developed plans to access these areas during an emergency.
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3.5.3

Vulnerabilities and Risk Assessment

The entire Town of Newtown is at relatively equal risk for experiencing damage from winter
storms although some areas (such as icing trouble spots and neighborhoods with a high
concentration of flat roofs) are more susceptible. Many damages are relatively site specific and
occur to private property, while repairs for power outages are often widespread.
Based on the historic record, Connecticut experiences at least one major nor'easter every four
years, along with a variety of minor and moderate snow and ice storms that occur nearly every
winter. According to the 2019 Connecticut Natural Hazard Mitigation Plan Update, Connecticut
residents can expect at least two or more severe winter weather events per season, including
heavy snowstorms, potential blizzards, nor'easters, and potential ice storms, with an average of up
to 14 events per winter season, major or minor.
After a storm, snow piled on the sides of roadways can inhibit sight lines and reflect a blinding
amount of sunlight. When coupled with slippery road conditions, poor sightlines and heavy glare
create dangerous driving conditions. Stranded motorists, especially senior and/or handicapped
citizens, are at particularly high risk of injury or death from exposure during a blizzard. The
elderly population in Newtown, in particular, is susceptible to the impacts created by winter
storms due to resource needs (heat, electricity loss, safe access to food, etc.).
The structures and utilities in the Town of Newtown are vulnerable to a variety of winter storm
damage. Tree limbs and some building structures may not be suited to withstand high wind and
snow loads. Ice can damage or collapse power lines, render steep gradients impassable for
motorists, undermine foundations, and cause "flood" damage from freezing water pipes in
basements.
Icing causes difficult driving conditions along Route 53 in the western portion of town. The
Town's standard of presalting has been helpful in controlling ice in these problem areas. The
town engineer is currently developing a list of drainage projects to address this area and has
made good progress to date. Drifting snow can occur after large storms, but the effects are
generally mitigated through municipal plowing efforts.
According to the 2019 Connecticut Natural Hazard Mitigation Plan Update, recent climate change
studies predict a shorter winter season for Connecticut with an increased amount of rain in
comparison to snow. This increase of rain could mean more ice storms for the state. It is likely that
climate change will result in significant changes in winter storm patterns.

Changes and Improvements

The town is confident municipal buildings are in adequate shape to withstand snow loads, and
have also worked to develop plans on reaching potentially hard to access areas in town during an
evet.
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3.6.1

WILDFIRES AND DROUGHT
Setting

The ensuing discussion about wildfires is generally focused on the undeveloped wooded and
shrubby areas of Newtown, along with low-density suburban type development found at the
margins of these areas known as the wildland interface.
The Town of Newtown is generally considered a high-risk area for small wildfires but a low risk
area for large wildfires. Wildfires are of particular concern in outlying areas with poor access for
fire-fighting equipment. Hazards associated with wildfires include property damage and loss of
habitat. Wildfires of any type are considered a likely event each year but, when one occurs, it is
generally contained to a small range with limited damage to non-forested areas.

In addition, Newtown, and Fairfield County overall, has experienced drought challenges over
recent years. The U.S. Drought Monitor (USDM), which has been monitoring nationwide drought
conditions since 2000, estimates that over the past two decades Connecticut experienced its
longest drought of 46 weeks beginning June 21, 2016 and lasting until May 2, 2017. It was also
estimated that the most intense period of this extended drought occurred the week of November
15, 2016, where approximately 44.5% of Connecticut lands were impacted. Figure 3-1 depicts the
various drought conditions in Fairfield County since 2000, where the warmer colors represent
more advanced drought stages.

Figure 3-1: USDM Drought Time Series for Fairfield County
The 2019 Connecticut Natural Hazard Mitigation Plan assumes that the State of Connecticut has a
medium probably of future drought events. This assumption is based on climate change
projections anticipating hotter and wetter conditions in the near future. Climate forecasts often
suggest that while precipitation may increase, the overall pattern will generally be higher intensity
storms, with longer than average dry periods between events. The State Plan also identifies that
Fairfield County accounts for roughly 7.34% of the state’s total number of farms, with a market
value of over $34 million in product sold from these farms.
3.6.2

Capabilities

The town also has regulations that require any development with more than three houses to
include a 30,000-gallon cistern for fire protection. In addition, the town has approximately 800
hydrants throughout Newtown and a number of dry hydrants as well. The town Fire Department
also has verbal mutual aid agreements with surrounding towns.
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Newtown is served by the following five volunteer Fire Departments: Sandy Hook (which has two
firehouses), Dodgingtown, Botsford, Hawleyville and Newtown Hook and Ladder. These fire
departments are typically the first to respond to incidents in the State forest.
Finally, the DEEP Forestry Division uses rainfall data from a variety of sources to compile forest fire
probability forecasts. This allows the DEEP and the Town to monitor the drier areas of the state to
be prepared for forest fire conditions.
Regulations regarding fire protection are outlined in the Zoning Regulations and the Subdivision
Regulations.
•

Zoning Regulations, Article VIII, Section 14 – Initial Attack Fire Suppression Water Supply.
Specifically, the purpose of this section is to establish criteria and requirements for the
installation of an initial attack fire suppression water supply for commercial, industrial and
residential developments. The intent of this section is to assure that an initial supply of
water is available and accessible for the immediate use by the Fire Department in the case
of an emergency.

•

Subdivision Regulations, Section 3.01.542 requires the location of water storage tanks for
fire suppression required pursuant to Article VIII, Section 14 of the Zoning Regulations.

•

Subdivision Regulations, Section 4.03.110 states that in subdivisions to which public
water, public sanitary sewers or public storm sewers are available, and all mains, conduits,
laterals to the street are available, each building lot, branch offsets, fire hydrants or
facilities of like nature necessary to a complete utility system shall be installed by the
subdivider without expense to the Town.

Actions Completed and New Capabilities

Town fire departments have coordinated with Aquarion Water Company to identify areas where
firefighting capacity may be limited due to lack of pressure of storage.
3.6.3

Vulnerabilities and Risk Assessment

The most common causes of wildfires are arson, lightning strikes, and fires started from downed
trees hitting electrical lines. Thus, wildfires have the potential to occur anywhere and at any time
in both undeveloped and lightly developed areas. The extensive forests and fields covering the
state are prime locations for a wildfire. In many areas, structures and subdivisions are built
abutting forest borders, creating areas of particular vulnerability.
Wildfires are more common in rural areas than in developed areas as most fires in populated
areas are quickly noticed and contained. The likelihood of a severe wildfire developing is
lessened by the vast network of water features in the state, which create natural breaks likely to
stop the spread of a fire. During long periods of drought, these natural features may dry up,
increasing the vulnerability of the state to wildfires.
Wildfire risk areas are shown in Figure 3-2.
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According to the Connecticut DEEP, the overall forest fire risk in Connecticut is low due to several
factors. First, the overall incidence of forest fires is very low According to the 2019 State Hazard
Mitigation Plan, and average of 109 fires per year occurred in Connecticut from 2013 to 2017
Secondly, as the wildfire/forest fire prone areas become fragmented due to development, the
local fire departments have increased access to those neighborhoods for firefighting equipment.
Third, the problematic interface areas such as driveways too narrow to permit emergency vehicles
are site specific. Finally, trained firefighters at the local and state level are readily available to fight
fires in the state, and inter-municipal cooperation on such instances is common.
However, local risk is not necessarily the same as the overall statewide risk. Newtown town
officials believe that the fuels are present in the forested parts of the town, and thus believe that
the risk is present.
Most wildfires in Connecticut are relatively small. Given the availability of firefighting water in the
town, including the use of nearby water bodies, it is believed the average wildfire burned area of
five acres for a drought year is applicable to Newtown.
Newtown has experienced brush fires in the past and has areas vulnerable to wildfires. The
Paugussett State Forest may be considered a high-risk area due to the amount of wooded areas.

Changes and Improvements

The town continues to mitigate wildfires where possible and improve firefighting capabilities.
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3.7.1

EARTHQUAKES AND LANDSLIDES
Setting

3.7.2

Capabilities

The entire Town of Newtown is susceptible to earthquake damage. However, even though
earthquake damage has the potential to occur anywhere both in the town and in the northeastern
United States, the effects may be felt differently in some areas based on the type of geology. In
general, earthquakes are considered a hazard that may possibly occur but that may cause
significant effects to a large area of the town.
The Connecticut Building Codes include design criteria for buildings specific to each municipality
as adopted by the Building Officials and Code Administrators (BOCA). These include the seismic
coefficients for building design in the Town of Newtown. The Town has adopted these codes for
new construction, and they are enforced by the Building Official. Due to the infrequent nature of
damaging earthquakes, land use policies in the Town do not directly address earthquake hazards.
However, various documents do indirectly discuss areas susceptible to earthquake damage and
regulations that help to minimize potential earthquake damage.

Actions Completed and New Capabilities

The town have ensured backup facilities and capabilities in the event an earthquake results in
damage to a municipal building. In addition, development in areas prone to collapse are reviewed
and evaluated on a case by case basis.
3.7.3

Vulnerabilities and Risk Assessment

Some areas in Newtown are underlain by sand and gravel. Structures in these areas are at
increased risk from earthquakes due to amplification of seismic energy and/or collapse. The best
mitigation for future development in areas of sandy material may be application of the most
stringent building codes or possibly the prohibition of new construction. However, many of these
areas occur in floodplains associated with the various streams and rivers in Newtown, so they are
already regulated. The areas that are not at increased risk during an earthquake due to unstable
soils are the areas underlain by glacial till, which includes most of the town.
Areas of steep slopes can collapse during an earthquake, creating landslides. Seismic activity can
also break utility lines such as water mains, electric and telephone lines, and stormwater
management systems. Damage to utility lines can lead to fires, especially in electric and gas
mains. Dam failure can also pose a significant threat to developed areas during an earthquake.
For this Plan, dam failure has been addressed separately.

Changes and Improvements

The Town has increased remote and backup working capabilities for municipal staff.
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MITIGATION STRATEGIES AND ACTIONS
Goals and Objectives

Municipal goals and objectives have been made consistent regionally and are presented in the
Multi-Jurisdictional Plan document.

Status of Mitigation Strategies and Actions from Previous HMP

The table below lists the mitigation actions developed in the previous HMP and the status of
each. Actions to be carried forward are noted as such. Actions that have been institutionalized as
capabilities are not carried forward.
Description

Status

Notes

Utilize the Code RED emergency notification system to its
fullest capabilities

Capability

Capability – town uses this system
regularly

Encourage residents to purchase and use NOAA weather radios
with alarm features

Drop

Has not been addressed, priorities have
shifted to other technology. Omit action

Disseminate informational pamphlets regarding natural
hazards to public locations

Carry Forward
with Revisions

Condense #3, 4, 5, and 6 (and other
outreach) town is continuously
conducting outreach

Review potential evacuation routes to ensure timely migration
of people seeking shelter in all areas of town.

Drop

Review was conducted last fall

Post a list of town sheltering facilities on the Town Hall and on
the Town's website so residents can be prepared during a
hazard event

Drop

Add pages to the town website dedicated to citizen education
and preparation for hazard events

Completed

Pursue improved communications with the Town of Oxford
and First Light regarding emergency response along Lake Zoar.

Complete

Prepare status memo that describes objectives and policies
from this hazard mitigation plan that may be considered for
incorporation into the Plan of Conservation and Development
when it is updated in 2024; and provide the memo to the
Planning and Zoning Commission.
Require developers to demonstrate whether detention or
retention of stormwater is the best option for reducing peak
flows downstream of a project and provide a design for the
appropriate alternative.
Encourage property owners to purchase flood insurance under
the NFIP.
Conduct drainage evaluations along Turkey Hill Road,
Nearbrook Drive, Meadow Brook Road and in the vicinity of
the five lakeside communities to determine appropriate
measures for improved drainage and flood mitigation.
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On the website – evacuation routes are
part of GIS layer system and need to be
shared with WestCOG
Town has Public Safety, Emergency
Management, and other relevant pages
on the website.
Previous action had to do with cell
towers and communications, entire
emergency communication system is
being replaced, Newtown is part of
annual planning process with First Light

Carry Forward

Over next few years, moving into POCD
phase, 2024,

Completed /
Capability

Part of engineers’ stormwater report

Ongoing

Educational – part of CRS outreach

Partially
Completed /
Carry Forward
with Revisions

Nearbrook and Turkey Hill are complete
– Meadow Brook is underway, and needs
to be approved by army corps. Some
projects in the five lakeside communities
some have been completed.
new action: address remaining issues in 5
lakeside communities

Description

Status

Pursue elevation of residential properties that suffer flood
damage. Properties may be classified as repetitive loss or not
classified as repetitive loss, but RLPs should be prioritized.

Drop

Compile a checklist that cross-references the bylaws,
regulations, and codes related to flood damage prevention
that may be applicable to a proposed project and make this list
available to potential applicants.
Provide outreach regarding home elevation and relocation,
flood barriers, dry floodproofing, wet floodproofing, and other
home improvement techniques (Section 3.6.2) to private
homeowners and businesses with flooding problems.

Carry Forward

Ongoing

Hold workshops involving all Town departments to provide
training for dealing with widespread flooding damage.

Carry Forward
with Revisions

Evaluate scour damage along Pond Brook and develop
mitigation measures

Carry Forward

Develop a priority list of areas identified (during stream
reconnaissance work) that are in need of stabilization and
implement corrective actions

Carry Forward

Pursue acquisition of additional municipal open space in SHFAs
and set it aside for greenways, parks, etc.

Carry Forward
with Revisions

Consider conducting a town wide drainage analysis to
determine appropriate mitigation measures such as
stormwater retrofits.
Review culvert conveyances based on Northeast Regional
Climate Center guidance for increasing precipitation [regional
analysis of rainfall extremes (http://precip.eas.cornell.edu/) for
engineering design]

Notes
The town has received numerous
elevation certificates due to changing
regulations. The RL properties are not
candidates for elevation currently, and
the overall need for elevation is minimal.

Part of CRS
Develop and hold and annual workshop
with town departments to provide
training for dealing with widespread
flooding damage.
Still need to continue – some sections of
Pond Brook are dirt road, suffers badly
during storms. Not achieved due to lack
of funding.
List has not been developed yet. The
responsible party may need to be
shifted.
Continued – New action Acquisitions
focused within the Halfway River
watershed. Least developed, highest
quality river in town.

Capability

As part of MS4 only for critical areas capability

Carry Forward
with Revisions

Working on this system
Develop into a standard operating
procedure.

Develop a plan to stabilize low-lying roads, especially in the
lakeside communities

Carry Forward

Ownership is changing – new legal
guidance, carry forward

Complete necessary improvements of town bridges.
Specifically, Turkey Hill Bridge and Meadow Brook Bridge
which are due for replacement.

Partially
Completed /
Carry Forward
with Revisions

Complete –Meadow Brook bridge is not
finished – Carry over Meadowbrook
improvements

Ensure adequate barricades are available to block flooded
streets in floodprone areas

Completed

Capability

Continue town wide tree limb inspection and maintenance
programs to ensure that the potential for downed power lines
is diminished.

Carry Forward

Capability

Pursue funding to place utilities underground in existing
developed areas

Carry Forward

The Building Department should provide literature regarding
appropriate design standards for wind.

Capability
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Capability; Town administers the State
Building Code

Description
Encourage the use of structural techniques related to
mitigation of wind damage in new residential and commercial
structures to protect new buildings to a standard greater than
the minimum building code requirements. Require such
improvements for new municipal critical facilities.

Status
Capability

Improve communications with CL&P, particularly with respect
to trimming times and locations within Newtown.
Work with CL&P to determine the feasibility of placing nonconducting steel cables above power lines to protect them
from falling branches and trees.
Develop a plan to prioritize snow removal from the roof of
critical facilities and other municipal buildings each winter.
Ensure adequate funding is available in the Town budget for
this purpose.

Notes

Capability

An appropriate relationship has been
maintained

Carry Forward
with Revisions

Work with Eversource to identify
municipal actions to improve grid
resiliency.

Drop

Not a concern – omit
Educational – capability

Provide information on the dangers of cold-related hazards to
people and property.

Capability

Consider posting the snow plowing routes in Town buildings
each winter to increase public awareness.

Drop

Will not increase mitigation capabilities

Emergency personnel should continue to identify areas that
are difficult to access during winter storm events and devise
contingency plans to access such areas during emergencies.

Capability

Capability

Address icing along Route 53 through the development and
implementation of appropriate drainage projects.

Carry Forward
with Revisions

The Building Department should provide literature regarding
appropriate design standards for mitigating icing, insulating
pipes, and retrofits for flat-roofed buildings such as heating
coils.

Icy conditions prevent resident and
emergency access during storm events;
one residence is extraordinarily difficult
to get to during storms. An evaluation
needs to be done to identify and reduce
the risk of icing

Completed

Capability

Consider the protection/hardening of utilities to minimize
power outages during storm events

Drop

Merge with action #29 to address electric
system vulnerabilities.

Consider preventing new residential development in areas
prone to collapse.

Capability

The town reviews this on a case by case
basis.

Capability

This is addressed for all storms/events.

Completed

Town has developed a redundant system
(IT)

Ensure that municipal departments have adequate backup
facilities in case earthquake damage occurs to municipal
buildings.
The town may consider bracing systems and assets inside
critical facilities. This could help protect IT systems, important
records and files.
File EOPs/EAPs with town departments and emergency
personnel

Completed

Include dam failure inundation areas in the CodeRED
emergency notification system contact database

Completed

Work with the owner of 27 Glen Road Dam to determine the
feasibility of removing the dam to reduce the amount of water
and material behind it.

Carry Forward
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Continuous effort

Description
Continue to require the installation of fire protection water in
new developments where municipal water service is
unavailable, and sprinkler systems where access is limited for
fire apparatus.

Status

Notes

Capability

Capability

Provide outreach programs on how to properly manage
burning and campfires on private property.

Capability

Capability

Revise and enhance the town's website concerning local
regulatory requirements concerning Open Burning.

Capability

Capability

Patrol Town-owned open space and parks to prevent
unauthorized campfires.

Capability

Capability

The Fire Departments should coordinate with Aquarion Water
Company to identify areas where fire-fighting capacity may be
limited due to lack of water pressure or storage.

Completed

Prioritization of Strategies and Actions

The STAPLEE method, described in the Multi-Jurisdictional document, was used to score
mitigation activities. The STAPLEE matrix in Appendix A provides the total scores. Actions have
been further prioritized based on implementation cost, project urgency, and municipal and public
input. The strategies below are presented in priority order, with qualitative priority levels listed
for each.

Mitigation Strategies and Actions Implementation Table

The Town proposed to initiate several new mitigation actions for the upcoming five years.
Additionally, a number of actions from the previous planning period are being carried forward or
replaced with revised actions. These are listed below.
Action NTN-01

Prepare status memo that describes objectives and policies from this hazard mitigation plan that may be
considered for incorporation into the Plan of Conservation and Development when it is updated in 2024;
and provide the memo to the Planning and Zoning Commission.
Lead

P&Z

Cost

$0 - $25,000

Funding

Operating Budget

Timeframe

2021

Priority

High
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Action NTN-02

Provide information on the Town website about CT DEEP training and information around small business
chemical management for hazard resilience.
Lead

EM, BOS

Cost

$0 - $25,000

Funding

Operating Budget, CT DEEP

Timeframe

2021

Priority

High
Action NTN-03

Use the CT Toxics Users and Climate Resilience Map to identify toxic users located in hazard zones within
your community. Contact those users to inform them about the CT DEEP small business chemical
management initiative.
Lead

EM, BOS

Cost

$0 - $25,000

Funding

Operating Budget, CT DEEP

Timeframe

2021

Priority

High
Action NTN-04

Host a CT DEEP presentation for municipal staff and local businesses about business chemical management
for hazard resilience.
Lead

EM, BOS

Cost

$0 - $25,000

Funding

Operating Budget, CT DEEP

Timeframe

2021

Priority

High
Action NTN-05

Register as a Sustainable CT community and make progress with the hazard mitigation goals associated
with registration.
Lead

BOS

Cost

$0 - $25,000

Funding

Operating Budget

Timeframe

2021

Priority

High
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Action NTN-06

Coordinate with CT SHPO to conduct outreach to owners of historic properties to educate them on
methods of retrofitting historic properties to be more hazard-resilient while maintaining historic character.
Lead

Planning

Cost

$0 - $25,000

Funding

Operating Budget

Timeframe

2022

Priority

High
Action NTN-07
Identify properties for future acquisition within the Halfway River watershed.

Lead

P&Z

Cost

$0 - $25,000

Funding

Operating Budget, FEMA Grant

Timeframe

2022

Priority

Med
Action NTN-08

Compile a checklist that cross-references the bylaws, regulations, and codes related to flood damage
prevention that may be applicable to a proposed project and make this list available to potential applicants.
Lead

P&Z

Cost

$0 - $25,000

Funding

Operating Budget

Timeframe

2022

Priority

Med
Action NTN-09

Develop and hold and annual workshop with town departments to provide training for dealing with
widespread flooding damage.
Lead

P&Z

Cost

$0 - $25,000

Funding

Operating Budget

Timeframe

2022

Priority

Med
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Action NTN-10
Work with Eversource to identify municipal actions to improve electric grid resiliency.
Lead

PW

Cost

$0 - $25,000

Funding

Operating Budget

Timeframe

2023

Priority

Low
Action NTN-11

Compare local floodplain regulations with Revised State Model Flood Regulations to identify any remaining
opportunities for improvement
Lead

Planning

Cost

$0 - $25,000

Funding

Operating Budget

Timeframe

2023

Priority

Low
Action NTN-12

Require consideration of the most recent Northeast Regional Climate Center rainfall statistics
(precip.eas.cornell.edu) when developing alternatives for culvert and bridge replacement designs and sizes.
Lead

PW

Cost

$0 - $25,000

Funding

Operating Budget

Timeframe

2023

Priority

Low
Action NTN-13

Contact the owners of Repetitive Loss Properties and nearby properties at risk to inquire about mitigation
undertaken and suggest options for mitigating flooding in those areas. This should be accomplished with a
letter directly mailed to each property owner.
Lead

EM, BOS

Cost

$0 - $25,000

Funding

Operating Budget, FEMA Grant

Timeframe

2023

Priority

Low
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Action NTN-14

Coordinate with CT SHPO to conduct historic resource surveys, focusing on areas within natural hazard risk
zones (flood zones, wildfire hazard zones, steep slopes) to identify historic resources at risk and support the
preparation of resiliency plans across the state.
Lead

Planning

Cost

$25,000 - $50,000

Funding

CT SHPO

Timeframe

2024

Priority

High
Action NTN-15

Conduct drainage evaluations along Turkey Hill Road to determine appropriate measures for improved
drainage and flood mitigation.
Lead

PW

Cost

$25,000 - $50,000

Funding

Capital Improvement Plan, FEMA Grant

Timeframe

2024

Priority

Med
Action NTN-16

Conduct drainage evaluations along Nearbrook Drive to determine appropriate measures for improved
drainage and flood mitigation.
Lead

0

Cost

$25,000 - $50,000

Funding

Capital Improvement Plan, FEMA Grant

Timeframe

2024

Priority

Med
Action NTN-17

Conduct drainage evaluations along Meadow Brook Road to determine appropriate measures for improved
drainage and flood mitigation.
Lead

0

Cost

$25,000 - $50,000

Funding

Capital Improvement Plan, FEMA Grant

Timeframe

2024

Priority

Med
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Action NTN-18

Conduct drainage evaluations in the vicinity of the five lakeside communities to determine appropriate
measures for improved drainage and flood mitigation.
Lead

0

Cost

$25,000 - $50,000

Funding

Capital Improvement Plan, FEMA Grant

Timeframe

2024

Priority

Med
Action NTN-19

Develop a comprehensive natural hazards public outreach and education program.
Lead

EMS

Cost

$25,000 - $50,000

Funding

Operating Budget

Timeframe

2024

Priority

Med
Action NTN-20

Evaluate the feasibility of designating the new Community Center as the new primary shelter
Lead

EMS

Cost

$25,000 - $50,000

Funding

Operating Budget, Grant

Timeframe

2024

Priority

Med
Action NTN-21

Work with CT DEEP to validate and/or correct the RL list and update the mitigation status of each listed
property.
Lead

Planning

Cost

$25,000 - $50,000

Funding

FEMA Grant

Timeframe

2024

Priority

Low
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Action NTN-22
Develop a plan to stabilize low-lying roads, especially in the lakeside communities
Lead

PW

Cost

$25,000 - $50,000

Funding

Capital Improvement Plan, FEMA Grant

Timeframe

2024

Priority

Low
Action NTN-23

Conduct an evaluation of Route 53 to identify causes of, and mitigate risks caused by, winter icing of the
road.
Lead

PW

Cost

$25,000 - $50,000

Funding

Operating Budget, Grant

Timeframe

2024

Priority

Low
Action NTN-24

Annually conduct an emergency operations exercise for a local terrorism, sabotage, or mass casualty event.
Lead

EMD

Cost

$25,000 - $50,000

Funding

Operating Budget

Timeframe

2024

Priority

Low
Action NTN-25

Pursue acquisition of additional municipal open space in SHFAs and set it aside for greenways, parks, etc.
Lead

First Selectman

Cost

$100,000 - $500,000

Funding

Capital Improvement Plan, FEMA Grant, Other Grant

Timeframe

2025

Priority

High
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Action NTN-26

Develop a priority list of areas along streams that are in need of stabilization and implement corrective
actions
Lead

P&Z

Cost

$50,000 - $100,000

Funding

Capital Improvement Plan, FEMA Grant

Timeframe

2025

Priority

Low
Action NTN-27
Evaluate scour damage along Pond Brook and develop mitigation measures

Lead

DPW, IWC

Cost

$50,000 - $100,000

Funding

Operating Budget, Grant

Timeframe

2025

Priority

Low
Action NTN-28

Complete necessary improvements of town bridges. Specifically, Turkey Hill Bridge and Meadow Brook
Bridge which are due for replacement.
Lead

PW

Cost

More than $1 million

Funding

Capital Improvement Plan, FEMA Grant, Other Grant

Timeframe

2026

Priority

Low
Action NTN-29
Complete the Meadow Brook Bridge replacement project.

Lead

DPW

Cost

More than $1 million

Funding

Capital Improvement Plan, FEMA Grant, Other Grant

Timeframe

2026

Priority

Low
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Action NTN-30

Pursue funding to place utilities underground in existing developed areas, targeting at least two in the
lifespan of this plan
Lead

P&Z

Cost

More than $1 million

Funding

Capital Improvement Plan, Other Grant

Timeframe

2026

Priority

Low
Action NTN-31

Relocate utilities underground town wide where feasible; especially in the riverside communities.
Lead

EMS, PW

Cost

More than $1 million

Funding

Capital Improvement Plan, Other Grant

Timeframe

2026

Priority

Low
Action NTN-32

Work with the owner of 27 Glen Road Dam to determine the feasibility of removing the dam to reduce the
amount of water and material behind it.
Lead

EMS, PW

Cost

More than $500,000

Funding

Capital Improvement Plan, Other Grant

Timeframe

2026

Priority

Low
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APPENDIX A

Appendix A: STAPLEE Matrix
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Coordinate with CT SHPO to conduct outreach to owners of historic properties to educate them on
methods of retrofitting historic properties to be more hazard-resilient while maintaining historic character.

Sustainable CT

BOS

SHPO

Planning

SHPO

Planning

Coordinate with CT SHPO to conduct historic resource surveys, focusing on areas within natural hazard
NTN-07

risk zones (flood zones, wildfire hazard zones, steep slopes) to identify historic resources at risk and
support the preparation of resiliency plans across the state.

NTN-08

NTN-09

Pursue acquisition of additional municipal open space in SHFAs and set it aside for greenways, parks, etc.

Identify properties for future acquisition within the Halfway River watershed.
Compile a checklist that cross-references the bylaws, regulations, and codes related to flood damage

NTN-10
NTN-11

NTN-12

prevention that may be applicable to a proposed project and make this list available to potential
applicants.
Develop and hold and annual workshop with town departments to provide training for dealing with
widespread flooding damage.
Conduct drainage evaluations along Turkey Hill Road to determine appropriate measures for improved
drainage and flood mitigation.
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6

Timeframe for

Sources

DEEP
Operating
Budget, CT
DEEP
Operating
Budget, CT

$0 $25,000

Budget

$0 -

Operating

$25,000

Budget

$50,000

2021

Costs

Operating
Budget, CT

DEEP
Operating

$25,000 -

Total STAPLEE Score

with registration.

$0 $25,000

Environmental

Register as a Sustainable CT community and make progress with the hazard mitigation goals associated

EM, BOS

Economic (x2)

Business Chem

Legal

NTN-06

CT DEEP Small

management for hazard resilience.

$0 -

Political

NTN-05

Host a CT DEEP presentation for municipal staff and local businesses about business chemical

Budget

$25,000

Administrative

NTN-04

EM, BOS

Technical (x2)

management initiative.

CT DEEP Small
Business Chem

Operating

$0 -

Social

your community. Contact those users to inform them about the CT DEEP small business chemical

$0 $25,000

$25,000

Environmental

Use the CT Toxics Users and Climate Resilience Map to identify toxic users located in hazard zones within
NTN-03

EM, BOS

Economic (x2)

Business Chem

Legal

CT DEEP Small

chemical management for hazard resilience.

Political

Provide information on the Town website about CT DEEP training and information around small business

Administrative

NTN-02

P&Z

Technical (x2)

and provide the memo to the Planning and Zoning Commission.

Integrate with
other Planning

Completion

considered for incorporation into the Plan of Conservation and Development when it is updated in 2024;

Social

Prepare status memo that describes objectives and policies from this hazard mitigation plan that may be
NTN-01

Theme

Potential Funding

Action Description

Cost Estimate

#

Regional

Lead Department

Weighted STAPLEE Criteria
Benefits

CT SHPO
Capital

Open Space

Open Space

First

Selectman $500,000

P&Z

Floodplain
Management
Regulations
Municipal
Capacities
Drainage

$100,000 -

P&Z
P&Z

PW

$0 $25,000

Improvement
Plan, FEMA
Grant, Other
Grant
Operating
Budget, FEMA
Grant

$0 -

Operating

$25,000

Budget

$0 -

Operating

$25,000

Budget
Capital

$25,000 - Improvement
$50,000

Plan, FEMA
Grant
Capital

NTN-13

Conduct drainage evaluations along Nearbrook Drive to determine appropriate measures for improved
drainage and flood mitigation.

$25,000 - Improvement

Drainage

$50,000

Plan, FEMA
Grant
Capital

NTN-14

Conduct drainage evaluations along Meadow Brook Road to determine appropriate measures for
improved drainage and flood mitigation.

$25,000 - Improvement

Drainage

$50,000

Plan, FEMA
Grant
Capital

NTN-15

Conduct drainage evaluations in the vicinity of the five lakeside communities to determine appropriate
measures for improved drainage and flood mitigation.

NTN-16

Develop a comprehensive natural hazards public outreach and education program.

NTN-17

Evaluate the feasibility of designating the new Community Center as the new primary shelter

$25,000 - Improvement

Drainage
Outreach and
Education
Emergency
Response

EMS
EMS

$50,000

Plan, FEMA

$25,000 -

Grant
Operating

$50,000
$25,000 -

Budget
Operating

$50,000

Budget, Grant

NTN-27

NTN-28

road.
Annually conduct an emergency operations exercise for a local terrorism, sabotage, or mass casualty
event.

Roadways

PW

Roadways

PW

Terrorism & Mass
Casualty

Develop a priority list of areas along streams that are in need of stabilization and implement corrective

Structural

actions

Protection

Evaluate scour damage along Pond Brook and develop mitigation measures

Complete necessary improvements of town bridges. Specifically, Turkey Hill Bridge and Meadow Brook
Bridge which are due for replacement.

EMD

P&Z

Flood Study

DPW, IWC

Bridge & Culvert

PW

$0 -

Operating

$25,000

Budget

$0 -

Operating

$25,000

Budget

$50,000

FEMA Grant

1

1

1

1

0

0

-1

-1

0

0

0

0

5

2023

0

1

1

0

1

1

0

0

0

0

-1

0

0

0

5

2023

0

1

0

0

0

1

1

0

0

-1

0

0

0

0

4

2023

0

1

1

0

1

1

0

0

0

-1

0

0

0

0

5

2024

0

0

1

0

1

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

4

2024

1

1

0

1

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

-1

0

0

5

2024

0

1

1

1

1

1

0

0

-1

0

0

0

0

0

5

2024

1

1

1

1

1

0

0

0

0

-1

0

0

0

0

5

2025

0

1

0

0

0

1

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

5

2025

0

1

1

1

1

1

0

0

-1

0

0

0

0

0

5

2026

0

1

0

1

1

1

1

0

0

0

0

0

-1

0

5

Capital
Plan, FEMA

$25,000 -

Grant
Operating

$50,000 Budget, Grant
$25,000 Operating
Budget
Capital

$50,000 - Improvement
$100,000

Plan, FEMA

$50,000 -

Grant
Operating

$100,000 Budget, Grant
Capital
$1 million

1

Grant

$50,000

More than

1

Costs

Operating
Budget, FEMA

$25,000 - Improvement

$50,000

2023

Timeframe for

Sources

Potential Funding

Budget

$25,000 -

Total STAPLEE Score

NTN-26

Conduct an evaluation of Route 53 to identify causes of, and mitigate risks caused by, winter icing of the

Planning

Environmental

NTN-25

Develop a plan to stabilize low-lying roads, especially in the lakeside communities

RLPs

Economic (x2)

NTN-24

property.

Operating

$0 -

Legal

NTN-23

a letter directly mailed to each property owner.
Work with CT DEEP to validate and/or correct the RL list and update the mitigation status of each listed

$0 $25,000

$25,000

Political

EM, BOS

Administrative

NTN-22

undertaken and suggest options for mitigating flooding in those areas. This should be accomplished with

Technical (x2)

NTN-21

Social

RLPs

sizes.
Contact the owners of Repetitive Loss Properties and nearby properties at risk to inquire about mitigation

Environmental

PW

Economic (x2)

NRCC

Legal

(precip.eas.cornell.edu) when developing alternatives for culvert and bridge replacement designs and

Planning

Regulations

Political

Require consideration of the most recent Northeast Regional Climate Center rainfall statistics
NTN-20

Management

PW

Administrative

remaining opportunities for improvement

& Backup Power
Floodplain

Technical (x2)

Compare local floodplain regulations with Revised State Model Flood Regulations to identify any

Energy Resiliency

Completion

NTN-19

Work with Eversource to identify municipal actions to improve electric grid resiliency.

Theme

Social

NTN-18

Action Description

Cost Estimate

#

Regional

Lead Department

Weighted STAPLEE Criteria
Benefits

Improvement
Plan, FEMA
Grant, Other
Grant

Completion

Social

Technical (x2)

Administrative

Political

Legal

Economic (x2)

Environmental

Social

Technical (x2)

Administrative

Political

Legal

Economic (x2)

Environmental

Total STAPLEE Score

2026

0

1

0

1

1

1

1

0

0

0

0

0

-1

0

5

2026

1

1

1

1

1

1

0

0

-1

-1

0

0

0

0

5

2026

1

1

1

1

1

1

0

0

-1

-1

0

0

0

0

5

2026

0

1

0

0

1

1

1

0

0

-1

-1

0

0

0

4

Timeframe for

Sources

Theme

Potential Funding

Action Description

Cost Estimate

#

Regional

Lead Department

Weighted STAPLEE Criteria
Benefits

Capital
NTN-29

Complete the Meadow Brook Bridge replacement project.

Bridge & Culvert

DPW

More than
$1 million

Costs

Improvement
Plan, FEMA
Grant, Other
Grant
Capital

NTN-30

Pursue funding to place utilities underground in existing developed areas, targeting at least two in the

Energy Resiliency

lifespan of this plan

& Backup Power

P&Z

More than Improvement
$1 million

Plan, Other
Grant
Capital

NTN-31

Relocate utilities underground town wide where feasible; especially in the riverside communities.

Energy Resiliency
& Backup Power

EMS, PW

More than Improvement
$1 million

Plan, Other
Grant
Capital

NTN-32

Work with the owner of 27 Glen Road Dam to determine the feasibility of removing the dam to reduce
the amount of water and material behind it.

Dam Safety

EMS, PW

More than Improvement
$500,000

Plan, Other
Grant
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Town of Newtown
Climate Vulnerability Assessment
A Component of Sustainable CT Action 5.4
The Town of Newtown, for this Climate Vulnerability Assessment (CVA) is considered a suburban inland
town, resulting in various climate change vulnerabilities. Inland flooding, extreme heat, and winter
storms may impact the community the most as many issues have been identified.

Hazards
Inland Flooding
With FEMA flood zones in town along several streams and rivers, such as along the Housatonic River and
the Pootatuck River, there is continuously concern for riverine flooding. Some areas are of higher
concern, including along Glenn Road where flooding has caused issues in the past. The larger rivers,
along with the smaller streams in town, pose a flood risk to adjacent properties, whether it is a larger
storm event or a short intense rainstorm. With precipitation expected to increase due to climate
change, flooding events may occur more frequently. Overall, flooding may continue, or become a larger
issue with future shifts in precipitation.
Winter Storms
Newtown is largely residential, with commercial areas in close proximity to Interstate 84. Suburban
communities are often impacted by strong winter storms in several ways; power outages from downed
trees, accessibility issues, and icing concerns. Anticipated shifts in winter precipitation may bring more
freezing rain events, which can result in an increase of downed trees during a winter storm event.
Downed trees can result in power outage, and lack of emergency access and egress.
Drought and Extreme Temperatures
Most of the town relies on private wells for drinking water, with the exception of a public water system
in the center of the town and a few other very small systems. Therefore, impacts to water supply may
be an issue to the town as temperatures rise in the near future, resulting in isolated issues with water
scarcity. With increased temperatures, and high pumping levels, private wells may be impacted during
times of drought.
In addition to private wells, many suburban communities have high levels of agricultural activity,
whether it be crop production or livestock, these operations are heavily water dependent for healthy
growing and revenue generation.
When considering these impacts from climate change, the primary vulnerabilities for the town of
Newtown include:
•
•
•

Private well owners
Emergency access
Agricultural operations

Secondary Impacts
Economic Impacts
With areas vulnerable to flooding and winter storm events, the town faces an economic challenge of
addressing the flooding concerns and increasing snow and debris removal capacity. There is also a
potential economic impact to local businesses during flooding events, and heavy winter storms.
Businesses may incur expenses related to flood mitigation or clean-up efforts, or experience loss of
income if there is no site access during a storm.
Winter storm snow removal or icing also presents financial responsibility to the town by way of roadway
treatment. As precipitation events may increase during winter months, the town may seek to increase
sand or salt stockpiles to account for increased icing events.
Private property owners who rely on private drinking water wells may also be impacted economically
during droughts or periods of extreme heat. With increasing heat, typically comes increased water
demand. This demand would be placed upon local aquifers, potentially resulting in the need for new
well construction, or deepening of an existing well.
The many impacts of climate change can result in economic impacts to many citizens, business owners,
and municipal budgets as the impacts can be felt on a town level, down to building level.
Social Impacts
To identify social impacts to the town, the Center for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) Social
Vulnerability Index (SVI) was used to identify any vulnerable populations within the town. This index was
developed to supplement a community’s natural hazard preparation actions. To evaluate social
vulnerability, the CDC incorporates 15 factors (Fig. 1) into the overall calculation under the categories, or
themes, of: socioeconomic status, household composition and disability, minority status and language,
and housing type and transportation. These themes and their ranking are based on census statistics. By
evaluating these factors and determining a level of social vulnerability, a community can identify specific
needs for before, during, and after
an event. Such needs may include
sheltering capacity, evacuation
routes, or to decide how many
emergency personnel may be
required to respond after an event.
Each municipalities’ census tracts
were ranked for overall
vulnerability, and theme
vulnerability, in comparison to
other Connecticut municipalities.
This rank, 0 to 1, is based on the
percentile rank among all tracts
within the State of Connecticut. A
value closer to 0 indicates a lower
vulnerability, while a value closer to

Figure 1: The CDC SVI Index Factors. Graphic: svi.cdc.com

1 indicates a higher vulnerability. Table 1 presents the overall vulnerability and theme rankings for
Newtown.
Table 1: Newtown SVI Factor Rankings
Overall SVI
Socioeconomic

NEWTOWN

.22

.20

Household
Composition &
Disability

Minority
Status &
Language

Housing Type
&
Transportation

.48

.28

.27

The Town of Newtown is considered to have a low level of vulnerability, with their most vulnerable
social aspect being household composition and disability, followed by minority and linguistically
challenged populations, and housing type and transportation. Vulnerable age groups and disabled
populations are identified in the northwestern tracts of the town, while minority populations and those
that speak English “less than well”, along with populations concerned with housing type and
transportation are concentrated in the southeastern tract of Newtown.
These populations may be vulnerable to impacts from drought, flooding and storm events based on the
geographic concentrations.
Public Health Considerations
Of the primary vulnerabilities identified, drought and flooding can potentially have public health
repercussions. During hot summer months, or drought, if private wells were to be impacted, certain
populations may find themselves without adequate drinking water supply, resulting in health problems.
Also, when considering the environmental shifts occurring during drought periods, drinking water
contamination may become an issue as aquifers become stressed due to excessive pumping.
Food scarcity is another consideration when discussing the impacts of drought and extreme
temperatures. Agricultural operations that are impacted by water shortages may find that crop or
livestock yields are below average, ultimately resulting in food scarcity concerns. Depending on the size
of an operation, the impacts can be on a small or large scale.
Flooding also presents the concern of pollution into nearby water bodies as commercialized and
impervious areas drain, they collect pollutants and excess sediment. Depending upon the drainage
areas, this runoff can have environmental impacts in associated ecosystems, or public health impacts if
water bodies are used for recreational activities.

Vulnerable Populations
The SVI identified the presence of certain populations within the town that may be more vulnerable to
climate change hazards. Communities, including Newtown, should pay special attention to elderly or
disabled populations, linguistically challenged population, and those that may need evacuation
assistance due to lack of transportation. In addition to the SVI populations identified, the Connecticut

Department of Public Health (DPH) 1 has identified at least four assisted living facilities and two
convalescent homes in Newtown.
Some populations often need additional time for hazard response, so evacuation or preparation, and
may find it more challenging to recover due to financial constraints or health concerns. These
populations should be considered more vulnerable for the reasons that emergency response and
preparation may be more challenging, health issues may be of higher concern, and language barriers
may exist when working to communicate with the community on risks, response, and recovery efforts.
In addition to the populations, it is important to identify the facilities that can provide different types of
assistance to the populations, and others, during or after an event. These facilities, and their proximity
to flood zones, can be found in Figure 2-4.

1

https://www.elicense.ct.gov/Lookup/LicenseLookup.aspx
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INTRODUCTION
Purpose of Annex

The purpose of this Hazard Mitigation Plan (HMP) annex is to provide a community-specific
hazard risk assessment, capability analysis, and evaluation and prioritization of hazard mitigation
measures and projects. Background information and the regional effects of pertinent natural
hazards are discussed in the main body of the Western Connecticut Council of Governments
(WestCOG) Multi-Jurisdictional Hazard Mitigation Plan. This annex is designed to supplement the
information presented in the Multi-Jurisdictional HMP with more specific detail for the City of
Norwalk and is not to be considered a standalone document.
The primary goal of this HMP, including this Municipal Annex, is to identify natural hazard risks
and mitigation opportunities in order to reduce the loss of or damage to life, property,
infrastructure, and natural, cultural, and economic resources. This includes the reduction of public
and private damage costs. Limiting losses of and damage to life and property will also reduce the
social, emotional, and economic disruption associated with a natural disaster.
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COMMUNITY PROFILE
2.1.1

Geography
Physical Setting

Incorporated in 1651, the City of Norwalk is located in southern Fairfield County and home to a
population of 85,603 (2010 U.S. Census). Norwalk is bordered by the municipalities of Darien to
the west, New Canaan and Wilton to the north, Westport to the east, as well as Long Island Sound
along the south. Refer to Figure 2-1 for a map showing the regional location of Norwalk within
the WestCOG region.
Norwalk is a coastal community, with several rivers and streams flowing throughout the
community. The city is characterized by highly developed areas along the route 7 north to south
corridor, and along the east to west running interstate 95 corridor. Lower elevations adjacent the
shoreline is residentially developed, with commercial development increasing closer to the mouth
of the Norwalk River; these areas are also low in elevation.
The Norwalk River flows south through the center of the City, parallel to Route 7, cutting through
the suburban and urban areas before it eventually flows into Long Island Sound. There are no
major lakes or reservoirs in the city, there are however several ponds along the Norwalk River,
Fivemile River, and Woods Pond Brook.
The highest elevation in Norwalk is about 320 feet in the northern most areas bordering Wilton,
with the southern area of Norwalk being at or close to sea level. The varying terrain of Norwalk
makes the city vulnerable to an array of natural hazards.
The Center for Land Use Education and Research (CLEAR) has developed a land cover dataset
derived from 2016 satellite imagery to depict statewide land cover. The land cover by percent of
total land for Norwalk can be found in Table 2-1.
Table 2-1: Land Cover by Area

Land Cover Class
Developed
Turf & Grass
Other Grasses
Agricultural Field
Deciduous Forest
Coniferous Forest
Water
Non-Forested Wetland
Forested Wetland
Tidal Wetland
Barren Land
Utility Corridor
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Percent of Total Land
44.7%
10.1%
0.6%
10.7%
1.2%
0.8%
0.1%
0.4%
0.5%
0.9%
0.2%
0.0%
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2.1.2

Land Use

Norwalk is a large city with both high urbanized areas, and suburban development. Most higher
density development and commercial activity lies along the major roadway corridors, and along
the Norwalk River. The highest concentration of commercial activity is focused in the southern
part of the City around the Route 7 and I-95 interchange, in South Norwalk along the river. The
areas outside of these corridors are primarily residential, with larger lot residential neighborhoods
north of Interstate 95, and smaller lot residential south of 95.
According to the city’s 2019 Plan of Conservation and Development (POCD), more than 65% of
Norwalk’s total land area is currently occupied by residential development. Almost 11% of the
city’s land use is accounted for by vacant residential, and commercial and industrial land uses.
Table 2-2 summarizes 2019 land use data identified in the POCD.
Table 2-2: 2019 Land Use by Area

Use
Area (acres)
Parcels
Percent of Total Land
Residential
Residential – 1 or 2 family
7,457
18,328
57.1%
Residential – 3 or more family
686
873
5.3%
Mixed Residential/Commercial
64
199
0.5%
Mixed Use – Village
0
1
0%
Business
Commercial
1,201
872
9.2%
Industrial
201
117
1.5%
Public & Institutional Uses
Government/Institutional
805
226
6.2%
Public Land and Open Space
Open Space
705
73
5.4%
Cemetery
130
17
1%
Other
Utility
107
21
1%
Other
906
603
7%
Vacant
Vacant – Commercial
99
165
1%
Vacant – Industrial
20
37
0%
Vacant – Municipal
157
22
1%
Vacant – Residential
365
524
3%
Vacant – Utility
148
18
1%
Developed/Committed
12,262
20,458
94.2%
Vacant/Undeveloped
789
766
6%
Total Land Area
13,051
21,224
100.2%
Source: 2019 Norwalk Plan of Conservation and Development

2.1.3

Climate and Climate Change
Current Conditions

Over the course of the year, the temperature in Norwalk typically varies from 23°F to 83°F and is
rarely below 9°F or above 90°F. The warm season lasts from June 1 to September 16, with an
average daily high temperature above 74°F. The hottest day of the year is July 20, with an average
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high of 83°F and low of 67°F. The cold season lasts from December 3 to March 12, with an
average daily high temperature below 46°F. The coldest day of the year is January 29, with an
average low of 23°F and high of 37°F.
Precipitation falls throughout the year in Norwalk. The wetter season lasts from March 31 to
August 18, with a greater than 29% chance of a given day being a wet day. The chance of a wet
day peaks at 36% on May 29. The smallest chance of a wet day is 22% on January 28.
The most rain falls during the 31 days centered around June 3, with an average total accumulation
of 3.8 inches. The least rain falls around February 6, with an average total accumulation of 2.0
inches.
The snowy period of the year lasts from November 18 to April 5, with a sliding 31-day liquidequivalent snowfall of at least 0.1 inches. The most snow falls during the 31 days centered around
January 26, with an average total liquid-equivalent accumulation of 0.8 inches.
Climate data was sourced from Weather Spark based on analysis of the years 1980 to 2016.

Climate Change

Climate change projections for Connecticut were sourced from the 2019 Connecticut Physical
Climate Science Assessment Report, which was developed by the University of Connecticut
(UConn) Atmospheric Sciences Group, commissioned by the Connecticut Institute for Resilience
and Climate Adaptation (CIRCA) with funding from the Department of Energy and Environmental
Protection (DEEP). All projections are based on the IPCC high CO2 emission scenario (RCP8.5).
Temperature
Annual temperatures have been increasing throughout Connecticut and is projected to continue
to do so in the future. By mid-century, average annual temperature is projected to increase by
5°F. Seasonal average temperatures are also expected to rise, with the greatest increase (6°F)
experienced in summer (June to August). The number of nights over which temperature remains
above 68°F will quadruple from 10 days per year to more than 40 days, and the number of
extremely hot days will increase from above 4 a year to 48 per year.
Precipitation
Rainfall data in "Technical Paper No. 40" by the U.S.
Weather Bureau (now the National Weather Service)
(Hershfield, 1961) dates from the years 1938 through
1958. According to these data, the 24-hour rainfall
amount for a 50% annual-chance storm in Fairfield
County is 3.3 inches.

The continued increase in precipitation
only heightens the need for hazard
mitigation planning as the occurrence of
floods may change in accordance with
the greater precipitation.

The Northeast Regional Climate Center (NRCC) has partnered with the Natural Resources
Conservation Service (NRCS) to provide a consistent, current regional analysis of rainfall extremes
(http://precip.eas.cornell.edu/). In 2020 this dataset listed the 24-hour rainfall amount for a 50%
annual-chance storm in Norwalk as 3.45 inches.
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The NOAA Atlas 14, released on September 30, 2015 puts the 24-hour rainfall amount for a 50%
annual-chance annual storm in Norwalk at 3.49 inches.
These precipitation amounts, and more details, are summarized in Table 2-3, below.
Table 2-3: 24-Hour Rainfall Amounts by Annual-Chance Occurrence
Source
Technical Paper No. 40
NRCC
NOAA Atlas 14

24-Hour Rainfall Amount (inches) by Annual-Chance Occurrence
50%
4%
1%
3.3
5.7
7.2
3.45
6.38
8.96
3.49
6.49
8.26

Annual precipitation has been increasing statewide and is projected to continue to increase. By
mid-century, annual precipitation is projected to increase by 8.5%, with the greatest increase
(13.4%) occurring in the winter months. Extreme precipitation events are projected to increase in
both frequency and magnitude. Based on this increase and the precipitation figures above, by
2050 Norwalk can expect the 24-hour rainfall amount for a 50% annual-chance storm to be
around 3.7 to 3.8 inches or greater.
Impervious surfaces and infrastructure in city have increased over time as well, leading to
increasing runoff and peak discharge values.
Despite overall increases in precipitation, drought risk is projected to increase, especially during
summer, due to changing precipitation patterns and projected increases in potential
evapotranspiration (plants taking up more water in hotter temperatures and longer growing
seasons).
2.1.4

Drainage Basins and Hydrology

Norwalk is divided among five sub-regional watersheds as shown in Table 2-4. Three of the five
sub-regional basins drain into Long Island Sound, with the Silvermine River basin draining into
the Norwalk River basin, and the West Branch Saugatuck River basin draining into the Saugatuck
River basin. All of the water that passes through Norwalk eventually empties into Long Island
Sound.
Table 2-4: Sub-Regional Drainage Basins

Overall Sub-regional Area
Area within City
Area
(sq. mi)
(sq. mi)
(acres)
Norwalk River
32.55
8.63
5,524.57
Southwest Shoreline
41.41
5.54
3,544.59
Fivemile River
12.49
4.88
3,124.07
Silvermine River
22.52
1.82
1,165.02
West Branch Saugatuck River
11.92
0.01
6.54
Total
n/a
20.88
13,364.79
Source: Connecticut Department of Energy & Environmental Protection GIS Data
Drainage Basin

Percent of City
41.33%
26.53%
23.37%
8.72%
0.5%
100%

Norwalk is entirely encompassed within the Southwest Coast drainage basin, which drains directly
into Long Island Sound. Of the five subregional drainage basins and their respective streams, the
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Norwalk River running through central Stamford is the largest, followed by the Silvermine River
basin in the northern area of the city, which ultimately flows into the Norwalk River basin.
The Norwalk River is approximately 21 miles long, and originates in Ridgefield, Connecticut. The
Norwalk Basin drains 32.55 square miles of land, and ultimately flows directly into Long Island
Sound.
The Fivemile River is approximately 11 miles long and originates in New York, just over the New
Canaan border. The river flows into the Sound along the western border of Norwalk adjacent to
the Rowayton neighborhood.

2.2.1

Society, Culture, and Government
Population and Demographic Setting
According to the 2010 U.S. Census, Norwalk had a population of 85,603, with 3,740 persons per
square mile. According to the 2018 American Community Survey five-year estimates, Norwalk’s
population between 2013 and 2018 was approximately 89,049.
One important aspect of natural hazard mitigation planning is to identify a community’s
demographic trends in relation to natural hazards. The Center for Disease Control and Prevention
(CDC) Social Vulnerability Index (SVI) is used to identify vulnerable populations in Norwalk. The
SVI uses census data to identify populations within the city that may be more vulnerable to
natural hazards. As a result of this analysis, the city is identified to have a certain level of overall
social vulnerability with a rank of 0 to 1; 1 being the most vulnerable and 0 being the least.
To determine social vulnerability, the CDC incorporates 15 factors into the overall SVI calculation
under four categories, or themes: socioeconomic status, household composition and disability,
minority status and language,
and housing type and
transportation. Figure 2-2
represents the breakdown of
the SVI process. These themes
and their ranking are based on
census statistics. By evaluating
these factors and determining
a level of social vulnerability, a
community can identify
specific needs for before,
during, and after an event.
Such needs may include
sheltering capacity, evacuation
routes, or to decide how many
emergency personnel may be
required to respond after an
Figure 2-2: The CDC SVI Index Factors. Graphic:
event.
svi.cdc.com
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The City of Norwalk is considered to have a low to moderate level of vulnerability, with their most
vulnerable social aspect being minority populations and those that do not speak English well. In
addition, there are socioeconomic concerns, as well as high density housing populations and
transportation disparities. These vulnerable populations are concentrated in the south-central
tracts centered around the Interstate 95 and route 7 interchange, and along the Norwalk River. It
is important to note that the South Norwalk tract is considered highly vulnerable, with a ranking
0.82 on the SVI scale. Appendix B explores the SVI for Norwalk in more depth, including maps
showing overall vulnerability, and theme vulnerability.
2.2.2

Development Trends

In the early 1900’s, the City of Norwalk was characterized by a variety of land use types, walkable
neighborhoods comprised of small lot sizes, and modified street grid development. As years
progressed, suburban style development began to grow outwards of the urbanized core of the
city. This character is still true today, with larger residential lots more prominent moving away
from the urbanized areas, with larger block sizes and numerous cul-de-sacs throughout the
neighborhoods. With the advancement of transportation, and the development of major
roadways, land use types began to separate, with commercialized areas along these major
roadways, including Route 1, Route 7, and the Merritt Parkway.
Today, Norwalk is the sixth most populous City in Connecticut. Redevelopment pressures are
significant. South Norwalk and the downtown are experiencing ongoing investment and
redevelopment, especially in housing, which is likely to continue into the future. Major travel
corridors for Route 7 and Route 15 have the potential for redevelopment over the next 10 years.
The City would also like to see mixed-use activities centers in every neighborhood, varying in
sizes. The City of Norwalk has identified two transit-oriented development (TOD) focus areas: one
centered around the East Norwalk Train Station, and one around the South Norwalk Train Station.
Development in South Norwalk includes the new retail mall which is within walking distance of
the train station. The TOD plans for South Norwalk (2016) and East Norwalk (2020) both recognize
the present of existing flood zones; and both discuss the potential risks associated with sea level
rise and other climate change impacts. Both plans call for development to be consistent with
avoiding risks associated with these hazards.
More recently, the City has embarked on studies of its commercial and industrial parcels north of
downtown along the Norwalk River; and commercial and water-dependent uses located along the
harbor on Water Street. Both of these studies are meant to highlight the risks associated with
redevelopment, as well as the unique opportunities in the City. While the City’s potential for
exposure to flood risks is significant due to the Norwalk River, Keeler Brook, and the shoreline; the
TOD plans and two ongoing studies are directly addressing the need to reduce risks. Therefore,
while development in Norwalk may not be able to reduce exposure to flooding, the opportunities
for stringent redevelopment will at least reduce the risks and damage. These opportunities will
also help reduce vulnerabilities to other natural hazards.

2.2.3

Governmental Structure

The City of Norwalk is a mayor-council style government, where the mayor is elected by city
residents. The city charter delegates certain powers and duties to the Common Council, while
others are a joint effort between the mayor and council.
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In addition to Mayor and Common Council, there are boards, commissions and committees
providing input and direction to City administrators, while City departments provide municipal
services and day-to-day administration. Many of these commissions and departments play a role
in hazard mitigation, including the Planning and Zoning Department, Code Enforcement,
Highways Department, Conservation Commission, Building Management, the Fire Chief, and the
Emergency Management Department.
2.2.4

Historic and Cultural Resources

Historic and cultural resources include sites, structures,
and objects that are significant in history, architecture,
archaeology, engineering, and culture. Protection of
these resources grows economies and enhances
community character, and following a natural disaster
they can help to reinforce neighborhood connections
and reestablish a sense of community and normalcy.
Consideration of these resources in this HMP is critical.

Historic preservation planning helps
protect historic properties and cultural
resources from demolition or alteration.
Hazard mitigation planning helps
protect life and property from damage
caused by natural and manmade hazards.
Integrating these two planning
processes helps create safe and
sustainable historic communities.
- Paraphrased from FEMA Report 386-6

There are numerous historic sites throughout the city. As one of the oldest cities in the State,
Norwalk has been making strides to preserve historic resources. Historic resources in Norwalk are
concentrated within the Norwalk Green, Fivemile River Landing, Camp Street, Golden Hill,
Haviland And Elizabeth Streets/Hanford Place, Pudding Lane, Silvermine Center, South Main &
Washington Street, and Village Creek Historic District. See Figure 2-3 for a map of historic
resources in the community.
Resources also include Fodor Farm, Gallaher Estate at Cranbury Park, Oyster Row, Greens Ledge
and Peck Ledge Lighthouses, the Railroad Station, and the Norwalk River Bridge. Analysis of the
State Historic Preservation Office (SHPO) database of historic resources shows that some of these
resources are exposed to natural hazards, as shown in Table 2-5.
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FIG. 2-3

Table 2-5: Number of Historic Assets Exposed to Different Hazards in Norwalk
Hazard
Dam Failure
Earthquake
Flooding
1% Annual
0.2% Annual
Storm Surge
Category 1
Category 2
Category 3
Category 4
Hurricane/Tropical Storm
Sea Level Rise
Thunderstorm
Tornado
Winter Storm
Wildfire

Count
0
731

0
7
38
45
51
62
731
6
731
731
731
101

Historic buildings and structures may be particularly susceptible to natural hazards because they
were built prior to the establishment of more recent construction standards. Additionally, some
of the structural integrity of these resources may have been degraded over the decades or
centuries since their original construction. Structural retrofits and hazard mitigation methods may
be challenging or restricted in cases where alteration of a resource will also diminish its cultural or
historical aesthetic and value. Finally, miscommunications or lack of knowledge may lead to
historic resources being damaged during the disaster recovery process.
Steps to incorporate historical and cultural preservation into hazard mitigation planning include:
 Inventory and survey historic and cultural resources
 Implement appropriate mitigation measures for those resources
 Take steps to move portable resources, such as artwork or documents, to safe locations
prior to the occurrence of a hazard, if possible
 Consider these resources in emergency operations plans to prevent accidental damages
during recovery efforts
Specific actions to mitigate natural hazard risks to historic resources are listed at the end of this
Annex.

2.3.1

Infrastructure
Transportation

Major transportation routes in Norwalk include Interstate 95 and the Merritt Parkway (Route 15),
which run east to west through the city. The Parkway runs through the norther part of the city,
while I-95 runs through the southern region of Norwalk. Routes 7 runs south from the Wilton
border south, where it ultimately merges I-95. Route 1 also runs through the city, running
paralleling to I-95 in the western half of the city, running north from the I-95 and Route 7
Interchange, where the route then crosses the Norwalk River and runs east into Westport.
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In addition, the Metro North/Amtrak rail lines also run through the city, south and parallel to
Interstate 95. There are three stations located in the city: East Norwalk, South Norwalk, and
Rowayton. The CTtransit bus system is also active in the city with several stops throughout the
community.
2.3.2

Utilities

There are two public water systems the operate in the city. The Norwalk First Taxing District
system operates in the eastern half of Norwalk, while the Second Taxing District system serves the
western half. A majority of the city receives public water supply, with the potential exception of
small residential areas in the northwest and north east corners of the city. These properties likely
rely on a private well for drinking water.
Residents and businesses use oil, propane, or natural gas for heat. Natural gas is available in the
via distribution lines from Eversource.
The Norwalk Water Pollution Control Authority maintains the sewer systems in the urbanized
areas along I-95 and Route 7, and branches out into residential neighborhoods from the
urbanized core. The system does not extend to some small areas along the coast, as well as
multiple neighborhoods in the northern third of the city.
According to geoISP (geoISP.com), access to Broadband Internet is available to most residents in
Norwalk. There are 2 DSL Providers (MegaPath, AT&T), 1 Cable Internet providers (CSC Holdings),
and 4 Fiber Internet providers (CSC Holdings, Fibertech Networks LLC, Level(3) Communications,
and Connecticut Education Network). There are also 4 Mobile Broadband (cellular) providers with
service available in Norwalk.

Planning and Regulatory Capabilities

Norwalk has in place a number of community planning mechanisms, regulations, and policies that
serve to mitigate natural hazards by limiting development in hazardous areas, requiring buildings
be constructed to certain standards, or otherwise directing development and construction toward
increased resilience. These are summarized in this section.
2.4.1

Review of Existing Local Plans

Norwalk has a number of plans that are relevant to hazard mitigation. These are noted here:
 Plan of Conservation and Development (POCD): Norwalk’s most recent POCD was adopted
in 2019. It addresses natural hazard concerns within the community, and includes strategies
that will mitigate risks from those hazards as the community continues to develop.
 Stormwater Management: Norwalk maintains a Stormwater Management Plan. This
document has been updated to comply with the requirements of the US EPA 2017 updated
General Permit for the Discharge of Stormwater from Small Municipal Separate Storm Sewer
Systems (MS4 General Permit).
 Capital Improvement Plan (CIP): Norwalk maintains a CIP that is updated annually and lays
out capital investments for a five-year period. The CIP often includes road, drainage, and
other infrastructure improvement projects relevant to hazard mitigation.
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2.4.1

Economic Development Plan: Norwalk is included within the Western Connecticut Economic
Development Plan of 2017, developed by WestCOG. The plan aligns with the COG’s other
efforts to promote climate sustainability and resiliency in the region. The City also developed
its own plan, the Norwalk Economic Development Action Plan, in 2015.
Emergency Operations Plan (EOP): Norwalk’s EOP is reviewed annually and updated as
needed. Dam failure Emergency Action Plans (EAPs) for dams with failure inundation zones
that may impact Norwalk, and for which EAPs are available, are on file locally.
Watershed Management Plan: Watershed Management Plans have been developed for the
Norwalk River Watershed, the Saugatuck-Aspetuck River Watershed, and the Five Mile River
Watershed. The Norwalk River Watershed Action Plan was prepared by the Norwalk River
Watershed Initiative Committee, HDR/HydroQual, and the former South Western Regional
Planning Agency (SWRPA) in 1998 and updated in 2011. The Saugatuck River Watershed
Based Plan was developed by SWRPA in 2012. The Five Mile River Watershed Based Plan was
developed by AKRF, Inc. for SWRPA in 2012. These plans are focused on water quality, but
can help the community mitigate inland flood risks by incorporating watershed management
best practices into its planning efforts.

Review of Regulatory Structures

Norwalk regulates development through a number of regulations, codes, and ordinances. These
are summarized below. More detailed information about how these regulations relate to specific
natural hazards are described in Section 3.





Building Code: Norwalk enforces the Connecticut State Building Code locally.
Zoning Regulations: Most recently updated in February 2019.
Inland Wetlands and Watercourses Regulations: Most recently updated in February 2010.
Subdivision Regulations: Most recently updated in January 2012. Include provisions
promoting installation of firefighting water sources, construction of adequate emergency
access and egress, and burial of utilities.

Emergency Services, Critical Facilities, Sheltering, and Evacuation

The City considers its police, fire, and governmental facilities to be critical since these are needed
to ensure that emergencies are addressed while day-to-day management of Norwalk continues.
The city also considers various facilities housing higher-risk individuals (such as elderly individuals
or children) and large populations to be critical facilities. Table 2-6 identifies all of these critical
facilities.
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Type

Norwalk Hospital
Norwalk Police Department
Norwalk Police Marine Patrol
Norwalk Fire Department Station 4
Norwalk Fire Department Station 1
Norwalk Fire Department Station 2 Headquarters
Norwalk Fire Department Station 3
Norwalk Fire Department Station 5
City Hall
Public Works
Norwalk High School
Brien McMahon High School
Norwalk Wastewater Treatment Plant
Sanitary Sewer Pump Stations
Academy Of Learning
All Saints Catholic School
Briggs High School
Brookside Elementary School
Columbus Elementary School
Cranbury Elementary School
Fox Run Elementary School
Gibbs College
Gibbs College
Jefferson Elementary School
Kendall Elementary School
Marvin Elementary School
Naramake Elementary School
Nathan Hale Middle School
National Bartenders School
Norwalk Community College
Norwalk Hosp Sch Of Respir Car
Oakbridge School Community Sol
Parkway Chr Acad Happy Time Nu
Ponus Ridge Middle School
Renasci Academy Of Hair, Inc
Roton Middle School
Rowayton School
Side By Side Community School
Silvermine Elementary School
Tracey School

34 Maple Street
1 Monroe Street
100 Water Street
180 Westport Avenue
90 New Canaan Avenue

Hospital
Police
Police
Fire/EMS
Fire/EMS

121 Connecticut Ave

EOC/Fire/EMS

56 Van Zant Street
23 Meadow Street
125 East Avenue
125 East Avenue
23 Calvin Murphy St.
300 Highland Ave.
15 South Smith Street
Multiple
650 West Avenue
139 West Rocks Rd
350 Main St.
382 Highland Ave.
46 Concord St.
5 Knowalot Ln.
228 Fillow St.
10 Norden Place
142 East Avenue
75 Van Buren Ave.
228 Fillow St.
15 Calf Pasture Beach
16 King St.
176 Strawberry Hill Av
24 Belden Avenue
188 Richards Avenue
24 Maple Street
57 West Rocks Road
260 New Canaan Avenue
21 Hunters Ln.
3 Isaac Street
201 Highland Ave.
1 Roton Ave.
10 Chestnut St.
157 Perry Ave.
20 Camp St.

Fire/EMS
Fire/EMS
City Hall
Municipal
School/Shelter
School/Shelter
Critical Service
Critical Service
School
School
School
School
School
School
School
School
School
School
School
School
School
School
School
School
School
School
School
School
School
School
School
School
School
School
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In 1% Floodplain

Address or Location

Shelter

Facility

Emergency Power

Table 2-6: Critical Facilities













West Rocks Middle School
Wolfpit School
Americares Free Clinic/Sono
Community Center
Casena Care
Catholic Family Services Of Norwalk
Connecticut Renaissance Inc
Outpatient
Elmcrest Terrace Halfway House
Fairfield Manor Health Care Center
Family & Children's Agency, Inc.
Gambro Healthcare-Norwalk
Honey Hill Care Center
Louise Carlson Senior Residence
Ludlowe Commons/Ludlowe Village
Meridian Hill Triage And
Detoxification
New Vision Cataract Center
Norwalk Center
Norwalk Community Health Center
Norwalk Department Of Health
Norwalk Methadone Treatment
Program
Notre Dame Convalescent Home

81 West Rocks Rd.
One Starlight Dr.

School
School

98 South Main St.

Care Facility

23 Prospect Avenue
7 Chapel St

Care Facility
Care Facility

83 Wall Street

Care Facility

16 Elmcrest Terrace
23 Prospect Ave
9 Mott St
31 Stevens Street
24 Stevens St, Norwalk
17 Nelson Ave
11 Rogers Square

Care Facility
Care Facility
Care Facility
Care Facility
Care Facility
Care Facility
Care Facility

4 Elmcrest Terrace

Care Facility

605 West Avenue
73 Strawberry Hill Ave
120 Connecticut Ave.
137 East Ave

Care Facility
Care Facility
Care Facility
Care Facility

20 North Main

Care Facility

76 W Rocks Rd
Ben Franklin Ctr - 165
Flax Hill Rd
4 St John Street

Care Facility

350 Main Street

Care Facility

60 Gregory Blvd

Care Facility

Highland Avenue

Care Facility

23 France St
57 West Rocks Rd
227 East Ave

Care Facility
Care Facility

Project Reward
St. John Street Group Home
The Dr. Robert E. Appleby Health
Center-Richard Briggs High School
The Marvin
The Robert E Appleby - Brien
McMahon
Vitam Center France Street
Vitam Center, Inc/Watson Hall
East Ave Gas Station
Devine Bros

38 Commerce St

In 1% Floodplain

Type

Shelter

Address or Location

Emergency Power

Facility

Care Facility
Care Facility

POL Terminal, Storage
Facility, or Tank Farm

There are two designated shelters in the city, the Norwalk High School and Brien McMahon High
School.
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Emergency Response

The City’s Emergency Operations Center (EOC) is located in Norwalk Fire Department Station 2 –
Headquarters on Connecticut Avenue. The fire department and EOC are connected to all public
buildings, including schools, via a fiber optic network. Norwalk is located in the Connecticut
Department of Emergency Services and Public Protection (DESPP) Region 1, consisting of 14
municipalities in southwestern Connecticut.
The City has also displayed long-term commitment to emergency response and management by
utilizing warning system and various emergency planning techniques. In addition, there are two
emergency management and planning specific roles in the city: Director of Combined Dispatch
and Emergency Preparedness Planning. City staff are also trained in National Incident
Management System (NIMS) and Incident Command system (ICS)

Emergency Communication Capabilities

The City of Norwalk utilizes the Code Red notification system to alert residents of emergency
situations. This system allows the state to direct geographically specific emergency notification
telephone calls into affected areas. The city also utilizes social media sources including Facebook
and Twitter to post public information. Various media outlets are also used to relay information
to the public. Residents can also sign up for city e-mail notifications. These messages can be in
relation to natural hazards, or other city information.
Information about natural hazards and hazard preparedness are posted on the City Website
through the Public Safety Health & Welfare Department.

Hazardous Materials

King Chemicals, which is located in 100-year flood zone, is a chemical manufacturer located along
the Norwalk River.

Changes to Emergency Services since the Previous HMP

Both shelters have standby power, and is continuously pursuing the acquisition of back-up
generators for pumping stations. The city has also developed regional sheltering plans to address
sheltering and evacuation need.
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HAZARD ASSESSMENT
3.1.1

FLOODING (COASTAL, INLAND, AND ICE JAMS)
Setting

The potential for flooding exists across Norwalk, with the majority of major flooding occurring
along established riverine and coastal SFHAs. The areas impacted by overflow of river systems are
generally limited to river corridors and floodplains. Indirect flooding that occurs outside
floodplains and localized nuisance flooding along tributaries can also be a concern. This type of
flooding occurs particularly along roadways as a result of inadequate drainage and other factors.
Coastal flooding can occur during a severe storm event by way of storm surge, and can also occur
as nuisance flooding, which is experience during extremely high tide events. The frequency of
flooding in Norwalk is considered likely for any given year, with flood damage potentially having
significant effects during extreme events.
A regulatory floodplain with AE designation has been mapped along the Norwalk River,
Silvermine River, Fivemile River, and Stony Brook. There are also regulatory floodplain areas with a
VE or an AE designation along the Long Island Sound shoreline. The Areas identified as providing
flood storage are identified with A Zone designations, meaning they are regulated as floodplain,
but flood elevations have not been established. The Fourteen Acre Pond and Woods Pond
distribute these traits. Floodplain and floodway designations have also been established along
the rivers with AE designations. Refer to Figure 2-4 for the areas of Norwalk susceptible to
flooding based on FEMA flood zones.
In general, potential flooding problems in Norwalk are concentrated along the multiples rivers,
and the coastline. City officials have noted that Water Street and surrounding areas in South
Norwalk continue to be of flooding concern. In addition, the Taylor Pond area is also a concern.
While the city has made upgrades to pipes in the area, there is concern as to what this area will
look like under elevated sea levels.
Coastal flood events, especially storm surge during hurricanes and tropical storms, can cause
some of the most severe damage with high economic impacts to the city and residential
properties. Figure 3-1 shows hurricane storm surge inundation zones.

3.1.2

Capabilities

The City primarily attempts to mitigate future flood damage and flood hazards by restricting
building activities in floodprone areas. This process is carried out through both the Planning and
Zoning process. All watercourses are to be encroached minimally or not at all to maintain the
existing flood-carrying capacity. These regulations rely primarily on the FEMA-defined 1% annual
chance flood elevations to determine flood areas.

Floodplain Management, NFIP and CRS

The City has consistently participated in the NFIP since April 3, 1978 and intends to continue
participation in the NFIP. SFHAs in Norwalk are delineated on a Flood Insurance Rate Map (FIRM)
and Flood Insurance Study (FIS). The FIS and FIRMs for the city were most recently revised in
2013.
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The city has historically participated in the FEMA Community Rating System (CRS) program, which
recognizes and rewards more stringent floodplain regulations. While the City has since been
unenrolled from the program, it submitted paperwork to FEMA in the spring of 2020 requesting
reentrance. By participating in the program, city residents will receive a discount on flood
insurance.
The NFIP administrator for the city oversees the enforcement of NFIP regulations. The degree of
flood protection established by the variety of regulations in the City meets the minimum
reasonable for regulatory purposes under the NFIP. The City has a minimum elevation standard to
include one foot of freeboard.
The City’s Planning and Zoning Commission uses the 1% annual chance flood lines from the FIRM
delineated by FEMA to determine floodplain areas. Site plan standards require that all proposals
be consistent with the need to minimize flood damage, that public facilities and utilities be
located and constructed to minimize flood damage, and that adequate drainage is provided.

Ordinances, Regulations, and Plans

Regulations, codes, and ordinances that apply to flood hazard mitigation in conjunction with and
in addition to NFIP regulations are listed below, with examples of sections and content with
specific relevance to flood mitigation.


Zoning Regulations:
o Article 110, Flood Hazard Zone: Outlines general development requirements for
all flood zones including 1 foot of freeboard for all new and substantially
improved construction.
o Article 110, Flood Hazard Zone (C)(5) and (6): Flood provisions for AE, VE and
Coastal AE zones, including 1 foot of freeboard for all new and substantially
improved construction.



Inland Wetland and Watercourse Regulations:
o Defines “Significant Regulated Activity”: as any activity which substantially
diminishes the natural capacity of an inland wetland or watercourse to; support
desirable fisheries, wildlife, or other biological life; prevent flooding; supply water;
assimilate waste; facilitate drainage; provide recreation or open space; or perform
other functions.
o 60A-10(B)(1): The standards and criteria for decisions include potential effects on
the capacity for the inland wetlands or watercourses to prevent flooding.
Subdivision Regulations:
o Section 3.01: Land shall not be subdivided if it cannot be safely used because of a
flood danger
o Section 3.30 (b): If a subdivision is proposed in a flood prone area, it shall be
constructed to minimize flood damage, locate utilities to minimize flood damage,
drainage should be provided to minimize flood hazards, base flood elevation will
be provided with all proposals.
Norwalk Harbor Management Plan
o Identifies the need to protect coastal resources including tidal ponds.
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Norwalk River Watershed Action Plan
o Developed by the Norwalk River Watershed Initiative (NRWI) in 1998, and
updated in 2012, the City of Norwalk supports the various goals outlined within
the plan, including those directed toward floodplain protection and flood hazard
mitigation.

Drainage and Street Flooding

The Norwalk Department of Public Works (DPW) oversees the maintenance of the city’s drainage
systems and performs clearing of bridges and culverts and other maintenance as needed.
Drainage concerns are addressed in conjunction with road pavement projects.
Drainage complaints are routed to the DPW through an online work-order system called
Cityworks. The reports can then be used to monitor and track flood prone areas. City staff noted
Water Street and surrounding areas to be of concern.

Public Information

The city receives regular weather updates through Division of Emergency Management and
Homeland Security (DEMHS) Region 1 email alerts as well as watches and warnings through the
National Weather Service. A stream gauge on the Norwalk River in South Wilton, and a tidal
gauge in Bridgeport, helps city officials watch for flooding conditions and respond accordingly.

Actions Completed and New Capabilities

The city is currently in the process of installing back-up generators at all sanitary sewer pumping
stations. This is critical for flooding and other natural hazard events. The city is also currently
working to elevate the Keeler Brook pump station.
3.1.3

Vulnerabilities and Risk Assessment
Repetitive Loss Properties

There are 227 repetitive loss properties (RLPs) located in the City of Norwalk; 218 are residential
and 9 are commercial. There is 1 property along Stony Brook, 3 properties along the Norwalk
River, 4 properties along the Fivemile River, 207 properties within coastal zones, and the
remaining 3 properties are along smaller tributaries or not adjacent to a significant stream

Critical Facilities

There is one facility located within the 100-year flood zones. This facility is critical to police
response water capabilities during an event.
The at-risk facilities include:
 Norwalk Police Marine Patrol Station

At-Risk Areas

Norwalk has reported flooding to be a concern at the following locations:
 Taylor Pond
 Water Street and adjacent areas
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FIG. 3-1

Figure 2-4 depicts FEMA flood zones in Norwalk. Figure 3-1 shows hurricane storm surge
inundation zones.
Norwalk River
Southern reaches of the river have the large delineated floodplains, in addition to a large
floodway area delineated at the convergence point of the Norwalk and Silvermine Rivers.
Therefore, these may be considered to be the most at-risk areas along the Norwalk river. While
there are only 3 RL properties along the river, there is potential for flooding in some areas, The
Norwalk River flows directly into Long island Sound; there are numerous repetitive loss properties
located at the mouth of the river along the Norwalk Harbor.
Long Island Sound Coastline
The shoreline of Norwalk is primarily residential, with commercial activity along the Norwalk
Harbor. The entire coastline, specifically southern areas of Rowayton, Wilson Point, Manressa
Island, and the southern areas of East Norwalk are particularly at risk of storm surge during an
event under future sea level rise scenarios.

Changes and Improvements

The city utilizes Cityworks, an asset management software, which allows the city to track and
update flooding areas of concern. Also, to aid in flood mitigation, the city is constantly addressing
drainage concerns when re-pavement projects are done.
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3.2.1

DAM FAILURE
Setting

3.2.2

Capabilities

Dam failures can be triggered suddenly, with little or no warning, and often from other natural
disasters such as floods and earthquakes. Dam failures often occur during flooding when the
dam breaks under the additional force of floodwaters. In addition, a dam failure can cause a
chain reaction where the sudden release of floodwaters causes the next dam downstream to fail.
While flooding from a dam failure generally has a moderate geographic extent, the effects are
potentially catastrophic. Fortunately, a major dam failure is considered very unlikely in any given
year.
Dam failure inundation areas are included in the CT Alert emergency notification system contact
database. The high hazard dams that could potentially have an impact on the city if there were to
be a failure are Chasmar Pond dam, Popes Pond Dam in Wilton, and the John D. Milne Lake and
Grupes Reservoir dams located in New Canaan

Actions Completed and New Capabilities

Norwalk dam failure mitigation capabilities have improved since adoption of the previous plan
through increased dam monitoring and dam safety enforcement capabilities at the state level, as
well as the digitization and inclusion of dam failure inundation areas into the CTAlert system.
3.2.3

Vulnerabilities and Risk Assessment

As of 2013, there were 35 DEEP-inventoried dams within the City of Norwalk. These dams are
shown in Figure 2-4. One of these dams is a Class C, or high hazard dam, and five others are a
Class B, or significant hazard dam. As shown in Table 3-1, the high hazard dams located in the
City pose a risk to the City of Norwalk, along with some portions of the Town of Darien.
Table 3-1: High Hazard Dams with Potential to Affect the City of Norwalk

#

Name

Location

Class

Owner

10312
10302
10305
10307
10308

Chasmars Pond Dam
Millard Pond Dam
Hams Pond Dam
Chestnut Hill Pond Dam
Perry Pond Dam

Chasmars Pond, Norwalk
Millard Pond, Norwalk
Upper Pond, Norwalk
Chestnut Hill Pond, Norwalk
Perry Pond, Norwalk

C
B
B
B
B

10313

Florsheim Pond Dam

Florsheim Pond, Norwalk

B

Private
Private
Private – Orchard Lake Condominium
Private
Private – The Whitman Co.
Private -Opale Metals & Trading
Company Limited

Failure of a high hazard dam can affect properties downstream of the impoundment both in and
outside of the city, with potential large inundation zones traveling along each respective
waterway.
The Chasmars Pond Dam is 72 feet in length, with a maximum height of 11 feet. It is a masonry
structure and impounds roughly 26.5 acres at normal water levels with a contributing watershed
of 11.80 square miles. The primary purpose of the dam is “unidentified”; however, the pond is
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adjacent to the Metro-North track, making this impoundment likely the product of railway
construction.
Millard Pond Dam, located along the Fivemile River, is 75-foot-long masonry dam with a height of
17 feet. The dam impounds a pond of roughly 4.2 acres, and has a total watershed area of 6.85
square miles. The recreational dam is privately owned.
The Hams Pond Dam is an earth and masonry dam that is 175 feet long with a height of 9 feet.
The dam is recreational and locate on Silvermine Brook. The dam impounds a pond of 1.5 acres,
with a drainage area of 0.9 square miles.
Chestnut Hill Pond Dam is an earth and masonry dam located on the Stony Brook. The dam is 250
feet long, with a height of 5 feet, and is classified as recreational. The dam impounds a 2.0-acre
pond with an associated drainage area of 0.5 square miles.
Perry Pond Dam, located along the Silvermine River, is a 60-foot-long masonry dam with a height
of 15 feet. The recreational dam impounds a pond of 1.0 acre, with a watershed area of 19.8
square miles.
The Florsheim Pond Dam is 100 feet in length with a height of 6 feet. The masonry recreational
dam impounds a pond of 3.0 acres, with a watershed drainage area of 7.46 square miles. This dam
is located on the Fivemile river.

Changes and Improvements

Norwalk continues to be at low risk from dam failure.
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3.3.1

HURRICANES AND TROPICAL STORMS
Setting

A hurricane striking Norwalk is considered a possible event each year and could cause critical
damage to the city and its infrastructure. Wind damage from a hurricane can occur anywhere in
the city, and heavy rainfall may cause riverine and urban flooding, and storm surge can occur
anywhere along the coastline.
Connecticut is located in FEMA Zone II regarding maximum expected wind speed. The maximum
expected wind speed for a three-second gust is 160 mph. The American Society of Civil Engineers
recommends that new buildings be designed to withstand this peak three-second gust.

3.3.2

Capabilities

Wind loading requirements are addressed through the state building code. The 2018 Connecticut
State Building Code was amended in 2009 and adopted with an effective date of October 1, 2018.
The code specifies the design wind speed for construction in all the Connecticut municipalities.
Effective 2018, the design wind speed for Norwalk is 110 miles per hour for a Category 1, 120
miles per hour for a Category 2 and 130 for Category 3 or greater. Norwalk has adopted the
Connecticut Building Code as its building code. The city website provides links to the State
Building Codes so that developers are able to find design standards for wind.
The city has a robust tree maintenance program, with a budget that allows for maintenance,
along with the equipment and machinery necessary for this maintenance. The city’s tree warden
also maintains a tree asset identification system which identifies trees as their maintenance issues
are addressed. This system also allows the city to track the state of the tree canopy.

Actions Completed and New Capabilities

Two districts in the city have electric assets located underground.
3.3.3

Vulnerabilities and Risk Assessment

Most of the damage to the city from historical tropical cyclones has been due to the effects of
flooding and wind. Areas of known and potential flooding problems are discussed in Section 3.1
The City of Norwalk is vulnerable to hurricane damage from wind, flooding, storm surge, and
from any tornadoes accompanying the storm. In fact, most of the damage to the city from
historical tropical cyclones has been due to the effects of flooding. Factors that influence
vulnerability to tropical cyclones in the city include building codes currently in place, local zoning
and development patterns, and the age and number of structures located in highly vulnerable
areas of the community.

Changes and Improvements

Norwalk continues to mitigate hurricane and tropical storm impacts with flood mitigation efforts
and tree maintenance.
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3.4.1

SUMMER STORMS AND TORNADOES
Setting

Summer storms and tornadoes have the potential to affect any area within the City of Norwalk.
Because these types of storms and the hazards that result (flash flooding, wind, hail, and
lightning) might have limited geographic extent, it is possible for a summer storm to harm one
area within the city without harming another.
Based on the historic record, it is considered highly likely that a summer storm that includes
lightning will impact Norwalk each year, although lightning strikes have a limited effect. Strong
winds and hail are considered likely to occur during such storms but also generally have limited
effects. A tornado is considered a possible event in Fairfield County each year that could cause
significant damage to a small area.

3.4.2

Capabilities

The City’s capabilities regarding mitigation of high wind events are described in Section 3.3.2.
Warning is the primary method of existing mitigation for tornadoes and thunderstorm-related
hazards. The NOAA National Weather Service issues watches and warnings when severe weather
is likely to develop or has developed, respectively. Norwalk’s emergency communication
capabilities are described in Section 2.5.

Actions Completed and New Capabilities

Norwalk’s tree trimming and maintenance capabilities, and its emergency communication
capabilities continue to mitigate impacts from summer storms.
3.4.3

Vulnerabilities and Risk Assessment

The entire City of Norwalk is at relatively equal risk for experiencing damage from summer storms
and tornadoes. Based on the historic record, a few summer storms have resulted in costly
damages to the city. Most damages are relatively site specific and occur to private property (and
therefore are paid for by private insurance). For municipal property, the city budget for tree
removal and minor repairs is generally adequate to handle summer storm damage.
According to the 2019 State Natural Hazard Mitigation Plan Update, Fairfield County has a
moderate to high risk of tornado activity based on historical occurrences. Therefore, by virtue of
its location in Fairfield County, the City of Norwalk has moderate to high potential to experience
tornado damage. In general, thunderstorms and hailstorms in Connecticut are more frequent in
the western and northern parts of the state and less frequent in the southern and eastern parts.
Thunderstorms are expected to impact Norwalk about 20 days each year. The majority of these
events do not cause any measurable damage. Although lightning is usually associated with
thunderstorms, it can occur on almost any day. The likelihood of lightning strikes in the Norwalk
area is very high during any given thunderstorm although no one area of the city is at higher risk
of lightning strikes. The risk of at least one hailstorm occurring in Norwalk is considered
moderate in any given year.
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The risk of downbursts occurring during such storms and damaging the City of Norwalk is
believed to be low for any given year. All areas of the city are susceptible to damage from high
winds although more building damage is expected in downtown and surrounding areas, while
more tree damage is expected in the less densely populated areas of the city.
Secondary damage from falling branches and trees is more common than direct wind damage to
structures. Heavy winds can take down trees near power lines, leading to the start and spread of
fires. Most downed power lines in Norwalk are detected quickly, and any associated fires are
quickly extinguished. Such fires can be extremely dangerous during the summer months during
dry and drought conditions. It is important to have adequate water supply for fire protection to
ensure the necessary level of safety is maintained.

Changes and Improvements

Norwalk continues to mitigation summer storms and tornadoes.
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3.5.1

WINTER STORMS AND NOR’EASTERS
Setting

3.5.2

Capabilities

The entire City of Norwalk is susceptible to winter storms and, due to its variable elevation, can
have higher amounts of snow in the northern neighborhoods of the city than in the downtown
area. In general, winter storms are considered highly likely to occur each year (although major
storms are less frequent), and the hazards that result (nor'easter winds, snow, and blizzard
conditions) can potentially have a significant effect over a large area of the city.
According to the 2019 Connecticut State Natural Hazard Mitigation Plan the state can expect to
experience at least two or more major snow events each year, with an average of 14 winter events
in a season. It is estimated that Norwalk’s average annual snowfall is about 2.5 to 4 feet.
Prior to a winter weather event, the city ensures that all warning/notification and communications
systems are ready and ensures that appropriate equipment and supplies, especially snow removal
equipment, are in place and in good working order. In some known problem areas, prestorm
treatment is applied to roadways to reduce the accumulation of snow. The city also prepares for
the possible evacuation and sheltering of some populations that could be impacted by the
upcoming storm (especially the elderly and special needs persons).
The city has robust road-clearing capabilities with regard to snow events. There are 255 miles of
roadway in Norwalk that need to be plowed during an event, which is covered by 26 different
plow routes. The city has prioritized streets for plowing and salt treatment, with special attention
paid to those main roadways with steep hills and difficult intersections. The Norwalk DPW has
developed a snow removal policy which clearly outlines the methods used by the city, and
additional information for residents and their responsibilities during an event.
The public works department has several resources located on their website including snow
emergency routes, a guide to understanding snow removal operations, and winter storm safety
tips.

Actions Completed and New Capabilities

Norwalk’s winter storm mitigation capabilities continue to be significant, although there has not
been a significant change in these capabilities since the previous HMP was adopted.
3.5.3

Vulnerabilities and Risk Assessment

The entire City of Norwalk is at relatively equal risk for experiencing damage from winter storms
although some areas (such as icing trouble spots and neighborhoods with a high concentration of
flat roofs) are more susceptible. The public assistance reimbursement from Winter Storm Alfred
was over $89,000, proving that winter storms can be very costly. However, many damages are
relatively site specific and occur to private property (and therefore are paid for by private
insurance) while repairs for power outages are often widespread and difficult to quantify to any
one municipality.
For municipal property, the city budget for tree removal and minor repairs is generally adequate
to handle winter storm damage although the plowing budget is often depleted.
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The structures and utilities in Norwalk are vulnerable to a variety of winter storm damage. Tree
limbs and some building structures may not be suited to withstand high wind and snow loads.
Ice can damage or collapse power lines, render steep gradients impassable for motorists,
undermine foundations, and cause "flood" damage from freezing water pipes in basements.
Drifting snow can occur after large storms, but the effects are generally mitigated through
municipal plowing efforts.

Changes and Improvements

Norwalk has upgraded some drainage infrastructure, and worked to get electric assets below
ground, helping to mitigate outages and flooding associated with winter events.
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3.6.1

WILDFIRES AND DROUGHT
Setting

The City of Norwalk is generally considered a moderate risk area for small wildfires but a low risk
area for large wildfires. Wildfires are of particular concern in the few areas without public water
service and other areas with poor access for fire-fighting equipment. Such areas in Norwalk are
likely limited to the northern stretches of the city. Hazards associated with wildfires include
property damage and loss of habitat.
In addition, Norwalk, and Fairfield County overall, has experienced drought challenges over recent
years. The U.S. Drought Monitor (USDM), which has been monitoring nationwide drought
conditions since 2000, estimates that over the past two decades Connecticut experienced its
longest drought of 46 weeks beginning June 21, 2016 and lasting until May 2, 2017. It was also
estimated that the most intense period of this extended drought occurred the week of November
15, 2016, where approximately 44.5% of Connecticut lands were impacted. Figure 3-2 depicts the
various drought conditions in Fairfield County since 2000, where the warmer colors represent
more advanced drought stages.

Figure 3-2: USDM Drought Time Series for Fairfield County
The 2019 Connecticut Natural Hazard Mitigation Plan assumes that the State of Connecticut has a
medium probably of future drought events. This assumption is based on climate change
projections anticipating hotter and wetter conditions in the near future. Climate forecasts often
suggest that while precipitation may increase, the overall pattern will generally be higher intensity
storms, with longer than average dry periods between events. The State Plan also identifies that
Fairfield County accounts for roughly 7.34% of the state’s total number of farms, with a market
value of over $34 million in product sold from these farms.
3.6.2

Capabilities

Regulations regarding fire protection in Norwalk are outlined in the city Code of Ordinances:
Chapter 42A Fire Prevention: Outlines the purpose of these codes as safeguarding life and
property from storage or use of materials that pose a fire hazard.
 Chapter 42A-8 Abatement of Fire Hazards: Materials located in a building or upon any
premises that re combustible, pose as obstructions, or violate the statutes must be
removed and remedied.
The city’s Fire Department is comprised of five stations located throughout the city, all of which
are staffed by career firefighters. The career department has 148 employees, including uniformed
and civilian professionals.
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Actions Completed and New Capabilities
The city continues to mitigate wildfires.
3.6.3

Vulnerabilities and Risk Assessment

According to the Connecticut DEEP, the actual forest fire risk in Connecticut is low due to several
factors. First, the overall incidence of forest fires is very low. According to the 2019 State Hazard
Mitigation Plan, an average of 109 fires per year occurred in Connecticut from 2013 to 2017,
which is less than one per municipality per year. Secondly, as the wildfire/forest fire prone areas
become fragmented due to development, the local fire departments have increased access to
those neighborhoods for firefighting equipment. Third, the problematic interface areas such as
driveways too narrow to permit emergency vehicles are site specific. Finally, trained firefighters at
the local and state level are readily available to fight fires in the state, and inter-municipal
cooperation on such instances is common.
As suggested by the historic record, most wildfires in Connecticut are relatively small. In the
drought year of 1999, the average wildfire burned five acres in comparison to the two most
extreme wildfires recorded since 1986 that burned 300 acres each. Given the availability of
firefighting water in the city – including the use of nearby water bodies – and the historic record,
it is believed that the average size of a wildfire in a drought year would be less than one acre,
although the extreme value of five acres is likely applicable to the city.
Wildfires are more common in rural areas than in developed areas as most fires in populated
areas are quickly noticed and contained. The likelihood of a severe wildfire developing is lessened
by the vast network of water features in the state, which create natural breaks likely to stop the
spread of a fire. During long periods of drought, these natural features may dry up, increasing the
vulnerability of the state to wildfires. Wildfire Risk Areas are mapped in Figure 3-3.
The most common causes of wildfires are arson, lightning strikes, and fires started from downed
trees hitting electrical lines. Thus, wildfires have the potential to occur anywhere and at any time
in both undeveloped and lightly developed areas. The extensive forests and fields covering the
state are prime locations for a wildfire. In many areas, structures and subdivisions are built
abutting forest borders, creating areas of particular vulnerability.
The Wildland-Urban Interface (WUI) index is used to identify areas that may be at greater risk of
wildfires based on the density of development in comparison to the amount of wildfire prone
vegetation. A small portion of the northern area of Norwalk, specifically along the Wilton border,
could be considered at risk due to moderate to high levels of development intermixed with fire
prone vegetation. However, given the small size of this at-risk area, and firefighting capacity and
water availability, it is likely that the city has effective capabilities to minimize damage from fires
that may occur.

Changes and Improvements

The city’s vulnerability to wildfires continues to be low.
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3.7.1

EARTHQUAKES AND LANDSLIDES
Setting

3.7.2

Capabilities

The entire City of Norwalk is susceptible to earthquake damage. However, even though
earthquake damage has the potential to occur anywhere both in the city and in the northeastern
United States, the effects may be felt differently in some areas based on the type of geology. In
general, earthquakes are considered a hazard that may possibly occur but that may cause
significant effects to a large area of the city.
The city has adopted the state building codes for new construction, and they are enforced by the
Building Official. Due to the infrequent nature of damaging earthquakes, land use policies in the
city do not directly address earthquake hazards. However, various documents do indirectly
discuss areas susceptible to earthquake damage and regulations that help to minimize potential
earthquake damage.


Subdivision Regulations:
o Encourage the conservation of natural features to the maximum feasible extent,
and take into consideration erosion problems.



Zoning
o Article 112 outlines regulations to minimize soil erosion throughout the city.

Actions Completed and New Capabilities

Norwalk continues to have appropriate capabilities for mitigating earthquake events.
3.7.3

Vulnerabilities and Risk Assessment

Some areas in Norwalk are underlain by sand and gravel, such as along the Norwalk and Fivemile
Rive, and artificial fill, particularly within the more urban neighborhoods like South Norwalk.
Structures in these areas are at increased risk from earthquakes due to amplification of seismic
energy and/or collapse. Most of the remaining area is underlain by glacial till and is therefore not
at increased risk during an earthquake due to unstable soils.
A series of earthquake probability maps was generated using the 2009 interactive web-based
mapping tools hosted by the USGS. These maps were used to determine the probability of an
earthquake of greater than magnitude 5.0 or greater than magnitude 6.0 damaging the City of
Norwalk. Results are presented in Table 3-1 below.
Table 3-1: Probability of a Damaging Earthquake in the Vicinity of Norwalk

Time Frame (Years)
50
100
250
350

Probability of the Occurrence of an
Earthquake Event > Magnitude 5.0
2% to 3%
4% to 6%
10% to 12%
12% to 15%

Changes and Improvements

The city’s vulnerability to earthquakes continues to be low.
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Probability of the Occurrence of an
Earthquake Event > Magnitude 6.0
< 1%
1% to 2%
2% to 3%
3% to 4%

3.8.1

SEA LEVEL RISE AND SHORELINE CHANGE
Setting

The coastal areas of Norwalk are susceptible sea level rise and shoreline change. With most of the
shoreline being residential, and commercial and water dependent activity in pockets throughout,
residential properties are at a greater risk of future inundation. Sea level rise may not be
considered a high hazard risk in and of itself, however, rising seas in conjunction with extreme
weather may result in inundation farther inland that seen during past events. In addition to
extreme weather, nuisance flooding may also become a more frequent issue during extreme high
tides.
The State of Connecticut has adopted the recent sea level rise projections developed by the
University of Connecticut, Connecticut Institute for Resilience and Climate Adaptation (CIRCA) as
the latest planning threshold for coastal municipalities. This projection anticipates a rise of 50 cm
by the year 2050.

3.8.2

Capabilities

The city has begun to see an increase in nuisance flooding, and has experience the impacts of
extreme storm surge; leaving city officials aware of the potential impacts of an extreme storm with
elevated sea levels.
City staff have begun to identify the areas that are at risk of increased nuisance flooding and
solutions and mitigation strategies are being recognized. In an effort to protect municipal
infrastructure, projects are also being developed and funded, such as the Greenwich Avenue
pump station which is at risk of inundation.

Actions Completed and New Capabilities

Norwalk continues to build its sea level rise and shoreline change capabilities.
3.8.3

Vulnerabilities and Risk Assessment

The most at-risk areas are those immediately along the shoreline, with risk slightly declining
moving inland. The marshes of Manressa Island and in East Norwalk are at an increased risk, while
some areas such as Taylor Pond and Water Street are already seeing flooding issues during high
water events. In addition, a 100-year storm event with one foot of sea level rise has the potential
to inundate many of the coastal areas including pars of Rowayton, Manressa Island, coastline in
East Norwalk, and South Norwalk and Spring Hill along the river.
With much of the commercial areas at risk of flooding during a 100-year event with elevated sea
levels, there is a large economic factor at risk. There are several large-scale companies, historic
resources, and tourist attractions are in these vulnerable areas.

Changes and Improvements

The city has begun to elevate infrastructure, and is continuing to work on elevating pump
stations.
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MITIGATION STRATEGIES AND ACTIONS
Goals and Objectives

Municipal goals and objectives have been made consistent regionally and are presented in the
Multi-Jurisdictional Plan document.

Status of Mitigation Strategies and Actions from Previous HMP

The table below lists the mitigation actions developed in the previous HMP and the status of
each. Actions to be carried forward are noted as such. Actions that have been institutionalized as
capabilities are not carried forward.
#
1
2
3
4

5

6

7

8

9

Description
Provide adequate back-up
generators at sanitary sewer
pumping stations (in progress)
Provide adequate back-up
generators at storm water
pumping stations
Provide adequate back-up
generators at shelters.
Ensure the ability of Departments
to function beyond first 24 hours
by executing pre-positioned
contracts for logistical support.
Encourage development (especially
higher density) to be located
outside flood-prone areas
wherever possible, including
increased setbacks to account for
sea level rise.
Improve coordination with CL&P
for emergency response efforts
Work to identify a suitable site to
store DPW communications and
vehicles out of harm’s way, during
flood events.
Request that FEMA and Army
Corps of Engineers reevaluate the
Flood Insurance Rate studies for
riverine sections.
Conduct mitigation at WWTP/DPW
center.
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Responsible
Party

Status

Notes

DPW

Complete

Action is Completed

DPW

Carry
Forward

This has been an ongoing effort. Backup
power has not been installed at all locations
due to time and planning constraints.

EMD

Complete

Both shelters have standby power.

OEM
Purchasing/
Finance

Carry
Forward
with
Revisions

The Deputy EMD believes there is room for
progress here and would like to evaluate the
needs and capabilities.

P&Z

Carry
Forward
with
Revisions

Action has not yet been completed.

OEM, CL&P

Carry
Forward
with
Revisions

Add “PW” to responsible party. Also, there is
a lack of consistency with Eversource, not
only coordination. The city would like to
focus on improving both consistency of
communication, and coordination.

OEM, DPW,
WPCA

Carry
Forward

The city has inquired about several sites;
however, none have been suitable thus far.

P&Z, ZEO

Drop

The city no longer believes this action is
necessary.

DPW

Carry
Forward
with
Revisions

Flooding is a concern at the WWTP; however,
the city is currently unsure of what type of
mitigation action is appropriate. Modify this
action to include an evaluation of the needs
of the WWTP. Omit the DPW as the risk does
not require a mitigation evaluation.
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#

Responsible
Party

Status

Notes

OEM

Carry
Forward
with
Revisions

The city has developed regional sheltering
plans and addressed those needs; however,
evacuation concerns need to be addressed.
When evacuation actions are presented to
the community, the city sees pushback.
Revise this action to include more education
and outreach on evacuation procedures
versus signage and high-water marks.

OEM

Carry
Forward
with
Revision

The city works closely with non-profit
agencies and would like to modify education
and outreach to include identifying, and
taking advantage of, opportunities to
present hazard mitigation information
through these non-profit organizations.

OEM

Carry
Forward
with
Revisions

Incorporate action into #11, non-profit
educational opportunities.

Private (King
Chemical)

Drop

The city is unsure of any progress on this
and will follow up with King Industries.

14

Raise at-risk pump stations to
make them more resilient to
natural hazards.

DPW, OEM

Carry
Forward
with
Revisions

All sanitary pump stations have elevated
generators. The city is currently working to
elevate Keeler Brook pump station; however,
time and planning has prevented the
elevation of remaining stations.

15

Raise and expand levee protecting
Wastewater Treatment Plant.

DPW, OEM

Drop

This addresses the above action #9

10

11

12

13

Description

Evaluate municipalities' sheltering
and evacuation needs and how
these needs can be met through
local and regional sheltering
concepts.
Provide outreach and education to
all residents of their vulnerabilities
to natural hazards. Ensure outreach
is targeted to those with limited
English proficiency, and those with
visual/auditory impairments.
Including preparedness, mitigation
and recovery
Increase harbor shore
communication and create an
individual resiliency plan that
assists in making at-risk residents
more resilient to natural hazards.
For example, teaching residents
how to do a flood audit to
protect/safeguard against flooding
Build a barrier system to prevent
debris associated with flooding
from impacting King Industries and
associated chemical storage

Prioritization of Strategies and Actions

The STAPLEE method, described in the Multi-Jurisdictional document, was used to score
mitigation activities. The STAPLEE matrix in Appendix A provides the total scores. Actions have
been further prioritized based on implementation cost, project urgency, and municipal and public
input. The strategies below are presented in priority order, with qualitative priority levels listed
for each.
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Mitigation Strategies and Actions Implementation Table

The City proposed to initiate several new mitigation actions for the upcoming five years.
Additionally, a number of actions from the previous planning period are being carried forward or
replaced with revised actions. These are listed below.
Action NWK-01

Provide information on the Town website about CT DEEP training and information around small business
chemical management for hazard resilience.
Lead
Cost

EM, BOS

$0 - $25,000

Funding

Operating Budget, CT DEEP

Priority

High

Timeframe

2021

Action NWK-02

Use the CT Toxics Users and Climate Resilience Map to identify toxic users located in hazard zones within
your community. Contact those users to inform them about the CT DEEP small business chemical
management initiative.
Lead
Cost

EM, BOS

$0 - $25,000

Funding

Operating Budget, CT DEEP

Priority

High

Timeframe

2021

Action NWK-03

Host a CT DEEP presentation for municipal staff and local businesses about business chemical management
for hazard resilience.
Lead
Cost

EM, BOS

$0 - $25,000

Funding

Operating Budget, CT DEEP

Priority

High

Timeframe

2021

Action NWK-04

Register as a Sustainable CT community and make progress with the hazard mitigation goals associated
with registration.
Lead

BOS

Cost

$0 - $25,000

Funding

Operating Budget

Priority

High

Timeframe
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Action NWK-05

Improve consistency of communication and coordination with Eversource for emergency response efforts,
with a goal of at least one improved coordinated response during an event in the lifespan of this plan.
Lead

OEM, PW, Eversource

Funding

Operating Budget

Priority

Med

Cost

$0 - $25,000

Timeframe

2022

Action NWK-06
Lead

Collaborate with CIRCA on the "Resilient Connecticut" project
BOS

Cost

$0 - $25,000

Funding

Operating Budget

Priority

Med

Timeframe

2022

Action NWK-07

Coordinate with CT SHPO to conduct outreach to owners of historic properties to educate them on
methods of retrofitting historic properties to be more hazard-resilient while maintaining historic character.
Lead
Cost

Planning

$0 - $25,000

Funding

Operating Budget, CT SHPO

Priority

Med

Timeframe

2022

Action NWK-08
Conduct outreach and education to the public regarding evacuation routes and procedures.

Lead

OEM

Cost

$0 - $25,000

Funding

Operating Budget

Priority

Low

Timeframe
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Action NWK-09

Encourage development (especially higher density) to be located outside areas of flood risk wherever
possible, including increased setbacks to account for sea level rise. This should be accomplished through
changes to regulations as well as through close coordination with developers.
Lead

P&Z

Cost

$0 - $25,000

Funding

Operating Budget

Priority

Low

Timeframe

2022

Action NWK-10

Evaluate the needs and abilities of departments to function beyond first 24 hours in case of loss of power,
access, or other hazard impacts.
Lead

OEM Purchasing/ Finance

Funding

Operating Budget

Priority

Low

Cost

$0 - $25,000

Timeframe

2023

Action NWK-11

Compare local floodplain regulations with Revised State Model Flood Regulations to identify any remaining
opportunities for improvement
Lead

Planning

Cost

$0 - $25,000

Funding

Operating Budget

Priority

Low

Timeframe

2023

Action NWK-12

Contact the owners of Repetitive Loss Properties and nearby properties at risk to inquire about mitigation
undertaken and suggest options for mitigating flooding in those areas. This should be accomplished with a
letter directly mailed to each property owner.
Lead
Cost

EM, BOS

$0 - $25,000

Funding

Operating Budget, FEMA Grant

Priority

Low

Timeframe
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Action NWK-13

Coordinate with CT SHPO to conduct historic resource surveys, focusing on areas within natural hazard risk
zones (flood zones, wildfire hazard zones, steep slopes) to identify historic resources at risk and support the
preparation of resiliency plans across the state.
Lead

Planning

Cost

$25,000 - $50,000

Timeframe

2024

Funding

CT SHPO

Priority

Med
Action NWK-14

Develop a natural hazards outreach and education program. Ensure outreach is targeted to those with
limited English proficiency, and those with visual/auditory impairments. Identify and take advantage of
opportunities to present hazard mitigation information through the non-profit organizations with which
the city has relationships.
Lead

OEM

Cost

$25,000 - $50,000

Funding

Operating Budget

Priority

Low

Timeframe

2024

Action NWK-15

Work with CT DEEP to validate and/or correct the RL list and update the mitigation status of each listed
property.
Lead

Planning

Cost

$25,000 - $50,000

Timeframe

2024

Funding

FEMA Grant

Priority

Low
Action NWK-16

Annually conduct an emergency operations exercise for a local terrorism, sabotage, or mass casualty event.
Lead

EMD

Cost

$25,000 - $50,000

Funding

Operating Budget

Priority

Low

Timeframe
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Action NWK-17
Identify a suitable site to store DPW communications and vehicles out of harm’s way, during flood events.
Lead

OEM, DPW, WPCA

Cost

$50,000 - $100,000

Funding

Capital Improvement Plan, FEMA Grant

Priority

Med

Timeframe

2025

Action NWK-18
Lead

Determine the risks, needs, and mitigation options for the WWTP.
DPW

Cost

$50,000 - $100,000

Funding

Operating Budget, Grant

Priority

Low

Timeframe

2025

Action NWK-19
Lead

Provide adequate back-up generators at storm water pumping stations
DPW

Cost

$100,000 - $500,000

Funding

Capital Improvement Plan, FEMA Grant, Other Grant

Priority

Med

Timeframe

2025

Action NWK-20
Lead

Elevate the Keeler Brook Pump Station above flood elevations.

Cost

DPW, OEM

More than $500,000

Funding

Capital Improvement Plan, FEMA Grant, Other Grant

Priority

Med

Timeframe
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Collaborate with CIRCA on the "Resilient Connecticut" project
Coordinate with CT SHPO to conduct outreach to owners of historic properties to educate them on
methods of retrofitting historic properties to be more hazard-resilient while maintaining historic character.

OEM, PW,

& Backup Power Eversource
ResilientCT

BOS

SHPO

Planning

Coordinate with CT SHPO to conduct historic resource surveys, focusing on areas within natural hazard
NWK-08

risk zones (flood zones, wildfire hazard zones, steep slopes) to identify historic resources at risk and

SHPO

Planning

support the preparation of resiliency plans across the state.
NWK-09

Identify a suitable site to store DPW communications and vehicles out of harms way, during flood events.
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DEEP
Operating
Budget, CT

Budget

$0 -

Operating

$25,000

Budget

$0 -

Operating

$25,000

Budget
Operating

$50,000

1

Timeframe for

Sources

Potential Funding

Budget, CT

$0 -

$25,000 -

1

DEEP
Operating

$25,000

$0 -

2021

Costs

Operating
Budget, CT

DEEP
Operating

$25,000

Total STAPLEE Score

with a goal of at least one improved coordinated response during an event in the lifespan of this plan.

Environmental

Improve consistency of communication and coordination with Eversource for emergency response efforts, Energy Resiliency

BOS

Economic (x2)

Sustainable CT

Legal

with registration.

$0 $25,000

Political

NWK-07

Register as a Sustainable CT community and make progress with the hazard mitigation goals associated

EM, BOS

Administrative

NWK-06

Business Chem

Technical (x2)

NWK-05

CT DEEP Small

management for hazard resilience.

$0 $25,000

Social

NWK-04

Host a CT DEEP presentation for municipal staff and local businesses about business chemical

EM, BOS

Environmental

NWK-03

CT DEEP Small
Business Chem

Economic (x2)

management initiative.

Legal

your community. Contact those users to inform them about the CT DEEP small business chemical

$25,000

Political

Business Chem

$0 -

Administrative

chemical management for hazard resilience.

EM, BOS

Technical (x2)

CT DEEP Small

Completion

Provide information on the Town website about CT DEEP training and information around small business
Use the CT Toxics Users and Climate Resilience Map to identify toxic users located in hazard zones within

NWK-02

Theme

Social

NWK-01

Action Description

Cost Estimate

#

Regional

Lead Department

Weighted STAPLEE Criteria
Benefits

Budget, CT
SHPO
CT SHPO
Capital

Critical Facility
Mitigation

OEM, DPW, $50,000 - Improvement
WPCA

$100,000

Plan, FEMA
Grant
Capital

NWK-10

Provide adequate back-up generators at storm water pumping stations

Energy Resiliency
& Backup Power

DPW

$100,000 $500,000

Improvement
Plan, FEMA
Grant, Other
Grant
Capital

NWK-11

NWK-12

Elevate the Keeler Brook Pump Station above flood elevations.

Conduct outreach and education to the public regarding evacuation routes and procedures.
Encourage development (especially higher density) to be located outside areas of flood risk wherever

NWK-13

NWK-14

possible, including increased setbacks to account for sea level rise. This should be accomplished through

NWK-16

NWK-17

Mitigation
Outreach and
Education
Floodplain
Management

changes to regulations as well as through close coordination with developers.
Develop a natural hazards outreach and education program. Ensure outreach is targeted to those with

Regulations

limited English proficiency, and those with visual/auditory impairments. Identify and take advantage of

Outreach and

opportunities to present hazard mitigation information through the non-profit organizations with which

Education

the city has relationships.
NWK-15

Critical Facility

Determine the risks, needs, and mitigation options for the WWTP.
Evaluate the needs and abilities of departments to function beyond first 24 hours in case of loss of power,
access, or other hazard impacts.
Compare local floodplain regulations with Revised State Model Flood Regulations to identify any
remaining opportunities for improvement

Critical Facility
Mitigation
Emergency
Response
Floodplain
Management
Regulations

DPW, OEM

OEM
P&Z

OEM

DPW
OEM
Purchasing
/ Finance
Planning

More than
$500,000

Improvement
Plan, FEMA
Grant, Other

$0 -

Grant
Operating

$25,000

Budget

$0 -

Operating

$25,000

Budget

$25,000 -

Operating

$50,000

Budget

$50,000 -

Operating

$100,000 Budget, Grant
$0 -

Operating

$25,000

Budget

$0 -

Operating

$25,000

Budget

Social

Technical (x2)

Administrative

Political

Legal

Economic (x2)

Environmental

Total STAPLEE Score

$50,000

Environmental

EMD

$50,000
$25,000 -

Economic (x2)

Casualty

$25,000 -

Legal

Terrorism & Mass

Planning

Political

event.

RLPs

Administrative

NWK-20

property.
Annually conduct an emergency operations exercise for a local terrorism, sabotage, or mass casualty

$25,000

Technical (x2)

NWK-19

a letter directly mailed to each property owner.
Work with CT DEEP to validate and/or correct the RL list and update the mitigation status of each listed

$0 -

Completion

EM, BOS

Social

RLPs

Contact the owners of Repetitive Loss Properties and nearby properties at risk to inquire about mitigation

2023

0

1

1

0
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1

0

0

0

-1

0

0

0

0

5

2024

0

0

1
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0
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0
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0
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0

4

2024

1

1

1

1

1

0

0

0

0

-1

0

0

0

0

5

Timeframe for

undertaken and suggest options for mitigating flooding in those areas. This should be accomplished with

Sources

NWK-18

Theme

Potential Funding

Action Description

Regional

Cost Estimate

#

Lead Department

Weighted STAPLEE Criteria
Benefits

Costs

Operating
Budget, FEMA
Grant
FEMA Grant
Operating
Budget
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City of Norwalk
Climate Vulnerability Assessment
A Component of Sustainable CT Action 5.4
The City of Norwalk, for this Climate Vulnerability Assessment (CVA) is considered an urban coastal
community, resulting in various climate change vulnerabilities. Sea level rise, inland flooding, and
extreme temperatures may impact the community the most as many issues have been identified.

Hazards
Sea Level Rise
Rising seas have raised concerns in communities throughout the state for various reasons. The City of
Norwalk is currently experiencing increased occurrences of coastal flooding, both nuisance and storm
related, with impacts to neighborhoods and critical infrastructure. Certain areas, such as Taylor Pond,
are vulnerable to nuisance and costal events. Nuisance flooding tends to recede quickly, however, with
rising sea levels, water may begin to linger for longer periods of time. There are also highly
commercialized areas that may be increasingly impacted under a future climate. For example, South
Norwalk is a large, urbanized area located at the mouth of the Norwalk River. With sea levels rising, and
storm intensity increasing, infrastructure and homes are vulnerable to inundation.
Inland Flooding
With FEMA flood zones along a few rivers in Norwalk, such as the Norwalk River and the Fivemile River,
there is continuously concern for riverine flooding. West Norwalk and Cranbury also have several
streams running through the area, presenting the possibility for small scale flooding during heavy rain
events. With precipitation expected to increase due to climate change, in addition to highly impervious
areas, flooding events may occur more frequently.
Drought and Extreme Temperatures
Most of the City is serviced by public water supply, with pockets of West and North Norwalk likely
serviced by private wells. Therefore, impacts to water supply may be an issue to the City as
temperatures rise in the near future, resulting in isolated issues with water scarcity for private well
owners. With historic impacts to public water supply availability during droughts, and temperatures
expected to rise, the challenge of maintaining adequate supply during these times may also increase.
In addition to water scarcity, increased temperatures can also increase the urban heat island effect
throughout the urban, highly impervious areas. This increase in heat island can have impacts on both
water quality and human health.
When considering these impacts from climate change, the primary vulnerabilities for the City of Norwalk
include:
•
•
•

Coastal municipal infrastructure and neighborhoods
Riverine and coastal flooding
Water scarcity & urban heat island effect

Secondary Impacts
Economic Impacts
With vulnerable homes and infrastructure, the City faces an economic challenge of mitigating or
relocating city-owned facilities and assisting residents with mitigation efforts. There is also a potential
economic impact to local businesses during inland and coastal flooding events.
Private property owners who rely on private drinking water wells may also be impacted economically
during droughts or periods of extreme heat. With increasing heat, typically comes increased water
demand. This demand would be placed upon local aquifers, potentially resulting in the need for new
well construction, or deepening of an existing well.
The many impacts of climate change can result in economic impacts to many citizens, business owners,
and municipal budgets as the impacts can be felt on a City level, down to building level.
Social Impacts
To identify social impacts to the City, the Center for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) Social
Vulnerability Index (SVI) was used to identify any vulnerable populations within the City. This index was
developed to supplement a community’s natural hazard preparation actions. To evaluate social
vulnerability, the CDC incorporates 15 factors (Fig. 1) into the overall calculation under the categories, or
themes, of: socioeconomic status, household composition and disability, minority status and language,
and housing type and transportation. These themes and their ranking are based on census statistics. By
evaluating these factors and determining a level of social vulnerability, a community can identify specific
needs for before, during, and after
an event. Such needs may include
sheltering capacity, evacuation
routes, or to decide how many
emergency personnel may be
required to respond after an event.
Each municipalities’ census tracts
were ranked for overall
vulnerability, and theme
vulnerability, in comparison to
other Connecticut municipalities.
This rank, 0 to 1, is based on the
percentile rank among all tracts
within the State of Connecticut. A
value closer to 0 indicates a lower
Figure 1: The CDC SVI Index Factors. Graphic: svi.cdc.com
vulnerability, while a value closer to
1 indicates a higher vulnerability. Table 1 presents the overall vulnerability and theme rankings for
Norwalk.

Table 1: Norwalk SVI Factor Rankings
Overall SVI
Socioeconomic

NORWALK

.49

.42

Household
Composition &
Disability

Minority
Status &
Language

Housing Type
&
Transportation

.34

.63

.51

The City of Norwalk is considered to have a low to moderate level of vulnerability, with their most
vulnerable social aspect being minority populations and those that do not speak English well. In
addition, there are socioeconomic concerns, as well as high density housing populations and
transportation disparities. These vulnerable populations are concentrated in the south-central tracts
centered around the Interstate 95 and route 7 interchange, and along the Norwalk River. It is important
to note that the South Norwalk tract is considered highly vulnerable, with a ranking 0.82 on the SVI
scale.
These populations may be vulnerable to impacts from drought and extreme heat, and inland or coastal
flooding events based on the geographic concentrations.
Public Health Considerations
Of the primary vulnerabilities identified, drought and flooding can potentially have public health
repercussions. During hot summer months, or drought, if private wells were to be impacted, certain
populations may find themselves without adequate drinking water supply, resulting in health problems.
Also, when considering the environmental shifts occurring during drought periods, drinking water
contamination may become an issue as aquifers become stressed due to excessive pumping.
Urban heat islands can also impact human health and water quality. Increased precipitation, in
conjunction with high imperviousness, can move pollutants found on these surfaces into nearby water
bodies. These water bodies may ultimately flow into drinking water supply or be used for recreation.
Also, increased temperatures coincide with reduced air quality. Poor air quality can result in respiratory
health concerns for those living in these effected areas.
Inland flooding, or poor drainage flooding, also presents the concern of pollution into nearby water
bodies as these commercialized and impervious areas drain, they collect pollutants and excess
sediment. Depending upon the drainage areas, this runoff can have environmental impacts in associated
ecosystems, or public health impacts if water bodies are used for recreational activities.

Vulnerable Populations
The SVI identified the presence of certain populations within the City that may be more vulnerable to
climate change hazards. In addition to the SVI, the Connecticut Department of Public Health (DPH) 1 has
identified at least seven facilities in Norwalk that are a convalescent home.
These populations often need additional time for hazard response, so evacuation or preparation, and
may find it more challenging to recover due to financial constraints or health concerns. Also, elderly

1

https://www.elicense.ct.gov/Lookup/LicenseLookup.aspx

populations may be more vulnerable to the health impacts of poor air quality associated with urban
heat islands.
These populations, in addition to those identified in the SVI, should be considered more vulnerable for
the reasons that emergency response and preparation may be more challenging, health issues may be of
higher concern, and language barriers may exist when working to communicate with the community on
risks, response, and recovery efforts.
In addition to the populations, it is important to identify the facilities that can provide different types of
assistance to the populations, and others, during or after an event. These facilities, and their proximity
to flood zones, can be found in Figure 2-4.
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INTRODUCTION
Purpose of Annex

The purpose of this Hazard Mitigation Plan (HMP) annex is to provide a community-specific
hazard risk assessment, capability analysis, and evaluation and prioritization of hazard mitigation
measures and projects. Background information and the regional effects of pertinent natural
hazards are discussed in the main body of the Western Connecticut Council of Governments
(WestCOG) Multi-Jurisdictional Hazard Mitigation Plan. This annex is designed to supplement the
information presented in the Multi-Jurisdictional HMP with more specific detail for the Town of
Redding and is not to be considered a standalone document.
The primary goal of this HMP, including this Municipal Annex, is to identify natural hazard risks
and mitigation opportunities in order to reduce the loss of or damage to life, property,
infrastructure, and natural, cultural, and economic resources. This includes the reduction of public
and private damage costs. Limiting losses of and damage to life and property will also reduce the
social, emotional, and economic disruption associated with a natural disaster.
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COMMUNITY PROFILE
2.1.1

Geography
Physical Setting

Incorporated in 1767, the Town of Redding is located in northern Fairfield County and home to a
population of 9,158 (2010 U.S. Census). Redding is bordered by the municipalities of Danbury
and Bethel to the north, Newtown and Easton to the east, Weston and Wilton to the south, and
Ridgefield to the west. Refer to Figure 2-1 for a map showing the location of Redding within the
region.
Redding is located in the highlands which separate Connecticut's southwestern coastal basins
from the Housatonic Valley. Redding is a hill country of high north south ridges, steep sided
valleys, and numerous small streams. The highest elevation in Redding is about 830 feet in the
northeast part of town. Then the low point of about 290 feet is on the Saugatuck Reservoir along
the southern border. The varying terrain of Redding makes the town vulnerable to an array of
natural hazards.
The Center for Land Use Education and Research (CLEAR) has developed a land cover dataset
from 2016 satellite imagery to depict statewide land cover. The land cover by percent of total land
for Redding can be found in Table 2-1.
Table 2-1: Land Cover by Area

Land Cover Class
Developed
Turf & Grass
Other Grasses
Agricultural Field
Deciduous Forest
Coniferous Forest
Water
Non-Forested Wetland
Forested Wetland
Tidal Wetland
Barren Land
Utility Corridor

2.1.2

Percent of Total Land
12.3%
7.4%
1.1%
2.9%
66.4%
3.8%
2.2%
0.2%
3.4%
0.02%
0.5%
0.0%

Land Use

Redding is a rural town characterized by low density
population and limited commercial uses. In general,
land use in Redding largely consists of preserved
open-green space and low-density residential areas.
Commercial uses are limited and are concentrated in
the southwest portion of Town in the Village of
Georgetown. Since the 1750’s Redding has had
commercial activity on every sizeable stream, but
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From the 2008 Town of Redding Plan of
Conservation and Development (POCD):
"Town residents lived in the midst of
more than 7,440 acres of greenspace 36% of the Town‘s area - greatly
surpassing the previous Town Plan goal
of 25% ―forever green."

many residents have historically favored the slowing rate of residential growth.
The total land and water area within the Town of Redding is 20,518 acres, predominantly made up
of single-family residential neighborhoods and open space. Table 2-2 summarizes the existing
land uses by type as shown in the Plan of Conservation and Development. According to this
information, approximately 9,548 acres within Redding consist of developed land, while
approximately 10,987 acres remain as undeveloped or open water.
Table 2-2: Redding 2018 Land Use by Area
Acres
Land Use Category

Residential
Rural Residential
Conservation Residential
Suburban Residential
Village Residential
Institutional
Government
Recreation
Care-Facility
Religious
Cemetery
Commercial
Light Industry
Utilities
Roads/Transportation
Open Space, Public
Open Space, Private
Conservation Easements
Vacant Uncommitted Private Land
Total

8,119
90
33
22
91
211
58
40
13
41
7
111
796
5,451
1,362
736
2,951
20,132

Source: Plan of Conservation and Development (POCD), Town of Redding, 2018
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2.1.3

Climate and Climate Change
Current Conditions

Over the course of the year, the temperature in Redding typically varies from 20°F to 81°F and is
rarely below 5°F or above 89°F. The warm season lasts from May 31 to September 15, with an
average daily high temperature above 72°F. The hottest day of the year is July 20, with an average
high of 81°F and low of 64°F. The cold season lasts from December 2 to March 11, with an
average daily high temperature below 44°F. The coldest day of the year is January 29, with an
average low of 20°F and high of 35°F.
Precipitation falls throughout the year in Redding. The wetter season lasts from April 9 to August
19, with a greater than 29% chance of a given day being a wet day. The chance of a wet day peaks
at 36% on May 29. The smallest chance of a wet day is 22% on January 29.
The most rain falls during the 31 days centered around June 3, with an average total accumulation
of 3.9 inches. The least rain falls around January 30, with an average total accumulation of 1.7
inches.
The snowy period of the year lasts from November 7 to April 11, with a sliding 31-day liquidequivalent snowfall of at least 0.1 inches. The most snow falls during the 31 days centered around
January 27, with an average total liquid-equivalent accumulation of 1.0 inches.
Climate data was sourced from Weather Spark based on analysis of the years 1980 to 2016.

Climate Change

Climate change projections for Connecticut were sourced from the 2019 Connecticut Physical
Climate Science Assessment Report, which was developed by the University of Connecticut
(UConn) Atmospheric Sciences Group, commissioned by the Connecticut Institute for Resilience
and Climate Adaptation (CIRCA) with funding from the Department of Energy and Environmental
Protection (DEEP). All projections are based on the IPCC high CO2 emission scenario (RCP8.5).
Temperature
Annual temperatures have been increasing throughout Connecticut and is projected to continue
to do so in the future. By mid-century, average annual temperature is projected to increase by
5°F. Seasonal average temperatures are also expected to rise, with the greatest increase (6°F)
experienced in summer (June to August). The number of nights over which temperature remains
above 68°F will quadruple from 10 days per year to more than 40 days, and the number of
extremely hot days will increase from above 4 a year to 48 per year.
Precipitation
Rainfall data in "Technical Paper No. 40" by the U.S.
Weather Bureau (now the National Weather Service)
(Hershfield, 1961) dates from the years 1938 through
1958. According to these data, the 24-hour rainfall
amount for a 50% annual-chance storm in Fairfield
County is 3.3 inches.
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The continued increase in precipitation
only heightens the need for hazard
mitigation planning as the occurrence of
floods may change in accordance with
the greater precipitation.

The Northeast Regional Climate Center (NRCC) has partnered with the Natural Resources
Conservation Service (NRCS) to provide a consistent, current regional analysis of rainfall extremes
(http://precip.eas.cornell.edu/). In 2020 this dataset listed the 24-hour rainfall amount for a 50%
annual-chance storm in Redding as 3.44 inches.
The NOAA Atlas 14, released on September 30, 2015 puts the 24-hour rainfall amount for a 50%
annual-chance annual storm in Redding at 3.57 inches.
These precipitation amounts, and more details, are summarized in Table 2-3, below.
Table 2-3: 24-Hour Rainfall Amounts by Annual-Chance Occurrence
Source
Technical Paper No. 40
NRCC
NOAA Atlas 14

24-Hour Rainfall Amount (inches) by Annual-Chance Occurrence
50%
4%
1%
3.3
5.7
7.2
3.44
6.44
9.10
3.57
6.74
8.61

Annual precipitation has been increasing statewide and is projected to continue to increase. By
mid-century, annual precipitation is projected to increase by 8.5%, with the greatest increase
(13.4%) occurring in the winter months. Extreme precipitation events are projected to increase in
both frequency and magnitude. Based on this increase and the precipitation figures above, by
2050 Redding can expect the 24-hour rainfall amount for a 50% annual-chance storm to be
around 3.7 to 3.9 inches or greater.
Impervious surfaces and infrastructure in town have increased over time as well, leading to
increasing runoff and peak discharge values.
Despite overall increases in precipitation, drought risk is projected to increase, especially during
summer, due to changing precipitation patterns and projected increases in potential
evapotranspiration (plants taking up more water in hotter temperatures and longer growing
seasons).
2.1.4

Drainage Basins and Hydrology

Redding is divided among eight sub-regional watersheds, with the majority of the sub-regional
basins draining into the Saugatuck River and then to the Aspetuck River. All of the water that
passes through Redding eventually flows into Long Island Sound.
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Table 2-4: Sub-regional Drainage Basins

Overall Sub-regional
Area within
Area within
Area (sq. mi)
Town (sq. mi)
Town (acres)
Saugatuck River
48.55
15.81
10,119.8
Norwalk River
32.54
3.39
2170.74
Mill River
24.88
0.05
36.49
Aspetuck River
23.05
6.51
4,168.6
West Branch Saugatuck River
11.9
0.64
412.37
Sympaug Brook
7.24
0.009
6.01
Little River
5.94
5.43
3,479
East Swamp Brook
5.11
0.16
103.12
Total
n/a
31.99
20,496.13
Source: Connecticut Department of Environmental Protection GIS Data
Drainage Basin

Percent of
Town
49.42%
10.59%
0.15%
20.35%
2%
0.02%
16.97%
0.5%
100.0%

Saugatuck River

The Saugatuck River drainage basin consists of over 48 square miles of land area covering over
ten towns including Danbury, Bethel, Redding, and Ridgefield. The overall river course is south
with headwaters beginning in Ridgefield extending into Bethel. The basin takes up a large portion
of Redding as the Saugatuck River collects input from several small tributaries along the way as
well as other drainages. The river flows all the way to the Connecticut shoreline, draining into
Long Island Sound. The river forms the Saugatuck Reservoir, one of Aquarion Water Company’s
larger public water supplies, in the southern part of Redding.

Aspetuck River

The headwaters of the Aspetuck River begin in the southern sections of Bethel and Newtown.
The river flows south into Redding and Easton. Many small tributaries join the main channel as it
continues south, eventually forming the Aspetuck Reservoir. Ballwall Brook is of the larger
tributaries that drain into the Aspetuck River, entering just before the reservoir. After the
reservoir the river flows through the narrow Pfeiffer Pond and downstream, the Aspetuck
converges with the Saugatuck River.

Little River

The Little River drainage basin occupies the eastern part of Redding between the Saugatuck River
and Aspetuck River basins. The river flows south into the Saugatuck Reservoir.

Norwalk River

The Norwalk River originates in neighboring Ridgefield, just north of Great Pond Road. The river
flows southward, parallel to Route 7, along the southwest border of Redding until it converges
with the Silvermine River in Norwalk and eventually flows into Norwalk Harbor.

West Branch Saugatuck River

The West Branch Saugatuck River commences in the southwest corner of Redding between
Blueberry Hill Road and Fairview Farm Road and flows in a southerly direction. Just past Godfrey
Road, the river begins to parallel Newtown Turnpike as it flows into neighboring Weston. This
drainage basin occupies a small portion of southwest Redding.
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Mill River

Only a very small portion of the Mill River drainage basin lies within the extreme southeast part of
Redding. The Mill River originates in neighboring Easton, just south of Judd Road. The river flows
east and then in a southerly direction near Easton Road before entering Easton Reservoir.

East Swamp Brook

Only a very small portion of the East Swamp Brook drainage basin lies within the northeast part of
Redding. The headwaters of East Swamp Brook begin adjacent to the Aspetuck River’s tributaries
but flow in northern orientation. Just into the northeast corner of Redding at Huntington Park,
begin the headwaters which flow through Huntington and Lily Ponds. They continue into Wolf Pit
Brook and further north merge into East Swamp Brook. The brook then converges with Limekiln
Brook at the east border of Bethel and Danbury above Meckauer Park.

Sympaug Brook

Only a very small portion of the Sympaug Brook drainage basin lies within the northern part of
Redding. The majority of the Sympaug Brook basin resides in Bethel, with about a quarter of the
land area in Danbury. The Redding portion of the drainage basin does not include a watercourse.

Society, Culture, and Government
2.2.1

Population and Demographic Setting

According to the 2010 U.S. Census, Redding had a population of 9,158, with 276 persons per
square mile. The Census American Community Survey (ACS) 2018 5-year summary estimated the
population from 2014 to 2018 to be 9,209. The Connecticut State Data Center predicts that
population growth in Redding will increase over the next twelve years. The population in 2025 is
projected to be 9,223.
One important aspect of natural hazard mitigation planning is to identify a community’s
demographic trends in relation to natural hazards. The Center for Disease Control and Prevention
(CDC) Social Vulnerability Index (SVI) is used to identify vulnerable populations in Redding. The
SVI uses census data to identify populations within the town that may be more vulnerable to
natural hazards. As a result of this analysis, the town is identified to have a certain level of overall
social vulnerability with a rank of 0 to 1; 1 being the most vulnerable and 0 being the least.
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To determine social vulnerability, the CDC incorporates 15 factors into the overall SVI calculation
under four categories, or
themes: socioeconomic status,
household composition and
disability, minority status and
language, and housing type and
transportation. Figure 2-2
represents the breakdown of
the SVI process. These themes
and their ranking are based on
census statistics. By evaluating
these factors and determining a
level of social vulnerability, a
community can identify specific
needs for before, during, and
after an event. Such needs may
include sheltering capacity,
evacuation routes, or to decide
how many emergency
Figure 2-2: The CDC SVI Index Factors. Graphic: svi.cdc.com
personnel may be required to
respond after an event.

The Town of Redding is considered to have a low level of vulnerability, with their most vulnerable
social housing type and transporting, followed by household composition and disability. Both
vulnerable populations for the town are primarily identified in the western tract, with the eastern
half of the town identifying a very small population vulnerable in regard to housing type and
transportation. Appendix B explores the SVI for Redding in more depth, including maps showing
overall vulnerability, and theme vulnerability.
2.2.2

Development Trends

According to the Plan of Conservation and Development, Redding has pioneered a low-impact
development concept within its largely rural community, its efforts to conserve open space and
minimize adverse development impacts on all water supply watersheds. The Town has an Open
Space Manager who helps guide conservation of open space in Town. Town officials believe that
economic development has been consistent with the town’s Plan of Conservation and
Development.
Development and redevelopment in Redding are focused in the Georgetown area. Located in
Redding‘s southwest corner, Georgetown is the main commercial area within the town aside from
West Redding (which is addressed below). However, Georgetown is truly a multi-town village
extending into adjacent portions of Weston, Wilton and Ridgefield. Georgetown is located along
the Norwalk River where a Special Flood Hazard Area (SFHA) and floodway are mapped.
Increasing development density in this area will need to be carefully balanced with the flood risk.
The former Gilbert & Bennett Manufacturing Company site in Georgetown continues to be
unoccupied. The Town is currently waiting on a court decision on whether to foreclose on the
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property, allowing the Town to acquire it. It is expected that the foreclosure will go through, but
the decision has been delayed due to COVID-19 closures.
The former Gilbert & Bennett Manufacturing Company site is a brownfield and poses a risk of
contamination to the river if flooded. In 2014, the State Bond Commission approved a request
from the Georgetown Special Taxing District for $2 million to replace the Norwalk River flood
walls at the Gilbert & Bennett site. This particular wall replacement was completed. This
improvement helps keep contaminated soil from eroding downstream. However, remediation of
the site remains necessary. The town anticipates that acquisition, remediation, and
redevelopment of the site will require significant financial support through grants. This is a
National Register historic site. One potential step to any redevelopment following acquisition
would be to raise the river walls to further protect the site from flooding.
The efforts to redevelop Georgetown are expected to attract future growth for the Redding and
the surrounding towns. Therefore, a collaborative planning effort across town and regional
boundaries is being undertaken to ensure the success of the project.
The Branchville section of Ridgefield is located in close proximity to Georgetown. The Branchville
Transit-Oriented Development (TOD) area extends into Redding from Ridgefield, and overlaps
with the potential TOD area located in Georgetown if a new passenger rail station is developed in
Georgetown. While a new train station has been constructed in Branchville, one has not yet been
designed for Georgetown. Nevertheless, the close proximity of two TOD areas in southwest
Redding – both located along the Norwalk River – means that the Town will need to carefully
regulate development.
Existing commercial development is also found along Route 7 north of Georgetown and in the
West Redding area. The POCD recommends the Town draw on West Redding's existing
infrastructure and transportation resources and existing commercial uses in a creative way for
potential "smart growth" development including transit-oriented projects. The realignment of the
rail crossing in West Redding could be a catalyst for such improvements. Overall, however,
significant new development is not anticipated in these areas.
With most of Redding remaining quite rural coupled with the focus on compact development in
Georgetown, Branchville, and West Redding, the overall character of vulnerabilities to natural
hazards in Redding will not change. Risks to the community will not increase as long as
redevelopment is carefully regulated.
2.2.3

Governmental Structure

The Town of Redding is governed by a Selectman-Town Meeting form of government. Day-today administration and legislative authority of the town is performed by a board of selectman
composed of three elected persons. Executive authority is vested to the First Selectman who
serves as the chief executive.
In addition to the Board of Selectmen and the Town Meeting, there are boards, commissions and
committees providing input and direction to Town administrators. Also, Town departments
provide municipal services and day-to-day administration. Many of these commissions and
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departments play a role in hazard mitigation, including the Board of Education, Conservation &
Inland Wetland Commission, Planning Commission, Zoning Department, the Fire Departments,
Emergency Medical Services, and the Highway Department. It should be noted that the three fire
departments are independent districts and not a part of the municipal government.
Drainage complaints are primarily routed through the Highway Department. Occasionally the
Police Department receives these complaints as well. The complaints are usually received via
phone, fax, mail, or email and are recorded in a logbook. The complaints are investigated as
necessary until remediation surrounding the individual complaint is concluded.
2.2.4

Historic and Cultural Resources

Historic and cultural resources include sites, structures,
and objects that are significant in history, architecture,
archaeology, engineering, and culture. Protection of
these resources grows economies and enhances
community character, and following a natural disaster
they can help to reinforce neighborhood connections
and reestablish a sense of community and normalcy.
Consideration of these resources in this HMP is critical.

Historic preservation planning helps
protect historic properties and cultural
resources from demolition or alteration.
Hazard mitigation planning helps
protect life and property from damage
caused by natural and manmade hazards.
Integrating these two planning
processes helps create safe and
sustainable historic communities.
- Paraphrased from FEMA Report 386-6

The Town of Redding includes numerous historic sites and two local historic districts.
The Redding Center Historic District encompasses approximately 55 acres around Lonetown Road
(Route 107), Cross Highway, and Hill Road. Near the geographic center of Town, it consists of 39
contributing resources, including the original Town Hall, the Congregational Church, and the
cemetery. This area is not located in a flood zone and has no specific natural hazard risks.
The Georgetown Historic District, along the Norwalk River, is roughly bounded by Route 7, Route
107, and the Ridgefield town line on the north. It contains 123 contributing buildings and sites,
including the Gilbert and Bennett Manufacturing Company site as well as four churches, two
schools, and a post office (now vacant). The railroad of the Danbury-Norwalk Line runs through
the center of the district roughly following the path of the Norwalk River. Sections of the
Georgetown Historic District are located in the Norwalk River’s 1% Annual Chance Flood zone; the
former Gilbert & Bennett Manufacturing Company site in particular is at risk of flooding.
See Figure 2-3 for a map of historic resources in the community.
Analysis of the State Historic Preservation Office (SHPO) database of historic resources shows how
some of these resources are exposed to natural hazards, as shown in Table 2-5.
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Table 2-5: Number of Historic Assets Exposed to Different Hazards in Redding
Hazard
Dam Failure
Earthquake
Flooding
1% Annual
0.2% Annual
Hurricane/Tropical Storm
Sea Level Rise
Thunderstorm
Tornado
Winter Storm
Wildfire

Count
0
12
0
1
12
0
12
12
12
3

Note that the table above does not reflect the flood risks reported by Town personnel.
Historic buildings and structures may be particularly susceptible to natural hazards because they
were built prior to the establishment of more recent construction standards. Additionally, some
of the structural integrity of these resources may have been degraded over the decades or
centuries since their original construction. Structural retrofits and hazard mitigation methods may
be challenging or restricted in cases where alteration of a resource will also diminish its cultural or
historical aesthetic and value. Finally, miscommunications or lack of knowledge may lead to
historic resources being damaged during the disaster recovery process.
Steps to incorporate historical and cultural preservation into hazard mitigation planning include:
 Inventory and survey historic and cultural resources
 Implement appropriate mitigation measures for those resources
 Take steps to move portable resources, such as artwork or documents, to safe locations
prior to the occurrence of a hazard, if possible
 Consider these resources in emergency operations plans to prevent accidental damages
during recovery efforts
Specific actions to mitigate natural hazard risks to historic resources are listed at the end of this
Annex.
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2.3.1

Infrastructure
Transportation

The primary transportation corridors in Redding are Routes 53 and 58 running generally north to
south, Route 107 running southwest to northeast, and Cross Highway connecting the Town center
to the eastern part of the Town. The western edge of Redding lies roughly along Route 7.
The MTA Metro-North Railroad has two stations in or near Redding: The West Redding station
and the Branchville Station. These two stations lie on the Metro-North Railroad’s New Haven
commuter rail line.

2.3.2

Utilities

The only community public water system in Redding is provided by Aquarion Water Company
and serves part of the Georgetown neighborhood. Many other non-community public water
systems are operated throughout Town. Most properties are on private wells.
Wastewater in the Georgetown neighborhood of Redding, along with the Meadow Ridge
retirement community, is collected by the Georgetown Sewer Treatment Plan, which cleans the
wastewater before discharging it to the Norwalk River. Other properties utilize septic systems.
Electricity and natural gas are provided to Redding by Eversource.

Planning and Regulatory Capabilities
Emergency Operations Plan

Redding maintains an Emergency Operations Plan (EOP) that it reviews annually, and updates as
needed. The Town is currently in the process of rewriting its EOP to conform with the new
Connecticut State template. This updated EOP will be available in a digital format.
2.4.1

Review of Existing Local Plans

The Town of Redding has a number of plans that are relevant to hazard mitigation. These are
noted here:


Plan of Conservation and Development (POCD): Redding updated its most recent Plan of
Conservation and Development (POCD) in 2018, though it was not adopted until 2020. The
document calls for protection of waterbodies, streambelts, and floodplains from
development, as well as conservation of other open spaces and natural areas. Flood risks are
explicitly noted in the “Land, Water and Climate” section and the “Major Natural Constraints”
section of Chapter 2: Natural Resources. Flooding and stormwater management are
addressed in numerous other parts of the plan as well.



Stormwater Management: Redding maintains a Stormwater Management Plan. This
document has been updated to comply with the requirements of the US EPA 2017 updated
General Permit for the Discharge of Stormwater from Small Municipal Separate Storm Sewer
Systems (MS4 General Permit).
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Capital Improvement Plan (CIP): Redding maintains a CIP that is updated annually and lays
out capital investments for a five-year period. The CIP often includes road, drainage, and
other infrastructure improvement projects relevant to hazard mitigation.



Economic Development Plan: Redding is included within the Western Connecticut Economic
Development Plan of 2017, developed by WestCOG. The plan aligns with the COG’s other
efforts to promote climate sustainability and resiliency in the region.



Emergency Operations Plan (EOP): Redding’s EOP is reviewed annually and updated as
needed. Dam failure Emergency Action Plans (EAPs) for dams with failure inundation zones
that may impact Redding, and for which EAPs are available, are on file locally.



Watershed Management Plan: Watershed Management Plans have been developed for the
Saugatuck-Aspetuck, Still, and Norwalk River Watersheds. The Saugatuck River Watershed
Based Plan was developed by the former South Western Regional Planning Agency (SWRPA)
in 2012. The Still River Watershed Management Plan was developed by the Housatonic valley
Association with support from the Still River Partners in 2019. The Norwalk River Watershed
Action Plan was prepared by the Norwalk River Watershed Initiative Committee,
HDR/HydroQual, and the former South Western Regional Planning Agency (SWRPA) in 1998
and updated in 2011. These plans are focused on water quality, but can help the community
mitigate inland flood risks by incorporating watershed management best practices into its
planning efforts.



Open Space: An Open Space Plan, written in 2018, was adopted in 2020 as an addendum to
the POCD. The plan lays out open space preservation goals and guides conservation efforts
throughout the Town. Preservation of wetland and floodplain spaces is mentioned. The
document does not expressly consider open space preservation as a natural hazard mitigation
strategy.
Since the previous Hazard Mitigation Plan, the Town acquired the Mary Ann Guitar Preserve
to maintain as open space within the Centennial Watershed State Forest. The acquisition was
performed with money from an OSWA grant, Aquarion, and the Redding Land Trust. The site
is bordered by 107, 53, Newtown turnpike. It was previously known as the Biehn Property.

2.4.1

Review of Regulatory Structures

Redding regulates development through a number of regulations, codes, and ordinances. These
are summarized below. More detailed information about how these regulations relate to specific
natural hazards are described in Section 3.




Building Code: Redding enforces the Connecticut State Building Code locally.
Zoning Regulations: Most recently updated in November 2018.
Inland Wetlands and Watercourses Regulations: Most recently updated in April 2013.
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Emergency Services, Critical Facilities, Sheltering, and Evacuation

The Town considers its police, fire, governmental, and major transportation arteries to be its most
important critical facilities since these are needed to ensure that emergencies are addressed while
day-to-day management of Redding continues. The Town also considers various infrastructure
and facilities (such as water and sewer pump stations) to be critical facilities, as well as companies
and businesses storing hazardous materials. Table 2-6 identifies all of these critical facilities.

Sheltering Capabilities

Emergency shelters are an important subset of critical facilities as they are needed in many
emergency situations. There are two identified shelters in the town that are also considered
critical facilities. Joe Barlow High School on Black Rock Turnpike is the primary shelter if
neighboring regional shelters reach capacity.
John Read Middle School on Redding Road is considered the backup shelter. The Community
Center is used as a commodities/warming center during emergency situations. All three facilities
have backup generators.
The Meadow Ridge Senior Living facility is a large complex that includes a senior living center
(which does not have a generator), a long-term care facility (has an emergency generator) and an
assisted living center (has a generator). The Meadow Ridge Facility is located on top of hill at the
end of a long driveway, and does not have any direct flood risk. Access to the site during or
following a disaster is a concern because Route 107, or the facility’s long driveway, may be
blocked by flooding or debris. The facility does have a service access off Old Farm Road. During
past storms, the facility has opened its doors for town residents as a warming center, showering
facility, and comfort station. The Town has been discussing with Eversource whether the facility is
considered critical with regards to power restoration following an outage.

Emergency Response Capabilities

The Police Department and Emergency Services coordinate emergency preparedness in the Town
of Redding. The Town's Emergency Operations Center (EOC), including its Emergency
Communications Center, is located at the Redding Police Department. The EOC’s goal is to
provide citizens with the highest level of emergency preparedness before, during, and after
disasters or emergencies. That Town coordinates with all departments internally to develop plans,
protocols, and procedures that assure the safety of Redding's citizens. It also provides technical
assistance to state and local emergency response agencies and public officials.
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Comment

Redding Community Center
Joel Barlow High School
John Read Middle School

37 Lonetown Road
100 Black Rock Turnpike
486 Redding Road

Police Department and EOC

96 Hill Road

Town Hall
Sewage Facility /
Wastewater Treatment
Plant
Highway Garage

100 Hill Road

Warming Center
Primary Shelter
Back-up overnight shelter
Emergency Operations
Center (EOC)
Town Hall

19 North Main Street
28 Great Oak Lane

Georgetown Fire
Department
Redding Ridge Fire
Department and EMS
Company –Fire District #1
West Redding Fire
Department – Fire District
#2
Town Cell Towers





In SFHA

Address or Location

Shelter

Facility

Em. Power

Table 2-6: Critical Facilities




No
No
Yes



No



No



No

Emergency Assistance



No

6 Portland Avenue

Emergency Response



No

186 Black Rock Turnpike

Emergency Response



No

306 Umpawaug Road

Emergency Response



No

Multiple locations

Communications
No
Elderly Housing
Meadow Ridge Facility
100 Redding Road
*
CS
No**
Warming/Comfort Station
* Meadow Ridge generator provides partial power to the facility.
** Route 107 at the Meadow Ridge driveway is at risk of flooding from the Norwalk River, creating an access issue.
CS – Comfort Station

The Town’s EOP guides its response to emergencies arising from both natural and anthropogenic
hazards. The Town utilizes a program known as “CT Alert" to direct geographically specific
emergency notification telephone calls into affected areas. The local radio station, 98Q (WDAQ
Danbury) is also utilized for notifications purposes.
The Town's Highway Department performs vegetation control including tree trimming and
removal in the town’s rights-of-way. During emergencies and following storms, the Highway
Department, responds to calls related to downed trees.
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Communications

Town officials have indicated that the cellular communication towers in Redding, especially the
one on Redding Road, are critical facilities. In the past, storm events have caused significant
power outages that required cell towers to utilize backup generators. Due to the length of the
power outages, the generators ran out of fuel, leaving the community without cell service and
extensively limiting communications.
In Connecticut, the Department of Emergency Services and Public Protection (DESPP) added a
regional focus. DESPP has divided Connecticut into five emergency planning regions and as part
of this new view, the DEMHS subsection (Division of Emergency Management and Homeland
Security) of DESPP has been partnering with HVCEO and other regional planning organizations to
strengthen emergency response. Redding is located in Region 5, consisting of forty-three towns
in western Connecticut.
Redding posts emergency preparedness information on its website, www.Townofreddingct.org,
through the town Health Department. The website includes a list of emergency supplies and
materials that residents should make sure they have on hand, and presents information about
receiving emergency alerts.
The Town utilizes an emergency notification system known as CT Alert to send geographically
specific warnings into areas at risk for hazard damage. Alerts can be sent by voice recording (by
telephone), text message, email, and social media. The Town has been working hard to get
residents signed up; they currently have over 6,000 subscribers and will continue to educate
residents on its use.
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HAZARD ASSESSMENT

Top hazard concerns of Redding include the following:
 The risk of flooding from the Norwalk River in Georgetown and West Redding
 Flash flooding on roads in West Redding
 The risk of flooding of CT Route 58 near Putnam Park Road
 The risk of flooding of CT Route 53 and Umpawaug Road
 Flooding at the John Read Middle School, and of the roads leading to the school becoming
flooded and impassible
 Flooding of Chestnut Tree Road
 Beaver-dam-related drainage issues around Topstone Road, Marchant Road, and Chestnut
Road
 Downed trees and utility wires during storms
 The lack of pressurized firefighting water in the area of the Redding Elementary School
More details about natural hazards in Redding are described in this chapter.

3.1.1

FLOODING (COASTAL, INLAND, AND ICE JAMS)
Setting

According to FEMA, most municipalities in the United States have at least one clearly recognizable
floodprone area around a river, stream, or large body of water. These areas are outlined as SFHAs
and delineated as part of the NFIP. A regulatory floodplain with AE designation has been
mapped along the Aspetuck River, Norwalk River and the Saugatuck River. Areas identified as
providing flood storage are identified with A Zone designations, meaning they are regulated as
floodplain, but flood elevations have not been established, portions of the Umpawaug Pond
Brook, Saugatuck River, and the Little River distribute these traits. Figure 2-4 for the areas of
Redding susceptible to flooding based on FEMA flood zones.
Flooding can occur in some areas with a higher frequency than those mapped by FEMA. This
nuisance flooding occurs during heavy rains with a much higher frequency than those used to
calculate the 1% annual chance flood event and often in different areas than those depicted on
the FIRM panels. These frequent flooding events occur in areas with insufficient drainage; where
conditions may cause flashy, localized flooding; and where poor maintenance may exacerbate
drainage problems.
In general, the potential for flooding is minimal Redding, with the majority of major flooding
occurring along established SFHAs. The areas impacted by overflow of river systems are generally
limited to river corridors and floodplains. Indirect flooding that occurs outside floodplains and
localized nuisance flooding along tributaries are also common problems in the town. This type of
flooding occurs particularly along roadways as a result of inadequate drainage and other factors.
The frequency of flooding in Redding is considered likely for any given year, with flood damage
potentially having significant effects during extreme events.
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3.1.2

Capabilities
National Flood Insurance Program

The Town has consistently participated in the National Flood Insurance Program (NFIP) since
September 30, 1982 and intends to continue participation in the NFIP. SFHAs in Redding are
delineated on a Flood Insurance Rate Map (FIRM) and Flood Insurance Study (FIS). The FIRM
delineates areas within Redding that are vulnerable to flooding and was most recently published
on October 16, 2013 as part of the Fairfield County FIS update. The hydrologic and hydraulic
analyses from the FIS report dated December 15, 1981 were prepared by Philip Genovese and
Associates for FEMA, under Contract No. H-4711, completed in May 1980.
The Zoning Enforcement Officer (ZEO) is the NFIP administrator in Redding and oversees the
enforcement of NFIP regulations. The degree of flood protection established by the variety of
regulations in the Town meets or exceeds the minimum criteria established by the NFIP. The
Town is not enrolled in the Community Rating System program but may consider enrolling. The
town is a member of CAFM, and the ZEO attended the inaugural CAFM conference in October
2014. Future participation is anticipated.
The Town discourages new construction and substantial reconstruction within the 1% annual
chance floodplain by raising concerns during the floodplain permit process. New development is
strictly managed through the Town's land use process.

Ordinances, Regulations, and Plans

Regulations, codes, and ordinances that apply to flood hazard mitigation in conjunction with and
in addition to NFIP regulations include:
 Zoning Regulations: the Town of Redding Zoning Regulations were effective July 30, 2014,
and have been enacted “to preserve the predominant residential, rural and agrarian
characteristics of the Town of Redding, and to protect the health, safety and general welfare
of its inhabitants; to secure safety from fire, panic, flood, erosion, air pollution, water
pollution, and other dangers; to prevent contamination of groundwater and of surface water,
including all streams, ponds, wetlands, aquifers, floodplains, well fields and water supply
sources, and to control the erosion and siltation of water courses.
Section 5.4.5 describes Flood Safety requirements and is essentially the local articulation of
the NFIP regulations. The Zoning Commission first enacted flood damage prevention
regulations in 1996. These regulations were revised in 2014 and reflect State of Connecticut
and NFIP modifications.
o

Section 5.4.5.1 states that it is the purpose of this Regulation to promote the public
health, safety and general welfare and to minimize public and private losses due to flood
conditions in specific areas by provisions designed to:


(a) restrict and prohibit uses which are dangerous to health, safety, and property
due to water or erosion hazards or which results in damaging increases in the
erosion or in flood heights or velocities;
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(b) require that uses vulnerable to floods, including facilities which serve such
uses, be protected against flood damage at the time of initial construction;



(c) control the alteration of natural floodplains, stream channels, [and] natural
protected barriers which are involved in the accommodation of flood waters;



(d) control filling, grading, dredging and other development which may increase
erosion or flood damage; and



(e) prevent or regulate the construction of flood barriers which will unnaturally
divert flood waters or which may increase flood hazards to other lands.

o

Section 5.4.5.4 outlines permit requirements and the duties and responsibilities of the
Zoning Enforcement Officer.

o

Section 5.4.5.5 describes the provisions for flood hazard reduction. Section 5.4.5.5(51)(j)
stated that manufactured homes are prohibited in all Special Flood Hazard Areas, this
includes manufactured homes located outside a manufactured home park or subdivision,
in a new manufactured home park or subdivision, in an existing manufactured home park
or subdivision, in an expansion to an existing manufactured home park or subdivision, or
on a site in an existing park which a manufactured home has incurred substantial damage
as a result of a flood.

o

Section 5.4.5.5 (5.3) outlines specific standards for Special Flood Hazard Areas A and AE
as follows:


New construction or substantial improvement of any residential, commercial,
industrial or nonresidential structure shall have the lowest floor, including
basement, elevated at least to two feet above the base flood elevation.
Nonresidential structures may be floodproofed in lieu of being elevated provided
that together with all attended utilities and sanitary facilities, the areas of the
structure below the required elevation are watertight with walls substantially
impermeable to the passage of water, and use structural components having the
capability of resisting hydrostatic and hydrodynamic loads in the effect of
buoyancy.



In addition, no encroachments, including fill, new construction, substantial
improvements and other developments shall be permitted in floodways unless
certification (with supporting technical data) by a registered professional
engineer is provided demonstrating through hydrologic and hydraulic analyses
performed in accordance with standard engineering practice, that encroachments
shall not result in any (0.0 feet) increase in the flood levels during occurrence of
the base flood discharge.
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o

Section 5.4 outlines Erosion and Stormwater Control requirements and requires the
control of stormwater discharge to prevent flooding and the scouring and siltation of
watercourses.

 Inland Wetlands and Watercourse Regulations: These regulations were effective in 1973
and are revised through April 25, 2013. They were implemented to protect the quality of the
inland wetlands and watercourses within the Town of Redding by making provisions for the
protection, preservation, maintenance, and use of inland wetlands and watercourses,
including deterring and inhibiting the danger of flood and pollution.
o

Section 2.1 defines Regulated Activity “as any operation within or use of a wetland or
watercourse involving removal or deposit of material, or any obstruction, construction,
alteration, contamination, or pollution of such wetlands or watercourses, but shall not
include the specified activities in Section 4 of these regulations. In all cases, the precise
location of wetlands and watercourses shall be determined by the actual character of the
land, the distribution of wetland soil types and locations of watercourses. The applicant
shall provide this information to the Commission. Such determination shall be made by
field inspections and testing conducted by a soil scientist, where soil classifications are
required, or by any other qualified individual where locations of watercourses are
required.
The following are also deemed regulated activities:
 (a) the location of any portion of any subsurface waste disposal system, including
any earth-disturbing activities associated therewith, within 200 feet of the mean
water line of the Norwalk, Saugatuck, Aspetuck, and Little Rivers; of Great,
Umpawaug, Steichen’s, Factory, Sterritt’s, South, Falls, and Hedmond’s Ponds; of
Mirror Lake and Saugatuck Reservoir; within 150 feet of the mean water line
and/or perimeter of all other watercourses; and within 100 feet of all wetlands;


(b) the location of any portion of any structures including any earth-disturbing
activities associated therewith (for example, driveway or utility installation), or the
engaging in any significant impact activity within 150 feet of the mean water line
of the Norwalk, Saugatuck, Aspetuck, and Little Rivers; of Great, Umpawaug,
Steichen’s, Factory, Sterritt’s, South, Falls, and Hedmond’s Ponds; of Mirror Lake
and Saugatuck Reservoir; and within 100 feet of all other wetlands and
watercourses;



(c) the location of any portion of any subsurface waste disposal system or
structure, including any earth-disturbing activities associated therewith, or the
engaging in any significant impact activity, within 500 feet of the high-water line
of a vernal pool;
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(d) the engaging in any significant impact activity or the location of any portion
of any structure, including any earth-disturbing activities associated therewith, as
defined and regulated pursuant to the Flood Hazard Mitigation Program, as
described and regulated pursuant to Section 5.4.5 “Flood Safety” of the Zoning
Regulations of the Town; and



(e) any activity within the Town, the likely effect of which will have a significant
impact on the existing condition of any of the wetlands or watercourses of the
state.

o

Section 4.1.b states that no residential homes will be permitted "as of right" in wetlands
and watercourses after July 1, 1987.

o

Section 6.1 states that no person may conduct or maintain a regulated activity without
obtaining a permit. Section 7 outlines the permit application requirements.

 Subdivision Regulations: Adopted in 1957 and revised in 1980, the Town's Subdivision
Regulations establish minimum acceptable standards of street construction; regulate the
layout and development of lots and streets; and outline measures to prevent degradation of
potable water sources, control erosion and siltation, preserve adequate and convenient open
spaces, and retain the natural features of the land.
o Article III, Section 3.1 states that land to be subdivided shall be demonstrated to be fully
capable of providing healthful and safe living conditions for its occupants, and in its
projected use to protect such conditions for adjacent areas, especially with respect to
water supply, sewage disposal, flood and erosion hazards, traffic and pedestrian safety
and accessibility to emergency services.
o Article III, Section 3.2 identifies lands which require special evaluation, such as floodplains,
primary and secondary aquifer recharge areas, wetlands and watercourses, all areas of soil
types with “severe” or “very severe limitations, areas subject to unusual erosion hazards,
natural slopes of twenty percent and greater and ledge rock areas.
o Article III, Section 3.3.1 states that development of any land requiring special precautions
for development is prohibited unless specifically approved by the Commission.
o Article IV, Section 4.3.8 states that whenever possible, storm drainage shall be
accommodated in retention basins for controlled and gradual release.
o Article IV, Section 4.5.1 states that applications include planned control of stormwater
runoff in order to prevent flooding, conserve water tables, promote groundwater
recharge, minimize erosion and siltation and protect wetlands and other natural
resources.
o Article IV, Section 4.6 outlines Open Space Requirements
 Plan of Conservation and Development: This 2018 document is the Town's vision
statement for future development. It is updated every 10 years. Recommendations in the
Plan include but are not limited to the following:
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Section 2 - Protect habitats through open space conservation and environmentally
sensitive stewardship. Continue to work with partner public-benefit organizations such as
the Redding Land Trust, the Trust for Public Land, The Nature Conservancy, etc. to further
these efforts.
o Section 2 - Review Town regulations for compliance with the CT DEEP Stormwater
Management Plan and the CT DEEP Stormwater Manual.
o Section 3 - Purchase tracts of land as they come on the market to protect the Town as a
vital watershed, maintain its rural character, provide for active and passive recreation, and
preserve an equitable tax base by minimizing costs of additional schools and services.
Continue meetings of Redding‘s seven-member Open Space Committee (consisting of
two members from the Conservation Commission and Planning Commission, a
representative of the Historical Society and the Redding Land Trust and the Land Use
Coordinator) on an as-needed basis to review the status.
o Section 3 - In order to preserve environmentally sensitive land, consider adoption of
coordinated amendments to the Zoning Regulations and Subdivision Regulations to
require that the countable portion of newly created lots in residential zones shall not
include land comprised of wetlands, watercourses, 100 year floodplains or slopes of 20%
or greater.
o Section 3 - In reviewing Subdivision applications, encourage use of scenic and historic
vistas, the view from the road and ridgelines as open space set asides to preserve the
rural character along with the long-standing priority of land conservation. Study ways to
amend the Subdivision Regulations and Zoning Regulations to protect scenic vistas and
areas of unique environmental value.
o Section 6 - Actively pursue land acquisition for open space, recreation, conservation,
water supply protection as a vital investment in the Town‘s future quality of life and
financial stability.
According to the POCD, approximately 7,530 acres (36%) of Redding has been preserved as
permanent conservation and open space. “Moreover, most of the conserved land is located in
contiguous parcels forming undeveloped corridors through the town. These ‘forever green’
corridors provide protected natural habitat, opportunities for passive recreation, and vital
protection of the public water supply watershed.”
o

Drainage, Street Flooding, and Structural Projects

The Town Zoning Office has developed and maintains a stormwater information webpage. The
site includes the current Stormwater Management Plan and links to local watershed groups and is
updated periodically. Milone & MacBroom, Inc. prepared the 2013 Stormwater Annual Report for
the Town of Redding. According to the report, the Highway Department documents annual catch
basin inspection and cleaning. However, due to limited Town resources, it is not feasible to
perform annual maintenance on all catch basins within the Town.
There are areas of street flooding throughout the town, and these are addressed by the Public
Works Department as necessary. These typically relate to ponding and impassability of the given
street but result in limited, if any, property impacts.
The Town’s capital improvement plan (CIP) for drainage projects is a four-year plan. The CIP that
was effective at the time of adoption of the previous edition of this Hazard Mitigation Plan (July
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2014) had a goal of upgrading drainage systems and culverts along 20 miles of roadways. The
following table shows drainage upgrades listed in the previous HMP, based on the 2014-2015 CIP,
as well as the status of the projects.
Redding has a robust road reconstruction program. The Town is consistently working through a
list of roads to repave and rehabilitate, and road drainage systems, including culverts, are
upgraded when the roads are redone.
The following table summarizes recent and planned road, bridge, and culverts repair projects.
Road
Stepnee Road
Bald Rock Road
Diamond Hill Road

Table 3-1: Recent Road, Culvert, and Bridge Projects

Poverty Hollow Road
Station Road
Marchant Road
Simpaug Turnpike
Topstone Road

Notes
Bridge Redone in 2015
This Road has been rehabilitated since the previous HMP
This Road has been rehabilitated since the previous HMP
This Road has been partially rehabilitated since the previous HMP. Portions of the
road still need to be redone in the future.
Road work planned for the summer of 2020
Town plans to rehabilitate this road in the coming five years.
Town plans to rehabilitate this road in the coming five years.
Addressing flooding on this road is an ongoing project.

Connecticut DOT has reconstructed the Route 53 Bridge over the Saugatuck River at a higher
elevation. The Town has not experienced a major flood event since the bridge was rebuilt, but it
is believed that the raised elevation will help mitigate the flooding that has historically impacted
the area. It is noted that the low-lying areas on either side of the bridge continue to be low lying,
and so at risk from flooding.
Drainage work has also been recently completed on Putnam Park Road; the Town believes this
work may have mitigated some of the flood concerns in this area.
The town’s primary focus for flood mitigation is the commercial area of Georgetown located
along the Norwalk River. Installation of flood walls and floodproofing has been a large part of
redevelopment and design in this neighborhood.

Communications

The National Weather Service issues a flood watch or a flash flood watch for an area when
conditions in or near the area are favorable for a flood or flash flood, respectively. The Town can
access the National Weather Service website at http://www.weather.gov/ to obtain the latest flood
watches and warnings before and during precipitation events. The Town also receives regular
weather updates through Division of Emergency Management and Homeland Security (DEMHS)
Region 5 email alerts.
Informational pamphlets regarding natural hazards are disseminated to public locations, and
emergency information is available through several different media, such as newspaper, radio,
and the internet.
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Summary

In summary, the Town primarily attempts to mitigate future flood damage and flood hazards by
restricting building activities in floodprone areas. This process is carried out through both the
Planning and Zoning and the Inland Wetlands Commissions. All watercourses are to be
encroached minimally or not at all to maintain the existing flood-carrying capacity. These
regulations rely primarily on the FEMA-defined 1% annual chance flood elevations to determine
flood areas. The flood damage prevention regulations require freeboard, exceeding the NFIP
regulations.
3.1.3

Vulnerabilities and Risk Assessment

In general, potential present-day flooding problems in Redding are concentrated along the
Saugatuck River and the Little River. The highest risk area along the Saugatuck River is in the
vicinity of Route 53 at Umpawaug Road. Flooding along the Little River is prevalent along Route
58 and Putnam Park Road. Town officials note that flooding and ponding also occurs along the
following streets: Diamond Hill Road, Marchant Road, Simpaug Turnpike, Topstone Road and
Poverty Hollow Road.
Topstone Road has two low-lying areas susceptible to flooding; one section is a dirt road, and the
other is paved. The paved low-lying section reportedly experiences flooding from Umpawaug
Pond Brook relatively frequently. Mitigating this flooding is an ongoing effort of the Town.
Nearby Chestnut Woods Road also experiences relatively frequent flooding.

Vulnerability Analysis of Critical Facilities

The list of critical facilities provided by the Town (Section 2.5) was used with the parcel data to
accurately locate each critical facility throughout the town. One critical facility was found to lie
within the 1% annual chance floodplains of a variety of watercourses in the town. Table 3-2 lists
this facility.
Table 3-2: Critical Facilities Located Within the 1% Annual Chance Floodplain
Name or Type
John Read Middle School

Address
486 Redding Road

Flooding Source
Saugatuck River

The middle School is partially located in a 1% annual chance flood zone, and the while the
property experiences flooding frequently, it has not experienced serious flooding damage in
recent years. Flooding of Redding Road could isolate the school in cases when the building may
not flood.

Vulnerability Analysis of Areas Along Watercourses

The primary waterways in Town are the Norwalk River, Saugatuck River, Aspetuck River and the
Little River. The remaining waterways in Redding are mostly small streams and brooks. Specific
areas susceptible to flooding are identifiable by the FEMA defined special flood hazard areas.
Refer to Figure 3-1 for the areas of Redding susceptible to flooding based on FEMA flood zones.
According to town officials the most persistent flooding in the town are adjacent to the
Saugatuck River and the Little Rive. Town officials have indicated that periodic flooding also
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occurs in the village of Georgetown along the Norwalk River. Flash flooding on roads in the West
Redding area is also reportedly a problem during major rain events.

Saugatuck River

The Saugatuck River drainage basin poses flood risks in the vicinity of Route 53 near Umpawaug
Road and John Read Middle School. Flooding in this area has historically caused frequent road
closures. While the Route 53 Bridge over the Saugatuck has been elevated by the state, low-lying
sections of road on either side of the bridge continue to be low-lying and at risk from flooding.
According to a September 2, 2013 NBCconnecticut.com article, heavy rains and flash flooding
caused Simpaug Turnpike and Long Ridge Road to flood and cars were submerged up to their
windows. The town plans to install additional stormwater infrastructure along the Saugatuck River
in an effort to reduce flooding and ponding impacts.
Umpawaug Pond Brook is a tributary of the Saugatuck, flowing north from Topstone Park to join
the Saugatuck near the Redding train station at Simpaug Turnpike. Umpawaug Brook is reported
to cause flooding on a section of Topstone Road, as well as Chestnut Woods Road.

Little River

Route 58 in the vicinity of Putnam Park Road experiences flooding that often requires road
closures. This road is the main route to the hospital in Danbury.

Norwalk River

According to the Norwalk River Watershed website, “the Norwalk River has not had a significant
flood since 1955. A modern repeat of the 1955 flood would do over $21 million in damage along
the river… and the State has identified the region as a ‘high risk basin in immediate need of better
flood control management and hazard mitigation.’” Redding views the commercial area of
Georgetown, located along the Norwalk River, as a primary area of concern.
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3.2.1

DAM FAILURE
Setting

Dam failures can be triggered suddenly, with little or no warning, and often from other natural
disasters such as floods and earthquakes. Dam failures often occur during flooding when the
dam breaks under the additional force of floodwaters. In addition, a dam failure can cause a
chain reaction where the sudden release of floodwaters causes the next dam downstream to fail.
The Connecticut DEEP administers the statewide Dam Safety Program and designates a
classification to each state-inventoried dam based on its potential hazard.






Class AA: negligible hazard potential
Class A: low hazard potential
Class BB: moderate hazard potential
Class B: significant hazard potential
Class C: high potential hazard

While flooding from a dam failure generally has a moderate geographic extent, the effects are
potentially catastrophic. A major dam failure is considered only a possible hazard event in any
given year.
3.2.2

Capabilities

The Dam Safety Section of the Connecticut DEEP
Inland Water Resources Division is charged with the
responsibility for administration and enforcement of
Connecticut's dam safety laws. The existing statutes
require that permits be obtained to construct, repair,
or alter dams and that existing dams be inventoried
and periodically inspected to assure that their
continued operation does not constitute a hazard to
life, health, or property.

Dams regulated by the Connecticut DEEP
must be designed to pass the 1% annual
chance rainfall event with one foot of
freeboard, a factor of safety against
overtopping.
Significant and high hazard dams are
required to meet a design standard
greater than the 1% annual chance
rainfall event.

The dam safety requirements are codified in Sections 22a-401 through 22a-411 inclusive of the
Connecticut General Statutes. Sections 22a-409-1 and 22a-409-2 of the Regulations of
Connecticut State Agencies have been enacted and set requirements for the registration,
classification, and inspection of dams. Dams must be inventoried by the owner with the
Connecticut DEEP according to Connecticut Public Act 83-38.
Effective October 1, 2013, the owner of any high or significant hazard dam (Class B and C) must
develop and implement an EAP after the Commissioner of DEEP adopts regulations. The EAP
shall be updated every two years, and copies shall be filed with DEEP and the chief executive
officer of any municipality that would potentially be affected in the event of an emergency. New
regulations shall establish the requirements for such EAPs, including but not limited to (1) criteria
and standards for inundation studies and inundation zone mapping; (2) procedures for
monitoring the dam or structure during periods of heavy rainfall and runoff, including personnel
assignments and features of the dam to be inspected at given intervals during such periods; and
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(3) a formal notification system to alert appropriate local officials who are responsible for the
warning and evacuation of residents in the inundation zone in the event of an emergency.
Dam failure analyses have been prepared for many of the high hazard dams, and these are
included in the EAPs. The inundation limits portrayed in the dam failure analysis maps represent
a highly unlikely, worst-case scenario (1,000-year) flood event and should be used for emergency
action planning only. These analyses should not be interpreted to imply that the dams evaluated
are not stable, that the routine operation of the dams presents a safety concern to the public, or
that any particular structure downstream of the dam is at imminent risk of being affected by a
dam failure.
The CT DEEP also administers the Flood and Erosion Control Board program, which can provide
noncompetitive state funding for repair of municipality-owned dams. Funding is limited by the
State Bond Commission. State statute Section 25-84 allows municipalities to form Flood and
Erosion Control Boards, but municipalities must take action to create the board within the context
of the local government such as by revising the municipal charter. The Town's Planning and
Zoning Commission is responsible for reviewing all development activities that occur within flood
hazard or flood-prone areas.
The Town Open Space Manager monitors beaver dams in Town. When problematic impacts are
observed, Public Works staff attempt to break up or remove the dams using machinery or by
hand.

Actions Completed and New Capabilities

The town has development a standard procedure for managing beaver dams.
3.2.3

Vulnerabilities and Risk Assessment

As of 2013, there were 54 DEEP-inventoried dams within the Town of Redding. These dams are
shown in Figure 2-4. Three of these dams are considered high hazard (Class C). Failure of a Class
C dam has a high potential for loss of life and extensive property and infrastructure damage. As
shown in Table 3-3, the three high hazard dams in the town are owned by private companies.
One Class B (significant hazard) dam is located in adjacent Ridgefield. Failure of this structure
may have an impact on Redding.

Number

Table 3-3: High Hazard Dams with Potential to Affect the Town of Redding
Name

Stream

Class

11701

Factory Pond Dam

Norwalk River, Redding

C

11739

Meadow Ridge Detention Dam
Meadow Ridge Fire Irrigation
Pond Dam
Millers Pond Dam

Unnamed brook, Redding

C

Owner
Georgetown Land
Development Company LLC
Redding Life Care LLC

Unnamed brook, Redding

C

Redding Life Care LLC

Norwalk River, Ridgefield

B

Dana Matthow

11742
11801
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Millers Pond (Dam No. 11801) – Norwalk River, Ridgefield

The Millers Pond Dam is a Class B dam located at the southern end of Millers Pond in Ridgefield
and impounds a reservoir from a contributing watershed of 7.04 square miles. The earthen dam
is 13 feet in height and 152 feet in length. It is privately owned and used to impound a reservoir
for aesthetic purposes. The dam discharges to the Norwalk River, crossing under Florida Hill Road
before flowing alongside State Route 7 into Redding. Floodwaters may cause an increase in water
surface elevations in the Norwalk River in Redding, potentially affecting a number of structures
located between the river and Route 7.

Factory Pond Dam (Dam No. 11701) – Norwalk River, Redding

The Factory Pond Dam is located at the southeast end of Factory Pond and impounds a storage
volume of 192 acre-feet from a contributing watershed of 12.2 square miles. The earthen dam
was constructed in 1874 and is 18.75 feet in height and 175 feet in length. It is owned by the
Georgetown Land Development Company, LLC and used to impound a reservoir for recreation.
An EAP for the Factory Pond Dam was prepared by Philip W. Genovese & Associates, Inc.
addressing actions to be taken during an emergency. In August 2006, drawdown and inspection
indicated seepage and mortar issues. Tighe & Bond developed design plans in 2007 detailing
corrective procedures that included low pressure grouting and repointing the spillway.
The Georgetown historical area of Redding is located immediately downstream of the structure.
Floodwaters from a failure would affect structures in this developed area. An August 1981 Phase
II dam inspection report includes an Emergency Operations Plan for structure. The plan identifies
Gilbert & Bennett Manufacturing Company as the responsible party for response in an emergency
situation; however, the factory has since been closed and is being redeveloped as housing. A
dam breach analysis completed for this 1981 EOP includes an inundation map of the downstream
area. Mapping indicates floodwaters would inundate structures on the both sides of Route
57/107.

Meadow Ridge Detention Dam (Dam No. 11739) – Unnamed watercourse, Redding

The Meadow Ridge Detention Dam is a Class C earth dam located between Woods Way and
Meadow Ridge Road, impounding a 1.5-acre pond. The structure is owned by Redding Life Care
LLC and used to create a detention sediment basin. The dam is 11 feet in height and 240 feet in
length. There are no structures located downstream of the dam.

Meadow Ridge Fire Irrigation Pond Dam (Dam No. 11742) – Unnamed brook, Redding

The Meadow Ridge Fire Irrigation Pond Dam is a Class C earth dam located at the southwest end
of an impoundment used for fire protection. The dam is owned by Redding Life Care LLC and is
located approximately 960 feet north of the Redding Life Care facility, on the east side of Meadow
Ridge Road. The structure is 8 feet in height and 180 feet in length. Although there are no
structures located downstream of the pond, floodwaters resulting from failure have the potential
to affect Meadow Ridge Road, and access to the care facility.
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Other Dams

According to town officials, the Topstone Dam, which is defined as a low-hazard dam has an
effect on the hydraulic control of the Umpawaug Pond Brook and has had some scour issue and
Topstone Road has experienced erosion. The town considered this an area of concern for
maintenance and observation.

Beaver Dams

Finally, the Town of Redding is concerned with potential failures of beaver dams. Town officials
noted that there are several beaver dams in town. Particular problem locations are around
Topstone Road, Marchant Road, and Chestnut Woods Road. Beaver activity that could present
minor flooding risks occurs adjacent to Diamond Hill Road on Moffitts Brook, as well as off of
Chestnut Woods Road on a branch of the Umpawaug Pond Brook. Chestnut Woods Road
regularly experiences minor flooding as the stream flows over the road. These beaver dams cause
a significant amount of drainage issues and damage to Town infrastructure, but at this point
damage to private property has not been reported.

Changes and Improvements

The Town of Redding continues to be at low risk for dam failure.
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3.3.1

HURRICANES AND TROPICAL STORMS
Setting

Hurricanes have the potential to affect any area within the Town of Redding. A hurricane striking
Redding is considered a possible event each year and could cause critical damage to the town
and its infrastructure.
Inland Connecticut is vulnerable to hurricanes despite moderate hurricane occurrences when
compared with other areas within the Atlantic tropical cyclone basin. Since hurricanes tend to
weaken within 12 hours of landfall, inland areas are relatively less susceptible to hurricane wind
damages than coastal areas in Connecticut; though recent events, such as Tropical Storm Isaias in
2020, have shown that inland winds can still be devastating. Additionally, the heaviest rainfall
often occurs inland (as was seen in Tropical Storm Irene in 2011). Therefore, inland areas are
vulnerable to riverine and urban flooding during a hurricane.

3.3.2

Capabilities

Existing mitigation measures appropriate for flooding were discussed in Section 3.1. These
include the ordinances, codes, and regulations that have been enacted to minimize flood damage.
In addition, various structures exist to protect certain areas, including dam and local flood
protection projects.
Wind loading requirements are addressed through the state building code. The 2018 Connecticut
State Building Code was amended in 2009 and adopted with an effective date of October 1, 2018.
The code specifies the design wind speed for construction in all the Connecticut municipalities.
Effective 2018, the design wind speed for Redding is 110 miles per hour for a Category 1, 120
miles per hour for a Category 2 and 130 for Category 3 or greater. Redding has adopted the
Connecticut Building Code as its building code. The town website provides links to the State
Building Codes so that developers are able to find design standards for wind.
The Redding tree warden maintains an aggressive tree and tree limb trimming program with an
annual budget of around $15,000. Utilities must be placed underground in new developments;
this capability is considered proactive to prevent damage from wind and falling trees.
Eversource, the local electric utility, provides tree maintenance near its power lines
During emergencies, the Town currently has two designated emergency shelters available for
residents as discussed in Section 2.5.
Prior to severe storm events, the Town ensures that warning/notification systems and
communication equipment are working properly and prepares for the possible evacuation of
impacted areas. The Town participates in the statewide CT Alert system, and has utilized it
effectively during previous events. During Tropical Storm Irene, the Town used the CT Alert
system to notify all residents in the SFHA that they may evacuate and use one of the shelters.

3.3.3

Vulnerabilities and Risk Assessment

The Town of Redding is vulnerable to hurricane damage from wind and flooding and from any
tornadoes accompanying the storm.
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Connecticut is located in FEMA Zone II regarding maximum expected wind speed. The maximum
expected wind speed for a three-second gust is 160 mph. This wind speed could occur as a result
of either a hurricane or a tornado in western Connecticut and southeastern New York. The
American Society of Civil Engineers recommends that new buildings be designed to withstand this
peak three-second gust.
Debris such as signs, roofing material, and small items left outside become flying missiles in
hurricanes. Extensive damage to trees, towers, aboveground and underground utility lines (from
uprooted trees or failed infrastructure), and fallen poles cause considerable disruption for
residents. Streets may be flooded or blocked by fallen branches, poles, or trees, preventing
egress. Downed power lines from heavy winds can also start fires during hurricanes with limited
rainfall.
Downed trees and wires have been a big challenge in previous storms, and tree maintenance
continues to be a major concern for the town. While the Town has a tree warden and a tree
maintenance budget, it is reported to be insufficient for the amount of work that needs to be
done as a very rural Town with many forested roads. Additionally, the tree warden has identified
many dead Ash trees (killed by the Emerald Ash Borer infestation) all around Town that are fall
risks. While the Public Works Department is chipping away at dangerous trees little by little, it
does not have the budget to address everything.
In general, as the residents and businesses of the state of Connecticut become more dependent
on the internet and mobile communications, the impact of hurricanes on commerce will continue
to increase. A major hurricane has the potential of causing complete disruption of power and
communications for up to several weeks, rendering electronic devices and those that rely on
utility towers and lines inoperative.
Redding's housing stock consists of historic buildings greater than 50 and sometimes 100 years
old, relatively younger buildings built before 1990 when the building code changed to address
wind damage, and relatively recent buildings that utilize the new code changes. Since most of the
existing housing stock in the town predates the recent code changes, many structures are highly
susceptible to roof and window damage from high winds. Homes located within SFHAs are also
at risk from flooding as a result of the heavy rainfall that typically occurs during tropical storms
and hurricanes.
As the Town of Redding is not affected by storm surge, hurricane sheltering needs have not been
calculated by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers for the town. The Town determines sheltering
need based upon areas damaged or needing to be evacuated within the town. Under limited
emergency conditions, a high percentage of evacuees will seek shelter with friends or relatives
rather than go to established shelters. During extended power outages, it is believed that only
10% to 20% of the affected population of the town will relocate while most will stay in their
homes until power is restored. In the case of a major (Category Three or above) hurricane, it is
likely that the Town will depend on state and federal aid to assist sheltering displaced populations
until normalcy is restored.
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3.4.1

SUMMER STORMS AND TORNADOES
Setting

Summer storms and tornadoes have the potential to affect any area within the Town of Redding.
Because these types of storms and the hazards that result (flash flooding, wind, hail, and
lightning) might have limited geographic extent, it is possible for a summer storm to harm one
area within the town without harming another.
Based on the historic record, it is considered highly likely that a summer storm that includes
lightning will impact the town each year although lightning strikes have a limited effect. Strong
winds and hail are considered likely to occur during such storms but also generally have limited
effects. A tornado is considered a possible event in Fairfield County each year that could cause
significant damage to a small area.

3.4.2

Capabilities

Warning is the primary method of existing mitigation for tornadoes and thunderstorm-related
hazards. The NOAA National Weather Service issues watches and warnings when severe weather
is likely to develop or has developed, respectively.
Aside from warnings, several other methods of mitigation for wind damage are employed in
Redding as explained in Section 3.3. In addition, the Connecticut State Building Code includes
guidelines for the proper grounding of buildings and electrical boxes.
Municipal responsibilities relative to summer storm and tornado mitigation and preparedness
include:





3.4.3

Developing and disseminating emergency public information and instructions concerning
tornado, thunderstorm wind, lightning, and hail safety, especially guidance regarding in-home
protection and evacuation procedures and locations of public shelters.
Designating appropriate shelter space in the community that could potentially withstand
lightning and tornado impact
Periodically testing and exercising tornado response plans.
Putting emergency personnel on standby at tornado "watch" stage.

Vulnerabilities and Risk Assessment

The Town of Redding has moderate to high potential to experience tornado damage. NOAA
states that climate change has the potential to increase the frequency and intensity of tornadoes,
so it is possible that the pattern of occurrence in Connecticut could change in the future. The
likelihood of lightning strikes in the Redding area is very high during any given thunderstorm
although no one area of the town is at higher risk of lightning strikes. The risk of at least one
hailstorm occurring in Redding is considered moderate in any given year.
Most thunderstorm damage is caused by straight-line winds or downbursts exceeding 100 mph.
The risk of downbursts occurring during such storms and damaging the Town of Redding is
believed to be low for any given year. All areas of the town are susceptible to damage from high
winds although more building damage is expected in the town center while more tree damage is
expected in the less densely populated areas.
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Secondary damage from falling branches and trees is more common than direct wind damage to
structures. Heavy winds can take down trees near power lines, leading to the start and spread of
fires. Town personnel note that strong thunderstorms will cause power lines to fall all over the
town. Most downed power lines in Redding are detected quickly, and any associated fires are
quickly extinguished. Such fires can be extremely dangerous during the summer months during
dry and drought conditions. It is important to have adequate water supply for fire protection to
ensure the necessary level of safety is maintained.

Summary

The entire Town of Redding is at relatively equal risk for experiencing damage from summer
storms and tornadoes. Based on the historic record, very few summer storms or tornadoes have
resulted in costly damages to the town. Most damages are relatively site specific and occur to
private property (and therefore are paid for by private insurance). For municipal property, the
Town budget for tree removal and minor repairs is generally adequate to handle summer storm
damage.
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3.5.1

WINTER STORMS AND NOR’EASTERS
Setting

3.5.2

Capabilities

The entire Town of Redding is susceptible to winter storms and, due to its variable elevation, can
have higher amounts of snow in the outskirts of the town than in the town center. In general,
winter storms are considered highly likely to occur each year (although major storms are less
frequent), and the hazards that result (nor'easter winds, snow, and blizzard conditions) can
potentially have a significant effect over a large area of the town.
Capabilities specific to winter storms are generally those related to preparing plows and sand and
salt trucks, tree trimming to protect power lines, and other associated snow removal and response
preparations.
The amended Connecticut Building Code specifies that a pressure of 40 pounds per square foot
(psf) be used as the base “ground snow load” for computing snow loading for different types of
roofs. The International Building code specifies the same pressure for habitable attics and
sleeping areas, and specifies a minimum pressure of 35 psf for all other areas. Snow
accumulation on the roofs of critical facilities has not been reported to be an issue.
The Highway Department has eleven plow trucks with an annual budget over $200,000 for snow
removal. There are ten routes which total approximately 101 miles: 93.92 miles of paved road and
eight miles of dirt road. The MgCl/salt mixture is used for deicing. Town plowing is typically ahead
of CT DOT plowing. Priority is given to plowing egresses to critical facilities. Homeowners,
private associations, and businesses are responsible for plowing their own driveways and roads.
The Town reports that its snow removal capabilities are robust.
Prior to a winter weather event, the Town ensures that all warning/notification and
communications systems are ready and ensures that appropriate equipment and supplies,
especially snow removal equipment, are in place and in good working order. In some known
problem areas, prestorm treatment is applied to roadways to reduce the accumulation of snow.
The Town also prepares for the possible evacuation and sheltering of some populations that
could be impacted by the upcoming storm (especially the elderly and special needs persons).

Actions Completed and New Capabilities

The Town of Redding continues to mitigate winter storms.
3.5.3

Vulnerabilities and Risk Assessment

Redding experiences at least one major nor'easter every four years, although a variety of minor
and moderate snow and ice storms occur nearly every winter. According to the 2019 Connecticut
Natural Hazards Mitigation Plan Update, Connecticut residents can expect at least two or more
severe winter weather events per season, including heavy snowstorms, potential blizzards,
nor'easters, and potential ice storms.
Recent climate change studies predict a shorter winter season for Connecticut (as much as two
weeks) and less snow-covered days with a decreased overall snowpack. These models also
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predict that fewer, more intense precipitation events will occur with more precipitation falling as
rain rather than snow. This trend suggests that future snowfalls will consist of heavier (denser)
snow, and the potential for ice storms will increase. Such changes will have a large impact on
how the state and its communities manage future winter storms and will affect the impact such
storms have on the residents, roads, and utilities in the state.
After a storm, snow piled on the sides of roadways can inhibit sight lines and reflect a blinding
amount of sunlight. When coupled with slippery road conditions, poor sightlines and heavy glare
create dangerous driving conditions. Stranded motorists, especially senior and/or handicapped
citizens, are at particularly high risk of injury or death from exposure during a blizzard. The
elderly population in Redding, in particular, is susceptible to the impacts created by winter storms
due to resource needs (heat, electricity loss, safe access to food, etc.).
The structures and utilities in Redding are vulnerable to a variety of winter storm damage. Tree
limbs and some building structures may not be suited to withstand high wind and snow loads.
Ice can damage or collapse power lines, render steep gradients impassable for motorists,
undermine foundations, and cause "flood" damage from freezing water pipes in basements.
Drifting snow can occur after large storms, but the effects are generally mitigated through
municipal plowing efforts.
Icing causes difficult driving conditions throughout the hillier sections of the town, including
along Route 53 in the northwestern portion of town. The Town's standard of pre-salting has been
helpful in controlling ice in these problem areas.

Summary

The entire Town of Redding is at relatively equal risk for experiencing damage from winter storms
although some areas (such as icing trouble spots and neighborhoods with a high concentration of
flat roofs) are more susceptible. The Town budget for tree removal and minor repairs is generally
adequate to handle winter storm damage, although the plowing budget is often depleted.
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3.6.1

WILDFIRES AND DROUGHT
Setting

The Town of Redding is generally considered a low-risk area for wildfires. Wildfires are of
particular concern in outlying areas without public water service and other areas with poor access
for fire-fighting equipment. Such areas in Redding are limited. Hazards associated with wildfires
include property damage and loss of habitat. Wildfires are considered a likely event each year
but, when one occurs, it is generally contained to a small range with limited damage to nonforested areas.

In addition, Redding, and Fairfield County overall, has experienced drought challenges over recent
years. The U.S. Drought Monitor (USDM), which has been monitoring nationwide drought
conditions since 2000, estimates that over the past two decades Connecticut experienced its
longest drought of 46 weeks beginning June 21, 2016 and lasting until May 2, 2017. It was also
estimated that the most intense period of this extended drought occurred the week of November
15, 2016, where approximately 44.5% of Connecticut lands were impacted. Figure 3-2 depicts the
various drought conditions in Fairfield County since 2000, where the warmer colors represent
more advanced drought stages.

Figure 3-2: USDM Drought Time Series for Fairfield County
The 2019 Connecticut Natural Hazard Mitigation Plan assumes that the State of Connecticut has a
medium probably of future drought events. This assumption is based on climate change
projections anticipating hotter and wetter conditions in the near future. Climate forecasts often
suggest that while precipitation may increase, the overall pattern will generally be higher intensity
storms, with longer than average dry periods between events. The State Plan also identifies that
Fairfield County accounts for roughly 7.34% of the state’s total number of farms, with a market
value of over $34 million in product sold from these farms.
3.6.2

Capabilities

Existing mitigation for wildland fire control is typically focused on Fire Department training and
maintaining an adequate supply of equipment. Redding reports that its firefighting capabilities
are robust.
The Connecticut DEEP Division of Forestry monitors the weather each day during nonwinter
months as it relates to fire danger. This allows the DEEP and the Town to monitor the drier areas
of the state to be prepared for forest fire conditions. Forest fire danger levels are classified as low,
moderate, high, very high, or extreme. In addition, the National Weather Service issues a Red Flag
warning when winds will be sustained or there will be frequent gusts above a certain threshold
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(usually 25 mph), the relative humidity is below 30%, and precipitation for the previous five days
has been less than one-quarter inch. Such conditions can cause wildfires to quickly spread from
their source area.
The following regulations regarding fire protection are outlined in the Redding Zoning
Regulations:









Section 3.6 states that every building shall be capable of safe, legal access from a public road
or street. When developed, the lot shall be provided with a driveway for use by emergency
vehicles such as fire apparatus, police and rescue vehicles.
Section 5.1.3 requires that adequate fire and police protection be provided before a special
permit application is granted.
Section 5.2.9(d) requires the submittal of plans that demonstrate the availability of, and an
agreement to provide to the site a water supply system, for both domestic use and fire
protection.
Section 5.2.9(f) requires plans for the protection of persons and property from fire. At a
minimum such plans shall be based on advisory reports of the local Fire Marshal and/or the
Town Building Official and shall (1) provide automatic fire suppression capabilities (sprinkler
systems) in all units of multiple use buildings, in all two family and multiple family dwellings
and in all other nonresidential buildings in excess of 1,000 square feet floor area, in
conformity with National Fire Protection Association (NFPA) Standards 13, 13D and 13R and
(2) conform to NFPA Standard “Fire Protection in Planned Building Groups, 1985 edition.”
Section 5.4.4 states that stormwater runoff shall be collected and detained where feasible,
creating water storage basins accessible and usable for firefighting, flood control and
irrigation purposes.

The town has nine dry hydrants in the Redding Ridge fire district and utilizes mutual aid
agreements with neighboring towns as needed. Additional dry hydrants are believed present in
the Georgetown and West Redding districts.
The Connecticut DEEP Open Burning Program requires designation of certified Open Burning
Officials in each municipality. This individual oversees permitting of open burning.
The Redding Fire Department goes to the fires whenever possible. This proactive approach is
believed to be effective for controlling wildfires.

Actions Completed and New Capabilities

Redding continues to maintain its strong wildfire mitigation capabilities.
3.6.3

Vulnerabilities and Risk Assessment

The historic record suggests that most wildfires in Connecticut are relatively small. In the drought
year of 1999, the average wildfire burned five acres in comparison to the two most extreme
wildfires recorded since 1986 that burned 300 acres each. Given the availability of firefighting
water in Redding, including the use of nearby water bodies, it is believed that this average value
for a drought year and the extreme value are applicable to the town. Areas within Redding
vulnerable to wildfire are shown in Figure 3-3.
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Connecticut has a particular vulnerability to fire hazards where urban development and wildland
areas are in close proximity. The "wildland/urban interface" is where many such fires are fought.
Wildland areas are subject to fires because of weather conditions and fuel supply. An isolated
wildland fire may not be a threat, but the combined effect of having residences, businesses, and
lifelines near a wildland area causes increased risk to life and property. Thus, a fire that might
have been allowed to burn itself out with a minimum of firefighting or containment in the past is
now fought to prevent fire damage to surrounding homes and commercial areas as well as smoke
threats to health and safety in these areas.
The Wildland-Urban Interface (WUI) index is used to identify areas that may be at greater risk of
wildfires based on the density of development in comparison to the amount of wildfire prone
vegetation. The Town of Redding is a patchwork of high and medium density development
intermixed, and low-density development intermixed with fire prone vegetation types. However,
given firefighting capacity and water availability, it is likely that the town has effective capabilities
to minimize damage from fires that may occur.
According to the Town of Redding, the Town sees small brush fires every year. The total cost to
fight wildfires in any given year is $9,000 (equipment and labor) for an average of three wildfire
events. Property damage is negligible, as the damage occurs only in forested areas without any
structures.
There is no public water system available in the area of the Redding Elementary School. This is an
area of particular concern; if a fire were to occur in that area, the Town would not be able to
provide sufficient water pressure to protect the school structure. Under current conditions the
town would pull water directly out of the pond across the way. While this is not specifically a
wildfire risk, a wildfire occurring in this area could potentially spread to the school structure.
Traditionally, the highest forest fire danger in Connecticut occurs in the spring from mid-March to
mid-May.
Given the industrial nature of some land uses in downtown Redding, the potential for wildfires
becoming structural fires involving chemicals does exist.
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3.7.1

EARTHQUAKES AND LANDSLIDES
Setting

According to the 2019 Connecticut Natural Hazards Mitigation Plan Update, Connecticut is at a
low to moderate risk for experiencing an earthquake of a magnitude greater than 3.5 and at a
moderate risk of experiencing an earthquake of a magnitude less than 3.0 in the future. No
earthquake with a magnitude greater than 3.5 has occurred in Connecticut within the last 30
years, and the USGS currently ranks Connecticut 43rd out of the 50 states for overall earthquake
activity.

A series of earthquake probability maps was generated using the 2009 interactive web-based
mapping tools hosted by the USGS. These maps were used to determine the probability of an
earthquake of greater than magnitude 5.0 or greater than magnitude 6.0 damaging the Town of
Redding. Results are presented in Table 3-4.
Table 3-4: Probability of a Damaging Earthquake in the Vicinity of Redding

Time Frame
(Years)
50
100
250
350

Probability of the Occurrence of an
Earthquake Event > Magnitude 5.0
2% to 3%
4% to 6%
10% to 12%
12% to 15%

Probability of the Occurrence of an
Earthquake Event > Magnitude 6.0
< 1%
1% to 2%
2% to 3%
3% to 4%

Based on the historic record and the probability maps generated from the USGS database, the
state of Connecticut possesses areas of seismic activity. It is likely that Connecticut will continue
to experience minor earthquakes (magnitude less than 3.0) in the future. While the risk of an
earthquake affecting Redding is relatively low over the short term, long-term probabilities
suggest that a damaging earthquake (magnitude greater than 5.0) could occur within the vicinity
of Redding.
The entire Town of Redding is susceptible to earthquake damage. However, even though
earthquake damage has the potential to occur anywhere both in the town and in the northeastern
United States, the effects may be felt differently in some areas based on the type of geology. In
general, earthquakes are considered a hazard that may possibly occur but that may cause
significant effects to a large area of the town.
The built environment in Connecticut includes old nonreinforced masonry that is not seismically
designed. Those who live or work in nonreinforced masonry buildings, especially those built on
filled land or unstable soils, are at the highest risk for injury due to the occurrence of an
earthquake.
3.7.2

Capabilities

The Connecticut Building Codes include design criteria for buildings specific to each municipality
as adopted by the Building Officials and Code Administrators (BOCA). These include the seismic
coefficients for building design in the Town of Redding. The Town has adopted these codes for
new construction, and they are enforced by the Building Official. Due to the infrequent nature of
damaging earthquakes, land use policies in the Town do not directly address earthquake hazards.
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However, various documents do indirectly discuss areas susceptible to earthquake damage and
regulations that help to minimize potential earthquake damage.


Plan of Conservation and Development: The 2020 Plan discusses the protection of landrelated resources such as steep slope areas and certain soil types.



Subdivision Regulations: The 1980 regulations do not explicitly address the issue of
construction on steep slopes. The regulations do require that soil erosion and sediment
control plans be developed for proposed projects.



Zoning Regulations: The 2014 regulations require applicants to provide the location of
proposed erosion and sediment control measures on site plans. The regulations also state
that all uses shall make proper provision for control of erosion, sedimentation and stormwater
in particular to: (a) minimize soil loss and sedimentation due to the effects of wind, water, ice,
and construction activity; (b) preserve the stability, fertility and vegetation cover of unpaved
site areas; (c) control stormwater discharge to prevent flooding and the scouring and siltation
of watercourses; (d) conserve water tables through adequate on-site stormwater recharge and
€ protect lives and facilities from the effects of major floods.

Actions Completed and New Capabilities

The tow is currently developing plans to allow for municipal employees to work remotely during
an any type of event that does not allow access to a facility.
3.7.3

Vulnerabilities and Risk Assessment

Surficial earth materials behave differently in response to seismic activity. Unconsolidated
materials such as sand and artificial fill can amplify the shaking associated with an earthquake. In
addition, artificial fill material has the potential for liquefaction. When liquefaction occurs, the
strength of the soil decreases, and the ability of soil to support building foundations and bridges
is reduced. Increased shaking and liquefaction can cause greater damage to buildings and
structures and a greater loss of life.
Some areas in the Town of Redding are underlain by sand and gravel. Structures in these areas
are at increased risk from earthquakes due to amplification of seismic energy and/or collapse.
Many of these areas occur in floodplains associated with the various streams and rivers in
Redding. The areas that are not at increased risk during an earthquake due to unstable soils are
the areas underlain by glacial till, which includes most of the town.
Areas of steep slopes can collapse during an earthquake, creating landslides. Seismic activity can
also break utility lines such as water mains, electric and telephone lines, and stormwater
management systems. Damage to utility lines can lead to fires, especially in electric and gas
mains. Dam failure can also pose a significant threat to developed areas during an earthquake.

Changes and Improvements

Redding continues to be at low risk of earthquakes.
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MITIGATION STRATEGIES AND ACTIONS
Goals and Objectives

Municipal goals and objectives have been made consistent regionally and are presented in the
Multi-Jurisdictional Plan document.

Status of Mitigation Strategies and Actions from Previous HMP

The table below lists the mitigation actions developed in the previous HMP and the status of
each. Actions to be carried forward are noted as such. Actions that have been institutionalized as
capabilities are not carried forward.
#

Description

Status

1

Utilize the CT Alert
emergency
notification system to
its fullest capabilities

Capability

2

Encourage residents to
purchase and use
NOAA weather radios
with alarm features

Capability

3

4

5

Review potential
evacuation routes to
ensure timely
migration of people
seeking shelters.
Add pages to the
Town website
(www.Reddingct.gov)
dedicated to citizen
education and
preparation for hazard
events.
Incorporate elements
of the hazard
mitigation plan into
the Plan of
Conservation and
Development when it
is updated in 2018.

Notes
Town pushes out information to get as many residents as possible to sign
up. They have been using the CT Alert system during the Covid-19 crisis,
and signing more people up. Currently the system has 6,300 contacts in
Town. Alerts can be sent by voice, text, email, and social media.
Town will continue educating residents on use.
Emergency communication equipment is on the list of emergency
supplies and materials to have on hand, put out through the Health
Department on the town webpage. With changing technology, a NOAA
radio might not be the specific recommendation, but the Town does have
general recommendations about communication tools.

Capability

Town is aware of areas that get flooded and may be cut off. The
evacuation routes the town has established are sufficient.

Capability

The town web page is updated frequently. www.Townofreddingct.org
There is an emergency alert system through the webpage. The town also
has a very active town social media presence with regards to emergency
alerts.
The Health Department puts out information to remind people where to
find hazard information on the website.

Complete

The POCD went to public hearing and was expected to be adopted at the
time of this HMP update. Hazards are incorporated into the document.
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#

6

7

8

9

10

11

Description
Require developers to
demonstrate whether
detention or retention
of stormwater is the
best option for
reducing peak flows
downstream of a
project and provide a
design for the
appropriate
alternative.
Conduct a drainage
analysis of the
Saugatuck River
drainage basin, with a
focus on Route 53 and
Umpawaug Road,
Long Ridge Road and
Simpaug Turnpike, to
determine potential
flood reduction
methods.
Evaluate drainage
issues along the Little
River in the vicinity of
Route 58 and Putnam
Park Road to
determine potential
flood reduction
methods.
Encourage property
owners to purchase
flood insurance under
the NFIP.
Consider enrolling in
the Community Rating
System (CRS)
Provide outreach
regarding home
elevation and
relocation, flood
barriers, dry
floodproofing, wet
floodproofing, and
other home
improvement
techniques to private
homeowners and
businesses with
flooding problems

Status

Capability

Carry
Forward

Notes

There are requirements related to runoff in new development.

This action has not yet been completed. The intersection (Long Ridge /
Side Cut / Simpaug) has recently been redone, and a portion of the
intersection was raised (although not for hazard mitigation purposes)
and drainage improvements were made.
This action is carried forward

Carry
Forward
with
Revisions

No action has been taken on this strategy. There is a beaver dam
problem at this site. This site is the responsibility of the State DOT; there
are no town roads or facilities in that area. The road was just repaved
about 2 years ago.
Carry forward with revision: request action from state.

Capability

This action is achieved through mortgage lenders and information
provided by the municipality about flood zones.

Carry
Forward

Town has not yet pursued this action.

Drop

The town does not feel this action is necessary, as there are no homes or
businesses with specific known flood problems
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#
12

13

14

15

16

17

Description
Ensure that the
appropriate municipal
personnel are trained
in flood prevention
methods
Selectively pursue
conservation
recommendations
listed in the Plan of
Conservation and
Development and
other studies and
documents.
Review culvert
conveyances based on
existing hydrology and
Northeast Regional
Climate Center
guidance.
Several undersized
culverts are located
along State roads.
Redding could
encourage the CT DOT
to remediate these
areas.
Upgrade drainage and
culverts:
Bald Rock Road
Diamond Hill Road
Poverty Hollow Road
Station Road
Marchant Road
Simpaug Turnpike
Topstone Road
Evaluate flooding at
the intersection CT
Route 58 and Putnam
Park Road which may
impact emergency
vehicles, school buses,
and the general public
to ensure adequate
access to the Hospital
in Danbury.

Status

Notes

Carry
Forward
with
Revisions

In the past, some Redding staff were members of CAFM; this is no longer
the case. This action is carried forward to specifically call for members of
Redding staff to become members of CAFM.

Capability

This is a capability.
Since the previous plan, the Town acquired the Mary Ann Guitar Preserve
to maintain as open space within the Centennial Watershed State Forest.
The acquisition was performed with money from an OSWA grant,
Aquarion, and the Redding Land Trust. The site is bordered by 107, 53,
Newtown turnpike. It was previously known as the Biehn Property.

Carry
Forward

Town has not yet pursued this action due to funding limitations.
Carry Forward

Completed
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The Town has a good relationship with the local DOT staff, and calls
them directly when issues are observed.
In recent years, Rt 53, Rt 107, and half of Rt 58 have been redone by the
state. All of the culverts would have been improved during that work.
Rt 58 from Cross Highway to the Bethel town line has not been redone.

Carry
Forward
with
Revision

Stepnee Road, Bald Rock Road, and Diamond Hill Road have been
completed. Progress has been made on Poverty Hollow Road, but road
reconstruction is not yet complete.
Poverty Hollow Road, Station Road, Marchant Road, Simpaug Turnpike,
and Topstone Road are carried forward.

Carry
Forward

Town has not seen significant flooding at this site in 9 years, and
believes that drainage work completed on Putnam Park Road may have
mitigated some flooding in this site. Additionally, there are multiple
routes around this intersection, so flooding would not significantly hinder
access. Nevertheless, this area has been identified as experiencing
flooding problems, and this action is carried forward.

#

Description

Status

18

Continue tree limb
inspection and
maintenance
programs to ensure
that the potential for
downed power lines is
diminished.

Capability

19

20

21

22

Work with CL&P to
determine the
feasibility of placing
non-conducting steel
cable above the power
lines
The Building
Department should
provide literature
regarding appropriate
design standards for
wind.
Encourage the use of
structural techniques
related to mitigation
of wind damage in
new residential and
commercial structures
to protect new
buildings to a
standard greater than
the minimum building
code requirements.
Require such
improvements for new
municipal critical
facilities.
Develop a plan to
prioritize snow
removal from the roof
of critical facilities and
other municipal
buildings each winter.
Ensure adequate
funding is available in
the Town budget for
this purpose.

Notes
This is a capability, though the town wishes to increase its tree
maintenance capabilities.
Following Irene and Superstorm Sandy, it was impossible to travel
anywhere due to downed trees. Rt 53 and Rt 58 are the main corridors
to Danbury. EMS departments follow same routes every time, but trees
fell down and blocked all state roads. In a major storm, if it knocked
down trees, that would severely impact access to hospital.
The town notes that it is the state’s responsibility to clear trees. An
action related to tree clearing may be advisable.

Carry
Forward
with
Revisions

The Town would like to work with its current utility provider, Eversource,
to mitigate power outages in any way possible.

Capability

Building department addresses wind design standards on a case by case
basis.
As an example, somebody wanted to put a prefabricated structure on
their property, but the building official wouldn’t allow it because it didn’t
meet wind standards. The official brought in information about wind
loads to educate the individual in question.

Drop

Town implements the State Building Code, which is regularly updated,
locally. The standards required by this code are sufficient

Drop

This hasn’t been an issue for the Town, and no action is deemed
necessary
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#
23

24

25

26

27

28

29

Description
Provide information
on the dangers of
cold-related hazards
to people and
property.
Consider posting the
snow plowing routes
in Town buildings
each winter to
increase public
awareness.
Emergency personnel
should continue to
identify areas that are
difficult to access
during winter storm
events and devise
contingency plans to
access such areas
during emergencies.
The Building
Department should
provide literature
regarding appropriate
design standards for
mitigating icing,
insulating pipes, and
retrofits for flat-roofed
buildings such as
heating coils.
Identify drainage
improvements that
may reduce icing
along Route 53.
Ensure that municipal
departments have
adequate backup
facilities in case
earthquake damage
occurs to municipal
buildings.
The town may
consider bracing
systems and assets
inside critical facilities.
This could help
protect IT systems,
important records and
files.

Status

Notes

Capability

Pushed out through town website and health department, social media

Drop

There are 10 plow routes in town. The routes start in the center and
spiral out.
In the past the DPW has sent out information to the public explaining
prioritization without providing specifics.
Town does not feel this is necessary.

Capability

DPW and the fire departments (which also operate EMS) have a good
relationship. In big winter storms the highway department will have
plows assist responding vehicles.

Drop

Town implements the State Building Code, which is regularly updated,
locally. The standards required by this code are sufficient

Drop

This is a state road and a state responsibility. Town has a good
relationship with State DOT staff. Action not needed.

Capability

Town is going through this now because of the COVID-19 crisis. They
have had to improve the capabilities for people to work remotely.
Nothing specific to earthquakes has been completed, or is deemed
necessary.

Drop

Hard records are all being scanned and going onto the cloud, and all
electronic records are backed up in cloud. Physical bracing is not
necessary.
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#

Status

Notes

Drop

Town can isolate specific areas for notification through CT Alert. They
do not think preemptively setting areas in dam failure zones is necessary.

Capability

This is a capability

32

Coordinate with the
owner of Topstone
Dam to ensure scour
issues are addressed,
in order to minimize
impacts to Topstone
Road.

Carry
Forward

33

Consider replacing
culverts frequently
flooded by beavers
with free span bridges.

This has not yet been completed. An engineering study was done several
years ago, and the state has the dam listed as a problem, but there are
significant obstacles for getting to the dam to perform work. Building a
road would cost half a million dollars, and the dam repair cost would be
a small fraction of that. The town is currently considering reducing
water level in the impoundment and driving equipment to the dam over
the beach during the off season.
Carry Forward.

Drop

The town does not think this action is feasible. They will focus on beaver
control measures and upgrading culverts as needed.

34

Develop a long-term
beaver management
plan

Drop

Town has a standard procedure for dealing with beavers, and does not
need a formal long-term plan. The town breaks up the dams as needed,
and is aware of problem locations. Beaver dams are not endangering
homes or roads, just causing occasional nuisance flooding.

Carry
Forward

The town has not yet used such measures.
Carry Forward

Carry
Forward

Town plans to install dry hydrants at the pond across from the
Elementary School (see above).

Complete

Requirements are listed on website, and the names of fire marshals to
contact for more information are given.

Carry
Forward

Elementary School (see above)

30

31

35

36

37

38

Description
Include dam failure
inundation areas in
the CT Alert
emergency
notification system
contact database
File EOPs/EAPs with
town departments and
emergency personnel

Consider the use of
beaver deterrent
devices such as beaver
stops, beaver bafflers
or beaver deceivers.
Coordinate with
Aquarion Water
Company to identify
areas where firefighting capacity may
be limited due to lack
of water pressure or
storage.
Revise and enhance
the town's website
concerning the local
regulatory
requirements
concerning open
burning.
Increase the
availability of water
sources in the town’s
high-risk areas
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Prioritization of Strategies and Actions

The STAPLEE method, described in the Multi-Jurisdictional document, was used to score
mitigation activities. The STAPLEE matrix in Appendix A provides the total scores. Actions have
been further prioritized based on implementation cost, project urgency, and municipal and public
input. The strategies below are presented in priority order, with qualitative priority levels listed
for each.

Mitigation Strategies and Actions Implementation Table

The City proposed to initiate several new mitigation actions for the upcoming five years.
Downed trees and utility wires have been a major challenge in previous storms, and continue to
be a major concern for the Town. The Town is interested in pursuing any strategies that may
mitigate power outages and road closures that result from these storm impacts.
The Town is updating its EOP to conform with the State template and to be available online. This
effort will include consideration of natural hazards.
Redding plans to install dry hydrants in Lonetown Marsh, the pond across from Redding
Elementary School.
Additionally, a number of actions from the previous planning period are being carried forward or
replaced with revised actions.
A complete list of actions to be pursued in the next five years is presented below:
Action RDD-01
Collaborate with CIRCA on the "Resilient Connecticut" project
Lead

BOS

Cost

$0 - $25,000

Funding

Operating Budget

Timeframe

2022

Priority

High
Action RDD-02

Coordinate with CT SHPO to conduct outreach to owners of historic properties to educate them on
methods of retrofitting historic properties to be more hazard-resilient while maintaining historic character.
Lead

Planning

Cost

$0 - $25,000

Funding

Operating Budget, CT SHPO

Timeframe

2022

Priority

High
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Action RDD-03

Coordinate with Aquarion Water Company to identify areas where fire-fighting capacity may be limited
due to lack of water pressure or storage.
Lead

Fire Department

Cost

$0 - $25,000

Funding

Operating Budget, FEMA Assistance to Firefighters Grant

Timeframe

2022

Priority

High
Action RDD-04

Assess the costs and potential benefits to enrolling in the Community Rating System (CRS)
Lead

ZEO

Cost

$0 - $25,000

Funding

Operating Budget, FEMA Grant

Timeframe

2022

Priority

Med
Action RDD-05

Ensure that the appropriate municipal personnel are trained in flood damage prevention methods by
becoming a CAFM member, and/or by attending DEEP, FEMA-deployed, or CAFM trainings.
Lead

ZEO, EMD

Cost

$0 - $25,000

Funding

Operating Budget

Timeframe

2022

Priority

Med
Action RDD-06

Work with Eversource to identify municipal actions to improve electric grid resiliency.
Lead

PW

Cost

$0 - $25,000

Funding

Operating Budget

Timeframe

2023

Priority

Low
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Action RDD-07

Require consideration of the most recent Northeast Regional Climate Center rainfall statistics
(precip.eas.cornell.edu) when developing alternatives for culvert and bridge replacement designs and sizes.
Lead

PW

Cost

$0 - $25,000

Funding

Operating Budget

Timeframe

2023

Priority

Low
Action RDD-08

Coordinate with CT SHPO to conduct historic resource surveys, focusing on areas within natural hazard risk
zones (flood zones, wildfire hazard zones, steep slopes) to identify historic resources at risk and support the
preparation of resiliency plans across the state.
Lead

Planning

Cost

$25,000 - $50,000

Funding

CT SHPO

Timeframe

2024

Priority

High
Action RDD-09

Evaluate flooding at the intersection CT Route 58 and Putnam Park Road which may impact emergency
vehicles, school buses, and the general public to ensure adequate access to the Hospital in Danbury.
Lead

PW, EMS

Cost

$25,000 - $50,000

Funding

Operating Budget, Grant

Timeframe

2024

Priority

Med
Action RDD-10

Annually conduct an emergency operations exercise for a local terrorism, sabotage, or mass casualty event.
Lead

EMD

Cost

$25,000 - $50,000

Funding

Operating Budget

Timeframe

2024

Priority

Low
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Action RDD-11

Use beaver deterrent devices such as beaver stops, beaver bafflers, or beaver deceivers where necessary to
protect property.
Lead

PW

Cost

$25,000 - $50,000

Funding

Operating Budget, Capital Improvement Plan, CT DEEP

Timeframe

2025

Priority

Low
Action RDD-12

Work with CTDOT to evaluate drainage issues along the Little River in the vicinity of Route 58 and Putnam
Park Road to determine potential flood reduction methods.
Lead

PW

Cost

$25,000 - $50,000

Funding

Capital Improvement Plan, FEMA Grant

Timeframe

2025

Priority

Low
Action RDD-13
Increase the availability of water sources in the town’s high-risk areas

Lead

Fire Department

Cost

$100,000 - $500,000

Funding

Capital Improvement Plan, Other Grant

Timeframe

2025

Priority

High
Action RDD-14
Install dry hydrants at the pond located across from Redding Elementary School.

Lead

Fire Department

Cost

$100,000 - $500,000

Funding

Capital Improvement Plan, Other Grant

Timeframe

2025

Priority

High
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Action RDD-15

Conduct a drainage analysis of the Saugatuck River drainage basin, with a focus on Route 53 and
Umpawaug Road, Long Ridge Road and Simpaug Turnpike, to determine potential flood reduction
methods.
Lead

PW

Cost

$50,000 - $100,000

Funding

Capital Improvement Plan, FEMA Grant

Timeframe

2025

Priority

Low
Action RDD-16

Coordinate with the owner of Topstone Dam to ensure scour issues are addressed, in order to minimize
impacts to Topstone Road.
Lead

EMD

Cost

$100,000 - $500,000

Funding

Capital Improvement Plan, Other Grant

Timeframe

2026

Priority

Low
Action RDD-17
Upgrade drainage and culverts on Poverty Hollow Road

Lead

PW

Cost

More than $500,000

Funding

Capital Improvement Plan, FEMA Grant, Other Grant

Timeframe

2026

Priority

Low
Action RDD-18
Upgrade drainage and culverts on Station Road

Lead

PW

Cost

More than $500,000

Funding

Capital Improvement Plan, FEMA Grant, Other Grant

Timeframe

2026

Priority

Low
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Action RDD-19
Upgrade drainage and culverts on Marchant Road
Lead

PW

Cost

More than $500,000

Funding

Capital Improvement Plan, FEMA Grant, Other Grant

Timeframe

2026

Priority

Low
Action RDD-20
Upgrade drainage and culverts on Simpaug Turnpike

Lead

PW

Cost

More than $500,000

Funding

Capital Improvement Plan, FEMA Grant, Other Grant

Timeframe

2026

Priority

Low
Action RDD-21
Upgrade drainage and culverts on Topstone Road

Lead

PW

Cost

More than $500,000

Funding

Capital Improvement Plan, FEMA Grant, Other Grant

Timeframe

2026

Priority

Low
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Appendix A: STAPLEE Matrix
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RDD-12

Wildfire Fighting
Capacity

CRS
Municipal
Capacities

Evaluate flooding at the intersection CT Route 58 and Putnam Park Road which may impact emergency

Emergency

Require consideration of the most recent Northeast Regional Climate Center rainfall statistics
RDD-11

Capacity

becoming a CAFM member, and/or by attending DEEP, FEMA-deployed, or CAFM trainings.

Work with Eversource to identify municipal actions to improve electric grid resiliency.

Response
Energy Resiliency
& Backup Power

(precip.eas.cornell.edu) when developing alternatives for culvert and bridge replacement designs and

NRCC

sizes.
Annually conduct an emergency operations exercise for a local terrorism, sabotage, or mass casualty

Terrorism & Mass

event.

Planning

Casualty

Fire
Departmen
t
Fire
Departmen
t
ZEO
ZEO, EMD
PW, EMS
PW
PW
EMD

Conduct a drainage analysis of the Saugatuck River drainage basin, with a focus on Route 53 and
RDD-13

Umpawaug Road, Long Ridge Road and Simpaug Turnpike, to determine potential flood reduction

Drainage

PW

methods.

RDD-14

Coordinate with the owner of Topstone Dam to ensure scour issues are addressed, in order to minimize
impacts to Topstone Road.
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Timeframe for

Sources

Potential Funding

Total STAPLEE Score

RDD-10

Wildfire Fighting

Ensure that the appropriate municipal personnel are trained in flood damage prevention methods by

vehicles, school buses, and the general public to ensure adequate access to the Hospital in Danbury.

Environmental

RDD-09

Economic (x2)

RDD-08

Assess the costs and potential benefits to enrolling in the Community Rating System (CRS)

Legal

RDD-07

Install dry hydrants at the pond located across from Redding Elementary School.

Political

RDD-06

Increase the availability of water sources in the town’s high risk areas

Administrative

SHPO

support the preparation of resiliency plans across the state.
RDD-05

Technical (x2)

risk zones (flood zones, wildfire hazard zones, steep slopes) to identify historic resources at risk and

2022

Costs

SHPO
Operating
Budget, FEMA
Assistance to
Firefighters
Grant

Coordinate with CT SHPO to conduct historic resource surveys, focusing on areas within natural hazard
RDD-04

$25,000

Social

t

Budget
Operating

$0 -

Environmental

Capacity

Fire
Departmen

Operating

$0 -

Economic (x2)

Wildfire Fighting

$0 $25,000
$25,000

Legal

due to lack of water pressure or storage.

Planning

Political

Coordinate with Aquarion Water Company to identify areas where fire-fighting capacity may be limited

SHPO

Administrative

methods of retrofitting historic properties to be more hazard-resilient while maintaining historic character.

BOS

Technical (x2)

RDD-03

Coordinate with CT SHPO to conduct outreach to owners of historic properties to educate them on

ResilientCT

Completion

RDD-02

Collaborate with CIRCA on the "Resilient Connecticut" project

Theme

Social

RDD-01

Action Description

Regional

Cost Estimate

#

Lead Department

Weighted STAPLEE Criteria
Benefits

$25,000 $50,000

CT SHPO
Capital

$100,000 - Improvement
$500,000

Plan, Other
Grant
Capital

$100,000 - Improvement
$500,000
$0 $25,000

Plan, Other
Grant
Operating
Budget, FEMA

$0 -

Grant
Operating

$25,000

Budget

$25,000 -

Operating

$50,000

Budget, Grant

$0 -

Operating

$25,000

Budget

$0 -

Operating

$25,000

Budget

$25,000 -

Operating

$50,000

Budget
Capital

$50,000 - Improvement
$100,000

Plan, FEMA
Grant
Capital

Dam Safety

EMD

$100,000 - Improvement
$500,000

Plan, Other
Grant
Capital

RDD-15

Upgrade drainage and culverts on Poverty Hollow Road

Bridge & Culvert

PW

More than
$500,000

Improvement
Plan, FEMA
Grant, Other
Grant
Capital

RDD-16

Upgrade drainage and culverts on Station Road

Bridge & Culvert

PW

More than
$500,000

Improvement
Plan, FEMA
Grant, Other
Grant

Completion

Social

Technical (x2)

Administrative

Political

Legal

Economic (x2)

Environmental

Social

Technical (x2)

Administrative

Political

Legal

Economic (x2)

Environmental

Total STAPLEE Score

2026

0

1

0

1

1

1

1

0

0

0

0
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0
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2026

0

1

0

1

1
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1

0

0

0

0

0

-1

0
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2026

0
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0

1

1

1

1

0

0

0

0

0

-1

0

5

2025

0

1

1

0

1

1

0

0

-1

0

0

0

0

0

4

2025

0

1

0

1

1

1

1

0

0

-1

0

0

-1

0

4

Timeframe for

Sources

Theme

Potential Funding

Action Description

Cost Estimate

#

Regional

Lead Department

Weighted STAPLEE Criteria
Benefits

Capital
RDD-17

Upgrade drainage and culverts on Marchant Road

Bridge & Culvert

PW

More than
$500,000

Costs

Improvement
Plan, FEMA
Grant, Other
Grant
Capital

RDD-18

Upgrade drainage and culverts on Simpaug Turnpike

Bridge & Culvert

PW

More than
$500,000

Improvement
Plan, FEMA
Grant, Other
Grant
Capital

RDD-19

Upgrade drainage and culverts on Topstone Road

Bridge & Culvert

PW

More than
$500,000

Improvement
Plan, FEMA
Grant, Other
Grant
Operating

RDD-20

Use beaver deterrent devices such as beaver stops, beaver bafflers, or beaver deceivers where necessary
to protect property.

Drainage

PW

$25,000 $50,000

Budget,
Capital
Improvement
Plan, CT DEEP
Capital

RDD-21

Work with CTDOT to evaluate drainage issues along the Little River in the vicinity of Route 58 and Putnam
Park Road to determine potential flood reduction methods.

Drainage

PW

$25,000 - Improvement
$50,000

Plan, FEMA
Grant
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Town of Redding
Climate Vulnerability Assessment
A Component of Sustainable CT Action 5.4
The Town of Redding, for this Climate Vulnerability Assessment (CVA) is considered a rural inland town,
resulting in various climate change vulnerabilities. Inland flooding, extreme heat, and winter storms may
impact the community the most as many issues have been identified.

Hazards
Inland Flooding
With FEMA flood zones in town along several streams and rivers, such as along the Saugatuck River and
the Aspetuck River, there is continuously concern for riverine flooding. Some areas are of higher
concern, including Georgetown which is at risk of flooding from the Norwalk River and other roadways
which are prone to flooding. The larger rivers, along with the smaller streams in town, pose a flood risk
to adjacent properties, whether it is a larger storm event or a short intense rainstorm. With
precipitation expected to increase due to climate change, flooding events may occur more frequently.
Overall, flooding may continue, or become a larger issue with future shifts in precipitation.
Winter Storms
Redding is largely residential with commercial properties distributed throughout town. Rural
communities are often impacted by strong winter storms in several ways; power outages from downed
trees, accessibility issues, and icing concerns. Anticipated shifts in winter precipitation may bring more
freezing rain events, which can result in an increase of downed trees during a winter storm event.
Downed trees can result in power outages, and lack of emergency access and egress.
Drought and Extreme Temperatures
Most of the town relies on private wells for drinking water, therefore, impacts to water supply may be
an issue to the town as temperatures rise in the near future, resulting in isolated issues with water
scarcity. With increased temperatures, and high pumping levels, private wells may be impacted during
times of drought.
In addition to private wells, many rural communities have high levels of agricultural activity, whether it
be crop production or livestock, these operations are heavily water dependent for healthy growing and
revenue generation.
When considering these impacts from climate change, the primary vulnerabilities for the town of
Redding include:
•
•
•

Private well owners
Emergency access
Agricultural operations

Secondary Impacts

Economic Impacts
With areas vulnerable to flooding and winter storm events, the town faces an economic challenge of
addressing the flooding concerns and increasing snow and debris removal capacity. There is also a
potential economic impact to local businesses during flooding events, and heavy winter storms.
Businesses may incur expenses related to flood mitigation or clean-up efforts, or experience loss of
income if there is no site access during a storm.
Winter storm snow removal or icing also presents financial responsibility to the town by way of roadway
treatment. As precipitation events may increase during winter months, the town may seek to increase
sand or salt stockpiles to account for increased icing events.
Private property owners who rely on private drinking water wells may also be impacted economically
during droughts or periods of extreme heat. With increasing heat, typically comes increased water
demand. This demand would be placed upon local aquifers, potentially resulting in the need for new
well construction, or deepening of an existing well.
The many impacts of climate change can result in economic impacts to many citizens, business owners,
and municipal budgets as the impacts can be felt on a town level, down to building level.
Social Impacts
To identify social impacts to the town, the Center for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) Social
Vulnerability Index (SVI) was used to identify any vulnerable populations within the town. This index was
developed to supplement a community’s natural hazard preparation actions. To evaluate social
vulnerability, the CDC incorporates 15 factors (Fig. 1) into the overall calculation under the categories, or
themes, of: socioeconomic status, household composition and disability, minority status and language,
and housing type and transportation. These themes and their ranking are based on census statistics. By
evaluating these factors and determining a level of social vulnerability, a community can identify specific
needs for before, during, and after
an event. Such needs may include
sheltering capacity, evacuation
routes, or to decide how many
emergency personnel may be
required to respond after an event.
Each municipalities’ census tracts
were ranked for overall
vulnerability, and theme
vulnerability, in comparison to
other Connecticut municipalities.
This rank, 0 to 1, is based on the
percentile rank among all tracts
within the State of Connecticut. A
value closer to 0 indicates a lower
vulnerability, while a value closer to

Figure 1: The CDC SVI Index Factors. Graphic: svi.cdc.com

1 indicates a higher vulnerability. Table 1 presents the overall vulnerability and theme rankings for
Redding.
Table 1: Redding SVI Factor Rankings
Overall SVI
Socioeconomic

REDDING

.21

.04

Household
Composition &
Disability

Minority
Status &
Language

Housing Type
&
Transportation

.34

.18

.45

The Town of Redding is considered to have a low level of vulnerability, with their most vulnerable social
housing type and transporting, followed by household composition and disability. Both vulnerable
populations for the town are primarily identified in the western tract, with the eastern half of the town
identifying a very small population vulnerable in regard to housing type and transportation.
These populations may be vulnerable to impacts from drought, flooding and storm events based on the
geographic concentrations.
Public Health Considerations
Of the primary vulnerabilities identified, drought and flooding can potentially have public health
repercussions. During hot summer months, or drought, if private wells were to be impacted, certain
populations may find themselves without adequate drinking water supply, resulting in health problems.
Also, when considering the environmental shifts occurring during drought periods, drinking water
contamination may become an issue as aquifers become stressed due to excessive pumping.
Food scarcity is another consideration when discussing the impacts of drought and extreme
temperatures. Agricultural operations that are impacted by water shortages may find that crop or
livestock yields are below average, ultimately resulting in food scarcity concerns. Depending on the size
of an operation, the impacts can be on a small or large scale.
Flooding also presents the concern of pollution into nearby water bodies as commercialized and
impervious areas drain, they collect pollutants and excess sediment. Depending upon the drainage
areas, this runoff can have environmental impacts in associated ecosystems, or public health impacts if
water bodies are used for recreational activities.

Vulnerable Populations
The SVI identified the presence of certain populations within the town that may be more vulnerable to
climate change hazards. Communities, including Redding, should pay special attention to elderly or
disabled populations, linguistically challenged population, and those that may need evacuation
assistance due to lack of transportation. In addition to the SVI populations identified, the Connecticut
Department of Public Health (DPH) 1 has identified at least one assisted living facility and one
convalescent home in Redding.

1

https://www.elicense.ct.gov/Lookup/LicenseLookup.aspx

Some populations often need additional time for hazard response, so evacuation or preparation, and
may find it more challenging to recover due to financial constraints or health concerns. These
populations should be considered more vulnerable for the reasons that emergency response and
preparation may be more challenging, health issues may be of higher concern, and language barriers
may exist when working to communicate with the community on risks, response, and recovery efforts.
In addition to the populations, it is important to identify the facilities that can provide different types of
assistance to the populations, and others, during or after an event. These facilities, and their proximity
to flood zones, can be found in Figure 2-4.
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INTRODUCTION
Purpose of Annex

The purpose of this Hazard Mitigation Plan (HMP) annex is to provide a community-specific
hazard risk assessment, capability analysis, and evaluation and prioritization of hazard mitigation
measures and projects. Background information and the regional effects of pertinent natural
hazards are discussed in the main body of the Western Connecticut Council of Governments
(WestCOG) Multi-Jurisdictional Hazard Mitigation Plan. This annex is designed to supplement the
information presented in the Multi-Jurisdictional HMP with more specific detail for the Town of
Ridgefield and is not to be considered a standalone document.
The primary goal of this HMP, including this Municipal Annex, is to identify natural hazard risks
and mitigation opportunities in order to reduce the loss of or damage to life, property,
infrastructure, and natural, cultural, and economic resources. This includes the reduction of public
and private damage costs. Limiting losses of and damage to life and property will also reduce the
social, emotional, and economic disruption associated with a natural disaster.
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COMMUNITY PROFILE
2.1.1

Geography
Physical Setting

Founded in 1708, the Town of Ridgefield is located in central Fairfield County and is home to a
population of 24,638 (2010 U.S. Census). Ridgefield is bordered by the municipalities of Danbury
to the north, Redding to the east, Wilton to the south, and to the west Lewisboro and North
Salem, New York. Refer to Figure 2-1 for a map showing the location of Ridgefield within the
region.
Ridgefield is located in the southern foothills of the Berkshire Mountains. The topography of the
town is characterized by ridgelines and hillsides that provide panoramic views, along with rolling
terrain with high plateaus, steep slopes and river and stream valleys. The Norwalk River, Still River
and Saugatuck River and numerous other small rivers and streams course through the town. The
varying terrain of Ridgefield makes the town vulnerable to an array of natural hazards.
The Center for Land Use Education and Research (CLEAR) has developed a land cover dataset
derived from 2016 satellite imagery to depict statewide land cover. The land cover by percent of
total land for Ridgefield can be found in Table 2-1.
Table 2-1: Land Cover by Area

Land Cover Class
Developed
Turf & Grass
Other Grasses
Agricultural Field
Deciduous Forest
Coniferous Forest
Water
Non-Forested Wetland
Forested Wetland
Tidal Wetland
Barren Land
Utility Corridor

2.1.2

Land Use

Percent by Total Area
22.8%
12.5%
1.0%
1.3%
51.2%
1.9%
2.2%
0.32%
6.4%
0.0%
0.10%
0.13%

Table 2-2 summarizes land use data, which was taken from the Town's 2020 Plan of Conservation
and Development (POCD). According to this data, 20,901 acres or 93.5% of Ridgefield’s total land
area is currently occupied by residential development and 1,020 acres of the town is zoned for
business.
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Table 2-2: Ridgefield Land Use Summary
Land Use

Acres

% of Total
Land Area

Residential
Low Density Residential
20,901
93.5%
R-AAA – About 0.3 units per acre
5,887
R-AA – About 0.5 units per acre
13,533
R-A – About 1.0 units per acre
1,481
Higher Density Residential
422
1.9%
R-20 – about 2.0 units per acre
160
R-10/R-7.5 – about 4.0+ units per acre
56
MFDD/CAH/CCF/ARHD/MSDD/HOD
206
Business
1,020
4.6%
CBD
42
B-1 – Business
84
B-2 – Business
260
B-3 General Urban
27
NB – Neighborhood Business
7
CDD – Corporate Development
599
Total
22,342
100%
Source: Plan of Conservation and Development, Town of Ridgefield, 2020

According to the town's 2010 Plan of Conservation and Development (POCD) “most land in
Ridgefield (87%) has been developed or is committed to a land use. Almost 60% of
developed/committed land is for residential use and roughly 30% is open space or institutional
uses. Business use comprises the smallest percentage at three percent.”
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2.1.3

Climate and Climate Change
Current Conditions

Over the course of the year, the temperature in Ridgefield typically varies from 19°F to 81°F and is
rarely below 4°F or above 88°F. The warm season lasts from May 31 to September 15, with an
average daily high temperature above 72°F. The hottest day of the year is July 20, with an average
high of 81°F and low of 64°F. The cold season lasts from December 2 to March 11, with an
average daily high temperature below 44°F. The coldest day of the year is January 29, with an
average low of 19°F and high of 35°F.
Precipitation falls throughout the year in Ridgefield. The wetter season lasts from April 9 to
August 19, with a greater than 29% chance of a given day being a wet day. The chance of a wet
day peaks at 36% on May 29. The smallest chance of a wet day is 22% on January 29.
The most rain falls during the 31 days centered around June 3, with an average total accumulation
of 3.9 inches. The least rain falls around January 30, with an average total accumulation of 1.6
inches.
The snowy period of the year lasts from November 3 to April 13, with a sliding 31-day liquidequivalent snowfall of at least 0.1 inches. The most snow falls during the 31 days centered around
January 26, with an average total liquid-equivalent accumulation of 1.1 inches.
Climate data was sourced from Weather Spark based on analysis of the years 1980 to 2016.

Climate Change

Climate change projections for Connecticut were sourced from the 2019 Connecticut Physical
Climate Science Assessment Report, which was developed by the University of Connecticut
(UConn) Atmospheric Sciences Group, commissioned by the Connecticut Institute for Resilience
and Climate Adaptation (CIRCA) with funding from the Department of Energy and Environmental
Protection (DEEP). All projections are based on the IPCC high CO2 emission scenario (RCP8.5).
Temperature
Annual temperatures have been increasing throughout Connecticut and is projected to continue
to do so in the future. By mid-century, average annual temperature is projected to increase by
5°F. Seasonal average temperatures are also expected to rise, with the greatest increase (6°F)
experienced in summer (June to August). The number of nights over which temperature remains
above 68°F will quadruple from 10 days per year to more than 40 days, and the number of
extremely hot days will increase from above 4 a year to 48 per year.
Precipitation
Rainfall data in "Technical Paper No. 40" by the U.S.
Weather Bureau (now the National Weather Service)
(Hershfield, 1961) dates from the years 1938 through
1958. According to these data, the 24-hour rainfall
amount for a 50% annual-chance storm in Fairfield
County is 3.3 inches.
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The continued increase in precipitation
only heightens the need for hazard
mitigation planning as the occurrence of
floods may change in accordance with
the greater precipitation.

The Northeast Regional Climate Center (NRCC) has partnered with the Natural Resources
Conservation Service (NRCS) to provide a consistent, current regional analysis of rainfall extremes
(http://precip.eas.cornell.edu/). In 2020 this dataset listed the 24-hour rainfall amount for a 50%
annual-chance storm in Ridgefield as 3.43 inches.
The NOAA Atlas 14, released on September 30, 2015 puts the 24-hour rainfall amount for a 50%
annual-chance annual storm in Ridgefield at 3.60 inches.
These precipitation amounts, and more details, are summarized in Table 2-3, below.
Table 2-3: 24-Hour Rainfall Amounts by Annual-Chance Occurrence
Source
Technical Paper No. 40
NRCC
NOAA Atlas 14

24-Hour Rainfall Amount (inches) by Annual-Chance Occurrence
50%
4%
1%
3.3
5.7
7.2
3.43
6.43
9.10
3.60
6.69
8.52

Annual precipitation has been increasing statewide and is projected to continue to increase. By
mid-century, annual precipitation is projected to increase by 8.5%, with the greatest increase
(13.4%) occurring in the winter months. Extreme precipitation events are projected to increase in
both frequency and magnitude. Based on this increase and the precipitation figures above, by
2050 Ridgefield can expect the 24-hour rainfall amount for a 50% annual-chance storm to be
around 3.7 to 3.9 inches or greater.
Impervious surfaces and infrastructure in town have increased over time as well, leading to
increasing runoff and peak discharge values.
Despite overall increases in precipitation, drought risk is projected to increase, especially during
summer, due to changing precipitation patterns and projected increases in potential
evapotranspiration (plants taking up more water in hotter temperatures and longer growing
seasons).
2.1.4

Drainage Basins and Hydrology

Ridgefield is divided among the following nine subregional drainage basins: Comstock Brook, Mill
River, Miry Brook, Norwalk Rover, Saugatuck River, Silvermine River, Still River, Titicus River and
Waccabuc River. The drainage basins are described in detail below.
The majority of the drainage basins have FEMA-defined Special Flood Hazard Areas (SFHAs) along
the primary watercourses. Such areas consist of 1% annual chance storm floodplains without
elevations, 1% annual chance storm floodplains with elevations, and 0.2% annual chance
floodplains.

Miry Brook

Miry Brook originates at the outlet of a swamp south of Shadow Lake Road near the Ridgebury
section in northern Ridgefield. The brook generally flows east through Ridgefield and is joined by
three unnamed tributaries before entering Danbury near Pine Mountain Road.
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Norwalk River

The Norwalk River originates in ponds located in Ridgefield. The river meanders in a southerly
direction, flows into Great Pond and continues to run parallel to Route 7 through Branchville. The
river eventually joins Silvermine River and flows into Long Island Sound.

Saugatuck River

The Saugatuck River originates in Danbury, near Wooster Mountain State Park. The drainage
basin extends into the northeast portion of Ridgefield, as the river continues to flow in a southerly
direction into neighboring Redding. The Saugatuck River collects input from several small
tributaries as it flows toward the Connecticut shoreline and ultimately drains into Long Island
Sound.

Silvermine River

The Silvermine River is an 8.4-mile tributary to the Norwalk River. In Ridgefield, the East Branch
Silvermine River begins south of Whipstick Street and flows in a southerly direction, past
Spectacle Swamp and into neighboring Wilton.

Still River

Flowing north to the Housatonic River, the Still River begins in Danbury with several tributaries
draining into the main river channel. A very small portion of the drainage basin is located in the
northwest corner of Ridgefield.

Titicus River

The Titicus River is an 8.5-mile river that commences in central Ridgefield. The river meanders
through Ridgefield in a northern direction until it reaches Ledges Road. At this point the river
runs in a westerly direction where it enters New York, just south of Wallace Road. The River
continues to run along Route 166 until it reaches Titicus Reservoir, which is part of New York
City’s water supply system.

Waccabuc River

The Waccabuc River tributaries in central Ridgefield drain in a westerly direction to the Cross River
Reservoir in New York. This river is part of the New York City public water supply.

Comstock Brook

The Comstock Brook drainage basin drains approximately 640 acres of southern Ridgefield.
Comstock Brook is a tributary to the Norwalk River and commences in neighboring Wilton. The
Brook flows in a southerly direction until it meets the Norwalk River and eventually flows to Long
Island Sound.

Mill River

The Mill River drainage basin begins in Ridgefield, then flows south by southwest, draining about
1,250 acres of the Town, into the Mill Reservoir in adjacent Pound Ridge, New York.
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2.2.1

Society, Culture, and Government
Population and Demographic Setting

According to the 2010 U.S. Census, Ridgefield had a population of 24,638, with 695 persons per
square mile. According to the 2018 Censure American Community Survey (ACS) 5-year summary,
the Ridgefield population was 25,070. The Connecticut State Data Center predicts that population
growth in Ridgefield will decrease slightly over the next eleven years. The population in 2025 is
projected to be 24,342.
One important aspect of natural hazard mitigation planning is to identify a community’s
demographic trends in relation to natural hazards. The Center for Disease Control and Prevention
(CDC) Social Vulnerability Index (SVI) is used to identify vulnerable populations in Ridgefield. The
SVI uses census data to identify populations within the town that may be more vulnerable to
natural hazards. As a result of this analysis, the town is identified to have a certain level of overall
social vulnerability with a rank of 0 to 1; 1 being the most vulnerable and 0 being the least.
To determine social vulnerability, the CDC incorporates 15 factors into the overall SVI calculation
under four categories, or themes: socioeconomic status, household composition and disability,
minority status and language,
and housing type and
transportation. Figure 2-2
represents the breakdown of
the SVI process. These
themes and their ranking are
based on census statistics. By
evaluating these factors and
determining a level of social
vulnerability, a community
can identify specific needs for
before, during, and after an
event. Such needs may
include sheltering capacity,
evacuation routes, or to
decide how many emergency
personnel may be required to
Figure 2-2: The CDC SVI Index Factors. Graphic:
respond after an event.
svi.cdc.com
The Town of Ridgefield is considered to have a low level of vulnerability, with their most
vulnerable population being based on household composition and disability. These vulnerable
populations for the town are primarily identified in the two most eastern tracts, with housing and
transportation vulnerable populations also being more concentrated within these two tracts.
Appendix B explores the SVI for Ridgefield in more depth, including maps showing overall
vulnerability, and theme vulnerability.

2.2.2

Development Trends

The Ridgefield POCD emphasizes maintaining the vibrancy of Ridgefield Center and redeveloping
the Branchville section of the town (around Branchville Station) which is immediately north of
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Georgetown in neighboring Redding. The POCD recommends creating new zoning which would
require a housing affordability component for any new residential development, and would be a
“village district” to help maintain and enhance a distinct character for the village area as
development occurs. The POCD recommends reviewing zoning of businesses districts including
the Gateway area (Route 7 and Route 35) and calls for considering a zoning study of the Route 7
corridor to determine whether business or other non‐residential uses might be appropriate while
controlling the scale and size of developments, as well as expanding adaptive reuse of historic
structures and residences in significant streetscapes along other major roadways.
The Schlumberger site in downtown Ridgefield is an area of significant redevelopment in
Ridgefield. This site was formerly used as a research and development facility and will include
residential and non-residential development.
The town does not have many pending housing developments at this time. A total of 304 units of
housing called the “Eureka 5” development (former IBM property) were approved near the
Danbury city line. Boehringer is often expanding. Other development in town includes
commercial development just north of downtown.
Some small parcels have been acquired in recent years for open space, but no large acquisitions
are planned as the town already has significant areas of open space.
Redevelopment in Branchville is potentially the most significant area of future development for
the town. Much of the development in Branchville will be transit oriented development (TOD).
This area includes flood risk zones and is subject to flooding from the Norwalk River. Route 7 has
flooded in various sections of Ridgefield from Route 35 and southward into Wilton, including
Branchville. Accordingly, the Town will need to carefully review and regulate development and
redevelopment in Branchville. This will ensure that flood risks (and damage) will be minimized
even if exposure to flooding may remain. Aside from the specific concerns in Branchville,
vulnerabilities to natural hazards in Ridgefield is likely not increasing.
2.2.3

Governmental Structure

The Town of Ridgefield is governed by a Selectman-Town Meeting form of government in which
legislative responsibilities are shared by the Board of Selectmen and the Town Meeting. The First
Selectman serves as the chief executive.
In addition to Board of Selectmen and the Town Meeting, there are boards, commissions and
committees providing input and direction to Town administrators. Also, Town departments
provide municipal services and day-to-day administration. Many of these commissions and
departments play a role in hazard mitigation, including the Planning and Zoning Commission,
Conservation Commission, Inland Wetland and Water Course Agency, the Building Official, the
Land Use Office, the Fire Department, Emergency Medical Services, and the Highway Department.
Drainage complaints are routed through the Public Works Department. These complaints are
usually received via phone, fax, mail, or email and are recorded in a logbook. The complaints are
investigated as necessary until remediation surrounding the individual complaint is concluded. If
necessary, the complaints are incorporated into the Capital Improvement program.
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2.2.4

Historic and Cultural Resources

Historic and cultural resources include sites, structures,
and objects that are significant in history, architecture,
archaeology, engineering, and culture. Protection of
these resources grows economies and enhances
community character, and following a natural disaster
they can help to reinforce neighborhood connections
and reestablish a sense of community and normalcy.
Consideration of these resources in this HMP is critical.

Historic preservation planning helps
protect historic properties and cultural
resources from demolition or alteration.
Hazard mitigation planning helps
protect life and property from damage
caused by natural and manmade hazards.
Integrating these two planning
processes helps create safe and
sustainable historic communities.
- Paraphrased from FEMA Report 386-6

Historic resources in Ridgefield are concentrated within the Ridgefield Center, Titicus Hill, and
West Mountain Historic District. Resources also include the J. Alden Weir Farm, Frederick
Remington House, Hickories Farm, Hugh Cain Fulling Mill and Elias Glover Woolen Mill
Archaeological Sites, and the Railroad Station.
See Figure 2-3 for a map of historic resources in the community.
Analysis of the State Historic Preservation Office (SHPO) database of historic resources shows that
some of these resources are exposed to natural hazards, as shown in Table 2-4.
Table 2-4: Number of Historic Assets Exposed to Different Hazards in Ridgefield
Hazard
Dam Failure
Earthquake
Flooding
1% Annual
0.2% Annual
Storm Surge
Category 1
Category 2
Category 3
Category 4
Hurricane/Tropical Storm
Sea Level Rise
Thunderstorm
Tornado
Winter Storm
Wildfire

Count
0
450
0
2
0
0
0
0
450
0
450
450
450
55

Historic buildings and structures may be particularly susceptible to natural hazards because they
were built prior to the establishment of more recent construction standards. Additionally, some
of the structural integrity of these resources may have been degraded over the decades or
centuries since their original construction. Structural retrofits and hazard mitigation methods may
be challenging or restricted in cases where alteration of a resource will also diminish its cultural or
historical aesthetic and value. Finally, miscommunications or lack of knowledge may lead to
historic resources being damaged during the disaster recovery process.
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Steps to incorporate historical and cultural preservation into hazard mitigation planning include:
 Inventory and survey historic and cultural resources
 Implement appropriate mitigation measures for those resources
 Take steps to move portable resources, such as artwork or documents, to safe locations
prior to the occurrence of a hazard, if possible
 Consider these resources in emergency operations plans to prevent accidental damages
during recovery efforts
Specific actions to mitigate natural hazard risks to historic resources are listed at the end of this
Annex.

2.3.1

Infrastructure
Transportation

Major transportation routes through Ridgefield include the north-south Route 7 in the western
edge of Town, Route 116 connecting Ridgefield center to North Salem in the northwest, Route
102 connecting Ridgefield center to Branchville and Route 7 to the southeast, Route 33 running
south from the town center, and Route 35 that runs east from South Salem to Ridgefield center
before turning northeast.
Ridgefield is served by the Metro-North Railroad’s New Haven commuter rail line through the
Branchville Station.

2.3.2

Utilities

Aquarion Water Company provides drinking water to a large portion of Ridgefield, including:
most of the area around Ridgefield Center; near the intersection of Route 7 and Route 35, and
north along Bennetts Farm Road; in the Ridgefield Knoll neighborhood around Ridgefield
Elementary School; and select other locations. Water is also provided to a handful of homes by
the Brookview Water Company. Non-community Public Water Systems serve numerous
properties throughout Town, while residents outside these areas rely on well water.
The Ridgefield Water Pollution Control Authority (WPCA) is responsible for the management and
oversight of the Town's wastewater pumping stations, pipe infrastructure, and two Wastewater
Treatment Facilities (WWTFs): the South Street WWTF serving Sewer District 1, and the Route 7
WWTF serving Sewer District 2. The WPCA is currently completing a Wastewater Facilities Plan to
develop the needs and estimated costs for upgrades to the two WWTFs as well as the wastewater
collection systems.
Electricity and natural gas are provided to Ridgefield by Eversource.
According to geoISP (geoISP.com), access to Broadband Internet is available to most residents in
Ridgefield. There are 2 DSL Providers (AT&T and Connecticut Education Network), 2 Cable
Internet providers (Xfinity and CSC Holdings), and 2 Fiber Internet providers (Fibertech Networks
LLC and Level(3) Communications). There are also 4 Mobile Broadband (cellular) providers with
service available in Ridgefield.
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2.4.1

2.4.1

Planning and Regulatory Capabilities
Review of Existing Local Plans

The Town of Ridgefield has a number of plans that are relevant to hazard mitigation. These are
noted here:
 Plan of Conservation and Development (POCD): Ridgefield’s most recent POCD was
adopted in 2020. It addresses natural hazard concerns within the community, and includes
strategies that will mitigate risks from those hazards as the community continues to develop.
 Stormwater Management: Ridgefield maintains a Stormwater Management Plan. This
document has been updated to comply with the requirements of the US EPA 2017 updated
General Permit for the Discharge of Stormwater from Small Municipal Separate Storm Sewer
Systems (MS4 General Permit). The Town adopted new Stormwater Management Regulations
on September 4, 2020, which will help minimize the impacts of impervious surfaces on runoff.
 Capital Improvement Plan (CIP): Ridgefield maintains a CIP that is updated annually and
lays out capital investments for a five-year period. The CIP often includes road, drainage, and
other infrastructure improvement projects relevant to hazard mitigation.
 Economic Development Plan: Ridgefield is included within the Western Connecticut
Economic Development Plan of 2017, developed by WestCOG. The plan aligns with the COG’s
other efforts to promote climate sustainability and resiliency in the region.
 Emergency Operations Plan (EOP): Ridgefield’s EOP is reviewed annually and updated as
needed. Dam failure Emergency Action Plans (EAPs) for dams with failure inundation zones
that may impact Ridgefield, and for which EAPs are available, are on file locally.
 Watershed Management Plan: Watershed Management Plans have been developed for the
Saugatuck-Aspetuck, Still, and Norwalk River Watersheds. The Saugatuck River Watershed
Based Plan was developed by the former South Western Regional Planning Agency (SWRPA)
in 2012. The Still River Watershed Management Plan was developed by the Housatonic valley
Association with support from the Still River Partners in 2019. The Norwalk River Watershed
Action Plan was prepared by the Norwalk River Watershed Initiative Committee,
HDR/HydroQual, and the former South Western Regional Planning Agency (SWRPA) in 1998
and updated in 2011. These plans are focused on water quality, but can help the community
mitigate inland flood risks by incorporating watershed management best practices into its
planning efforts.

Review of Regulatory Structures

Ridgefield regulates development through a number of regulations, codes, and ordinances.
These are summarized below. More detailed information about how these regulations relate to
specific natural hazards are described in Section 3.







Building Code: Ridgefield enforces the Connecticut State Building Code locally.
Zoning Regulations: Most recently updated in November 2018.
Inland Wetlands and Watercourses Regulations: Most recently updated in May 2018.
Subdivision Regulations: Most recently updated in December 2008. Include provisions
promoting control of stormwater runoff, installation of firefighting water sources,
construction of adequate emergency access and egress, and burial of utilities.
Stormwater Management Requirements: The Town adopted a new set of Stormwater
Management Requirements on September 4, 2020.
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Emergency Services, Critical Facilities, Sheltering, and Evacuation

Emergency Operations
Center
Police Department
Fire Headquarters
Ridgebury Fire Station
Town Hall
Town Hall Annex
Venus Municipal Building
Highway Garage
Ridgefield Recreation
Center
Barlow Mountain
Elementary School
East Ridge Middle School
Scotts Ridge Middle School
Branchville Elementary
School
Prospect Ridge Congregate
Care

Address or
Location

Yanity Gymnasium
60 Prospect St
76 East Ridge Rd
6 Catoonah St
169 Old
Stagecoach Rd
400 Main St
66 Prospect St
100 East Ridge
Road
60 South St

EOC; shelter for disaster workers





Emergency Response
Emergency Response




Emergency Response



Critical Records
Health Dept. and Engineering Dept.



*

Municipal Services
Emergency Assistance



Primary Shelter





Secondary Shelter

**



Tertiary Shelter

**



MPOD Emergency Distribution Center

**

School; Emergency Water Supply

P

Ridgefield Housing Authority owned
Assisted and Senior Living
Ridgefield Housing Authority owned 72unit senior housing facility
Convalescent home and rehab center
Assisted living and Alzheimer’s care




Critical Facilities



Various Locations

Critical Facilities



Various Locations

Critical Facility, Aquarion Water Company

195 Danbury Rd
115 Barlow
Mountain Rd
10 East Ridge Rd
750 North Salem
Rd
40 Florida Rd
51 Prospect Ridge

Ballard Green

25 Gilbert St

Laurel Ridge
Ridgefield Crossing
Route 7 Wastewater
Treatment Facility
South St Wastewater
Treatment Facility
Water Pumping Stations

642 Danbury Rd
640 Danbury Rd
901 Ethan Allen
Hwy
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Comment

Shelter

Facility

Emergency Power

Table 2-5: Ridgefield Critical Facilities

In SFHA

The Town considers its police, fire, governmental, and major transportation arteries to be its most
important critical facilities since these are needed to ensure that emergencies are addressed while
day-to-day management of Ridgefield continues. The Town also considers various infrastructure
and facilities (such as water and sewer pump stations) to be critical facilities, as well as companies
and businesses storing hazardous materials. Table 2-5 identifies all of these critical facilities.
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***

Some

In SFHA

Comment

Shelter

Address or
Location

Emergency Power

Facility

50 Ethan Allen

Critical Facility
Hwy
Some
Major Roads
Various
Transportation arteries
Boehringer Campus
900 Ridgebury Rd
Large employee base
*
Ridgebury Fire Station is adjacent to a Special Flood Hazard Area
** These generators are sufficient only for lighting and sustaining critical IT systems; they do not support
full building use or sheltering
*** Access route to the Route 7 WWTF passes through Special Flood Hazard Areas
P The Branchville Elementary School has provisions for a portable generator hookup to operate as an
emergency water supply
Railroad Station

Town officials consider the commercial town center, in the vicinity of Main Street & Danbury
Road, to be a critical area since the supermarket and Pharmacy are located there. These could
provide essential services in an emergency. The two sewage treatment plants will eventually be
consolidated into one facility at South Street. The railroad station is owned by the CT DOT and
leased by the Town.
The Town Hall has installed a backup generator. Town staff report that the Town-owned Venus
Building, which is used for municipal services, is in need of a generator. The Town would also like
to install generators at additional schools, beyond those currently served by backup power. In
particular, the Branchville School would benefit from a fixed-in-place generator given that the
school is a non-transient non-community water system. At the present time, the Branchville
School has provisions for a portable generator hookup to operate as an emergency water supply.
The school should probably be added to the list of critical facilities.
Town officials are interested in evaluating the feasibility of developing a microgrid for the high
school/middle school complex or for the area of the Town Hall, EOC, and Fire Department.
Emergency shelters are an important subset of critical facilities, as they are needed in many
emergency situations. There are three identified shelters in the town that are also considered
critical facilities. The Ridgefield Recreational Center on Danbury Road is the primary shelter for
the town. The Barlow Mountain Elementary School on Barlow Mountain Road is considered the
backup shelter. The East Ridge Middle School on East Ridge Road could be used as a third
shelter if necessary. Each of these facilities have backup generators. Town officials noted during
the April 29, 2014 public meeting that it would be beneficial to harden the utilities at the High
School and install the necessary supplies and infrastructure to utilize part of the building as a
shelter.
Laurel Ridge and Ridgefield Crossing, two residential care facilities, both have standby power, and
are both also priority power restoration customers with Eversource.
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FIG. 2-4

Emergency Response Capabilities

The Emergency Operations Team and the Police Department coordinate emergency preparedness
in the Town of Ridgefield. The Town's Emergency Operations Center (EOC), including its
Emergency Communications Center, is located the Yanity Gymnasium. The EOC’s goal is to
provide citizens with the highest level of emergency preparedness before, during, and after
disasters or emergencies. That Town coordinates with all departments internally to develop plans,
protocols, and procedures that assure the safety of Ridgefield’s citizens. It also provides technical
assistance to state and local emergency response agencies and public officials.
In Connecticut, the Department of Emergency Services and Public Protection (DESPP) operates, in
part, using a regional approach. DESPP has divided Connecticut into five emergency planning
regions and as such, DEMHS (Division of Emergency Management and Homeland Security) has
been partnering with the former HVCEO and other regional planning organizations to strengthen
emergency response. Ridgefield is located in Region 5, consisting of 43 towns in western
Connecticut.
Town officials note that the Spruce Mountain Danbury/Ridgefield/DEMHS radio facility has been
repaired and upgraded as needed.
The Town’s EOP guides its response to emergencies arising from both natural and anthropogenic
hazards. The Town utilizes the statewide emergency notification system known as “CT Alert" to
direct geographically specific emergency notification telephone calls into affected areas. The
local radio station, WLAD is also utilized for notification purposes.
The Town's Public Works Department performs tree and shrub removal and trimming on Townowned lands and rights-of-way. During emergencies and following storms, the Public Works
Department, in conjunction with the Parks Department, responds to calls related to downed trees
and coordinates directly with Eversource Energy.
Public transportation is also available to move residents into and out of the town. HARTransit
operates regular bus service in the town that may be available for use to move people and
supplies. In addition, Town school buses and vans may be available for transportation during
emergency situations.
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HAZARD ASSESSMENT
3.1.1

FLOODING (COASTAL, INLAND, AND ICE JAMS)
Setting

The Town of Ridgefield has experienced various degrees of flooding in every season of the year
throughout its recorded history. Melting snow combined with early spring rains has caused
frequent spring flooding. Numerous flood events have occurred in late summer to early autumn
resulting from storms of tropical origin moving northeast along the Atlantic coast. Winter floods
result from the occasional thaw, particularly during years of heavy snow or periods of rainfall on
frozen ground. Other flood events have been caused by excessive rainfalls upon saturated soils,
yielding greater than normal runoff.
In general, minor flooding problems are widespread throughout Ridgefield. Extreme events along
defined floodplains often result in damage to insured structures. The most common damage is to
infrastructure and occurs due to flash flooding. The primary areas of flood concern in Ridgefield
are along the Norwalk River. Areas of lesser flood risk are located along the Titicus River and
Ridgefield Brook. Flooding also occurs throughout Ridgefield due in inadequate drainage
systems.

3.1.2

Capabilities

The Town has consistently participated in the NFIP since September 30, 1982 and intends to
continue participation in the NFIP. SFHAs in Ridgefield are delineated on a Flood Insurance Rate
Map (FIRM) and Flood Insurance Study (FIS). The FIRM delineates areas within Ridgefield that are
vulnerable to flooding and was most recently published on June 18, 2010 as part of the Fairfield
County FIS.

Ordinances, Regulations, and Plans

Regulations, codes, and ordinances that apply to flood hazard mitigation in conjunction with and
in addition to NFIP regulations include:


Zoning Regulations (Floodplain Management Regulations). Effective May 1, 2007 and
amended in 2013, Chapter 11 of the Zoning Regulations is essentially the local articulation of
the NFIP regulations. The regulations have been enacted to "regulate floodplain
development in Special Flood Hazard Areas (SFHA’s), to protect the public health, safety, and
general welfare, and to minimize public and private losses due to flood conditions in specific
areas by provisions designed to: Protect human life and health, and prevent damage to
property; Minimize expenditure of public funds for costly flood control projects; Minimize the
need for rescue and relief efforts associated with flooding and generally undertaken at the
expense of the general public; Minimize prolonged business interruptions and other
economic disruptions; Minimize damage to public facilities, infrastructure and utilities, such as
water and gas mains, electric, telephone and sewer lines, and streets and bridges, located in
the floodplain; Help maintain a stable tax base by providing for the sound use and
development of flood hazard areas in such a manner as to minimize flood damage, and
future flood blight areas; Insure that potential buyers are notified that property is in a flood
hazard area; Prevent increases in flood heights that could increase flood damage and result in
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conflicts between property owners; Ensure that those who occupy the flood hazard areas
assume responsibility for their actions; and discourage development in a floodplain if there is
any practicable alternative to locate the activity, use, or structure outside of the floodplain.
o Section 11.5(a) outlines the general standards for all new construction and substantial
improvements in Special Flood Hazard Areas.
o Section 11.5(b) outlines the standards for watercourses without established base
flood elevations, adopted floodways and/or flood mapping.
o Section 11.5(c) provides specific construction standards for Special Flood Hazard
Areas.
o Section 11.5(c)(1) states that all new residential construction, substantial
improvements, and repair to structures that have sustained substantial damage which
are residential structures shall have the bottom of the lowest floor, including
basement, elevated to or above the base flood elevation (BFE).
o Section 11.5(c)(2) states that All new non-residential construction, substantial
improvements, and repair to structures that have sustained substantial damage which
are commercial, industrial or non-residential structures shall: have the bottom of the
lowest floor, including basement, elevated to the same or above the base flood
elevation (BFE); or In lieu of being elevated, non-residential structures may be dry
flood-proofed to one foot above the BFE, provided that together with all attendant
utilities and sanitary facilities, the areas of the structure below the required elevation
are watertight with walls substantially impermeable to the passage of water, and
provided that such structures are composed of structural components having the
capability of resisting hydrostatic and hydrodynamic loads and the effects of
buoyancy.
o Section 11.5(c)(5) outlines requirements within floodways and states that No
encroachments, including fill, new construction, substantial improvements, repairs to
substantially damaged structures and other developments shall be permitted unless
certification (with supporting technical data) by a registered professional engineer is
provided demonstrating, through hydrologic and hydraulic analyses performed in
accordance with standard engineering practice, that encroachments shall not result in
any increase in flood levels during occurrence of the base flood discharge.
o Section 11.6 provides design standards for subdivision proposals.


Wetlands and Watercourse Regulations (Amended 2011). The Ridgefield Planning and
Zoning Commission was designated the Inland Wetlands Board of the Town of Ridgefield and
was authorized to promulgate, to enact and to administer these regulations in accordance
with the decision of the special town meeting held on June 5, 1974. The purpose of the
regulations is to protect the quality of the inland wetlands and watercourses within the Town
of Ridgefield by making provisions for the protection, preservation, maintenance, and use of
inland wetlands and watercourses, including deterring and inhibiting the danger of flood and
pollution.
o Section 2.2 – Regulated Activity means any operation within or use of a wetland or
watercourse involving grubbing, removal or deposition of material, or any
obstruction, construction, alteration or pollution, of the wetlands or watercourses, but
shall not include the activities specified in subsection 4.1 and 4.2 of these regulations.
Furthermore, the activities listed in Section 4.5, when occurring or proposed to occur
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o
o
o

within the distances from wetlands and watercourses specified in that section, are
regulated activities.
Section 4.1(b) indicates that no residential homes shall be permitted "as of right" in
wetlands and watercourses after July 1, 1987.
Section 6.1 states that no person shall conduct or maintain a regulated activity
without first obtaining a permit for such activity from the Inland Wetland Board of the
Town of Ridgefield
Section 7 outlines permit application requirements.



Subdivision of Land Regulations. Effective June 17, 1983, the Town's Subdivision
Regulations establish minimum acceptable standards with respect to the subdivision of land
including provisions for protective flood control, open spaces for parks and playground and
conservation, the laying out and improvement of streets and public and private utilities
services.
o Specifically, the regulations state that “no plan for the subdivision of land will be
approved unless: (a) the land to be subdivided is of such character that it can be used
for building purposes without danger to health or the public safety; (b) proper
provision is made for water, drainage and sewerage and, in area contiguous to
brooks, rivers or other bodies of water subject to flooding, for protective flood
control measures; (c) the proposed streets are in harmony with existing or proposed
principal thoroughfares shown in the development plan of the town as now or
hereafter amended especially with regard to safe intersections with such
thoroughfares, and so arranged an of such width as to provide an adequate and
convenient system for present and prospective traffic needs; and (d) open spaces as
described in Article IV are provided where deemed proper by the Commission, which
open spaces shall be shown on the subdivision plan.”
o Section 4-35 outlines the following provisions for flood hazard reduction and states
that all subdivision of land containing land area of special flood hazard shall: (1) be
required to be consistent with the need to minimize flooding. (2) Have adequate
drainage provided to reduce exposure to flood damage. (3) have public or private
utilities and facilities such as sewer, gas, electrical, and water systems located and
constructed to minimize flood damage. (4) show contour line(s) identifying and
locating base flood elevation data as required by section 325.0 of the zoning
regulations; and (5) Show and describe the extent to which any watercourse will be
altered or relocated.



Plan of Conservation and Development. This
Low impact Development is an approach
2010 document is the Town's vision statement for
to land development (or redevelopment)
future development. It is updated every 10 years.
that works with nature to manage stormWith respect to flooding, the POCD notes that
water as close to its source as possible.
land use in floodplains should be strictly
controlled in order to minimize potential flood hazards on-site and downstream, to maximize
water storage and ground water recharge and to protect wildlife and habitat. The POCD also
notes the need to address total runoff in an effort to reduce water pollution. The objectives
under the goal “Minimize Flooding” are to “Continue to regulate activities in flood plains” and
“Increase on-site stormwater infiltration and retention.”
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Floodplain Management, NFIP and CRS

The NFIP administrator for the Town oversees the enforcement of NFIP regulations. The degree
of flood protection established by the variety of regulations in the Town meets the minimum
reasonable for regulatory purposes under the NFIP. The Town is not enrolled in the Community
Rating System (CRS) program.
The Town's Planning and Zoning Commission uses the 1% annual chance flood lines from the
FIRM delineated by FEMA to determine floodplain areas. Site plan standards require that all
proposals be consistent with the need to minimize flood damage, that public facilities and utilities
be located and constructed to minimize flood damage, and that adequate drainage is provided.

Structural Projects and Drainage

The Town Department of Public Works is in charge of the maintenance of the town's drainage
systems and performs clearing of bridges and culverts and other maintenance as needed.
Drainage complaints are routed to the Public Works Department. The Town uses these reports to
identify potential problems and plan for maintenance and upgrades.

Communications

The Town receives regular weather updates through
Division of Emergency Management and Homeland
Security (DEMHS) Region 5 email alerts as well as
watches and warnings through the National Weather
Service.

The Town can access the National
Weather Service website at
http://www.weather.gov/ to obtain the
latest flood watches and warnings before
and during precipitation events.

The National Weather Service issues a flood watch or a flash flood watch for an area when
conditions in or near the area are favorable for a flood or flash flood, respectively. A flash flood
watch or flood watch does not necessarily mean that flooding will occur. The National Weather
Service issues a flood warning or a flash flood warning for an area when parts of the area are
either currently flooding, highly likely to flood, or when flooding is imminent.

Actions Completed and New Capabilities

The need for drainage studies was discussed in the previous hazard mitigation plan. The Town
has made some progress in this area. For example, A consultant (Tighe & Bond) was finishing one
phase of a drainage study and was expected to be continuing with phase two around the time
this plan was being developed.

Summary

In summary, the Town primarily attempts to mitigate future flood damage and flood hazards by
restricting building activities in floodprone areas. This process is carried out through both the
Planning and Zoning and the Inland Wetlands Commissions. All watercourses are to be
encroached minimally or not at all to maintain the existing flood-carrying capacity. These
regulations rely primarily on the FEMA-defined 1% annual chance flood elevations to determine
flood areas.
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The Town is proceeding with drainage studies in numerous flood concern areas.
3.1.3

Vulnerabilities and Risk Assessment

Drainage and flooding continue to be the primary natural hazard concerns in Ridgefield, despite
progress made in completing drainage studies. The Town is also concerned about possible new
flood risks associated with the potential decommissioning of Fox Hill Dam. CT DEEP and NRCS
have been evaluating the dam, which was built for flood control. If the dam is removed,
numerous properties may have new flood risks.

Vulnerability Analysis of Repetitive Loss Properties

Based on correspondence with the State of Connecticut NFIP Coordinator at the Connecticut
DEEP, six repetitive loss properties (RLPs) are located in the Town of Ridgefield. Of this total, four
of the properties are residential, and two are commercial.
Table 3-1: Repetitive Loss Properties

Type
Residential
Residential
Residential
Residential
Commercial
Commercial

Flooding Source
Bennett’s Farm Brook
Ridgefield Brook
Unknown
Ridgefield Brook
Norwalk River
Norwalk River

Mapped Floodplain
1% Annual Chance
None
None
None
1% Annual Chance
0.2% Annual Chance

Two of the repetitive loss properties are located in Branchville and are associated with the
Norwalk River. Three others are near smaller watercourses, but the source of flooding at the
remaining property is not understood.

Vulnerability Analysis of Critical Facilities

The list of critical facilities provided by the Town (Section 2.9) was used with the parcel data to
accurately locate each critical facility throughout the town. One of the critical facilities, the MetroNorth Railroad, was found to lie within the 1% annual chance floodplain. In addition, the
Ridgebury Fire House was found to be immediately adjacent to the 1% annual chance floodplain.
While these facilities are not known to have experienced serious flooding damage in recent years,
their proximity to the Norwalk River and Bennett’s Farm Brook, respectively, makes them
susceptible to flooding. While these facilities are at risk to the 1% annual chance flood, they may
also be prone to flooding of a lesser magnitude.

Vulnerability Analysis of Areas Along Watercourses

The primary waterways in the town are the Norwalk River and the Titicus River. The remaining
waterways in Ridgefield are mostly smaller streams and brooks. A regulatory floodplain with AE
designation has been mapped along the Titicus River, the Norwalk River and the Ridgefield Brook.
Floodplains without (Zone A) elevations are delineated for the majority of the remaining brooks in
the town. Specific areas susceptible to flooding are identifiable by the FEMA defined special flood
hazard areas. Refer to Figure 2-4 for the areas of Ridgefield susceptible to flooding based on
FEMA flood zones.
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Ridgefield Brook
Town officials indicated that two small drainage basins reportedly merge on the Casagmo
Condominiums property and the condominiums are flooded. Although damage has not yet
occurred, town officials believe that it will happen one day as impervious surfaces continue to
increase in the watershed upstream of the condominiums. This area is a tributary to Ridgefield
Brook and thus a tributary to the Norwalk River. Town officials will need to ensure that new
projects in the condominium complex do not increase flooding.
The town also believes that a downtown drainage study is needed. This study could include the
Casagmo Condominiums and other downtown properties. The results of the study could be used
to demonstrate to the land use commissions when the tipping point for flood damage could
occur. Funding for this study could be sought through the Small Town Economic Assistance
Program (STEAP).
Norwalk River
Redevelopment in Branchville has been an area of major redevelopment for the town. This area
includes flood risk zones and is subject to flooding from the Norwalk River. Route 7 has flooded
in various sections from Route 35 into Wilton, including Branchville. Precision Brake on Route 7
(32 Ethan Allen Highway) is repeatedly flooded by the Norwalk River.
Town officials also believe that replacement of North Bridge and the Florida Hill Road Bridge at
the Norwalk River are potential mitigation projects that could alleviate flooding.
Titicus River
The Titicus River corridor is also floodprone. An Army Corps project to conduct selected clearing
in the river has long been delayed according to some town representatives. Private properties
have been flooded along the river, with some damage over the years. The town has hired
contractors over the years to clear out sections of the river to improve conveyance and reduce
flood risk.
A house on Wooster Street near the Titicus River would be a good candidate for elevation and the
town could serve as the applicant for FEMA mitigation funds.
Miry Brook
George Washington Highway in the northern section of town experiences flooding from Miry
Brook and its tributaries.

Vulnerability of Other Areas

Other areas around the town suffer from street flooding due to undersized or nonexistent
drainage systems. Specifically, the town has identified the following areas of concern:



Flooding occurs at Route 116 and Barlow Mountain Road when a storm drainage system
becomes clogged. Up to three feet of water has flooded the road in the past.
Numerous culverts under Bennett’s Farms Road may be undersized and are planned for
replacement in the future.
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Flooding has also been known to occur at Wilton Road East, Rowland Lane, Oreneca Road,
Rippowam Road, Wooster Street, Spring Valley Road, Ledges Road, New Street at Route 7,
Portland Avenue, and South Street.
Beavers cause flooding on Reagan Road.

Changes and Improvements

The town has made progress with conducting drainage studies, and has also updated their
floodplain regulations to reflect the most recent DEEP recommendations.
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3.2.1

DAM FAILURE
Setting

Dam failures can be triggered suddenly, with little or no warning, and often from other natural
disasters such as floods and earthquakes. Dam failures often occur during flooding when the
dam breaks under the additional force of floodwaters. In addition, a dam failure can cause a
chain reaction where the sudden release of floodwaters causes the next dam downstream to fail.
The Connecticut DEEP administers the statewide Dam Safety Program and designates a
classification to each state-inventoried dam based on its potential hazard.






Class AA: negligible hazard potential
Class A: low hazard potential
Class BB: moderate hazard potential
Class B: significant hazard potential
Class C: high potential hazard

While flooding from a dam failure generally has a moderate geographic extent, the effects are
potentially catastrophic. A major dam failure is considered only a possible hazard event in any
given year.
3.2.2

Capabilities

The Dam Safety Section of the Connecticut DEEP
Inland Water Resources Division is charged with the
responsibility for administration and enforcement of
Connecticut's dam safety laws. The existing statutes
require that permits be obtained to construct, repair,
or alter dams and that existing dams be inventoried
and periodically inspected to assure that their
continued operation does not constitute a hazard to
life, health, or property.

Dams regulated by the Connecticut DEEP
must be designed to pass the 1% annual
chance rainfall event with one foot of
freeboard, a factor of safety against
overtopping.
Significant and high hazard dams are
required to meet a design standard
greater than the 1% annual chance
rainfall event.

The dam safety requirements are codified in Sections 22a-401 through 22a-411 inclusive of the
Connecticut General Statutes. Sections 22a-409-1 and 22a-409-2 of the Regulations of
Connecticut State Agencies have been enacted and set requirements for the registration,
classification, and inspection of dams. Dams must be inventoried by the owner with the
Connecticut DEEP according to Connecticut Public Act 83-38.
Effective October 1, 2013, the owner of any high or significant hazard dam (Class B and C) must
develop and implement an EAP after the Commissioner of DEEP adopts regulations. The EAP
shall be updated every two years, and copies shall be filed with DEEP and the chief executive
officer of any municipality that would potentially be affected in the event of an emergency. New
regulations shall establish the requirements for such EAPs, including but not limited to (1) criteria
and standards for inundation studies and inundation zone mapping; (2) procedures for
monitoring the dam or structure during periods of heavy rainfall and runoff, including personnel
assignments and features of the dam to be inspected at given intervals during such periods; and
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(3) a formal notification system to alert appropriate local officials who are responsible for the
warning and evacuation of residents in the inundation zone in the event of an emergency.
Dam failure analyses have been prepared for many of the high hazard dams, and these are
included in the EAPs. The inundation limits portrayed in the dam failure analysis maps represent
a highly unlikely, worst-case scenario (1,000-year) flood event and should be used for emergency
action planning only. These analyses should not be interpreted to imply that the dams evaluated
are not stable, that the routine operation of the dams presents a safety concern to the public, or
that any particular structure downstream of the dam is at imminent risk of being affected by a
dam failure.
The CT DEEP also administers the Flood and Erosion Control Board program, which can provide
noncompetitive state funding for repair of municipality-owned dams. Funding is limited by the
State Bond Commission. State statute Section 25-84 allows municipalities to form Flood and
Erosion Control Boards, but municipalities must take action to create the board within the context
of the local government such as by revising the municipal charter. The Town's Planning and
Zoning Commission is responsible for reviewing all development activities that occur within flood
hazard or flood-prone areas.

Actions Completed and New Capabilities

Ridgefield continues to maintain its strong dam failure mitigation capabilities.
3.2.3

Vulnerabilities and Risk Assessment

As of 2013, there were 73 DEEP-inventoried dams within the Town of Ridgefield. These dams are
shown in Figure 2-4. Six of these dams are considered high hazard (Class B or C). As shown in
Table 3-2, one of the high hazard dams is owned by the Town of Ridgefield, three by private
residents, one by a homeowners association and one by the CT DEEP. Failure of these structures
may have an impact on Ridgefield.
Table 3-2: High Hazard Dams with Potential to Affect the Town of Ridgefield

Number

Name

Location

Class

Owner

11801
11809
11814
11823
11856

Millers Pond Dam
Roberts Pond Dam
Johns Pond Dam
Shadow Lake Dam
Lake Naraneka Dam
Great Swamp Flood
Control Dam

Norwalk River, Ridgefield
Titicus River, Ridgefield
Cooper Pond Brook, Ridgefield
Trib. to Miry Brook, Ridgefield
Titicus River, Ridgefield

B
B
B
B
B

Dana Matthow
Joseph M. & Barbara G. Lane
Kenneth Smith
Town of Ridgefield
Twixt Hills Homeowners Assoc. Inc.

Ridgefield Brook, Ridgefield

C

Connecticut DEEP

11858

Millers Pond (Dam No. 11801) – Norwalk River, Ridgefield

The Millers Pond Dam is a Class B dam located at the southern end of Millers Pond and impounds
a reservoir from a contributing watershed of 7.04 square miles. The earthen dam is 13 feet in
height and 152 feet in length. It is privately owned and used to impound a reservoir for aesthetic
purposes. The dam discharges to the Norwalk River, crossing under Florida Hill Road before
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flowing alongside State Route 7 into Redding. Three houses are located directly downstream of
the dam and would be affected by floodwaters.

Roberts Pond Dam (Dam No. 11809) – Titicus River, Ridgefield

The Roberts Pond Dam is a privately owned Class B dam located at the southern end of Roberts
Pond and impounds a reservoir from a contributing watershed of 1.0 square miles. The earthen
dam is 120 feet in length. The dam discharges to the Titicus River and flows northward towards
North Salem, New York. Houses on Saw Mill Hill Road and the downstream Freemans Pond Dam
would be affected by floodwaters.

Johns Pond Dam (Dam No. 11814) – Cooper Pond Brook, Ridgefield

The Johns Pond Dam is a Class B dam located at the southeast end of Johns Pond and impounds
a storage volume of 10.67 acre-feet from a contributing watershed of 0.91 square miles. The
earthen dam is 8 feet in height and 150 feet in length. It is privately owned and used to impound
a reservoir for recreation. The dam discharges to Cooper Pond Brook and flows southeast parallel
to Route 102 through two additional Class A dams and on to its confluence with the Norwalk
River. Floodwaters have the potential to affect a number of residences, including one house on
Stony Hill Road, and four houses with driveways off Branchville Road that are located adjacent to
the downstream watercourse.

Shadow Lake (Dam No. 11823) – Ridgefield (unnamed tributary to Miry Brook)

The Shadow Lake Dam is a Class B dam located at the western end of Shadow Lake and impounds
a storage volume of 101 acre-feet from a contributing watershed of 0.42 square miles. It is
owned by the Town of Ridgefield and used to impound a reservoir for recreation. The earthen
dam was constructed in 1937 and is 18 feet in height and 1,000 feet in length. The reservoir
discharges to an unnamed watercourse that flows southward to Miry Brook, crossing Beaver
Brook Road before the confluence. Miry Brook flows to the southeast under the George
Washington Highway before continuing into Redding. Floodwaters may affect residences on
Beaver Brook Road, Chipmunk Lane, and the George Washington Highway.

Lake Naraneka (Pierrepont Lake Dam) (Dam No. 11856) – Titicus River, Ridgefield

The Lake Naraneka Dam is a Class B dam located at the northwest end of Pierrepont Lake and
impounds a storage volume of 677 acre-feet from a contributing watershed of 0.46 square miles.
It is owned by the Twixt Hills Homeowners Associations, Inc. and used to impound a reservoir for
recreation.
The concrete gravity dam was constructed in 1937 and is 18 feet in height and 156 feet in length.
The reservoir discharges to Shadow Brook that flows northward to Titicus River, crossing under
Barlow Mountain Road and Kiahs Brook Lane before the confluence. An unclassified dam known
as Kiahs Brook Pond Dam is located on the upstream side of Kiahs Brook Lane, and would most
likely be affected by an upstream dam breach.
An EOP for the Lake Naraneka Dan was originally prepared in May 1996 and updated in
September 2006. The EOP includes the results of a dam breach analysis completed for the
structure. The dam breach analysis predicts that four residences and two roadways would be
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affected by dam failure. The roadways potentially affected by a flood wave include Barlow
Mountain Road and Kiahs Brook Lane/Ledges Road and the four residences on Ledges Road. In
the event of a failure, the EOP specifies that the owner will contact the Ridgefield Police
Department and the CT DEEP, and that the police department is then responsible for notification
of the potentially affected parties.

Great Swamp Flood Control Dam (Dam No. 11858) – Ridgefield Brook, Ridgefield

The Great Swamp Flood Control Dam is a Class C dam located on Ridgefield Brook approximately
450 feet upstream of its crossing of Danbury Road (Route 35). It is owned by the Connecticut
DEEP and used to impound a reservoir for flood control. The dam impounds a storage volume of
1,202 acre-feet from a contributing watershed of 2.59 square miles. The dam was constructed in
1979 and is 10 feet in height and 450 feet in length. The Great Swamp extends from the dam and
Farmingville Road southward to Ivy Hill Road. Ridgefield Brook flows northward to its confluence
with the Norwalk River.
Outflow from the Great Swamp Dam flows under Fox Hill Drive and Danbury Road within 500 feet
downstream of the dam. A number of residences along Fox Hill Drive may be affected by flood
waters.

Other Dams

Town officials reported that the Mamanasco Lake Dam (Class BB) may be leaking and is in need of
repair. The town has been unable to compel the property owner to evaluate the dam.

Changes and Improvements

The town has developed maintenance plans for Mamanasco and Shadow Lake Dams which are
both town-owned.
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3.3.1

HURRICANES AND TROPICAL STORMS
Setting

Several types of hazards may be associated with tropical storms and hurricanes including heavy or
tornado winds, heavy rains, and flooding. While only some of the areas of Ridgefield are
susceptible to flooding damage caused by hurricanes, wind damage can occur anywhere in the
town. A hurricane striking Ridgefield is considered a possible event each year and could cause
critical damage to the town and its infrastructure.
In general, as the residents and businesses of the state of Connecticut become more dependent
on the internet and mobile communications, the impact of hurricanes on commerce will continue
to increase. A major hurricane has the potential of causing complete disruption of power and
communications for up to several weeks, rendering electronic devices and those that rely on
utility towers and lines inoperative.
Debris such as signs, roofing material, and small items left outside become flying missiles in
hurricanes. Extensive damage to trees, towers, aboveground and underground utility lines (from
uprooted trees or failed infrastructure), and fallen poles cause considerable disruption for
residents. Streets may be flooded or blocked by fallen branches, poles, or trees, preventing
egress. Downed power lines from heavy winds can also start fires during hurricanes with limited
rainfall.

3.3.2

Capabilities

Existing mitigation measures appropriate for flooding were discussed in Section 3.1.2. These
include the ordinances, codes, and regulations that have been enacted to minimize flood damage.
In addition, various structures exist to protect certain areas, including dam and local flood
protection projects.
Wind loading requirements are addressed through the state building code. The 2018 Connecticut
State Building Code was amended in 2009 and adopted with an effective date of October 1, 2018.
The code specifies the design wind speed for construction in all the Connecticut municipalities.
Effective 2018, the design wind speed for Ridgefield is 110 miles per hour for a Category 1, 120
miles per hour for a Category 2 and 125 for Category 3 or greater. Ridgefield has adopted the
Connecticut Building Code as its building code. The town website provides links to the State
Building Inspector so that developers are able to find additional resources including wind
standards.
Connecticut is located in FEMA Zone II regarding maximum expected wind speed. The maximum
expected wind speed for a three-second gust is 160 mph. This wind speed could occur as a result
of either a hurricane or a tornado in western Connecticut and southeastern New York. The
American Society of Civil Engineers recommends that new buildings be designed to withstand this
peak three-second gust.
The Ridgefield Tree Warden is responsible for all tree work on town roads (within Town right-ofway only). Eversource, the local electric utility, provides tree maintenance near its power lines.
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During Tropical Storm Irene, the Town used the CT Alert system to notify all residents in the SFHA
that they may evacuate and use one of the shelters. The Board of Education used its notification
system to notify people on its list of emergency procedures. Prior to severe storm events, the
Town ensures that warning/notification systems and communication equipment are working
properly and prepares for the possible evacuation of impacted areas.
As the Town of Ridgefield is not affected by storm surge, hurricane sheltering needs have not
been calculated by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers for the town. The Town determines
sheltering need based upon areas damaged or needing to be evacuated within the town. Under
limited emergency conditions, a high percentage of evacuees will seek shelter with friends or
relatives rather than go to established shelters. During extended power outages, it is believed
that only 10% to 20% of the affected population of the town will relocate while most will stay in
their homes until power is restored.

Actions Completed and New Capabilities

The Town has strengthened its tree management capabilities in recent years. The Town is active
with tree trimming and works with Eversource to reduce risks of power loss due to downed lines.
The Town’s tree warden has a budget of $400,000 per year and has access to additional funds
when needed; it to spend $500,000 in 2020 for tree and tree limb maintenance.
3.3.3

Vulnerabilities and Risk Assessment

The Town of Ridgefield is vulnerable to hurricane damage from wind and flooding and from any
tornadoes accompanying the storm. In fact, the roof of the EOC/Yanity Gymnasium was damaged
during Hurricane Sandy. This facility also has windows on the second floor that must be boarded
up before wind events and cannot be used to its full capacity as a regional shelter during these
situations.
Some critical facilities are more susceptible than others to flooding damage associated with
hurricane rainfall. Such facilities susceptible to flooding were discussed in Section 3.1.3.
Ridgefield’s housing stock consists of historic buildings greater than 50 and sometimes greater
100 years old, relatively younger buildings built before 1990 when the building code changed to
address wind damage, and relatively recent buildings that utilize the new code changes. Since
most of the existing housing stock in the town predates the recent code changes, many structures
are highly susceptible to roof and window damage from high winds. Homes located within SFHAs
are also at risk from flooding as a result of the heavy rainfall that typically occurs during tropical
storms and hurricanes.

Changes and Improvements

Municipal facility roofs have been evaluated and are up to wind standards.
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3.4.1

SUMMER STORMS AND TORNADOES
Setting

Summer storms and tornadoes have the potential to affect any area within Ridgefield. Because
these types of storms and the hazards that result (flash flooding, wind, hail, and lightning) might
have limited geographic extent, it is possible for a summer storm to harm one area within the
town without harming another.
Based on the historic record, it is considered highly likely that a summer storm that includes
lightning will impact the Town of Ridgefield each year although lightning strikes have a limited
effect. Strong winds and hail are considered likely to occur during such storms but also generally
have limited effects. A tornado is considered a possible event in Fairfield County each year that
could cause significant damage to a small area.

3.4.2

Capabilities

Warning is the primary method of existing mitigation for tornadoes and thunderstorm-related
hazards. The NOAA National Weather Service issues watches and warnings when severe weather
is likely to develop or has developed, respectively.
Several methods of mitigation for wind damage are employed in Ridgefield as explained in
Section 3.3.2. In addition, the Connecticut State Building Code includes guidelines for the proper
grounding of buildings and electrical boxes. Eversource trims trees along powers lines. The town
tree warden can remove dead and diseased trees in rights-of-way or Town land, working through
the Public Works Department. Town-owned equipment is used except for complex situations,
which would call for the use of a contractor. Most downed power lines in Ridgefield are detected
quickly, and any associated fires are quickly extinguished.
Municipal responsibilities relative to summer storm and tornado mitigation and preparedness
include:
 Developing and disseminating emergency public information and instructions concerning
tornado, thunderstorm wind, lightning, and hail safety, especially guidance regarding in-home
protection and evacuation procedures and locations of public shelters
 Designating appropriate shelter space in the community that could potentially withstand
lightning and tornado impact
 Periodically testing and exercising tornado response plans
 Putting emergency personnel on standby at tornado "watch" stage
Instead, the state has provided NOAA weather radios to all public schools as well as many local
governments for use in public buildings. The general public continues to rely on mass media for
knowledge of weather warnings. Warning time for tornadoes is very short due to the nature of
these types of events, so predisaster response time can be limited. However, the NOAA weather
radios provide immediate notification of all types of weather warnings in addition to tornadoes,
making them very popular with communities.

Actions Completed and New Capabilities

The town maintain capabilities for mitigating and responding to the impacts of summer storms
and tornadoes.
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3.4.3

Vulnerabilities and Risk Assessment

In general, thunderstorms and hailstorms in Connecticut are more frequent in the western and
northern parts of the state and less frequent in the southern and eastern parts. Thunderstorms
are expected to impact Ridgefield 20 to 30 days each year. The majority of these events do not
cause any measurable damage. Although lightning is usually associated with thunderstorms, it
can occur on almost any day. The likelihood of lightning strikes in the Ridgefield area is very high
during any given thunderstorm although no one area of the town is at higher risk of lightning
strikes. The risk of at least one hailstorm occurring in Ridgefield is considered moderate in any
given year.
According to the 2014 Natural Hazard Mitigation Plan Update, Fairfield County has a moderate to
high risk of tornado activity based on historical occurrences. Therefore, by virtue of its location in
Fairfield County the Town of Ridgefield has a moderate to high potential to experience tornado
damage.
Most thunderstorm damage is caused by straight-line winds exceeding 100 mph. Straight-line
winds occur as the first gust of a thunderstorm or from a downburst from a thunderstorm and
have no associated rotation. The risk of downbursts occurring during such storms and damaging
the Town of Ridgefield is believed to be low for any given year. All areas of the town are
susceptible to damage from high winds although more building damage is expected in the town
center while more tree damage is expected in the less densely populated areas.
Secondary damage from falling branches and trees is more common than direct wind damage to
structures. Heavy winds can take down trees near power lines, leading to the start and spread of
fires. Such fires can be extremely dangerous during the summer months during dry and drought
conditions. Strong thunderstorms are likely to cause power lines to fall all over the town.

Changes and Improvements

The town encourages residents to purchase NOAA weather radios with alarm features to stay
informed during events.

Summary

The entire Town of Ridgefield is at relatively equal risk for experiencing damage from summer
storms and tornadoes. Based on the historic record, very few summer storms or tornadoes have
resulted in costly damages to the town. Most damages are relatively site specific and occur to
private property (and therefore are paid for by private insurance). For municipal property, the
Town budget for tree removal and minor repairs is generally adequate to handle summer storm
damage.
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3.5.1

WINTER STORMS AND NOR’EASTERS
Setting

Winter storms and the hazards that result (wind, snow, and ice) have the potential to affect any
area of Ridgefield. Due to its variable elevation, the Town can have higher amounts of snow in
the outskirts of the town than in the town center. In general, winter storms are considered highly
likely to occur each year (although major storms are less frequent), and the hazards that result
typically have a widespread geographic extent.
Most winter weather events occur between December and March.
According to the 2019 Connecticut State Natural Hazard Mitigation Plan the state can expect to
experience at least two or more major snow events each year, with an average of 14 winter events
in a season. It is estimated that Ridgefield’s average annual snowfall is about 2.5 to 4 feet.
According to the 2019 Connecticut Natural Hazard Mitigation Plan Update, recent climate change
studies predict a shorter winter season for Connecticut (by as much as two weeks) and less snowcovered days with a decreased overall snowpack. These models also predict that fewer, more
intense precipitation events will occur with more precipitation falling as rain or ice rather than
snow. Such changes will have a large impact on how the state and its communities manage
future winter storms and will affect the impact such storms have on the residents, roads, and
utilities in the state.

3.5.2

Capabilities

Capabilities specific to winter storms are generally those related to preparing plows and sand and
salt trucks, tree trimming to protect power lines, and other associated snow removal and response
preparations.
According to the Ridgefield Department of Public Services website, town roads are treated with
“Ice B’ Gone” for de-icing. The town owns several plow trucks. Town plowing is typically ahead of
CT DOT plowing. Priority is given to plowing egresses to critical facilities. Homeowners, private
associations, and businesses are responsible for plowing their own driveways and roads.
Prior to a winter weather event, the Town ensures that all warning/notification and
communications systems are ready and ensures that appropriate equipment and supplies,
especially snow removal equipment, are in place and in good working order. In some known
problem areas, prestorm treatment is applied to roadways to reduce the accumulation of snow.
The Town also prepares for the possible evacuation and sheltering of some populations that
could be impacted by the upcoming storm (especially the elderly and special needs persons).
Town officials noted during the public meeting for this planning process that, following the winter
2011 storms, Ridgefield developed a snow removal and response protocol for municipal
buildings. A professional engineer performed calculations to determine safe snow thresholds for
the roofs and identified when clearing should occur. This will help to reduce roof collapses.

Actions Completed and New Capabilities

Ridgefield continues to maintain winter storm capabilities.
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3.5.3

Vulnerabilities and Risk Assessment

After a storm, snow piled on the sides of roadways can inhibit sight lines and reflect a blinding
amount of sunlight. When coupled with slippery road conditions, poor sightlines and heavy glare
create dangerous driving conditions. Stranded motorists, especially senior and/or handicapped
citizens, are at particularly high risk of injury or death from exposure during a blizzard. The
elderly population in Ridgefield, in particular, is susceptible to the impacts created by winter
storms due to resource needs (heat, electricity loss, safe access to food, etc.).
The structures and utilities in the Town of Ridgefield are vulnerable to a variety of winter storm
damage. Tree limbs and some building structures may not be suited to withstand high wind and
snow loads. Ice can damage or collapse power lines, render steep gradients impassable for
motorists, undermine foundations, and cause "flood" damage from freezing water pipes in
basements. Drifting snow can occur after large storms, but the effects are generally mitigated
through municipal plowing efforts.
It is possible that several thousand members of the population impacted by a severe winter storm
could consist of the elderly, a few thousand could consist of linguistically isolated households,
and several thousand could be disabled. It is important for Ridgefield’s emergency personnel to
continue to be prepared to assist these special populations during emergencies such as winter
storms.
No critical facilities are believed to be more susceptible to winter storm damage than any other.
Some critical facilities are more susceptible than others to flooding damage due to winter storms.
The snowfall, sleet, freezing rain, and rain that affected Connecticut during the 2010-2011 winter
season proved to be catastrophic for a number of buildings. With severely low temperatures
coupled with the absence of the removal of snow and ice buildup from roofs of buildings in
Connecticut, numerous roofs collapsed during the winter season.
During the snow load disaster in January 2011, significant snow removal was done throughout the
town, including the town buildings and schools. East Ridge Middle School experienced some
minor cracking of walls, and an engineer was dispatched to investigate. The school did not
sustain any major damage. A few barns collapsed in town. As a result of this event, the town
developed a snow removal protocol for its municipal and school roofs.

Changes and Improvements

The town has made several improvements in regard to wind and flooding, which could also be
impacts related to winter storms and nor’easters.

3.6.1

WILDFIRES AND DROUGHT
Setting

Wildfires are any non-structure fire, other than a prescribed burn, that occurs in undeveloped
areas. They can be highly destructive, uncontrollable fires. Although the term brings to mind
images of tall trees engulfed in flames, wildfires can occur as brush and shrub fires, especially
under dry conditions. Wildfires are also known as "wildland fires."
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Hazards associated with wildfires include property damage and loss of habitat. According to the
USGS, wildfires can increase the potential for flooding, debris flows, or landslides; increase
pollutants in the air; temporarily destroy timber, foliage, habitats, scenic vistas, and watershed
areas; and have long-term impacts such as reduced access to recreational areas, destruction of
community infrastructure, and reduction of cultural and economic resources.
Wildfires are considered a likely event each year but, when one occurs, it is generally contained to
a small range with limited damage to nonforested areas.
In addition, Ridgefield, and Fairfield County overall, has experienced drought challenges over
recent years. The U.S. Drought Monitor (USDM), which has been monitoring nationwide drought
conditions since 2000, estimates that over the past two decades Connecticut experienced its
longest drought of 46 weeks beginning June 21, 2016 and lasting until May 2, 2017. It was also
estimated that the most intense period of this extended drought occurred the week of November
15, 2016, where approximately 44.5% of Connecticut lands were impacted. Figure 3-1: USDM
Drought Time Series for Fairfield County depicts the various drought conditions in Fairfield
County since 2000, where the warmer colors represent more advanced drought stages.

Figure 3-1: USDM Drought Time Series for Fairfield County
The 2019 Connecticut Natural Hazard Mitigation Plan assumes that the State of Connecticut has a
medium probably of future drought events. This assumption is based on climate change
projections anticipating hotter and wetter conditions in the near future. Climate forecasts often
suggest that while precipitation may increase, the overall pattern will generally be higher intensity
storms, with longer than average dry periods between events. The State Plan also identifies that
Fairfield County accounts for roughly 7.34% of the state’s total number of farms, with a market
value of over $34 million in product sold from these farms.
3.6.2

Capabilities

Mitigation for wildland fire control is typically focused on Fire Department training and
maintaining an adequate supply of equipment.
The Connecticut DEEP Division of Forestry monitors the weather each day during nonwinter
months as it relates to fire danger. This allows the DEEP and the Town to monitor the drier areas
of the state to be prepared for forest fire conditions. Forest fire danger levels are classified as low,
moderate, high, very high, or extreme. In addition, the National Weather Service issues a Red Flag
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warning when winds will be sustained or there will be frequent gusts above a certain threshold
(usually 25 mph), the relative humidity is below 30%, and precipitation for the previous five days
has been less than one-quarter inch. Such conditions can cause wildfires to quickly spread from
their source area.
The Ridgefield Fire Department goes to the fires whenever possible. This proactive approach is
believed to be effective for controlling wildfires.
The Connecticut DEEP Open Burning Program requires designation of certified Open Burning
Officials in each municipality. This individual oversees permitting of open burning.
Regulations regarding fire protection are outlined in the Subdivision Regulations:





Section 4-8 states that the arrangement of streets shall provide for the possible future
continuation thereof into adjacent properties when such continuation shall be advisable for
the convenient movement of traffic, effective fire protection, or efficient provision for public
utilities, or where such continuation is in accordance with the plan of development.
Section 4-11 requires streets to be situated in a manner that provides suitable access for
firefighting.
Section 6-6 outlines application requirements and requires provisions for water supply,
stormwater management, sewage disposal and fire protection.

The town POCD identifies a need for continued improvements to the hydrant and non-hydrant
water supply areas including the addition of hydrants, dry hydrants and cisterns where possible
and the continued monitoring of large single-family home construction in non-hydrant areas.

Actions Completed and New Capabilities

The Town has made significant changes in its fire protection capabilities, and additional changes
are underway. Town capabilities for fire suppression include:









Aquarion Water Company has been extending its system and consolidating small systems in
the northern part of the town.
The Town is working with Aquarion to get fire hydrants installed where they were not
previously installed.
The former Rural Water and Topstone Water systems (now owned by Aquarion) are being
upgraded to larger-diameter water mains.
A water main may be extended to Branchville School, which would allow retirement of the
school water system.
Cisterns are required by the fire marshal for new developments that do not have access to the
Aquarion system.
Mutual aid agreements are in place for firefighting.
Open burning is allowed by permit only.
The Conservation Commission administers a ranger program to patrol open space and parks.
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3.6.3

Vulnerabilities and Risk Assessment

Traditionally, the highest forest fire danger in Connecticut occurs in the spring from mid-March to
mid-May. The worst wildfire year for Connecticut in the recent past occurred during the
extremely hot and dry summer of 1999. Over 1,733 acres of Connecticut burned in 345 separate
wildfires, an average of about five acres per fire. Only one wildfire occurred between 1994 and
2003 that burned over 300 acres, and a wildfire in 1986 in the Mattatuck State Forest in the town
of Watertown, Connecticut burned 300 acres.
The Town of Ridgefield is generally considered a moderate-risk area for wildfires. Wildfires are of
particular concern in outlying areas without public water service and other areas with poor access
for fire-fighting equipment. The Pine Mountain area in northern Ridgefield is at risk for wildfires.
Sometimes they reach 100+ acres in size, and multiple fires have occurred there. A wildfire at
Bear Mountain, also in northern Ridgefield, was allowed to burn to completion because it was
unsafe to try and stop it. Bear Mountain is also considered a high-risk area. Wildfire Risk Areas
are mapped in Figure 3-2.
As suggested by the historic record, most wildfires in Connecticut are relatively small. In the
drought year of 1999, the average wildfire burned five acres in comparison to the two most
extreme wildfires recorded since 1986 that burned 300 acres each. Given the availability of
firefighting water in the town, including the use of nearby water bodies, it is believed that this
average value for a drought year and the extreme value are applicable to the town as well.
The Wildland-Urban Interface (WUI) index is used to identify areas that may be at greater risk of
wildfires based on the density of development in comparison to the amount of wildfire prone
vegetation. Outside of the developed southcentral area of town, as well as those areas outside of
the Aquarion service area, could be considered at greater risk due to moderate to high levels of
development intermixed with fire prone vegetation. However, given firefighting capacity and
water availability, it is likely that the town has effective capabilities to minimize damage from fires
that may occur.
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3.7.1

EARTHQUAKES AND LANDSLIDES
Setting

The entire Town of Ridgefield is susceptible to earthquake damage. However, even though
earthquake damage has the potential to occur anywhere both in the town and in the northeastern
United States, the effects may be felt differently in some areas based on the type of geology. In
general, earthquakes are considered a hazard that may possibly occur but that may cause
significant effects to a large area of the town.
Earthquakes can cause buildings and bridges to collapse; disrupt gas, electric and telephone lines;
and often cause landslides, flash floods, fires, avalanches, and tsunamis. Earthquakes can occur at
any time without warning.

According to the 2019 Connecticut Natural Hazard Mitigation Plan Update, Connecticut is at a low
to moderate risk for experiencing an earthquake of a magnitude greater than 3.5 and at a
moderate risk of experiencing an earthquake of a magnitude less than 3.0 in the future. No
earthquake with a magnitude greater than 3.5 has occurred in Connecticut within the last 30
years, and the USGS currently ranks Connecticut 43rd out of the 50 states for overall earthquake
activity.
3.7.2

Capabilities

The Connecticut Building Codes include design criteria for buildings specific to each municipality
as adopted by the Building Officials and Code Administrators (BOCA). These include the seismic
coefficients for building design in the Town of Ridgefield. The Town has adopted these codes for
new construction, and they are enforced by the Building Official. Due to the infrequent nature of
damaging earthquakes, land use policies in the Town do not directly address earthquake hazards.
However, various documents do indirectly discuss areas susceptible to earthquake damage and
regulations that help to minimize potential earthquake damage. For example, the Subdivision and
Zoning Regulations require that soil erosion and sediment control plans be developed for
proposed projects.

Actions Completed and New Capabilities

The town has established backup information storage in the event municipal buildings are
damaged during an earthquake, and have also developed plans for working capabilities in the
event of building damage.
3.7.3

Vulnerabilities and Risk Assessment

Surficial earth materials behave differently in response to seismic activity. Unconsolidated
materials such as sand and artificial fill can amplify the shaking associated with an earthquake. In
addition, artificial fill material has the potential for liquefaction. When liquefaction occurs, the
strength of the soil decreases, and the ability of soil to support building foundations and bridges
is reduced. Increased shaking and liquefaction can cause greater damage to buildings and
structures and a greater loss of life.
Some areas in Ridgefield are underlain by sand and gravel, particularly within the Norwalk River
and Titicus River sub-regional basins. Structures in these areas are at increased risk from
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earthquakes due to amplification of seismic energy and/or collapse. The best mitigation for
future development in areas of sandy material may be application of the most stringent building
codes or possibly the prohibition of new construction. However, many of these areas occur in
floodplains associated with the various streams and rivers in Ridgefield, so they are already
regulated. The areas that are not at increased risk during an earthquake due to unstable soils are
the areas underlain by glacial till, which includes most of the town.
Areas of steep slopes can collapse during an earthquake, creating landslides. Seismic activity can
also break utility lines such as water mains, electric and telephone lines, and stormwater
management systems. Damage to utility lines can lead to fires, especially in electric and gas
mains. Dam failure can also pose a significant threat to developed areas during an earthquake.
For this Plan, dam failure has been addressed separately in Section 9.0.
A series of earthquake probability maps was generated using the 2009 interactive web-based
mapping tools hosted by the USGS. These maps were used to determine the probability of an
earthquake of greater than magnitude 5.0 or greater than magnitude 6.0 damaging the Town of
Ridgefield. Results are presented in Table 3-3 below.
Table 3-3: Probability of a Damaging Earthquake in the Vicinity of Ridgefield
Time Frame
(Years)
50
100
250
350

Probability of the Occurrence
of an Earthquake Event >
Magnitude 5.0
2% to 3%
4% to 6%
10% to 12%
12% to 15%

Changes and Improvements

Probability of the Occurrence
of an Earthquake Event >
Magnitude 6.0
< 1%
1% to 2%
2% to 3%
3% to 4%

Ridgefield has improvement their remote work and data storage capacities.
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MITIGATION STRATEGIES AND ACTIONS
Goals and Objectives

Municipal goals and objectives have been made consistent regionally and are presented in the
Multi-Jurisdictional Plan document.

Status of Mitigation Strategies and Actions from Previous HMP

The table below lists the mitigation actions developed in the previous HMP and the status of
each. Actions to be carried forward are noted as such. Actions that have been institutionalized as
capabilities are not carried forward.
#
1
2
3

Action
Pursue funding to acquire backup
generators for critical facilities such as
the town hall.
Pursue funding to conduct necessary
repairs to the Spruce Mountain
Danbury/Ridgefield/DEMHS radio facility.
Pursue micro-grids at the high school /
middle school complex and Town Hall /
EOC / Fire Department

Dept

Status

OEM, PW

Completed

OEM, PW

Completed

OEM

Carry
Forward

4

Utilize the CT Alert emergency
notification system to its fullest
capabilities

OEM

Capability

5

Encourage residents to purchase and use
NOAA weather radios with alarm
features

OEM

Completed

OEM

Capability

OEM

Capability

First
Selectman

Completed

6
7

8

Disseminate informational pamphlets
regarding natural hazards to public
locations
Review potential evacuation routes to
ensure timely migration of people
seeking shelter in all areas of town.
Incorporate elements of this hazard
mitigation plan into the Plan of
Conservation and Development when it
is updated in 2020
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Notes
This action is complete; the Town
would like to acquire additional
generators.
This action is complete.
The Town would like to evaluate
this. A grants coordinator is
needed.
The town utilizes CT Alert on an
ongoing basis; however, the Town
is evaluating updating its
subscription to add Everbridge
services that include messages
related to response and recovery.
A new action will be carried
forward
The Town encourages the purchase
of NOAA weather radios through
its general emergency
preparedness outreach. Other
technology is available as well.
A new action exploring utilizing a
weather monitoring service to alert
employees of dangerous weather
conditions will be added.
Ongoing capability.
Ongoing capability. WestCOG has
assisted in this, as well, working
with the DEMHS regions.
Glen Chalder did this for the Town
during the POCD Update. In
particular, the Town added the
importance of the ongoing
drainage studies.

#
9

10

Action
Update the Town's Floodplain
regulations to reflect the most recent
recommendations from the CT DEEP
Encourage property owners to purchase
flood insurance under the NFIP and to
report claims when flooding damage
occurs.

Dept

Status

Notes

P&Z

Completed

Complete

First
Selectman

Capability

PW

Drop

PW

Carry
Forward
with
Revisions

11

Evaluate floodprone properties along the
Norwalk River, Titicus River and
Ridgefield Brook to determine potential
flood damage reduction methods.

12

Pursue funding for home elevations and
or acquisitions should any residents
become interested. The home along
Wooster Street near the Titicus River may
be a good candidate for elevation.

13

Forward technical assistance from FEMA,
regarding floodproofing, to the
commercial properties prone to flooding,
such as Precision Brake on Route 7.

OEM

Carry
Forward
with
Revisions

14

Work with CT DOT to determine whether
flood mitigation methods are feasible at
the Metro-North Railroad, Branchville
Station, such as berm construction
and/or floodproofing to reduce flood
risk.

PW

Drop

15

Ensure that future development within
the Branchville area and at the
Schlumberger site in downtown
Ridgefield is flood damage resistant due
to the proximity to flood risk zones.

P&Z

Completed
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Information available on Town
website and through other public
outreach. Town considers this to
be a capability.
Local, State, and NRCS
representatives have met to discuss
flood risks. Overall, the community
does not prefer structural methods
for flood control. The removal of
the Fox Hill Dam, if it occurs, will
have a substantial impact on the
adjacent and downstream
properties.
Acquisitions have been considered
for some properties, especially
where projects may result in
changes to private properties.
However, not much progress has
been made in this area. Action is
dropped and replaced with an
action to develop a grants
coordinator position.
The Town believes that this should
be conducted with cooperation
and participation of CT DEEP or
DEMHS.
The Town leases the property from
the DOT. The burden of
construction should be placed on
the DOT. The construction of a
berm in this area will have a
substantial impact on the area’s
floodplain and may not be feasible
or permitted. Drop action in favor
of a different approach for risk
reduction.
The former Schlumberger site is
town-owned and is not at risk. The
Town’s zoning regulations and
local implementation of the State
Building Code require flood
damage resistant construction in
flood zones.

#

Action

Dept

Status

16

Development reviews must ensure that
commercial development north of
downtown does not contribute to
downstream flooding.

P&Z

Completed

17

Development reviews associated with
construction upstream of the Casagmo
Condominium Complex must ensure that
additional impervious surfaces will not
increase localized flooding.

P&Z

Completed

18

Work with ACOE and NYCDEP to support
flood mitigation and channel
improvements along the Titicus River.

P&Z

19

Evaluate the cost of joining FEMA's
Community Rating System and calculate
the benefits to residents.

Carry
Forward
with
Revisions

First
Selectman

Drop

The Town is likely not interested in
CRS.

20

Ensure that the appropriate municipal
personnel are trained in flood damage
prevention methods.

P&Z

Carry
Forward
with
Revisions

Modify to be more specific, such as
attendance at DEEP, FEMAdeployed, and CAFM trainings.

First
Selectman

Capability

Ongoing

First
Selectman

Capability

Ongoing

21

22

Selectively pursue conservation
recommendations listed in the Plan of
Conservation and Development and
other studies and documents.
Pursue acquisition of additional
municipal open space in SHFAs and set it
aside for greenways, parks, etc.

23

Review culvert and bridge conveyances
based on Northeast Regional Climate
Center guidance for increasing
precipitation.

PW

Carry
Forward
with
Revisions

24

Conduct a drainage study along George
Washington Highway and consider
replacing and increasing increase the
capacity of culverts if the drainage study
demonstrates a benefit from doing so.

PW

Drop
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Notes
The Town has adopted and
implements new stormwater
regulations in 2020, which will
ensure new construction does not
contribute to downstream flooding.
Additionally, a drainage study of
the downtown area is in progress.
The Town has adopted and
implements new stormwater
regulations in 2020, which will
ensure new construction does not
contribute to downstream flooding.
Additionally, a drainage study of
the downtown area is in progress.
A grant will be required for this
work. The Town should consider
the use of a grant coordinator.

This is a substantial effort and
would require a grant to proceed.
Rather than reviewing all
conveyances, the Town will require
consideration of NRCC rainfall
figures during development of
alternatives for new culvert or
bridge repair or replacement
projects.
The Town likely does not see a
need for GWH. Ridgebury Road is
being fitted with new box culverts
this year to replace collapsing and
older metal pipes.

#
25

26

27

28

29

30

31

32

33

34

35

Action
Replace the North Bridge and the Florida
Hill Bridge at the Norwalk River if
application of the Northeast Regional
Climate Center guidance demonstrates a
benefit from doing so.
Conduct a drainage study along Route
116 and Barlow Mountain Road and
increase the capacity of the drainage
system to reduce flooding impacts if the
drainage study demonstrates a benefit
from doing so.
Replace and increase the capacity of the
culverts along Bennett’s Farms Road.
Evaluate methods of reducing flood risk
at Wilton Road East, Rowland Lane,
Oreneca Road, Rippowam Road, Wooster
Street, Spring Valley Road, Ledges Road,
New Street at Route 7, Portland Avenue,
and South Street.
Ensure adequate barricades are available
to block flooded streets in floodprone
areas
Determine the elevation of the
Ridgebury Fire House relative to the base
flood elevation and evaluate whether
floodproofing is warranted.
Provide town wide tree limb inspection
and maintenance programs to ensure
that the potential for downed power
lines is diminished.
Pursue roof mitigation projects for
critical facilities, such as improved roof
coverings, roof shape or roof to wall
connections.
Encourage the use of structural
techniques related to mitigation of wind
damage in new residential and
commercial structures to protect new
buildings to a standard greater than the
minimum building code requirements.
Require such improvements for new
municipal critical facilities.
Work with Eversource to strengthen
utilities to minimize power outages
during storm events.
Work with Eversource to determine the
feasibility of placing non-conducting
steel cables above the power lines to
protect them from falling branches and
trees.
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Dept

Status

Notes

PW

Carry
Forward

Progress has been impeded by lack
of capital funds. This work will
require a grant to proceed.

PW

Drop

Risk is not believed present. Action
can be dropped.

PW

Capability

Ongoing project.

PW

Carry
Forward
with
Revisions

Progress has been impeded by lack
of capital funds. This work will
require a grant to proceed. Revise
action to be more specific.

OEM

Capability

Ongoing capability. The Highway
Department does this.

OEM, PW

Drop

The building is not believed at risk.

PW

Capability

Complete and ongoing. Annual
budget is $400,000 plus additional
as needed.

PW

Complete

Roofs currently meet all state
building codes.

Building
Official,
OEM

Drop

Drop; the Town administers the
State Building Code, and new
municipal facilities are not planned.

PW

Capability

Ongoing capability.

Drop

Bracing has been considered but
the Town and Eversource decided
to focus on trimming. This can be
dropped.

PW
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#
36

37

38

39

40

41

42
43

44

Action
Pursue funding for the installation of
hurricane-rated windows at the Yanity
Gymnasium to facilitate its use as a
shelter for emergency personnel.
The Building Department should provide
literature regarding appropriate design
standards for wind.
Review and update the currently enacted
EOP, evacuation plans, supply
distribution plans, and other emergency
planning documents for the Town as
appropriate. Post general evacuation
and shelter information on the Town
website and in municipal buildings
Post the snow plowing routes in Town
buildings each winter to increase public
awareness.
Emergency personnel should continue to
identify areas that are difficult to access
during winter storm events and devise
contingency plans to access such areas
during emergencies.
The Building Department should provide
literature regarding appropriate design
standards for mitigating icing, insulating
pipes, and retrofits for flat-roofed
buildings such as heating coils.
Stringently regulate new residential
development in areas prone to collapse.
Ensure that municipal departments have
adequate backup facilities in case
earthquake damage occurs to municipal
buildings.
The town may consider bracing systems
and assets inside critical facilities. This
could help protect IT systems, important
records and files.

Dept

Status

PW

Drop

Building
Official,
OEM

Capability

Ongoing capability.

OEM

Capability

Ongoing capability.

OEM, PW

Drop

WestCOG evaluated plowing routes
for the region recently. The Town
does not wish to notify residents of
route priorities, as this may be
confusing.

OEM

Capability

Ongoing

Building
Official

Capability

Ongoing

P&Z

Capability

Ongoing

OEM, PW

Complete

Backup plans are in place for the
loss of a structure.

OEM, PW

Drop

Redundancies are in place, and
records are backed up to the cloud
and other servers. Drop action.

OEM

Complete

Complete. Also, EAPs were filed
with DEEP for town-owned dams
two years ago and the Town has
not received feedback.

45

File EOPs/EAPs with town departments
and emergency personnel

46

Include dam failure inundation areas in
the CT Alert emergency notification
system contact database

OEM

47

Refer private dam owners to State and
federal resources regarding effective
maintenance strategies.

Carry
Forward
with
Revisions

OEM

Capability
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Notes
It has been recommended that the
windows be removed completely
as they are not necessary. Drop
action.

This may be considered after
feedback from DEEP. Revise or
carry forward.
Ongoing; this is DEEP
responsibility.

#

Action
Coordinate with the owners of
Mamanasco Lake Dam and Shadow Lake
Dam to keep abreast of progress toward
necessary maintenance activities.

Dept

Status

OEM

Complete

49

Increase the availability of water sources
in the town’s area of high-risk areas.

Fire
Department

Capability

50

The Fire Departments should coordinate
with the water company to identify areas
where fire-fighting capacity may be
limited due to lack of water pressure or
storage. Deficiencies should be
addressed as they are identified, and
funding allows.

Fire
Department

Complete /
Capability

Fire
Department

Complete /
Capability

OEM, Fire
Department

Capability

Fire
Department

Capability

48

51

52
53

Require source of fire protection water,
such as cisterns or dry wells when
municipal water service is not available
for residential or commercial building
development.
Provide outreach programs on how to
properly manage burning and campfires
on private property.
Patrol Town-owned open space and
parks to prevent unauthorized campfires.
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Notes
These dams are Town-owned.
Maintenance plans have been
developed for these dams. The
action is complete.
Complete and ongoing. Aquarion
Water Company has been
extending its system and
consolidating small systems in the
northern part of the town. The
Town is working with Aquarion to
get fire hydrants installed where
they were not previously installed.
Cisterns are required by the fire
marshal for new developments that
do not have access to the Aquarion
system.
Complete and ongoing. Aquarion
Water Company has been
extending its system and
consolidating small systems in the
northern part of the town. The
Town is working with Aquarion to
get fire hydrants installed where
they were not previously installed.
The former Rural Water and
Topstone Water systems (now
owned by Aquarion) are being
upgraded to larger-diameter water
mains. A water main may be
extended to Branchville School,
which would allow retirement of
the school water system.
Complete and ongoing. Cisterns
are required by the fire marshal for
new developments that do not
have access to the Aquarion
system.
Ongoing. The Town requires a
permit for open burning and
outreach is continuous.
Ongoing. The Conservation
Commission runs a ranger program
to accomplish this.

Prioritization of Strategies and Actions

The STAPLEE method, described in the Multi-Jurisdictional document, was used to score
mitigation activities. The STAPLEE matrix in Appendix A provides the total scores. Actions have
been further prioritized based on implementation cost, project urgency, and municipal and public
input. The strategies below are presented in priority order, with qualitative priority levels listed
for each.

Mitigation Strategies and Actions Implementation Table

The Town proposed to initiate several new mitigation actions for the upcoming five years.
Additionally, a number of actions from the previous planning period are being carried forward or
replaced with revised actions. These are listed below.
Action RFD-01

Provide information on the Town website about CT DEEP training and information around small business
chemical management for hazard resilience.
Lead

EM, BOS

Cost

$0 - $25,000

Funding

Operating Budget, CT DEEP

Timeframe

2021

Priority

High
Action RFD-02

Use the CT Toxics Users and Climate Resilience Map to identify toxic users located in hazard zones within
your community. Contact those users to inform them about the CT DEEP small business chemical
management initiative.
Lead

EM, BOS

Cost

$0 - $25,000

Funding

Operating Budget, CT DEEP

Timeframe

2021

Priority

High
Action RFD-03

Host a CT DEEP presentation for municipal staff and local businesses about business chemical management
for hazard resilience.
Lead

EM, BOS

Cost

$0 - $25,000

Funding

Operating Budget, CT DEEP

Timeframe

2021

Priority

High
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Action RFD-04

Take one of the following actions that will mitigate natural hazard risks while also meeting Sustainable CT
objectives:
- Disseminate a toolkit for pre-disaster business preparedness.
- Revise regulations to promote Low Impact Development.
- Include the goals of this Hazard Mitigation Plan, and at least three other sustainability concepts, in your
next POCD update.
Lead

BOS

Cost

$0 - $25,000

Funding

Operating Budget, Sustainable CT Community Match Fund

Timeframe

2021

Priority

High
Action RFD-05
Collaborate with CIRCA on the "Resilient Connecticut" project

Lead

BOS

Cost

$0 - $25,000

Funding

Operating Budget

Timeframe

2022

Priority

High
Action RFD-06

Coordinate with CT SHPO to conduct outreach to owners of historic properties to educate them on
methods of retrofitting historic properties to be more hazard-resilient while maintaining historic character.
Lead

Planning

Cost

$0 - $25,000

Funding

Operating Budget, CT SHPO

Timeframe

2022

Priority

High
Action RFD-07

Ensure that the appropriate municipal personnel are trained in flood damage prevention methods by
becoming a CAFM member, and/or by attending DEEP, FEMA-deployed, or CAFM trainings.
Lead

0

Cost

$0 - $25,000

Funding

Operating Budget

Timeframe

2022

Priority

Med
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Action RFD-08

Revise floodplain zoning regulations to reflect the new State Building Code requirements for one foot of
freeboard for construction in the 1% annual-chance flood zone.
Lead

Planning

Cost

$0 - $25,000

Funding

Operating Budget

Timeframe

2023

Priority

Low
Action RFD-09

Increase Substantial Damage and Substantial Improvement lookback periods to two or more years.
Lead

Planning

Cost

$0 - $25,000

Funding

Operating Budget

Timeframe

2023

Priority

Low
Action RFD-10

Compare local floodplain regulations with Revised State Model Flood Regulations to identify any remaining
opportunities for improvement
Lead

Planning

Cost

$0 - $25,000

Funding

Operating Budget

Timeframe

2023

Priority

Low
Action RFD-11

Require consideration of the most recent Northeast Regional Climate Center rainfall statistics
(precip.eas.cornell.edu) when developing alternatives for culvert and bridge replacement designs and sizes.
Lead

PW

Cost

$0 - $25,000

Funding

Operating Budget

Timeframe

2023

Priority

Low
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Action RFD-12

Contact the owners of Repetitive Loss Properties and nearby properties at risk to inquire about mitigation
undertaken and suggest options for mitigating flooding in those areas. This should be accomplished with a
letter directly mailed to each property owner.
Lead

EM, BOS

Cost

$0 - $25,000

Funding

Operating Budget, FEMA Grant

Timeframe

2023

Priority

Low
Action RFD-13

Require a new town grant coordinator (see Grant Coordinator action) work with ACOE and NYCDEP to
support flood mitigation and channel improvements along the Titicus River.
Lead

0

Cost

$0 - $25,000

Funding

Operating Budget

Timeframe

2024

Priority

Low
Action RFD-14

Coordinate with CT SHPO to conduct historic resource surveys, focusing on areas within natural hazard risk
zones (flood zones, wildfire hazard zones, steep slopes) to identify historic resources at risk and support the
preparation of resiliency plans across the state.
Lead

Planning

Cost

$25,000 - $50,000

Funding

CT SHPO

Timeframe

2024

Priority

High
Action RFD-15

Work with the State (DEEP or DEMHS), or utilize State materials, to provide technical assistance regarding
floodproofing to the commercial properties prone to flooding, such as Precision Brake on Route 7.
Lead

0

Cost

$0 - $25,000

Funding

Operating Budget, FEMA Grant

Timeframe

2024

Priority

Low
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Action RFD-16

Coordinate with CT DEEP to include dam failure inundation areas in the CT Alert emergency notification
system contact database.
Lead

0

Cost

$25,000 - $50,000

Funding

Operating Budget, CT DEMHS

Timeframe

2024

Priority

Med
Action RFD-17

Complete the ongoing drainage study of the Downtown area and implement recommendations of that
study to mitigate flood damage in the neighborhood.
Lead

0

Cost

$25,000 - $50,000

Funding

Capital Improvement Plan, FEMA Grant

Timeframe

2024

Priority

Med
Action RFD-18

Conduct a feasibility study for microgrids at the high school / middle school complex and Town Hall / EOC
/ Fire Department
Lead

0

Cost

$25,000 - $50,000

Funding

Operating Budget

Timeframe

2024

Priority

Low
Action RFD-19

Work with CT DEEP to validate and/or correct the RL list and update the mitigation status of each listed
property.
Lead

Planning

Cost

$25,000 - $50,000

Funding

FEMA Grant

Timeframe

2024

Priority

Low
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Action RFD-20
Conduct a study to identify flood risk reduction alternatives for Wilton Road East.
Lead

DPW

Cost

$25,000 - $50,000

Funding

Operating Budget, Grant

Timeframe

2024

Priority

Low
Action RFD-21
Conduct a study to identify flood risk reduction alternatives for Rowland Lane.

Lead

DPW

Cost

$25,000 - $50,000

Funding

Operating Budget, Grant

Timeframe

2024

Priority

Low
Action RFD-22
Conduct a study to identify flood risk reduction alternatives for Oreneca Road.

Lead

DPW

Cost

$25,000 - $50,000

Funding

Operating Budget, Grant

Timeframe

2024

Priority

Low
Action RFD-23
Conduct a study to identify flood risk reduction alternatives for Rippowam Road.

Lead

DPW

Cost

$25,000 - $50,000

Funding

Operating Budget, Grant

Timeframe

2024

Priority

Low
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Action RFD-24
Conduct a study to identify flood risk reduction alternatives for Wooster Street.
Lead

DPW

Cost

$25,000 - $50,000

Funding

Operating Budget, Grant

Timeframe

2024

Priority

Low
Action RFD-25

Conduct a study to identify flood risk reduction alternatives for Spring Valley Road.
Lead

DPW

Cost

$25,000 - $50,000

Funding

Operating Budget, Grant

Timeframe

2024

Priority

Low
Action RFD-26
Conduct a study to identify flood risk reduction alternatives for Ledges Road.

Lead

DPW

Cost

$25,000 - $50,000

Funding

Operating Budget, Grant

Timeframe

2024

Priority

Low
Action RFD-27

Conduct a study to identify flood risk reduction alternatives for New Street at Route 7.
Lead

DPW

Cost

$25,000 - $50,000

Funding

Operating Budget, Grant

Timeframe

2024

Priority

Low
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Action RFD-28
Conduct a study to identify flood risk reduction alternatives for Portland Avenue.
Lead

DPW

Cost

$25,000 - $50,000

Funding

Operating Budget, Grant

Timeframe

2024

Priority

Low
Action RFD-29
Conduct a study to identify flood risk reduction alternatives for South Street.

Lead

DPW

Cost

$25,000 - $50,000

Funding

Operating Budget, Grant

Timeframe

2024

Priority

Low
Action RFD-30

Annually conduct an emergency operations exercise for a local terrorism, sabotage, or mass casualty event.
Lead

EMD

Cost

$25,000 - $50,000

Funding

Operating Budget

Timeframe

2024

Priority

Low
Action RFD-31

Pursue funding for home elevations and or acquisitions should any residents become interested. The home
along Wooster Street near the Titicus River may be a good candidate for elevation.
Lead

0

Cost

$100,000 - $500,000

Funding

Capital Improvement Plan, FEMA Grant, Other Grant

Timeframe

2026

Priority

Med
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Action RFD-32
Develop a grant coordinator position within the town.
Lead

0

Cost

$50,000 - $100,000

Funding

Operating Budget

Timeframe

2026

Priority

Low
Action RFD-33

Replace the North Bridge and the Florida Hill Bridge at the Norwalk River if application of the Northeast
Regional Climate Center guidance demonstrates a benefit from doing so.
Lead

PW

Cost

More than $1 million

Funding

Capital Improvement Plan, FEMA Grant, Other Grant

Timeframe

2026

Priority

Low
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APPENDIX A

Appendix A: STAPLEE Matrix
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RFD-08
RFD-09

RFD-10

$0 -

BOS

ResilientCT

BOS

SHPO

Planning

SHPO

Planning

$25,000
$0 $25,000
$25,000 $50,000

Budget
Operating
Budget, CT

CT SHPO

Municipal

$0 -

Operating

becoming a CAFM member, and/or by attending DEEP, FEMA-deployed, or CAFM trainings.

Capacities

$25,000

Coordinate with CT DEEP to include dam failure inundation areas in the CT Alert emergency notification

Emergency

$25,000 -

Budget
Operating

Response

$50,000

Complete the ongoing drainage study of the Downtown area and implement recommendations of that
study to mitigate flood damage in the neighborhood.
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SHPO

support the preparation of resiliency plans across the state.
Ensure that the appropriate municipal personnel are trained in flood damage prevention methods by

system contact database.

1

Timeframe for

Sources

Potential Funding

Community
Match Fund
Operating

risk zones (flood zones, wildfire hazard zones, steep slopes) to identify historic resources at risk and

0

DEEP
Operating

next POCD update.

Sustainable CT

Coordinate with CT SHPO to conduct historic resource surveys, focusing on areas within natural hazard
RFD-07

Budget, CT

- Include the goals of this Hazard Mitigation Plan, and at least three other sustainability concepts, in your

methods of retrofitting historic properties to be more hazard-resilient while maintaining historic character.

1

DEEP
Operating

CT

Coordinate with CT SHPO to conduct outreach to owners of historic properties to educate them on

Total STAPLEE Score

RFD-06

Budget, CT

$25,000

Collaborate with CIRCA on the "Resilient Connecticut" project

Environmental

RFD-05

1

DEEP
Operating

Sustainable

- Revise regulations to promote Low Impact Development.

1

Operating
Budget, CT

$0 -

- Disseminate a toolkit for pre-disaster business preparedness.

2021

Costs

Budget,

objectives:
RFD-04

Economic (x2)

Take one of the following actions that will mitigate natural hazard risks while also meeting Sustainable CT

Legal

$0 $25,000

Political

EM, BOS

Administrative

Business Chem

Technical (x2)

CT DEEP Small

management for hazard resilience.

$0 $25,000

Social

Host a CT DEEP presentation for municipal staff and local businesses about business chemical

EM, BOS

Environmental

RFD-03

CT DEEP Small
Business Chem

Economic (x2)

management initiative.

Legal

your community. Contact those users to inform them about the CT DEEP small business chemical

$25,000

Political

Business Chem

$0 -

Administrative

chemical management for hazard resilience.

EM, BOS

Technical (x2)

CT DEEP Small

Completion

Provide information on the Town website about CT DEEP training and information around small business
Use the CT Toxics Users and Climate Resilience Map to identify toxic users located in hazard zones within

RFD-02

Theme

Social

RFD-01

Action Description

Cost Estimate

#

Regional

Lead Department

Weighted STAPLEE Criteria
Benefits

Budget, CT
DEMHS
Capital

$25,000 - Improvement

Drainage

$50,000

Plan, FEMA
Grant
Capital

RFD-11

RFD-12

RFD-13

RFD-14

Pursue funding for home elevations and or acquisitions should any residents become interested. The
home along Wooster Street near the Titicus River may be a good candidate for elevation.

Revise floodplain zoning regulations to reflect the new State Building Code requirements for one foot of
freeboard for construction in the 1% annual-chance flood zone.
Increase Substantial Damage and Substantial Improvement lookback periods to two or more years.
Compare local floodplain regulations with Revised State Model Flood Regulations to identify any
remaining opportunities for improvement
Require consideration of the most recent Northeast Regional Climate Center rainfall statistics

RFD-15

(precip.eas.cornell.edu) when developing alternatives for culvert and bridge replacement designs and

Floodproofing &

$100,000 -

Elevation

$500,000

Planning

Regulations
Floodplain
Management

Planning

Regulations
Floodplain
Management

Planning

Regulations
NRCC

PW

RLPs

EM, BOS

sizes.
Contact the owners of Repetitive Loss Properties and nearby properties at risk to inquire about mitigation
RFD-16
RFD-17

undertaken and suggest options for mitigating flooding in those areas. This should be accomplished with

Plan, FEMA
Grant, Other
Grant

Floodplain
Management

Improvement

$0 -

Operating

$25,000

Budget

$0 -

Operating

$25,000

Budget

$0 -

Operating

$25,000

Budget

$0 -

Operating

$25,000

Budget

$0 $25,000

Operating
Budget, FEMA

a letter directly mailed to each property owner.
Conduct a feasibility study for microgrids at the high school / middle school complex and Town Hall /

Energy Resiliency

$25,000 -

Grant
Operating

EOC / Fire Department

& Backup Power

$50,000

Budget

Conduct a study to identify flood risk reduction alternatives for Rippowam Road.

Flood Study

DPW

RFD-23

Conduct a study to identify flood risk reduction alternatives for Wooster Street.

Flood Study

DPW

RFD-24

Conduct a study to identify flood risk reduction alternatives for Spring Valley Road.

Flood Study

DPW

RFD-25

Conduct a study to identify flood risk reduction alternatives for Ledges Road.

Flood Study

DPW

RFD-26

Conduct a study to identify flood risk reduction alternatives for New Street at Route 7.

Flood Study

DPW

RFD-27

Conduct a study to identify flood risk reduction alternatives for Portland Avenue.

Flood Study

DPW

Flood Study

DPW

RFD-28
RFD-29

RFD-30

RFD-31
RFD-32
RFD-33

Conduct a study to identify flood risk reduction alternatives for South Street.
Annually conduct an emergency operations exercise for a local terrorism, sabotage, or mass casualty
event.
Replace the North Bridge and the Florida Hill Bridge at the Norwalk River if application of the Northeast
Regional Climate Center guidance demonstrates a benefit from doing so.

Terrorism & Mass
Casualty

Bridge & Culvert

EMD

PW

FEMA Grant
Operating

$50,000 Budget, Grant
$25,000 Operating
$50,000 Budget, Grant
$25,000 Operating
$50,000 Budget, Grant
$25,000 Operating
$50,000 Budget, Grant
$25,000 Operating
$50,000 Budget, Grant
$25,000 Operating
$50,000 Budget, Grant
$25,000 Operating
$50,000 Budget, Grant
$25,000 Operating
$50,000 Budget, Grant
$25,000 Operating
$50,000 Budget, Grant
$25,000 Operating
$50,000 Budget, Grant
$25,000 Operating
$50,000
More than
$1 million

Budget
Capital
Plan, FEMA
Grant
Operating

Require a new town grant coordinator (see Grant Coordinator action) work with ACOE and NYCDEP to

Capacities
Municipal

$100,000
$0 -

Budget
Operating

support flood mitigation and channel improvements along the Titicus River.

Capacities

$25,000

Budget
Operating

Work with the State (DEEP or DEMHS), or utilize State materials, to provide technical assistance regarding

Floodproofing &

$0 -

Elevation

$25,000
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Timeframe for

Grant, Other

$50,000 -

floodproofing to the commercial properties prone to flooding, such as Precision Brake on Route 7.

2024

Costs

Improvement

Municipal

Develop a grant coordinator position within the town.

Total STAPLEE Score

RFD-22

Environmental

DPW

Economic (x2)

Flood Study

Legal

Conduct a study to identify flood risk reduction alternatives for Oreneca Road.

Political

RFD-21

Administrative

DPW

Technical (x2)

Flood Study

Social

Conduct a study to identify flood risk reduction alternatives for Rowland Lane.

Environmental

RFD-20

Economic (x2)

DPW

Legal

Flood Study

Political

Conduct a study to identify flood risk reduction alternatives for Wilton Road East.

$50,000
$25,000 -

Administrative

RFD-19

$25,000 -

Sources

Planning

Potential Funding

RLPs

Technical (x2)

property.

Completion

Work with CT DEEP to validate and/or correct the RL list and update the mitigation status of each listed

Theme

Social

RFD-18

Action Description

Regional

Cost Estimate

#

Lead Department

Weighted STAPLEE Criteria
Benefits

Budget, FEMA
Grant

APPENDIX B

Appendix B: SVI Summary
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Town of Ridgefield
Climate Vulnerability Assessment
A Component of Sustainable CT Action 5.4
The Town of Ridgefield, for this Climate Vulnerability Assessment (CVA) is considered a suburban inland
town, resulting in various climate change vulnerabilities. Inland flooding, extreme heat, and winter
storms may impact the community the most as many issues have been identified.

Hazards
Inland Flooding
With FEMA flood zones in town along several streams and rivers, such as along the Titicus River and the
Miry Brook, there is continuously concern for riverine flooding. The larger rivers, along with the smaller
streams in town, pose a flood risk to adjacent properties, whether it is a larger storm event or a short
intense rainstorm. In addition, the town is also concerned with flooding as a result of poor drainage in
some areas. With precipitation expected to increase due to climate change, flooding events may occur
more frequently. Overall, flooding may continue, or become a larger issue with future shifts in
precipitation.
Winter Storms
Ridgefield is largely residential with commercial properties along the main routes in town. Suburban
communities are often impacted by strong winter storms in several ways; power outages from downed
trees, accessibility issues, and icing concerns. Anticipated shifts in winter precipitation may bring more
freezing rain events, which can result in an increase of downed trees during a winter storm event.
Downed trees can result in power outages, and lack of emergency access and egress.
Drought and Extreme Temperatures
Much of the town relies on private wells for drinking water, with the exception of a larger system in the
southern half of town, and some smaller systems in the northern areas of town. Therefore, impacts to
water supply may be an issue to the town as temperatures rise in the future, resulting in isolated issues
with water scarcity. With increased temperatures, and high pumping levels, private wells may be
impacted during times of drought.
In addition to private wells, many suburban communities have high levels of agricultural activity,
whether it be crop production or livestock, these operations are heavily water dependent for healthy
growing and revenue generation.
When considering these impacts from climate change, the primary vulnerabilities for the town of
Ridgefield include:
•
•
•

Private well owners
Emergency access
Agricultural operations

Secondary Impacts
Economic Impacts
With areas vulnerable to flooding and winter storm events, the town faces an economic challenge of
addressing the flooding concerns and increasing snow and debris removal capacity. There is also a
potential economic impact to local businesses during flooding events, and heavy winter storms.
Businesses may incur expenses related to flood mitigation or clean-up efforts, or experience loss of
income if there is no site access during a storm.
Winter storm snow removal or icing also presents financial responsibility to the town by way of roadway
treatment. As precipitation events may increase during winter months, the town may seek to increase
sand or salt stockpiles to account for increased icing events.
Private property owners who rely on private drinking water wells may also be impacted economically
during droughts or periods of extreme heat. With increasing heat, typically comes increased water
demand. This demand would be placed upon local aquifers, potentially resulting in the need for new
well construction, or deepening of an existing well.
The many impacts of climate change can result in economic impacts to many citizens, business owners,
and municipal budgets as the impacts can be felt on a town level, down to building level.
Social Impacts
To identify social impacts to the town, the Center for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) Social
Vulnerability Index (SVI) was used to identify any vulnerable populations within the town. This index was
developed to supplement a community’s natural hazard preparation actions. To evaluate social
vulnerability, the CDC incorporates 15 factors (Fig. 1) into the overall calculation under the categories, or
themes, of: socioeconomic status, household composition and disability, minority status and language,
and housing type and transportation. These themes and their ranking are based on census statistics. By
evaluating these factors and determining a level of social vulnerability, a community can identify specific
needs for before, during, and after
an event. Such needs may include
sheltering capacity, evacuation
routes, or to decide how many
emergency personnel may be
required to respond after an event.
Each municipalities’ census tracts
were ranked for overall
vulnerability, and theme
vulnerability, in comparison to
other Connecticut municipalities.
This rank, 0 to 1, is based on the
percentile rank among all tracts
within the State of Connecticut. A
value closer to 0 indicates a lower
vulnerability, while a value closer to

Figure 1: The CDC SVI Index Factors. Graphic: svi.cdc.com

1 indicates a higher vulnerability. Table 1 presents the overall vulnerability and theme rankings for
Ridgefield.
Table 1: Ridgefield SVI Factor Rankings
Overall SVI
Socioeconomic

RIDGEFIELD

.14

.04

Household
Composition &
Disability

Minority
Status &
Language

Housing Type
&
Transportation

.43

.18

.22

The Town of Ridgefield is considered to have a low level of vulnerability, with their most vulnerable
population being based on household composition and disability. These vulnerable populations for the
town are primarily identified in the two most eastern tracts, with housing and transportation vulnerable
populations also being more concentrated within these two tracts.
These populations may be vulnerable to impacts from drought, flooding and storm events based on the
geographic concentrations.
Public Health Considerations
Of the primary vulnerabilities identified, drought and flooding can potentially have public health
repercussions. During hot summer months, or drought, if private wells were to be impacted, certain
populations may find themselves without adequate drinking water supply, resulting in health problems.
Also, when considering the environmental shifts occurring during drought periods, drinking water
contamination may become an issue as aquifers become stressed due to excessive pumping.
Food scarcity is another consideration when discussing the impacts of drought and extreme
temperatures. Agricultural operations that are impacted by water shortages may find that crop or
livestock yields are below average, ultimately resulting in food scarcity concerns. Depending on the size
of an operation, the impacts can be on a small or large scale.
Flooding also presents the concern of pollution into nearby water bodies as commercialized and
impervious areas drain, they collect pollutants and excess sediment. Depending upon the drainage
areas, this runoff can have environmental impacts in associated ecosystems, or public health impacts if
water bodies are used for recreational activities.

Vulnerable Populations
The SVI identified the presence of certain populations within the town that may be more vulnerable to
climate change hazards. Communities, including Ridgefield, should pay special attention to elderly or
disabled populations, linguistically challenged population, and those that may need evacuation
assistance due to lack of transportation. In addition to the SVI populations identified, the Connecticut
Department of Public Health (DPH) 1 has identified at least four assisted living facilities and one
convalescent home in Ridgefield.

1

https://www.elicense.ct.gov/Lookup/LicenseLookup.aspx

Some populations often need additional time for hazard response, so evacuation or preparation, and
may find it more challenging to recover due to financial constraints or health concerns. These
populations should be considered more vulnerable for the reasons that emergency response and
preparation may be more challenging, health issues may be of higher concern, and language barriers
may exist when working to communicate with the community on risks, response, and recovery efforts.
In addition to the populations, it is important to identify the facilities that can provide different types of
assistance to the populations, and others, during or after an event. These facilities, and their proximity
to flood zones, can be found in Figure 2-4.
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1.0
1.1

INTRODUCTION
Purpose of Annex

The purpose of this Hazard Mitigation Plan (HMP) annex is to provide a community-specific
hazard risk assessment, capability analysis, and evaluation and prioritization of hazard mitigation
measures and projects. Background information and the regional effects of pertinent natural
hazards are discussed in the main body of the Western Connecticut Council of Governments
(WestCOG) Multi-Jurisdictional Hazard Mitigation Plan. This annex is designed to supplement the
information presented in the Multi-Jurisdictional HMP with more specific detail for the Town of
Sherman and is not to be considered a standalone document.
The primary goal of this HMP, including this Municipal Annex, is to identify natural hazard risks
and mitigation opportunities in order to reduce the loss of or damage to life, property,
infrastructure, and natural, cultural, and economic resources. This includes the reduction of public
and private damage costs. Limiting losses of and damage to life and property will also reduce the
social, emotional, and economic disruption associated with a natural disaster.

WestCOG Hazard Mitigation Plan
Sherman Municipal Annex
August 2021
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2.0

COMMUNITY PROFILE

2.1

Geography

2.1.1

Physical Setting
The town of Sherman is located in northern Fairfield County along the New York state border.
Sherman is bordered by the Connecticut municipalities of Kent to the north, New Milford to the
east, and to the south by New Fairfield. It is bordered to the west (from north to south) by the
municipalities of Dover, Pawling, and Patterson, New York. Refer to Figure 2-1 for a map showing
the location of Sherman.
Sherman is located in the Western Highlands of Connecticut. The topography of the Town is
characterized by a narrow central valley bounded to the west and east by a series of high hills and
mountains broken by narrow stream valleys. Peaks in the southwestern part of town reach
elevations nearing 1,300 feet above sea level. An arm of Candlewood Lake extends from the New
Fairfield border about three miles into Sherman. The central valley surrounding the lake contains
productive agricultural soils. The varying terrain of Sherman makes the town vulnerable to an
array of natural hazards. Sherman does not include any coastline or tidally influenced
watercourses, removing hazards from storm surges or predicted sea level rise.
The Center for Land Use Education and Research (CLEAR) has developed a land cover dataset
derived from 2016 satellite imagery to depict statewide land cover. The land cover by percent of
total land can be found in Table 2-1.
Table 2-1: Land Cove by Area

Land Cover Class
Developed
Turf & Grass
Other Grasses
Agricultural Field
Deciduous Forest
Coniferous Forest
Water
Non-Forested Wetland
Forested Wetland
Tidal Wetland
Barren Land
Utility Corridor

WestCOG Hazard Mitigation Plan
Sherman Municipal Annex
August 2021

Percent of Total Land
9.6%
4.4%
0.6%
8.5%
60.9%
5.7%
7.9%
0.03%
2.3
0.0%
0.03%
0.01%
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2.1.2

Land Use
Sherman encompasses approximately 23.4 square miles. It is a rural municipality characterized by
low population density, active agricultural uses, and very limited commercial development. The
need for on-site water supply and septic disposal limits density throughout the community.
In general, low-density residential uses are located around Candlewood Lake and low-density
residential and agricultural uses are located along the major transportation corridors through
Town, namely State Routes 37, 39, and 55. A small Town Center with limited commercial,
municipal, and institutional land uses is located just north of Candlewood Lake at the junction of
Routes 37 and 39. The southwestern and far northern parts of Sherman are predominantly
forested. Agricultural and residential uses are interspersed through the central part of the
community.
Conservation measures have set aside a large percentage of the Town as open space. The local
Naromi Land Trust, the only agency of the Town specifically chartered for the purpose of owning
open space lands, conservation easements, agricultural easements, and similar assets, was formed
in 1968. The Town also created the Land Acquisition Fund to fund purchases of open space using
tax dollars and bonds. The first land purchase was four acres in the Town Center called "Manch
Meadow."
The trust successfully obtained title to 850 acres and permanent conservation restrictions on an
additional 150 acres throughout Sherman by 1990. Protected lands included active farmland,
fields, forest, subdivision open space, trail land, and wildlife preserve. In 1980, a group of local
residents successfully obtained title to a tract of land in the northern part of Town that was
subsequently transferred to the National Park Service as a wilderness preserve for the relocation
of the Appalachian Trail. Recently, the Town bought a 100-acre farm on Farm Road to preserve as
open space.

2.1.3

Climate and Climate Change
Over the course of the year, the temperature in Sherman typically varies from 17°F to 81°F and is
rarely below 2°F or above 89°F. The warm season lasts from May 29 to September 15, with an
average daily high temperature above 72°F. The hottest day of the year is July 20, with an average
high of 81°F and low of 62°F. The cold season lasts from December 1 to March 10, with an
average daily high temperature below 43°F. The coldest day of the year is January 29, with an
average low of 17°F and high of 33°F.
Precipitation falls throughout the year in Sherman. The wetter season lasts from April 9 to August
21, with a greater than 30% chance of a given day being a wet day. The chance of a wet day peaks
at 38% on May 29. The smallest chance of a wet day is 22% on January 29.
The most rain falls during the 31 days centered around June 4, with an average total accumulation
of 3.9 inches. The least rain falls around January 24, with an average total accumulation of 1.4
inches.
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The snowy period of the year lasts from October 26 to April 17, with a sliding 31-day liquidequivalent snowfall of at least 0.1 inches. The most snow falls during the 31 days centered around
January 24, with an average total liquid-equivalent accumulation of 1.3 inches.
Climate data was sourced from Weather Spark based on analysis of the years 1980 to 2016.

Climate Change

Climate change projections for Connecticut were sourced from the 2019 Connecticut Physical
Climate Science Assessment Report, which was developed by the University of Connecticut
(UConn) Atmospheric Sciences Group, commissioned by the Connecticut Institute for Resilience
and Climate Adaptation (CIRCA) with funding from the Department of Energy and Environmental
Protection (DEEP). All projections are based on the IPCC high CO2 emission scenario (RCP8.5).
Temperature
Annual temperatures have been increasing throughout Connecticut and is projected to continue
to do so in the future. By mid-century, average annual temperature is projected to increase by
5°F. Seasonal average temperatures are also expected to rise, with the greatest increase (6°F)
experienced in summer (June to August). The number of nights over which temperature remains
above 68°F will quadruple from 10 days per year to more than 40 days, and the number of
extremely hot days will increase from above 4 a year to 48 per year.
Precipitation
Rainfall data in "Technical Paper No. 40" by the U.S. Weather
Bureau (now the National Weather Service) (Hershfield, 1961)
dates from the years 1938 through 1958. According to these
data, the 24-hour rainfall amount for a 50-percent-annualchance storm in Fairfield County is 3.3 inches.

The continued increase in
precipitation only heightens
the need for hazard
mitigation planning as the
occurrence of floods may
change in accordance with
the greater precipitation.

The Northeast Regional Climate Center (NRCC) has partnered
with the Natural Resources Conservation Service (NRCS) to
provide a consistent, current regional analysis of rainfall
extremes (http://precip.eas.cornell.edu/). In 2020 this dataset listed the 24-hour rainfall amount
for a 50-percent-annual-chance storm in Sherman as 3.28 inches.
The NOAA Atlas 14, released on September 30, 2015 puts the 24-hour rainfall amount for a 50percent-chance annual storm in Sherman at 3.42 inches.
These precipitation amounts, and more details, are summarized in Table 2-2, below.
Table 2-2: 24-Hour Rainfall Amounts by Annual-Chance Occurrence
Source
Technical Paper No. 40
NRCC
NOAA Atlas 14
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50%
4%
1%
3.3
5.7
7.2
3.28
6.14
8.67
3.42
6.67
8.59
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Annual precipitation has been increasing statewide and is projected to continue to increase. By
mid-century, annual precipitation is projected to increase by 8.5%, with the greatest increase
(13.4%) occurring in the winter months. Extreme precipitation events are projected to increase in
both frequency and magnitude. Based on this increase and the precipitation figures above, by
2050 Sherman can expect the 24-hour rainfall amount for a 50% annual-chance storm to be more
than 3.6 inches.
Despite overall increases in precipitation, drought risk is projected to increase, especially during
summer, due to changing precipitation patterns and projected increases in potential
evapotranspiration (plants taking up more water in hotter temperatures and longer growing
seasons).
2.1.4

Drainage Basins and Hydrology
Sherman is divided among seven subregional watersheds as shown in Table 2-3. The majority of
the drainage basins drain back to the Housatonic River. Streams in the northern part of town flow
into the Housatonic River directly via the Tenmile River and/or its tributary, Deuel Hollow Brook,
or via Naromiyocknowhusunkatankshunk Brook (formerly known as Morrissey Brook, abbreviated
as "Naromi" for this document). Streams in the central and southern areas of town either drain
directly into Candlewood Lake or its tributary Saw Mill Brook. The southwestern corner of town
drains to Quaker Brook, which flows eventually to the Hudson River in New York State.
Table 2-3: Subregional Drainage Basins

Drainage Basin
Area (sq. mi)
Percent of Town
Candlewood Lake
7.78
33.3%
Housatonic River
4.52
19.3%
Naromi Brook
4.12
17.6%
Sawmill Brook
3.74
16.0%
Quaker Brook
2.54
10.9%
Deuel Hollow Brook
0.47
2.0%
Tenmile River
0.22
0.9%
Total
23.39
100.0%
Source: Connecticut Department of Environmental Protection GIS Data

Housatonic River

The Housatonic River forms approximately 2.1 linear miles of Sherman's boundary with the town
of New Milford. The watershed for the Housatonic River and its tributaries covers 89% of the land
area of Sherman. About 19% of Sherman drains directly to the river, with these areas being
primarily in the northern and eastern sections of town. The Tenmile River is one of the
Housatonic River's major tributaries, and it joins the Housatonic River along Sherman's northern
border with the town of Kent. The entire length of the Housatonic River in Sherman has 100-year
floodplains defined with elevations.

Candlewood Lake

The Candlewood Lake watershed comprises one-third of the town's land area. Several small
streams such as Glen Brook, Greenwood Brook, and Tollgate Brook drain directly to Candlewood
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Lake. In addition, Sawmill Brook and its watershed area drain to the lake within Sherman. There
is a delineated 100-year floodplain surrounding the lake without elevations defined.

Naromiyocknowhusunkatankshunk Brook

This brook was formerly known as Morrissey Brook until it was officially renamed by the
Connecticut General Assembly in 2001. It flows northward through central Sherman to join the
Housatonic River in neighboring New Milford. The watershed covers about 17% of the town,
primarily in the central area. The headwaters of this stream begin west of Sherman in Pawling,
New York. The entire stream has a delineated 100-year floodplain without elevations defined.

Sawmill Brook

This brook, which is also locally known as Great Brook, flows into Candlewood Lake after draining
a portion of central Sherman and a small area of Pawling, New York. The Saw Mill Brook drainage
basin covers about 16% of Sherman's land area. This stream is very flashy, and nearby
infrastructure has experienced damage during flooding events, particularly the extreme floods
that occurred in 1999 and 2007. The entire stream has a delineated 100-year floodplain without
elevations defined.

Quaker Brook

Quaker Brook is the only subregional watershed in Sherman that does not drain to the
Housatonic River. The headwaters of the brook begin in southeastern Dutchess County, New
York. The brook loops through southwestern Sherman, passing through Timber Lake, Squantz
Pond, and Valley Pond before passing southwest into New Fairfield. Quaker Brook then flows
southwest through New Fairfield and then west into Patterson, New York. It eventually joins the
East Branch of the Croton River and then the Croton Reservoir, which serves New York City as a
public water supply source. Approximately 11% of the land area in Sherman drains to this brook
in the southwestern portion of town. The entire stream has a delineated 100-year floodplain
without elevations defined.

Deuel Hollow Brook

Deuel Hollow Brook is a tributary of the Tenmile River. Only a small portion of Sherman's land
area (2%) in northwestern Sherman flows west to this brook, the channel of which is located in
Pawling and Dover, New York.

Tenmile River

The Tenmile River flows south through Dutchess County, New York, joining the Housatonic River
at Sherman's northern town boundary. It is a primary tributary to the Housatonic River. A very
small portion of its 210 square mile watershed is located in northern Sherman, covering
approximately 1% of the town's land area. The Tenmile River has a 100-year floodplain with
defined elevations along the northern boundary of Sherman.
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2.2

Society, Culture, and Government

2.2.1

Population and Demographic Setting
Sherman had a population of 3,581 people, or 153 persons per square mile, in 2010, according to
the decennial U.S. Census. According to the 2018 American Community Survey five-year
estimates, Sherman’s population between 2013 and 2018 was approximately 3,641. The
Connecticut State Data Center predicts that population in Sherman will decrease in the future,
with the population in 2040 projected to be 1,803. Future changes in Sherman’s population will
likely be relatively minor and gradual, are not expected to lead to significant development in
hazardous areas, and are not expected to change the hazard profile for the Town. Most residents
of Sherman live in the southern half of the town, particularly in the vicinity of Candlewood Lake.
One important aspect of natural hazard mitigation planning is to identify a community’s
demographic trends in relation to natural hazards. The Center for Disease Control and Prevention
(CDC) Social Vulnerability Index (SVI) is used to identify vulnerable populations in Sherman. The
SVI uses census data to identify populations within the town that may be more vulnerable to
natural hazards. As a result of this analysis, the town is identified to have a certain level of overall
social vulnerability with a rank of 0 to 1; 1 being the most vulnerable and 0 being the least.
To determine social
vulnerability, the CDC
incorporates 15 factors into the
overall SVI calculation under
four categories, or themes:
socioeconomic status,
household composition and
disability, minority status and
language, and housing type
and transportation. Figure 2-2
represents the breakdown of
the SVI process. These themes
and their ranking are based on
census statistics. By evaluating
these factors and determining a
level of social vulnerability, a
community can identify specific
Figure 2-2: The CDC SVI Index Factors. Graphic:
needs for before, during, and
svi.cdc.com
after an event. Such needs may
include sheltering capacity, evacuation routes, or to
Elderly, linguistically isolated, and
decide how many emergency personnel may be
disabled populations have numerous
required to respond after an event.
The Town of Sherman is considered to have a low level
of vulnerability, with their most vulnerable social aspect
being the household composition and disability.
Appendix B explores the SVI for Sherman in more depth.
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implications for hazard mitigation as
they may require special assistance or
different means of notification before
and during natural hazards.

2.2.2

Development Trends
Development in Sherman has slowed over the last decade, leading to a limited increase in
vulnerability to hazards.
Population growth in Sherman was strong from 1990
to 2000 and development increasingly extended
throughout the community at a rate of approximately
40 new homes per year. According to the CT
Department of Economic and Community
Development, 104 housing units were added to the
community's housing stock between 2000 and 2009.
Most newer development is in the northern end of
town, but the most concentrated development
remains around Candlewood Lake.

Sherman remains a rural community with
little commercial and industrial
development. The lack of public sewer
and water services severely limits the
potential for dense development
anywhere in the community.
Approximately 20% of the houses in
Sherman are second homes used for
vacation and recreation purposes by
owners who live, and earn their living,
elsewhere.

There has been no significant new development in Sherman since 2017, and the Town does not
project any significant new development in the next five years. A development surrounding the
Club at River Oaks golf course in the north end of town near the Housatonic River has 62 lots
approved, but only a portion have been built. Town personnel also note that much of the
undeveloped 400 acres within the Timber Trails Association in the southwestern part of town is
potentially developable and lies within the Quaker Brook watershed that drains to the New York
City water supply reservoirs. The minimal pace of development in Sherman is not expected to
increase any specific risks to hazards.
Numerous homeowner and residential associations exist within the town. Many of these
associations are charged with paying for projects such as road maintenance within their
boundaries. Table 2-4 presents the list of private communities in Sherman.
Table 2-4: Private Associations Within the Town of Sherman
Association Name
Holiday Point Association
Atchinson Cove Tax District
Candlewood Lake Estates
Deer Run Shores
Orchard Rest Association
Deer Hill Association
Pinewood Shores Association
Candlewood Echoes Association
Pleasant View Road Association
Mill Pond Farm
Sail Harbor
Mauweehoo Lake Association
Timber Trails Association
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Area
Candlewood Lake
Candlewood Lake
Candlewood Lake
Candlewood Lake
Candlewood Lake
Candlewood Lake
Candlewood Lake
Candlewood Lake
Candlewood Lake
Candlewood Lake
Candlewood Lake
Lake Mauweehoo
Southwestern Sherman

2.2.3

Governmental Structure
The Town of Sherman is governed by a Board of Selectmen – Town Meeting form of government
in which legislative responsibilities are shared by the Board of Selectmen and the Town Meeting.
The First Selectman serves as the chief executive.
In addition to Board of Selectmen and the Town Meeting, there are boards, commissions and
committees providing input and direction to Town administrators. Also, Town departments
provide municipal services and day-to-day administration. Many of these commissions and
departments play a role in hazard mitigation, including the Building Department, Fire Marshal,
Office of Emergency Management, Planning and Zoning, Public Works, Tree Warden,
Conservation Commission, Inland Wetlands Commission, and Land Acquisition Board.

2.2.4

Historic and Cultural Resources
Historic and cultural resources include sites, structures,
and objects that are significant in history, architecture,
archaeology, engineering, and culture. Protection of
these resources grows economies and enhances
community character, and following a natural disaster
they can help to reinforce neighborhood connections
and reestablish a sense of community and normalcy.
Consideration of these resources in this HMP is critical.

Historic preservation planning helps
protect historic properties and cultural
resources from demolition or alteration.
Hazard mitigation planning helps
protect life and property from damage
caused by natural and manmade hazards.
Integrating these two planning
processes helps create safe and
sustainable historic communities.
- Paraphrased from FEMA Report 386-6

Historic resources in Sherman are concentrated within the Sherman Historic District. Resources
also include the White Silo Farm and Winery, Post Office, and Henry Hebbeln / Arshile Gorky
House. See Figure 2-3 for a map of historic resources in the community.
Analysis of the State Historic Preservation Office (SHPO) database of historic resources shows that
some of these resources are exposed to natural hazards, as shown in Table 2-5.
Table 2-5: Number of Historic Assets Exposed to Different Hazards in Sherman
Hazard
Dam Failure
Earthquake
Flooding
1% Annual
0.2% Annual
Hurricane/Tropical Storm
Thunderstorm
Tornado
Winter Storm
Wildfire
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Count
0
76
0
0
76
76
76
76
64
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Historic buildings and structures may be particularly susceptible to natural hazards because they
were built prior to the establishment of more recent construction standards. Additionally, some
of the structural integrity of these resources may have been degraded over the decades or
centuries since their original construction. Structural retrofits and hazard mitigation methods may
be challenging or restricted in cases where alteration of a resource will also diminish its cultural or
historical aesthetic and value. Finally, miscommunications or lack of knowledge may lead to
historic resources being damaged during the disaster recovery process.
Steps to incorporate historical and cultural preservation into hazard mitigation planning include:
 Inventory and survey historic and cultural resources
 Implement appropriate mitigation measures for those resources
 Take steps to move portable resources, such as artwork or documents, to safe locations
prior to the occurrence of a hazard, if possible
 Consider these resources in emergency operations plans to prevent accidental damages
during recovery efforts
Specific actions to mitigate natural hazard risks to historic resources are listed at the end of this
Annex.

2.3

Infrastructure

2.3.1

Transportation
Route 37 and Route 39 are the two major transportation arteries out of town, with both routes
connecting Sherman with New Milford to the northeast and New Fairfield to the south. Route 55
also provides access to Dover, New York to the west in the northern part of town. Sherman
residents must use state roads in surrounding towns to access Interstate 84.

2.3.2

Utilities
The Timber Trails area of Sherman is served by an Aquarion Water Company system, and a
number of non-community public water systems serve select other properties throughout Town.
The majority of residents and businesses utilize private wells for drinking water.
There is no public wastewater utility in Sherman; residents rely on septic systems.
The electric utility for Sherman is Eversource. Sherman does not have natural gas service;
residents and businesses rely on oil, propane, electricity, and wood fuel for heating.

2.4

Planning and Regulatory Capabilities

2.4.1

Review of Existing Local Plans
The Town has many planning documents that guide development. In addition to zoning,
subdivision, and wetlands regulations, the Town has a Plan of Conservation and Development, a
dry hydrant installation ordinance, and a road ordinance. The Plan of Conservation and
Development was most recently updated in 2013.
Sherman has a number of plans that are relevant to hazard mitigation. These are noted here:
 Plan of Conservation and Development (POCD): Sherman’s most recent POCD was
adopted in 2013. It does not explicitly address natural hazard concerns within the
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2.4.2

Review of Regulatory Structures
Sherman regulates development through a number of regulations, codes, and ordinances. These
are summarized below. More detailed information about how these regulations relate to specific
natural hazards are described in Section 3.




2.5

community, or explicitly include strategies that will mitigate risks from those hazards as the
community continues to develop.
Capital Improvement Plan (CIP): Sherman maintains a CIP that is updated annually and lays
out capital investments for a five-year period. The CIP often includes road, drainage, and
other infrastructure improvement projects relevant to hazard mitigation.
Economic Development Plan: Sherman is included within the Western Connecticut
Economic Development Plan of 2017, developed by WestCOG. The plan aligns with the COG’s
other efforts to promote climate sustainability and resiliency in the region.
Emergency Operations Plan (EOP): Sherman’s EOP is reviewed annually and updated as
needed.

Building Code: Sherman enforces the Connecticut State Building Code locally.
Zoning Regulations: Most recently updated in March 2019.
Inland Wetlands and Watercourses Regulations: Most recently updated in July 2009.

Emergency Services, Critical Facilities, Sheltering, and Evacuation

The Town considers its police, fire, governmental, and major transportation arteries to be its most
important critical facilities since these are needed to ensure that emergencies are addressed while
day-to-day management of Sherman continues. The Emergency Services Facility serves as the
Town’s Emergency Operations Center (EOC). The Town's emergency response vehicles are
housed at the Emergency Services Facility. The Public Works Department Garage houses the
Town's public works equipment and vehicles that would be utilized to respond to an emergency;
a backup generator has been installed at this facility.
Educational institutions and churches are also included as critical facilities as these can be used as
shelters or supply distribution centers. Cellular telecommunication towers are important to
communication capabilities during and following disaster events; however, these sites are not
specifically listed as critical facilities.
No elderly housing facilities or assisted facilities exist in the town. Populations of elderly and
home-bound individuals who require special assistance during an evacuation or emergency are
scattered throughout the town. The Sherman Renaissance Senior Center maintains a list of
addresses of such residents. The Sherman Social Services Department and Senior Center have
instituted an Emergency Support System to check on elderly residents in case of natural disasters,
storms, or widespread power outages. This is an improvement over past emergency wellnesscheck protocols.
A map of the critical facilities in Sherman is shown as Figure 2-4, and a list of the critical facilities
is provided in Table 2-6. Each critical facility and the Town's emergency response capabilities are
described in more detail below, along with a summary of the potential for these facilities to be
impacted by natural hazards.
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Emergency Services Facility
EOC / Fire / Shelter
Mallory Town Hall
Police / Town Hall
Highway Department Garage
Public Works / Fire
Sherman Consolidated School
School / Shelter
Sherman Renaissance Senior Center
Shelter
Holy Trinity Church
Shelter/Distribution
Sherman Congregational Church
Shelter/Distribution
Jewish Community Center
Shelter/Distribution
* Equipped to operate on a portable generator.

Address

Route 39 North
9 Route 39 North
43 Route 39 North
2 Route 37 East
8 Route 37 Center
15 Route 37 Center
6 Church Road
9 Route 39 South


*



SFHA

Type

Shelter

Name

Emergency Power

Table 2-6: Critical Facilities in Sherman






Shelters

The Town of Sherman has designated two American Red Cross emergency shelters, and has
additional facilities that can be used as needed. The Emergency Services Facility (an addition to
the previous firehouse; also, the Town’s EOC) is the primary shelter facility with a dedicated
generator. The Sherman Consolidated School is the backup sheltering facility. Both buildings
also have storage tanks containing fire-fighting water. In recent years, the Sherman Consolidated
School has enhanced its security capabilities in response to concerns about school safety. While
not directly related to natural hazards, security improvements have included adding an
emergency radio system and placing trained security personnel at the school; these actions may
additionally help with response to a natural hazard event.
These buildings have been designated as public shelter facilities by meeting specific American
Red Cross guidelines. The Resident State Trooper and the Sherman Volunteer Fire Department
staff the shelters. Amenities and operating costs of the designated shelters including expenses
for food, cooking equipment, emergency power services, bedding, etc., are the responsibilities of
the community and generally are not paid for by the American Red Cross.
The Mallory Town Hall is equipped to operate on a portable generator, but does not have a
dedicated generator in place; this building has been used as the Emergency Operations Center in
the past. The Sherman Renaissance Senior Center is located in the previous Town Hall building;
this building has space available to be used as a shelter, but does not have emergency power.
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The Jewish Community Center is another site that could potentially be used as a shelter during a
large evacuation. The Holy Trinity Church and the Sherman Congregational Church could also be
used as shelters, but more likely would be utilized as supply distribution and food preparation
facilities in the event of a long-term emergency. The Holy Trinity Church is currently the assigned
shelter if students at Sherman Consolidated School are evacuated. None of these facilities is
known to have sufficient emergency power to support sustained overnight sheltering needs.
In case of a power outage, it is anticipated that 10 to 20% of the population would relocate
although not all of those relocating would necessarily utilize the shelter facilities. Sherman utilizes
its facilities on a temporary basis to provide shelter until hazards such as hurricanes diminish.
Regionally located mass care facilities operated and paid for by the American Red Cross may also
be available during recovery operations when additional sheltering services are necessary.
Flood events can inundate Routes 37 and 39, making north-south travel difficult. One
consequence of this is that residents in the southern part of Town may not be able to access
emergency shelters in the north. Designating another shelter in the southern section of Town
could improve the Town’s resilience to hazards. Residents in the southern part of Town are also
able to utilize shelters in New Fairfield to the south.

Emergency Response Facilities

The Office of Emergency Management (OEM) coordinates emergency preparedness in the Town
of Sherman. The office administers programs that provide training for emergency response
personnel, support state and local emergency response exercises, and provide technical
assistance to state and local emergency response agencies and public officials. Its goal is to
provide citizens with the highest level of emergency preparedness before, during, and after
disasters or emergencies.
Sherman participates in the Resident State Trooper Program rather than maintaining its own
police force. Program benefits include access to all services provided within the Connecticut State
Police Department. The Town uses 9-1-1 for emergency notification and response. The
Candlewood Lake Authority has a small seasonal police force that is overseen by CT DEEP, but
they provide security more than emergency services. The Resident State Trooper has a list of
contacts for each of the private lake communities if there is a nonemergency issue but, during
emergency situations, the Office of Emergency Management and the Fire Department assist the
private communities.
The Sherman Volunteer Fire Department provides firefighting and ambulance services for the
residents of Sherman. The Town also participates in a paramedic intercept program that deploys
a paramedic to the scene when warranted by the victim's symptoms.
Fire Department apparatus include two ambulances, one fire engine, one rescue pumper, one
tanker truck, one brush truck, one gator, and a portable light tower. The Town consistently
updates and replaces emergency equipment as needed; in recent years it has retired two old fire
engines and purchased a new replacement rescue pumper, as well as a new state-of-artambulance. The Fire Department had a rescue boat until 2009 when it was retired from use.
Currently, the Town is relying on its mutual aid agreements with other municipalities and from the
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lake communities until it can be replaced. Access to a rescue boat is important because during
some emergencies it is easier and faster to access the lake communities by water than by land.

Emergency Alerts and Communication

An effective emergency communication system is integral to timely emergency response. During
the February 2013 Winter Storm, power outages were widespread, and seriously impacted Timber
Trails and other lake communities. In order to update residents as to the progress being made to
restore power, First Selectman Cole walked door-to-door and communicated by word of mouth.
The Town’s communication capabilities have improved since then in a number of ways. The First
Selectman operates an account on Twitter, which feeds directly to the Town’s Facebook page and
Website. The First Selectman is able to “tweet” information, and it will instantly be visible through
a number of media. Additionally, Sherman has implemented Nixle, an Everbridge public alert
program. This tool allows the Town to send alerts to residents by text, voice call, and social
media. Residents must opt-in to this system; a link is shared on the Town website.
In addition, existing Everbridge accounts are operated by:
 The Consolidated School (accessible to parents and teachers only)
 Litchfield County Fire (The First Selectman receives information through this Everbridge
account, and shares that information with the Town through Twitter)
 Connecticut State Police (available to any resident of Connecticut)
These accounts, though not directly operated by the Town, provide residents with additional
convenient sources of information about hazards and hazard response.
Sherman operates on a high band radio system, but there are many "dead zones" in Sherman
where radios fail to transmit effectively due to the many hills in Town. The Fire Department has
upgraded its portable radios with a grant from FEMA, improving its ability to communicate during
an emergency. Additionally, the Town has developed positive relationships and communication
pathways with local telecommunication companies, and has assembled a Town committee to
work on improving cellular coverage in the Town. Additional cell towers are expected to be
installed in coming years as a result of these efforts.
It is important to note that member communities of the former HVCEO ratified a Regional Mutual
Aid Agreement for emergency response activities within the Housatonic Valley region on June 10,
2010. This agreement remains effective despite the incorporation of HVCEO into WestCOG, and
provides a more formalized approach to providing mutual aid during a major regional
emergency. The member communities of HVCEO had previously ratified a Regional Public Health
Mutual Aid Agreement for response to bioterrorism and other forms of public health emergencies
in 2006. The Town is in Region 5 of the Connecticut Emergency Medical Service regions.

Transportation

In the event that an evacuation is needed in an emergency, the Town can utilize the Senior Center
van and school buses. There is no mass public transportation in the town of Sherman, so mass
transit vehicles are not available if needed for an evacuation.
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The town of Sherman does not have any hospitals or medical centers. Instead, residents use the
nearby facilities in New Milford or Danbury. As a means of accessing these facilities, Sherman
residents travel along Route 37 and Route 7 in New Milford or south along Route 37 into Danbury
through New Fairfield. There is no regional emergency/evacuation plan.
Sherman has many dead-end roads, and many are relatively long and/or private, with some of
these owned and maintained by homeowner associations. Emergency services can be cut off by
fallen trees or washed out culverts during emergencies. The Office of Emergency Management
has provided education to the private communities about road and tree maintenance to help
ensure adequate access, while the Town tree warden maintains trees along public roads.
The most difficult emergency response problem in Sherman is poor access to the private lake
communities. These roads are narrow, often one lane, and have steep grades that impede access
by modern firefighting and rescue equipment. Grades exceed 15% and widening is often
impossible. Pavement has deteriorated in many locations, whereas some roads are unpaved.
Some roads have deteriorated because there was no association set up to manage them when
they were originally built, and private owners very rarely want to pool money for repairs. The
Town utilizes the gator and other all-terrain vehicles to provide emergency response to these
areas. New public and private roads are regulated by the Town through the subdivision process,
such that emergency access is not an issue moving forward.

Potential Impacts from Natural Hazards

Critical facilities are rarely impacted by flooding in the town of Sherman as none are located
within floodplains. However, a portion of the parking areas at Sherman Consolidated School and
Holy Trinity Church lies within the mapped 1% annual-chance floodplain, which could limit
vehicular space at these facilities. Route 37 and Route 39 in the center of town have experienced
flood damage during large storm events. As this road is the only connector between southern
and northern Sherman, flooding slows emergency response times to the southern portion of town
due to long out-of-town detours. The Town would like to upgrade Jericho Road North (much of
which is currently an unpaved, one-lane trail) to provide an additional means of egress north or
east around the center of Sherman. It is also recommended that the Town implement regulations
limiting further development of dead-end roads.
None of the critical facilities in Sherman are any more susceptible to wind, summer storms, winter
storms, or earthquakes than structures in the rest of the town. In addition, no critical facilities are
believed near enough to a stream to be within a potential dam failure inundation area or within
an area at increased risk of wildfires. The following sections will discuss each natural hazard in
detail and include a description of populations at risk.

Summary

Sherman has increased its capacity to communicate with residents by incorporating social media
and the internet into the Town’s suite of emergency communication methods, and by
implementing the Everbridge Nixle program locally.
The Town has added an OEM page to the Town webpage, which provides information about how
the Town prepares for disasters, and contact information. The Town also has the ability to post
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updates about specific disasters on the Town website, or to create a page dedicated to
information about a specific event.
Hazard mitigation programs and policies in the Town include: training and technical assistance
programs operated by the OEM; participation in the Resident State Trooper program; a Paramedic
Intercept Program; the former HVCEO Regional Mutual Aid Agreement; the Renaissance Senior
Center’s program maintaining a list of elderly and home-bound residents throughout Town; and
the Town’s established policy of routing Town maintenance complaints to the DPW.
Overall, Sherman continues to increase its ability to manage emergencies.
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3.0

HAZARD ASSESSMENT

3.1

FLOODING (COASTAL, INLAND, AND ICE JAMS)

3.1.1

Setting
According to FEMA, most municipalities in the United States have at least one clearly recognizable
floodprone area around a river, stream, or large body of water. These areas are outlined as
Special Flood Hazard Areas (SFHA) and delineated as part of the National Flood Insurance
Program (NFIP).
Many communities also have localized flooding areas outside the SFHA. These floods tend to be
shallower and chronically reoccur in the same area due to a combination of factors. Such factors
can include ponding, poor drainage, inadequate storm sewers, clogged culverts or catch basins,
sheet flow, obstructed drainageways, sewer backup, or overbank flooding from small streams.
In general, flooding affects a small area of Sherman with moderate to frequent regularity. The
areas impacted by overflow of river systems are generally limited to river corridors and
floodplains. Indirect flooding that occurs outside floodplains and localized nuisance flooding
along tributaries is a more common problem in the town. This type of flooding occurs particularly
along roadways as a result of inadequate drainage and other factors. The frequency of flooding
in Sherman is considered likely for any given year, with flooding damage potentially having
significant effects during extreme events.
Flooding is the most common and costly natural hazard in Connecticut. The state typically
experiences floods in the early spring due to snowmelt and in the late summer/early autumn due
to frontal systems and tropical storms, although localized flooding caused by thunderstorm
activity can be significant. Flooding can occur as a result of other natural hazards, including
hurricanes, summer storms, and winter storms. Flooding can also occur as a result of dam failure,
and may also cause landslides and slumps in affected areas.

3.1.2

Capabilities

Participation in the National Flood Insurance Program

The Town of Sherman participates in the National Flood Insurance Program (NFIP). The Land Use
Enforcement Officer serves as the NFIP administrator and oversees the enforcement of NFIP
regulations. The Town revised its "Federal Flood Insurance Program" ordinance in June 2010
concurrent with the revised FIS and FIRMs for Fairfield County. The degree of flood protection
established by this ordinance meets the minimum reasonable for regulatory purposes under the
NFIP. Sherman currently has no plans to enroll in the Community Rating System program, which
would require surpassing NFIP minimum flood protection requirements.
SFHAs in Sherman are delineated on a Flood Insurance Rate Map (FIRM) and Flood Insurance
Study (FIS). The FIRM delineates areas within Sherman that are vulnerable to flooding. The
original FIS and FIRMs for Sherman were published on June 18, 1987. Updates to both the FIRM
and the FIS were published as part of the Fairfield County FIS update on October 16, 2013. The
Town of Sherman intends to continue participating in the NFIP.
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The Town's Planning and Zoning Commission uses the 1%-annual-chance flood lines from the
FIRM delineated by FEMA to determine floodplain areas. Site plan standards require that all
proposals be consistent with the need to minimize flood damage, that public facilities and utilities
be located and constructed to minimize flood damage, and that adequate drainage is provided.
The Sherman Inland Wetlands Agency also reviews new developments and existing land uses on
and near wetlands and watercourses.

Regulations, Plans, and Local Floodplain Management

The Town has in place a number of measures to prevent flood damage. These include
regulations, codes, and ordinances preventing encroachment and development near floodways.
One way that Sherman discourages new construction and substantial reconstruction within the
1% annual-chance floodplain is by requiring compensatory mitigation activities. According to the
Land Use Officer, it is unlikely that new buildings will be built in the floodplain, and therefore the
number of structures vulnerable to flooding is unlikely to increase.
Regulations, codes, and ordinances that apply to flood hazard mitigation in conjunction with and
in addition to NFIP regulations include:


Federal Flood Insurance Program Ordinance: This ordinance outlines the minimum
requirements for flood protection under the NFIP adopted by Sherman and designates the
Land Use Enforcement Officer as the administrator and regulator of the Town's NFIP
regulations. The regulations forbid variances for floodway activities that result in any increase
in base flood elevation and require compensatory storage activities for activities within
floodplains. The regulations also state that new construction or substantial improvement of
residential structures requires that the lowest floor level be elevated above the base flood
elevation and that floodproofing is not allowed for nonresidential structures.



Inland Wetlands and Watercourses Regulations. This document defines in detail the
Town's regulations regarding development near wetlands, watercourses, and water bodies
that are sometimes coincident with floodplains.
 Section 2 defines "Regulated Activities" covered by the regulations.
 Section 6 states that no person may conduct or maintain a regulated activity without
obtaining a permit.
 Section 7 outlines the application requirements. These include certifying whether water
drainage or runoff from the site will impact municipal drainage systems or municipal or
private properties (7.8.c,d).



Plan of Conservation and Development. Section III.C of the 2001 Plan states that the
amount of land suitable for development is dependent on limitations set by federal statutes
(such as the NFIP and FIRM mapping), state statute (such as Inland Wetland and
Watercourses Regulations), and Town regulations (such as Zoning and Subdivision
regulations).



Road Ordinance. This ordinance regulates the construction of roads in the town of Sherman
and requires that storm drainage design will require appropriate safeguards for prevention of
flooding and soil erosion.
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 Section 7.9.2 notes that (a) all drainage systems must be designed to pass the 25-year
flood event, (b & c) all cross culverts for intermittent and minor streams must be
designed to pass the 50-year storm event, and (d) all cross culverts for major streams
must be designed to pass the 100-year flood event.



Zoning, Soil Erosion and Sediment Control, and Subdivision Regulations. This suite of
regulations is consolidated into a single document. The most recent amendments to the
Zoning Regulations, Soil Erosion and Sediment Control Regulations for Land Development,
and Subdivision Regulations, were made in 2019, 1991, and 2015, respectively.
 Soil Erosion and Sediment Control Regulations section 4.1 states that a soil erosion and
sediment control plan must “reduce the danger from storm water runoff on the proposed
site.” Section 5 sets the minimum standards as those in adherence with the principles in
the Connecticut Guidelines for Soil Erosion and Sediment Control (1985).
 Subdivision Regulation 6.a.16 require that 100-year flood hazard areas are presented on
plans as shown by the official maps stored at Mallory Town Hall. These plans must be
certified by a professional engineer licensed in the State of Connecticut and show that
adequate provisions have been made for drainage and flood control.

Sherman has programs in place to execute each of these regulations. The intent of these
regulations is to promote the public health, safety, and general welfare and to minimize public
and private losses due to flood conditions in specific areas of the town of Sherman by the
establishment of standards designed to:









Protect human life and public health
Minimize expenditure of money for costly flood control projects
Minimize the need for rescue and relief efforts associated with flooding
Minimize prolonged business interruptions
Minimize damage to public facilities and utilities such as water and gas mains, electric,
telephone, and sewer lines, and streets and bridges located in floodplains;
Maintain a stable tax base by providing for the sound use and development of floodprone
areas in such a manner as to minimize flood blight areas
Ensure that purchasers of property are notified of special flood hazards
Ensure the continued eligibility of owners of property in Sherman for participation in the
National Flood Insurance Program

Sherman maintains a checklist that cross-references the bylaws, regulations, and codes related to
flood damage prevention that may be applicable to a proposed project, and makes this list
available to potential applicants.
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Flood Control and Drainage Projects

The Sherman Department of Public Works (DPW) oversees the maintenance of the town's
drainage systems and performs clearing of bridges and culverts and other maintenance as
needed. Drainage complaints are routed to the DPW and recorded. The Town uses these
documents to identify potential problems and plan for maintenance and upgrades. The Town
receives regular weather updates through DEMHS Region 5 email alerts.
The Town commissioned bridge studies in 1999 (following Tropical Storm Floyd) and 2010 to
inspect Town-owned bridges, and a number of culvert replacements have been performed since
those studies to increase conveyance. The majority of Sherman's drainage structures are
considered to be sized for all but the most extreme flood events, and all new construction must
be sized for either the 50-year or the 100-year flood event as outlined in the Road Ordinance.

Emergency Services

The National Weather Service issues a flood watch or a
flash flood watch for an area when conditions in or
The Town of Sherman can also access the
near the area are favorable for a flood or flash flood,
National Weather Service website at
http://weather.noaa.gov/ to obtain
respectively. A flash flood watch or flood watch does
the latest flood watches and warnings
not necessarily mean that flooding will occur. The
before and during precipitation events.
National Weather Service issues a flood warning or a
flash flood warning for an area when parts of the area
are either currently flooding, highly likely to flood, or when flooding is imminent.

Actions Completed and New Capabilities

Actions completed by Sherman, or new capabilities it has acquired in the last five years include
the following:
 Sherman has retained a structural engineer to perform an examination of all bridges in Town,
allowing the Town to meet state requirements for bridge inspection and maintenance. The
Town plans to complete any bridge repairs recommended by the engineer with town funds.
 The Fox Run detention basin was upgraded in 2018 to allow it to accommodate a larger
quantity of runoff.
 The Town has upgraded Jericho Road North to provide additional egress north from the
Town Center.
 The Town has added explicit language requiring zero increase in stormwater runoff from new
developments.
 The bridge over Tollgate Brook on Old Greenwoods Road has been repaired.
 The Wagon Wheel Road culvert at Glen Brook has been repaired.
 The Town has a beaver dam monitoring and mitigation program, which includes the use of
beaver deterrent devices.

Summary

Sherman’s policies and programs include the following: current participation and a policy of
continued future participation in the NFIP; requiring that developers submit site plans to the
relevant municipal commissions prior to new construction; requiring that all new construction
minimize flood damage and provide adequate drainage; providing a checklist of flood-damage
prevention codes and ordinances to developers; maintenance and clearing of drainage systems,
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culverts, and bridges by the DPW; and reviewing drainage complaints to identify and prioritize
problem locations (performed by the DPW).
The Town primarily attempts to mitigate flood damage and flood hazards by restricting building
activities inside floodprone areas. Relevant policies are enforced by both the Planning and
Zoning and the Inland Wetlands Commissions. All watercourses are to be encroached minimally
or not at all to maintain the existing flood carrying capacity. Town Policy is that these regulations
rely primarily on the FEMA-defined 1% annual-chance flood elevations to determine flood areas.
The Town also focuses on preventing increased runoff into rivers from development by requiring
developers to allow a “net zero” increase in runoff after construction.
3.1.3

Vulnerabilities and Risk Assessment
The town of Sherman has experienced various degrees of flooding in every season of the year
throughout its recorded history. Melting snow combined with early spring rains have caused
frequent spring flooding. Numerous flood events have occurred in late summer to early autumn
resulting from storms of tropical origin moving northeast along the Atlantic coast. Winter floods
result from the occasional thaw, particularly during years of heavy snow, or periods of rainfall on
frozen ground. Other flood events have been caused by excessive rainfalls upon saturated soils,
yielding greater than normal runoff.
The majority of the watercourses in Sherman are mapped as Zone A, while the Tenmile River and
the Housatonic River are mapped as Zone AE. Refer to Figure 2-4 for the areas of Sherman
susceptible to flooding based on FEMA flood zones.
This section discusses specific areas at risk to flooding within the Town. Major land use classes
and critical facilities within these areas are identified. According to the FEMA FIRMs, 1,583 acres
of land in Sherman are located within the 1% annual-chance flood boundary. In addition, indirect
and nuisance flooding occurs near streams and rivers throughout Sherman due to inadequate
drainage and other factors, such as beaver dams.

Vulnerability Analysis of Repetitive and Severe Repetitive Loss Properties
There are currently no repetitive loss properties in the Town of Sherman.

Vulnerability Analysis of Areas Along Watercourses

The primary waterways in the town are the Tenmile River and the Housatonic River, which form
Sherman's northern boundary with Kent and part of New Milford. The remaining waterways in
Sherman are mostly small streams and brooks significant for water supply and conservation
purposes but are not recreational resources. Candlewood Lake and Lake Mauweehoo are
significant recreational resources. Recall that floodplains with elevations are delineated for the
Tenmile River and the Housatonic River, while the majority of the smaller brooks and streams,
including the major water bodies, have floodplains delineated by approximate methods. All of
these delineated floodplains are generally limited to the areas adjacent to the streams.
Due to the steep topography surrounding the major watercourses, there is little wide-scale
flooding in Sherman. The majority of flooding problems affect infrastructure such as bridges and
drainage systems and occurs due to large amounts of rainfall falling in conjunction with snowmelt
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as noted below. A primary challenge in Sherman is the isolation of neighborhoods due to
flooding.
Primary Areas of Concern:
 Barlow Farm Road – Drainage in this area was overloaded in the April 2007 storms, causing
erosion of stones on a nearby hillside.
 Beaver Creek Lane – Beavers dam Naromi Brook at this crossing, causing minor flooding
nearby.
 Candlewood Echos Association – Shallow flooding occurs in this private community when
storm drains along Route 39 become clogged and the backwater flows off the roadway.
Drainage system maintenance is reportedly an issue throughout the town.
 Candlewood Lake Estates – The only access road into this private community has undersized
cross culverts. Flood waters during heavy rains are causing damage to the roadway.
 Church Road Near Babbling Brook Drive – This area flooded and overtopped the road during
the April 2007 storms. No structures were affected by flooding.
 Coote Hill – The culvert beneath this street receives outflow from Pepper Pond. The culvert
appears to have been damaged by flooding.
 Farm Road – Heavy storms can cause the unnamed stream at the intersection end of this
dead-end road to overtop the road by up to a foot. This road is the only access into a 22home subdivision.
 Old Greenwoods Road – The April 2007 storms damaged the bridge, which conveys
Greenwoods Brook under the intersection end of this dead-end road. Repairs to this bridge
commenced in 2010.
 Old Greenwoods Road Extension – The bridge over Tollgate Brook is at the intersection end
of a dead-end road, and the bridge is considered to be in fair but deteriorating condition due
to floodwaters. Three houses lie beyond the bridge. Town officials specifically highlighted
this crossing as vulnerable to washout.
 Sawmill Road – The bridge over Sawmill Brook required heavy repairs after Tropical Storm
Floyd in 1999 and additional repairs after the April 2007 storm. The Town is concerned that
they may have to do a complete rebuild of the bridge if another severe flooding event occurs.
This bridge is the only means of egress to 15 homes, the town beach, and the town marina.
 Wagon Wheel Road – The culverts conveying Glen Brook beneath this road are likely
undersized for peak flood events. This bridge sustained damage during the 1999 and 2007
storms, and Town officials specifically highlighted this crossing as vulnerable to washout.
Sherman has many dead-end roads, and many of these roads cross a watercourse near the
intersection end. These areas could potentially be cut off from emergency services during a
severe flooding event. Bridge scour and overtopping from spring floods are also recurring
problems on some of these roads, particularly when culverts become blocked by debris. Sherman
does not currently regulate the number of homes on dead end streets. Table 3-1 presents a list
of the dead-end roads in town that span a mapped watercourse:
Table 3-1: Dead-End Roads in Sherman That Span a Mapped Watercourse
Road
Big Trail
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Private

Watercourse
Quaker Brook
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Houses Beyond
Watercourse
60

Road
Green Pond Road
Edmonds Road
Hillside Drive
Mauweehoo Hill
Farm Road
Sawmill Road
Orchard Beach Road
Timber Lake Road
Clover Leaf Farm North
Wagon Wheel Road
Evergreen Drive
Jericho Road North
Ledgewood Drive
Coote Hill
Glenview Drive
Edmonds Road
Old Greenwoods Road
Clover Lear Farm South
Old Greenwoods Road Ext.
Timber Lake Road North
Beaver Creek Lane
Hollow Brook Road

Road
Type
Private
Public
Private
Public
Public
Public
Private
Private
Public
Public
Public
Public
Private
Private
Public
Public
Public
Public
Public
Private
Public
Public

Watercourse
Outflow from Green Pond to Candlewood Lake
Western Tributary to Naromi Brook
Tributary to Allens Cove at Candlewood Lake
Outflow from Lake Mauweehoo to Glen Brook
Tributary to Naromi Brook
Sawmill Brook
Outflow from Green Pond to Candlewood Lake
Quaker Brook
Tributary to Wimisink Brook
Glen Brook
Tributary to Wimisink Brook
Tributary to Naromi Brook
Tributary to Candlewood Lake
Outflow from Pepper Pond
Glen Brook
Eastern Tributary to Naromi Brook
Greenwoods Brook
Tributary to Wimisink Brook
Tollgate Brook
Quaker Brook
Naromi Brook
Quaker Brook

Source: 2004 Aerial Photography (CLEAR), Connecticut DEP

Houses Beyond
Watercourse
46
36
34
30
22
15
14
10
8
8
7
7
7
6
6
4
4
3
3
2
1
1

The 2010 Fairfield County DFIRM mapping was utilized with the 2004 leaf-off aerial photography
mosaic available from the Connecticut DEEP to determine the number of structures within SFHAs.
Structures are not located within the Zone AE 1%-annual chance floodplain, and a total of 22
residential structures are located within the Zone A 100-year floodplain throughout the town.
This is equivalent to approximately 1% of the total number of structures in town. The highest
concentration of houses (nine) in the mapped floodplain is along Sawmill Brook and Tollgate
Brook just southwest of the town center. According to AOL Real Estate, the average market value
for a home in Sherman for July 2010 was $388,408. Thus, the estimated value of the homes
within the 100-year floodplain is $8,544,976.
As stated in Section 2.1.3, precipitation in Connecticut has been increasing, and will continue to
increase with climate change. The result is that culverts and other drainage infrastructure may no
longer, or in the future may not, be capable of passing their design storms without the occurrence
of backwater or overtopping. It is possible that increasing rainfall over time could lead to a wider
and deeper mapped floodplain.

Vulnerability Due to Climate Change

In accordance with Public Act 13-179, Section 6 (effective 10/1/2013), the sea level change
scenarios published in the NOAA Technical Report OAR CPO-1 were considered in development
of this plan. According to that report, the worst-case scenario for sea level rise by 2100 is a global
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average increase of 6.6 feet above the 1992 mean sea level. In the coastal Connecticut area, sea
level has risen between 0 and 2 feet per century since 1854. The entire Town of Sherman is above
6.6 feet of elevation, and does not include any tidally influenced watercourses. Therefore, this
community is unlikely to be affected by sea level rise through 2100.

Critical Facilities and Emergency Services

Critical facilities are not regularly impacted by flooding in the town of Sherman, as shown by the
spatial relationship between 1% annual-chance floodplains and critical facilities on Figure 2-4.
Route 37 / Route 39, the only thoroughfare connecting northern and southern Sherman, has
received flooding damage from Sawmill Brook during severe storms. This flooding slows
emergency response times to the rest of Sherman due to long detours around this area.

3.2

DAM FAILURE

3.2.1

Setting
Dam failures can be triggered suddenly, with little or no warning, and often from other natural
disasters such as floods and earthquakes. Dam failures often occur during flooding when the
dam breaks under the additional force of floodwaters. In addition, a dam failure can cause a
chain reaction where the sudden release of floodwaters causes the next dam downstream to fail.
While flooding from a dam failure generally has a moderate geographic extent, the effects are
potentially catastrophic. A major dam failure is considered only a possible hazard event in any
given year.

3.2.2

Capabilities
The Dam Safety Section of the Connecticut DEEP
Inland Water Resources Division is charged with the
responsibility for administration and enforcement of
Connecticut's dam safety laws. The existing statutes
require that permits be obtained to construct, repair,
or alter dams and that existing dams be inventoried
and periodically inspected to assure that their
continued operation does not constitute a hazard to
life, health, or property.

Dams regulated by the Connecticut DEEP
must be designed to pass the 1% annual
chance rainfall event with one foot of
freeboard, a factor of safety against
overtopping.
Significant and high hazard dams are
required to meet a design standard
greater than the 1% annual chance
rainfall event.

The dam safety requirements are codified in Sections 22a-401 through 22a-411 inclusive of the
Connecticut General Statutes. Sections 22a-409-1 and 22a-409-2 of the Regulations of
Connecticut State Agencies have been enacted and set requirements for the registration,
classification, and inspection of dams. Dams must be inventoried by the owner with the
Connecticut DEEP according to Connecticut Public Act 83-38.
Effective October 1, 2013, the owner of any high or significant hazard dam (Class B and C) must
develop and implement an EAP after the Commissioner of DEEP adopts regulations. The EAP
shall be updated every two years, and copies shall be filed with DEEP and the chief executive
officer of any municipality that would potentially be affected in the event of an emergency. New
regulations shall establish the requirements for such EAPs, including but not limited to (1) criteria
and standards for inundation studies and inundation zone mapping; (2) procedures for
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monitoring the dam or structure during periods of heavy rainfall and runoff, including personnel
assignments and features of the dam to be inspected at given intervals during such periods; and
(3) a formal notification system to alert appropriate local officials who are responsible for the
warning and evacuation of residents in the inundation zone in the event of an emergency.
Dam failure analyses have been prepared for many of the high hazard dams, and these are
included in the EAPs. The inundation limits portrayed in the dam failure analysis maps represent
a highly unlikely, worst-case scenario (1,000-year) flood event and should be used for emergency
action planning only. These analyses should not be interpreted to imply that the dams evaluated
are not stable, that the routine operation of the dams presents a safety concern to the public, or
that any particular structure downstream of the dam is at imminent risk of being affected by a
dam failure.
The CT DEEP also administers the Flood and Erosion Control Board program, which can provide
noncompetitive state funding for repair of municipality-owned dams. Funding is limited by the
State Bond Commission. State statute Section 25-84 allows municipalities to form Flood and
Erosion Control Boards, but municipalities must take action to create the board within the context
of the local government such as by revising the municipal charter. The Town of Sherman
established a Flood and Erosion Control Board by ordinance dated January 28, 2000. More
information regarding the Flood and Erosion Control Board program can be found at
portal.ct.gov/DEEP/Water/Dams/State-Owned-Dams-and-Flood-Control-Systems.

Actions Completed and New Capabilities

Sherman’s capabilities to mitigate for dam failure and prevent loss of life and property have
increased since the initial HMP was adopted, mainly as a result of recent statewide legislative
actions described above. In the next few years, dam safety programs with continue to strengthen.
Improved communication represents an additional improved capability.
Sherman also attends roundtable meetings about Candlewood Lake dam safety every couple of
years when they occur.

Summary

Programs enacted in Sherman to mitigation dam failure include participation in the Statewide
Dam Safety Program, staying up to date on the evolution of any EOPs and Dam Failure Analyses
for high hazard dams in Town, and making copies of those documents available at the Town Hall
for public viewing. Participation in the DEEP Flood Erosion and Control Board program is an
additional important capacity.
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3.2.3

Vulnerabilities and Risk Assessment
The Connecticut DEEP administers the statewide Dam Safety Program and designates a
classification to each state-inventoried dam based on its potential hazard.






Class AA: negligible hazard potential
Class A: low hazard potential
Class BB: moderate hazard potential
Class B: significant hazard potential
Class C: high potential hazard

In 1996 there were 18 DEP-registered dams within the town of Sherman, of which eight were
Class A, two were Class BB, five were Class B, and three were undefined. The list of Class B and C
dams was updated by the DEEP in 2020. Dams in Sherman, as of 2020, are listed in Table 3-2.
Table 3-2: Dams Registered With the DEEP in the Town of Sherman

Number
Name
12701
Deer Pond Dam1
12702
Rogers Pond Dam
12703
Timber Lake Dam
12704
Lake Mauweehoo Dam
12705
Pepper Lake Dam
12706
Green Pond Dam
12707
Valley Lake Dam
12708
Jennings Pond Dam
12709
Chapel Pond Dam
12710
Greenwood Pond Dam
12711
Briggs Pond Dam
12712
Tollgate Pond Dam
12713
Spring Lake Dam
12714
Wimisink Pond Dam
12715
{Unnamed Dam}
12716
Haviland Millpond Dam
12717
Hughson Dam
12718
Edmonds Pond / Bully Pond Dam
1
Reported as breached on the 2007 DEEP list

Location
Off Route 37 South
Off Jericho Road North
Timber Lake Road North
Mauweehoo Hill
Coote Hill
Green Pond Road
Off Route 37
Chapel Hill Road
Chapel Hill Road
Off Route 37 South
Route 37 South
Old Greenwoods Road Ext.
Off Spring Lake Drive
Off Route 39 North
Off Route 55
Off Candlewood Lake Drive
Jericho Road North
Edmonds Road

Class
AA
BB
B
BB
BB
BB
BB
A
A
A
A
B
A
A
A
A

As no Class C dams lie within or upstream of the town of Sherman, the failure of any of the Class
B dams in the town would likely have the highest impact on the residents and infrastructure of the
town of Sherman. However, the failure of any of the 15 other dams in town could also have
impacts within the town of Sherman. The impacts related to the larger and higher-hazard dams
in town, namely the Deer Pond Dam, Spring Lake Dam, and Timber Lake Dam are described in
general detail below.
According to Town personnel, the dams throughout town are in varying stages of condition, with
the higher hazard dams being in generally good condition. The following paragraphs provide a
description and highlight the general condition these dams based on information available at the
Connecticut DEEP:
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Deer Pond Dam – This reservoir dam is owned by the Timber Trails Corporation and located
along Quaker Brook in southwestern Sherman. It was reported as breached on the 2007 high
hazard dam list compiled by DEEP. This dam impounds Quaker Brook. A dam failure has the
potential to cause damage to the bridge on Big Trail, which leads to 60 homes in the Timber
Trails Association, and potentially could also cause some damage to the bridge downstream
on Route 37 in neighboring New Fairfield.



Spring Lake Dam – This private dam is located off Spring Lake Road. The outlet from the dam
feeds a major unnamed tributary to Saw Mill Brook. The dam is maintained by the owner and
is believed to be in good condition. Floodwaters from a dam failure would follow Sawmill
Brook through an undeveloped area of Sherman for approximately one mile before reaching
State Route 37/Route 39. A dam failure could potentially cause damage to the bridges at the
state road and on Sawmill Road before the floodwaters were mitigated by Candlewood Lake.



Timber Lake Dam – This dam is owned by the Timber Trails Corporation and is located on
Timber Lake Road North. It is an earthen dam with concrete abutments and a concrete
spillway that impounds Quaker Brook. Flashboards are used to raise the water level of the
pond approximately six additional inches above the spillway. The dam is believed to be in fair
to good condition. A dam failure could potentially cause damage to the Timber Lake Road
North and Timber Lake Road bridges and possibly the Route 37 South bridge before the flow
was mitigated by Valley Pond and Deer Pond downstream.



Pepper Pond Dam – According to Town personnel, this dam was cited by the DEEP as being
poorly maintained. It is a Class BB dam that drains into Lake Mauweehoo. Field inspections
suggest that the maintenance issues may be related to poor vegetation management on the
embankments near the spillway.

While the failure of any of the Candlewood Lake dams or dikes would not have a direct impact on
the town of Sherman, residents bordering the lake and those who have boats moored at the lake
would be indirectly affected. Any failure would cause the lake level to lower, and a complete
failure could cause the entire lake to drain. A rapid drawdown could cause damage to boats as
they come to rest on the bed of the lake, and if the dams are not restored, the failure would
negatively impact individual property values.
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A significant dam failure occurred in the
town of Sherman due flooding in April of
2007. Floodwaters at Rogers Pond Dam
(Class BB) overtopped the spillway and
caused a full failure that drained the pond.
Part of the earthen embankment failed, and
the floodwaters cut a breach 30 feet wide
and 15 feet deep. The dam was originally
constructed in 1945 and was repaired
following the breach. According to the
Association of State Dam Safety Officials, a
dam in Bethany, Connecticut and a dam in
Waterford, Connecticut also experienced
Rogers Pond Dam Breach, April 2007
failures due to the April 2007 flood. A
presidential disaster was declared for both
Fairfield and Litchfield counties following this storm. FEMA records show $62,695.47 were paid
out to the Town of Sherman to help cover the costs of five recovery projects.
The Town of Sherman is also concerned with the potential failures of beaver dams. This is a
typical concern in many Connecticut communities, and beaver dam failures have been known to
cause damage in the state.

HURRICANES AND TROPICAL STORMS
Setting
Hazards associated with tropical storms and hurricanes include winds, heavy rains, and inland
flooding. While only some of the areas of Sherman are susceptible to flooding damage caused by
hurricanes, wind damage can occur anywhere in the town. A hurricane striking Sherman is
considered a possible event each year and could cause critical damage to the town and its
infrastructure.
Connecticut is located in FEMA Zone II regarding maximum expected wind speed. The maximum
expected wind speed for a three-second gust is 160 mph. This wind speed could occur as a result
of either a hurricane or a tornado in western Connecticut and southeastern New York. Parts of
tall and older trees may fall during heavy wind events, potentially damaging structures, utility
lines, and vehicles.
Inland Connecticut is vulnerable to hurricanes despite moderate hurricane occurrences when
compared with other areas within the Atlantic Tropical Cyclone basin. Since hurricanes tend to
weaken within 12 hours of landfall, inland areas are relatively less susceptible to hurricane wind
damages than coastal areas in Connecticut; however, the heaviest rainfall often occurs inland.
Therefore, inland areas are vulnerable to riverine and urban flooding during a hurricane.
The official Atlantic hurricane season begins on June 1 and extends through November 30 of each
year, although occasionally hurricanes occur outside this period.
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Capabilities

Flood Mitigation

Mitigation measures appropriate for flooding have been discussed in Section 3.1.2. These include
the ordinances, codes, and regulations that have been enacted to minimize flood damage. In
addition, various structures exist to protect certain areas, including dams and riprap.

High Wind Mitigation

Wind loading requirements are addressed through the state building code. The State Building
Code has been amended several times in the past two decades. The 2005 Code was amended in
2009, 2011, and 2013. The code was then updated and amended in 2016, with the current code
having been updated and effective as of October 1, 2018. The code specifies the design wind
speed for construction in all the Connecticut municipalities. Effective October 1, 2018 the
ultimate design wind speed or the Town of Sherman is 105 mph for a Category 1 event, 115 mph
for a category 2, and 120mph for a Category 3, 4 or 5 hurricane event.
Eversource Energy (formerly Connecticut Light & Power), the local electric utility, provides tree
maintenance near its power lines. Eversource was under intense scrutiny after storms Irene and
Alfred in 2011, and again after Tropical Storm Isaias in 2020. Town officials have indicated in the
past that the Eversource liaison to the Town has been “outstanding.” The liaison sends a report to
the Town prior to every major storm, and the First Selectman is able to send him a text-message
directly whenever issues arise. The First Selectman uses his Twitter account to publicize
information he receives from Eversource about the status of repair projects and other important
news.
After the damaging storms of 2011 and 2012, the power companies (CL&P and then Eversource)
performed extensive tree trimming and removal efforts. Additionally, the Town has a tree warden
who, along with the Department of Public Works, monitors and manages dangerous trees. Town
officials have in the past reported that the tree maintenance program was strong, and that
continuous management of tree problems over the last few years had led to decreasing costs for
the program overall. While the program continues to be strong, the impacts that the Emerald Ash
Borer has had on the local Ash Tree stock has been devastating, and led to a sharp increase in
needs with regards to management of dead and diseased trees. The Town has performed an
evaluation and identified over 500 dead Ash Trees located in Town ROW. Although the
widespread death of Ash Trees poses a new challenge for the Town, its robust and consistent
monitoring and maintenance program continues to be an important capability.
One ongoing challenge is that many trees that currently pose a threat to roads and powerlines
are located beyond the Town’s and the power company’s Rights of Way (ROW). The Town tree
warden encourages residents and private associations to cut trees that can be dangerous to
power lines, but does not have a mechanism for enforcing those practices.
Utilities in new subdivisions must be located underground whenever possible in order to mitigate
storm-related damages.
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Sherman has designated Colonial Park, off Route 39 next to the Holy Trinity Church, as a debris
collection area to stage debris cleared from roads and properties following a storm event. Having
this site designated accelerates cleanup efforts, allowing roads to be opened and power restored
more quickly.
During emergencies, the Town currently has two designated emergency shelters available
(Section 0). The Sherman Emergency Services Facility is the primary shelter with the secondary
shelter being Sherman Consolidated School. Both facilities have generators. In addition, the
Town has additional facilities available that could be converted to additional shelter space if the
need arose. As hurricanes generally pass an area within a day's time, additional shelters can be
set up after the storm as needed for long-term evacuees.
The Town relies on Twitter, radio, television, area newspapers, and the internet to spread
information on the location and availability of shelters. It is understood that several of these
information sources can be cut off due to power failure, so emergency personnel can also pass
this information on manually. The two local newspapers are printed too infrequently to reliably
publish shelter information prior to most hazard events, although they can be used for those
hazards with a long lead time, such as hurricanes. Prior to severe storm events, the Town ensures
that warning/notification systems and communication equipment are working properly and
prepares for the possible evacuation of impacted areas. Communication capabilities are
discussed in more detail in Section 0.

Actions Completed and New Capabilities

Sherman continues to strengthen its hurricane and tropical storm mitigation capabilities. Local
implementation of the updated State Building Code, ongoing analysis of its coordination with
Eversource, and assessment of the impacts of the Emerald Ash Borer on its tree stock are some of
the improvements made in recent years.
In response to reports of residents being unable to call 911, the Town has installed a 911 call box
on the front of the firehouse. The call box will automatically dial 911 what picked up. It can be
used during phone outages, as well as other emergencies.

Summary

Municipal programs and policies related to tropical storm mitigation include the following:
participation in the Eversource liaison program; designation of a tree warden; a tree maintenance
and cutting program operated by the tree warden and DPW; designation of a specific post-storm
debris collection area; implementation of the most up-to-date Connecticut State Building Code;
requiring utilities to be placed underground in new developments; and ensuring that emergency
communication systems are operational prior to forecasted storm events.
Vulnerabilities and Risk Assessment
Connecticut is located in FEMA Zone II regarding maximum expected wind speed. The maximum
expected wind speed for a three-second gust is 160 miles per hour. This wind speed could occur
as a result of either a hurricane or a tornado in western Connecticut and southeastern New York.
The American Society of Civil Engineers recommends that new buildings be designed to
withstand this peak three-second gust.
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Debris such as signs, roofing material, and small items left outside become flying missiles in
hurricanes. Extensive damage to trees, towers, aboveground and underground utility lines (from
uprooted trees or failed infrastructure), and fallen poles cause considerable disruption for
residents. Streets may be flooded or blocked by fallen branches, poles, or trees, preventing
egress. Downed power lines from heavy winds can also start fires during hurricanes with limited
rainfall. In general, as the residents and businesses of the State of Connecticut become more
dependent on the internet and mobile communications, the impact of hurricanes on commerce
will continue to increase. A major hurricane has the potential of causing complete disruption of
power and communications for up to several weeks, rendering electronic devices and those that
rely on utility towers and lines inoperative. According to the Connecticut DEEP, this is a significant
risk that cannot be quantitatively estimated.
A primary concern of the Town is of isolation of neighborhoods due to downed trees and debris.
Town staff have identified two specific areas of concern, beyond those roads and neighborhoods
listed in Section 3.1.3 as being of concern related to isolation dues to flooding:
 Wanzer Hill Road comes off the east side of Route 39 south of downtown, near Squantz Pond.
The road is the only access point for the hundreds of properties in the Wanzer Hill
neighborhood, and is relatively wooded.
 Coburn Road East extends west off Route 37 north of Lake Mauweehoo. While this road only
leads to approximately seven homes, it is heavily wooded. Flooding of the road and isolation
of the neighborhood beyond is a concern.
Town staff report that dead Ash trees, killed by the invasive Emerald Ash Borer beetle, are
becoming a challenge with regards to tree and limb maintenance; the quantity of dead trees
creating a fall risk is beginning to get beyond the scope of the Town’s tree maintenance budget.
The town of Sherman is vulnerable to hurricane damage from wind and flooding and from any
tornadoes accompanying the storm. In fact, most of the damage to the town from historical
tropical cyclones has been due to the effects of flooding. Fortunately, Sherman is less vulnerable
to hurricane damage than coastal towns in Connecticut because it does not need to deal with the
effects of storm surge. Factors that influence vulnerability to tropical cyclones in the town include
building codes currently in place, and local zoning and development patterns and the age and
number of structures located in highly vulnerable areas of the community.
Hurricane-force winds can easily destroy poorly constructed buildings and mobile homes. There
are currently no mobile home parks in the town. Sherman's housing stock consists of historic
buildings greater than 50 and sometimes 100 years old, relatively younger buildings built before
1990 when the building code changed to mitigate for wind damage, and relatively recent
buildings that utilize the new code changes. Since most of the existing housing stock in the town
predates the recent code changes, many structures are highly susceptible to roof and window
damage from high winds. In addition, the few homes located within SFHAs are at risk from
flooding as a result of the heavy rainfall that typically occurs during tropical storms and
hurricanes.
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All areas of growth and development increase the town's vulnerability to natural hazards such as
hurricanes.
It is not believed that any town-owned critical facilities have any mitigation measures installed to
reduce the effects of wind, so all critical facilities are as likely to be damaged by hurricane-force
winds as any other.
As the town of Sherman is not affected by storm surge, hurricane sheltering needs have not been
calculated by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers for the town. The town of Sherman determines
sheltering need based upon areas damaged or needing to be evacuated within the city. Under
limited emergency conditions, a high percentage of evacuees will seek shelter with friends or
relatives rather than go to established shelters. During extended power outages, it is believed
that only 10% to 20% of the affected population of the town will relocate, while most will stay in
their homes until power is restored. In the case of a major (Category Three or above) hurricane, it
is likely that the town will depend on state and federal aid to assist sheltering displaced
populations until normalcy is restored.
In August 3rd, Tropical Storm Isaias struck Sherman, taking down tree limbs and power lines,
leading to a reported 60% of customers losing power. The outage lasted up to one full week.
Some residents were unable to call 911 because of downed phone lines and cellular service
outages. The Town used its Nixle service to alert residents ahead of the storm.

SUMMER STORMS AND TORNADOES
Setting
Summer storms and tornadoes have the potential to affect any area within the Town of Sherman.
Because these types of storms and the hazards that result (flash flooding, wind, hail, and
lightning) might have limited geographic extent, it is possible for a summer storm to harm one
area within the Town without harming another.
Thunderstorms occur on 18 to 35 days each year in Connecticut. In general, thunderstorms in
Connecticut are more frequent in the western and northern parts of the state, and less frequent in
the southern and eastern parts. Although lightning is usually associated with thunderstorms, it
can occur on almost any day. The likelihood of lightning strikes in the Sherman area is very high
during any given thunderstorm although no one area of the town is at higher risk of lightning
strikes.
Based on the historic record, it is considered highly likely that a summer storm that includes
lightning will impact the Town of Sherman each year although lightning strikes have a limited
effect. Strong winds and hail are considered likely to occur during such storms but also generally
have limited effects. A tornado is considered a possible event in Litchfield County each year that
could cause significant damage to a small area.
Capabilities
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Warning is the primary method of existing mitigation for tornadoes and thunderstorm-related
hazards. The NOAA National Weather Service issues watches and warnings when severe weather
is likely to develop or has developed, respectively.
Although tornadoes pose a threat to all areas of the state, their occurrence is not considered
frequent enough to justify the construction of tornado shelters. Instead, the State has provided
NOAA weather radios to all public schools as well as many local governments for use in public
buildings. The general public continues to rely on mass media for knowledge of weather
warnings. Warning time for tornadoes is very short due to the nature of these types of events, so
pre-disaster response time can be limited. However, the NOAA weather radios provide
immediate notification of all types of weather warnings in addition to tornadoes, making them
very popular with communities.
Aside from warnings, several other methods of mitigation for wind damage are employed in
Sherman. Continued location of utilities underground is an important method of reducing wind
damage to utilities and the resulting loss of services. The Connecticut Building Codes include
guidelines for Wind Load Criteria that are specific to each municipality as explained in Section
3.3.2. In addition, specific mitigation measures address debris removal and tree trimming.
In the town of Sherman, the local utilities are responsible for tree branch removal and
maintenance above and near their lines. The Town also performs tree branch trimming along
town roads and on town property. In addition, all new developments in Sherman must place
utilities underground wherever possible. The Tree Warden also approaches residents on a caseby-case basis when trees and branches on their property look hazardous, though ultimately tree
removal on private property is up to the property owner.
Most downed power lines in Sherman are detected quickly and any associated fires are quickly
extinguished.
Municipal responsibilities relative to tornado mitigation and preparedness include:
 Developing and disseminating emergency public information and instructions concerning
tornado safety, especially guidance regarding in-home protection and evacuation procedures
and locations of public shelters.
 Designate appropriate shelter space in the community that could potentially withstand
tornado impact.
 Periodically test and exercise tornado response plans.
 Put emergency personnel on standby at tornado "watch" stage.

Actions Completed and New Capabilities

Sharon has been working diligently to educate residents about the danger of coming into contact
with power lines, either those knocked down during a storm event or those near trees and limbs
that residents may be trimming. The First Selectman has sent out Nixle notifications about this
danger, written columns about it in the local weekly paper, and has generally been working to
increase awareness. One resident of neighboring New Milford was killed by a live electric wire
after a downburst in 2014.
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Sherman continues to strengthen its warning and recovery capabilities by improving social media
emergency notifications, designating a debris collection area, and actively communicating with
Eversource.

Summary

Sherman’s capabilities with regards to summer storms and tornadoes include: ensuring
communication systems are operational prior to forecast storms; broadcasting storm warning
information; disseminating tornado safety information and evacuation procedures; designating
tornado-resistant public shelters; periodic testing of tornado response plans; putting emergency
personnel on standby at tornado “watch” stage; a municipal tree maintenance program; a poststorm debris removal program and designated collection area; requiring buildings meet the
Connecticut State Building Code; requiring new developments place utilities underground; and
warning landowners when dangerous trees are spotted by the tree warden on private property.
Vulnerabilities and Risk Assessment
By virtue of its location in Fairfield County (moderate risk), but adjacent to Litchfield County (high
risk) and Dutchess County (moderate risk), the town of Sherman is at a moderate to high risk for
tornadoes. NOAA states that climate change has the potential to increase the frequency and
intensity of tornadoes, so it is possible that the pattern of occurrence in Connecticut could change
in the future.
In general, thunderstorms and hailstorms in Connecticut are more frequent in the western and
northern parts of the state, and less frequent in the southern and eastern parts. Fairfield County
experiences an average of 7.5 severe, damaging thunderstorms per year. Although lightning is
usually associated with thunderstorms, it can occur on almost any day. The likelihood of lightning
strikes in the Sherman area is very high during any given thunderstorm although no one area of
the town is at higher risk of lightning strikes. The risk of at least one hailstorm occurring in
Sherman is considered moderate in any given year.
Most thunderstorm damage is caused by downbursts, or straight-line winds. exceeding 100 mph.
A downburst is a severe localized wind blasting down from a thunderstorm. Downburst wind
speeds can exceed 165 miles per hour. The risk of downbursts occurring during such storms and
damaging the town of Sherman is believed to be low for any given year; however, Sherman is
particularly susceptible to damage from high winds due to its high elevation and heavily treed
landscape. A downburst struck Sherman in August of 2010, and again in 2014, when straight-line
winds knocked over trees and utility poles, taking out power, closing roads, and causing the
electrocution death of a man in neighboring New Milford. In May of 2018, a microburst downed
many trees, causing damage to houses and blocking roadways. Extensive power outages
occurred in the south end of Town, lasting for about four days.
Secondary damage from falling branches and trees is more common than direct wind damage to
structures. Heavy winds can take down trees near power lines, leading to the start and spread of
fires. Such fires can be extremely dangerous during the summer months during dry and drought
conditions.
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According to Town personnel, no single area of town is more susceptible to wind damage than
any other. Secondary damage from falling branches and trees is more common than direct wind
damage to structures. The most significant vulnerability in Sherman to summer storms is loss of
power or access to isolated areas due to downed trees on power lines and roads.

Summary

The entire community is at relatively equal risk for experiencing damage from summer storms and
tornadoes. Based on the historic record, only a few summer storms and tornadoes have resulted
in costly damages in Sherman. Most damages are relatively site-specific and occur to private
property (and therefore are paid for by private insurance). For municipal property, the budget for
tree removal and minor repairs may need to be adjusted from time to time to address storms.
The main concern with regards to summer storms and tornadoes is the impact of downed trees
on access to isolated areas, and power outages.

WINTER STORMS AND NOR’EASTERS
Setting
The entire town of Sherman is susceptible to winter storms and, due to its high elevation, can
have higher amounts of snow than surrounding communities. In general, winter storms are
considered highly likely to occur each year (major storms are less frequent), and the hazards that
result (nor'easter winds, snow, and blizzard conditions) can potentially have a significant effect
over a large geographic area.
Most winter weather events occur between December and March, although in 2011 Connecticut
experienced a significant October snowstorm that left much of the state without power for a
week. Winter weather may include snow, sleet, freezing rain, and cold temperatures.
Capabilities
Hazard mitigation programs specific to winter storms are generally those related to preparing
plows, sand and salt trucks; tree-trimming to protect power lines; and other associated snow
removal and response preparations.
Sherman ensures that all warning/notification and communications systems are ready before a
storm, and ensures that appropriate equipment and supplies, especially snow removal equipment,
are in place and in good working order. The Town also prepares for the possible evacuation and
sheltering of some populations which could be impacted by the upcoming storm (especially the
elderly and special needs persons).
The amount of snowfall in Sherman is elevation-dependent during storms. The Town of Sherman
primarily uses town staff for plowing operations. The town utilizes plow trucks to clear and treat
all town-owned roadways, properties, and sidewalks. The Connecticut Department of
Transportation plows Routes 37, 39, and 55. Private communities are responsible for plowing
their own roads. During emergencies, a plow vehicle can be dispatched ahead of an emergency
vehicle.
The Town of Sherman prioritizes plowing routes to ensure access to and from critical facilities and
shelters. Plow routes are posted in Town buildings for public viewing. It is recognized that
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plowing critical facilities may not be a priority to all residents as people typically expect their own
roads to be cleared as soon as possible.
The 2018 Connecticut Building Code specifies that a pressure of 35 pounds per square foot (psf)
be used in Sherman as the base “ground snow load” for computing snow loading for different
types of roofs.

Actions Completed and New Capabilities

Sherman’s winter storm mitigation capabilities continue to be significant, although there has not
been a significant change in these capabilities since the previous HMP was adopted.

Summary

Programs and policies relevant to winter storm mitigation include utilization of Town staff for
most plowing operations (it is the responsibility of the state, Town, and private communities to
clear state, Town, and private roads respectively), ensuring communication systems and snow
clearing equipment are all prepared prior to forecast storm events, prioritizing plowing routes;
and maintaining trees and limbs along roads and power lines.
Vulnerabilities and Risk Assessment
The heavily treed landscape in close proximity to populated residential areas in the Town of
Sherman poses problems in relation to blizzard condition damage. Tree limbs and some building
structures may not be suited to withstand high wind and snow loads. Ice can damage or collapse
power lines, render steep gradients impassable for motorists, undermine foundations, and cause
"flood" damage from freezing water pipes in basements.
In addition, winter storms present additional problems for motorists all over the state. As the
population of Connecticut and its dependence on transportation continues to increase, the
vulnerability of the state to winter storms also increases. There is a high propensity for traffic
accidents and traffic jams during heavy snow and even light icing events. Roads may become
impassable, inhibiting the ability of emergency equipment to reach trouble spots and the
accessibility to medical and shelter facilities. Stranded motorists, especially senior and/or
handicapped citizens, are at particularly high risk of injury or death from exposure during a
blizzard. After a storm, snow piled on the sides of roadways can inhibit line of sight and reflect a
blinding amount of sunlight. When coupled with slippery road conditions, poor sightlines and
heavy glare create dangerous driving conditions.
Icing causes difficult driving conditions throughout the hillier sections of Sherman, but Town
personnel note that there are no unusual areas or particular "trouble spots" in town for icing. The
largest problems occur on narrow, steeply sloped private roads. Fortunately, many of these roads
contain seasonal cottages that are unoccupied during the winter months. Drifting snow is not as
large a problem in Sherman as other areas, but it still occurs. This problem is mitigated through
municipal plowing efforts. Ice jams are not a problem along the rivers in Sherman.
It is possible that several hundred of the population impacted by a severe winter storm could
consist of the elderly, a small number could consist of linguistically isolated households, and
several hundred could be disabled. Thus, it is important for Sherman's emergency personnel to
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be prepared to assist these functional needs populations during emergencies such as winter
storms.
One specific hazard that has been identified by Town personnel is winter fires. Personnel
reflected that there is at least one structure fire each year during the coldest part of the year.
These fires are particularly difficult to fight for two reasons: first, road conditions can make access
difficult; and second, when water is hosed onto the fire in very cold temperatures, it freezes and
turns to mist.
Recent climate change studies predict a shorter winter season for Connecticut (as much as two
weeks) and less snow-covered days with a decreased overall snowpack. These models also
predict that fewer, more intense precipitation events will occur with more precipitation falling as
rain rather than snow. This trend suggests that future snowfalls will consist of heavier (denser)
snow and the potential for ice storms will increase. Such changes will have a large impact on how
the State and its communities manage future winter storms, and the impact such storms have on
the residents, roads, and utilities in the State.

Summary

The entire community is at relatively equal risk for experiencing damage from winter storms,
although some areas may be more susceptible. Many damages are relatively site-specific and
occur to private property (and therefore are paid for by private insurance), while repairs for power
outages is often widespread and difficult to quantify to any one municipality. For municipal
property, the budget for plowing and minor repairs is generally adequate to handle winter storm
damage, although the plowing budget is often depleted in severe winters. In particular, the heavy
snowfalls associated with the winter of 2010-2011 drained the local plowing budget and raised a
high level of awareness of the danger that heavy snow poses to roofs, as did the snow associated
with Winter Storm Alfred in October 2011 and storm Nemo in February 2013.

WILDFIRES AND DROUGHT
Setting
Wildfires are any non-structure fire, other than a prescribed burn, that occurs in undeveloped
areas. Although the term brings to mind images of tall trees engulfed in flames, wildfires can
occur as brush and shrub fires, especially under dry conditions. Wildfires are also known as
"wildland fires."
The Town of Sherman is considered a low-risk area for wildfires. Wildfires are of particular
concern in the many wooded areas and other areas with poor access for fire-fighting equipment.
Hazards associated with wildfires include property damage and loss of habitat. Wildfires are
considered a likely event each year, but when one occurs it is generally contained to a small range
with limited damage to non-forested areas.
Sherman has a particular vulnerability to fire hazards where urban development and wildland
areas are in close proximity. The "wildland/urban interface" is where many such fires are fought.
Wildland areas are subject to fires because of weather conditions and fuel supply. An isolated
wildland fire may not be a threat, but the combined effect of having residences, businesses, and
lifelines near a wildland area causes increased risk to life and property. Thus, a fire that might
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have been allowed to burn itself out with a minimum of firefighting or containment in the past is
now fought to prevent fire damage to surrounding homes and commercial areas as well as smoke
threats to health and safety in these areas.
In addition, Sherman, and Fairfield County overall, has experienced drought challenges over
recent years. The U.S. Drought Monitor (USDM), which has been monitoring nationwide drought
conditions since 2000, estimates that over the past two decades Connecticut experienced its
longest drought of 46 weeks beginning June 21, 2016 and lasting until May 2, 2017. It was also
estimated that the most intense period of this extended drought occurred the week of November
15, 2016, where approximately 44.5% of Connecticut lands were impacted. Figure 3-1: USDM
Drought Time Series for Fairfield County depicts the various drought conditions in Fairfield
County since 2000, where the warmer colors represent more advanced drought stages.

Figure 3-1: USDM Drought Time Series for Fairfield County
The 2019 Connecticut Natural Hazard Mitigation Plan assumes that the State of Connecticut has a
medium probably of future drought events. This assumption is based on climate change
projections anticipating hotter and wetter conditions in the near future. Climate forecasts often
suggest that while precipitation may increase, the overall pattern will generally be higher intensity
storms, with longer than average dry periods between events. The State Plan also identifies that
Fairfield County accounts for roughly 7.34% of the state’s total number of farms, with a market
value of over $34 million in product sold from these farms.
Capabilities
Existing mitigation for wildland fire control is typically focused on Fire Department training and
maintaining an adequate supply of equipment. The Town has an ordinance requiring the creation
of dry hydrants for residential or commercial building developments, with pertinent water sources
being either underground storage tanks or surface water supplies. This ordinance is enforced by
the Planning and Zoning Commission. In addition, new roads, subdivisions, and fire ponds are
required to allow for fire truck access.
Unlike wildfires on the west coast of the United States where the fires are allowed to burn toward
development and then stopped, the Sherman Volunteer Fire Department goes to the fires
whenever possible. This proactive approach is believed to be effective for controlling wildfires.
The Fire Department has some water storage capability in its tanker trucks but primarily relies on
the use of 27 water sources (fire ponds or water tanks) to fight fires throughout town.
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The Sherman Fire Department has a four-wheel drive brush truck and a gator capable of
accessing remote locations with firefighting water. Fire Department apparatus also include one
fire engine, one rescue pumper, one tanker truck, one brush truck, and a portable light tower.
Since adoption of the initial Plan, the Town retired two old fire engines and purchased a new
replacement rescue pumper (as listed).
The Town also has mutual aid agreements with all of its neighbors. Finally, The Connecticut DEEP
Division of Forestry monitors the weather each day during non-winter months as it relates to fire
danger. The Division utilizes precipitation and soil moisture data to compile and broadcast daily
forest fire probability forecasts. Forest fire danger levels are classified as low, moderate, high,
very high, or extreme. In addition, the NWS issues a Red Flag warning when winds will be
sustained or there will be frequent gusts above a certain threshold (usually 25 mph), the relative
humidity is below 30%, and precipitation for the previous five days has been less than onequarter inch. Such conditions can cause wildfires to quickly spread from their source area. This
allows the DEEP and the Town of Sherman to monitor the drier areas of the state to be prepared
for forest fire conditions.
The Connecticut DEEP Open Burning Program requires individuals to be nominated and
designated by the Chief Executive Officer in each municipality that allows open burning to take an
online training course and exam to become certified as an “Open Burning Official.” Sherman has
designated the Town Fire Marshall as the Open Burning Official. In this position, he will make noburn declarations and will withhold open burning permits when necessary. The First Selectman
informs the public about no-burn declarations via Twitter.

Actions Completed and New Capabilities

The Fire Department continuously reviews its protocols, and completes a cold-weather training
every year to address that specific challenge (as noted in the Vulnerabilities and Risk Assessment,
below).
Since the previous HMP was adopted, the Fire Department has installed 13 dry hydrants in
waterbodies off of Wakeman hill Road near Bridgeworth Land, in the Deer Pond Farm area. The
Town has formed a committee to address hydrant and tank maintenance issues.

Summary

In summary, Sherman programs that mitigate wildfire hazards include: adding firefighting water
supplies to areas currently underserved; intermunicipal firefighting coordination; public outreach
and education about fire safety and outdoor burning; patrolling public spaces to monitor
campfires; and participation in the Connecticut Open Burning program. Policies include requiring
fire ponds with dry hydrants and water tanks to be installed at new subdivisions, requiring that
roads are constructed to allow firefighting vehicles access at new subdivisions, and proactively
going to fires when possible rather than letting them burn.
Vulnerabilities and Risk Assessment
Much of Sherman is privately and publicly owned forest and fires have occurred throughout the
town. The Sherman Volunteer Fire Department responded to 800 fire-related calls from 2001 to
2009, equating to an average of 88 calls per year. While not all of these calls were related to
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wildfires, the call volume suggests that fire in general is a relatively common and persistent
hazard in the town of Sherman.
Small brush fires occur seasonally in Sherman, but the Town has not experienced any fires in
Town that burned over an acre in recent years. In September of 2015, Sherman’s fire department
responded to a significant wildfire in neighboring New Fairfield. Thirty-five fire departments
responded to help fight the fire. Twenty-eight acres of State forest-land was burned. The plume
was 3,000 feet high. The blaze was first discovered on a Saturday covering 10 acres, was fought,
and was thought to be controlled. On Sunday it had spread more. No losses to structures or
vehicles were experienced, with a minor amount of lost gear and supplies. Wildfire Risk Areas are
mapped in Figure 3-2.
Most wildfires in Connecticut are relatively small. In the drought year of 1999, the average
wildfire burned five acres in comparison to the two most extreme wildfires recorded since 1986
that burned 300 acres each. Given the availability of firefighting water in the town, including the
use of nearby water bodies, and longstanding mutual aid assurances the Sherman Volunteer Fire
Department has with neighboring communities, it is believed that this average value for a
drought year and the extreme value are applicable to the town as well. Indeed, Town personnel
report that in a typical year, the largest fires only burn a couple of acres before being contained
despite the rural nature of the town.
There are limited public camping areas in town, so there are few fires caused by out of control
campfires. The only state park in town is the Pootatuck State Forest along Candlewood Lake in
southern Sherman, but there is no vehicular access within Sherman. Town personnel report that
the larger private tracts of forest do not tend to attract children. As much of the town has
firefighting water available nearby in the form of fire ponds, a large amount of water can be made
readily available for firefighting equipment.
Nevertheless, the Town of Sherman believes that there are weaknesses in its firefighting
capability. The Fire Department relies on the relative water levels in Candlewood Lake and other
smaller water bodies in the town. While the 27 water sources in Town provide a large area of
Town with potential firefighting water, there are still many areas not served by a formal water
source. During the summer months, many smaller streams in Sherman dry up and cannot be
used as water sources.
In addition, there are many areas of town where roads are narrow and one way. This hinders
emergency access to fight fires. This is a particular problem within many of the private
community associations. Fire trucks often need to drive into such areas in line with the last one in
being the first one to back out as there is no place to turn around. In other places, fire trucks
simply can't get to the houses that are up narrow dirt roads and driveways.
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In addition, there is concern about fires in the wooded southwestern, western, and northwestern
sections of town where there is limited firefighting water available. While fires are infrequent in
these areas, they can often be difficult to access and fight. The Town has the support of the
owners of the tracts of open space to provide access to their lands in case of a wildfire.
It is possible that several hundred of the population impacted by a wildfire could consist of the
elderly, a small number could consist of linguistically isolated households, and several with
disabilities could reside near wildfire impact areas. Thus, it is important for the Sherman Fire
Department to be prepared to assist these special populations during emergencies, including
wildfire.
In summary, the highest risk areas for wildfires in Sherman are associated with agricultural fields
or pastures. As each area borders residential sections of the town, residents on the outskirts of
these risk areas are the most vulnerable to fire, heat, and smoke effects of wildfires. Despite
having a large amount of forest/suburban interface, the overall risk of wildfires occurring in the
town of Sherman is considered to be low. Such fires fail to spread far due speed of detection and
strong fire response.
Should a wildfire occur, it seems reasonable to estimate that the average area to burn would be
five acres during a drought period and one to two acres during wetter periods, consistent with
the state averages. In the case of an extreme wildfire during a long drought on forested lands, it
is estimated that up to 300 acres could burn before containment due to the limited access of
those lands. Residential areas bordering such lands would also be vulnerable to wildfire, but
would likely be more impacted by heat and smoke than by structure fires due to the strong fire
response in the town.

EARTHQUAKES AND LANDSLIDES
Setting
The entire town of Sherman is susceptible to earthquakes. However, even though earthquakes
have the potential to occur anywhere both in the Town and in the northeastern United States, the
effects may be felt differently in some areas based on the type of geology. In general,
earthquakes are considered a hazard that may possibly occur but that may cause significant
effects to a large area of the Town.
Capabilities
The Connecticut State Building Code includes design criteria for buildings specific to each
municipality. These include Maximum Considered Earthquake Spectral Acceleration coefficients
and Seismic Design Categories for building design in the town of Sherman. In the 2016 code,
these parameters are 0.202 percent-gravity for “short period spectral acceleration,” and 0.066
percent-gravity for “one-second spectral acceleration.” The Town has adopted these codes for
new construction, and they are enforced by the Town Building Official.
Due to the infrequent nature of damaging earthquakes, land use policies in the town of Sherman
do not directly address earthquake hazards. However, the Subdivision Regulations of the Town of
Sherman (In Section 3.7.2) prohibits development on slopes greater than 25%. The Town reserves
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the right to impose more stringent regulations on a site to maintain the stability of the bank
under the proposed conditions.

Actions Completed and New Capabilities

Earthquake mitigation capabilities have not significantly changed in Sherman in recent years, and
are deemed to be sufficient given the low risk of a hazardous event.

Summary

Town policy is to enforce Connecticut State Building Code design guidelines, and to prohibit
development on very steep slopes. The Town will continue to evaluate whether capabilities need
to be strengthened in the future.
Vulnerabilities and Risk Assessment
According to the USGS, Connecticut is at a low risk for experiencing a damaging earthquake. The
USGS has determined that Connecticut has a 10% chance that at some point in a 50-year period
an earthquake would cause peak acceleration (ground shaking) values of 4% to 8% of the force of
gravity. To appreciate why these values of ground shaking are expressed as a percentage of the
force of gravity, note that it requires more than 100% of the force of gravity to throw objects up
in the air.
In terms of felt effects and damage, ground motion at the level of several percent of gravity
corresponds to the threshold of damage to buildings and houses (an earthquake intensity of
approximately V). For comparison, reports of "dishes, windows and doors disturbed" corresponds
to an intensity of about IV, or about 2% of gravity. Reports of "some chimneys broken"
correspond to an intensity of about VII, or about 10% to 20% of gravity. According to the USGS
National Seismic Hazard Mapping Project (2008), an earthquake impacting the town of Sherman
has a 2% chance of exceeding a peak acceleration of 10-12% of the force of gravity in a 50-year
period.
Four faults are mapped in the town of Sherman. These faults occur along the geologic contacts of
the Manhattan Schist throughout the Town and are believed to be inactive.
Surficial earth materials behave differently in response
Liquefaction is a phenomenon in which
to seismic activity. Unconsolidated materials such as
the strength and stiffness of a soil are
sand and artificial fill can amplify the shaking
reduced by earthquake shaking or other
associated with an earthquake. In addition, artificial fill
rapid loading. It occurs in soils at or near
material has the potential for liquefaction. When
saturation and especially in finer textured
liquefaction occurs, the strength of the soil decreases,
soils.
and the ability of soil to support building foundations
and bridges is reduced. Increased shaking and liquefaction can cause greater damage to
buildings and structures and a greater loss of life.
Several areas in the town of Sherman are underlain by sand and gravel, such as areas along Route
39 north of the town center. Structures in these areas are at increased risk from earthquakes due
to amplification of seismic energy and/or collapse. Areas underlain by glacial till are not at
increased risk during an earthquake. Glacial tills contain an unsorted mixture of clay, silt, sand,
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gravel, and boulders deposited by glaciers as a ground moraine. Till is present throughout
Sherman, with deposits concentrated near the Housatonic River and its tributaries in northern
Sherman, and around the lower parts of Sawmill Brook in the central valley of Sherman.
Areas of steep slopes can collapse during an earthquake, creating landslides. Seismic activity can
also break utility lines such as water mains, electric and telephone lines, and stormwater
management systems. Damage to utility lines can lead to fires, especially in electric and gas
mains. Dam failure can also pose a significant threat to developed areas during an earthquake.
A series of earthquake probability maps were generated using the 2009 interactive web-based
mapping tools hosted by the USGS. These maps were used to determine the probability of an
earthquake of greater than magnitude 5.0 or greater than magnitude 6.0 damaging the town of
Sherman. Results are presented in Table 3-3 below.
Table 3-3: Probability of a Damaging Earthquake in the Vicinity of Sherman
Timeframe
(Years)

Probability of the Occurrence of an
Earthquake Event > Magnitude 5.0

Probability of the Occurrence of an
Earthquake Event > Magnitude 6.0

50
100
250
350

2% to 3%
4% to 6%
10% to 12%
12% to 15%

< 1%
< 1%
2% to 3%
3% to 4%

Based on the historic record and the probability maps generated from the USGS database, the
State of Connecticut has areas of seismic activity. It is likely that Connecticut will continue to
experience minor earthquakes (magnitude less than 3.0) in the future. While the risk of an
earthquake affecting Sherman is relatively low over the short-term, long-term probabilities
suggest that a damaging earthquake (magnitude greater than 5.0) could occur within the vicinity
of Sherman.
Because a damaging earthquake would likely affect a large area beyond Beacon Falls, it is likely
that the community may not be able to receive regional aid for a few days. It is important for
municipal facilities and departments to have adequate backup plans and backup supplies to
ensure that restoration activities may begin and continue until outside assistance can be
provided.

Summary

Despite the low probability of occurrence, earthquake damage presents a very real hazard to the
town of Sherman. However, it is very unlikely that the town would be at the epicenter of such a
damaging earthquake. Should a damaging earthquake occur in Connecticut, it is likely that
Sherman medical personnel will be needed in other parts of the state that are harder hit by the
earthquake.
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4.0

MITIGATION STRATEGIES AND ACTIONS
Goals and Objectives

Municipal goals and objectives have been made consistent regionally and are presented in the
Multi-Jurisdictional Plan document.

Status of Mitigation Strategies and Actions from Previous HMP

The table below lists the mitigation actions developed in the previous HMP and the status of
each. Actions to be carried forward are noted as such. Actions that have been institutionalized as
capabilities are not carried forward.
#

1

2

3

4

5

Action
Add pages to
town website
dedicated to
citizen education
and preparation
for natural
hazard events
Implement the
Everbridge
emergency
notification
system
Upgrade the
unpaved
portions of
Jericho Road
North to provide
additional egress
north from the
Town Center
Modify the Plan
of Conservation
and
Development
and Subdivision
Regulations to
encourage two
modes of egress
into new
neighborhoods
Pursue funding
to place utilities
underground in
existing
developments

Responsible
Party

Status

Notes

OEM

Complete

The Town has added an Office of Emergency Management
page to the Town webpage, which provides information
about how the Town prepares for disasters, and contact
information. The Town also has the ability to post updates
about specific disasters on the Town website, or to create a
page dedicated to information about a specific event.

OEM

Complete

Town has implemented the Everbridge program “Nixle.”

DPW

Complete

This action has been completed

PZC

Drop

Sherman has not experienced any new subdivisions in many
years, and does not expect significant new development in
the future based on growth projections and geography; the
town no longer believes that pursuit of this action will
accomplish hazard mitigation goals.

DPW

Carry
Forward

Town has not succeeding in securing funding for this effort,
as it has placed a higher priority on working with the local
energy utility Eversource to improve communication and
outage response procedures. Action is carried forward.
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#

Action

6

Post emergency
shelter
information on
the new,
overhauled
website

7

Pressure local
cellular providers
to improve
resilience of the
local network
after events

8

9

10

11

12

Complete
construction of a
new Public
Works washstation
Determine and
implement a
means of
lowering sodium
levels in the
water at the
Town Center
Amend Town
regulations to
explicitly require
new
developments to
create a zeroincrease in
stormwater
runoff from sites
Pursue/allocate
funding to repair
the bridge over
Tollgate Brook
on Old
Greenwoods
Road
Repair or
upgrade the
Wagon Wheel
Road culvert at
Glen Brook

Responsible
Party

Status

Notes

OEM

Capability

Town posts, and otherwise communicates, information about
emergency shelters on the Town Website, as well as via other
outlets, as needed.

First
Selectman

Complete

Town has good relationships and communication pathways
with its local utility providers, including telecommunication
companies. Additionally, the Town is working on improving
cellular coverage; a Town committee has been assembled and
meets monthly to work on this. Additional cell towers are
expected to be installed in coming years as a result of these
efforts. This action is considered completed.

DPW

Complete

This action has been completed.

DPW

Complete

Sherman retained a consultant to perform a groundwater
analysis and help the Town identify strategies for mitigating
sodium levels in its water. As a result of this work, the Town
has implemented a series of best practices to minimize
sodium inputs, and has installed a second well at the
emergency services building. Groundwater studies and
monitoring are ongoing. This action is completed.

PZC

Complete

A zero runoff increase requirement has been added to the
Town regulations.

DPW

Complete

Bridge has been repaired.

DPW

Complete

Culvert has been repaired.
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#

13

14

15

16

17

Action
Perform a bridge
evaluation of Old
Greenwoods
Road Extension
where it crosses
Tollgate Brook
Perform a bridge
evaluation of
George Road
Conduct
engineering
studies on Town
culverts that are
suspected of
being undersized
Reevaluate the
drainage
computations for
public dead-end
roads in town
that span a
watercourse,
evaluating the
dead-end roads
with the most
structures at risk
first
Upgrade Town
culverts found to
be undersized
through
engineering
studies or
reevealuated
drainage
computations.
Focus on deadend roads

Responsible
Party

Status

Notes

DPW

Complete

Evaluation completed, bridge repaired.

DPW

Drop

There is no George Road in Sherman – action seems to be an
error.

DPW

Carry
Forward

The Department of Public Works examines all culverts
annually to identify repair or upgrade needs. These
examinations are not engineering studies.
Action is Carried Forward

DPW

Carry
Forward

This action has not yet been completed due to funding
limitations. Carry forward.

DPW

Carry
Forward

This action has not yet been completed as it depends on
actions 15 an 16. Carry forward.
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#

18

19

20

Action
Designate an
additional shelter
within Sherman,
or direct
residents to
alternate shelters
outside of
Sherman, south
of the Town
Center so that
residents who
live in that area
aren't cut off
from the shelter
during flood
events
Collaborate with
the Stormwise
project,
participate in
education,
management,
and research
efforts, and
implement the
Stormwise
framework on
forests adjacent
to key roads.

Determine
whether
development of
a microgrid that
encompasses the
Town Hall, the
Library, and the
nearby grocery
store is feasible.

Responsible
Party

OEM

DPW

Status

Notes

Carry
Forward
with
Revisions

Town has not yet succeeded in identifying an appropriate
location to serve as a shelter in the southern part of Town.
Residents are directed to alternate shelters to the south of
Town. This action is carried forward, and revised to
specifically call for identification of locations where temporary
shelters or warming shelters can be established in case
residents in the southern portion of Town are unable to
access other municipal shelters and services.

Drop

Sherman has a tree warden and an active tree management
program. Tree management is consistently a challenge, but
the Town has increased its tree management budget over the
years and feels its capabilities are generally adequate.
The Town would support a regional action related to mitigating
the high quantity of dead Ash trees in town rights-of-way due
to the impacts of the Emerald Ash Borer.

DPW
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Drop

The Fire House / EOC has a generator, and the Town is
pursuing installation of a permanent generator or portable
generator hook-up at the Town Hall. The Town helped the
nearby grocery store upgrade its power source and
transformer through Eversource, which makes it less
susceptible to outages. These actions have and continue to
improve the emergency power capabilities of this area; the
Town does not believe pursuit of a microgrid is the best path
forward at this time.
This action is dropped and replaced by two new actions: to
install emergency power at the Town Hall and to offer
assistance to the grocery store in acquisition of a backup
generator.
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#

21

22

23

24

Action
Educate property
owners on
increasing treethrow radiuses
and encourage
them to trim or
cut trees that are
tall enough to
damage
property, roads,
or powerlines,
even if branches
are not directly
above those
assets.
Develop an
official protocol
with Eversource
with regards to
responding to
outages, given
the distance
between the
base location of
their crew trucks
and Sherman.
Develop an
emergency
response plan for
the Timber Trails
area that
addresses the
risk of isolation.
Evaluate the
costeffectiveness of
performing a
GPS study of
roads in order to
prioritize plowing
routes, increase
efficiency and
efficacy of
plowing efforts,
and help plan
evacuation
routes.

Responsible
Party

Status

Notes

DPW

Carry
Forward
with
Revisions

Subdivision property owners are responsible for maintaining
trees along subdivision roads. Downed trees can block access
to subdivisions and hinder emergency response. The Town
does not believe that the specific issue identified in this action
needs to be addressed, but does believe action is needed
generally with regard to educating residents about the
importance of maintaining trees on their properties, and
especially along subdivision roads.
Action is carried forward with revisions.

First
Selectman

Complete

Town has a very good relationship with Eversource, has held
several meetings with the company about outage response,
and has developed protocols. This is complete.

OEM

Carry
Forward

Town has not yet completed this action as it has focused on
more generally improving its emergency response
capabilities. Action is carried forward.

DPW

Drop

Sherman’s snow removal capabilities are sufficient and well
organized; the Town does not believe this action is necessary.
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#

Action

25

Review coldweather
firefighting
protocols, and
determine if
improvements
are needed to
address the
unique
challenges of
fighting fires at
sub-freezing
temperatures.

26

27

28

29

Purchase a
backup
generator and
have it installed
at the Town Hall
Purchase a
backup
generator and
have it installed
at the Town
Garage
Purchase a
backup
generator and
have it installed
at the Old Town
Hall/Senior
Center
Purchase a
backup
generator and
have it installed
at either the
Catholic Church
or the Jewish
Community
Center

Responsible
Party

Fire
Department

First
Selectman

Status

Notes

Capability

The Fire Department continuously reviews its protocols, and
completes a cold-weather training every year. As an example,
in 2019 the department completed an advanced training on
firefighter rehabilitation following a firefight, which included
cold-weather specific protocols.

Carry
Forward
with
Revisions

The Town has had an electrician assess the Town Hall for
emergency power suitability, and determined that installation
of a transfer switch to allow for tie-in to a portable generator
was the best path forward. This action is carried forward with
revisions.
Town will check whether a transfer switch has already been
installed.

DPW

Complete

This action has been completed

First
Selectman

Carry
Forward

Town has not yet completed this action due to lack of
funding. Carry Forward.

First
Selectman

Carry
Forward

Town has not yet completed this action due to lack of
funding. Carry Forward.
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#

30

31

32

33

34

Action
Include dam
failure areas in
the Everbridge
emergency
notification
system, once that
system is
implemented
Place copies of
EAP documents
in a location that
is known to all
relevant officials,
and ensure those
officials continue
to be informed
as to that
location
Institute a
program for
monitoring and
addressing
beaver dams
throughout Town
Consider the use
of beaver
deterrent devices
such as beaver
stops or beaver
bafflers.
Add additional
supplies of
firefighting water
where adequate
water supplies
do not currently
exist. These
areas include
Briggs Hill Road,
Route 37 South
between Briggs
Hill Road and
Wakeman Hill
Road, and
Wakeman Hill
Road near
Bridgeworth
Lane.

Responsible
Party

Status

Notes

Drop

Town does not believe limiting alerts to specific areas is
necessary; in case of a dam failure emergency, Sherman
would send a Nexle alert with the relevant information to all
subscribers.

First
Selectman

Carry
Forward

Town has EAP documents on file but has not reviewed the
locations of these documents to ensure all relevant officials
are aware of them, as the relative low risk from dam failure in
Sherman, and State programs to monitor dam safety, have
not made such an action a high priority. Action is carried
forward.

DPW

Capability

The Town monitors and addresses beaver dams on a case-bycase basis as needed through the DPW.

DPW

Capability

The DPW implements a variety of beaver deterrent devices as
appropriate, and has found them to be successful in many
cases.

OEM

PZC / Fire
Dept.
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Partially
Complete
Carry
Forward

Progress has been made on this action, and efforts are
ongoing. The Town has been and continues to be exploring
opportunities for installing dry hydrants in existing ponds.
Sherman installed 13 dry hydrants off of Wakeman Hill Road
and Chapel Hill Road in the Deer Pond Farm area (identified
as “Wakeman Hill Road near Bridgeworth Lane” in the action;
Connecticut Audubon Society property).
Carry forward for areas listed in action.
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#

Action

35

Improve the
Town’s hydrant
and tank
maintenance
program

36

37

38

Send out a
Townwide mailer
about indoor fire
safety, including
the safe use of
furnaces, boilers,
wood stoves, and
fireplaces.
Implement other
fire protection
solutions when
water main
extensions are
not feasible, such
as the use of fire
ponds.
Perform
prescribed
burning on
municipal land
when and where
appropriate.

Responsible
Party

Status

Notes

Fire
Department

Capability

Town explored adding a line item related to hydrant and tank
maintenance in its annual budget, but determined that it
wasn’t necessary. Instead, a committee was formed to
address hydrant and tank maintenance issues. Additionally,
the Fire Department is continuously exploring improvements
to its program.

Fire
Department

Drop

The Fire Department runs a fire prevention program annually
through the high school. Open burning information is posted
on the Town website seasonally. A town wide mailer is not
believed to be necessary.

Fire
Department

Capability

This is a capability.

Drop

The Fire Department does not believe performing prescribed
burning on municipal land is appropriate for Sherman. Open
burning permits may be obtained by private residents by
submitting a permit application to the Fire Marshal.

Fire
Department

Prioritization of Strategies and Actions

The STAPLEE method, described in the Multi-Jurisdictional document, was used to score
mitigation activities. The STAPLEE matrix in Appendix A provides the total scores. Actions have
been further prioritized based on implementation cost, project urgency, and municipal and public
input. The strategies below are presented in priority order, with qualitative priority levels listed
for each.

Mitigation Strategies and Actions Implementation Table

The Town proposed to initiate several new mitigation actions for the upcoming five years.
Additionally, a number of actions from the previous planning period are being carried forward or
replaced with revised actions. These are listed below.
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Action SHM-01

Reach out to the grocery store in the Town Center to offer assistance with the acquisition of an emergency
generator for the business.
Lead

DPW

Cost

$0 - $25,000

Funding

Operating Budget, FEMA Grant

Timeframe

2022

Priority

High
Action SHM-02

Educate property owners on the importance of maintaining trees on their properties, and especially along
subdivision roads, through social media posts, posts on the Town website, mailers, and trainings or
workshops.
Lead

DPW

Cost

$0 - $25,000

Funding

Operating Budget

Timeframe

2022

Priority

High
Action SHM-03

Place copies of EAP documents in a location that is known to all relevant officials, and ensure those officials
continue to be informed as to that location
Lead

DPW

Cost

$0 - $25,000

Funding

Operating Budget

Timeframe

2023

Priority

Low
Action SHM-04

Add to the Sherman OEM webpage links to State and Federal websites with information about personal
preparedness, such as: portal.ct.gov/DPH/Communications/Emergency-Preparedness--Response/Home or
www.ready.gov
Lead

OEM

Cost

$0 - $25,000

Funding

Operating Budget

Timeframe

2023

Priority

Low
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Action SHM-05
Develop an emergency response plan for the Timber Trails area that addresses the risk of isolation.
Lead

DPW

Cost

$0 - $25,000

Funding

Operating Budget

Timeframe

2023

Priority

Low
Action SHM-06

Coordinate with CT SHPO to conduct historic resource surveys, focusing on areas within natural hazard risk
zones (flood zones, wildfire hazard zones, steep slopes) to identify historic resources at risk and support the
preparation of resiliency plans across the state.
Lead

Planning

Cost

$25,000 - $50,000

Funding

CT SHPO

Timeframe

2024

Priority

High
Action SHM-07

Reevaluate the drainage computations for public dead-end roads in town that span a watercourse,
evaluating the dead-end roads with the most structures at risk first
Lead

OEM

Cost

$25,000 - $50,000

Funding

Capital Improvement Plan, FEMA Grant

Timeframe

2024

Priority

Med
Action SHM-08

Annually conduct an emergency operations exercise for a local terrorism, sabotage, or mass casualty event.
Lead

EMD

Cost

$25,000 - $50,000

Funding

Operating Budget

Timeframe

2024

Priority

Low
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Action SHM-09

Install a transfer switch, and perform any other necessary improvements, to allow for tie-in of the Town
Hall building to a portable generator.
Lead

0

Cost

$100,000 - $500,000

Funding

Capital Improvement Plan, FEMA Grant, Other Grant

Timeframe

2025

Priority

High
Action SHM-10

Add additional supplies of firefighting water where adequate water supplies do not currently exist,
including: Briggs Hill Road and Route 37 South between Briggs Hill Road and Wakeman Road
Lead

OEM

Cost

$100,000 - $500,000

Funding

Capital Improvement Plan, Other Grant

Timeframe

2025

Priority

High
Action SHM-11

Conduct engineering studies on Town culverts that are suspected of being undersized, with a target of two
in the five-year lifespan of this plan
Lead

OEM

Cost

$50,000 - $100,000

Funding

Operating Budget, Grant

Timeframe

2025

Priority

Low
Action SHM-12

Purchase a backup generator and have it installed at the Old Town Hall/Senior Center
Lead

OEM

Cost

$100,000 - $500,000

Funding

Capital Improvement Plan, FEMA Grant, Other Grant

Timeframe

2026

Priority

Med
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Action SHM-13

Purchase a backup generator and have it installed at either the Catholic Church or the Jewish Community
Center
Lead

DPW

Cost

$100,000 - $500,000

Funding

Capital Improvement Plan, FEMA Grant, Other Grant

Timeframe

2026

Priority

Med
Action SHM-14

Upgrade Town culverts found to be undersized through engineering studies or reevaluated drainage
computations. Focus on dead-end roads
Lead

OEM

Cost

More than $500,000

Funding

Capital Improvement Plan, FEMA Grant, Other Grant

Timeframe

2026

Priority

Med
Action SHM-15
Acquire a portable generator that can be used to power the Town Hall building.

Lead

DPW

Cost

$100,000 - $500,000

Funding

Capital Improvement Plan, FEMA Grant, Other Grant

Timeframe

2026

Priority

Low
Action SHM-16

Identify, equip, and designate an additional shelter or comfort station within Sherman, south of the Town
Center, so that residents who live in that area aren't cut off from municipal shelters and services if the main
north-south roads are flooded or blocked. (Consider coordination with the Timber Trails Property Owners
Association on use of the Lake Mauweehoo Club).
Lead

0

Cost

$100,000 - $500,000

Funding

Capital Improvement Plan, FEMA Grant, Other Grant

Timeframe

2026

Priority

Low
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Timeframe for

Sources

Potential Funding

Legal

SHM-04

1

Grant

$0 -

Operating
Budget

$50,000

Political

support the preparation of resiliency plans across the state.

2022

Costs

Operating
Budget, FEMA

$25,000
$25,000 -

Administrative

Planning

Technical (x2)

SHPO

DPW

Social

risk zones (flood zones, wildfire hazard zones, steep slopes) to identify historic resources at risk and

Education

Environmental

SHM-03

Outreach and

Economic (x2)

workshops.
Coordinate with CT SHPO to conduct historic resource surveys, focusing on areas within natural hazard

Legal

subdivision roads, through social media posts, posts on the Town website, mailers, and trainings or

$25,000

Political

& Backup Power

$0 -

Administrative

emergency generator for the business.

DPW

Technical (x2)

Energy Resiliency

Completion

Reach out to the grocery store in the Town Center to offer assistance with the acquisition of an
Educate property owners on the importance of maintaining trees on their properties, and especially along

SHM-02

Theme

Social

SHM-01

Action Description

Cost Estimate

#

Regional

Lead Department

Weighted STAPLEE Criteria
Benefits

CT SHPO
Capital

Install a transfer switch, and perform any other necessary improvements, to allow for tie-in of the Town

Energy Resiliency

$100,000 -

Hall building to a portable generator.

& Backup Power

$500,000

Improvement
Plan, FEMA
Grant, Other
Grant
Capital

SHM-05

Add additional supplies of firefighting water where adequate water supplies do not currently exist,
including: Briggs Hill Road and Route 37 South between Briggs Hill Road and Wakeman Road

Wildfire Fighting
Capacity

OEM

$100,000 - Improvement
$500,000

Plan, Other
Grant
Capital

SHM-06

Reevaluate the drainage computations for public dead-end roads in town that span a watercourse,
evaluating the dead-end roads with the most structures at risk first

Drainage

OEM

$25,000 - Improvement
$50,000

Plan, FEMA
Grant
Capital

SHM-07

Purchase a backup generator and have it installed at the Old Town Hall/Senior Center

Energy Resiliency
& Backup Power

OEM

$100,000 $500,000

Improvement
Plan, FEMA
Grant, Other
Grant
Capital

SHM-08

Purchase a backup generator and have it installed at either the Catholic Church or the Jewish Community

Energy Resiliency

Center

& Backup Power

DPW

$100,000 $500,000

Improvement
Plan, FEMA
Grant, Other
Grant
Capital

SHM-09

SHM-10
SHM-11
SHM-12
SHM-13

SHM-14

SHM-15

Upgrade Town culverts found to be undersized through engineering studies or reevaluated drainage
computations. Focus on dead-end roads
Place copies of EAP documents in a location that is known to all relevant officials, and ensure those
officials continue to be informed as to that location
Add to the Sherman OEM webpage links to State and Federal websites with information about personal
preparedness, such as: portal.ct.gov/DPH/Communications/Emergency-Preparedness--Response/Home or
www.ready.gov
Annually conduct an emergency operations exercise for a local terrorism, sabotage, or mass casualty
event.
Conduct engineering studies on Town culverts that are suspected of being undersized, with a target of
two in the five-year lifespan of this plan

Drainage

Dam Safety
Outreach and
Education
Terrorism & Mass
Casualty
Bridge & Culvert

Pursue funding to place utilities underground in existing developments, with a target of two in the five-

Energy Resiliency

year lifespan of this plan

& Backup Power

Develop an emergency response plan for the Timber Trails area that addresses the risk of isolation.

Emergency
Response

OEM

DPW
OEM
EMD
OEM

DPW

DPW

More than
$500,000

Improvement
Plan, FEMA
Grant, Other

$0 -

Grant
Operating

$25,000

Budget

$0 -

Operating

$25,000

Budget

$25,000 -

Operating

$50,000
$50,000 -

Budget
Operating

$100,000 Budget, Grant
Capital
More than Improvement
$1 million

Plan, Other

$0 -

Grant
Operating

$25,000

Budget

Completion

Social

Technical (x2)

Administrative

Political

Legal

Economic (x2)

Environmental

Social

Technical (x2)

Administrative

Political

Legal

Economic (x2)

Environmental

Total STAPLEE Score

2026

1

1

1

0

1

1

0

0

-1

-1

0

0

0

0

4

2026

1

1

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

-1

0

0

0

0

3

Timeframe for

Sources

Theme

Potential Funding

Action Description

Cost Estimate

#

Regional

Lead Department

Weighted STAPLEE Criteria
Benefits

Capital
SHM-16

Acquire a portable generator that can be used to power the Town Hall building.

Energy Resiliency
& Backup Power

DPW

$100,000 $500,000

Center, so that residents who live in that area aren't cut off from municipal shelters and services if the
main north-south roads are flooded or blocked. (Consider coordination with the Timber Trails Property
Owners Association on use of the Lake Mauweehoo Club).

Improvement
Plan, FEMA
Grant, Other
Grant
Capital

Identify, equip, and designate an additional shelter or comfort station within Sherman, south of the Town
SHM-17

Costs

Emergency

$100,000 -

Response

$500,000

Improvement
Plan, FEMA
Grant, Other
Grant
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Town of Sherman
Climate Vulnerability Assessment
A Component of Sustainable CT Action 5.4
The Town of Sherman, for this Climate Vulnerability Assessment (CVA) is considered a rural inland town,
resulting in various climate change vulnerabilities. Inland flooding, extreme heat, and winter storms may
impact the community the most as many issues have been identified.

Hazards
Inland Flooding
With FEMA flood zones along a few streams in town, such as Morrissey Brook and Tollgate Brook, there
is continuously concern for riverine flooding. Also, Candlewood lake is in the southeastern part of town
and can also be a source of flooding. Several roads are at risk of isolation during a flood event, therefore
emergency access and evacuations can be impeded. With precipitation expected to increase due to
climate change, flooding events may occur more frequently. Overall, flooding has been an issue in
several areas in the past and may continue to be an issue with future shifts in precipitation.
Winter Storms
Sherman is largely residential, with higher densities of development in the southern portion of town
around Candlewood lake, and larger residential parcels in the norther part of Town. The Town is also
comprised of numerous dead-end roads, which during winter storms, snow removal or access may be a
concern. Also, anticipated shifts in winter precipitation may bring more freezing rain events, which can
result in an increase of downed trees during a winter storm event. Downed trees can result in power
outages, and lack of emergency access and egress.
Drought and Extreme Temperatures
A majority of the town relies on private wells for drinking water, with a small area in south Sherman
receiving public water service. Therefore, impacts to water supply may be an issue to the town as
temperatures rise in the near future, resulting in isolated issues with water scarcity. With increased
temperatures, and high pumping levels, private wells may be impacted during times of drought.
In addition to private wells, many rural communities have high levels of agricultural activity, whether it
be crop production or livestock, these operations are heavily water dependent for healthy growing and
revenue generation.
When considering these impacts from climate change, the primary vulnerabilities for the town of
Sherman include:
•
•
•

Private well owners
Emergency access
Agricultural operations

Secondary Impacts

Economic Impacts
With areas vulnerable to isolation during flooding and winter storm events, the town faces an economic
challenge of addressing the flooding concerns and increasing snow and debris removal capacity. There is
also a potential economic impact to local businesses during flooding events, and heavy winter storms.
Businesses may also incur expenses related to flood mitigation or clean-up efforts, or experience loss of
income if there is no site access during a storm.
Winter storm snow removal or icing also presents financial responsibility to the town by way of roadway
treatment. As precipitation events may increase during winter months, the town may seek to increase
sand or salt stockpiles to account for increased icing events.
Private property owners who rely on private drinking water wells may also be impacted economically
during droughts or periods of extreme heat. With increasing heat, typically comes increased water
demand. This demand would be placed upon local aquifers, potentially resulting in the need for new
well construction, or deepening of an existing well.
The many impacts of climate change can result in economic impacts to many citizens, business owners,
and municipal budgets as the impacts can be felt on a town level, down to building level.
Social Impacts
To identify social impacts to the town, the Center for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) Social
Vulnerability Index (SVI) was used to identify any vulnerable populations within the town. This index was
developed to supplement a community’s natural hazard preparation actions. To evaluate social
vulnerability, the CDC incorporates 15 factors (Fig. 1) into the overall calculation under the categories, or
themes, of: socioeconomic status, household composition and disability, minority status and language,
and housing type and transportation. These themes and their ranking are based on census statistics. By
evaluating these factors and determining a level of social vulnerability, a community can identify specific
needs for before, during, and after
an event. Such needs may include
sheltering capacity, evacuation
routes, or to decide how many
emergency personnel may be
required to respond after an event.
Each municipalities’ census tracts
were ranked for overall
vulnerability, and theme
vulnerability, in comparison to
other Connecticut municipalities.
This rank, 0 to 1, is based on the
percentile rank among all tracts
within the State of Connecticut. A
value closer to 0 indicates a lower
vulnerability, while a value closer to

Figure 1: The CDC SVI Index Factors. Graphic: svi.cdc.com

1 indicates a higher vulnerability. Table 1 presents the overall vulnerability and theme rankings for
Sherman.
Table 1: Sherman SVI Factor Rankings
Overall SVI
Socioeconomic

SHERMAN

.01

.01

Household
Composition &
Disability

Minority
Status &
Language

Housing Type
&
Transportation

.18

.05

.07

The Town of Sherman is considered to have a low level of vulnerability, with their most vulnerable social
aspect being the household composition and disability.
These populations may be vulnerable to impacts from drought, flooding and storm events based on the
geographic concentrations.
Public Health Considerations
Of the primary vulnerabilities identified, drought and flooding can potentially have public health
repercussions. During hot summer months, or drought, if private wells were to be impacted, certain
populations may find themselves without adequate drinking water supply, resulting in health problems.
Also, when considering the environmental shifts occurring during drought periods, drinking water
contamination may become an issue as aquifers become stressed due to excessive pumping.
Food scarcity is another consideration when discussing the impacts of drought and extreme
temperatures. Agricultural operations that are impacted by water shortages may find that crop or
livestock yields are below average, ultimately resulting in food scarcity concerns. Depending on the size
of an operation, the impacts can be on a small or large scale.
Flooding also presents the concern of pollution into nearby water bodies as these commercialized and
impervious areas drain, they collect pollutants and excess sediment. Depending upon the drainage
areas, this runoff can have environmental impacts in associated ecosystems, or public health impacts if
water bodies are used for recreational activities.

Vulnerable Populations
The SVI identified the presence of certain populations within the town that may be more vulnerable to
climate change hazards. With a higher level of household composition vulnerability, there is likely a large
elderly and disable population throughout the town. While many may not feel the impacts of a natural
hazard event, there are special considerations for assisting these populations during and after an event.
These populations often need additional time for hazard response, so evacuation or preparation, and
may find it more challenging to recover due to financial constraints or health concerns. These
populations should be considered more vulnerable for the reasons that emergency response and
preparation may be more challenging, health issues may be of higher concern, and language barriers
may exist when working to communicate with the community on risks, response, and recovery efforts.

In addition to the populations, it is important to identify the facilities that can provide different types of
assistance to the populations, and others, during or after an event. These facilities, and their proximity
to flood zones, can be found in Figure 2-4.
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INTRODUCTION
Purpose of Annex

The purpose of this Hazard Mitigation Plan (HMP) annex is to provide a community-specific
hazard risk assessment, capability analysis, and evaluation and prioritization of hazard mitigation
measures and projects. Background information and the regional effects of pertinent natural
hazards are discussed in the main body of the Western Connecticut Council of Governments
(WestCOG) Multi-Jurisdictional Hazard Mitigation Plan. This annex is designed to supplement the
information presented in the Multi-Jurisdictional HMP with more specific detail for the City of
Stamford and is not to be considered a standalone document.
The primary goal of this HMP, including this Municipal Annex, is to identify natural hazard risks
and mitigation opportunities in order to reduce the loss of or damage to life, property,
infrastructure, and natural, cultural, and economic resources. This includes the reduction of public
and private damage costs. Limiting losses of and damage to life and property will also reduce the
social, emotional, and economic disruption associated with a natural disaster.
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COMMUNITY PROFILE
2.1.1

Geography
Physical Setting

Incorporated in 1893, the City of Stamford is located in southern Fairfield County and home to a
population of 129, 636 (according to the US Census Bureau 2019 American Community Survey
Population Estimates). Stamford is bordered by the municipalities of Greenwich to the west, New
Canaan and Darien to the east, as well as Long Island Sound along the south, and New York State
to the north. Refer to Figure 2-1 for a map showing the location of Stamford within the region.
Stamford is a coastal community, with several rivers and streams flowing throughout the
community. The City is characterized by highly developed, lower elevations adjacent the
shoreline, with suburban development sprawling northward away for the urban areas. The
Rippowam River flows south through the center of the City cutting through the suburban and
urban areas before it eventually flows into Long Island Sound. Three large waterbodies are also
located in Stamford: North Stamford Reservoir, Samuel J. Bargh Reservoir, and Laurel Reservoir.
The highest elevation in Stamford is about 520 feet in the northern most areas bordering New
York. With the southern area of Stamford being at, or close to sea level. The varying terrain of
Stamford makes the City vulnerable to an array of natural hazards.
The Center for Land Use Education and Research (CLEAR) has developed a land cover dataset
derived from 2016 satellite imagery to depict statewide land cover. The land cover by percent of
total land can be found in Table 2-1.
Table 2-1: Land Cover by Area

Land Cover Class
Acres
% of Total Land
Developed
11,068.1
45.01%
Turf & Grass
3,886.8
15.81%
Other Grasses
171.4
0.70%
Agricultural Field
129.8
0.53%
Deciduous Forest
7,574.1
30.80%
Coniferous Forest
401.0
1.63%
Water
677.7
2.76%
Non-Forested Wetland
15.2
0.06%
Forested Wetland
492.4
2.00%
Tidal Wetland
6.5
0.03%
Barren Land
168.1
0.68%
TOTAL
24,591
100%
Barren Land is defined by UConn CLEAR as mostly non-agricultural areas free from
vegetation (such as sand and gravel, bare rock, mines and quarries), some urban
areas, and some bare soil agricultural fields.
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2.1.2

Land Use

Stamford is a large City with both high urbanized areas, and suburban development. Most higher
density development and commercial activity lies south of the Merritt Parkway, with the highest
concentration of commercial activity concentrated in the southern part of the City along the
Interstate 95 corridor. The areas north of the Parkway are primarily larger lot residential
neighborhoods, in comparison to the smaller lots founds south of the Parkway.
According to the City’s 2015 Master Plan 65% of Stamford’s total land area is currently occupied
by residential development. Historically, low-density single-family residential uses have been
scattered throughout the northern areas in the City, with multi-family units in closer proximity to
the commercialized areas along Interstate 95 and along the shoreline. Table 2-2 summarizes 2014
land use data identified in the Master Plan.
Table 2-2: 2014 Land Use by Area

Use
Residential
Low-Density Residential: One Family
Medium-Density Residential: 2-4 Family
High-Density Residential: 5+ Family
Business
Commercial
Mixed-Use
Light-Industrial
Heavy Industrial
Public & Institutional Uses
Institutional
Public Land and Open Space
Dedicated Open Space
Parks & Opens Space
Other
Transportation/Utility
Vacant
Vacant
Developed/Committed
Vacant/Undeveloped
Total Land Area

2.1.3

Climate and Climate Change
Current Conditions

Percent of Total Land
59%
3%
3%
8%
3%
<1%
<1%
3%
9%*
<1%
8%
91%
8%

Over the course of the year, the temperature in Stamford typically varies from 24°F to 83°F and is
rarely below 10°F or above 90°F. The warm season lasts from June 1 to September 15, with an
average daily high temperature above 74°F. The hottest day of the year is July 20, with an average
high of 83°F and low of 68°F. The cold season lasts from December 3 to March 12, with an
average daily high temperature below 46°F. The coldest day of the year is January 29, with an
average low of 24°F and high of 37°F.
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Precipitation falls throughout the year in Stamford. The wetter season lasts from March 31 to
August 19, with a greater than 29% chance of a given day being a wet day. The chance of a wet
day peaks at 36% on May 29. The smallest chance of a wet day is 22% on January 29.
The most rain falls during the 31 days centered on June 3, with an average total accumulation of
3.8 inches. The least rain falls around February 6, with an average total accumulation of 2.0 inches.
The snowy period of the year lasts from November 19 to April 5, with a sliding 31-day liquidequivalent snowfall of at least 0.1 inches. The most snow falls during the 31 days centered on
January 26, with an average total liquid-equivalent accumulation of 0.7 inches.
Climate data was sourced from Weather Spark based on analysis of the years 1980 to 2016.

Climate Change

Climate change projections for Connecticut were sourced from the 2019 Connecticut Physical
Climate Science Assessment Report, which was developed by the University of Connecticut
(UConn) Atmospheric Sciences Group, commissioned by the Connecticut Institute for Resilience
and Climate Adaptation (CIRCA) with funding from the Department of Energy and Environmental
Protection (DEEP). All projections are based on the IPCC high CO2 emission scenario (RCP8.5).
Temperature
Annual temperatures have been increasing throughout Connecticut and are projected to continue
to do so in the future. By mid-century, average annual temperature is projected to increase by
5°F. Seasonal average temperatures are also expected to rise, with the greatest increase (6°F)
experienced in summer (June to August). The number of nights over which temperature remains
above 68°F will quadruple from 10 days per year to more than 40 days, and the number of
extremely hot days will increase from above 4 a year to 48 per year.
Precipitation
Rainfall data in "Technical Paper No. 40" by the U.S.
Weather Bureau (now the National Weather Service)
(Hershfield, 1961) dates from the years 1938 through
1958. According to these data, the 24-hour rainfall
amount for a 50% annual-chance storm in Fairfield
County is 3.3 inches.

The continued increase in precipitation
only heightens the need for hazard
mitigation planning as the occurrence of
floods may change in accordance with
the greater precipitation.

The Northeast Regional Climate Center (NRCC) has partnered with the Natural Resources
Conservation Service (NRCS) to provide a consistent, current regional analysis of rainfall extremes
(http://precip.eas.cornell.edu/). In 2020 this dataset listed the 24-hour rainfall amount for a 50%
annual-chance storm in Stamford as 3.45 inches.
The NOAA Atlas 14, released on September 30, 2015 puts the 24-hour rainfall amount for a 50%
annual-chance annual storm in Stamford at 3.58 inches.
These precipitation amounts, and more details, are summarized in Table 2-3, below.
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Table 2-3: 24-Hour Rainfall Amounts by Annual-Chance Occurrence
Source
Technical Paper No. 40
NRCC
NOAA Atlas 14

24-Hour Rainfall Amount (inches) by Annual-Chance Occurrence
50%
4%
1%
3.3
5.7
7.2
3.45
6.41
9.02
3.58
6.60
8.39

Annual precipitation has been increasing statewide and is projected to continue to increase. By
mid-century, annual precipitation is projected to increase by 8.5%, with the greatest increase
(13.4%) occurring in the winter months. Extreme precipitation events are projected to increase in
both frequency and magnitude. Based on this increase and the precipitation figures above, by
2050 Stamford can expect the 24-hour rainfall amount for a 50% annual-chance storm to be
around 3.7 to 3.9 inches or greater.
Impervious surfaces and infrastructure in the City have increased over time as well, leading to
increasing runoff and peak discharge values.
Despite overall increases in precipitation, drought risk is projected to increase, especially during
summer, due to changing precipitation patterns and projected increases in potential
evapotranspiration (plants taking up more water in hotter temperatures and longer growing
seasons).
2.1.4

Drainage Basins and Hydrology

Stamford is divided among seven sub-regional watersheds as shown in Table 2-4. The majority of
the sub-regional basins drain into Long Island Sound, with one basin draining into the Rippowam
River basin, and another feeding the Mianus River basin. All of the water that passes through
Stamford eventually empties into Long Island Sound.
Table 2-4: Sub-Regional Drainage Basins

Drainage Basin

Overall Sub-regional Area
(sq. mi)
23.53
28.64

Area within City (sq.
mi)
17.03
6.40

Area within
City (acres)
10,898.89
4,092.23

Rippowam River
Mianus River
Southwest
11.54
7.34
4,699.36
Shoreline
East Branch
5.39
3.76
2,403.62
Mianus River
Noroton River
11.03
3.00
1,920.69
Mill River
13.35
0.81
516.04
Greenwich Creek
8.89
0.004
3.14
Total
n/a
38.344
24,800.97
Source: Connecticut Department of Energy & Environmental Protection GIS Data

Percent of City
44.41%
16.69%
19.14
9.81%
7.82%
2.08%
0.01%
99.96%

Stamford is entirely encompassed within the Southwest Coast drainage basin, which drains
directly into Long Island Sound. Of the seven subregional drainage basins and their respective
streams, the Rippowam River running through central Stamford is the largest, followed by the
Mianus River in the western part of City.
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The Rippowam River is approximately 17 miles, and originates as the Mill River in Ridgefield,
Connecticut. The Rippowam Basin drains 23.53 square miles of land, and ultimately flows directly
into Long Island Sound. The final few miles of the river, before feeding into the sound, are also
referred to as the Mill River.
The Mianus River is approximately 20 miles long, and originates in North Castle, New York. The
basin drains 28.64 square miles directly into Long Island sound in Greenwich, Connecticut.

2.2.1

Society, Culture, and Government
Population and Demographic Setting

According to the 2010 U.S. Census, Stamford had a population of 122,643, with 3,198 persons per
square mile. According to the 2019 American Community Survey five-year estimates, Stamford’s
population between 2014 and 2019 was approximately 129,636.
One important aspect of natural hazard mitigation planning is to identify a community’s
demographic trends in relation to natural hazards. The Center for Disease Control and Prevention
(CDC) Social Vulnerability Index (SVI) is used to identify vulnerable populations in Stamford. The
SVI uses census data to identify populations within the City that may be more vulnerable to
natural hazards. As a result of this analysis, the City is identified to have a certain level of overall
social vulnerability with a rank of 0 to 1; 1 being the most vulnerable and 0 being the least.
To determine social vulnerability, the
CDC incorporates 15 factors into the
overall SVI calculation under four
categories, or themes:
socioeconomic status, household
composition and disability, minority
status and language, and housing
type and transportation. Figure 2-2
represents the breakdown of the SVI
process. These themes and their
ranking are based on census
statistics. By evaluating these factors
and determining a level of social
vulnerability, a community can
identify specific needs for before,
during, and after an event. Such
needs may include sheltering
Figure 2-2: The CDC SVI Index Factors. Graphic:
capacity, evacuation routes, or to
svi.cdc.com
decide how many emergency
personnel may be required to respond after an event.
The City of Stamford is considered to have a low to moderate level of vulnerability, with their
most vulnerable social aspect being minority populations and those that do not speak English
well. In addition, there are socioeconomic concerns, as well as high density housing populations
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and transportation disparities. These vulnerable populations are concentrated in the southern
tracts along Interstate 95 in more urbanized areas. It is important to note that four of the
southeastern tracts in the City are considered highly vulnerable, with one tract ranking 0.93 on the
SVI scale. Appendix B explores the SVI for Stamford in more depth.
2.2.2

Development Trends

During the 18th century Stamford was a hub for water dependent activity, such as merchandising,
fishing, and agriculture. As time progressed, the shoreline of Stamford became developed with
summer homes for New York residents, and soon became settled by those who wished to live in
Stamford, and commute to Manhattan. Meanwhile, inland areas of Stamford rapidly shifted from
a farming community with few families, to a vibrant, urbanized City. With the construction of the
railroad, and demand for better transportation, Stamford was more accessible to outsiders.
Thousands of immigrants from Europe populated the City, and by the late 1880’s the City was
growing more industrial due to cheap labor allowing growth and expansion.
The start of the 20th century brought about many of the modern structures that are recognizable
in the downtown area, with large commercial and industrial buildings replacing earlier era
construction. Stamford was soon one of the fastest growing cities in the state by any measure,
whether population increases or development levels. The City is one of the three largest in
Connecticut.
Stamford has maintained the commercial and water dependent character along the shoreline with
the urban areas concentrated within Waterside and Harbor Point. The immediate shoreline
continues to be predominantly residential, with pockets of commercial activity extending from
Harbor Point. The large downtown area on the north side of Interstate 95 continue to enjoy
significant redevelopment. Residential development and larger parcel sizes increase moving
northward away from the downtown. A recent significant development is Ainslie Square at 159
Colonial Road. This planned residential community constructed by RMS Companies includes
approximately 50 three- and four-bedroom homes. Previously the property had been vacant
undeveloped land.
The Stamford POCD encourages the promotion of transit-oriented development (TOD) around
the Springdale, Glenbrook, and Stamford passenger rail stations as well as the proposed Stamford
East Transit Node. While development and redevelopment continue, the City has taken steps to
reduce risks. For example, The City is currently underway with Phase III of the Mill River Corridor
Plan. Specifically, the City has acquired parcels along the Rippowam River and designated these
parcels as open space in the downtown area.
Stamford will continue to balance development and redevelopment with reducing risks to natural
hazards. Although the hurricane barrier system (refer to Section 3.1.2.) will provide protection
from storm surges, projects such as the Mill River Corridor Plan will reduce riverine risks. Overall,
vulnerabilities to natural hazards will not increase over time.

2.2.3

Governmental Structure

The City of Stamford has a Mayor guided government, with an appointed cabinet which works
closely with the Mayor. In addition to the Mayor’s office, there are boards, commissions and
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committees providing input and direction to City administrators. City departments provide
municipal services and day-to-day administration. Many commissions and departments play a
role in hazard mitigation, including the Planning and Zoning, Environmental Protection Board, the
Building Official, the Land Use Bureau, the Fire Department, Emergency Management, and the
Public Works Department.
2.2.4

Historic and Cultural Resources

Historic and cultural resources include sites, structures,
and objects that are significant in history, architecture,
archaeology, engineering, and culture. Protection of
these resources grows economies and enhances
community character, and following a natural disaster
they can help to reinforce neighborhood connections
and reestablish a sense of community and normalcy.
Consideration of these resources in this HMP is critical.

Historic preservation planning helps
protect historic properties and cultural
resources from demolition or alteration.
Hazard mitigation planning helps
protect life and property from damage
caused by natural and manmade hazards.
Integrating these two planning
processes helps create safe and
sustainable historic communities.
- Paraphrased from FEMA Report 386-6

Historic resources in Stamford are concentrated in the Dolsen Place, Forest Street, Hubbard
Heights, Long Ridge, Revonah Manor, South End, and Sterling Farms Historic Districts. Other
historic resources are located throughout the community. There are numerous historic sites in
the Harbor Point and South End Neighborhoods that could be vulnerable to flooding, whether it
be coastal, riverine, or poor drainage. There are also resources in the Ridgeway neighborhood
that may be at risk during an extreme event. See Figure 2-3 for a map of historic resources in the
community.
Historic buildings and structures may be particularly susceptible to natural hazards because they
were built prior to the establishment of more recent construction standards. Additionally, some
of the structural integrity of these resources may have been degraded over the decades or
centuries since their original construction. Structural retrofits and hazard mitigation methods may
be challenging or restricted in cases where alteration of a resource will also diminish its cultural or
historical aesthetic and value. Finally, miscommunications or lack of knowledge may lead to
historic resources being damaged during the disaster recovery process.
Steps to incorporate historical and cultural preservation into hazard mitigation planning include:
 Inventory and survey historic and cultural resources
 Implement appropriate mitigation measures for those resources
 Take steps to move portable resources, such as artwork or documents, to safe locations
prior to the occurrence of a hazard, if possible
 Consider these resources in emergency operations plans to prevent accidental damages
during recovery efforts
Specific actions to mitigate natural hazard risks to historic resources are listed at the end of this
Annex.
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2.3.1

Infrastructure
Transportation

Major transportation routes in Stamford include Interstate 95 and the Merritt Parkway (Route 15),
which runs east to west through the City. The Parkway runs through the central part of the City,
while I-95 runs through the southern region of Stamford. Route 104 runs from the New York
border south, where it ultimately merges with Route 137, which also runs north from the border
south to I-95. These two parallel routes are the main routes running north to south.
In addition, the Metro North/Amtrak rail lines also run through the City, just south and parallel to
Interstate 95. There is one station located on Washington Boulevard, at the terminus of Route
137. The CTtransit bus system is also active in the City with several stops throughout the
community.

2.3.2

Utilities

Aquarion Water Company owns and operates one public water system in Stamford; this is the
utility’s largest main system. This system provides water for the southern half of the City, with
some northeastern service lines along Route 137 and west along Mill Road. The remaining
properties rely on a private well for drinking water.
The Stamford Water Pollution Control Authority maintains the sewer systems in the southern half
and northeastern areas of the City.
Residents and businesses use oil, propane, or natural gas for heat. Natural gas is in the southern
region of the City numerous distribution lines from Eversource.
According to geoISP (geoISP.com), access to Broadband Internet is available to most residents in
Stamford. There are 3 DSL providers (MegaPath, AT&T, and Verizon), 1 Cable Internet provider
(CSC Holdings), and 6 Fiber Internet providers (CSC Holdings, Fibertech Networks LLC, Level(3)
Communications, Zayo Enterprise Networks, Connecticut Education Network, and COGENT). There
are also 4 Mobile Broadband (cellular) providers with service available in Stamford.

Planning and Regulatory Capabilities

Stamford has in place a number of community planning mechanisms, regulations, and policies
that serve to mitigate natural hazards by limiting development in hazardous areas, requiring
buildings be constructed to certain standards, or otherwise directing development and
construction toward increased resilience. These are summarized below.
2.4.1

Review of Existing Local Plans

Stamford has a number of plans that are relevant to hazard mitigation. These are noted here:
 Stamford Master Plan 2015-25: The City of Stamford does not maintain a POCD; rather, it
includes development goals in its Master Plan. The Master Plan addresses natural hazard
concerns within the community and includes strategies that will mitigate risks from such
hazards as the community continues to develop. Many of these strategies are included in
Chapter 7.0, “A Sustainable Future.”
 Stormwater Management: Stamford recently adopted the City of Stamford Stormwater
Drainage Manual (dated 6/19/2020). The manual complies with the requirements of the US
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2.4.2

EPA 2017 updated General Permit for the Discharge of Stormwater from Small Municipal
Separate Storm Sewer Systems (MS4 General Permit).
Capital Improvement Plan (CIP): Stamford maintains a CIP that is updated annually and lays
out capital investments for a five-year period. The CIP often includes road, drainage, and
other infrastructure improvement projects relevant to hazard mitigation.
Economic Development Plan: Stamford is included within the Western Connecticut
Economic Development Plan of 2017, developed by WestCOG. The plan aligns with the COG’s
other efforts to promote climate sustainability and resiliency in the region. The City also has a
local economic development plan called the Choose Stamford Campaign.
Emergency Operations Plan (EOP): Stamford’s EOP is reviewed annually and updated as
needed. Dam failure Emergency Action Plans (EAPs) for dams with failure inundation zones
that may impact Stamford, and for which EAPs are available, are on file locally.
Watershed Management Plan: Watershed Management Plans have been developed for the
Mianus River Watershed and the Mill/Rippowam River Watershed. The Mianus River
Watershed Based Plan was developed for the South Western Regional Planning Agency
(SWRPA) by AKRF, Inc. in 2012, while the Mill/Rippowam River Watershed Plan was developed
for the City of Stamford in 2012 by CDM Smith. These plans are focused on water quality but
can help the community mitigate inland flood risks by incorporating watershed management
best practices into its planning efforts.
Open Space: Stamford does not maintain a stand-alone Open Space Plan; instead, open
space planning is incorporated into the community’s Master Plan.

Review of Regulatory Structures

Stamford regulates development through a number of regulations, codes, and ordinances. These
are summarized below. More detailed information about how these regulations relate to specific
natural hazards are described in Section 3.





Building Code: Stamford enforces the Connecticut State Building Code locally.
Zoning Regulations: Most recently updated in June 2020.
Inland Wetlands and Watercourses Regulations: Most recently updated in June 2009.
Subdivision Regulations: Most recently updated in November 2019. Include provisions
promoting installation of firefighting water sources, construction of adequate emergency
access and egress, burial of utilities, and use of Low Impact Development techniques and
Green Infrastructure.

Emergency Services, Critical Facilities, Sheltering, and Evacuation

The City considers its police, fire, and governmental facilities to be critical since these are needed
to ensure that emergencies are addressed while day-to-day management of Stamford continues.
The City also considers various facilities housing higher-risk individuals (such as elderly individuals
or children) and large populations to be critical facilities; and privately-owned fueling stations are
also considered critical facilities. Table 2-5 identifies all of these critical facilities.
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Stamford Government Center
Long Ridge Fire Company Incorporated Station 1
Springdale Fire Department
Stamford Fire and Rescue Department Station 1
- Headquarters
Stamford Fire and Rescue Department Station 2
Stamford Fire and Rescue Department Station 3
Stamford Fire and Rescue Department Station 4
Turn of River Fire Dept 1
Turn of River Station 2
Long Ridge Fire Company Incorporated Station 2
Stamford Fire and Rescue Department Station 5
Belltown Fire Department
Stamford Fire and Rescue Department Station 6
Stamford Emergency Medical Services
Incorporated
Stamford Health System
Stamford Hospital
Stamford Police Department
University of Connecticut - Stamford Campus
Police Sub-Station
Highways Department
Stamford Leaf Compost Facility
Water Pollution Control Facility
St. John Lutheran's Church
Cloonan Middle School
Rippowam Middle School
Scofield Middle Magnet
Westhill High School
Academy of Information Technology &
Engineering
All Care Medical Training
Apples Early Childhood Education Center
ARTS Tutoring Program Boys and Girls Club
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888 Washington Blvd
366 Old Long Ridge Rd
987 Hope Street
629 Main St

EOC/City Hall
Fire
Fire
Fire

215 Washington
Boulevard
80 Fairfield Avenue
364 Shippan Avenue
268 Turn of River Road
50 Roxbury Road
2619 High Ridge Road
1620 Washington
Boulevard
8 Dorlen Rd
17 Arthur Pl

Fire

684 Long Ridge Road
166 W Broad St
One Hospital Plaza
725 Bedford Street
16 Broad Street
90 Magee Ave
130 Magee Ave
111 Harbor View
Avenue
884 Newfield Avenue
11 W North Street
381 High Ridge Rd.
641 Scofieldtown Road
125 Roxbury Rd.
411 High Ridge Rd
1492 High Ridge Road
381 High Ridge Road
347 Stillwater Avenue

13

Fire
Fire
Fire
Fire
Fire/Ambulance
Fire/Rescue
Fire/Shelter
Fire/Shelter

In 1% Floodplain

Address or Location

Shelter

Facility

Emergency Power

Table 2-5: Critical Facilities





Ambulance
Hospital
Hospital
Police


Police
Public Works
Public Works
Public Works
Church/Shelter
School/Shelter
School/Shelter
School/Shelter
School/Shelter
School
School
School
School









Beauty Tech Academy
Bi-Cultural Day School
Career Blazers Learning Center
Children School
Conn Inst For Real Est & Appr
CT Inst For Paralegal Studies
Davenport Ridge School
Dolan School
EMS Institute
Grace Daycare and Learning Center
Hart School
J.M. Wright Technical High School
Jewish High School of Connecticut
Julia A. Stark School
K. T. Murphy School
King & Low-Heywood Thomas School
Mater Salvatoris College-Prep Schpp;
Newfield School
Northeast School
Our Lady of Grace Nursery School
Pinacle, Spire
Preschool Team
Rogers School
Roxbury School
Sacred Heart Academy Stamp
Sacred Heart University Landmark Square
Springdale
St Cecilia Elementary School
Stamford Academy
Stamford Charter School for Excellence
Stamford High School
Stamford Hspt School of Radiologic
Stamford Public Schools Office of Adult and
Continuing Education
Stillmeadow School
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848 High Ridge Road
2186 High Ridge Road
9 West Broad Street
118 Scofieldtown Road
27 Strawberry Hill Ave,
Suite 200
26 Sixth St, Suite 253
1300 Newfield Ave
51 Toms Rd.
684 Long Ridge Rd
602 High Ridge Road
61 Adams Ave
120 Bridge St
1937 West Main Street
398 Glenbrook Rd.
19 Horton St
1450 Newfield Avenue
403 Scofieldtown Rd
345 Pepper Ridge Rd.
82 Scofieldtown Rd.
635 Glenbrook Road
201 High Ridge Rd
888 Washington Blvd
83 Lockwood Ave
751 W Hill Rd
200 Strawberry Hill
Ave
3 Landmark Sq
1127 Hope St
1186 Newfield Avenue
229 North Street
1 Schuyler Avenue
55 Strawberry Hill Ave
1 Hospital Plaza
175 Atlantic Street
800 Stillwater Rd.
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School
School
School
School

In 1% Floodplain

Type

Shelter

Address or Location

Emergency Power

Facility



School
School
School
School
School
School
School
School
School
School
School
School
School
School
School
School
School
School
School
School
School
School
School
School
School
School
School
School
School
School

*


Strawberry Hill - An Extension of Rogers
International School (New School)
The Catholic Academy of Stamford ΓÇô Lower
Campus
The Catholic Academy of Stamford ΓÇô Upper
Campus
The Children's School
The Long Ridge School
The Mead School
Toquam Magnet School
Trailblazers Academy
Trinity Catholic High School
Turn of River
University of Bridgeport Stamford Center
University of Connecticut Stamford
Villa Maria Education Center
Waterside School
Westlawn Inst Of Marine Technology
Westover School
Atria Assisted Living, Stamford
Atria Assisted Living, Town Center
Atria Stamford
Brighton Gardens of Stamford Alsa
Catholic Family Services
Connecticut Renaissance, Inc.
Courtland Gardens Health Center, Inc.
Dental Center of Stamford, Inc.
Edgehill Health Center
Fairfield Family Care
Families in Recovery Program
Family Centers Inc.
Hillandale School Based Health Center
Homestead Health Center
Jewish Family Service, Inc.
Liberation Clinic
Liberation House
Long Ridge Post-Acute Care
Main Street Clinic
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200 Strawberry Hill
Avenue
1186 Newfield Avenue
926 Newfield Avenue
12 Gary Road
478 Erskine Road
1095 Riverbank Rd
123 Ridgewood Ave
83 Lockwood Avenue
926 Newfield Avenue
117 Vine Rd
5 Riverbend Drive
1 University Pl
161 Skymeadow Drive
770 Pacific Street
733 Summer Street
412 Stillwater Ave
59 Courtland Avenue
26 Mill River St
77 Third St
59 Roxbury Rd
30 Myano Lane
141 Franklin St
53 Courtland Ave
587 Elm Street
122 Palmers Hill Road
27 5th Street
141 Franklin St
60 Palmers Hill Rd
195 Hillandale Avenue
160 Glenbrook Rd
111 Prospect Street
125 Main Street
119 Main Street
710 Long Ridge Rd
115 Main Street
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School
School
School
School
School
School
School
School
School
School
School
School
School
School
School
School
Care Facility
Care Facility
Care Facility
Care Facility
Care Facility
Care Facility
Care Facility
Care Facility
Care Facility
Care Facility
Care Facility
Care Facility
Care Facility
Care Facility
Care Facility
Care Facility
Care Facility
Care Facility
Care Facility

In 1% Floodplain

Type

Shelter

Address or Location

Emergency Power

Facility

Mediplex Of Stamford
Meridian Center
Meridian House
School Based Health Ctr At Westhill H.S.
School Based Hlth Ctr At Stamford High
Scofield Manor
Smith House Skilled Nursing Facility
St Camillus Center
Stamford Community Health Center
Stamford Community Health Center
Stamford Dialysis Center
Stamford Health Department
Stamford Surgical Center
Stamford Youth Options
Sterling Glen Assisted Living Services Agency,
Llc
Sunrise Assisted Living of Stamford
The Stamford Rehabilitation Hospital
The William And Sally Tandent Center for
Continuing Care
Activities for Kids
All About Kids
Baby Cottage I
Baby Cottage II
Bright Beginnings
Bright Horizons Child Development Center
Bright Horizons Child Development Center
Bright Horizons Children Center
Bright Minds Daycare Center
Brookdale Nursery School
Building Blocks
Building Blocks II
Chelsea Piers
Children's Corner
Cottontails
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710 Long Ridge Road
159 Colonial Road
929 Newfield Avenue
125 Roxbury Road
55 Strawberry Hill
Avenue
614 Scofieldtown Rd
88 Rock Rimmon Rd
494 Elm Street
137 Henry Street
90 Fairfield Avenue
30 Commerce Road
141 Franklin St
1290 Summer Street
159 Colonial Road
77 Third St
251 Turn of River Rd
128 Strawberry Hill
Ave
146 W Broad St
35 Crescent Street
115 Waterbury
Avenue
1109 Newfield Avenue
1116 Hope Street
430 High Ridge Road
4 High Ridge Park
778 Long Ridge Road
300 First Stamford Pl
20 Forest Street
29 Brookdale road
72 Camp Avenue
816 High Ridge Road
1 Blachley Road
68 Southfield Avenue
143 Minivale Rd
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In 1% Floodplain

Type

Shelter

Address or Location

Emergency Power

Facility

Care Facility
Care Facility
Care Facility
Care Facility
Care Facility
Care Facility
Care Facility
Care Facility
Care Facility
Care Facility
Care Facility
Care Facility
Care Facility
Care Facility
Care Facility
Care Facility
Care Facility
Care Facility
Daycare
Daycare
Daycare
Daycare
Daycare
Daycare
Daycare
Daycare
Daycare
Daycare
Daycare
Daycare
Daycare
Daycare
Daycare



Creative Care Child Care
Edgewood Academy
First Presbyterian Church Nursery School
First United Methodist Church Nursery
Gans Yeladin Preschool
Gray Farms Nursery School
Italian Center Nursery School
Jewish Community Center
Just a Helping Hand
Kinder Place
Mark of Excellence
Mother's Little Helper Day Care
Noah's Ark Nursery School
Our Lady of Grace
Playland
Room to Grow
Shiny Little Stars
Stamford Museum and Nature Center
The Learning Center at Piper's Hill
UBS-Bright Horizons
Union Memorial
Villa Divino Amore Nursery School
Stormwater pumping station Dyke Ln
Stormwater pumping station Cummings Park
Stormwater pumping station Halloween Blvd
Stormwater pumping station Wampanaw
A & K Service
BP
BP
BP
Citgo
Citgo
Citgo
Citgo
Citgo
Citgo
Dagostino Bros Foreign Car Service
Global

1231 Washington Blvd
18 Edgewood Avenue
1101 Bedford Street
6 Cross Road
752 High Ridge Road
884 Newfield Avenue
1620 Newfield Avenue
458 Lakeside Drive
595 Hope Street
1035 Newfield Avenue
29 Grove Street
133B Connecticut Ave
132 Glenbrook Road
635 Glenbrook Road
802 Ponus Ridge Road
535 Fairfield Avenue
2510 Bedford Street
39 Scofieldtown Road
17 Roxbury Road
29 Federal Street
58 Church Street
117 Hope Street
71 Dyke Lane
500 Shippan Avenue
90 Magee Avenue
800 Shippan Avenue
524 Newfield Ave
351 Hope St
224 Magee Ave
59 W Broad St
953 Hope St
493 Glenbrook Rd
939 High Ridge Rd
780 Pacific St
355 W Main St
16 Long Ridge Rd
316 Long Ridge Rd
1199 High Ridge Rd
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Daycare
Daycare
Daycare
Daycare
Daycare
Daycare
Daycare
Daycare
Daycare
Daycare
Daycare
Daycare
Daycare
Daycare
Daycare
Daycare
Daycare
Daycare
Daycare
Daycare
Daycare
Daycare
Pump Station
Pump Station
Pump Station
Pump Station
Fuel
Fuel
Fuel
Fuel
Fuel
Fuel
Fuel
Fuel
Fuel
Fuel
Fuel
Fuel

In 1% Floodplain

Type

Shelter

Address or Location

Emergency Power

Facility

Global
Gulf
Gulf
Gulf
Gulf
Gulf
Gulf
Gulf
Gulf
Irving
Long Ridge Services
Mini Mart
Mobil
Shell
Shell
Shell
Shell
Shell
Shell
Shell
Shell
Sunoco
Sunoco
Sunoco
Sunoco
Turnpike Shell

765 E Main St
250 Hope St
1285 High Ridge Rd
1492 High Ridge Rd
1125 E Main St
527 Glenbrook Rd
10 West Ave
1095 Long Ridge Rd
280 West Ave
1335 Hope St
1095 Long Ridge Rd
314 Cove Rd
920 High Ridge Rd
582 Newfield Ave
179 Shippan Ave
243 West Ave
339 Hope St
1039 Hope St
899 High Ridge Rd
2666 Summer St
38 W Broad St
910 High Ridge Rd
136 Myrtle Ave
316 Long Ridge Rd
2661 Long Ridge Rd
243 West Ave
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Fuel
Fuel
Fuel
Fuel
Fuel
Fuel
Fuel
Fuel
Fuel
Fuel
Fuel
Fuel
Fuel
Fuel
Fuel
Fuel
Fuel
Fuel
Fuel
Fuel
Fuel
Fuel
Fuel
Fuel
Fuel
Fuel

In 1% Floodplain

Type

Shelter

Address or Location

Emergency Power

Facility

* Facility is adjacent to a 0.2% annual-chance flood zone.
** Pump station is incorporated into FEMA-accredited levee.
 The WPCF is adjacent to a 1% annual-chance flood zone and portions of the property are
within an “Area with Reduced Flood Risk Due to Levee.” Much of the facility is mapped as outside
the flood zone.
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FIG. 2-4

There are several shelters for residents throughout the City, including schools, fire houses and a
church.

Emergency Response

The City’s Emergency Operations Center (EOC), including its Emergency Communications Center,
is located in Stamford Government Center. Stamford is located in the Connecticut Department of
Emergency Services and Public Protection (DESPP) Region 1, consisting of 14 municipalities in
southwestern Connecticut.
The City’s Operations Department performs tree and shrub removal and trimming on City-owned
lands and rights-of-way. During emergencies and following storms, the Operations Department,
in conjunction with the Parks Department, responds to calls related to downed trees.
The City also prepares for the possible evacuation and sheltering of some populations that could
be impacted by the upcoming storm (especially the elderly and special needs persons).

Emergency Communication Capabilities

The City of Stamford utilizes the CT Alert notification system to alert residents of emergency
situations. This system allows the state to direct geographically specific emergency notification
telephone calls into affected areas. Various media outlets are also used to relay information to
the public. These resources are identified in Table 2-6
Table 2-6: Emergency Notification Media Outlets
Outlet
Media Type
Primary Emergency Notification Outlets
Fairfield County Public Radio – 91.1 FM & 1400 AM
Radio
WGCH Radio – 1490 AM
Radio
Fox Radio – 95.9 FM
Radio
News12 Connecticut – Channel 12
Television
Secondary Emergency Information Outlets
Stamford Advocate
Newspaper
The Greenwich Time
Newspaper
The Hartford Courant
Newspaper
WNLK 1350 AM (Cox Radio)
Radio
WEBE 107.9 FM
Radio
Cablevision Channel 78
Television
Information about natural hazards and hazard preparedness are posted on the City Website
through the Public Safety Health & Welfare Department.

Changes to Emergency Services since the Previous HMP

The City of Stamford has constructed a new, upgraded Police Station.
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HAZARD ASSESSMENT
3.1.1

FLOODING (COASTAL, INLAND, AND ICE JAMS)
Setting

The potential for flooding exists across Stamford, with the majority of major flooding occurring
along established riverine and coastal SFHAs. The areas impacted by overflow of river systems are
generally limited to river corridors and floodplains. Indirect flooding that occurs outside
floodplains and localized nuisance flooding along tributaries can also be a concern. This type of
flooding occurs particularly along roadways as a result of inadequate drainage and other factors.
Coastal flooding can occur during a severe storm event by way of storm surge, and can also occur
as nuisance flooding, which is experienced during extremely high tide events. The frequency of
flooding in Stamford is considered likely for any given year, with flood damage potentially having
significant effects during extreme events.
A regulatory floodplain with AE designation has been mapped along the Mianus River, East
Branch Mianus River, Rippowam River, and Springdale Brook. There are also regulatory floodplain
areas with a VE or an AE designation along the Long Island Sound shoreline. The Areas identified
as providing flood storage are identified with A Zone designations, meaning they are regulated as
floodplain, but flood elevations have not been established. The Laurel, Samuel J. Bargh, and North
Stamford Reservoirs distribute these traits. Floodplain and floodway designations have also been
established along the rivers with AE designations. Refer to Figure 2-4 for the areas of Stamford
susceptible to flooding based on FEMA flood zones.
In general, potential flooding problems in Stamford are concentrated along the multiple rivers,
and the coastline. City officials have noted that coastal events have become an increasing
concern, with some flooding events challenging the capacity of certain bridges.
Coastal flood events, especially storm surge during hurricanes and tropical storms, can cause
some of the most severe damage with high economic impacts to the City and residential
properties. Figure 3-1 shows hurricane storm surge inundation zones.

3.1.2

Capabilities

The City primarily attempts to mitigate future flood damage and flood hazards by restricting
building activities in floodprone areas. This process is carried out through both the Planning and
Zoning process. All watercourses are to be encroached minimally or not at all to maintain the
existing flood-carrying capacity. These regulations rely primarily on the FEMA-defined 1% annual
chance flood elevations to determine flood areas.
There is a large area, including portions of the Harbor Point and South End neighborhoods, that
are designated as an area with a reduced flood risk due to a levee. The Stamford Hurricane
Protection Barrier, which is comprised of three elements, is a Unites States army Corps of
Engineers structure that reduces flood risk to the areas behind the barrier. It consists of a 2,850
foot-long, 17 foot-high earthfill dike which has stone slopes in the East Branch of Stamford
Harbor. This dike was constructed with a 90-foot -wide opening to allow for navigation, as well as
a pump station to discharge interior drainage. Along the West Branch of Stamford Harbor is a
concrete wall which is 1,350 feet long, and a 2,950 earthfill dike, and a pumping station. There is
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also a 4,400 earthfill dike at Westcott Cove. This dike is 19 feet high and has two pumping
stations.

Floodplain Management, NFIP and CRS

The City has consistently participated in the NFIP since January 16, 1981 and intends to continue
participation in the NFIP. SFHAs in Stamford are delineated on a Flood Insurance Rate Map
(FIRM) and Flood Insurance Study (FIS). The FIS and FIRMs for the City were most recently revised
in 2013. The City also participates in the FEMA Community Rating System (CRS) program, which
recognizes and rewards more stringent floodplain regulations. By participating in the program,
City residents receive a discount on flood insurance.
The NFIP administrator for the City oversees the enforcement of NFIP regulations. The degree of
flood protection established by the variety of regulations in the City meets the minimum
reasonable for regulatory purposes under the NFIP. The City has a minimum elevation standard to
include one foot of freeboard.

Ordinances, Regulations, and Plans

Stamford enforces regulations, codes, and ordinances to mitigated potential damages due to
flood hazards. NFIP regulations are incorporated into the City’s Inland Wetlands Regulations,
Zoning Regulations and Subdivision Regulations.


Zoning Regulations:
o Section 15 – Sustainability and Resiliency: this section covers coastal area
management regulations, flood prone area regulations, soil erosion and sediment
control, and stormwater management.
o Section 15.B – Flood Prone Area Regulations
Updated in 2020, these regulations comply with FEMA standards.
Defines Substantial Improvement as being cumulative over a five-year period.
Requires one foot of freeboard for residential structures and utilities. Other elements
of the regulations, including those pertaining to critical uses and facilities and
hazardous materials, are more strict than the NFIP standard and are credited under
CRS.
o Section 1.D – Stormwater Management
Updated in 2020 to require compliance with MS4 requirements.

Drainage and Street Flooding

The Stamford Highway Department is responsible for the ongoing maintenance and inspections
of drainage systems. The installation of storm drains, catch basins, and curbs, along with efficiency
improvements and upgrades, has been budgeted for in the capital improvement program.
When complaints are made regarding drainage issues, the Citizens Service Bureau in the
Operations Department takes record of report and forwards the issue to the Highway Department
or Engineering. Each department then addresses the complaint as appropriate and keeps records
of the work done.
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Public Information

The City receives regular weather updates through Division of Emergency Management and
Homeland Security (DEMHS) Region 1 email alerts as well as watches and warnings through the
National Weather Service. A tidal gauge in Bridgeport and a flood gauge on the Rippowam River
(waterdata.usgs.gov/monitoring-location/01209901) helps City officials watch for flooding
conditions and respond accordingly. Additional data gained from a tide monitor on the
Hurricane Barrier also informs the City.
As part of the City’s CRS requirements, the City annually sends a letter to the owners of Repetitive
Loss Properties and nearby properties at risk to inquire about mitigation undertaken and suggest
options for mitigating flooding in those areas.

Actions Completed and New Capabilities

The City has been working to secure funding for several infrastructural upgrades with much
success, including a recent bridge upgrade along River Bank Road. Upgrades are also in the
process at the Greenwich Avenue pump station, this includes back up power restoration.
3.1.3

Vulnerabilities and Risk Assessment
Repetitive Loss Properties

There are 102 repetitive loss properties (RLPs) located in the City of Stamford; 98 are residential
and 4 are commercial. There are 12 properties along the Rippowam River, 1 along the Mianus
River, 2 along the Springdale Brook, 68 within coastal zone, and the remaining along smaller
tributaries or not adjacent to a significant stream. Data is based on the most current FEMA list;
the city is consistently working to keep this list up-to-date.

Critical Facilities

There are four facilities located within the 100-year flood zones. Of these facilities, the fire
department is critical to emergency response during a hazard event.
The at-risk facilities include:
 Stamford Fire and Rescue, Station 5
 Our Lady of Grace Nursery School
 Stamford Surgical Center
 Rippowam Manor Senior Housing
Additionally, the properties of the Springdale School, Hart School, and Cloonan Middle School are
each located partially within or immediately adjacent to 0.2% annual-chance flood zones.
The Stamford Water Pollution Control Facility is adjacent to a 1% annual-chance flood zone and
portions of the property are protected by a FEMA-accredited levee. Much of the facility is mapped
as outside the flood zone. Despite these protections, the risk of flooding at the facility during an
extreme event is a concern for the City, as the facility’s operation is essential for public health and
safety, and flooding of the facility would present an immediate health risk to surrounding areas.
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Other features of the sanitary sewer system, such as the Greenwich Avenue pump station, may
also be susceptible to flooding.
The four stormwater pumping stations (located at 500 Shippan Ave, 71 Dyke Lane, 90 Magee Ave,
and 800 Shippan Ave) support the city’s levee system by pumping stormwater out of the at-risk
area. While the risk to these facilities from flooding is minimal due to their design, their
functioning during a flood event is critical.

At-Risk Areas

Stamford has reported flooding to be a concern along the entire Long Island Sound coastline.
Additionally, riverine floodplains are present along many rivers and streams in the City. These are
summarized below:
Zone AE
(with elevation data)
Mianus River
Mianus River East Branch
Rippowam River
(Including Haviland Brook, Poorhouse
Brook, Ayers Brook and Toilsome Brook)
Noroton River
(Including Springdale Brook)

Zone A
(no elevation data)
Haviland Brook
Poorhouse Brook

Coastal Zones
AE or VE
Southwest Shoreline

Ayres Brook

FEMA A-Zones (no elevation data) are also present around localized drainage areas, reservoirs,
and lakes throughout the city.
Rippowam River
Southern reaches of the river have the largest delineated floodplains, and therefore may be
considered to be the most at-risk areas along the river. Within this southern half there are 11
RLPs, indicating past flood challenges. There are several road crossings over the river, in the
downtown area, which may present challenges in regard to infrastructural capacity during a heavy
event. It is also important to note that a stretch of this river has been restored to promote
increased flood storage, and properties have been acquired and conserved as open space.
Long Island Sound Coastline
The shoreline of Stamford is primarily residential, with pockets of commercial activity. The entire
coastline, specifically Shippan Point, Waterside, and the East Side (particularly Cummings Park),
are all identified to have low lying, coastal stretches which may be at risk of both nuisance and
storm surge flooding.

Changes and Improvements

The City is currently underway with Phase III of the Mill River Corridor Plan. The City has recently
acquired parcels along the Rippowam River and designated these parcels as open space.
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FIG. 3-1

3.2.1

DAM FAILURE
Setting

3.2.2

Capabilities

Dam failures can be triggered suddenly, with little or no warning, and often from other natural
disasters such as floods and earthquakes. Dam failures often occur during flooding when the
dam breaks under the additional force of floodwaters. In addition, a dam failure can cause a
chain reaction where the sudden release of floodwaters causes the next dam downstream to fail.
While flooding from a dam failure generally has a moderate geographic extent, the effects are
potentially catastrophic. Fortunately, a major dam failure is considered very unlikely in any given
year.
Dam failure inundation areas are included in the CT Alert emergency notification system contact
database. The City has the Emergency Action Plan (EAP) for the Aquarion owned dams on file in
the event of a potential failure. The high hazard dams including the Samuel J. Bargh (Mianus)
Reservoir Dam and the North Stamford Reservoir Dam.

Actions Completed and New Capabilities

Stamford continues to maintain copies of EAPs and mitigates dam failure impacts as necessary.
3.2.3

Vulnerabilities and Risk Assessment

As of 2013, there were 76 DEEP-inventoried dams within the City of Stamford. These dams are
shown in Figure 2-4. Two of these dams are a Class C, or high hazard dam, and four others are a
Class B, or significant hazard dam. As shown in Table 3-1, the high hazard dams located in the
City pose a risk to the City of Stamford, along with some portions of the Town of Greenwich.
Table 3-1: High Hazard Dams with Potential to Affect the City of Stamford

#

Name

Location

North Stamford Reservoir
Dam
Samuel Bargh Reservoir
Dam

North Stamford Reservoir,
Stamford
Mianus Samuel Bargh Reservoir,
Stamford

13502

Laurel Reservoir Dam

Laurel Reservoir, Stamford

B

13506

Bendels Pond Dam

Bendels Pond, Stamford

B

13511
13516

Pound Pond Dam
McManus Pond Dam

Pound Pond, Stamford
McManus Pond, Stamford

B
B

13501
13503

Class
C
C

Owner
Aquarion Water Company
of CT
Aquarion Water Company
of CT
Aquarion Water Company
of CT
Stamford Museum &
Nature Center
Private
Private

Failure of a high hazard dam can affect properties downstream of the impoundment both in and
outside of the City, with potential large inundation zones traveling along each respective
waterway.
The North Stamford Reservoir Dam is 350 feet in length, with a maximum height of 40 feet. It is
an earth and concrete structure that impounds roughly 111 acres at normal water levels with a
contributing watershed of 23.20 square miles. The primary purpose of the dam is for public water
supply containment.
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The Samuel Bargh Reservoir Dam, also owned by Aquarion Water Company, is a 950-foot-long
and 75-foot-high earth and concrete dam. This dam impounds roughly 265 acres, with a
contributing watershed of 13.40 square miles.

Changes and Improvements

Stamford continues to be at low risk from dam failure.
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3.3.1

HURRICANES AND TROPICAL STORMS
Setting

A hurricane striking Stamford is considered a possible event each year and could cause critical
damage to the City and its infrastructure. Several types of hazards may be associated with tropical
storms and hurricanes including heavy or tornado winds, heavy rains, and flooding. While only
some of the areas of Stamford are susceptible to flooding or storm surge damage caused by
hurricanes, wind damage can occur anywhere in the City. Hurricanes, therefore, have the
potential to affect any area within the City of Stamford. A hurricane striking the City is considered
a possible event each year and could cause critical damage to the City and its infrastructure.
Connecticut is located in FEMA Zone II regarding maximum expected wind speed. The maximum
expected wind speed for a three-second gust is 160 mph. The American Society of Civil Engineers
recommends that new buildings be designed to withstand this peak three-second gust.

3.3.2

Capabilities

Wind loading requirements are addressed through the state building code. The 2018 Connecticut
State Building Code was amended in 2009 and adopted with an effective date of October 1, 2018.
The code specifies the design wind speed for construction in all the Connecticut municipalities.
Effective 2018, the design wind speed for Stamford is 110 miles per hour for a Category 1, 120
miles per hour for a Category 2 and 130 for Category 3 or greater. Stamford has adopted the
Connecticut Building Code as its building code. The City website provides links to the State
Building Codes so that developers are able to find design standards for wind.
As discussed in section 3.1.2, the City has a large hurricane barrier that provides storm surge
protection to those neighborhoods located behind the system.

Actions Completed and New Capabilities

The City is working to coordinate with Eversource, the local utility company, to conduct a tree
inventory throughout Stamford.
3.3.3

Vulnerabilities and Risk Assessment

Most of the damage to the City from historical tropical cyclones has been due to the effects of
flooding and wind. Areas of known and potential flooding problems are discussed in Section 3.1
The City of Stamford is vulnerable to hurricane damage from wind, flooding, storm surge, and
from any tornadoes accompanying the storm. In fact, most of the damage to the City from
historical tropical cyclones has been due to the effects of flooding. Factors that influence
vulnerability to tropical cyclones in the City include building codes currently in place, local zoning
and development patterns, and the age and number of structures located in highly vulnerable
areas of the community.

Changes and Improvements

Stamford has upgraded some communication systems which allow for robust emergency
response during an event.
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3.4.1

SUMMER STORMS AND TORNADOES
Setting

Summer storms and tornadoes have the potential to affect any area within the City of Stamford.
Because these types of storms and the hazards that result (flash flooding, wind, hail, and
lightning) might have limited geographic extent, it is possible for a summer storm to harm one
area within the City without harming another.
Based on the historic record, it is considered highly likely that a summer storm that includes
lightning will impact Stamford each year, although lightning strikes have a limited effect. Strong
winds and hail are considered likely to occur during such storms but also generally have limited
effects. A tornado is considered a possible event in Fairfield County each year that could cause
significant damage to a small area.

3.4.2

Capabilities

Stamford addresses the hazards associated with summer storms and tornadoes via capabilities
outlined under the flooding and hurricane sections. The City is continuously working to reduce
high wind damages with building code enforcement and controlling drainage concerns with
robust maintenance. The City’s capabilities regarding mitigation of high wind events are described
in Section 3.3.2.
Warning is the primary method of existing mitigation for tornadoes and thunderstorm-related
hazards. The NOAA National Weather Service issues watches and warnings when severe weather
is likely to develop or has developed, respectively. Stamford’s emergency communication
capabilities are described in Section 2.5.

Actions Completed and New Capabilities

Stamford has updated communication capabilities.
3.4.3

Vulnerabilities and Risk Assessment

The entire City of Stamford is at relatively equal risk for experiencing damage from summer
storms and tornadoes. Based on the historic record, a few summer storms have resulted in costly
damages to the City. Most damages are relatively site specific and occur to private property (and
therefore are paid for by private insurance). For municipal property, the City budget for tree
removal and minor repairs is generally adequate to handle summer storm damage.
According to the 2019 State Natural Hazard Mitigation Plan Update, Fairfield County has a
moderate to high risk of tornado activity based on historical occurrences. Therefore, by virtue of
its location in Fairfield County, the City of Stamford has moderate to high potential to experience
tornado damage. In general, thunderstorms and hailstorms in Connecticut are more frequent in
the western and northern parts of the state and less frequent in the southern and eastern parts.
The majority of these events do not cause any measurable damage. Although lightning is usually
associated with thunderstorms, it can occur on almost any day. The likelihood of lightning strikes
in the Stamford area is very high during any given thunderstorm although no one area of the City
is at higher risk of lightning strikes. The risk of at least one hailstorm occurring in Stamford is
considered moderate in any given year.
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Thunderstorms are expected to impact the region about 20 days each year. The majority of these
events do not cause any measurable damage. Although lightning is usually associated with
thunderstorms, it can occur on almost any day.
The risk of downbursts occurring during such storms and damaging the City of Stamford is
believed to be low for any given year. All areas of the City are susceptible to damage from high
winds although more building damage is expected in densely developed areas, such as
downtown Stamford and surrounding areas, while more tree damage is expected in the less
densely populated more rural areas in northern areas of the City.
Secondary damage from falling branches and trees is more common than direct wind damage to
structures. Heavy winds can take down trees near power lines, leading to the start and spread of
fires. Most downed power lines in Stamford are detected quickly, and any associated fires are
quickly extinguished. Such fires can be extremely dangerous during the summer months during
dry and drought conditions. It is important to have adequate water supply for fire protection to
ensure the necessary level of safety is maintained.

Changes and Improvements

Stamford continues to mitigate summer storms and tornadoes.
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3.5.1

WINTER STORMS AND NOR’EASTERS
Setting

The entire City of Stamford is susceptible to winter storms and, due to its variable elevation, can
have higher amounts of snow in the northern neighborhoods of the City than in the downtown
area. In general, winter storms are considered highly likely to occur each year (although major
storms are less frequent), and the hazards that result (nor'easter winds, snow, and blizzard
conditions) can potentially have a significant effect over a large area of the City.
According to the 2019 Connecticut State Natural Hazard Mitigation Plan the state can expect to
experience at least two or more major snow events each year, with an average of 14 winter events
in a season. It is estimated that Stamford’s average annual snowfall is about 2.5 to 4 feet.

3.5.2

Capabilities

Prior to a winter weather event, the City ensures that all warning/notification and communications
systems are ready and ensures that appropriate equipment and supplies, especially snow removal
equipment, are in place and in good working order. In some known problem areas, especially
bridges and elevated roadways, prestorm treatment is applied to reduce the accumulation of
snow. Once snow begins to accumulate the City has developed steps to ensure timely and
efficient snow clearing. Main roadways, emergency routes, and primarily neighborhood streets are
the initial focus, with an overall goal to have all City roads treated within two hours of the first
snowfall assuming the snowfall accumulation rate is within this manageable time frame.
The City has also developed snow emergency routes. These routes are posted on the Road
Maintenance section of the City website. Emergency routes are utilized in the event of a major
snowstorm, and if the mayor declares a snow emergency.
The City also prepares for the possible evacuation and sheltering of some populations that could
be impacted by the upcoming storm (especially the elderly and special needs persons).
CTDOT plows all State roads and Interstates. City plowing is typically ahead of CT DOT plowing.
Priority is given to plowing egresses to critical facilities. Homeowners, private associations, and
businesses are responsible for plowing their own driveways and roads.

Actions Completed and New Capabilities

Stamford’s winter storm mitigation capabilities continue to be significant, although there has not
been a significant change in these capabilities since the previous HMP was adopted.
3.5.3

Vulnerabilities and Risk Assessment

The entire City of Stamford is at relatively equal risk for experiencing damage from winter storms
although some areas (such as icing trouble spots and neighborhoods with a high concentration of
flat roofs) are more susceptible. The public assistance reimbursement from Winter Storm Alfred
was $228,000, proving that winter storms can be very costly. However, many damages are
relatively site specific and occur to private property (and therefore are paid for by private
insurance) while repairs for power outages are often widespread and difficult to quantify to any
one municipality.
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For municipal property, the City budget for tree removal and minor repairs is generally adequate
to handle winter storm damage although the plowing budget is often depleted.
The structures and utilities in Stamford are vulnerable to a variety of winter storm damage. Tree
limbs and some building structures may not be suited to withstand high wind and snow loads.
Ice can damage or collapse power lines, render steep gradients impassable for motorists,
undermine foundations, and cause "flood" damage from freezing water pipes in basements.
Drifting snow can occur after large storms, but the effects are generally mitigated through
municipal plowing efforts.
The elderly population in Stamford is particularly susceptible to the impacts created by winter
storms due to resource needs (heat, electricity loss, safe access to food, etc.).

Changes and Improvements

The City of Stamford continues to mitigate snowstorm wind and accumulation risks.
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3.6.1

WILDFIRES AND DROUGHT
Setting

The City of Stamford is generally considered a moderate risk area for small wildfires but a low risk
area for large wildfires. Wildfires are of particular concern in outlying areas without public water
service and other areas with poor access for fire-fighting equipment. Such areas in Stamford are
limited to the northern stretches of the City. Hazards associated with wildfires include property
damage and loss of habitat.
In addition, Stamford, and Fairfield County overall, has experienced drought challenges over
recent years. The U.S. Drought Monitor (USDM), which has been monitoring nationwide drought
conditions since 2000, estimates that over the past two decades Connecticut experienced its
longest drought of 46 weeks beginning June 21, 2016 and lasting until May 2, 2017. It was also
estimated that the most intense period of this extended drought occurred the week of November
15, 2016, where approximately 44.5% of Connecticut lands were impacted. Figure 3-2 depicts the
various drought conditions in Fairfield County since 2000, where the warmer colors represent
more advanced drought stages.

Figure 3-2: USDM Drought Time Series for Fairfield County
The 2019 Connecticut Natural Hazard Mitigation Plan assumes that the State of Connecticut has a
medium probability of future drought events. This assumption is based on climate change
projections anticipating hotter and wetter conditions in the near future. Climate forecasts often
suggest that while precipitation may increase, the overall pattern will generally be higher intensity
storms, with longer than average dry periods between events. The State Plan also identifies that
Fairfield County accounts for roughly 7.34% of the state’s total number of farms, with a market
value of over $34 million in product sold from these farms.
3.6.2

Capabilities

Regulations regarding fire protection in Stamford are outlined in the Zoning Regulations and the
City Code of Ordinances:
 Section 7-2(g): Adequate provision shall be made for emergency vehicle access, fire lanes, and
safe fire flows, upon the recommendation of the Fire Marshall and the public water utility.
 Section 127-6: No person shall leave any outdoor fire unattended.
 Section 127-5: Open burning prohibited, any open burning must be conducted in accordance
with all applicable Statues and Regulations.
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The City’s Fire Department is a dual level service, with both volunteer and career firefighters
staffing the firehouses throughout the community. The career department has 238 employees,
including staff, and operates out of 5 fire stations throughout the City.

Actions Completed and New Capabilities

The City continues to mitigate wildfire and drought.
3.6.3

Vulnerabilities and Risk Assessment

According to the Connecticut DEEP, the actual forest fire risk in Connecticut is low due to several
factors. First, the overall incidence of forest fires is very low. According to the 2019 State Hazard
Mitigation Plan, an average of 109 fires per year occurred in Connecticut from 2013 to 2017,
which is less than one per municipality per year. Secondly, as the wildfire/forest fire prone areas
become fragmented due to development, the local fire departments have increased access to
those neighborhoods for firefighting equipment. Third, the problematic interface areas such as
driveways too narrow to permit emergency vehicles are site specific. Finally, trained firefighters at
the local and state level are readily available to fight fires in the state, and inter-municipal
cooperation on such instances is common.
Most wildfires in Connecticut are relatively small. In the drought year of 1999, the average wildfire
burned five acres in comparison to the two most extreme wildfires recorded since 1986 that
burned 300 acres each. Given the availability of firefighting water in the City – including the use of
nearby water bodies – and the historic record, it is believed that the average size of a wildfire in a
drought year would be less than one acre, although the extreme value of five acres is likely
applicable to the City. Wildfire Risk Areas are mapped in Figure 3-3.
Wildfires are more common in rural areas than in developed areas as most fires in populated
areas are quickly noticed and contained. The likelihood of a severe wildfire developing is lessened
by the vast network of water features in the state, which create natural breaks likely to stop the
spread of a fire. During long periods of drought, these natural features may dry up, increasing the
vulnerability of the state to wildfires.
The most common causes of wildfires are arson, lightning strikes, and fires started from downed
trees hitting electrical lines. Thus, wildfires have the potential to occur anywhere and at any time
in both undeveloped and lightly developed areas. The extensive forests and fields covering the
state are prime locations for a wildfire. In many areas, structures and subdivisions are built
abutting forest borders, creating areas of particular vulnerability.
The Wildland-Urban Interface (WUI) index is used to identify areas that may be at greater risk of
wildfires based on the density of development in comparison to the amount of wildfire prone
vegetation. The northern areas of Stamford, specifically north of the Merritt Parkway, could be
considered at greater risk due to moderate to high levels of development intermixed with fire
prone vegetation. However, given firefighting capacity and water availability, it is likely that the
City has effective capabilities to minimize damage from fires that may occur.

Changes and Improvements

The City’s vulnerability to wildfires continues to be low.
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3.7.1

EARTHQUAKES AND LANDSLIDES
Setting

The entire City of Stamford is susceptible to earthquake damage. However, even though
earthquake damage has the potential to occur anywhere both in the City and in the northeastern
United States, the effects may be felt differently in some areas based on the type of geology. In
general, earthquakes are considered a hazard that may possibly occur but that may cause
significant effects to a large area of the City.

According to the 2019 Connecticut Natural Hazard Mitigation Plan Update, Connecticut is at a low
to moderate risk for experiencing an earthquake of a magnitude greater than 3.5 and at a
moderate risk of experiencing an earthquake of a magnitude less than 3.0 in the future. No
earthquake with a magnitude greater than 3.5 has occurred in Connecticut within the last 30
years, and the USGS currently ranks Connecticut 43rd out of the 50 states for overall earthquake
activity.
3.7.2

Capabilities

The City has adopted the state building codes for new construction, and they are enforced by the
Building Official. Due to the infrequent nature of damaging earthquakes, land use policies in the
City do not directly address earthquake hazards. However, various documents do indirectly
discuss areas susceptible to earthquake damage and regulations that help to minimize potential
earthquake damage.


Subdivision Regulations:
o Encourage the conservation of existing undeveloped land by preserving water bodies,
wetlands, watercourses, major stands of trees, steep slopes, ridge lines, significant
geological features and other areas of environmental value.
o Require that soil erosion and sediment control plans be developed for proposed
projects.



Master Plan:
o Conserve and manage natural areas by way of partnerships, with typical aim at areas
of erosion or with steep slopes.



Zoning
o Applications and plans must identify slopes greater than 25%
o Excavation finished slope requirements shall not exceed 1:1.5 (vertical to horizontal)
in undisturbed earth, 1:2 in earth fill, and 4:1 in rock, whether or not the ground
surface will be below water, provided further that all slopes of the perimeter bank or
shore of any pond or lake shall not exceed 1:3 (vertical to horizontal).

Actions Completed and New Capabilities

Stamford continues to have appropriate capabilities for mitigating earthquake events.
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3.7.3

Vulnerabilities and Risk Assessment

Some areas in Stamford are underlain by sand and gravel and artificial fill, particularly within the
more urban areas such as the Cove neighborhood, which is underlain by artificial fill, and along
the Rippowam and Noroton Rivers, which are primarily sand and gravel. Structures in these areas
are at increased risk from earthquakes due to amplification of seismic energy and/or collapse.
Most of the remaining area is underlain by glacial till and is therefore not at increased risk during
an earthquake due to unstable soils.
A series of earthquake probability maps was generated using the 2009 interactive web-based
mapping tools hosted by the USGS. These maps were used to determine the probability of an
earthquake of greater than magnitude 5.0 or greater than magnitude 6.0 damaging the City of
Stamford. Results are presented in Table 3-1 below.
Table 3-1: Probability of a Damaging Earthquake in the Vicinity of Stamford
Time Frame
(Years)
50
100
250
350

Probability of the Occurrence
of an Earthquake Event >
Magnitude 5.0
2% to 3%
4% to 6%
10% to 12%
12% to 15%

Changes and Improvements

Probability of the Occurrence
of an Earthquake Event >
Magnitude 6.0
< 1%
1% to 2%
2% to 3%
3% to 4%

The City’s vulnerability to earthquakes continues to be low.
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3.8.1

SEA LEVEL RISE AND SHORELINE CHANGE
Setting

The coastal areas of Stamford are susceptible to sea level rise and shoreline change. With most of
the shoreline being residential, and commercial and water dependent activity in pockets
throughout, residential properties are at a greater risk of future inundation. Sea level rise may not
be considered a high hazard risk in and of itself, however, rising seas in conjunction with extreme
weather may result in inundation farther inland that seen during past events. In addition to
extreme weather, nuisance flooding may also become a more frequent issue during extreme high
tides.
The State of Connecticut has adopted the recent sea level rise projections developed by the
University of Connecticut, Connecticut Institute for Resilience and Climate Adaptation (CIRCA) as
the latest planning threshold for coastal municipalities. This projection anticipates a rise of 50 cm
(20 inches) by the year 2050.

3.8.2

Capabilities

The City has begun to see an increase in nuisance flooding, and has experienced the impacts of
extreme storm surge; leaving City officials aware of the potential impacts of an extreme storm
with elevated sea levels.
City staff has begun to identify the areas that are at risk of increased nuisance flooding and
solutions and mitigation strategies are being recognized. In an effort to protect municipal
infrastructure, projects are also being developed and funded, such as the Greenwich Avenue
pump station which is at risk of inundation.
Section 15.A of Stamford’s Zoning Regulations lists Coastal Area Management Regulations. These
apply to all buildings, uses, and structures fully or partially within the coastal boundary as defined
by Section 22a-94 of the Connecticut General Statutes.
One of Stamford’s primary coastal mitigation strategies is the maintenance of a Hurricane Barrier
and Flood Protection System. The City also maintains seawalls and other shore protection
structures along the coast; rehabilitation of a number of these structures is an action included in
this plan moving forward.

Actions Completed and New Capabilities

Stamford continues to mitigate damages due to sea level rise and shoreline change through
enforcement of coastal and floodplain zoning regulations, preservation of open space in coastal
areas, and maintenance of the Hurricane Barrier. The City is working on development of a coastal
flood risk assessment. In 2020, the City rehabilitated seawalls along Weed Avenue.
3.8.3

Vulnerabilities and Risk Assessment

The most at-risk areas are those immediately along the shoreline, with risk slightly declining
moving inland. The South End neighborhood is particularly at risk of increased nuisance flooding
under future sea levels. In addition, a 100-year storm event with one foot of sea level rise has the
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potential to inundate many of the coastal areas including Harbor Point, southern areas of
Downtown, portions of the East Side neighborhood, along with southern properties in Waterside.
With much of the commercial areas at risk of flooding during a 100-year event with elevated sea
levels, there is a large economic factor at risk. Many of the large-scale companies, historic
resources, and tourist attractions are in these vulnerable areas.

Changes and Improvements

The City has begun to upgrade infrastructure at risk of inundation.
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MITIGATION STRATEGIES AND ACTIONS
Goals and Objectives

Municipal goals and objectives have been made consistent regionally and are presented in the
Multi-Jurisdictional Plan document.

Status of Mitigation Strategies and Actions from Previous HMP

The table below lists the mitigation actions developed in the previous HMP and the status of
each. Actions to be carried forward are noted as such. Actions that have been institutionalized as
capabilities are not carried forward.
#
1
2

3

4

5

6

7

8

Description
Explore adding clerical and/or technical
support staff to EOC.
Work to develop a direct communications
link between the EOC and 911
communications center.
Identify ways to improve the use of GIS for
use in identifying areas and facilities
(including transportation assets) vulnerable
to disasters and for use to enhance
emergency management. Ensure that all
critical systems maps are easily accessible
to 911 and the EOC, including sewer and
drainage system maps.
Explore and develop a regional
communications plan. Includes
communications, sharing resources,
identifying common strengths, weaknesses,
and vulnerabilities. Identify opportunities to
mitigate weaknesses and vulnerabilities.
Develop a coordinated evacuation and
preparedness plan. Plan should address
impacts to transportation corridors. Explore
the use of color-coded evacuation signs in
vulnerable areas.
Evaluate current sheltering location's ability
to handle large scale evacuations.
Develop a sheltering/evacuation process to
improve collaboration between the Health
Department, Operations, Fire and Police
and review the process regularly to ensure
each department knows their
responsibilities and where resources are
located.
Provide pre-recorded messages for a
variety of scenarios for use by the City’s
Reverse 911 system, including in additional
languages. Work to educate citizens on
registration and use of system.
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Status
Carry
Forward

Notes
Action not yet completed due to lack of
funding. Carry Forward.

Complete

Capability

The City does do updates as part of CRS, for
example, they added the LIMWA to maps.
Updates are done at least once a year.
Significant progress has been made with
stormwater discharge outfall mapping.

Completed

City is participating in a regional radio
communication effort beginning November
2020.

Completed

Done by the state

Capability

Health Dept. manages shelters

Capability

Capability
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Currently underway

#
9
10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

Description
Acquire snow melting machines to melt
excess snow from severe winter storms.
Acquire the site at 128 Magee Avenue as a
staging area for excess snow and large
wood waste.
Continue to incorporate recommendations
from the Mill River Corridor Plan.
Specifically, the following actions are
planned: Acquisition and demolition of
additional structures.
Perform an infiltration assessment to
reduce inflows to the sewage treatment
plant
Review the Mill River Corridor Project and
identify projects that may be eligible for
FEMA natural hazard mitigation grants.
Move forward with plans to rebuild the
West Main Street Bridge for use by
pedestrians and emergency vehicles only.
Plans shall include elevating the bridge
deck above the 100-year flood plain and
removing several piers.

Encourage acquisition of wetlands,
waterfront land, and drainage easements
beneficial to the City.

Encourage the preservation of undeveloped
lands within the 100-year flood zone with
the use of Open Space purchase, donation
or conservation easement.
Work with Aquarion and the state to
evaluate and monitor conditions of all dams
and to identify properties that may be
impacted by a dam failure for all high-risk
dams in Stamford.
Conduct a detailed flood/coastal risk
assessment to improve resiliency efforts to
key assets and vulnerable populations
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Status

Notes

Drop

City no longer sees this action as a priority.

Drop

City no longer wishes to pursue this action;
current storage capacity is found to be
adequate.

Capability

Completed

This is a WPCA function, not an MS4 function.
Detail regarding status and implementation of
I&I work to be provided by WPCA
New action: implement recommendations
identified by WPCA in Infiltration and Inflow
Study.

Capability
Carry
Forward
with
Revision

Ongoing effort. City would like to remove the
current bridge and do fully compliant
pedestrian bridge to withstand 100-year event.
Past example: Parcels at 108 and 172 Greenwich
Ave were recently purchased and became
greenway open space.

Capability

Numerous MS4 storm pipes located in private
property with no filed easement maps.
Example: 4 drainage easements acquired on
Auldwood Rd. and Lanark Rd. 2019

Capability

With conservation easements, money is tight,
encumbering properties is often an easier thing
to work with

Capability

Town has capacity to coordinate with Aquarion
and State

Carry
Forward
with
Revisions

LU received $50,000 in capital funds to conduct
initial phases of coastal flood/risk assessment
with concentration on Stamford’s repetitive loss
areas for current fiscal year. Revise to reflect
specific project and carry forward to completion.
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#

Description

Status

19

Assess the integrity of the Hurricane Barrier
and dykes to withstand increased flooding
and storm intensity (including storm surge).
Explore opportunities to retrofit as needed.

Carry
Forward
with
Revisions

20

Work with the City Operations, Parks and
Highways Dept. staff, and Connecticut Light
and Power staff, to maintain and update a
plan for clearing debris in the event of a
severe storm.

Carry
Forward
with
Revisions

21
22

23

24
25

Work with utility companies to improve
communications during a storm event and
identify a direct contact.
Explore methods to improve and enhance
telecommunications, including county wide
radio.
Encourage the study of alternative systems
for delivering reliable power to residents.
Conduct a town-wide inventory and
assessment of street trees; consider
conducting the inventory in conjunction
with other municipalities in the region.
Increase the funding for public tree
maintenance and plantings.

Notes
The Water Pollution Control Authority (WPCA) is
responsible for maintenance and inspections of
the Hurricane Barrier and dyke system.
Assessment of the Hurricane Barrier and dyke
system integrity is a capability. Revise to focus
on exploring opportunities to retrofit, as
needed.
City was able to collect debris following Tropical
Storm Isaias in 2020 due to the availability of
federal cleanup money, but otherwise has had
to cut debris collection services due to budget
cuts.
Carry forward development of a plan and
budgeting of sufficient funding.

Capability

There is an Eversource liaison

Completed

Ongoing, City is moving onto the state radio
core as of November

Carry
Forward
with
Revisions

Add: work with Eversource to identify municipal
actions

Carry
Forward

The City has been working to coordinate with
Eversource on completing this item.

Carry
Forward

Capital funding has been requested numerous
times for this task.

Prioritization of Strategies and Actions

The STAPLEE method, described in the Multi-Jurisdictional document, was used to score
mitigation activities. The STAPLEE matrix in Appendix A provides the total scores. Actions have
been further prioritized based on implementation cost, project urgency, and municipal and public
input. The strategies below are presented in priority order, with qualitative priority levels listed
for each.
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Mitigation Strategies and Actions Implementation Table

The City proposed to initiate several new mitigation actions for the upcoming five years.
Additionally, a number of actions from the previous planning period are being carried forward or
replaced with revised actions. These are listed below.
Action SFD-01

Provide information on the Town website about CT DEEP training and information around small business
chemical management for hazard resilience.
Lead

Land Use, EM

Cost

$0 - $25,000

Funding

Operating Budget, CT DEEP

Timeframe

2021

Priority

High
Action SFD-02

Use the CT Toxics Users and Climate Resilience Map to identify toxic users located in hazard zones within
your community. Contact those users to inform them about the CT DEEP small business chemical
management initiative.
Lead

EM, GIS, Mayor

Cost

$0 - $25,000

Funding

Operating Budget, CT DEEP

Timeframe

2021

Priority

High
Action SFD-03

Host a CT DEEP presentation for municipal staff and local businesses about business chemical management
for hazard resilience.
Lead

EM, Mayor

Cost

$0 - $25,000

Funding

Operating Budget, CT DEEP

Timeframe

2021

Priority

High
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Action SFD-04

Take one of the following actions that will mitigate natural hazard risks while also meeting Sustainable CT
objectives:
- Disseminate a toolkit for pre-disaster business preparedness.
- Revise regulations to promote Low Impact Development.
- Include the goals of this Hazard Mitigation Plan, and at least three other sustainability concepts, in your
next Master Plan update.
Lead

Mayor

Cost

$0 - $25,000

Funding

Capital Improvement Plan, Sustainable CT Community Match Fund

Timeframe

2021

Priority

High
Action SFD-05
Widen the railroad underpasses at Elm Street, Canal Street, and Greenwich Avenue.

Lead

Traffic Engineering

Cost

More than $1 million

Funding

Capital Improvement Plan, FEMA Grant, Other Grant

Timeframe

2026

Priority

High
Action SFD-06

Complete a design to remove the traffic lights at the Magee Ave, Shippan Ave, and Harbor Dr intersection
and construct a roundabout to allow for more efficient traffic flow during an emergency, and to reduce the
reliance of power during an outage on a main evacuation route.
Lead

Traffic Engineering

Cost

More than $1 million

Funding

Capital Improvement Plan, LOTCIP Grant

Timeframe

2024

Priority

High
Action SFD-07

Implement a modern traffic signal with a backup power source at the Shippan Ave, Elm St, and Cove Rd
intersection.
Lead

Traffic Engineering

Cost

More than $500,000

Funding

Capital Improvement Plan, CMAQ Grant

Timeframe

2025

Priority

High
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Action SFD-08

Greenwich Avenue – Davenport Street Waterside Circulator to improve traffic safety and enhance
evacuation route for the Waterside neighborhood.

Lead

Traffic Engineering

Cost

More than $1 million

Funding

Capital Improvement Plan, LOTCIP Grant, Private Developer Contribution

Timeframe

2023

Priority

High
Action SFD-09

Washington Boulevard and Pulaski Street Roadway Widening to improve traffic safety and enhance
evacuation routes for the Waterside & South End Neighborhoods.
Lead

Traffic Engineering

Cost

More than $1 million

Funding

Capital Improvement Plan, Private Developer Contribution

Timeframe

2021

Priority

High
Action SFD-10

Lower Atlantic Street Roadway Widening (Washington Boulevard to Station Place/Dock Street) to improve
traffic safety and enhance evacuation routes for the Waterside & South End Neighborhoods
Lead

Traffic Engineering

Cost

More than $1 million

Funding

Capital Improvement Plan, LOTCIP Grant, Private Developer Contribution

Timeframe

2023

Priority

High
Action SFD-11
Collaborate with CIRCA on the "Resilient Connecticut" project

Lead

Land Use, Mayor

Cost

$0 - $25,000

Funding

Operating Budget

Timeframe

2022

Priority

Med
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Action SFD-12

Coordinate with CT SHPO to conduct outreach to owners of historic properties to educate them on
methods of retrofitting historic properties to be more hazard-resilient while maintaining historic character.
Lead

Land Use

Cost

$0 - $25,000

Funding

Operating Budget, CT SHPO, Grant

Timeframe

2022

Priority

Med
Action SFD-13
Increase the City funding allocations for public tree maintenance and plantings.

Lead

Land Use, Parks Maintenance

Cost

$50,000 - $100,000

Funding

Capital Improvement Plan, New Zoning Certificate Fee Requirements

Timeframe

2021

Priority

Med
Action SFD-14

Coordinate with CT SHPO to conduct historic resource surveys, focusing on areas within natural hazard risk
zones (flood zones, wildfire hazard zones, steep slopes) to identify historic resources at risk and support the
preparation of resiliency plans across the state.
Lead

Land Use

Cost

$25,000 - $50,000

Funding

CT SHPO, Grant

Timeframe

2024

Priority

Med
Action SFD-15

Conduct an extensive flood and coastal risk assessment to evaluate risks in RL areas, to critical facilities, and
to critical infrastructure.
Lead

Land Use

Cost

$100,000 - $500,000

Funding

Capital Improvement Plan, Grant

Timeframe

2025

Priority

Med
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Action SFD-16
Conduct a city-wide inventory and assessment of street trees in potential coordination with Eversource.
Lead

Land Use

Cost

$100,000 - $500,000

Funding

Capital Improvement Plan, Grant

Timeframe

2026

Priority

Med
Action SFD-17

Orange Street stormwater drainage improvement project - replace failing corrugated metal piping
(surcharges during flood events; manhole covers blow off during rainstorms).

Lead

Engineering

Cost

More than $500,000

Funding

Capital Improvement Plan, Grant

Timeframe

2026

Priority

Med
Action SFD-18
West Hill Road stormwater drainage improvement project.

Lead

Engineering

Cost

More than $500,000

Funding

Capital Improvement Plan, Grant

Timeframe

2026

Priority

Med
Action SFD-19
Work with Eversource to identify municipal actions to improve electric grid resiliency.

Lead

Economic Development, EM

Cost

$0 - $25,000

Funding

Operating Budget

Timeframe

2023

Priority

Low
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Action SFD-20
Revise floodplain zoning regulations to recognize the "coastal AE zone".
Lead

Land Use

Cost

$0 - $25,000

Funding

Operating Budget

Timeframe

2023

Priority

Low
Action SFD-21

Compare local floodplain regulations with Revised State Model Flood Regulations to identify any remaining
opportunities for improvement
Lead

Land Use

Cost

$0 - $25,000

Funding

Operating Budget

Timeframe

2023

Priority

Low
Action SFD-22

Work with CT DEEP to validate and/or correct the RL list and update the mitigation status of each listed
property.
Lead

Land Use

Cost

$25,000 - $50,000

Funding

FEMA Grant

Timeframe

2024

Priority

Low
Action SFD-23

Annually conduct an emergency operations exercise for a local terrorism, sabotage, or mass casualty event.
Lead

EM

Cost

$25,000 - $50,000

Funding

Operating Budget

Timeframe

2024

Priority

Low
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Action SFD-24

Operations Department (Highways, Parks, Recycling & Sanitation) and Eversource to develop a plan for
clearing debris in the event of a severe storm; increase funding for debris management.
Lead

Operations, Mayor

Cost

$50,000 - $100,000

Funding

Operating Budget

Timeframe

2025

Priority

Low
Action SFD-25

Widen entire Cove Road corridor, Shippan Avenue to Weed Avenue, to allow for increased evacuation
capacity.
Lead

Traffic Engineering

Cost

More than $1 million

Funding

Capital Improvement Plan, FEMA Grant, Other Grant

Timeframe

2026

Priority

Low
Action SFD-26

Repair or replace the 5-by-5-foot box culvert on Bouton Street West to mitigate future flooding.
Lead

Traffic Engineering

Cost

More than $1 million

Funding

Capital Improvement Plan, FEMA Grant, Other Grant

Timeframe

2026

Priority

Low
Action SFD-27

Move forward with the plans to remove the West Main Street Bridge and construct a fully compliant
pedestrian bridge above the 1% annual-chance floodplain, and also remove several piers.
Lead

Engineering

Cost

More than $1 million

Funding

Capital Improvement Plan, FEMA Grant, Other Grant

Timeframe

2026

Priority

Low
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Action SFD-28
Pine Hill Avenue stormwater drainage improvement project.
Lead

Engineering

Cost

More than $500,000

Funding

Capital Improvement Plan, Grant

Timeframe

2026

Priority

Low
Action SFD-29
Explore retrofit opportunities as needed for the hurricane barrier system.

Lead

WPCA, Mayor

Cost

$0 - $25,000

Funding

Operating Budget, FEMA Grant

Timeframe

2023

Priority

Low
Action SFD-30
Explore adding clerical and/or technical support staff to EOC.

Lead

EMD

Cost

$50,000 - $100,000

Funding

Operating Budget

Timeframe

2026

Priority

Low
Action SFD-31

Identify additional segments of seawalls located along coastal roadways that may require rehabilitation.
Lead

Engineering

Cost

$0 - $25,000

Funding

Capital Improvement Plan, FEMA Grant

Timeframe

2024

Priority

Low
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Action SFD-32

Develop sidewalks along Weed Avenue and Cove Road to better control pedestrian traffic and reduce
pedestrian-caused congestion during an evacuation.
Lead

Traffic Engineering, Highways

Cost

More than $1 million

Funding

Capital Improvement Plan, FEMA Grant, Other Grant

Timeframe

2026

Priority

Low
Action SFD-33
Rehabilitate seawalls at Cove Island Park Marina

Lead

Engineering

Cost

More than $500,000

Funding

Capital Improvement Plan, FEMA Grant, Other Grant

Timeframe

2026

Priority

Low
Action SFD-34
Rehabilitate seawalls at Czescik Marina

Lead

Engineering

Cost

More than $500,000

Funding

Capital Improvement Plan, FEMA Grant, Other Grant

Timeframe

2026

Priority

Low
Action SFD-35
Complete rehabilitation of West Beach Seawall

Lead

Engineering

Cost

More than $500,000

Funding

Capital Improvement Plan, FEMA Grant, Other Grant

Timeframe

2026

Priority

Low
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Action SFD-36
Complete reconstruction of the seawall at the end of Shippan Avenue.
Lead

Engineering

Cost

More than $500,000

Funding

Capital Improvement Plan, FEMA Grant, Other Grant

Timeframe

2026

Priority

Low
Action SFD-37
Dredge Holly Pond and include project elements that reduce coastal risks

Lead

Engineering

Cost

More than $1 million

Funding

Capital Improvement Plan, FEMA Grant, Other Grant

Timeframe

2026

Priority

Low
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APPENDIX A

Appendix A: STAPLEE Matrix
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$0 $25,000

Take one of the following actions that will mitigate natural hazard risks while also meeting Sustainable CT
SFD-04

- Revise regulations to promote Low Impact Development.

Sustainable CT

Mayor

$0 $25,000

- Include the goals of this Hazard Mitigation Plan, and at least three other sustainability concepts, in your

Washington Boulevard and Pulaski Street Roadway Widening to improve traffic safety and enhance
evacuation routes for the Waterside & South End Neighborhoods.
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7

Operating
Budget, CT
DEEP
Operating
Budget, CT
DEEP
Operating
Budget, CT
DEEP
Capital
Plan,
Sustainable
CT
Community

next Master Plan update.

SFD-05

2021

Costs

Improvement

objectives:
- Disseminate a toolkit for pre-disaster business preparedness.

Total STAPLEE Score

EM, Mayor

Environmental

Business Chem

Economic (x2)

CT DEEP Small

management for hazard resilience.

Legal

Host a CT DEEP presentation for municipal staff and local businesses about business chemical

Political

SFD-03

Administrative

$25,000

Technical (x2)

$0 -

Mayor

management initiative.

Social

EM, GIS,

your community. Contact those users to inform them about the CT DEEP small business chemical

Environmental

CT DEEP Small
Business Chem

Use the CT Toxics Users and Climate Resilience Map to identify toxic users located in hazard zones within
SFD-02

Economic (x2)

$25,000

Legal

EM

Political

Business Chem

Administrative

chemical management for hazard resilience.

Technical (x2)

$0 -

Completion

Land Use,

Timeframe for

CT DEEP Small

Social

SFD-01

Action Description

Sources

Cost Estimate

Provide information on the Town website about CT DEEP training and information around small business

#

Regional

Potential Funding

Theme

Lead Department

Weighted STAPLEE Criteria
Benefits

Match Fund
Capital
Emergency
Response

Traffic
Engineerin
g

More than
$1 million

Improvement
Plan, Private
Developer
Contribution
Capital

SFD-06

Greenwich Avenue – Davenport Street Waterside Circulator to improve traffic safety and enhance
evacuation route for the Waterside neighborhood.

Emergency
Response

Traffic
Engineerin
g

Improvement
More than Plan, LOTCIP
$1 million Grant, Private
Developer
Contribution
Capital

SFD-07

Lower Atlantic Street Roadway Widening (Washington Boulevard to Station Place/Dock Street) to improve
traffic safety and enhance evacuation routes for the Waterside & South End Neighborhoods

Complete a design to remove the traffic lights at the Magee Ave, Shippan Ave, and Harbor Dr intersection
SFD-08

and construct a roundabout to allow for more efficient traffic flow during an emergency, and to reduce
the reliance of power during an outage on a main evacuation route.

SFD-09

SFD-10

Implement a modern traffic signal with a backup power source at the Shippan Ave, Elm St, and Cove Rd
intersection.

Widen the railroad underpasses at Elm Street, Canal Street, and Greenwich Avenue.

Emergency
Response

Emergency
Response

Emergency
Response

Emergency
Response

Traffic
Engineerin
g

Traffic
Engineerin
g
Traffic
Engineerin
g
Traffic
Engineerin
g

Improvement
More than Plan, LOTCIP
$1 million Grant, Private
Developer
Contribution
Capital
More than Improvement
$1 million Plan, LOTCIP
Grant
Capital
More than Improvement
$500,000

Plan, CMAQ
Grant
Capital

More than
$1 million

Improvement
Plan, FEMA
Grant, Other
Grant
Capital
Improvement

Land Use,
SFD-11

Increase the City funding allocations for public tree maintenance and plantings.

Tree Management

Parks

$50,000 -

Maintenan $100,000
ce

Plan, New
Zoning
Certificate Fee
Requirements

SFD-19

Orange Street stormwater drainage improvement project - replace failing corrugated metal piping
(surcharges during flood events; manhole covers blow off during rain storms).
West Hill Road stormwater drainage improvement project.

Work with Eversource to identify municipal actions to improve electric grid resiliency.

Tree Management Land Use

Drainage

Drainage
Energy Resiliency
& Backup Power
Floodplain

SFD-20

SFD-21
SFD-22
SFD-23
SFD-24

SFD-25

Revise floodplain zoning regulations to recognize the "coastal AE zone".
Compare local floodplain regulations with Revised State Model Flood Regulations to identify any
remaining opportunities for improvement
Work with CT DEEP to validate and/or correct the RL list and update the mitigation status of each listed
property.
Annually conduct an emergency operations exercise for a local terrorism, sabotage, or mass casualty
event.
Operations Department (Highways, Parks, Recycling & Sanitation) and Eversource to develop a plan for
clearing debris in the event of a severe storm; increase funding for debris management.
Widen entire Cove Road corridor, Shippan Avenue to Weed Avenue, to allow for increased evacuation
capacity.

Management

g

Terrorism & Mass
Casualty
Tree Management

Emergency
Response

$500,000

$500,000

Engineerin More than
g
Economic
Developme
nt, EM
Land Use

Land Use

Regulations
RLPs

Grant

Engineerin More than

Regulations
Floodplain
Management

CT SHPO,

$100,000 -

Land Use

$500,000

, Mayor
Traffic
Engineerin
g

Improvement

Improvement

Improvement

$0 -

Operating
Budget

$0 -

Operating

$25,000

Budget

$1 million
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2026
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5

Timeframe for

Plan, Grant

$25,000

More than

0

Plan, Grant
Capital

Budget

$100,000

1

Plan, Grant
Capital

Operating

EM
$50,000
Operations $50,000 -

1

Plan, Grant
Capital

$0 -

$50,000
$25,000 -

1

Capital
Improvement

$25,000

$25,000 -

Total STAPLEE Score

SFD-18

Conduct a city-wide inventory and assessment of street trees in potential coordination with Eversource.

Budget, CT

$50,000

$500,000

2022

Costs

SHPO, Grant

$25,000 -

$100,000 -

Environmental

Land Use

Economic (x2)

SFD-17

and to critical infrastructure.

Legal

SFD-16

Conduct an extensive flood and coastal risk assessment to evaluate risks in RL areas, to critical facilities,

Political

SFD-15

Administrative

Flood Study

support the preparation of resiliency plans across the state.

Technical (x2)

Land Use

Social

SHPO

Environmental

Budget
Operating

$0 -

Economic (x2)

Operating

$25,000
$25,000

Legal

risk zones (flood zones, wildfire hazard zones, steep slopes) to identify historic resources at risk and

Sources

$0 -

Mayor

Coordinate with CT SHPO to conduct historic resource surveys, focusing on areas within natural hazard
SFD-14

Potential Funding

Land Use,

Land Use

Political

SHPO

Administrative

methods of retrofitting historic properties to be more hazard-resilient while maintaining historic character.

Technical (x2)

Coordinate with CT SHPO to conduct outreach to owners of historic properties to educate them on

ResilientCT

Completion

SFD-13

Collaborate with CIRCA on the "Resilient Connecticut" project

Theme

Social

SFD-12

Action Description

Cost Estimate

#

Regional

Lead Department

Weighted STAPLEE Criteria
Benefits

FEMA Grant
Operating
Budget
Operating
Budget
Capital
Improvement
Plan, FEMA
Grant, Other
Grant
Capital

Traffic
SFD-26

Repair or replace the 5-by-5-foot box culvert on Bouton Street West to mitigate future flooding.

Bridge & Culvert

Engineerin
g

More than
$1 million

Improvement
Plan, FEMA
Grant, Other
Grant
Capital

SFD-27

SFD-28

Move forward with the plans to remove the West Main Street Bridge and construct a fully compliant
pedestrian bridge above the 1% annual-chance floodplain, and also remove several piers.

Pine Hill Avenue stormwater drainage improvement project.

Bridge & Culvert

Drainage

Engineerin More than
g

$1 million

Engineerin More than
g

$500,000

Improvement
Plan, FEMA
Grant, Other
Grant
Capital
Improvement
Plan, Grant

Plan, FEMA

Structural
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Timeframe for

Grant
Capital

Engineerin More than
$1 million

Improvement
Plan, FEMA
Grant, Other
Grant
Capital

Engineerin More than
g

Total STAPLEE Score

Improvement

$25,000

Protection

Environmental

Rehabilitate seawalls at Cove Island Park Marina

Economic (x2)

$0 -

g

Highways

SFD-33

Legal

Engineerin

g,

Political

Budget
Capital

Structural

Response

Administrative

pedestrian-caused congestion during an evacuation.

Grant
Operating

Protection

Emergency

Technical (x2)

Develop sidewalks along Weed Avenue and Cove Road to better control pedestrian traffic and reduce

2023

Costs

Operating
Budget, FEMA

$100,000

Traffic
SFD-32

Social

$50,000 -

Environmental

EMD

Economic (x2)

Municipal
Capacities

Sources

$25,000

Potential Funding

Mayor

Legal

Identify additional segments of seawalls located along coastal roadways that may require rehabilitation.

Protection

Political

SFD-31

$0 -

Administrative

Explore adding clerical and/or technical support staff to EOC.

WPCA,

Technical (x2)

SFD-30

Structural

Completion

Explore retrofit opportunities as needed for the hurricane barrier system.

Theme

Regional

Social

SFD-29

Action Description

Cost Estimate

#

Lead Department

Weighted STAPLEE Criteria
Benefits

$500,000

Improvement
Plan, FEMA
Grant, Other
Grant
Capital

SFD-34

Rehabilitate seawalls at Czescik Marina

Structural
Protection

Engineerin More than
g

$500,000

Improvement
Plan, FEMA
Grant, Other
Grant
Capital

SFD-35

Complete rehabilitation of West Beach Seawall

Structural
Protection

Engineerin More than
g

$500,000

Improvement
Plan, FEMA
Grant, Other
Grant
Capital

SFD-36

Complete reconstruction of the seawall at the end of Shippan Avenue.

Structural
Protection

Engineerin More than
g

$500,000

Improvement
Plan, FEMA
Grant, Other
Grant
Capital

SFD-37

Dredge Holly Pond and include project elements that reduce coastal risks

Drainage

Contact the owners of Repetitive Loss Properties and nearby properties at risk to inquire about mitigation
SFD-x-01 undertaken and suggest options for mitigating flooding in those areas. This should be accomplished with

RLPs

a letter directly mailed to each property owner.

SFD-x-02 Rehabilitate seawalls along Weed Avenue

Structural
Protection

Engineerin More than
g

$1 million

Land Use,

$0 -

Mayor

$25,000

Engineerin More than
g

$500,000

Improvement
Plan, FEMA
Grant, Other
Grant
Operating
Budget, FEMA
Grant
Capital
Improvement
Plan, FEMA
Grant, Other
Grant
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City of Stamford
Climate Vulnerability Assessment
A Component of Sustainable CT Action 5.4
The City of Stamford, for this Climate Vulnerability Assessment (CVA) is considered an urban coastal
community, resulting in various climate change vulnerabilities. Sea level rise, inland flooding, and winter
storms may impact the community the most as many issues have been identified.

Hazards
Sea Level Rise
Rising seas have raised concerns in communities throughout the state for various reasons. The City of
Stamford is currently experiencing increased occurrences of coastal flooding, both nuisance and storm
related, with impacts to neighborhoods and critical infrastructure. Certain areas, such as Shippan Point,
are vulnerable to nuisance and costal events. There are also commercialized areas that may be
increasingly impacted under a future climate. For example, Waterside and Harbor Point which are
urbanized areas located at the mouth of the Rippowam River. With sea levels rising, and storm intensity
increasing, infrastructure and homes are vulnerable to inundation.
Inland Flooding
With FEMA flood zones along a few rivers in Stamford, such as the Rippowam River, there is
continuously concern for riverine flooding. North Stamford also has several streams running through the
area, presenting the possibility for small scale flooding during heavy rain events. With precipitation
expected to increase due to climate change, in addition to highly impervious areas, flooding events may
occur more frequently.
Drought and Extreme Temperatures
About half of the City is serviced by public water supply, with the northern half of the City’s residential
parcels likely serviced by a private well. Therefore, impacts to water supply may be an issue to the City
as temperatures rise in the near future, resulting in isolated issues with water scarcity for private well
owners. With historic impacts to public water supply availability during droughts, and temperatures
expected to rise, the challenge of maintaining adequate supply during these times may also increase.
In addition to water scarcity, increased temperatures can also increase the urban heat island effect
throughout the urban, highly impervious areas. This increase in heat island can have impacts on both
water quality and human health.
When considering these impacts from climate change, the primary vulnerabilities for the City of
Stamford include:
•
•
•

Coastal municipal infrastructure and neighborhoods
Riverine and coastal flooding
Water scarcity & urban heat island effect

Secondary Impacts
Economic Impacts
With vulnerable homes and infrastructure, the City faces an economic challenge of mitigating or
relocating city-owned facilities and assisting residents with mitigation efforts. There is also a potential
economic impact to local businesses during inland and coastal flooding events.
Private property owners who rely on private drinking water wells may also be impacted economically
during droughts or periods of extreme heat. With increasing heat, typically comes increased water
demand. This demand would be placed upon local aquifers, potentially resulting in the need for new
well construction, or deepening of an existing well.
The many impacts of climate change can result in economic impacts to many citizens, business owners,
and municipal budgets as the impacts can be felt on a City level, down to building level.
Social Impacts
To identify social impacts to the City, the Center for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) Social
Vulnerability Index (SVI) was used to identify any vulnerable populations within the City. This index was
developed to supplement a community’s natural hazard preparation actions. To evaluate social
vulnerability, the CDC incorporates 15 factors (Fig. 1) into the overall calculation under the categories, or
themes, of: socioeconomic status, household composition and disability, minority status and language,
and housing type and transportation. These themes and their ranking are based on census statistics. By
evaluating these factors and determining a level of social vulnerability, a community can identify specific
needs for before, during, and after
an event. Such needs may include
sheltering capacity, evacuation
routes, or to decide how many
emergency personnel may be
required to respond after an event.
Each municipalities’ census tracts
were ranked for overall
vulnerability, and theme
vulnerability, in comparison to
other Connecticut municipalities.
This rank, 0 to 1, is based on the
percentile rank among all tracts
within the State of Connecticut. A
value closer to 0 indicates a lower
Figure 1: The CDC SVI Index Factors. Graphic: svi.cdc.com
vulnerability, while a value closer to
1 indicates a higher vulnerability. Table 1 presents the overall vulnerability and theme rankings for
Stamford.

Table 1: Stamford SVI Factor Rankings
Overall SVI
Socioeconomic

STAMFORD

.48

.44

Household
Composition &
Disability

Minority
Status &
Language

Housing Type
&
Transportation

.29

.70

.53

The City of Stamford is considered to have a low to moderate level of vulnerability, with their most
vulnerable social aspect being minority populations and those that do not speak English well. In
addition, there are socioeconomic concerns, as well as high density housing populations and
transportation disparities. These vulnerable populations are concentrated in the southern tracts along
Interstate 95 in more urbanized areas. It is important to note that four of the southeastern tracts in the
city are considered highly vulnerable, with one tract ranking 0.93 on the SVI scale.
These populations may be vulnerable to impacts from drought and extreme heat, and inland or coastal
flooding events based on the geographic concentrations.
Public Health Considerations
Of the primary vulnerabilities identified, drought and flooding can potentially have public health
repercussions. During hot summer months, or drought, if private wells were to be impacted, certain
populations may find themselves without adequate drinking water supply, resulting in health problems.
Also, when considering the environmental shifts occurring during drought periods, drinking water
contamination may become an issue as aquifers become stressed due to excessive pumping.
Urban heat islands can also impact human health and water quality. Increased precipitation, in
conjunction with high imperviousness, can move pollutants found on these surfaces into nearby water
bodies. These water bodies may ultimately flow into water bodies used for drinking water supply or
recreation. Also, increased temperatures coincide with reduced air quality. Poor air quality can result in
respiratory health concerns for those living in these effected areas.
Inland flooding, or poor drainage flooding, also presents the concern of pollution into nearby water
bodies as these commercialized and impervious areas drain, they collect pollutants and excess
sediment. Depending upon the drainage areas, this runoff can have environmental impacts in associated
ecosystems, or public health impacts if water bodies are used for recreational activities.

Vulnerable Populations
The SVI identified the presence of certain populations within the City that may be more vulnerable to
climate change hazards. In addition to the SVI, the Connecticut Department of Public Health (DPH) 1 has
identified at least twelve facilities in Stamford that are a convalescent home.
These populations often need additional time for hazard response, so evacuation or preparation, and
may find it more challenging to recover due to financial constraints or health concerns. Also, elderly

1

https://www.elicense.ct.gov/Lookup/LicenseLookup.aspx

populations may be more vulnerable to the health impacts of poor air quality associated with urban
heat islands.
These populations, in addition to those identified in the SVI, should be considered more vulnerable for
the reasons that emergency response and preparation may be more challenging, health issues may be of
higher concern, and language barriers may exist when working to communicate with the community on
risks, response, and recovery efforts.
In addition to the populations, it is important to identify the facilities that can provide different types of
assistance to the populations, and others, during or after an event. These facilities, and their proximity
to flood zones, can be found in Figure 2-4.
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INTRODUCTION
Purpose of Annex

The purpose of this Hazard Mitigation Plan (HMP) annex is to provide a community-specific
hazard risk assessment, capability analysis, and evaluation and prioritization of hazard mitigation
measures and projects. Background information and the regional effects of pertinent natural
hazards are discussed in the main body of the Western Connecticut Council of Governments
(WestCOG) Multi-Jurisdictional Hazard Mitigation Plan. This annex is designed to supplement the
information presented in the Multi-Jurisdictional HMP with more specific detail for the Town of
Weston and is not to be considered a standalone document.
The primary goal of this HMP, including this Municipal Annex, is to identify natural hazard risks
and mitigation opportunities in order to reduce the loss of or damage to life, property,
infrastructure, and natural, cultural, and economic resources. This includes the reduction of public
and private damage costs. Limiting losses of and damage to life and property will also reduce the
social, emotional, and economic disruption associated with a natural disaster.
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COMMUNITY PROFILE
2.1.1

Geography
Physical Setting

Incorporated in 1787, the Town of Weston is located in southern Fairfield County and home to a
population of 10,179 (2010 U.S. Census). Weston is bordered by the municipalities of Wilton to
the west, Easton to the east, Westport to the south, and Redding and Ridgefield to the north.
Refer to Figure 2-1 for a map showing the location of Weston within the WestCOG region.
Weston is an exurban community, with several rivers and streams flowing throughout. The town
is characterized by two-acre or greater residential lots sprawling through nearly all of the
buildable area. The Saugatuck Reservoir is located in the northeast corner of town and is
connected to the many streams. The West Branch of the Saugatuck River flows from the
northwest corner of town to the south. The highest elevation in Weston is about 463 feet in the
eastern most areas bordering Easton. With the south western area of Weston being at, or close to
100 feet. The varying terrain of Weston makes the town vulnerable to an array of natural hazards.
The Center for Land Use Education and Research (CLEAR) has developed a land cover dataset
derived from 2016 satellite imagery to depict statewide land cover. The land cover by percent of
total land for Weston can be found in Table 2-1.
Table 2-1: Land Cover by Area

Land Cover Class
Developed
Turf & Grass
Other Grasses
Agricultural Field
Deciduous Forest
Coniferous Forest
Water
Non-Forested Wetland
Forested Wetland
Tidal Wetland
Barren Land
Utility Corridor
TOTAL

2.1.2

Area (Acres)
2,587.3
1,237.4
145.4
15.4
7,560.8
355.1
678.7
8.5
582.3
0.0
22.0
31.8
13,225

Land Use

% of Community
19.56%
9.36%
1.10%
0.12%
57.17%
2.69%
5.13%
0.06%
4.40%
0.00%
0.17%
0.24%
100%

Nearly the entire Town is zoned for single family residential and farming, with minimum lot size of
two acres. As a result, 98.5% of housing units are single family homes (ACS). However, in some
older areas of the community, houses on smaller lots predate the adoption of the first zoning
regulations. Within Weston, 14.5 acres of land are used for commercial uses. Approximately 6.6
of those acres are actually zoned for commercial uses.
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2.1.3

Climate and Climate Change
Current Conditions

Over the course of the year, the temperature in Weston typically varies from 18 22°F to 82°F and
is rarely below 7°F or above 89°F. The warm season lasts from June 1 to September 15, with an
average daily high temperature above 73°F. The hottest day of the year is July 20, with an average
high of 82°F and low of 66°F. The cold season lasts from December 3 to March 12, with an
average daily high temperature below 45°F. The coldest day of the year is January 29, with an
average low of 22°F and high of 36°F.
Precipitation falls throughout the year in Weston. The wetter season lasts from March 31 to
December 10, with a greater than 29% chance of a given day being a wet day. The chance of a
wet day peaks at 35% on July 31. The smallest chance of a wet day is 22% on January 29.
The most rain falls during the 31 days centered around June 3, with an average total accumulation
of 3.8 inches. The least rain falls around January 30, with an average total accumulation of 1.8
inches.
The snowy period of the year lasts from November 13 to April 8, with a sliding 31-day liquidequivalent snowfall of at least 0.1 inches. The most snow falls during the 31 days centered around
January 26, with an average total liquid-equivalent accumulation of 0.9 inches.
Climate data was sourced from Weather Spark based on analysis of the years 1980 to 2016.

Climate Change

Climate change projections for Connecticut were sourced from the 2019 Connecticut Physical
Climate Science Assessment Report, which was developed by the University of Connecticut
(UConn) Atmospheric Sciences Group, commissioned by the Connecticut Institute for Resilience
and Climate Adaptation (CIRCA) with funding from the Department of Energy and Environmental
Protection (DEEP). All projections are based on the IPCC high CO2 emission scenario (RCP8.5).
Temperature
Annual temperatures have been increasing throughout Connecticut and is projected to continue
to do so in the future. By mid-century, average annual temperature is projected to increase by
5°F. Seasonal average temperatures are also expected to rise, with the greatest increase (6°F)
experienced in summer (June to August). The number of nights over which temperature remains
above 68°F will quadruple from 10 days per year to more than 40 days, and the number of
extremely hot days will increase from above 4 a year to 48 per year.
Precipitation
Rainfall data in "Technical Paper No. 40" by the U.S.
Weather Bureau (now the National Weather Service)
(Hershfield, 1961) dates from the years 1938 through
1958. According to these data, the 24-hour rainfall
amount for a 50% annual-chance storm in Fairfield
County is 3.3 inches.
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The continued increase in precipitation
only heightens the need for hazard
mitigation planning as the occurrence of
floods may change in accordance with
the greater precipitation.

The Northeast Regional Climate Center (NRCC) has partnered with the Natural Resources
Conservation Service (NRCS) to provide a consistent, current regional analysis of rainfall extremes
(http://precip.eas.cornell.edu/). In 2020 this dataset listed the 24-hour rainfall amount for a 50%
annual-chance storm in Weston as 3.46 inches.
The NOAA Atlas 14, released on September 30, 2015 puts the 24-hour rainfall amount for a 50%
annual-chance annual storm in Weston at 3.54 inches.
These precipitation amounts, and more details, are summarized in Table 2-2, below.
Table 2-2: 24-Hour Rainfall Amounts by Annual-Chance Occurrence
Source
Technical Paper No. 40
NRCC
NOAA Atlas 14

24-Hour Rainfall Amount (inches) by Annual-Chance Occurrence
50%
4%
1%
3.3
5.7
7.2
3.46
6.44
9.06
3.54
6.61
8.43

Annual precipitation has been increasing statewide and is projected to continue to increase. By
mid-century, annual precipitation is projected to increase by 8.5%, with the greatest increase
(13.4%) occurring in the winter months. Extreme precipitation events are projected to increase in
both frequency and magnitude. Based on this increase and the precipitation figures above, by
2050 Weston can expect the 24-hour rainfall amount for a 50% annual-chance storm to be
around 3.7 inches or greater.
Impervious surfaces and infrastructure in town have increased over time as well, leading to
increasing runoff and peak discharge values.
Despite overall increases in precipitation, drought risk is projected to increase, especially during
summer, due to changing precipitation patterns and projected increases in potential
evapotranspiration (plants taking up more water in hotter temperatures and longer growing
seasons).
2.1.4

Drainage Basins and Hydrology

Weston is divided among four sub-regional watersheds as shown in Table 2-3.
Table 2-3: Sub-Regional Drainage Basins

Drainage Basin
Aspetuck River
Norwalk River
Saugatuck River
West Branch
Saugatuck River
Total

Overall Sub-regional Area
(sq. mi)
23.05
32.55
48.55

Area within Town
(sq. mi)
1.81
0.32
10.62

Area within
Town (acres)
1,156.41
202.31
6,798.42

11.92

7.92

5,067.47

n/a
20.67
13,224.61
Source: Connecticut Department of Energy & Environmental Protection GIS Data
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Percent of Town
8.76%
1.55%
51.38%
38.32%
100.00%

Weston is entirely encompassed within the Southwest Coast drainage basin, which drains directly
into Long Island Sound. Of the four subregional drainage basins and their respective streams, the
Saugatuck River running through Weston is the largest, followed by the West Branch of the
Saugatuck River in the western part of town.

Aspetuck River

Part of the headwaters of the Aspetuck River lie within Huntington State Park in southeastern
Bethel, with the watershed covering a total of 0.67 square miles of area. The Aspetuck River flows
generally south through Newtown and Redding, and Easton before reaching its confluence with
the Saugatuck River in Weston. The total area of the Aspetuck River watershed is approximately
23 square miles.

Norwalk River

The Norwalk River is approximately 21 miles, and originates at Great Pond in Ridgefield,
Connecticut. The River does not flow through the town, and only a very small portion of this
watershed within Weston town boundaries.

Saugatuck River

The Saugatuck River is approximately 24 miles, and originates at Sugar Hollow Pond in Danbury,
Connecticut. The Saugatuck Basin drains 48.55 square miles of land, and ultimately flows directly
into Long Island Sound. The river flows southwest from the Saugatuck Reservoir, and meanders
parallel to Lyons Plain Road for almost its entire length through Weston.

West Branch Saugatuck River

The West Branch originates in Ridgefield, and flows throughout the northwest area of Weston
through the Devil’s Den Nature Preserve, through Bisceglie Park, and crossing under Route 53
into Wilton. The West Branch ultimately joins the Saugatuck River just south of the
Weston/Westport border.

2.2.1

Society, Culture and Government
Population and Demographic Setting

According to the 2010 U.S. Census, Weston had a population of 10,179, with 494 persons per
square mile. According to the 2018 American Community Survey five-year estimates, Weston’s
population between 2013 and 2018 was approximately 10,088.
One important aspect of natural hazard mitigation planning is to identify a community’s
demographic trends in relation to natural hazards. The Center for Disease Control and Prevention
(CDC) Social Vulnerability Index (SVI) is used to identify vulnerable populations in Weston. The SVI
uses census data to identify populations within the town that may be more vulnerable to natural
hazards. As a result of this analysis, the town is identified to have a certain level of overall social
vulnerability with a rank of 0 to 1; 1 being the most vulnerable and 0 being the least.
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To determine social vulnerability, the CDC incorporates 15 factors into the overall SVI calculation
under four categories, or
themes: socioeconomic status,
household composition and
disability, minority status and
language, and housing type and
transportation. Figure 2-2
represents the breakdown of
the SVI process. These themes
and their ranking are based on
census statistics. By evaluating
these factors and determining a
level of social vulnerability, a
community can identify specific
needs for before, during, and
after an event. Such needs may
include sheltering capacity,
evacuation routes, or to decide
how many emergency
Figure 2-2: The CDC SVI Index Factors. Graphic:
personnel may be required to
svi.cdc.com
respond after an event.
The Town of Weston is considered to have a low level of vulnerability, with their most vulnerable
population being minorities and those who speak English “less than well”, followed by household
composition and disability. The town is ranked very low based on socioeconomic status, and
housing type and transportation. The more vulnerable populations identified are distributed
between both the northern and southern tracts of town, with no apparent concentration of one
population. Appendix B explores the SVI for Weston in more depth.
2.2.2

Development Trends

During the 18th century Weston was predominantly open space and agriculture. As time
progressed, Weston was developed into homes. Unlike other nearby towns, Weston never had a
railroad built through it, which stifled the development of non-agricultural businesses and
suppressing population growth. Construction of the Merritt Parkway, which was constructed to
the south of Weston in 1938, resulted in moderate population growth and more residential
development. A small town center includes a handful of commercial land uses.
Weston remains a primarily residential community with its town center located outside of areas
impacted by natural hazards. With its very low pace of infrequent single-family development,
vulnerabilities to natural hazards are not increasing.

2.2.3

Governmental Structure

The First Selectman of Weston serves as the Chief Executive and Chief Administrative Officer of
the Town. Along with presiding over Board of Selectmen meetings, the First Selectman serves as
an ex-officio member of all Town Boards, Commissions and Committees. It is the responsibility of
the First Selectman to supervise the administration of the town and to “execute and carry out
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ordinances, resolutions, policies and other actions approved by the Board of Selectman or the
Town Meeting”. This can consist of overseeing programs, activities, and budgets in regard to
their short-term and long-term effects on the town. In addition, the First Selectman acts as a link
between Weston and State, regional, and federal agencies.
Town departments provide municipal services and day-to-day administration. Many commissions
and departments play a role in hazard mitigation, including the Planning and Zoning, Building,
Fire, Emergency Management, and Public Works.

2.2.4

Historic and Cultural Resources

Historic and cultural resources include sites, structures,
and objects that are significant in history, architecture,
archaeology, engineering, and culture. Protection of
these resources grows economies and enhances
community character, and following a natural disaster
they can help to reinforce neighborhood connections
and reestablish a sense of community and normalcy.
Consideration of these resources in this HMP is critical.

Historic preservation planning helps
protect historic properties and cultural
resources from demolition or alteration.
Hazard mitigation planning helps
protect life and property from damage
caused by natural and manmade hazards.
Integrating these two planning
processes helps create safe and
sustainable historic communities.
- Paraphrased from FEMA Report 386-6

Historic resources in Weston are concentrated within the Aspetuck, Bradley Edge Tool Company,
Den, Kettle Creek, Lyons Plains, and Norfield Historic Districts. See Figure 2-3 for a map of
historic resources in the community.
Analysis of the State Historic Preservation Office (SHPO) database of historic resources shows that
some of these resources are exposed to natural hazards, as shown in Table 2-4.
Table 2-4: Number of Historic Assets Exposed to Different Hazards in Weston
Hazard
Dam Failure
Earthquake
Flooding
1% Annual
0.2% Annual
Storm Surge
Category 1
Category 2
Category 3
Category 4
Hurricane/Tropical Storm
Sea Level Rise
Thunderstorm
Tornado
Winter Storm
Wildfire
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Count
0
112
0
0
0
0
0
0
112
0
112
112
112
103
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FIG. 2-3

Historic buildings and structures may be particularly susceptible to natural hazards because they
were built prior to the establishment of more recent construction standards. Additionally, some
of the structural integrity of these resources may have been degraded over the decades or
centuries since their original construction. Structural retrofits and hazard mitigation methods may
be challenging or restricted in cases where alteration of a resource will also diminish its cultural or
historical aesthetic and value. Finally, miscommunications or lack of knowledge may lead to
historic resources being damaged during the disaster recovery process.
Steps to incorporate historical and cultural preservation into hazard mitigation planning include:
 Inventory and survey historic and cultural resources
 Implement appropriate mitigation measures for those resources
 Take steps to move portable resources, such as artwork or documents, to safe locations
prior to the occurrence of a hazard, if possible
 Consider these resources in emergency operations plans to prevent accidental damages
during recovery efforts
Specific actions to mitigate natural hazard risks to historic resources are listed at the end of this
Annex.

2.3.1

Infrastructure
Transportation

2.3.2

Utilities

Major transportation routes in Weston include Route 57 which run norths to south through the
western side of town, and Route 53 which runs from the north east corner to the south west.
With few exceptions, Weston households, schools, government buildings, and commercial
establishments rely on wells. Weston Water Supply serves approximately 100 people. Aquarion
Water Company serves multiple towns, including small sections of southern Weston.
There is no sewer service in Weston with the exception of Weston Schools, which use a closed
Advanced Treatment Sewer System (ATS) for on-site disposal. In 1979, Weston entered into an
agreement to participate in the area Sewer Avoidance Program (pursuant to the State Public Act
78-154 as a part of the federal Clean Water Act). The steps taken by the Town to comply with the
requirements of the program include the adoption of a heat pump ordinance, an erosion and
sediment control regulation, and ongoing testing of water quality.
Residents and businesses use oil, propane, or natural gas for heat. Natural gas is available
distribution lines from Southern Connecticut Gas.

Planning and Regulatory Capabilities

Weston has in place a number of community planning mechanisms, regulations, and policies that
serve to mitigate natural hazards by limiting development in hazardous areas, requiring buildings
be constructed to certain standards, or otherwise directing development and construction toward
increased resilience. These are summarized below. More specific information about how each of
these capabilities is relevant to each specific natural hazard type covered in this document is
presented in each hazard chapter.
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2.4.1

2.4.1

Review of Existing Local Plans

The Town of Weston has a number of plans that are relevant to hazard mitigation. These are
noted here:
 Plan of Conservation and Development (POCD): Weston’s most recent POCD was adopted
in 2020. It addresses natural hazard concerns within the community, and includes strategies
that will mitigate risks from those hazards as the community continues to develop.
 Stormwater Management: Weston maintains a Stormwater Management Plan dated 2014.
The Town is working on updating this document to comply with the requirements of the US
EPA 2017 updated General Permit for the Discharge of Stormwater from Small Municipal
Separate Storm Sewer Systems (MS4 General Permit).
 Capital Improvement Plan (CIP): Weston maintains a CIP that is updated annually and lays
out capital investments for a five-year period. The CIP often includes road, drainage, and
other infrastructure improvement projects relevant to hazard mitigation.
 Economic Development Plan: Weston is included within the Western Connecticut Economic
Development Plan of 2017, developed by WestCOG. The plan aligns with the COG’s other
efforts to promote climate sustainability and resiliency in the region.
 Emergency Operations Plan (EOP): Weston’s EOP is reviewed annually and updated as
needed. Dam failure Emergency Action Plans (EAPs) for dams with failure inundation zones
that may impact Weston, and for which EAPs are available, are on file locally.
 Watershed Management Plan: A Watershed Management Plan has been developed for the
Norwalk River Watershed. The Norwalk River Watershed Action Plan was prepared by the
Norwalk River Watershed Initiative Committee, HDR/HydroQual, and the former South
Western Regional Planning Agency (SWRPA) in 1998 and updated in 2011. This plan is
focused on water quality, but can help the community mitigate inland flood risks by
incorporating watershed management best practices into its planning efforts.
 Open Space: Weston does not maintain a stand-alone Open Space Plan; instead, open space
planning is incorporated into the community’s POCD.

Review of Regulatory Structures

Weston regulates development through a number of regulations, codes, and ordinances. These
are summarized below. More detailed information about how these regulations relate to specific
natural hazards are described in Section 3.





Building Code: Weston enforces the Connecticut State Building Code locally.
Zoning Regulations: Most recently updated on June 14, 2018.
Inland Wetlands and Watercourses Regulations: Most recently updated in March 2011.
Subdivision Regulations: Most recently updated in September 2011. Include provisions
promoting control of stormwater runoff, installation of firefighting water sources, and burial
of utilities.

Emergency Services, Critical Facilities, Sheltering, and Evacuation

The town considers its police, fire, and governmental facilities to be critical since these are needed
to ensure that emergencies are addressed while day-to-day management of Weston continues.
The town also considers various facilities housing higher-risk individuals (such as elderly
individuals or children) and large populations to be critical facilities. Table 2-5 all of these critical
facilities.
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Weston Transfer Station & BW Landfill
Weston High School
Weston Middle School
Weston Volunteer Fire Department
Station 2
Weston EMS
Weston Volunteer Fire Department
Station 1 - Headquarters
Weston Volunteer Fire Department
Station 1 - Headquarters
Weston Volunteer Fire Department
Station 1 - Headquarters
Weston Police Department
Town Hall
Town Hall Weston Emergency
Operations Center
Senior Center
Hurlbutt Elementary School
Weston Intermediate School
Weston Town Library
Communication Center
Town Hall Annex and Board of
Education Building

115 School Rd.
135 School Rd.
234 Lyons Plain Road
52 Norfield Rd
52 Norfield Road
56 Norfield Rd


Primary Shelter

Secondary Shelter
Ambulance and Fire Service
Combined
EMS
Ambulance and Fire Service
Combined
Fire

56 Norfield Rd

Fire/EOC

56 Norfield Road
56 Norfield Road
56 Norfield Road

Police
Town Hall
EOC

9 School Rd
9 School Rd.
95 School Road
56 Norfield Road
56 Norfield Road
24 School Road

Community Center
Secondary Shelter
School
Warming/Cooling Center
Emergency Operations
Emergency Operations

There are three shelters in town, all of which are schools.
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Utilities

Aquarion Water Company provides water service to a fraction of Weston residents along the
southern border of Town. In addition, Weston Water Supply has a small water service area located
just southwest of the Saugatuck Reservoir. Outside of these two service areas, it can be assumed
that Weston residents rely on private wells for drinking water.
Eversource is the primary electric supplier for the Town of Weston. Natural gas is available from
Southern Connecticut Gas.

Emergency Response

The Town’s Emergency Operations Center (EOC), including its Emergency Communications
Center, is located in Town Hall. Weston is located in the Connecticut Department of Emergency
Services and Public Protection (DESPP) Region 1, consisting of 14 municipalities in southwestern
Connecticut.
The Town’s Department of Public Works (DPW) performs tree and shrub removal and trimming
on Town-owned lands and rights-of-way. During emergencies and following storms, the Public
Works Department responds to calls related to downed trees.
Weston’s Emergency Operations Team is comprised of town officials from multiple town
departments including Police, DPW, the Executive Director of the Weston-Westport Health
District, private aid groups, and other municipal personnel. In addition to the Team, the town also
maintains a two-phased plan that coordinates emergency communications. The centralized
municipal complex promotes swift emergency response and coordination.

Emergency Communication Capabilities

The Town of Weston utilizes the Everbridge Emergency and Community Alert Program to alert
residents of emergency situations. The Emergency Alert system allows local officials to help
protect lives and property by providing critical information to residents during emergencies,
including dangerous situations. The system allows the Police and Fire Departments to quickly
send out an emergency alert to residents in any affected geographic area in town. Depending on
the emergency, the alert may be sent to the entire town or selected areas within town.
The Town of Weston utilizes the CT Alert notification system to alert residents of emergency
situations. This system allows the state to direct geographically specific emergency notification
telephone calls into affected areas.
Information about natural hazards and hazard preparedness are posted on the Town Website
through the Emergency Management Department.

Changes to Emergency Services since the Previous HMP

The town is upgrading their emergency communications system to Everbridge to allow for more
robust communication and messaging.
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HAZARD ASSESSMENT
3.1.1

FLOODING (COASTAL, INLAND, AND ICE JAMS)
Setting

The potential for flooding exists in concentrated areas in Weston, with the majority of major
flooding occurring along established riverine SFHAs. The areas impacted by overflow of river
systems are generally limited to river corridors and floodplains. Indirect flooding that occurs
outside floodplains and localized nuisance flooding along tributaries can also be a concern. This
type of flooding occurs particularly along roadways as a result of inadequate drainage and other
factors. The frequency of flooding in Weston is considered likely for any given year, with flood
damage potentially having effects during extreme events.
A regulatory floodplain with AE designation has been mapped along the Saugatuck River and the
West Branch of the Saugatuck River. The Areas identified as providing flood storage are
identified with A Zone designations, meaning they are regulated as floodplain, but flood
elevations have not been established. Beaver Brook Pond, and Saugatuck Reservoirs have these
traits. Floodplain and floodway designations have also been established along the rivers with AE
designations. Refer to Figure 2-4 for the areas of Weston susceptible to flooding based on FEMA
flood zones. In general, potential flooding problems in Weston are concentrated along the
multiple rivers, brooks, and streams.

3.1.2

Capabilities

The Town primarily attempts to mitigate future flood damage and flood hazards by restricting
building activities in flood prone areas. This process is carried out through both the Planning and
Zoning process. All watercourses are to be encroached minimally or not at all to maintain the
existing flood-carrying capacity. These regulations rely primarily on the FEMA-defined 1% annual
chance flood elevations to determine flood areas.
Weston has a rigid maintenance program regarding roadway maintenance and storm culverts.
The town budget allocates funding for maintenance, paving, and storm culverts. Town officials
also work closely with property owners on stormwater management systems associated with new
subdivisions and development projects.

Floodplain Management, NFIP and CRS

The Town has consistently participated in the NFIP since March 8, 1974 and intends to continue
participation in the NFIP. SFHAs in Weston are delineated on a Flood Insurance Rate Map (FIRM)
and Flood Insurance Study (FIS). The FIS and FIRMs for the town were most recently revised in
2010.
Ms. Tracy Kulikowski, AICP is currently the NFIP administrator for the Town and oversees the
enforcement of NFIP regulations. The degree of flood protection established by the variety of
regulations in the Town meets the minimum reasonable for regulatory purposes under the NFIP.
The City has a minimum elevation standard to include one foot of freeboard.
The Town's Planning and Zoning Commission uses the 1% annual chance flood lines from the
FIRM delineated by FEMA to determine floodplain areas. Site plan standards require that all
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proposals be consistent with the need to minimize flood damage, that public facilities and utilities
be located and constructed to minimize flood damage, and that adequate drainage is provided.

Ordinances, Regulations, and Plans

Weston uses regulations as a proactive means to protect the normal functioning of natural
drainage systems and to prevent inappropriate development in floodplains. These local
ordinances comply with FEMA guidelines, intended to mitigate flood damage. The Conservation
Commission enforces inland wetlands regulations that minimize intrusion in or near wetland
areas. These regulations minimize the potential for damage to the environment with the
additional benefit of reducing property damage in the event of a flood. Furthermore, the Building
Department ensures conformance with the Connecticut State Building Code including flood
resistant construction and with elevation certification,
Regulations, codes, and ordinances that apply to flood hazard mitigation in conjunction with and
in addition to NFIP regulations are listed below, with examples of sections and content with
specific relevance to flood mitigation.


Zoning Regulations:
o Chapter 212: Floodplain Management Regulations
o Chapter 227: Storm Sewers



Inland Wetland and Watercourse Regulations:
o Chapter 215: Inland Wetlands and Watercourses Regulations



Subdivision Regulations:
o Chapter 230 of the zoning regulations with the purpose of providing flood
management measures where needed.
o Subdivision proposals must include natural features, including 2-foot contours
where wetlands and floodplains are present.
o Floodplain and floodway boundaries must be represented on subdivision
proposals.



Plan of Conservation and Development:
o The POCD acknowledges the importance of protecting the natural and cultural
resources under future development
o Aims to strengthen resiliency to climate change, improve disaster preparedness,
and continue to enforce floodplain regulations.
o Identifies the need to continue to promote low-impact development strategies

Drainage and Street Flooding

The Town Department of Public Works (DPW) is in charge of the maintenance of the town's
drainage systems and performs clearing of bridges and culverts and other maintenance as
needed.
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There are several locations in town that are prone to street flooding due to drainage issues. There
are also infrastructural components throughout town that are in need of repair, replacement, and
upgrades to allow to increased conveyance.

Public Information

The city receives regular weather updates through Division of Emergency Management and
Homeland Security (DEMHS) Region 1 email alerts as well as watches and warnings through the
National Weather Service. There are nearby stream gages the town can monitor for flood levels;
along the Norwalk River in South Wilton and the Saugatuck river in Westport.

Actions Completed and New Capabilities

The town has been proactively upgrading and replacing bridge infrastructure. It is in the process
of replacing infrastructure on Cavalry Road, River Road and Davis Hill Road. The town has recently
replaced Cartbridge Road, Pent Road, and Valley Forge Road infrastructure.
3.1.3

Vulnerabilities and Risk Assessment

Flooding can impact properties along the various river corridors in town. With climate change
projections showing more intense precipitation events in the future, flooding in any of these areas
may be exacerbated under future conditions. Areas that already see flooding may see increased
levels, while areas that may not be a concern may see flooding issues in the future. While future
conditions are uncertain, there are currently some areas in town that are presently experiencing
flooding challenges.

Repetitive Loss Properties

There are 15 repetitive loss properties (RLPs) located in Weston; all are residential. Half are along
the Saugatuck River and the other half are along the West Branch.

Critical Facilities

There are no facilities located within the 100-year flood zones.

At-Risk Areas

Weston has reported flooding to be a concern in the following areas:
 Georgetown Road near Samuelson Road
 Steep Hill Road
 Lords Highway near Davis Hill Road intersection
 Slumber Corners (private road)
 Newtown Turnpike at Dillon Pass
 Sections along Route 53 from Weston to Bethel
In addition to the identified roadways and intersections, there are several other areas of town that
experience flooding challenges. There are drainage systems throughout town that need to be
upgraded to allow for increased flow. Several culverts in town are also in need of repair and
upgrades. Specific locations include Timber Mill Lane, Deepwood Road, and Route 57,
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West Branch of the Saugatuck River
FEMA mapping shows extensive 1% annual-chance floodplain zones running along the West
Branch of the Saugatuck River in Weston, indicating that the River may be considered a significant
source of flood risk. Along the river there are 6 RLPs, reflecting past flood damages. There are
several road crossings over the river, which may present challenges with regards to infrastructural
capacity during a heavy event.

Changes and Improvements

The town has replaced several bridges in town.
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3.2.1

DAM FAILURE
Setting

3.2.2

Capabilities

Dam failures can be triggered suddenly, with little or no warning, and often from other natural
disasters such as floods and earthquakes. Dam failures often occur during flooding when the
dam breaks under the additional force of floodwaters. In addition, a dam failure can cause a
chain reaction where the sudden release of floodwaters causes the next dam downstream to fail.
While flooding from a dam failure generally has a moderate geographic extent, the effects are
potentially catastrophic. Fortunately, a major dam failure is considered very unlikely in any given
year.
Dam failure inundation areas are included in the CT Alert emergency notification system contact
database. The City has the Emergency Action Plan (EAP) for the Aquarion owned dams on file in
the event of a potential failure.
Aquarion, as owner of the Samuel Senior Dam, implement a preventative maintenance schedule
on the dam and its associated infrastructure. The Samuel Senior Dam is also equipped with a
relief valve between the dam and the Hemlocks Reservoir in Easton, so that Aquarion can change
water levels in either reservoir.

Actions Completed and New Capabilities

Weston’s dam failure mitigation capabilities have improved since adoption of the previous plan
through increased dam monitoring and dam safety enforcement capabilities at the state level, as
well as the digitization and inclusion of dam failure inundation areas into the CTAlert system.
3.2.3

Vulnerabilities and Risk Assessment

As of 2013, there were 32 DEEP-inventoried dams within Weston. These dams are shown in
Figure 2-4. One is a Class C, or high hazard dam, and four others are a Class B, or significant
hazard dam. As shown in Table 3-1, the hazardous dams located in the town pose a risk to
Weston, along with communities downstream.
Table 3-1: High Hazard Dams with Potential to Affect the T

#

Name

Location

Class

Owner

15701
15702
15703
15704
15714

Samuel P. Senior Dam
Cobbs Mill Pond Dam
Seyer Dam
Godfrey Pond
Hasen Pond Dam

Saugatuck Reservoir
West Branch Saugatuck River
Beaver Brook Lake
Godfrey Pond
Hasen Pond

C
B
BB
BB
BB

Aquarion Water Company of CT
Private
Private
Devil’s Den Preserve
Private

Failure of a high hazard dam can affect properties downstream of the impoundment both in and
outside of the town, with potential large inundation zones traveling along each respective
waterway.
The Samuel P. Senior Dam is 130 feet in length, with a maximum height of 990 feet. It is a
concrete structure, and impounds roughly 420,000 acres at normal water levels with a
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contributing watershed of 34.60 square miles. The primary purpose of the dam is for public water
supply containment.
The Seyer Dam is a 245-foot-long earthen dam. This dam impounds roughly 65 acres, with a
contributing watershed of 0.64 square miles.
Godfrey Pond Dam is a 45-foot-long masonry dam with a height of 15 feet. The pond area of the
impoundment is about 0.3 acres.
The Hasen Pond Dam, which is along the Saugatuck River, is a masonry dam that is 83.6 feet long
and 10 feet high. The dam impounds roughly 41 square miles of watershed, with a total pond
area of 8 acres.
There is a privately owned dam in town at Cobbs Mill Pond that has not been maintained in the
past few years as the property is now vacant. While there is no immediate concern regarding dam
failure, it appears the dam may fail due to excessive sediment build up, and the pond may need
to be dredged.

Changes and Improvements

Weston continues to be at low risk from dam failure.
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3.3.1

HURRICANES AND TROPICAL STORMS
Setting

A hurricane striking Weston is considered a possible event each year and could cause critical
damage to the town and its infrastructure. Several types of hazards may be associated with
tropical storms and hurricanes including heavy or tornado winds, heavy rains, and flooding. While
only some of the areas of Weston are susceptible to flooding damage caused by hurricanes, wind
damage can occur anywhere in the town. Hurricanes, therefore, have the potential to affect any
area within the Town of Weston. A hurricane striking the town is considered a possible event
each year and could cause critical damage to the town and its infrastructure.
Connecticut is located in FEMA Zone II regarding maximum expected wind speed. The maximum
expected wind speed for a three-second gust is 160 mph. The American Society of Civil Engineers
recommends that new buildings be designed to withstand this peak three-second gust.

3.3.2

Capabilities

Wind loading requirements are addressed through the state building code. The 2018 Connecticut
State Building Code was amended in 2009 and adopted with an effective date of October 1, 2018.
The code specifies the design wind speed for construction in all the Connecticut municipalities,
with the addition of split zones for some towns. Effective 2018, the design wind speed for Weston
is 110 miles per hour for a Category 1, 120 miles per hour for a Category 2 and 130 for Category 3
or greater. Weston has adopted the Connecticut Building Code as its building code. The town
website provides links to the State Building Codes so that developers are able to find design
standards for wind.
The town has a tree warden and has budgeted for tree maintenance and removals. The warden is
active in monitoring tree conditions and taking inventory of what needs maintenance. In addition,
the DPW is fully equipped to remove trees and branches from roadways after a storm. Emergency
communication capabilities were discussed in previous sections.

3.3.3

Vulnerabilities and Risk Assessment

Most of the damage to the town from historical tropical cyclones has been due to the effects of
flooding and wind. Areas of known and potential flooding problems are discussed in Section 3.1.
Overall, the town is concerned with tree and wind damage on town-wide scale. Emergency access
is also a major concern for the town during and after a high wind event storm. Many of the
roadways in Weston only have a single-entry point, therefore if that point were to be blocked by
debris, emergency access could become challenging.
School Road, which provides access to numerous municipal facilities and critical facilities, has
several concerning trees located on a private property at the north entrance of the road. The town
is concerned that a strong storm may bring these large trees down across the roadway, affecting
critical facility access and potentially impeding emergency response. The town has attempted to
work with the property owner on tree removal, and will continue to do so until the risk has been
mitigated.
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Changes and Improvements

Weston continues to improve their tree maintenance capabilities, reducing the vulnerability of the
town’s electric grid and roads system to high wind events.
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3.4.1

SUMMER STORMS AND TORNADOES
Setting

Summer storms and tornadoes have the potential to affect any area within the Town of Weston.
Because these types of storms and the hazards that result (flash flooding, wind, hail, and
lightning) might have limited geographic extent, it is possible for a summer storm to harm one
area within town without harming another.
Based on the historic record, it is considered highly likely that a summer storm that includes
lightning will impact Weston each year, although lightning strikes have a limited effect. Strong
winds and hail are considered likely to occur during such storms but also generally have limited
effects. A tornado is considered a possible event in Fairfield County each year that could cause
significant damage to a small area.

3.4.2

Capabilities

The town’s capabilities regarding mitigation of high wind events are described in Section 3.3.2.
Warning is the primary method of existing mitigation for tornadoes and thunderstorm-related
hazards. The NOAA National Weather Service issues watches and warnings when severe weather
is likely to develop or has developed, respectively. Weston’s emergency communication
capabilities are described in Section 2.5.

Actions Completed and New Capabilities

Weston’s tree trimming and maintenance capabilities, its coordination with the local electric
utility, and its emergency communication capabilities, have all been improved since adoption of
the previous HMP.
3.4.3

Vulnerabilities and Risk Assessment

The entire Town of Weston is at relatively equal risk for experiencing damage from summer
storms and tornadoes. Based on the historic record, a few summer storms have resulted in costly
damages to the town. Most damages are relatively site specific and occur to private property
(and therefore are paid for by private insurance). For municipal property, the town budgets for
tree removal and minor repairs is generally adequate to handle summer storm damage.
According to the 2019 State Natural Hazard Mitigation Plan Update, Fairfield County has a
moderate to high risk of tornado activity based on historical occurrences. Therefore, by virtue of
its location in Fairfield County, the Town of Weston has moderate to high potential to experience
tornado damage. In general, thunderstorms and hailstorms in Connecticut are more frequent in
the western and northern parts of the state and less frequent in the southern and eastern parts.
The majority of these events do not cause any measurable damage. Although lightning is usually
associated with thunderstorms, it can occur on almost any day. The likelihood of lightning strikes
in the Weston area is very high during any given thunderstorm although no one area of the town
is at higher risk of lightning strikes. The risk of at least one hailstorm occurring in Weston is
considered moderate in any given year.
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Thunderstorms are expected to impact Weston about 20 days each year. The majority of these
events do not cause any measurable damage. Although lightning is usually associated with
thunderstorms, it can occur on almost any day. The likelihood of lightning strikes in the Wilton
area is high during any given thunderstorm although no one area of the town is at higher risk of
lightning strikes. There is also risk of a hailstorm occurring at least once per year in Weston.
The risk of downbursts occurring during such storms and damaging the town is believed to be
low for any given year. All areas of the town are susceptible to damage from high winds although
more building damage is expected in more developed areas, while more tree damage is expected
in the less densely, rural areas of town.
Secondary damage from falling branches and trees is more common than direct wind damage to
structures. Heavy winds can take down trees near power lines, leading to the start and spread of
fires. Most downed power lines in Wilton are detected quickly, and any associated fires are
quickly extinguished. Such fires can be extremely dangerous during the summer months during
dry and drought conditions. It is important to have adequate water supply for fire protection to
ensure the necessary level of safety is maintained.

Changes and Improvements

Weston continues to mitigate storm and wind damage on a regular basis.
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3.5.1

WINTER STORMS AND NOR’EASTERS
Setting

The entire Town of Weston is susceptible to winter storms and, due to its variable elevation, can
have higher amounts of snow in the upper elevations. In general, winter storms are considered
highly likely to occur each year (although major storms are less frequent), and the hazards that
result (nor'easter winds, snow, and blizzard conditions) can potentially have a significant effect
over a large area of town.
According to the 2019 Connecticut State Natural Hazard Mitigation Plan the state can expect to
experience at least two or more major snow events each year, with an average of 14 winter events
in a season. It is estimated that Weston’s average annual snowfall is about 2.5 to 4 feet.

3.5.2

Capabilities

Prior to a winter weather event, the town ensures that all warning/notification and
communications systems are ready and ensures that appropriate equipment and supplies,
especially snow removal equipment, are in place and in good working order. In some known
problem areas, prestorm treatment is applied to roadways to reduce the accumulation of snow.
The city also prepares for the possible evacuation and sheltering of some populations that could
be impacted by the upcoming storm (especially the elderly and special needs persons).
The town has a robust, and often praised, snow removal program that includes around the clock
plowing, salting, and sanding Weston’s roadways.

Actions Completed and New Capabilities

In 2017 and 2018 the town worked with WestCOG on developing a local snow action plan, which
included an update of road clearing routes and the salt distribution plan. This was part of the
regional winter maintenance practices initiative led by WestCOG. Reports produced as part of
that initiative are:
 Winter Maintenance Practices Baseline Assessment Report, November 2017. Prepared for
WestCOG by Axiomatic, LLC
 Winter Maintenance Practices Guide, September 2018. Prepared for WestCOG by
Axiomatic, LLC

3.5.3

Vulnerabilities and Risk Assessment

The entire Town of Weston is at relatively equal risk for experiencing damage from winter storms
although some areas (such as icing trouble spots and neighborhoods with a high concentration of
flat roofs) are more susceptible. The public assistance reimbursement from Winter Storm Alfred
was $115,579, proving that winter storms can be costly. However, many damages are relatively
site specific and occur to private property (and therefore are paid for by private insurance) while
repairs for power outages are often widespread and difficult to quantify to any one municipality.
The structures and utilities in Weston are vulnerable to a variety of winter storm damage. Tree
limbs and some building structures may not be suited to withstand high wind and snow loads.
Ice can damage or collapse power lines, render steep gradients impassable for motorists,
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undermine foundations, and cause "flood" damage from freezing water pipes in basements.
Drifting snow can occur after large storms, but the effects are generally mitigated through
municipal plowing efforts.
There are some roadways in that are more prone to icing as they also have drainage issues. This
includes Georgetown Road near Samuelson Road, Steep Hill Road, and Lords Highway near the
Davis Hill Road intersection. Georgetown Road is a state-owned roadway which presents certain
challenges in regard to mitigation. In order to address the icing problem, the town ensures
adequate treatment has been used that truck visit these sites often to ensure safe conditions.

Changes and Improvements

Weston continues to mitigate snow storms and icing.
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3.6.1

WILDFIRES AND DROUGHT
Setting

The Town of Weston is generally considered a moderate risk area for small wildfires but a low risk
area for large wildfires. Wildfires are of particular concern because there is no public water
supply. During a drought, low water levels may also impact the fire departments ability to
respond, as they rely on fire ponds to fight fires. Hazards associated with wildfires include
property damage and loss of habitat.

In addition, Weston, and Fairfield County overall, has experienced drought challenges over recent
years. The U.S. Drought Monitor (USDM), which has been monitoring nationwide drought
conditions since 2000, estimates that over the past two decades Connecticut experienced its
longest drought of 46 weeks beginning June 21, 2016 and lasting until May 2, 2017. It was also
estimated that the most intense period of this extended drought occurred the week of November
15, 2016, where approximately 44.5% of Connecticut lands were impacted. Figure 3-1: USDM
Drought Time Series for Fairfield County depicts the various drought conditions in Fairfield
County since 2000, where the warmer colors represent more advanced drought stages.

Figure 3-1: USDM Drought Time Series for Fairfield County
The 2019 Connecticut Natural Hazard Mitigation Plan assumes that the State of Connecticut has a
medium probably of future drought events. This assumption is based on climate change
projections anticipating hotter and wetter conditions in the near future. Climate forecasts often
suggest that while precipitation may increase, the overall pattern will generally be higher intensity
storms, with longer than average dry periods between events. The State Plan also identifies that
Fairfield County accounts for roughly 7.34% of the state’s total number of farms, with a market
value of over $34 million in product sold from these farms.
3.6.2

Capabilities

The town’s Fire Department is not a town agency or department, but a private (501c3), non-profit
membership corporation. It is an all-volunteer, unpaid fire department made up of both women
and men who go through extensive and ongoing state-certified training. This gives each member
the confidence and capability to perform at a very high level.
The WVFD operates out of two fire stations. Station One is located at the Norfield Headquarters
(56 Norfield Road) with the primary responsibility of responding to calls on the west side of
Weston; while Station Two, located on Lyons Plain (234 Lyons Plain Road) responds primarily to
calls on the east side of Weston. The Department's fire apparatus consists of 2 attack engines, 2
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support engines, and 1 tanker. Additionally, the Department has a Rescue vehicle, an ATV to
support search & rescue operations, and, an inflatable boat for water rescues.

Actions Completed and New Capabilities

There are several fire pond and hydrant maintenance agreements made between the town and
residents which tend to happen organically. The town will continue to develop a formal Capital
Plan for fire ponds and hydrants.
Drought mitigation has been incorporated into the 2020 Weston POCD, including a
recommendation that Sustainable Weston and the Westport Weston Health District encourage
the reduction of the use of pesticides, herbicides and fertilizers that leach into groundwater by
educating the public about alternatives and best practices to preserve clean water.
3.6.3

Vulnerabilities and Risk Assessment

In the drought year of 1999, the average wildfire in Connecticut burned five acres in comparison
to the two most extreme wildfires recorded since 1986 that burned 300 acres each. Given the
availability of firefighting water in Weston, including the use of nearby water bodies, it is believed
that this average value for a drought year and the extreme value are applicable to the town as
well.
According to the Wildland-Urban Interface (WUI), much of the Town of Weston can be classified
as medium and high-density development intermixed with vegetation that may more susceptible
to wildfires. While this classification does not equate to a high fire risk, it is important to
understand that there is some level of risk to some areas of town. With high water availability
throughout developments and town, this reduces the risk of widespread, large scale fire.
Wildfire Risk Areas are mapped in Figure 3-2.

Changes and Improvements

The town’s vulnerability to wildfires continues to be low.
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3.7.1

EARTHQUAKES AND LANDSLIDES
Setting

The entire Town of Weston is susceptible to earthquake damage. However, even though
earthquake damage has the potential to occur anywhere both in the town and in the northeastern
United States, the effects may be felt differently in some areas based on the type of geology. In
general, earthquakes are considered a hazard that may possibly occur but that may cause
significant effects to a large area of the town.

According to the 2019 Connecticut Natural Hazard Mitigation Plan Update, Connecticut is at a low
to moderate risk for experiencing an earthquake of a magnitude greater than 3.5 and at a
moderate risk of experiencing an earthquake of a magnitude less than 3.0 in the future. No
earthquake with a magnitude greater than 3.5 has occurred in Connecticut within the last 30
years, and the USGS currently ranks Connecticut 43rd out of the 50 states for overall earthquake
activity.
3.7.2

Capabilities

The city has adopted the state building codes for new construction, and they are enforced by the
Building Official. Due to the infrequent nature of damaging earthquakes, land use policies in the
town do not directly address earthquake hazards. However, various documents do indirectly
discuss areas susceptible to earthquake damage and regulations that help to minimize potential
earthquake damage.






Subdivision Regulations:
o Ch. 230 Attachment 1 identifies soil types that may not be suitable for
development and may require special evaluation before development proceeds.
o Identifies that development of any kind should not occur on major slopes without
approval.
Plan of Conservation and Development:
o Notes that areas where slopes are greater than 10% limit development.
o Encourages the conservation areas which may include vulnerable soil types and
steep slopes.
Zoning
o The town has a height restriction of 35 feet, which may help reduce earthquake
damage risks.

Actions Completed and New Capabilities

Weston continues to have appropriate capabilities for mitigating earthquake events.
3.7.3

Vulnerabilities and Risk Assessment

Some areas in Weston are underlain by sand and gravel, particularly along the Saugatuck River,
West Branch, and Held Pond. Structures in these areas are at increased risk from earthquakes due
to amplification of seismic energy and/or collapse. Most of the remaining area is underlain by
glacial till and is therefore not at increased risk during an earthquake due to unstable soils.

Changes and Improvements

The town’s vulnerability to earthquakes continues to be low.
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MITIGATION STRATEGIES AND ACTIONS
Goals and Objectives

Municipal goals and objectives have been made consistent regionally and are presented in the
Multi-Jurisdictional Plan document.

Status of Mitigation Strategies and Actions from Previous HMP

The table below lists the mitigation actions developed in the previous HMP and the status of
each. Actions to be carried forward are noted as such. Actions that have been institutionalized as
capabilities are not carried forward.
#

Description

Status

1

Institute water volume monitoring program.
This could take the form of an
irrigation/sprinkler reduction program.

Carry
Forward
with
Revisions

2

Examine possible regulation requiring
engineered storm water management systems
to control runoff from new subdivision roads
and parking lots.

Capability

Work with property owners on storm water
management. remove – capability

3

Reach out to owners of properties with flood
risk to discuss the potential for elevation or
acquisition.

Carry
Forward
with
Revisions

No action taken; town infrastructure is
higher priority

4

Consider a town-wide investigation of culverts
or bridges that may need to be replaced or
repaired. Conduct necessary repairs or
replacement as needed.

Capability

5

Assess vulnerability of existing critical facilities
to earthquakes, hurricanes, tornadoes

Carry
Forward
with
Revisions

6

Consider participation in an inter-municipal tree
condition inventory.

Drop
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Notes
Last plan was adopted during drought, so
this was a specific recommendation at the
time. Drought mitigation has been
incorporated into the 2020 Weston POCD,
including a recommendation that
Sustainable Weston and the Westport
Weston Health District encourage the
reduction of the use of pesticides, herbicides
and fertilizers that leach into groundwater
by educating the public about alternatives
and best practices to preserve clean water.
Action is revised to parallel the POCD action:
Encourage public best practices to protect
groundwater resources during drought
conditions.

Ongoing program of assessing
infrastructure. Valley forge, Pent Rd,
Cartbridge Rd, were all replaced. Carry
forward to identify those bridges that need
to be replaced.
Tree removal surrounding critical facilities is
a greater concern. This action may have
been geared toward upgrading generator
capacity.
The town was unaware of any type of plan
or discussion regarding this action. Possible
regional action.

#

Description

Status

Carry
Forward
with
Revisions
Carry
Forward
with
Revisions

Notes
Vulnerability assessment work contributed
to the Town’s understanding of hazards, and
was inherently incorporated into this new
edition of the plan.
Carry this forward. The town is all volunteer,
and most properties are served by wells and
septic systems, and the FD often works
directly with property owners. There are a
variety of maintenance agreements, and
many actions have happened organically.
Carry forward. Include Fire Marshall in
responsible party.
Maintenance of existing ponds is a
capability.
Working with homeowners near Cobs Mill
Pond and Beaver Brook is carried forward as
a separate action.
Exploring additional areas is a capability, or
addressed by the previous action.
There is currently a radio project underway,
however, the town is looking to modernize
the entire system within the next year or
two.
Action is replaced with a specific action to
increase the resiliency of the Library,
including through installation of a natural
gas generator.

7

Implement strategies identified in vulnerability
assessment.

Capability

8

Develop a Capital Plan for Fire Ponds and
Hydrants

Carry
Forward

9

Maintain existing fire ponds. Work with
homeowners in the vicinity of Cobs Mill Pond
and Beaver Brook to remove silt and debris and
consider use as fire ponds. Explore additional
areas for new fire ponds, cisterns, and hydrants.

Carry
Forward
with
Revisions

10

Investigate ways to enhance/improve
telecommunication infrastructure and
emergency communication throughout the
town.

11

Identify and upgrade critical facilities (public and
private) to ensure resiliency against natural
hazards

12

Enhance Community preparedness programs:
Develop educational materials and brochures
promoting emergency preparedness and ‘best
management practices’ for natural hazards,
targeted to homeowners.

Carry
Forward
with
Revisions

May fall under CERT teams. Some may fall
under new communication system where
informing more robustly. Revise to include
CERT and new communication system.

13

Enhance Community preparedness programs:
Provide “welcome kits” to new homeowners for
properties located within the floodplain, or with
a significant risk of flooding.

Carry
Forward

14

Maintain and explore options for the
procurement of emergency backup power (e.g.
micro grid, fuel cell).

Carry
Forward
with
Revisions

Prioritization of Strategies and Actions

Not sure if this is happening. GIS makes it
easier to identify flood hazards for owners.
Homeowners purchasing older houses, want
to renovate with substantial improvements.
Education occurs case by case.
This action was specifically made by the fire
Marshall regarding the town center. The
town would be interested in implementing
microgrid if funding were available. Revise
to be more specific.

The STAPLEE method, described in the Multi-Jurisdictional document, was used to score
mitigation activities. The STAPLEE matrix in Appendix A provides the total scores. Actions have
been further prioritized based on implementation cost, project urgency, and municipal and public
input. The strategies below are presented in priority order, with qualitative priority levels listed
for each.
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Mitigation Strategies and Actions Implementation Table

The Town proposed to initiate several new mitigation actions for the upcoming five years.
Additionally, a number of actions from the previous planning period are being carried forward or
replaced with revised actions. These are listed below.
Action WST-01
Develop a Capital Plan for Fire Ponds and Hydrants
Lead

FM, P&Z, Engineer, BOS, DPW, CC

Cost

$0 - $25,000

Funding

Operating Budget, Capital Improvement Plan, FEMA Assistance to Firefighters Grant

Timeframe

2022

Priority

High
Action WST-02

Coordinate with CERT and utilize new public communication systems to develop a public engagement and
education program to promote emergency preparedness and ‘best management practices’ for natural
hazards, targeted to homeowners.
Lead

EM

Cost

$0 - $25,000

Funding

Operating Budget

Timeframe

2022

Priority

Med
Action WST-03

Compare local floodplain regulations with Revised State Model Flood Regulations to identify any remaining
opportunities for improvement
Lead

P&Z, Building, Land Use

Cost

$0 - $25,000

Funding

Operating Budget

Timeframe

2023

Priority

Low
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Action WST-04

Contact the owners of Repetitive Loss Properties and nearby properties at risk to inquire about mitigation
undertaken and suggest options for mitigating flooding in those areas. This should be accomplished with a
letter directly mailed to each property owner.
Lead

EM, BOS

Cost

$0 - $25,000

Funding

Operating Budget, FEMA Grant

Timeframe

2023

Priority

Low
Action WST-05

Revise regulations to promote Low Impact Development; this action will mitigate natural hazard risks and
accomplish objectives listed in the 2020 POCD, while also meeting Sustainable CT objectives.
Lead

BOS, P&Z, CC, Engineer, DPW

Cost

$25,000 - $50,000

Funding

Operating Budget, Sustainable CT Community Match Fund

Timeframe

2023

Priority

High
Action WST-06

In accordance with Goal 2, Objective 5 of the 2020 POCD, have the Sustainability Committee, in
cooperation with the Westport-Weston Health District, encourage public best practices to protect
groundwater resources during drought conditions.

Lead

BOS

Cost

$25,000 - $50,000

Funding

Operating Budget

Timeframe

2023

Priority

High
Action WST-07

Perform tree removal around critical facilities to mitigate potential damage to the facilities or to the power
lines and utilities serving those facilities.
Lead

DPW, EM, Building

Cost

$25,000 - $50,000

Funding

Operating Budget

Timeframe

2024

Priority

High
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Action WST-08

Provide “welcome kits” to new home owners for properties located within the floodplain, or with a
significant risk of flooding.

Lead

EM

Cost

$25,000 - $50,000

Funding

Operating Budget

Timeframe

2024

Priority

Med
Action WST-09

Complete a feasibility study for a microgrid in the Town Center, or other grid resiliency projects in that
area.
Lead

EM

Cost

$25,000 - $50,000

Funding

Operating Budget

Timeframe

2024

Priority

Low
Action WST-10

Work with CT DEEP to validate and/or correct the RL list and update the mitigation status of each listed
property.
Lead

Land Use

Cost

$25,000 - $50,000

Funding

FEMA Grant

Timeframe

2024

Priority

Low
Action WST-11

Annually conduct an emergency operations exercise for a local terrorism, sabotage, or mass casualty event.
Lead

EMD

Cost

$25,000 - $50,000

Funding

Operating Budget

Timeframe

2024

Priority

Low
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Action WST-12
Complete upgrade of emergency alert system to Everbridge.
Lead

EM

Cost

$50,000 - $100,000

Funding

Operating Budget, CT DEMHS

Timeframe

2025

Priority

Med
Action WST-13

Increase the resiliency of the Library to natural hazards, possibly including installation of a natural gas
generator.
Lead

BOS, EM, Private

Cost

$100,000 - $500,000

Funding

Capital Improvement Plan, FEMA Grant, Other Grant

Timeframe

2025

Priority

High
Action WST-14

Work with home owners in the vicinity of Cobs Mill Pond and Beaver Brook to remove silt and debris and
consider use as fire ponds.
Lead

DPW, FM

Cost

$100,000 - $500,000

Funding

Capital Improvement Plan, Other Grant

Timeframe

2025

Priority

High
Action WST-15

Address icing issues along Steep Hill Road and Lords Highway near the Davis Hill Road intersection
Lead

DPW

Cost

$100,000 - $500,000

Funding

Capital Improvement Plan, FEMA Grant, Other Grant

Timeframe

2026

Priority

Low
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Action WST-16

Work with the CTDOT to upgrade the culvert in the area of Newtown Turnpike (Rt 53) and Dillon Pass that
is frequently clogged
Lead

DPW

Cost

More than $500,000

Funding

Capital Improvement Plan, FEMA Grant, Other Grant

Timeframe

2026

Priority

Med
Action WST-17

Coordinate with CT SHPO to conduct historic resource surveys, focusing on areas within natural hazard risk
zones (flood zones, wildfire hazard zones, steep slopes) to identify historic resources at risk and support the
preparation of resiliency plans across the state.
Lead

Land Use

Cost

$25,000 - $50,000

Funding

CT SHPO

Timeframe

2026

Priority

Low
Action WST-18

Work with the CTDOT to address icing issues along Georgetown Road near Samuelson Road
Lead

DPW

Cost

$100,000 - $500,000

Funding

Capital Improvement Plan, FEMA Grant, Other Grant

Timeframe

2026

Priority

Low
Action WST-19
Upgrade the culvert on Deepwood Road along Jennings Brook

Lead

DPW

Cost

More than $500,000

Funding

Capital Improvement Plan, FEMA Grant, Other Grant

Timeframe

2026

Priority

Low
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Action WST-20
Upgrade the deteriorated metal culvert on Timber Mill Lane
Lead

DPW

Cost

More than $500,000

Funding

Capital Improvement Plan, FEMA Grant, Other Grant

Timeframe

2026

Priority

Low
Action WST-21
Modernize the Town's internal emergency communication system.

Lead

BOS, DPW, EM

Cost

$100,000 - $500,000

Funding

Capital Improvement Plan, Other Grant

Timeframe

2026

Priority

Low
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APPENDIX A

Appendix A: STAPLEE Matrix
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Completion

Social

Technical (x2)

Administrative

Political

Legal

Economic (x2)

Environmental

Social

Technical (x2)

Administrative

Political

Legal

Economic (x2)

Environmental

Total STAPLEE Score

2023

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

9

2023

1

1

1

0

1

1

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

8

2022

0

1

1

0

1

1

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

7

2024

1

1

1

0

1

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

7

2025

1

1

1

0

1

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

7

2025

0

1

1

0

1

1

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

7

2022

1

0

1

1

0

1

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

6

2024

1

0

1

1

0

1

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

6

2025

1

1

1

0

1

1

0

0

0

-1

0

0

0

0

6

2026

0

1

1

1

1

1

1

0

0

0

0

0

-1

0

6

2023

0

1

1

0

1

1

0

0

0

0

-1

0

0

0

5

2023

0

1

1

0

1

1

0

0

0

-1

0

0

0

0

5

2024

1

1

1

1

1

1

0

0

-1

-1

0

0

0

0

5

2024

0

0

1

0

1

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

4

2024

1

1

1

1

1

0

0

0

0

-1

0

0

0

0

5

Timeframe for

Sources

Theme

Potential Funding

Action Description

Cost Estimate

#

Regional

Lead Department

Weighted STAPLEE Criteria
Benefits

Operating
WST-01

accomplish objectives listed in the 2020 POCD, while also meeting Sustainable CT objectives.

Budget,

BOS, P&Z,

Revise regulations to promote Low Impact Development; this action will mitigate natural hazard risks and
Sustainable CT

CC,

$25,000 -

Engineer,

$50,000

WST-02

cooperation with the Westport-Weston Health District, encourage public best practices to protect
groundwater resources during drought conditions.

Sustainable
CT
Community

DPW
In accordance with Goal 2, Objective 5 of the 2020 POCD, have the Sustainability Committee, in

Costs

Match Fund
Drought
Mitigation

BOS

$25,000 $50,000

Operating
Budget
Operating
Budget,

FM, P&Z,
WST-03

Develop a Capital Plan for Fire Ponds and Hydrants

Capital

Wildfire Fighting

Engineer,

$0 -

Capacity

BOS, DPW,

$25,000

CC

Improvement
Plan, FEMA
Assistance to
Firefighters

WST-04

WST-05

Perform tree removal around critical facilities to mitigate potential damage to the facilities or to the power
lines and utilities serving those facilities.

Tree Management

Increase the resiliency of the Library to natural hazards, possibly including installation of a natural gas

Energy Resiliency

generator.

& Backup Power

DPW, EM,

$25,000 -

Building

$50,000

BOS, EM, $100,000 Private

$500,000

Grant
Operating
Budget
Capital
Improvement
Plan, FEMA
Grant, Other
Grant
Capital

WST-06

Work with home owners in the vicinity of Cobs Mill Pond and Beaver Brook to remove silt and debris and
consider use as fire ponds.
Coordinate with CERT and utilize new public communication systems to develop a public engagement

WST-07
WST-08
WST-09

WST-10

WST-11

and education program to promote emergency preparedness and ‘best management practices’ for
natural hazards, targeted to homeowners.
Provide “welcome kits” to new home owners for properties located within the floodplain, or with a
significant risk of flooding.
Complete upgrade of emergency alert system to Everbridge.

Work with the CTDOT to upgrade the culvert in the area of Newtown Turnpike (Rt 53) and Dillon Pass that
is frequently clogged

Compare local floodplain regulations with Revised State Model Flood Regulations to identify any
remaining opportunities for improvement
Contact the owners of Repetitive Loss Properties and nearby properties at risk to inquire about mitigation

WST-12
WST-13
WST-14
WST-15

undertaken and suggest options for mitigating flooding in those areas. This should be accomplished with
a letter directly mailed to each property owner.
Complete a feasibility study for a microgrid in the Town Center, or other grid resiliency projects in that
area.
Work with CT DEEP to validate and/or correct the RL list and update the mitigation status of each listed
property.
Annually conduct an emergency operations exercise for a local terrorism, sabotage, or mass casualty
event.

Wildfire Fighting
Capacity

DPW, FM

$100,000 - Improvement
$500,000

Plan, Other

$0 -

Operating

$25,000

Budget

$25,000 -

Operating

$50,000

Budget
Operating

Grant
Outreach and
Education
Outreach and
Education
Emergency
Response

Bridge & Culvert

Floodplain

EM
EM
EM

DPW

P&Z,

Management

Building,

Regulations

Land Use

RLPs

EM, BOS

Energy Resiliency
& Backup Power
RLPs
Terrorism & Mass
Casualty

EM
Land Use
EMD

$50,000 $100,000

More than
$500,000

Budget, CT
DEMHS
Capital
Improvement
Plan, FEMA
Grant, Other
Grant

$0 -

Operating

$25,000

Budget

$0 $25,000
$25,000 $50,000
$25,000 $50,000
$25,000 $50,000

Operating
Budget, FEMA
Grant
Operating
Budget
FEMA Grant
Operating
Budget

Completion

Social

Technical (x2)

Administrative

Political

Legal

Economic (x2)

Environmental

Social

Technical (x2)

Administrative

Political

Legal

Economic (x2)

Environmental

Total STAPLEE Score

2026

1

1

0

1

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

-1

0

0

5

2026

0

1

0

1

1

1

1

0

0

0

0

0

-1

0

5

2026

0

1

0

1

1

1

1

0

0

0

0

0

-1

0

5

2026

1

1

0

1

0

1

0

0

0

-1

0

-1

0

0

4

2026

0

1

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

3

2026

1

0

1

0

0

1

0

0

-1

0

0

0

0

0

2

Timeframe for

Sources

Theme

Potential Funding

Action Description

Cost Estimate

#

Regional

Lead Department

Weighted STAPLEE Criteria
Benefits

Capital
WST-16

Address icing issues along Steep Hill Road and Lords Highway near the Davis Hill Road intersection

Roadways

DPW

$100,000 $500,000

Costs

Improvement
Plan, FEMA
Grant, Other
Grant
Capital

WST-17

Upgrade the culvert on Deepwood Road alog Jennings Brook

Bridge & Culvert

DPW

More than
$500,000

Improvement
Plan, FEMA
Grant, Other
Grant
Capital

WST-18

Upgrade the deteriorated metal culvert on Timber Mill Lane

Bridge & Culvert

DPW

More than
$500,000

Improvement
Plan, FEMA
Grant, Other
Grant
Capital

WST-19

Work with the CTDOT to address icing issues along Georgetown Road near Samuelson Road

Roadways

DPW

$100,000 $500,000

Improvement
Plan, FEMA
Grant, Other
Grant
Capital

WST-20

Modernize the Town's internal emergency communication system.

Emergency
Response

BOS, DPW, $100,000 - Improvement
EM

risk zones (flood zones, wildfire hazard zones, steep slopes) to identify historic resources at risk and
support the preparation of resiliency plans across the state.

Plan, Other
Grant

Coordinate with CT SHPO to conduct historic resource surveys, focusing on areas within natural hazard
WST-21

$500,000

SHPO

Land Use

$25,000 $50,000

CT SHPO
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Town of Weston
Climate Vulnerability Assessment
A Component of Sustainable CT Action 5.4
The Town of Weston, for this Climate Vulnerability Assessment (CVA) is considered a suburban inland
town, resulting in various climate change vulnerabilities. Inland flooding, extreme heat, and winter
storms may impact the community the most as many issues have been identified.

Hazards
Inland Flooding
With FEMA flood zones in town along several streams and rivers, such as along the Saugatuck River and
West Branch Saugatuck River, there is continuously concern for riverine flooding. The numerous streams
in town pose a flood risk to adjacent properties, whether it is a larger storm event or a short intense
rainstorm. Some areas in town, such as Slumber Corners and along Route 53, have been challenged by
flooding in the past. With precipitation expected to increase due to climate change, flooding events may
occur more frequently. Overall, flooding may continue, or become a larger issue with future shifts in
precipitation.
Winter Storms
Weston is largely residential with few commercialized areas along the main routes in town. Suburban
communities are often impacted by strong winter storms in several ways; power outages from downed
trees, accessibility issues, and icing concerns. Weston has experienced icing challenges in the past,
particularly Georgetown Road, Steep Hill Road, and Lords Highway. Anticipated shifts in winter
precipitation may bring more freezing rain events, which can result in an increase of downed trees and
iced roads during a winter storm event. Downed trees can result in power outages, and lack of
emergency access and egress.
Drought and Extreme Temperatures
A majority of town relies on private wells for drinking water, with the exception of a small system in the
central are of town. Therefore, impacts to water supply may be an issue to the town as temperatures
rise in the future, resulting in isolated issues with water scarcity. With increased temperatures, and high
pumping levels, private wells may be impacted during times of drought.
In addition to private wells, many suburban communities have high levels of agricultural activity,
whether it be crop production or livestock, these operations are heavily water dependent for healthy
growing and revenue generation.
When considering these impacts from climate change, the primary vulnerabilities for the town of
Weston include:
•
•
•

Private well owners
Emergency access
Agricultural operations

Secondary Impacts
Economic Impacts
With areas vulnerable to flooding and winter storm events, the town faces an economic challenge of
addressing the flooding concerns and increasing snow and debris removal capacity. There is also a
potential economic impact to local businesses during flooding events, and heavy winter storms.
Businesses may incur expenses related to flood mitigation or clean-up efforts, or experience loss of
income if there is no site access during a storm.
Winter storm snow removal or icing also presents financial responsibility to the town by way of roadway
treatment. As precipitation events may increase during winter months, the town may seek to increase
sand or salt stockpiles to account for increased icing events.
Private property owners who rely on private drinking water wells may also be impacted economically
during droughts or periods of extreme heat. With increasing heat, typically comes increased water
demand. This demand would be placed upon local aquifers, potentially resulting in the need for new
well construction, or deepening of an existing well.
The many impacts of climate change can result in economic impacts to many citizens, business owners,
and municipal budgets as the impacts can be felt on a town level, down to building level.
Social Impacts
To identify social impacts to the town, the Center for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) Social
Vulnerability Index (SVI) was used to identify any vulnerable populations within the town. This index was
developed to supplement a community’s natural hazard preparation actions. To evaluate social
vulnerability, the CDC incorporates 15 factors (Fig. 1) into the overall calculation under the categories, or
themes, of: socioeconomic status, household composition and disability, minority status and language,
and housing type and transportation. These themes and their ranking are based on census statistics. By
evaluating these factors and determining a level of social vulnerability, a community can identify specific
needs for before, during, and after
an event. Such needs may include
sheltering capacity, evacuation
routes, or to decide how many
emergency personnel may be
required to respond after an event.
Each municipalities’ census tracts
were ranked for overall
vulnerability, and theme
vulnerability, in comparison to
other Connecticut municipalities.
This rank, 0 to 1, is based on the
percentile rank among all tracts
within the State of Connecticut. A
value closer to 0 indicates a lower
vulnerability, while a value closer to

Figure 1: The CDC SVI Index Factors. Graphic: svi.cdc.com

1 indicates a higher vulnerability. Table 1 presents the overall vulnerability and theme rankings for
Weston.
Table 1: Weston SVI Factor Rankings
Overall SVI
Socioeconomic

WESTON

.01

.02

Household
Composition &
Disability

Minority
Status &
Language

Housing Type
&
Transportation

.15

.30

.01

The Town of Weston is considered to have a low level of vulnerability, with their most vulnerable
population being minorities and those who speak English “less than well”, followed by household
composition and disability. The town is ranked very low based on socioeconomic status, and housing
type and transportation. The more vulnerable populations identified are distributed between both the
northern and southern tracts of town, with no apparent concentration of one population.
These populations may be vulnerable to impacts from drought, flooding and storm events based on the
geographic concentrations.
Public Health Considerations
Of the primary vulnerabilities identified, drought and flooding can potentially have public health
repercussions. During hot summer months, or drought, if private wells were to be impacted, certain
populations may find themselves without adequate drinking water supply, resulting in health problems.
Also, when considering the environmental shifts occurring during drought periods, drinking water
contamination may become an issue as aquifers become stressed due to excessive pumping.
Food scarcity is another consideration when discussing the impacts of drought and extreme
temperatures. Agricultural operations that are impacted by water shortages may find that crop or
livestock yields are below average, ultimately resulting in food scarcity concerns. Depending on the size
of an operation, the impacts can be on a small or large scale.
Flooding also presents the concern of pollution into nearby water bodies as commercialized and
impervious areas drain, they collect pollutants and excess sediment. Depending upon the drainage
areas, this runoff can have environmental impacts in associated ecosystems, or public health impacts if
water bodies are used for recreational activities.

Vulnerable Populations
The SVI identified the presence of certain populations within the town that may be more vulnerable to
climate change hazards. Communities, including Weston, should pay special attention to elderly or
disabled populations, linguistically challenged population, and those that may need evacuation
assistance due to lack of transportation.
Some populations often need additional time for hazard response, so evacuation or preparation, and
may find it more challenging to recover due to financial constraints or health concerns. These
populations should be considered more vulnerable for the reasons that emergency response and

preparation may be more challenging, health issues may be of higher concern, and language barriers
may exist when working to communicate with the community on risks, response, and recovery efforts.
In addition to the populations, it is important to identify the facilities that can provide different types of
assistance to the populations, and others, during or after an event. These facilities, and their proximity
to flood zones, can be found in Figure 2-4.
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INTRODUCTION
Purpose of Annex

The purpose of this Hazard Mitigation Plan (HMP) annex is to provide a community-specific
hazard risk assessment, capability analysis, and evaluation and prioritization of hazard mitigation
measures and projects. Background information and the regional effects of pertinent natural
hazards are discussed in the main body of the Western Connecticut Council of Governments
(WestCOG) Multi-Jurisdictional Hazard Mitigation Plan. This annex is designed to supplement the
information presented in the Multi-Jurisdictional HMP with more specific detail for the Town of
Westport and is not to be considered a standalone document.
The primary goal of this HMP, including this Municipal Annex, is to identify natural hazard risks
and mitigation opportunities in order to reduce the loss of or damage to life, property,
infrastructure, and natural, cultural, and economic resources. This includes the reduction of public
and private damage costs. Limiting losses of and damage to life and property will also reduce the
social, emotional, and economic disruption associated with a natural disaster.
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COMMUNITY PROFILE
2.1.1

Geography
Physical Setting

Incorporated in 1835, the Town of Westport is located in southern Fairfield County and home to a
population of 26,391 (2010 U.S. Census). Westport is bordered by the municipalities of Norwalk
and Wilton to the west, Fairfield to the east, Weston to the north, as well as Long Island Sound
along the south. Refer to Figure 2-1 for a map showing the location of Westport within the
WestCOG region.
Westport is a coastal community, with several rivers and streams flowing throughout the
community. The town is characterized by predominately low-density residential development
with commercial and business uses along Route 1. The Saugatuck River flows south through the
center of the town cutting through the suburban and urban areas before it eventually flows into
Long Island Sound. Sherwood Millpond is also located in Westport on the coast. Westport is low
laying at only 26 feet of elevation. Both the train station and a total of 26 percent of town
residents live within the 100-year floodplain. The terrain of Westport makes the town vulnerable
to an array of natural hazards.
The Center for Land Use Education and Research (CLEAR) has developed a land cover dataset
derived from 2016 satellite imagery to depict statewide land cover. The land cover by percent of
total land for Westport can be found in Table 2-1.
Table 2-1: Land Cover by Area

Land Cover Class
Developed
Turf & Grass
Other Grasses
Agricultural Field
Deciduous Forest
Coniferous Forest
Water
Non-Forested Wetland
Forested Wetland
Tidal Wetland
Barren Land
Utility Corridor

2.1.2

Percent of Total Land
26.75
11.89
0.81
0.06
10.78
3.29
1.61
0.09
1.24
0.75
0.63
0.03

Land Use

According to Westport’s 2017 Plan of Conservation and Development, approximately 95% of the
town is zoned for residential use (mostly single‐family), about 4% is zoned for business uses, and
about 1% is zoned for other uses. Most higher density development and commercial activity lies
around of south of Route 1. The areas north of the Route 1 are primarily larger lot residential
neighborhoods, in comparison to the smaller lots found to the south.
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2.1.3

Climate and Climate Change
Current Conditions

Over the course of the year, the temperature in Westport typically varies from 23°F to 83°F and is
rarely below 9°F or above 90°F. The warm season lasts from June 2 to September 16, with an
average daily high temperature above 73°F. The hottest day of the year is July 20, with an average
high of 83°F and low of 67°F. The cold season lasts from December 3 to March 12, with an
average daily high temperature below 46°F. The coldest day of the year is January 29, with an
average low of 23°F and high of 37°F.
Precipitation falls throughout the year in Westport. The wetter season lasts from March 31 to
December 10, with a greater than 29% chance of a given day being a wet day. The chance of a
wet day peaks at 35% on May 29. The smallest chance of a wet day is 22% on January 29.
The most rain falls during the 31 days centered around June 3, with an average total accumulation
of 3.8 inches. The least rain falls around February 6, with an average total accumulation of 2.0
inches.
The snowy period of the year lasts from November 18 to April 5, with a sliding 31-day liquidequivalent snowfall of at least 0.1 inches. The most snow falls during the 31 days centered around
January 25, with an average total liquid-equivalent accumulation of 0.8 inches.
Climate data was sourced from Weather Spark based on analysis of the years 1980 to 2016.

Climate Change

Climate change projections for Connecticut were sourced from the 2019 Connecticut Physical
Climate Science Assessment Report, which was developed by the University of Connecticut
(UConn) Atmospheric Sciences Group, commissioned by the Connecticut Institute for Resilience
and Climate Adaptation (CIRCA) with funding from the Department of Energy and Environmental
Protection (DEEP). All projections are based on the IPCC high CO2 emission scenario (RCP8.5).
Temperature
Annual temperatures have been increasing throughout Connecticut and is projected to continue
to do so in the future. By mid-century, average annual temperature is projected to increase by
5°F. Seasonal average temperatures are also expected to rise, with the greatest increase (6°F)
experienced in summer (June to August). The number of nights over which temperature remains
above 68°F will quadruple from 10 days per year to more than 40 days, and the number of
extremely hot days will increase from above 4 a year to 48 per year.
Precipitation
Rainfall data in "Technical Paper No. 40" by the U.S.
Weather Bureau (now the National Weather Service)
(Hershfield, 1961) dates from the years 1938 through
1958. According to these data, the 24-hour rainfall
amount for a 50% annual-chance storm in Fairfield
County is 3.3 inches.
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The continued increase in precipitation
only heightens the need for hazard
mitigation planning as the occurrence of
floods may change in accordance with
the greater precipitation.

The Northeast Regional Climate Center (NRCC) has partnered with the Natural Resources
Conservation Service (NRCS) to provide a consistent, current regional analysis of rainfall extremes
(http://precip.eas.cornell.edu/). In 2020 this dataset listed the 24-hour rainfall amount for a 50%
annual-chance storm in Westport as 3.45 inches.
The NOAA Atlas 14, released on September 30, 2015 puts the 24-hour rainfall amount for a 50%
annual-chance annual storm in Westport at 3.49 inches.
These precipitation amounts, and more details, are summarized in Table 2-1, below.
Table 2-1: 24-Hour Rainfall Amounts by Annual-Chance Occurrence
Source
Technical Paper No. 40
NRCC
NOAA Atlas 14

24-Hour Rainfall Amount (inches) by Annual-Chance Occurrence
50%
4%
1%
3.3
5.7
7.2
3.45
6.37
8.95
3.49
6.51
8.30

Annual precipitation has been increasing statewide and is projected to continue to increase. By
mid-century, annual precipitation is projected to increase by 8.5%, with the greatest increase
(13.4%) occurring in the winter months. Extreme precipitation events are projected to increase in
both frequency and magnitude. Based on this increase and the precipitation figures above, by
2050 Westport can expect the 24-hour rainfall amount for a 50% annual-chance storm to be
around 3.7 to 3.8 inches or greater.
Impervious surfaces and infrastructure in town have increased over time as well, leading to
increasing runoff and peak discharge values.
Despite overall increases in precipitation, drought risk is projected to increase, especially during
summer, due to changing precipitation patterns and projected increases in potential
evapotranspiration (plants taking up more water in hotter temperatures and longer growing
seasons).
2.1.4

Drainage Basins and Hydrology

Westport is divided among five sub-regional watersheds as shown in Table 2-2. All of the water
that passes through Westport eventually empties into Long Island Sound.
Table 2-2: Sub-Regional Drainage Basins

Drainage Basin
Aspetuck River
Sasco Brook
Saugatuck River
Southwest
Shoreline
West Branch
Saugatuck River
Total

Overall Sub-regional Area
(sq. mi)
23.05
10.21
48.55

Area within Town
(sq. mi)
2.08
1.88
7.61

Area within
Town (acres)
1333.64
1203.47
4872.01

11.08

7.93

5047.45

39%

11.92

0.57

364.11

3%

n/a

20.18

12916.85
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Percent of Town
10%
9%
38%

Source: Connecticut Department of Energy & Environmental Protection GIS Data

Westport is entirely encompassed within the Southwest Coast drainage basin, which drains
directly into Long Island Sound. Of the five sub-regional drainage basins and their respective
streams, the Southwest Shoreline running along Westport is the largest, followed by the
Saugatuck River in the western part of town.
The Saugatuck River is approximately 24 miles, and originates at Sugar Hollow Pond in Danbury,
Connecticut. The Saugatuck Basin drains 48.55 square miles of land, and ultimately flows directly
into Long Island Sound.

2.2.1

Society, Culture, and Government
Population and Demographic Setting

According to the 2010 U.S. Census, Westport had a population of 26,391, with 789 persons per
square mile. According to the 2018 American Community Survey five-year estimates, Westport’s
population between 2013 and 2018 was approximately 27,840.
One important aspect of natural hazard mitigation planning is to identify a community’s
demographic trends in relation to natural hazards. The Center for Disease Control and Prevention
(CDC) Social Vulnerability Index (SVI) is used to identify vulnerable populations in Westport. The
SVI uses census data to identify populations within the town that may be more vulnerable to
natural hazards. As a result of this analysis, the town is identified to have a certain level of overall
social vulnerability with a rank of 0 to 1; 1 being the most vulnerable and 0 being the least.
To determine social vulnerability, the CDC incorporates 15 factors into the overall SVI calculation
under four categories, or
themes: socioeconomic status,
household composition and
disability, minority status and
language, and housing type and
transportation. Figure 2-2
represents the breakdown of
the SVI process. These themes
and their ranking are based on
census statistics. By evaluating
these factors and determining a
level of social vulnerability, a
community can identify specific
needs for before, during, and
after an event. Such needs may
include sheltering capacity,
evacuation routes, or to decide
how many emergency
Figure 2-2: The CDC SVI Index Factors. Graphic: svi.cdc.com
personnel may be required to
respond after an event.
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The Town of Westport is considered to have a low level of vulnerability, with their most vulnerable
social aspect being based on household composition and disability. However, the town does have
vulnerable populations which live in higher density housing populations, and vulnerable minority
populations and language barrier concerns. These vulnerable populations are concentrated in the
central northern tract north of Route 1 between Wilton Road ad North Avenue. Appendix B
explores the SVI for Westport in more depth.
2.2.2

Development Trends

Agriculture was Westport's first major industry. By the 19th century, Westport had become a
shipping center in part to transport agricultural goods to market. The first railroad track was
opened Dec. 27, 1848. The second track was laid in 1853, but not until the 1890s were the present
tracks completed. By the end of the 19th century, there were mills and factories in town.
In the 20th century, a combination of industrialization and popularity among New Yorkers
attracted to Westport resulted in a reduction of farmland. Westport changed from a community
of farmers to a suburban development.
In the 1950s through to the 1970s, in part due to New Yorkers relocating from the city to the
suburbs, the population tripled. This influx of people desiring a suburban lifestyle led to a building
boom and developing much of the land in town.
Now, Westport had developed into a center for finance and insurance, as well as professional,
scientific, and technical services. The town center is a very desirable shopping and dining
attraction in the region. The Saugatuck area located south of downtown has a less significant
commercial impact but is also developed with non-residential land uses.
The 2017 POCD does not promote significant development in Westport, with the exception of the
Saugatuck train station area. The POCD encourages zoning for mixed-use development and
multifamily housing around the rail station. The TOD area is centered around the Saugatuck Train
Station, as described in Saugatuck: A Gateway for Westport, published in 2018. The document
identifies about 70 acres extending mostly to the north of the train station as the “Primary Study
Area,” with a one-half-mile radius “Area of Influence” considered as well. The total area
envisioned for redevelopment is 24,000 to 33,000 square feet of retail, and 128 to 172 residential
units over a 12-year period. This TOD area is adjacent to the Saugatuck River estuary and
therefore has some coastal flood risk. Because most of the anticipated development in Westport
is in this area, the Town will be able to carefully regulate it and prevent increasing risks to
flooding.
Overall, the very low pace of development townwide and the closely-regulated development in
the TOD area will prevent vulnerabilities to natural hazards from increasing.

2.2.3

Governmental Structure

The town switched to a Representative Town Meeting style governance in 1949. The government
consists of a three-member Board of Selectmen, a Representative Town Meeting (RTM), a Board
of Finance, a Board of Education, a Planning and Zoning Commission, and various other
commissions, boards, and committees.
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2.2.4

Historic and Cultural Resources

Historic and cultural resources include sites, structures,
and objects that are significant in history, architecture,
archaeology, engineering, and culture. Protection of
these resources grows economies and enhances
community character, and following a natural disaster
they can help to reinforce neighborhood connections
and reestablish a sense of community and normalcy.
Consideration of these resources in this HMP is critical.

Historic preservation planning helps
protect historic properties and cultural
resources from demolition or alteration.
Hazard mitigation planning helps
protect life and property from damage
caused by natural and manmade hazards.
Integrating these two planning
processes helps create safe and
sustainable historic communities.
- Paraphrased from FEMA Report 386-6

Historic resources in Westport are concentrated within the Compo/Owenoke, East Bank,
Evergreen Avenue, Gorham Avenue, Jesup Road, Kings Highway North, Mill Cove, Myrtle Avenue,
National Hall, Violet Lane, and Westport Center Historic Districts. Resources also include the
Beachside Avenue Bridge and the Saugatuck River Railroad Bridge. See Figure 2-3 for a map of
historic resources in the community.
Analysis of the State Historic Preservation Office (SHPO) database of historic resources shows that
some of these resources are exposed to natural hazards, as shown in Table 2-3. There are
numerous historic sites along the coast and the Saugatuck River that could be vulnerable to
flooding, whether it be coastal, riverine, or poor drainage.
Table 2-3: Number of Historic Assets Exposed to Different Hazards in Westport
Hazard
Dam Failure
Earthquake
Flooding
1% Annual
0.2% Annual
Storm Surge
Category 1
Category 2
Category 3
Category 4
Hurricane/Tropical Storm
Sea Level Rise
Thunderstorm
Tornado
Winter Storm
Wildfire
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Count
713
24
228
156
26
29
713
18
713
713
713
64
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FIG. 2-3

Historic buildings and structures may be particularly susceptible to natural hazards because they
were built prior to the establishment of more recent construction standards. Additionally, some
of the structural integrity of these resources may have been degraded over the decades or
centuries since their original construction. Structural retrofits and hazard mitigation methods may
be challenging or restricted in cases where alteration of a resource will also diminish its cultural or
historical aesthetic and value. Finally, miscommunications or lack of knowledge may lead to
historic resources being damaged during the disaster recovery process.
Steps to incorporate historical and cultural preservation into hazard mitigation planning include:
 Inventory and survey historic and cultural resources
 Implement appropriate mitigation measures for those resources
 Take steps to move portable resources, such as artwork or documents, to safe locations
prior to the occurrence of a hazard, if possible
 Consider these resources in emergency operations plans to prevent accidental damages
during recovery efforts
Specific actions to mitigate natural hazard risks to historic resources are listed at the end of this
Annex.

2.3.1

Infrastructure
Transportation

Major transportation routes in Westport include Interstate 95 and the Merritt Parkway (Route 15),
which run east to west through town. The Parkway runs through the northern part of town, while
I-95 runs through the southern. Between these two thoroughfares lay Route 1, the predominate
commercial corridor.
In addition, the Metro North/Amtrak rail lines also run through town, just south and parallel to
Interstate 95. There are two train stations in Saugatuck and Green’s Farms. The CTtransit bus
system is also active in town with several stops throughout the community.

2.3.2

Utilities

Aquarion Company provides public water service in many areas of Westport and this helps ensure
that an adequate quality and quantity of water is available to support public health and safety and
meet community needs. Westport has regulations in place to protect water quality in the two
wellfield areas in Coleytown and Canal Street.
Residents and businesses use oil, propane, or natural gas for heat. Natural gas is available from
Southern Connecticut Gas. The Water Pollution Control Facility operates and maintains the town’s
Waste Water Treatment Plant along with seventeen pumping stations and 117 miles of sewer pipe
lines. Sewer service is available in many parts of town but as a rule is not available north of the
Merritt Parkway (Route 15).
According to geoISP (geoISP.com), access to Broadband Internet is available to most residents in
Westport. There are 2 DSL Providers (MegaPath and AT&T), 1 Cable Internet providers (CSC
Holdings), and 4 Fiber Internet providers (CSC Holdings, Fibertech Networks LLC, Level(3)
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Communications, and Connecticut Education Network). There are also 4 Mobile Broadband
(cellular) providers with service available in Westport.

Planning and Regulatory Capabilities

Westport has in place a number of community planning mechanisms, regulations, and policies
that serve to mitigate natural hazards by limiting development in hazardous areas, requiring
buildings be constructed to certain standards, or otherwise directing development and
construction toward increased resilience. These are summarized below. More specific
information about how each of these capabilities is relevant to each specific natural hazard type
covered in this document is presented in each hazard chapter.
2.4.1

Review of Existing Local Plans

2.4.1

Review of Regulatory Structures

The Town of Westport has a number of plans that are relevant to hazard mitigation. These are
noted here:
 Plan of Conservation and Development (POCD): Westport’s most recent POCD was
adopted in 2017. It does not address natural hazard concerns within the community, or
include strategies that will mitigate risks from those hazards as the community continues to
develop. This will be pursued in the next update of the POCD.
 Stormwater Management: Westport maintains a Stormwater Management Plan. This
document has been updated to comply with the requirements of the US EPA 2017 updated
General Permit for the Discharge of Stormwater from Small Municipal Separate Storm Sewer
Systems (MS4 General Permit).
 Capital Improvement Plan (CIP): Westport maintains a CIP that is updated annually and lays
out capital investments for a five-year period. The CIP often includes road, drainage, and
other infrastructure improvement projects relevant to hazard mitigation.
 Economic Development Plan: Westport is included within the Western Connecticut
Economic Development Plan of 2017, developed by WestCOG. The plan aligns with the COG’s
other efforts to promote climate sustainability and resiliency in the region.
 Emergency Operations Plan (EOP): Westport’s EOP is reviewed annually and updated as
needed. Dam failure Emergency Action Plans (EAPs) for dams with failure inundation zones
that may impact Westport, and for which EAPs are available, are on file locally.
 Watershed Management Plan: A Watershed Management Plan has been developed for the
Saugatuck-Aspetuck River Watershed. The Saugatuck River Watershed Based Plan was
developed by the former South Western Regional Planning Agency (SWRPA) in 2012. This
plan is focused on water quality, but can help the community mitigate inland flood risks by
incorporating watershed management best practices into its planning efforts.
 Open Space: Westport does not maintain a stand-alone Open Space Plan; instead, open
space planning is incorporated into the community’s POCD.
Westport regulates development through a number of regulations, codes, and ordinances. These
are summarized below. More detailed information about how these regulations relate to specific
natural hazards are described in Section 3.
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Building Code: Westport enforces the Connecticut State Building Code locally.
Zoning Regulations: Most recently updated in March 2020.
Inland Wetlands and Watercourses Regulations: Most recently updated in August 2004.
Subdivision Regulations: Most recently updated in June 2020. Include provisions promoting
control of stormwater runoff, construction of adequate emergency access and egress, and
burial of utilities.

Emergency Services, Critical Facilities, Sheltering, and Evacuation

The Town considers its police, fire, and governmental facilities to be critical since these are
needed to ensure that emergencies are addressed while day-to-day management of Westport
continues. Table 2-4 and Figure 2-4 identifies all of these critical facilities.

Town Hall
Westport Fire Department Headquarters
Westport Emergency Operations Center
Westport Fire Department - Saugatuck
Westport Fire Department - Coleytown
Westport Fire Dept - Greens Farms
Westport Volunteer Emergency Medical
Service (WVEMS)
Westport Police Department
DPW
Westport Leaf Compost Facility
Westport Transfer Station
Highway Division
Landmark Academy
King's Highway Elementary School
Green's Farms School
Saugatuck Elementary School
CT Center for Massage Therapy
Greens Farms Academy
Seton Academy
Bedford Middle School
The Learning Community Day School
Long Lots School
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110 Myrtle Ave

Town Hall

515 Post Rd East

Emergency Response

555 Riverside Ave
61 Easton Road
66 Center St

Emergency Response
Emergency Response
Emergency Response

50 Jesup Rd

EMS

50 Jesup Rd
110 Myrtle Ave
180 Bayberry Lane
300 Sherwood
Island Connector
300 Sherwood
Island Connector
11 Burr Road
125 Post Rd West
17 Morningside Dr
170 Riverside Ave
25 Sylvan Road S
35 Beachside Ave
47 Long Lots Rd
88 North Ave
90 Hillspoint Rd
13 Hyde Ln

Police, EMS
Public Works
Public Works

15

In 1% Floodplain

Address or
Location

Shelter

Facility

Emergency Power

Table 2-4: Critical Facilities



Public Works
Public Works
School
School
School
School
School
School
School
School
School
Shelter





Westport Senior Center
Coleytown Middle School
Coleytown Elementary School
Staples High School
Alcoholism & Drug Dependency Council,
Inc.
Jewish Family Service
Hall-Brooke Hospital
Westport Weston Health District

21 Imperial Ave
255 North Ave
58 Easton Rd
70 North Ave

Shelter
Shelter
Shelter
Shelter

420 Post Rd West

Care Facility

431 Post Rd East
47 Long Lots Rd

Care Facility
Care Facility
Community Health
Programs Administration

180 Bayberry Lane

In 1% Floodplain

Type

Shelter

Address or
Location

Emergency Power

Facility






There are several shelters for residents throughout the town, including schools and the senior
center.

Emergency Response

The Town’s Emergency Operations Center (EOC), including its Emergency Communications
Center, is located on Route 1 near the commercial center. Westport is located in the Connecticut
Department of Emergency Services and Public Protection (DESPP) Region 1, consisting of 14
municipalities in southwestern Connecticut.
The Town’s Department of Public Works performs tree and shrub removal and trimming on townowned lands and rights-of-way. During emergencies and following storms, the Department,
responds to calls related to downed trees.
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Emergency Communication Capabilities

The Town of Westport utilizes the Nixle Community Notification System for alerting residents and
businesses in real-time for localized emergency situations and relevant community advisories.
This system provides notifications via telephone calls, text, and social media.
The Town of Westport utilizes the CT Alert notification system to alert residents of emergency
situations. This system allows the state to direct geographically specific emergency notification
telephone calls into affected areas. Various media outlets are also used to relay information to
the public.
Various media outlets are also used to relay information to the public. These resources are
identified in Table 2-5.
Table 2-5: Media Outlets Used for Public Information Distribution
Outlet
Media Type
Stamford Advocate
Newspaper
Westport News
Newspaper
The Hartford Courant
Newspaper
Staples Radio WWPT 90.3 FM
Radio
Cablevision (Channel 12)
Television
Channel 79, the Westport Public Access Channel
Television

Changes to Emergency Services since the Previous HMP

The Town has acquired two portable generators that can be used for shelters or pump stations if
backup power sources fail. These generators utilize standard outlets, and the Town is continuing
to upgrade facilities to accommodate these portable generators if necessary.
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HAZARD ASSESSMENT
3.1.1

FLOODING (COASTAL, INLAND, AND ICE JAMS)
Setting

The potential for flooding exists across Westport, with the majority of major flooding occurring
along established riverine and coastal SFHAs. The areas impacted by overflow of river systems are
generally limited to river corridors and floodplains. Indirect flooding that occurs outside
floodplains and localized nuisance flooding along tributaries can also be a concern. This type of
flooding occurs particularly along roadways as a result of inadequate drainage and other factors.
Coastal flooding can occur during a severe storm event by way of storm surge, and can also occur
as nuisance flooding, which is experience during extremely high tide events. The frequency of
flooding in Westport is considered likely for any given year, with flood damage potentially having
significant effects during extreme events.
A regulatory floodplain with AE designation has been mapped along the Aspetuck and Saugatuck
River. There are also regulatory floodplain areas with a VE or an AE designation along the Long
Island Sound shoreline. The Areas identified as providing flood storage are identified with A Zone
designations, meaning they are regulated as floodplain, but flood elevations have not been
established. The Patrick Wetlands and the area near Greens Farms Road and High Street distribute
these traits. Floodplain and floodway designations have also been established along the rivers
with AE designations. Refer to Figure 2-4 for the areas of Westport susceptible to flooding based
on FEMA flood zones.
In general, potential flooding problems in Westport are concentrated along the multiple rivers,
and the coastline. Town officials have reported that nuisance flooding along the cost is becoming
more of a concern, especially in the area of Saugatuck Shores and Canal Road.
Coastal flood events, especially storm surge during hurricanes and tropical storms, can cause
some of the most severe damage with high economic impacts to municipal and residential
properties. Figure 3-1 shows hurricane storm surge inundation zones.

3.1.2

Capabilities

Westport has historically been proactive in flood mitigation with the town participating in several
FEMA mitigation programs prior to the Disaster Mitigation Act of 2000. Some specific past efforts
include:
• 1995 Repetitive Loss Plan
• 1997 Hazard Mitigation Plan
• 2000 Flood Management Plan
The Town primarily attempts to mitigate future flood damage and flood hazards by restricting
building activities in floodprone areas. Westport also uses regulations to protect the normal
functioning of the natural drainage systems and to prevent inappropriate development in flood
plains and coastal areas. The regulations are in accordance with the CT DEEP, FEMA and NIFP
requirements.
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The town owns a high-water rescue truck and is looking to acquire a second. This vehicle allows
for easier access during flooding events, as well as snow events if necessary.

Floodplain Management, NFIP and CRS

The town has consistently participated in the NFIP since July 19, 1974 and intends to continue
participation in the NFIP. SFHAs in Westport are delineated on a Flood Insurance Rate Map
(FIRM) and Flood Insurance Study (FIS). The FIS and FIRMs for town were most recently revised in
2013. The town also participates in the FEMA Community Rating System (CRS) program, which
recognizes and rewards more stringent floodplain regulations. By participating in the program,
residents receive a discount on flood insurance.
The NFIP administrator for the Town oversees the enforcement of NFIP regulations. The degree of
flood protection established by the variety of regulations in the Town meets the minimum
reasonable for regulatory purposes under the NFIP. The Town has a minimum elevation standard
to include one foot of freeboard.
The Town's Planning and Zoning Commission uses the 1% annual chance flood lines from the
FIRM delineated by FEMA to determine floodplain areas. Site plan standards require that all
proposals be consistent with the need to minimize flood damage, that public facilities and utilities
be located and constructed to minimize flood damage, and that adequate drainage is provided.

Ordinances, Regulations, and Plans

Regulations, codes, and ordinances that apply to flood hazard mitigation in conjunction with and
in addition to NFIP regulations are listed below, with examples of sections and content with
specific relevance to flood mitigation.


Zoning Regulations:
o 31-7: Regulations Applying to All Districts - Setbacks from Waterbodies,
Watercourses and Wetlands, restricting structures within 25 feet of a wetland or
waterbody.
o 31-11.3: Regulations Applying to All Districts - Flood Protection Requirements
o 54-22: Design Standards: Flood Prone Areas



Inland Wetland and Watercourse Regulations:
o Chapter 30 - Environmental & Natural Resources: Inland Wetlands. The purpose
of this division is to establish a means by which the Town may more effectively
enforce its Inland Wetlands and Watercourses Regulations, known as the
Regulations for the Protection and Preservation of Wetlands and Watercourses,
with the implementation of fines for violations.
o Chapter 31 - Flood and Erosion Control Board. The Flood and Erosion Control
Board shall have all the powers and duties conferred or imposed by law on Flood
and Erosion Control Boards.
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Plan of Conservation and Development:
o Focuses on development, conservation, and infrastructure related strategies
o Preserve resources, such as historic and open space, guide development, and
improve overall quality of life.
o Continue to preserve open space which provides flood storage.
o Highlights the need for coastal flood mitigation.
o Recommends non-structural applications for erosion control in coastal
development and projects.

Drainage and Street Flooding

The Town Department of Public Works (DPW) is in charge of the maintenance of the town's
drainage systems and performs clearing of bridges and culverts and other maintenance as
needed. The town has a catch basin cleanout program.
Some roadways in town with flooding concerns include:
o Hiawatha Lane
o Berkeley Road
o Black Birch Road
o Compo Mill Cove
o Saugatuck Shores

Public Information

The city receives regular weather updates through Division of Emergency Management and
Homeland Security (DEMHS) Region 1 email alerts as well as watches and warnings through the
National Weather Service. Tidal gauges in Bridgeport and Stamford help town officials watch for
flooding conditions and respond accordingly.

Actions Completed and New Capabilities

The town has completed infrastructure upgrades to the Westport train station parking lot,
providing high ground parking. These upgrades included elevating some parking areas, regrading
and repaving, and a new drainage system. The town has also changed the floodplain regulations
to require at least one foot of freeboard for new or substantially improved homes.
3.1.3

Vulnerabilities and Risk Assessment

Flooding can impact properties along the various river corridors in town, as well as those along
the coastline. With climate change projections showing more intense precipitation events in the
future, flooding in any of these areas may be exacerbated under future conditions. Areas that
already see flooding may see increased levels, while areas that may not be a concern may see
flooding issues in the future. While future conditions are uncertain, there are currently some areas
in town that are presently experiencing flooding challenges.
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FIG. 3-1

Repetitive Loss Properties

There are 213 repetitive loss properties (RLPs) located in Westport; 209 are residential and 4 are
commercial. 187 RPLs are located within a 1% flood zone. They are concentrated along the coast
but there is also a significant number along the Saugatuck River.
Many of the RLPs and Severe RLPs (SRLPs) in town have been elevated or completely rebuilt, and
ultimately mitigated for flooding. Some concerning properties do remain unelevated and
unmitigated. The town is hopeful to acquire some of these properties in the near future in the
event that funding is available.

Critical Facilities

There are two facilities located within the 100-year flood zones. The fire department is critical to
emergency response during a hazard event, and Saugatuck Elementary School is critical for day to
day operations and an evacuation priority.
The at-risk facilities include:
 Westport Fire Department Saugatuck
 Saugatuck Elementary School

At-Risk Areas

While FEMA flood zones have similar risk levels, there are some areas in Westport that experience
flooding more frequently and are at a greater risk of frequent flooding for various reasons.
Riverine areas include:
 Muddy Brook: several culverts are undersized and need to be upgraded
 Dead Man Brook: several culverts along the stream are undersized and need to be
upgraded.
There are several specific undersized culverts in town that also present flooding concerns
including Violet Lane, Myrtle Avenue, and the Boston Post road. Also, flooding along some private
roadways is a concern for the town, however, due to their ownership the Town finds mitigation
more challenging. Other at-risk roadways were previously discussed in the drainage and street
flooding.
Aside from riverine and infrastructural risks, the coastline of Westport is also at risk of flooding.
This may be attributed to astronomically high tides, or nuisance flooding, or due to storm surge.
Certain areas, such as Canal Road and Saugatuck Shores, frequently experience nuisance flooding.
Low-lying coastal areas are at risk of coastal flooding or storm surge, while those that are coastal
and in proximity to a river may see compounded flooding during extreme events.
Town staff has also noted a concern with regard to privately-owned and maintained roads; the
associations responsible for these roads sometimes do not perform the maintenance or upgrades
necessary to ensure adequate drainage and flood control. This can result in blocked or washedout roads, and a need for municipal intervention to perform emergency stabilization or resident
rescues.
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Saugatuck River
The river has several delineated floodplains, and therefore may be considered to be the most atrisk areas along the river. Within Westport and along the river, there are 17 RLPs, indicating past
flood challenges. There are several road crossings over the river, in the downtown area, which
may present challenges in regard to infrastructural capacity during a heavy event.
Long Island Sound Coastline
The shoreline of Westport is primarily residential, with pockets of commercial activity. The entire
coastline is all identified to have low lying, coastal stretched which may be at risk of both nuisance
and storm surge flooding. There are 178 repetitive loss properties.

3.2.1

DAM FAILURE
Setting

3.2.2

Capabilities

Dam failures can be triggered suddenly, with little or no warning, and often from other natural
disasters such as floods and earthquakes. Dam failures often occur during flooding when the
dam breaks under the additional force of floodwaters. In addition, a dam failure can cause a
chain reaction where the sudden release of floodwaters causes the next dam downstream to fail.
While flooding from a dam failure generally has a moderate geographic extent, the effects are
potentially catastrophic. Fortunately, a major dam failure is considered very unlikely in any given
year.
Dam failure inundation areas are included in the CT Alert emergency notification system contact
database. The town has the Emergency Action Plan (EAP) for the Aquarion owned dams on file in
the event of a potential failure. The Nash Pond dam is the only high hazard dam in town.
Following moderate to major flooding events, staff of the Westport Engineering Department
attempt to visually inspect Class B dams and report any obvious problems to the Dam Safety Unit
of DEEP. Dam Safety inspects these dams in approximately 5-year intervals.
An EAP for the Candlewood Lake Dam was prepared in 2004 by Northeast Utilities Service
Company for First Light Power. The plan addresses the requirements of FERC Project No. 2576
and includes Candlewood Lake Dam, Lake Candlewood Dike #2, North Lanesville Dike and Middle
Lanesville Dike on Candlewood Lake. The EAP contains a Dam Breach Analysis for the main dam
and dikes, and Inundation Maps for a "sunny day" failure and failure under 100-year flood
conditions.
The EAP describes the thorough maintenance and monitoring schedule for all structures. This
includes continuous staffing at the Rocky River Station; weekly inspections of the dikes; monthly
weir and piezometer readings; and annual inspections by FERC representatives. Water levels in
Candlewood Lake are monitored continuously by a signal transmitted via an underground cable.
Tailrace levels in the Housatonic River are also monitored continuously via a mounted staff gage.
Monitors have also been installed at weirs downstream of the Danbury Dike, Middle Lanesville
Dike, the Main Dam, and the Canal Dike.
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The EAP specifies that representatives of the Rocky River Project are responsible for notifying
Brookfield government officials in the event of an emergency.

Actions Completed and New Capabilities

Brookfield’s dam failure mitigation capabilities have improved since adoption of the previous plan
through increased dam monitoring and dam safety enforcement capabilities at the state level, as
well as the digitization and inclusion of dam failure inundation areas into the CTAlert system.
3.2.3

Vulnerabilities and Risk Assessment

As of 2013, there were 33 DEEP-inventoried dams within the Town of Westport. Dams and dam
failure areas, where available, are show in Figure 2-4. One of these dams is a Class C, or high
hazard dam, and four others are a Class B, or significant hazard dam. As shown in Table 3-1, the
higher hazard dams located in the town pose a risk to Westport.
Table 3-1: High Hazard Dams with Potential to Affect the Town of Westport

#

Name

Location

Class

Owner

15801
15804
15802
15805
15806

Nash Pond Dam
Aspetuck River
Lee’s Pond Dam
Westport Pond Dam
Greenacre Lane Pond Dam

Nash Pond, Westport
Aspetuck River, Westport
Lee’s Pond, Westport
Westport Pond, Westport
Greenacre Lane Pond, Westport

C
BB
B
B
B

Private
Private
Private
Town of Westport
Private

Failure of a high hazard dam can affect properties downstream of the impoundment both in and
outside of town, with potential large inundation zones traveling along each respective waterway.
The Nash Pond Dam is 105 feet in length, with a maximum height of 24 feet. It is a masonry
structure, and impounds roughly 58 acres at normal water levels with a contributing watershed of
3.05 square miles.
The Aspetuck River dam is 190 feet in length, and 12 feet high. The dam impounds a total
watershed area of 20.8 square miles, with a total pond area of 1.5 acres.
The Lee’s Pond Dam is a 200-foot-long and 17-foot-high masonry dam. This dam impounds
roughly 97 acres, with a contributing watershed of 77.50 square miles.
The Westport Pond Dam, owned by the Town of Westport, is 75 feet in length, 4 feet high, and is
located along Deadman Brook. The dam impounds approximately 2.25 square miles of watershed,
with a pond size of about 1.0 square miles.
Greenacre Lane Pond Dam is a 50-foot-long masonry dam that is about 4 feet high. The dam is
located along an unnamed stream and has an area of about 0.5 square miles.

Changes and Improvements

Westport continues to be at low risk from dam failure. The Town has installed, and now maintains,
warning gauges on local dams.
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3.3.1

HURRICANES AND TROPICAL STORMS
Setting

A hurricane striking Westport is considered a possible event each year and could cause critical
damage to the town and its infrastructure. Several types of hazards may be associated with
tropical storms and hurricanes including heavy or tornado winds, heavy rains, and flooding. While
only some of the areas of Westport are susceptible to flooding or storm surge damage caused by
hurricanes, wind damage can occur anywhere in the town. Hurricanes, therefore, have the
potential to affect any area within the Town of Weston. A hurricane striking the town is
considered a possible event each year and could cause critical damage to the town and its
infrastructure.
Connecticut is located in FEMA Zone II regarding maximum expected wind speed. The maximum
expected wind speed for a three-second gust is 160 mph. The American Society of Civil Engineers
recommends that new buildings be designed to withstand this peak three-second gust.

3.3.2

Capabilities

Wind loading requirements are addressed through the state building code. The 2018 Connecticut
State Building Code was amended in 2009 and adopted with an effective date of October 1, 2018.
Effective 2018, the design wind speed for Westport is 110 miles per hour for a Category 1, 120
miles per hour for a Category 2 and 130 for Category 3 or greater. Westport has adopted the
Connecticut Building Code as its building code. The Town website provides links to the State
Building Codes so that developers are able to find design standards for wind.
Westport has a tree warden, an annual tree maintenance program for public property, and the
DPW maintains the necessary equipment to clean up downed tree limbs, brush, and debris
following major wind events. Staging areas have been identified for short term storage, and an
agreement with Sherwood Island State Park was reached for temporary storage and processing
following major storm events.
Education and preparedness are critical components in reducing vulnerability to severe storm
events. Westport officials continue to visit schools and educate children about the risks from
natural hazards and necessary preparedness actions. Town staff have also attended trainings on
mitigation measures from FEMA, Building Officials & Code Administrators International Inc., and
the DEEP.
The Town has also devoted significant resources to ensure that emergency responders are
prepared during a severe storm event. A weather monitoring station is employed, and emergency
communications facilities have been updated to withstand high wind. The Westport/Weston
Health District, in cooperation with the American Red Cross, the Westport Housing Authority, the
Department of Human Services and the local Visiting Nurse agencies continued to maintain a list
of residents requiring additional services and support during emergencies. The Town also
regularly reviews the Westport Emergency Operations Plan, providing updates as needed.
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Actions Completed and New Capabilities

When working with Eversource there is a community liaison, as well a Subject Matter Expert
(SME), that is employed by the town. This SME is a former electric employee and has extensive
knowledge on the system in town and electric infrastructure. The SME assists in power restoration
efforts during an event.
3.3.3

Vulnerabilities and Risk Assessment

Most of the damage to the town from historical tropical cyclones has been due to the effects of
flooding and wind. Areas of known and potential flooding problems are discussed in Section 3.1
The Town of Westport is vulnerable to hurricane damage from wind and flooding and from any
tornadoes accompanying the storm. In fact, most of the damage to the town from historical
tropical cyclones has been due to the effects of flooding. Factors that influence vulnerability to
tropical cyclones in the town include building codes currently in place, local zoning and
development patterns, and the age and number of structures located in highly vulnerable areas of
the community.

Changes and Improvements

The Town of Westport continues to mitigate hurricane and tropical storm damage via flood
mitigation strategies and tree maintenance efforts.
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3.4.1

SUMMER STORMS AND TORNADOES
Setting

Summer storms and tornadoes have the potential to affect any area within the Town of Westport.
Because these types of storms and the hazards that result (flash flooding, wind, hail, and
lightning) might have limited geographic extent, it is possible for a summer storm to harm one
area within the town without harming another.
Based on the historic record, it is considered highly likely that a summer storm that includes
lightning will impact Westport each year, although lightning strikes have a limited effect. Strong
winds and hail are considered likely to occur during such storms but also generally have limited
effects. A tornado is considered a possible event in Fairfield County each year that could cause
significant damage to a small area.

3.4.2

Capabilities

The town’s capabilities regarding mitigation of high wind events are described in Section 3.3.2.
Warning is the primary method of existing mitigation for tornadoes and thunderstorm-related
hazards. The NOAA National Weather Service issues watches and warnings when severe weather
is likely to develop or has developed, respectively. Westport’s emergency communication
capabilities are described in Section 2.5.

Actions Completed and New Capabilities

Westport’s summer storm and tornado capabilities continue to be strong.
3.4.3

Vulnerabilities and Risk Assessment

The entire Town of Westport is at relatively equal risk for experiencing damage from summer
storms and tornadoes. Based on the historic record, a few summer storms have resulted in costly
damages to the Town. Most damages are relatively site specific and occur to private property
(and therefore are paid for by private insurance). For municipal property, the town budget for
tree removal and minor repairs is generally adequate to handle summer storm damage.
According to the 2019 State Natural Hazard Mitigation Plan Update, Fairfield County has a
moderate to high risk of tornado activity based on historical occurrences. Therefore, by virtue of
its location in Fairfield County, the Town of Westport has moderate to high potential to
experience tornado damage. In general, thunderstorms and hailstorms in Connecticut are more
frequent in the western and northern parts of the state and less frequent in the southern and
eastern parts. The majority of these events do not cause any measurable damage. Although
lightning is usually associated with thunderstorms, it can occur on almost any day. The likelihood
of lightning strikes in the Westport area is very high during any given thunderstorm although no
one area of the town is at higher risk of lightning strikes. The risk of at least one hailstorm
occurring in Westport is considered moderate in any given year.
Thunderstorms are expected to impact the region about 20 days each year. The majority of these
events do not cause any measurable damage. Although lightning is usually associated with
thunderstorms, it can occur on almost any day. The likelihood of lightning strikes in the Westport
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area is high during any given thunderstorm although no one area of the town is at higher risk of
lightning strikes. There is also risk of a hailstorm occurring at least once per year in Westport.
The risk of downbursts occurring during such storms and damaging the Town of Westport is
believed to be low for any given year. All areas of the town are susceptible to damage from high
winds although more building damage is expected densely developed corridors, such as along
Route 7, and surrounding areas, while more tree damage is expected in the less densely
populated more rural areas of town.
Secondary damage from falling branches and trees is more common than direct wind damage to
structures. Heavy winds can take down trees near power lines, leading to the start and spread of
fires. Most downed power lines in Westport are detected quickly, and any associated fires are
quickly extinguished. Such fires can be extremely dangerous during the summer months during
dry and drought conditions. It is important to have adequate water supply for fire protection to
ensure the necessary level of safety is maintained.

Changes and Improvements

Westport continues to mitigate summer storms and tornadoes.
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3.5.1

WINTER STORMS AND NOR’EASTERS
Setting

The entire Town of Westport is susceptible to winter storms. In general, winter storms are
considered highly likely to occur each year (although major storms are less frequent), and the
hazards that result (nor'easter winds, snow, and blizzard conditions) can potentially have a
significant effect over a large area of the town.
According to the 2019 Connecticut State Natural Hazard Mitigation Plan the state can expect to
experience at least two or more major snow events each year, with an average of 14 winter events
in a season. It is estimated that the western half of Westport’s average annual snowfall is about
2.5 to 4 feet, while the eastern half is less than 2.5 feet.

3.5.2

Capabilities

The town continuously reviews snow removal procedures and explores options for reducing costs.
Prior to a winter weather event, the town ensures that all warning/notification and
communications systems are ready and ensures that appropriate equipment and supplies,
especially snow removal equipment, are in place and in good working order. In some known
problem areas, prestorm treatment is applied to roadways to reduce the accumulation of snow.
The town also has staging areas for debris disposal for after winter storms, and other high wind
events.

Actions Completed and New Capabilities

In 2017 and 2018 WestCOG developed a local snow action plan, which included an update of
road clearing routes and the salt distribution plan. This was part of the regional winter
maintenance practices initiative led by WestCOG. Reports produced as part of that initiative are:
 Winter Maintenance Practices Baseline Assessment Report, November 2017. Prepared for
WestCOG by Axiomatic, LLC
 Winter Maintenance Practices Guide, September 2018. Prepared for WestCOG by
Axiomatic, LLC
3.5.3

Vulnerabilities and Risk Assessment

The entire Town of Westport is at relatively equal risk for experiencing damage from winter
storms although some areas (such as icing trouble spots and neighborhoods with a high
concentration of flat roofs) are more susceptible. The public assistance reimbursement from
Winter Storm Alfred was $69,000, proving that winter storms can be costly. However, many
damages are relatively site specific and occur to private property (and therefore are paid for by
private insurance) while repairs for power outages are often widespread and difficult to quantify
to any one municipality.
The structures and utilities in Westport are vulnerable to a variety of winter storm damage. Tree
limbs and some building structures may not be suited to withstand high wind and snow loads.
Ice can damage or collapse power lines, render steep gradients impassable for motorists,
undermine foundations, and cause "flood" damage from freezing water pipes in basements.
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Drifting snow can occur after large storms, but the effects are generally mitigated through
municipal plowing efforts.
The elderly population in Westport is particularly susceptible to the impacts created by winter
storms due to resource needs (heat, electricity loss, safe access to food, etc.).

Changes and Improvements

Westport continues to mitigate snowstorm damages.
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3.6.1

WILDFIRES AND DROUGHT
Setting

Westport is generally considered a moderate to low risk area for small wildfires but a low risk area
for large wildfires. Wildfires are of particular concern in outlying areas without public water
service and other areas with poor access for fire-fighting equipment. Such areas in Westport are
limited to the northern areas of the town. Hazards associated with wildfires include property
damage and loss of habitat.

In addition, Westport, and Fairfield County overall, has experienced drought challenges over
recent years. The U.S. Drought Monitor (USDM), which has been monitoring nationwide drought
conditions since 2000, estimates that over the past two decades Connecticut experienced its
longest drought of 46 weeks beginning June 21, 2016 and lasting until May 2, 2017. It was also
estimated that the most intense period of this extended drought occurred the week of November
15, 2016, where approximately 44.5% of Connecticut lands were impacted. Figure 3-2 depicts the
various drought conditions in Fairfield County since 2000, where the warmer colors represent
more advanced drought stages.

Figure 3-2: USDM Drought Time Series for Fairfield County
The 2019 Connecticut Natural Hazard Mitigation Plan assumes that the State of Connecticut has a
medium probably of future drought events. This assumption is based on climate change
projections anticipating hotter and wetter conditions in the near future. Climate forecasts often
suggest that while precipitation may increase, the overall pattern will generally be higher intensity
storms, with longer than average dry periods between events. The State Plan also identifies that
Fairfield County accounts for roughly 7.34% of the state’s total number of farms, with a market
value of over $34 million in product sold from these farms.
3.6.2

Capabilities

Regulations regarding fire protection in Westport are outlined in the Zoning Regulations and the
Town Code of Ordinances:
 Chapter 34 - FIRE PREVENTION AND PROTECTION
o 2(a): No person, without a permit granted by the Fire Chief or his/her designee,
shall kindle or maintain any outdoor fire in the Town
o 3. - Accumulation of combustible material prohibited; notice; removal
 34-11.3 Fire Lanes - Fire lanes shall be provided on a site where required by Fire Marshal
pursuant to Town Fire Lanes Ordinance. Such designated fire lanes shall be at least eight
(8) feet in width and shall be marked "No Parking." No required parking or loading space
shall encroach on any required fire lane.
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The town’s Fire Department is served by 64 career firefighters, staffing 4 firehouses in town.

Actions Completed and New Capabilities

The town continues to require adequate water for firefighting in new developments.
3.6.3

Vulnerabilities and Risk Assessment

According to the Connecticut DEEP, the actual forest fire risk in Connecticut is low due to several
factors. First, the overall incidence of forest fires is very low. According to the 2019 State Hazard
Mitigation Plan, an average of 109 fires per year occurred in Connecticut from 2013 to 2017,
which is less than one per municipality per year. Secondly, as the wildfire/forest fire prone areas
become fragmented due to development, the local fire departments have increased access to
those neighborhoods for firefighting equipment. Third, the problematic interface areas such as
driveways too narrow to permit emergency vehicles are site specific. Finally, trained firefighters at
the local and state level are readily available to fight fires in the state, and inter-municipal
cooperation on such instances is common.
In the drought year of 1999, the average wildfire in Connecticut burned five acres in comparison
to the two most extreme wildfires recorded since 1986 that burned 300 acres each. Given the
availability of firefighting water in Westport, including the use of nearby water bodies, it is
believed that this average value for a drought year and the extreme value are applicable to the
town as well.
The Wildland-Urban Interface (WUI) index is used to identify areas that may be at greater risk of
wildfires based on the density of development in comparison to the amount of wildfire prone
vegetation. The northern areas of Westport of those that could be considered at greater risk due
to moderate to high levels of development intermixed with fire prone vegetation. However, given
firefighting capacity and water availability, it is likely that the town has effective capabilities to
minimize damage from fires that may occur.
Wildfire Risk Areas is Westport are mapped in Figure 3-3

Changes and Improvements

The town’s vulnerability to wildfires continues to be low.
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3.7.1

EARTHQUAKES AND LANDSLIDES
Setting

The entirety Westport is susceptible to earthquake damage. However, even though earthquake
damage has the potential to occur anywhere both in town and in the northeastern United States,
the effects may be felt differently in some areas based on the type of geology. In general,
earthquakes are considered a hazard that may possibly occur but that may cause significant
effects to a large area.

According to the 2019 Connecticut Natural Hazard Mitigation Plan Update, Connecticut is at a low
to moderate risk for experiencing an earthquake of a magnitude greater than 3.5 and at a
moderate risk of experiencing an earthquake of a magnitude less than 3.0 in the future. No
earthquake with a magnitude greater than 3.5 has occurred in Connecticut within the last 30
years, and the USGS currently ranks Connecticut 43rd out of the 50 states for overall earthquake
activity.
3.7.2

Capabilities

The city has adopted the state building codes for new construction, and they are enforced by the
Building Official. Due to the infrequent nature of damaging earthquakes, land use policies in
town do not directly address earthquake hazards. However, various documents do indirectly
discuss areas susceptible to earthquake damage and regulations that help to minimize potential
earthquake damage.


Subdivision Regulations:
o Encourage the conservation of existing undeveloped land by preserving water
bodies, wetlands, watercourses, major stands of trees, steep slopes, ridge lines,
significant geological features and other areas of environmental value.
o Require that soil erosion and sediment control plans be developed for proposed
projects.



Plan of Conservation and Development:
o Promotes the conservation of open space, which may include vulnerable soil
types and steep slopes.



Zoning
o Limits development on land with slopes of 25% or greater.

Actions Completed and New Capabilities

Westport continues to have appropriate capabilities for mitigating earthquake events.
3.7.3

Vulnerabilities and Risk Assessment

Some areas in Wilton are underlain by sand and gravel, particularly in areas along the Saugatuck
river and the coastline. Structures in these areas are at increased risk from earthquakes due to
amplification of seismic energy and/or collapse. Most of the remaining area is underlain by
glacial till and is therefore not at increased risk during an earthquake due to unstable soils.
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A series of earthquake probability maps was generated using the 2009 interactive web-based
mapping tools hosted by the USGS. These maps were used to determine the probability of an
earthquake of greater than magnitude 5.0 or greater than magnitude 6.0 damaging the town of
Westport. Results are presented in Table 3-1 below.
Table 3-1: Probability of a Damaging Earthquake in the Vicinity of Westport
Time Frame
(Years)
50
100
250
350

Probability of the Occurrence
of an Earthquake Event >
Magnitude 5.0
2% to 3%
4% to 6%
10% to 12%
12% to 15%

Changes and Improvements

Probability of the Occurrence
of an Earthquake Event >
Magnitude 6.0
< 1%
1% to 2%
2% to 3%
3% to 4%

The town’s vulnerability to earthquakes continues to be low.
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3.8.1

SEA LEVEL RISE AND SHORELINE CHANGE
Setting

The coastal areas of Westport are susceptible sea level rise and shoreline change. Sea level rise
may not be considered a high hazard risk in and of itself, however, rising seas in conjunction with
extreme weather may result in inundation farther inland that seen during past events. In addition
to extreme weather, nuisance flooding may also become a more frequent issue during extreme
high tides.
The State of Connecticut has adopted the recent sea level rise projections developed by the
University of Connecticut, Connecticut Institute for Resilience and Climate Adaptation (CIRCA) as
the latest planning threshold for coastal municipalities. This projection anticipates a rise of 50 cm
by the year 2050.

3.8.2

Capabilities

The town has begun to see an increase in nuisance flooding, and has experience the impacts of
extreme storm surge, leaving officials aware of the potential impacts of an extreme storm with
elevated sea levels.
A flood study was conducted on 8 to 9 streams in town to assess for flooding concerns and
infrastructure. The town also acquired a high-water rescue truck and is looking to acquire a
second.

Actions Completed and New Capabilities

Westport has been increasing its sea level rise and shoreline change mitigation capabilities
through studies, improvement of emergency response capabilities, and monitoring of changing
sea levels.
3.8.3

Vulnerabilities and Risk Assessment

The most at-risk areas are those immediately along the shoreline, with risk slightly declining
moving inland. Saugatuck Shores is particularly at risk of increased nuisance flooding under future
sea levels. In addition, a 100-year storm event with one foot of sea level rise has the potential to
inundate many of the coastal areas including Compo and Hale Court. Much of these areas are
residential.

Changes and Improvements

The town has updated GIS resources to include coastal AE zones and has provided the building
department with a database of properties located in this zone. The town has also been
encouraging residents to elevate homes to comply with flood regulations and has improved
bridge access to Saugatuck Shores community.
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MITIGATION STRATEGIES AND ACTIONS
Goals and Objectives

Municipal goals and objectives have been made consistent regionally and are presented in the
Multi-Jurisdictional Plan document.

Status of Mitigation Strategies and Actions from Previous HMP

The table below lists the mitigation actions developed in the previous HMP and the status of
each. Actions to be carried forward are noted as such. Actions that have been institutionalized as
capabilities are not carried forward.
#

Description

Status

Notes

Incorporate a Natural Hazards Awareness Week and
conduct corresponding outreach the community and all
interested parties. Activities will focus on flooding and
other natural hazards, including associated hazard
functions, governing laws/regulations, mitigation
strategies and precautions. Outreach will also be
conducted throughout the year, wherever possible

Carry
Forward

This was not achieved due to
staffing limitations. It was noted
some similar outreach is already
conducted during some town
events.

1

2

Acquire properties within the floodplain as funding
becomes available.

Carry
Forward
with
Revisions

Encourage the preservation of
undeveloped lands within the 100year flood zone with the use of open
space purchases, donations and
conservation easements.

3

Review the Westport Plan of Conservation and
Development and other relevant plans to identify open
space projects that preserve or restore the functions of
natural systems and may be eligible for funding under
mitigation grants.

Carry
Forward
with
Revisions

Condense actions 2 and 3 as the
town would like to pursue specific
property acquisitions for flood
storage and open space
preservation.

4

Identify and publicize regulations that will preserve and
protect watercourses, waterbodies, wetlands, steep
slopes, and floodplains, and those that will conserve
floodplain fringe areas, wellhead areas, areas of high
groundwater availability, and unique/special habitat
areas.

Capability

This is an ongoing action.

Updates to Zoning regulations
increasing mitigation requirements
The town believes this action needs
to be addressed by way of other
regulations. Possibly incorporate Vzone acquisitions into actions 2 &
3.

5

Minimize the amount and intensity of development in “V”
flood zones, new non-water dependent development
from “V” zones.

Capability

6

Change the floodplain regulations to require at least one
foot of freeboard for new or substantially improved
homes.

Completed
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#

Description

Status

7

Study the use of V-Zone standards for coastal A-Zones.

Completed

8

Adopt an ordinance that would place responsibility for
stream channel maintenance on the property owner and
give Westport enforcement power. Such ordinances
would include stream dumping, channel maintenance,
and land clearing disturbances. These ordinances would
reduce the likelihood of localized flooding and could lead
to additional points toward CRS reclassification.

Carry
Forward

The town believes this is an
achievable action and would like to
pursue it under the development of
a new committee.

9

Evaluate the zoning regulations for ways to reduce land
coverage and building size, including in flood zones.

Carry
Forward
with
Revisions

10

Modify Zoning Regulations to change the time horizon
for work that is to be included in substantial
improvement from 5 years to life of structure.

Carry
Forward
with
Revisions

The P&Z representative would like
to form a working group or
committee that is capable of
evaluating, developing and
pursuing zoning regulations
changes associated with flood
hazard areas. This includes actions
9-13

11

Modify Zoning Regulations to require that any building or
structure even if only a portion of which lies in a flood
hazard zone is designed to be fully protected as if the
entire structure were in the zone.

Carry
Forward
with
Revisions

12

Modify Zoning Regulations to require that any building or
structure even if only a portion of which lies in a more
restrictive flood hazard zone that the building be
designed to be fully protected as if the entire structure
were in the more restrictive zone

Carry
Forward
with
Revisions

13

Modify Zoning Regulations to prohibit structures entirely
or partially over water unless water dependent uses

Carry
Forward
with
Revisions

14

Regularly review subdivision regulations and make
appropriate changes to encourage alternatives to placing
lots in flood prone areas and to minimize impermeable
ground coverings, if necessary.

Carry
Forward
with
Revisions

15

Undertake preparation of an update to the 1970 master
drainage plan (the “Jackson” study).

Complete
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Notes
Regulations have been changed to
clearly state the standards.

Modify Zoning Regulations to
prohibit new living space entirely or
partially over water unless water
dependent uses.
Eliminate “and to minimize
impermeable ground coverings, if
necessary”
Add new action: Minimize
impermeable ground coverings

#

Description

Status

16

Westport will encourage the Aspetuck Land Trust to
initiate a maintenance program for Sasco Creek as it
passes through their property, in an attempt to foster an
understanding that maintaining a clear channel in the
northern section of the parcel will reduce flooding
occurrences on Gristmill Lane. If necessary, Westport can
pursue clearing rights on these parcels.

Carry
Forward
with
Revisions

17

Pursue and support comprehensive studies that
recommend specific strategies for effective erosion
abatement.

18

Investigate and pursue the purchase of an automated
sand bagger.

Carry
Forward
with
Revisions

19

Notes
The privately-owned Bulkley Pond
Dam on Sasco Brook was breached
during a severe storm event in the
Fall of 2018.
Action: The Town will work with the
State and other Non-Governmental
Organizations to encourage the dam
and surrounding property owners to
formalize the breach and restore
and manage the wetland system as
it transitions from a pond to a wet
meadow

Drop

No longer a necessity

Obtain FEMA training on post disaster single-family
dwelling assessments and other flood related issues.

Capability

Town does this.

20

Make FEMA’s Emergency Management Institute classes
available to Town Employees, including Rapid Visual
Screening Techniques, designed to teach skills necessary
for inventorying disaster-susceptible buildings. Skills
acquired by attending this course could be utilized in
implementing the Hazard Mitigation Plan.

Capability

Town employees have been
participating in training events and
the annual conference of the
Connecticut Association of Flood
Managers since 2014, meeting the
intent of this action.
Employees also receive training
through FEMA EMI and CIRCA.

21

Request that FEMA continue to work to improve the
accuracy of the updated FIRM maps, with special
attention paid to unnumbered A-zones.

Carry
Forward

22

Obtain and update town GIS with Coastal AE Zones (Limit
of Moderate Wave Action [LiMWA]) due to new Building
Code requirements for properties within this area

Completed

23

Provide the Building Department with database of
properties within Coastal AE Zones (Limit of Moderate
Wave Action [LiMWA])

Completed

24

Encourage elevations of existing homes to comply with
Floodplain Regulations

Completed

25

Promote the use of functional shutters for properties
located along the coast to guard against window
breakage which can result in structural failure.
Investigate funding sources to promote this relatively
inexpensive type of retrofitting on a large scale.

Drop
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#

Description

Status

26

Retrofit existing above ground utility structures to make
them more disaster resilient.

Carry
Forward
with
Revisions

27

Determine how to reuse disposed brush within the
community to reduce costs of exporting from Westport
(chips, firewood, composting).

Remove

28

Encourage moving as many utility lines underground as
possible.

Capability

29

Place deflectors on key utility lines to reduce
accumulation of ice or snow.

30

Encourage appropriate streetscaping and planting,
particularly around utilities.

31

Identify additional sites for yard waste and storm debris.

Carry
Forward

32

Evaluate municipality’s sheltering and evacuation needs
for a variety of storm scenarios.

Capability

Carry
Forward
with
Revisions

Notes
Town has completed some of these
projects.
New action carried forward:
Take advantage of opportunities
during redevelopment projects to
retrofit existing above ground
structures to make them more
disaster resilient.

Add work with utility companies

Capability

Carry
Forward
with
Revisions

Now Eversource & UI – add
“through the community liaison”

33

Improve coordination with CL&P and NU

34

Identify opportunities for cooperation and coordination
with private road associations

35

Improve (bridge) access to Saugatuck Shores community

Completed

Completed in 2017

36

Implement specific physical actions that help protect
public critical facilities against wind damage as funds
become available.

Drop

Combine with action #42

37

Encourage private marinas and yacht clubs to develop
management plans that address pollution prevention and
hazard mitigation.

Carry
Forward

38

Begin to evaluate and work to harden the structural
integrity of Town-owned Critical Facilities and buildings
and their ability to withstand earthquakes.

Drop

39

Encourage privately owned critical facilities to evaluate
the ability of the buildings to withstand earthquakes and
tornadoes, and to address and deficiencies identified.

Carry
Forward
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Carry
Forward

Combine with action #42

#

Description

Status

Notes

40

During the Natural Hazards Awareness Week include
activities, workshops and materials about all natural
hazards.

Drop

This is included in the Natural
Hazards Awareness Week action

41

Provide the earthquake-related publications to the public
library for inclusion with the other natural hazard
publications.

Carry
Forward

42

Request that the Town, including the Board of Education,
if applicable, retain the services of a professional engineer
to survey all municipally owned buildings for their ability
to withstand earthquake and wind loading. Prioritize any
retrofitting, giving those buildings to be used as shelters
the highest priority. If analysis reveals that a particular
building is better suited as a shelter than one that is
currently being used, then consider relocating the shelter
to that location.

Carry
Forward
with
Revisions

43

Update drought management plan to be in alignment
with State of Connecticut Drought Management plan.

Carry
Forward

44

Work with the State Department of Energy and
Environmental Protection, local conservation officials and
dam owners to identify which dams are no longer
serviceable and could be removed. Work to coordinate
and identify funding opportunities.

Capability

45

Continue to install and maintain warning gauges on local
dams as the opportunity or need arises.

Capability

46

Ensure Emergency Operations Plans are updated and on
file with local emergency management officials. Local
emergency management officials will assist dam owners
as needed.

Capability

47

Work with dam owners to ensure that maintenance and
inspections are conducted as required and documented
with local and state emergency management officials.

Capability

48

Develop and conduct a Dam Failure Exercise that involve
all stakeholders and encourages preparedness through
practice using public notifications systems. Assess and
practice evacuation and response plans. Practice
communication and coordination of local and state
emergency response personnel
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Capability

Add “fund studies and retain the
services…”

Town works with NGOs as well as
DEEP.

Dam EOPs are now called
Emergency Action Plans (EAPs).
Most EAPs have been completed.
Town wants to carry forward an
action to ensure ongoing practices
and protocols to ensure this is
continued.
Town wants to carry forward an
action to ensure ongoing practices
and protocols to ensure this is
continued.
Town wants to carry forward an
action to ensure ongoing practices
and protocols to ensure this is
continued.

#

Description

Status

49

Develop public awareness information material to
distribute to property owners/occupants in the dam
failure inundation zones.

Carry
Forward

50

Evaluate how to best prepare for the implications of
global sea level rise to best balance public health, safety,
and welfare.

Carry
Forward

Notes

Prioritization of Strategies and Actions

The STAPLEE method, described in the Multi-Jurisdictional document, was used to score
mitigation activities. The STAPLEE matrix in Appendix A provides the total scores. Actions have
been further prioritized based on implementation cost, project urgency, and municipal and public
input. The strategies below are presented in priority order, with qualitative priority levels listed
for each.

Mitigation Strategies and Actions Implementation Table

The Town proposed to initiate several new mitigation actions for the upcoming five years.
Additionally, a number of actions from the previous planning period are being carried forward or
replaced with revised actions. These are listed below.
Action WPT-01

Update drought management plan to be in alignment with State of Connecticut Drought Preparedness and
Response Plan.
Lead

EM, DEEP, DPW, CC

Cost

$0 - $25,000

Funding

Operating Budget

Timeframe

2021

Priority

High
Action WPT-02

Identify locations for residents to park cars when flooding is forecast, ensure sufficient parking is available,
and inform residents of the appropriate parking locations.
Lead

EM

Cost

$0 - $25,000

Funding

Operating Budget

Timeframe

2021

Priority

High
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Action WPT-03

Provide information on the Town website about CT DEEP training and information around small business
chemical management for hazard resilience.
Lead

EM, BOS

Cost

$0 - $25,000

Funding

Operating Budget, CT DEEP

Timeframe

2021

Priority

High
Action WPT-04

Use the CT Toxics Users and Climate Resilience Map to identify toxic users located in hazard zones within
your community. Contact those users to inform them about the CT DEEP small business chemical
management initiative.
Lead

EM, BOS

Cost

$0 - $25,000

Funding

Operating Budget, CT DEEP

Timeframe

2021

Priority

High
Action WPT-05

Host a CT DEEP presentation for municipal staff and local businesses about business chemical management
for hazard resilience.
Lead

EM, BOS

Cost

$0 - $25,000

Funding

Operating Budget, CT DEEP

Timeframe

2021

Priority

High
Action WPT-06

Take one of the following actions that will mitigate natural hazard risks while also meeting Sustainable CT
objectives:
- Disseminate a toolkit for pre-disaster business preparedness.
- Revise regulations to promote Low Impact Development.
- Include the goals of this Hazard Mitigation Plan, and at least three other sustainability concepts, in your
next POCD update.
Lead

BOS

Cost

$0 - $25,000

Funding

Operating Budget, Sustainable CT Community Match Fund

Timeframe

2021

Priority

High
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Action WPT-07
Improve coordination with Eversource and UI through the community liaison.
Lead

EM, DPW, Private

Cost

$0 - $25,000

Funding

Operating Budget

Timeframe

2022

Priority

Med
Action WPT-08

Encourage the preservation of undeveloped lands within the 100-year flood zone with the use of open
space purchases, donations and conservation easements.
Lead

CC, DPW

Cost

$0 - $25,000

Funding

Operating Budget, FEMA Grant

Timeframe

2022

Priority

Med
Action WPT-09
Collaborate with CIRCA on the "Resilient Connecticut" project

Lead

BOS

Cost

$0 - $25,000

Funding

Operating Budget

Timeframe

2022

Priority

Med
Action WPT-10

Coordinate with CT SHPO to conduct outreach to owners of historic properties to educate them on
methods of retrofitting historic properties to be more hazard-resilient while maintaining historic character.
Lead

Planning

Cost

$0 - $25,000

Funding

Operating Budget, CT SHPO

Timeframe

2022

Priority

Med
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Action WPT-11

Coordinate with CT SHPO to conduct historic resource surveys, focusing on areas within natural hazard risk
zones (flood zones, wildfire hazard zones, steep slopes) to identify historic resources at risk and support the
preparation of resiliency plans across the state.
Lead

Planning

Cost

$25,000 - $50,000

Funding

CT SHPO

Timeframe

2024

Priority

Med
Action WPT-12

The privately-owned Bulkley Pond Dam on Sasco Brook was breached during a severe storm event in the
Fall of 2018. The Town will work with the State and other Non-Governmental Organizations to encourage
the dam and surrounding property owners to formalize the breach and restore and manage the wetland
system as it transitions from a pond to a wet meadow.
Lead

CC, DPW

Cost

$50,000 - $100,000

Funding

Capital Improvement Plan, FEMA Grant

Timeframe

2025

Priority

Med
Action WPT-13

Identify a department, board, or individual to be responsible for ongoing implementation of dam safety
practices, such as keeping EAPs up-to-date and on file, ensuring inspection and maintenance work is
completed and documented, and performing dam failure exercises.
Lead

EM, DPW, CC, P&Z, Buildings

Cost

$0 - $25,000

Funding

Operating Budget

Timeframe

2022

Priority

Low
Action WPT-14

Incorporate a Natural Hazards Awareness Week and conduct corresponding outreach the community and
all interested parties. Activities will focus on flooding and other natural hazards, including associated
hazard functions, governing laws/regulations, mitigation strategies and precautions. Outreach will also be
conducted throughout the year, wherever possible
Lead

P&Z, CC, DPW

Cost

$0 - $25,000

Funding

Operating Budget

Timeframe

2022

Priority

Low
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Action WPT-15

Require private marinas and yacht clubs to develop management plans that address pollution prevention
and hazard mitigation.
Lead

EM, Police, Fire, DPW

Cost

$0 - $25,000

Funding

Operating Budget

Timeframe

2022

Priority

Low
Action WPT-16

Provide the earthquake-related publications to the public library for inclusion with the other natural hazard
publications.
Lead

EM, BOE

Cost

$0 - $25,000

Funding

Operating Budget

Timeframe

2022

Priority

Low
Action WPT-17

Develop a new committee to focus on flood hazard area regulations including making changes such as:
Changing SI lookback from 5 years to the life of the structure
Require a structure, even if only partially in a flood hazard zone, if designed to be fully protected as if
the entire structure were in the zone
A building or structure, if located in two zones, is designed to the standards of the more restrictive
flood hazard zone
Prohibit new living spaces entirely of partially over water unless water dependent uses
Lead

Planning, BOS

Cost

$0 - $25,000

Funding

Operating Budget

Timeframe

2022

Priority

Low
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Action WPT-18

Adopt an ordinance that would place responsibility for stream channel maintenance on the property owner
and give Westport enforcement power. Such ordinances would include stream dumping, channel
maintenance, and land clearing disturbances. These ordinances would reduce the likelihood of localized
flooding and could lead to additional points toward CRS reclassification.
Lead

P&Z

Cost

$0 - $25,000

Funding

Operating Budget

Timeframe

2022

Priority

Low
Action WPT-19

Regularly review subdivision regulations and make appropriate changes to encourage alternatives to
placing lots in flood prone areas
Lead

DPW, CC, Aspetuck Land Trust

Cost

$0 - $25,000

Funding

Operating Budget

Timeframe

2022

Priority

Low
Action WPT-20

Request that FEMA continue to work to improve the accuracy of the updated FIRM maps, with special
attention paid to unnumbered A-zones.
Lead

Town, DPW, EM, P&Z, Utilities

Cost

$0 - $25,000

Funding

Operating Budget

Timeframe

2022

Priority

Low
Action WPT-21

Develop public awareness information material to distribute to property owners/occupants in the dam
failure inundation zones.
Lead

P&Z, EM, DPW, CC

Cost

$25,000 - $50,000

Funding

Operating Budget

Timeframe

2024

Priority

Low
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Action WPT-22

Conduct a detailed flood/coastal risk assessment to improve resiliency efforts to key assets and vulnerable
properties.
Lead

P&Z

Cost

$50,000 - $100,000

Funding

Operating Budget, Grant

Timeframe

2025

Priority

Low
Action WPT-23

Pursue and support comprehensive studies that recommend specific strategies for effective erosion
abatement at Compo Mill Cove.
Lead

EM, P&Z, CC, Buildings

Cost

$50,000 - $100,000

Funding

Operating Budget, Grant

Timeframe

2025

Priority

Low
Action WPT-24

Request that the Town, including the Board of Education, if applicable, fund studies and retain the services
of a professional engineer to survey all municipally owned buildings for their ability to withstand
earthquake and wind loading. Prioritize any retrofitting, giving those buildings to be used as shelters the
highest priority. If analysis reveals that a particular building is better suited as a shelter than one that is
currently being used, then consider relocating the shelter to that location.
Lead

WWHD

Cost

$50,000 - $100,000

Funding

Operating Budget, Grant

Timeframe

2025

Priority

Low
Action WPT-25

Take advantage of opportunities during redevelopment projects to retrofit existing above ground
structures to make them more disaster resilient. This action seeks to go beyond the requirements
associated with substantial improvement.
Lead

P&Z, DPW

Cost

$100,000 - $500,000

Funding

Capital Improvement Plan, FEMA Grant, Other Grant

Timeframe

2026

Priority

Low
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Action WPT-26

Compare local floodplain regulations with Revised State Model Flood Regulations to identify any remaining
opportunities for improvement
Lead

Planning

Cost

$0 - $25,000

Funding

Operating Budget

Timeframe

2023

Priority

Low
Action WPT-27

Contact the owners of Repetitive Loss Properties and nearby properties at risk to inquire about mitigation
undertaken and suggest options for mitigating flooding in those areas. This should be accomplished with a
letter directly mailed to each property owner.
Lead

EM, BOS

Cost

$0 - $25,000

Funding

Operating Budget, FEMA Grant

Timeframe

2023

Priority

Low
Action WPT-28

Incentivize privately owned critical facilities to evaluate the ability of the buildings to withstand hazards
such as earthquakes and tornadoes, and to address and deficiencies identified. The incentive is continuing
to be listed in this plan.
Lead

EM, CC, Buildings, P&Z

Cost

$0 - $25,000

Funding

Operating Budget, Grant

Timeframe

2023

Priority

Low
Action WPT-29

Work with CT DEEP to validate and/or correct the RL list and update the mitigation status of each listed
property.
Lead

Planning

Cost

$25,000 - $50,000

Funding

FEMA Grant

Timeframe

2024

Priority

Low
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Action WPT-30
Annually conduct an emergency operations exercise for a local terrorism, sabotage, or mass casualty event.
Lead

EMD

Cost

$25,000 - $50,000

Funding

Operating Budget

Timeframe

2024

Priority

Low
Action WPT-31

Work with utilities to place deflectors on key utility lines to reduce accumulation of ice or snow.
Lead

P&Z, DPW

Cost

$50,000 - $100,000

Funding

Operating Budget

Timeframe

2025

Priority

Low
Action WPT-32
Pursue funding for other culvert replacements and upgrades

Lead

EM, P&Z, CC, Buildings

Cost

More than $500,000

Funding

Capital Improvement Plan, FEMA Grant, Other Grant

Timeframe

2026

Priority

Low
Action WPT-33
Upgrade undersized culverts on Muddy Brook

Lead

EM, P&Z, CC, Buildings

Cost

More than $500,000

Funding

Capital Improvement Plan, FEMA Grant, Other Grant

Timeframe

2026

Priority

Low
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Action WPT-34
Upgrade undersized culverts on Dead Man Brook
Lead

EM, P&Z, CC, Buildings

Cost

More than $500,000

Funding

Capital Improvement Plan, FEMA Grant, Other Grant

Timeframe

2026

Priority

Low
Action WPT-35
Upgrade undersized culverts on Violet Lane

Lead

EM, P&Z, CC, Buildings

Cost

More than $500,000

Funding

Capital Improvement Plan, FEMA Grant, Other Grant

Timeframe

2026

Priority

Low
Action WPT-36
Upgrade undersized culverts on Myrtle Avenue

Lead

EM, P&Z, CC, Buildings

Cost

More than $500,000

Funding

Capital Improvement Plan, FEMA Grant, Other Grant

Timeframe

2026

Priority

Low
Action WPT-37
Pursue the acquisition of a second high-water emergency response vehicle

Lead

EMD, FD

Cost

$100,000 - $500,000

Funding

Capital Improvement Plan, CT DEMHS, Other Grant

Timeframe

2026

Priority

Low
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Action WPT-38

Identify opportunities for cooperation and coordination with private road associations regarding tree and
limb management, drainage maintenance, and other access and egress concerns
Lead

CC, P&Z, EM, Boating Advisory Committee

Cost

$0 - $25,000

Funding

Operating Budget, FEMA Grant

Timeframe

2024

Priority

Low
Action WPT-39
Identify additional sites for yard waste and storm debris.

Lead

EM, WWHD, Human Services

Cost

$0 - $25,000

Funding

Operating Budget

Timeframe

2024

Priority

Low
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APPENDIX A

Appendix A: STAPLEE Matrix
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WPT-07
WPT-08
WPT-09
WPT-10

space purchases, donations and conservation easements.
Collaborate with CIRCA on the "Resilient Connecticut" project
Coordinate with CT SHPO to conduct outreach to owners of historic properties to educate them on
methods of retrofitting historic properties to be more hazard-resilient while maintaining historic character.
risk zones (flood zones, wildfire hazard zones, steep slopes) to identify historic resources at risk and

Fall of 2018. The Town will work with the State and other Non-Governmental Organizations to encourage
the dam and surrounding property owners to formalize the breach and restore and manage the wetland

practices, such as keeping EAPs up-to-date and on file, ensuring inspection and maintenance work is
completed and documented, and performing dam failure exercises.
Incorporate a Natural Hazards Awareness Week and conduct corresponding outreach the community and

WPT-14

WPT-15
WPT-16

Energy Resiliency

EM, DPW,

$0 -

& Backup Power

Private

$25,000

Open Space

CC, DPW

ResilientCT

BOS

SHPO

Planning

SHPO

Planning

Open Space

CC, DPW

$0 $25,000
$0 $25,000
$0 $25,000
$25,000 $50,000

Budget
Operating
Budget, FEMA
Grant
Operating
Budget
Operating
Budget, CT

CT SHPO

Municipal
Capacities

EM, DPW,
CC, P&Z,
Buildings

$100,000

Plan, FEMA

$0 -

Operating

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

9

2021

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

9

2021

1

1

1

0

1

1

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

8

2021

1

1

1

0

1

1

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

8

2021

1

1

1

0

1

1

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

8

2021

1

1

1

1

0

1

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

8

2022

1

1

1

1

1

1

0

0

0

-1

0

0

0

0

7

2022

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

0

0

0

0

0

-1

0

7

2022

1

1

1

0

0

1

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

7

2022

1

1

1

1

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

7

2024

1

1

1

1

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

7

2025

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

0

0

0

0

0

-1

0

7

$25,000

Budget

2022

0

0

1

1

1

1

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

6

2022

1

0

1

1

0

1

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

6

2022

1

0

1

1

0

1

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

6

2022

1

0

1

1

0

1

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

6

Grant

P&Z, CC,

$0 -

Operating

Education

DPW

$25,000

Budget

conducted throughout the year, wherever possible
Require private marinas and yacht clubs to develop management plans that address pollution prevention

Emergency

EM, Police,

$0 -

Operating

Response
Outreach and

Fire, DPW

$25,000
$0 -

Budget
Operating

$25,000

Budget

hazard publications.

1

Capital
$50,000 - Improvement

Outreach and

and hazard mitigation.
Provide the earthquake-related publications to the public library for inclusion with the other natural

1

SHPO

hazard functions, governing laws/regulations, mitigation strategies and precautions. Outreach will also be

all interested parties. Activities will focus on flooding and other natural hazards, including associated

1

Timeframe for

Sources

Community
Match Fund
Operating

Encourage the preservation of undeveloped lands within the 100 year flood zone with the use of open

1

DEEP
Operating

next POCD update.

system as it transitions from a pond to a wet meadow.
Identify a department, board, or individual to be responsible for ongoing implementation of dam safety
WPT-13

Budget, CT

- Include the goals of this Hazard Mitigation Plan, and at least three other sustainability concepts, in your
Improve coordination with Eversource and UI through the community liaison.

1

DEEP
Operating

CT

BOS

support the preparation of resiliency plans across the state.
The privately-owned Bulkley Pond Dam on Sasco Brook was breached during a severe storm event in the
WPT-12

Budget, CT

$25,000

- Revise regulations to promote Low Impact Development.

1

DEEP
Operating

Sustainable

Sustainable CT

Coordinate with CT SHPO to conduct historic resource surveys, focusing on areas within natural hazard
WPT-11

Budget, CT

$0 -

- Disseminate a toolkit for pre-disaster business preparedness.

2021

Costs

Budget,

objectives:
WPT-06

Total STAPLEE Score

Take one of the following actions that will mitigate natural hazard risks while also meeting Sustainable CT

Environmental

$0 $25,000

Economic (x2)

EM, BOS

Legal

Business Chem

Political

CT DEEP Small

management for hazard resilience.

$0 $25,000

Administrative

Host a CT DEEP presentation for municipal staff and local businesses about business chemical

EM, BOS

Technical (x2)

CT DEEP Small
Business Chem

$0 $25,000

Social

your community. Contact those users to inform them about the CT DEEP small business chemical

EM, BOS

Environmental

CT DEEP Small
Business Chem

Economic (x2)

Budget
Operating

EM

Legal

$25,000

Response

Political

Budget
Operating

Cost Estimate

Operating

$25,000
$0 -

chemical management for hazard resilience.

management initiative.
WPT-05

$0 -

DPW, CC

Provide information on the Town website about CT DEEP training and information around small business
Use the CT Toxics Users and Climate Resilience Map to identify toxic users located in hazard zones within

WPT-04

EM, DEEP,

Administrative

and inform residents of the appropriate parking locations.

Drought
Mitigation
Emergency

Technical (x2)

WPT-03

and Response Plan.
Identify locations for residents to park cars when flooding is forecast, ensure sufficient parking is available,

Completion

WPT-02

Update drought management plan to be in alignment with State of Connecticut Drought Preparedness

Theme

Regional

Social

WPT-01

Action Description

Lead Department

#

Potential Funding

Weighted STAPLEE Criteria
Benefits

Education

EM, BOE

Completion

Social

Technical (x2)

Administrative

Political

Legal

Economic (x2)

Environmental

Social

Technical (x2)

Administrative

Political

Legal

Economic (x2)

Environmental

Total STAPLEE Score

2022

1

1

1

0

1

1

1

-1

0

0

-1

0

0

0

6

2022

1

1

1

0

1

1

1

-1

0

0

-1

0

0

0

6

2022

1

1

1

0

1

1

1

-1

0

0

-1

0

0

0

6

2022

1

1

1

0

1

1

1

-1

0

0

-1

0

0

0

6

2024

1

0

1

1

0

1

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

6

2025

1

1

1

1

1

1

0

0

-1

0

0

0

0

0

6

2025

1

1

1

1

1

1

0

0

-1

0

0

0

0

0

6

2025

1

1

1

1

1

1

0

0

-1

0

0

0

0

0

6

2026

1

1

0

1

1

1

1

0

0

0

0

0

-1

0

6

2023

0

1

1

0

1

1

0

0

0

0

-1

0

0

0

5

2023

0

1

1

0

1

1

0

0

0

-1

0

0

0

0

5

2023

1

1

1

1

1

1

0

-1

-1

0

0

0

0

0

5

2024

0

0

1

0

1

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

4

2024

1

1

1

1

1

0

0

0

0

-1

0

0

0

0

5

2025

1

1

1

1

1

1

0

0

-1

-1

0

0

0

0

5

Timeframe for

Sources

Theme

Potential Funding

Action Description

Cost Estimate

#

Regional

Lead Department

Weighted STAPLEE Criteria
Benefits

Costs

Develop a new committee to focus on flood hazard area regulations including making changes such as:

WPT-17

-

Changing SI lookback from 5 years to the life of the structure

-

Require a structure, even if only partially in a flood hazard zone, if designed to be fully protected as

if the entire structure were in the zone
-

A building or structure, if located in two zones, is designed to the standards of the more restrictive

Floodplain
Management
Regulations

Planning,

$0 -

Operating

BOS

$25,000

Budget

flood hazard zone
-

Prohibit new living spaces entirely of partially over water unless water dependent uses

Adopt an ordinance that would place responsibility for stream channel maintenance on the property
WPT-18

owner and give Westport enforcement power. Such ordinances would include stream dumping, channel
maintenance, and land clearing disturbances. These ordinances would reduce the likelihood of localized
flooding and could lead to additional points toward CRS reclassification.

WPT-19

WPT-20

WPT-21
WPT-22
WPT-23

Regularly review subdivision regulations and make appropriate changes to encourage alternatives to
placing lots in flood prone areas
Request that FEMA continue to work to improve the accuracy of the updated FIRM maps, with special
attention paid to unnumbered A-zones.
Develop public awareness information material to distribute to property owners/occupants in the dam
failure inundation zones.
Conduct a detailed flood/coastal risk assessment to improve resiliency efforts to key assets and vulnerable
properties.
Pursue and support comprehensive studies that recommend specific strategies for effective erosion
abatement at Compo Mill Cove.

Floodplain
Management
Floodplain

WPT-24

earthquake and wind loading. Prioritize any retrofitting, giving those buildings to be used as shelters the
highest priority. If analysis reveals that a particular building is better suited as a shelter than one that is

DPW, CC,

$0 -

Operating

$25,000

Budget

$0 -

Operating

$25,000

Budget

DPW, EM,

$0 -

Operating

P&Z,

$25,000

Budget

Outreach and

Utilities
P&Z, EM,

$25,000 -

Operating

Education

DPW, CC

$50,000
$50,000 -

Budget
Operating

Management

Aspetuck

Regulations

Land Trust
Town,

Floodplain
Management
Regulations

Flood Study

P&Z
EM, P&Z,

Flood Study

CC,
Buildings

Request that the Town, including the Board of Education, if applicable, fund studies and retain the services
of a professional engineer to survey all municipally owned buildings for their ability to withstand

P&Z

Regulations

Critical Facility
Mitigation

WWHD

$100,000 Budget, Grant
$50,000 -

$50,000 -

WPT-25

structures to make them more disaster resilient. This action seeks to go beyond the requirements
associated with substantial improvement.

WPT-26

Compare local floodplain regulations with Revised State Model Flood Regulations to identify any
remaining opportunities for improvement
Contact the owners of Repetitive Loss Properties and nearby properties at risk to inquire about mitigation

WPT-27

undertaken and suggest options for mitigating flooding in those areas. This should be accomplished with
a letter directly mailed to each property owner.
Incentivize privately owned critical facilities to evaluate the ability of the buildings to withstand hazards

WPT-28
WPT-29
WPT-30
WPT-31

such as earthquakes and tornadoes, and to address and deficiencies identified. The incentive is
continuing to be listed in this plan.
Work with CT DEEP to validate and/or correct the RL list and update the mitigation status of each listed
property.
Annually conduct an emergency operations exercise for a local terrorism, sabotage, or mass casualty
event.
Work with utilities to place deflectors on key utility lines to reduce accumulation of ice or snow.

Operating

$100,000 Budget, Grant

currently being used, then consider relocating the shelter to that location.
Take advantage of opportunities during redevelopment projects to retrofit existing above ground

Operating

$100,000 Budget, Grant

Capital
Floodproofing &
Elevation

P&Z, DPW

Planning

Regulations
RLPs
Critical Facility
Mitigation
RLPs
Terrorism & Mass
Casualty
Energy Resiliency
& Backup Power

$500,000

Improvement
Plan, FEMA
Grant, Other
Grant

Floodplain
Management

$100,000 -

EM, BOS
EM, CC,
Buildings,
P&Z
Planning
EMD
P&Z, DPW

$0 -

Operating

$25,000

Budget

$0 $25,000

Operating
Budget, FEMA
Grant

$0 -

Operating

$25,000

Budget, Grant

$25,000 $50,000
$25,000 -

FEMA Grant
Operating

$50,000
$50,000 -

Budget
Operating

$100,000

Budget

Completion

Social

Technical (x2)

Administrative

Political

Legal

Economic (x2)

Environmental

Social

Technical (x2)

Administrative

Political

Legal

Economic (x2)

Environmental

Total STAPLEE Score

2026

0

1

0

1

1

1

1

0

0

0

0

0

-1

0

5

2026

0

1

0

1

1

1

1

0

0

0

0

0

-1

0

5

2026

0

1

0

1

1

1

1

0

0

0

0

0

-1

0

5

2026

0

1

0

1

1

1

1

0

0

0

0

0

-1

0

5

2026

0

1

0

1

1

1

1

0

0

0

0

0

-1

0

5

2026

0

0

1

1

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

4

2024

1

0

1

1

0

1

0

0

0

-1

0

-1

0

0

3

2024

0

0

1

0

1

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

3

Timeframe for

Sources

Theme

Potential Funding

Action Description

Cost Estimate

#

Regional

Lead Department

Weighted STAPLEE Criteria
Benefits

Capital
EM, P&Z,
WPT-32

Pursue funding for other culvert replacements and upgrades

Bridge & Culvert

CC,
Buildings

More than
$500,000

Costs

Improvement
Plan, FEMA
Grant, Other
Grant
Capital

EM, P&Z,
WPT-33

Upgrade undersized culverts on Muddy Brook

Bridge & Culvert

CC,
Buildings

More than
$500,000

Improvement
Plan, FEMA
Grant, Other
Grant
Capital

EM, P&Z,
WPT-34

Upgrade undersized culverts on Dead Man Brook

Bridge & Culvert

CC,
Buildings

More than
$500,000

Improvement
Plan, FEMA
Grant, Other
Grant
Capital

EM, P&Z,
WPT-35

Upgrade undersized culverts on Violet Lane

Bridge & Culvert

CC,
Buildings

More than
$500,000

Improvement
Plan, FEMA
Grant, Other
Grant
Capital

EM, P&Z,
WPT-36

Upgrade undersized culverts on Myrtle Avenue

Bridge & Culvert

CC,
Buildings

More than
$500,000

Improvement
Plan, FEMA
Grant, Other
Grant
Capital

WPT-37

Pursue the acquisition of a second high water emergency response vehicle

Emergency
Response

EMD, FD

$100,000 $500,000

Identify opportunities for cooperation and coordination with private road associations regarding tree and
limb management, drainage maintenance, and other access and egress concerns

EM,
Roadways

Boating
Advisory

Plan, CT
DEMHS, Other
Grant

CC, P&Z,
WPT-38

Improvement

$0 $25,000

Operating
Budget, FEMA
Grant

Committee
EM,
WPT-39

Identify additional sites for yard waste and storm debris.

Tree Management

WWHD,

$0 -

Operating

Human

$25,000

Budget

Services

APPENDIX B

Appendix B: SVI Summary
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Town of Westport
Climate Vulnerability Assessment
A Component of Sustainable CT Action 5.4
The Town of Westport, for this Climate Vulnerability Assessment (CVA) is considered a suburban coastal
town, resulting in various climate change vulnerabilities. Sea level rise, inland flooding, and winter
storms may impact the community the most as many issues have been identified.

Hazards
Sea Level Rise
Rising seas have raised concerns in communities throughout the state for various reasons. The Town of
Westport is currently experiencing increased occurrences of coastal flooding, both nuisance and storm
related, with impacts to neighborhoods and critical infrastructure. Certain areas, such as Saugatuck
Shores and Canal Road, are increasingly impacted as events occur more frequently. While many homes
have begun to elevate, or have elevated, there are still pockets of residential areas that are of concern.
In addition, lack of emergency access is also a concern for the Town. With sea levels rising, and storm
intensity increasing, infrastructure and homes are vulnerable to inundation.
Inland Flooding
With FEMA flood zones along a few rivers in town, such as the Saugatuck River, there is continuously
concern for riverine flooding. Specifically, the Muddy Brook and Dead Man Brook continuously prove to
the flooding concerns with undersized infrastructure causing flooding during heavy precipitation events.
The town is also concerned with drainage related flooding along several roadways. With precipitation
expected to increase due to climate change, flooding events may occur more frequently. Overall,
flooding has been an issue in several places in the past, and occurrences may increase under the future
climate.
Winter Storms
Westport is largely residential, with relatively even distribution of development throughout town. While
there are no major commercial areas in Town, most of the commercial activity and development is
concentrated along Route 1. While snow removal and icing were not a notable concern for the town,
shifts in winter precipitation in conjunction with poor drainage in certain areas icing may increasingly be
of concern to the town.
Drought and Extreme Temperatures
Most of the town is serviced by public water supply, with a small area of northern parcels likely serviced
by private wells. Therefore, impacts to water supply may be an issue to the town as temperatures rise in
the near future, resulting in isolated issues with water scarcity for private well owners. With historic
impacts to public water supply availability during droughts, and temperatures expected to rise, the
challenge of maintaining adequate supply during these times may also increase.

When considering these impacts from climate change, the primary vulnerabilities for the town of
Westport include:
•
•
•
•

Coastal municipal infrastructure and neighborhoods
Riverine flooding
Poor drainage areas
Emergency access

Secondary Impacts
Economic Impacts
With vulnerable homes and infrastructure, the town faces an economic challenge of mitigating or
relocating town-owned facilities, elevating roads, and assisting resident with mitigation efforts. There is
also a potential economic impact to local businesses during inland flooding events. Poor drainage may
reduce site access resulting in loss of business, or businesses may incur expenses related to flood
mitigation or clean-up efforts.
Winter storm snow removal or icing also presents financial responsibility to the town by way of roadway
treatment. As precipitation events may increase during winter months, the town may seek to increase
sand or salt stockpiles to account for increased icing events.
Private property owners who rely on private drinking water wells may also be impacted economically
during droughts or periods of extreme heat. With increasing heat, typically comes increased water
demand. This demand would be placed upon local aquifers, potentially resulting in the need for new
well construction, or deepening of an existing well.
The many impacts of climate change can result in economic impacts to many citizens, business owners,
and municipal budgets as the impacts can be felt on a town level, down to building level.
Social Impacts

To identify social impacts to the town, the Center for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) Social
Vulnerability Index (SVI) was used to identify any vulnerable populations within the town. This index was
developed to supplement a community’s natural hazard preparation actions. To evaluate social
vulnerability, the CDC incorporates 15 factors (Fig. 1) into the overall calculation under the categories, or
themes, of: socioeconomic status, household composition and disability, minority status and language,
and housing type and transportation. These themes and their ranking are based on census statistics. By
evaluating these factors and determining a level of social vulnerability, a community can identify specific
needs for before, during, and after
an event. Such needs may include
sheltering capacity, evacuation
routes, or to decide how many
emergency personnel may be
required to respond after an event.
Each municipalities’ census tracts
were ranked for overall
vulnerability, and theme
vulnerability, in comparison to
other Connecticut municipalities.
This rank, 0 to 1, is based on the
percentile rank among all tracts
within the State of Connecticut. A
value closer to 0 indicates a lower
Figure 1: The CDC SVI Index Factors. Graphic: svi.cdc.com
vulnerability, while a value closer to
1 indicates a higher vulnerability. Table 1 presents the overall vulnerability and theme rankings for
Westport.
Table 1: Westport SVI Factor Rankings
Overall SVI
Socioeconomic

WESTPORT

.19

.11

Household
Composition &
Disability

Minority
Status &
Language

Housing Type
&
Transportation

.44

.28

.28

The Town of Westport is considered to have a low level of vulnerability, with their most vulnerable
social aspect being based on household composition and disability. However, the town does have
vulnerable populations which live in higher density housing populations, and vulnerable minority
populations and language barrier concerns. These vulnerable populations are concentrated in the
central northern tract north of Route 1 between Wilton Road ad North Avenue.
These populations may be vulnerable to impacts from drought, inland flood and icing events based on
the geographic concentrations.
Public Health Considerations

Of the primary vulnerabilities identified, drought and flooding can potentially have public health
repercussions. During hot summer months, or drought, if private wells were to be impacted, certain
populations may find themselves without adequate drinking water supply, resulting in health problems.
Also, when considering the environmental shifts occurring during drought periods, drinking water
contamination may become an issue as aquifers become stressed due to excessive pumping.
Poor drainage flooding presents the concern of pollution into nearby water bodies as these
commercialized and impervious areas drain, they collect pollutants and excess sediment. Depending
upon the drainage areas, this runoff can have environmental impacts in associated ecosystems, or public
health impacts if water bodies are used for recreational activities.

Vulnerable Populations
The SVI identified the presence of certain populations within the town that may be more vulnerable to
climate change hazards. In addition to the SVI, the Connecticut Department of Public Health (DPH) 1 has
identified at least two facilities in Westport that are convalescent homes.
These populations often need additional time for hazard response, so evacuation or preparation, and
may find it more challenging to recover due to financial constraints or health concerns. These
populations, in addition to those identified in the SVI, should be considered more vulnerable for the
reasons that emergency response and preparation may be more challenging, health issues may be of
higher concern, and language barriers may exist when working to communicate with the community on
risks, response, and recovery efforts.
In addition to the populations, it is important to identify the facilities that can provide different types of
assistance to the populations, and others, during or after an event. These facilities, and their proximity
to flood zones, can be found in Figure 2-4.

1

https://www.elicense.ct.gov/Lookup/LicenseLookup.aspx
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INTRODUCTION
Purpose of Annex

The purpose of this Hazard Mitigation Plan (HMP) annex is to provide a community-specific
hazard risk assessment, capability analysis, and evaluation and prioritization of hazard mitigation
measures and projects. Background information and the regional effects of pertinent natural
hazards are discussed in the main body of the Western Connecticut Council of Governments
(WestCOG) Multi-Jurisdictional Hazard Mitigation Plan. This annex is designed to supplement the
information presented in the Multi-Jurisdictional HMP with more specific detail for the Town of
Wilton and is not to be considered a standalone document.
The primary goal of this HMP, including this Municipal Annex, is to identify natural hazard risks
and mitigation opportunities in order to reduce the loss of or damage to life, property,
infrastructure, and natural, cultural, and economic resources. This includes the reduction of public
and private damage costs. Limiting losses of and damage to life and property will also reduce the
social, emotional, and economic disruption associated with a natural disaster.
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August 2021
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COMMUNITY PROFILE
2.1.1

Geography
Physical Setting

The Town of Wilton was granted a charter in 1802 and is located in southern Fairfield County and
home to a population of 18,542 (2010 U.S. Census). Wilton is bordered by the municipalities of
Norwalk and Westport to the south, New Canaan and New York state to the east, Weston to the
west, and Ridgefield and Redding the north. Refer to Figure 2-1 for a map showing the location
of Wilton within the WestCOG region.
Wilton is a suburban community, with several rivers and streams flowing throughout. The
Norwalk River flows from the northeast corner of town to the southern central boarder. The
highest elevation in Wilton is about 604 feet in the western most areas bordering New York. With
the south western area of Wilton being at, or close to 250 feet. The varying terrain of Wilton
makes the town vulnerable to an array of natural hazards.
The Center for Land Use Education and Research (CLEAR) has developed a land cover dataset
derived from 2016 satellite imagery to depict statewide land cover. The land cover by percent of
total land for Wilton can be found in Table 2-1.
Table 2-1: Land Cover by Area

Land Cover Class
Developed
Turf & Grass
Other Grasses
Agricultural Field
Deciduous Forest
Coniferous Forest
Water
Non-Forested Wetland
Forested Wetland
Tidal Wetland
Barren Land
Utility Corridor
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Percent of Total Area
24.8%
14.0%
1.0%
0.9%
51.4%
2.2%
2.3%
0.09%
3.0%
0.2%
0.3%
0.0%
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2.1.2

Land Use & Cover

According to Wilton’s 2019 Plan of Conservation and Development, approximately 60% of the
town is zoned for residential use (mostly single‐family), about 4% is zoned for business uses, and
about 23% is zoned for open space. Most commercial activity lies along Route 7.
Table 2-2: 2018 Land Use by Area
Single-Family
Multi-Family
Commercial
Recreation

Use
Residential

Percent of Total Land
59%
1%

Business

Open Space
Protected Open Space
Unprotected Open Space (including Route 7 ROW)
Community Facilities
Municipal Facilities
Institutional
Utilities & Transportation
Road ROW (excluding Route 7 ROW)
Undeveloped Land
Undeveloped Land

3%
1%
11%
12%
2%
1%
6%
4%

Source: 2019 Wilton Plan of Conservation& Development

2.1.3

Climate and Climate Change
Current Conditions

Over the course of the year, the temperature in Wilton typically varies from 18 22°F to 82°F and is
rarely below 7°F or above 89°F. The warm season lasts from June 1 to September 15, with an
average daily high temperature above 73°F. The hottest day of the year is July 20, with an average
high of 82°F and low of 66°F. The cold season lasts from December 3 to March 12, with an
average daily high temperature below 45°F. The coldest day of the year is January 29, with an
average low of 22°F and high of 36°F.
Precipitation falls throughout the year in Wilton. The wetter season lasts from March 31 to
December 10, with a greater than 29% chance of a given day being a wet day. The chance of a
wet day peaks at 35% on July 31. The smallest chance of a wet day is 22% on January 29.
The most rain falls during the 31 days centered around June 3, with an average total accumulation
of 3.8 inches. The least rain falls around January 30, with an average total accumulation of 1.8
inches.
The snowy period of the year lasts from November 13 to April 8, with a sliding 31-day liquidequivalent snowfall of at least 0.1 inches. The most snow falls during the 31 days centered around
January 26, with an average total liquid-equivalent accumulation of 0.9 inches.
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Climate data was sourced from Weather Spark based on analysis of the years 1980 to 2016.

Climate Change

Climate change projections for Connecticut were sourced from the 2019 Connecticut Physical
Climate Science Assessment Report, which was developed by the University of Connecticut
(UConn) Atmospheric Sciences Group, commissioned by the Connecticut Institute for Resilience
and Climate Adaptation (CIRCA) with funding from the Department of Energy and Environmental
Protection (DEEP). All projections are based on the IPCC high CO2 emission scenario (RCP8.5).
Temperature
Annual temperatures have been increasing throughout Connecticut and is projected to continue
to do so in the future. By mid-century, average annual temperature is projected to increase by
5°F. Seasonal average temperatures are also expected to rise, with the greatest increase (6°F)
experienced in summer (June to August). The number of nights over which temperature remains
above 68°F will quadruple from 10 days per year to more than 40 days, and the number of
extremely hot days will increase from above 4 a year to 48 per year.
Precipitation
Rainfall data in "Technical Paper No. 40" by the U.S.
Weather Bureau (now the National Weather Service)
(Hershfield, 1961) dates from the years 1938 through
1958. According to these data, the 24-hour rainfall
amount for a 50% annual-chance storm in Fairfield
County is 3.3 inches.

The continued increase in precipitation
only heightens the need for hazard
mitigation planning as the occurrence of
floods may change in accordance with
the greater precipitation.

The Northeast Regional Climate Center (NRCC) has partnered with the Natural Resources
Conservation Service (NRCS) to provide a consistent, current regional analysis of rainfall extremes
(http://precip.eas.cornell.edu/). In 2020 this dataset listed the 24-hour rainfall amount for a 50%
annual-chance storm in Wilton as 3.46 inches.
The NOAA Atlas 14, released on September 30, 2015 puts the 24-hour rainfall amount for a 50%
annual-chance annual storm in Wilton at 3.55 inches.
These precipitation amounts, and more details, are summarized in Table 2-1, below.
Table 2-1: 24-Hour Rainfall Amounts by Annual-Chance Occurrence
Source
Technical Paper No. 40
NRCC
NOAA Atlas 14

24-Hour Rainfall Amount (inches) by Annual-Chance Occurrence
50%
4%
1%
3.3
5.7
7.2
3.46
6.44
9.08
3.55
6.58
8.39

Annual precipitation has been increasing statewide and is projected to continue to increase. By
mid-century, annual precipitation is projected to increase by 8.5%, with the greatest increase
(13.4%) occurring in the winter months. Extreme precipitation events are projected to increase in
both frequency and magnitude. Based on this increase and the precipitation figures above, by
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2050 Wilton can expect the 24-hour rainfall amount for a 50% annual-chance storm to be around
3.7 inches or greater.
Impervious surfaces and infrastructure in town have increased over time as well, leading to
increasing runoff and peak discharge values.
Despite overall increases in precipitation, drought risk is projected to increase, especially during
summer, due to changing precipitation patterns and projected increases in potential
evapotranspiration (plants taking up more water in hotter temperatures and longer growing
seasons).
2.1.4

Drainage Basins and Hydrology

Wilton is divided among five sub-regional watersheds as shown in Table 2-2. All of the water that
passes through Wilton eventually empties into Long Island Sound.
Table 2-2: Sub-Regional Drainage Basins

Drainage Basin
Comstock Brook
Norwalk River
Saugatuck River
Silvermine River
West Branch
Saugatuck
Total

Overall Sub-regional Area
(sq. mi)
7.34
32.55
48.55
22.52

Area within Town
(sq. mi)
6.32
10.33
0.50
7.41

Area within
Town (acres)
4,047.60
6,612.16
318.96
4,740.67

11.92

2.78

1,778.60

Percent of Town
23%
38%
2%
27%
10%

n/a
27.34
17,497.99
Source: Connecticut Department of Energy & Environmental Protection GIS Data

Wilton is entirely encompassed within the Southwest Coast drainage basin, which drains directly
into Long Island Sound. Of the five sub-regional drainage basins and their respective streams, the
Norwalk River is the largest, followed by the Silvermine River.

Comstock Brook

The Comstock Brook, a tributary of the Norwalk River, begins just south of Millstone Road where
it then meanders parallel to Ridgefield Road and finally through Merwin Meadows where it joins
the Norwalk River. There are stretches of floodway and designated floodplain along this
watercourse.

Norwalk River

The Norwalk River is approximately 21 miles, and originates at Great Pond in Ridgefield,
Connecticut. The river flows from northeast Wilton southwest where it flows into Norwalk in
southcentral Wilton. Much as this river has floodway and floodplain areas, along with some welldefined 0.2% annual chance delineations. The Norwalk River ultimately flows directly into Long
Island sound.
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Saugatuck River

The Saugatuck River is approximately 24 miles, and originates at Sugar Hollow Pond in Danbury,
Connecticut. The Saugatuck Basin drains 48.55 square miles of land, and ultimately flows directly
into Long Island Sound. A small area in southeast Wilton falls within this basin.

Silvermine River

The Silvermine River is a tributary of the Norwalk River and stretched roughly 8.4 miles. The basin
drains approximately 22.5 square miles of land within Wilton, Ridgefield, New Canaan, Norwalk,
and an area of New York.

West Branch Saugatuck River

This basin, which encompasses the eastern and southeastern border of Wilton drains about 11.9
square miles The River flows underneath route 53, and parallel to Newtown Turnpike where it
then runs through Westport. There is designated floodway and floodplain along this river as it
traverses through the eastern part of Wilton.

2.2.1

Society, Culture, and Government
Population and Demographic Setting

According to the 2010 U.S. Census, Wilton had a population of 18,062, with 660 persons per
square mile. According to the 2018 American Community Survey five-year estimates, Wilton’s
population between 2013 and 2018 was approximately 18,542.
One important aspect of natural hazard mitigation planning is to identify a community’s
demographic trends in relation to natural hazards. The Center for Disease Control and Prevention
(CDC) Social Vulnerability Index (SVI) is used to identify vulnerable populations in Wilton. The SVI
uses census data to identify populations within the town that may be more vulnerable to natural
hazards. As a result of this analysis, the town is identified to have a certain level of overall social
vulnerability with a rank of 0 to 1; 1 being the most vulnerable and 0 being the least.
To determine social vulnerability,
the CDC incorporates 15 factors
into the overall SVI calculation
under four categories, or themes:
socioeconomic status, household
composition and disability,
minority status and language,
and housing type and
transportation. Figure 2-2
represents the breakdown of the
SVI process. These themes and
their ranking are based on
census statistics. By evaluating
these factors and determining a
level of social vulnerability, a
community can identify specific
needs for before, during, and
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after an event. Such needs may include sheltering capacity, evacuation routes, or to decide how
many emergency personnel may be required to respond after an event.
The Town of Wilton is considered to have a low level of vulnerability, with their most vulnerable
population based on household composition and disability. In addition, there are vulnerable
minority and linguistically challenged populations along with those based on housing type and
lack of transportation. The most concentrated areas of the most vulnerable population are
identified in the central tract in town. In addition, the two eastern tracts have also ranked high for
vulnerability based on household composition and disability. Appendix B explores the SVI for
Wilton in more depth.
2.2.2

Development Trends

Agriculture was Wilton's first major industry. In the 1830s, industrial production came to Wilton,
and was concentrated along rivers and streams. The first railroad track opened 1852. In spite of
this development, Wilton grew slowly. Today, Wilton is characterized by suburban development
that is largely focused along Route 7. Commercial and other non-residential land uses are
typically located directly along Route 7, whereas residential uses are found everywhere else.
Because Route 7 is parallel to the Norwalk River, many of the commercial uses along the road are
at risk of flooding, and many have been developed in accordance with requirements to reduce
risk of flood damage. Some, like the YMCA facility, we positioned in the least-risk part of the
available land.
The 2019 POCD largely reinforces current development patterns. The POCD encourages
development for a greater diversity of housing types in context-appropriate areas and the
redevelopment of existing commercial zones. It recommends a master planning effort for Wilton
Center and regional support for development and redevelopment in Georgetown at the extreme
northeast corner of the town (Georgetown is located in Redding, but its radius of influence
overlaps the Wilton town line). New context-sensitive commercial development on Danbury Road
is encouraged.
The POCD also recommends transit-oriented development (TOD) around the Cannondale train
station. TOD was previously explored in a 2010 study that looked at the two existing passenger
rain stations (Wilton and Cannondale). The Wilton TOD area already overlaps with the downtown
Wilton area, and severe limitations to further development were recognized such as the location
of the Norwalk River and the layout of the area. The Cannondale TOD has some similar
constraints. The ¼ mile area around the station identified as the TOD study area has limited
potential for TOD in part because it has no public water or sewer services; and the areas east and
south of the Station contain the Norwalk River floodplain.
Because the Town has already recognized the development limitations in the two TOD areas, it is
unlikely that development will increase vulnerabilities in these areas. If development occurs along
Route 7, current regulations and the State Building Code will ensure the flood risks are minimized.
Therefore, overall vulnerabilities to natural hazards should not increase in Wilton, even if some
exposure does occur.
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2.2.3

Governmental Structure

The First Selectman of Wilton serves as the Chief Executive and Chief Administrative Officer of the
Town. Along with presiding over Board of Selectmen meetings, the First Selectman serves as an
ex-officio member of all Town Boards, Commissions and Committees. The First Selectman acts as
a link between Wilton and State, regional, and federal agencies.
Town departments provide municipal services and day-to-day administration. Many commissions
and departments play a role in hazard mitigation, including the Planning and Zoning, Building,
Fire, and Public Works.

2.2.4

Historic and Cultural Resources

Historic and cultural resources include sites, structures,
and objects that are significant in history, architecture,
archaeology, engineering, and culture. Protection of
these resources grows economies and enhances
community character, and following a natural disaster
they can help to reinforce neighborhood connections
and reestablish a sense of community and normalcy.
Consideration of these resources in this HMP is critical.

Historic preservation planning helps
protect historic properties and cultural
resources from demolition or alteration.
Hazard mitigation planning helps
protect life and property from damage
caused by natural and manmade hazards.
Integrating these two planning
processes helps create safe and
sustainable historic communities.
- Paraphrased from FEMA Report 386-6

Historic resources in Westport are concentrated within the Cannondale, Georgetown, Hurlbutt
Street, Lilacstead-Lambert Corner, Wilton Center, and other Wilton Historic Districts. Resources
also include the J. Alden Weir Farm, the Raymond-Ambler Farm, the Town Hall, and the Railroad
Station. See Figure 2-3 for a map of historic resources in the community.
Analysis of the State Historic Preservation Office (SHPO) database of historic resources shows that
some of these resources are exposed to natural hazards, as shown in Table 2-3.
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Table 2-3: Number of Historic Assets Exposed to Different Hazards in Wilton
Hazard
Dam Failure
Earthquake
Flooding
1% Annual
0.2% Annual
Storm Surge
Category 1
Category 2
Category 3
Category 4
Hurricane/Tropical Storm
Sea Level Rise
Thunderstorm
Tornado
Winter Storm
Wildfire

Count
0
170

0
3
0
0
0
0
170
0
170
170
170
129

Historic buildings and structures may be particularly susceptible to natural hazards because they
were built prior to the establishment of more recent construction standards. Additionally, some
of the structural integrity of these resources may have been degraded over the decades or
centuries since their original construction. Structural retrofits and hazard mitigation methods may
be challenging or restricted in cases where alteration of a resource will also diminish its cultural or
historical aesthetic and value. Finally, miscommunications or lack of knowledge may lead to
historic resources being damaged during the disaster recovery process.
Steps to incorporate historical and cultural preservation into hazard mitigation planning include:
 Inventory and survey historic and cultural resources
 Implement appropriate mitigation measures for those resources
 Take steps to move portable resources, such as artwork or documents, to safe locations
prior to the occurrence of a hazard, if possible
 Consider these resources in emergency operations plans to prevent accidental damages
during recovery efforts
Specific actions to mitigate natural hazard risks to historic resources are listed at the end of this
Annex.

2.3.1

Infrastructure
Transportation

Major transportation routes in Wilton include Route 7, which run north to south through town. In
addition, the Metro North/Amtrak rail lines also run through town, parallel to Route 7. There are
two trains station, one in the center of town and one in Cannondale. The CTtransit bus system is
also active in town with several stops throughout the community.
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2.3.2

Utilities

Water service is provided by Aquarion Water Company and the Norwalk 2nd Taxing District.
Service is available along the entirety of the Danbury Road corridor as well as the Westport Road
area and in the Silvermine neighborhood.
Residents and businesses use oil, propane, or natural gas for heat. Natural gas is available from
Southern Connecticut Gas, service has been extended to Wilton Center and River Road as well as
all schools and the Comstock Community Center. Wilton sends its sewerage to the City of
Norwalk treatment plant.

Planning and Regulatory Capabilities

Wilton has in place a number of community planning mechanisms, regulations, and policies that
serve to mitigate natural hazards by limiting development in hazardous areas, requiring buildings
be constructed to certain standards, or otherwise directing development and construction toward
increased resilience. These are summarized below. More specific information about how each of
these capabilities is relevant to each specific natural hazard type covered in this document is
presented in each hazard chapter.
2.4.1

Review of Existing Local Plans

The Town of Wilton has a number of plans that are relevant to hazard mitigation. These are
noted here:
 Plan of Conservation and Development (POCD): Wilton’s most recent POCD was adopted
in 2019. It does not explicitly address natural hazard concerns within the community, but
does include strategies that will mitigate risks from such hazards as the community continues
to develop.
 Stormwater Management: Wilton maintains a Stormwater Management Plan. This
document has been updated to comply with the requirements of the US EPA 2017 updated
General Permit for the Discharge of Stormwater from Small Municipal Separate Storm Sewer
Systems (MS4 General Permit).
 Capital Improvement Plan (CIP): Wilton maintains a CIP that is updated annually and lays
out capital investments for a five-year period. The CIP often includes road, drainage, and
other infrastructure improvement projects relevant to hazard mitigation.
 Economic Development Plan: Wilton is included within the Western Connecticut Economic
Development Plan of 2017, developed by WestCOG. The plan aligns with the COG’s other
efforts to promote climate sustainability and resiliency in the region.
 Emergency Operations Plan (EOP): Wilton’s EOP is reviewed annually and updated as
needed. Dam failure Emergency Action Plans (EAPs) for dams with failure inundation zones
that may impact Wilton, and for which EAPs are available, are on file locally.
 Watershed Management Plan: A Watershed Management Plan has been developed for the
Norwalk River Watershed. The Norwalk River Watershed Action Plan was prepared by the
Norwalk River Watershed Initiative Committee, HDR/HydroQual, and the former South
Western Regional Planning Agency (SWRPA) in 1998 and updated in 2011. This plan is
focused on water quality, but can help the community mitigate inland flood risks by
incorporating watershed management best practices into its planning efforts.
 Open Space: Wilton does not maintain a stand-alone Open Space Plan; instead, open space
planning is incorporated into the community’s POCD.
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2.4.1

Review of Regulatory Structures

Wilton regulates development through a number of regulations, codes, and ordinances. These
are summarized below. More detailed information about how these regulations relate to specific
natural hazards are described in Section 3.





Building Code: Wilton enforces the 2018 Connecticut State Building Code, which is based on
the International Code Council’s widely-adopted 2015 International Codes and applies to
projects with permit applications filed from October 1, 2018.
Zoning Regulations: Most recently updated in June 2019.
Inland Wetlands and Watercourses Regulations: Most recently updated in June 2007.

Emergency Services, Critical Facilities, Sheltering, and Evacuation

The Town considers its police, fire, and governmental facilities to be critical since these are
needed to ensure that emergencies are addressed while day-to-day management of Wilton
continues.

Public Works
Wilton Transfer Station
Middlebrook School
Miller-Driscoll School
Our Lady Of Fatima Regional Sc
Wilton Volunteer Ambulance Corps
Wilton FD Station 1 - Headquarters
Town Hall
Wilton Health Department
Wilton Police Department
Lourdes Health Care Center, Inc.
Wilton High School
Wilton YMCA
The Greens At Cannondale
Wilton Meadows Health Care Center
Catholic Family Services Of Wilton
Wilton Fire Department Station 2
Brookdale Wilton
Comstock Community Center
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Type

238 Danbury Road
Mather Street
131 School Rd.
217 Wolfpit Road
225 Danbury Road
234 Danbury Road
236 Danbury Rd
238 Danbury Road
238 Danbury Road
240 Danbury Road
345 Belden Hill Road
395 Danbury Rd.
404 Danbury Road
435 Danbury Road
439 Danbury Rd Rt 7
44 Old Ridgefield Road
707 Ridgefield Road
96 Danbury Rd
180 School Road

Public Works
Public Works
School
School / Shelter
School
Ambulance Services
Fire
Town Hall
Administration
Police / EOC
Care Facility
School / Shelter
Shelter
Care Facility
Care Facility
Care Facility
Fire
Care Facility
Shelter
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In 1% Floodplain

Address or Location

Shelter

Facility

Emergency Power

Table 2-4: Critical Facilities
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Emergency Response

The Town’s Emergency Operations Center (EOC), including its Emergency Communications
Center, is located on Route 1 near the commercial center. Wilton is located in the Connecticut
Department of Emergency Services and Public Protection (DESPP) Region 1, consisting of 14
municipalities in southwestern Connecticut.
The Town’s Department of Public Works performs tree and shrub removal and trimming on townowned lands and rights-of-way. During emergencies and following storms, the Department,
responds to calls related to downed trees.
The Town also prepares for the possible evacuation and sheltering of some populations that
could be impacted by the upcoming storm (especially the elderly and special needs persons).

Emergency Communication Capabilities

The Town of Wilton utilizes the CodeRED Emergency Notification System for the distribution of
recorded telephone messages from the First Selectman and/or our public safety departments.
Messages are generally distributed when emergency conditions exist or to update residents
regarding important information after significant storms. It would also be used if an emergency
evacuation or shelter in place situation was necessary.
The Town of Wilton utilizes the CT Alert notification system to alert residents of emergency
situations. This system allows the state to direct geographically specific emergency notification
telephone calls into affected areas.
The town maintains several antennas around town, located on schools and other critical facilities,
which provide radio coverage to throughout 99% of the town.

Changes to Emergency Services since the Previous HMP

The Miller-Driscoll School and Comstock Community Center have been fully renovated. The
Community Center has been used as a shelter during the COVID-19 pandemic, and will be used
as a shelter in the future if necessary. The School now likely includes backup power.
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HAZARD ASSESSMENT
3.1.1

FLOODING (COASTAL, INLAND, AND ICE JAMS)
Setting

The potential for flooding exists across Wilton, with the majority of major flooding occurring
along established riverine SFHAs. The areas impacted by overflow of river systems are generally
limited to river corridors and floodplains. Indirect flooding that occurs outside floodplains and
localized nuisance flooding along tributaries can also be a concern. This type of flooding occurs
particularly along roadways as a result of inadequate drainage and other factors. The frequency of
flooding in Wilton is considered likely for any given year, with flood damage potentially having
significant effects during extreme events.
A regulatory floodplain with AE designation has been mapped along the Norwalk River and
Comstock Brook. The Areas identified as providing flood storage are identified with A Zone
designations, meaning they are regulated as floodplain, but flood elevations have not been
established. The South Norwalk Reservoir and Streets Pond have these traits. Floodplain and
floodway designations have also been established along the rivers with AE designations. Refer to
Figure 2-4 for the areas of Wilton susceptible to flooding based on FEMA flood zones. In general,
potential flooding problems in Wilton are concentrated along the multiple rivers.

3.1.2

Capabilities
Wilton has rigorous land use regulations designed to protect natural resources and restrict
development in flood zones and other hazard-prone areas. These regulations help prevent the
loss of life and property by preventing inappropriate development in flood zones and reducing
the amount of stormwater discharge that may exacerbate flooding.
The town monitors levels along the Norwalk river, as well as precipitation and weather condition
forecasts, to monitor for potential flooding. When a flood threat is predicted, the town utilizes
sends out a mass notification alert to warn residents of the situation.
Floodplain Management, NFIP and CRS

The town has consistently participated in the NFIP since March 15, 1974 and intends to continue
participation in the NFIP. SFHAs in Wilton are delineated on a Flood Insurance Rate Map (FIRM)
and Flood Insurance Study (FIS). The FIS and FIRMs for the town were most recently revised in
2013.
The NFIP administrator for the Town oversees the enforcement of NFIP regulations. The degree of
flood protection established by the variety of regulations in the Town meets the minimum
reasonable for regulatory purposes under the NFIP. The City has a minimum elevation standard to
include one foot of freeboard.
The Town's Planning and Zoning Commission uses the 1% annual chance flood lines from the
FIRM delineated by FEMA to determine floodplain areas. Site plan standards require that all
proposals be consistent with the need to minimize flood damage, that public facilities and utilities
be located and constructed to minimize flood damage, and that adequate drainage is provided.
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Ordinances, Regulations, and Plans

Regulations, codes, and ordinances that apply to flood hazard mitigation in conjunction with and
in addition to NFIP regulations are listed below, with examples of sections and content with
specific relevance to flood mitigation.


Zoning Regulations:
o 29-9.F: Development in Floodplain Areas
 29.9.F.7: Flood Protection Requirements



Inland Wetland and Watercourse Regulations:
o Many of the regulations outlined in the 2007 revision are to enhance, maintain, and
control flooding and erosion.



Subdivision Regulations:
o Section F: Development in Floodplain Areas regulations are used to “promote health,
safety and general welfare within the town through the regulation of development in
Flood-prone areas to secure safety from flood and prevent property damage and
losses”
o There is a 10-year lookback for substantial improvements.



Plan of Conservation and Development:
o Outlines open space acquisition criteria, including 100-year flood zones.
o Calls for evaluating and addressing developmental impacts along Wilton Center’s
riverfront.
o Aims to conserve riparian corridors which assist in flood control.

Drainage and Street Flooding

The Town Department of Public Works (DPW) is in charge of the maintenance of the town's
drainage systems and performs clearing of bridges and culverts and other maintenance as
needed. This includes during and after periods of rainfall, snowfall, and storms. The Town has
been working to increase storm drain maintenance activities; however, funding challenges have
slowed progress.

Public Information

The Town receives regular weather updates through Division of Emergency Management and
Homeland Security (DEMHS) Region 1 email alerts as well as watches and warnings through the
National Weather Service.

Actions Completed and New Capabilities

The town routinely inspects culverts and catch basins for necessary repairs, replacement, and
cleaning. An asset management system is currently in place for tracking infrastructure. The town
has about 70% of storm drains mapped in GIS. This system allows for easy tracking of damages
and necessary repairs throughout town.
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3.1.3

Vulnerabilities and Risk Assessment

Flooding can impact properties along the various river corridors in town, as well as those along
the coastline. With climate change projections showing more intense precipitation events in the
future, flooding in any of these areas may be exacerbated under future conditions. Areas that
already see flooding may see increased levels, while areas that may not be a concern may see
flooding issues in the future. While future conditions are uncertain, there are currently some areas
in town that are presently experiencing flooding challenges.

Repetitive Loss Properties

There are 15 repetitive loss properties (RLPs) located in Wilton; 11 are residential, 4 are nonresidential. The majority are on the Norwalk River.

Critical Facilities

There are no facilities located within the 100-year flood zones.

At-Risk Areas

Wilton has reported flooding to be a concern at the following locations:
• Norwalk River corridor
• Merwin Meadows
• Arrowhead Road

Changes and Improvements

The Town has paved roughly 13 miles of road per year since 2018. During this process the town
evaluates culverts and catch basing and repairs, replaces, and cleans as necessary.
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3.2.1

DAM FAILURE
Setting

3.2.2

Capabilities

Dam failures can be triggered suddenly, with little or no warning, and often from other natural
disasters such as floods and earthquakes. Dam failures often occur during flooding when the
dam breaks under the additional force of floodwaters. In addition, a dam failure can cause a
chain reaction where the sudden release of floodwaters causes the next dam downstream to fail.
While flooding from a dam failure generally has a moderate geographic extent, the effects are
potentially catastrophic. Fortunately, a major dam failure is considered very unlikely in any given
year.
Dam failure inundation areas are included in the CT Alert emergency notification system contact
database. The Town has the Emergency Action Plan (EAP) for the South Norwalk Electric and
Water (SNEW) owned dams on file in the event of a potential failure. There are four high hazard
dams in town.

Actions Completed and New Capabilities

There is currently an engineering study being conducted regarding the removal of Dana Dam.
3.2.3

Vulnerabilities and Risk Assessment

As of 2013, there were 91 DEEP-inventoried dams within the Town of Wilton. The higher hazard
dams are shown in Figure 2-4. Four of these dams are Class C, or high hazard dam, and seven
others are a Class B, or significant hazard dam. As shown in Table 3-1, the higher hazard dams
located in the town pose a risk to Wilton.
Table 3-1: High Hazard Dams with Potential to Affect the Town of Wilton

#

Name

Location

Class

16101

South Norwalk Reservoir
Dam

South Norwalk Reservoir aka City
Lake

C

16104

Popes Pond Dam

Popes Pond

C

Spectacle Swamp Flood control

C

16103
16105
16106
16107
16108

Spectacle Swamp Flood
Control Dam
South Norwalk Reservoir
Dike
Thayers Pond Dam
Strong Pond Dam
Blanchard Pond
Huckleberry Pond
Dominick's Pond

South Norwalk Reservoir aka City
Lake
Thayers Pond
Dana Dam Merwins Meadows
Silvermine River
Parting Brook
Parting Brook

BB
BB
BB
BB
BB

16134

Rock Lake Dam

Rock Lake

BB

16102

Seeley Pond Dam

Seeley Pond

B

16109
16110
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C

Owner
South Norwalk Electric and
Water
South Norwalk Electric and
Water
Connecticut DEEP
South Norwalk Electric and
Water
Private
Town of Wilton
Private
Private
LEON C. &TURI HIRSCH
South Norwalk Electric and
Water
Private

Failure of a high hazard dam can affect properties downstream of the impoundment both in and
outside of the town, with potential large inundation zones traveling along each respective
waterway.
The South Norwalk Reservoir Dam is 810 feet in length, with a maximum height of 34 feet. It is an
earthen and concrete structure, and impounds roughly 1,950 acres at normal water levels with a
contributing watershed of 2.39 square miles.
The Popes Pond Dam is a 650-foot-long and 18-foot-high masonry dam. This dam impounds
roughly 980 acres, with a contributing watershed of 2.32 square miles.
The Spectacle Swamp Flood Control Dam is 250 feet in length, with a maximum height of 21 feet. It is
an earthen structure, and impounds roughly 420 acres at normal water levels with a contributing
watershed of 1.16 square miles.
The South Norwalk Reservoir Dike is a 600-foot-long and 18-foot-high earth dam. This dam
impounds roughly 1,950 acres, with a contributing watershed of 2.39 square miles.

Changes and Improvements

Wilton continues to be at low risk from dam failure.
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3.3.1

HURRICANES AND TROPICAL STORMS
Setting

3.3.2

Capabilities

A hurricane striking Wilton is considered a possible event each year and could cause critical
damage to the town and its infrastructure. Several types of hazards may be associated with
tropical storms and hurricanes including heavy or tornado winds, heavy rains, and flooding. While
only some of the areas of Wilton are susceptible to flooding damage caused by hurricanes, wind
damage can occur anywhere in the town. Hurricanes, therefore, have the potential to affect any
area within the Town of Wilton. A hurricane striking Wilton is considered a possible event each
year and could cause critical damage to the town and its infrastructure.
Wind loading requirements are addressed through the state building code. The 2018 Connecticut
State Building Code was amended in 2009 and adopted with an effective date of October 1, 2018.
The code specifies the design wind speed for construction in all the Connecticut municipalities,
with the addition of split zones for some towns. Effective 2018, the design wind speed for Wilton
is 110 miles per hour for a Category 1, 120 miles per hour for a Category 2 and 130 for Category 3
or greater. Wilton has adopted the Connecticut Building Code as its building code. The town
website provides links to the State Building Codes so that developers are able to find design
standards for wind.
Wilton has a tree warden and assistance tree warden, and an aggressive tree maintenance
program. The assistant is designated to work directly with utility companies. The town uses See
Click Fix for reporting tree damage throughout town.
The Town of Wilton has worked to ensure that citizens have the information needed to properly
plan and prepare for natural disasters. A packet of comprehensive educational brochures and
materials were developed and distributed to all local citizens. The brochures identified simple and
inexpensive tasks to prepare your family and home for a natural disaster. The Town’s Fire
department website has also been outlined with a message banner which can be used to display
real-time information in the event of an emergency.

Actions Completed and New Capabilities

The town actively monitors street trees for maintenance and removal. The Town of Wilton tree
committee is developing a strategy and policy so that future trees are not planted in the Town
right of way underneath powerlines, or where they may blow over and become a hazard in the
roadways
3.3.3

Vulnerabilities and Risk Assessment

The Town of Wilton is vulnerable to hurricane damage from wind and flooding and from any
tornadoes accompanying the storm. In fact, most of the damage to the town from historical
tropical cyclones has been due to the effects of flooding.
The Town of Wilton is vulnerable to hurricane damage from wind and flooding and from any
tornadoes accompanying the storm. In fact, most of the damage to the town from historical
tropical cyclones has been due to the effects of flooding. Fortunately, Wilton is less vulnerable to
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hurricane damage than coastal towns in Connecticut because it does not need to deal with the
effects of storm surge. Factors that influence vulnerability to tropical cyclones in the town include
building codes currently in place, local zoning and development patterns, and the age and
number of structures located in highly vulnerable areas of the community.

Changes and Improvements

Wilton continues to mitigate hurricane and storm damage where possible by implementing
mitigation strategies and conducting regular maintenance.
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3.4.1

SUMMER STORMS AND TORNADOES
Setting

Summer storms and tornadoes have the potential to affect any area within the Town of Wilton.
Because these types of storms and the hazards that result (flash flooding, wind, hail, and
lightning) might have limited geographic extent, it is possible for a summer storm to harm one
area within the town without harming another.
Based on the historic record, it is considered highly likely that a summer storm that includes
lightning will impact Wilton each year, although lightning strikes have a limited effect. Strong
winds and hail are considered likely to occur during such storms but also generally have limited
effects. A tornado is considered a possible event in Fairfield County each year that could cause
significant damage to a small area.

3.4.2

Capabilities

The town’s capabilities regarding mitigation of high wind events are described in Section 3.3.2.
Warning is the primary method of existing mitigation for tornadoes and thunderstorm-related
hazards. The NOAA National Weather Service issues watches and warnings when severe weather
is likely to develop or has developed, respectively. Wilton’s emergency communication
capabilities are described in Section 2.5.

Actions Completed and New Capabilities

The town actively monitors street trees for maintenance and removal.
3.4.3

Vulnerabilities and Risk Assessment

The entire Town of Wilton is at relatively equal risk for experiencing damage from summer storms
and tornadoes. Based on the historic record, a few summer storms have resulted in costly
damages to the Town. Most damages are relatively site specific and occur to private property
(and therefore are paid for by private insurance). For municipal property, the town budget for
tree removal and minor repairs is generally adequate to handle summer storm damage.
According to the 2019 State Natural Hazard Mitigation Plan Update, Fairfield County has a
moderate to high risk of tornado activity based on historical occurrences. Therefore, by virtue of
its location in Fairfield County, the Town of Wilton has moderate to high potential to experience
tornado damage. In general, thunderstorms and hailstorms in Connecticut are more frequent in
the western and northern parts of the state and less frequent in the southern and eastern parts.
The majority of these events do not cause any measurable damage. Although lightning is usually
associated with thunderstorms, it can occur on almost any day. The likelihood of lightning strikes
in the Wilton area is very high during any given thunderstorm although no one area of the town
is at higher risk of lightning strikes. The risk of at least one hailstorm occurring in Wilton is
considered moderate in any given year.
Thunderstorms are expected to impact Wilton about 20 days each year. The majority of these
events do not cause any measurable damage. Although lightning is usually associated with
thunderstorms, it can occur on almost any day. The likelihood of lightning strikes in the Wilton
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area is high during any given thunderstorm although no one area of the town is at higher risk of
lightning strikes. There is also risk of a hailstorm occurring at least once per year in Wilton.
The risk of downbursts occurring during such storms and damaging the town is believed to be
low for any given year. All areas of the town are susceptible to damage from high winds although
more building damage is expected in downtown and surrounding areas, while more tree damage
is expected in the less densely populated areas in the northern part of the town.
Secondary damage from falling branches and trees is more common than direct wind damage to
structures. Heavy winds can take down trees near power lines, leading to the start and spread of
fires. Most downed power lines in Wilton are detected quickly, and any associated fires are
quickly extinguished. Such fires can be extremely dangerous during the summer months during
dry and drought conditions. It is important to have adequate water supply for fire protection to
ensure the necessary level of safety is maintained.

Changes and Improvements

Wilton has improved its tree maintenance capabilities, reducing the vulnerability of the town’s
electric grid and roads system to high wind events.
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3.5.1

WINTER STORMS AND NOR’EASTERS
Setting

The entire Town of Wilton is susceptible to winter storms. In general, winter storms are
considered highly likely to occur each year (although major storms are less frequent), and the
hazards that result (nor'easter winds, snow, and blizzard conditions) can potentially have a
significant effect over a large area of the town.
The northern areas of Wilton typically experience more snowfall than other areas. The Town has
taken this into account when preparing for and responding to storms. In addition, most residents
throughout the area are also typically aware of the heavier snowfall trends and are diligent in
regard to preparation and clean up.
According to the 2019 Connecticut State Natural Hazard Mitigation Plan the state can expect to
experience at least two or more major snow events each year, with an average of 14 winter events
in a season. It is estimated that Wilton’s average annual snowfall is about 2.5 to 4 feet.

3.5.2

Capabilities

Prior to a winter weather event, the town ensures that all warning/notification and
communications systems are ready and ensures that appropriate equipment and supplies,
especially snow removal equipment, are in place and in good working order. In some known
problem areas, prestorm treatment is applied to roadways to reduce the accumulation of snow.
The town also prepares for the possible evacuation and sheltering of some populations that could
be impacted by the upcoming storm (especially the elderly and special needs persons).

Actions Completed and New Capabilities

In 2017 and 2018 the Town worked with WestCOG on developing a local snow action plan, which
included an update of road clearing routes and the salt distribution plan. This was part of the
regional winter maintenance practices initiative led by WestCOG. Reports produced as part of
that initiative are:
 Winter Maintenance Practices Baseline Assessment Report, November 2017. Prepared for
WestCOG by Axiomatic, LLC
 Winter Maintenance Practices Guide, September 2018. Prepared for WestCOG by Axiomatic,
LLC
3.5.3

Vulnerabilities and Risk Assessment

The entire Town of Wilton is at relatively equal risk for experiencing damage from winter storms
although some areas (such as icing trouble spots and neighborhoods with a high concentration of
flat roofs) are more susceptible. The public assistance reimbursement from Winter Storm Alfred
was $380,555, proving that winter storms can be costly. However, many damages are relatively
site specific and occur to private property (and therefore are paid for by private insurance) while
repairs for power outages are often widespread and difficult to quantify to any one municipality.
The structures and utilities in Wilton are vulnerable to a variety of winter storm damage. Tree
limbs and some building structures may not be suited to withstand high wind and snow loads.
Ice can damage or collapse power lines, render steep gradients impassable for motorists,
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undermine foundations, and cause "flood" damage from freezing water pipes in basements.
Drifting snow can occur after large storms, but the effects are generally mitigated through
municipal plowing efforts.

Changes and Improvements

Wilton continues to identify and address the areas that reportedly received higher snowfall, and
mitigate challenges in these areas and town-wide.
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3.6.1

WILDFIRES AND DROUGHT
Setting

Wilton is generally considered a moderate risk area for small wildfires but a low risk area for large
wildfires. Wildfires are of particular concern in outlying areas without public water service and
other areas with poor access for fire-fighting equipment. Such areas in Wilton are limited to the
southern and eastern areas of the town. Hazards associated with wildfires include property
damage and loss of habitat.

In addition, Wilton, and Fairfield County overall, has experienced drought challenges over recent
years. The U.S. Drought Monitor (USDM), which has been monitoring nationwide drought
conditions since 2000, estimates that over the past two decades Connecticut experienced its
longest drought of 46 weeks beginning June 21, 2016 and lasting until May 2, 2017. It was also
estimated that the most intense period of this extended drought occurred the week of November
15, 2016, where approximately 44.5% of Connecticut lands were impacted. Figure 3-1 depicts the
various drought conditions in Fairfield County since 2000, where the warmer colors represent
more advanced drought stages.

Figure 3-1: USDM Drought Time Series for Fairfield County
The 2019 Connecticut Natural Hazard Mitigation Plan assumes that the State of Connecticut has a
medium probably of future drought events. This assumption is based on climate change
projections anticipating hotter and wetter conditions in the near future. Climate forecasts often
suggest that while precipitation may increase, the overall pattern will generally be higher intensity
storms, with longer than average dry periods between events. The State Plan also identifies that
Fairfield County accounts for roughly 7.34% of the state’s total number of farms, with a market
value of over $34 million in product sold from these farms.
3.6.2

Capabilities
Regulations regarding fire protection in Westport are outlined in the Zoning Regulations and the
town Code of Ordinances, respectively:
 Zoning regulations require housing developments to be serviced by fire hydrants or fire
protection systems to the specifications of the fire Marshal. Including assisted living,
congregate housing, multi-family, and singly family development.
 The site plan approval process includes evaluation of the adequacy of fire department access.


Chapter 15 - FIRE PREVENTION
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o
o
o

1(a): No person, without a permit granted by the Fire Marshal or his/her designee,
shall kindle or maintain any outdoor fire in the Town
3: – No fire should be started within 15 feet of a structure or combustible material.
13: - Accumulation of waste that may pose as a fire hazard is allowed.

The Wilton Fire Department is a professional fire department serving the Wilton Fire District. It
protects approximately 24 square miles, which is home to approximately 16,000 residents. The
department provides 24-hour fire, rescue, emergency medical service, and hazardous material
mitigation. Wilton's line firefighting staff consists of 24 career firefighters made up of four
Captains, four Lieutenants, and 16 Firefighters.
The Fire Department has two locations: Wilton Fire Department Headquarters at 236 Danbury
Road on the Wilton Town Hall campus and Fire Station #2 at 707 Ridgefield Road.
The approximately 2,000 residents of Georgetown are served by the Georgetown Fire District.
Open burning and permit information can be found on the town website. This includes actions to
take during a burn, a link to DEEP for more information, and a link to the permit application page.
3.6.3

Vulnerabilities and Risk Assessment

In the drought year of 1999, the average wildfire in Connecticut burned five acres in comparison
to the two most extreme wildfires recorded since 1986 that burned 300 acres each. Given the
availability of firefighting water in Wilton, including the use of nearby water bodies, it is believed
that this average value for a drought year and the extreme value are applicable to the town as
well.
Much of the Town of Wilton can be classified as medium and high-density development
intermixed with vegetation that may more susceptible to wildfires. While this classification does
not equate to a high fire risk, it is important to understand that there is some level of risk to some
areas of town. With high water availability throughout developments and town, this reduces the
risk of widespread, large scale fire.
Wildfire Risk Areas are mapped in Figure 3-2.

Changes and Improvements

The town’s vulnerability to wildfires continues to be low.
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3.7.1

EARTHQUAKES AND LANDSLIDES
Setting

The entire Town of Wilton is susceptible to earthquake damage. However, even though
earthquake damage has the potential to occur anywhere both in town and in the northeastern
United States, the effects may be felt differently in some areas based on the type of geology. In
general, earthquakes are considered a hazard that may possibly occur but that may cause
significant effects to a large area.

According to the 2019 Connecticut Natural Hazard Mitigation Plan Update, Connecticut is at a low
to moderate risk for experiencing an earthquake of a magnitude greater than 3.5 and at a
moderate risk of experiencing an earthquake of a magnitude less than 3.0 in the future. No
earthquake with a magnitude greater than 3.5 has occurred in Connecticut within the last 30
years, and the USGS currently ranks Connecticut 43rd out of the 50 states for overall earthquake
activity.
3.7.2

Capabilities

The town has adopted the state building codes for new construction, and they are enforced by
the Building Official. Due to the infrequent nature of damaging earthquakes, land use policies in
town do not directly address earthquake hazards. However, various documents do indirectly
discuss areas susceptible to earthquake damage and regulations that help to minimize potential
earthquake damage.

Actions Completed and New Capabilities

Wilton continues to have appropriate capabilities for mitigating earthquake events.
3.7.3

Vulnerabilities and Risk Assessment

Some areas in Wilton are underlain by sand and gravel, particularly along the route 7 corridor.
Structures in these areas are at increased risk from earthquakes due to amplification of seismic
energy and/or collapse. Most of the remaining area is underlain by glacial till and is therefore not
at increased risk during an earthquake due to unstable soils.
A series of earthquake probability maps was generated using the 2009 interactive web-based
mapping tools hosted by the USGS. These maps were used to determine the probability of an
earthquake of greater than magnitude 5.0 or greater than magnitude 6.0 damaging the City of
Westport. Results are presented in Table 3-2 below.
Table 3-2: Probability of a Damaging Earthquake in the Vicinity of Wilton

Time Frame (Years)
50
100
250
350

Probability of the Occurrence of an
Earthquake Event > Magnitude 5.0
2% to 3%
4% to 6%
10% to 12%
12% to 15%

Changes and Improvements

The town’s vulnerability to earthquakes continues to be low.
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Probability of the Occurrence of an
Earthquake Event > Magnitude 6.0
< 1%
1% to 2%
2% to 3%
3% to 4%

MITIGATION STRATEGIES AND ACTIONS
Goals and Objectives

Municipal goals and objectives have been made consistent regionally and are presented in the
Multi-Jurisdictional Plan document.

Status of Mitigation Strategies and Actions from Previous HMP

The table below lists the mitigation actions developed in the previous HMP and the status of
each. Actions to be carried forward are noted as such. Actions that have been institutionalized as
capabilities are not carried forward.
#

Description

1

Work with telecommunications entities to strengthen
mobile network telecommunications to increase
resiliency.

2

Work with assisted living facilities in town to ensure
preparedness and resiliency to natural hazards,
including providing the town a better understanding
of needs and vulnerabilities for each facility.

Carry forward

Recent high levels of high
communication, so this is possible.

3

Encourage the study of alternative systems for
delivering reliable power to residents.

Remove

4

Continue to provide education materials on preparing
for natural disasters. Including exploring template
guides for EOC operators.

No longer a priority. The Town has
determined that other
redundancies are in place.

Capability

This is considered to be a capability.

5

Develop a GIS application to assist personnel in the
event of an emergency or natural disaster.

Carry forward
with revisions

6

Implement a town‐wide GIS.

Carry forward
with revision

7
8
9
10

Status

Inventory and update conditions of town owned
significant culverts and bridges. and consider repairs
or replacement as necessary or as funding becomes
available.
Continue to work to implement recommendations
from the current storm water management plan.
Enhance storm drain maintenance activities: Maintain
records for storm drain maintenance.

Enhance storm drain maintenance activities: Continue
to work to increase frequency of storm drain clean out.
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Ongoing/carry
forward

Carry forward
with revision
Ongoing
Complete/
Remove

Carry forward
with revision

Notes
Constantly working with carriers to
see where additional towers are
necessary. 5G installation in the
near future

Residents can use See Click Fix now,
and trees can be mapped and
identified. Could be used for
flooding/electrical/even in a
pandemic
There is online GIS where residents
have access. The GIS that is
available needs to be continually
updated.
28 bridges/culverts as part of list.
Engineers developed priority and
cost. Include/address the plan
specifically.
MS4 revisions updates done
annually.
Complete. Asset management
software exists.

Progress impeded due to lack of
funding.

#

Description

Status

11

Continue to assess the ecological and health
implications of winter road salting and investigate
alternatives.

Carry forward
with revision

12

Ensure that Fire Station 2 continues to serve western
Wilton and analyze options for meeting expansion
needs of Fire Station 2 on‐site, on other sites, or by
sharing services with neighboring communities.

Capability

13

Explore opportunities to add cisterns where fire
protection is lacking.

Carry forward
with revision

14

Consider options for Merwin Meadows dam removal
as identified in the engineering study.

Carry forward
with revision

15

Conduct a Town‐wide inventory and assessment of
street trees, consider conducting the inventory in
conjunction with other municipalities in the region.

Carry forward

16

Budget appropriate money necessary to maintain and
remove dead, dying, dangerous or diseased trees in
rights-of-way and on other town land.

Carry forward

17

Seek financial assistance to manage tree debris in the
Norwalk River.

Carry forward

18

Ensure that the Town is up‐to‐date in its storm water
management planning (NPDES) requirements.

Complete
and ongoing

19

Prepare an assessment of bridges/overpasses along
Route 7 to determine susceptibility to flooding and
corresponding mitigation measures (natural and
engineered).

Notes

Water company was looking to
have discussions on some areas of
concern/priority areas. Revise
Include coordination, include
drinking water supply areas.

Voters approved $90,000 bond
authorization to complete
architectural and engineering
schematics in preparation for
renovations in 2015. Town
continues to make progress on
meeting the needs of the station,
making this action a capability.
There is a subdivision that was
going to put in own private cistern.
Dana dam removal project.
Engineering study currently
underway. Another study was done
and approved in 2008/2010.
Trees being tracked through See
Click Fix, but there is little to no
coordination with other
municipalities. Recommend for
Regional action
Have a line item for this action,
there is an ongoing program. Tree
warden and assistant tree warden,
both are part time.
Still a concern, funding has not
been acquired.
Yearly submission. Ongoing.

Follow up with WestCOG

Prioritization of Strategies and Actions

The STAPLEE method, described in the Multi-Jurisdictional document, was used to score
mitigation activities. The STAPLEE matrix in Appendix A provides the total scores. Actions have
been further prioritized based on implementation cost, project urgency, and municipal and public
input. The strategies below are presented in priority order, with qualitative priority levels listed
for each.

Mitigation Strategies and Actions Implementation Table

The Town proposed to initiate several new mitigation actions for the upcoming five years.
Additionally, a number of actions from the previous planning period are being carried forward or
replaced with revised actions. These are listed below.
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Action WLT-01

Provide information on the Town website about CT DEEP training and information around small business
chemical management for hazard resilience.
Lead

EM, BOS

Cost

$0 - $25,000

Funding

Operating Budget, CT DEEP

Timeframe

2021

Priority

High
Action WLT-02

Use the CT Toxics Users and Climate Resilience Map to identify toxic users located in hazard zones within
your community. Contact those users to inform them about the CT DEEP small business chemical
management initiative.
Lead

EM, BOS

Cost

$0 - $25,000

Funding

Operating Budget, CT DEEP

Timeframe

2021

Priority

High
Action WLT-03

Host a CT DEEP presentation for municipal staff and local businesses about business chemical management
for hazard resilience.
Lead

EM, BOS

Cost

$0 - $25,000

Funding

Operating Budget, CT DEEP

Timeframe

2021

Priority

High
Action WLT-04

Take one of the following actions that will mitigate natural hazard risks while also meeting Sustainable CT
objectives:
- Disseminate a toolkit for pre-disaster business preparedness.
- Revise regulations to promote Low Impact Development.
- Include the goals of this Hazard Mitigation Plan, and at least three other sustainability concepts, in your
next POCD update.
Lead

BOS

Cost

$0 - $25,000

Funding

Operating Budget, Sustainable CT Community Match Fund

Timeframe

2021

Priority

High
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Action WLT-05

Develop a strategy and policy so that future trees are not planted in the town right of way underneath
powerlines or where they may blow over and become a hazard in the roadways
Lead

Tree Committee, CC

Cost

$0 - $25,000

Funding

Operating Budget

Timeframe

2021

Priority

High
Action WLT-06
Collaborate with CIRCA on the "Resilient Connecticut" project

Lead

BOS

Cost

$0 - $25,000

Funding

Operating Budget

Timeframe

2022

Priority

Med
Action WLT-07

Coordinate with CT SHPO to conduct outreach to owners of historic properties to educate them on
methods of retrofitting historic properties to be more hazard-resilient while maintaining historic character.
Lead

Planning

Cost

$0 - $25,000

Funding

Operating Budget, CT SHPO

Timeframe

2022

Priority

Med
Action WLT-08

Coordinate with CT SHPO to conduct historic resource surveys, focusing on areas within natural hazard risk
zones (flood zones, wildfire hazard zones, steep slopes) to identify historic resources at risk and support the
preparation of resiliency plans across the state.
Lead

Planning

Cost

$25,000 - $50,000

Funding

CT SHPO

Timeframe

2024

Priority

Med
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Action WLT-09
Explore opportunities to add cisterns where fire protection is lacking.
Lead

EM, P&Z

Cost

$100,000 - $500,000

Funding

Capital Improvement Plan, Other Grant

Timeframe

2025

Priority

Med
Action WLT-10

Develop a schedule for updating the town-wide GIS database to ensure data is accurate.
Lead

EM, Police, Fire

Cost

$0 - $25,000

Funding

Operating Budget, Grant

Timeframe

2022

Priority

Med
Action WLT-11

Enhance storm drain maintenance activities, such as increasing clean out frequency, and locate funding
sources for this action.
Lead

DPW

Cost

$25,000 - $50,000

Funding

Capital Improvement Plan, FEMA Grant

Timeframe

2024

Priority

Med
Action WLT-12
Seek financial assistance to manage tree debris in the Norwalk River.

Lead

DPW, CC

Cost

$25,000 - $50,000

Funding

Capital Improvement Plan, FEMA Grant

Timeframe

2024

Priority

Med
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Action WLT-13

Work with assisted living facilities in town to ensure preparedness and resiliency to natural hazards,
including providing the town a better understanding of needs and vulnerabilities for each facility.
Lead

EM

Cost

$25,000 - $50,000

Funding

Operating Budget

Timeframe

2024

Priority

Med
Action WLT-14

Coordinate with Aquarion and SNEW to assess the ecological and health implications of winter road salting
in areas of concern and drinking water supply areas, and investigate alternatives.
Lead

BOS, DPW, CC

Cost

$25,000 - $50,000

Funding

Operating Budget, Grant

Timeframe

2024

Priority

Med
Action WLT-15

Revise floodplain zoning regulations to reflect the new State Building Code requirements for one foot of
freeboard for construction in the 1% annual-chance flood zone.
Lead

Planning

Cost

$0 - $25,000

Funding

Operating Budget

Timeframe

2023

Priority

Low
Action WLT-16

Compare local floodplain regulations with Revised State Model Flood Regulations to identify any remaining
opportunities for improvement
Lead

Planning

Cost

$0 - $25,000

Funding

Operating Budget

Timeframe

2023

Priority

Low
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Action WLT-17

Contact the owners of Repetitive Loss Properties and nearby properties at risk to inquire about mitigation
undertaken and suggest options for mitigating flooding in those areas. This should be accomplished with a
letter directly mailed to each property owner.
Lead

EM, BOS

Cost

$0 - $25,000

Funding

Operating Budget, FEMA Grant

Timeframe

2023

Priority

Low
Action WLT-18

Conduct a Town‐wide inventory and assessment of street trees, consider conducting the inventory in
conjunction with other municipalities in the region.
Lead

Tree Committee, CC

Cost

$0 - $25,000

Funding

Operating Budget, Grant

Timeframe

2023

Priority

Low
Action WLT-19

Work with CT DEEP to validate and/or correct the RL list and update the mitigation status of each listed
property.
Lead

Planning

Cost

$25,000 - $50,000

Funding

FEMA Grant

Timeframe

2024

Priority

Low
Action WLT-20

Annually conduct an emergency operations exercise for a local terrorism, sabotage, or mass casualty event.
Lead

EMD

Cost

$25,000 - $50,000

Funding

Operating Budget

Timeframe

2024

Priority

Low
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Action WLT-21
Address the high priority bridge repairs and upgrades identified in the engineering study.
Lead

DPW

Cost

More than $1 million

Funding

Capital Improvement Plan, FEMA Grant, Other Grant

Timeframe

2026

Priority

Low
Action WLT-22
Elevate Arrowhead Road Bridge above the 100-year flood elevation

Lead

DPW

Cost

More than $1 million

Funding

Capital Improvement Plan, FEMA Grant, Other Grant

Timeframe

2026

Priority

Low
Action WLT-23

Address the repairs and upgrades as necessary to the approximately 28 bridges and culverts listed in the
infrastructure engineering report, with a target goal of completing at least five in the 5-year lifespan of this
plan.
Lead

DPW

Cost

More than $1 million

Funding

Capital Improvement Plan, FEMA Grant, Other Grant

Timeframe

2026

Priority

Low
Action WLT-24
Pursue the Dana Dam removal project in accordance with engineering studies.

Lead

DPW, DEEP

Cost

More than $500,000

Funding

Capital Improvement Plan, Other Grant

Timeframe

2026

Priority

Low
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Action WLT-25

Work with telecommunications companies to strengthen mobile network telecommunications, and
continue to identify where additional towers are necessary.
Lead

P&Z, Utilities

Cost

$0 - $25,000

Funding

Operating Budget

Timeframe

2024

Priority

Low
Action WLT-26

Budget appropriate money necessary to maintain and remove dead, dying, dangerous or diseased trees in
rights-of-way and on other town land.
Lead

DPW

Cost

$0 - $25,000

Funding

Operating Budget

Timeframe

2024

Priority

Low
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Appendix A: STAPLEE Matrix
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WLT-07

Sustainable CT

BOS

Coordinate with CT SHPO to conduct outreach to owners of historic properties to educate them on
methods of retrofitting historic properties to be more hazard-resilient while maintaining historic character.
risk zones (flood zones, wildfire hazard zones, steep slopes) to identify historic resources at risk and

Tree
Tree Management Committee
, CC
ResilientCT

BOS

SHPO

Planning

SHPO

Planning

support the preparation of resiliency plans across the state.
WLT-09

Explore opportunities to add cisterns where fire protection is lacking.

WLT-10

Develop a schedule for updating the town-wide GIS database to ensure data is accurate.

WLT-11

Enhance storm drain maintenance activities, such as increasing clean out frequency, and locate funding
sources for this action.
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Timeframe for

Sources

Potential Funding

1

DEEP
Operating
Budget, CT
DEEP
Operating

$0 -

Sustainable

$25,000

CT
Community

Coordinate with CT SHPO to conduct historic resource surveys, focusing on areas within natural hazard
WLT-08

Budget, CT

Match Fund

Collaborate with CIRCA on the "Resilient Connecticut" project

1

DEEP
Operating

next POCD update.
powerlines or where they may blow over and become a hazard in the roadways

1

Operating
Budget, CT

- Include the goals of this Hazard Mitigation Plan, and at least three other sustainability concepts, in your
Develop a strategy and policy so that future trees are not planted in the town right of way underneath

Total STAPLEE Score

WLT-06

- Revise regulations to promote Low Impact Development.

Environmental

WLT-05

- Disseminate a toolkit for pre-disaster business preparedness.

2021

Costs

Budget,

objectives:
WLT-04

Economic (x2)

Take one of the following actions that will mitigate natural hazard risks while also meeting Sustainable CT

Legal

$0 $25,000

Political

EM, BOS

Administrative

Business Chem

Technical (x2)

CT DEEP Small

management for hazard resilience.

$0 $25,000

Social

Host a CT DEEP presentation for municipal staff and local businesses about business chemical

EM, BOS

Environmental

WLT-03

CT DEEP Small
Business Chem

Economic (x2)

management initiative.

Legal

your community. Contact those users to inform them about the CT DEEP small business chemical

$25,000

Political

Business Chem

$0 -

Administrative

chemical management for hazard resilience.

EM, BOS

Technical (x2)

CT DEEP Small

Completion

Provide information on the Town website about CT DEEP training and information around small business
Use the CT Toxics Users and Climate Resilience Map to identify toxic users located in hazard zones within

WLT-02

Theme

Social

WLT-01

Action Description

Cost Estimate

#

Regional

Lead Department

Weighted STAPLEE Criteria
Benefits

$0 -

Operating

$25,000

Budget

$0 -

Operating

$25,000

Budget
Operating

$0 $25,000
$25,000 $50,000

Budget, CT
SHPO
CT SHPO
Capital

Wildfire Fighting
Capacity

EM, P&Z

$100,000 - Improvement
$500,000

Plan, Other
Grant
Operating

Municipal

EM, Police,

$0 -

Capacities

Fire

$25,000

Drainage

DPW

Budget, Grant
Capital

$25,000 - Improvement
$50,000

Plan, FEMA
Grant
Capital

WLT-12

WLT-13
WLT-14
WLT-15

WLT-16

Seek financial assistance to manage tree debris in the Norwalk River.
Work with assisted living facilities in town to ensure preparedness and resiliency to natural hazards,

Emergency

including providing the town a better understanding of needs and vulnerabilities for each facility.
Coordinate with Aquarion and SNEW to assess the ecological and health implications of winter road

Response

salting in areas of concern and drinking water supply areas, and investigate alternatives.
Revise floodplain zoning regulations to reflect the new State Building Code requirements for one foot of
freeboard for construction in the 1% annual-chance flood zone.
Compare local floodplain regulations with Revised State Model Flood Regulations to identify any
remaining opportunities for improvement
Contact the owners of Repetitive Loss Properties and nearby properties at risk to inquire about mitigation

WLT-17

Drainage

undertaken and suggest options for mitigating flooding in those areas. This should be accomplished with
a letter directly mailed to each property owner.

Roadways
Floodplain
Management

DPW, CC

$50,000

Plan, FEMA

$25,000 -

Grant
Operating

BOS,

$50,000
$25,000 -

Budget
Operating

DPW,CC

$50,000

Budget, Grant

EM

Planning

Regulations
Floodplain
Management

Planning

Regulations
RLPs

$25,000 - Improvement

EM, BOS

$0 -

Operating

$25,000

Budget

$0 -

Operating

$25,000

Budget

$0 $25,000

Operating
Budget, FEMA
Grant

Legal

Economic (x2)

Environmental

Total STAPLEE Score

2023
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0
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0
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2024

0

1

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

3

2024

0

0

1

0

1

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

3

Timeframe for

Sources

Potential Funding

Political

$1 million

Administrative

More than

Technical (x2)

DPW

$50,000

Social

Bridge & Culvert

EMD

Operating
Budget, Grant

$50,000
$25,000 -

Environmental

Casualty

$0 $25,000
$25,000 -

Economic (x2)

Address the high priority bridge repairs and upgrades identified in the engineering study.

Terrorism & Mass

Planning

Legal

event.

RLPs

Political

property.
Annually conduct an emergency operations exercise for a local terrorism, sabotage, or mass casualty

Administrative

WLT-21

Work with CT DEEP to validate and/or correct the RL list and update the mitigation status of each listed

, CC

Technical (x2)

WLT-20

conjunction with other municipalities in the region.

Tree
Tree Management Committee

Completion

WLT-19

Conduct a Town-wide inventory and assessment of street trees, consider conducting the inventory in

Theme

Social

WLT-18

Action Description

Cost Estimate

#

Regional

Lead Department

Weighted STAPLEE Criteria
Benefits

Costs

Improvement
Plan, FEMA
Grant, Other
Grant
Capital

WLT-22

Elevate Arrowhead Road Bridge above the 100-year flood elevation

Bridge & Culvert

DPW

More than
$1 million

Improvement
Plan, FEMA
Grant, Other
Grant
Capital

Address the repairs and upgrades as necessary to the approximately 28 bridges and culverts listed in the
WLT-23

infrastructure engineering report, with a target goal of completing at least five in the 5-year lifespan of

Bridge & Culvert

DPW

this plan.

More than
$1 million

Improvement
Plan, FEMA
Grant, Other
Grant
Capital

WLT-24

WLT-25
WLT-26

Pursue the Dana Dam removal project in accordance with engineering studies.
Work with telecommunications companies to strengthen mobile network telecommunications, and
continue to identify where additional towers are necessary.
Budget appropriate money necessary to maintain and remove dead, dying, dangerous or diseased trees in
rights-of-way and on other town land.

Dam Safety

DPW, DEEP

More than Improvement
$500,000

Plan, Other

Emergency

P&Z,

$0 -

Grant
Operating

Response

Utilities

Tree Management

DPW

$25,000
$0 -

Budget
Operating

$25,000

Budget
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Town of Wilton
Climate Vulnerability Assessment
A Component of Sustainable CT Action 5.4
The Town of Wilton, for this Climate Vulnerability Assessment (CVA) is considered a suburban inland
town, resulting in various climate change vulnerabilities. Inland flooding, extreme heat, and winter
storms may impact the community the most as many issues have been identified.

Hazards
Inland Flooding
With FEMA flood zones in town along several streams and rivers, such as along the Comstock Brook and
Naugatuck River, there is continuously concern for riverine flooding. The numerous streams in town
pose a flood risk to adjacent properties, whether it is a larger storm event or a short intense rainstorm.
For example, Arrowhead Road is often overtopped by the Norwalk River during a 100-year event. With
precipitation expected to increase due to climate change, flooding events may occur more frequently.
Overall, flooding may continue, or become a larger issue with future shifts in precipitation.
Winter Storms
Wilton is largely residential with commercialized areas along Route 7. Suburban communities are often
impacted by strong winter storms in several ways; power outages from downed trees, accessibility
issues, and icing concerns. Wilton tends to experience heavier snowfall in the northern areas of town.
Anticipated shifts in winter precipitation may bring more freezing rain events, which can result in an
increase of downed trees and iced roads during a winter storm event. Downed trees can result in power
outage, and lack of emergency access and egress.
Drought and Extreme Temperatures
A majority of town relies on private wells for drinking water, with the exception of some service lines
running north along Route 7 from Norwalk. Therefore, impacts to water supply may be an issue to the
town as temperatures rise in the future, resulting in isolated issues with water scarcity. With increased
temperatures, and high pumping levels, private wells may be impacted during times of drought.
In addition to private wells, many suburban communities have high levels of agricultural activity,
whether it be crop production or livestock, these operations are heavily water dependent for healthy
growing and revenue generation.
When considering these impacts from climate change, the primary vulnerabilities for the town of
Westport include:
•
•
•

Private well owners
Emergency access
Agricultural operations

Secondary Impacts

Economic Impacts
With areas vulnerable to flooding and winter storm events, the town faces an economic challenge of
addressing the flooding concerns and increasing snow and debris removal capacity. There is also a
potential economic impact to local businesses during flooding events, and heavy winter storms.
Businesses may incur expenses related to flood mitigation or clean-up efforts, or experience loss of
income if there is no site access during a storm.
Winter storm snow removal or icing also presents financial responsibility to the town by way of roadway
treatment. As precipitation events may increase during winter months, the town may seek to increase
sand or salt stockpiles to account for increased icing events.
Private property owners who rely on private drinking water wells may also be impacted economically
during droughts or periods of extreme heat. With increasing heat, typically comes increased water
demand. This demand would be placed upon local aquifers, potentially resulting in the need for new
well construction, or deepening of an existing well.
The many impacts of climate change can result in economic impacts to many citizens, business owners,
and municipal budgets as the impacts can be felt on a town level, down to building level.
Social Impacts
To identify social impacts to the town, the Center for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) Social
Vulnerability Index (SVI) was used to identify any vulnerable populations within the town. This index was
developed to supplement a community’s natural hazard preparation actions. To evaluate social
vulnerability, the CDC incorporates 15 factors (Fig. 1) into the overall calculation under the categories, or
themes, of: socioeconomic status, household composition and disability, minority status and language,
and housing type and transportation. These themes and their ranking are based on census statistics. By
evaluating these factors and determining a level of social vulnerability, a community can identify specific
needs for before, during, and after
an event. Such needs may include
sheltering capacity, evacuation
routes, or to decide how many
emergency personnel may be
required to respond after an event.
Each municipalities’ census tracts
were ranked for overall
vulnerability, and theme
vulnerability, in comparison to
other Connecticut municipalities.
This rank, 0 to 1, is based on the
percentile rank among all tracts
within the State of Connecticut. A
value closer to 0 indicates a lower
vulnerability, while a value closer to

Figure 1: The CDC SVI Index Factors. Graphic: svi.cdc.com

1 indicates a higher vulnerability. Table 1 presents the overall vulnerability and theme rankings for
Wilton.
Table 1: Wilton SVI Factor Rankings
Overall SVI
Socioeconomic

WILTON

.20

.04

Household
Composition &
Disability

Minority
Status &
Language

Housing Type
&
Transportation

.43

.32

.33

The Town of Wilton is considered to have a low level of vulnerability, with their most vulnerable
population based on household composition and disability. In addition, there are vulnerable minority
and linguistically challenged populations along with those based on housing type and lack of
transportation. The most concentrated areas of the most vulnerable population are identified in the
central tract in town. In addition, the two eastern tracts have also ranked high for vulnerability based on
household composition and disability.
These populations may be vulnerable to impacts from drought, flooding and storm events based on the
geographic concentrations.
Public Health Considerations
Of the primary vulnerabilities identified, drought and flooding can potentially have public health
repercussions. During hot summer months, or drought, if private wells were to be impacted, certain
populations may find themselves without adequate drinking water supply, resulting in health problems.
Also, when considering the environmental shifts occurring during drought periods, drinking water
contamination may become an issue as aquifers become stressed due to excessive pumping.
Food scarcity is another consideration when discussing the impacts of drought and extreme
temperatures. Agricultural operations that are impacted by water shortages may find that crop or
livestock yields are below average, ultimately resulting in food scarcity concerns. Depending on the size
of an operation, the impacts can be on a small or large scale.
Flooding also presents the concern of pollution into nearby water bodies as commercialized and
impervious areas drain, they collect pollutants and excess sediment. Depending upon the drainage
areas, this runoff can have environmental impacts in associated ecosystems, or public health impacts if
water bodies are used for recreational activities.

Vulnerable Populations
The SVI identified the presence of certain populations within the town that may be more vulnerable to
climate change hazards. Communities, including Wilton, should pay special attention to elderly or
disabled populations, linguistically challenged population, and those that may need evacuation
assistance due to lack of transportation. In addition to the SVI, the Connecticut Department of Public

Health (DPH) 1 has identified at least three assisted living facilities and two convalescent homes in the
Town of Wilton.
Some populations often need additional time for hazard response, so evacuation or preparation, and
may find it more challenging to recover due to financial constraints or health concerns. These
populations should be considered more vulnerable for the reasons that emergency response and
preparation may be more challenging, health issues may be of higher concern, and language barriers
may exist when working to communicate with the community on risks, response, and recovery efforts.
In addition to the populations, it is important to identify the facilities that can provide different types of
assistance to the populations, and others, during or after an event. These facilities, and their proximity
to flood zones, can be found in Figure 2-4.

1

https://www.elicense.ct.gov/Lookup/LicenseLookup.aspx

